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P1e ace 

We began this project in 1968 to fill a gap we each felt acutely after several 
years of teaching introductory solid stare physics to Cornell students of physics, 
chemistry, engineering, and materials science. In both undergraduate and graduate 
courses we had to resort to a patchwork array of reading assignments, assembled 
from some half dozen texts and treatises. This was only partly because of the great 
diversity of the subject ; the main problem lay in i1s dual nature. On the one hand an 
introduction to solid state physics must describe in some detail the vast range of real 
solids, with an emphasis on representative data and illustrative examples. On the 
other hand there is now a weB-established basic theory of solids, with which any 
seriously interested student must become familiar. 

Rather to our surprise, it has taken us seven years to produce what we needed: a 
single introductory text presenting both aspects of the subject, descriptive and ana
lytical. Our aim has been to explore the variety of phenomena associated with the 
major forms of crystalline matter. while laying the foundation for a working under
standing of solids through clear, detailed, and elementary treatments of fundamental 
theoretical concepts. 

Our book is designed for introductory courses at either the undergraduate or 
graduate level. 1 Statistical mechanics and the quantum theory lie at the heart of solid 
state physics. Although these subjects are used as needed, we have tried, especially in 
the more elementary chapters, to recognize that many readers. particularly under
graduates, will not yet have acquired expertise. When it is natural to do so, we have 
clearly separated topics based entirely on classical methods from those demanding a 
quantum treatmenL In the latter case, and in applications of statistical mechanics, we 
have proceeded carefully from explicitly stated first principles. The book is therefore 
suitable for an introductory course taken concurrently with first courses in quantum 
theory and statistical mechanics. Only in the more advanced chapters and appendices 
do we assume a more experienced readership. 

The problems that foil ow each chapter are tied rather closely to the text. and are of 
three general kinds : (a) routine steps in analytical development are sometimes 
relegated to problems, partly to avoid burdening the text with formulas of no intrinsic 
interest, but, more importantly, because such steps are better understood if completed 
by the reader with the aid of hints and suggestions; (b) extensions of the chapter 
(which the spectre of a two volume work prevented us from including) are presented 
as problems when they lend themselves to this type of exposition ; (c) further numerical 
and analytical applications are given as problems, either to communicate additional 

1 Sugf!CStion~ for how to use the text in cou~ of varying length and level ore gh·~n on pp. xviii -xxt. 
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,·iii Preface 

information or to exercise newly acquired skills. Readers should therefore examine 
the problems. even if they do not intend to attempt their solution. 

Although we have respected the adage that one picture i~ wonh a thousand \\Ords. 
we are also aware that an uninformative illustration, though decorative, takes up the 
space that could usefully be filled by several hundred . The reader will rhus cncowuer 
stretches of expository prose unrelieved by figures, when none are necessary, as well as 
sections that can profitably be perused entirely by looking at the figures and their 
captions. 

We anticipate use of the book at different levels with different areas of major 
emphasis. A particular course is unlikely to follow the chapters (or even selected 
chapters) in the order in which they are presented here, and we have written them in a 
way that permits easy selection and rearrangement. 2 Our particular choice of sequence 
follows certain major strands of the subject from their first elementary exposition to 
their more advanced aspects, with a minimum of digression. 

We begin the book3 with the elementary classical [I] and quantum [2] aspects of 
the free electron theory of metals because this requires a minimum of background and 
immediately introduces, through a particular class of examples, almost all of the 
phenomena with which thcorie~ of insulators. semiconductors. and metals mu~t come 
to grips. The reader is thereby spared the impression that nothing can be understood 
tlntil a host of arcane definitions (relating to periodic strucll!res) and elaborate 
quantum mechanical explorations (of periodic systems) have been mastered. 

Periodic structures are introduced only after a survey (3) of those metallic prop
erties that can and cannot be understood without investigating the consequences 
of periodicity. We have tried to alleviate the tedium induced by a first exposure 
to the language of periodic systems by (a) separating the very importan~ conse
quences of purely translational symmetry [4. 5] from the remaining but rather less 
essential rotational aspects [7), (b) separating the description in ordinary space [4] 
from that in the less familiar reciprocal space [5), and (c) separating the abstract 
a nd descriptive treatment of periodicity from its elementary application to X-ray 
diffraction [6]. 

Armed with the terminology of periodic systems, readers can pursue to whatever 
point seems appropriate the resolution of the difficulties in the free e lectron model of 
metals or. alternatively, can embark directly upon the investigation of lattice vibra
tions. The book follows the first line. Bloch ·s theorem is described and its implications 
examined [8] in general tenns, to emphasize that its consequences transcend the 
illustrative and very important practical cases of nearly free electrons (9] and tight 
binding [10]. Much of the content of these two chapters is suitable for a more advanced 
c:ourse, as is the following survey of methods used to compute real band structures 
[II]. The remarkable subject of semiclassical mechanics is introduced and given 
elementary applications [I 2] before being incorporated into the more elaborate semi
classical theory of transport (I 3]. The description of methods by which Fcm1i surfaces 
arc measured [14] may be more stlitable for advanced readt:rs, but m uch of the survey 

: The Tabh: on pp. xi" x><i lists th<! prerequisites for each chapter. to aid those interest~ prim<~r
oly in one aspect oft he subject. or L hoq~ preferring a diffCR>nt order of pr~,.cnuuion. 

' Referenet.'S to chapter nurnbe~ are given in bnu::ko:~. 



Preface Lx 

of the band structures of actual metals [15] is readily incorporated into an elementary 
course. 

Except for the discussion of screening, an elementary course might also bypass 1 he 
essays on what is overlooked by the relaxation-time approximation [16] and by rhe 
neglect of electron-electron interactions [ 17]. 

Work fu nctions and other surface properties (18] can be taken up at any time 
after the discussion of translational symmetry in real space. Our description of the 
conventiona l classification of solids [19) has been separated from the analysis of 
cohesive energies [20). Both have been placed after the introduction to band structure, 
because it i~ in terms of electronic structure that the categories are most clearly 
distinguished. 

To motl\atc the study of lattice vibrations (at whatever point after Chapter 5 
readers choose to begin the subject) a sttmmary [21] lists those solid propcnics that 
cannot be understood without their consideration. Latttce dynamics is given an 
elementar) introduction, v. ith the classical [22] and quantum [23] aspects of the 
harmonic crystal treated separately. The ways in which phonon spectra are measured 
[24). the consequences of anharmonicity [25], and the special problems associated 
with phonons in metals [26) and ionic crystals [27] are surveyed at an elementary 
level, though some parts of these last fottr chapters might well be reserved for a more 
advanced course. None of the chapters on lattice vi brat ions rely on the usc of normal 
mode raising and lowering operators; these are described in several appendices for 
readers wantmg a more advanced treatment. 

Homogeneous [28] and inhomogeneous [29] semiconductors can be examined at 
any point after the introduction of Bloch's theorem and the elementary discussion of 
semiclassical mechanics. Crystalline defects [30] can be studied as soon as crystals 
themselves have been introduced , though parts of earlier chapters are occasionally 
referred to . 

Following a review of atomic magnetism, we examine how it is modified in a solid 
environment [31], explore exchange and other magnetic interactions [32], and apply 
the result ing models to magnetic ordering [33]. This brief introduction to magnetism 
and the co ncluding essay on superconductivity [34] are la rgely self-contained. They 
are pla<.-cd at the end of the book so the phenomena can be viewed, not in terms of 
abstract models but as striking propcnies of real solids. 

To our dismay, we discovered that it is impos.~ible at the end of a seven year project, 
labored upon not only at Cornell, but also during extended stays in Cambridge, 
London, Rome, Wellington, and J iilich, to recall all the occasions when students, 
postdoctoral fellows, visitors, and colleagues gave us invaluable criticism, advice, 
and instruction. Among others we are indebted to V. Ambcgaok.ar, B. W. Battcm1an, 
D . Beagleho lc, R . Bowers, A B. Bringer, C. di Castro, R. G. Chambers. G . V. 
Chester, R. M. Colts, R. A. Cowley, G. Eilenberger, D . B. Fitchen, C. Friedli, 
V. Heine. R. L. Henderson, D . F. Holcomb, R . 0. Jones, B. D . Josephson, J . A. 
Krumhansl, C . A. Kukkonen, D . C. Langreth, W. L. McLean, H . Mahr, B. W. 
Maxfield, R. Monnier, L. G . Parratt, 0 . Penrose, R. 0 . Pohl, J . J. Quinn. J. J. 
Rehr, M . V. Romerio, A. L. Ruoff. G . Russakoff. H . S. Sack, W. L. Schaich, J. R. 
Sehricffcr. J . W. Serene. A J . Sievers, J. Silcox, R . H . Silsbee, J.P. Straley, 0 . M. 
Straus, D . Stroud. K. Sturm, and J . W. Wilkins. 
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One person, however. has influenced almost every chapter. Michael E. Fisher, 
Horace White Professor of Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics, friend and neigh
bor. gadfly and troubadour. began to read the manuscript six years ago and has 
followed ever since. hard upon our tracks. through chapter. and, on occasion, 
through revision and re-revision. pouncing on obscurities, condemning dishonesties, 
decrying omissions, La beling axes. correcting misspellings, redrawing figures, and 
often making our lives very much more difficult by his unrelenting insistence that we 
could be more literate . accurate, intelligible, and thorough. We hope be wiU be 
pleased at how many of his illegible red marginalia have found their way into our text, 
and expect to be hearing from him about those that have not. 

One of us (NDM) is most gratefuJ to the A lfred P . S loan Foundation an d the 
J ohn Simon Guggenheim Foundation for their generous suppon at critical stages of 
this project, and to friends at Imperial C o l.lege London and the Istituto di Fisica 
'·G. Marconi • ., where parts of the book were written. He is also deeply indebted to 
R . E . Peierls. whose lectures converted him to the view that solid state physics is a 
discipline of beauty. clarity, and coherence. The o ther (NWA), having learnt the 
subject from J . M. Ziman and A. B. Pippard. has never been in need of conversion. 
He also wish es to acknowledge with gra titude the support and h ospitality of the 
Kernforschungsanlage Ji.ilich. the Victoria University of Wellington. a nd the 
Cavendish Laboratory and Clare Hall. Cambridge. 

Ithaca 
J une 1975 

N . W . Ashcroft 
N. D. Mermin 
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The more important tables of data 1 or theoretical results are l isted below. 
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plac~-s and have not made special efforts to give the most precise: values. Readers requiring da\a for funda
mental research should consult the a ppropriate sources. 

xiv 
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Suggestions ur 
Using the Book 

It is in the nature of books that chapters must be linearly ordered. We 
have tried to select a sequence that least obscures several interwoven lines o f develop
ment. The accompanying T a ble (pp. xix - xxi) is designed to help readers with 
specia l interests (in la ttice vibrations. semiconductors, o r metals, for example) or 
teachers of courses with particular constraints on time or level. 

The prerequis ites for each chapter are given in the Table according to the fo llowing 
conventions: (a) lf"M"' is listed after Chapter N . then the contents of Chapter M (as 
well, o f course. as its essential p rerequisites) are essential for understanding much o r 
a ll of Chapter N ; (b) I f "(M)" a ppears after Chapter N , then Chap ter M is not an 
essential prer:equisite : either a sma I! part o f Chapter N is based on Chapter M. or a 
few parts of Chapter M may be o f some help in reading Chapter N; (c) The absence o f 
-- M " or .. (M)" a fter Chapter N does not mean that no reference back to Chapter M 
is made: however. such references as may occur are primarily because N illuminates 
the subject of M , rather than beca use M aids in the development o f N. 1 

The rest of the Table indicates how the book might be used in a one semester 
(40 to 50 lectures) or two-semester (80 to 100 lectures) introductory undergraduate 
course. C hapters (or selections from a chapter) are listed fo r reading2 if they a re 
almost entirely descriptive, or, alternatively, if we felt that an introductory course 
should at least m<tke students aware of a topic. even if time was not available for its 
ca reful explorat.ion . The order o f presentation is, of course. flexible. For example, 
al though a two-semester course could follow the order o f the book, one mtght well 
prefer to follow the pattern of the one-semester course for the first term . filling in the 
more advanced topics in the second. 

An introductory course a t the graduate level. or a graduate course following a one
semester undergraduate survey, would probably make use of sect ions omitted in the 
t wo-semester undergraduate course, as well as many o ft he sixteen appendices. 

1 Thus to proce<.-d to C hapter 12 \>ilh a mmimum uf dig.-.,.sion it i~ nccc..'<...._lf}" to read Cllli pte~ 8. S. 4. 
l. and I 

' Students "ould pre,umabl> be asl..cd to read the chapters beano~ on the lc:cturc::. a~ well. 



One-Semester Two-Semester I 
• 

Chapter Prerequisites Introduction Introduction 
I 
I 

I LECTURES READING LECTURFS READING 

I. Drude None All All 
• 

2. Sommerfeld I All All 
-- ----

3. Failures of free-electron 
model 2 All All 

- -- 1-
4. Crystallattices None Summarize All All 

. 
5. Reciprocal lattice 4 All All 

- - - . -
6. X-ray diffraction 5 96- 104 All 

- - -

7. Crystal symmetries 4 All 
1- - - - · - - -

8. Bloch's theorem 5 132-143 All 
- - 0 - - ·- - - - . 

9. Nearly free electrons 8 (6) 152- 166 All 
I - -- . - - - --

I 0. Tight binding 8 176 176- 184 184- 189 
-

11 . Computing band structure 8 {9) 192- 193 All 
' ' ' . 
' 

12. Semiclassical dynamics 2, 8 214- 233 214- 233 ' 

- - - - - - ~ 

13. Semiclassical transport 12 244- 246 
)( ->' 

-··-·-- ' 



Chuptl!r Prerequisite.'/ 

14. Moasunng the Fermi surface 12 

I 5. ~md stn1cturc of metals 8 (2. 9, 10, 
II , 12) 

- --
16. Bcynnc. relnxation-tin"le 

approximation 2 (13) 

17. Beyond tndepcndcnl 
clcclron a:ppruxi:matiun 

I 
2 

-
IK Surf:occ effects 2, 4 (6, 8) 

19. Classificn1ion o f solids 2.4(9. 10') 
f-- --

20. Cohesive energy 19 (17) 

21. Fajlurcs of $la tic lauJcc 
model (2. 4) 

-
22. C la.,;c:<,l harmonic 

CJ)'1;tal 5 

23. Quunlum harm(mic 
crystal 22 

- - -

24. Measuring pbonons 2, 23 

25. Anhurmortie drccl$ 23 

26. Phooons in metals 17. 23 (16) 

27. o .elcctnc properties 19. 22 

28. Homc.lgencous 
semiconductors 2, 8 , ( 12) 

29. Inhomogeneous 
semiconductors 28 

30. DefectS 4 (8, 12. 19 . 
22. 28. 29) 

31. DUmlaJPICiism. 
Paratn.bgnctism (2, 4. 14) 

32. Magnetic inlcrt\t tions 31 (2.8.10. 
16, 17) 

33. Magnetic ordering 4,5.J2 

1 34 Superconducllvily 1. 2(26) 

.. 
!!. 

o,e-Sernester 
Introduction 

l..ECJ'URI!S READING 

264 - 275 

All 

337 - 342 

354 3(i4 

All 

396-410 

All 

422 - 437 

. 
452- 464 

- - -

l 470- 481 

499 505 -I 523- 526 

534- 542 

562- 580 

590-600 

628 - 63(> 

661 -665 

672 b~2 

694-700 

726- 736 

Tw 
lnfi·(J 
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512 519 
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/\II 
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672 68<1 
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The Drude Theory 
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AC Electrical Conductivity 
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Thermal Conductivity 

Thermoelectric Effects 



2 ( Iupfer I The Orudc Thcor~ uf \h·taf, 

Metals occupy a rather spccwl pm.tllon m the stud~ or soltds. <;harmg a 'anet~ of 
:.tnking properties that other sohd'> 1such as quanz. sulfur. or common saltl lacJ... 
They are excellent conductors of heat and electricll~ . are ducttle and malleable. and 
displa~ a striking luster on fresh I) exposed surfaces. The challenge of accounting fCir 
these metallic features gave the :.tarting impetus to the modern theory of solids. 

Although the majori ty of commonly encountered solids arc nonmetallic. mewls 
h;,l\ e continued to ph.ty a prominent role in the theory o f ~olids from tho: late ninet.:enth 
century to the present day. Indeed. the metallic s tate has prO\ cd to be one of the great 
fundamental states of matter. The clements. for e'ample. delitutel) favor the meta li te 
~tate . over two thirds are metal<;. E'en to underqand nt>nmeta ls one must abo 
understand metals. for m explaining wh} copper conducts ~o '' d l. ~1ne b.:g111:. to 
learn why common salt docs not. 

During the last hundred )C3fS ph~'icists h<ne tned to con:.truct s1mple models of 
the metallic sta te tha t account in a qualitatl\'e. and e\t:n quamitat ive, "ay for the 
characteristic metallic prop.:ntcs. In the cour:-.e ofthi~ search bnlhant :.uccesscs have 
appeared hand in hand \\ith apparent! ~ hopeless fa tlurt:s. ume and again. E'en the 
earliest models. tho ugh stnkmgly wrong in some rc~pe~ts. remain. when properly 
used. of immense value to soltd state ph)SicJsts t ock1~. 

In this chapter we shall C::ll.<tmtne the theory of metallic conduct icm put forth by 
P. D rude 1 at the turn of the centur~ The succ.:s!-es of the Drude model were con· 
stdcrable. and tt is still used today as a quiet- pracucal "3) to form !>imple picture:. 
and rough estimates of properties "hose more prec•~c compn:hcnston may require 
analysis of considerable complex H) . The failures of 1 he Drude model to account f,>r 
some experiments. and the conceptual puzz.les it rat~ed. defined the problems \\llh 
which 1 he theory of metals was to grapple over the ne'\1 q uancr century. These found 
their resolution only in the rich and ~ubtle structure o f the quantum theory of solid:.. 

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ORL"DE !\lODEL 

J. J . Thomson's discovery of the e lectron in 1897 bad a vast :111d unmcdiare impact 
on theories of the structure of maller. and suggested an ob,•ious mechanism for con
duction in metals. Three years after Thomson's disCO\'ery Urudc constructed hts 
theory of electrical and thermal conduct ion by applymg the h1ghly successful kinetic 
theory of gases to a metal. considered as a gas of electrons. 

In its simplest form kmettc theory treats the molecules of a gas as identical solid 
spheres. which move in stra tght lines until they collide \nth one another.2 The time 
taken up by a single colliston IS assumed to be negligtblc. and. e>.cept for the forces 
commg momentaril} mto pia} during each coll ision. no o ther forces are assumed to 
act between the panicles. 

Although there IS only one kind of panicle presem in the stmplest gases. in a metal 
there must be a t least two. for the electrons are negaurely charged. yet the metal is 
e lectrically neutral. Drude assumed that the compensating positive charge was at· 

' lmiCih•n d<'' Ph) ·"" 1. 566 and J . 16'1 !1900 ). 
' Or w>lh lh~ ".11'- <>f the ""'~d c<>nl.unon!l th~m. af'<'•<oholll\ 1!<!n~o .oll' o ~nC'n-o! on <loM.'l.l>'ing mct.tl< 

unk ' ), ''-ne i~ 1nh:~tcd 1n \Cr~ f1 nc \\ I h."> thtn "h""t:ts.. c r- c:ff .. ~ts ut thc 'urr.-.x 
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(a) Schcnuuic pic.:wrc of an bolatcd ate>m (not to scale). !b) In a metal the nucleu~ and iun 
core rct;un their conligurauon 111 the free :11om. but the valence electrons leave the a tom to 
form the electron l!ill>. -
tached to much heavier particles, wh ich he considered to be immobilt:. At his time, 
however, there was no precise notion of the origin of the light. mobile electrons a nd 
the heavier. immobile, positively charged panicles. The solution to this problem is 
o ne of the fundamental achievements of the modern quantum theory o f solids. ln 
this discussion of the Drudc model however, we shall s imply assume (and in many 
metals this assumption can be justified) that when atoms o f a metallic element are 
brought together to form a metal. the valence electro ns become detached and wander 
freely through the metal. while tbe metallic ions remain intact and play the role of the 
immobile positive pan ides in Drudc·s theory. This model is indicated schematically 
in Figure L l. A single isolated atom of the metallic element has a nucleus of charge 
eZ0 • where Zo is the atomic number and e is the magnitude of the electronic charge3

: 

e = 4.80 x 10- 10 electrostatic units (csu) = 1.60 x 10- ' 9 coulombs. Surrounding 
the nucleus are Za electrons of total charge - eZa. A few of these, Z, are the relatively 
weakly bound valence electrons. The remainingZa - Z electrons art: relatively tightly 
bound to the nucleus, play much less of a role in chemical reactions. and are known 
as the core electrons. When these isolated atoms condense to form a metal, the core 
electrons remain bound to the nucleus to form the metallic ion, but the valence 
electrons are allowed to wander far away from their parent atoms. In the meta llic 
context they are calh:d conduction elecuons.4 

• We shall al"'a}'S take(' to be a pos11JVC number. 
• When. as in the Drude model. the core elect rons play a pa:.-,•ve role and the iun ucts as an indivisible 

inert entity. one often refers to the conduct ion electrons simply as ·· thc electrons." s;.l\ing the fullterm for 
Lim~'S when the distincllon bel ween conduction and core electrons is to be emphasized. 
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Drude applied kinetic theory to this ~gas" of conduction electrons of mass m, which 
(in contrast to the molecules of an ordinary gas) move against a background of heavy 
immobile ions. The density of the electron gas can be calculated as follows: 

A metatlic clement contains 0.6022 x 1024 atoms per mole (Avogadro's number) 
and p,.,j A moles per cm3 • where p,., is the mass density (in grams per cubic centimeter} 
and A is the atomic mass of the clement. Since each atom contributes Z electrons, 
the number of electrons per cubic centimeter. n = N / V. is 

, = 0.6022 x 1024 z;,.,. (1.1) 

Table 1.1 shows the conduction electron densities for some selected metals. 
They are typically o f order IOn conduction electrons per cubic centimeter, varying 
from 0.91 x 1022 for cesium up to 24.7 x 1022 for beryllium.5 Also listed in 
Table 1.1 is a widely used measure of the electronic density. rs- defined as the 
radius of a sphere whose volume is equal to the volume per conduction electron. 
Thus 

V I 4nr/ 
N = n= 3 ~ 

- ( 3 )I 3 rs- 4 . 
7UJ 

(1.2) 

Table 1.1 lists rs both in angstroms (lo- s em) and in units of the Bohr radius a0 = 
h 2f me2 = 0.529 x 10- 8 em; the latter length, being a measure of the radius of a 
hydrogen atom in its ground state, is often used as a scaJe for measuring atomic 
distances. Note that r jc10 is between 2 and 3 in most cases. although it ranges between 
3 and 6 in the alkali metals (and can be as large as 10 in some metallic compounds). 

These densities are typically a thousand times greater than those of a classical gas 
at normal temperatures and pressures. In spite of this and in spite of the strong 
electron-electron and electron-ion electromagnetic interactions, the Orude model 
boldly treats the dense metallic electron gas by the methods of the kinetic theory of 
a neutral dilute gas, with only slight modifications. The basic assumptions are these: 

l. Between collisions the interaction of a given electron, both with the others 
and with the ions, is neglected. Thus in the absence of externally applied electro
magnetic fields each e lectron is taken to move unifom1ly in a stratght line. In the 
presence of externaUy applied fields each electron is taken to move as determined 
by Newton's laws of motion in the presenet: of those external fields, but neglecting 
the additional complicated fields produced by the other electrons and ions.6 The 
neglect o f e lectron-electron interactions between collisions is k nown as the indepen
dent electron approximation. The correspondjng neglect of electron-ion interactions 
is knovm as the .free electron appmximation. We shall find in subsequent chapters that 

• This is the range for metallic elemen"'~ under nonnal conduions. Htgher densttics can be anajned 
by application of pressure (which tend~ to favor the metallic shue) Lo wcr densities are found in com
pounds. 

" Strictly speaking. the electron-ion interaction is not enure!) tgno rcd. for the Orude model im
plicitly assumes that the electrons :ne confined to the interior of the m.:tal. Evidently th i~ confinement is 
brought about by their attra<·tion to the positively charged ions. Gross effects of the electron-ion and 
electron-<:lectron interaction like this arc often taken into accoun t by adding to the e:o(terna l fields a suttably 
defined internal field representing the average e!Tect oft he electron-electron and cltX"tron-ion interaction~. 
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T aole 1.1 
FREE ELECTRON DENS ITJES OF S ELECfED METALLIC ELE-
.ME.VfSd 

ElEMENT z " (1 022 jcm 3) r,(A) rJn0 

Li (78 K) I 4.70 1.72 3.25 
Na (5 K) I 2.65 208 3.93 
K (5 Kl I 1.40 2.57 4.86 
Rb (5 K) I 1.15 2.75 5.20 
Cs (5 K) I 0.91 2.98 5.62 
Cu I 8.47 1.41 2.67 
Ag I 5.86 1.60 3.02 
Au I 5.90 1.59 3.01 
Be 2 24.7 0.99 1.87 
Mg 2· 8.61 1.41 2.66 
Ca 2 4.61 1.73 3.27 
Sr 2 3.55 1.89 3.57 
Ba 2 3.15 1.96 3.7 1 
Nb I 5.56 1.63 3.07 
Fe 2 17.0 1.12 2.12 
Mn (oc) 2 16.5 1.13 2.14 
Zn 2 13.2 1.22 2.30 
Cd 2 9.27 1.37 2.59 
Hg (78 K) 2 8.65 1.40 2.65 
AI 3 18.1 1.10 2.07 
Ga 3 15.4 1.16 2.19 
In 3 11.5 1.27 2.41 
Tl 3 10.5 1.31 2.48 
Sn 4 14.8 1.17 2.22 
Pb 4 13.2 1.22 2.30 
Bi 5 14.1 1.19 2.25 
Sb 5 16.5 1.13 2 14 

u At room temperature (about 300 K) and am10spheric pressure, unless 
otherwise noted 1l1e radius r, orthe free electron sphere is defined in L:q. (1.2). 
We have arbitrarily selected one value of Z for those elements that display 
more than one chemical valence. The Orude model gives no theoretical 
basis for the choice. Values of 11 are based on data from R. W. G. Wyckoff, 
Crystal Structures, 2nd ed.. I ntcr.;aence, New York. 1963. 

although the independent electron approximation is in many contexts surprisingly 
good, the free electron approxunatton must be abandoned if one is to arrive at even 
a qualitative understanding of much of metallic behavior. 
2. Collisions in the Drude model, as in kinetic theory, arc instantaneous events 
that abruptly alter the velocity of an electron. Drudc attributed them to the electrons 
bouncing off the impenetrable ion cores (rather than to electron-electron collisions. 
the analogue of the predominant coll ision mechanism in an ordinary gas). We shall 
find later that clectron-clcctron scau cring is indeed one of the least important of the 
!icveral scau ering mechanisms in a metal, except under unusual conditions. However, 
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• 
• 

Figure 1.2 
T rajcctory of a conduction electron scattering o ff the 
ions. according lO the muvc p icture of Drudc . 

the simple mechanical picture (Figure 1.2) of an electron bumping along from ion to 
100 is very far off the mark.' Fortunately. this does not matter for many purposes: 
a qualitative tand often a quantitative) understanding of metallic conduction can 
be achieved by simply assuming tl1at there is some scattering mechanism, without 
inquiring too closely into just what that mechanism might be. By appealing, in our 
analysis. to only a few general effects oft he collision process. we can avoid committing 
ourselves to any specific picture of how electron scattering actually takes place. These 
broad features are described in the following two assumptions. 
3. We shall assume that an electron experiences a collision (i.e .. suffers an abrupt 
change in its velocity) with a probability per unit time l/ r. We mean by this that the 
probability of an electron undergoing a collision in any infinitesimal time interval of 
length dr is just tlt/T. The time T is variously known as the relaxation time, the collision 
time, or the mean free Lime. and it plays a fundamental role in the theory of metaJiic 
conduction. It follows from this assumption that an electron picked a t random at a 
given moment will, on the average, travel for a time T before its next collision, and 
will. on the average, have been traveLing for a time t since its last collision. 8 ln the 
simplest applications of the Drude model the collision time t is taken to be inde
pendent of an electron's position and velocity. We shaJI see later that this tums out 
to be a surprisingly good assumption for many (but by no means all) applications. 
4. Electrons are assumed to achieve thermal equilibrium with their surroupdings 
only through collisions.9 These collisions a re assumed to maintain local thermo
dynamic equiJibrium in a particularly simple way : immediately after each collision 
an electron is taken to emerge with a velocity that is not related to its velocity 
just before the collision, but ra11domly directed and with a speed appropriate to the 
temperature prevailing at the place where the collision occurred. Thus the bouer the 
region in which a collision occurs, the faster a typical electron will emerge from the 
collision. -

In the rest of this chapter we shall illustrate these notions through their most 
important applications. noting the extent to which they succeed or fail to describe 
the observed phenomena. 

DC ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A METAL 

According to Ohm's law, the current 1 flowing in a wire is proportional to the potential 
drop V along the wire: V = JR. where R, the resistance of the wire, depends on its 

' For some time people were led .nto difficult but 1rrelcvant problems connected " ith the proper 
n1ming of an electron :tl an 100 10 each collision. So literal an interprewtion of Figure 1.2 is strenuously 
to be avoided. 

• Sec Problem 1. 
9 Gtvcn the free and independent dcctron approximation. this is I he only possible mecllanism left. 
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dimensions, but is independent oft he size of the current or potential drop. The Drude 
model accounts for this beha\'ior and provides an estimate of the size of the resistance. 

One generally eliminates the dependence of R on the shape of the wire by intro
ducing a quanti ty characteristic only of the metal of which the wire is composed. The 
resistivity p is defined to be the proportionality constant between the electric field 
Eat a poilll in the metal and the current density j that it induces10 : 

E = pj . (1.3) 

The current density j is a \'OCt or. parallel to the flow of charge. whose magnitude is 
the amount of charge per unit time crossing a unit area perpendicular to the flow. 
Thus if a uniform current 1 flows through a wire of length Land cross-sectional area 
A, the current density wiU be j = I , A. Since the potential drop along the wire will be 
V = EL. Eq.(1.3) gives V = lpL/.4, and .hence R = pLf A. 

lf n electrons per unit volume all move with velocity v, then the current density 
they give rise to will be parallel to v. Furthermore, in a time dt the electrons will 
advance by a distance r de in the direction of v. so that n(L·dt)A electrons will cross 
an area A perpendicular to r.he direction of flow. Since each electron carries a charge 
-e. the charge crossing .4 10 the ume cit wiU be - nel' A tit, and hence the current 
density is . 

J = - 1/ev. (1.4) 

At any point in a metaL electrons are always moving in a variety of directions 
with a variety of thermal energies. The net current density is thus given by (1.4). 
where" is the average electronic vclocity. ln the absence of an electric field. electrons 
are as likely to be moving in any one direction as in any other, v averages to zero, 
and. as expected, there is no net electric current density. In the presence of a field E, 
however, there will be a mean electronic velocity directed opposite to the field (the 
electronic charge being negati,·e), which we can compute as follows: 

Consider a typical clcctroJl at time zero. Let t be the time elapsed since irs last 
collision. Its velocity at time zero will be its velocity v0 immediately after that collision 
plus the additional velocity -eEcjm it has subsequently acquired. Since we assume 
that an electron emerges from a collision in a random direction, there will be no 
contribution from ' 'o to the average electronic velocity, which must therefore be given 
entirely by the average of -eEtfm. However, the average oft is the relaxation time 
-r. Therefore 

(1 .5) 

1l1is result is usually stated in tcnns of the inverse of the resistivity, the conductivity 
(1 = l f p: 

m 
(1.6) j = u E; a = 

to In genernl. E andJ need not be parallel. One then defines a resistivity tensor. See Chapters 12 and 13. 
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TI1is establishes the linear dependence of j on E and gives an estimate of the 
conductivity CT in terms of quantities that are all known except for the relaxation 
timer. We may therefore usc (1.6) and the observed resistivi ties to estimate the size 
o f the relaxation time: 

m 
-r= 

pne2 • 
(1.7) 

Table 1.2 gives the resistivities of several representative metals at several temper
atures. Note the s trong temperature dependence. At room temperature the resis tivity 
is roughly linear in T, but it falls away much more s teeply as low tempera tures a.rc 

T able 1.2 
ELECI RICAL RESfSTIVITIES OF SELECfED ELEMENTS" 

77K 

Li 1.04 
Na 0.8 
K 1.38 
Rb 22 
Cs 4.5 
Cu 0 .2 
Ag 0.3 
Au 0 .5 
Be 
Mg 0.62 
Ca 
Sr 7 
Ba 17 
Nb 3.0 
Fe 0.66 
Zn 1.1 
Cd 1.6 
Hg 5.8 
AJ 0.3 
Ga 2.75 
In 1.8 
TI 3.7 
Sn 2.1 
Pb 4.7 
B i 35 
Sb 8 

273K 

8.55 
4.2 
6. 1 

11.0 
18.8 

1.56 
1.51 
2.04 
2.8 
3.9 
3.43 

23 
60 
15.2 
8.9 
5.5 
6.8 

Melted 
2.45 

13.6 
8.0 

15 
10.6 
19.0 

107 
39 

373 K 

12.4 
Melted 
Melted 
Melted 
Melted 

2.24 
2.13 
2.84 
5.3 
5.6 
5.0 

19.2 
14.7 
7.8 

Melted 
355 

Melted 
12.1 
22.8 
15.8 
27.0 

156 
59 

(p/ T):,73 K 

(p/ Th73 K 

1.06 

1.05 
1.03 
1.02 
1.39 
1.05 
1.07 

0 .92 
1.21 
1.04 

1.06 

1.11 
Lll 
1.09 
1.04 
1.07 
1.11 

" Resistivities in microhm centimeters are given at 77 K (the boiling point ofJ.iquid 
nitrogen at atmospheric pressure}. 273 K. and 373 K . The last column gives the 
rat10 of p; T at 373 K and 273 K to display the approximate linear temperature 
dependence of the resistivity near room temperature. 
Soun;:e: G . W. C. Kaye and T. H. Laby. Table of Physical and Chemical ConsUJnts, 
L.ongmans Green, London. 1966. 
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reached. Room temperature resistivities ar~ typically of the order of microhm centi
meters (11ohm-cm) or. in atomic unil<;. o f order 10 - 18 statohm-cm. 11 If p,. is the 
resistivit} in microhm centimeters., then a convement \\ay of expressing the relaxation 
tune implied by ( I. 7) IS 

(
0.22) (r, )J 14 

T = p,. ;;; x w- sec. (1.8) 

Relaxation times calculated from (l.8) and the resistivities in Table 1.2 arc displayed 
in Table 1.3. l'ote that at room temperatures t is typically 10- 14 to 10- 15 sec. In 
considering whether this is a reasonable number. it is more instruct ive to contemplate 
the mean free path, ( = v0 t, where v0 is the average electronic speed The length t 
measures the average dtstance an electron travels between collisions. In Dn1de's time 
it was natural to estimate t•0 from classical equrpartit1on of energy: !mv0

2 = -}k8 T. 
Usmg the known electronic ma!;.c;. we find a t·0 o f order 1 0~ cmtsec at room tem
perature, and hence a mean free path of I to 10 A. Since thts distance is comparable 
to the interatomic spacing, Lhe result is quite consistent with Drudc's original viC\\ 
Lhat collisions are due to the electron bumping into the large heavy ions. 

However, we s hall see in Chapter 2 that thts classical estimate of t•0 IS an order 
of magnitude too small at room temperatures. Furthermore, at the lowest tempera
tures in Table 1.3, t is an order of magnitude larger than at room temperature, while 
(as we shall see in Chapter 2) t·0 IS actually temperature-independent. This can raise 
the low-temperature mean free path to 103 or more angst roms, about a thousand 
times the spacing between ions. Today, by working at sufficiently low temperatures 
with care fully prepared samples, mean frt:t: paths of the order of centimeters (i.e .. 108 

interatorn ic spacings) can be achieved. This is strong evidence that the e lectrons do 
not stmply bump ofT the ioru., as Drude supposed. 

Fortunately. however, we may <:ontinuc to calculate with the Drude model without 
any precise understanding of the cause of collisions. In the absence of a theory of the 
collision time it becomes important to find predictions of the Drude model that arc 
independent of the value of the relaxation time t. As tt happens. there are several 
such r-mdependent quantities. \\ hich even today remain of fundamental interest., for 
in many respects the precise quantitative treatment of the relaxation time remains 
the weakest link in modern treatments o f metallic conduct ivity. As a result, -r-inde
pendent quanti ties arc highly valued. for they often yidd considerably more reliable 
information. 

T wo cases of particular interest a re the calculation of the electrical conductivity 
when a spatial!~ uniform stati..: magnetic field is present. and when the electric field 

• 
" To convert rc::.i•tivities from mo~rohm ccntomctc:r' to statohm u:nllmctcrs note thnt ;1 n:.,istivn~ ,,r 

I pohm-cm yields an de<.1roc field of 10 • voh em'" lhc prcseO<....,. ofu current of I amp em>. Since I amp 
C. 3 >< to• csu sec. and 1 \ olt ~ -,t;, stut\oll. o resL\h"IY of I JIOhm<m) oelds a field of t stahoh ·em "hen 
the current dcnSII) os 300 >< 10' x 3 x 10• csu-cm J.scc 1. The <rntohm-centimcler ;, lhc ck'\."'ro>tUII~ 
unn of roistivit). and therefore giv~ I stut\olt em with n current dcnsily of Ol'll) 1 esu-t·m >-sec-• Thu' 
1 JIOhm-cm is eq ul\':oknt to I, x 10- •- stntohnN:m. To avotd mmg the ~mtohm"cntimcu~r. one mny 
C\'aluatc ( I 71 taktn{! p 1n ohm meter< m on kilosmms. 11 tn electrons per cuhic meter and<' tn coult•mb
( Vor~ The most important formulas. constants.. and con,er..ion fa<1t>r.> from Clwptcr.. I and :! are 'urn· 
~mtn7ed tn Appendi\ A I 
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Table 1.3 
ORLDE REL,\ \ATION T I' I ES IN L;oo.; JTS O F 10 •• SECO:'o.D· 

El.f\le-7 77K 273 K 373 K 

Lt 7.3 0.88 0 61 
Na I 7 3.2 
K 18 4.1 
Rb 14 2.8 
Cs 8.Co 2.1 
Cu 21 2.7 1.9 
Ag 20 4.0 2 .8 
Au 12 3.0 2 .1 
Be 0 .51 0.27 
Mg 6.7 I I 0. 7-l 
Ca 2.2 1.5 
Sr 1.4 0.44 
Ba o.cm 0 .19 
Nb 2.1 0.42 0_13 
Fe 3.2 0.:!4 0.14 
Zn 2.4 0.49 O.J.:l 
Cd 2.4 0.56 
Hg 0.71 
AI 6.5 0.80 0 .55 
Ga 0.84 017 
In I 7 0.38 0.25 
n 0.91 0.22 0.1 s 
Sn 1.1 0.23 0.15 • 
Pb 0.57 0 .14 0.099 
Bi 0.072 0.023 0.0 16 
Sb 0.27 0.055 0.036 

" Relaxation times are calculated from the dllta in Tabks 1.1 and 1.2. 
and Eq. ( 1.8). "I he slight ternpcmiUre dependence of u i:. Ignored. 

is spatially umform but time-depeudent. Both of these cases arc most simply dealt 
wi th by the following observation: 

At any time t the average elect rome velocity v ts just p( t)/ 111, where p IS the roral 
momentum per electron. Hence the current density rs 

. nep(t) 
J =- (1.9) 

G1ven that the momentum per electron IS p(r) at time r,let us calculate the momentum 
per electron p(t + dt) an mfinitesimal ttme dt later. An electron taken at random at 
trme 1 will have a coll ision before timet + dt, with probability dt/r , and wJ!I therefore 
survive to time L + dr without suffcnng a colltsion with probability 1 - dt/r. If tt 
experiences no collision, however, it s1mply evoh·cs under the mfluence or the fo rce 
f (r) (due to the spatially uniform electric ;md/or magnetic fields! and will therefore 
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acquire a n additional momentum 12 ftr) dr - 0 {dr)2
• The contribution of all those 

electrons that do not collide between t and t + dt to the momentum per electron at 
timet + dt is the fraction (l - dtl c) they constitute of all electrons, times their a\·erage 
momentum per electron, p(r) + f( r)dt + 01Jr)2

. 

Thus neglecting for the moment the contrtbution to Pl t + dt) from those electrons 
that do undergo a coll ision in the time between t and 1 + dt, we have1 3 

p(r +de)= ( 1 -~)[pill + f(t)dt + Oldt)2
] 

= p(t)- (~)ptt) + f(t)dt + O(cltf . 11.10) 

The correction to (1.10) due to those electrons that haxe had a collision in the 
intervale tor + dt is only of the ordcrof(drJ1

. To see this, first note that s uch electrons 
constitute a fraction dtf r of the total numbc:r of electrons. Furthermore, since the 
electronic velocity (and momentum) is randomly directed immediatdy after a col
lision, each such e lectron will contribute to the average momentum p(r + Jrl only 
to the extent that it has acquired momentum from the force f since its last collision. 
Such momentum is acquired over a time no longer than dr. and is therefore of o rde r 
f(r)dt. Thus lhe correction to (1.101 is of order (dr 'r )f(t ldr. and de>es not affect the 
terms of linear order inch. We may therefore'' rite: 

(dt) . p(r + dt)- p(t) = - ~ pftl + f(r)dt ..,- O(drl-. (1.11) 

where the contr ibution o f all electrons to pit + dt) is accounted for. Dividing this 
by dt and taking the limit as dt -+ 0, we find 

dp(l) = - pill + f(r ). 
dr r 

( 1.12) 

This simply states that the effect o f individual electron collisions is to introduce a 
frictional damping term into the equation of motion for the momentum per electron. 

We now apply (1 .12} to several cases of interest. 

HALL EFFECT AND MAGNETORESIST ANCE 

l n 1879 E. H. Hall tried to determine whether the fo rce experienced by a current 
carrying wire io a magnetic field was exerted oo the whole wire o r only upon lwhat 
we would now call) the moving e lectro ns in the wire. He suspected it was the latter, 
and his experiment was based on the argument that "if the current o f electricity in a 
fixed conductor is itself attracted by a magnet, the current should be drawn to one 
side or the wire, and therefore the resistance experienced should be increased:·t-' His 

12 By O(dr)1 we mean a term of the orde( of (dr}'. 
u 1f the force on the electrons is not the same for every dectron. (1.10) will rem uin valid pro,·ided 

that we interpret f as the ow!rogf! force per ei~:Ctron. 
•• Am. J. M01h- 2. 287 ( 1879}. 
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efforts to detect this extra resistance were unsuccessful, 15 but Hall did not regard this 
as conclusive: .. The magnet may te11d to deflect the current wtthout being able to do 
so. It is evident that in this case there would exist a s tate of stress in the conductor. 
the electricity pressing, as it were, toward one side of the wtrc ... This state of stress 
should appear as a transverse voltage (known today as the Hall voltage), which Hall 
was able to observe. 

J laJI's expenmeot is depicted in Frgure 1.3. An electric field £,. is applied to a wire 
extending in the x-dircctton and a current density j,. flows in the wire. In addition, a 
magnetic field H points in Lhc positive z-dircction. As a result the Loremz force"' 

e 
-- v x H 

c 
(1.13) 

acts to deflect electro ns m Lhe negative y-dircction (an electron's dnft velocity is 
opposite to the current flow). However the electrons cannot move very far in the 
y-dtrectton before running up against the stdcs of the wire. As they accumulate there, 
an electric field bllllds up in the y-dtrcction that opposes their motion and their 
further accumulation. In equilibrium this transverse field (or H all field)£,. wi ll balance 
the LorenLZ force, and current will flow only in the x-dtrcction. 

z y 

H 

+ .,. ... ::!: ... .,. .,. + + + + + "/"" 
/E,, /_ ---- - - /"7"---J, 

Figure 1.3 
Schematic ' icv. of Hairs eJtperimcnt. 

There are two quantities of interest. One is the ratio of the field a long. the wire 
£, to the current density ix· 

£, 
piHI = -. . (1.l4) 

),. 

This is the magnetorcsistance. 1 7 which Hall found to be field-independent. The other 
is the size of the tram.-verse field Er Since it balances the Lorentz force, one might 
expect it to be proportional both to the applied field H and to the current along the 

•J The increase m resoslllncc {kno" n a" the rn<t!!OCtor~istancc) does occur . "• \\e shall sec 10 Chapters 
12 ;Jnd I 3. The Drudc model. howc"er- predicrs Hall's null result. 

10 When dealinJ:! with nonmagnetic {or weukly magnetic) mu tcnliiS. we shall a lwa}·s call the field H . 
the difference bct\\cen B and H being extremely ~mall 

' M ore pre<:i~cly. ol ~~ the transverse mu@ncton:sistance. There IS also a lon!!oludinal magnclo-
rc:soslance_ measured w1th the magncuc field parallel 10 the current . 
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wireJ •. One therefore defines a quantity known as the Hall coefficient by 

Ey 
RH = j,H· 

• 

(1.15) 

Note that since the Hall field is in the negative y-direction (Figure 1.3), RH should 
be negative. If, on the other hand, the charge carriers were positive, then the sign of 
their x-vclocity would be reversed, and the Lorentz force would therefore be un
changed. As a consequence the Hall field would be opposite to the direction it has fo r 
negatively charged carriers. This is of great importance, for it means that a measure. 
ment of the Hall field determines the sign of the charge carriers. Hall's original data 
agreed with the sign of the electronic charge tater determined by Thomson. One of 
the remarkable aspects of the Hall effect, however, is that in some metals the Halt 
coefficient is positive, suggesting that the carriers have a charge opposite to that of 
the electron. This is another mystery "'hose solution had to av.-a it the full quantum 
theory of solids. In this chapter '"'e shall conSider only the stmple Drude model 
analysis, which though incapable ofaceouming for positive Hall ooellidents. is often 
in fairly good agreement with experiment. 

To calculate the Hall coefficient and magnetoresistance we first find the current 
densities jx and jy in the presence of an electric field With arbi trary components Ex 
and E1, and in the presence of a magnetic field H along the z-axis. The (positiOn 
independent) fo rce acting on each e lect ron is r = -e(F: + ' x H/c), and therefore 
Eq. (1 .12) for the momentum per electron bccomcst8 

dp = - e (E + R.. x H) - ~-
dt me t 

(1.16) 

In the steady state the current is independent of time, and therefore Px and p1 \\>ill 
satisfy 

where 

E 
p,. 

0 = - e " - m,p1 - -, 
T 

E Pr 0 = -e 1 + w,.p .. - - . 
t 

eH 
m, = -. 

me 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

We multiply these equations by - mn/m and introduce the current densrty com
ponents through ( 1.4) to find 

unE.x = m,rj,. + f •. 
uo£1 - -m,Tjx + j,., ( 1.19) 

where a0 is just the Drude model DC conductivity in the absence of a magnetic 
field, given by (1.6). 

" Note that the Lorentz Ioree IS not the same for each electron since it depends on th~ elect rome 
velocity ' · Therefore the force r in (I 12) is to be wken as the a\·crage force p¢r ck..:tron IM!e Footm>tc 13) 
llecause. however. the force depends on the electron on which ll acts only throu&h a term linear in the 
electron's ' 'elocity. the average force IS obUhncd simply by replacing that .elodt.t by the uver~ge velocit~. 
p,'m. 
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The Hall field El is determined by the requi rement that there be no transverse 
current j 1 • Setting Ir to zero in the second equation of ( 1.19) we find that 

£)_ = _ (WcT)j" = _ ( H )jx- (1.20) 
a0 nee 

Therefore the HaU coefficient (1.15) is 

R, = - • 
nee 

(1.21) 

This 1s a \'C:ry striking result. for it asserts that the HaU cocmcic:nt depends on no 
parameters of the metal except the density of carriers. Since we have already calcu
Lated n assuming that the atomic valence e lectrons become the metallic conduction 
electrons. a measurement of the Hall constant provides a direct test of the validity 
of this assumption. 

rn tr~ ing to extract the electron density 11 from measured Hall coefficients one is 
faced with the problem that. contrary to the prediction of ( 1.211. they generally do 
depend on magnetic field. Furthermore, they depend on tempct-aturc and on the care 
with which the sample has been prepared. This result is somewhat unexpected, since 
the relar.ation time -r. which can depend strongly on temperature and the condition 
of the sample. docs not appear in ( 1.21 ). However. at very low temperatures in very 
pure. carefully prepared samples at very high fields. the measured Hall constants do 
appear to approach a limiting value. The more elaborate theory of Chapters 12 amll3 
predicts that for many (but not aU) metals this limiting value is precisely the simple 
Drude result ( 1.21 ). 

Some Hall coefficients at high and moderate fields are listed in Table 1.4·. Note 
the occurrence of cases in which R 11 is actually positive, apparently corresponding 
to carriers "ith a positive charge. A striking example of observed field dependence 
totally unexplained by Drude theory is shown in Figure 1.4. 

The Drude result confmns Hall's observation that the resistance does nor depend 
on field, for when j). = 0 (as is the case in the steady state when the Hall field has been 
established), tile first equation of (1.19) reduces to ix = a0 E". the expected result for 
the conductivity in zero magnetic field. However, more careful experiments on a 
variety of metals have revealed that there is a magnetic field dependence to the re
sistance. which can be quite dramatic in some ca<;es. Here again the quantum theory 
of solids is needed to explain why tbe Drude result applies in some metals and to 
account for some truly extraordinary deviations from it in o thers. 

Before leaving the subject of DC phenomena in a uniform magnetic field, we note 
for future applications that the quantity wer is an important, dimensionless mea<;ure 
of the strength of a magnetic field When w.T is small, Eq. (1.19) gives j very nearly 
parallel to E, as in the absence of a magnetic field. In general, however. j is at an 
angle¢ (known as the HaU angle) to E. where ( 1.19) gives tan cJ> = WeT· The quantity 
l'J,. known as the cyclotron frequency. is simply the angular frequency of revolution 19 

•• In a unironn magnetidield th~orbit or an electron is a spirul along the field whose projc:ction in 11 

plane perpendicular to the field 1s a circle.. The angular frequency w, is determined by the condition that the 
CCntnpcta l ,u:ccler:ll ion :o, 2r be prO\ idcd by tbe Lorentz rorcc. (<', t )(c:1,1·)H. 
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Table 1.4 
HALL COEFFICIENTS OF SELECTED ELEMEI'-TS 
IN MODERATE TO HIGH FIELDS" 

METAL VALENCE - l tR11nec 

Li I 0.8 
Na I 1.2 
K I 1.1 
Rb 1 1.0 
Cs I 0.9 
Cu I 1.5 
Ag I I.J 
Au I 1.5 
Be 2 -0.2 
Mg 2 -0.4 
ln 3 -0.3 
Al 3 -0.3 

• These are roughly the limiting values a.'(SUmL'CI by R 11 as the 
field becomes very large (or order I 04 G), and the temperature 
very low. in carefully prepared specimens. The data are quoted 
in L11e form nofn, where n0 is the density for which the Drude 
form (1.21) agrees with the measured RH : n0 = - l / R11ec. 
Evidently the alkali metals obey the Drude result re-4Sonably 
well, t he noble met-als (Cu. Ag, Au) less well, and the rernaming 
entries, not at all. 

of a free electron in the magnetic field f/. Thus c.t>cr will be small if electrons can 
complete only a small part of a revolution between colli:o>ions. and large if they can 
complete many revolutions. Alternatively, when w,t is small the magnetic field de
forms the electronic orbits only slightly, but when w,t is comparable to unity or 
larger, the effect of the magnetic field on the electronic orbits is quite drastic. A useful 
numerir.al evaluauon of the cyclotron frequency is 

vc (I 09 hertz) = 2.80 x H (kilogauss), We = 2nv ... (1.22) 

Figure 1.4 

10 100 1000 

The quantity n0 fn 
-1/R1111ec, for aluminum, as 
a function of w.t. The free 
electron dem;iry n is based on 
a nominal chemical valence 
of 3. The h1gh field value 
suggests only one earner per 
primitive cell, with a positive 
charge. (From R. Luck, Phys. 
Suu. Sol. 18 . 49 (1966).) -033~------------ ----------

• 
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AC ELECI'RICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A METAL 

T o calculate the current induced in a metal by a time-dependent electric field, we 
write Lhc field in the form 

E( t) = Re (E(w)e- 1
"''). ( 1.23) 

The equation of motion ( 1.1 2) for the momentum per elect ron becomes 

dp p 
- = - - - eE. 
dt "C 

(1.24) 

We seck a steady-state solution of the form 

p(t) = Re (p(w)e - 1"''). (1.25) 

Substituting the complex p and E into ( 1.24), which must be satisfied by both the 
real and imaginary parts of any complex solution. we find that p(m) must satisfy 

p(ro) 
- irop(w) = - - eE(w). 

-r 
(J .26) 

Since j = - nepj m, the current density is just 

j(r) - Re (j(w)l! - 1
"") , 

j(w) = 
nep{w) (ne2/m)E{w) 

-
(1/ -r) - iw · m 

(1.27) 

One customarily wr ites this result as 

j(w) = o-(w)E({I)), (1.28) 

where o-(w). known as the frequen cy-dependent (or AC) conductivity, is given by 

o-o 
o-(w) = 1 . • 

- IWT 
<ro = 

m 
(L29) 

Note Lhat this correctly reduces to the DC Drude result (1.6) a t zero frequency. 
The m ost important application of this result is to the propagation of electro

magnetic radiation in a metal. It m igbt appear that the assumptio ns we made to 
derive ( L29) would render it inapplicable to this case, since (a) the E field in an electro
magnetic wave is accompanied by a perpendicular magnetic field H of the same 
magnitude,20 which we have not included in (1.24). and {b) the fields in a n electro
magnetic wave vary in space as well as time. whereas Eq. ( I.J 2) was derived by 
assuming a s patially uniform force. 

The first complication can always be ignored. It leads to an additional term 
- ep/mc x H in ( 124), which is smaller than the term in E by a factor t"/C, where 
t" is the magnitude of the mean electronic velocity. But even in a currem as large as 
I amp/mm2

• v = j f ne •s only of order 0.1 cm,'sec. Hence the term in the magnetic:: 
field is typically 10- 10 of the term in the electric field and can quite correctly be 
ignored. 

><> One uf I he m o rt: appealing features of CGS units. 

• 
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The second point raises more serious questions. Equation ( 1.12) was derived by 
assuming that at any t1me the same force acts on each electron, which is not the case 
if the electric field vanes in space. Note, however. that the current density at point 
r is entirely determined by what the electric field has done to each electron at r since 
its last collision. This last collision. in the overwhelming majority of cases, takes place 
no more than a few mean free paths away from r. Therefore if the field does not vary 
appreciably over d1stances comparable to the electronic mean free path. we may 
correctly calculate j (r . r). the current density at pomt r, by taking the field everywhere 
in space to be given b} its value E(r, r) at the point r. The result, 

jtr. <r)) = G(t:.~)f.(r, en). ( 1.30) 

is therefore valid whenever the wavelength ). of the field is large compared to the 
electronic mean free path f . This is ordinarily satisfied in a metal by visible light (whose 
wavelength is of the order of 103 to J{)-1 AI. When iris not satisfied, one must resort 
to so-called nonlocal theories, of greater complexity. 

Assuming, then, that the wavelength is large compared to the mean free path, we 
may proceed as follows : in the presence of a specified current density j we may write 
Maw>ell's equations as! 1 

v . E = 0: ~ . H = 0: v X E = I CH 
~ ' C<l 

4n. I cE 
H =-J + --. . 

C c Ct 
(1.31) 

We look for a solution with time dependence e- •w. noting that in a metal we can 
write j in terms of E \IJ 11 .28). \\ e then find 

v X (V X El = - V-E = - ' X H = - E - - E . • iw i(!) (4 mr iw ) 
c (' (" c 

or 

_, - - 1 + .. ... ~ E _ w~ ( 4nicr) E 
cz (:) 

This ha~ the form of the usual wave equ;t tion. 

\\1lh a complex dielectric constant given b)' 

4nir; 
El ttJ) = [ + - . 

(U 

If we are at frequenc1es high enough to satisfy 

(IJr » J. 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

( 1.34) 

(1.35) 

(1.36) 

" We are considerin~ her~ an elect ron>a!fnetic ,..a,·e. in "h1ch I h.: mdu.:o:d .:harge densny" 'anish~. 
lkl•>ll "e euminc th~ po>stt->llit} of OSCIIIdtt<'n> tn the charge denSil} . 
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then, to a first approximation. Eqs. ( 1.35) and ( 1.29) give 

(1.37) 

.,.,here wp, known as the plasma frcquenc~ . i.<; given by 
, 

, 4nn,,-
c•J - -

P - m (1.38) 

When E IS real and negative (ctJ < wrl the solutions tor l.l~) decay exponential!)' in 
space; 1.e., no radiauon can propagate. Howc1er. \\hen E is posiuve (co > up) the 
solution!' to (1.341 become oscillatory. r-..tdiation can propagate, and the metal should 
become transparent. This conclusion is only valid. of course. tf our high-frequency 
assumption (I J6) is satisfied in the neighborhood of w = CJJp· If we express -r in terms 
of the resistivity through Eq. ( 1.8). then we can usc the definition ( 1.38) of the plasma 
frequency to compute that 

c:JpT = 1.6 X 102 (r•).l 2(~) . 
ao P,, 

( 1.39) 

Since the resisti1 ity in microhm centimeters, p,. is of the Ctrder of unity or less. and 
since r,.a0 is in the range from 2 to 6. the high frequency condition r 1.36) will be well 
sat:sfied at the pla!'ma frequency. 

The alkali metals have. in fact, tx--en observed to become transparent in the ultra
violet. A numerical evaluation of ( 1.381 gives the frequency at whtch transparency 
should set in as 

( )

- J, 
0 r -

,. = _!!. = 11.4 x ...!.. x 101 s Hz 
P 2n Go 

(1 .40) 

or 

;,p =- = 0.26 ....!_ X 103 A. c (r )3 2 
,., Go 

(1.41) 

In Table L5 we list the threshold w~l\elengths calculated from (1.41). along with the 

Table 1.5 
OBSERVED A:\"D THEORETICAL \\ A VELE."';GTHS BELOW 
WH ICII THE ALKALI ~11:.1.-\LS BEC0)1E TRA:'\Sl'ARENT 

THEORETICAl." i. ORSEIWEO). 
El.0.1DIT 

(103 A) (103 A> 
L1 1.5 2.0 
Na ~0 2 I 
K :!.8 3.1 
Rb 3.1 3.6 
Cs 1 • . ...) 4.4 

• From Eq. (1.41}. 
Scurce. M . Born and E. Wotr. Prwciplno!Opm:.<, Pt:rgamon. New Yorl. . 
t964. 
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observed thresholds. The agreement between theol") and experiment is ra ther good. 
As we shall sec. the actual dielectric constant of a metal is far more complicated than 
( 1.37) anc..l it i!> to some ex tent a piece of good fortune tha t the alkali metals so strikingly 
display this Drude beha"ior. In o ther metals different comriburions to the dielectric 
constant compete quite substantially with the ··on1dc term" ( 1.37). 

A second important consequence of ( 1.37) is that the electron gas can sustain 
charge density oscillations. By this we mean a disturbance in wbich the electric charge 
densi ty22 has an oscillato ry time dependence e ;, '' . From the equation of continuity, 

and Gauss's law, 

~ 

V • j = - c!, V · j(w) - iwp(w). 
(( 

V · E{w) = 4np(lt>}, 

we find, in view of Eq. ( 1.30). that 

icup(w) = 4nu(w)p({IJ). 

This has a solution provided tha t 

1 + 4nia (w ) = O, 
( J) 

(1.42) 

(1.43) 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

which is precisely the condition we found above fo r the onset o f propagation o f 
radiation. In the present context it emerges as the condition the frequency must meet 
if a charge density wave is to propagate. 

The nature o f this charge density wave, known as a plasma oscillation or plasmon, 
ca11 be understood in terms of a very simple model.23 Imagine displacing the entire 
electron gas. as a whole. through a distanced with respect to the fixed positive back
ground o f the ions (Figure 1.5).24 The resulting surface charge gives rise to an electric 
field of magnitude 4nu, where u is the charge per unit area25 at either end of the slab. 

f igurt' 1.5 o : + ndt' 

Simple model of a plasma oscillation. 
N clec:tJ'ons 

A. 

+ -
+ -
+ E = 2110 + 2 1JO = 4 nnde -
+ -
+ -

y 

N Zio ns o = -nde 

12 The charge density 11 should nol be confused \\ilh the resistiv•ty. a lso generally denoted by p. 
The conte\t will ah,ays make tl clear which is being referred to . 

» Since the field of a untform plane o r cbarge ts independem of the di, tance from the plane. th is crude 
argumem. wtucb places aU of the charge density on 1 wo o ppostte surfaces. is not as crude as 11 appears at 
first glanet:. 

:~ We obsCTVcd l'ttrlier that the Drudc model dO<.-s ta l;e the electron-ion interact ton into accow1t by 
aclmo wlcdgtug that the a u racuon to the posirn-ely charged 10ns confines the elec~rons to t.he mtenor of the 
met31. In th1s simple model or a plasma oscillation 11 is precisely this auract:10n th:Jt prO\'Ides the restoring 
force. 

,. The surface charge dcn,ily o should not be conru, ,·d " ilh the conductivtl)'. al~o general!) dcnolcd 
hy 0 . 
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Consequently the dectron gas as a whole will obey the equation of motion : 

Nmd = - Ne l 4nu l = -Ne (4mule) = - 4nne2 Nd. (1..46) 

which leads to oscillation at the plasma frequency. 
Few direct o bservations have beeu made of plasmons. Perhaps the most notable 

is the observation of energy losses in multiples of fi(OP when electrons a re fired through 
thin. metallic films.26 Nevertheless, the possibility of their excitation in the course 
of other electronic processes must always be borne in mind. 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A METAL 

The most impressive success o f the Drude model at the time it was proposed was its 
explanation of the empirical law of Wiedemann and Franz (1853). The Wiedemann
Franz law states that Lhe ratio, K/v, of the thern1al to the electrical conductivity of 
a great number of metals is directly proportional to the temperature, with a propor
tionality constant which is to a fair accuracy t11c same for a ll metals. This remarkable 
regularity can be seen in Table 1.6, where measured thermal conductivities are given 
for several metals at 273 K and 373 K. along with ilie ratios KlvT (known as the 
Lorenz number) at lhe two temperatures. 

ln accounting for this the Drude model assumes that the bulk of the thermal current 
in a metal is carried by the conduction electrons. This assumption is based on the 
empirical observation tha t metals conduct heat much better than insulators do. Thus 
thermal conduction by the ions2 7 (present in both metals and insulators) is much 
less important tl1an thermal conduction by ilie conduction electrons (present only 
in metals). 

To define and estimate the thermal conductivity. consider a metal bar along which 
the temperature varies s lowly. If there were no sources and sinks of heat at Lhe ends 
of tbe bar to maintain tJ1e temperature gradient, tht:n the hot end would cool and the 
cool end would warm, i.e .. thermal energy would flow in a sense opposite to the 
temperature gradient. By supplying heal to the hot end as fas t as it flows away. one 
can produce a s teady state in which both a temperature gradient and a uniform flow 
of them1al energy are present. We define the t11ermal current density j '' to be a vector 
parallel to the direction of heat flow, whose magnhude gives the thermal energy per 
unit time crossing a unit area perpendicular to the flow. 28 For small temperature 
gradients the them1al current is observed to be proportional to VT (Fourier·s law): 

.iq = - K VT. (1A7) 

The proportio nality constant". is known as the them1al conductivit}. and is positi\e. 
since the thermal current flows opposite to ilie direction of the temperature gradient. 

2° C . J . Powell and J . B. Swan. Plm•. R<'''· 115. 869 (1959). 
,- Although the metallic tOll$ cannm "andcr through the metal. there·~ a wa> in "hich th~ can 

transport thermal energy tthough not electric charge) : the ions can vibmt~ a httlc about their m.:-.m pOst· 
liOnS. leading tO the l.ranSffii$SIOn of thermal energy in the form Of cl8$t1C \li3VCS propagallng through the 
net" ork or ions. See Chapter 25 

>• Note the analog)> to the definition of thc: ekctric-<~l current densH~ j. as ,,.,u as the analog_, hct\\ c.:n 
the laws of Ohm and Fourier 
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Table 1.6 
EX:PERii\lEl''TAL HfERMAl. CONOUCTMTIES AND LORENZ NUMBERS 
Of SFI.F.CTED 1\lETAI.S 

273 K 373 K 

ElEMENT " K/uT K K/UT 
(watt/cm-K) (watt-ohm/K2} (wattj cm-K) (watt-ohm/K 2) 

li 0.71 2.22 x lo- s 0.73 2.43 X JO- S 

Na 1.38 2.12 
K 1.0 2.23 
Rb 0.6 2.42 
Cu 3.85 2.20 3.82 2.29 
Ag 4.18 2.31 4 .17 2 .38 
Au 3.1 2.32 3.1 2.36 
Be 2.3 2.36 1.7 2.42 
Mg 1.5 2.14 1.5 2.25 
Nb 0.52 2.90 0.54 2.78 
Fe 0.80 2.61 0.73 2.88 
Zn 1.13 2.28 1.1 2.30 
co 1.0 2.49 1.0 
AI 2.38 2.14 2 .30 2.19 

· ln 0.88 2.58 0.80 2.60 
Tl 0.5 2.75 0.45 2.75 
Sn 0.64 2.48 0.60 2.54 
Pb 0.38 2.64 0.35 2.53 
Bi 0.09 3.53 0.08 3.35 
Sb 0.18 2.57 0.17 2.69 

Sour~ : G. W. C. Kaye a11d T. H. lahy, Tobit of Physical and Cht!mical Cons/ants, longmans 
Green. london. 1966 

As a concrete example let us examine a case where the temperature drop is uniform 
in the positive x-direction. In the steady state the thermal current will also flow in 
the x-direction and have a magnitude j" = - K dTfdx. To calculate the thermal 
current we note (assumption 4, page 6) that after each collision an electron emerges 
with a speed appropriate to the local temperature; the hotter the place of the collision, 
the more energetic the emerging electron. Consequently, even though the mean 
electronic velocity at a point may vanish (in contrast to the case when an electric 
current nows) electrons arriving at the point from the high-temperature side will have 
higher energ1cs than those arriving from the low-temperature side leading to a net 
flow of thermal energy toward the low-temperature side (Figure 1.6). 

To extract a quantitat ive estimate or the t1Jermal conductivity· from this picture, 
consider first an oversimplified •·one-dimensional" model, in which the electrons can 
only move along t11e x-axis, so that a t a pornt x half the electrons come from the high
temperature l>;de o f x, and half from the low. H E(T) is the thermal energy per electron 
in a metal in equilibrium at temperature T, theo an electron whose last collision was 
a t x ' will, on the average, have a thermal energy E(T[x ']). TI1e electrons arriving at 
x from the h1gh-temoerature side will, on the average, bave had their last collision at 
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HighT LowT 

Figure 1.6 
Schematic vtew of !he relation between temperature 
gradient and thermal current. Electrons arrivmg at the 
center of the bar from !he left had !heir last collision 
in the high-temperature region. Those arri\'ing at the 
center from the nght had their laSI collision in the 
low-temperature region. Hence: electrons moving to 
the right at the center of the bar tend to be more 
energetic than those moving to the left. yielding a net 
thermal current to the righL 

x - t-r, and will therefore carry a thennal energy per electron of size t';(T[x - VT] ). 
Their contrtbution to the thermal current density at .'( will therefore be the number of 
sttch electrons per unit volume, n/2, times their velocity, v, t imes tlus energy, or 
(n/ 2)vS( T[x - vr] ). The electrons arriving at x from the low-temperature side, on 
the other hand, will contribute (n/2)(- v)[ECT[x + ~-r] ) ], since they have come from 
the positive x-direetion and arc moving toward negativex. Adding these together gives 

(1.48) 

Provided that the variation in temperature over a mean free path (l = t--r) is very 
small, 29 we may expand this about the point x to find : 

jq = nv
1

T :: (- ~~). (1.49) 

To go from this to the three-dimensional case we need only replace v bY. the x
component t•,.. of the electronic velocity v, and average over all directions. Since30 

(v,. 2 ) = (v/) = (v, 2) = ju2, and since n d6jdT = (NJV)dS/dT = (dE/dT)f V = 
Cv, the electronic specific heat, we have: 

(1.50) 

or 
(1.51) 

where v2 is the mean square electronic speed. 
We emphasize the roughness of this argument. We have spoken rather glibly about 

the thermal energy per electron carried by a particular group of electrons, a quantity 
one might be hard pressed to define with precision. We have also been quite careless 
about replacing quantit ies, at various s tages of the calculation, by their thermal 
averages. One migl1t object, for example, that if the thermal energy per electron 
depends on the direction the electrons come from, so will their average speed, since 
this too depends on the temperature at the place of their last collision. We shall note 
below that this last oversight is canceled by yet another oversight, and in Chapter 13 

' 9 Its change 1n lis (l/L) limes Its change in the sample length L . 
"" ln equilibrium the 'eloaty distributiOn 1s 1sotrop1c. Corrections Lo thiS due Lo the temperature 

gradient are exceedingly small. 
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we shall find by a more rigorous argument that the result (1.51) is quite close to (and, 
in special circumstances, precisely) the correct one. 

Given the estjmate ( 1.51), we can denve another result independent of the mysteries 
buried in the relax a don time Y. by djviding the thermal conductivity by the electrical 
conductivity t1.6): 

- = , . 
ne-

(1.52) 
C1 

lL was natural for Drude to apply the classical ideal gas laws tn evaluating the 
electronic specific heat and mean square velocity. H e thcrcrore in effect took c,. to 
be inks and ~mt•2 to be lks T. where kg is Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 X w- 16 er&!"K. 
This leads to the result 

(1.53) 

The right side of (1.53) is proporuonal to T and depends only on the uruversal con
s tants k 8 and e, in complete agreement with the law of Wtedemann and Franz. 
Equation (1.53) gives a Lorenz number31 

" 3 (k8
)

2 

- = --
e1T 2 e 

1.24 X w- 13 (ergjcsu-K)2 

- ).JJ X J0- 8 watt-ohm'K1 , (1.54) 

which is about half the typical value given in Table 1.6. In his original calculation 
of the electrical conductivity, Drude erroneously found half the correct result ( 1.6). 
ru. a reJ>ult of which he found a value 1\fCTT = 2.22 x 10- 8 watt-ohmJK 2• in extraor
dinary agreement with experiment. 

Tbis success. though wholly fortuitous. was so impressive as to spur further in
vestigations with the model. It was, however, quite puzzling, since no electronic 
contribution to the specific heat remotely comparable to ink11 was ever observed. 
Indeed, at room temperature there appeared to be no electronic contribution to the 
specific heat measured at all. In Chapter 2 we shaU find that the classical ideal gas 
laws cannot be applied to the electron gas in a metal. Drude's impressive success, 
aside from his factor-of-two mistake, is a consequence o f two errors o f about I 00 that 
cancel : at room temperature the actua.l electronic contribution to the specific heat 
is about 100 times smaller than the classical prediction, but the mean square electroruc 
speed is about 100 limes larger. 

We shall examine the correct theory of the cquilibnum thermal properties of the 
free electron gas in Chapter 2, and shaU return to a more correct analysis of the d1ermal 
conductivity of a metal in Chapter 13. Before leaving the subject of thermal transport. 
however, we should correct one oversimplification in our ~malysis that obscures an 
important physical phenomenon: 

We calculated t.he thermal conductivity by ignoring all n1anifestations of the 
temperature gradient except for the fact that the thermal energy carried by a group 

., Smce (joule,lcoulomh)2 - (wan{amr)' = "-'llll-ohm. Lhe prac:ticnl unolS in which Lorenz numbc!rs 
are quoted are often called watt-ohmj K • . mstc:ad of (joulej coulomb-K)• 
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of electrons depends on tl1e temperature at tl1e place of their last collisio n. But if 
electrons emerge fro m a collis ion with higher energies when the temperature is higher, 
they will also have higher speeds. It would therefore appear that we should let the 
electron's speed vas well as its contributio n to the thermal energy depend on the place 
of the last collision. As it turns out such an additional term only alters the result 
by a factor of the order of unity, but we were in fact quite right to ignore such a correc
tion. It is true that immediately after the temperature gradient is applied there will be 
a nonvanishing mean electronic velocity clirected toward the low-temperature region. 
Since the electrons are charged, however, this velocity will result in an electric currenL 
But thermal conductivity measurements are performed under open-circuit conditions, 
in which oo electric currCJH can flow. Therefore the electric current can continue only 
until enough charge has accumulated at the surface of the sample to build up are
tarding electric field that opposes the further accumulation of charge, and hence 
precisely cancels ilie effect of the temperature gradient on the electronic mean ve
locity. 32 When tl1e steady state is reached there will be no electric current now, and 
we were therefore <.'Orrect in assuming that the mean electronic velocity at a point 
vanished. 

In this way we are led to consider another physical effect : A temperature gradient 
in a long. thin bar should be accompanied by an electric field directed opposite to 
the temperature gradient. The existence of such a field, known as the thermoelectric 
field, has been known for some time (the Seebeck effect). The field is conventionally 
written as 

E = QVT. (1.55) 

and me pro portionality constant Q is known as the thermopower. To estimate the 
thermopower note that in our ··one-dimensional" model the mean electronic velocity 
at a point x due to the temperature gradient is 

va = H l"(x - ~~> - t'(x + l"t}] = 

= -· (~ (~2). 

d!· - •vdx 

(1.56) 

We can again generalize to three dimensio ns 33 by letting t·2 _. e,,.Z, a nd noting that 
( vx2

) = ( t•/) = (v: 2 ) = j-r·2 . so mat 
l: dt·2 

"'·a = - 6 ciT (VT). (1.57) 

Tl1e mean velocity due to the electric field is 3 4 

e.E-r ,.£ = -

" See the analogous discusston of the genesas o r the Hall field on pag.c 12. 
31 Cf. the discussion lead mg from Eq. ( 1.49) to Eq (1.50). 
3• See the discussion on p3ge 7. 

(1.58) 
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To have "a + v.r. = 0, we require that 

Q =-(;e) :r n;2 

(1.59) 

This resuiL is a]so ill dependent oftl1e relaxation time. Drude evaluated it by another 
inappropriate application of classical statistical mechanics, setting c •. equal to 3nk1J/2 
to find that 

k 
Q = - z: = - 0.43 X 10- 4 voltjK. (1.60) 

Observed metallic thermo powers at room temperature are of the o rder o f microvolts 
per degree, a factor of 100 smaller. This is the same error of LOO that appeared twice 
in Drude's derivation of the Wiedemann-Franz law, but being now uncompensated, 
it offers unambiguous evidence of the inadequacy of classicaJ statistical mechanics in 
describing the metallic electron gas. 

With the use of quamum statistical mechanics one removes this discrepancy. 
However, in some metals the sign of the thermopower- the direction of the thermo
electric field- is opposite to what the Drude model predicts. This is as mysterious as 
the discrepancies in the sign of the Hall coefficienl The quantum theory of solids can 
account for a sign reversal in the thermopower as well, bm one's sense of triumph 
is somewhat tempered in this case, fo r a really quamitativc theory of the thermo
electric field is still lacking. We shall note in later discussions some of the peculiarities 
of this phenomenon that make it particularly difficult to cakulate with precision. 

These last examples have made it clear tl1at we cannot proceed very far wit11 a 
free electron tl1eory without a proper use of quantum statistics. This is the subject of 
Chapter 2. 

PROBLEMS 

I. Poisson Distribution 
ln the Drud~modelthe probability of an electron suffering a collision in any infinitesimal in terval 
de is j ust drf"r. 

(a) Show that an electron picked at random at a given moment had no collision during the 
preceding 1 seconds wilh probability e-•r•. Show that it will have no collision during the next 
r seconds with the same probability. 

(b) Show that the probability that the time interval between two sut:cessive collisions of an 
electron falls in the range bctwt!en 1 and 1 + clr is (£1rj-r)e - '". 

(c) Show as a consequence of(a) lhat at an:r moment the mean time back to the last collision 
(or up 10 lhe next collision! averaged over all electrons is r. 

(d) Show as a consequence of (b) that the mean time between successi,·e collisions of an 
electron is -r. 

{e) Part (c) implies that at any moment the time T betwe.!n the last and next colhsion 
averaged over all electrons is 2r. E.~plain why this is not inconsistent with the: result in (d). (.'\ 
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thorough explanatton should tnclude a derivauon of the probability d istribution for T.) A failure 
10 appreciate this subtlety led Drude to a conductivity only half of (1 .6). He did not make the 
same mistake in the thermal conductivity, whence the factor of two in his calcularion of the 
Lorenz number (see page 23). 

2. Joull' Heating 
Consider a metal at uniform temperature in a static uniform electric field E. An electron expe
riences a t·ollision, and then, after a time c, a second collision. In the Drude model, energy is not 
conserved in collisions, for the mean speed of an electron emerging from a collision does not 
depend on the energy that the electron acquired from the field since the time of the preceding 
colli~ion (:lssumption 4 . page 6). 

(a) Show th;.~t the ave.rage energy lost to the ions in the second of two collisions separated 
by a time c is (e£1)2/2m. (The average is over all directions in which the electron emerged from 
the first collision.) 

(bJ Show, using the result of Problem I (b), that the average energy loss to the ions per 
electron per collision is (c£T)2/m. and hence that the average loss per cubic centimeter per second 
is (nc2r /ml£2 = a£2• Deduce that the power loss in a wire of length Land cross section A is 
1 ~ R, where 1 is the current flowing and R is the resistance of the wire. 

3. Thomson Effect 
Suppose that in addition to the applied electric field in Problem 2 there is also a uniform tem
perature gradient VTin the metal. Since an electron emerges from a collision at an energy deter
mined by the local temperature, the energy lost in collisions will depend on how far down the 
temperature gradient I he elec.tron travels bel ween collisions, as well as on how much energy il 
has gained from the electric field. Con~equently I he power lost will contain a lerm proportional 
to E · VT(which is easily isolated (rom other terms smce it is the only term in the secontl-onler 
energy loss that changes sign when the sign of E is reversed). Show that this contribution is given 
in the Drude model by a 1em1 of order (11erjm) (dt,fdT) (E · VT). where t, is the mean thermal 
energy per electron. (Calculate the energy lost by a typical electron colliding at r , which made its 
last collision at r - d. Assuming a fixed !that is, euergy-indepcndent) relaxation timeT, d can be 
found to linear order in the field and temperature gradient by simple kinematic argwnents, which 
is enough to give the energy loss to second order.) 

4. Helicon Jflm·es 
Suppose that a metal is placed in a uniform magnetic field H along the :-axis. Let an AC electric 
field Ee- 1"" be applied perpendicular to H. 

(a) If the electric field is circularly polarized (£1 = + iE,J show that Eq. (1.28) must be 
generalized to 

. ( ao ) E . + .. . 0 
Jx = l '( - I "' ]y = -IJ:ro J: = . - r w + w,1t 

(b) Show that, in conjunction with ( 1.61 ). Maxwell's equations (1.31) have a solution 

E = E ell"' - "''' X 0 > E). = ± iE", E.= 0, 

c;(w) = 1 - -"- _ . o) 2 ( I ) 
co clJ + w, + i/r 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

(1.63) 
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(c) Sketch E{w) for w :> 0 (choosmg the pohmzauon £ , = r£ , land demon~mue that solu
tions ro /.. 2c2 = Eco1 exist for arbitr:tr~ k at frequencie~ w > w,. and (I) < w, (Assume the 
hrgh field condition <·J, r » 1. and note that e\en for hundreds of kilogauss. wp}w. » 1.) 

(ll) Show that when w « w. the relauon between k and w for the low-frequency solution is 

(1.~) 

This low-frequency wave, known as a helit:on, has been observell m many metals. H Estimate 
the helicon frequency tf the wa,elength is 1 ern and the field is 10 lilogauss. at typical metallic 
densiues. 

5. S urface Plasmons 
An electromagnetic wave that can propagate along the surface of a metal complicate~ the obser
vation of o rdinary (bulk) plasrnons. Let the metal be contamed in the half space : :> 0, z < 0 
being vacuum. Assume that the electric charge density p apreanng in Maxwell's equations 
vanishes both inside and outsrde the metal. (Thrs doe:. not predude a surface charge denstt)' 
concentrated in the plane z = 0.) Tire surface plasmon is a solut ion to Maxwelrs equations of 
the form: 

Ex = Ae'9"'e - «•, E, = 0. E: = Be'9"'e "~. 
£ . = Ce'9"'t•" ··, E, = 0, E: = De'9"e" :. 
q, K , K ' real. K, K posith·e. 

z > 0: 
;: < 0: (1.65) 

(a) Assuming the usual boundary conditions lE u continuous, (EEb continuous) and using 
the Orude results (1.35) and (1.29) find three equations relating q, K, and J\.' as functions of w. 

(b) Assuming that wr » I , plot q1c1 as a funcuon or ro1
• 

(c) In the limit as qc » tu, show that there is a solution at frequency w = tJJp/y'2. Show 
from an examination or K and K . that the wave is confined to the!>.urface. Describe its polanz.ation. 
This wave is known as a surracc plasmon. 

, R. Bowers et al_ Pl1ys. Rt>t'. l.etrf'TS 7.339 (1961). 
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In Orude"s time. and for many years thereafter. il seemed reasonable to assume that 
the electronic velocity distribution. like that o f an ordinary classical gas of density 
11 = ,'\' V. was given in equilibrium at temperature T by the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution. This gives the number of electrons per unit volume with velocities in the 
range1 d\· about v asfs{\')dv. where 

r; (v) = Jl e - ,.,.2•zkeT 
( 

m )J1Z 
. B 2nk

8
T · (2.1) 

We saw in Chapter I that in conjunction with the Drude model this leads to good 
order of magnitude agreement with the Wiedemann-Franz law. but a lso predicts a 
contribution to the specific heat of a metal of !kn per electron that was not observed.2 

Til is paradox cast a shadow over the Drude model fo r a quarter o f a century, which 
was only removed by the advent of the quantum theo ry and the recognition that for 
elcctrons3 the Pauli exclusion principle requires the replacement of the Maxwell
Boltzmann d istribution (2.1) \dth the Fermi-Dirac distribution : 

(mi II )3 

.{(\') = 4n3 -ex-p~(<:;-t-,.-.,.-2 -:_--:-f..-e r.=o-:-)/-::k-·a-:::T:::;]:-+-.1 · (2.2) 

Here It is Planck's constan t d ivided by 2rr, and T0 is a temperature that is determined 
by the normalization condition"' 

" = f d\'.f(v). (2.3) 

and is typically tens of thousands of degrees. At temperatures of interest (~hat is. 
less than 103 K) the Maxwell-Boltzmann and Fermi-Dirac distributions are spectacu
larly diiTcrent at metallic electronic densities (Figure 2. 1). 

In thrs chapter we shall describe the theory underlying the Fermi-Dirac distribution 
(1.2) and survey the consequences o f Fermi-Dirac s tatistics for the metallic electron 
cas. - Shortly a fter the discovery that the Pauli exclusion principle was needed to account 
for the bound electronic s tates of atoms, Sommerfeld applied the same principle to 
the free electron gas of metals, a nd thereby resolved the most flagrant thermal anoma
lies of the early Drude model. In most applications Sommerfeld's model is nothing 
more than Drude"s classical electron gas with the single modification that the elec
tronic veloci ty distribution is taken to be the quantum Fermi-Dtrac distribution 

1 We use standard vectornotarion. Thus by r we mean I he magnitude of the vector • : a velocity is in 
the ranJlc tl•· aboul ,. if its ith oomponent lies bet wel!ll ' '• and o·, + dt•1• for I = -.. 1', z: we also use dy 10 
denote the volume of1he region of •·elocuy space in 1he range ,/v uboul v: d• = dt•.dr ,tk, (thereby following 
!he pracr•ce common among physiosls of fa ihng 10 disringwsh norationally between a reg•on and irs 
v<>lume. the stgnifkance of the symbol being dear from conteJ<t). 

: Because.. as we sh~ll •ee. the act~,~al electronic contribution ts abour 100 times smaller a1 room 
rcmperat ure. becommg smaller srill as !he lempernture drops. 

1 And any o lhe.r pat1icles obeying Fermi-Dirac s1atistics. 
• N<>le that the constants in the Maxwell-Boltzmann dtslnbution (2.11 have alreBdy been chosen so 

rhal (2.~1 is sarisflcd. Equation {2.2l•s derived below: sc;: Eq. ~2.89). In Problem 3d rhe prefa~'tor appearing 
in Eq. (2.2) is cast in a form !hal facitilatcs direcl comparison wilh Eq. (2.11. 
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(a) The Maxwell-Boltzmann and Fermi-Dirac distributions for typical metallic densities 
at room temperature. (Both curves are for the dcns•ty given by T = 0 01 Tu.) The scale 
is the same for both distributions, and has been normalized so that the Fermi-Dirac 
distribution approaches I at low energies. Below room temperature the differences between 
the two distributions arc even more marked. (b) A v1cw of that pan of (a) between x = 0 
and-~ = 10. The .~-axis has been stretched by about a faaor of 10. and the/-axts has been 
compressed by about 500 to get all of the Ma>.weii·Boh.zmann distribution in the figure. 
On this scale the graph oft he Fermi-Dirac dis tribution is iod•st•nguishable from the x-axi~. 
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rather than the classical M axwell-Boltzmann distribution. T o justify both the use of 
the Fermi- D irac distribution and its bold graft ing onto an otherwise classical theory. 
we must examme the q uant urn theory of the electron gas. s 

F o r s implldty we shall examine the ground state (i .e., T = 0) of the electron gas 
before studying it at nonzero temperatures. As it turns out . the propertit.!S of the 
ground state are of considerable interest m themselves: we shall find that room tem
perature. for the electron gas at metallic densities. is a very low temperature indeed, 
fo r many purposes indistinguishable from T = 0. Thus many (though not all) of the 
electronic properties of a metal hardly differ from their values at T = 0, even at room 
tern perature. 

G ROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF THE ELECTRON G AS 

We must calculate the grouncl~state properties o f N electrons confined to a volume 
J.~ Becau::.~ the electrons do not interact with one another (independent electron 
approximatiOn) we can find the ground state of theN electron system by first finding 
the energy levels of a single electron in the volume V, and then filling these levels up 
1n a manner consistent with the Pauli exclusion principle. which permits at most one 
electron to occupy any single electron level." 

A single elect ron can be described by a wave functionljJ(r ) and the specification of 
which of two possible onentat10ns its spin possesses. If the electron hao; no interactions. 
the o ne e lect ron wave functio n associated with a level o f energy f. satisfies the time
mdcpend..:nt Schrodinger equation 7 : 

II! ( (.2 ('2 (2) ,,2 • 
- ,_ ~.2 1- ., 2 + ~ 1/J(r ) = - ,_ V-l)!(r ) = t.ljJ( r ). 

Llll 1 X ( .1" r·:: L.Jll 
(2.4 ) 

We shall represent the confinement of the electron (by the attraction of the ions) 
to the volume V by a boundary condit1on on Eq. (2.4). The cho1cc of boundary 
condition. whenever one is dealing with problems that a re not explicitly concerned 
with effects of the metallic surface. is to a cons1derable degree at one·s disposal and 
c:.~n be determ1ned by mathematical convcn1ence. for 1f the metal is sufficiently large 
we should expect its hufJ.: properties to be unaiTected by the detailed contiguration of 
Its surfacc.8 I n this spirn we first select the shape of the metal to su1t our analytic 
conven1cnce. The time-honored choice IS a cubeq of side L = V 1 3 • 

!':ext \\e mu~l append a houndary condrtaun to the Schroc.linger equation (2.4). 

• Thr<11l!'1•Ciul 1hi' .:h.lpl<'r \IC 'hall1aL.c '"clc~tr<'n 11·"·· to m..-an .t !W• <>ffrcc o1nd independent electron~ 
1-<-< r••gc .J1 unk" "" .. r.:- c"l.phclll) t.'<>n~idennB lt•rr~,ions du.: to dc~.:tron-c:lcclnln w dcctrl'rHon 
antcr.u.:aion!t 

n Note th.lt hen: <tnd l.tu:r "" sh.tll n.:sen..: I he term · ·s1.11e"" for the St.tle of 1he 1\"-clcc:tron ~ys1em. and 
the t<:mt ··t....-cr· for" one-elcurnn >t.JIC. 

· V.'o: o~lso m.tL.e lhe free ekcaron appro\imaunn ,.a th.JI no po1c:nual o:m:rgy 1erm appear& an 1hc 
Schriidmgcr c.junuon. 

• Th•• i~ th.: .Jpproach rh.ll "ollmm.l uni•en.:llly fnllo ... cd '"lheconc~ ufmncro..:or•c m.IIICt Ri.s<>tOUJ> 
prOof~ lh,U bufL. f'l"llJ'<:fU<'< .tre andcp.:nlfcnt Oft he bound:lr) conduions 1..11\ 110\\ ~ C011'1fU<:IL"t.! 111 a V.JriCI)' 

ol contexts The \\<lrL. m•><l p.:runcm 10 sohd s1a1e ph~~lt."S 1s b) J l Leho.,.iv and F H L•.:b. Plt •. r . 
Rt'• &11 22 6ll 11969 l 

y We: ~h.JII suh.,.,quenll~ hnd II r ... more 0:00\COI<'nt 10 caJ..c 1101 .. cube! bur .. rar>~llo:lcpiJX'<i wt!h 
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reflectmg the fact that the electron is confined to this cube. \\'e also make this choice 
in the belief that it will not affect calculated bulk properties. One pos!.ibility 
is to require the wave function t/J(r) to vanish whene,er r ison the surface of the cube. 
This, however, is often unsatisfactory, for it leads to standing-wave solutions of t:~A), 
while the transport of charge and energy by . the electrons is far more comeniently 
discussed in terms of running waves. A more sati!>factory choice is to emphasize the 
inconsequence of the surface by disposing of it altogether. We can do this by imagining 
each face of the cube to be joined to the face opposite it so that an electron coming 
to the surface is not reflected back in, but leaves the metal. simultaneously reentering 
at a corresponding point on the c.pposite surface. Thus. if our metal were one-dimen
sional, we would s imply replace the line from 0 to /~ to whtch the electrons were 
confined. by a circle of circumference L. In three dJmenstons the geometria.tl cmbodt
ment of the boundary condition, in which the three pairs of opposite faces on the cube 
are joined, becomes topologically impossible to construct in three-dimensional space. 
Nevertheless, the analytic form of the boundar} L""Ondition is easily gcnerali7.ed. In 
one dimension the circular model of a metal results in the boundary condition 
t/J(x + L) = t/J(x), and the generalization to a three-dimensional cube is evident!) 

t/1 (x, y, z + L) = t/1 (x. y. =l. 
t/1 (x, y + L. z) = t/1 (x. ,r. =I. 
t/1 r x + L. r. => = "'1 '· ,r. =>· 

(2.5) 

• Equation (2.5) is known as the Bom--..on Karman lor periodic) boundary .condition. 
We shall encounter it often (sometimes in a slight!~ gcneralizcd9 form). 

We now solve (2.4) subject to the boundary condition (".5). One can ~erif} by 
differentiation that a solution. neglecting the boundJry condition, is 

(2.6) 

with energy 

(2.7) 

where b. is any position independent vector. We hJ\e picked the norm:.llization con
stant in (2.61 so that the probability of finding the electron ~cllllt'I\"IIt'rc! in the\\ hole 
volume Vis unity : 

(2.8) 

T o see the significance of the vector k. note that the le\cl \f!~.lrl t~ an eigenstate 0f 
tile momentum operator. 

p= _ :::- =. \ , p_.= . -:- . 11 r '' . ( '' l 
1rr 1 1 r x 

(2.9) 

edges nol nece~ly c:qu.tl or pcrpt!ndt~uhu for tllc momcru "~usc .1 cub~ 10 a\oJd mtn•tr g~nmcmc-.•1 

romplc'l!les. but il •~ a useful e~cr~1sc 10 ~erifv th:u Jll the r~>utl> of 1h1• >CO:II<•n n:m.un \ .1l1J for 1 
p.tralfelcpiped 



wnh .:•gem alu..: p = It k for 

" ,· . k . - e'"' ,- = '' . ,, .... ' . (1.10) 
1 • r 

Smc..: a particle Ill an C:I£Cihtat.: of aJl op.:rator has a definite v:.Jiuc of the corre
sponding oh~cr' .tble £!" en b~ I he CI£C•l\alue. an elct:tron in Lhe IC\1:1 t,ll~(r) has a 
ddinne momentum proportll'n.d to k · 

p = h k. (2.1 1) 
and .1 'dot:Jt~ ' =- p 111 o f 

\ (2. 12) 
Ill 

ill \'JC\\' ~'f thi!> tho.: .:nerl!\' (">.7) t:an be \Hittcn in the familiar clas:.ical form. 
~· 

(2.13) 

\\'e can a l-;o interpret k as a wa,·e vct:tor. The plane wave t•'~ • '"constant in any 
pl.me pcrp<ndicular to k ts1n.:.: ,uch planes are defined by the eq uation k · r :: con
~tnnt) a nd it 1::. periodic along lmes pnrall.!l to k. with \\avclength 

:Jr 
I . = I; • (2. 14) 

J..no\\ n as the de Broglie w:l\ d..:ng th. 
\\' c now mvoJ..c the boundar~ cond•IIO•l (2.5). This permits only certain d iscrete 

'a lues of k. sine.: (:!.5) will b.: sat isfied b} the general wave function (2.6) only 1f 

(2. 15) 

Stnc.: e= = I on I~ 1f: = 1nm. \\here ,, 1:. an integer, 10 the components of the wave 
\CCtor k must be o f the form : 

., 
J. = _,rn,. 
• L 

I. == :!-::nr 
• L . 

., 
k ~ = -lfll:. 
. L 11,.. "r· "= integers. (2. 16) 

Thus in a three-djmcnsiona l o;p::~ce with Cartesian a.>ees k,. k,, and k= (known as 
1..-o;pace) the alto" ed wa\'e vectors are those ''hose coordinates along the three a.\es 
11 re gh'en by integral mult iples of 2n L. This IS illuslratl!d (in two dimensions) in 
1 ' ')') · tg.urc -·-· 

Gl!ncrally the only practical use one makes of the quantization condition (:!.16) 
is th•s: One often needs to J..nm\ how many allO\\ed values of k are contained in 
a region o f k-space tha t is enormous on the scale of2n, L. and that therefore contains 
a vast number of alll.)\\ed pohns. Lf the region is very large,11 then to an excellent 
appro,imation the number of alk~\\ed points is JUSt the volume of I.-space contaJncd 
\\lthm the region. dl\ ided by the \'olume nf I.-space per point in the network of 

\\'.: >hall all\ <I\> u~ ll,e " ord ··omco.,:cr' 10 m.:-Jn the ncg-.ul\e 1111~ers and z~r.>. as well as 1h~ 
J"h1tl\ ,. mh.:~cf!i~ 

" \ nd not " ''' orr<!:ul.ul~ shat>c<l ••nl~ ,, ncghgohk Cru~11on or the r< •ont~ shc-uld he" iohm 0(~" ll 
t•f I he ,urfal".t!' 

• 
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Figure 2.2 
Point~ on ., l\\o-t.limeo""'nal k-sp:u:c of the fo rm J. , = 
~nnx L J. . = :!nu1 L Noh: th:ot the:: ur.:~ per point is Jl"l 

(.:!n: Ll~. In d t.lirnr.>n.soun~ the n:•lwn.: r<:r point is t:! n Lr . 

• 

• 
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allowed values of k. That latter volume (see Figure 2.2) is j ust t2n L)3 • We therefore 
conclulle that a region of k-space tl f \'Olumc: n will contain 

n nv 
(1rr, L):J = lfn 3 (2. 17) 

allow.xl values of k. ~1r. equivalently. that the number of allowed k-valucs per unit 
volume of 1\-~pace lalso known itS the k-sp:.1cc density \-~f lcvd sl is just 

Jl 
g1t3 . 

(2.18) 

In practice we shall deal with k-sp;H:e regions so large (- I on points) and so regular 
(typically spheres) that to all intents and purposes (2.17) and (2.1 S) can be regarded 
as exact. We shall begin to apply these important counting formulas shortly. 

Because we assume the electrons are non interacting we Gill build up the N-clcctron 
ground state by placing electro ns into the allowed one-electron le,•els we have j ust 
found. The Pauli exclusion principle plays a vital role in thts construction (as it does 
in building up the states ~1f many dcctron atoms} : we may place at most one electron 
in each s ingle electron level. The one-electron levels are specified by the wave vectors 
k and by the projection of the electron's spin along an arbitrary axis, which can take 
either of the two values f• /2 or - lr 2. Therefore associated w1th each allowed wave 
vector k are rwo electronic levels, one for each direction of tl1e electron's spin. 

Thus in building up the N-electron ground sla te we begin by placing two electrons 
in the one-electron level k = 0, which has the lowest possible one-electron energy 
E. = 0. We then continue to add ek'Ctrons, successively filling the one-electron levels 
of lowest energy that are not already occupied. Since the energy of a one-elec tron 
level is directly propo rtional to the square of its wave vector (see (2.7) ), when N is 
enormous the occupied region will be indistinguishable from a sphere. 1 1 The radius 
of this sphere is called lir (F for Fermi). and its volume Q is 4 rrkr3/3. According to 
(217) the number of allowed values of k \\ithin the sphere is 

- = -- V (
4nkr

3
) ( V) kr

3 

3 8n3 6n 2 • 
(2-19) 

a: JfiJ \\<!re not spherical it would not be the ground s1u1e. for we could 1h~:n o:o nstr"':t ,, slate of lower 
energy by mt• ·~.; theclectrons in lc\ els fanh.-,1 away from k = 0 into uo<:x:curocd le>ch.dOloCr w thc origin. 
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Since each allowed k-value leads to two one-electron levels (one for each spin value), 
in order to accommodate N electrons we must have 

(2.20) 

Thus if we haveN electrons in a volume V(i.e., an electronic density n = N / V), 
then the ground state of the N-electron system is formed by occupying all single
particle levels with k less than kF, and leaving all those with k greater than kF un
occupied, where kF is given by the condition : 

(2.21) 

This free and independent electron ground state is described by some rather 
unimaginative nomenclature: 

The sphere of radius kF (the Fermi wcn;e vector) containing the occupied o ne 
e lectron levels is C"dlled the Fermi sphere. 

The surface of the Fermi sphere, which separates the occupied from the unoccupied 
levels is called the Fermi surface. (We shall see, starting with Chapter 8, that the 
Fermi surface is o ne ofthe fundamental constructions in the modern theory of metals; 
in general it is not spherical.) 

The momentum hkF = PF of the occupied one-electron levels of highest energy 
is known as the Fermi momentum; their energy, eF = h2 kF2 / 2m is the Fermi energ;' ; 
and their velocity, vF = PFf m, is the Fem1i velocity. The Fenui velocity plays a role 
in the theo ry o f metals comparable to the thermal velocity, v = (3k8 T /m)t12

, in a 
classical gas. 

All these quantities can be evaluated in terms of the conduction electron density, 
via Eq. (22[}. For estimating them numerically it is often more convenient to express 
them in terms of the dimensionless parameter r.fa0 {see page 4), which varies from 
about 2 to 6 in the metallic elements. Taken together. Eqs. (1.2) and (2.21) give 

(91t/ 4)113 1.92 
kF = - --, 

r. 
(2.22) 

r, 
or 

(2.23) 

.L-- ------' 

Since the Fermi wave vector is of the o rder of inverse angstroms, the de BrogUe 
wavelength of t he most energetic elec trons is of the o rder of a ngstroms. 

The Fermi velocity is 

4.20 
f x 1011 em/sec. r5 a0 

(2.24) 

This is a substantial velocity (about I percent of the velocity of light). From the 
viewpo int o f classical s tatistical mechanics this is quite a surprising rf"'" 11t, for we are 
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describing the ground state (T = 0), and all particles in a classiCi:! I gas have zero 
velocity at T = 0. Even at room temperature the thermal (i.e., average) velocity for 
a classical particle with the electronic mass is only of order 107 em/sec. 

The Fermi energy is conveniently written in the form (since a0 = 1! 2fme 2
) 

f,F = F = - (k,Oo)2. 1i
2
k 2 ( e2) 

2m 2a0 

(2.25) 

Here e2 f2a0 , known as the rydberg (Ry), is the ground-state binding energy of the 
hydrogen atom, 13.6 electron volts. 13 The rydberg is as convenieut a unit of atomic 
energies as the Bohr radius is of atomic distances. Since k,a0 is of the order of 
unity, Eq. (2.25) demonstrates that the Fermi energy has the magnitude of a typical 
atomic binding energy. Using (2.23) and a0 = 0.529 x 10- 8 em, we find the explicit 
numerical form: 

(2.26) 

indicating a range of Fermi energies for tbe densities of metallic elements between 
1.5 and 15 electron volts. 

Table 2.1 lists the Fermi e11ergy, velocity, and wave vector for the metals whose 
conduction electron densities are given in Table l.l. 

To Ci:llculate the ground-state energy of N electrons in a volume V we must add 
up the energies of all the one-electron levels inside the Fermi sphere14

: 

E=2 I ~k2• 
k <lcr 2m 

(2.27) 

Quite generally, in summing any smomh function F(k) over ali allowed values of 
k. one may proceed as follows : 

Because the volume of k-space per allowed k value is ~k = 8n 3 JV (sec Eq. (2.18)) 
it is convenient to write 

~ f(k) = 
8
: 3 ~ F(k) ~k. (2.28) 

for in the limit as ~k ~ 0 (i.e., V-> oo) the sum :!:F(k) ~k approaches the integral 
J dk F(k), provided only that F(k)does not vary appreciably' 5 over distances ink-space 
or order 2n/L. We may therefore rearrange (2.28) and write 

I fdk. lim -vi F( k) = -
8 3 F( k). 

v-ox: k n 
(2.29) 

Jn applying (2.29) to finite, but macroscopically large, systems one always assumes 
that ( 1/V) :EF(k) differs negligibly from its infinite volume limit (for example, one 

u Strictly speaking. the rydberg is the binding energy in the approximation of infinite proton mass. 
An electron •·olt is the energy gained by anelectroncrossingapotential of I volt: 1 eV = 1.602 x w - u erg 
= 1.602 x 10- 19 joule. 

,.. The factor of 2 is for the two spin levels allowed for each k. 
's The most celebrated case in which Ffails to satisfy this condition is the condensation of the ideal 

Bose gas. In applications to metals the problem never arises. 
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Table 2.1 
FERMI ENERGLES, FER.l\11 TEMPERATURES, FERMI WAVE VECTORS, A~D 
FERi\fl VEWCITIES FOR REPRESENTATIVE Mt.aALS• 

ELEMEI'.T r6Jao f,F TF kr VF 

Li 3.25 4.74 eV 5.5 1 x 1o• K 1.12>< lo' em I 1.29 x 108 cmfsec 
Na 3.93 3.24 377 0.92 1.07 
K 4.86 2.12 2.46 0.75 0.86 
Rb 5.20 1.85 2.15 0.70 0.81 
Cs 5.62 1.59 1.84 0.65 0.75 
Cu 2.67 7.00 1!.16 1.36 157 
Ag 3.02 5.49 6.38 1.20 1.39 
Au 3.01 5.53 6.42 1.21 1.40 
Be 1.87 14.3 16.6 1.94 2.25 
Mg 2.66 7.o& 8.23 1.36 1.51! 
Ca 3.27 4.69 5.44 I. II 1.28 
Sr 3.57 3.93 4.57 1.02 1.18 
Ba 3.71 3.64 423 0.98 1.13 
Nb 3.07 5.32 6.18 1.11! 1.37 
Fe 2.12 11.1 13.0 1.71 1.98 
Mn 2. 14 10.9 127 1.70 1.96 
Zn 2.30 9.47 11 .0 1.58 1.83 
Cd 2.59 7.47 1!.68 1.40 1.62 
Hg 2.65 7.13 8.29 1.37 1.58 
Al 2.07 11.7 13.6 1.75 2.03 
G.~ 2.19 10.4 12.1 1.66 1.92 
In 2.41 8.63 10.0 1.51 1.74 
11 2.48 8.15 9.46 1.46 1.69 
Sn 2.22 10.2 11.8 1.64 1.90 
Pb 2.30 9.47 11.0 1.58 1.83 
Bi 2.25 9.90 11.5 1.61 1.87 
Sb 2.14 10.9 12.7 1.70 1.96 

• The table entries are calculated from the values of r,,'a0 given in Table 1.1 using m = 
9.1 I x 10- 18 grams. 

assumes that the electronic energy per unit volume in a 1-cm cube of copper is the 
same as in a 2-cm cube). 

Using (2.29) to evaluate (227), we find that the energy density oft he electron gas is: 

E I f. . l1 2kz I h 2k/ - =-, d k = 1 . 
V 4n Htr 2m n 10m 

(2.30) 

To find the energy per electron, EJN, in the grow1d state, we must divide this by 
N/ V = kr3/3n2

, which gives 

We can also write this result as 
E 3 
N = 5ki1TF 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

• 
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where T,.., the Fer-mi temperature, is 

(2.33) 

Note, in contrast to this, that the energy per electron in a classical ideal gas, }k8 T, 
vanishes at T = 0 and achieves a value as large as (2.32) only at T = ~ T,.· ::::: 104 K. 

Given the ground-state energy E, one can calculate the pressure exerted by the 
electron gas from the relation P = -(iJEjiJV)N. Since E = !Ne,.. and e,.. is propor
tional to k,..2

, which depends on V only through a factor n20 = (N/ V)2' 3, it follows 
that16 

2£ 
P = 3 v· <2.34> 

One can also calculate the compressibility, K, or bulk modulus, B = 1/K. defined 
by: 

1 cP 
B = K = - v av (2.35) 

Since E is proportional to v- 2' 3, Eq.(2.34) shows that P varies as v- 513, and therefore 

5 lOE 2 
B = 3 P = 91/ = 3 nt.,.. (2.36} 

or 

B = (
6

·
13

-)
5 

X 1010 dynes/cm2
• 

r.fao 
(2.37) 

In Table 2.2 we compare the free electron bulk moduli (2.37) calculated from r Ja0 , 

with the measured bulk moduli, for several metals. The agreement for the heavier 
alkali metals is fortuitously good, but even when (2.37) is substantially off, as it is in 

' 6 At no 

Table 2.2 
BULK MOOl."Ll IN 10' 0 OYNES/CM2 FOR SOME 
TYPICAL Mt.IALS" 

MEI"AL FREE ELECJ"RON B MEASURED 0 

Li 23.9 ll.5 
Na 9.23 6.42 
K 3.19 2.81 
Rb 2.28 1.92 
Cs 1.54 1.43 
Cu 63.8 1343 
Ag 34.5 99.9 
Al 228 76.0 

Q The free electron value is that for a free electron gas at the observed 
density of the metal, as calculated from Eq. (2.37). 

temperatures the pressure and energy dcnstty continue to obey thrs relation. See (2 .101 ). 
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the noble metals, it is still o f about the right order ofmagnitude(though it varies from 
three times too Large to three times too small. through the table). It is absurd to expect 
that the free electron gas pressure alone should completely determine the resistance 
of a metal to compression, but T able 2.2 demonstrates that this pressure is at least as 
important as any other effects. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE FREE ELECfRON GAS: 
THE FERMI-DIRAC DISTRJBUTION 

When the temperature is not zero it is necessary to examine the excited states o f the 
N-electron system as well as its ground state, for according to the basic principles 
of statistical mechanics, if an N-particle system is in thermal equilibrium at tem
perature T, then its properties should be calcula ted by averaging over all N-particle 
stationary states, assigning to each state of energy E a weight P,..(E) proportional to 
e-EiksT: 

(2.38) 

(Here Ea"' is the energy of the a th s tationary state of the N-electron system, the sum 
being over a ll such states.) 

The denominator o f (2.38) is known as the partition function, and is related to 
the H elmholtz free energy. F = U - TS (whe.re U is the internal energy and S, the 
entropy) by 

(2.39) 

We can therefore write (2.38) more compaclly as: 

P,..(E) = e-IE- F,..>t• 8r _ (2.40) 

Because o f the exclusion principle, to construct an N-electron state one must fi ll 
N different one-electron levels. Thus each N-electron stationary state can be specified 
by listing which o f t he N one-electron levels are fi lled in that s ta te. A very useful 
quantity to know is fi"', the probability of there being a n electron in the particular 
one-electron level i, when the N-electron system is in thermal equilibrium.17 This 
probability is simply the sum of the independent probabilities of finding the N
electron system in any one ofthose N-electron states in which the ith level is occupied: 

(summation over a ll N-electron 
sta tes a in which there is an elee>
tron in the one-electron level i). 

We can evaluatefi"' by the following three observations: 

(2.41) 

1. Since the probability of an electron being in the level i is just one minus the 
probability o f no electron being in the level i (those being the only two possibilities 

, , ln the case we are interested in the level i is sp«ified by the clectron·s wa>-e vector k and the pro
jection s of ats span along some axis. 
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allowed by the exclusion principle) we could equally well write (2.41) as 

Jt =I - :[P.v(E/) 
(summarion over all N-clectron 
states yin which there is no elec
tron in the one-electron level i) . • 

(2.42) 

2. By taking any (N + !)-electron state in which there is an electron in the one
electron level i, we can construct an N-electr:on state in which there is no electron 
in the level i, by simply removing the electron in the ith level, leaving the occupation 
of all the other levels unaltered. Furthermore, any N-electron state with no electron 
in the one-electron level i can be so constructed from just one ( N + I )-electron state 
witlr an electron in the level 1.18 Evidently the energies of any N-electron state and 
the corresponding (N + l)-electron state differ by just l:1, the energy of the only 
one-electron level whose occupation is different in the two states. Thus the set of 
energies of all N-electron states with the level i unoccupied is the same as the set of 
energies of all (N + I )-electron states with the level i occupied, provided that each 
energy in the latter set is reduced by &1• We can therefore rewrite (2.42) in the peculiar 
fonn 

(summation over all (N + I )-electron 
states ex in which there is an electron (2.43) 
in the one-electron level i). 

But Eq. (2.40) permits us to write the summand as 

P ( r::N + l _ '"·) = el&0- p)lksTp (£N+ J) 
N IJa \Jor N + 1 a ' 

where 14 known as the chemical potential, is given at temperature T by 

Jl = FN + l - FN· 

Substituting this into (2.43), we find : 

(summation over all (N + I )-electron 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

Jt = 1 - ett ; - p)JksT L PN 1. 1(E~·+ 1) states ex in which there is an electron (2.40) 
in the one-electron level i). 

Comparing the summation in (2.46) with that in (2.41) one finds that (2.46) simply 
asserts that 

(2.47) 

3. Equation (2.47) gives an exact relation between the probability of the one
electron level i being occupied at temperature Tin an N-electron system, and in an 
(N + 1 )-electron system. When N is very large (and we are typically interested in 
N of the order of lOu) it is absurd to imagine that by the addition of a single extra 
electron we could appreciably alter this probability for more than an insignificant 
handful of one-electron levels. 19 We may therefore replaceff + 1 by J/' in (2.47). which 

18 Namely the one obtained by occupying all those IC\>cls occupied in 1he .V-clcclron slate pl11s the 
itb level. 

19 For a 1ypical level. chnnging N by one ahers !he probability of occupat1on by order I N. See 
Problem 4. 
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makes 11 possible to solve for ft : 

N 1 
f, = e~c1->J)/ksT + 1 · 

(2.48) 

In subsequent formulas we shaU drop the explicit reference to the N dependence 
of fi. which is. in any event, carried through the chemical potential Jl; see (2.45). The 
value of N can always be computed, given the};, by noting that}; is the mean number 
of electrons in the one-electron level20 i. Since the total number of electrons N is 
just the sum over all levels of the mean number in each level, 

(2.49) 

which determines N as a function of the temperature Tand chemical potential p.. In 
many applications, however, it is the temperature and N (or rather the density, 
n = NJV) that are given. In such cases (2.49) is used to determine the chemical 
potential 11 as a function of n and T, permitting it to be eliminated from subsequent 
formulas in favor o f the temperature and density. However the chemical potential 
is of considerable thermodynamic interest in its own right. Some o f its important 
properties are summarized in Appendix 8 .21 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE FREE ELECTRON GAS: 
APPLICATIONS OF THE FERMI-DffiAC DISTRIBUTION 

In a gas of free and independent electrons the one-electron levels are specified by 
the wave vector k a nd spin q uantum number s, with energies that are independent 
of s (in the absence of a magnetic field) and given by Eq. (2.7)~ i.e., 

Ji:Zk:Z 
E(k) = 2m (2.50) 

We first verify that the distribution function (2.49) is consistent with the ground-state 
(T = 0) properties derived above. In the ground state those and only those levels arc 
occupied with E(k ) ~ ef., so the ground-state distribution function must be 

f~u. = 1, E(k) < St·; 
= 0, E(k ) > SF. 

(2.51) 

20 /'roof: A level can contain either 0 or I de<:tron {more than one ~ing prohibited by the exclusion 
principle). The mean number of electrons tS therefore I times the probability of I electron plus 0 times the 
probability of 0 electrons. Thus the mean number of electrons in the level is numerically equal to the 
probability of its being occupied. Note that this would not be so if multiple occupation of levels were 
permitted. 

11 The chemical potential plays a more fundamental role when the distribution (2.48) is derived in 
the grand canonical ensemble. Sec, for example, F. Reif, Statistical and Thermal Physics, McGraw·Hill, 
New York, 1965, p. 350. Our somewhat unorthodox derivation, which can also be found io Reif, uses only 
the canonical ensemble. 
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On the other hand, as T- 0. the limiting form of the Fem1i-Dirac distribution 
(248) is 

lim k = l, ~{k) < p.; 
r-o = 0, &(k) > p.. 

For these to be consistent it is necessary that 

lim J1. = &F
T-0 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

We shall see shortly that for metals the chemical potential remains equal to the 
Fem1i energy to a high degree of precision, all the way up to room temperature. As 
a result. people frequently fail to make any distinction between the two when dealing 
with metals. This, however, can be dangerously misleading. In precise cakulations 
it is essential to keep track of the extent to which p., the chemical potential, differs 
from its zero temperature value. eF. 

The most important single application of Fermi-Dirac statistics is the calculation 
of the electronic contribution to the constant-volume specific heat of a metal. 

T (cS) (i'u ) 
c,. = V cT v = fiT v' 

u 
II = -v· (2.54) 

In the independent electron approximation the internal energy U is just the sum 
over one-electron levels of &(k) times the mean number of electrons in the lcvel 22

: 

u = 2 2: &Ck>J<e<k)). (2.5s> 
k 

We have introduced the Fermijimcrion/(&) to emphasize that fk depends on k only 
through the electronic energy &{k): 

I 
/(&) = e<.&- p)fksT + 1 (2.56) 

[f we divide both sides of (2.55) by the volume V, then (229) permits us to write the 
energy density 11 = U / Vas 

S
dk 

u = 
4

rr3 &(k)/(l:(k) ). (2.57) 

If we also divide both sides of(2.49) by V, then we can supplement (2.57) by an equation 
for the electronic density n = N /V. and use it to eliminate the chemical potential: 

S
dk 

n = 
4

rr 3 f(E(k) ). 

In evaluating integrals like (257) and (2.58) of the form 

f 4~3 F(E(k) ), 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

"' As usual. the factor of 2 reflects the fact that each k-lcvel am contain two electrons of opposite 
spin orientations. 
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one often exploits the fact that the integrand depends on k only through the electronic 
energy E; = h 1k 2/Zm. by evaluating the integral in spherical coordinates and changing 
variables from k to E;: 

f dk l "" k2 
dk J ... 

4 3 F(E(k)) = 2 F(e(k)) = dE;g(E;)F(E;). 
7t 0 1C - ... 

(2.60) 

Here 
mfr"£ 

g(&> = h 2rr .J --,;z· & > o; 
= 0, & < 0. (2.61) 

Since the integral (2.59) is an evaluation of (1/ V) ~ F(&(k)), the form in (2.60) 
shows that 

g(&) d& = ( ~) x [the number of one-electron 
levels in the energy range 
from E; to & + de). (2.62) 

For this reason g(&) is known as the density of levels per unit volume (or often simply 
as the density of Levels). A dimensionally more transparent way o f writing g is 

g(E;) = 3.!.:. (~)an e > 0; 
2 &F E;F 

= 0, e < o, (2.63) 

where &F and kF are defined by the zero-temperature equations (2.21) and (2.25). A 
quantity of particular numerical importance is the density of levels at the Fermi 
energy, which (2.61) and (2.63) give in either of the two equivalent forms: 

or 

mkF 
g(E;F} = hlrr 

3 ll 
g(E;F) = - -. 

2 &F 

Using this notation, we rewrite (2.57) and (2.58) as: 

ll = J"'"' dt. g(e)ef(E;) 

and 

11 = L: d&g(&)f(&). 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

We do this both for notational simplicity and because in this form the free electron 
approximation enters only through the particular evaluation (261) or (2.63) of the 
density of levels g. We can define a density oflevels, via (2.62), in terms of which (2.66) 
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Figure 2.3 
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The Fenni function, /(f.) = 
1/[!!o;-,.l + 1] versus f. for 
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(b) T:::: O.O!Jl (of order room 
temperature, at typical me
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f 
curves differ only m a region 
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and (2.67) remain valid for any set ofnoninteracting(that is, independent) electrons.23 

Thus we shall later be able to apply results deduced from (2.66) and (2.67) to con
siderably more sophisticated models of independent electrons in metals. 

In general, the integrals (266) and (2.67) have a rather complex structure. There 
is, however, a simple systematic expansion that exploits the fact that at almost aU 
temperatures of interest in metals, Tis very much smaller than the Fermi tempera
ture (i.33). In Figure 2.3 the Fermi function /(E) is plotted at T = 0 and at room 

• temperature for typical metallic densities (k8Tfp ~ 0.01). Evidently f differs from its 
zero temperature form only in a small region about Jl of width a few k8 T. Thus 
the way in which integrals of the form J"'.., H(r.)/(6) d& differ from their zero tem
perature values, Jljoo F/(6) dr,, will be entirely determined by the form of H(E) near 
e = J1.. If H(f.) does not vary rapidly in the energy range of the order of k8 T about J.l, 

the temperature dependence of the integral should be given quite accurately by 
replacing H(E) by the first few terms in its Taylor expansion about 6 = Jt : 

H(f,) = f ldn" H(f.) (E- JLY (2.68) 
nmO lf. ~=,. n! 

This procedure is carried out in Appendix C. The result is a series of the form : 

fro f" cc d2n - I 

- co H(E)/(f.) d& = -ro H(C) dr. + J, (kB T)2"a,. cU;2, _J H(f.) 
6
=,. (2.69) 

which is known as the Sommerfeld expansion. 24 The·a,. are dimensionless constants 
oft he order of unity. The functions Hone typically encounters have major variations 
on an energy scale of the order of p, and generally (d/dr.r H(f,)Jt~ ,. is of the order of 
H(p)/1-l"· When this is the case, successive terms in the Sommerfeld expansion are 

u See Chapter 8. 
•• The expansion is not always exact, but is highly reliable unless H(&) has a singularity very close to 

t ~ p. If, for example, H is singular at t = 0 (as is the free electron density of levels (2.63)) then the expan
sion will neglect terms of the order of exp (- pfk111), which are typically of order e- 100 

- 10- 43
• See also 

Problem I. 
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smaller by O(k8TfJ.L)2 which is 0(10-4
) at room temperature. Consequently, in 

actual calculations only the first and (t•eryoccasionally) the second terms are retained 
in the sum in (2.69). The explicit form for these is (Appendix C): 

(2.70) 

To evaluate the specific heat of a metal at temperatures small compared with TF 
we apply the Sommerfeld expansion (2.70) to the electronic energy and number 
densities (Eqs. (266) and (2.67)): 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

Equation (2.72) as we shall presently see in detail, implies that p differs from its T = 0 
value, f>F, by terms of order T 2• Thus, correctly to order T 2, we may write 

(2.73) 
. . 

If we apply this expansion to the integrals in (2. 71) and (2. n), and replace J1 by f..F 
in the terms already of order T 2 in these equations, we find 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

The temperature-independent first terms on the right sides of (2. 74) and (2.75) are 
just the values of u and n in the ground state. Since we are calculating the specific 
beat at constant density,11 is independent of temperature. and (2.75) reduces to 

n2 
0 = (IL - f..F)g(&F) + 6 (k8 T)2g '(SF), (2.76) 

which determines the deviation of the chemical potential from f..F: 

1t
2 

2 g'(f..F) 
Jl = f,F - 6 (kaT) g(SF) · (2.71) 
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Since for free electrons g(&) varies as &li2 (see Eq. (263)), this gives 

[ 
1 (nk !\2

] Jl = eF 1 - 3 2;F-J • (2.78) 

which is, as we asserted above, a shift of the order of T 2 and typically only about 
0.01 percent, even at room temperature. 

Equation (276) sets the term in braces in (2.74) equal to zero, thereby simplifying 
the form of the thermal energy dem;ity at constant electronic density: 

1[2 

U = Uo + 6 (ksT) 2g(C,F) (2.79) 

where 110 is the energy density in the ground state. The specific heat of the electron 
gas is therefore 

(2.80) 

or. for free electrons (see (265) ), 

c, = ' n
2 
(ks !\ nk8 • (2.81) 

2 e;) 
Comparing this with the classical result for an ideal gas, c,, = 3nk8 /2., we see that the 
effect of Fermi-Dirac statistics is to depress the specific heat by a factor of (n2/ 3) 
(k 8 T(&F). which is proportional to the temperature. and even at room temperature is 
only of order 10- 2• This explains the absence of any observable contribution of the 
electronic degrees of freedom to the specific heat of a metal at room temperature. 

If one is willing to dispense with the precise numerical coefficient, one can under
stand this behavior of the specific heat quite simply from the temperature dependence 
of the Fermi function itself. The increase in energy of the electrons when the tem
perature is raised from T = 0 comes about entirely because some electrons with 
energies within O(kB n below &F (the darkly shaded region of Figure 24) have been 
excited to an energy range of O(ks n above f,F (the lightly shaded region of Figure 24) . 
The number of electrons per unit volume that have been so excited is the width, k8 T. 
of the energy interval times the density of levels per unit volume g(f.F)· Furthermore, 
the excitation energy is of order k8 T, and hence the total thermal energy density is 
of order g( e,. )(k8 T)2 above the ground-state energy. Thjs misses the precise result 
(2.79) by a factor ofrr2(6, but it gives a simple physical picture, and is useful for rough 
estimates. 

F1gure 2.4 f 
The Fermi function at nonzero T . The 1.01------------.......... , 
distribution differs from its T = 0 form 
becausesomeelectronsjust below &p (darkly 
shaded region) have been excited to levels 
just above f. (lightly shaded region). 

1\. & 
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The prediction of a linear specific heat is one of the most important consequences 
of Fermi-Dirac statistics, and provides a further simple test of the electron gas theory 
of a metal. p rovided one can be sure that degrees of freedom other than the electronic 
ones do not make comparable o r even bigger contributions. As it happens, the ionic 
degrees of freedom completely dominate the specific heat at high temperatures. How
ever, well below room temperature their contribution falls off as the cube of t he 

Table 2.3 
SOME ROUGH EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR THE COEFFICIENT 
OF THE Lll\'EAR TERM IN T OF THE MOLAR SPECrFlC H EATS 
OF METALS, AND THE VALUES GIVEl'i BY S IMPLE FREE 
ELECTRON THEORY 

ELE..\t.ENT 
FREE ELECTRON Y MEASURED Y RATI0° 

(in I0- 4 cal-mole- 1-K- 2 ) (m•fm) 

Li 1.8 4.2 2.3 
Na 2.6 35 1.3 
K 4.0 4.7 1.2 
Rb 4.6 5.8 1.3 
C.s 5.3 7.7 1.5 
Cu l.l 1.6 13 
Ag 15 1.6 l.1 
Au u 1.6 1.1 
Be 1.2 0.5 0.42 
Mg 2.4 3.2 1.3 
Ca 3.6 6 .5 1.8 
Sr 43 8.7 2.0 
Ba 4.7 6.5 1.4 
Nb 1.6 20 l2 
Fe 1.5 12 8.0 
Mn 1.5 40 27 
Zn 1.8 1.4 0.78 
Cd 2 .3 1.7 0.74 
Hg 2.4 5.0 2.1 
A1 2.2 3.0 1.4 
Ga 24 15 0.62 
In 2.9 43 1.5 
T1 3 .1 35 1.1 
Sn 3.3 4.4 1.3 
Pb 3.6 7.0 1.9 
Bi 4.3 0.2 0.047 
Sb 3.9 1.5 0.38 

• Since the theoret ical value of 'l' is proportional to the density of levels at 
the Fermi level, which in tum is proportional to the elect ronic mass m., one 
sometimes defines a specific heat effective mass m• so that m*/m is the ratio 
o rthe measured 'l' to the free electron}' Beware of identifying this specific beat 
effective mass with any of the many other effective masses used in solid-state 
theory. (See, for example, the index entries under "effective mass.~) 

• 
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temperature {Chapter 23), and at very low temperatures it drops below the electronic 
contribution, which only decreases linearly with T. In order to separate out these two 
contributions it has become the practice to plot cufT against T 1

, for if the electronic 
and ionic contributions together result in the low-temperature form, 

(2.82) 
then 

Cv 1 
T =y +AT. (2.83) 

One can thus find y by extrapolating the c./T curve linearly down to T1 = 0, and 
noting where it intercepts the cvfT-axis. Measured metallic specific heats typically 
contain a linear term that becomes comparable to the cubic one at a few degrees 
Kelvin.25 

Specific heat data are usually quoted in joules (or calories) per mole per degree 
Kelvin. Since a mole of free electron metal contains ZN A conduction electrons {where 
Z is the valence and N A is Avogadro's number) and occupies a volume ZN Afn, we must 
multiply the heat capacity per unit volume, c. by ZN ,..;,~., in order to get the heat 
capacity per mole, C: 

(2.84) 

where R = k8 N,., = 8 .314 joules/mole= 1.99 calories/mole-K. Using the free elec
tron density of levels (2.65) and the evaluation (2.33) o f EF/k8 , we find a free 
e lectron contribution to the heat capacity per mole of C = -yT, where 

y = -21 rt1R~ = 0.169z(!:!_)2 

X I0- 4 cal-mole- 1-K- 2• 
TF ao 

(2.85) 

Some rough, measured values of yare displayed in Table 2.3, together with the free 
electron values implied by (2.85) and the values of r./a0 in Table 1.1. Note that the 
alkali metals continue to be reasonably well described by free electron theory, as do 
the noble metals {Cu, Ag, Au). f"ote also, however. the striking disparities in Fe and 
Mn (experiment oft he order of 10 times theory) as well as those in Bi and Sb {experi
ment of the order of 0.1 times theory). These large deviations are now qualitatively 
understood on fairly general grounds, and we shall return to them in Chapter 15. 

THE SOMMERFELD THEORY OF CONDUCfiON IN METALS 

To find the velocity distribution for electrons in metals, consider a small26 volume 
element of k-space about a point k, of volume dk. Allowing for the twofold spin 

» Since constant density is hard to arrange expenmentally, one @.tllerally m~sur.s the specific heat 
at constant pressure, c,. However, one can show (Problem 2) that for the metallic free electron gas at room 
temperature and below, c,.Jc, = I + O(k8 T/&,Y. Thus a t temperatures where the eleclronic contribution 
to the specific heat becomes observable (a few degrees Kelvin) the two specific heats diller by a negligible 
amount. 

" Small enough that the Fermi function and other functions of physical interest vary negligably 
throughout the volume element, but large enough that it contains very ma.ny one-electron levels. 
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degeneracy, the number of one-electron levels in this volume element is (see (2.18)} 

( ~) dk. (2.86) 

The probability of each level being occupied is just /(f.(k)), and there fore the total 
number of electrons in the k-space volume element is 

v !Jl k l 

4 3 J(t:.(k)) dk, e(kJ = 
2 

. (2.87) 
n rn 

Since the velocity of a free electron with wave vector k is v = hk/m (Eq. (2.12)), 
the number of electrons in an element of volume dv about vis the same as the number 
in an clement of volume dk = (m/lz)3 dv about k = mvflr. Consequently the total 
number o f electrons per unit volume of real space in a velocity space element of volume 
dv about vis 

f(v) dv, (2.88) 
where 

(mj lz)' I 
f(v) = 4n3 exp (Hmt•2 - J.t)lksT] + 1· 

(2.89) 

Sommerfeld reexamined the Drude model, replacing the classical Maxwell-Boltz
mann velocity distribution (2. 1) by the Fermi-Dirac distribution (2.89). Using a 
velocity distribution constructed from quantum-mechanical arguments in an other
wise classical theory requires some j ust ification. 27 One can describe the motion of an 
electron classically if one can specify its position and momentum as accurately as 
necessary, without violating the uncertainty principle. 28 

• 

A typical electron in a metal has a momentum oft he order of Ilk F . so the uncertainty 
in its momentum, llp, must be small compared with ltkF Cor a good classical descrip
tion. Since, from (2.22), kF - l f r., the uncertainty in position must satisfy 

II I 
llx- - » - -~. ~~ 

!lp k, 

where, from (1.2), r, is of the order of the mean interelectronic distance-i.e., ang
stroms. Thus a classical description is impossible if one has to consider electrons 
localized to within atomic distances (also of the order of angstroms). However, the 
conduction electrons in a metal are not bound to particular ions, but can wander 
freely through the volume of the metal. 1 n a macroscopic specimen, for most purposes 
there is no need to specify their position to an accuracy of 10- 8 em. The Drude model 
assumes a knowledge of the position of an electron primarily in only the two following 
contexts : 

n A detailed analyllcal justification is f1urly complicated to conslruct, just as it is a fairly subtle 
mauer 10 specify with generality and precision when the quantum theory can be replaced by its classical 
limit The underlying physics, however, is straightforward. 

11 TI1ere is also a somewhat more specializ.ed limitaiionon the use of classical mechanics tn describing 
conduction electrons. The energy of motion of an electron in the plane perpendicular to a uniform applied 
magnctu: field is quantized in multiples of ,..(JJ, (Chapter 14). Even for fields as tar~ as 10• gauss. this is a 
~ry small energy. but tn suotably prepared samples atttmperaturcs of a few degrees Kelvon.lhesequantum 
effects become obser,ablc. and are. in £act. of great practical importance. 

• 
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1. When spatially varying electromagnetic fields or temperature gradients are ap
plied. one must be able to specify the position of an electron on a scale small 
compared with the distance). over which the fields or temperature gradients vary. 
For most applications the applied fields or temperature gradients do not vary 
appreciably on the scale of angstroms, and the necessary precision of definition 
in the electron's position need not lead to an unacceptably large uncertainty in 
its momentum. For example, the electric field associated with visible light varies 
appreciably only over a distance of order 103 A_ If. however. the wave length is 
very much shorter than this (for example, X rays), one must use quantum me
chanics to describe the electronic motion induced by the field. 

2 There is also an implicit assumption in the Drude model that one can localize an 
electron to within substantially less than a mean free path l. and one should 
therefore be suspicious of classical arguments when mean free paths much shorter 
than tens of angstroms occur. Fortunately, as we shall see below, mean free paths 
in metals are of the order of 100 A at room temperature, and become longer still 
as the temperature drops. 

There is thus a wide range of phenomena in which the behavior of a metallic 
electron is well described by classical mechanics. It is not, however, immediately 
evident from this that the behavior of N such electrons can be described by classical 
mechanics. Since the Pauli exclusion principle so profoundly affects the statistics of 
N electrons, why should it not have similarly drastic effects on their dynamics'! That 
it does not follows from an elementary theorem, which we state without proof, since 
the proof, though simple, is notationally rather cumbersome: 

Consider a system of N electrons whose interactions with one another are ignored, 
and which are exposed to an arbitrary space- and time-dependent electromagnetic 
field. Let the N-clectron state at time 0 be formed by occupying a particular group of 
None-electron levels, ljl 1(0), ... , IJ.tN(O). Let ljl 1(t) be the level !J,t1(0) would evolve into 
in time l under the inOuence of the electromagnetic field if there were only a single 
electron present, which was in the level .;, AO) at time zero. Then the correct N-electron 
state at time t will be the one formed by occupying the set of N one-electron levels 
!J.tJ(t), •.. , 1/1,-(l). 

Thus the dynamical behavior of N noninteracting electrons is completely deter
mined by considering N independent one-electron problems. In particular, if the 
classical approximation is valid for each of these one-electron problems, it will also 
be valid for the whole N-electron system.29 

The use of Fermi-Dirac statistics affe.cts only those predictions oft he Drude model 
that require some knowledge of the electronic velocity distribution for their evalua
tion. If the rate 1/-r at which an electron experiences collisions does not depend on its 
energy, then only our estimate of the electronic mean free path and our calculation of 
the thermal conductivity and thermopower are at all affected by a change in the 
equilibrium distribution function. 

>0 Note that this implies that any classical configuration consistent with the exclusion princtple at 
timet = 0 (i.e~ having less than one electron or each spin ~r unit volume, many momentum space region 
of voltune dp = (2niiJ'J V) will remain consistent with the exclusion principle at aU future times. This result 
can also be provPrl by purely classical reasoning as a direct coroUary of Liouville's theorem. See Chapter 12. 
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Mean Free Path Using vF (Eq. (2.24)) as a measure of the typical electronic speed, 
we can evaluate the mean free path l = CJFT from Eq. (1.8) as follows~ 

e = (r.faofZ X 92 A. 
p,_ 

(2.91) 

Since the resistivity io microhm centimeters. p,_, is typically 1 to 100 at room tem
perature, and since rsfa0 is typically 2 to 6, mean free paths of o rder a hundred 
angstroms long are possible even at room temperature.30 

Thermal Conductivky We continue to esti rna te the thermal conductivity by Eq. (1.51): 

(2.92) 

The correct specific beat (2.81) is smaller than the classical guess of Drude by a factor 
of order k8 Tf&F; the correct estimate of CJ2 is not the classical thermal mean square 
velocity o f order k8 Tf m, but vF

2 = 26Ffm, which is larger than the classical value by 
a factor o f order &Ffk8 T . Inserting these values in (2.92) and eliminating the relaxation 
time in favor o f the conductivity through ( 1.6), we find 

u~ = ;
2 (:s r = 2.44 X 10- 8 watt-ohm/K.l. ~3) 

This is remarkably close to Drude's fortuitously good value, thanks to the two 
compensating corrections o f order k8 Tf &F, and in excellent agreement with the data 
in Table 1.6. We shall see (Chapter 13) that this value of the Lorenz number is a far 
better one than the very rough derivation of (2.93) would suggest. 

Thermopower Drude's overestimate o f the thermopower is also resolved by the use 
o f Fermi-Dirac statist ics. Substituting the specific heat, from Eq. (2.81), into Eq. (1.59) 
we find 

n2 k8 (k8 T) (ks T) _4 
Q = - 6 e f:,F = - 1.42 e F X 10 VOit/K, (2.94) 

which is smaller than Drudc's estimate (Eq. (1.60)) by O(k8 T/ SF) ...., 0.01 a t room 
temperature. 

Otlu!r Properties Since the form of the electronic velocity distribution did not play 
a role in the calculat ion of the DC or AC conductivities, the Hall coefficient, or the 
magnetoresistance, the estimates given in C hapter 1 remain the same whether one 
uses Maxwell-Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

This is not the case, however, if one uses an energy-dependent relaxation time. If, 
for example, one thought the electrons collided with fixed scattering centers, then it 
would be natural to take an energy-independent mean free path, and hence a relaxa
tion time-r = l / v - l / &112

• Shortly after Drude set forth the electron gas model of a 

>() It is perhaps just as well that Drudc estimated lusing the very much lower classical thermal velocity. 
or he mighL have been sufficiently baffled by such long mean Free paths to abandon furthtt investigation. 
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metal, H. A. Lorentz showed, using the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity dis
tribution, that an energy-dependent relaxation time would lead to temperature depen
dence in the DC and AC conductivities, as well as to a nonvanishing magnetoresis
taoce and a field- and temperature-dependent Hall coefficient. As one might now 
expect from the inappropriateness of the classical velocity distribution, none of these 
corrections were in any way able to bring the discrepancies of the Drude model into 
better alignment with the observed facts about metals.31 Furthermore, we shall see 
(Chapter 13) that when the correct Fermi-Dirac velocity distribution is used, adding 
an energy dependence to the relaxation time bas little significant effect on most of 
the quantities of interest in a metal.32 Tf one calculates the DC or AC conductivities, 
the magnetoresistance, or the Hall coefficient assuming an energy-dependent •(E), the 
results one finds are the same as those one would have calculated assuming an energy
independent T, equal to T(EF).ln metals these quantities are determined almost entirely 
by the way in which electrons near the Fermi level are scattered. 33 This is another 
very important consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle, the justification of which 
will be given in Chapter 13. 

PROBLEMS 

1. T!Je Free and Independent Electron Gas in Tf<•o Dimensions 
(a) What is the relation between n and kF in two dimensions? 
(b) What is the relation between kF and '• in two dimensions? 
(c) Prove that in two dimensions the free electron density of levels g(B) is a constant indepen

dent of 8 for 8 > 0, and 0 for & < 0. What is the constant? 
(d) Show that becauseg(&) is constant, every term in the Sommerfeld expansion for n vanishes 

except the T = 0 term. Dedm:e that J1 = SF at any temperature. 
(e) Deduce from (267) that when g(E) is as in (c), then 

(2.95) 

(f) Estimate from (2.95) the amount by which J1 differs from BF. Comment on the numerical 
signitlcance of this ~failure~ of the Sommerfeld expansion, and on the mathematical reason for 

the •failure."' 

2. Thermodynamics of the Free and Independent Electron Gas 
(a) Deduce from the thermodynamic identities 

c,, = (~II) = T(~s) , 
cT n c1 n 

(2.96) 

" The Lorentz model i~. however. of considet"a"ble imponaoce m the description of semiconductors 
(Chapter 29). 

•• The thermopower is a notable exa!ption. 
J• These assertions are correct to leading order in k6 Tftr. but in metals lhis is always a good expansion 

parameter. 
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from Eqs. (2.56) and (2.57), and from the third law of thermodynamics (s - 0 as T- 0) that the 
entropy density, s = Sf Vis g.tven by: 

fdk 
s = - ks 

4
n3 [flnf + (1 -f) In (1 - /)], (2.97) 

where /(8(k)) is rbe Fermi function ( Eq. (2.56)). 
(b) Srnce rbe pressure P satisfies Eq. (B.5) in Appendix B, P = - (11 - Ts - Jln), deduce from 

(2.97) that 

P = kBT f ::3 1n ( 1 + exp [- (l1
2

k
2

~1i - ~ ]). (2.98) 

Show chat (2.98) implies that P ss a homogeneous function of Jl and Tof d~gree 5/2; that is, 

P(J..J.L, ).T) = ). S t l P(J.L, T) (2.99) 
for any constant ) .. 

(c) Deduce from the thermodynamic relations in Appendix B that 

(~) = n, 
GJ.l T 

(~p) = s. 
c.:T 

" 
(2.l00) 

(d) By differentiating (2.99) with respect to;_ show that the ground-state relation (2.34) holds 
at any temperature, in the form 

P = ju. (2.101) 

(e) Show that when k8 T « CF, rbe ratio of the constant-pressure to constant-volume specific 
heats satisfies · 

(c.e) _ 1 = :r~ (k8!\2 
+ 0 (~7\4 

C., 3 SF-) &F-) 

(f) Show, by retaining further terms in the Sommerfeld expansions of 11 and n, that correct 
to order T 3 the electronic heat capaci ty is given by 

nz 
c., = ) k8

2Tg(EF) 

- ~ k 4 T 3 (E ) [ts (g'(<.F))
2 

- 21 g"(EF)J 
90 B g F g(&F) g(&F) • 

(2.102) 

3. The Classical Limit of Fermi-Dirac Statistics 
The Fenni-Di.rnc distribution reduces to the Maxv;eU-Bolt:zmann distribution, provided that the 
Fermi function (256) is much less than unity for every posiuve &, for in that case we must have 

J(e) .:::: e-!~:-,..lfksr. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for (2103) to bold for all positive f, is 

e- "·"'-BT » J. 

(a) Assuming lhat (2.104) holds, show that 

r. = e - ,. /3t8T 31 '3nl/6f1(2mksT)- t' '-. 

(2.103) 

(2.104) 

(2.105) 



In conjunction with {2.104) this requires that 

'• » c,:~:Tr
12

' 
which can also be taken as the condition for the validity of classical statistics. 

(b) What is the significance of the length rs must exceed? 
(c) Show that (2.106) leads to the numerical condition 

r,. »(lOs K)l/2. 
a0 T 
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(2.106) 

(2.107) 

(d) Show that the normalization constant m3 /4n3 n3 appearingin the Fermi-Dirac velocity dis
tribution (2.2) can also be written as (3.JicJ4)n(nlj2nk8 T F )

312 so that f s(O)/ /(0) = ( 4/3.Jir)( Tr j T)312
• 

4. Inseni>itivity of the Distribution Function to Small 01anges in the Total Number 
of Electrons 
ln deriving the Fermi distribution (page 41) we argued t.hat the probability of a given level being 
occupied should not change appreciably when the total number of electrons is changed by one. 
Verify that the Fermi function (2.56) is compatible with this assumption as follows: 

(a) Show, when k 8 T «SF, that when the number of electrons changes by one at fixed tem
perauue. the chemical potential changes by 

(2.108) 

where: g(S) is the density of levels. 
(b) Show, as a consequence o f this. that the most the probability of any level being occupied 

can change by is 

(2.109) 

[Use the free electron c:v<iluation (2.65) of g(&r).] Although temperatures of millidegrees Kelvin 
can be reached, at which Srfk8 T::::: 108

, when N is of order 1022 then llfis still negligibly small 

• 
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Free electron theory successfully accounts for a wide range of metallic properties. In 
the form originally put forth by Drude the most striking deficiencies of the model 
were due to the use of classical statistical mechanics in describmg the conduction 
electrons. As a result, predicted thennoelectric fields and heat capacities were hun
dreds of times too large, even at room temperature. The difficulty was obscured by 
the fact that classical statis tics fortuitously gave a form for the Wiedemann-Fran.z 
Jaw that was not in such gross error. Sommerfeld's application of Fermi-Dirac sta
tistics to the conduction electrons eliminated this class of difficulties while retaining 
all of the other basic assumptions of the free electron model. 

However, the Sommerfeld free electron model still makes many quantitative pre
dictions that are quite unambiguously contradicted by observation, and leaves many 
fundamental questions of principle unresolved. We list below those inadequacies of 
the free electron model that have emerged from the applications made in the preceding 
two chapters.' 

DIFF'ICULTIES WITH THE FREE ELECTRON MODEL 

1. Inadequacies in the Free Electron Transport Coefficients 

(a) The Hall Coefficient Free electron theory predicts a Hall coefficient which 
at metallic densities of electrons has the constant value R11 = -l jnec, inde
pendent of the temperature, the relaxation time, or the strength of the mag
netic field. Although observed Hall coefficients have this order of magnitude, 
generally speaking they depend on both the magnetic field strength and the 
temperature (and presumably on the relaxation time, which is rather harder 
to control experimentally). Often this dependence is quite dramatic. In alumi
num, for example, R11 (see figure 1.4) never gets within a factor of three of 
the free electron value, depends strongly on the strength of the field, and at 
high fields does not even have the sign predicted by free electron theory. 
Such cases are not atypical. Only the Hall coefficients of the alkali metals 
come even close to behaving in accordance with the predictions of free elec
tron theory. 

(b) The Magnetoresistance Free electron theory predicts that the resistance of 
a wire perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field should not depend on the 
strength of the field. In almost all cases it does. In some cases (notably the 
noble metals, copper, silver, and gold) it can be made to increase apparently 
without limit as the field increases. In most metals the behavior of the resis
tance in a field depends quite drastically on the manner 10 which the metallic 
specimen is prepared and, for suitable specimens., on the orientation of the 
specimen with respect to the field. 

1 These examples and I he remarks making up the rest of this brief chapter are not intended to give 
a detailed picture of the limitations oft be fr« electron model. That will emerge in tbe chapters that follow. 
together with the solutions to the difficulties posed by the model. Our purpose in this cbapta is only to 
empha.~i:u how varied and extensive the shoncomings are, thereby indicating why o ne muSI resort to a 
consaderably more elaborate analysi5. 
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(c) The Thermoelectdc Field The sign of the thermoelectric field, like the sign 
of the Hall constant, is not always what free electron theory predicts it should 
be. Only the order of magnitude is right. 

(d) The Wiedemann-Franz Law That great triumph of free electron theory, the 
Wicdcmann-Franz law, is obeyed beautifully at high (room) temperatures 
and also quite probably at very low (a few degrees K) temperatures. At inter
mediate temperatures it fails, and Kj aT depends on the temperature. 

(e) Temperature Dependence of the DC Electrical Couductit•ity Nothing in free 
electron theory can account for the temperature dependence of the DC con
ductivity (revealed, for example, in Table 1.2). It bas to be mechanically 
inserted into the theory as an ad hoc temperature dependence in the relaxa
tion timer. 

(f) Directional Dependence of the DC Electdcal Conductivity In some (but by 
no means all) metals t he DC conductivity depends on the orientation of the 
specimen (if suitably prepared) with respect to the field . In such specimens the 
current j need not even be parallel to the field. 

(g) AC Conductb•ity There is a far more subtle frequency dependence to the 
optical properties of metals than the simple free electron dielectric constant 
can hope to produce. Even sodium, in other respects a fairly good free electron 
metal, appears to fail this test in the detailed frequency dependence of its 
reflectivity. In other metals the situation is far worse. We cannot begin to 
explain the colors of copper and gold in terms of reflectivities calculated from 
the free electron dielectric constant. 

2. Inadequacies in the Static Thermodynamic Predictions 

{a) Linear Term in the Specific Heal The Sommerfeld theory accounts reason
ably well for the size of the tem1 linear in Tin the low-temperature specific 
heat of the alkali metals. rather less well for the noble metals. and very 
poorly indeed for transition metals such as iron and manganese (much too 
small a prediction) as well as for bismuth and antimony (much too large a 
prediction). 

(b) Cubic Tel"m i11 tile Specific Heat There is nothing in the free electron model 
to explain why the low-temperature specific beat should be dominated by 
the electronic contribution. However, it is evident from experiment that the 
T 3 correction to the linear term is very definitely dominated by something 
else, since the simple Sommerfeld theory for the electronic contribution to the 
T 3 term bas the wrong sign and is millions of times too small. 

(c) The Compressibility of Metals Although free electron theory does miracu
lously well in estimating the bulk moduli (or compressibilities) of many metals, 
it is clear that more attention must be paid to the ions and to electron
electron interactions if one is to achieve a more accurate estimate of the 
equation of state of a metal. 

3. Fundamental Mysteries 

(a) Wltat Dete1·mines tlte Number ofCond11ction Electrons? We have assumed 
th<' 'J valence electrons become conduction electrons, while the others 
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remain bound to the ions- We have given no thought to the question of why 
this should be, or how it is to be interpreted in the case of elements, like 
iron, that display more than one chemical vaJence_ 

(b) JVhy Are Some Elements Nonmetals t A more acute inadequacy of our rule 
o f thumb for determining the number of conduction electrons is posed by the 
existence of insulators. Vlhy, for example, is boron an insulator while its 
vertical neighbor in the periodic table, aluminum, an excellent metal? Why 
is carbon an insulator when in the form of diamond and a conductor when 
in the form of graphite? Why a re bismuth and antimony such very poor 
conductors? 

REVIEW OF BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

To make further progress with any of these problems we must reexamine the basic 
assumptions on which free electron theory rests- The most notable are these : 

I. Free Electron Approximatioo2 The metallic ions play a very minor role. In be
tween coiJisions they have no effect at a ll o n the motion of an electron, and though 
Drude invoked them as a source o f collisions, the quantitative information we 
have been able to extract about the collision rate has made no sense when inter
preted in terms o f electrons colliding with fixed ions. The o nly thing the ions 
really seem to do properly in lhe models o f Drude and Sommerfeld is to maintain 
overall charge neutrality. 

2. Independent Electron Appro~;mation3 The interactions of lhe electrons with one 
another are ignored. 

3. Relaxation-Time Approximation" The outcome of a collision is assumed not to 
depend on the configuration of the electrons at the moment of collision. 

All these oversimplifications must be abandoned if we are to achieve an accurate 
model of a solid. However, a remarkable amount of progress can be made by first 
concentrating entirely on improving some aspects of the free electron approximation 
while continuing to use the independent electron and relaxation time approximations. 
We shall return to a critical examination of these last two approximations in Chapters 
16 and 17, limiting ourselves here to the foiJowing general observations : 

There is a surprisingly wide range of circumstances in which the independent 
electron approximation does not drastically diminish the validity of the analysis. In 
resolving the problems o f free electron theory listed above. improving on the inde
pendent electron approximation plays a major role only in the calculation of metallic 
compressibilities (2c).5

•
6 An indication of why we appa rently ignore electron-electron 

interactions is given in Chapter 17, together with further examples in which electron
electron interactions do play a direct and crucia l role. 

• See pa[te 4_ 
3 See page 4 . 
• See page 6. 
s Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered paragraphs at the begonning of thas chapter. 
" There are also some eases where a failure of the independent eleetron appc-o~<imation (Chapter I 0. 

p. 186 and Chapter 32) in,alidates the simple dasu nction between metals and in~ulators that -.e shall 
draw in Ch&pter~ 8 und 12-
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As for the relaxation time approximation, even in Orude's time there were methods 
in kinetic theory for correcting this oversimplification. They lead to a much more 
complex analysis and in many cases are primarily imponant in understanding metallic 
phenomena with greater precision. Of the difficulties described previously, only the 
problem of the Wiedemann-Franz Jaw at intermediate temperatures (ld) has a resolu
tion that requires abandoning the relaxation time approximation even at the most 
gross qualitative level of explanation.' In Chapter 16 we shall describe the form a 
theory must take if it is to go beyond the relaxation time approximation, together .. vitb 
further examples of problems requiring such a theory for their resolution. 

The free electron approxjmation is the major source of the difficulties in the theories 
of Orude and Sommedeld. It makes several simplifications: 

(i) The effect of the ions on the dynamics of an electron between collisions is ignored. 
(ii) What role the ions play as a source of collisions is left unspecified. 

(ill) The possibility that the ions themselves, as independent dynamical entities, 
contribute to physical phenomena (such as the specific heat or thermal con
ductivity) is ignored. 

The failures of assumptions (ii) and (iii) play an essential role in accounting for 
deviations from the Wiedemann-Franz law at intermediate temperatures (I d) and the 
temperature dependence ofthe electrical conductivity ( I e). The failure of assumption 
(iii) accounts for the cubic term ii1 the specific heat (2b). Relaxing these two assump
tions i!; also essential m accounting for a variety of phenomena yet to be discussed. 
Such phenomena are briefly described in C hapter 21, and the consequences of 
abandoning assumptions (ii) and (iii) are explored in detail in Chapters 22 to 26. 

It is assumption (i), that the ions have no significant effect on the motion of electrons 
between collisions, that is responsible for most of the deficiencies of the Orude and 
Sommerfeld theories descnbed above. The reader may well be perplexed at how one 
can distinguish between assumptions (i) and (ii), for it is far from clear that the effect 
of the ions on the electrons can be unan1biguously resolved into "collisional" and 
'·noncollisional" aspects. We shall find, however (especially in Chapters 8 and 12), 
that a theory that takes into account the detailed field produced by an appropriate 
static array of ions but ignores the possibility of ionic motion (the "static ion approxi
mation") reduces under a wide range of circumstances to a relatively simplemodifica
tion of the Orude and Sommerfeld free electron theories, in which collisions are 
entirely absent! It is only when one allows for ionic motion that their role as a source 
of collisions can be properly understood 

We shall therefore relax the free electron approximation in two stages. First we 
shall examine the wealth of new structure and the subsequent elucidation that emerges 
when the electrons are considered to move not in empty space, but in the presence of a 
specified static potential due to a fixed array of stationary ions. Only after that (from 
Chapter 21 onward) will we examine the consequences of the dynamical deviations of 
the ionic positions from that static array. 

The single most important fact about the ions is that they are not distributed at 
random, but are arranged in a regular periodic array, or "lattjce_" This was first 

' It must also be abandoned to explain the detailed temperature dependence of the DC conductivity 
(lc). 
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suggested by the macroscopic crystalline forms assumed by many solids (including 
metals). first directly confirmed by X-ray diffraction experiments (Chapter 6) and 
subsequently reconfirmed by neutron diffraction, electron microscopy, and many 
other direct measurements. 

The existence of a periodic lattice of ions lies at the heart of modern solid state 
physics. It provides the basis for the entire analytic framework of the subject, and 
without it comparatively little progress would have been made. If there is one 
reason why the theory of solids is so much more highly developed than the theory 
of liquids, even t110ugh both forms of matter have comparable densities, it is that 
the ions are arranged periodically in the solid state but are spatially disordered in 
liquids. It is the lack of a periodic array of ions that has left the subject of amorphous 
solids in so primitive a state compared with the highly developed theory of crystalline 
solids. 8 

To make further progress in the Lbeory of solids. whether metallic or insulating, 
we must therefore turn to the subject of periodic arrays. The fundamental properties 
of such arrays are developed in Chapters 4, 5, and 7, without regard to particular 
physical applications. In Chapter 6 these concepts are applied to an elementary 
discussion of X-ray diffraction, which provides a direct demonstration of the period
icity of solids and is a paradigm for the wide variety of other wave phenomena in 
solids we shall subsequently encounter. Chapters 8 to II explore the direct con
sequences of the periodicity oft he a rray of ions on the electronic structure of any solid, 
whether insulating or metallic. In Chapters L2 to 15 the resulting theory is used to · 
reexplore the properties of metals described in Chapters I and 2. Many oft he anoma-
lies of free electron theory are thereby removed, and its mysteries are in l<!rge part 
resolved. 

• Although there has been a great burst of interest in amorphous solids (stuning in the late 1960s). 
the subject bas yet to develop any unifying principles of a power even remotclycompru-ablc to thHt provided 
by the consequences of a periodic arruy of rons. Many of the concepts used tn the theory of amorphous 
solids are borrowed, with little if any justification, from the theory of crystalline solids, even though they 
are only well understood as consequences of lattice periodicity. Indeed, the term "solid state physics," if 
defined as the subject matter of solid ~tate physics tel(tbooks (including this one) is currently confmed 
almost entirely to the theory of crystalline solids. This is in large part because the normal condition of 
~hd matter is crystalline. and also berouse in its present form lhe subjeC1 of amorphous solids still lacks 
the kmd of broad basic principles surtable for inclusion in an elementary texL 
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Those who have not wandered amidst the mineralogical departments of natural 
history museums are often surprised to learn that meads. like most otl}er solids, are 
crystalline, for although one is used to the very obvious crystalline features of quartz, 
diamond, and r ock salt, the characteristic plane faces at sharp angles with one another 
are absent from metals in their most commonly encountered forms. However, those 
metals that occur naturally in the metallic state are quite often found in crystalline 
forms. which are completely disguised in finished metal products by the great mal
leability of metals, which permits them to be fashioned into whatever macroscopic 
shape o ne wishes. 

The true test of crystallinity is not the superficial appearance of a large specimen, 
but whether on the microscopic level the ions are arranged in a periodic array. 1 

This underlying microscopic regularity of crystalline matter was long hypothesized 
as the obvious way to account for tbe sjmple geometric regularities of macroscopic 
crystals. in which plane faces make only certain definite angles with each other. It 
received direct experimental confirmation in 1913 through the work of W . and 
L. Bragg, who founded the subject of X-ray crystallography and began the inves
tigation of how atoms are arranged in solids. 

Before we describe how the microscopic structure of solids is determined by X-ray 
diffraction and how the periodic structures so revealed affect fundamental physical 
properties, it is useful to survey some o f the most important geometrical properties 
of periodic arrays in three-dimensional space. These purely geometrical consider
ations are implicit in almost all the analysis one encounters throughout solid state 
physics. and shall be pursued in this chapter and in Chapters 5 and 7. The first of 
many applications of these concepts will be made to X-ray diffraction in Chapter 6. 

BRAVAIS LATTICE 

A fundamental concept in the description of any crystalline solid is that of the Bravais 
lattice, which specifies the periodic array in which the repeated units of the crystal 
are arranged. The units themselves may be single atoms, groups of atoms, molecules, 
ions, etc., but the Bravais lattice summarizes only the geometry of the underlying 
periodic structure, regardless of what the actual units may be. We give two equivalent 
definitions of a Bravais lattice2 : 

{a) A Bravais lattice is an infinite array of discrete points with an arrangement and 
orientation that appears exactly the same, from whichever of the points the 
array is viewed. 

(b) A (three-dimensional) Bravais lattice consists of all points with position vectors 
R of the form 

(4.1} 

1 Often a specimen is made. up of many small pieces. e.tch htrgc. on the microscopic scale and con
tain ing large numbers of periodically arranged ions. This "polycrystalline·· state IS more commonly 
encountered than a single macroscopic crystal, in which Ute pcriodtcity is perfect. ext.cnding tbrou.gh the 
entire ~imen.. 

1 Why tbe name Bravais appears is explained in Chapter 7 . 
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where a .. a 2 , and a3 are any three vectors not all in the same plane, and r1" 

n2 , and n3 range through all integral values.3 Thus the point l:n,a1 is reached by 
moving n1 steps4 of le1.1gth a1 in the direction of a1 for i = 1, 2, and 3. 

The vectors a, appearing in definition (b) of a Bravais lattice are caJied primitit•e 
vectors and are said to gene1·ate or span the lattice. 

It takes some thought to see that the two definitions of a Bravais lattice are equiva
lent. That any array satisfying (b) also satisfies (a) becomes evident as soon as both def
initions are understood. The argument that atl)' array satisfying definition (a) can 
be generated by an appropriate set of three vectors is not as obvious. The proof 
consists of an explicit recipe for constructing three primitive vectors. The construction 
is given in Problem Sa . 

• • 

• • • 
• 

• • • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Figure 4.1 
A general two-dimensional Bravais latlic:e of no 
particular ~-ymmetry : Lhe obhque net. Primitive 
vectors a 1 and a 2 are shown. All points in the ne1 are 
linear combinations of these with integral coefficients; 
for example. P = a , + 2a2, and Q = -a, + a2 • 

Figure 4.! shows a port ion of a t wo-dimcnsional Bravais lattice. 5 Clearly definition 
{a) is satisfied, and the primitive vectors a 1 and a 2 required by definuion (b) are 
indicated in the figure. Figure 42 shows one of the most familiar of three-dimensional 
Bravais lattices, the simple cubic. lt owes its special structure to the fact that it can 
be spanned by three mutually perpendicular primitive vectors of equal length. 

Figure 4.2 
A simple cub1c three-d•mensional Bravais laHice. The three 
primitive vectors can be taken to bt mutually J>~:rpendicular, 
and with a common magni tude. 

> We continue wilh 1hc convention that "integer" means a negative tnteger or tero, as well as a 
posiuve tnteger 

• When n 1s negauve. n steps Ul a <fu~tion means n steps in 1he oJ)pOsite direction. The point reached 
does not. of course. depend on the order in which the n1 + "• + "• slcps nrc taken. 

' A two~mensional Bravais lattice is also known as a nrt 
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I' 

Figure 4.3 
The venices of a rwo dimensional honeycomb 
do not form a Bravais lantce. The array of 
points has the same appearance \\helher ,jewed 
from point P or potnt Q. However, the view 
from point R is rotated through 180 . 

It is important that not only the arrangement, but also the orientation must 
appear the same from every point in a Bravais lattice. Consider the vertices of a 
two-dimensional honeycomb (Figure 4.3). The array of points looks the same when 
vie\\ed from adjacent points only if the page is rotated through 180° each time one 
moves from one point to the next. Structural relations arc clearly identical. but not 
orientational relations, so the vertices of a honeycomb do not form a Bravais lattice. 
A case of more practical interest, satisfying the structural but not the orienta tiona! 
requirements of definition (a). is the three-dimensional hexagonal close-packed lattice, 
described below. 

INFINITE LA TriCES AND FINITE CRYSrALS 

Since all points are equivalent, the Bravais lattice must be infinite in extent. Actual 
crystals are, of course, finite, but if they are large enough the vast majority of points 
will be so far from the surface as to be unaffected by its existence. The fiction of an 
infinite system is thus a very useful idealization. If surface effects are of interest the 
notion of a Bravais lattice is still relevant, but now one must thmk of the physical 
crystal as filling up only a finite portion of the ideal Bravais lattice. 

Frequently one considers finite crystals, not because surface efTects are important, 
but simply for conceptual convenience, just as in Chapter 2 we placed the electron 
gas in a cubical box of volume V = L3 . One then generally picks the finite region 
of the Bravais lattice to have lhe simplest possible form. Given three primitive 
vectors at. a2 , and a3 , one usually considers the finite lattice of N sites to be the sel 
of points ofthe form R = n 1a 1 + n2a2 + n3a3 , where 0 ~ n1 < N a. 0 ~ 112 < N 2 , 

0 ~ 11 3 < N 3 , and N = N 1 N 2 N 3• This artifact is closely connected with the general
ization to the description of crystalline systerns6 of the periodic boundary condition 
we used in Chapter 2. 

FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS AND IMPORTANT EXAMPLES 

Of the two definitions of a Bravais lattice, definition (b) is mathematically more 
precise and is the obvious starLing point for any analytic work. rt has, however, two 

• We shall make particular use of at tn Chapters 8 and 22. 
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minor shortcomings. First, for any given Bravais lattice the set of primitive vectors 
is not unique- indeed, there are infinitely many nonequivalent choices (see Figure 
4.4)-and it is distasteful (and sometimes misleading) to rely too heavily on a defi
nition that emphasizes a particular choice. Second, when presented with a particular 
array of points one usually can tell a t a glance whether the first definition is satisfied, 
allhough the existence of a set of primitive vectors or a proof that there is no such 
set can be rather more difficult to perceive immediately . 

• • • • • • • Figure 4.4 

• .L • \ • • Several possible choices of pairs of 

• • ... • 
primitive vectors for a two-dimen-

• Bravais lattice. They sional are 

• ··/-. • v . • drawn, for clari ty, from different 

• • • ongms . 

• • • • • 
• • • 

• • • • • 
Consider, for example, the body-centered cubic (bee) lattice, formed by adding to 

the simple cubic lattice ofFigure4.2 (whose sites we now label A) an additional point, 
B, at the center of each lit tle cube (Figure 4.5). One might at first feel that the center 
points B bear a different relation to lhe whole than the corner points A. However, 
the center point B can be tho ught of as comer points of a second simple cubic array. 

Figure 4.5 
A few sites from a body-centered cubic Bravais 
lattice. Note that it can be regarded eithec as a simple 
cubic lattice formed from the points A with the pointS 
B at the cube centers, or as a simple cubic lattice 
formed from the poin ts B with the points A at the 
cube centers. This obser vation establishes that it is 
indeed a Bravais lattice. 

B 
s ___ ___. 

A _J-- -r. '-4--

.. 
IJ. 

A 

In this new array the comer points A of the original cubic array are center points. 
T hus all points do have identical surroundings, and the body-centered cubic lattice 
is a Bravais lattice. ff the original simple cubic lattice is generated by primitive vectors 

Wl, a:)l, a2, (4 .2) 
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where ~ ~. and 2 are three orthogonal unit vectors. then a set of primitive vectors 
for the body-centered cubic lattice could be (Figure 4.6) 

(4.3) 

Figure 4.6 
Three primitive vectors, specified in Eq. (4.3), 
for the body-centered cubic Bravais lattice. Tbe 
lattice is formed by taking all linear combina
tions of the primitive vectors with integral 
coefficients. The point P, for example, is P = 

£ -a, - a 1 + 2u3 • 

A more symm etric set (see Figure 4.7) is 

(4.4) 

It is important to convince oneself both geometrically and analytically that these 
sets do indeed generate the bee Bravais lattice. 

.!.----....----
" " 

Figure 4.7 
A more symmelric set of primitive vectors, 
specified in Eq. (4.4), for the body
centered cubic Bravais laurce. The point 
P, for example, has Lhe form P - 2a, + 

Another equally important example is the face-centered ntbic (fcc) Bravais lattice. 
To construct the face-cen tered cubic Bravais lattice add to the simple cubic lattice 
o f Figure 4.2 an additional point in the center of each square face (Figure 4.8). For 
ease in descriptio n think o f each cube in the simple cubic lattice as having horizontal 
bottom and top faces, and four vertical side faces facing north, south, east. and west. 
It may sound as if all points in this new array are not equivalent, but in fact they are. 
One can, for example, consider the new simple cubic lattice formed by the points added 
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Figure4.8 
Some points from a face-centered 
cubic Bravais lattice. 

• 

w 

Up 

E 

Down 

to the centers of all the horizontal faces. The original simple cubic lattice points are 
now centering points on the horizontal faces of the new simple cubic lattice, whereas 
the points that were added to the centers of the north-south fac.es of the original cubic 
lattice are in the centers of the east-west faces of the new one, and vice versa. 

In the same way one can also regard the simple cubic lattice as being composed 
of all points centering the north-south faces of the original simple cubic lattice, or 
all points centering the east-west faces of the original cubic lattice. l n either case the 
remaining points will be found centered on the faces of the new simple cubic frame
work. ·Thus any point can be thought of either as a corner point or as a face-centering 
point for any of the three kinds of faces, and the face-centered cubic lattice is indeed 
a Bravais lattice. 

A symmetric set of primitive vectors for the face-centered cubic lattice (see Figure 
4.9) is a a 

a1 = 
2 

(5' + 2), a2 = 2 (2 + ~). 

Figure 4.9 ( 
A set of primitive vectors, as given in Eq. (4.5), 
for the face-centered cubic Bravais lattice. The 
labeled points are P = a1 + a2 + a3, Q = 2a2, 
R = 8 2 + a 3 , and S = - a1 + a2 + 8 3 . 

(4.5) 

p 

The face-centered cubic and body-centered cubic Bravais lattices are of great 
importance, since an enormous variety of solids crystallize in these forms with an 
atom (or ion} at each lattice site (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). (The corresponding simple 
cubic form, however, is very rare, the alpha phase of polonium being the only known 
example among the elements under normal conditions.) 
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Table4.1 
ELE!\-1£NTS WffH THE MONATOMIC FACE-CENTERED 
CUBIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

ELEMENT a (A) ELDiE."'T a(A) ELEMENT a(A) 

Ar 5.26 (4.2 K} Ir 3.84 Pt 3.92 
Ag 4.09 Kr 5.72 (58 K) 15-Pu 4.64 
AI 4.05 La 5.30 Rh 3.80 
Au 4.08 Ne 4.43 (4.2 K) Sc 4.54 
Ca 5.58 Ni 3.52 Sr 6.08 
Ce 5.16 Pb 4.95 Tb 5.08 
P-0:> 3.55 Pd 3.89 Xe(58 K) 6.20 
Cu 3.61 Pr 5.16 Yb 5.49 

Data in Tables 4. 1 to 4.7 are from R. W. G. Wyckoff, Crysml StruCJures, 2nd ed., 
lnterscience, New York, 1963. In most cases, the data are taken at about room tem
perature and nonnal atmospheric pressure. For elements that exist in many fonns the 
stable room temperature form (or fonns} is given. For more detailed information, more 
precise lattice constants, and references, tl1e Wyckoff work should be consulted. 

Table 4.2 
ELEMENTS WITH THE MONATOMIC BODY-CEl\'TERED 
CUBIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

ELE.\1.ENT a(A) ELBf!Nf a (A) ELBfE!\.'T a(~) 

Ba 5.02 Li 3.49 (78 K) Ta 3-31 
Cr 2.88 Mo 3.15 Tl 3.88 
Cs 6.05 (78 K) Na 4.23 (5 K} v 3.02 
Fe 2.87 Nb 3.30 w 3.16 
K 5.23 (5 K) Rb 5.59(5 K) 

A NOTE ON USAGE 

Although we have defined the term '"Bravais lattice" to apply to a set of points, it 
is also generally used to refer to the set of vectors joining any one of these points 
to all the others. (Because the points are a Bravais lattice, this set of vectors does not 
depend on which point is singled out as the origin.) Yet another usage comes from 
the fact that any vector R determines a translation or displacement, in which everything 
is moved bodily through space by a distance R in the direction of R. The term .. Bravais 
lattice" is also used to refer to the set of translations determined by the vectors, rather 
than tbe vectors themselves. In practice it is always clear from the context whether 
it is the points, the vectors, or the translations that are being referred to.7 

1 The more general usc of the term provides an elegant definition of a Bravais lattice .-1th the pre
cision of definition (b) and the nonprejudicial nature of definition (a): A Bravais lauice is a discrete set 
of vectors not all in a plane, closed under vector addition and subtraction (i.e., the sum and difference of 
any two vectors in the set are also io the set). 

- ~--
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COORDINATION NUMBER 

The points in a Bravais lattice that a re closest to a given point are called its nearest 
neighbors. Because of the periodic nature of a Bravais lattice, each point has the same 
number of nearest neighbors. This number is thus a property of the lattice, and is 
referred to as the coordination number of the lattice. A simple cubic lattice has co
ordination number 6; a body-centered c ubic lattice, 8; and a face-centered cubic 
lattice, 12. The notion of a coordination number can be extended in tbe obvious way 
to some simple arrays of points that are not Bravais lattices, provided that each point 
in the array bas the same number of nearest neighbors. 

PRIMITIVE UNIT CELL 

A volume of space that, when translated through all the vectors in a Bravais lattice, 
just fills all of space without either overlapping itself or leaving voids is called a 
primitive cell or primitive w1it cell oftbe latt ice.8 There is no unique way of choosing 
a primitive cell for a given Bravais lattice. Several possible choices of primitive cells 
for a two-dimensional Bravais lattice are illustrated in Figure 4.10 . 

\ \ ...-
• • • • • 
• - · • 
• • • • .. \ • 

~ 

- ' 
~ 

• • • • • • -- • • • • • -
• • • • • • - - ' -

Figure 4.10 
Several possible choices of primitive cell for a single two-dimensional Bravais lattice. 

A primitive cell must contain precisely one lattice point (unless it is so positioned 
that there are points on its surface). It follows that if n is the density of points in 
the lattice9 and vis the volume o f the primitive cell, then nv = 1. Thus v = l j n. Since 

8 Translations oftbe primitive cell may possess common surface points; the nonoverlapping proviso 
is only int~'llded to prohibit overlapping regions of nonzero volume. 

0 The density 11 of Bravais lattice points need not, of course. be identical to the density of conduction 
electrons in a metal. When the possibility of confusion is present, we shall specifY the t:wo densities with 
different symb--'· 

I 
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this result holds for any primitive cell, the volume of a primitive cell is independent 
of the choice of cell. 

It also follows from the definition of a primitive cell that, given any two primitive 
cells of arbitrary shape, it is possible to cut the first up into pieces, which, when 
translated through appropriate lattice vectors, can be reassembled to give the second. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4.11. 

A 

-IV ... , 

8 

• 

• 

Figure 4.11 
Two possible primitive cells for a two-dimen
sional Bravais lattice. The parallelogram cell 
(shaded) is obviously primitive; additional 
hexagonal cells are indicated to demonstrate 
that the hexagonal cell is al~o primitive. The 
paraiJelogram can be em into pieces, which, 
when translated lhrough lattice vectors, re
assemble to form the he;xagon. The tra nslations 
for the four regions of the parallelogram are : 
Region I-CO; Region U- BO; Reg,on m
AO; Region TV- no translation. 

The obvious pr imitive cell to associate with a particular set of primitive vectors. 
a 1, a2 , a 3 , is the set of all po ints r of the form 

(4.6) 

for all X; ranging continuously between 0 and 1; i.e., the parallelipiped spanned by the 
three vectors a tt a2 , and a 3 • This choice bas the disadvantage of not displaying the 
full symmetry of the Bravais lattice. For example(Figure 4.l2), the unit cell ( 4.6) for the 
choice of primitive vectors (4.5) of the fcc Brdvais lattice is an oblique parallelipiped, 
which does not have the full cubic symmetry of the lattice in which it is embedded. 
It is often important to work with cells that do have the full symmetry of their Bravais 
lattice. There are two widely used solutions to this problem: 

Figure 4. 12 
Primitive and conventional unit cells for the face
centered cubic Bravais Lattice. The conventional cell is 
the Large cube. The primitive cell is the figure with six 
parallelogram faces. It has one quarter the volume of 
the cube, and rather less symmetry. 
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llr'IT CELL; CONVENTIONAL UNIT CELL 

One can fill space up with nonprimitive unit eells (known simply as unic cells or 
convemional unit celLs). A unit cell is a region that just fills space without any over
lapping when translated through some subset of the vectors of a Bravais lattice. The 
conventional unit cell is generally chosen to be bigger than the primitive cell and to 
have the required symmetry. Thus one frequently describes the body-centered cubic 
lattice in terms of a cubic unit cell (Figure 4.13) that is twice as large as a primitive 
bee unit cell and the face-cent~red cubic lattice in terms of a cubic unit cell (Figure 
4.12) that has four times the volume of a primitive fcc unit cell. (That the conventional 
cells are two and four times bigger than the primitive cells is easily seen by asking 
how many lattice points the conventional cubic cell must contain when it is so placed 
that no points are on its surface.) Numbers specifying the size of a unit cell (such as 
the single number a in cubic crystals) are called latrice constants. 

Figure 4.13 
Primitive and conventional unit cells for lhe body
centered cubic Bravais lauice. The primitive cell 
(shaded) has half the volume of the conventional 
cubic cell . 

WJGNER-SEITZ PRIMITIVE CELL 

( 

One can always choose a primitive cell with the full symmetry of the Bravais lattice. 
By far the most common such choice is the Wigner-Seicz cell. The Wigner-Seitz cell 
about a lattice point is the region of space that is closer to tha t point than to any 
other lattice point.10 Because of the tran-;lational symmetry of the Bravais lattice. 
the Wigncr-Seitz cell about any one lattice point must be taken into the Wigner-Seitz 
cell about any other, when translated through the lattice vector that joins the two 
points. Since any point in space has a unique lattice point, as its nearest neigbbor11 

it will belong to the Wigner-Seit7 cell of precisely one lattice point. It follows that a 

•• Such a cell can be defined for any set of discrete points that do not ncc<.ossarily form a Bravais 
lattice. In this broader context the ccU is known as a Voronoy polyhedron. In conlrCISI to the Wigncr-Seitz 
cell, !he structure and orientation of a general VoronO) polyhedron will depend on which point of the 
array it encloses. 

11 Except for poinl.s on the common surface of t\\'O or more Wigoer-Seitz cells. 
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Wigner-Seitz cell, when translated through all lattice vectors, will just fill space 
without overlapping; i.e., the Wigner-Seitz cell is a primitive cell. 

Since there is nothing in the definition of the Wigner-Seitz cell that refers to any 
particular choice of primitive vectors, the Wigncr-Seitz cell will be as symmetrical 
as tile Bravais lattice.u 

The Wigner-Seitz unit cell js illustrated for a two-dimensional Bravais lattice in 
Figure 4.14 and for the three-dimensional body-centered cubic and face-centered 
cubic Bravais lattices in figures 4.15 and 4.16. 

Note that the Wigner-Seitz unit cell about a lattice point can be constructed by 
drawing lines connecting the point to all others1 3 in the Ia n ice, bisecting each line 

• 
• 

• Figure 4.14 
The W1gner-Seia cell fo r a two-dimensional 
Bravais lattice. The six sides of the cell bisect 
the lines joining the central points to its six 
nearest neighboring points (shown as dashed 
lines). In two dimensions the Wigncr-Seitz 
cell is always a hexagon unless the lattice is 
rectangular (see Problem 4a) . 

Figure ·US 
The Wigncr-Scitz cell for the body-centered cubic Bravais 
lattice (a ··truncated octahedron"). The surrounding cube is a 
conventional body-centered cubic cell with a lattice point at 
its center and on each vertex. The heKagonal faces bisect the 
lines joining the central point to the points on lhe vertices 
(drawn as solid lines). The square faces bisect the lines joining 
lhe central point to the central points in each of the six neigh
boring cubic cells (not drawn). The hexagons are regular (see 
Problem 4d). 

Figure 4.16 
Wigner-Seitz cell for the face-centered cubic Bravais 
lattice (a "rhombic dodecahedron' '). The surrounding 
cube is not the conventional cubic cell of Figure 4.12, 
but one in which lattice points are at the center of the 
cube and at the center of the 12 edges. Each of the 12 
(congruent) faces is perpendicular to a line joining the 
central point to a point on the center of an edge. 

u A precise definition of"as symmetrical as" is given in Chapter 7. 
11 In practice only a fairly small number of nearby points actually y: -.lanes thar bound the cell 
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with a plane, and taking the smallest polyhedron containing the point bounded by 
these planes. 

CRYSTAL STRUCT URE; LATTICE WITH A BASIS 

A physical crystal can be described by giving its underlying Bravais lattice, together 
with a description o f the arrangement of atoms, molecules, ions, etc., within a 
particular primitive cell. When emphasizing the difference between the abstract 
pattern of points composing the Bravais lattice and an actual physical crystal 14 

embodying the lattice, the technical term "crystal structure" is used. A crystal stmcture 
consists of identical copies of the same physical unit, called the basis. located at all 
the points of a Bravais lattice (or, equivalently, translated through all the vectors 
of a Bravais lattice). Sometimes the term lattice with a basis is used instead. However, 
"lattice with a basis" is also used in a more general sense to refer to what results 
even when the basic unit is 1101 a physical object or objects, but another set of points. 
For example, the vertices of a two-dimensional honeycomb, though not a Bravais 
lattice, can be represented as a two-dimensional triangular Bravais lattice• 5 with a 
two-point basis (Figure 4.17). A crystal structure with a basis consisting of a single 
atom or ion is often called a monatomic Bravais lattice. 

• 

• • • • • 

·-~·- .. ~·-.. ~·· 
• • • 
• • • • • • • • • 

·-~·-.. ~· - .. ~·· 
• • • • 

Figure 4.17 
Tbe honeycomb net, drawn so as 
to emphasize that it is a Bravais 
lattice with a two-point basis. The 
pairs of points joined by heavy 
solid lines are idcntica lly placed in 
the primitive cells (P<•rallelograms) 
of the underlying Bravais lattice . 

One also can describe a Bravais lattice as a lattice with a basis by choosing a non
primitive conventional unit cell. This is often done to emphasize the cubic symmetry 
of the bee and fcc Bravais lattices. which are then described respectively, as simple 
cubic lattices spanned by a~ ay, and a2, with a two-point basis 

a 
0, 

2 
(~ + y + Z) (bee) (4.7) 

or a four-point basis 

0 , (fcc). (4.8) 

14 But still idealized in being infin•te in exrcnt. 
" Span~ - "' by two primitive vectors of equalleogth. making an angle of 60°. 
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SOME IMPORTANT EXAMPLES OF CRYSTAL STRuCflJRES AND 
LA TriCES WITH BASE:S 

Diamond Structure 

The diamond lattice16 (fom1ed by the carbon atoms in a diamond crystal) consists of 
two interpenetrating face--centered cubic Bravais lattices, displaced along the body 
diagonal of the cubic cell by one quarter the length of the diagonal. It can be regarded 
as a face--centered cubic lattice with the two-point basis 0 and (a/ 4)(x + y + z). The 
coordination number is 4 (Figure 4 .1 8). The diamond lattice is not a Bravais lattice, 

-I 

---u---

•igurc 4.18 
Conventional cubic cell of the diamond lattice. 
For clarity, sites corresponding to one of the 
t~o interpenetrating face-centered cubic lattices 
are unshaded. (In the zincblende structure the 
shaded sites are occupied by one kind of ion, 
and the unshadcd by another.) Nearest-neighbor 
bonds have been drawn in. The four nearest 
neighbors of each point fom1 the vertices of a 
regular tetrahedron. 

because the environment of any point dilfers in orientation from the environments 
of its nearest neighbors. Elements crystaUizing in the diamond structure are given 
in Table 4.3. 

Table 4 .3 
ELEMENTS WITH THE DIAMO~D CRYSfAL 
STRlJCTURE 

ELEMENT 

C(diamond) 
Si 
Ge 
cx-Sn (grey) 

Hexagonal Close-Packed Structure 

CUilE SIDE a (A) 

3.57 
5.43 
5.66 
6.49 

Though not a Bravais lattice, the Jwxugonal close-puckeLt (hcp) structure ranks in 
importance with the body-centered cubic and face-centered cubic Bravais lattices; 
about 30 elements crystaJli:r.e in the hexagonal close-packed form (Table 4.4}. 

' " \Vc use the word ""lattoce."" Wllhout qunlilic:u:ions, to refer Clther to a Brov.llS tatucc or a lattice 
\1.1th a basos. 
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Table 4.4 
ELEMThlS WTn-1 THE HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED CRYSTAL 
SfRUCTI.iRE 

ELEMENT a (A) c c/a ELEMENT a (A) c cfa 

Be 2.29 3.58 1.56 Os 2.74 4.32 1.58 
Cd 2.98 5.62 J .89 l:'r 3.67 5.92 1.61 
C.e 3.65 5.96 1.63 Re 2.76 4.46 1.62 
a-Co 2.51 4.07 1.62 Ru 2.70 4.28 1.59 
Dy 3.59 5.65 1.57 Sc 3.31 5.27 1.59 
Er 3.56 5.59 1.57 Tb 3.60 5.69 1.58 
Gd 3.64 5.78 1.59 Ti 2.95 4.69 1.59 
He(2K) 3.57 5.83 1.63 TI 3.46 5.53 1.60 
Hf 3.20 5.06 1.58 Trn 

""' 
3.54 5.55 1.57 

Ho 3.58 5.62 1.57 y 3.65 5.73 1.57 
La 3.75 6.07 1.62 Zn 2.66 4.95 1.86 
Lu 3.50 5.55 1.59 Zr 3.23 5.15 1.59 
Mg 3.21 5.21 1.62 
Nd 3.66 5.90 1.61 .. Ideal" 1.63 

Underlying the hcp structure is a simple hexagonal Bravais lattice, given by stacking 
two-dimensional triangular nets 1 5 directly above each other (Figure 4.19). The direc-
tion of stacking (a3, below) is known as the c-axis. Three primitive vectors are 

a 1 = a~. 
a .J3a 

az = 2 ~ + 2 y, a 3 = c7. (4.9) 

The first two generate a triangular lattice in the x-y plane, and the third stacks the 
planes a distance c above one another. 

The hexagonal close-packed structure consists of two interpenetrating simple hex
agonal Bravais lattices, displaced from one another by a 1/3 + a 2 /3 + a 3 /2 (Figure 
4.20). The name reflects the fact that close-packed hard spheres can be arranged in 

Figure 4.19 
The simple hexagonal Bravais lattice Two-dimensional triangular nets (shown in inset) are 
stacked directly abo,·r one another. a distance c apart . 
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f iRUte 4.20 
The hexagonal close-packed crystal structure. It can 
be viewed as two interpenetrating simple hexagonal 
Bravais lattices. displaced vertically by a distance c/2 
along the common c-axis, and displaced horizontally 
so that the points of one lie directly above the centers 
of the triangles formed hy the points of the ol11cr. 

such a structure. Consider stacking cannonbaUs (Figure 4.2l), starting with a close
packed triangular lattice as the first layer. The next layer is formed by placing a baU 
in the depressions left in the center of every other triangle in the first layer, thereby 
forming a second triangular layer, shifted with respect to the first. The third layer is 
formed by placing balls in alternate depressions in the second layer, so that they lie 
directly over the balls in the first layer. The fourth layer lies directly over the second, 
and so on. The resulting lattice is hexagonal close-packed with the particular value 
(see Problem 5): 

c = ~ a = l.63299a. (4.10) 

Figure 4.21 
View from above of the fust two layers in a stack 
of cannonballs. The first layer is arranged in a 
plane triangular lattice. Balls in the second layer 
are placed above alternate interstices in the first. 
If halls in the third layer are placed directly 
above lhose in the first. at sites of the type 
shown in inset (a), balls in the fourth directly 
above those in the second, etc .• the resulting 
structure will be close-packed hexagonal. If, 
however, balls in the third layer are placed 
directly above those interstices in the first lhat 
were not covered by ballli in the second, at sites 
of the type shown in inset (b), balls in the fourth 
layer placed directly above those in the firs1., 
balls in lhe fifth directly above those in l11e 
second, etc., llle resulting structure will be face
centered cubic (with the body diagonal of the 
cube oriented vertically.} 

Because, however, the symmetry of the hexagonal close-packed lattice is independent 
of the c/a ratio, the name is not restricted to this case. The value cja = .j8j3 is 
sometimes called .. ideal," and the truly close-packed structure, with the ideal value 
of cf a, is known as an ideal hcp structure. Unless, however, the physical units in the 
hcp structure are actually close-packed spheres, there is no 'on why cja should 
be ideal (see Table 4.4). 

• 
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Note, as in the case of the diamond structure, that the hcp lattice is not a Bravais 
lattice, because the orientation of the environment of a point varies from layer to 
layer along the c-axis. Note also that, when viewed along the c-axis, the two types 
of planes merge to form the two-dimensional honeycomb array of Figure 4.3, which 
is not a Bravais lattice. 

Other Close-Packing Possibilities 

Note that the hcp structure is not the only way to close-pack spheres. If the first two 
layers are laid down as described above, but the third is placed in the other set of 
depressions in the second- i.e., those lying above unused depressions in both the first 
and second layers (see Figure 4.21}-and then the fourth layer is placed in depressions 
in the third directly above the balls in the first, the fifth above the second, and so on, 
one generates a Bravrus la ttice. This Bravais lattice turns out to be nothing but the 
face-centered cubic lattice, with the cube diagonal perpendicular to the triangular 
planes (Figures 4.22 and 4.23). 

Figure 4.23 

Figure 4.22 
How to section the face-centered cub1c Bravais lattice to get 
the layers pictured in Figure 4.21 . 

A cubic section of some face-(;Cfltcred cubic close-packed 
spheres. 

There are infinitely many other close-packing arrangements, since each successive 
layer can be placed in either of two posit ions. Only fcc close-packing gives a Bravais 
lattice, and Lhe fcc( .. . ABCABCABC. . . ) and hcp ( . . . ABABAB . .. ) structures are by 
far the mcwt commonly encountered. Other close-packed structures are observed, 
however. .ain rare earth metals, for example, take on a structure of the form 
( .. . ABACABACABAC .. . ). 
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The Sodium Chloride Structure 

We are forced to describe the hexagonal close-packed and diamond lattices as lattices 
with bases by the intrmsic geometrical arrangement of the lattice points. A lattice 
with a basis is also necessary, however, in describing crystal structures in which the 
atoms or ions are located only at the points of a Bravais lattice, but in which the crystal 
structure nevertheless Jacks the full transJational symmetry o f the Bravais lattice 
because more than one kind of a tom o r ion is present. For example, sodium chloride 
(Figure 424) consists of equal numbers of sodium and chlorine ions p laced at alternate 
points o f a simple cubic lattice, in s uch a way that each io n bas six o f the other kind 
of ions as its nearest ncighbors.17 This structure can be described as a face-centered 
cubic Bravais lattice with a basis consisting of a sodium ion at 0 and a chlorine io n 
at the center of the conventional cubic cell, (a/2)(i + y + z). 

Table 4.5 

Figure 4.24 
The sodium chloride srructurc. One lype of ion is repre
senled by black balls, the olher type by while. The black 
and white balls form interpenetrating fcc lauices. 

SOME COMPOUNDS \\1TH THE SODIUM CfU..ORIDE STRUCTURE 

CRYSTAL a(A) CRYSTAL a(A) CRYSTAL a (A) 

LiF 4.02 RbF 5.64 CaS 5.69 
ua 5.13 RbCI 6.58 CaSe 5.91 
LiBr 5.50 RbBr 6.85 CaTe 6.34 
Lil 6.00 Rbl 7.34 SrO 5.16 
NaF 4.62 CsF 6.01 SrS 6.02 
Naa 5.64 AgF 4.92 SrSc 6.23 
NaBr 5.97 AgCI 5.55 StTe 6.47 
Nal 6.47 AgBr 5.77 BaO 5.52 
KF 5.35 MgO 4.21 BaS 6.39 
KCI 6.29 MgS 5.20 BaSe 6.60 
KBr 6.60 MgSe 5.45 BaTe 6 .99 
Kl 7.07 CaO 4.81 

The Cesium Chloride Structure 

Similarly, cesium chloride (Figure 425) consists of equal numbers of cesium and 
chlorine ions, p laced at the points of a body-centered cubic lattice so that each ion 

1 ' For examples see Table 4.5. 
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has eight of the other kind as its nearest neighbors. 18 The translational symmetry 
of this structure is that of the simple cubic Bravais lattice, and it is described as a 
simple cubic lattice with a basis consisting of a cesium ion at the origin 0 and a chlorine 
ion at the cube center (a/ 2)(x + y + z). 

Figure4.25 
The cesium chloride structure. One type of ion is repre
sented by black balls, the other type by white. The black 
and white baUs fom1 interpenetrating simple cubic lattices. 

Table 4.6 
SOME COMPOUNDS WJTH THE CESWM CHLORIDE 
SfRUCTURE 

CRYSTAL 

CsO 
CsBr 
Csl 

The Zincblcode Structure 

4.12 
4.29 
4.57 

CRYSTAL 

na 
TIBr 
Til 

a(A) 

3.83 
3.97 
4.20 

Zincblende has equal numbers of7inc and sulfur ions distributed on a diamond lattice 
so that each has four of the opposite kind as nearest neighbors (Figure 4.18). This 
structurc19 is an example of a lattice with a basis, which must be so described both 
because of the geometrical position of the ions and because two types of ions occur. 

Table 4.7 
SOME COMPOUNDS WITH THE ZINCBLENDE STRUCTURE 

CRYSTAL a (A) 

CuF 4.26 
eua 5.41 
CuBr 5.69 
Cul 6.04 
Agl 6.47 
BcS 4.85 
BeSe 5.07 
BeTe 5.54 
MnS(red) 5.60 
MnSe 5.82 

11 For aamples see Table 4.6. 
•• For exampk 1 Table 4.7. 

CRYSTAL a (A) CRYSTAL 

ZnS 5.41 AlSb 
ZoSe 5.67 GaP 
ZnTe 6.09 GaAs 
CdS 5.82 GaSb 
CdTe 6.48 InP 
HgS 5.85 IoAs 
HgSe 6.08 InSb 
HgTe 6.43 SiC 
AlP 5.45 
AlAs 5.62 

a (A) 

6.13 
5.45 
5.65 
6.12 
5.87 
6.04 
6.48 
4.35 
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OTHER ASPECTS OF CRYSTAL LATfiCES 

This chapter bas concentrated on the descnptioo of the cranslatioual symmetry of 
crystal lattices in real physical space. Two other aspect s of periodic arrays will be 
deall with in subsequent chapters: in Chapter 5 we examine the consequences of 
translational symmetry not in real space, but in the so-called reciprocal (or wave 
L'ector) space, and in Chapter 7 we describe some features of the rotational symmetry 
of crystal lattices. 

PROBLEMS 

1. In each of the following cases indicate whether the structure is a Bravais latti<.-e. If it is, give 
three primitive vectors; if it is not, describe it as a Bravais lattice with as small as possible a basis. 

(a) Base-centered cub1c (simple cub1c with additional points in the centers of the horizontal 
faces of the cubic cell). 

(b) Side-centered cubic (simple cubic with additional points in the centers of the vertical 
faces of the cubic cell). 

(c) Edge-centered cubic {simple cubic with additional points at the midpoints of the Jines 
joining nearest neighbors). 

2. What is the Bravais lattice formed by all points with Cartesian coordinates {n1 , 111 , n3 ) if: 
(a) The'~ are either all e-.-en or all odd? 
(b) The sum of then, is reqUired to be e\'ell? • 

3. Show that the angle between any two of the lines (bonds) joining a Site of the diamond lattice 
to its four nearest neighbors 1s cos- 1 

( - 1/3) = 109"28'. 

4. (a) Prove that the Wigner..Seitz ce.ll for any tw<Hlimensional Bravais lattice is either a 
hexagon or a rectangle. 

(b) Show that the ratio of the lengths of the diagonals of each parallelogram face of the 
Wigner-Seitz cell for the fa<;e-centcrcd cubic lattice {Figure 4.16) is J2:1. 

(c) Show that every edge of the polyhedron bounding the Wigner-Seitz ceU of the body
centered cubic lat6ce (Figure 4.15) is fi/4 times the length of the conventional cubic ceiL 

(d) Prove that the hexagonal races of the bee Wigner-Seitz cell are all regular hexagons. 
(Note that the axis perpendicular to a hexagonal race passing through its center bas only threefold 
symmetry, so this symmetry alone IS not !!llOugh.) 

S. (a) Prove that the ideal cfa ratio for the hexagonal dose-packed StruCture is .j8i3 = 1.633. 
(b) Sodium transforms from bee to hcp at about 23K (the ··martensitic" transformation). 

Assuming that the density remains fixed through this transition, find the laui~;e constant a of 
the hexagonal phase, given that a = 4.23 A in the cubic phase and that the c/a ratio is indistin
guishable from its id~ value. 

6. The facoxentered cubiC-is the most dense and the simple cubic is the least dense of the three 
cubic Bravais lattices. The diamond structure is Jess dense than any of these. One measure of 
this is that the coordination numbers are: fcc. 12; boc, 8; sc. 6;diamond, 4. Another 1S the follo\\'ing: 
Suppose identical solid spheres are distcibuted through space in Sl. way that their centers 

• 
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lie on the points of each of these four s truCtures, and spheres on neighboring points just touch. 
v.ithom ovcrlappmg. (Such an arrangement of spheres IS called a close-packing arrangement.) 
Assuming that the spheres have umt density, show that the density of a set of close-packed spheres 
on each of the four structures (the -packing fraction-) is: 

fcc : 
bee: 
sc: 
diamond: 

.Ji.nf6 = 0.74 

.J3nj8 = 0.68 
nj6 = 0.52 

.J3nj l6 = 0.34. 

7. Let N. be the numtxr of nth nearest neighbors of a given Bravais lattice point (e.g.. in a simple 
cubic Bravais lattice N 1 6, N1 = J 2. etc.). Let r. be the distance to the nth nearest neighbor 
expressed as a multiple of the nearest neighbor distance (e.g~ in a simple cubic Bra•ais lauice 
r 1 = I, r1 = .j'i = 1.414). Make a table of N. and r. for 11 = I, ., 6 for the fcc, bee. and sc 
Brava1s lattices. 

8. (a) Given a Bravais lattice, let a1 be a vector joining a particular point P to one of1ts nearest 
neighbors. Let P' be a lauice point not on the line through P in the direction of a, that is as 
close to the line as any other lauice point, and let a 2 join P to P'. l et P" be a lattice point not 
on the plane through P detennined by a, and a2 that is as close to the plane as any other latt ice 
point, and let a3 join P to P". Prove that a1, a 2 • and a 3 are a set of primitive vectors for the 
Bravais laHice. 

(b) Prove that a Brava1s I au ice can be defined as a discrete set of vectors, not all in a plane. 
closed under addition and subtraction (as deS~.Tibed on page 70). 
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The reciprocal lattice plays a fundamental role in most analytic studies of periodic 
structures. One is led to it from such diverse avenues as the theory of crystal diffraction, 
the abstract study of functions with the periodicity of a Bravais lattice, or the question 
of what can be salvaged of the law of momentum conservation when the full trans
lational symmetry of free space is reduced to that of a periodic potential. In t11is brief 
chapter we shall describe some important elementary features of the reciprocal lattice 
from a general point of view not tied to any particular application. 

DEFJNJTION OF RECIPROCAL LATIICE 

Consider a set of points R constituting a Bravais Jatticc, and a plane wave, e''k·•. For 
general k. such a plane wave will not, of course, have the periodicity of the Bravais 
lattice, but for certain special choices of wave vector it will. The set of all wave vectors 
K that yield plane waves with the periodicity of a given Bravais lattice is known as its 
reciprocal lattice. Analytically, K belongs to the reciprocal lattice of a Bravais lattice 
of points R provided that the relation 

(5.1) 

l1olds for any r, and for aU R in the Bravais lattice. Factoring out e'l( · ',we can charac
terize the reciprocal lattice as the set of wave vectors K satisfying 

1K • R J e = (5.2) 

for all R in the Bravais lattice. 
Note that a reciprocal lattice is defined with reference to a particular Bravais 

Iauice. The Bravais lattice that determines a given reciprocal lattice is often referred 
to as the direct lattice, when viewed in relation to its reciprocal. Note also that 
although one could define a set of vectors K satisfying (5.2) for an arbitrary set of 
vectors R, such a set of K is called a reciprocal lattice only if the set of vectors R is 
a Bravais lattice. 1 

THE RECIPROCAL LATIICE lS A BRAVAIS LATTlCE 

1l1at the reciprocal lattice is itself a Bravais lattice follows most simply from the 
definition of a Bravais lattice given in footnote 7 of Chapter 4, along with the fact 
that if K1 and K2 satisfy (5.2), so, obviously, will their sum and difference. 

It is worth considering a more cJumsy proof of this fact, which provides an explicit 
algorithm for constructing the reciprocal lattice. Let a" a 2, and a3 be a set of primitive 
vectors for the direct lattice. Then the reciprocal lattice can be generated by the three 
primitive vectors 

(5.3) 

• In panicular, in working with a lattice with a basis one uses the recip~--..1 lauice detennined by 
the underlying Bra,·ais lauice. rather than a set of K satisfying (5.2} for v. R describing both the 
Bra•·ais lattice and the basis points. 
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To verify that (5.3) gives a set of primitive vectors for the reciprocal lattice, one 
first notes that the b; satisfy2 

b, • ai = 2m51i, (SA) 

where oii is the Kronecker delta symbol : 

01) = o. i :F j; 
o,i = I, i = j . 

Now any vector k can be written as a linear combination3 of the b1 : 

k = k,b. + k2b2 + k3b3. 

If R is any direct lattice vector, then 

R = 111a 1 + r12a 2 + 113a3, 

where the n; are integers. It follows from (5.4) that 

k • R = 2n:(k11lt + k2 n2 + k3113). 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

For eil< · ll to be unity for all R (Eq. (5.2)) k · R must be 2rc times an integer for any 
choices of the integers n,. This requires the coefficients kf to be integers. Thus the 
condition (5.2) that K be a reciprocal lattice vector is satisfied by just those \'ectors 
that are linear combinations (5.6) of the b; with integral coefficients. TilUS (compare 
Eq. (4.1)) the reciprocal lattice is a Bravais lattice and the b; can be taken as primitive 
vectors. 

THE RECIPROCAL OF THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE 

Since the reciprocaJ lattice is itself a Bravais lattice, one can construct its reciprocal 
lattice. This turns out to be nothing but the original direct lattice. 

One way to prove this is by constructing ch c 2, and c3 out of the b; according to 
the same formula (5.3) by which the b; were constructed from the a,. It then follows 
from simple vector identities (Problem 1) that c1 = a ., i = 1, 2, 3. 

A simpler proof follows from the observation that according to the basic definition 
(5.2), the reciprocal of the reciprocal lattice is the set of all vectors G satisfying 

ei(J · It = 1 (5.9) 

for all K in the reciprocal lattice. Since any direct lattice vector R has this property 
(again by (5.2) ), all direct lattice vectors are in the lattice reciprocal to the reciprocal 
lattice. Furthermore, no other vectors can be, for a vector not in the direct lattice has 
the form r = x 1a 1 + x 2a;z + x 3a 3 with at least one nonintegral x1• For that value 
of i, ea.r, = e2""'; :F 1, and condition (5.9) is violated for the reciprocal lattice vector 
K = b;. 

~ When i 'I' j , Eq. (5.4) follows ~u.~e the cross product of two vectors is normal to both. When 
l = j. it follows becau.~e oft he vector identity 

3 This is t Jr any three vectors not all in one plane. ll is easy to verify that the bi are not all in a 
plane as long as the 11;: are noL 
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IMPORTANT EXAMPLES 

The sirnple cubac Bravais lattice, with cub1c primitive cell of side a, has as its reciprocal 
a simple cubic lattice with cubic primitive cell of s ide 2nja. This can be seen, for 
example, from the construction (5.3), for if 

a, =a~ a 2 = c15', a3 = a'l. (5.10) 
then 

b, 
2n 2n 2n 

= -~ bz = - r. bl = -2. 
a a a 

(5.11) 

The face-centered cubic Bravais lattice with conventional cubic cell of side a has 
as its reciproca l a body-centered cubic lattice with conventional cubic ceU of side 
4nja. Thls can be seen by applying the construc tion (5.3) to the fcc primitive vectors 
(4.5}. The result is 

4n 1 
bl = -- (~ + 5' - 2) 

a 2 
(5.12) 

This has precisely the form o f the bee primitive vectors (4.4), provided that the side 
of the cubic cell is taken to be 4nfa. 

The body-centered cubic lattice with conventional cubic cell of side a has as its 
reciprocal a face-centered cubic lattice with conventional cubic cell o f side 4nfa. Thas 
can again be proved from the construction (5.3), but it also follows from the above 
result for the reciprocal o f the fcc la ttace, along with the theorem that the reciprocal 
of the reciprocal is the original la ttice. 

It is left as an exercise for the reader to verify (Problem 2) tha t the reciprocal to a 
!iimple hexagonal Bravaas lattice with lattice constants c and a (Figure 5.1 a) is another 

c 

, .. 

• 
a 

• • • 
(b) 

Figure S. l 
(a) Primitive vectors for the simple he,.agonal Bravais lauice. (b) Primitive vectors for 
tJ1~ lattice reciprocal to that generaaed by the primllive vectors in (a). The c and c• axes 
arc parallel The a• axes an: rotated by 30 with respect to the o axes in the plane perpen
dicular to the cor c• axes. The reciprocal I::Ut1ce is also s imple hexagonal. 
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simple hexagonal lattice with lattice constants 2nfc and 4n/ .. ./Ja (Figure 5.1 b), rotated 
through 30' about the c-axis with respect to the direct lattice.4 

VOLl'ME OF T HE RECIPROCAL LATTICE PRIMITI\'E CELL 

If cis the volume~ of a primitive cell in the direct lattice, rhen the primitive cell of the 
reciprocal lattice has a volume (2n)3/ v. This is p roved in Problem I. 

FIRST BRILLOUIN ZONE 

The Wigner-Seitz primitive cell (page 73) of the reciprocal laltice is known as the 
first Brillouin zone. As the name suggests. one also defines higher Brillouin zones, 
which are primitive cells of a different type that arise in the theory of electronic levels 
in a periodic potential. They are described in Chapter 9. 

Although the terms "Wigner-Seitz cell" and ~first Brillouin zone'" refer to identical 
geometrical constructions, in practice the latter term is applied only to the k-space 
cell. In particular, when reference is made to the first Brillouin zone of a particular 
r-space Bravais Lattice (associated with a panicular crystal str ucture), what is always 
meant is the Wigner-Seitz cell of the associated reciprocal lattice. Thus, because the 
reciprocal o f the body-centered cubic lattice is face-centered cubic, the first Brillouin 
zone of the bee lattice (Figure 5.2a) is just the fcc Wigner-Seitz cell (Figure 4.16). 

• Conversely, the first Brillouin zone of the fcc lattice (Figure 5.2b) is just the bee Wigner
Seitz cell (Figure 4.15). 

Figure S.2 
(a) The first Brillouin zone for 
the body-<:cnlcret.l cub•c l.tttice 
(b) The first Bnllouin zone for 
Ll1~ face-centered cubic lo~.uice. 

LATTICE PLAJ'\ES 

(J I (b) 

T here is an intimate relation between vectors in the reciprocal lattice and planes of 
points in the direct lattice. This relation is of some importance in undcrstandmg the 
fundamental role the reciprocal lattice plays in the theory of diffraction, and will be 
applied to that problem in the next chapter. Here we shall describe the relation in 
general geometrical terms. 

' The hexagonal dos.:·packcd srrua-tam• is not a Bra•·ais l~uicc. and therefore the reciproo::al !nuke 
U.'><!d in the analysis of hcp ~olids as that of the simp!<' he~ agonal !au ice (see foomO!<' I) 

' The primitive cell •·olumc is independent of the choice of cell, a.:. pr<l\ed in Chapter 4. 
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Given a particular Bravais lattrce, a lauice plane is defined to be any plane con
taining at least three noncollinear Bravais lattice points. Because of the translational 
symmetry of the Bravais lattice, any such plane will actualJy contain infinitely many 
lattice points, which form a two-dimensional Bravais lattice within the plane. Some 
lattice planes in a simple cubic Bravais lattice are pictured in Figure 5.3. 

(a) ( b) 

Figure S.3 
Some lattice planes (shaded) m a sunple cubic fll".t\·ais lattice: (a) and (b) 
show two different ways of rt-prescnting the lattice as a family oflatlice planes. 

By a family oflallice planes we mean a set of parallel, equally spaced lattice planes, 
which together contain all the points of the three-dimensional Bravais la ttice. Any 
lattice plane is a member of such a family. Evidently the resolution of a Bravais lattice 
into a family of lattice planes is far from unique (Figure 5.3). The reciprocal lattice 
provides a very simple way to classify all possible families of lattice planes, which is 
embodied in the following theorem : 

For any family of lattice planes separated by a distance tL there arc reciprocal 
lattice vectors perpendicular to the planes, the shortest of which have a length 
of 2nfd. Conversely, for any reciprocal lattice vector K. there is a family of lattice 
planes normal to K and separated by a distance d, where 2n/d is the length of 
the shortest reciprocal lattice vector parallel to K. 

The theorem is a straightforward consequence of (a) the definition (5.2) of recip
rocal lattice vectors as the wave vectors of plane waves that are unity at all Bravais 
lattice sites and (b) the fact that a plane wave has the same value at all points lying in 
a family of planes that are perpendicular to its wave vector and separated by an 
integral number of wavelengths. 

To prove the first part of the theorem, given a family oflattice planes, Jet ft be a 
unit vector normal to the planes. That K = 2nfl/d is a reciprocal lat tice vector follows 
from the fact that the plane wave e'" 'is constant in planes perpendicular to K and 
has the same value in planes separated by ). = 2rr/ K = d. Since one of the lattice 
planes contains the Bravais lattice point r = 0, erJ. · r must be unity for any point r in 
any of the planes. Since the planes comain all Bravais lattice points, e'"K · ' = I for all 
R, so that K is indeed a reciprocal lattice vector. Furlh,.~ore, K is the shonest 
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reciprocal lattice vector normal to the planes, for any wave vector shorter than K 
will give a plane wave with wavelength greater than 2-n/ K = d. Such a plane wave 
cannot have the same value o n all planes in the family, a nd therefore cannot give a 
plane wave that is unity at all Bravais lattice points. 

To prove the converse of the theorem, given a reciprocal lattice vector, let K be 
the shortest parallel reciprocal lattice vector. Consider the set of real space planes o n 
which the plane wave eiK· r has the value unity. These planes (one of which contains 
the point r = 0) are perpendicular to K and separated by a distanced = 2-nfK. Since 
the Bravais lattice vectors R all satisfy e•K· R = 1 for any reciprocal lattice vector K, 
they must all lie within these planes; i.e., the family of planes must contain within it 
a family of lattice planes. Furthermore the spacing between the lattice planes is also 
d (rather than some integral multiple of d), for if only every nth plane in the family 
contained Bravais lattice points.. then according to the first part of the theorem, the 
vector normal to the planes of length 2-nfnd, i.e., the vector K jn, would be a reciprocal 
la ttice vector. This would contradict our original assumption that no reciprocal 
lattice vector parallel to K is shorter than K. 

MILLER INDICES OF LATTICE PLANES 

The cor respondence between reciprocal lattice vectors a nd families of lattice planes 
provides a convenient way to specify the o rientation of a lattice plane. Quite generally 
one describes the orientation of a plane by giving a vector normal to the plane. Since 
we know there are reciprocal lattice vectors normal to any fami ly of Janice planes; it 
is natural to pick a reciprocal lattice vector to represent the normal. To make the 
choice unique, one uses the shortest such reciprocal lattice vector. In this way one 
arrives at the Miller indices of the plane: 

The Miller indices of a lattice plane are the coordina tes of the shortest reciprocal 
lallice vector normal to that plane, with respect to a specified set of primitive recip
rocal lattice vectors. Thus a plane with Miller indices h, k, I, is normal to the reciprocal 
la11ice vector hb 1 + kb2 + /b3 . 

As so defined, the Miller indices a re integers, since any reciprocal lattice vector is 
a linear combina tion of three primitive vectors with integral coefficients. Since the 
normal to the plane is specified by the shortest perpendicular reciprocal lattice vecto r, 
the integers h, k, I can have no common factor. Note a lso that the Miller indices 
depend on the particular choice of primitive ve.ctors. 

In simple cubic Bravais lattices the reciprocal lattice is also simple cubic and the 
Miller indices are the coordinates of a vector normal to the plane in the obvious 
cubic coordinate system. As a general rule, face-centered and body-centered cubic 
Bravais lattice are described in terms o f a conventional cubic cell, i.e., as simple cubic 
lattices with bases. Since any lattice plane in a fcc or bee latt ice is also a lattice plane 
in the underlying simple cubic lattice, the same elementary cubic indexing can be 
used to specify lattice planes. In practice, it is only in the description of noncubic 
crystals that one must remember that the Miller indices are the coordinates o f the 
normal in a system given by the reciprocal lattice, rather than the direct lattice. 

The Miller indices of a plane have a geometrical interpretation in the direct lattice, 
which is SOI"T'P.times offered as an alternative way of defining them. Because a lattice 
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plane with Miller indices h, k, I is perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector K 
hb 1 + kb~ + lb3 • it will be contained in the continuous plane K · r = A, for 
suitable choice of the constant A . This plane intersects the axes determined by the 
direct lattice primitive vectors a, at the points x1 a~o x 2a 2 , and x 3 a 3 (Figure 5.4), 
where the X; are determined by the condition that x,a1 indeed satisfy the equation of 
the plane: K • (x1a 1) = A . Since K · a 1 = 2-rrh, K · a 2 = 2-rrk, and K • a 3 = 2-rr/, it 
follows that 

A 
x2 = 2-rrk' 

A 
x 3 = 2nl" (5.13) 

Thus the intercepts with the crystaJ axes of a lattice plane are inversely proportional 
to the Miller indices of the p lane. 

Figure 5.4 
a3 An illustration of the crysl;.dlographic definition of the Miller .indices of 

a lattice p lane. The shaded p lane can be a portion of the continuous plane 
x 3a, in which the points of the lattice plane lie, or any plane parallel to the 

lattice plane. The Miller indices are inversely proportional to the x, . 

Crystallographers put the cart before the horse, defining the Miller indices to be a 
set of integers with no common factors, inversely proportional to the intercepts of 
the crystaJ plane along the crystal axes : 

I l 1 
h ·k · l = -· -·-.. .. . . . (5.14) 

Xa Xz XJ 

SOME .CONVENTIONS FOR SPECIFYING DIRECTIONS 

Lattice planes are usually specified by giving their Miller indices in parentheses: 
(h, k, I). Thus. in a cubic system, a plane with a normal (4, -2, I) (or, from the crys
tallographic viewpoint, a plane with intercepts (1, -2, 4) along cubic axes) is callc:d a 
(4, - 2, 1) plane. The commas are eliminated without confusion by writing n instead 
of -n, simplifying the description to (421). One must know what set of axes is being 
used to interpret these symbols unambiguously. Simple cubic axes are invariably used 
when the crystal has cubic symmetry. Some examples of planes in cubic crystals are 
shown in Figure 5.5. 

A similar convention is used to specify directions in the direct lattice, but to a void 
confusion with the Miller indices (directions in the reciprocaJ lattice) square brackets 
arc used instead of parentheses. Thus the body diagonal of a simple cubic lattice lies 
in the (Ill] direction and, in general the lattice point 11 1& 1 + n2 a 2 + n3a 3 lies in 
the direction (n 1n2 n3 ) from the origin. 

There is a lso a notation specifying both a family of lattice planes and a ll those 
other families that arc equivalent to it by virtue of the symmetry oftl1e crystal. Thus 
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(010) ( 110) (Ill) 

Figure 5.5 
Three latti~-e planes and their Miller indices in a simple cubic Bravais lattice. 

the (100), (010), and (001) plane.s are all equivalent in a cubic crystdl. One refers to 
them collectively as the {100} planes, and in general one uses {hkl} to refer to the 
{ltkl) planes and all those that are equivalent to them by virtue of the crystal symmetry. 
A similar convention is used with directions: the [100], [010], [001], [IOO], [OIO], 
and [OOI] directions in a cubic crystal are referred to, collectively, as the (100) 
directions. 

This concludes our general geometrical discussion of the reciprocal lattice. ln 
Chapter 6 we shall see an important example of the utility and the power of the 
concept in the theory of the diffraction of X rays by a crystal. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Prove that the reciprocallallice primitive vectors defined in (5.3) satisfy 

(5.15) 

(Hint : Write b1 (but not b2 or b3) in tenns of the a~. and usc the orthogonality relations (5.4).) 

(b) Suppose primitive vectors are constructed from the bi in the same manner (Eq. (5.3)) as 
the bi are constructed from the a;. Prove that these vectors are just the ai themselves; i.e., show that 

b2 x b3 
2n b, . (bz x bl) = a" etc. (5.16) 

(Hirzt : Write b3 in the numerator {but not b2) in terms of the· ah use the vector identity A x 

(B x C) = B{A • C) - QA • B), and appeal to the orthogonality relations (5.4) and the result 
(5.15) above.) 

(c) Prove that the volwne of a Bravais lattice primitive cell is 

(5.17) 

where the~~; are three primitive vectors. (In conjunction with (5.15) this establishes that the volume 
of the reciprocal lattice primitive cell is (2n)3j v.) 
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2. (a) Using the primitive vectors given in Eq. (4.9) und the construction (5.3) (or by any other 
method) show that the reciprocal of the simple hexagonal Bravais lauice is also simple hexagonal, 
with lattice constants 2nfc and 4n!.j3a, rotated through Jo• about the c-axis with respect to the 
direct lattice. 

(b) For what value of c'/a does the ratio have the same value in both direct and reciprocal 
lattices? If cfa is ideal in the direct lattice, what ts its value in the reciprocal lattice? 

(c) T he Bravais lattice generated by three primitive vectors of equal length a, making equal 
angles 0 with one another, is known as the trigonal Bravais lauice (see Chapter 7). Show that the 
reciprocal of a trigonal Bravais lattice is also trigonal, with an angle 0* given by - cos e• = 
cos 0/ [ 1 + cos 8], and a primitive vector length a*. given by a* = (2rt/ a)(l + 2 cos e cos 0*)- 111

• 

3. (a) Show that the density oflattice points (per unit area) in a lattice plane is d/v. where vis 
the primitive cell volume and d the spacing between neighboring planes in the family to which the 
given plane belongs. 

(b) Prove that the lattice planes with the greatest densities of points are the {111} planes it1 
a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice and the { 110} planes in a body-centered cubic Bravais lattice. 
(Hint: This is most easily done by exploiting the relation between families oflatticc planes and 
reciprocal lattice vectors.) 

4. Prove rhar any reciprocal lattice vector K is an integral multiple of the shortest parallel 
reciprocal lattice vector Ko. (Hint: Assume the contrary, and deduce that since the reciprocal 
lilllice is a Bravais lattice, there must be a reciprocal lattice vector parallel to K shorter than K0 .) 
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Typical interatomic distances in a solid are on the o rder of an angstrom (10- 8 em). 
An electromagnetic probe of the microscopic structure of a solid must therefore have 
a wavelength at least this short, corresponding to an energy of order 

he he 
hw = T = 

10
_ 8 ern ~ 12.3 x 103 eV. (6.1) 

Energies like this, on the order o f several thousands o f electron volts (kilovolts or 
keY), are characteristic X-ray energies. 

In this chapter we shall describe how the distribution of X rays scattered by a 
rigid, 1 periodic2 array o f ions reveals the locations o f the ions within tha t structure. 
There are two equivalent ways to view the scattering of X rays by a perfect periodic 
structure. due to Bragg and to von Laue. Bo th viewpoints are still widely used. The 
von Laue approach, which exploits the reciproca l lattice, is closer t o the spirit of 
modem solid sta te physics, but the Bragg approach is still in wide use by X-ray crys
ta llographers. Both are described below, together with a proof of their equivalence. 

BRAGG FORMULATION OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION BY A CRYSTAL 
In 191 3 W. H . and W . L. Bragg fo und tha t substances whose m acroscopic forms 
were crystalline gave remarkab ly characteristic p atterns of r eflected X-radiation, 
quite unlike those produced by liquids. In crystalline materials, for certain sharply 
defined wavelengths a nd incident directions, intense peaks o f scattered r a dia tion 
(now known as Bragg peaks) were o bserved. 

W. L. Bragg accounted fo r this by regarding a crystal as mad e out of parallel planes 
o f ions, spaced a distance d apart (i.e., the la ttice planes described in Chapter 5). Tbe 
conditio ns for a sharp peak in the intensity of the scattered radiation were : {1) that 
the X rays should be specularly reflected3 by the ions in a ny o ne pla ne and (2) tha t the 
reflected rays from successive planes should interfere constructively. Rays specularly 
reflected from adjoining planes are shown in Figure 6. L The path difference between 
the two rays is just 2d sin 8, whe re 8 is the angle ofincidence.4 For the rays to interfere 
constructively, this path difference must be a n integral number of wavelengths, leading 
to the celebrated Bragg condition : 

nl = 2d sin 8. (6.2) 

The integer tr is known as the order of tbe corresponding reflection. For a beam 
of X rays containing a range of different wavelengths ("white radia tion") many 
different reflections are observed. Not only can o ne have higher-order reflections 
from a given set of lattice planes, but in addition one must recognize that there are 

1 Actually the ions vibrate about their ideal equilibrium sites (Cbaptcrs 21- 26). This does not affe(:l 
I he conclwdons re-,u:hed in Lhis chapler (though In the early days ofX-roy diffraction it was not clear why 
such ~1brauons d1d no t obliler:ue the pallem charl!Ctcristic or a penodic structure). II !urns oul I hat 
the vibraltons have two lll3in con.~uc:nces (see Appendix N): (a) the intensi ty in the characteristic pe3ks 
that re,cal the crystal struc:lure is diminished, bm no1 eliminated; and (b) a much weaker continuous 
background o f rtldiation (tbe .. diffuse background .. ) is produced. 

~ Amorphous so lids and liquids have 11bout t:bc same density as crystalline solids. and are therefore 
also susceptible to probing with X rays. However, the discrete, sharp peaks o f scattered radiation charac· 
teristic o f crystals are no t found. 

3 In specular refiecl:ion the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. 
• The angle of incidence in X- ray a;.stalJography is conventionally measure<' - . .,m the plane of 

reflection rather than from the normal to that plane (as in cla,;ical optics). Note t is just half the 
angle of defiecJion of the tnctdc:nt beam (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.1 
A Bragg reflection from a particular 
family of lattiL'C planes, separated by a 
distance d. Incident and reflected rays are 
shown for the two neighboring planes. 
The path difference is 2d sin e. 

f'igure 6.2 

• • • • • • 

• • • • • • 

• • • • • • 

The Bragg angle 6 is just half the total angle by which the incident 
beam is deflected. 

Figure 6.3 
The same ponion of Bravais lattice shown 
in Figure 6.1, with a different resolution 
into lattice planes .indi~.:ated. The incident 
ray is the same as in Figure 6.1 , but both 
the direction (shown in the figure) and 
wavelength (determined by the Bragg 
condition (6.2) with d replaced by d') of 
the reflected ray are different from the 
reflected ray in Figure 6.1. Reflections 
are possible, in general, for any of the 
infinitely many ways of resolving the 
lattice into planes. 

many different ways of sectioning the crystal into planes, each of which wiU itself 
produce further reflectio ns (see, for example, Figure 5.3 or Figure 6.3). 

VON LAUE FORMULATION OF X-RAY DIF.FRACTION 
BY A CRYSTAL 
The von Laue approach differs from the Bragg approach in that no particular sec
tioning of the crystal into lattice planes is singled out, and no ad hoc assumption of 
specular reflection is imposed. 5 Instead one regards the crystal as composed of 

• The Bragg assumption of specular rcfiection is, ho,..cvcr, equivalent to !he assumption lha.t rays 
scauc:rcd from individual · · within each lattice plane: interfere constructively. Thus both the Bragg and 
the von Laue approach.:> .>ased on the same physical assumptions, and their precise equivalence (see 
page 99) is to be c~pected. 
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Figure 6.4 

k 
•• n 

k 
Ulustra ttng that the path di!Teren~:c for rays 
scattered from two points separated by d is 
given by Eq. (6.3) or (6.4). 

k ' 

k' 
d cos o' =- d. ii' 

identical microscopic objects (sets of ions or atoms) placed at the sites R of a Bravais 
lattice, each of which can reradiate the incident radiation in all directions. Sharp 
peaks will be observed only in directions and at wavelengths for which the rays 
scattered from alllallice points interfere constructively. 

To find the condition for constructive interference, consider first just two scatterers, 
separated by a ctisplacement vector d (Figure 6.4). Let an X ray be incident from 
very far away, along a direction 1\, with wavelength )., and wave vector k = 2nfl/) .. 
A scattered ray will be observed in a direction ft' with wavelength6

). and wave vector 
k ' = 2rrfl' /)., provided that the path difference between the rays scattered by each of 
the two ions is an integral number of wavelengths. From Figure 6.4 it can be seen 
that this path difference is just 

d cos 8 1- d cos 8' = d • (ft - 1\'). (6.3) 

The condition for constructive interference is thus 

d • (fl - fl ') = m.l., (6.4) 

for integral m. Multiplying both sides of(6.4) by 2rcj) .. yields a condition on the incident 
and scattered wave vectors: 

· d • (k - k') = 211m, (6.5) 
for integral m. 

Next, we consider not just two scatterers, but an array of scatterers, at the sites of 
a Bravais lattice. Since the lattice sites are displaced from one another by the Bravais 
lattice vectors R. the condition that all scattered rays interfere constructively is that 
condition (6.5) hold simultaneously for all values of d that are Bravais lattice vectors: 

R · (k - k') = 2nm, 

This can be written in the equivalent form 

for integral m and 
all Bravais lattice 
vectors R. 

eiCk'-kJ· R = I, for all Bravais lattice vectors R. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

6 Here (and m the Bragg picture) we assume that the incident and scaucred radiation has the same 
wavelength. In tenns of photons this means that no energy has been lost in the scattering. i.e. that the 
scattering is clastic. To a good approAimation the bulk of the scattered radiation is elastically scanercd. 
though there •s much to be learned from the study of that small component of the radiation that is in· 
elastically scauered (Chapter 24 and AppendiX N). 

• 
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Comparing this condition with the definition (5.2) of the reciprocal lattice, we 
arrive at the Laue condition that c~nscructit>e interference will occur provided that 
the change in wave t>ector, K = k ' - k, is a t·ector of the reciprocal lattice. 

It is sometimes convenient to have an alternative formulation of the Laue con
dition, stated entirely in terms of the incident wave vector k. First note that because 
the reciprocal lattice is a Bravais lattice, if k ' - k is a reciprocal lattice vector, so is 
k - k '. Camng the latter vector K, the condition that k and k ' have the same magni
tude is 

k = lk- Kl. 
Squaring both sides ?f (6.8) yields the condition 

k·K =tK; 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

i.e., the component of the incident wave vector k along the reciprocal lattice vector 
K must be half the length of K. 

Thus an incident wave vector k will satisfy the Laue condition if and only if the 
tip of the vector lies in a plane that is the perpendicular bisector of a hne joining the 
origin of k-space to a reciprocal lattice point K (Figure 6.5). Such k-space planes 
are called Bragg planes. 

Figure6.5 
The Laue cortditjon. If the sum ofk and - k' 
is a vector K. and if I< and k' have the same 
length, then the Lip of the vector k is cqui- 0 

distant from the origin 0 and the tip of the 
vector K, and therefore it lies in the plane 
bisecting the line joining the origin to the tip 
ofK. 

k 

It is a consequence of the equivalence of the Bragg and von Laue points of view, 
demonstrated in the following section, that the k-space Bragg plane associated with 
a particular diffraction peak in the Laue formulation is parallel to tbe family of direct 
lattice planes responsible for the peak in the Bragg formulation. 

EQUIVALENCE OF THE BRAGG AND VON LAUE FORMULATIONS 

The equivalence of these two criteria for constructive interference of X rays by a 
crystal follows from the relation between vectors of the reciprocal lattice and families 
of direct lattice planes (see Chapter 5). Suppose the incident and scattered wave 
vectors, k and k', satisfy the Laue condition that K = k ' - k be a reciprocal lattice 
vector. Because the incident and scattered waves have the same wavelength,6 k ' and 
k have the same magnitudes. It follows (see Figure 6.6) that k' and k make the same 
angle 0 with the plane perpendicular to K. Therefore the scattering can be viewed 
as a Bragg reflection, with Bragg angle 0, from the family of direct lattice planes 
perpeodk r to the reciprocal lattice vector K 
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K • k ' -k 

k' 

Figure6.6 
The plane of the paper contains the incident wave 
vector k, the reflected wave vector k' , and their differ
ence K satisfying tht> Laue condition. Since the scat
tering is clastic (k' = k ), the din:ction of K bisects the 
angle between k and k'. The dashed line is the inter
section o f the plane perpendicular to K with the plane 
of the paper. 

To demonstrate that this reflection satisfies the Bragg condition (6.2), note that 
tJ1e vector K is an integral multiple 7 of the shortest reciprocal lattice vector K0 parallel 
to K. According to the theorem on page 90, the magnitude of K0 is just 2nfd, where 
d is the distance between successive planes in the family perpendicular to K0 or to 
K. Thus 

2nn 
K = d . 

• 
On the other hand, it follows from Figure 6.6 that K = 2k sin 0, and thus 

k . 0 rrn 
sm =cr· 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

Since k = 2n/)., Eq. (6.11) implies that the wavelength satisfies the Bragg condition 
(6.2). 

Thus a Laue diffraction peak corresponding to a change in wave vector given by the 
reciprocal lauice vector K corresponds to a Bragg reflection from the family of direct 
lattice plane.<> perpe11dicular to K. The order, n, of the Bragg reflection is just the length 
of K divided by the length of tlte shortest reciprocal lattice vector parallel to K. 

Since the reciprocal lattice associated with a given Bravais lattice is far more easily 
visualized than the set of all possible planes into which the Bravais lattice can be 
resolved, the Laue condition for djffractjon peaks is far more simple to work with 
than the Bragg condition. In the rest of this chapter we shall appJy the Laue condition 
to a description of three of the most important ways in which X-ray crystallographic 
analyses of real samples are performed, and to a discussion of how one can extract 
information not only about the underlying Bravais lattice, but also about the arrange
ment of ions within the primitive cell. 

EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRIES SUGGESTED BY THE 
LAUE CONDITION 

An incident wave vector k will lead to a diffraction peak (or "Bragg reflection") if 
and only if the tip of the wave vector lies on a k-space Bragg plane. Since the set of all 

' This is an elementary consequence of the fact that the reciprocal lattice is a Bravai.~ lattice. See 
ChapterS, Problem 4. 
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Bragg planes is a discrete family of planes. it cannot begin to fill up three-dimensional 
k-space, and in general the tip of k will not lie on a Bragg plane. Thus for a fixed 
incident wave vector- i.e., for a fixed X-ray wavelength and fixed incident direction 
relative to the crystal axes- there will be in general no diliraction peaks at all. 

If one wishes to search experimentally for Bragg peaks one must therefore relax 
the constraint of fixed k, either varying the magnitude ofk (i.e., varying the wavelength 
of the incident beam) or varying its direction (in practice, varying the orientation of 
the crystal with respect to the incident direction). 

The Ewald Construction 

A simple geometric construction due to Ewald is of great help in visualizing these 
various methods and in deducing the crystal structure from the peaks so o bserved. 
We draw ink-space a sphere centered on the tip of the incident wave vector k of radius 
k (so that it passes through the origin). Evidently (see fjgure 6.7) there will be some 
wave vector k' satisfying the Laue condition if and only if some reciprocal lattice 
point (in adrution to the origin) lies on the surface of the sphere, in which case there 
will be a Bragg reflection from the family of direct lat tice p lanes perpendicular to 
that reciprocal lattice vector. 

Figurcp 
The Ewald conslrllction. Given the 
incident wave vector k., a sphere of 
radius k is drawn about the point k. 
Diffraction peaks corresponding to re
ciprocal lattice vectors K will be ob
served only ifK gives a reciprocal lattice 
point on the suiface of the sphere. Such 
a reciprocal lattice vector is indicated in 
the figure, t(•get~cr v.ith the wave vector 
k' of the Bragg reflected ray. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

• • 

• 

• 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • 

• 

• • • 

Jn general, a sphere in k-space with the origin on its surface will have no other 
reciprocal lattice points on its surface, and therefore the Ewald const ruction con
firms our observation that for a general incident wave vector there will be no Bragg 
peaks. O ne can, however, ensure that some Bragg peaks will be produced by several 
techniques: 

1. The Laue Method One can continue to scatter from a single crystal of fixed 
orientation from a fixed incident rurcction fl, but can search for Bragg peaks by 
using not a monochromatic X-ray beam, but one containing wavelengths from 
11 up to A.o. The Ewald sphere will then expand into the region contained between 
the two spheres determined by k0 = 2nfi/J.0 and k1 = 2nD./)." and Bragg peaks 
will be observed corresponding to any reciprocal lattice vectors lying within this 
region (Figure 6.8). By making the spread in wavelengths sufficiently large, one 
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• 

• 

fi1,'tlre 6.8 
The Ewald construction for 
the Laue method. The crystal 

• • • • • • • and incident X-ray direchon 
are fixed, and a continuous 
range o f wavelengths, corre-

• • spooding to wa\'t: vectors 
between k0 and k 1 in rnagni-
rude, is present. The Ewald 

• • • spheres for all incident wa\'C 
vectors fill the shaded region 

• • • 
between the sphere centered 
o n the tip of the vector k0 

and that centered on the tip 

• • • • • • • of k 1• Bragg peaks wiD be 
observed corresponding to 
all reciprocal Janice poants 

• • • • lying within the shaded re-
gion. (for simplicity in illus-
tmtion, the incident direction 

• • • • • • has been taken to lie in a 
lattice plane, and only recip-
rocal lattice points lying m 
that plane are shown.) 

can be sure of finding some reciprocal lattice points within the region; whereas 
by keeping it from gettmg too large, one can avoid too many Bragg reflections, 
thereby keeping the picture fairly simple. 

The Laue method is probably best suited for determining the orientation of 
a single crystal specimen whose structure is known, since, for example, if the 
incident direction lies along a symmeuy axis of the crystal, the pattern of spots 
produced by the Bragg reflected rays will have the same symmetry. Since solid 
state physicists generally do study substances of known crystal structure, the 
Laue method is probably the one of greatest practical interest. 

2. 1l1e Rotating-Crystal Method This method uses monochromatic X rays, but 
allows the angle of incidence to vary. In practice the direction of the X-ray beam 
is kept fixed, and the orientation of the crystal varied instead. In the ro tating 
crystal method the crystal is rotated about some fixed axis, and aJI Bragg pt.."aks 
that occur during the rotation arc recorded on a film. As the crystal rotates, the 
reciprocal lattice it determines w1ll rotate by the same amount about the same 
axis. Thus the Ewald sphere (which is determined by the fixed incident wave 
vector k) is fixed in k-space, while the entire reciprocal lattice rotates about the 
axis of rotation of the crystal. During this rotation each reciprocal lattice point 
traverses a circle about the rotation axis, and a Bragg reflection occurs whenever 
this circle intersects tl1e Ewald sphere. This is illustrated in Figure 69 for a 
particularly simple geometry. 

3. The Po"der or Debye-Sd1errer Method This is equivalent to a rotating crystal 
experiment in which, in addition, the axis of rotation is varied over all possible 
orientations. In practice this isotropic averaging of the incident direction is 

• 
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Figure 6.9 
The Ewald const.ruclion for the rotating-crystal method. For 
simplicity a case 1S shown ID which the incident wave "ector lies 
in a Ia nice plane, and the axis of rotation is perpendicular to that 
plane. The concentric circles are the orbits swept out under the 
rotation by the reciprocal lattice vectors lying in the plane per
pendicular to the axis containing k . Each intersection of such a 
circle with the Ewald sphere gives the wave vector of a Bragg 
reflected ray. (Additional Bragg reflected wave vectors associated 
with reciprocal lattice vectors in other planes arc not shown.) 

achieved by using a polycrystalline sample or a powder, grains of which are still 
enormous on the atomic scale and therefore capable of diffracting X rays. Because 
the crystal axes of the individual grains are randomly o riented. the diffraction 
pattern produced by such a powder is what one would produce by combining 
the diffraction patterns for all possible orientations of a single crystal. 

The Bragg reflections are now determined by fixing t he incident k vector, and 
with it the Ewald sphere, and allowing the reciprocal lattice to rotate through all 
possible angles about t he o rigin, so that each reciprocal lattice vector K generates 
a sphere of radius K about the origin. Such a sphere will intersect the Ewald 
sphere in a circle (Figure 6. l 0a) provided that K is less than 2k. The vector 
joining any point on such a circle with the tip of the incident vector k is a wave 
vector k', for which scattered radiation will be observed. Thus each reciprocal 
lattice vector of length less than 2k generates a cone of scattered radiation at an 
angle c/J to the for ward direction, where (Figure 6.10b) 

K = 2k sin -i¢. (6.12) 
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(a) (b) 

Figure6.10 
The Ewald construction for the powder method. (a) The Ewald sphen: is the smaller sphere. 
It is centered on the tip o f the incident wave vector k with radius k, so that the o rigin 0 is on its 
sur face. The larger sphere is centered on the origin and has a radius K . The two spheres intersect 
in a circle (foreshoncned to an ellipse). Bragg reOcctions wiU occur for any wave vector k' con
necting any point on the circle of intersection to the tip of the vf..-ctor k . The scattered rays 

• therefore he on the cone that opens in the direction opposite to k. (b) A plane section of (a), 
containing the incident wave vector. The triangle IS isosceles, and thus K = 2k sin t<J>. 

By measuring the angles 4> at which Bragg reflections arc observed, one therefore 
learns the lengths of a ll reciprocal lattice vectors shorter than 2k. Armed with this 
information, some facts about the macroscopic crystaJ symmetry, and the fact that 
the reciprocal lattice is a Bravais lattice, one can usuaJiy construct the reciprocaJ 
lattice itself (see, for example, Problem 1). 

DIFFRACTION BY A MONATOMIC LATIICE WITH A BASIS; 
THE GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR 

The preceding discussion was based on the condition (6. 7) tha t rays scattered from 
each primitive cell should interfere constructively. If the crystal structure is that of 
a monatomic lattice with an n-atom basis (for example, carbon in the diamond 
structure or hexagonal close-packed beryllium, both or wh ich have n = 2), then the 
contents of each primitive cell can be further anaJyzed into a set or idenLicaJ scattercrs 
at positions d" . . . , d., within the cell. The intensity o f radiation in a given Bragg peak 
will depend o n the extent to which the rays scattered from these basis sites interfere 
with one another, being greatest when there is complete constructive interference and 
vanishing altogether should there happen to be complete destructive interference. 

If the Bragg peak is associated with a change in wave vector k ' - k = K,then the 
phase difference (Figure 6.4) between the rays scattered at d ; and dJ will be K · (d , -
d1) and the amplitudes of the two rays will differ by a factor e•"~<·<d,-d,)_ Thus the 
amplitudes of the rays scattered at d 1, • •• , d , aie in the ratios it<·d,, ,.tK·d.. The net 
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ray scattered by the entire primitive cell is the sum of the individual rays, and will 
therefore have an amplirude containing the factor 

n 

S.: = I, efK ·d,_ (6.13) 
}=I 

The quantity s~~., known as the geometrical structure factor, expresses the extent 
to which interference of the waves scattered from identical ions within the basis can 
diminish the intensity of the Bragg peak associated with the reciprocal lattice vector 
K.. The intensity in the Bragg peak, being proportional to the square of the absolute 
value of the amplitude, will contain a factor IS~~.I2• It is important to note that this 
is not the only source of K dependence to the intensity. Further dependence on the 
change in wave vector comes both from the ordinary angular dependence of any 
electromagnetic scattering, together with the influence on the scattering oft he detailed 
internal structure of each individual ion in the basis. Therefore the structure factor 
alone cannot be used to predict the absolute intensity in a Bragg pcak.8 It can, 
however, lead to a characteristic dependence on K that is easily discerned even though 
other less distinctive K dependences have been superimposed upon it. The one case, 
in which the structure factor can be used with assurance is when it vanishes. This 
occurs when the elements of the basis are so arranged that there is complete destructive 
interference for the Kin question ; in that case no features of the rays scattered by 
the individual basis elements can prevent the net ray from vanishing. 

We illustrate the importance of a vanishing structure factor in two cases9 : 

l. Body-Centered Cubic Considered as Simple Cubic with a Basis Since the body
centered cubic lattice is a Bravais lattice, we know that Bragg reflections will occur 
when the change in wave vector K is a vector of the reciprocaJ la ttice, which is face
centered cubic. Sometimes, however, it is convenient to regard the bee lattice as a 
simple cubic lattice generated by primitive vectors a~, ay, and a1? with a two-point 
basis consisting of d1 = 0 and d2 = (a/2)(~ + y + 2). From this point of view the 
reciprocal lattice is also simple cubic, with a cubic cell of side 2nfa.. However, there 
will now be a structure factor SK associated with each Bragg reflection. In the present 
case, (6.13) gives 

Stc = 1 + exp (iK · ja(x + f + Z)]. 
A general vector in the simple cubic reciprocal lattice has the form 

21t 
K = - (n1 ~ + n2Y + 1132). 

a 

Substituting this into (6.14), we find a structure factor 

s~~. = I + tfnl•t +•2 +• 31 = 1 + ( - l)"t + n2-r•3 

{
2, n1 + n2 + n3 even,} 

= 0, n 1 + n2 + n3 odd. 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

• A brief but thorough discussion ofthe scauering of ctcctromugoctic radiation by crystals, including 
tbc derivation of detailed intensity formulas for the various experimental geometries described above, is 
given by Landau and Lifshiu, Electrodynamics of Conlinuous Media, Chapter 15, Addison-Wesley. 
Reading. Mass .. 1966. 

9 Further example• -~ given in Problems 2 and 3 . 
• 
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Tims those points in the simple cubic reciprocal lattice, the sum of whose coor
dinates with respect to the cubic primitive vectors are odd, will actually have no 
Bragg reflection associated with them. This convens the simple cubic reciprocal lattice 
into the face-centered cubic structure that we would have had if we had treated the 
body-rentered cubic d irect lattice as a Bravais lattice rather than as a lattice with 
a basis (sec Figure 6.11). 

figure 6.11 
Points in the simple cubic reciprocal lattice of side 2nja, 
for which the structure factor (6.16) vanishes. are those 
(\~hitc circles) that can be reached from the origin by 
mo\ing along an odd number ofncarest-ncighborbonds. 
When such sites are elimina ted, the remaining sites 
(black circles) constitute a face-centered cubic lattice 
with cubic cell of S1de 4nJa. 

Thus if, either inadvertently or for reasons of greater symmetry in description, one · 
chooses to describe a Bravais lattice as a lattice with a basis, one still recovers the 
correct description of X-ray diffraction, provided that the vanishing of the structure 
factor is taken into account. 

2. Mofltltomic Diamond Lattice The monatomic diamond lattice (carbon, silicon, 
germanium, or grey tin) is not a Bravais lattice and must be described as a lattice 
with a basis. The underlying Bravais lattice is face-centered cubic, and the basis can 
be taken to be d 1 = 0, d2 = (a/4)(~ + ~ + 2), where~. y, and 2, are a long the cubic 
axes and a is the side of the conventional cubic cell. The reciprocal lattice is body
centered cubic with conventional cubic cell of side 4nfa. If we take as primitive 
vectors 

2n 2n 
b, = - (Y + ~ - ~). bz = - (2 + ~ - ~), 

a a 

then the structure factor (6.13) forK = I:n;b1 is 

S11 = I + exp [iin(n1 + 11 2 + n3)] 

2n 
b3 = -(~ + y - 2), (6.17} 

a 

2, n1 + n2 + n3 t\vice an even number, 
(6.18) 

L ± i, n1 + ''z + n3 odd, 
0, n 1 + n2 + n3 twice an odd number. 

To interpret these conditions on .En; geometrically, note that if we substitute (6.17) 
into K = .En;b;, we can write the general reciprocal lattice vector in the form 

(6.19) 
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3 

"i = i{n, + n 2 + t13) - n;. I, v1 = 1{n1 + n2 + n3 }. 
j G J 

(6.20) 

We know (see Chapter 5) that the redprocaJ to the fcc lattice with cubic cell of side 
a is a bee la ttice with cubic ceU of side 4nfa. Let us regard this as composed of two 
simple cubic lattices o f side 4nf a. TI1e first, containing the origin (K = 0), must 
have a ll v1 integers (according to (6.19)} and must therefore be g iven by K with 
n1 + n2 + n3 even (according t o (6.20)). The second, containing the "body-centered 
point" (4nfa}i(~ + y + 2}, must have all v1 integers + l (according to (6.19)) and 
must therefore be given by K with n1 + 112 + n3 odd (according to (6.20)). 

Comparing this with (6.18), we find tha t the points with structure factor 1 ± i 
.ue those in the simple cubic sublattice of "body-centered" points. Those whose 
structure factor S is 2 or 0 a re in the simple cubic sublattice containing the origin, 
where l:v1 is even when S = 2 and odd when S = 0. Thus the points with zero struc
ture factor are again removed by a pplying the constr uction illustrated in Figure 6. 11 
to the simple cubic sublattice containing the o rigin, converting it to a face-centered 
cubic structure (Figure 6.12). 

· -S=2 
e-s • l :t: • 
0-s~ o 

flgure 6.1.2 
The body-centered cubic lattice wilh cubic cell side 
4nfo tha t is reciprocal to a facc-ccntcred cubic lattice 
with cubic ceU side o. When the fcc latt1ce is that undcr
lymg the diamond structure, then the white circles 
indicate sites with zero structure fact or. (The black 
circles are sites with str ucture factor 2, and lhc gray ones 
are sites with structure factor I + i.) 

DIFFRACTION BY A POLVATOMIC CRYSTAL; 
THE ATOMIC FORM FACTOR 

U the ions in the basis a re not identical, the structure factor (6. 13) assumes the fonn 

" s" = L J1(K)e•H J, 
) • l 

(6.21) 

where fi, known as the aromic form factor, is entirely determined by the internal 
structure o f the ion that occupies position di in the basis. Identical ions have identical 
form factors (re~dless of where they are placed), so (6.21) reduces back to (6.13), 
multiplied by the common value of the form factors, in the monatomic case. 

In elementary treatments the atomic form factor associated with a Bragg reflection 
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given by the reciprocal lattice vector K is taken to be proportional to the Fourier 
transform of the electronic charge distribution of the corresponding ion 10 : 

fJ(K) = - ; I dr e"' ·• p1(r). (6.22) 

Thus the atomic form factor fJ depends on K and on the detailed features of the 
charge distribution of the ion thai occupies position d1 in the basis. As a result, one 
would not ex-pect the structure factor to vanish for any K unless there is some for
tuitous relation between form factors of different types. By making reasonable 
assumptions a bout the K dependence of the different form factors, one can often 
distinguish quite conclusively between various possible crystal structures on the basis 
o f the variation with K of the Bragg peak intensities (see, for example, Problem 5). 

This concludes our discussion of the Bragg reflection of X rays. Our analysis has 
exploited no properties of the X rays other than their wave nature. 11 Consequently 
we shall find many of the concepts and results of this chapter reappearing in sub
sequent discussions of other wave phenomena in solids, such as electrons (Chapter 9) 
and neutrons (Chapter 24). 12 

PROBLEMS 

l. Powder specimens of three different monatomic cubic crystals are analyzed with a Debye
Scherrer camera. It is known that one sample is face-centered cubic, one is body-centered cubic, 
and one has lbe diamond structure. The approximate positions of lbc first four diffraction rings 
in each case arc (sec Figure 6.13): 

VALUES OF ¢ FOR SAJ\.1PLES 

A B 
42.2" 
49.2 
72.0 
87.3 

28.8" 
41.0 
50.8 
59.6 

(a) Identify the crystal structures of A. 8, and C. 

c 
42.8• 
73.1 
89.0 

I I 5.0 

(b) If the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam is 1.5 A, what is the length of the side of the 
conventional cubic cell in cacb case? 

(c) If lhc diamond structure were replaced by a zincblcnde structure with a cubic unit cell 
of the same side, at what angles would the first four rings now occur? 

10 The electronic charge density Pit r) is that of an ion of type j placed at r = 0; thus the contribution 
of the ion at R + d, to the electronic charge density of the cry.ttal is p ,(r - (R + d,]). (The electronic 
charge is usually factored out of the atomic form factor to make it dimensionless.) 

11 As a result we ha"-e be.:n unable to make pcccise statements about the absolute intensity of the 
Bragg peaks. or about the diffuse baokground nfradiation in direction.~ not allowed by the Bragg condition. 

u Considered quantum mechanically, a particle of momentum p can be viewed a~ a wave of wave
length ). ~ hf p. 
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Figure 6.13 
Schematic view of a Debye-Scherrer camera. 
Dtffracuon peaks are recorded on the film st rip. lncid<nl bc.trn 

ISJI. 

'- Film 

2. ll is often convement to represent a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice as simple cubic, with 
a cubic primitive cell of side a and a four-point basis. 

(a) Show that the structure factor (6.13) is then either 4 or 0 at all points of the simple cubic 
reciprocal lattice. 

(b) Show that when points with zero s tructure factor are removed, the remaining points of 
the reciprocal lattice make up a body-centered cubic lattice with conventional cell of side 4n/a. 
Why is this to be expected? 

3. (a) Show that the structure factor for a monatomic hexagonaJ close-packed crystal s tructure 
can take on any of the six values I + ei""13 , n = I, ... , 6, as K ranges through the points of the 
simple hexagonal reciprocal lattice. 

(b) Show that all rcctprocal lattice points have nonvanishing structure factor in the plane 
perpendicular to the c-axis containing K = 0. 

(c) . Show that points of zero structure factor are found in alternate planes in the family of 
reciprocal latt ice planes perpendicular to the c-axis. 

(d) Show that in such a plane the point that ts displaced from K = 0 by a vector parallel to 
the c-axis has zero structure factor. 

(e) Show that the removal of all points of zero structure factor from such a plane reduces the 
triangular network of reciprocal lattice pomts to a honeycomb array (Figure 4.3). 

4. Consider a lattice wtth an u-ion basis. Suppose that the ith ion in the basis, when translated 
tor = 0. can be re~arded as composed of'"' point particles of charge - z11e, located at positions 
b,rj = I , .. , m,. 

(a) Show that the a tomic form factor / 1 is gtven b}' 

(6.23) 

(b) Show that the total structure factor (6.21) implied by (6.23) is identical to the structure 
factor one would have found if the lattice were cqUJvalently described as having a basis of 
m 1 + ' ' + mw point iOnS. 

5. (a) The sod1um chloride Slructure (Figure 4.24) can be regarded as an fcc Bravats 
lattice or cube side a. w1th a basisconsistjng of a positively charged ion at the ori~in and a negatively 
charged ion at (u/2)i. The reciprocal lattice JS body-centered cubic. and the general reciprocal 
lattice vector has the form (6.19). wtth all the coefficients 1', either mtegers or integers +!·. If the 
atomicfonn ractorsfor the two ions are f.,. and/- . show that the structure factor iss ... = f .. +f- . 
if the v, are integers. and f. - f - , if the v, are integers + f . (Why docs S vanish in the latter 
case when/+ = f - ?) 

(b) The zincblende structure (Figure 4. I 8) is a lso a face<entered cubic Bravais lattice of cube 
side a. with a basis cons1stmg of a positively charged ion at the origin and a negatively charged 
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ion at (a/4)(x + y + i). Show that the structure factor Sr. is f ., ± if- if the ''• are integers +t 
f., + f - if the v1 arc integers and I:v1 is even. and f• - f - if the v1 are integers and I:v1 is odci 

(c) Suppose that a cubic crystal is known to be composed of closed-shell (and hence spheri
cally symmetric) ions, so that/, (K} depends only on the magnitudeofK. The positions of the Bragg 
peaks reveal that the Bravais lattice is face-centered cubic. Discuss how one might determine, 
from the structure factors associated with the Bragg peaks, whether the crystal structure was 

likely to be of the sodium chloride or zincblcnde type. 

• 
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In Chapters 4 and 5, only the translational symmetries of Bravais lattices were 
described and exploited For example, the existence and basic properties of the 
reciprocal lattice depend only on the existence of three primitive direct lattice vectors 
a,. and not on any special relations that may hold among tbem.1 The translational 
symmetries are by far the most important for the general theory of solids. It is never
theless clear from examples already described that Bravais lattices do fall naturally 
into categories on the basis of symmetries other than translational. Simple hexagonal 
Bravais lattices, for example, regardless of the cfa ratio, bear a closer resemblance 
to one another than they do to any of the three types of cubic Bravais lattice we 
have described 

It is the subject of crystallography to make such distinctions systematic and 
precise. 2 Uere we shall only indicate the basis for the rather elaborate crystallographic 
classifications, giving some of the major categories and the language by which they 
are described In most applications what matters are the features of particular cases, 
rather than a systematic general theory, so few solid state physicists need master the 
full analysis of crystallography. Indeed, the reader with little taste for the subject can 
skip this chapter entirely with little loss in understanding what follows, referring 
back to it on occasion for the elucidation of arcane terms. 

THE CLASSIFICATIO~ OF BRAVAIS LATTICES 

The problem of classifying all possible crystal structures is too complex to approach 
directly, and we first consider only the classification of Bravais lattices.3 From tbe 
point of view of symmetry, a Bravais lattice is characterized by the specification of 
all rigid operations4 that take the lattice into itself. This set of operations is known 
as the symmetry group or space group of the Bravais lattice.5 

The operations in the symmetry group of a Bravais lattice include all translations 
through lattice vectors. In addition, however, there will in general be rotations, 
reflections, and inversions6 that take the lattice into itself. A cubic Bravais lattice, 
for example, is taken into itselrby a rotation through 90• about a line oflattice points 
in a (I 00) direction, a rotation through 120° about a line of lattice points in a ( J I I) 
direction, reflection of all points in a { 100} lattice plane, etc.; a simple hexagonal 
Bravais lattice is taken into itself by a rotation through 60" about a line of lattice 
points parallel to the c-axis. reflection in a lattice plane perpendicular to the c-axis, etc. 

1 An example of such a relation is the orthonormality condi tion a,· a1 = a1{),1• holding for the 
appropriate primitive vectors in a simple cubic Bravais lau ice. 

2 A detailed view of the subject c-.tn be found in M. J . Buerger. Elem<·lllory Crystallography. Wiley, 
New York. 1963. 

• ln this chapter a Bra\·ai~ Ia nice is 'iewed as the crystal st ructure formed by placing at each point 
of an abstract Bravais lattice 8 basis of maximum possible symmetry (such as 8 sphere. centered on the 
lattice poim) so that no symmetries of the point Bravatslatuce are lost because of the onsenion of the basis. 

~ Operations that preserve the distance between all lattice points. 
• We shall avoid the language of mathcm;;lical group theory. sincr we shall make no use of the 

an;;lytical conclusions to which it leads. 
• Reflection in a plane replaces an object by its mirror image in that plane; inversion in a point P 

takes the point with coordinates r (wtlh respect toP as origin) mto - r . All Bravais I au ices have tnversoon 
S)'mrnetry in any 1>!11ice poin t (Problem I). 
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Any symmetry operation of a Bravais lattice can be compounded out of a trans
lation TR th rough a la tt ice vector R and a rigid operat ion leaving at least one Jaltice 
point fixed.7 This js not immediately obvtous. A simple cubic Bravais lalt ice, for 
example, is ten fixed by a rotation through 90 about a ( 100) axis that passes through 
the center of a cubic primitive cell with lattice points at the eight vertices of the 
cube. This is a rigid operation that leaves no laltice point fixed. However, it can be 
compounded out of a translation through a Bravais Jau ice vector and a rotation 

• P 

(ol 

u 

0 0 
(b) 

Fi::ure 7.1 
(a) A simple cubic !:mice is carried into itself by a rotatton through 90 
about an axis that contalJlS no lattice pomts. The rotation axis is perp.en· 
dtcular to the page. and only the four l:~tticc points closest to the axis in 
a smJ1Ie lattice plane are shovm. (b) Illustrating how the same final result 
can be compounded out of(at Jen)a trnnslation through a lmticeconstant 
and (at rig}lt) a rota tion about the lattice point numbered I. 

about a hne of lattice points, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. That such a representation 
is always possible can be seen as follows : 

Consider a symmetry operation S thut leaves no la tt ice point fixed. Suppose it 
takes the origin oft he lattice 0 into the point R. Consider next the operation one gets 
by fi rst applying S, and then applying a translation through - R, which we d.mote 
by T_R. The composite operation, which we call T_RS, is also a symmetry of the l ;~tticc, 
but it leaves the origin fixed, since S transports the ongin to R while T R carries R 
back to the origin. Thus T..RS ts an operat ion that leaves at least one latt ice point 
(namely tbe origrn) fixed. If, however, afier performing the operation T ~'i we then 
perform the operation 'fR, the result is equivalent to the operationS alone, since the 
final application o r 1R just undoes the preceding application of T R· Therefore s can 
be compounded out of T RS• wruch lea"cs a point fixed. and Tit. which IS a pure 
translation. 

' Note 1ha1 tran~l~unn through a lomicc vector (olh~ th3n OJ lea\CS no poim fiwd 
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Thus the full symmetry group of a Bravais lattice8 concains only operations of 
the follmving form: 

I. Translations through Bravais lattice vectors; 
2. Operations that leave a particular point of the lattice fixed ; 
3. Operations that can be constructed by successive applications of the operations 

of type ( 1) or (2). 

1l1e Seven Crystal Systems 

When examining nontranslational symmetries, one often considers not the entire 
space group of a Bravais lattice, but only those operations that leave a particular 
point fixed (Le., the operations in category (2) above). This subset oftbe full symmetry 
group of the Bravais lattice is called the point gro11p of the Bravais lattice. 

There turn out to be only seven distinct point groups that a Bravais lattice can 
have.9 Any crystal structure belongs to one of seven crystal systems, depending on 
which of these seven point groups is the point group of its underlying Bravais lattice. 
The seven crystal systems are enumerated in the next section. 

(d) (b) 

Fit:urc 7.1 
(a) Evcrysymmetryoperation of a cube isalsoa symmetry opera !Jon 
of a regular octahedron, and vice versa. Thus the cubic group is 
identical to the octahedral group. (b) Not every symmetry operation 
of a cube is a symmetry operation of a regular tetrahedron. For 
example, rotation through 90" about the indicated vertical axis takes 
the cube into itself, but not the tetrahedron . 

. 

• 

• We shall see below thnt a general crystal ~tructure can have addicional symmetry operations that 
are not of types (I). (2), or (3). They are known as "screw axes" and "glide planes." 

0 Two point groups arc identical if chcy concain precisely the same operations. For example. the set 
of all symmetry operations of a cube is idenucal co the set of all symmetry operations of a regular octahe
dron, as can readily be seen by inscr1bing the octahedron suitably in the cube (Figure 7.2a). On t.he other 
hand. the symmetry group of the cube IS not cqui,alentto the symmetry group of the regular tetrahedron. 
The cube has more symmetry operations (l'igure 7.2b). 
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The Fourteen Bravais Lattices 

When one relaxes the restriction to point operations and considers the full symmetry 
group of the Bravais lattice , there tum out to be founeen distinct space groups that a 
Bravais lattice can have. 10 Thus, from the point of view of symmetry, there are 
fourteen different kinds of Bravais lattice. This enumeration was first done by M . L. 
Frankenhcim (1842). Frankcnheim miscounted, however, rep<>rting fifteen possibili
ties. A. Bravais (1845) was the first to count the categories co1Tectly. 

Enwneration of the Seven Crystal Systems and Fourteen Bravais Lattices 

We list below the seven crystal systems and the Bravais lattices belonging to each. 
The number of Bravais lattices in a system is given in parentheses after the name of 
the system: 

Cubic (3) The cubic system contains those Bravais lattices whose point group is just 
the symmetry group of a cube (Figure 7.3a). Three Bravais lattices with noneqwvalent 
space groups all have the cubic point group. They are the simple cubic, body-cf!ntered 
cubic, and face-centered cubic. All three have been described in Chapter 4. 

Tetragonal (2) One can reduce the symmetry or a cube by pulling on two opposite 
faces to stretch it into a rectangular prism with a square base, but a height not equal 
to the sides of the square (Figure 7.3b). The symmetry group of such an object is the 
tetragonal group. By so stretching the simple cubic Bravais lattice one constructs the 
simple tetragonal Bravais lattice, which can be characterized as a Bravais lattice 
generated by three mutually perpendicular primitive vectors, only two of which 
are of equal length. The third axis is called the c-axis. By similarly stretching the 
body-centered and face-centered cubic lattices only one more Bravais lattice of the 
tetragonal system is constructed, the centered tetragonal. 

To see why there is no distinction between body-centered and face-centered te
tragonal, consider Figure 7.4a, which is a representation or a centered tetragonal 
Bravais lattice viewed along the c:-axis. The points 2 lie in a lattice plane a distance 

10 The equivalence of two Bravais lattice space groups is a somewhat more subtle notion than the 
equivalence of two point groups (although both redoce to the concept of"isomorphi, m" in abstract group 
theory). It is no longer enough to say that two space groups arc equi~alent iftbey ha"e the same operations. 
for the operations of identical space groups can differ in inconsequential ways. For example, two simple 
cubic Bravais lattices with different lattice constants. a and a'. are considered to have the same space 
groups even though the translations in one are Ul steps of a, whereas the translations tn the other are in 
steps of o". Similarly, we would like to rqtard all simple hexagonal Bm.,ais lanices as having identical space 
groups, regardless of the value of c/o. which is clearly irrelevant to the total ~Jimmctry of the structure. 

We can get around this problem by noting that in such cases one can continuously deform a structure 
of a given t)"pe into another of the same type without C''er losing any of the symmetry crperations along 
the way. Thus one can uniformly expand the cube axes from a to a', alwnys mnintaining the simple cubic 
sym.meiJy. or one can stretch (or shrmk) the c-ax1s (or a-axis), always mainr:.unrng the simple bC"Xagonal 
symmetry. Therefore two Bravais lattices can be said to have the same space group if It IS possible con
tinuously to transform one into the other in such a way that every symmetry opc.rauon of the first is con
tinuously transformed into a S}mmctry operation of the second. and there are no add1tional symmetry 
operations of the second not so obtamcd from symmetry operations of the first. 
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a 

(a) 

c 

(b) 

(d) 

b 
(e) 

b 

c 
(f) 

< > 

~ rVa 
a 

w (g) 

c 

Figure 7.3 
Objects whose symmetnes 
are the potnt-group SYmme
tries of Bravais lauices be
longing to the seven crystal 
SYStems: (a) cubic: (b) te
tragonal ; (c) onhorhombic ; 
(d) monoclinic; (e) triclinic; 
(f) trigonal; (g) hexagonal. 

c/2 from the lattice plane containing the points 1. Jf c = a, the struct ure is nothing 
but a body-centered cubic Bravais lattice, and for general cit can evidently be viewed 
as the result of stretching the bee lattice along the c-axis. I Iowever, precisely the same 
lattice can also be viewed along the c-axis, as in Figure 7.4b, with the lattice planes 
regarded as centered square arrays of side a' = .j2a. Jf c = a'/2 = ajfl, the struc
ture is nothing but a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice, and for general c it can 
therefore be viewed as the result of stretching the fcc lattice a long the c-axis. 

Putting it the other way around, face-centered cubic and body-centered cubic are 
both special cases of centered tetragonal, in which the particular value o f the cj a 
ratio introduces extra symmetries that a re revealed most clearly when one views the 
lattice as in Figure 7.4a (bee) or Figure 7.4b {fcc). 

Orthn,.hombic (4) Continuing to still less symmetric deformations o f the cube, one 
can reduce tetragonal symmetry by deforming the square faces oft he object in Figure 
7.3b into rectangles, producing an object with mutually perpendicular sides o f three 
unequal lengths (Figure 7.3c). The orthorhombic group is the symmetry group of 
such an object. By stretching a simple tetragonal lattice a long one of the a-axes 
(Figure 7.5a and b), one produces the simple orthorhombic Bravais lattice. However. 
by stretching the simple tetragonal lattice a long a square diagonal (Figure 7.5c and 
d) one produces a second Bravais lattice of orthorhombic point group svmmetry, the 
base-cemered orthorhombic. 
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I I CDi~,~ CD 
® 0 0 2 

I I I CD I CD 
® ® ® 

I I CD I CD 
® ® 0 2 

CD I CD 
{a) {b) 

}'igure 7.4 
Two ways of viewing the same centered tetragonal Bravais lattice. The view is along the 
c-ruds. The points labeled I lie in a lattice plane perpendicular to the c-axis, and the points 
labeled 2 lie in a paraUel lattice plane a distance c/2 away. ln (a) the points I are viewed 
as a simple square array, stressing that centered tetragonal is a disto(tion of body-centered 
cubic. ln (b) the points I are viewed as a centered square array, stressing that centered 
tetragonal is also a distortion of face-centered cubic . 

• 

(a) (b) 

• "'. • / 
fc) (d) 

FigUfe 7.5 
Two ways of defonning the same simple tetragonal Bravais lattice. The view is along 
the c-axis, and a sin!!le lattice plane is shown. In (a) bonds are drawn to emphasize that 
the points in the plane can be viewed as a simple square array. Stretching along a side 
of that array leads to the rectangular nets (b), stacked directly above one another. The 
resulting Bravais lattice is simple orthorhombic. In (c) lines are drawn to emphasize 
that the same array of points as shown in (a) can also be viewed a.~ a centered square 
array. Stretching along a side of that array (i.e .. along a diagonal of the square array 
emphasized in (a)) yields the centered rectangular nets (d), stacked directly above one 
another. The resuf Bravais lattice is base-centered orthorhombic. 
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In the same way, one can reduce the point symmetry of the centered tetragonaJ 
lattice to orthorhombic in two ways, stretching citber along one set of parallel lines 
drawn in Figure 7.4a to produce body-centered orthorhombic, or along one set of 
parallel lines in Figure 7.4b, producing face-C£ntered orthorhombic. 

These four Bravais lattices exhaust the orthorhombic system. 

Monoclinic (2) One can reduce orthorhombic symmetry by distorting the rectan
gular faces perpendicular to the c-a"is in Figure 7.3c into general parallelograms. 
The symmetry group of the resulting object (Figure 7.3d) is the monoclinic group. 
By so distorting the simple orthorhombic Bravais lattice one produces the simple 
monoclinic Bravais lattice, which has no symmetries other than those required by the 
fact that it can be generated by three primitive vectors, one of which is perpendicular 
to the plane of the other two. Similarly, distorting the base-centered orthorbombic 
Bravais lattice produces a lattice with the same simple monoclinic space group. How
ever, so distorting either the face-centered or body-centered orthorhombic Bravais 
lattices produces the centered monoclinic Bravais lattice (Figure 7.6). 

1:1gure 7.6 
View along the c-axis of a centered monoclinic 
Bravais lattice. The points labeled I lie in a 
lattice plane perpendicular to the c-axis. The 
points labeled 2 lie in a parallel lattice plane a 
distance c/2 away, and are directly above the 
centers of the parallelograms formed by the 
points I. 

Note that the two monoclinic Bravais lattices correspond to the two tetragonl\_1 
ones. The doubling in the orthorhombic case reflects the fact that a rectangular net 
and a centered rectangular net have distinct two-dimensional symmetry groups, while 
a square net and centered square net are not distinct, nor are a parallelogram net 
and centered parallelogram net. 

Tliclinic (J) The destruction of the cube is completed by tilting the c-axis in Figure 
7.3d so that it is no longer perpendicular to the other two, resulting in the object 
pictured in Figure 7.3c, upon which there are no restrictions except that pairs of oppo
site faces are parallel. By so distorting either monoclinic Bravais lattice one constructs 
the tric/inic Bravais lattice. This IS the Bravais lattice generated by three primitive 
vectors with no special relationships to one another, and is therefore the Bravais 
lattice of minimum symmetry. The triclinic point group is not, however, the group 
of an object without any symmetry, since any Bravais lattice is invariant under an 
inversion in a lattice point. That, however, is the only symmetry requited by the 
general definition of a Bravais lattice, and therefore the only operationu in the 
tricl inic point group. 

By so torturing a cube we have arrived at twelve of the fourteen Bravais lattices 
and five of the seven crystal systems. We can find the thirteenth and sixth by returning 
to the original cube anc.l distorting it differently: 

11 Othcc than the Identity operauon (which leaves the lattice where 11 1.s), which is always counted 
among the members of a symme1ry group. 

• 
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Trigonal (1) The trigonal point group describes the symmetry of the object one 
produces by stretching a cube along a body diagonal (Figure 7.3[). The lattice made 
by so distorting any of the three cubic Bravais lattices is the rhombohedral (or trigonal) 
Bravais lattice. It is generated by three primitive vectors of equal length that make 
equal angles v.'ith one anothcr.l 2 

Finally, unrelated to the cube, is: 

Hexagonal (J) The hexagonal point group is the symmetry group of a right prism 
with a regular hexagon as base (Figure 7.3g). The ~;imp/e hexagonal Bravais lattice 
(described in Chapter 4) bas the hexagonal point group and is the only Bravais lattice 
in the hexagonal system.13 

The seven crystal systems and fourteen Bravais lattices described above exhaust 
the possibilities. This is far from obvious (or the lattices would have been known as 
Frankenbeim lattices). However, it is of no practical importance to understand why 
these are the only distinct cases. lt is enough to know why the categories exist. and 
what they are. 

THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC POINT GROUPS AND SPACE GROUPS 

We next describe the results of a similar analysis, applied not to Bravais lattices but 
to general crystal struct ures. We consider the structure obtained by translating an 
arbitrary object through the vectors of any Bravais lattice, and try to classify the 
symmetry groups of tbe arrays so obtained. These depend both on the symmetry of 
the object and the symmetry of the Bravais lattice. Because the objects are no longer 
required to bave maximum (e.g., spherical) symmetry, the number of symmetry groups 
is greatly increased: there turn out to be 230 different symmeli}' groups that a lattice 
with a basis can have, known as the 230 space groups. (This is to be compared with 
the fourteen space groups that result when the basis is required to be completely 
symmetric.) 

The possible point groups of a general crystal structure have also been enumerated. 
These describe the symmetry operations that take the crystal structure into itself 
while leaving one point fixed (i.e., tbe nontranslational symmetries). There are thirty
two distinct point groups that a crystal structure can have, known as the thirty-two 
cryscallographic point groups. (This is to be compared with the seven point groups 
one can have when the basis is required to have full symmetry.) 

These various numbers and their relations to one another are summarized in 
Tabte 7.L 

The thirty-two crystallographic point groups can be constructed out of the seven 
Bravais lattice point groups by systematically considering all possible ways of re
ducing the symmetry of the objects (Figure 7.3) characterized by these groups. 

Each of the twenty-five new groups constructed in this way is associated with one 

12 Special values of that angle may introduce extra symmelrics. in wbicb case lbe lauice may actually 
be ooe of the three cubic types. See, for example, Problem 2{a). 

u lf one tries to produce funber Bravais lattices from distortions of the simple hexagonal, one finds 
that changing the angle between the two primitive vectors of equal length perpendicular to the c-axis yields a 
base-centered orthorhombic lattice, changing their magnitudes as wdl leads to monoclinic, and tilting 
the c-axis !rom the perpendicular leads, in general, to tridink. 
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Table 7. 1 
POII''T AND SPACE GROUPS OF BRAVAIS LATTICES A~"D CRYSTAL STRUCTURES 

Number of . 
pomt groups: 

Number of 
space groups: 

BRAVAIS LATTICE 

(BASIS OF SPHERICAL SYMMETRY) 

7 
\'the 7 crystal systems") 

14 
("the 14 Br<~vais lattices·') 

CRYSTAL STRUCTL'IU! 

(BASIS Of ARBITRARY SYMMETRY) 

32 
("the 32 crystallographic point groups") 

230 
("the 230 space groups") 

of the seven crystal systems according to the following rule : Any group constructed 
by reducing the symmetry of an object characterized by a particular crystal system 
continues to belong to that system until the symmetry bas been reduced so far that 
all of the remaining symmetry operations of the object are also found in a less sym
metrical crystal system; when this happens the symmetry group of the object is 
assigned to the less symmetrical system. Thus the crystal system of a crystallographic 
point group is that of the least symmetric14 of the seven Bravais lattice poim groups 
containing every symmetry operation of the crystallographic group . 

.-- ------ Cubic 

J 
Hexagonal Tetragonal 

Trigont Lortho}honJbic 

l 
L-------Monoclinic 

l 
Tridinic 

Figurc 7 .7 
The hierarchy of symmetries among the seven crystal systems. 
Each Bravais lattice point group contains all those that can be 
reached from it by moving in the direction of the arrows. 

Objects with the symmetries of the five crystallographic point groups in the cubic 
system are pictured in Table 7.2. Objects with the symmetries of the twenty-seven 
noncubic crystallographic groups are shown in Table 7.3. 

Crystallographic point groups may contain the following kinds of symmetry 
operations: 

l. Rotations through lntegrall\1ultiplcs of 2n n about Some Axis The axis is called 
ann-fold rotation axis. It is easily shown (Problem 6) that a Bravais lattice can 

•• The notion of a hierarchy of crystal system symmetries needs some elaboration. ln Figure 7.7 each 
crystal system is more symmetric than any that can be reached from it by moving along arrows; i.e., the 
corresponding Bravais Janice point group has no operations that are ool also in the groups from which it 
can be so re-ached. There appears to be some ambiguity in this scheme since the four pain. cubic-hexagonal, 
tetragonal-hexagon al. tetragonal-trigonal. and mthorhombie-Lrigonal are not ordered by the arrows. 
Thus one might imagine an object all of whose symmetry operations belonged to both the tetragonal and 
trigonal groups but to no group lower than both of these. The symmetry group of such an object could 
be said to belong to either the tetragonal or trigonal systems. since there would be no unique system of 
lowest. symmetry. It turns out. however, both in this and the other thr« ambiguous cases. that all symmetry 
elements common to both gro ups in a pair also belong tO a group that is lower than both in the hierarchy. 
(For example, any element common to both lhe tetragonal and the trigonal groups al~o belongs to the 
monoclinic group.) There is therefore a lways a unique group of lowest symmetry. 
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Table 7.2 
O BJECTS "lUI THE S\MMETR\' OF THE fi'VI:. CUBIC CRYSTALLOGR-\PJ-IIC 
POINT GROUPS" 

(ln3m) 

1.:J m 

(mJ) 

• To the left of each object as the Schoenflies !\llme of itS S)mrnetry !!JOUp and to the right is the 
antemational name. The unpacrured faces may he deduced from the f.tct that rotation about a 
body diagonal through 120 is a symmetry op;:ration for all five objects. (Such an a~as is shoY.n 
on the undecorated cube.) 

contain only 2-, 3-, 4-, or 6-fold axes. Since the crystallographic point groups are 
contained in the Bravais lattice point groups. they too can only have these axes. 

2. Rota tion-Reflections hen when a rotation through 2n 11 1S not a symmetry 
element, sometimes such a rotation followed by a reflection in a plane perpen
dicular to the axis may be. The axis is then called an 11-fold rotation-reflection 
axis. For example. the groups S6 and Sol (Table 7.3) have 6- and 4-fold rotation
reflection axes. 

3. Rota tion-lm·ersions Similarly. sometimes a rotation through 2n 11 followed by an 
inversion in a point lying on the rotation axis is a symmetry element, even though 
such a rotation by itself is oor. The axis ts then called an u-fo\d rotation-inversion 
axis. The axis in Sol ITable 7.3). for e~:ample. is also a 4-fold rotation-inversion 
axis. However, the axts in S6 is only a 3-fold rotatlon-mverston axis. 

4. Reflections A reflection takes every point into its mirror image tn a p lane. known 
as a mirror plane. 
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Table7.3 
TiiE NO:"CL""BIC CRYSTAI.I.OGRAPHIC POINT CROUPS" 

SCHOEN- HEXAGONAL TETRAGO=--AL TR.IGO:O.AL ORTH~ MONOCLINIC TIUCUNIC lh"'''R-
FUES RHOMBIC NATIONAL 

c6 c. - cl Cz c. 

[] r< ") 

OJ (f) c. @ n 
...._ 

/ 

6 4 3 2 I 

C&, c. ;.::- c), Cz"/"" 

([] ) 

CD 
nmm 

c •• (nev~n) 

nm ...._ 
/ '-.v (nodd) 

6tron 4mm Jm 2mm 

cfJo c.h _ c,h 

([] (( / 

@ n/m 

...... / 

c,., 6/m 4/m 2/m 

CJo c.h (i> 

ITJ @ 
6 , m -n s. s6 s1 

C...../ [] (f) s. -
/ _ 

4 (Cl<) 3 (C,) I 

"'[] 
D. D1 Dz~ n2I ~ / 

OJ (n even) v. I 
I·· 

. 
n2 

'-._(/422 (V)-.........1/222 (n odd) 622 32 

D6h D•y -... Dv.~mm) 

[] r<... ..... .!!..£1. 
mm m 

...... / ...... (nfmmm) 

D,., 6/ mmm 4/mmm (l'h) 2 mmm 

Dv. 

OJ ii2m 
(n even) 

62m 
- 2 Dzo _ 

lf 
n -m 

t< ) (n odd) 
Dno -

....... / 

P'•> 42m 3-m 

• Table caption on p. 123. 
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Table 7.3 ( conJ inued) 
The unpictured faces can be deduced by imagining lhe representative o bjects to be rota ted aboul 
then-fold axis, which is always vertical. The Schoenflies name of the group is given to the left 
of the represen1ative object, and the international designation the right. The groups arc organized 
into vertical columns by crystal sysrem. and into horizontal rows by the Schoenflies or inter
national type. Note that lhe Schoenilies categories (given on the extreme left of the table) divide 
up the groups somewhat differently from the international categories (given on the extreme right). 
In most (but not all) cases the representative objects have been made by simply decorating in the 
appropriate symmetry reducing manner the faces of the objects used to represent lhe crystal 
systems (Bravais lattice point groups) in Figure 7.3. Exceptions are the trigonal groups and two 
of the hexagonal groups, where the figures have been changed to emphasize the similarity within 
the (horizontal) Schoenflics categories. For a representation of the trigonal groups by decorations 
of the object in Figure 7.3f. see Problem 4. 

5. Inversions An inversion has a single fixed point. If that point is taken as the 
origin, then every other point r is taken into - r . 

Point-Group Nomenclature 

Two nomenclatural systems, the Schonfties and the international, are in wide use. 
Both designations are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. 

Scltoenjlies Notation for the Noncuhic-Crystttllograpllit· Point G•·o11p.o; The Schoen flies 
categories are illustrated by grouping the rows in Table 7.3 according to the labels 
given on the left side. They are: 1 s 

C,: These groups contain only an n-fold rotation axis. 
C,.: In addition to then-fold axis, these groups have a mirror plane that contains 

the axis of rotation, plus as many additional mirror planes as the existence of 
the n-fold axis requires. 

C,h: TI1ese groups contain in addition to then-fold axis, a single mirror plane that 
is perpendicular to the axis. 

S,: These groups contain only an n-fold rotation-reflection axis. 
D, : In addition to an n-fold rotation axis, these gToups contain a 2-fold axis 

perpendicular to the n-fold axis, plus as many additional 2-fold axes as are 
required by the existence of then-fold axis. 

D,h : These (the most symmetric of the groups) contain all the elements of D, plus 
a mirror plane perpendicular to the n-fold axis. 

D,4 : These contain the elements of D, plus mirror planes containing the n-fold 
axis, which bisect the angles between the 2-fold axes. 

It is instructive to verify that the objects shown in Table 7.3 do indeed J1ave the 
symmetries required by their Schoenfties names. 

lntemational Notation for tlte Noncubic Crysral/og1·ap/lic Point Groups The interna
tional categories are illustrated by grouping the rows in Table 7.3 according to 

15 C stands for ucyclic," D for "dihedral," and S for "Spiegel" (mirror). The subscnpts /1, v, and d stand 
for Mhonzomal, ~ .. venical,- and "'diagonal," and refer to the placement of the mirror planes with respect 
to then-fold axis, considered LO be vcrlical. (The "diagonal" planes in D •• arc venical and bisect the angles 
between the 2-fold axes.) 
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the labels given on the right side. Three catcgones arc identical to the Schocnfties . 
categones: 

n is the same as C,.. 
nmm is the same as C"' The two m's refer to two distinct types o f mirror planes 

co11taining then-fold axis. What they are JS evident from the objects illustrating 6mm. 
4mm, and 2mm. These demonstrate that a 2j-fold axis takes a vertical mirror plane 
into j mirror p lanes, but in addition j others automatically appear, bisecting the 
angles between adjacent planes in the fi rst set. However, a (2j + 1)-fold axis takes a 
mirror p lane into 2j + J eqUivalent ones, and therefore16 C3., is Only called 3trL 

n22 is the same as D,. . The discussion is the same as fo r nmm. but now perpendicular 
2-fo ld axes are involved mstead of vertical mirror planes. 

The o ther international categories and their relation to those o f Schoenflies are 
as follows : 

nfm is the same as C,,., except that the interna tional system prefers to regard C3,. 

as containing a 6-fold rotation-invers1on axis. making it o (see the next category). 
Note also that C 1, becomes simply m. rather than l jm. 

n is a group with an n-fold rotation-inversion axis. This category contains C 3 ,.. 

disguised as o. It a lso contains s~. which goes nicely into 4. H owever, S6 becomes 
3 and S2 becomes T by virtue of the d ifference between rotation-reflection and 
ro ta tion-inversion axes. 

::.! ;, , abbreviated nfmmm, is just D,.,. ex cepe that the interna tiona! system prefers to 
regard D3 ,. as conta ining a 6-fold rotation-inversion axis, making it 62m (see the next 
category, and note the similarity to the ejection of C3,. from nfm into n). Note also 
that 2jmmm is conventionaJiy abbreviated further into nvnm. The full-blown inter
national title is supposed to remind one that D"" can be viewed as an n-fold axis with 
a perpendicular mirror plane, festooned with two sets of perpendicular 2-fold axes, 
each wi rh its own perpendicula r mirror planes. 

n2m i:. the same as Dr.4, except tha t D3, is included as 62m. The name is intended 
to suggest an n-fold rotation-inversion axis with a perpendicula r 2-fold axis and a 
vertical m irro r plane. The n = 3 case is again exceptional, the full name being 3! 
(abbreviated lin) to emphasize the fact tha t in th is case the vertical mirror plane is 
perpendicular to the 2-fo ld axis. 

Nomt'llclature for tile Cubic Cry.~tallographic Point Groups The Schoenft1es and in
ternational names for the fi ve cubic groups are given in Table 7.2. 0, 1s the full 
symmetry group of the cube (or octahedron, whence the 0) including improper 
opera tions! 7 which the horizonta l reflection plane (h) admits. 0 is the cubic (or 
octahedral) group without improper operations. 7d is Lhe full symmetry group of the 
regular tetrahedron including a ll improper operations, Tis the group of the regular 
tetrahedron excluding a ll improper operations. and T, is what results when an 
inversion is added to T. 

•o In emphasizing the differences bctv.em odd- and even-fold axes. t he: mternational S)'Siem. unlikc 
the Schoc:nflies, lreav; the 3-fold axis as a special case 

•• Any operation thut takes a right-handed ObJect inlo a left-handed one IS caJJr<t impro~r. All o ther\ 
arc proper. Operations containing ao odd number of 1011ft~•ons o r m1rronngs are 1mpropcr. 
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The international names for the cubic groups are conveniently distinguished from 
those of the other crystallographic point groups by containing 3 as a second number, 
referring to the 3-fold axis present in all the cubic groups. 

The 230 Space Groups 

We shall have mercifully little to say about the 230 space groups, except to point 
out that the number is larger than one might have guessed. For each crystal system 
one can construct a crystal structure with a differe1H space group by placing an object 
with the symmetries of each of the point groups of the system into each of the Bravais 
lattices of the system. In this way, however, we find only 61 space groups, as shown 
in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 
ENUMERATION OF SOME SIMPLE SPACE GROUPS 

SYSTE.\1 NUMBER OF POINT GROUPS NUMBER OF BRAVAIS lATIICES PRODUCf 

Cubic 5 3 15 
Tetragonal 7 2 14 
Orthorhombic 3 4 12 
Monoclinic 3 2 6 
Tridinic 2 I 2 
Hexagonal 7 I 7 
Trigonal 5 I 5 

Totals 32 14 61 

We can eke out five more by notrng that an object with trigonal symmetry yields 
a space group not yet enumerated, when placed in a hexagonal Bravais lattice.18 

" Although the lrigonal point group is rontained in the hexagonal point group. the trigonal Bravai.\ 
lanice cannot be obtairu:d rrom the simple hexagonal by an infinilesimal distortion. (This is in contras1 
to all other pairs ofsyst~ms COllll«1ed by arrows in the symmetry ltierarchy of Figure 7.7.) The trigonal 
point group is contained in the hexagonal point group because th e trigonal Bravais lattice can be viewed 
as s1mpte hexagonal "'ilh a thr~point basis conSJstmg or 

0; 1 a 1a 1c· l 1>1' 2· l • and 

As a re5uh. placing a basis wsth a trigonal poin1 group into a hexagonal BraV1!is lattice results in a different 
space group from 1ha1 obtained by placing the same basis into a trigonal lattice. In no other case is this 
so. For example. a basis with tetragonal symmetry, when placed in a simple cubic lattice. yields exactly the 
same space group as it would uplaced in a simple tetragonal Janke tunless there happens to be a special 
relation be1"'een the dimensions of the object and the length oft he c-axis). This is reflected physically in the 
fact thai t here are crys tals thai have lrigonal bases in hexagonal Brava1s lattices. but none wilh tetragonal 
bases in cubic Bravais lauices. In the t.tuer case there would be nothing in 1he structure of such an object 
lo require the c-ax.is to have the same length as 1he o-a.xes; if the lattice did remain cubic it would be a 
mere coincidence. In contrast, a simple hexagonal Bravais lauicecarutot distorl rontinuously in loa tngonal 
one, and can therefore be held in its simple hexagonal form even by a basis wilh only trigonal symme1ry. 

Because tngonal poinl groups can characterize a cry.;tal structure with a hexagonal Bravais lattice, 
crystallographers sometimes maintain that there are only six crystal sys1ems. This is bec-ause crystal
lography emphasizes the poinl symmetry rather than the translational symmetry. From the point or view 
of the Bra .. ais lauice point groups, ho wever. there arc unquestionably seven crys1a1 systems: lhe po int 
groups DJ4 and D~• are both the point grouJll> orBravo~is laukes. and are not equivalem 
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Another seven arise from cases in which an object with the symmetry of a given point 
group can be oriented in more than one way in a given Bravais lattice so that more 
than one space group arises. These 73 space groups are caUed spnmorphic. 

The majority of the space groups are nonspnmorphic, containmg additional oper
ations that cannot be simply compounded out of Bravais lattice translations and 
point-group operations. For there to be such additional operations it is essential that 
there be some special relation between the dimensions of the basis and the dimensions 
of the Bravais lattice. When the basis does have a size suitably matched to the primitive 
vectors of the lattice, two new types of operations may arise: 

J. Screw Axes A crystal structure with a screw axis is brought into coincidence 
with itself by translation through a vector not in the Bravais lattice, followed by a 
rotation about the axis defined by the translation. 

2. Glide Planes A crystal struciUre with a glide plane is brought into coincidence 
with itself by translation through a vector not in the Bravais lattice, followed by 
a reflection in a plane containing that vector. 

The hexagonal close-packed structure offers examples of both types of operation, 
a~ shown in Figure 7.8. They occur only because the separation of the two basis 
points along the c-axis is precisely half the distance between lattice planes. 

Figure 7.8 
The hexagonal close-packed structure 

0 0 
viewed along the c-axis. lattic.c planes 
perpendicular to the c-axis are separated 

<D <D <D by c{2. and contain, alternately, points or 
type I and points of type 2. The Line par.tllel 

@ @ 0 
to the c-axis passing through the dot io the 
center of the figure is a screw ax.is: the 

<D <D <D <D structure is invariant lliider a trdnslation 
--·----·---- . - - ---·- through c{2. along the axis followed by a 

@ @ 0 @ rotation of60" (but it is not invariant under 

(j) (j) CD either the translation or rotation alone.) 
The plane parallel to the c-axis tlll!t inter-

@ ® 0 
sects the figure io the dashed line is a glide 
plane: the structure is invariant under a 

<D <D translation through cf2 along the c-axis 
followed by a reflection in the glide plane 
(but is not invariant under either the trans-
lation or reflection atooe). 

There are both Schoen flies and international systems of space-group nomenclature. 
which can be found, on the few occasions they may be needed, in the book by Buerger 
cited in footnote 2. 

• 
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EXAMPLES AMONG THE ELEMENTS 

In Chapter 4 we listed those elements with face...centered cubic, body-centered cubic, 
hexagonal dose-packed, or diamond crystal structures. Over 70 percent of the ele
ments fall into these four categories. The remaining ones are scattered among a variety 
of crystal structures, most with polyatomic primitive cells that are sometimes quite 
complex. We conclude this chapter with a few further examples listed in Table 7.5, 
7.6, and 7.7. Data are from Wyckoff (cited on page 70} and are for room temperature 
and normal atmospheric pressure, unless stated otherwise. 

Table 7.5 
ELEJVlE."'TS WITH RHOMBOHEbRAlJ (TRIGONAL) BRAVAIS LAT
TICES" 

A"IOMS IN 
ELEMENT a (A) () PRIMffiVE CELL BASL<; 

--
Hg(5 K) 2.99 70°45' I X=O 
As 4. 13 54°10' 2 x = + 0.226 
Sb 4.51 5r6' 2 )( = +0.233 
Bi 4.75 57<' 14' 2 )( = +0.237 
Sm 9.00 23°13' 3 X= 0, ± 0.222 

• The common length of the primitive vectors is a, and the angle between any 
two of them is fl. In all cases the basis points expressed in terms of these primitive 
vectors have the form x(a, + az+a3 ) . Note (Problem 2(b)) that arsenic, antimony, 
and bismuth are quite close to a simple cubic lattice, distorted along a body 
diagonal. 

Table 7.6 
ELEMENTS WITH T£fRAGONAL BRAVAJS LATTICES• 

ELEMENT 

In 4.59 

Sn (white) 5.82 

c (A) 

4.94 

3.17 

BASIS 

At face-centered positions 
of the conventional cell 

AtOOO,OH,!Ol,tH. 
with respect to the axes 
of the conventional cell 

• The common length of two perpendicular primitive vectors is a, and the 
length of the third, perpendicular to these, is c. Both examples have centered 
tetragonal Bravais lattices, indium with a one-atom and white tin whh a two
atom.ba~is. However, both are more commonly described as simple tetrctgonal 
with bases. The conventional cell for indium is chosen to stress that it is a 
slightly distorted (along a cube edf.>e) fcc structure. The white tin structure 
can be viewed as a diamond structure compressed along one of the cube axes. 
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Table 7.7 
ELEMENTS WITH ORTHORHO:\IBIC BR<\ VAJS LKn"ICES" 

ELEMENT a(A) b <A> c (A) 

Ga 4 .5 11 4.517 7.645 
P (black) 3.31 4.38 10.50 
CJ (113 K) 6.24 8.26 4.48 
Br (123 K) 6.67 8.72 4.48 
I 7.27 9 .79 4.79 
S (rhombic) 10.47 12.87 24.49 

a The lengths of the three mutuall} perpendicular primitive vectors are 
a. b, and c. The structure of rhombic sulfur IS complex. with 128 atoms 
per unit ceU. The others can be described in terms of an eight-alOm unit 
cell. For details the reader is referred to Wyckoff. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Prove that any Bravais lattice has inversion !>')'mmetry in a lattice point. (Him : Express 
the lattice translations as linear combinations of primitive veo.-ctors with integral coefficients.) 

(b) Prove that the diamond structure is invariant under an inversion in the midpoim or any 
nearest neighbor bond. 

2. (a) If three primitive vectors for a trigonal Bra' nis Ja11ice are at angll!s of90 to one another, 
the lattice obviously has more than trigonal symmetry, being simple cubic. Show that if the 
angles are 60 or arc cos (- il the lattice again has more than trigonal symmetry, being face
centered cubic or body-centered cubac. 

(b) Show that the simple cubic lattice can be represented as a trigonal lattice with primitive 
"ectors a, at 60" angles to one another, with a two-point basis ±!(a1 + a 2 + a J). (Compare 
theSt numbers with the crystal structures in T able 7_5.) 

(c) Wha t structure results if the basi:. in the same trigonal laftice is taken to be + t(a1 + 
a2 + a;,)'? 

3. If t\1/0 systems are connected by arrows in the symmetry hierarchy of Figure 7.7, then a 
Bravais lattice in the more symmetric system can be r educed to one of lower symmetry by an 
inlinit.::simal distortion. except for the pair hexagonal-trigonal The appropriate distortions have 
been fully described in the text in all cases exo=pt hc:'Cagonal-ortho rhombic .tnd t.rigonal
monodmic. 

(a) Describe an infinitesimal distortion that reduces a simple hexagonal Bravais lattice to 
one in the orthorhombic system. 

(b) What kind of orthorhombic Bravais Jauicc can be reached in 1his way? 
(c) Describe an infmitcsimal distortion that reduces a trigonal Bra,•a is lattice to one in the 

monoclinic system. 
(d) What kind of monoclinic Dravais lattice can be reached in this way? 
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4. (a) Which of the trigonal point groups described in Table 7.3 rs the point group of the 
Bravars latuce? Thatrs. whiCh of the representatrve objects has the ~ymmetry of the obje<:t shown 
m Frgure 7.3f? 

(bl In Figure 7.9 the faces of the obJe<:t of Figure 7.3f are decorated in various symmetry· 
reducing v.ays to produce objects with the S}mmetncs of the remainmg fourtngonal point groups. 
Refcrnng to Table 7.3, indrcate the poim-group symmetry of each object. 

(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 7.9 
Objects wtth the symmetrr~ 
of the tngonal groups of 
lower symmetry. Whrch is 
which? 

• 5. Which of the 14 Bravais latUccs other than fuce-ccntcred cubic and body-centered cubic do 
not have reciprocallattrccs orthc same kind? 

6. Ia) She\~ that there is a f.tmil} of laHrce plaru..'S perpendicular to any n·fold rotation axis 
of a Bravais latt ice. 11 ~ 3. (The result is also true when 11 "" 2. but requires a somewhat more 
elaborate argument (Problem 7).) 

(b) Deduce from (.1) that an 11-fold axis cannot exrst in any three-dimensional Bravars lnnrce 
unless it can exist in some two-drmensional Bravais latuce. 

(c) Pro~e tha t no t"o-dimeru.ronal Bravais lauice can have an n-fuld axis wirh 11 5 or n ~ 7. 
(flim: First show that the axis can he chosen to pas~; through a lattice point. Then argue by reduain 
ad absurdum. using the set of poin~ rnto which the ncarc~t ncrghbor of the fixed point rs taken b) 
the n rotallons to lind a pair or points closer together than the ao;sumed nearest nci~_!hbor di.~tnnce. 

(Note that the ca~.- n = 5 requires slightly different tre;umcnt from the others).) 

7. (a) Show that if a Bravais lattice has a mirror plane, then there is a family of lattice plane~ 
parallel to the mirror plane. (Him Show from the argument on page I 13 that the cxislcnce of a 
m•rror plane an plies the existenL'C of a mrrror plane containing a lattice porn I. II ts then enough to 
pro'c that that plune contains tv.o o ther lauicc pomts not collinear v.ith the frrst .J 

I b) Show that if a I:Jr<lhUS Jauicc has a 2-fokl rotation axrs then there is a family or l:tiiiCC 
planes perpendicular to the axis. 
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Because the ions in a perfect crystal are arranged in a regular periodic array, we are 
Jed to consider the problem of an electron in a potenttal U(r) with the periodicity of 
the underlying Bravais lattice; i.e., 

U(r + R) = U(r) (8.1) 
for all Bravais lattice vectors R. 

Since the scale of periodicity of the potential U ("'" 10-8 em) is the size of a typical 
de Broglie wavelength o f an electron in the Sommerfeld free electron model, it is 
essential to use quantum mechanics in accounting for the effect of periodicity on 
electronic motion. In this chapter we shall discuss those properties of the electronic 
levels that depend only on the periodicity of the potential, without regard to its 
particular form. The discussion will be continued in Chapters 9 and 10 in two limiting 
cases of great physical interest that provide more concrete illustrations of the general 
results of this chapter. In Chapter 11 some of the more important methods for the 
detailed calculation of electronic levels are summarized. In Chapters 12 and I 3 we 
shall discuss the bearing of these results on the problems o f electronic transport 
theory first raised in Chapters l and 2, indicating how many of the anomalies of 
free electron theory (Chapter 3) are thereby removed. In Chapters 14 and 15 we shall 
examine the properties of specific metals that illustrate and confirm the general theory. 

We emphasize at the outset that perfect periodicity is an idealization. Real solids 
are never absolutely pure, and in the neighborhood of the impurity atoms the solid 
is not the same as elsewhere in the crystal. Furthermore., there is always a slight 
temperature-dependent probability of finding missing or misplaced ions (Chapter 30) 
that destroy the perfect translational symmetry of even an absolutely pure crystal. 
Finally, the ions are not in fact stationary, but continually undergo thermal vibra
tions about their equilibrium positions. 

These imperfections a re all of great importance. They are, for example, ultimately 
responsible for the fact that the electrical conductivity of metals is not infinite. 
Progress is best made, however. by artificially dividmg the problem into two parts: 
(a) the ideal fictitious perfect crystal, in which the potential is genuinely periodic, and 
(b) the effects on the properties of a hypothetical perfect crystal of all deviations from 
perfect periodicity, treated as small perturbations. 

We also emphasize that the problem of electrons in a periodic potential does not 
arise only in the context of metals. Most of our general conclusions apply to all 
crystalline solids. and will play an important role in our subsequent discussions of 
insulators and semiconductors. 

THE PERIODIC POTEI'fTlAL 

The problem of electrons in a solid is in principle a many-electron problem, for the 
full Hamiltonian of the solid contains not only the one-electron potentials describing 
the interactions oft he electrons with the massive atomic nuclei, but also pair potentials 
describing the electron-electron interactions. rn the independent electron approxi
mation these interactions a re represented by an effective one-electron potential U(r). 
The problem of bow best to choose this effective potential is a complicated one., 
which we shall return to in Chapters 11 and 17. Here we merely observe that whatever 
detailed form the one-electron effective potential may have, if the crystal is perfectly 
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periodic it must satisfy (8.1). From this fact alone many important conclusions can 
already be drawn. 

Qualitatively, however, a typical crystalline potential might be expected to have 
the form shown in Figure 8.1, resembling the individual atomic potential.s as the ion 
is approached closely and flattening off in the region between ions. 

U(r) 

X 
t~~~-

• • • • • • · ......... ·• ' , .. / ' ...... 

figure 8.l 
A typical crystalline periodic 
potential, plotted along a line 
ofions and along a line mid· 
way between a plane of ions. 
(Oosed circles are the eq ui
libriurn ion sites; the solid 
curves give the potential 
along the line of ions; the 
dotted curves give the poten
tial along a line between 
planes of ions; the dashed 
curves give the potential of 
single isolated ions.) 

We are thus led to examine general properties of the Schrodinger equation for a 
single electron, 

H!J! = (-;~ V2 + U(r)) !J! = elj!, (8.2) 

that follow from the fact that the potential U has the periodicity (8.1). The free electron 
SchrOdinger equation (24) is a special case of (8.2) (although, as we shall see. in some 
respects a very pathological one), zero potential being the simplest example of a 
periodic one. 

Independent electrons, each of which obeys a one electron Schrodinger equation 
with a periodic potential, are known as Bloch electrons (in contrast to" free electrons.," 
to which Bloch electrons reduce when the periodic potential is identically zero). The 
stationary states of Bloch electrons have the following very important property as 
a general consequence of the periodicity of the potential U: 

BLOCH'S THEOREM 

Theorem. 1 The eigenstates !J! of the one-electron Hamiltonian H = -lr2 V2/2m + 
U(r), where U(r + R) = U(r) for all R in a Bravais lattice, can be chosen to have the 
form of a plane wave times a function with the periodicity of the Bravais lattice : 

(8 . .3) 

• Tbe theorem was first proved by Floquet in the one-dimensional case, where it is frequently called 
Floq.uet's rheorem. 
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where 
(8.4) 

for all R in the Bravais lattice. 2 

Note that Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) imply that 

t/l,.l(r + R) = erk . Rt/l ... (r). (8.5) 

Bloch's theorem is sometimes stated in this alternative form:3 the cigenstates of H 
can be chosen so that associated with each t/1 is a wave vector k such that 

j t/J(r + R) = ew. · Rt/J(r), J (8.6) 

for every R in the Bravais lattice. 
We offer two proofs of Bloch's theorem, one from general quantum-mechanical 

considerations and one by explicit construction.4 

FIRST PROOF OF BLOCH'S THEOREM 

For each Bravais lattice vector R we define a translation operator T,. which, when 
operating on any function .f(r), shifts the argument by R : · 

~f(r) = f(r + R). (8.7) 

Since the Hamiltonian is periodic, we have 

T,.Ht/1 = H(r + R)t/J(r + R) = H(r)t/J(r + R) = HTRI/J· (8.8) 

Because (8.8) holds identically for any function t/J, we have the operator identity 

(8.9) 

In addition, the result of applying two successive translations does not depend on 
the order in which they are applied, since for any t/J(r) 

T,. 7;., t/J(r) = T,..T,.t/J(r) = t/J(r + R + R'). (8.10) 
Therefore 

(8.1 1) 

Equations {8.9) and (8.11) assert that t11e TR for all Bravais lattice vectors R and 
the Hamiltonian H form a set of commuting operators. It follows from a fundamental 
theorem of quantum mechanicss that the eigeostates of H can therefore be chosen 
to be simultaneous eigenstates of all the ~ : 

H t/1 = Et/1, 
T,. t/1 = c(R)t/1. (8.12) 

1 The index n 1S known as the bund in,/e:x and occurs because for a given k. as we shall see, there 
will be many independent eigenstates. 

> Equation (8.6) implies (8.3) and (M). since it requires the function u(rl = exp ( - ill · r) ,P(r) to have 
the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. 

• The first proof relies on some formal results of quantum mechanics. The second is more el.:memary. 
but also natationally more cumbersome. 

• See, far example. D. Park, /mrtotlltct iml ro r/w Quatllt.un Tlu:or.l'. McGraw-lfill. New York. 1964, 
p. 123. 
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The eigenvalues c(R) of the translation operators are related because of the condition 
(8.11 }, fo r on the one hand 

(8.13) 

while, according to (8.11), 

(8.14) 

It follows that the eigenvalues must satisfy 

c(R + R' ) = c(R)c(R' ). (8.15) 

Now let a1 be three primitive vectors for the Bravais lattice. We can always write 
the c(a;) in the form 

(8.16) 

by a suitable cboice6 of the x,. It then follows by successive applications of (8.15) 
that if R is a general Bravais lattice vector given by 

(8.17) 

then 

c(R) = c(aJ)"lc(a1)"2c(a3)"3. (8.18) 

But thi.s is precisely equivalent to 
c(R) = e"' · R, (8.19) 

where 

(8.20) 

and the b1 are the reciprocal lattice vectors satisfying Eq. (5.4): b, · a1 = 2noli. 
Summarizing, we have shown tha t we can choose the eigenstates rJ! of H so that 

for every Bravais lattice vector R, 

TR,P = rJ!(r + R) = c(R)Ijt = elk · R!Jt(r). (8.21) 

This is precisely Bloch's theorem, in the form (8.6). 

THE BORN- VON KARMAN BOUNDARY CONDITION 

By imposing an appropriate boundary condition on the wave functions \ve can 
demonstrate that the wave vector k must be real, and arrive at a condition restricting 
the allowed values of k The condition generally chosen is the natural generalization 
of the condition (2.5) used in the Sommerfeld theory of free electrons in a cubical 
box. As in that case, we introduce the volume containing the electrons into the theory 
through a Born-von Karman boundary condition of macroscopic periodicity (page 
33). Unless, however, the Bravais lattice is cubic and L is an integral multiple of 
the lattice constant a, it is not convenient to continue to work in a cubical volume 
of side L. Instead, it is more convenient to work in a volume commensurate with a 

0 We shall see that for suitable boundary conditions lhe x , must be rC31, but for now they can be 
regart!ed as general complex numbers. 
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primitive cell o f the underlying Bravais lattice. We therefore generalize the periodic 
boundary condition (2.5) to 

t/J(r + N 1a;) = t/J(r), i = 1, 2, 3, (8.22) 

where the a 1 a re three primitive vectors and the N, are all integers of o rder N 1
' 3 • 

where N = N 1 N 2 N 3 is the total number of primitive cells in the crystal. 
As in Chapter 2, we adopt this boundary condition under the assumption that 

the b ulk propert ies o f the solid will not depend on the choice o r boundary condition, 
which can therefore be dictated by analytical convenience. 

Applying Blo ch's theorem (8.6) to the boundary condition (8.22) we find that 

1/ln,.(r + N;a ;) = fiN•" · "•1/J,,.(r), 

which requires that 

I = 1, 2, 3, 

I = l , 2, 3. 

Whe n k has the form (8.20), Eq. (8.24) req uires that 

e21tiN;xl = [ • 
and consequently we must have 

m1 integral. 

Therefore the general form for alJowed Bloch wave vectors is 1 

3 m . 
k = L N. bl> 

1• 1 i 
nt; integral. 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

It fo llows from (8.27) that the vo lume .6.k o f k-space per a llowed value o f k is just 
the volume of the little parallelepiped with edges bJN1 : 

.6.k = bl • ( b '1. X bl) = _!_ b1 • (b 2 X b 3). 
N1 N z N3 N 

(8.28) 

Since b 1 • (b2 x b 3 ) is the volume o f a reciprocal lattice primitive cell, Eq. (8.28) 
asserts that the number of allowed wave vectors in a primitive cell of the reciprocal 
lattice is equal to the number of s ites in the crystal. 

The vol umc o f a reciprocal la ttice primitive cell is (27£)3/v, where r.: = V /N is the 
volume o f a direct lattice primitive cell, so Eq. (8.28) can be written in the alternative 
form: 

(8.29) 

This is precisely the result (2.18) we found in the free electron case. 

' Note that (8.27) reduces to the form (2.16) used in free electron theory when the Bravais lattice is 
simple cubic, the • • are the cubic primitive vectors. and N 1 = N ~ - N 3 = L /a. 
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SECOND PROOF OF BLOCH'S THEOREM8 

TI1is second proof of Bloch's theorem illuminates its significance from a rather dif
ferent point of view, which we shaH exploit further in Chapter 9. We start with the 
observation that one can always expand any function obeying the Born- von Karman 
boundary condition (8.22) in the set of all plane waves that sat isfy the boundary 
condition and therefore have wave vectors of the form (8.27) :9 

1/J{r) = L c,/q ·•. (8.30) 
q 

Because the potential U(r) is periodic in the lattice, its plane wave expansion wiU 
only contain plane waves with the periodicity of the lattice and therefore with wave 
vectors that a re vectors of the reciprocal lattice:10 

U(r) = L U11.e'11. · ' . (8.31) 

" The Fourier coefficients UK are related to U(r) by 11 

U 1 f d - il(.' U( ) K =- r e r. 
V cell 

(8.32) 

Since we are at liberty to change the potential energy by an additive constant, we 
fix this constant by requiring that the spatial average U11 of the potential over a 
primitive cell vanish: 

U0 = I f dr U(r) = 0 . 
u cdl 

(8.33) 

Note that because the potential U(r) is real. it follows from (8.32) that the Fourier 
coefficients satisfy 

u II. = u II... (8.34) 

If we assume that the crystal has inversion symmetry12 so that. for a suitable choice 
of origin. U(r) = l!( - r), then (8.32) implies that U.- is real, and thus 

u_., = u~~. = uti(. (for crystals with inversion symmetry). (8.35) 

We now place the expansions (8.30) and (8.31) into the Schrodinger equation (8.2). 
The kinetic energy term gives 

(8.36) 

1 Alrhough more el .. mcnr.ary than the first proor. rhe second is also oorationally more complicated, 
and or importance primarily as a starting point for the approximate calculations of Chapter 9. The reader 
may thcrtfore wish to skip it at this point. 

9 We shall subsequently understand unsp..'Cified summations over k to be o>er all wave vectors orthe 
rorm (8.27) allowed by the Born- von Karman boundary condition. 

•o A sum indexed by K shall always be understood to run over all reciprocal lattice vectors. 
11 Sec Appendix D, where the relevance or the reciprocal lattice to Founer expansions or p<:riodic 

functtons is djscussed. 
11 The reader is invited to pursue the argument of thiS sect ton (and Chapter 91 Without th¢ assumption 

of tnversion symmetry. which IS made solely to avoid messenlJal complications in the notation. 
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The term in the potential energy can be written13 

= L UKcQeqK-.-CJ) · r = L UKC~--Kelq' · r. 
Kq Kq' 

(8.37) 

We change the names of the summation indices in (8.37)- from K and q', to K' 
and q-so that the SchrMinger equation becomes 

L eltr · r {(2112 
q1 

- e.) c. + L uK.cQ- K'} = 0. (8.38) 
q m ... 

Since the plane waves satisfying the Born- von Karman boundary condition are 
an orthogonal set, the coefficient of each separate term in (8.38) must vanish, 14 and 
therefore for all allowed wave vectors q, 

(8.39) 

It is convenient to write q in the form q = k - K, where K is a reciprocal lattice 
vector chosen so that k lies in the first Brillouin zone. Equation (8.39) becomes 

(;;~ (k - K)2 
- e.) c~<-K + ~ UK.ct-K- K' = 0, (8.40) 

or, if we make the change of variables K' -+ K' - K. 

(8.41) 

We emphasize that Eqs. (8.39) and (8.41) are nothing but restatements of the 
original Schrodinger equation (8.2) in momentum space, simplified by the fact that 
because of the periodicity of the potential, Uk is non vanishing only when k is a vector 
of the reciprocal lattice. 

For fixed kin the first Brillouin zone, the set of equations (8.41) for all reciprocal 
lattice vectors K couples only those coefficients<;.. Ct-K• ct - K'• ck-K"• ••• whose wave 
vectors differ from k by a reciprocal lattice vector. Thus the original problem has 
separated into N independent problems: one for each allowed value of k in the first 
Brillouin zone. Each such problem has solutions that are superpositions of plane 
waves containing only the wave vector k and wave vectors differing from k by a 
reciprocal lattice vector. 

13 The last step follows from making the substitution K + q = q'. and noting that because K is a 
reciprocal lattice vector, summing over all q or the form (8.27) is the same as summing over all q' of that 
rorm. 

•• This can also be deduced from Eq. (0.12), Appendix D, by mulllplying (8.38) by the appropriate 
plane wave and mtegratiog over the volume of the crystal. 
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Putting this information back into the expansion (8.30) of the wave function ift, 
we see that if the wave vector q only assumes the values k, k - K', k - K", ___ , 
then the wave function will be of the fonn 

U we write this as 

·'·<> .... L··c' -ilC ··> ...,1 r = ., L... c, - Ke , 
I( 

(8.42) 

(8.43) 

then this is of the Bloch form (8.3) with the periodic fUJlction u(r) given byl 5 

( ) ' - l l< • r 11 r = L... c..__ .. e • (8.44) 
I( 

GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT BLOCH'S THEOREM 

1. Bloch's theorem introduces a wave vector k, which turns out to play the same 
fundamental role in the general problem of motion in a periodic potential that the 
free electron wave vector k plays in the Sommerfeld theory. Note, bo"'ever, that 
al though the free electron wave vector is simply p/Fl, where p is the momentum of the 
electron, in the Bloch case k is not proportional to the electronic momentum. This 
is clear on general grounds, since the Hamiltonian does not have complete trans
lational invariance in the presence o f a nonconstant potential, and therefore its 
eigensta tes will not be simultaneous eigensta tes of the momentum operator. This 
conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the momentum operator, p = (11/i) V, when 
acting on ift~.._ gives 

h 
= IJkift".._ + e'lr. · • -: V u,.._(r), 

I 
(8.45) 

which is not, in general, just a constant times t/1."; i.e., t/1 • .._ is not a momentum eigen
state. 

Nevertheless, in many ways Irk is a natural extension of p to the case of a periodic 
potentia l. It is known as the crystal mome11t111n of the electron, to emphasize this 
similarity, but one should not be misled by the name into thinking that frk is a mo
mentum, for it is not. An intuitive understanding of the dynamical significance o f 
the wave vector k can only be acquired when one considers the response of Bloch 
electrons to externally applied electromagnetic fields (Chapter 12). Only then does 
its full resemblance to pjli emerge. F or the present, the reader should view k as a 
quantum number characteristic oft he translational symmetry of a periodic potential, 
just as the momentum pis a quantum number characteristic o f the fuller translational 
symmetry of free space. 
2. The wave vecto r k appearing in Bloch's theorem cru1 always be confined to 
the first Brillouin zone (or to any other convenient primitive cell of the reciprocal 

u Note that there will be (infinitely) many solutions to the (infinite) set of equations (8.41) for a g~vcn 
k. T11ese arc classified by Lhe band index n (see footnote 2). 
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lattice). This is because any k ' not in the first Brillouin zone can be written as 

k' =k+ K (8.46) 

where K is a reciprocal lattice vector and k does lie in the first zone. Since efK • R = 1 
for any reciprocal lattice vector, if the Bloch form (8.6) holds fork', it will also hold 
fork . 
3. The index 11 appears in Bloch's theorem because for given k there are many 
solutions to the SchrOdinger equation. We noted this in the second proof of Bloch's 
theorem, but it can also be seen from the following argument : 

Let us look for aU solutions to the SchrOdinger equation (8.2) that have the Bloch 
form 

t/J(r) = et' · 'u(r), (8.47) 

where k is fixed and u has the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. Substituting this into 
the Schrodinger equation, we find that u is determined by the eigenvalue problem 

H.,u~o(r) = (;,: c V + k r + U(r)) uJr) (8.48) 

= e.,uk(r) 

with boundary condition 
u.,(r) = t~t.(r + R). (8.49) 

Because of the periodic boundary condition we can regard (8.48) as a Hermitian 
eigenvalue problem restricted to a single primitive cell of the crystal. Because the 
eigenvalue problem is set in a fixed finite volume. we expect on general grounds to 
find an infinite family of solutions with discretely spaced eigenvalues, 16 which we 
label with the band index 11. 

Note that in terms of the eigenvalue problem specified by (8.48) and (8.49), the 
wave vector k appears only as a parameter in the Hamiltonian Hk. We therefo re 
expect each of the energy levels, for given k, to vary continuously as k varies. 17 In 
this way we arrive at a description of the levels of an electron in a periodic potential 
in terms of a family of continuous 18 functions S.,(k). 
4. Although the full set of levels can be described with k restricted to a single 
primjtive cell, it is often useful to allow k to range through all of k-space, even though 
this gives a highly redundant description. Because the set of all wave functions and 
energy levels for two values o f k differing by a reciprocal lattice vector must be 

'" J ust as the problem or a free c lcx:lron in a box of fixed finite dimens1ons hilS a set of discrete 
energy levels, the vibrational normal modes of a limte drumh~.ad have a set of discrete frequencies, c.:tc. 

n This expectation tS implicit. for example, in ordinary perturbation theory. wluch is possible only 
because small changes in pammeters in the Hamiltonian lead to small changes in the c:ncrgy levels. In 
Appendix E the changes in the energy levels for small changes m k are calculated explicitly. 

•• The fact that the Born- von Karman boundary condttion restncts k to discrete values o f the 
form (8.27) has no bearing on the continuity of t.(k) as a function of a continuous variable k, fo r the 
c1genvalue problem given by (8.48) and (8.49) m akc:s no reference to the si2.e of the whole crystal and is 
well defined fo r any k. One should also note that the~~ of k of the form (8.27) becomes dense in k-space 
in the limit of an mfinite crystal. 
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identical, we can assign the indices 11 to the levels in such a way that for giuenn, the 
eigensraces 011d eigenvalues are peruxlic fimctions of kin the reciprocallarcice: 

rJ! ... ~ , l((r) = rJ!.k(r), 
c •. • , " == s.k . (8.50) 

This leads to a description oft he energy levels of an electron in a periodic potential 
in terms of a family of continuous functions e.k (or &n(k) ), each with the periodicity 
of the reciprocal lattice. The information contained in these functions is referred to 
as the band scructlUe of the solid. 

For each n, the set of electronic levels specified by f,(k) is called an energy band. 
The origin of the term "band" will emerge in 01apter 10. Here we only note that 
because each f,(k) is periodic in k and continuous, it has an upper and lower bound, 
so that all the levels f,(k) lie in the band of energies lying between these limits. 
S. It can be shown quite generally (Appendix E) that an electron in a level specified 
by band index 11 and wave vector k has a nonvanishing mean velocity, given by 

(8.51) 

This is a most remarkable fact . It asserts that there are stationary (i.e., time~ 
independent) levels for an electron in a periodic potential in which, in spite of the 
interaction of the electron with the flxcd lattice of ions, it moves forever without 
any degradation of its mean velocity. This is in striking contrast to the idea of Drude 
that collisions were simply encounters between the electron and a static ion. Its 
implications are of fundamental importance, and will be explored in Chapters 12 
and 13. 

THE FERMI SURFACE 

The ground state of N free elcctrons 19 is constructed by occupying all one.-electron 
levels k with energies l;(k) = h2k2f2mless than &F, where SF is determined by requiring 
the total number of one-electron levels with energies less than &, to be equal to the 
total number of electrons (Chapter 2). 

The ground state of N Bloch electrons is similarly constructed, except that the 
one-electron levels are now labeled by the quantum numbers nand k, C,(k) does not 
have the simple explicit free electron folll\ and k must be confined to a single primitive 
cell of the reciprocal lattice if each level is to be counted only once. When the lowest 
of these levels are lilled by a specified number of electrons, two quite distinct types 
of configuration can result : 

10 We shall not distinguish notat•onally bctwel-n the number of conduction dectrons and Lhe number 
or primlli\'e cells when it is dear from the context wh1ch is meant; they are equal, howevcs·, only in a 
monO\ alent monatomic Bra\•ais lnllicc(e.s. the alkali metals). 
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L A certain number of bands may be completely filled, all ot11ers remaining empty. 
The difference in energy between the highest occupied level and the lowest un
occupied level (Le-. between tl1e " top" of the highest occupied band and ilie 
"bottom" of the lowest empty band) is known as the band gap. We shall find that 
solids with a band gap greatly in excess of k8 T (T near room temperature) are 
insulators (Chapter 12). If the band gap is comparable to k8 T, the solid is known 
as an intrinsic semiconductor (Chapter 28). Because the number of levels in a 
band is equal to the number of primitive cells in the crystal (page 136) and because 
each level can accommodate two electrons (one of each spin), a configuration 
wirl! a band gap can arise (llwugh it neellnoc) only if rile number of electrons per 
primicit·e cell is even. 

2. A number of bands may be partially filled. When this occurs, the energy of the 
highest occupied level, the Fermi energy SF, lies within the energy range of one 
or more bands. For each partially filled band there will be a surface in k-space 
separating tl1e occupied from the unoccupied levels. The set of all such surfaces 
is known as the F enni swface, and is the generalization to Bloch electrons of the 
£ree electron Fermi sphere. The parts of the Fermi surface arising from individual 
partially filled bands are known as branches of the Fermi surface. 20 We shall 
see (Chapter 12) that a solid has metallic properties provided that a Fermi 
surface exists. 

AnalyticalJy, the bnmch of the Fermi surface in the nth band is that surface in 
k-space (if there is one) determined by21 

(8.52) 

Thus the Fermi surface is a constant energy surface (or set of constant energy surfaces) 
in k-space, just as the more familiar equipotcntials of electrostatic theory are constant 
energy surfaces in real space. 

Since the &,(k) are periodic in the reciprocal lattice, the complete solution to (8.52) 
for each 11 is a k-space surface with the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice. When a 
branch of the Fenni surface is represented by the full periodic structure, it is said 
to be described in a repeated zone scheme. Often, however, it is preferable to take 
just enough of each branch of the Fermi surface so that every physically distinct level 
is represented by just one point of the surface. This is achieved by representing each 
branch by that portion of the full periodic surface contained within a single primitive 
cell of ilie reciprocal lattice. Such a representation is descnbed as a reduced zone 

zo In many important cases the Fermi surface is entirely within a single band, and generally it is found 
to lie within a fairly small number of bands (Chapter IS). 

21 If SF is generally defined as the energy separating the highest ocrupied from the lowest unoccupied 
level, then it is not uniquely specified in a solid with an energy gap, since any energy in the gap meets this 
test. People ne\'ertheless speak of -clu: Fermi energy" of an intrinsic semaconductor. Wbat they mean is 
the chemical potential, which is well defined at any nonzero temperature (Appendix B). As T-+ 0, the 
chemical potential of a solid with an energy gap approaches the energy at the middle of the gap (page 575). 
and one somctJmes finds at asserted that this is the -Fermi energy~ of a saUd "itb a gap. With either the 
correct (undetermined) or colloquial definition of e,., Eq. (8.52) asserts that solids with a gap have no 
Fermi surface. 

I 
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scheme. The primitive cell chosen is often, but not always, the first Brillouin zone. 
Fermi surface geometry and its physical implications will be illustrated in many 

of the following chapters, particularly Chapters 9 and 15. 

DENSITY OF LEVELS22 

One must often calculate q uantities that are weighted sums over the electronic levels 
of various one-electron properties. Such quantities are of the form 23 

(8.53) 
n.k 

where for each n the sum is over all allowed k giving physically distinct leve.ls, i.e., a ll 
k of tbe form (8.27) lying in a single primitive cell.24 

In the limit of a large crystal the allowed values (8.27) of k get very close together, 
and the sum may be replaced with an integral. Since the volume of k-space per allowed 
k (Eq. (8.29)) has the same value as in the free electron case, the prescription derived 
in the free electron case (Eq. (2.29)) remains valid, and we find that25 

. Q f tlk 
q = J~~ V = 2 ~ (2rr)3 Qn(k). (8.54) 

wbere the integral is over a primitive cell 
If, as is often the case, 26 Qn(k) depends on nand k only through the energy t;n(k), 

then in further analogy to the free electron case one can define a density of levels 
per unit volume(or udensity oflevels'' for short) g(t;) so that q has the form (c( (2.60)): 

q = fu;g(&)Q(&). (8.55) 

Comparing (8.54) and (8.55) we find that 

g(&) = L 9n(&), (8.56) 

" 
where On(&), the density of levels in the nth band, is given by 

(8.57) 

where the integral is over any primitive cell. 

u The reader can, without loss or continuity, skip this section at a first reading. rcremng back to it 
in subsequent chapters when necessary. 

u The factor 2 i.~ because each level specified by " and k can accommodate two electrons of opposite 
spin. We assume that Q.(k) docs not depend on the electron spin s. I fit docs. t.he factor 2 must be replaced 
by a sum on s. 

24 The functions Q.(k) usually have the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice, so the choke of primitive 
cell is immaterial. 

H See page 37 for the appropriate cautionary remarks. 
26 For example, if q is the electronic number density n, rhen Q{&) = f(t,), where/is the Fermi function: 

if q is the electronic energy density u, then Q(&) = &/(&). 
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An a lternative representation of the density oflevels can be constructed by noting 
that, as in the free electron case (Eq. (2.62)): 

(the number of allowed wave vectors 
g,(e) de = (2/ V) x in the nth band in the energy range 

from & to & + de). 
(8.58) 

The number o f allowed wave vectors in the nth band in this energy range is just the 
volume of a k-space primitive cell, with & ~ e,(k) ~ e + de, divided by the volume 
per allowed wave vector, .6k = (2n)3 fV. Thus 

( d - sdk {1· e ~ e,(k) ~E.;+ de,} g e) e- 3 x . . 
n 4n 0, o therwiSe 

(8.59) 

Sioce de is infinitesimal, this can also be expressed as a surface integral. Let S,(e) 
be the portio n of the surface &,(k) = & lying within the primitive cell, and Jet c5k(k) 
be the perpendicular distance between the surfaces S,(e) and S,(& + d&) at the poinl 
k. Then (Figure 82): 

I ciS 
g,(&) d& = 4 3 c5k(k). 

S,(f.) TC 
(8.60) 

Figure8.2 
An iUustcation in two dimensions of the construction expressed 
in Eq. (8.60). The closed curves are the two constant-energy 
surfa~ the required area is that lying between them (shaded), 
and the distance o~:(k) is indicated fo r a particular k . 

To find an explicit expression for <5k(k) note that, since S,(&) is a surface of constant 
energy, the k-gradient o f &,(k), Ve,(k), is a vector normaJ to that surface whose mag
nitude is equal to the ra te of change of S,(k) in the normal direction; i.e., 

and hence 
e + df:. = e + jv&,(k) 1 ok(k). 

de 
c5k(k) = IV&,(k) ,. 

Substituting (8.62) into (8.60), we arrive at the form 

[ ciS J 
g,(e) = J s, <r.) 4n3 jVe,.(k)l 

(8.61) 

(8.62) 

(8.63) 

which gives an explicit relation between the density of levels and the band structure. 
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Equation (8.63) and the analysis leading to it will be applied in subsequent 
chapters.27 Here we only note the following quite general property of the density 
of levels: 

Because f,(k) is periodic in the reciprocal lattice, bounded above and below for 
each n, and, in general, everywhere differentiable, there must be values of k in each 
primitive cell at which !Vel = 0. For example, the gradient of a differentiable function 
vanishes at local maxima and minima, but the boundedness and periodicity of each 
En(k) insure that for each n there will be at least one maximum and minimum in 
each primitive cell. 28 

When the gradient of En vanishes, the integrand in the density of levels (8.63) 
diverges. It can be shown that in three dimensions29 such singularities are integrable, 
yielding finite values for (ln. However, they do result in divergences of the slope, 
dgn(d& These are known as t>an Hot·e singularities. 30 They occur at values of e for 
which the constant energy surface S"(S) contains points at which VE,.(k) vanishes. 
Since derivatives of the density of levels at the Fermi energy enter into all terms but 
the first in the Sommerfeld expansion,31 one must be on guard for anomalies in low
temperature behavior if there are points of vanishing VS,.(k) on the Fermi surface. 

Typical van Hove singularities are shown in Figure 8.3 and are examined in 
Problem 2. Chapter 9. 

Figure 8.3 
Characteristic van Hove sin
gularities in the density of 
levels. indicated by arrows at 
right angles to thee-axis. 

t t 

This concludes our discussion of the general features of one-electron levels in a 
periodic potential.32 In the following two chapters we consider two very important, 
but quite different, limiting cases, which provide concrete illustrations of the rather 
abstract discussions in this chapter. 

" Sec also Problem 2. 
•• A very general analysis of how many points of vanishing gradi<!nl must occur is fn•rly compleJo.. 

See, for example. G. Weinreich. So/iJs. Wiley. New York. 1965. pp. 73-79 . 
._. In one dimension {1.(1)1 itself will be infinite at a van Hove singularity. 
)O Essentially the same singularities occur in the theory of lntttce vibnltions. S.:e Chapter ~3. 

l' Set:. for example, Problem 2r. Chapter~-
.., Problem 1 pursues the general analysts somewhat further m the tra.:tablc bur somewhJt mislc<~ding 

case of a one-dimen~ional periodic potential. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Pe•·iodic Potentials in One Dimensio11 
The general analys.is of electronic levels in a periodic potential, independent oft he detailed features 

of that potential, can be carried considerably further in one dimension. Although the one-dimen

sional case is in many respects atypical (there is no need for a concept of a Fermi surface) or 
misleading (the possibility-indeed, in two and three dimensions the likelihood-of band overlap 

disappears). it is nevertheless reassuring to sec some of the features of three-dimensional band 
structure we shall describe through approximate calculations, in Chapters 9, 10, and 11, emerging 

from an exact treatment in one dimension. 
Consider, then, a one-dimensional periodic potential U(x) (Figure 8.4}. 1t is convenient to view 

the ions as residing at the minima of U, which we take to define the ze ro of energy. We choose 

to view the periodic potential as a superposition of potential barriers t;{x) of width a. centered at 

the points x = + na (Figure 8.5): 

U(x) 

-3a/2 -a/2 0 

u(x) 

-, 
-a(1. a{2 

(a) 

00 

U(x) = L v(x - na). 
, := - CXl 

X 

311/2 

v(x) 

I I' - -, 
-a/2 a/2 

(b) 

(8.64) 

liigure 8.4 
A one-dimensional periodic 
potential U(x). Note that the 
ions occupy the positions of 
a Bravais lattice of lallice 
constant a. lt is convenient 
to take these points as having 
coordinates (n + ~)a, and to 
choose the zero of potential 
to occur at the position of 
the ion. 

Figure 8.5 
Jllustrating particles incident 
from the Jell (a) and right (b) 
on a single one of the bar
riers separating neighboring 
ions in the periodic potential 
of Figure 8.4. The incident. 
transmitted, and reflected 
waves are indicated by ar
rows along the direction of 
propagation. proportional to 
the corresponding ampli
tudes. 

The term t'{x - na) represents the potential barrier against an electron tunneling between the 
ions on opposite sides of the point ll(l~ror simplicity we assume that v(x) ,. v(-x) (the one
dimensional analogue of the inversion symmetry we assumed above), but we make no other 
assumptions about v, so the form of the periodic potential U is quite general 
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The band structure of the one-dimensional solid can be expressed quJte Stmply in teems o f the 
properties of an electron in the presence of a single-barrier potential t{.>.). Consider therefore an 
electron incident from the left on the potential barrier t~x) with energyn & = 111 K 1 :2nL Since 
r( "<) = 0 when J."<J ~ u/ 2. in these regions the wave function 1/11(x) will have the form 

This is tllustrated schematically in Figure 8.Sa. 

a 
2" 

(8 .65) 

The transmission and reflection coefficients t and r give the probability amplitude that the 
electron will tunnel through or be reflected from the barrier; they depend on the incident wave 
\'ectOr K in a manner determined by the detailed features of the barrier potential v. However, 
one can deduce many properties of the band structure of the periodic potential U by appealing 
only to very general properties of l and r. Because v is ev~ 1/l,(x) = 1/11(- x) is also a solution 
to the Schrodinger equation with energy{;. From (8.65) it follows thatl/l,(x) has the form 

a 
2' 

a 
X~ 2' (8.66) 

Evidently this describes a particle incident on the barrier from the right , as depicted in Figure 8.5b. 
Since 1/11 and 1/1. are two independent solutions to tbe single-barrier SchrOdinger equation with 

the same energy, any other solution wtth that energy will be a linear combinatioo34 of these two: 
1/J = Al/11 + B!/1,.. ln particular, since the crystal Hamiltonian is identical to that for a single 
ion in the region - af2 ~ x ~ af'l, any solution to the crystal SchrOdinger equation with energy 
& must be a linear combination of r)J 1 and rJ!, in that region : 

1/f(x) = Al/11(x) + Bl/f,(x), 
(8.67) 

Now Bloch's theorem asserts that 1/1 can be chosen to satisfy 

1/f(x + a) = fil"'l/f(x), (8.68) 

for suitable k. Dilferentiaung (8.68) we also find that 1/1 = dl/lf dx satisfies 

1/J'(x + a) = e''""'/l'(x). (8.69) 

(a) By imposing the conditions (8 .. 68) and (8.69) at x = - o/ 2, and using (8.65) to (8.6 7), 
show that the energy of the Bloch electron is related to its wave vector k by: 

2 2 1 t - r .•. • v,. 

cos ka = e•no + - e- ·~ 
2r 2t ' 

(8.70) 

Verify that this gives the right answer 111 the free electron case (v !!!!! 0). 

u Nme· in this problem K is a continuous variable and has nothing to do with the reciprocal tau ice. 
•• A speoal ca~ orthe general theorem that there are n independent solutions tO ao nth-order linear 

dafferential equation. 
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Equation (8.70) is more informative when one :supplies a lillie more information about the 
transmission and reflection coeffic•cots. \Vc write the complex number tan terms of its magnitude 
and p hase: 

t = ltl tl". (8.71) 

The real number lJ is known as the phase !>hllt, since it specifies the change in phase of the trans
milled wave relative to the incident one. Electron conservation requires tha t the probabili ty of 
transmission plus the probability of reflection be unity: 

(8.72) 

This, and some other useful information. can be proved as follows. Let </>1 and 4>2 be any two 
solutions to the one-barrier Schrodingcr equation "ith the same energy: 

hz r12K2 

-2m <Pt + t·<!J, = -2n-;- </J; , i = I, 2. (8.73) 

Define \>~¢ • • <Pzl (the -wronskian" ) by 

(8.74) 

(b) Prove lhat n· is independent of x by deducing from (8. 73) that its dcnvativc vanishes. 
(c) Prove (8.721 by evaluating ""1.;,, . .;,,•) for x ~ -a/ 2 and x ~ a/2. noting that because v(x) 

is real .;,,• will be a solut ion to the same SchrOdingcr equation as.;,,. 
(d) By evaluating "1r/la. .;,, •) prove that rt• is pure imaginary, so r must have the form 

(8.75) 

where c is the same as in (8. 7 n 
(e) Show as a consequence of(8.70). (8.72}. and (8.75) that the energy and wave vector of the 

Bloch e lectron are related by 

cos(~~ + b) = cos ka, (8.76) 

Since It! is a lways less than one, but approach~ unity for large K (the barrier becomes in
creasingly less effective as the incident energy grows). the left side of (8.76} plotted against K has 
the structure depicted in Figure 8.6. For a given k. the allowed values of K (and hence the allowed 
energies E(k) = lt2K 2 '2m) are given by the intersect ton of the curve in Figure 8.6 with the hori
zontal line of height cos (ka). N o te that values of Kin the neighborhood o f those satisfying 

Ka + {) = mr (8.77) 

give Ieos (Ka + b)~ ltl > I . and are therefore not allowed for any k . TI1e corresponding regions 
of energy arc the energy gaps. If 6 is a bounded function o f K (as is generally the case). then 
there will be infinitely many regions of forbidden energy, and also intiniteJ} many regions of 
a llowed energies for each value of k. 

(f) Suppose the barrier ts very weak (so that lcl ~ l. lrl ::::: 0, lJ ~ 0). Show that t he energy 
gaps arc then very narrow. the width of the gap containing K = nnto being 

,,2 
s •• p ~ 2nn 2 jrj. ma 

(8.78) 

(g) Suppose the barrier is very strong, so tha t lrl ~ 0. I~ ::::: l. Show that • lowed bands 
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Figure 8.6 
Characteristic form or the 
function cos (Ka + o)/jtj. Be
cause jt(K)j is always less 
than unity the function will 
exceed unity in magnitude 
in the neighborhood of solu
tions to Ka + o(k1 = rm. 
Equation (8.76) can be satis
fied for real k if and only 
if the function is less than 
unity in magnitude. Conse
quently there will be allowed 
(unshaded) and forbidden 
(shaded) regions of K (and 
therefore of e = h2K1j2m). 
Note that when jtj is very 
near unity (weak potential) 
tJ1e forbidden regions will be 
narrow, but if jtj is very small 
(strong potential) the allowed 
regions ·will be narrow. 

of energies are then very narrow, with widths 

e.,.,. - t::m;n = O(jti). (8.79) 

(h) As a concrete example, one often considers the case in whicl't t{x) = go(x), where o(x) 
is the Dirac delta function {a special case of the .. Kronig-Penney model"). Show that in this case 

tz2K 
cot fJ = - mg , ltl = cos 5. (8.80) 

Tltis model is a common textbook example of a one-dimensional periodic potential Note, how
ever, that most of the structure we have established is, to a considerable degree, independent of 
the particular functional dependence of jtj and o on K. 

2. Density of Le~Jels 
{a) In the free electron case the density of levels at the Fermi energy can be written in the 

form (Eq. (2.64)) g(EF) = mkF/h1n 2• Show that the general form {8.63) reduces to this when 
&"(k) = 1r2k2 j2m and the (spherical) Fermi surfa<."C lies entirely within a primitive cell. 

(b) Consider a band in which, for sufficiently small k,e.,(kl = E0 + (tiJ./2)(k/jm, + k/fm,. + 
k, 2 /m..) (as might be the case in a crystal of orthorhombic symmetry) where m_., m1 , and m, are 
positive constants. SllOW that if e is close enough to eo that this form is valid. then g.(&) is pro
portional to (E - to) 111, so its derivative becomes infinite (van Hove singularity) as & approaches 
the band minimum. (Him : Use the form (8.57) for the density of levels.) Dcduc.-e li:om tllis that if 
the quadratic form for &.(k) remains valid up to eF, then g.(SF) c-c1n be written in the obvtous 
generalization of the free electron form (265); 

3 ll 
9n(EF) = - (8.81) 

2 SF- Eo 

where n is the contri' ··)n of the electrons in the band to the total clect[()nic density. 
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(c) Cons1der the density oflevels in the neighborhood of a saddle point, where f,.(k) = f.o + 
(ll1 f2)(k/fm" + li} fm} - k, 2/n~:J where m", mn and m, are positive constants. Show that when 
& ~ to, the dcrivat;vc of the density of levels has the form 

Bn'(e) ~ constant, 
~(eo- e)- 112, 

-

(8.82) 
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One can gain substantial insight into the structure imposed on the electronic energy 
levels by a periodic potential, if that potential is very weak. This approach might 
once have been regarded as a n instructive, but academic, exercise. We now know, 
however, that in many cases this apparently unrealistic assumption gives r esults 
surprisingly close to the mark. Modern theoretical and experimental s tudies of t he 
metals found in groups I, II, Ill, and JV of the perio dic ta ble (i.e., metals whose 
atomic s tructure consis ts of s and p electrons outside of a closed-shell noble gas 
configuration) indicate that the conduction electrons can be described as moving in 
what amounts to an almost constant po tential. These clements are often referred to 
as "nearly free elect ron" metals, because the s tarting point for their d esc:.Tiption is the 
Sommerfeld free electron gas, modified by the presence of a weak periodic potential. 
1 n this chapter we shall examine some of the broad general features of b a nd structure 
from the almost free electron point of view. Applications to particular metals will 
be cxan1ined in Chapter 15. 

It is by no means obvious why the conduction bands of these metals should be 
so free-electron-like. There are two fundamenta l reasons why t he strong interactions 
o f the conduction electrons with each other and with the positive ions can have the 
net effec:.1 of a very weak po tential. 

1. The electron-ion interaction is strongest a t small separations, but the conduction 
electrons are forbidden (by the P auli principle) from entering the immediate 
neighborhood o f the ions because this region is a lready occupied by the core 
electrons. 

2. In the region in which the conduction electrons are allowed, their mobility 
further diminishes the net potential any single electron experiences, for they 
can screen the fields of positively charged ions, diminishing the total effective 
potential. 

These remarks offer o nly the barest indication of why the fo llowing d iscussion 
bas extensive practical application. We shall return later to the problem of justifying 
the nearly free electron approach, taking up point 1 in Chapter 11 a nd point 2 in 
Chapter 17. 

GENERAL APPROACH TO THE SCHRODINGER EQUA TIO~ 
WHEN THE POTENTIAL IS W E AK 

When the periodic potential is zer o, the solutions to SchrOdinger's equation are plane 
waves. A reasonable s tarting place for the treatment of weak periodic potentials is 
therefore the expansion o f the exact solution in plane waves described in Chapter 8. 
T he wave function of a J31och level with crystal momentum k can be written in the 
form given in Eq. (8.42): 

(9.1) 

where the coefficients c._ K and the energy o f the level & a re determined by the set 
of Eqs. (8.41) : 

(9.2) 
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The sum in (9.1) is over all reciprocal lattice vectors K, and for fixed k there is an 
equation of the form (9.2) for each reciprocal !attire vector K. The (infinitely many) 
different solutions to (9.2) for a given k are labeled with the band index n. The wave 
vector k can (but need not) be considered to lie in the first Brillouin zone of k-space. 

ln thefreceltX."tron case, all the Fourier components UK are precisely zero. Equation 
(9.2) then becomes 

(eLK - e)ck- K = 0, 

where we have introduced the notation: 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

Equation (9.3) requires for each K that either c k - K = 0 or e = e~_,_. The latter 
possibility can occur for only a single K, unless it happens that some of the s~-K 
are equal for several different choices of K. If such degeneracy does not occur, then 
we have the expected class of free electron solutions: 

(9.5) 

If, however, there is a group of reciprocal lattice vectors K1, . • • , K'" satisfying 

cO _ ,, _.,o 
u k - Kt - - ~1t-Km' (9.6) 

then when e is equal to the common value of these free electron energies there are 
• m independent degenerate plane wave solutions. Since any linear combination of 

degenerate solutions is also a solution. one has complete freedom in choosing the 
coefficients ck - K forK = K~> ... , Km. 

These simple observations aQ;Juire more substance when the UK arc not zero, but 
very small. The analysis still divides naturally into two cases, corresponding to the 
nondegcncrate and degenerate cases for free electrons. Now, however, the basis for 
the distinction is not the exact equality• of two or more distinct free electron levels, 
but only whether they are equal aside from terms of order U. 

Case 1 Fix k and consider a particular reciprocal lattice vector K1 such that the 
free electron energy 8~ _ ., 1 is far from the values of eLii (for all otl1er KJ compared 
with U (see Figure 9.1 )2

: 

le~-K1 - ~-KI » U, for :fixed k and all K =f. K 1 • (9.7) 

We wish to investigate the effect of the potential on that free electron level given by: 

(9.8) 

' The reader familiru' wilh stationary perturbation theory may think that if there is no exacl de
generacy. we can always make all level differences large compared with U by considering sufficiently 
small U. That is indeed true for llll)' giren k. However. once we are given a definite U, no maller how 
small, we W<Ult a procedure valid for all k in the first Brillouin zone. We shall see that no maHer how 
small U is we can always find some values of k for which the unpertur~d levels arc closer together than 
U. Therefore what we are doing is more subtle than conventional degenerate perturbation theory. 

• In inequalities of this fotm we shall use U to refer 10 n rypical Fourier component of the poremial. 
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F.gure9.1 
Foe the range of k wuhm limits 
indicated by the dark band the 
free electron levels e, _ ~. and 
e, x differ by an energy O(U). 

Setting K = K1 in Eq. (9.2) (and using the short notation (9.4)) we have (dropping 
the prime from the summation index): 

(9.9) 

Because we have picked the additive constant in the potential energy so that U" = 0 
when K = 0 (see page 137), only terms with K ¢ K1 appear on the right-hand side 
of(9.9). Since \\e are examining thai solution for which c k - K vanishes when K ¢ K1 

in the limit of vanishing U, we expect the right-hand side of (9.9) to be of second 
order in U. This can be explicitly confirmed by writing Eq. (9.2) for K ¢ K1 as 

(9.10) 

We have separated out of the sum in (9.10) the term containing Ct- a:1, since it will 
be an order of magnitude larger than the remaining terms, which involve e L - K" for 
K' ¢ K1. This conclusion depends on the assumption (9.7) that the level ef-K, is not 
nearly degenerate to some other ~-K· Such a near degeneracy could cause some of 
the denominators in (9.10) to be of order U, canceling the explicit U in the numerator 
and resulting in additional tem1s in the sum in (9.10) comparable to the K = K1 term. 

Therefore, provided there is no near degeneracy, ' 

Placing this in (9.9), we find: 

0 ) • = "UK- 1\tu..I - K -'- O(U3) (S - SI: - K, Ck KJ £- . ..o Ck K1 • • 
K E; - C.J.- K 

(9.11) 

(9.12) 

Thus the perturbed energy level e differs from the free electron value ~-"• by terms 
of order U1

. To solve Eq. (9.12) for e to this order, it therefore suffices to replace 
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the e appearing in the denominator on the right-hand side by &2-"•' leading to the 
foHowing expression 3 for e, correct to se<:ond order in U: 

f, = [,~-Kr + L 0 I u .. - .. ,l: + 0( U3). (9.13) 
K f,k - K1 - f,k- K 

Equation (9.t3) asserts that weakly perturbed nondegenerate bands repel each 
other, for every level f,~- K that lies below e~-K, contributes a term in (9.13) that raises 
the value of e, while every level that lies above eLK1 contributes a term that lowers 
the energy. However, the most important feature to emerge from this analysis of the 
case of no near degeneracy, is simply the gross observation that the shift in energy 
from the free electron value 1s second order in U. ln the nearly degenerate case (as 
we shall now see) the shift in energy can be linear in U. Therefore, to leading order 
in the weak periodic potential, it is only the nearly degenerate free electron levels 
that are significantly shifted, and we must devote most of our attention to this 
import ant case. 

Case 2 Suppose the value of k is such that there are reciprocal lattice vectors K 1 , ••• , 

Km with eLK,• ... , e~ -Km all within order U of each other,4 but far apart from the 
other e~-K on the scale of U: 

le~-K - sLr<,l » U, i = 1, ... , m, K i:- K 1 , • •• , K,.. (9.14) 

In this case we must treat separately those equations given by (9.2) when K is set 
~ual to any of them values K 1 , • .• , Km. This gives m equations corresponding to 
the single equation (9.9) in the nondegenerate case. In these m equations we separate 
from the sum those terms containing the coefficients ck- K , j = 1, ... , m, which need 

J 
not be small in the limit of vanishing interaction. from the remaining ck - K. which 
will be at most of order U. Thus we have 

m 

(e - e~_14)ck-K1 = .I UKrK/k- Ki + . L . Ut.:-KF~<-K• r = 1, .. . , rn. (9.15) 
J = I K " K J· · .• K,. 

Making the same separalion in the sum, we can write Eq. (9.2) for the remaining 
levels as 

K # Kt. ... , Km, · (9.16) 

(which corresponds to equation (9.10) in the case o f no near degeneraC) ). 
Since Ct- K will be at most of order U when K # Kl> ...• Km, Eq. (9.16) gives 

ck - K = t 0 f UK - Kci<- K· + O(tP). e- ek- Kj=t 1 1 
(9.17) 

J we use F..q. (8.34), u_~ = u~. 
4 Jn one dimension m cannot exceed 2, but in three dimensions il can be quite large. 
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Placing this in (9.15), we find that 
m 

<e- ee_ .. >c~ " = L: 
• f j= 1 

(9.18) 
. K, 

Compare this with the result (9.12) in the case o f no near degeneracy. There we 
found an explicit expression for the shift in energy to o rder U 2 (to which the set of 
equations (9.18) reduces when m = 1). Now, however, we find that to an accuracy 
of o rder U 2 the determination of the shifts in the m nearly degenerate levels reduces 
to the solution of m coupled equations5 for the c"- "t Furthermore, the coefficients 
in the se<;ond term on Lhe right-band side o f these equations are o f higher o rder in 
U than those in the first.6 Consequently, to find the leading corrections in U we can 
replace (9.1 8) by the far simpler equatio ns: 

m 

(e - e~_ .. )c .. _ .. , = L v .. - K,ck- K' i = 1, ...• m, 
J~ I I J 

(9.19) 

which are just the general equations for a system of m quantum levels. 7 

ENERGY LEVELS NEAR A SINGLE BRAGG PLANE 

The simplest a nd most important example o f the preceding discussion is when two 
free electron levels a re within order U o f each other, but far compa red with U from 
all o ther levels. When this happens, Eq. (9.19) reduces to t he two equations: 

(e - e~-K)c .. _ .. , = U..:r Ktc~-K2 • 
(e - e~ "~c "- "2 = U ... - .. l~ - Kr (9. 20) 

When only t \'-'O levels a re involved, there is little point in continuing with the 
n otat iona l conventio n that labels them symmetrically. We therefore introduce vari
ables particularly convenient for the two-level problem: 

(9.21) 

and write (9.20) as 

( e- &~)cq = v .. c._ .. , 
(e - e~ ..>c. " = U - Kc, = u:c •. (9.22) 

• These are rather closely related to the equations of so!C'tmd-ortler deg<'nl!rare perturbation theory, 
to which they reduce when all the Er_k a re rigorously equal , i = I , ...• m . (See L. D . Landau and 

• E. M. Ltfsbil2, Quantum 1\tt·chamcs, Addt..on-Wcsley, Reading Mass_ 1965, p. 134.) 
" The numerator is exphc11Jy or order U 2

• and stncc only 1\-values different frorp K 1 , ••• , K,. a~ar 
in the sum. the denominator IS not or order U when Cis close to !he &2 - ~ , i = I ,. . , m. 

• 1 Note Lhat the rule of thumb for going from (9.19) back to the more accurate rorm in (!U8) is simply 
that U should be replaced by {,", where 

0 • e - s .. _" 
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We have: 
forK' :f. K, 0. (9.23) 

Now e~ is equal to e~_ ._ for some reciprocal lattice vector only when JqJ = Jq - KJ. 
This means (Figure 9.2a) that q must lie on the Bragg plane (see Chapter 6) bisecting 
the line joining the origin of k space to the reciprocal lattice point K. The assertion 
that ~ = eq- t:· only for K ' = K requires that q tie only on this Bragg plane, and on 
no other. 

Figure 9.2 
(a) If lql = jq - Kl, tnen the point q must 
lie in the Bragg plane determined by K. 
(b) If the point q lies in the Bragg plane, 
then the vet:tor q - tK is parallel ro the 
plane. 

0 

q 
K 

q-K 

Thus conditions (9.23) have the geometric significance of requiring q to be close 
to a Bragg plane (but not close to a place where two or more Bragg planes intersect). 
Therefore the case of two nearly degenerate levels applies Lo an electron whose 
wave vector very nearly satisfies the condition for a single Bragg scattering. 8 Corre· 
spondingly, the general case of many nearly degenerate levels applies to the treatment 
of a free electron level whose wave vector is close to one at which many simultaneous 
Bragg reflecttons can occur. Since ti1e nearly degenerate levels are the most strongly 
affected by a weak periodic potential, we conclude that a weak periodic potential has 
its major effeccs on only those free elecrron levels whose wa~:e veClors are close to ones 
at " ·hich Bragg reflections can occttr. 

We discuss systematically on pages 162 to 166 when free electron wave vectors 
do, or do not, tie on Bragg planes, as well as the general structure this imposes on 
the energy levels in a weak potential. First, however, we examine the level structure 

8 An incident X-ray beam undergoes Bragg rcll~ction only if its wave vector lies on a Brasg plane 
(see Chapter 6). 
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when only a single Bragg plane is nearby, as detennined by (9.22). These equations 
have a solution when : 

S - r,O 
q 

- U~ 
= 0. (9.24) 

This leads to a quadratic equation 

(& - s~)(e - e~_.J = 1 U1;j1
. (9.25) 

The two roots 

e =-He~ + e~-ld + [ (e~ -2 e~-11. r + IV·-12 T'2 (9.26) 

give the dominant effect of the periodic potential on the energies of the two free 
electron levels &~ and e~-K when q is close to the Bragg plane determined by K. 
These are plotted in Figure 9.3. 

' I 

I 
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I_L 
' 
~ 21U.,,l 
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I 
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0 iK CJ 

Figure 9.3 
Plot of lhe energy bands given by Eq. (9.26) for 
q parallel to K The lower band corresponds to 
the choice of a minus sign in (9.26) and the 
upper band to a plus sign. When q = !K. the 
two bands are separated by a band gap of mag
nitude 2IU,J When q is far removed from the 
Bragg plane. the levels (to leading order) are 
indistinguishable from their free electron values 
(denoted by doned Lines). 

The result (9.26) is particularly simple for points lying on the Bragg plane since, 
when q is on the Bragg plane, e~ = ~- K· Hence 

S = e~ ± I U 1d, q on a single Bragg plane. (9.27) 

Thus, at all points on the Bragg plane, one level is uniformly raised by jU1.J and the 
other is uniformly lowered by the same amount. 

It is also easily verified from (9.26) that when ~ = e~_.., 

ae 112 

- =-~-im: ~-~ cq m 

i.e., when the point q is on the Bragg plane the gradient of e is parallel to the plane 
(see Figure 9.2b). Since the gradient is perpendicular to the surfaces on which a 
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function is constant, the constant-energy surfaces at the Bragg plane are perpendicular 
to the plane.9 

When q Jjes on a single Bragg plane we may also easily determine the form of 
the wave fu nctions corresponding to the two solutjons & = &~ ± IV._!. From (9.22), 
when & is given by (9.27). the two coefficients cq and cq - K satisfy1 0 

(9.29) 

Since these two coefficients are the dominant ones in the plane-wave expansion (9.1), 
it follows that if v~~. > 0, then 

whlle if v~~. < 0, then 

11/J(r)jl oc (cos iK · r)2
, & = ~ + IV ~~.1. 

11/J(r)jl oc (sin ~K · r)2
, & = ~ - IV"I' 

11/J<r)!l ex: (sin {K · r)2
, & = ~ + IV,.J, 

!1/l{r)j2 ex: (cos {K · r)2
• & = &~ - IV~~.I. (9.30) 

Sometimes the two types of linear combination are called "p-like" <11/11 2 
- sin 2 fK · r) 

and "s-like" <11/11 2 -. cos2 !K · r) because of their position dependence near lattice 
points. The s-like combination. like an atomic s-Ieve!, docs not vanish at the ion ; 
in the p-like combination the charge density vanishes as the square of the distance 
from the ion for small distances, which is also a characteristic of atomic p-levels. 

El'.'ERGY BANDS 11': ONE DIMENSION 

We can illustrate these general conclusions in one climension, where twofold degen
eracy is the most that can ever occur. In the absence of any interaction the electronic 
energy levels are just a parabola in k (Figure 9.4a). To leading order in the weak 
onc-dimensjonal periodic potential this curve remains correct except near Bragg 
"planes" (which are points in one d imension). When q is near a Bragg "plane" cor
responding to the reciprocal lattice vector K (i.e., the point tK) the corrected energy 
levels are determined by drawing another free electron parabola centered around K 
(Figure 9.4b), noting that the degeneracy at the point o f intersection is split by 21 UK I 
in such a way that both curves have zero slope at that point, and redrawing Figure 
9.4b to get Figure 9.4c. The original free electron curve is therefore modified as in 
Figure 9.4d. When all Bragg planes and their associated Fourier components are 
included, we end up with a set of curves such as those shown in Figure 9.4e. This 
particular way of depicting the energy levels is knov.n as the extended-zone scheme. 

If we insist on specifying all the levels by a wave vectoT k in the first Brillouin zone, 
then we must translate the pieces of Figure 9.4e, through reciprocal lattice vectors. 
into the ·first BriJiouin zone. The result is shown in Figure 9.4f. The representation 
is that of the reduced-zone scheme (see page 142). 

• This result is often, but no1 always, true even when the periodic poaen&ial IS nol weak, because 
the Bragg planes occupy positions of fairly high symmetry. 

ao For ~imphcity we asswne here lh..~l U~ is real (the crystal has inversion symmeuy). 
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Figure9.4 
(a) T he free electron e vs. k 
parabola in one dimension. 
(b) Step I in the construction 
to determine the distortion 
in the free electron parabola 
in the neighborhood of a 
Bragg " plane," due to a weak 
periodic potentiaL If the 
Bragg "plane·· is that deter
mined by K, a second free 
electron parabola is drawn, 
centered on K. (c) Step 2 in 
the construction to deter
mine the distortion in the 
free e lectron parabola in the 
neighborhood of a Bragg 
" plane." The degeneracy o f 
the two parabolas at K(l 
i-. spliL (d) Those pon.ons 
o r p art (c) corr~-ponding 
to the original free electron 
parabola given in (a).. {e) Ef
fect of all additional Bragg 
.. planes" on the free electron 
parabola. This particular 
way of displaying the elec
tronic levels in a periodic 
potential is known as the 
exrended-zmw scheme. (f) The 
levels of (c), displayed in a 
reduced-zone scheme. (g) F ree 
electron levels of {e) or {f) in 
a repeatetl-zone scheme. 

One can also emphasize the periodicity of the labeling ink-space by periodically 
extending Figure 9.4f throughout a ll o f k-space to a rrive at Figure 9.4g. which em
phasizes that a particular level at k can be described by any wave vector differing 
from k by a reciprocal lattice vector. This representation is the repeated-zone scheme 
(see page l42). The reduced-zone scheme indexes each level with a k lying in the first 
zone. while the extended-zone scheme uses a labeling emphasizing continuity with 
the free electron levels. The repeated-zone scheme is the most general representation, 

• 
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but is highly redundant, since the same level is shown many times, for all equivalent 
wave vectors k, k + K. k + lK, . . .. 

ENERGY-WAVE-VECTOR CURVES IN THREE DIMEI':SlONS 

In three dimensions the structure of the energy bands is sometimes displayed by 
plotting e vs. k along particular straight Jines in k-space. Such curves are generally 
shown in a reduced-zone scheme, since for general directions in k-space they are not 
periodic. Even in the completely free electron approximation these curves are surpris
ingly complex. An example is sho\\11 in Figure 9.5, which was constructed by plotting, 
as k vaned along the particular lines shown, the vaJues of f.f - x = l1 2(k - K)2j2m for 
all reciprocal lattice vectors K close enough to the origin to lead to energies lower 
than the top of the verticaJ scale. 
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Figure 9.5 
Free electron energy levels 
for an fcc Bravais lattice. The 
energies are plotted along 
lines in the first Brillouin 
zone joimng the points 
f(k = 0), K. L. W, and X. 
e. is the energy a t point X 
([h2/2m][2nja]l~ The hori
zontal lines give Fermi 
energ1es for the indicated 
numbers of electrons per 
primitive cell. The number of 
dots on a curve specifies the 
number or degenerate free 
electron levels represented by 
the curve. (From F. Herman, 
in An Atomistic Approach to 
the Nature and Properties of 
AI aterials, J. A. Pask, eel., 
Wiley. New York, 1967.) 

Note that most of the curves are highly degenerate. This is because the directions 
along which the energy has been plotted are all lines of fairly high symmetry, so 
points along them are likely to be as far from several other reciprocal lattice vectors 
as they are from any given one. The addition of a weak periodic potential will in 
general remove some, but not necessarily all, of this degeneracy. The mathematical 
theory of groups is often used to determine how such degeneracies will be split. 

THE El'iERGY GAP 

Quite generaJiy, a weak periodic potential introduces an "energy gap" at Bragg 
planes. By this we mean the following: 

• 
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When UK = 0, as k crosses a Bragg plane the energy changes continuously from 
the lower root of (9.26) to the upper, as illustrated in Figure 9.4b_ When U" 1= 0, 
this is no longer so_ The energy only changes continuously with k, as the Bragg plane 
is crossed, if one stays with the lower (or upper) root, as illustrated in Figure 9.4c_ 
To change branches as k varies continuously it is now necessary for the energy w 
change discontinuously by at least 21 U11 I· 

We shaU see in Chapter 12 that this mathematical separation of the two bands 
is reflected in a physicaJ separation: \Vhen the action of an external field changes 
an electron's wave vector, the presence of the energy gap requires that upon crossing 
the Bragg plane, the electron must emerge in a level whose energy remains in the 
original branch of t;(k)_ It is this pro pert)' that makes the energy gap of fundamental 
importance in electronic transport properties. 

BRILI,OUIN ZONES 

Using the theory of electrons in a weak periodic potential to determine the complete 
band structure of a three-dimensional crystal leads to geometrical constructions of 
great complexity. It is often most important to determine the Fermi surface (page 141) 
and the behavior of the en(k) in its immediate vicinity. 

In doing this for weak potentials, the procedure is first to draw the free electron 
Fermj sphere centered at k = 0. Next, one notes that the sphere will be deformed 
in a manner of which Figure 9-6 is characteristic11 when it crosses a Bragg plane and 
in a correspondingly more complex way when it passes near several Bragg planes. 
When the effe<:ts of aU Bragg planes are inserted, this leads to a representation of the 
Fermi surface as a fractured sphere in the extended-zone scheme. To construct the 
portions of the Fermi surface lying in the various bands in the repeated-zone scheme 
one can make a simjJar construction, starting with free electron spheres centered 
about aU reciprocal lattice points. To construct the Fermi surface in the reduced-zone 
scheme, one can translate all the pieces of the single fractured sphere back into the 
first zone through reciprocal lattice vectors. This procedure is made systematic 
through the geometrical notion of the higher Brillouin zones. 

Recall that the first Brillouin zone is the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell of the reciproc;al 
lattice (pages 73 and 89), i.e. the set of points lying closer to K = 0 than to any other 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9.6 

f (a) Free electron sphere cut
~-~1-p2 ling Bragg plane located at 

P, }K from the origin (UK= 0)-
}KHf-L..--L. (b) Deformation of the frt"e 

electron sphere near the 
Bragg plane when U ~ ~ 0. 
The constant-energy surface 
intersects the plane in two 
circles, whose radii are cal
culated in Problem l. 

11 This follows from the demonsu-ation {)D page l S9 that a constan~-<:nergy surface is perpendicular 
to a Bragg plane when they intersect, in the nearly [ree electron approximation. 
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reciprocal lattice poinL Since Bragg planes bisect the lines joining the origin to points 
of the reciprocal lattice, one can CCJUally well define the first zone as the set of points 
that can be reached from the origin without C.Tossing any Bragg p lanes. L2 

Higher Brillouin zones are simply other regions bounded by the Bragg planes, 
defined as follows: 

The firsc Brillouin zone is the set of points in k-spacc that can be reached from 
the origin without crossing any Bragg plane. The second Brillouin zone is the set of 
points that can be reached from the first zone by crossing onJy one Bragg plane. The 
(11 + l)th Brillouin zone is the set of points not in the (n - l)tl1 zone that can be 
reached from the nth zone by crossing only one Bragg plane. 

Alternatively, the nth Brillouin zone can be defined as the set of points that can be 
reached from the origin by crossing n - l Bragg planes, but no fewer. 

These definitions are illustrated in two dimensions in Figure 9.7. The surface of 
the first three zones for the fcc and bee lattices are shown in Figure 9.8. Both definitions 
emphasize the physically important fact that the zones are bounded by Bragg planes. 
T hus they are regions at whose surfaces the effects of a weak periodic potential are 
important (i.e., first order), but in whose interior the free electron energy levels arc 
only perturbed in second order. 

Figure 9.7 
lllustration of the definition of the Brillouin 
zones for a two-dimensional square Bravais 
Janice. The reciprocal lanice is also a square 
lattice of side b. The figure shows all Bragg 
planes (lines, in rwo dimensions) that lie within 
the square of side 2b centered on the origin. 
These Bragg planes divide that square into 
regions belonging to zones 1 to 6. (Only zones 
I, 2, and 3 are entirely contained witl1in the 
square, however.) 

It is very important to note that each Brillouin zone is a primitive ceO of the 
reciprocal lattice. This is because the 11th Brillouin zone is simply the set of points 
that have the origin as the nth nearest reciprocal lattice point (a reciprocal lattice 
point K is nearer to a point k than k is to the origin if and only if k is separated from 
the origin by the Bragg p lane determined by K). Given this. the proof that the nth 
Brillouin zone is a primitive cell is identical to the proof on page 73 that the Wibmer
Seitz cell (i.e., the first Brillouin zone) is primitive, provided that the phrase .. nth 
nearest neighbor" is substituted for "nearest neighbor" throughout the argument. 

u We exclude from consideration points lying on Bragg planes, which tum o ut to be points common 
10 the surface of two or more zones. We define the zones in terms of their interior points. 
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•·;gure 9.8 

I 

II 

Surfaces of the first, second. 
and third Brillouin zones for 
(a) bod y-centered cubic and 
(b) face-centered cubic crys
tals. (Only the extenor sur· 
facc:s are shown. It follows 
from the definition on page 
163 that the interior surface 
of the nth "one is identical 
to the ex tenor surface of the 
(n - I )th £One.) Evidently 
the surfaces bounding the 
zones be<:ome increasingly 
complex as the zone number 
increa.."<.-s. 1 n practice it ;., 
often stmplest to construct 
free electron Fermi surfaa-s 
by procedurtl. (such as those 
described m Problem 4) that 
a vo id making use of the ex
plicit form o f the Rrillouin 
zones (After R . Liick. doc
toral d1sscr tallon, Technl
sche H <x:h,chulc. Stuttgart. 
1965.) 

Ill 

(a> (b) 

Because each zone is a primitive cell, there is a s imple algorithm for constructing 
the branches of the Fermi surface in the repeated-zone scheme13 : 

I. Draw the free electron Fermi sphere. 
2. Deform it slighlly (as ill ll!>trated in Figure 9.6) tn the tmmcd•ate vicinity of e\ er} 

Bragg plane. (In the limit of exccedmgly weak potcnuals this step is sometimes 
ignored to a first approximation.) 

3. Take thnt portion of the surfac.;: of the free electron sphere lying within the nth 
Brillouin zone, and translate it through all reciprocal lattice vectors. The resulting 
surface is the branch of the Fermt surface (conventionally assigned to the nth 
band) 111 the rcpea ted-£one scheme. 1" 

u The representation of the Fermi surface in the rep.:ated 7.onc scheme IS the most general After 
survcymg each brunch in 11s full periodic sph:ndor. one can p1~k that pnm•t1vc cell which most Juc•dl" 
repr<!Sents the topolog•cal st ructure of the "hole (v. hu:h 1s often. but by no meuns ah•ays. the fir<t Brillouin 
zone). 

1• An alternative procedure IS to r:ranslatc the p1ea:s of the Ferrrn surface in the nth zone through 
those reaprocal latuce V\."Cton; that take the plecel' of the nth zone m "hicb the:~ are conuuned. mto the 
first zone. (Such translations ex1,;t bc<:ausc the 11th ~:one 1s a pnmlll\lc cclll Th1s b IllUStrated in Fisure 9 9 
The Ferm1 surface io the rcpcuted-zo>ne scheme IS then constructed by translating r" -.:,uhmg first z.onc 
structures through all rcc1procul Janice \cctors 
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(a) 

(c) (d) (c) 

Figure 9.9 
The free electron Fe11111 sphere for a face-centered cubic metal of valence 4, The first zone 
lies entirely within the interior of the sphere. and the sphere does not extend beyond the 
fourth zone. Thus the only zone surfaces intersected by the sut:face of the sphere are the 
(exterior) surfaces of the second and third zones (c[ Figure 9.8b}. The second-zone Fermi 
surface oonsists of those parts of the surface of the sphere lying entirely within the poly
hedron bounding the second zone (i.e., all of the sphere except the parts extending beyond 
the polyhedron in (a)). When uanslated through reciprocal lattice vectors into the first 
zone. the pieces of the second-zone surface give the simply connected figure shown in (c). 
(It is known as a "hole surface"; the levels it encloses have higher energies than those 
outside). The third-zone Fermi surface consists of those parts of the surface of the sphere 
lying outside of the second zone (i.e., the parts extending beyond the polyhedro n in (a)) 
that do not lie o utside the third zone (i.e., that arc contained within the polyhedron shown 
in (bl ). When tr.snslated through reciprocal lattice vectors into the first zone. these pieces 
of sphere g1ve the muhiply connected structure shown in (d). The fourth-zone Fermi sur
faet: consists of the remaining parts o f the surface of the sphere that lie om~ide the third 
zone (as shown in {b)). When translated through reciprocal lattict> vectors into the first 
zone they form the ''pockets of clecuons•· shown in {e). For clarity (d) and (e) show only 
the intersectiOn of the third and fourth zone Fermi surfaces with the surface of the first 
zone. (From R. LUck, op. cit.) 
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Generally speaking, the effect of the weak periodic potential on the surfaces 
constructed from the free eleCtron Fermi sphere without step 2, is simply to round 
otT the sharp edges and comers. If, however, a branch of the Fermi surface consists 
of very small pieces of surface (surrounding either occupied or unoccupied levels, 
known as "pockets of electrons" or "pockets of holes"), then a weak periodic potential 
may cause these to disappear. In addition, if the free electron Fermi surface has 
parts with a very narrow cross section, a weak periodic potential may cause it to 
become disconnected at such points. 

Some further constructions appropriate to the discussion of almost free electrons 
in fcc crystals are illustrated in Figure 9.10. These free-electron-like Fermi surfaces 
are of great importance in understanding the real Fermi surfaces of many metals. 
This will be illustrated in Chapter 15. 

Valence 
2 

Valence 
3 

Figure 9.10 

Firsl z.oae Second zone 

None 

Tlurd zone Fowth tone 

None None 

The free electron Fernu swfact.:s for face-centered cubic metals of valence 2 and 3. (For 
valence I the surface lies entirely within the interior of the first zone and therefore remains 
a sphere to lowest order; the surface for valence 4 is shown in Figure 9.9.) All branches 
of the Fermi surface are shown. The primitive cells in which they are displayed have the 
shape and orientation of the first Brillouin zone. However, the cell is actually the first zone 
(i.e., is centered on K = 0) only in the figures illustrating the second zone surfaces. In the 
first and third :zone figures K ,. 0 lies at the center of one of the horizontal faces. while 
for the fourth zone figure it lies at the center of the hexagonal face on the upper right 
(or the parallel face opposite it (hidden)). The six tiny pockets of electrons constituting 
the fourth zone surface for valence 3 lie at the comers of the regular hexagon given by 
displacing that hexagonal face in the [I l l) d1rection by half the distance to the face op
posite it. (After W. Harrison, Phys. Ret>. l18, 1190 (1960).) Corresponding constructions 
for body-centered cubic metals can be found in the Harrison paper. 

THE GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR IN MONATOMIC 
LAITICES WITH BASES 

Nothing said up to now has exploited any properties of the potential U(r) other 
than its periodicity, and, for convenience, inversion symmetry. If we pay somewhat 

• 
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closer attention to the form of U, recognizing that it will be made up of a sum of atomic 
potentials centered at the positions of the ions. then we can draw some further con
clusions that are important in studying the electronic structure of monatomic lattices 
with a basis. such as the diamond and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structures. 

Suppose that the basis consists of identical ions at positions di. Then the periodic 
potential U(r) will have the form 

U(r) = L:L:<J>(r - R - di)· 
R j 

ff we place this into Eq. (8.32) for UK, we find that 

UK =.!.f dre-•K· r L¢(r - R- di) 
v cell ll.j 

= .!. I dr e-iK . r L <J>(r - dJ ), 
V •·II j 

•I"'"" or 

where <J>{K) is the Fourier transform of the atomic potential, 

<J>(K) = I dr e-•K · ' <j>(r), 
all 

space 

(9.31) 

(9.32) 

(9.33) 

(9.34) 

and Sx is the geometrical structure factor introduced in our discussion of X-ray 
diffraction (Chapter 6): 

SK = L e•K. d/ . (9 . .35} 
j 

Thus when the basis leads to a vanishing structure facto r for some Bragg planes, 
i.e., when the X-ray diffraction peaks from these p lanes arc missing, then the Fourier 
component of the periodic potential associated with such planes vanishes; i.e., the 
lowest-order splitting in the free electron levels d isappears. 

This result is of particular importance in the theory of metals with the hexagonal 
close-packed structure, of which there a re over 25 (Table 4.4). The first Brillouin 
zone for the simple hexagonal lattice is a prism on a regular hexagon base. However, 
the structure factor associated with the hexagonal top and bottom of the prism 
vanishes (Problem 3, Chapter 6). 

Therefore, according to nearly free electron theory, there is no first-order splitting 
of the free electron levels at these faces. It might appear that small splittings would 
still occur as a result of second-order (and higher-order) effects. However, if the 
one-electron Hamiltonian is independent of the spin, then in the hcp structure any 
Bloch level with wave vector k on the hexagonal face of the first Brillouin zone 
can be proved to be at least twofold degenerate. Accordingly, the splitting is rigorously 
zero. In a situation like this it is often more convenient to consider a representation 
of the zone structure in which those planes with zero gap are actually ignored. The 
regions that one is then Jed to consider are known as Jones zones or large zones. 
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(a) Frrst zone (b) Second zone 

,. l- 5 ·- · 

. ..., 

(d) Fourth zone 

(c) Third zooe 

Figure 9.11 
Free electron Fermi surface for a divalent hcp metal with ideal 
cfa = L633. Since the hcp structure is simple hexagonal with two 
atoms per primitive cell, there are four electrons per primitive cell 
to be accommodated. The resulling Fermi surface comes in many 
pieces, whose names reveal an interesting level o f imagination and 
taste. (a) The cap. The first zone is almost entirely filled by the free 
electron sphere. but there arc small unoccupied regions in the six 
upper and six lower comers. These can be assembled, by transla
tions through reciprocal lattice vectors, into two of the objects 
shown. (b) The mQnSter. Portions of the free electron sphere in the 
second zone can be translated back into the first zone to form one 
of the large structures shown in the second-zone picture. The mon
ster encloses unoccupied levels. (c) Portions o f the free electron 
sphere in the tl:ird zone can be reassembled into several electron
enclosing surfaces. There is one lens, two cigars, and three butler
flies . (d) Those few occupied free electron levels in the fourth zone 
can be reassembled into three pockets of the type pictured. 

These structures arise when there is significant splitting of the 
free electton levels on the hexagonal faces of the first zone as a 
result of spin-orbit coupling. When spin -orbit coupling is weak 
{as it is in the lighter elements), there is negligible splitting on these 
faces. and Lhe appropriate structures arc those shown in Figure 9. 12. 
(From J . B. Kettcrson and R. W . Stark. Phys. Rev. 156, 751 {1967).} 
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IMPORTANCE OF SPIN-ORBIT COUPUNG AT POINTS OF HIGH 
SYMMETRY 

Until now we have regarded the electron spin as being completely inert dynamically. 
In fact, however, an electron moving through an electric field such as that of the 
periodic potential U(r), experiences a potential proportional to the scalar product of 
its spin magnetic moment with the vector product of its velocity and the electric field. 
This additional interaction is referred to as the spin-orbit coupling, and is of great 
importance in atomic physics (see Chapter 31). Spin-orbit coupling is important in 
calculating the almost free electron levels at points in k-space of high symmetry, 
since it often happens that levels that are rigorously degenerate when it is ignored 
are split by the spin-orbit coupling. 

For example, the splitting of the electronic levels on the hexagonal faces of the 
first zone in hcp metals is entirely due to spin-orbit coupling. Since the strength of 
spin-orbit coupling increases with atomic number, this splitting is appreciable in the 
heavy hexagonal metals, but can be small enough to be ignored in the light ones. 
Correspondingly, there are two different schemes for constructing free electronlike 
Fermi surfaces in hexagonal metals. These are illustrated in Figures 9.11 and 9.12 . 

Figure 9.12 
A representation of the Fermi surface of a divalem hcp metal 
obtained by reassembling those pieces in Figure 9.11 that were 
severed from each other by the horizontal hexagonal faces of the 
first Brillouin zone. The first and second zones together make up 
the structure on the left, and the many pieces in the third and 
fourth zones lead to the structure on the right. This representa
tion ignores the spin orbit splitting across the hexagonal face. 
(After W. Harrison. Phyl. Rev. 118, 1190 (1960).) 

PROBLEMS 

I. Nearly Free Electron Fermi Suiface Near a Single Bragg Pla11e 
To investigate the nearly free electron band structure given by (9.26) near a Bragg plane, it is 
convenient to measure the wave vector q with respect tO the point JK on the Bragg plane. If 
we write q = !K + k, and resolve k into its components parallel (k11) and perpendicular (k.~.) 
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to K, then (926) becomes 

hl kl + (4&0 hl k 2 + IV ·12)1/l 
2m - .--z 2m H " 

(9.36) 

II is also convenielll to measure the fermi energy CF with respect to the lowest value assumed 
by either of the bands given by (9.36) in the Bragg plane, writing: 

(9.37) 

so that when A < 0, no Fermi surface intersects the Bragg plane. 
(a) Show that when 0 < tJ. < 2jUKI• the Fermi surface lies entirely in the lower band and 

intersects the Bragg plane in a circle of radius 

~ P=vv· (9.38) 

(b) Show that if A > j2U"I' the Fermi surface lies in both bands, cutting the Bragg plane 
in two circles of radii p 1 and (Jz (Figure 9.6). and that the difTcrcnce in the areas of the two 
circles is 

(9.39) 

(fhe area of these circles can be measured directly in some metals through the de Haas-van 
Alphen effect (Chapter 14), and therefore jU11 can be determined directly from experiment for 
such nearly free c!cctron metals.) 

2. Density of Lfl•els for a Twt1-Band Model 
To some extent this problem is artificial in that the effi::cts of neglected Bragg planes can lead 
to corrections comparable to the deviations we shall find here from the free electron result. On 
the other hand. the problem is iustructive in that the qualitative features are general. 

If we resolve q into its components parallel (q11 ) and perpendicular (tU.) to K, then (9.26) 
becomes 

(9.40) 

where 

(9.41) 

IS only a function of q0• The density of levels can be evaluated from (8.57) by performing the 
integral in an appropriate primitive cell over wave vectors q in cylindrical ooordinates with the 
z-axis along K. 

(a) Show that when the mtegral over 11 is performed, the result for each band is 

_ 1 (2m) ( mo min) 
g(&) - 4nl h2 qu - qll • (9.42) 

\\here. for each band. qi" and qjj1" arc the solutions to & = hi:(q1). Verify that the familiar free 
electron result is obtained 10 the limit IU~:I--+ 0. 

• 
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Figure 9.13 
Oects1ty of levels in the two-band approxima
tion. The dashed line 1s the free electron result 
Eq. (2.63). Note that in contrast to earlier 
figures in this chapter, th1s one explicitly shows 
second-order corrections to Lhe free electron 
result far from the Brdgg plane. 

(b) Show that 

qf" = - n + O(U,.2
), (& > 0), ,.., ... - I K 

'1 11 - 2 (9.43) 

for the lower band, if the constant energy surface (at energy E) cuts the zone plane (thai is, 
Ei;1- IUKI ~ E ,.;; ei;1 + IU.J). 

(c) Show that for the upper band (9.42) should be interpreted as giving a dens1ty of levels 

( ) 1 (2m) ( max 1K) g + e = 4rr2 ft 2 qu - -z , (9.44) 

(d) Show that dgfde is singular ate = l'"' 2 ± IV .. !, so that the density oflevels has the form 
shown in Figure 9.13. (These singularities are not peculiar either to the weak potecttial or two
band approximations. See page 145.) 

3. Effect of Weak Periodic Potential at Places ink-Space Where Bragg Planes 1\1eet 
Consrder the point W (kw = (2nfa)(l, f, 0)) in the Brillouin zone of the fcc structure shoWTI (see 
Figure 9.14). Here three Bragg planes ((200), (lll), (lll)) meet, and according.ly the free electron 
energies 

eo = fz:z k2 
1 2m ' 

0 t12 ( 2n )
1 

&2 = 2m k --;; (1, 1, 1) ' 

f..~ = ~I ( k - ~ (1, 1,1) y, 
f..~ = ft1 (k - 2n (2, 0. 0))1 2m a 

are degenerate when k = kw. and equal to ew = !Jlkw2/ 2m. 

(Ill) 
u 

Figure 9.14 
First Brillouin zone For a face-<:cntcrcd cubic crystal 

(9.45) 
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(a) Show that in a region of k-space near \V, the first-order energies are given by solutions to15 

ey-e 
u. 
u. 
u2 

v. u. Uz 
e~ - e Vz u. 0 eg - -
Uz 8 u. 
UJ u. e2- e 
U 117, and that at W the roots arc 

(9A6) 

(b) Using a similar method, show that the energies at the point U (ku = (2nj a)(l , {, !;) ) are 

e = Su- Vz. S = Su + -!U2 + !(U2
2 + 8U/)112

, (9.47) 

where Bv = IJ2ku2/2m. 

4. Alternative Definition of Brillouin Zones 
Let k be a point in reciprocal space. Suppose spheres of radius k are drawn about every reciprocal 
lattice point K except the origin. Show that if k is in the interior of n - 1 spheres, 211d on the 
surface of none. then it lies in the imerior of the nth Brillouin zone. Show that if k is in the 
interior of t1 - 1 spheres and on the surface of m additional spheres, then it is a point common 
to the boundaries of the r~th, (n -t- J)th, ... , (n + m)th Brillouin ?.Ones. 

5 . Brillouin Zones in a Two-Dimensional Square Latrice 
Consider a two-dimensional square lattice with lattice constant a. 

(a) Write down. in units of 2n1u. the radius of a circle that can ilccommodate m free elec
trons per primitive cell. Construct a table listing which of the first seven 7.ones of t he square 
lattice (Figure 9.15a) arc completely full. which arc partially empty, and which are completely 
empty form = I, 2, ... , 12. Verify that if m ~ 12. the occupied levels Iic entirely within the 
first seven zones, and that when m ;;. 13. levels in the eighth and higher zones become occupied. 

(b) Draw pictures in suitable primitive cells of all branches of the Fermi surface lor the cases 
m = 1, 2, ... , 7. The third zone surface for m = 4, for example, CaJ1 be displayed as in Figure 
9.1Sb. 

lS Assume tJ1at the periodic po tential U has inversion symmetry so that the UK are real. 
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F.gure 9.15 
(a) The firsl seven Bril!omn 
zones for the lwo-damensional 
square lauicc. Because or lhe 
Ialli<:\! symmclry it is necessary 
10 display only one eighth of 
the figure. The rcsl can be 
rcconslructcd by reflection in 
the dashed lines (which arc not 
zone boundaries~ (b) Fermi 
surface in the third zone for a 
square lauice w1th four clec
r rons per lUll! cell (The scale 
in (b) has been expanded con
siderably.) 
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In Chapter 9 we calculated electronic levels in a metal by viewing it as a gas of nearly 
free conduction electrons, only weakly perturbed by the periodic potentia l of the 
ions. We can also take a very different point of view, regarding a solid (metal or 
ins ulator) as a collection of weakly interacting neutral atoms. As an extreme example 
of this, imagine assembling a group of sodium atoms into a body-centered cubic 
array with a lattice constant of the order of centimeters rather than angstroms. All 
electrons would then be in atomic levels localized at lattice sites, bearing no resem
b lance to the linear combinations of a few plane waves described in Chapter 9. 

If we were to shrink the artificially large lattice constant o f our array o f sodium 
atoms, at some point before the actual lattice constant of metallic sodium was reached 
we would have to modify our identification o f the electronic levels o f the array with 
the atomic levels of isolated sodium atoms. This would become necessary for a 
particular atomic level, when the interatomic spacing became comparable to the 
spatial extent of its wave function, fo r ao electron in that level would then feel the 
presence of the neighboring atoms. 

The actual s tate of affairs for- the Is, 2s. 2p and 3s levels o f atomic sodium is shown 
in Figure 10.1. The atomic wave functions for these levels are drawn about two nuclei 
separated by 3.7 A, the nearest-neighbor distance in metallic sodium. The overlap 
of the l s wave functions center-ed on the two sites is utterly negligible. indicating 
that these atomic levels are essentially unaltered in meta llic sodium. The overlap o f 
the 2s- and 2p-levels is exceedingly small, and one might hope to find levels in the 
metal very closely related t o these. However, the over-lap of the 3s-levels (which hold 
the atomic valence electrons) is substantial, and there is no reason to expect the 
actual electronic levels o f the metal to resemble these atomic levels. 

The tight-binding approximation deals with the case in which the overlap of atomic 
wave functions is enough to require corrections to the p icture of isolated atoms, but 
not so much as to render the atomic description completely irrelevant. The approxi
mation is most useful for describing the energy bands that arise from the partially 
filled d-shells of transition metal atoms and fm describing the electronic structure 
of insulator s. 

Quite apart from its practical utility, the tight-binding approximation provides an 
instructive way of viewing Bloch levels complementary to that of the nearly free 
electron picture. permitting a reconciliation between the apparently contradictory 
features o f locali/.ed atomic levels on the one hand, and free electron-li ke plane-wave 
levels on the other. 

GENERAL FORMULATION 

In developing the tight-binding approximation. we assume that in the vicinity o f 
each lattice point the full periodic crystal Hamiltonian, 11, can be approximated by 
the Hamiltonian, H., o f a single a tom located at lhe lattice point. We a lso assume 
that the bound levels o f the atomic Hamiltonian are well localized; Le., if"'" is a 
bound level of H ,. for an atom at the origin, 

(10.1) 
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Is 
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figure IO.J 
Calculated electron wave functions for the levels of atomic sodium, plotted about two nuclei 
separated by the nearest-neighbor distance in metallic sodium. 3.7 A. The sohd curves are n/J(r) 
for the Is. 2s. and 3s bets. The dashed curve is r times the radial wave function for the 2p levels. 
Note how the 3~ cunes O\erlap extensively, the 2s and 2p curves overlap only a little, and the Is 
curves have essentially no overlap. The curves are taken from calculations by D. R. Hanree and 
W. Hartrce, Proc. Roy. So<. A193 . .299 (1948). The scale on the r-axis is in angc;troms. 

then we require that t/J.(r) be very small when r exceeds a distance of the order of 
the lattice constant, which we shall refer to as the "range'' of t/J,.. 

rn the extreme case in which the crystal Hamiltonian begins to diiTer from H," 
(for an atom whose Ia !lice point we take as the origin) only at distances from r = 0 
that exceed the range of t/J,.(r). the wave function t/J,.(r) will be an excellent approxi
mation to a stationary-state wave function for the full Hamiltonian, with eigenvalue 
E •. So also will the wave functions t/J,.lr - U) for all R in the Bravais lattice. since 
H has the periodicity of the lattice. 

To calculate corrections to this extreme case, we write the crystal Hamiltonian 
Has 

H = H., + 6U(r), (10.2) 
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where L\L"(rJ contains all corrections to the atomic potential required to produce the 
full periodic potential of the crystal (see Figure 10.2). If 1/t,(r) satisfies the atomic 
SchrOdinger equation (10.1), then it will also satisfy the crJstal SchrMinger equation 
( 10.2), provided that L\U(r) vanishes wherc\'er 1/t,.(rl does not. If this were indeed the 
case, then each atomic level l/f"(r ) would yield N levels in the periodic potential. with 
wave functions 1/t,(r - RJ, for each of the N sites R in the lattice. To preserve the 
Bloch description we must find the N linear combinations of these degenerate wave 
functions that satisfy the Bloch condition (see Eq. (8.6) ): 

• 

• • 

\ 
Figure 10.2 

1/f(r + R) = e• '!.J!(r ). (10.3) 

• 

\ 

I 

The lower curve depicts the function 6U(r) dra11n along a line of atomic sites. When 6U(r) is 
added to a single atomic potential localized at the origin, the full periodic potential t'(r) is re
covered. The upper curve represents r times an atomic wave fw1ction localized al the origin. 
When r¢(r) is large, 6U(r) is srnal~ and vice versa. 

The N lii1ear combinations we require are 

1/t,"'(r) = L (/14 · Rl/t,(r - R), 
R 

(10.4) 

where k ranges through the N values iu the first Brillouin zone consistent with the 
Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition.• The Bloch condition {10.3) is 
verified for the wave functions (L0.4) by noting that 

1 Except when explicitly studying surf~ce effecJS. one should ~void the tcmptalion to treat n fimtc 
crystal by restricting the summation on R in (10.4) to the si~ of a finite portion of the Bravais lattice. 
It is far more convenient to sum over an infinite: Bravais lattice (the sum converging rapidl)' bt.-cause of 
the short range of the atomic wave function 1/1.) and to represent the finite crystal with the u~ual Born-,·on 
Karman boundary condition_ which places the standard restnction (8.27) on k, \\hen the Bloch condition 
holds. With the sum taken over all sites, for example. it is pennissihle to make the cruci:ll replacement 
of the summation \ariablc R' by R = R' - R, in the second to last line of Eq. ( 10.5) 

• 
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1/f(r + R) = '[ e'x · R"I/t,.(r + R - R') 
R 

= dk · R [~ e'l'· •R-R't/J,.(r _ (R' _ R))J 

= e~< · R[~e'k · iil/t,(r _ R)J 

= e'" · ttl/f(r). (10.5) 

Thus the wave functions (10.4) satisfy the Bloch condition with wave vector k. 
while continuing to display the atomic character of the levels. The energy bands 
arrived at in this way, however, have little structure, S,(k) being simply the energy 
of the atomic level,£, , regardless of the value ofk. To remed} this deficiency we must 
recognize that a more realistic assumption is that 1/t,(r) becomes small, but not 
precisely zero, before 6U(r) beco mes appreciable (see Figure 10.2). This suggests 
that we seck a solution to the full crystal Schrodinger equation that retains the 
general form of(10.4):2 

t/J(r) = L e•~< · R¢(r - R), (10.6) 
R 

but with the function ¢(r) not necessarily an exact atomic stationary-state wave 
function, but one to be detem1incd by further calculation. If the product 6U(r)t/J,(r). 
though nonzero, is exceedingly small, we might expect the function ¢(r) to be quite 
close to the atomic wave function 1/t,(r) or to wave functions with which 1/f,(r) is 
degenerate. Based on this expectation, one seeks a ¢(r) that can be expanded in a 
relatively small number of localized atomic wave functions :3·

4 

(10.7) 
, 

If we multiply the crystal Schrodinger equation 

Ht/l(r) = (H31 + 6U(r) )t/J(r) = f.(k)t/l(r) (10.8) 

by the atomic wave function Vtm *(r). integrate over all r, and use the fact that 

f Vtm *(r)H.,t/J(r) dr = f (H.,I/tm(r) )*1/t(r) tlr = Em f Vtm *(r)l/f(r) dr, 

we find that 

(t;(k} - Eml f Vtm "'(r)l/t(r) t/r = f 1/t.., *(r) 6U(r)l/t(r) dr. 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

1 It tums out (~ce p. 187) thntnny Bloch function c..n be wriucn in the form (10.6}. the function <f> 
being known ns a Wannier funclion. so no genernlity is lost in this assumpllon. 

' By including only locali:ted (i.e., bound) ntomic wave functions in { 10. 7) we make our first scnous 
approximation. A complete set of ntomic levels includes tbc ionized ones as well. This is the point at which 
the method ceases to be applicable to levels wcll described by the almost free electron approximation. 

• Because of this method o f approximating <f>, the tight-binding method is sometimes known as the 
method of •he linear combi110tum of awmic orbitals (or LCAO). 
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Placing (10.6) and (10.7) into (10.10) and using the orthononnality of the atomic 
wave functions, 

f t/1'" *(r)t/J ,(r) dr = f>,,.., (10.11) 

we arrive at an eigenvalue equation that detennines the t:oefficients b,(k) and the 
Bloch energies e(k): 

(e(k) E,..)b," = -(8{k} - £"') L ( L ft/l,,•(r)t/l,(r - R)e'~ · R dr) b, 
" R,.o 

+ ~ ( J t/1, •(r) 8U(r)t/l,(r) dr) b" 

+ .L:(L: ft/l,..•(r)8U(r)t/J,(r- R)e~· Rdr)b,. (10.12) 
n R#O 

The first term on the right ofEq. (10.12) contains integra ls of the form5 

f dr "''" •(r)t/l,(r - R). (10.13} 

We interpret our assumption of well-localized atomic levels to mean that (10.13) 
is smalJ compared to unity. We assume that the integrals in the third term on the right 
of Eq. (10.12) a.re small, since they also contain the product of two atomic wave func
tions centered at different sites. Finally, we assume that the second term on the right 
of(l0.12) is smaJI because we expect the atomic wave functions to become small at 
distances large enough for the periodic potential to deviate appreciably from the 
atomic one.6 

Consequently, the right-hand side of(l 0.13) (and therefore (e(k) - E'")b,) is always 
small. This is possible if S(k) - E,.. is small "henever b'" is not (and vice versa). Thus 
f;(k) must be close to an atomic level, say E0 , and all the b,.. except those going with 
that level and levels degenerate with (or close to) it in energy must be small:7 

(10.14) 

If Lhe estimates in (10.14) were strict equalities, we would be back to the extreme 
case in which the crystal levels were identical to the atomic ones. Now, however, we 

• Integrals whose integrands contain a product of wave functions centered o n different lattice sites 
arc known as Or:('r/ap integrals. The tight-buu:bng approximation exploits the smallness of such overlap 
integrals. They also play an important role in the theory of magnetism (Chapter 32). 

6 This lust assumption is on somewhat shakier ground than the others. since the iomc potentials 
need not fall off as rapidly as the atomic wave functions. However, 11 is also le!>!> critical in determining the 
conclusions we slulll reach. since lhc term in question docs not depend on k. In a sense this term simply 
plays the role of corrcx:tmg the atomic potentials within each cell to include the fields of !he 10ns outside 
the cell: it could be made as small as the o ther two terms by a judicious redefinition of the ··atomlc
llamillonia.n and levels 

' Note the similanty of this reill>Oning to that employed on pages I 5:! to I 56. There. however. we 
concluded that the wave function was a linear combmation of only a !>mall number of plane waves, 
whose free electron energies were very close together. Here. we conclude that the wave function can be 
represented, through (10.7) and (10.6), by only a small number o f atomic wave functions, whose atomic 
ener~:,oies are very dose together 
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can determine the levels in the crystal more accurately, exploiting (10.14) to estimate 
the right-band side o f(10.L2) by letting the sum over n nlll only through those levels 
with energies either degenerate with or very close to £0 . H·the atomic level 0 is non
degenerate,8 i.e., an s-level, then in this approximation (10. 12) reduces to a single 
equation giving an explicit expression fo r the energy o f the band arising from this 
s-Ieve! (generally referred to as an "s-band"). If we a re interested in bands arising from 
an atomic p-level, which is triply degenerate, then (10.12) wot1ld give a set o f three 
homogeneous equations, whose eigenvalues would give the e(k) for the three p-bands, 
and whose solutions b(k) would give the appropriate linear combinations of atomic 
p-levels making up¢ at the various k's in the Brillouin zone. To get ad-band from 
atomic d-levels, we should have to solve a 5 x 5 secular problem, etc. 

Should the resulting E(k) stray sufficiently far from the atomic values a t certain 
k, it would be necessary to repeat the procedure, adding to the expansion (10.7) of¢ 
those additional atomic levels whose energies the E(k) are approaching. In practice, 
for example, one generally solves a 6 x 6 secular problem that includes both d- and 
s-levels in computing the band structure o f the transition metals, which have in the 
a tomic state an outer s-shell and a partially filled t/-shell. This procedure goes under 
the name of "s-tl mixing" o r "hybridization." 

Often the atomic wave functions have so sho rt a ran.ge that only nearest- neighbor 
terms in the sums over R in (t0J2) need be retained, which very much simplifies 
subsequent analysis. We briefly illustrate the band structure that emerges in the 
simplest case. 9 

APPLICATIOI'\ TO AN s-BAND ARISING FROM A SINGLE ATOMIC 
s-LEVEL 

lfall the coefficients bin (10.12) are zero except that for a single a tomics-level, then 
(10.12) gives directly the band structure o f the corresponding s-band: 

fJ + 1:y(R)e'k ·R 
C(k) = £. - 1 + Th(R)eik . R' 

where E. is the energy of the atomics-level, and 

and 

fJ = - f dr 6U(r)l¢(r)!1, 

a(R) = f dr ¢*(r)¢(r - R), 

y(R) = - f dr </>*(r ) 6U(r)¢(r - R). 

{10.15) 

(10.16) 

(10.17) 

(10.18) 

e For the moment we ignore spin-orbit coupling. We can thercrorc concentrate cnlircly on the orbilal 
pans of the levels. Spin can !ben be included by simply multiplying the orbital v. ave funL"lions by the 
3ppropnate spinors, and doubling !he dcgcno:rBcy of each of I he orbitBllcvcls. 

• The simplest case is that of an s-bund. The next most complicated case, a p-band, is discussed in 
Problem 2-
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The coefficients (10.16) to (10.18) may be simplified by appealing to certain sym
metries. Since 4> is an s-Ieve!, 4>(r) is real and depends only on the magnitude 
r . From this it follows that ex( - R) = ~R). This and the inversion symmetry of 
the Bravais lattice, which requires that 6U( - r) = 6U(r), also imply that ;{-R) = 
y(R). We ignore the terms in ex in the denominator of (10.15), since they give small 
corrections to the numerator. A final simplification comes from assuming that only 
nearest-neighbor separations give appreciable overlap integrals. 

Putting these observations together, we may simplify (1 0.15) to 

e(k) = E. -=- p - [ 7(R) cos k · R. (10-19) 

where the sum runs only over those R in the Bravais lattice that connect the origin to 
its nearest neighbors. 

T o be explicit, let us apply (10.19) to a face-centered cubic crystal. The 12 nearest 
neighbors of the origin (see figure 10.3) are at 

a a 
R = 

2
(+1 , :!.. 1,0), 2(+ 1,0, + 1), 

a 2 (0. ± 1, ± 1). (10.20) 

figure 10.3 
The 12 nearest neighbors of the origin in a face-centered cubic 
lattice "'ith conventional cubic cell of side a 

If k = (k", k,, /c.), then the corresponding 12 values of k · R arc 

n 
k · R = 2(±k, +ki), l,J = x, y; y, z; z, x. (10.21) 

Now 6 U(r) = 6U(x, y, z) has the full cubic symmetry of the la ttice, and is therefore 
unchanged by pennutations o f its arguments or changes in their signs. This, together 
with the fact that the s-Ieve! wave function ¢(r) depends only on the magnitude of r, 
implies that }(R) is the same constant y for all 12 of the vectors (I 0.20). Consequently, 
the sum in (10.19) gives, with the aid of(10.2l), 

S(k) = E. - /3 - 4y(cos ik .. a cos fkya 
+ cos ~k,a cos }k,a + cos fk,a cos tkp), (10.22) 

where 

y = - f dr tjJ•(x, y, z) 6U(.x, y, z) ¢(x - !a, y - ta, :). (10.23) 

Equation (1 0.22) reveals the characteristic feature of tight-binding energy bands: 
The bandwidth-i.e., the spread between the minimum and maximum energies in 
the band-is proportional to the small overlap integral ; •. Thus the tight-binding 
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bands are narrow bands, and the smaller the overlap, the narrower the band. In the 
Hmit of vanishing overlap the bandwidth also vanishes, and the band becomes N -fold 
degenerate, corresponding to the extreme case in which the electron simply resides 
on any one of theN isolated atoms. The dependence of bandwidth on overlap integral 
is illustrated in Figure 1 0.4. 

Figure 10.4 

V(r) 

r 

Energy levels 

(Spacing)-' 

n=J--------~--~==~== 

(a) N- fold 
degenerate 

levels 

( b ) 

Bands, 
each 
w;th 
N v-dlues 
of k 

(a) Schemauc representation of nondegenerate elect ronic levels in 
an atomic potentiaL (b) The energy levels for N such atoms in a 
periodic array, ploued as a function of mean inverse interatomic 
spacing. When the atoms are far apart (small overlap integrals) 
the levels are nearly degenerate, but when the atoms are doser 
together (larger overlap integrals), the levels broaden into bands. 

In addition to displaying the effect of overlap on bandwidth, Eq. (1 0.22) illustrates 
several general features of the band structure of a face-centered cubic crystal that are 
not peculiar to the tight-binding case. Typical of these a re the following: 

I. In the limit of small ka. (l 0.22) reduces to: 

f.(k} = E5 - fJ - 12}' + yk2a2
• (10.24) 

This is independent of the direction of k-i.e., the constant-energy surfaces in 
the neighbourhood of k = 0 are spherical.1 0 

2. U & is plotted along any line perpendicular to one of t be square faces of tbe first 
Brillouin zone (Figure 10.5). it will cross the square face with vanishing slope 
(Problem 1). 

W K 

Figure 10.5 
The first BriJiouin zone for face-centered cubic crystals. The point r 
is at the center of the zone. The names K , L W, and X are widely 
used for the points of high symmetry on the zone boundary. 

10 This can be deduced quite generally for any nondegcncrate band in a crystal with cubic symmetry . 
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3. If e is plotted along any line perpendicular to one of the hexagonal faces of the 
first Brillouin zone (Figure 10.5), it need not, in genecal, cross the face with 
vanishing slope (Problem 1)_ t 1 

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE TIGHT-BINDING METHOD 

1. In cases of practical interest more than one atomic level appears in the ex
pansion ( l0.7). leading to a 3 x 3 secular problem in the case o f three p-levels, a 
5 x 5 secular problem for five d-levels, e tc. Figure 10.6, fo r exan1ple, shows the band 
struct ure that emerges from a Light-binding calculation based on the 5-fold degenerate 
atomic 3-d levels in nickel. The bands are plotted for thr<:e directions o f symmetry 
in the zone. each of which has its characteristic set o f degeneracies.12 
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Figure 10.6 
A tight-bindtng calculation of the 3d bands of nick d. (G. C. Fletcher. Pror:. Pliy.'>. Soc. A65. 192 
( 1952).) Energies are g~vcn in unus of~ = l.J.l9 cV, so the bands arc about 2. 7 volts v.1de. The 
lines along which f. is plotted a re shown 111 Figure 10.5. Note the characteriStiC degeneracies 
a long rx and rL. and the absence o f degeneracy a long rK. The great width o f the bands indicates 
the inadequaC} or so elememar} a trea tment. 

2. A quite general feature o f the tight-binding method is the re la tion between 
bandwidth and the overlap mtcgrals 

)•,)R) = - f dr 4), •(r ) LlU(r)¢1(r - R). (10.25) 

11 Compare the nearl} free electron ~~o;c (page 151:!). where the rate or change or & along a line normal 
to a Bragg plane "'as ah•a)s found to ' "olmsh as the plane was cr~ a t points far from any other 
Bragg planes The ugJn-bmding result illustrates the more general possibility that a~ because there is 
no ptotnc of mirror symmet ry parallel to the hexagonal face. 

n The caJculated bands are l>O wide as to cast doubt on tbe validity of the entire expansion. A more 
realistic calculauon would havi! to mdudc, at the very least. the effects of the 4s-lcvcl. 
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If the yiJ are small, then the bandwidth is correspondingly small. As a rule o f 
thumb, when the energy of a given atomic level increases (i.e., the binding energy 
decreases) so does the spatial extent of its wave function. Correspondingly, the low
lying bands in a solid are very narrow, but bandwidths increase with mean band 
energy. In metals the highest band (or bands) are very broad, since the spatial ranges 
of the highest a tomic levels are comparable to a lattice constant, and the tight-binding 
approximation is then of doubtful validity. 

3. Although the tight-binding wave function (10.6) is constmcted out oflocalized 
a tomic levels ¢ , an electron in a t ight-binding level will be found. with equal prob
abi lity. in any cell of the crystal. since its wave function ~ike any Bloch wave function) 
changes only by the phase fact or~· R as one moves from one cell to another a distance 
R away. Thus as r varies from cell to cell, there is superimposed on Lhe a tomic struc
ture within each cell a sinusoidal variation in the amplitudes of Re t/t and Im t/t, as 
illustrated in Figure 10. 7. 

-

• Figure 10.7 

'----·-----..:loL. _____ __ 

Characteristic spatial variation oft he real (or imaginary) part of the tight-binding w-ave funCtion 
(10.6). 

A further indication that the tight-binding levels have a running wave or itinerant 
character comes from the theorem that the mean velocity of an electron in a Bloch 
level with wave vector k and energy f..{k) is given by ~ik) = (ljtr) fJfjtk .. (See Appendix 
E.) If E is independent of k .. iJf.,lck is zero, which is consistent with the fact that in 
genuinely isolated atomic levels (which lead to zero bandwidth) the electrons are 
indeed tied to individual a toms. If, however, there is any nonzero overlap in the atomic 
wave functions, then E:(k) will not be constant throughout the zone. Since a small 
variation in E implies a small nonzero value of c8/ck. and hence a small but nonzero 
mean velocity, as long as there is any overlap electrons will be able to move freely 
through the crysta l ! D ecreasing the overlap only reduces the velocity; it does not 
eliminate the mot..ion. One can view this motion as a quantum-mechanical tunneling 
from lattice site to lattice site. The less the overlap, the lower the tunneling probability, 
and hence U1e longer it takes to go a given distance. 

4. In solids that are not monatomic Bravais lattices, the tight-binding approxi
mation is more complicated. This problem arises In the hexagonal close-packed 
metals, which are simple hexagonal with a two-point basis. Formally, one can treat 
the two-point basis as a molecule, whose wave runctions are assumed to be known, 
and proceed as above. using molecular instead of atomic wave functions. If the 
nearest-neighbor overlap remains small, then, in particular, it will be small in each 
"molecule," and an atomic s-levcl wi ll give rise to two nearly degenerate molecular 
levels. Thus a single atomic s-Ieve! yields two tight-binding bands in the hexagonal 
close-packed structure. 
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Alternatively, one can proceed by continuing to construct linear combinations of 
atomic levels centered at the Bravais lattice points and at the basis points, generalizing 
(I 0.6) to 

t./l(r) = L e•• · ~a¢(r - R) + b¢(r - d - R)), (10.26) 
~ 

(where dis the separation oft he two basis atoms). This can be viewed as essentially 
the first approach, in which, however, approximate molecular wave functions are 
used. the approximation to the molecular levels being combined with the tight
binding approximation to the levels of the entire crystaJ.ll 

5. ln the heavier elements spin-o rbit coupling (see page 169) is of great importance 
in determining the atomic levels, and should therefore be included in a tight-binding 
treatment of the broadening of these levels into bands in the solid. In principle the 
extension is straightforward. We simply include in ~U(r) the interaction between the 
electron's spin and the electric field of all ions except the one at the origin, incor
porating that interaction into the atomic Hamiltonian. Once this is done we can no 
longer use spin-independent linear combinations of atomic orbital wave functions, 
but must work with linear combinations of both orbital and spin levels. Thus the 
tight-binding theory of an s-Ieve!, when spin-orbit coupling is appreciable, would 
approximate ¢ not by a single atomic s-Ieve! but by a linear combination (with k 
dependent coefficients) of two levels with the same orbital wave fu~tions and two 
opposite spins. The tight-binding theory of a d-band would go from a 5 x 5 deter
minantal problem to a lO x 10 one, etc. As mentioned in Chapter 9, effects of spin
orbit coupling, though often small, can frequently be quite crucial, as when they 
eliminate degeneracies that would rigorously be present if such coupling were 
ignored. 14 

6. A lithe analysis of electronic levels in a periodic potential in this chapter (and 
the preceding two) has been done within the independent electron approximation, 
which either neglects the interaction between electrons, or, at best, includes it in some 
average way through the effective periodic potential experienced by each single 
electron. We shall see in Chapter 32 that the independent electron approximation 
can fail when it gives at least one partially n lled band that derives from well-localized 
atomic levels with small overlap integrals. In many cases of interest (notably in 
insulators and for the very low-lying bands in metals) this problem does not arise, 
since the tight-binding bands are so low in energy as to be completely filled. However, 
the possibility of such a failure of the independent electron approximation must be 
kept in mind when narrow tight-binding bands are derived from partially filled 
atomic shells-in metals, generally the d- and !-shells. One should be particularly 
aware of this possibility in solids with a magnetic structure. 

This failure of the independent electron approximation obscures the simple picture 
the tight-binding approximation suggests: that of a continuous transition from the 

' 1 The ~approximate molecular wave functions·· wiU thus be k-dependent. 
•• The inclusion of spin-orbit coupling in the tight-binding method is discussed by J . Friedel, P. 

Lenghart, and G. Leman, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 25. 781 (1964). 
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metallic to the atomic state as the interatomic distance is continuously increased! 5 

If we took the tight-binding approximation at face value, then as the lattice constant 
in a metaJ increased, the overlap between all atomic levels would eventually become 
small, and a ll bands--even the partially filled conduction band (or bands)--would 
eventually become nan·ow tight-binding bands. As the conduction band narrowed, 
the velocity of the electrons in it would diminish and the conductivity of the metal 
wotlld drop. Thus, we would expect a conductivity that dropped continuously to 
zero with the overlap integrals as the metaJ was expanded 

In fact, however, it is likely that a full calculation going beyond the independent 
electron approximation would predict that beyond a certain nearest-neighbor sepa
ration the conductivity should drop abruptly to zero, the material becoming an 
insulator (the so-called Mott transition). 

The reason for this departure from the tight-binding prediction lies in the inability 
of the independent electron approximation to treat the very strong additional repul
sion a second electron feels at a given atomic site when another electron is already 
there. We shaJI comment further on this in Chapter 32, but we mention the problem 
here because it is sometimes described as a failure of the tight-binding mcthod.16 

This is somewhat misleading in tha t the failure occurs when the tight-binding approxi
mation to the independent electron model is at its best; it is the independent electron 
approxima tion itself that fails. 

WANNIER FUNCTIONS 

We conclude this chapter with a demonstration that the Bloch functions for any 
band can aJways be written in the form (10.4) on which the tight-binding approxi
mation is based. The functions <f> that play the role of the atomic wave functions are 
known as Wamrier jllllctions. Such Wanoier functions can be defined fo r any band, 
whether or not it is well described by the tight-binding approximation; but if the band 
is not a narrow tight-binding band, the Wannier functions will bear little resemblance 
to any of the electronic wave functions for the isolated atom. 

To establish that any Bloch function t/l.,k(r) can be written in the form (10.4), we 
first note that considered as a function ofk for fixed r, t/J.,k(r) is periodic in the reciprocal 
lattice. It therefore bas a Fourier sen es expansion in plane waves with wave vectors 
in the reciprocal of the reciprocal lattice. i.e-, in the direct lattice. Thus fo r any fixed 
r we can write 

(10.27) 

where the coefficients in the sum depend on r as well as on the "wave vectors" R, 
since for each r it is a different function of k that is being expanded. 

u A difficult procedure to reali7.e in the laboratory, but a very tempting one to visuali7.e theoretically, 
as an au! in unden.tanding the nature of energy bands. 

'" See, for example. H . Jones. The Theory of Brillouin Zones and Electron Stutes in Crystals, Nonh
Hollund, Amsterdam, 1960. p. 229. 
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The Fourier coefficients in (10.27) are given by the inversion formula 17 

f,,(R r) = ~ f dk e - ·R· a..c/l, .. (r). (10.28) 

Equation (1027) is of the form (l 0.4), provided that the function/,(R, r) depends 
on rand R only through their difference, r - R. But if r and R are both shifted by 
the Bravais lattice vector R0 , then/ is indeed unchanged as a direct consequence of 
(10.28) and Bloch's theorem, in the form (8.5). Thusfn(R, r) bas the form : 

/.,(R, r) = Q:J,(r - R) (10.29) 

Unlike tight-binding atomic functions ¢(r), the Wannier functions cj:J,.( r - R) at dif
ferent sites (or with different band indices) are orthogonal (see Problem 3, Eq. (I 0.35)). 
Since the complete set of Bloch functions can be written as linear combinations of 
the Wannicr functions, the Wannier functions ¢,.(r - R) for all n and R form a 
complete orthogonal set. They therefore offer an alternative basis for an exact 
description of the independent electron levels in a crystal potential. 

The similarity in form of the Wannier functions to the tight-binding functions 
leads one to hope that the Wannier functions will also be localized-i.e., that when 
r is very much larger than some length on the atomic scale, cj:J,(r) will be negligibly 
small. To the extent that this can be established, the Wannier functions offer an 
ideal tool for discussing phenomena in which the spatial localization of electrons 
plays an important role. Perhaps the most important areas of application a re these : 

l. 

2. 

3. 

Attempts to derive a transport theory for Bloch electrons. The analog of free 
electron wave packets. electronic levels in a crystal that are localized in both 
r and k, a re conveniently constructed with the use of Wannier functions . The 
theory of Wannier functions is closely related to the theory of when and how 
the semiclassical theory of transport by Bloch electrons (Chapters 12 and 13) 
breaks down. 

' 
Phenomena involving localized electronic levels, due, for example, to attractive 
impurities that bind an electron. A very important example is the theory of donor 
and acceptor levels in semiconductors (Chapter 28). 
Magnetic phenomena, in which localized magnetic moments are found to exist 
at suitable impurity sites. 

Theoretical discussions of tlle range of Waunier functions are in general quite 
subtle. 18 Roughly speaking. the range of the Wannier function decreases as the band 
gap increases (as one might expect from the tight-binding approximation, in which 
the bands become narrower as the range of the atomic wave functions decreases).. 
The various "breakdown'' and "breakthrough" phenomena we shall mention in 

1' Hen: ' 'o is the volume m k-spucc of the first Brillouin zone. und the integral is over tbc zone. 
Equations (10.27) and (10.28) (with r regarded as a nxed parameter) are just Eqs. (0. 1) and (0.2) of 
Appendi.'< D. with direct and reciprocal space interchanged. 

18 A relatively simple argument . but only in one dimension. is given by W. Kohn. Phys. Rl!l·. 115. 
809 (1959). A more general discu~sion can be found in E. I. Blounl. So/ill Sttllc Pltysics. Vo l. 13. 1\cademtc 
Press. New York. 1962, p. 305. 
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Chapter 12 that occur when the band gap is small find the1r renectton in the fact 
that theories based on the locali.lation of the Wannier funct1ons become less reliable 
in this limit. 

PROBLEM S 

1. (a) Show that along the pnncipal symmetry directions shown in Figure JO.S the tight
binding expression (10.22) for the energies of an s-band 111 a face-cemered cub1c crystal redua:s 
to the rono .... ing. 

(i) Along rx (k, = k, = 0, k" = p 2nfa, 0 ~ p ~ I) 

6 = £, - P - 4y(l + 2 cos prr). 

(ii) Along rL (k. = k1 = k, = p. 2n/u, 

/ 6 = E, - P- 12ycos2prr. 

(iii) Along rK (k, = 0, k_. • k, = JJ 2nfa, 0 ~ p ~ t) 
f. = £, - fJ - 4y(cosl p.n + 2 cos p.n). 

(iv) Along rw (Jc. = 0, k • .. p. 2nfa, k1 = ill 2nfa, 

6 = E, - P - 4y(cos p11 + cos !Jm + cos J111 cos tprr) . 

(bl Show that on the square faces of the zone the normal derivative of 6 vanishes. 
(c) Show thai on the hexagonal faces of the zone. the normal derivative of 8 vanisht'5 only 

along lines joining the center of the hexagon to its vertices. 

2. Tight-Binding p-&nds in Cubic Crystals 
In dealing wath cubic crystals, the most convement linear combmations of three degenerate 
atomic p-levcls have the form '<</>(r). y<J>(r), and :.z¢(r), where the function 4> depends only on 
the magnitude of the vector r. The energies of rhe three corresponding p-bands are found from 
(10.12) by settmg to zero the determinant 

where 

~.j{k) = L e'H}';j(R ), 
R 

Y;i(R) = - J dr rJ!,•(r)rJ!1(r - R) AU(r), 

fJij = l'IJ(R = 0). 

(JO.JO) 

( 10.31) 

(A tenn mult1plyang 6(kl - EP. wh1ch gives n.~ to very small corrections analogous to those 
given by the denominator of (10.1 S) in the s-band case, has been omiued from (10.30).) 

(a) As a consequence of cubic symmetry, show that 

Pxx = P, = f3a = p, 
P .. y = o. (10.32) 
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(b) Assuming that the l';j(R) are negligible except for nearest-neighbor R. show that ji0 (k) 
is diagonal for a simple cubic Bravais lattice, so that .'<ljl(r), ylji(r), and ztj!(r) each generate indo
pendent bands. (Note that this ceases to be the case if the y11(R) for next nearest-neighbor R are 
also retained.) 

(c) For a face-<:entered cubic Bravais lattice with only nearest-neighbor y11 appreciable, 
show that the energy bands arc given by the roots of 

S(k} - S0(k) + 
- 4y 1 sin ikxa sin !k,.a -4y1 sin !kxa sin tk.a 

4y0 cos 1-kra cos ik,a 

0= 4 . 1k . 1k 
S(k) - &0(k) + 

-4y1 sin !kp sin !k,a - ')'1 Sin 1 ya sm 't "a 
4y0 cos ik,a cos fkxU 

S(k) - &0(k) + 
-4y1 sin tk.n sin fkxtt -4y1 sin ik:a sin -!k,.a 

4y0 cos ikxa cos !k,.a 

) 
(10.33) 

where 

&0 (k) = Ep - p 
- 4y1(cos tkxU cos fk,a + cos !kxa cos fkya + cos !k,.a cos fk,a), 

Yo = - Jclr [x2 
- y(y- faJ]<J>(r)l/>([x2 + (y- fa)2 + {z -1a)2] 111) .1U(r), 

Y• = -I dr x(y - ta)l/>(r)cf>{[(x - .ja)2 + (y -.fa2
) + ~]112) ll.U(r), 

Y.z = - f dr x{x -1a)l/>(r)¢([(x - !a)2 + (y - !a)2 + z2)1'2 ) .1U(r). (10.34) 

(d) Show that all three bands are degenerate at k = 0, and that when k is directed along 
either a cube axis (fX) or a cube diagonal (rL) there is a double degeneracy. Sketch the energy 
bands (in analogy to Figure 10.6) along these di:rections. 

3. PTove that Wannier functions centered on different lattice sites are orthogonal, 

f ¢, *(r - R)¢,.(r - R') dr o:: c,,,. c ....... (10.35) 

by appealing to the orthonormality of the Bloch functions and the identity (F.4) of Appendix F. 
Show also that 

fdr 1/>.{r) 
2 

= 1 (10.36) 

if the integral of the IW .. k(r)jl over a primitive cell is normalized to unity. 
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In Chapters 9 and 10 we explo red approximate solutions to the one-electron 
Schrodinger equation in the limiting cases of nearly free electrons, and tight binding. 
In most cases of interest the tight-binding approximation (at least in the simple form 
outlined in Chapter 10) is suitable only for the representation of bands arising from 
the ion core levels, while the nearly free electron approximation cannot be directly 
a pplied to any real solid. ' The purpose of this chapter is therefore to describe some 
of the more common methods actually used in the calculation of real band structures. 

We remarked in Chapter 8 that in merely writing down a separate Schrodinger 
equation 2 

( - h' V 2 + U(r)) r,V~.(r) = S(k)r,/l.._(r) 
2m 

(11.1) 

for each electron we are a lready enormously simplifying the actual problem of many 
interacting electrons in a periodic potential. In an exact treatment each electron 
cannot be described by a wave function determined by a single-particle Schrodinger 
equation , independent of all the others. 

The independent electron approximation does not in fact entirely neglect electron
electron interactions. Rather it assumes that most of their important effects can be 
taken into account with a sufficiently clever choice for the periodic potential U(r) 
a ppearing in the o ne-electron Schrodinger equation. Thus U(r) contains not only the 
periodic potential due to the ions a lone.. but also periodic effects due to the interaction 
of the electron (whose wave function appears in ( I 1.1)) with a ll the other electrons. The 
latter interaction depends on the configuration of the other electrons; i.e .. it depends 
on tlreir individual wave functions. which are also determined by a Schrodinger 
equation of the form (11 .1 ). Thus to know the potential appearing in (11. 1), one must 
first know all the solutions to ( 11.1 ). Since, however, to know the solutions one must 
know the potential, one is in for some difficult mathematical efforts. 

The simplest (and often the most practical) procedure is to start with a shrewd 
guess, U 0 (r), for U(r). calculate from (I 1.1) the wave functions for the occupied 
electronic levels, and from these recompute U(r ). If the new potential, U 1(r) is the 
same as (or very close to) U 0 (r), one says that self-consistency has been achieved and 
takes U = U 1 for the actual potential. If U 1 differs from U 0 , one repeats the procedure 
starting with U 1 , taking U 2 as the actual potential if it is very close to U 1 , and other
wise continuing on to the calcula tion of U 3 • The hope is that this procedure will 
converge, eventually yielding a self-consistent potentia l thal reproduces itself.3 

We shall assume in this chapter (as in Chapters 8 - 10) that the potential U(r) is a 
given function; i.e., that we arc either engaged in the first step oft his iterative procedure 
or, by a fortunate guess, arc able to work with a I"easonably self-consistent U(r) from 
the start. The reliability of the m ethods we are about to describe is limited not only 
by the accuracy of the computed solutions to ( I I. I), which can be quite high. but 
also by the accuracy with which we have been able to estimate the potential U(r ). 

1 Howc\'er. more sophisticaJed tcchruques often yield an analysis very much like 1he nearly free 
electron approximation in a suitably modified potc:ntii! l, known as 1hc psc:udopotential (see below). 

3 We cominue to drop explicit reference to the band mdex " · ex~pt when this would lead to ambiguity. 
3 One must rememb.:r. hov.ever, that even the self-ronsistcnt solution is still only an approximate 

solution to the vastly more complex many-body problem. 
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The resulting &,(k) display a disconcerting sensitivity to errors in the construction 
of the potential, and it is often the case that the final accuracy of the computed band 
structure is limited more by the problem of finding the potential than by the difficulties 
in solving the Schrooingcr equation ( 11.1) for a given U. This is strikingly illustrated 
in Figure 11.1. 

Figure 11.1 
Energy bands for vanadium. calculated for 
two possible choices or crystal potential 
U(r). Vanadtum is body-centered cubic and 
the bands are plotted along the [tOO] d•rcc
tion from the origin to the Brillouin zone 
boundary. Tht! atomic Structure of \ana
dium is five dectrons around a closed-shell 
argon configuration. l11e bands displayed 
are the 3d and 4s denved bands (and htghcr 
bands). (a) The bands are shown as calcu
lated in a U(r) derive.'<! from an assumed 
3d34r configuration for atomic vanadtum. 
(b) The bands are shown based on an as
sumed 3ct'4s1 atomic configur11tion. (From 
L F. Matheiss.Phys. Rt•r. A970 ll4,(19CH)) 
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(b) 

Another point to emphasize at the start is that none of the methods we shall describe 
can be carried through analytically, except in the simplest one-dimensional examples. 
All require modern, high-speed computers for their execution. Progress in the theo
rctio!l calculation of energy bands has kept close pace with development of larger 
and faster computers. and the kinds of approximations one is likely to consider are 
influenced by available computational techniques:' 

GENERAL FEATURFS OF \'ALE!'\CE-BA:--;0 WAVE FUNCTIONS 

Since the IO\\·Iying core levels arc well described by tight-binding wave functions, 
calculational methods aim at the higher-l;ing bands (which may be either filled, 
partially filled, or empty). These bands are referred to in this context, in contraSt to 
the tight-binding core bands, as the rafence bands.5 The valence bands determine the 
electronic behavior of a solid in a ,·ariety of circumstances, electrons in the core 
levels being inert for many purposes. 

The essential difficulty in practical calculations of the valence-band wave functions 
and energies is revealed when one asks why the nearly free electron approximation 
of Chapter 9 cannot be applied to the valence bands in an actual solid. A simple, 

• See, lor example. Compuwtio11al .\In hods ill Bam/ Th.-ury. P. M Marcus. J. F' Janak. and A. R 
Wllhams, cds. Plenum Press. NC\\ York. 1971. and \lt'tlroJ, ut Cmnputarumul Plo) !iiN· fJrt't!JI Builds m 
St~luls. Vol. 8. B. Alder. S. Fembach. and .\1 Rotenburg. eds .. Acudenuc Pr()S. Ne.- York. 1968. 

s Unfornm:ucly the same term, "valence band." is used m the theory of s~mtconductors "ith a rather 
more Mrrow mroning. See Chapter 28. 
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but superficial, reason is that the potential is not small. Very roughly we might estimate 
that, at least well within the ion core, U(r) has the coulombic form 

r ' 
(11.2) 

where Za is tbe a tomic number. Tbe contribution of(l1.2) to tbe Fourier components 
v .. in Eq. (92) will be (seep. 167 and Eq. (17.73) ): 

If we write this as 

U "' _ (4nZ0 e
2

) ~ 
K ...., K2 t; . 

e2 
-
2
- = 13.6 eV, 
ao 

(U.3) 

(11.4) 

we see that UK can be of tbc order of several electron volts for a very large number 
of reciprocal lattice vectors K and is therefore comparable to the kinetic energies 
appearing in Eq. (9.2}. Thus the assumption tbat v .. is small compared to these 
kinetic energies is not permissible. 

A deeper insight into this failure is afforded by considering the nature of the core 
and valence wave functions. The core wave functions are appreciable only within the 
immediate vicinity of the ion, where they have the characteristic oscillatory form of 
atomic wave functions (Figure Il.2a). These oscillations are a manifestation of the 

- r 

(a) 

Re 1[;• • 

r 

(b) 

Hgure 11.2 
(a) Characteristic spatial dependence of a core wave function t/l•' (r). The curve shows Rc t/1 
against position along a line of ions. Note the characteristic atomic oscillations in the vicinity 
of each ion The dashed envelope of the atomic parts is sinusoidal, with wavelength ). = 2nfk. 
Between lattice s ites the wave function is negligibly small. (b) Cbarac.1eristic spatial depen
dence of a valence wave function t/l,''(r). The atomic oscillations are still present in the core 
region. The wave function need not be at aU small between lattice sites, but it is likely to be 
slowly varying and plane-wavelike there. 
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high electronic kinetic energy within the core,6 which, in combination with the high 
negative potential energy, produces the total energy of the core levels. Since valence 
levels have h1gher total energies than core levels, within the core region, where they 
experience the same large and negative potential energy as the core electrons, the 
valence electrons must have even higher kinetic energies. Thus within the core 
region the valence wave functions must be even more oscillatory than the core 
wave functions. 

This conclusion can also be reached by an apparently different argument : 
Eigenstatcs of the same Hamiltonian with different eigenvalues must be orthogonal. 

In particular any valence wave function 1/J~"(r) and any core wave function if!1,.C(r) 
must satisfy: 

0 = J dr !J;~<(r)*l/lkv(r). (11.5) 

Core wave functions are appreciable only within the immediate vicinity of the ion, so 
the main contribution of this integral must come from the core region. It is enough 
to consider the contribution to (11.5) from the core region of a single ion, since Bloch's 
theorem ( (8.3)) requires the integrand to be the same from cell to cell. Within this 
core region 1/Jk"(r) must have oscillations that carefully interlace with those of all the 
if!k•·(r) in order to cause the integrals (11.5) to vanish for all core levels. 

Either of these arguments leads to the conclusion that a valence wave function 
should have the form pictured in Figure 11.2b. lf, hmvever, the valence wave functions 
have an oscillatory structure on the scale of the core region, a Fourier expansion such 
as (9.1) must contain many shon wavelength plane waves, i.e., many terms with large 
wave vectors. Thus the nearly free electron method, which leads to an approximate 
wave function composed of a very small number of plane waves, must be untenable. 

In one way or another, all of the calculational methods now in usc are attempts 
to come to grips with the necessity for reproducing this detailed, atomic-like structure 
of the valence wave functions in the core region, while facing the fact tha t the valence 
levels arc not of the tight-binding type, and therefore have appreciable wave functions 
in the interstitial regions. 

THE CELLULAR METIIOD 

The first serious attempt to calculate band structure (aside from Bloch's original use 
of the tight-binding method) was the cellular method of Wigner and Seitz. 7 The 
method begins by observing that because of the Bloch relation (8.6): 

if!.(r + R) = e' .. · ~~w~(r), (11.6) 

it is enough to solve the Schrodinger equation (11.1) within a single primitive cell 
C0 • The wave function can then be determined via (11.6) in any other primitive cell 
from its values in C0 • 

However, not every solution ro (11 .1) within C0 leads in this way to an acceptable 
wave function for the entire crystal, since 1/J(r) and Vif!(r) must be continuous as r 

• The veloaty operator is (h/mi)V, which means that the more rapidly a "ave function Vllries in a 
region, the greater the electronic velocity must be in that region. 

7 E. P. Wo)>OCr and F. Scit;:, Pl1ys. Rt•t·. 43,804 ( 1933) : 46.509 (1934). 
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crosses the primitive cell boundary. 8 Recausc of (11 .6), this condition can be phrased 
entirely in terms o f the values ofl/l \vtthin and on the surface of C0 . It is this boundary 
condition that introduces the wave vector k into the cellular solution, and eliminates 
all solutions except those for a discrete set of energ.ies, which are just the band energies 
f. = f.n(k). 

Boundary conditions within C0 arc 

1/J(r) = e- lk · Rl/l(r: + R), (11.7) 
and 

fi(r) • VI/J(r:) = - e-ik · Rft(r: + R) · VI/J(r + R ), (11 .8) 

where r and r: + R ace both points on the surface of the cell and fl i.s an outward 
normal (see Problem 1). 

The analytical problem is therefore to solve ( ll.l) within the primitive cell C0 
subject to these boundary conditions. To preserve the symmetry of the crystal, one 
takes the primitive cell C0 to be the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell (Chapter 4) centered 
o n the la ttice point R = 0. 

The fo regoing is an exact restatement of the problem. The first approximation of 
the cellular method is the replacement of the periodic po tential U(r:) within the 
Wigner-Scitz primitive cell by a po tential V(r) with spherical symmetry a bo ut the 
o rigin (see Figure 11.3). One might, fo r example., choose V(r) to be the potential of 

0 

AciUal potential £l(r ) Approximate potentidl V{r) 

Figure 11 .3 
Equipotentials (i.e., curves o f constant UCr) ) within a primitive cell. For the actual crystal potential 
these will have spherical symmetry near the center of the cell where the potential is dommated by 
the contribution from the cent ral ion. Howe"er ncar the boundary of the cell the potential wi ll 
devia te substantially from spherical symmetry. The cellular method approximates the potential 
by a spherically symmetric one everywhere wirhm the cell. with equipotentials as shown o n the 
right. 

• If t/1 or Vf/t "ere discontinuous at the cell boundary. then V' t/1 v.ould have singularit ies (Yohich are 
c othcr h-functions o r derivatives or (i..funetions) on the boundary. Since there are no such terms occurring 
111 Ul/t on the boundary, the SchrOdinger equation could not be satisfied. 
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a single ion at the origin, ignoring the fact that the neighbors of the origin will also 
contribute to U(r) within C0 , especially near its boundaries. This approximation is 
made ent.irely for practical reasons, to render a difficult computational problem 
more manageable. 

Once a potential has been chosen spherically symmetric inside C 0 • then within 
the primitive cell a complete set of solutions to the SchrOdinger equation (11.1) can 
be found of the form9 

t/t,,.(r) = Y~u,(8, ¢ )x1(r), (11.9) 

where ¥tm(8, ¢)are spherical harmonics and x1(r) satisfies the ordinary differential 
equation 

, 2 , ··2m~ . 1!2 1(1 + 1)) 
X1 (r) + - X1 (r) + ""i'2 /2, - ll(r) - -

2 2 x,(r) = 0. r ,, m r (11.10) 

Given the potential V(r) and given any value of e. there is a unique x1.~ that solves 
(11.10) and is regular at the origin.1 0 These x1 .~ can be calculated numerically, ordinary 
differential equations being easy to handle on machines. Since any linear combination 
of solutions to Schrodinger's equation with the same energy is itself a solution, 

t/t(r ,£.) = LA,"' Ytm(8, ¢)XI.s(r) (11 .11) 
1m 

will solve (11.1) at energy£. for arbitrary coefficients A1"' . However, (11.11) will only 
yield an acceptable wave funct ion for the crystal if it satisfies the boundary conditions 

• (11.7) and (11.8).11 is in the imposition of these boundary conditions that the cellular 
· method makes its next major approximation. 

To begin with, one takes only as many terms in the expansion (11.1 1) as it is 
calculationally convenient to handle.11 Since there is only a finite number of coeffi
cients in the expansion, we can, for a general cell, fit the boundary condition only 
at a finite set of points on its surface. The imposition of this finite set of boundary 
conditions (chosen to be as many as there are unknown coefficients) leads to a set 
of k-dependent linear homogeneous equations for the A'"'' and the values oft:: for 
which the determinant of these equations vanishes are the required energies S,(k). 

• See. for example, D. Park. lllfrod~tctilln 10 t.ill' Qll(m!llm ThMry, Mc(iraw~Hill. New York, 1964, 
pp. 516-519. or any olher book on quantum mechanics. There is, however, this importanl differen~ 
compared with the familiar a1omic case: In atomic physics the boundary condition (that r/1 vanishes at 
infiuily) is also spherically S)mmelric, and cnns~quently a single term or 1he form ( 11.9) gives a stationary 
stale (i.e., the angular rnomenlUm 1s a good quamum number). In the presen1 case (except for 1he sphencal 
cell ular model described lx:low) the boundary condi1ion does not have spherical symmetry. Therefore the 
stationary wave functions will be of the form (II. It) with nonvamshing coefficients for seventl distinct 
I and m values ; i.e., angular momentum will not lx: a good quantum number. 

10 This as.~ertion may be somewhat jarring to those who, from atomic physics, are used to the fact 
that only a discrete ser of eigenvalues are found in any atomic problem. namely the energy levels of the 
atom for angular momentum 1. This is b<"C"duse, in the atomic problem, we have the boundary oondit1on 
that x,(r} vanishes as r - oo. Here we are only interested in x1 within the Wigner..Seitz cell, and no such 
addilional condition is required: ultimately the allowed values of (; will lx: determined by the Ct)'Slal 
boundary conditions (11.7) lind (11.8). Imposing these does indeed lead back ro a discrete set Qf energies: 
1he &0(kl. 

11 Comforted by the assur<~nc.: th~l eventually 1he expansion rnus1 converge. since for high enough 
angular momema I the wave funClion will be very small everywhere within the ccll. 
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In this way one can search for the eigenvalues &,,(k) for each fixed k. Alternatively, 
one can fix e, do a single numerical integration of (11.10), and then search for values 
ofk for which the determinant vanishes. Provided that one has not been so unfortunate 
as to choose E in an energy gap, such values of k can always be found, and in this 
way the constant-energy surfaces can be mapped out. 

Various ingenious techniques have been used to minimize the mismatch of the 
wave function at the boundaries due to the fact that the boundary conditions can 
onJy be imposed at a finite number of points; such cleverness, and the ability of 
computers to handle large determinants, have led to cellular calculations of very high 
accuracy, 12 producing band structures in substantial agreement with some of the 
other methods we shall describe. 

The most famous application of the cellular method is the original calculation by 
Wigner and Seitz of the lowest energy level in the valence band of sodium metal. 
Since the bottom of the band is at k = 0, the exponential factor disappears from the 
boundary conditions (1 1.7) and (11.8). Wigner and Seitz made the further approxi
mation of replacing the Wigncr-Scitz primitive cell by a sphere of radius r0 with the 
same volume, thereby achieving a boundary condition with the same spherical sym
metry as the potential V(r). They could then consistently demand that the solution 
1/!(r) itself have spherical symmetry, which requires that only the single term I = 0, 
m = 0 be retained in (11.11). Under these conditions the boundary conditions reduce 
to 

Xo' (ro) = 0. (11.12) 

Thus the solutions to the single equation (11.10) for I = 0, subject to the boundary 
condition (11.12), give the spherically symmetric cellular wave functions and energies. 

Note that the problem has the same form as an atomic problem except that the 
atomic boundary condition- that the wave function vanish at infinity- is replaced 
by the cellular boundary condition- tha\ the wave function have a vanishing radial 
derivative at r0 . The 3s1 atomic and cellular wave functions are plotted together in 
F igure 11.4. Note that the cellular wave function is larger than the atomic one in 
the interstitial region, but differs from it very little in the core region. 

_,?.;_,---=~::::--- Cellular 
r0 {a0 -- Atomic 

2 3 4 

Figure 11.4 
Comparison of 3s1 cellular (solid curve) and atomic (clashed curve) 
wave functions for sodium. 

12 Nota bly by S. L Altmann and co-workers (see Proc. Ruy. S(lc. A244, 141. 153 (1958) ). 
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There are perhaps two major difficuJties with the cellular method: 

l. The computational difficulties involved in numerically satLsfying a boundary 
condition over the surface o f the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell, a fa irly complex 
polyhedral structure. 

2. The physically questionable point of whether a potential representing an isola ted 
ion is the best approximation to the correct potential within the entire Wigner
Seitz primitive celL In particular, the potential used tn the cellular caJculatJOns 
has a discontinuous derivative whenever the boundary between two cells is 
crossed (Figure 11.5), whereas in actual fact the potential is quite flat in such . 
reg10ns. 

I I 
• • 

• ·, I ' • .. I ' • • • • 

--- Cellular method potentW 
--- Actual c:rysQl potential 
• • • • • • • lndividualatomic potentiala 
-. -- Cell boundarie!! 

Figur<' 11.5 

I I 
• • 

. . I .. • . . I .. 
• •• • 

T he cellular method potential has a disconunuous derivative 
midway bet\veen lattice points, but the actual potential is quite 
flat there. 

• 

A potential that overcomes both objections is the muffin-tin potential. which is 
taken to represent an isolated ion within a sphere of specified radius r 0 about each la t
tice point, and taken to be zero (i.e., constant} elsewhere (with r0 chosen small enough 
that the spheres do not overlap). (See Figure 11.6.) The muffin-tin potential mitigates 
both problems, being flat in theinterstitial regions, and leading to matching conditions 
on a spherical rather than a polyhedral surface. 

Formally, the muffin-tin potential can be defined (for all R) by: 

U(r) = V(jr - RJ), 
= V(r0 ) = 0, 

wnen lr - Rl < ro 
when lr - Rj > r0 

(the core or atomic region), 
(the imerstitial region), 

where r 0 is Jess than half the nearest-neighbor distance. 13 

(11.13) 

u Frequently r0 tS taken to be half the nearest-neighbor distance; i.e .. !he sphere is the in~cribcd 
sphere in the Wigner-Sem~ cell There are minor technical complications in the analysis in I hat case. which 
we avo1d by requiring r lo be less than that di~1ancc. 
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1.'!! Core region 

Olnterstit.ial region 

Figure IJ.6 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) The muffin-lin potential, plotted along a line or lOriS. (b) The 
muffin-tin potential is const;mt (zero) in the imersuual regions and 
represents an isolated ion in each core reg1on. 

If we agree that the function V(r) is zero when its argument ex(.:eeds r0 , then we 
can write U(r) very simply as 

U(r) = .L V( jr - R j). 
R 

(11.14) 

Two methods are in wide use for computing the bands in a muffin-tin potential : the 
augmented plane-wave (APW) method and the method of K orringa, Kobo. and 
Rostoker (KKR). 

THE AUGMENTED PLAI'\E-WA VE METHOD (APW) 

This approach. due to J . C. Slater,1 4 represents t/l..(r) as a superposition of a finite 
number of plane waves 10 the flat interstttial region, while forcing it to have a more 
rapid oscillatory atomic behavior in the core region. Thts JS achieved by expanding 
1/J,.,r. in a set of augmemed plane war:es. 1 s The A PW th..t, is defined as fo llows: 

I. 4>t.J: = e'" · ' in the interstitial region. It is important to note tha t there is no 
constraint relating e and k (such as, fo r example. e = h1 k1 /2m). One can define 

•• Plop. Rn·. 51. 846 (1937). 
u We append the energy or a levd as en adduoonal subscnpt v.hen oiS expltet\ spec:tfication helps 

to avoid posstblc ambiguit~. 

·-
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an APW for any energy E and any wave vector k. Tfws any single APW does 
nol satisfr 1f1e crysca/ ScllrMinger equatioufor energy & in tl1e imerslitial region. 

2. fP~~..r. is continuous at lhe boundary between atomic and interstitial regions. 
3. In the atomic region about R, fPk.s does satisfy the atomic SchrOdinger equation: 

f12 
- ,-V2fPt.t(r) + V(jr - Rj)t/JuJr) = ErPu(r), lr - Rj < r0 • (11.15) 
~m 

Since k does not appear in this equation. tfJ~.r gets its k dependence only via the 
boundary condition (2) and the k dependence determined by ( 1) in the interstitial . 
TegJon. 

' It can be shown that these conditions determine a unique APW t/Ju for alrk 
and&. Note that in the interstitial region the APW satisfies not (11.15) but flt/J~.e = 
(h2k2/2m)¢u.· Note also that. in general, t/Ju will have a discontinuous derivative on 
the boundary between interstitial and atomic regions, so that V2t/Ju will have delta
function singularities there. 

The APW method tries to approximate the correct solution to the crystal 
Schrodinger equation (11.1) by a superposition of APW's. aU with the same energy. 
For any reciprocal lattice vector K the APW </>k+K.L satisfies the Bloch condition 
with wave voctor k (Problem 2), and therefore the expansion of if1k(r) will be of the 
form 

(11.16) 

where the sum is over reciprocal lattice vectors. 
By taking the energy of the APW to be the actual energy of the Bloch level, we 

guarantee that 1/rk(r ) satisfies the crystal Schrodinger equation in the atomic regions. 
The hope is that not too many augmented plane waves will suffice to approximate 
the solutions to the full Schrodinger equation in the interstitial region 16 and at the 
boundary. In practice, as many as a hundred APW"s can be u~ed; by the time this 
stage is reached, ~(k) does not change appreciably when more i\PW's are added. and 
one feels with some confidence that good convergence has been achieved. 

Because each APW has a discontinuous derivative at the boundary of the atomic 
and interstitial regions, it is best to work not with the Schrodinger equat ion but with 
an equivalent variat ional principle: 

Given any dif.ferelltiable (but not necessarily twice differentiable) 17 function 1/!Cr). 
define the energy functional: 

J(~
2 

IVI/I(r)jl + U(r)jl/f(rJ12) dr 
E[ 1/1] = JL....>_,_,L_--;;-------'--

f il/r<rW dr 

(11.17) 

•• The reader is " ·arned not to fall imo the trap oflhmking that the eAact soluuons 10 -h1 (!.mVlt/1 = 
f. t/1 in Jhe res•<' " of complex shape. where the muffin-tin potenllal is flat. mu>l be hnc:or eombinalton• of 
plane waves.,. . , wi1h r. = hlk'/2m. 

" The funcuon 1/J may have a kmk where Vt/J IS disconunuous. 
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It can be shown 18 that a solutron to the Schrodinger equatron (11.1} satisfying the 
Bloch condition with wave vector 1.. and energy E(k} makes ( 11.17) stationary with 
respect to differentiable functions 1/t(r) that satisfy the Bloch condition with wave 
vector k. The value of £[1/t~J is just the energy f:Ck) of the level tltk· 

The variational principle is exploited by using the APW expansion (11.16) to 
calculate E[ t/lt]. This leads to an approximation to f:(k) ::= £[ 1/tk] that depends on 
the coefficients c .. . The demand that E[ 1/tk] be stationary leads to the conditions 
f!.Ejoc~~. = 0, which a re a set of homogeneous equations in the c ... The coefficients 
in this set of equations depend on the sought for energy E(k), both through the L(k} 
dependence of the APW's and because the value of £[1/tk] at the stationary point 
is t;(k). Setting the determinant of these coefficients equal to zero gives an equation 
whose roots determine the E(k). 

As in the cellular case, it rs often preferable to work with a set of A PW's of definite 
energy and search for the k at which the secular determinant vanishes, thereby 
mapping out the constant energy surfaces in k-space. With modern computing 
techniques it appears possible to include enough augmented plane waves to achieve 
excellent convergence, 19 and the APW method is one of the more successful schemes 
for calculating band structure.20 

fn Figure 11.7 we show portions of the energy bands for a few metallic elements, 
as calculated by L. F. Mattheiss using the APW method. One oft he interesting results 
of this analysis is the extent to which the bands in zinc, which bas a filled atomic 
d-sbell, resemble the free electron bands. A comparison of Mattheiss' curves for 
titanium with the cellular calculations by Altmann (Figure 11.8) should. however, 
instill a healthy sense of caution: Although there are recognizable similarities, there 
are quite noticeable differences. These are probably due more to the differences in 
choice of potential rhan to the validity of the calculation methods, but they serve to 
indicate that one should be wary in using the results o f first principles band-structure 
calculations. 

THE GREEN'S FUNCTION METHOD OF KORRJNGA, KOHN, AND 
ROSTOKER (KKR) 
An alternative approach to the muffin-tin potential is provided by a method due to 
Korringa and to Kohn and Rostoker. 21 This starts from the integral form of the 
Schrodinger equation22 

\ 
I 

11 For a sample proof (and a more derailed statement of the variational prinetple) see Appendix G. 
10 ln some cases a \'ery small number of APW's may suffice to gave reasonable con,ergence for much 

the same reasons as in the case of the onhogooal~ed plane wa'e and pseud()potential methods, discussed 
bc.low. 

1° Complete details on the method along with sample computer programs may even be found an 
textbOok form : T. L. Loucks. A11gmcnred Pfcme Wove Method, W. A. Benjamin. Menlo Park. California. 
1967. 

11 J. Korringa, Ph}'sicn 13, 392 (1947) ; W. Kohn and N. Rostoker, Pflys. Rev. 94,1111 (1954). 
u Equal ion (11.18) is the srarllng poant for the elementary theory of scattering. That it is equivalent 

to the ordinary SchrOdinger equation (11 1} follows from the fact (Chapter 17, Problem 3) !hat G satisfies 
{I> + I11V1f2m}G(r - r') = 6(r - r'J. For an elementary discussion of these facts sec, for example, D. S. 
Saxon, Elementary Quanrum Meclaunic~, Holden-Day, San Francisco. 1968, p. 360 et s.?q. ln scattering 
the<)ry 11 is customary ro indudc a n mhomogeneous term e& · o in {11.18). when: 11/. . ... . .j2m&. to sati!.fy 
lhe boundary condition appropna te to an mcommg plane wave. llere, hO\\C\cr, the ooundary condition 
as lhe Bloch rt:lation. which as sat1sfied by (11.181 v.;thout an inhomogeneous term. 
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APW energy bands for iron, copper, and Line, calculated by L. F. 
Matthei$, Pllys. Rev. 134, A970 (1964). The bands are plotted from the 
origin ofk-space to the points mdicated on the zone surfaces. l'me the 
striking resemblance between the calculated bands of zinc a nd the free 
dectron bands (pictured to the right). Zinc has two s--electrons outside 
of a closed-shell configuration. The horizontal dashed lines mark the 
Fermi ene.rgy. 

where the integral is over all space and 

G ( , 2m eiA1r - r 'l 
E r - r ) = - fi2 4'7Tjr - r'l ' 

K = j2ii'ie;fl2, e > o, 
- ; J2m(-e)ji?, e < o. 

(11.18) 

(11.19) 

Substituting the form (11.14) for the muffin-tin potential into ( 11.18), and making 
the change of variables r" = r ' - R in each term of the resulting sum, we can rewrite 
(11.18) as 

1/Jt(r) = J; f dr" G,,Jr - r'' - R)V(r"),Pk(r" + R). (11.20) 

The Bloch condition gives w.Cr" + R) = e''k. Rl/l.fr "), and we can t berefore rewrite 
( 11.20) (replacing r'' by r'): 

!Jt.(r) = f dr' SUA~~r - r' ) V(r')!Jt~(r'), (11.21) 
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1-IJ.:Ure 11.8 
Thn:e calculated band structures for titanium. Curves (a) and (b) were calculated by the cellular 
method for two possible potentials. They are taken from S. L. Altmann. in Soft X-Ray Band 
Sflt'Cira. D. Fdbian (ed). Ac1dcmic Press London. 1968. Cu,-vc (c) is from the APW calculauon 
of Mal.lheis. 

where 

Sk.r.(r - r') = I Gc(r - r-' - R)e'" · R_ 
I( 

(11.22) 

Equation (11.21) has the pleasing feature that all or the dependence on both wave 
vector k and crystal structure is contained in the function Su, wbicb can be calculated, 
once and for all. for a variety of crystal structures for specified values of e and k. 23 

It is shown in Problem 3 that Eq. ( 11.21) implies that on the sphere of ,-ad ius r0 , 

the values of t/Jk are constrained to satisfy the following integral equation : 

" To do the R-sum one uses the same techniques as in calcuhHions of th" Ia thee energies of ionic 
crystals (Chapter 201. 
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Since the function 1/Jk is continuous'\ it retains the form determined by the atomic 
problem (Eqs. (11.9) to ( ll.ll)) at r0 • The approximation of the KK R method (which 
is exact for the muffin-tin potential up to this point) is to assume that 1/J~ will be given 
to a reasonable degree of accuracy by keeping only a finite number (say N) of spherical 
harmonics in the expansion (11.1 1). By placing this truncated expansion in {11.23), 
multiplying by Y,,(6, ¢),and integrating the result over the solid angle d6 d¢ for all 
I and m appearing in the truncated expansion, we obtain a set of N linear equations 
for the A1,. appearing in the expansion (11.11). The coefficients in these equations 
depend on G(k) and k through g"·"l<l and through the radial wave fw1ction Xr.t and 
its derivative XtJ;· Setting the N x N determinant of the coefficients equal to zero 
once again gives an equation determining the relation between S and k. As in the 
methods described earlier, one can either search for values of E giving a solution for 
fixed k, or fix E. and map out the surface in k-space at which the determinant vanishes, 
which will then give the constant-energy surface E.(k) = E.. 

Both the KKR and APW methods can be regarded as techniques which, if carried 
out exactly for the muffin-tin potential, would lead to infinite-order determinantal 
conditions. These are then approximated by taking only a finite subdeterminant. In 
the APW method the truncation is in K ; the wave function is approximated in the 
interstitial region. In KKR, on the other hand, the sum over all K is effectively per
formed when S~~..t is computed.24 lnstead, the approximation is in the form of the 
wave function in the atomic region. In both cases the procedure converges well if 

• sufficiently many terms are retained; in practice the KKR method appears to require 
fewer terms in the spherical harmonic expansion than the APW technique requires 
in the K expansion. When the APW and KKR methods are applied to the same 
muffin-tin potential, they give resu_lts in substantial agreement. 

The results of a KKR calculation for the 3sz and 3p1 derived bands of aluminum 
are displayed in Figure 11.9. Note the extraordinary resemblance of the calculated 

Figure IJ.9 
Calculated valence bands lor 
aluminum (three electrons 
outside of a closed-shell neon 
configuration)comparedwith 
fru electron bands (dashed 
lines~ The bands are com· 
puted by the KKR method 
(B Segal l, Pllys. Rl?t'. 124. 
1797 (1961).) 

I 0 

r 

•• It is not ncct-ssary to calculate S,& Cor all values of r. but only the integrals 

f dQ dQ' li,.*(8¢)S~.r.{r00¢, r0 0'¢' )Y,.,.(O'¢') a nd 

fJn dn· li'" *164>) fs.._&('·o6¢, rO'¢ ') l;., .(O'¢'J. 
c;r r =-- r • 

These have lx-.:n tabulated fCir various CT)Stat stmctures over a runge of & and k values. " ith r0 usually 
ta ken as tbe radius ,.,r ~ sphere inscribed in a Wigner-·S.:itz cell. 
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bands to the free electron levels. plotted as dashed lines in the same figure. The only 
discernible effects of the interaction between electrons and ions are, as predicted by 
nearly free electron theory,to ~;plit the band degeneracies. This is a striking illustration 
of our observation (see page 152) that metals whose atomic configuration consists 
of a small number of s and p electrons outside of a rare-gas configuration have band 
structures that can be reproduced very well by the nearly free electron bands. The 
next two methods to be discussed attempt to shed some light on this remarkable fact. 

THE ORTHOGONALIZED PLANE-WAVE METHOD (OPW) 

An alternative method of combining rapid oscillations in the ion core region with 
plane-wavelike behavior interstitially, is the method of orthogonalized plane waves, 
due to Herring. 25 The OPW method does not require a muffin-tin potential to make 
calculations feasible, and is therefore of particular value if one insists on using an 
undoctored potential. In addition, the method affords some insight into why the 
nearly free electron approximation does so remarkably well in predicting the band 
structures of a variety of metals. 

We begin by explicitly distinguishing between the core electrons and the valence 
electrons. The core wave functions are well localized about the lattice sites. The 
valence electrons, on the other hand, can be found with appreciable probability in 
the interstitial regions, where our hope is that their wave functions will be well 
approximated be a very small number of plane waves. Throughout this and the next 
section we shall affix superscripts cor v to wave functions to indicate whether they 
describe core or valence levels. 

The difficulty with approximating a valence wave function by a lew plane waves 
ever.)lwlrere in space (as in the nearly free electron method) is that this hopelessly 
fails to produce the rapid oscillatory behavior required in the core region. Herring 
noted that this could be taken care of by using not simple plane waves, but plane 
waves orthogonalized to the core levels right from the start. Thus we define the 
orthogonalized plane wave (OPW) ¢k by: 

(11.24) 
• 

where the sum is over all core levels with Bloch wave vector k. The core wave functions 
are assumed to be known (generally they are taken to be tight-binding combinations 
of calculated atomic levels), and the constants b, are determined by requiring that 
tl>t be orthogonal to every core level :26 

f dr l/J~*(r}fi>L(r) = 0, (11.25) 

which implies that 

be = - f dr l/l~*(r)eik · •. (11.26) 

11 C. Herring. Phys. Rl!l'. 57. 1169 {1940).. 
26 We a!»ume the: normalization condiuon J dr J\11,12 = 1. Note thai ¢ •. is also orthogonal to lit.'. 

witb k' 'I' k because or the Bloch condition. 
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T he OPW <J>k has the fo llowing properties characteristic o f valence level wave 
functions: 

l. By explicit construction it is orthogonal to all the core levels. U therefore also 
has the required rapid oscillations in the core region. This is particularly evident 
from (1 1 .24), since the core wave fu nctions Vlk' (r) appearing in <J>k themselves 
oscillate in the core region. 

2. Because the core levels a re localized about la tt ice points, the second term in 
( 11 .24) is small in the interstitial region, where ¢ Lis very close to the single plane 
wave e'., . •. 

Since the plane wave efk ·• and the core wave functions 1/!,'(r) satisfy the Bloch 
condition with wave vector k, so wlU the OPW <I>L· We may therefore, as in the APW 
method, seek a n expansion o f the actual electronic eigenstates o f the Schrodinger 
equation as linear combinations of OPW's: 

(11.27) 

As in theAPW method, we can determine the coefficients c,_ in (11.27) and the energies 
e(k) by inserting (I 1.27) into the variational principle (11.17), and requiring that the 
derivatives o f the resulting expression with respect to all the c"'s vanish. The crystal 
po tential U(r) will enter into the resuJtjng secular problem only thro ugh its OPW 
matrix elements: 

f <t>:. K(r) U(r)<l>k+K"(r ) dr. (11.28) 

The OPW method owes its s uccess to the fact that although the plane-wave 
matrix elements o f U a re large., its OPW matrix elements tum out 1 o be much smaJJer. 
Therefore, although it is hopeless to try to get convergence by expanding V!~ in plane 
waves, the convergence of the expansion in OPW's is very much fa ster. 

In practice the OPW method is used in two very different ways. On the one hand, 
one may carry out numerically a first principles OPW calculation, starting with an 
a tomic potential, calculating its OPW matrix elements, and working with large 
enough secular problems (which may sometimes turn out to be remarkably small, 
but which can a lso require as many as a hundred OPW'S) to ensure good convergence. 

On the other hand, one frequently encounters "calculations" of band structure 
that appear to be nothing but the nearly free electron theory of Chapter 9, in which 
the Fourier components U,. of the potential are treated as adjustable parameters 
rather than known quanti ties. The UK are determined by fitting the nearly free electron 
bands either to empirical data o r to the bands calculated in detail by one of the more 
realistic methods. As an example o f thls, the KKR bands fo r a luminum, shown in 
F igure 11.9, can be reproduced with remarkable precision throughout the zone by 
a nearly free electron calculation that uses only four plane waves and requires o nly 
two pa ra meters27

: U 111 and U 2 oo· 

;n 8 . Segall. Ph)"S. Rev. 124. t797 (1961). (A th1rd parameter IS used in the form for the free electron 
energy. wluch is wri11en as 'XI•1 k2/2n•.) As it happens, these bands do not lead to a F"cnni sucfac.: wnh the 
cor rect detailed structure (an illuslrat•on of tJ1e difficuhy of geuing precise potcnt•als) 
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Since nearly free electron theory surely cannot work so well, it must be that the 
apparently nea rly free electron secular problem is actually the final stage of a much 
more complicated analysis, such as that of the OPW method, the Fourier components 
v ... being OPW rather than plane-wave matrix elements of the potential. One there
fore refers to such a calculation as an OPW calculation. ln this context, however, 
such a designation as httle more than a reminder that although the analysis is formally 
identical to nearly free electron theory, it can be placed on a more secure theoretical 
foo ting. 

lt is not at all clear, however, that the OPW approach is the best way to reduce 
the actual problem of an electron in a periodic potential to an effectively "nearly 
free" electron caJculation. A more systematic way of studying this problem, as well 
as a variety of additional calculational approaches, is offered by the pseudopotential 
methods. 

THE PSEUDOPOTENTIAL 

The theory of the pseudopotential began as an extension o f the OPW method. Aside 
from the possibility it offers of relining OPW calculations., it also provides a t least a 
partial explanation for the success of nearly free electron calculations in fitting actual 
band structures. 

We describe the pseudopotential method only in its earliest formulation, 18 which 
is basically a recasting of the OPW approach. Suppose that we write the exact wave 
function for a valence level as a linear combination o f OPW's, as in (11.27). Let 
r/>k" be the plane-wave part of this expansjon: 

q,k•'(r) = L c"effk+KI· • . 
K 

(11.29) 

Then we can rewrite the expansions ( I 1.27) and (11.24) as 

t/l~r(r) = q,~··cr) - ~ (I dr' t/l~*(r')tj>~··cr·)) t/ILr(r). (11.30) 

Since t/lt'' is an exact valence wave functaon, it satisfies Schrodinger's equation with 
eigenvalue r,kr : 

/1 "'k" = r. .. ""' k ". (11.31) 

Substitution of ( 11 .30) into (11.31) gives 

HtJ>~<·- ~ ( fdr' t/l~*q,~r) Ht/IL' = f, ~• ( q,"r- ~ ( Jdr' t/1~*4>~·) t/lk} (11.32) 

If we note that Ht/1~ • = r,~•t/1,/ for the exact core levels. then we can rewrite (I 1.32) as 

(H + VR)tj>k•· = SL'¢{. (11.33) 

'" E Antoncil.. . J f>hn. Cllt'm. Sv li .J., 10. 3 14 li~S9) ; J . C. Phillip~ and l. KJcinman. Pltys. Rc•r 116_ 
287, 1!80 (1959). 

• 
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where we have buried some rather cumbersome terms in the operator Jt R, whkh is 
defu1ed by 

(1 1.3-t) 

We have therefore arrived at an effective SchrOdinger equation (11.33) satisfied by 
4>tv• the smooth part of the Bloch function. Since experience with the OPW method 
suggests that 1>tu can be approximated by a linear combination of a small number 
of plane waves, we might expect that the nearly free electron theory of Chapter 9 
could be applied to finding the valence levels of H + V R· This is the starting point 
for pseudopotential calculation and analysis. 

The pseudopocemia/ is defined to be the sum of the actual periodic potential U, 
and VR: 

H + VR = (11.35) 

The hope is that the pseudo potential is sufficiently small to justify a nearly free electron 
calculation of the valence levels. One can see a hint that this might be so from the 
fact that although the actual periodic potential is attractive near the ion cores, and 
thus(¢, U¢) = J dr ¢*(r)U(r)¢(r) is negative, the corresponding matrix element of 
the potential v~< is, according to (11.34), 

(I}!, V11'1}1) = ~ (ekv - t;~<) f dr !J!~*!J! 
2 

(11.36) 

Since tbe valence energies lie above the core energies, this is always positive. Thus 
adding yR to U provides at least a partial cancellation, and one might optimistically 
hope for it to lead to a potential weak enough to do nearly free electron calculations 
for ¢k" (tl1e so--called pseudo wave function), treating the pseudopotenrial as a weak 
perturbation. 

There are some peculiar features to the pseudopotential. Equation (1 1.34) implies 
that VR (and hence the pseudopotential) is nonlocal; i.e., its effect on a wave function 
l)!(r) is not merely to multiply it by some function ofr. fn addition, the pseudopotential 
depends on the energy of the level being sought, Et'', which means that many of the 
basic theorems one is used to applying without further thought (such as the orthog
onality of eigenfunctions belonging to different eigenvalues) are no longer applicable 
to HP"""do. 

The second difficulty can be removed by secting e{ in (11.34) and in l'~"""d"equal 
to the energy of the levels one is most interested in-generally the Fermi energy. Of 
course, once th is replacement has been made, the eigenvalues of H + V11 are no 
longer exactly those of the original Hamiltonian, except for the levels at the Fermi 
energy. Since these are frequently the levels of greatest interest, this need not be too 
great a price to pay. For example, one can, in this way, find the set of k for which 
ek" = Ey, U1ereby mapping out the Fermi surface. 

There tum out to be many ways other than ( 11.34) to define a V11 such that 
H + VR bas fhe same valence eigenvalues as the actual crystal Hamiltonian H . 

• 
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From such choices has arisen a wealth of pseudopotential lore, whose usefulness 
for anything other than justifying the nearly free electron Fermi surfaces has yet 
to be convincingly es tablished 29 

COMBfl\'ED ~1ETHODS 

People have, of course, exercised considerahle further ingen uity in combining the 
various techniques. Thus, for example, it may be useful to treat the d-bands of tran
sition elements in a manner suggested by the tight-binding approximation and yet 
allow for s-d mixing, not by adding tight-binding functions for the s-band as well. 
but by combining one of the plane-wave methods we have described in some suitably 
self-consistent way. It goes without saying that we have only scratched the surface 
of several vast fields of endeavor in this survey of methods for com puling the energy 
bands. 

lltis and the preceding three chapters have been concerned with the abstract 
structural features of band structure. We now tum to some of the more direct obser
vational manifestations of the electronic energy bands. Chapters 12 and 13 discuss 
the generalization of the transport theory of Drude and Sommerfeld to Bloch elec
trons; Chapter 14 discusses some of the techniques for direct observation of the Fermi 
surface: and Chapter 15 describes the band structures of some of the more familiar 
metals. 

PROBLEMS 

l. Boundary Conditions on Electron Ware-Functions in Crystals 
Let r locate a point juSI within the boundary of a primitive ccU Co, and r' another point inlini
testmally displaced from r just oucside the same boundary. The continui ty equations for t/J(r) are 

lin1 [ 1/J(r) - 1/J(r')] = 0, 
r - •r 

lim [Vt/J(r) - Vt/J(r')] = 0. 
r •r' 

(11.37) 

(a) Verify that any point r on the surface of a primitive cell is separated by some 8ravws 
lattice ~<.'Ctor R from another surface point and that the normals to the cell11t r and r + R are 
oppositely directed. 

(b) U~ing the fact that t/1 can be: chosen to have tht: Bloch form, show tha t the continuity 
conditions can equally well be written in terms of the values of t/J entirely within a primitive cell : 

1/J(r) = e "'- Rt/J(r + R), 
Vt/Jlr) = e- llr · RVI/J(r + R), 

for pairs ofpoims on the surface separated by direct lattice vt:etors R 

(11.38) 

19 A rc-iew of the ~udopotcmial and us applicatio~ tan be round in Solid State Ph) sics, Vol. 24, 
D Tum bull and F. Sc•v. cds., Acnd~mic. New York, 1970. 
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(c) Show that the only .nformation in the second of equations ( IL.38) not alr~ady contained 
in the first i~ in the equation 

ii(r) • Vl/t(r) = - e-rk • 11 i1(r + R) • Vl/t(r + R ), (11.39) 

where the vector t'l is normal to the surface of the ccn. 

2. Using the fact that the APW is continuous on the surfaces defimng the muffin-tin po tential, 
glve an argument to show that the A PW tfJ ...... ~ satisfies the Bloch <..'Ondition wi th wave vector k. 

3. The integral equation for a O!och function in a periodic potential is given by Eq. (11.21) 
where. for potentials of the muffin-tin type, the region of integrat ion is confined 10 lr'l < r 0 • 

(a) From tbe definition (1 1.22) of S show that 

( tzl V'2 + ~) Sk.e(r - r ' ) = o(r - r ' ), 
2m 

(b) Show by wnting 

that (11.21), (11.4Q), and theSchrodiogerequauon for r ' < r 0 lead to 

0 = f dr' V' • [9k,I;(I:J(r - r')V 'I/t~(r') - 1/t.(r')V'SI<J;(••(r - r ')]. J,. < ro 

(11.40) 

(11.41) 

(c) Use Gauss· theorem to transform (1 1.41) to an integral o ver the surface of a sphere of 
radius r = r0 and show that when r is also set equal to r0 , Eq. (11.23) resultS. 
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The Bloch theory (Chapter 8) extends the equilibrium free electron theory of Sommer
feld (Chapter 2) to the case in which a (nonconstant} periodic potential is present In 
Table 12.1 we compare the major features of the two theories. 

Table 12.1 
COMPARISON OF SOMMERFELD AND BLOCH Oi\E-ELECTRON EQlHIJBRIUM 
LEVELS 

QUANTUM NUMBERS 
(EXCLUDING SPIN) 

RAXGE OF QUANTUM 

Nt:!\.tBERS 

ENERGY 

VELOCITY 

W AYE FUNCTION 

SOM~1ERFELD 

k tllk is the 
momentum.) 

k runs through all of k
spa<.'C consistmt with the 
Born-von Karman 
periodic boundary 
condition. 

The mean velocity of an 
electron in a level with 
wave vector k is: 

Ilk • ce 
\' = - = --. 

111 h l k 

T he wave function of an 
electron with wave vector 
k is: 

i\ .. ' e 
rJt,(r) = vl:2. 

BLOCH 

k. n (Ilk is the crystal momentum 
and n is the band index.) 

For each n, k runs through all wave 
vectors in a single primitive ceU of the 
reciprocal lattice consistent with the 
Born-von Karman periodic boundary 
condition ; n runs through an infinite 
set of discrete values. 

For a given band index n, E,.(k) has no 
simple explicit form. The only general 
property is periodicity in the reciprocal 
lattice: 

c.(k + K) = E,.(k). 

The mean velocity of an electron rn a 
level with band index 11 and wave 
vector k is: 

The wave function of an electron witb 
band index nand wave vector k is: 

r/t,,(r) = e~··u,,(r) 
where the function ''""has no simple 
explicit form. The only general pwperty 
is periodicity in the direct lattice: 

u,, (r + R) = u.,.(r). 

To discuss conduction we had to extend Sommerfeld's equilibrium theory to 
nonequilibrium cases. We argued in Chapter 2 that one could calculate the dynamic 
behavior of the free electron gas using ordinary classical mechanics, provided that 
there was no need to localize an electron on a scale comparable to the interelectronic 
distance. Thus the trajectory of each electron between collisions was calculated 
according to the usual classical equations of motion for a particle of momentum lik: 

Ilk 
i = m' 

hk = - e ( E + ! v x H} (12.1) 
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If pressed to justify this procedure from a quantum-mechanical point of view we 
would argue that (12.1) actually describes tbe behavior of a wave packet of free 
electron levels, 

[ ( 
hk'

2 t)J 1/J(r, t) = f. g(k') cxp i k' · r -
2

m , 

g(k') :::; 0, jk' - kl > Ilk, (12.2) 

where k and r are the mean position and momentum about which the wave packet 
is localized (to within the limitation tlx Ilk > l imposed by the uncertainty principle). 

This approach has a simple and elegant generali1~tion to electrons in a general 
periodic potential, which is known as the semiclassical model. Justifying the semi
classical model in detail is a formidable task, considerably more difficuh than jus
tifying the ordinary classical limit for free electrons. ln this book we shaU not offer 
a systematic derivation. Our emphasis instead will be on how the semiclassical model 
is used. We shall therefore simply describe the model, state the limitations on its 
validity, and extract some of its major physical consequences. 1 

The reader who is dissatisfied with the very incomplete and merely suggestive 
bases we shall offer for the semiclassical model is urged to examine the broad array 
of mysteries and anomalies of free electron theory that the model resolves. Perhaps 
a suitable atti tude to take is this : If there were no underlying microscopic quantum 
theory of electrons in solids, one could still imagine a semiclassical mechanics (guessed 
by some late nineteenth-century Newton of crystalline spaces) tha t was brilliantly 
confirmed by its account of o bserved electronic behavior, j ust as classical mechanics 
was confirmed by its accounting for planetary motion, and only very much later given 
a more fundamental derivation as a limiting form of quantum mechanics. 

As with free electrons, two questions arise in discussing conduction by Bloch 
elect.rons2 : (a) What is the nature of the collisions? (b) How do Bloch electrons move 
between collisions? The semiclassical model deals entirely with the second question, 
but the Bloch theory also critically affects the first. Drude assumed that the electrons 
collided with the fixed heavy ions. This assumption cannot be reconciled with the 
very long mean free paths possible in metals, and fails to account for their observed 
temperature dependence. 3 The Bloch theory excludes it on theoretical grounds as 
well. Bloch levels are stationary solutions to the Schrodinger equation in the presence 
of the full periodic potential of the ions. If an electron in the level 1/Jntc has a mean 
nonvanishing velocity (as it does unless ot;,(k)/i'k happens to vanish), tben that 
velocity persists forever.4 One cannot appeal to collisions with static ions as a mecha
nism to degrade the velocity, because the interaction of the electron with the fixed 
periodic array of ions has beenfi1lly taken into account ab initio in the Scbrodinger 
equation solved by the Bloch wave fwtction. Thus the conductivity o f a perfect 
periodic crystal is infinite. 

• For one of the more recent efforts at a S)'Sicmatic derivation see J. Zak, f'hy.~. R.e1.1. 168. 686 (1968). 
References to much of the earlier work are given therein. A very appealing treatment of Bloch electrons 
in a magnetic field (perhaps the most difficult area in which to derive the semiclassical model) is given 
by R. G. Chambers, Proc. Phys. Soc. 89, 69S (1966), who explicitly constructs a time-dependent wa•·e 
packet wbo£C center moves along the orbot dctermoned by the scmiclas~ical equations o f motion. 

2 We shall use the term ~Bloch electrons'" 10 mean "cle=ons in a general periodic poaentiaL" 
, Page 9. 
• Sec page 141 . 
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This result, so disconcerting to one's classicaJ inclination to picture the electrons 
as suffering current degrading bumps with individual ions, can be understood as a 
simple manifestation o f the wave nature of electrons. tn a period1c array of scatterers 
a wave can propagate without a ttenuation because o f the coherent constructive 
interference of the sca ttered waves. s 

Metals have an electricaJ resistance because no real solid is a perfect crystaL There 
are always impur ities, missing ions, or o ther imperfections that can scatter electrons, 
a nd at very low tempera tures it is these that limit conduction. Even if imperfections 
could be entirely e liminated, however, the conductivity would remain finite because 
of thermal vibra tions of the io ns, which produce temperature-dependent disto rtions 
from perfect periodicity in the potential the electrons experience. These devia tions 
from periodicity l:lre capa ble of scattering electrons, and a re the source o f the tem
perature dependence of the electronic r elaxation time that was noted in Chapter 1. 

We defer a full discussion of the actual scattering mechanisms to Chapters 16 and 
26. Here we only note that the Bloch theory now forces us to abandon Drude's naive 
picture of electron-ion scattering. We shall nevertheless continue to extract conse
quences that fo llow from the simple assumption that some scattering mechanism 
exists, irrespective of its detailed features. 

Thus the main problem we face is how to describe the motion of Bloch electrons 
between coll isions. The fact that the mean velocity of an electron in a definite Bloch 
level !J!,~, is6 

(12.3) 

is very suggestive. Consider a wave packet of Bloch levels from a given band, con
structed in analogy to the free electron wave packet (I 2.2): 

IJ!n(r , l) = ~ g(k ' )IJ!nk·(r) exp [ - ~ en(k ' )tJ g(k ') ~ 0, Jk' - kl > M 
( 12.4) 

Let the spread in wave vector AI.. he small compared with the dimensions of the 
Brillouin zone. so tha t e.,(k) varies little over a ll levels appearing in the wave packet. 
The formula for the velocity (12.3) can then be viewed as the familiar assertion that 
the group velocity of a wave packet is il(u/ck = (C/i'k)(f./ ft) 

The semiclassical model de.o;cribes such wave packets when it is unnecessary to 
specify the position of an electron o n a scale comparable w1th the spread o f the 
packet. 

Let us estimate how broad the wave packet (12.4) must be when the spread in 
wave vector is small compared with the dimensio ns o f the Brillouin zone. We examine 
the wave packet a t pomls separated by a Bravais lattice vector. Setting r = r0 + R. 
and using the basic property (8.6) of the Bloch function, we can write (12.4) as 

!J!"(r0 + R. t) = ~ [g(k')IJ!,.~ (r0 )] exp [i ( k ' · R - T, &"(k')t) J (12.5) 

' For a untficd view of a variety of such phenomena. see L Brillouin. ll'at·e Propayalion 111 Periodic 
S1rm:wrn. Oov~r. New Vorl... 1953. 

~ Se~ p;<g.: 141. T ht: rc..ult IS proved in Appendix E 
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Viewed as a function of R for fixed r 0, this is J USI a superposition of plane waves, of 
the form (12.2), with a weight function Y(k) = [g(k)t/lm.(r0)]. Thus 1f 6.k measures the 
region within which g (and hence ?f) is appreciable,7 then tJ!n(r0 + R), in accordance 
with the usual rules for wave packets, should be appreciable within a region of 
dimensions ll.R ~ l f6.k. Since 6.k is small compared with the zone dimensions, which 
are of the order of the inverse lattice constant !f a, it follows that D.R must be large 
compared with a. This conclusion is independent of the particular value of r 0 , and 
we therefore conclude that a war:e packet of Bloch let:els witll a 1\'at:e r;ecwr that is 
well defined on the scale of the Brillouin zone must be spread in real space over mall}' 
primitive cells. 

The semiclassical model describes the response of the electrons to externally 
applied electric and magnetic fields that vary slowly over the dimensions of such a 
wave packet (Figure 12.1 ) and therefore exceedingly slowly over a few primjtive cells. 

Figure 12.1 
Schematic view of the situation 
descnbed by the semiclassical 
model. The lenglh over which the 
applied field (dashed line) varies is 
much sreatcr than rhe spread in 
rhe wave packet of the elec1ron 
(solid line). which in tum is much 
larser than the lanice C011Slanl. 

...--- ---.. ,, ........ 

.............. / ---------- X 

--1 t-- Spread or waw pocket 
--1 t- La nice constant 

Wavelength of applied field 

In the semiclassical model such fields give rise to ordinary classical forces in an 
equation of motion describing the evolution of the position and wave vector of the 
packeL The subllety of the semiclassical model that makes it more complicated than 
the ordinary classical limit of free electrons, is that the periodic potential of the 
lattice varies over dimensions that a re small compared with the spread of the wave 
packet, and therefore cannot be treated classicaJly. Thus the semiclassical model is 
a partial classical limit : The externally applied fields are treated classically, but the 
periodic field of the ions is noL 

DESCR£PTION OF THE SEI\'flCLASSICAL MODEL 

The semiclassical model predicts how, h1 the absence of collisions, the position r 
and wave vector k of each electron8 evolve in the presence of externally applied 
electric and magnetic fields. This prediction is based emirely upon a k11owledge of the 
baud stmcture of tlw metal. i.e~ upou the forms of the functions &"(k), and upon 110 

orlwr explicit information about the periodic potential of the ions. TI1e model takes the 
e.(k) as given functions, and says nothing about how to compute them. The aim of 
the model is to relate the band structure to the transport properties, i.e., the response 

, If g is appreoable only in a neighborhood or k small compared wl1h the dimension• of the zone, 
then ¢,.(r0 ) will vary little o•er this range. and a~ a funL1 ion of k.. g "ill diffetlitth: from a con~tant times 
II 

• Hereafter we shall speak of an elttlron as havong both a position and a \\8\C vector. What we an: 
n:femng to. of counc. os a w:we packet. as dcscnbed abo\ e. 
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of U1e electrons to applied fields or temperature gradients. One uses the model both 
to deduce transport properties from a given (calculated) band structure and to deduce 
features of the band structure from the observed transport properties. 

Given the functions S,(k), the semiclassical model associates with each electron 
a position r. a wave vector k, and a band index n. In the course of time and in the 
presence of external electric and magnetic fields E(r, 1) and H(r, 1) tbe position, wave 
vector, a nd band index are taken to evolve according to the following rules : 

1. The band index n is a constant of tbe motion. The semiclassical model ignores 
the possibility of "interband transitions". 

2. The time evolution of the position and wave vector of an electron with band 
index n are determined by the equations of motion : 

. 1 as,(k) 
r = v"(k) = -

1 
-;;-k- , 

I C 

M<. = - e [ E(r, t) +! v"(k) x H(r, t)l 
(12.6a) 

(12.6b) 

3. (This rule simply restates those features of the full quantum mechanical Bloch 
theory that are retained in the semiclassical model.} The wave vector of an electron 
is only defined to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector K One cannot 
have two distinct electrons with the same band index n and position r , whose 
wave vectors k and k' differ by a reciprocal la ttice vector K ; the labels n, r, k 
and 11, r, k + K are completely equivalent ways of describing the smne electron. 9 

AU distinct wave vectors for a single band therefore lie in a single primitive cell 
of the reciprocal lattice. In thermal equilibrium lhe contribution to the electronic 
density (rom those electrons in the nth band with wave vectors in the infinitesimal 
volume element dk of k-space is given by U1e usual Fermi distribution (2.56):10 

(12.7) 

COMMENTS AND RESTRICIIONS 

A Many-Carrier Theory • 

Because the applied fields are assumed to cause no interband transitions, one can 
consider each band to contain a ftxed number of electrons of a particular type. The 
properties of these types may differ considerably from band to band, since the kind 
of motion electrons with band index 11 can undergo depends on the particular form 
of E,.(k ). In (or near) equilibrium, bands with all energies many kB Tabove the Fermi 
energy S1.- wiU be unoccupied. Thus one need not consider infinitely many carrier 

9 The semiclassical equations of motion (12.6) preserve this equivalence as time evolves. If r\1), k( t) 

give a solution for the 11 th band, then so will r(r). k(r) + K for any reciprocal lattice vector K, as a 
consequence of the pcriodit:ity of &.(k). 

10 This assume~ that interact ions of the electron spin with any ma{!netic fields are of no consequence: 
if they are, then each spin population makes a contribution ton given by half (!2.7) wbece &.{k) must 
include the interaction energy of the given spin with the m:~gnctic field 
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types, but only those in bands with energies within a few k8 T of, or Jowt:r than, f.F. 

Furthermore, we shall see below that bands in which all energies are many k8 T less 
than SF- ie., bands that are completely filled in equilibrium-can also be ignort:d! 
As a result, only a small number of bands (or carrier types) need be considered in 
the description of a rt:a.l metal or semiconductor. 

C r ysta l Momentum Is Not Momentum 

Note that within each band U1e equations of motion (12.6) are the same as the free 
electron equations ( 12.1) except that t:,(k) appears instead o f the free electron energy 
11 2k2/ 2m. Nevertheless, t.he crystal momentum IJk is not the momentum of a Bloch 
electron, as emphasized in Chapter 8. The rate of change of an electron's momentum 
is given by·the total force on the electron, but the rate of change of an electron's 
crystal momentum is given by Eq. (12.6), in which forces are exerted only by the 
external fields and not by the periodic field of the lattice. 1 1 

Limits of Validity 

ln the limit of zero periodic potential the semiclassical model must break down, 
for in that limit the electron will be a free electron. In a uniform electric field a free 
electron can continually increase its kinetic energy at the expense of electrostatic 
potential energy. However, the semiclassical model forbids interband transitions, 
and therefore requires that the energy of any electron remains confined within the 
limits of the band in which the electron originally found itself. 12 Thus there must 
be some minimum strength to a periodic potential before the semiclassical model 
can be applied Such restrictions are not easy to derive, but have a very simple form, 
which we state here without proof.13 At a given point in k-space the semiclassical 
equations wiJI be valid for electrons in the tath band provided that the amplitudes 
of the slowly varying external electric and magnetic fields satisfy 

E 
[ f,p p(k)Jl e a « , 

&F 

liwc « [ e,.p(k)] 2.. 

f,F 

(12.8) 

(12.9) 

In these inequalities the length a is of the order of a lattice constant, E10ap(k) is the 
difference between En(k) and the nearest energy e •. (k) at the same point io k-spacc 
but in a different band, and we is the angular cyclotron frequency (Eq. (1.18)). 

Condit)on (12.8) is never close to being violated in a metal. Even with a current 
density as large as 102 amp/cm 2 and a resistivity as large as 100 pohm-cm. the field 

11 Although the periodic latllce potential does play a crucial role tn the semiclassical equations 
(through the structure of the function C.,(k) determined by that potential), the role cannot be that of a 
position-dependent force. To probe a force with the periodicity of the lattice one would have to localize 
ao electron ~ithin a single primiti\'e cell. Such a localization IS inconsistent with the 5tructure of the wave 
packe1S underlying the semiclassical model (see Figure 121), which are spread over many lattice sites. 

u This requirement is violated e11ery time the free elecaron wa\IC: vector crosses a Bragg plane. since 
a he electron then jumps from the lo..-er free electron band to the higher one. 

u A rough ju.•tifieation ts givL-n io Appendix J . 
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in the metal will only beE = pj = 10- 1 volt/ em. Hence for a on the o rder of 10- 8 

em, eEa is of order w - •o eV. Since f,F is of the order of an electron volt or more, 
f,PP(k) must be as small as to - s eV before condition (12.8) is violated. In practice, 
gaps this small are never encountered except near points where two bands become 
degenerate, and then only in an exceedingly small region of k-space about such 
points. Typical small band gaps are of the order of 10- 1 eV, and therefore (12.8) 
is satisfied with a factor of 10- ll t o spare. The condition is of practical concern only 
in insulators and in homogeneous semjconductors. where it is possible t o establish 
immense electric fields; when the condition is violated electrons can make an inter
band transition driven by the field, a phenomenon known as electric breakdown. 

The condition (12.9) on the magnetic field strength is not as difficult to violate. 
The energy fUJJc is of order 10- 4 eV in a field o f 104 gauss, in which case (12.9) fails 
for gaps as large as 10- 1 eV. Although this is still a small energy gap, such gaps 
are not at all uncommon, especially when the gap is entirely due to a degeneracy 
split by spin-orbit coupling. When condition (12.9) fails to hold, electrons may not 
fo llO\'-' the orbits determined by the semiclassical equations of motion (12.6), a phe
nomenon known as magnecic breakthrough (or "breakdown"). The possibility of 
magnetic breakthrough must always be kept in mind in interpreting e lectronic 
properties in very strong magnetic fields. 

In addition to the conditions (12.8) a nd (12.9) on the amplitude of the applied 
fields, one must add a low-frequency condition on the fields, 

(12.10) 

or else a single photon could supply enough energy to produce an interband transi
tion. There is also the condition on the wavelength o f the applied fields, 

), » a. (12.11) 

that is necessary if wave packets can be meaningfull y introduced at aiL 14 

Basis for the Equations of Motion 

As dtscussed above, Eq. (12.6a) is simply the statement that the velocity of a semi
classical electron is the group velocity of t he underlying wave packet. Equation 
(12.6b) is considerably more difficult to justify. It is highly plausible in the presence 
of a sta tic electric field as the simplest way to guarantee conservation of energy, for 
if the field is given by E = - Vcp, then we should expect each wave packet to move 
so that the energy 

f,"(k( t)) - ecp(r( r)) 

remains constant. The time derivative of this energy is 

(;f," . 
- · k - eV"- · i ck 'I' • 

(12.12) 

(12.13) 

•• It is also sometimes necessary to lake into account further quantum effects due to the possibility 
of closed electronic k-spact" orbits m a magnetic field. This can be handled by an ingenious extension of 
the sermctassical model. and is therefore not a limjtation in the sense of the restnctions described above. 
The problem arises in the theory oft he de Haas- van Alphen effec.t and n:lated phenomena. and is described 
in Chapter 14. 
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which Eq. (12.6a) permits us to write as 

v.(k) · [M( - eV 4>]. 
This will vanish if 

(12.14) 

(12.15) 

which is Eq. (12.6b) in the absence of a magnetic field. However, (J 2.15) is not necessary 
for energy to be conserved, since (12.14) vanishes if any term perpendicular to v.(k) 
is added to (12.15). To justify with rigor that the only additional term should be 
[ v.(k)/c] x H, and that the resulting equation should hold for time-dependent fields 
as well, is a most difficult matter, which we shall not pursue further. The dissatisfied 
reader is referred to Appendix H for a further way of rendering the semiclassical 
equations more plausible. There it is shown that they can be written in a very compact 
Hamiltonian form. To find a really compelling set of arguments, however, it is 
necessary to delve rather deeply into the (still growing) literature on the subject.1 5 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE SEMICLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION 

The rest of this chapter surveys some of the fundamental direct consequences of the 
semiclassical equations of motion. In Chapter 13 we shall turn to a more systematic 
way of extracting theories of conduction. 

In most of the discussions that follow we shall consider a single band at a time, 
and shall therefore drop reference to the band index except when explicitly comparing 
the properties of two or more bands. For simplicity we shall also take the electronic 
equilibrium distribution function to be that appropriate to zero temperature. In 
metals finite temperature eftects will have negligible influence on the properties dis
cussed below. Thermoelectric effects in metals will be discussed in Chapter 13, and 
semiconductors will be treated in Chapter 28. 

The spir it of the analysis that follows is quite similar to that in which we discussed 
transport properties in Chapters 1 and 2: We shall describe collisions in terms of a 
simple relaxation-time approximation. and focus most of our attention on the motion 
of electrons between collisions as determined (in contrast to Chapters 1 and 2) by 
the semidossica/ equations of motion (12.6). 

Filled Bands Are Inert 

A filled band is one in which all the energies lie below 16 E,. Electrons in a filled band 
with wave vectors in a region of k-space of volume dk contribute dkj4n3 to the total 
electronic density (Eq. (12.7) ). Thus the number of such electrons in a region of 
position space of volume dr will be dr dkj 4rr3

. One can therefore characterize a filled 
band semiclassically by the fact that the density of electrons in a six-dimensional 
rk-spacc (called phase space, in analogy to the rp-space of ordinary classical me
chanics) is 1/4~. 

15 See, for example, the references given in footnote 1. 
•• More ~;enerally, the energies should be so far below the chemical potentia\11 compared with k8 T 

that the Fermi fune1ion is indostinguishable from unity throughout the band. 
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The semiclassical equations (12.6) imply that a filled band remains a filled band 
at all times, even in the presence or space- and time-dependent electric and magnetic 
fields. This is a direct consequence or the semiclassical analogue of Ltouville's theorem, 
which asserts the followine : 17 

~ 

Given any region of six-dimensional phase space 0,, consider the point r ', k' into 
which each point r, kin n, is taken by the semiclassical equations or motion between 
times 18 c and r'. The set of all such points r ', k' consti tutes a new region Q,., whose 
volume is the same as the volume of n,. (see Figun: 12.2); i.e., phase space volumes 
are conserved by the semiclasstcal equations of motion. 

f.lgurt' 12.2 
Semiclassical trajectories in rl.:-spacc. The region n,. contains 
at timet just those points that the semiclassical motion has 
carried from the region 0, attimer. lio uville's theorem asserts 
that 0., and 0, have the same volume. (The illustration is for 
a tv.-a-dimensional rk-spaec lying in the plane of the page, i.e., 
for semiclassical motion in one dimension.) 

This immediately implies that if the phase space density is l j4n:3 at time zero, it 
must remain so at aiJ times. for consider any region Q at time L The electrons in Q 
at timet are just those that were in some other region Q 0 at time zero where, according 
to Liouville's theorem, !10 has the same volume as n. Since the two regions also have 
the same number of electrons, they have the same phase space density of electrons. 
Because that density was l /4n:3

, independent of the region at time 0, it must also be 

11 ~e Appendix H for a proof that the theorem applies to semidas~ical motion. From a quantum 
mechanical point or view the inenncss or filled bands is a simple con..equence of the Pauli exclusion 
pnnciple: The ''phase space density" cannot increase if e,·ery level c:omains the maximum number of 
electrons allowed by the Pauh pnnciple; furthermore. ifinterband transitions are prohibited, neither can 
it decrease, for the number or electrons m a level can only be reduced if there arc some incompletely filled 
levels in the band for those electrons to move imo. For logical consistency, however, it is necessary to 
demonstrate that this conclusion also follows directly from the sem.iclas~ical equations of motion, without 
reinvoking the underlying quantum mechanical theory that the modelts meant 10 replace.. 

11 The timet' need not be greater than r: Le, theregionsfrom which n, e'ol•ed ha•e the same •·olume 
as n,. as well as the regions into Yo btch n, will aolve. 

• 
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l / 4n3 , independent of the region at time t. Thus semiclassical motion between 
collisions cannot alter the configuration of a filled band, even in the presence of 
space- and time-dependent external fields.19 

However, a band with a constant phase space density l1 4n3 cannot contribute to 
an electric or thermal current. To see this, note that an infinitesimal phase space 
volume element dk about tbe point k will contribute dk/ 4n3 electrons per tmit 
volume, all with velocity v(k) = (1 /tt) ce(k)/ i:k to the current. Summmg this over all 
k in the Brillouin zone, we find that the total contribution to the electric and energy 
current densities from a filled band is 

(12.16) 

But both of these vanish as a consequence of the theorem20 that the integral over 
any primitive cell of the gradient of a periodic function must vanish. 

Thus only partially filled bands need be considered in calculating tbe electronic 
properties of a solid. This explains how that mysterious parameter of free electron 
theory, the number of conduction electrons, is to be arrived at: Co11cluction is due 
only to those electrons that are j01md in pal'tiallr filled bands. The reason Drude's 
assignment to each atom of a number o f conduction electrons equal to its valence is 
often successful is that in many cases those bands derived from the atomic valence 
electrons are the only ones that are partially filled. 

Evidently a solid in which all bands are completely filled or empty will be an 
electrical and (at least as far as electronic transport of heat is concemedl thermal 
insulator. Since the number of levels in each band is just twice the number of primitive 
cells in the crystal, all bands can be filled or empty only in solids with an even number 
of electrons per primitive cell. Note that the converse is not true: Solids with an even 
number of electrons per primitive cell may be (and frequently are) conductors, since 
the overlap of band energies can lead to a ground state in which several bands are 
partially filled (see. for example. F igure 12.3). We have thus derived a necessary. but 
by no means sufficient. condition for a substance to be an insulator. 

It is a reassuring exercise to go through the-periodic table looking up the crystal 
structure of all insulating solid elements. They will all be found to have either even 
valence or (e.g., the halogens) a crystal structure that can be characterized as a lattice 
with a basis containing an even number of atoms, thereby confirming this very 
general rule. 

19 Collisions cannot alter this stability of filled bands either, pro' ided that we retain our basic 
assumption (Chapter 1. page 6 and Chapter 13. page 245) that whatever else tbey do, the collisions cannot 
alter the distribution of electrons wben it bas its thermal equilibrium form. For a distribution fuoction 
with the constant value 1 {4n~ is precisely the zero temperature equilibrium form for any band all of" hose 
energies lie below the Fermi energy. 

10 The theorem is proved in Appendix 1. The periodic functions in this case are &(kl In the case of j, 
and &(kf' in the case of j lj 
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u t It 

Figure 12.3 
A t wo-dimensional illus tration of why a d•valcnt solid 
can be a conductor. A free electron circle, whose area 
equal~ that o f lhe first Brillouin zone (I) of a 54uare 
Bravais lallice, extends mto the second zone (11), thu~ 
producing two partially filled bands. Under the in
fluence of a sufficiently strong periodic potential the 
pockets of first-zone h oles and second-zone electrons 
might shrink to 7.ero. Qujte generally, however, a weak 
periodic potential will always lead to this kind of 
overlap (except in one djmcnsion). 

Semiclassical M otion in an A pplied D C Electric F ield 

In a unifonn static electric field the semiclassical equation of motion for k (Eq. ( 126)) 
has the general solution 

eEr 
k(r) = k(O) - -,;-· (12.17) 

Thus in a time c every electron changes its wave vector by the same amount. This is 
consistent with our observation that applied fields can have no effect on a filled band 
in the semiclassical model, for a uniform shift in the wave vector of et.•ery occup ied 
level does not alter t he phase space density of electrons when that density is constant, 
as it is for a filled band. However, it is somewhat jarring to one's classical mtuition 
that by shifting the wave vector of every elect ron by the same amount we nevertheless 
fail to bring about a current-carrying configuration. 

To understand th is, one must remember that the current carried by an electron is 
proportional to its velocity, wh ich is not proportional to k in the semiclassical model. 
The velocity of an electron at time r will be 

( t-Ee) v(k (t)} = v k(O) - - -,;- . ( ll.l8) 

Since \"(k) is periodic in the reciprocal lattice, the velocity ( 12.18) is a bounded function 
of time and, when the field E is parallel to a reciprocal lattice vector, oscillatory! 
This is in striking contrast to the free electron case, where v is proportional to k and 
grows linearly in time. 

The k dependence (and, to within a scale factor, the t dependence) of t he velocity 
is illlbtrated in Figure 12.4, where both f.(k) and t'(l..) are plotted in one dimension. 
Although t he velocity is linear in 1.. near t he band minimum. it reaches a maximum 
as the zone boundary is approached. and then drops back dovm, going to zero at the 
zone edge. I n the region between the maximum of v and the zone edge the velocity 
act ually decreases with increasing k, so that the acceleration of the electron is opposite 
to the externally applied electric force! 

This extraordinary behavior is a consequence of the addiuonal force exerted by 
the periodic potential, which, though no longer explicit in the semiclassical model. 
hes buried in tt (through the functional fonn of B(k)). As an electron approaches a 
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Figure 12.4 
t:(k) and r;(k) vs. k (or vs. 
umc, v1a Eq ( 12.17)) in one 
duncns1on (or three dimen
SIOns, in a direction parallel 
to a rcc•procal latllce vector 
that determines one of the 
first-zone faces.) 

zone 
boundary 
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Zone 
boundary 

Bragg plane, tbe external electric field moves it toward levels in which it is increasingly 
likely to be Bragg-reflected back in the opposite direction. 21 

Thus if an electron could travel hetween collisions a distance in k-space larger 
than the dimensions of the zone, it would be possible for a DC field to induce an 
alternating current. Collisions, however, quite emphatically exclude this possibility. 
For reasonable values of the field and relaxation time the chanee in wave vector -between two collisions, given by( 1217). is a minute fraction of the zone dimensions. 22 

But although the hypothetical effects of periodic motion in a DC field are in
accessible to observation, effects dominated by electrons that are close enough to the 
zone boundary to be decelerated by an applied field are readily observable through 
the curious behavior of''holes.'' 

Holes 

One of the most impresstve achievemt.:nts of the semiclassical model is its explanation 
for phenomena that free electron theory can account for only if the carriers have a 
positive charge. The most notable of these is the anomalous sign oft he Hall coefficient 
in some metals (see page 58). There are three important points to grasp in under
slandmg how the electrons in a band can contribute to currents in a manner suggestive 
of positively charged carriers: 

1. Smce electrons in a volume element dk about k contribute - l?l1k)tlk/4n3 to 
the current density, the contribution of all the electrons in a given band to the current 
dcnstty will be 

i dk 
j - (-e) -

3 
v(k). 

""""'<d 4n 
(12.19) 

" f-or example. it is just in the vicinity of Bral;S planes that plane-w.tvc levels with d1ft"crem w~\C 
'ecton. are mo)l strongly mi<cd in the n~arly fn.-e ci•'Clron approxim;U1on (Chaptrr 91 

" V. ith an electric field of order 10- • , oil em and a relaxation lime: or order 10 1• sec. <'Et lo is 
<'f ordu I 0 1 em 1 Zone: dimension~ arc or Cl!dcr 1 ·u - 10" em-'. 

I 
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where the integral is over all occupied levels in the band.23 By exploiting the fact 
that a completely filled band carries no current, 

i dk i dk i dk 0 = - 3 v(k) = - ~\k) + - 3 v(k), 
zone 4 7t oo:upiCd 4 ~ unoccup•cd 4 7t 

(12.20) 

we can equally well write (12.19) in the form : 

j = (+e) [ dk3 v(k). 
] unoccup;ed 4n 

(12.21) 

Thus tire current produced by occupying witl1 electrons a specified set of levels is 
precisely tile .same a.s the current that would be produced if(a) the specified leL~ls were 
uuoccupied and (b) all other lcrJels in the band were occupied but with parcicles of charge 
+e (opposite to the electronic charge). 

Thus, even though the only charge carriers are electrons, we may, whenever it is 
convenient, consider the current to be carried entirely by fictitious particles of positive 
charge that fill all those levels in the band that are unoccupied by electrons. 24 The 
fictitious particles are called IJoles. 

When one chooses to regard the current as being carried by positive holes rather 
than negative electrons, the electrons are best regarded as merely the absence of holes: 
i .. e., levels occupied by electrons arc to be considered unoccupied by holes. It must 
be emphasized that pictures cannot be mixed within a given band. lf one wishes to 
regard electrons as carrying the current, then the unoccupied levels make no con
tribution; if one wishes to regard the holes as carrying the current, then the electrons 
make no contribution. One may, however, regard some bands in the electron picture 
and other bands in the hole picture, as suits one's convenience. 

To complete the theory of holes we must consider the manner in which the set of 
unoccupied levels changes under the influence of applied fields: 

2. Tile unoccupied let~ls in a bmul evolve in time under the itifluence of applied 
fields precisely as they would if they were ocwpied by real electrons (ofclwrge - e). 

This is because, given the values of k and r at r = 0, the semiclassical equations, 
being six first-order equations in six variables, uniquely determine k and r at aU 
subsequent (and all prior) times; just as in ordinary classical mechanics the position 
and momentum of a particle at any instant dett:rmine its entire orbit in the presence 
of specified external fields. In Figure 12.5 we indicate schematically the orbits deter
mined by the semiclassical equations, as lines in a seven-dimensional rkt-space. 
Because any point on an orbit uniquely spt.'Cifi,es the entire orbit, two distinct orbits 
can have no points in common. We cap therefore separate the orbits into occupied 
and unoccupied orbtts, according to whether they contain occupied or unoccupied 
points at t = 0. At any time after t = 0 the unoccupied levels will lie on unoccupied 
o rbits, and the occupied levels on occupied orbits. Thus the evolution of both 
occupied and unoccupied levels is completely determined by the structure of the 

u This need not be the set of levels with energies less than Cr . since we are interested in the non· 
equilibrium configurations brought about by applied fields. 

•• Note that this contams as a special case the fact that a filled band can carry no current, for a 
filled band has no unoccupied levels and therefore no fictitious positive carriers. 
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Figure 12.5 
Schematic illustration oftbe time evolution 
of orbits in semiclassical phase space (here 
r and k are each indicated by a single co
ordinate). The occupied region at time r i~ 
determined by the orbits that lie in the 
occupied region at time r = 0. 
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r 

eupied at l = 0 

orbits. But this structure depends only on the form of the semiclassical equations 
(12.6), and not on whether a n electron happens actually to be following a particular 
orbit. 

3. It therefore suffices to examine how electrons respond to applied fields to 
learn how holes do. The motion of an electron is determined by the semiclassical 
equation: 

ftk = ( - e) ( E + ! v x H} (12.22) 

Whether or not the orbit of the electron resembles that of a free particle of negative 
charge depends on whether the acceleration, dvfdt, is or is not parallel to k. Should 
the acceleration be opposite to k, then the electron would respond more like a 
positively charged free particle. As it happens, it is often the case that d' •(k}fdt is 
indeed directed opposite to k when k is the wave vector of an unoccupied level, 
for the following reason : 

In equilibrium and in configurations that do not deviate substantially from 
equilibrium (as is generally the case for noncquilibrium electronic configurations of 
interest) the unoccupied levels often lie near the top of the band. If the band 
energy S(k) has its maximum value at k 0 , then if k is sufficiently close to k 0 , we may 
expand &(k) about k 0 • The linear term in k - k 0 vanishes at a maximum, and if we 
assume, for the moment, that k 0 is a point of sufficiently high symmetry (e.g., cubic), 
then the quadratic term will be proportional to (k - k 0 )

2
. Thus 

(12.23) 

where A is positive (since e is maximum at k 0 ). It is conventional to define a posit ive 
quantity m* with dimensions of mass by: 

fj2 
-::---:- = A. 
2m* 

For levels with wave vectors near ko. 

1 iJB 
v(k) = - - ~ 

'' ck 

(12.24) 

m* ' 
(12.25) 
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and hence 
d h . 

a = - v(k) = - --k, 
cit m* 

(12.26) 

i.e .. the acceleration is opposite to k. 
Substituting the acceleration wave vector relation (12.26) into the equation of 

motion (12.22) we find that as long as an electron's orbit is confined to levels close 
enough to the band maximum for the expansion (12.23} to be accurate, the (negatively 
charged) electron responds to driving fields as if it had a negative mass - m*. By 
simply changing the sign of both sides, we can equally well (and far more intuitively) 
regard Eq. (12.22) as describing the motion of a positively charged particle with a 
positive mass m*. 

Since the response of a hole is the same as the response an electron would have 
if the electron were in the unoccupied level (point 2 above), this completes the demon
stration that holes behave in all respects like ordinary positively charged particles. 

The requirement that the unoccupied levels lie sufficiently close to a highly sym
metrical band maximum can be relaxed to a considerable degree.25 We rrught expect 
dynamical behavior suggestive of positively or negatively charged particles, according 
to whether the angle between k and the acceleration is greater than or less than 90° 
(k ·a negative or positive). Since 

. . d . d 1 as 1 " . aze . 
k·a=k· - v = k · ---= - L-k- k -

dt dt t1 ok 11 ij • ak1 okj J' 
(12.27) 

a sufficient condition that k · a be negative is that 

()2c;(k) 
Li - tl.; ok- ak - tJ. j < 0 

J • J 

(for any vector A). (12.28) 

When k is a t a local maximum of S(k ), (12.28) must hold, for if the inequality was 
reversed for any vector A0 , then the energy would increase as k moved from the 
'"ma:o.imum" in the direction of 6 0 . By continuity, (12.28) will therefore hold in some 
neighborhood of the maximum, and we can expect an electron to respond in a 
manner suggestive of positive charge, provided that its wave vector remains in that 
neighborhood. 

The quantity m* determining the dynamics of holes near band maxima of high 
symmetry is known as the ~hole effective mass." More generally, one defines an 
" effective mass tensor" : 

- 1 1 il2&(k) J CV; 
[M (k)]rj = ± 11 2 ?k cA. = + h ck -• 

' J J 

(12.29) 

where the sig n is - or + according to whether k is near a band maximum (holes) 
or minimum (electrons). Since 

(12.30) 

2 ' If the geometry of the unoccuptcd regton of k-spacc becomes too complicated. however. the ptcture 
of holes becomes of limited usefulness. 

) 
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the equation of motion (12.21) takes on the form 

- I M(k)a = + e(E + - \(k) x H). 
c 

(12..31) 

The mass tensor plays an important role in determining the dynamics of holes 
located about anisotropic maxima (or electrons located about anisotropic minima). 
If the pocket of holes (or electrons) is small enough, one can replace the mass tensor 
by its value at the maximum (minimum), leading to a linear equation only slightly 
more complicated than that for free particles. Such equations describe quite accu
rately the dynamics of electrons and holes in semiconductors (Chapter 28). 

Semiclassicru Motion in a Uniform Magnetic Field 

A wealth of important infom:tation on the electronic properties of metals and semi
conductors comes from measurements of their response to various probes in the 
presence of a w1iform magnetic field. In such a field the semiclassical equations are 

. _ ·(k) _ I i't(k) 
r - ' - -, ~k ' I C 

. 1 
/tk = ( - e) - ' '(k) x ll. 

c 

(12.32) 

(12.33) 

It follows immediately from these equations that tlle component of k a long tlle 
magnetic field and the electronic energy S(k) are both constants of the motion. These 
two conservation laws completely determine the electronic orbits ink-space: Electrons 
move along curves given by tlle intersection of surfaces of constant energy with planes 
perpendicular to the magnetic field !Figure 12.6). 

Figure 12.6 
Intersection of a surface of constant energy with a plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field The arrow indicates 
the direcllon or motion along the orbit if the bcls 
cnclrn.ed by the surface have lower encrg) than those 
outside. 

I 

The sense in which the orbit is traversed follows from observing that l (k), being 
proportional to the k-gradieut of l:. points in k-space from lower to higher energies. 
ln conjw1ction with (12.33) this implies that if one were to imagine walking in I.-space 
along the orbit in the direction of electronic motion with the magnetic field pointing 
from one's feet to one's head. then the high-energy side of the orbit would be on 
one's right. In particular. closed k-space orbns surroundmg levels with energies 
higher than those on the orbit (hole orbits) are trave(Sed in the opposite sense to 

} 
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closed orbits surrounding levels of lower energy (elec..tron orbits). This is consistent 
with. but slightly more general than the conclusions reached in our discussion of 
holes. 

The projection of the real space orbit in a plane perpendicular to the field, r J. = 
r - H(fl · r), can be found by taking the vector product of both sides of ( 12.33) with 
a unit vector parallel to the field. This yields 

- . eH "" - eH H x lik = - - (i - n(H · t)) = - - i c c J. • 
(12.34) 

which integrates to 

lie -
r .l(r) - r J.(O) = - eli H x (k(t) - k(O) ). (12.35) 

Since the cross product of a unit vector with a perpendicular vector is simply the 
second vector rotated through 90" about the unit vector, we conclude that the projec
tion of the real space orbit in a plane perpendicular to the field is simply the k-space 
orbit, rotated through 90° about the field direction and scaled by the factor lzcjeH 
(Figure 127).26 

z.H 

k,, H 

k Jt 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 12.7 
The projection of lhe r-space orbit (b) in a plane perpendicular to the field is obtained from the 
k-space orbit (a) by scaling with the factor fzc{eH and rotation through 90" about the ax.is deter
mined by H. 

•• The component of the real space orbit parallel to the field is nol so simply descnbed. Taking the 
field to be along the z-a"<is. we have 

[ ' 1 ae 
;:( t) = z(O) + Jo v,( c) dt; t>: = h C.k,. 

In contrust to the free electron case, r:, need not be constant (even though k, is). Thererore the motion 
or the electron along the field need not be uniform. 
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Note that in the free electron case (& = li 2k2;2m) the constant energy surfaces are 
spheres, whose intersections with planes are circles. A circle rotated through 90"' 
remains a circle, and we recover the familiar result that a free electron moves along 
a circle when its motion is projected in a plane perpendicular to the field. In the 
semiclassical generalization the orbits need not be circular, and in many cases 
(Figure 12.8) they need not even be closed curves. 

IOOtJ rion 

(100] 

Figure l2.8 
Representation in the repeated-zone scheme of a constant-energy surface with simple 
cubic symmetry, capable of giving rise to open orbits in suitably oriented magnetic fields. 
One such orbit is shown for a magnetic field parallel to [fOIJ- For another example 
occurring in real metals, sec page 292. 

We can also express the rate at which the orbit is traversed in terms of certain 
geometrical features of the band structure. Consider an orbit of energy e in a particular 
plane perpendicular to the field {Figure 12.9a). The time taken to traverse that portion 
of the orbit lying between k1 and k 2 is 

['2 ["2 dk 
t 2 - t 1 = J,

1 
dt = J •• li<.j' (12.36) 

Eliminating k through Eqs. (12.32) and (12.33) we have 

fl 2c r•z dk 
lz- r 1 = eli J"

1 
j(oejck).LI. (12.37) 

where (e&/ckh is the component of 8&/ck perpendicular to the field, i.e., its projection 
in the plane of the orbit 

The quantity I (8&/i'k)_J has the following geometrical interpretation: Let A(k) be a 
vector in the platlC of the o rbit that is perpendicular to the orbit at point k and that 
joins the point k to a neighboring orbit in the same plane of energy e + .6.& (Figure 
12.9b). When M is very small we have 

.t.e = ~s . A(k) = (
88

) · A(k). (12.38) 
l·k C'k .l 
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f 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12..9 

The geometry of orbit dynamics.. The magnetic field H is along the z-axis. (a) Portions of 
two orbi ts with the same k:· lying on the constant-energy surfaces S(k) = 6 and t:.(k) = 6 + 
t.e. The time of 11ight between k 1 and k 2 is given by (12.41 ). (b) A section of(a) in a plane 
perpendicular to H containing the o rbits. The line element dJ.. and vector .1-(k) are indicated. 
The shaded area is (cA 1,zli'8\t.e. 

Furthermore, since or.jck is perpendicular to surfaces of constant energy, the vector 
(oeji'kh is perpendicular to the orbit. and hence parallel to A(kl. We can therefore 
replace (12.38) by 

(12.39) 

and rewrite (12.37): 

(12.40) 

The integral in Eq. ( 12.40)just gives the area of the plane between the two neighboring 
orbits from k 1 to k 2 (Figure 12.9). Hence if we take the limit o f (12.40) as lie -> 0, 
we have 

l't 2c cA1.2 
= eH of> ' (12.41) 

where iJA ~,2/Ge is I he rate at which the portion of the orbit between k 1 and k 2 starts 
to sweep out area in the given plane as e is increased. 

The result (12.41) is most frequently encountered in the case in which the orbit is 
a simple closed curve, and k 1 and k 2 are chosen to give a single complete circuit 
(k I = k2). The quantity (2 - t l is theu the period T of the orbit. 1 fA is the k-space 
area enclosed by the orbit in its plane, then (12.41) gives27 

21 The quanti!tes A and T depend on the energy & of the orbt t and irs plane:., which is specified by 
k: where the z-axis is taken 10 be along 1he field. 
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n2c iJ 
T(e, k,) = -H ;,-- A(S, kz)· e . cs 

To make this resemble the free electron result28 

T = 2n = 2nmc 
(J)c efl ' 

it is customary to define a cyclotron effective mass m*( &, k,) : 

*( k ) _ ~ iJA(&, k:) 
Ill &, : - 21t cs . 

(12.42) 

(12.43) 

(12.44) 

We emphasize that this effective mass is not necessarily the same as other effective 
masses that it is convenient to define in other contexts, such as the specific heat 
effective mass. (See Problem 2.) 

Semiclassical Motion in Perpendicular Uniform Electric and Magnetic Fields 

When a uniform electric field E is present in addition to the static magnetic field H, 
the equation (12.35) for the projection of the real space orbit in a plane perpendicular 
to H acquires an additional term: 

he - [ J r.dc) - r J.(O) = - eH H x k(t) - k(O) + wt, (12.45) 

where 

(U.46) 

Thus the motion in real space perpendicular to H is the superposition of (a) the 
k-space orbit rota ted and scaled just as it would be if only the magnetic field were 
present and (b) a uniform drift with velocity w.29 

To determine the k-space orbit we note that when E and Hare perpendicular, the 
equation of motion ( 12.6b) can be written in the fom1 

where30 

. e 1 iJco 
Ilk = - -- _ <> X H . 

chok 

l:(k) = S(k) - Ilk • w. 

(12.47) 

(12.48) 

Equation (l2.47) is the equation of motion an electron would have if only the 
magnetic field l-1 were present, and if the band structure were given by &(k) rather 
than f.(k) (cf. Eq. ( 12.33) ). We can therefore conclude from the analysis of that case 
that the k-space orbits are given by intersections of surfaces of constant E with planes 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

2~ Stt page 14 and Eq. (1 .18). E(ju llion ( 12.431 is derived from the general result ( 12.4.2) in Problem 1. 
•• ·me: reader versed in electromagnetic theory will recognize was the velocity of the frame ofreferenL-e 

in which the electric field vanishes. 
><> For a free electron e is simply the etectron·s energy in the frame moving with velocity w (to within 

a k-iodepcndent additive con~1ant). 
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We have thus found an explicit geometrical construction for the semiclassical 
orbits in crossed electric and magnetic fields. 

High-Field HaD Effect and Magnetoresistance 31 

We pursue further the analysis in crossed electric and magnetic fields when (a) the 
magnetic field is very large (typically 104 gauss or more; the pertinent physical 
condition depends on the band structure and will emerge below), and (b) f,(k) differs 
only slightly from etk). The second assumption is almost c:crtain to bold when the 
first does, since a typical wave vector k is at most of order l fa0 . Consequently 

hk • w < !!.._ c ~ = (~) (eEao). 
a0 H a0 liwc 

(12.49) 

Since eEa0 is at most32 of order 10- 10 eV and l1w, is of order 10- 4 eV in a field of 
104 gauss, ftk · w is of order 10- 6 Ry. Since r,(k) is typically an appreciable fraction 
of a rydberg, Sfk) (.Eq. (12.48)) is indeed close to G(k). 

The limiting behavior of the current induced by the electric field in high magnetic 
fields is quite different depending on whether (a) all occupied (or all unoccupied) 
electronic levels lie on orbits that are dosed curves or (b) some of the occupied and 
unoccupied levels lie on orbits that do not close on themselves, but are extended or 
"open" in k-space. Because e(k) is very close to e(k), we shall assume that whichever 
of these criteria is satisfied by the orbits determined by e is also satisfied by the orbits 
determined by e. 
Case l When all occupied (or all unoccupied) orbits are closed, we shall take the 
high magnetic field condition to mean that these orbits can be traversed many times 
between successive collisions. In the free electron case this reduces to the condition 
w;z: » l, and we shall take this as indicating the order or magnitude required ofthe 
field in the general case. To satisfy the condition requires not only very large fields 
( 104 gauss or more) but also very pure single crystals at very low temper-atures, to 
guarantee long relaxation times. With some effort values of W( r as large as 100 or 
more have been achieved. 

Suppose then that the period Tis small compared with the relaxation time t, for 
every orbit containing occupied levels?3 To calculate the current density at time 
t = 0 we note34 that j = -nev, where vis the mean velocity at:quired by an electron 
since its last collision, averaged over all occupied levels. Since the mean time back 

31 ln applying the prec:«<ing analysis or cros.~ed E and H field$ to the theory or the Hall effect and 
rnagnetorcsistance, we reslrict ourselves to geometries symmetrically enough disposed " ith respeCt to 
the crystal axes that both Hall and applied electric fields arc perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, 
similar <'Onclusions can be reached by the more elaborate melhods of Chapter 13, in I he general case. 

,. See I he patagrdph following Eq. (12.9). 

J> For concreteness we assume the occupied levels all lie on closed orbns. If 11 is the ulloccupied 
levels, we can appeal to the d iscussion of holes to justify essentially the same analysis, except that the 
currem density will be given by j = + n,ev, where 11, is the density of boles, and v is the mean velocity 
that on electron would acquire in time~ averaged over all unocet1pied le,·els. 

~· See Eq. (1.4). T he analysis that follows js quite similar in spiri1 to !he Drude derrvation of I he DC 
conductivity in Chapter I. We shall calculate the current carried hy a single band, since the contributions 
of more than one band simply add together. 

• 
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to the last collision is T, we can conclude from ( 12.45) that the component of thts 
velocity p erpendicular to the magnetic field for a particular electron is ju.<it 

rJ.(O)- rJ.(-T) = _ lie H x k(O) - k( - -r) + w. 
-r eH • 

(12.50) 

Since all occupied o rbits are closed, 6k = k{O) - k( - -r) is bounded in time, so for 
sufficiently large T the drift velocity w gives the dominant contribution to (12.50) and 
we have35 

. nee ..... 
ltm j J. = -new = - - (Ex n ). 

r( r · • .c fl 
(12.51) 

If it is the unoccupied levels that all lie on closed o rbits, the corresponding result is36 

. n1,ec -
hm j J. = + H- (E x H ) 

1/T - :o 
(12.52) 

Equations (12.51) and (12.52) assert that when all relevant orbits are closed, the 
deflection of the Lorentz force is so effective in preventing electrons from acquiring 
energy from the electric field that the uniform drift velocity w perpendicular to E 
gives the dominant contribution to the current. The result embodied in Eqs. (12.51) 
and (12.52) is usually stated in terms of the Hall coefficient, defined (see F.q. (1.15) 
as the component of the electric field perpendicular to the current., divided by the 
product of the magnetic field and the current density. If the entire current is carried 
by electrons from a single band, for which (l2.5J) or (12.52) is valid, then the high
field Hall coefficient is simply37 

R"" = 
1 

• nee 
electrons; 

I 
R«l- + --, 

n,,ec 
holes. (12.53) 

u ln writing the high-field limit m this form. we are interpreting the limit to mean large Tat fixed 
H, rather than large H at fixed T. To demonstrate that the same leadtng term emerges in the latter case. 
or to estimate the value of w,T a t wh•ch the leading term begins to dominate, rcqu1rCS a somewhat deeper 
analysis. We fir~ I note that if the electric field were z.ero, then the net cont ribution to the m\!ao currcnr 
of the term in ( 12.50) proport ional to 6k would vanh:h when a\<ei'Bgcd over occupied orbits (stnce both 
j and w must vanish when E = 0). When E # 0,1\k no longer varushcs "hen averaged overorbtts, because 
the replacement of E bye (Eq. (12.48)) displaces all the k-space orbits in the same general direction. This 
is easJiy seen m the free electron case, since if C(k) = lt2 k2 /21>t, then E(k) is given (to within a dynamically 
irrelevant additive constant) by C(k) = I•1Ck - """/h)2/2m. Consequently, when averaged over nll orb1ts, 
t\k will no longer give zero, but I>IWf lt. It follvws from (12.50) that the size of the contribution of 6 k 
to the mean velodty v, when averaged over orbits, will be (m"·'fl)(ltc/c•H)(I /T) - wf (W.T). Thib i, smaller 
than the leading term w by I j co,T. Thus the limiting form (1251) does indeed become valid when the orbits 
can be traversed many times between collisions. For a general hand Structure the average of i\k will be 
more complicated (for example, it will depend on the particular orbit). but we can expect the free electron 
estimate to gtVC the right order of magnitude tf m is replaced by a suitably defined effect•vc mass. 

""' Since ( 12.51) and ( 12.52) are manifestly different, there can be no band in which a ll orbits (occupied 
and unoccupted) are dosed curve..'- lne topologically rmndcd reader ·~ invited to deduce this directly 
from the periodicity ofE(k). 

n This remarka bly general result is nothing but {I compact way of expressmg the dominance in the 
current of the drift velocity w in the high-field limit. It holds for qune ge.nernl band s tructure precisely 
because th.e scmicl&SSlcal equations preserve the fundamental role that w plays in free electron theory. 
It fails (sec below) when some electron and hole orbits are open. becaw.c w then no longer domtnate.~ the 
high-field currenL 
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This is just the elementary result ( 1.21) o f free electron theory, reappearing under 
remarkably more general circumstances provided that (a) all occupied (or all un
occupied) orbits are closed, (b) the field is large enough that each orbit is traversed 
many times between co!Iisions, and (c) the carriers are taken to be boles if it is the 
unoccupied orbits that are closed. Thus the semiclassical theory can account for the 
~anomalous" sign of some measured Hall coefficients.. 38 as well as preserving, under 
fairly general conditions, the very valuable infom1ation about the carrier density that 
measured (high-field) Hall coefficients yield. 

If several bands contribute to the current density, each of which has only closed 
electron (or hole) orbits., then (12.5 1) or (PS>) holds separately for each band, and 
the total current density in the high-field limit will be 

I . . n<nec (E H)-
Jm J.L =- H x • 

•IT- c:.;; 
(12.54) 

where n.n is the total density of electrons minus the total density of holes. The high
field Hall coefficient will then be 

1 
R oo = - (12.55) 

n.nec 
Further aspects of the many-band case, including the question of how (1255) must 
be modified wben the density of electrons is equal to the density of holes (so-called 
compensated materials), are explored in Problem 4. 

One can also verify (Problem 5) that since the corrections to the high-field current 
densities (12.51) and ( 12.52) are smaller by a factor of order l j (J)c"r:, the transverse 
magnetoresistance39 approaches a field-independent constant ("saturates•') in the 
high-field 1imit40 provided that the current is carried by a single band with dosed 
electron (or hole) orbits. T he many-band case is investigated in Problem 4, where 
it is shown that if all electron or hole o rbits are closed in each band, the magneto
resistance continues to saturate unless the material is compensated. in which case 
it grows without limit with increasing magnetic field. 

Case 2 The above conclusions change drastically if there is at least one band in which 
neither all occupied nor all nnoccupied orbits are dosed. This will be the case if at 
least some orbits at rhe Fermi energy are open, nnbounded curves (Figure 12.8). 
Ele<.'trons in such orbits are no longer forced by the magnetic field to undergo a 
periodic motion aJong the direction of the electric field, as they are in closed orbits. 
Consequently the magnetic field is no longer effective in frustrating the ability of 
such electrons to acquire energy from the driving electric field. If the unbounded 
orbit stretches in a real space direction ii. one would therefore expect to find a con
tribution to the current that does not vanish in the high-field limit, directed along ii, 
and proportional to the projection of E along ii : 

• _ 101-(- . ) 11 1 • E o-101 
-+ constant asH_. oo, 

.I - G n n E + cr , I ll 0 Il cr -+ as -+ co. 

3
" See T a ble 1.4, Figure 1.4. and p . 58. 

39 See page 12. 

(12.56) 

"'0 ln free electron theory the magnetoresistance is independent of magnetic field strength (page 14) 
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w 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.10 
A section of constant-energy surfaces in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field H. showing 
occupied open (shaded} and closed (unshaded) orbits. In (a) no electric field is present and the 
currents carried by open orbits in opposite directions cancel. In (b) an electric field E is present, 
leading in the steady state to an imbalance in oppositely directed populated open orbits, and hence 
a net current. (This follows from the fact that & (Eq. (12.48)) is conserved by the semiclassical 
motion between collisions.) 

This expectation is confirmed by the semiclassical equations, for the growth in 
wave vector (llk) of au electron emerging from a collision on an open orbit is not 
bounded in time, but grows at a rate41 directly proportional to H, leading to a 
contribution to the average velocity (12.50) that is independent of magnetic field 
stre11gth and directed along the real space direction of the open orbit in the high-field 
limit.42 

The high-field form (12.56) is radically different from the forms (12.51) or (12.52) 
appropriate to carriers all of whose orbits are closed. As a result the Han coefficient 
no longer has the simple high-field limit ( 12.53). Furthermore, the conclusion that the 
high-field magnctoresistance approaches a constant is no longer valid; indeed, the 
failure of the magneto resistance to saturate is one of the characteristic signals that a 
Fermi surface can support open orbits. 

To understand the implications of the limiting behavior ( 12.56) on the high-field 
magnetoresistance, consider an experiment (Figure 12.1 L) in which the direction of 
current flow (determined by the geometry of the specimen) does not lie along the 
direction ii of the open orbit in real space. Because of (12.56) this is possible in the 

•• Since lhe rate a1 which the orbit js traversed is proportional to H (Eq. (1.241)), 
u Note lhat when E = 0 this contribution must stiU give z~"TO when averaged over all open orbits 

(since j and w arc ~cro) so there must be oppos1tely din.'Cted open orbits whose contributions cancel. When 
an elecuic field is present. however. the orbits directed so as to extract energy from the field become more 
heavily populated at the expense of those dire-cted so as to lose energy !Figure 12.10). This population 
difference is proportional to the projection of the drift velocity w along the 1.-specc direction of the orbil. 
or, equivalently, to the projection of E along the real space direction of the orbit. This is the source of 
the fi • E dependence in (1256). 
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Figure 12.11 
Schematic picture of the current j in a wire per
pendicular to a magnetiC field H. when an open 
orbit lies in a real-space direction fl perpendicular 
to the field. In the high-field limit the total electric 
field E becomes perpendicular to n. Since the 
component £. parallel to j is determined by the 
applied potential, thi~o IS brought about by lhe 
appearance of the transverse field £1 , due to the 
charge that accumulates on the surfaces or the 
specimen. Thus the Hall angle (the-angle between 
j and E) is just the complement oft he angle between 
j and the open-orbit d1rection. It therefore fails 
(in contrast to the free electron case, page 14) to 
approach 90° in the high-field limit. 

high-field limit only if the projection of the electric field on i\, E · fl. vanishes. 43 The 
electric field therefore has the form (see Figure 12.11) 

E = £ 10ifi ' + £11)0. (12.57) 

where ii' is a unit vector perpendicular to both ii and A (fi' = ii x H), £ 101 is inde
pendent of H in the high-field limit, and £ 111 vanishes asH __. co. 

The magnetoresistance is the ratio of the component of E along j, to j: 

E. j 
p = j . (12.58) 

When the current is not parallel to the direction fi of the open orbit, this gives in the 
high field-limit 

(
£(0)) _, .,. 

p = . n . J. 
J 

(12.59) 

' 
To find £ 101/j we first substitute the electric field (12.57) into the field-current relation 
(12.56) to find, in the high-field limit, the leading behavior 

j = a<OlfiEill 1- aU I • fi ' £101. (12.60) 

Since ii' is perpendicular ton, this implies that 

fi' ·j = £10lfi' • CJ(l) • ii'. (12.61) 

._. I o the exrc:riment (Figure 12. 11) the component ofE along j is spectfied. However, in the Sleady 
State there will also be a Hall field pcrpendjcular to j (seep. 12), which makes il possible forE ·i\ 10 vanish 
111 the high-field limi1. 
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(12.62) 

Substituting this result into Eq. (12.59), we find that in the high-field limit the leading 
term in the magnetoresistance is 

(ii ' • j)2 
p = _, all) _ , . ( 12.63) 

0 • • 0 

Since aW vanishes in the high-field limit, this gives a magnetoresistance that grows 
without limit with increasing field, and is proportional to the square of the sine of 
the angle between the current and the real-space direction of the open orbit. 

Thus the semiclassical model resolves another anomaly of free electron theory, 
providing two possible mechanisms44 by which the magnetorcsistance can g row 
without limit with increasing magnetic field. 

\Ve defer until Chapter 15 some illustrations ofbow these predictions are confirmed 
by the behavior of real metals, and turn next to a more systematic method of extracting 
transport coefficients from the semiclassical model. 

PROBLEMS 

l. For free electrons t(k) = f1 1k2 /2m. Calculate eA(E, k,)/of. and show that the general expression 
(12.42) for the period in a magnetic field reduces to the free e lectron result ( 12.43}. 

2. For electrons near a band minimum (or maximum) g(k) has the form 

f1 2 
e(k) = constant + 2 (k - k0 ) • M 1 

• (k - k 0 ), (12.64) 

where the matrix M is independent of k. (Electrons in semiconductors a re almost always trea ted 
io this approximation.) 

(a) Calcula te the cyclotron effective mass from {12.44) and show that it is independent of 
S and k., and given by 

(cyclotron) (12.65) 

where IMI is the determinant of the matrix M. 
(b) Calcula te the electronic specific beat (2.80) resulting from the band structure (12.64). 

and by comparing it with the corresponding rree e lectron result, show that the band structure 
contribution to the specific heat effective mass (page 48) is given by 

m* = IMI113
• (specific heat) (12.66) 

3. When S(k) has the ro rm {12.64), the semiclassical equations o f motion are linear. and therefore 
easily solved. 

.. Opc11 orbits or {Problem 4) compensation. In free electron theory the: rnagnctoresistance is field
independent. 
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(a) Generalize the analysis in Chapter I to show that for such electrons the DC conductivity 
is given by 

(12.67) 

(b) Rederive the result (12.65) for the cyclotron effective mass by finding explicitly the time
dependent solutions to Eq. ( 12.31): 

M · ~ = - e (E + 'f x H) 
dt c ' 

(12.68) 

and nOting that the angular frequency is related t o nr"' by w = ellfm*c. 

4. The free electron result ( 1.19) fo r t he current induced by an electric field perpendicular to a 
uniform magnetic field can be written in the form 

E = p. j (12.69) 

where the resistivity tensor p has the form 

(12.70) 

(It follows from the definitions (1.14) and (1.15) that pis tlle rnagnetoresistance and R the H all 
coefficient.) 

(a) Consider a metal '";tb several partially filled bands, in each of which the induced current 
is related to the field b)' E.. = p,j., where the p. have the form (12 70):4

) 

-R,.H)· 
p,. 

(12.71) 

Show that the total induced current is gl\'en by F. = p • j, with 

(12.72) 

(b) Show that if there are o nly two bands, then the H all coefficient and magnetoresistance 
are given by: 

R = R 1P22 + Rzp/ + R 1Rz(R 1 + R 2)H2 

( p , + P2)2 + (R, + R.z)1 fl 2 
' 

(12.73) 

PtPz(p, + Pz) + (p ,Rz2 + pzR 1
2)H2 

p = ( p, + Pz)~ + (R, + Rz)2 fl 2 (12.74) 

Note the explicit dependence on m agnet it:: field strength even if the R 1 and p1 are field-independent 
(as they are for free electron bands). 

(c) Deduce di.rectl) from (t2 73) the fonn ( 12.55) o f the high-field H all coefficient when both 
bands ha\'e closed orbits, and discuss the limiting high-field behavior in the case n.., = 0 (i.e., for 
a compensated two-band metal!. Show that in this case the magnetoresistance increases as 

H 2 with increasing field. 

•• The form ( ll 71) does not. in gcncTal. require thai each band be free-electron-like, but only that 
the m agncuc fi eld l ie along an a.'US of suffietent symmetry. 
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5. Smce the correction to the hlg)J-field result ( 12.51) is of order H2 , the general form for the 
current indut:ed in an electron band with closed orbits is 

j = 

where 

nee - 1 - - (Ex II)+ CJ1l·E, 
f1 

lim H~cf'l < cc. 
11-m 

Show tl1at the high-field magnetoresistance 1s given by 

- 1 ,. 2 (I) 
p - ( )2 1m H Gyy> nee H- <>= 

(12.75) 

(12.76) 

( 12.77) 

where the y-axis is perpendkular to the magnetic field and the direc.1ion of current flow. Note 
that Eq. (12.76) requires the magnetorcsistance to sawrare. 

6. The validity of the semiclassical result k(t) = k(O) -eEtfh for an electron in a uniform 
etectrit: field is strongly supported by the following theorem (which also provides a useful starting 
point for a rigorous theory oJ electric breakdown): 

Consider the time-dependent SchrOdinger equation for an electron in a periodic potential 
U(r) and a uniform electric field: 

(12.78) 

Suppose that at timet = 0. 1/J(r. 0) is a linear combination of Bloch levels, all of which have the 
same wave \'ector k. Then at time c. 1/t(r, t) will be a linear combination of Bloch levels,'~6 all of 
which have the wave vector k - eEt/1•. 

Prove this theorem by nocing that the formal solution to the SchrOdinger equation is 

(12.79) 

and by expressing the assumed property of the imtiallevel and the property to be proved of the 
final level in terms of the effect on the wave function of translations through Bravais lattice 
vectors. 

7. !a) Does the orbit in Figure 12.7 enclose occupied or unoccupied levels? 
(b) Do the closed orbits in Figure 12.10 enclose occupied or unoccupied levels? 

.... The semiclassical theory of an electron in a uniform clccuic field is not exact in spite ofUtis theorem, 
because tbc coefficients in the linear combination of Bloch levels wiU in general depend on lime; th us 
interband transitions may occur. 
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Our discussion of electronic conduction in Chapters 1. 2, and 12 was often somewhat 
qualitative and frequently depended on simplifying features of the particular case 
being examined. In this chapter we describe a more systematic method of calculating 
conductivities, applicable to general semiclassical motion in the presence of space- and 
time-dependent perturbing fields and temperature gradients. The physical approxi
mations underlying this analysis are no more rigorous or sophisticated than those 
used in Chapter 12, merely more precisely stated. However, the method by which 
the currents are calculated from the basic physical assumptions is more general and 
systematic, and of such a fo rm that comparison with more accurate theories can easily 
be made (Chapter 16). 

The description of conduction in this chapter will employ a nonequilibrium dis
tribution function g,.(r, k, t)defined so that g,.(r,k, t)dr clk/ 47r3 is the number of electrons 
in the nth band at time c in the semiclassical phase space volume dr elk about the point 
r, k. I n equilibrium g reduces to the Fermi function, 

g,.(r , k , t ) = /(Sn(k) ), 

1 
/(f..) = e\C- JJllkoT + l ' (13.1) 

but in the presence o f applied fields and/or temperature gradients it will differ from 
its equilibrium form. 

In this chapter we shall derive a closed expression for g. based on (a) the assumption 
that between collisions the electronic motion is determined by the semiclasstcaJ 
equations (12.6), and (b) a particularly simple t reatment o f collisions. known as the 
relaxation-time approximation. that gives a precise content to the qualitative view 
o f collisions we have put forth in earlier chapters. We shall then use the nonequilibrium 
distributton function to calculate the electric and thermal currents in several cases 
of interest beyond those considered in Chapter 12 

THE RELAXATION-TIME APPROXIMATION 

Our fundamental picture o f comsions retains the general features described, in 
Chapter l, which we now formulate more precisely in a set of assumptions known 
as the relaxation-time approximation. We continue to assume that an electron expe
riences a collision in an infinitesimal time interval dt with probability dtj-r., but now 
allow for the possibility that the collision rate depends on the position. wave vector, 
and band index o f the electron : T = T,.(r, k). We express the fact that collisions drive 
the electronic system toward local thermodynamic equilibrium in the following 
additional assumptions : 

1. The distribution of electrons emerging from collisions at any time does not 
depend on the structure of the nonequilibrium distribution function g,.(r. k, t) 
just prior to the collision. 
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2. If the electrons in a region about r have the equilibrium distribution appropriate 
to a local temperature 1 T(r), 

(13.2) 

then coUisions will not alter the form of the distribution function. 

Assumption 1 asserts that collisions are completely effective in obliterating any 
information about the nonequilibrium configuration that the electrons may be 
carrying. This almost certainly overestimates Lhe efficacy of collisions in restoring 
equilibrium (see Chapter 16). 

Assumption 2 is a particularly simple way of representing quantitatively the fact 
that it is the role of collisions to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium at whatever 
local temperature is imposed by the conditions of the experiment. 2 

These two assumptions completely determine the form dgh(r, k,t) of the distribution 
function describing just those electrons that have emerged from a collision near point 
r in the time interval dt about t. According to assumption (1) dg cannot depend on 
the particular fo rm of the full nonequilibrium distribution function g.(r, k, t}. It 
therefore suffices to determine dg for any particular form of g. The simplest case is 
when g bas the local equilibrium form (13.2), for according to assumption (2) the 
effect of collisions is then to leave this form unaltered. We know, however, that in 
the time interval dt a fraction dtf'rn<r. k) of the electrons in band n with w·ave vector 
k near position r will suffer a collision that does alter their band index andjor wave 
vector. lf the form (13.2) of the distribution function is nevertheless to be unaltered, 
then the distribution of those electrons that emerge from collisions into band n with 
wave vector k during the same interval must precisely compensate for this loss. Thus: 

dt 
dg.(r, k, t) = - (- k' {/,?(r, k). 

tn r, "' 
(13.3) 

Equation (13.3) is the precise mathematical formulation of tbe relaxation-time 
approximation. 3 

• The only case we shall discuss in which the local equilibrium diStribution is not the umform 
~quilibrium distribution (13.1) (with constant Tand p) is when the spatially varying temperature T(r) is 
imposed by suitable application of sources and/or sinks ofheat,as in a thermal conductivity mcasur~·mcnt. 
In th<lt case, since the electronic density n is constminecl (clcctrostaucally) to be com1ant, the local chemical 
potential will also depend on position, so that p(r) "" ~'••wtil> {to, T(r)). ln the most general case the local 
temperature and chemical potential may depend on time as well as position. See. for t\Umple. Problem 4 
at the end or this chapter. and Problem I b in Chapter 16. 

• A more fundamental theory would deriv~ the fact that collisions play such a rote, rather than 
assuming iL 

J The relaxation-time approximation is critically reexamined in Chapter 16. where it is compared 
with a more accurute trcntmcnt or colhsions. 

• 
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G iven these assumptions. we can compute the nonequilibrium distribut ion func
tion in the presence of external fields and temperature gradients.4 

CALCULATION OF THE NONEQUJLlBRlUM 
DISTRIBUTION FL'l':CTION 

Consider the group of electrons in the nth band that find themselves at time c in the 
volume element dr dk about r , k. The number of electrons in this group is given in 
terms of the distribution function by 

dr dk 
dN = g,(r, k, c) 

4 3. 
1t 

(13.4) 

We can compute this number by grouping the electrons according to when they had 
their last collision. let r,(t'), k,.(t') be the solution to the semiclassical equations of 
motion for the nth band that passes through the point r, k when t = t: 

(13.5) 

Electrons in the volume clement dr dk about r, k a t time r, whose last comsion prior 
to r was in the interval Jr' about r', must have emerged from tha t last collision in 
a phase space volume element dr' dk' about r,(r'), k,(t'), since alter t' their motion 
is determined entirely by the semiclassical equations, which must get them to r, k 
at time t. According to the relaxat ion-time approximation (13.3), the total number 
of electrons emerging from collisions at r,(r'). k.,(t') into the volume element dr' dk' 
in the interval dt' about r' is just: 

(13.6) 

\\here we have exploited liouville's theorem5 to make the replacement 

dr' dk' = dr dk. (13.7) 

Of this number, only a fract ion P ,(r , k, r; r' ) (which we shall compute below} actually 
survive from time t' to time t without suffering any further collisions. Therefore dN 
is given by multiplying (13.6) by this probability and summing over all possible t imes 
r' for the last collision prior to t: 

(13.8) 

• Note the different roles played by the field~. which determine the electronic motion between colli
SIOn~. :1nd the tcmpemture gradient. which determines the form ( 13.3) taken by the distribution of clcctTons 
emerging from collisions. 

• The theorem states that 'olumcs m rk-space are prcsen·ed by the S~<JDiclassical equations of motion. 
It IS prO\ ed 1R Appendix H. 
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Comparing this with (13.4) gives 

( _ f' dt' g~(r,(t'), k,(c'))P,(r , k, t; t') 
g, r, k. t) - ( ( ' ) k ( ' )) _ 00 -r, r, t , , t 

(13.9) 

The structure of the result (13.9) is somewhat obscured by the notation. which 
reminds us explicitly that the distribution function is for the nth band evaluated at 
the point r, K, and that the r ' dependence of the integrand is determined by evaluating 
g~ and <, at the point r,(t'), k..(t') of the semiclassical trajectory that passes through 
r , k a t time £. To avoid obscuring the simplicity of some further manipulations on 
(13.9) we temporarily adopt an abbreviated notation i.n which the band index n, the 
point r, k. and the trajectories rm k, are fixed and left impliciL Thus 

g,(r , k. t) ~ g(t), g~(r,(t'), k,(t'))--. g0 (t'). 
-r,(r,(t'), k,.(t')) ~ -r(t ' ), P,(r, k. c; t')-+ P(t, t '), 

so that (13.9) can be written :6 

(13.10) 

(13.11) 

We emphasize the simple st ructure o f this formu la The electrons in a given phase 
space clement at timet are grouped according to the time of their last col1ision. The 
number of electrons whose last collisions were in the time interval dr' about t' is the 
product of two factors : 

1. The total number emerging from collisions in that time interval that are aimed 
so that if no further collision intervenes they will reach the given phase space 
element at timet. This number is determined by the relaxation-time approxima
tion (13.3). 

2. The fraction P(t, t ' ) o f those electrons specified in (1) that actually do survive 
from t ' to t without collisions. 

It remains to compute P(t, t'), the fraction of electrons in band n that traverse the 
trajectory passing through r, k a t time t, without suffering collisions between t' and 
t. The fraction that survive rrom t' t o t is less than the fraction that survive rrom 
t' + dt' to t by the factor [1 - dt'/-r(t')], which gives the probability of an electron 
colliding between t ' and t' + dt '. Thus 

P(t, t ' ) = P(t, t' + dL ') [ 1 - :c::)J. (13.U) 

In the limit as dt' --. 0, this gives the differen tial equation 

a , P(c, r ') 
iJt' P(t, t ) = -r(t') , (13.13) 

• This result and the method by which it was constructed are associated with the name of R. G. 
Chambers, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 81, 877 ( 1963). 
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whose solution, subject 10 the boundary condition 

P(e, r) = 1. . 
IS 

P(t, r') = exp (- f :!J 
(13.14) 

(13.15) 

We may use Eq. (13.13) to rewrite the distribution function (13. L 1) in the form 

f.' 0 
g(t) = dt' g 0 (r ' ) -;-; P(t, r '). 

_ .., ut 
(13.16) 

lt is convenient to integrate Eq. (13.16) by parts, using Eq. (13.14) and the physical 
condition that no e~ectron can surv1ve infinitely long without a comsion: P(t, -co) = 
0. The result is 

f. d 
g(r) = g~c) - dt ' P(c, r') -d , {/(r '), 

- co l 
(13.17) 

which expresses the distnbution function as the local equilibrium distribution plus . 
a corrccuon. 

To evaluate the time derivative of fl. note (see Eqs. (13.10) and (13.2)) that it 
depends on llme only through ~,(k,(t ')), T(r,(t ' )), and JJ(r,(t ' J), so tbat7 

dgO(l') eg0 e~.. dk, eg0 oT dr, ilg0 op dr, 
dc' = ile, r k · dr' + eT iT · de' + op Tr · de'· (13.18> 

If we usc the semiclassical equations of motion ( 12.6) to eliminate d r,.Jdt ' and dk,.Jdt' 
from Eq (13.18), then Eq. (13.17) can be written as 

g(t) = g
0 + I a- de' P(t. t') [ ( - ~) v. (-eE- Vp -e· ~- JJ) VT) l (13.19) 

where/ is the Fermi function ( 13.1) (evaluated a t the local temperature and chemical 
potential), and all the quantities in the brackets8 depend on t' through their arguments 
r ,(t' ) a nd k,.(t' ). 

SIMPLIFICATION OF TilE NONEQVILmRIUM 
DISTRJBUTION FUNCTION lN SPECIAL CASES 

Equation (13. 19) gives the semiclassical distribution function in the relaxation-time 
approximation under very general conditions, and is therefore applicable to a great 
variety of pro blems. In many cases, however, special circumstances permit consid
erably further simplification: 

' If we \\<ere inte:rcstcd in applications m which the local temperature and chemical potential had an 
exphcit lime dependence. we should have to add tcnns in <)T/ i'r and •' !Ji i't to (13. 18). An example tS given 
in Problem 4. 

• Note thai a magnetic field t-f will not appear explicitly in ( 13. 19) sin~ the Lorentz force tS per
pendicular to "· lll will, of course, appear &mplicit.ly through the time dependence of r_(r ') and .,_(1' ).) 
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I. Weak Electric Field~ and Tempera/lire Gradients As noted in Chapter I, the 
electric fields and temperature gradients commonly applied to metals are almost 
invariably weak enough to permit calculation oflhe induced currents to linear order.9 

Since the second term in (13.19) is explicitly linear' 0 in E and VI. the t ' dependence 
of the integrand can be calculated at zero electric field and constant T. 

2. Spatially Uniform J:.lectr·omaJ[netic Fi"e/ds and Tempe1·ature Gradients, am/ 
Position-lndcpe11dent Rdaxation Timestt In this case the entire integrand in ( 13.19) 
will be independent of r.(r '). The only t' dependence (aside from possible explicit 
dependence of E and Ton time) wiU be through k.(l '), which will be time-dependent 
if a magnetic field is presenL Since the Fem1i function f depends on k only through 
~.(k), which is conserve-d in a magnetic field, the r ' dependence of the integrand in 
(13.19) will be ent irely contained in P(t, 1'), v(k.(t ')), and (ifthey are t ime-dependent) 
Eand T. 

3. £11ergy-Dependent Relaxatio11 Time If r depends on wave-vector only through 
~.(k), then since ~.(k) is conserved in a magnetic field, r(t ')will not depend on c' , and 
(13.15) reduces to 

P(t, r ') = e-<r-nf<n<~<~. (13.20) 

There is no compelling reason why t should depend on k only through t:,(k) in 
anisotropic systems, but when the nature of the electronic scattering does depend 
significantly on wave vector, the entire relaxation-time approximation is probably of 
questionable validity (see Chapter 16). Therefore most calculations in the relaxation
time approximation do make this additional simplification. and often even use 
a constant (energy-ind~pendent) t . Since the distribution function (I 3.19) contains 
a factor cfjc&, which is negligible except within 0(k8 T) of the Fermi energy, only the 
energy dependence oft(~) in the neighborhood of SF is significant in metals. 

Under these condiLions we can rewrite {13.19) as 

f' dt ' e- rr-t"l <t' <~n (- 7J 
- "' lt) 

x l~k(t ')) · [ -eE(r') - Vtl(r ' )- S(k) T- II VT(r ')l (13.21) 

• The lineariz.~tion can be jtMified directly from ( 13.19) by first observing that the probability of an 
cle~tron sulfcrinl! no colh>ion~ in an imcro;al of g~>cn length prior to I becomes negligibly small when the 
length of the interval is apprectably gr.,-.ttcr th:m t . Consc<JUCntly, only times ron the order oft contribute 
appreciably I<> th~ Integ rut in ( 13. 19). Ho\\~\~r (sc~ pal)e :!.~)). within such a time 11n elc.:tric field perturbs 
the electronic k-wcto r by '' n amount th.n IS minute rom pared with th.: dimell>tons of the zone. Thi~ 
immediately implies that the E d.:pcndcnce of allrerms in ( 13.19) os very weak lro a somilar way. one can 
justify lineari~ing in rh~ rcmpcraturc gradient provided thutthe change in temp~raturc ov<:r a mean free 
path is a small fraction of t he prevailing tcmp~ruture. However. one cannot linearize in the magnetic field. 
since it is cntird} possible to produce magnetic fidds in metals so strong that an ekctron can move: distances 
ink-space comparuble to the: size of the zone within a rdaxauon time. 

' " Th.! chemical potential varies in space only bccau.~c the temporaturc docs I•« footnote 1) so VJJ 
is of order t"T. 

11 In general. one might wish to allow -r to dcpc:ncl on position to take into account. for ellamplc, 
inhomogeneous distributions of impunucs. spectal scaltcring cffeets associarcd "''h surfaces. etc. 
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where we have continued to suppress exphcit reference to the band index 11, but have 
reintr oduced explicitly the k and 1 dependence.12 

We conclude this chapter with applications of (132 1) to several cases of interest. 

DC ELECI RICAL CONDUCTIVITY 

If H = 0, the k(t') appearing in (13.21) reduces to k, and the time integration is 
elementary for static E and VT. If the temperature is uniform, we find : 

y(k) = g0(k) - eE · \·(k)r(e(k)) (- if). (13.22) 

Since the number of electrons per unit volume in the volume element dk is g(k) 
dkf47t3

, the current density in a band is13 

J
dk 

j = - e 47t3 v(k)g. (13.23) 

Each partially filled band makes such a contribution to the current density: the total 
current densi ty is the sum of these contributions over a ll bands. From (13.22) and 
(13.23) it can be written as j = a E. where the conductivity tensor <J is a sum of con
tributions from each band : t"-

(13.24) 
n 

(13.25) 

The following properties of the conductivity are worthy of note: 

1. Auisotropy In free electron theory j is parallel to E, i.e. the tensor a is diagonal : 
u,..v = ub1,.. In a general crysta l structure j need not be parallel to E, and the con
ductivity will be a tensor. In a crystal of cubic symmetry, however, j remains parallel 
toE, for if the x-, y-, and z-axes are taken along the cubic axes then u""' = u,7 = u,z
Furtherrnore, if a field in the x-direclion induced any current in they-direction, by 
exploit ing the cubic symmetry one could equally well predict that the same current 
must a rise in the - y-direction. T he only consistent possibility is zero current, so that 
u", must vanish (and. by symmetry, so must the o ther off-diagonal components). 
Hence uP• = ubu. in crystals of cubic symmetry. 

2. lrrele•·ance of Filled Bands The Fermi function has negligible derivative 
except when & is within k8 T of t,F· Hence filled bands make no contribution to the 
conductivity, in accordance with the general discussion on pages 221- 223. 

11 The quantity k{t' ) is the soluuon to the semiclassical equation of motion for b:lnd tr in a uniform 
magnetic field H. that is equal to k whc:n I" := 1. 

u He-re and elsewhere in this chapter integrarions over k are assumed to be over 3 primitive cell 
unless otherwise specified. 

•• Since no current flows in ~uillbrium, the leading term in the di~trthution functior, g0, makes no 
contribution to (13.23). We arc: using u tensor notation in which A be st.,nds for A.,.. ~ b.r •• 
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3. Equi,·altmu of Pa1·tic/e and Hole Pictures in Metals In a metal, to an accuracy 
of o rder (k8 Tf&F)2 \'<e can evaluate15 (13.25) at T = 0. Since ( -cfjo&) = b(&- &F). 
the relaxation time can be evaluated a t &F and taken outside of the mtegral. Further
more, since16 

\'(k) ( - ~ ce}c-c,l.k) 
we may integrate by parts 17 to find 

1 a 
- -,. "k /(e(k) ), 

I C 
(13.26) 

(13.27) 

Since M- 1(k) is the derivative of a periodic function, its integral over the entire 
primitive cell must vanish,' 8 and we may wri te (13.27) in the alternative form 

f dk 
a= e2r(&F) 3 (- M - 1(k)). 

unooruf"c:d 4 7r 
levels 

(13.28) 

Comparing these two forms, we find that the contribution to the current can be 
regarded as coming from the unoccupied rather than the occupied levels, provided 
that the sign of the effective mass tensor is changed. This result was a lready implied 
by our discussion of holes (pages 225 229), but is repeated here to emphasize that 
it emerges from a more formal analysis as weU. 

4. Recot·ery of the Free Electron Result If M- t~~· = (1 / m*) {J ""independent of 
k for all occupied levels in the band, then (13.27) reduces to the Drude form (Eq. ( 1.6) ): 

ne2r 
CT = ., 

"" m* 
(13.29) 

with an effective mass. lf M- 1 
"" = - (1/m*) fJ11• independent of k for a ll unoccupied 

levels,' 9 then ( 13.28) reduces to 

(13.30) 

where n,. is the number of unoccupied levels per unit volume; i.e., the conductivity 
of the band is of the Drude form, with m replaced by the effective mass m• and the 
electronic densi ty replaced by the density of holes. 

• 

15 Sec Appendix C. 
'" We again drop explicit reference to the band index. The formulas below give the conductivity for 

a solid with 11 single band of curriers. If there is more than one band of carriers, one must sum on n to 
get the full conductivity. 

" Sec Appendix L 
•• This follows from the identity (1.1) of i\ppcndil< J. with one of the p¢riOdic functions taken to be 

unity. The mass tensor M-'(k) is defined in Eq. (12.29). 
19 Since the mass tensor is negative dcftnite at the band ma'limum, m• will be positive. For the relation 

betwc.:en 1..-space volumes and parude densitJCS liCe page 35. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CONDUCilVITY 

If the electric field is not static, but has the time dependence 

E{t) = Re (E(cv)e- 1
""], (13.31) 

then the derivation of the conductivity from (13.21) proceeds just as in the DC case, 
except for an additional factor e- 1

"" in the integrand. One finds 

j(l) = Re (j(cv)e- 1""] (13.32) 
where 

j(cv) = o'(cv) · E(cv), cr(w) = L cr1"1(cv). (13.33) 
n 

and 
cr'"\cv) _ e2 J dk ~· .. (k)v,.(k)(- of/of.)r.- r;.n.> 

- 4n3 [ 1/ r,.(E,.(k))] - iw · 
(13.34) 

Thus, as in the free electron case (Eq. (1.29) ), the AC conductivity is just the DC 
conductivity divided by 1 - iw-r, except that we must now a llow for the possibility 
tha t the relaxation time may differ from band to band. 20 

The form (13.34) permits a simple direct test of the validity of the semiclassical 
model in the limit CVT » 1. where it reduces to 

In) e2 f elk ( . . ( . ( ~~'/" <r (cv) = - -:-
4 3 v,. k)",. k) -OJ of.)~: r.tkJ• 

lW 1l 
(13.35) 

or, equivalently (as derived in the DC case). 

e2 Jdk 1 o2e (k) 
at;~(cv) = - iw 4n3 f(e,.(k)) h 2 ok "ak . 

I' v 

(13.36) 

Equation (13.36) determines the current induced to linear order in the AC electric 
field in the absence of collisions, since the high WT limit can be interpreted to mean 
T - oo for fixed cv. ln the absence of coll isions, however, it is an elementary quantum
mechanical calculation to compute exactly21 the change to ljnear order in the Bloch 
wave functions induced by the electric field. Given these wa\e functions, one can 
calcula te the expectation value of the current operator to linear o rder in the field. 
thereby arriving a t a fully quantum-mechanical form for a(cv) that is not based on 
the approximations of the semiclassical model. Such a calculation is a straightforward 
exercise in .first-order time-dependent perturbation theory. It is slightly too lengthy 
to include here, and we only quote the result :22 

e
2 fdk 1 [h2 

crt"~(cv) = --:-
4 3 / (e,.(k)) " 2 - ~,~ 

l (.(.) 1l " 111 

_ 11: L (<nkiV,In'k) (11'kiV.I11k ) + (t~ki V.jll'k) (ll'k !V,..IIIk))] · (13.37) 
m n' 'f'" f1W + 6n(k) Gn·(k) - fJCV + f.,(k) - en.(k) 

20 Within each band T.,(S) can be replaced by T.f£r) wirh ncghgiblc error in metals. 
~· Within Lhc independent clt:etron approximation. 
u The n otation for the matrix dements of Lhe gradient op.:rator is a ' in Appendix E. 
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In general, this is quite different from (13.36). If, however, hw is small compared 
with the band gap for aJJ occupied levels, then the frequencies in the denominators 
of(13.37) can be ignored, and the quantity in brackets reduces to the expression for 
iJ 2e,/..k)jiJk~' ok. derived in Appendix E (Eq. (E.ll) ). Equation (13.37) then reduces to 
the semiclassical result (13.36), confirming the assertion made in Chapter 12 that the 
semiclassical analysis should be valid provided that hw « E80p (Eq. (12.10)).23 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

In Chapters 1 and 2 we described the thermal current density as analogous to the 
electrical current density, with thermal energy being carried rather than electric 
charge. We can now give a more precise definition of the thermal current. 

Consider a small fixed region of the solid within which the temperature is effectively 
constant. The rate at which heat appears in the region is just T times the rate at which 
the entropy of the electrons within the region changes (dQ = TdS). Thus24 the 
thermal current density jq is just the product of the temperature with the entropy 
current density, Y: 

(13.38) 

Since the volume of the region is fixed, changes in the entropy in the region are 
related to changes in the internal energy and number of electrons by the thermo
dynamic identity: 

TdS = dU- JtdN, (13.39) 

or, in terms of current densities, 
Tj" = jC - pj" (13.40) 

where the energy and number current densities are given by25 

(13.41) 

23 As long as lrw is small enough that no denominators in (13.37) vanish. rhe more general resuh 
simply provides quantitative corrections ro rhe semiclassical uppro~imarion, which could, for example. 
be cast in the form of a power series in I>W/&8, 0 . However, when lrw becomes large enough for denominators 
ro vanish (i.e~ when the photon energy is large enough to cause inrerband transitions). then the semiclassical 
result fails qualitatively as well, for the detailed derivation of (13.37) mcludes the stipulation thai when 
the denominator is singular, rhe resull is 10 be interpreted in the lirojr as (J) approaches the real ax is of 
the complex frequency plane from above. (When no denominator vanishel>, rhe result is independent of 
any infimresimal imaginary part w may have.) This introduces a real part into the conductivity, providing 
a mechanism for ahsorption in the ·absence of collisions, which the semicla.ssical model is incapable of 
producing. This additional real pa.rl is of critical impor1aDce in understanding the properties of metals 
at optical frequencies (sec Chapter I 5), ill which inrerbnnd transitions play a crucial role. 

u This assumes rhar the entropy within the region changes only because electrons carry it in or out. 
Entropy can also be generated within the region through collisions. However, such entropy production 
can be shown ro be a second-order effect in the applied rcmpcrarur.: gradient and c:lcctrk fiet<l (Joule 
hearing- the ··rl R loss .. -being the most familiar example) and can therefore be ignored in a linear rheor}. 

:u Note tharrhese have the same form as the electrical current density e.xcept that the quantity carried 
by each ck-crron is no longer its charge (- e) bur its energy (E.(k)) or irs number (unity). Note also thar 
rhe number current is just the electric current divided by the charge: j = - ej". (Do not confuse the 
superscript 11, indicating rha• ; is rhc number current density, with the band index n.) 
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Combining (13.40) and ( 13.41) we find a thermal current density26 

jq = ~ f ::3 [ Bn(k) - J.l] ~n(k}gn(k). (13.42) 

The distribution function appearing in (13.42) is given by (13.21), evaluated at H = 0 
in the presence of a uniform static electric field and temperature gradient27

: 

where 

( 
?[\ [ E(k) - J.l J g(k) = y0 (k) + r(&(k)) - 8&} \"(k) · - e& + T (-VT) . 

VJl 
& = E + - . 

e 

(13.43) 

(13.44) 

We can construct the electrical current density (13.23) and the thermal current density 
( 13.42) from this distnbution function : 

j = L 11& + L12(-VT), 
jq = L 21& + L22(-VT), (13.45) 

where the matrices L1i are defined28 in terms of 

by 

Llt = TLt2 = 

1 
Lll = - J?Pl. 

e2 T 

The structure of these results is simplified by defining 29 

in terms of which 

(13.46) 

(13.47) 

(13.48) 

(13.49) 

10 Smcc thermal conductivities are nonnally measured under conditions in which no ck<:tric: current 
flows, it is ofic:n enough to identify the thermal current with the energy current (as we did tn Chapter 1). 
When. however. heat and c:Jectnc charge are carried simullaneously (as in the Peltier effect, described 
below), it~~ essential to use (13.42). 

" Sec: tbc discussion on pages 23 and 24 ror why. in general. a temperature gradient will be 
accompanied by an dc:ctric field. 

18 To keep the not:uion as simple as possible the results that rollow are given ror the case in which 
all carriers lie in a single band, and the band index is suppressed. In the many-band case. each L must 
be replaced by the sum of the L"s ror aU the parttally filled bands. Thts generalization does not affect the 
validity of the Wic:.Jemann·Franz lav.. but 11 can complicate the structure of the thermopower. 

20 Smce (-c// (f.) = c5(& - &,) to an accuracy of order (k.T/&rl' in metals, the notatton IS meant 
to remind one that the OC conductivit> or a metal (13.25) is essentially G{&,.). 
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To evaluate (13.49) for metals we can exploit the fact that (-iJf!ct) is negligible 
except within O(k8 T) of J.L ::::: f. F . Since the integrands in ,cUI and £ 121 have factors 
that vantsh when f. = IJ., to evaluate them one must retain the first temperature 
correction in the Sommerfeld expansion.30 When this is done, one finds with a n 
accuracy of order (k8 T /SF)2 

where 

(13.50) 

(13.51) 

(13.52) 

(13.53) 

Equations ( 13.45) and (13.50) to (1 3.53) a re the basic results of the theory of 
electronic contributions to the thermoelectnc effects. They remain valid when more 
than one band is partially occupied, provided only that we interpret u;JS) to be the 
sum of ( 13.48) over "II partially occupied bands. 

To deduce the them1al conduct ivity from these results, we note that it relates the 
thermal current to the tempera ture gradient under conditions in which no electric 
current flows (as discussed in Chapter 1). The first of Eqs. (13.45) determines that if 
zero current flows., then 

S = - (L 11) 1L 12(-VT). 

Substituting this into the second of Eqs. ( 13.45), we find that 

l = K( - VT), 

where K, the thermal conductivity tensor, is given by 

(13.54) 

(13.55) 

K = L22 - L21 (L11) - 1L12• (13.56) 

It follows from Eqs. (13.50) to ( 13.52) and the fact that a' is typically of order 
<1/f.F, tha t in meta ls the first term in (13.56) exceeds the second by a factor of order 
(t,Ff ks T)2

• Thus 

(13.57) 

This is what one would have found if one had ignored the thermoelectric field from 
the start. We emphasize that its validity requires degenerate Fermi statistics. In 
semiconductors {13.57) is not a good approximation to the correct result (13.56). 

If Eq. ( 13.57) is evaluated using (13.52), we find that 

K = ;
2 

( ~ r TCI. (13.58) 

This is nothing but the Wiedemann-Franz Jaw (see Eq. (2.93)) with a vastly more 
general range of validity. For arbitrary band structure, component by component. 
the thermal conductivity tenso r is proportional to the electrical conductivity tensor 

'" s~c uppcndi~ Cor Eq. (2.70), page ~6. 
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with the umversal constant of proportionality rrk8
2 T j 3e1

• Thus th is remarkable 
experimental observation, made over a century ago, continues to reemerge from 
successively more refined theoretica l models in an essentially unaltered form. 

While rejoicing that the semiclassical model preserves this elegant result, one 
must not forget that deviations from the Wiedemann-Franz law are observed.31 W e 
shal l see in C ha pter 16 tha t this is a failure not of the semiclassical method, but of 
the relaxation-time approximation. 

THE THE RMOELECTRIC POWER 

When a temperature gradient is maintained in a metal a nd no electric current is 
a llowed to flow, there will be a steady-state electrostatic potential difference between 
the high- and low-temperature regions o f the specimen.31 M easuring thls potentiaJ 
drop is not completely straigh tforward for severaJ reasons: 

l. To measure voltages accurately enough to detect a thermoelectric voltage, it is 
essential that the voltmeter connect points o f the specimen at the same tempera
ture. Otherwise, since the leads to the meter a re in thermal equilibrium with the 
specimen at the contact points, there would be a temperature gradient within the 
circuitry of the meter itself, accompanied by an additional thermo electric voltage 
Since no thermoelectric voltage develops between points o f a single metal. at the 
same temperature, one must use a circuit o f two different metals (Figure 13.1), 
connected so that one junction is at a temperature T1 a nd the other (bridged only 
by the voltmeter) a t a temperature T0 =I= T1. Such a measurement yields the 
difference in the thermoelectric vol tages developed in the two metals. 

Met.aiB 

Figure 13.1 

Cireui t for meao;unng the differ
ence in thermoelectric voltages 
developed in two different metals, 
in each of which the temperature 
varieo; from T0 to T 1• 

2. To measure the absolute thermoelectric voltage in a metal, one can exploit the 
fact that no thermoelectric voltage develops across a supcrconducting meta l. 33 

Hence when one o f the metals in the bimetallic circuit is superconducting, the 
measurement yields directly the thermoelectric voltage across the o ther.3 4 

3. The points in the circuit joined by the voltmeter have d rfferent electrostatic 
potentials and different chemical potentials.35 If, as in most s uch devices, the 

" See Chapter 3. 
H The Seebeck effect. A crude bu1 e lementary discussion of 1he underl ying physics is given on pages 

23 25. 
n Sec page 730. 
~ This makes it po~sible to meas ure the absolute thermoelectric voltage in a metal at temperatures 

up to 20 K (currently the highest lcrnperatUre al which superconductivity has been observed). One can 
deduce It at higher lcmper-atures from melll>Urcments or the Thomson effect (Pcoblem S). 

•• Although electrons will flow from o ne metal to the other so as to equalize the chemical potcmials 
at the poinl or contac.1 (see Chapter 18). I here is still a chemical potcmial difference at tbe points j oined 
b)' the voltmeter, because the 1e:mpera1Ure variation of the chemical pot.cn tial differ the two metals. 
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voltmeter reading is actually IR, where I is the small current flowing through a 
large resistance R, then it is essential to realize that the current is driven not just 
by the electric field E, but by 6 = E + (1/e)VJ.t This is because the chemical 
potential gradient leads to a diffusion current, in addition to the current driven 
mechanically by the electric field. 36 As a result, the voltmeter reading will not 
be -fE · dl, but - f& • dt. 

The thermoelectric power (or thermopower) of a metal, Q, is defined as the pro
portionali ty constant between the contribution of the metal to the reading of such a 
voltmeter, and the temperature change: 

-J& · dt = Q 6. T (13.59) 
or 

&= Q VT. (13.60) 

Since negligible current flows when the thermoelectric voltage is measured, Eq. ( 13.45) 
gives37 

or, from Eqs. (13.50) and (13.51), 

Q= 
rt

2 k/T u ' - -
3 e u 

(13.61) 

. (13.62) 

• This has a considerably more complex structure than the free electron estimate 
(2.94), which is ~ndependent38 of the relaxation timer. We can cast a' into a more 
useful form, by differentiating (13.48): 

iJ -r'(E) f dk 
06 

a( e) = t(S) a( e) + e2t(e) 
4

n3 b'( e - e(k) Nk),"(k). (13.63) 

Since 
I iJ 

v(k)b'( e - C(k) ) = - h Dk b{ e - e(k) ), (13.64) 

an integration by parts gives39 

-r' ezt f 
cr' = ~ cr + 

4
rc3 dk li{eF - e(k) )M- '(k). (13.65) 

JO That it is this p:miculac combination of field and chemical potential gradient that drives the electric 
current follows from Eq. ( 13.45). This phenomenon is often summarized in the assertion that a voltmeter 
measures not the dectric potentia·! but the ~electrochcmic;al potential"'. 

3~ For simplicity we limit the discussion to cubic metals, for which the tensors Lu are diagonal 
38 If we take T to be independent of energy, then in the frce·eleclrOo limit o' /u= (3/2EF}, and 

(13.62) reduces to Q = -(~/2e)(k82T/E,·) . This is a factOr of 3 larger 1ban the rough estimate (2.94). 
The disparity is due 10 the very crude way in which thermal averages of energies and velocities were 
treated in ChapleTS I and 2. h indicates that it is largely a lucky accident that the analogous derivation of 
the thermal conductivity gave the correct numerical factor. 

10 Although it os tempting to try to interpret q'(SFI as the varia.tion of the physically measured DC 
conductivity with some suitably controlled parameters, thi~ cannot be justified. The quantity q '(Er) me-.ms 
(within the relaxation-li• .1proximation) no more (or less) than (13.65). 
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HI he energy dependence of the relaxation time is unimportant, then the sign of 
the thermopower is determined by lhe sign of the effective mass, averaged o\er the 
Fermi surface, i.e., by whether l.he carriers are electrons o r holes. This is consistent 
with the genera l theory ofholes described in C hapter 12, and also provides a possible 
explanation for anol.her of the anomalies of free electron theory.40 

However, the l.hermopower is not a very valuable probe of the fundamental 
electronic properties o f a metal; the energy dependence o f t is nol well understood, 
the validity o f the form (13.65) depends on the relaxatjon-time approximation, and, 
mos1 importam, vibrations of the Ia n ice can affect the transport o f them1al energy in 
a way that makes it very difficult lo achieve an accurate theory of the thermopower. 

OTHER THERMOELECTRIC EFFECIS 

There is a variely of o ther thermoelectric effects. The Thomson effect is described in 
Pro blem 5, and we mention here only the Pellier effect.41 If an electric current is 
driven in a bimetall ic circuil that is maintained a l a uniform temperature, then heat 
will be evolved alone junction and absorbed a t the o ther (F igure 13.2). This is because 
an isothermal e lectric currenl in a metal is accompanied by a thermal current. 

(13.66) 

Figure 13.2 
T he Peltier effect. A current j is 
driven in a bimetallic circuit at 

r - - ~-.;.,~ -o- ;• uniform temperature 'JO. To 
maintain the uniform tempera
ture it is nece.~sary to supply 
heat (via a thermal current r at 
one junction, and extract it at 
the other). 

where n is known as the Pelt ier coefficient. Because the electric current is uniform in 
the closed circuil and the Peltier coefficient d iffers from metal to meta l, the thermal 
currents in the two metals wilt not be equal, and the difference must be evolved at 
one junction and supplied to the other if the uniform temperature is to be maintained. 

If we set U1e temperature gradient in (13.45) equal lo zero, then we find that the 
Pellier coefficienl is given by 

L 2 1 

n = Lll' (13.67) 

Because of the identity (13.51). the Peltier coefficient is simply related to the thermo
power (13.61) by 

n = TQ, 

a rela tion first deduced by Lo rd K elvin. 

•• See Chapu:r 3. 

(13.68) 

• • When a magnetic field, as weU as a temperature !!fadicnl, is present, the number or possible 
measurements is funher multiplied. The various thcrmomagnclic effects (Ncrnst, Ettingshausen, Righi
Leduc) are compact.ly summarized in H. B. Callen, Titermodyna11ucs, Wiley, New York (1960), Chapter 17. 
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SE:\!ICLASSICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC 
FJELD 

The DC electrical conductjvity at uniform temperature in a uniform magnetic field 
H can be cast in a fonn qwte similar to the H = 0 result (13.25). In a magnetic field 
v(k{t')) does depend on t ', and the integral occurring in the nonequilibrium distribu
tion function ( 13.21) can no longer be explicitly evaluated in the general case. Instead, 
the zero-field result (13.25) must be replaced by 

(13.69) 

where vn(k) is a weighted average of the velocity over the past history of the electron 
orbit42 passing through k : 

v,(k) = e•!•,.lklv,(k,(t) ). I
o dt 

- oo -r,(k) 
(13.70) 

In the low-field limit the orbit is traversed very slowly, only points in the immediate 
vicinity ofk contribute appreciably to the average in (13.70), and the zero field result 
is recovered. In the general case, and even in the high field limit, one must resort to 
some rather elaborate analysis, even to extract the information we arrived at in 
Chapter 12 from a direct examination of the semiclassical equations of motion. We 
shall not pursue such computations further here, but some of the applications of 
(13.70) are illustrated in Problem 6. 

PROBLEMS 

1. On page 250 we argued that in a metal with cubic symmetry the co~1ductivity tensor is a 
constant times the unit matrix, i.e., that j is always parallel to E. Construct an analogous argu
ment for a hexagonal close-packed metal. showing that the conductivity tensor is diagonal in a 
rectangular coordjnate system with z taken along the c-axis, ·with CTxx = cr,Y, so that the current 
induced by a field parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis is parallel l.o the field. 

2. Deduce from (13.25) that at T = 0 (and hence to an excellent approximation at any T « TF} 
the conductivity of a band with cubic symmetry is given by 

(13.71) 

41 Here k.(r) is the solution to the semiclassical equations of motion (12.6) in a uniform magnetic 
field that passes through the point kat time zero (k.(O) = k). (We have used tl1e fact tl1at the distribution 
function is independent of time when the 6clds are time-independent, and wriuen the integral in (13.::! l) 
in the fonn it has at l = 0.) 
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where Sis the area of Fermi surface in the band, and li i~ the electronic speed averaged over the 
Fermi surface: 

v = ~ f dS jv(k)j . (13.72) 

(Note that this contain!\, as a special case. the fact that filled or empty bands (neither of which 
have any Fermi surface) carry no t:urrent. Jt also provides an ah ernative way of viewing the fact 
that almost empty (few electrons) and almost fiUed (few boles) bands have low condut:tivity, 
since they will have very small amounts of Fermi surface.) 

Verify that (13.7 I) reduces to the Drude result in the free electron limit. 

3. Show that the equations desc.ribiog the electric and thermal currents, (13.45) a tld (13.50) 
to (13.53), continue to hold in the presence of a uoifo rm magnetic field, provided that Eq. (13.48) 
for o(E) is generalued to include the effects of the magnetic field by replacing the second \ "(k) 

by~!...), defined in E.q ( 13.70). 

4. T he response of the condlH--tion electrons to an electric field 

E(r, t) = Re [E(q, w)e>l<~ · •-w<l], (13.73) 

which depends oo positioo as well as time, requires some special consideration. Such a field will 
in general induce a spatially varying charge density 

p(r , r) = - e bn(r , l), 
b11(r, t) = Re [ b1(q, w)erlq · • t.Jfl). (13.74) 

Since electrons a re conserved in collisions, the local equiljbrium distribution appearing in t he 
relaxation-time approximation (13.3) must correspond to a density equal to the actllll.l inStanta
neoLL~ local density n(r. c). Thus even at umform temperature one must a llow for a local chemical 
poteolial of the form 

p.(r, r) = p. + ~p.(r, t), 
bJl(r , t) = Rc [ bp.(q, w)e'1q · ' "'''] , (13.75) 

where bp(q, co) is chosen to satisfy (to linear o rder in E ) the condition 

on (Jl) 
t5n(q, co) = - g

11 
bp.(q, w). (13.76) 

(a) Show, as a result, that at uniform temperature E.q. (13.22) must be replaced by"l 

g(r, k, t) = f(C(k)) -1 Re (bg(q. k, w)e''q · •- ""'] , 

~ ( w) = ( - c[\ ~bp.(q. w)/ r) - ev(k ) • E(q, w) 
g q. iJe) (1/'r) - i(c.o - q · ,·(k}) · (13.77) 

(b) By const ructing the induced current and charge deosities from the distribuuon function 
( 13.77). show that the chojce (13.75) of CJI(q . w) is precisely what 1s required to insure that the 
equation o f continuity (local charge conservation) 

q · j(q . w) = wp(q. w) (13.78) 

IS satisfied 

.., See foolnOIC 7 
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(c) Show that if no charge density is induced, then l.:be current is 

j(r. t) = Re [ a{q. w) • E(q, w)e'!q · r-u••l] . 

cr(q w) = el f -d_k. (-_of\-:---,.::--'-'''- ---= 
. 4n3 ae) (1 /T) - i[w - q . v(k)J 

(13.79) 

Show that a sufficient condition for (13. 79) to be valid is that the electric field E be perpendicular 
to a plane of mirror symmetry in which the wave vector q lies. 

5. Consider a metal in which thermal and electric currents flow ~imultaneously. The rate at 
which heal is generated in a unit volume is related to the local energy and number densities by -
(cr. (13.J9J ): 

dq du du _ __ _ , _ 
dt - dt r dt' 

where JL is the local chemical potential Using the equation of continuity, 

dll . 
- = - V•j" 
dt ' 

(13.80) 

(13.81) 

and the fact that the rate of change of the local energy density is determined by the rate at which 
electrons catry energy imo the volume plus the rate at which the electric field does work, 

du 
dt = -V . y + E . j , (13.82) 

show that ( 13.80) can be written in the form 

(13.83) 

where jq is the thermal cunent (given by (13.38) and (13.40) ), and t = E + (I /e)V Jl. Assuming 
cubic symmetry, so that the tensors L ij are diagonal, show that under conditions of uniform 
current flow (V · j = 0) and uniform temperature gradient (V2 T = 0) that 

dq . dK . dQ . 
- = pJ2 + - (VT)2

- T-(VT) · J 
dt dT dT 

(13.84) 

where p is the resistivity, K is the thermal conductivity, and Q is the thermopower. By measuring 
the change in bulk heating as the cUJ·rent direction is reversed for fixed temperature gradient 
(known as the Thomson effect) one can therefore determine tbe temperature derivative of the 
thermopower, and thereby compute the value of Qat high temperatures. given its low-temperature 
value. 

Compare the numerical coefficient of VT· j with that of the crude estimate in Problem 3, 
Chapter 1. 

6. The average velocity v (Eq. (13. 70)) appearing in the expression ( 13.69) for the conductivity 
in a uniform magnetic field takes on a li!.irly simple form in the high-field limit 

(a) Show that for a closed orbit. the projec:tion ofV in a plane perpendicular to H is 

IJc - ( I ) -v ... = - eH-r H x (k - ( k.)L + 0 H2' (13.85) 
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where ( k ) is the time average of the wave vector over the or-bit: 

( k ) = ~fk dt. (13.86) 

(b) Show that for an open orbit the high-field limit of Vis just the average velocity of motion 
along the orbit (and hence parallel to the direction or the orbit). 

(c) Show .... that in the lligh"field limit, when E · H = 0, 

h = -e f :~ (- ~) k · w, (13.87) 

where w = c(E x H)/H 1 is the dnfl velocity defined in (12.46). Deduce the forms (12.51) or 
{12.52) from (13.87), depending on whether the band is particle- or bole-like. (Noce: Because k 
is 11ot a periodic function in k-space, one cannot automatiL"lllly integrate by parts in (13.1!7).) 

(d) Deduce, from the result of(b), the limiting form {12.56) for the conductivity in the presence 
of open orbits. (Hint : Observe that vis independent of the component of k parallel to the k-space 
direction of the open orbiL) 

(el Show from the general form of the semiclassical equation of motion in a magnetic field 
(12.6) that the c.:oodUl.1ivity tensor (1 3.69) for a given band in a uniform magnetic field bas the 
functional dependence on R and 'C of the form : 

a = tF(Hr). (13.88) 

Dedut:e from (13.88) that when the current is carried by electrons in a single band (or if the 
relaxation time is the same for all bands), then 

P:u(H) - Px.x(O) 
px.x(O) 

(13.89) 

depends on Hand • only through the product H< (Kohler's rule), for any diagonal componeut of 
the resistivity perpendicular to H. 

(f) Deduce from the properties of the semiclassical equations of motion in a magnetic field 
that 

a~'.(H) = a.,( - H). (13.90) 

This is known as a11 Onsager relation. 45 (H irzt: Make the change of variables k(r) = k', and 
appeal to Liouville's theorem in replat:ing the k-space integrals in (13.69) by it1tegrals over k'.) 

44 Argue that the tem1 in ( k) in (13.85) makes no contribution because it depends only one and/<.. 
•• Such relationships between transport coefficients were first formulated in very great generality by 

L. Onsager. The first equality io Eq. (13.51) is another example of an Onsager relatJon. 
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There is a class of measurable quantities valued primarily because they contain 
detailed information about the geometric structure of the Fermi surface. Such quan
tities depend only on universal constants (e, h, c, or m), experimentally controlled 
van a b les (such as temperature, frequency, magnetic field strength, crystal orientation), 
and information about the electronic band structure that is entirely determined by 
the shape of the Fermi surface. 

We have a lready encountered one such quantity, the high-field Hall constant, 
whkh (in uncompensated metals with no open orbits for the given field direction) 
is entirely determined by the k-space volume enclosed by the hole~ like and particle-like 
branches of the Fermi surface. 

Quantities yielding such Fermi surface information have a place of special im
portance in metals physics. Their measurement almost always requires single crystals 
of very pure substances at very low temperatures (to eliminate dependence on the 
relaxation time) and is frequently performed in very strong magnetic fields (to force 
the electrons to sample the Fermi surface geometry in the course of their semiclassical 
motion in k-space). 

The importance of determining the Fermi surface of metals is clear: The shape 
of the Fermi surface is intimately involved in the transport coefficients of a metal 
(as discussed in Chapters 12 a nd 13) as well as in the equilibrium and optical properties 
(as will be illustrated in Cbapter 15). An experimentally measured Fermi surface 
provides a target at which a first-principles band struct ure calcula tion can aim. It 
can also be used to provide data for filling parameters in a phenomenological crystal 
potential, which can then be used to calculate other phenomena If nothing else, 
Fermi surface measurements are o f interest as a further test of the validity o f the 
one-electron semiclassical theory, smce there are now many independent ways of 
extracting Fermi surface informatio n. 

Oft he teclmiques used to deduce t he geometry o f the Fermi surface, one has proved 
far and away the most powerful : the de H aas- van Alphen effect (and a group of closely 
related effects based on the same underlying physical mechanism). This phenomenon 
is a lmost entirely responsible for the vast and growing body o f precise knowledge 
of the Fermi surfaces of a great number of metals. No other technique a pproaches 
it in power or simplicity. For this reason the bulk of this chapter is devoted to an 
exposition of the de H aas- van Alphen effect. We shall conclude with b rief discussions 
of a selection of other effects which have been used to provide supplementary 
geometrical information. 

THE de HAAS- van ALPHEN EFFECT 

I n Figure 14.1 a.re shown the results of a famous experiment by de Haas and van 
Alphen in 1930. They measured the magnetization M of a sample of bismuth as a 
function of magnetic field in high fields a t 14.2 K, and found oscillations in M/ H. 

O n the face of it this curious phenomenon, observed only at low temperatures and 
high fields, would not strike one as the extraordinary key to the electron structure of 
me tals it has turned out to be. The full extent of its usefulness was only pointed out 
in 1952, by Onsager. Since the original experiment, and especially s ince around 1960, 
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The data of de Haas and van Alphen. Magnetization per gram 
divided by field, ploued vs. field for two orientations of a crystal of 
bismulh, at 14.2 K. {\\'. J. de Haas and P. M. van Alphen, Leiden 
Comm. 208d, 212a (1930), and 220d (1932).) 

careful observations have been made in many metals of this same oscillatory field 
dependence in the magnetic susceptibility,' x = dM/dH. 

The oscillations display a remarkable regularity, if the susceptibility is plotted not 
against field, but against inverse field. It then becomes clear that x has a periodjc 
dependence on 1/H, though frequently two or more periods are superposed. Some 
typical data are shown in Figure 14.2. 

Similar oscillatory behavior has been observed not only in the susceptibility, but 
also in the conductivity (Shubnikov-de Haas effect), the magnetostriction (depen
dence of sample size on magnetic field strcngl h), and, when measured with sufficient 
care, in almost all other quantities. Minute oscillations of this kind have even been 
observed in the high-field H all '"constant," a clear indication that the effect must lie 
in a failure of the semiclassical model. A variety of such effects are displayed in 
Figure 14.3. 

The refinement of the de Haas-van Alphen effect into a powerful probe of the Fermi 
surface has been due largely to D. Shoenberg. whose history of the phenomenon2 

provides delightful and instructive reading. Two major techniques have been widely 
exploited to measure the oscillations. One, based on the fact that in a field a magne
tized sample experiences a torque proportional to its magnetic moment, 3 simply 
measures the oscillations in angular position of a sample of the metal, attached to a 

1 When the magnetization varies linearly with the field one need not distinguish betwl!en M iH and 
i'MfnH. Here, however, (and in the treatment of critical phenomena in Chapter 33) nonlinear diecis arc 
crucial lt is now gencrall} agreed that in such cases the susceptibility should be defined as i'M/i'TI. 

' Proc. 9th lmernat. Conf. Oil Lo"· Temperawre Pl1p ics, Daunt, Edwards, Milford, and Yaqub, ed. 
Plenum Press. New York, 1965, p. 665. 

' The torque only exists when the magnetization is not parallel to the field. Bccausc the effect is 
nonlinear, thiS is generally the case except when the field is m cert:tin symmetry direct ions. 
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ta) 

-
l'igure 14.2 
De Haas-van Alphen ostillatioos in (a) rhenium and (b) silver. (Courtesy of A. S. Joseph.) 

filar suspension, as the magnetic field strength, and hence the magnetization M(H) 
varies. TI1e second technique, especially valuable if high fields are required, measures 
the voltage induced in a pickup coil surrounding the sample when a burst4 of field 
is applied. Since this will be proportional to dM/dt = (dMfdH)(dH/dt), one can 
measure the oscillations in tbe susceptibility as a function of field. 

Even before the key to the theory of the de Haas- van Alphen effect for Bloch 
electrons was pointed out by Onsager, Landaus was able to account for the oscil
lations in free electron theory, as a direct consequence of the quantization of closed 

4 This "burst"' of fteld os, of course, slowly varying on the ~le of metallic relaxation limes. so that 
the m11gnetiu11ioo stays in equilibrium "'''h the instantaneous value of the field. 

• L 0 . Landau. Z. Pllys ~. 629 (1930). Note the date. Landau predicted the osollatioos without 
knowing o f de Hass and van Alph~n·s cxpcnment, but thought that a magnet ic field uniform enough to 
observe them could not be achoewd (see Problem 3). 
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1965. (d}-H . J . Trodahl and F . J . Blatt. Phys. Ret•. 180, 709 (1969). (e), (f}-M. C . Steele 
and J . Babiskin, Phys. R ev. 98. 359 (1955).) 

electronic orbits in a magnetic field, and thus as a direct observational manifestation 
of a purely quantum phenomenon. The phenomenon became of even greater interest 
and impor tance when Onsager6 poioted out that the change in 1/H through a single 
period of oscillation, ll(l/H), was determined by the remarkably simple relation : 

( 1) 2ne 1 
ll H = he A., (14.1) 

where A,. is any extremal cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface in a plane normal 
to the magnetic field. 

• L. Onsager, Phil. Mag. 43, 1006 (1952) . 
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Some extremal areas are illustrated m Figure 14.4. If the z-axis is taken along the 
magnetic field, then the area of a Fermi surface cross section at height k: is A(k,), 
and the extremal areas Ae arc the values of A(k,) at the k: where dAjdk, -= 0. (Thus 
maximum and minimum cross sections are among the extremal ones.) 

Figure 14.4 
Illustration of various extremal orbits. For H 
along the k 1-axis, (1) and (l) arc maximum 
extremal orbits and (3) is a minimum extremal 
orbit. When the field is along the k1-axis, only one 
extremal orbit, (4), is present. 

Constanl..,nergy 
surface 

Since altering the magnetic field direction brings different extremal areas mto p lay, 
all extremal areas of the Fermi surface can be mapped out. This frequently provides 
enough information to reconstruct the actual shape of the Fermi surface. In practice 
this may be a complex task, for if more than one extremal orbit is present in certain 
directions, or if more than one band is partially filled, several periods will be super
imposed. Ratller than directly disentatlgling the geometrical information from the 
data, it is often easier to guess at what the surface is (using, for example, an approxi
mate calculation of the band structure), later refining the guess by testing it against 
the data. 

The argumentjustifying(l4.1) is simple but strikingly bold. The explanation cannot 
be classical, for a theorem of Bohr and van Leeuwen (see Chapter 31) asserts that 
no properties of a classical system in thermal equilibrium can depend in any way on 
the magnetic field This powerful result applies to semiclassical systems (in the sense 
of Chapters 12 and 13) as well. so the de Haas- van Alphen effect is a definite failure 
of the semiclassical model. The failure arises whenever the semiclassical theory pre
dicts closed orbits for the electronic motion projected on a plane perpendicular to 
the field. When this happens (as it generally does). the energies of motion perpendicular 
to tl are quantized. To find these energy levels one must in principle return to Lhe 
Schrodingcr equation for an electron in the periodic crystalline potential in the 
presence of the magnetic field. The full solution of thjs problem is a formidable task, 
which has been accomplished only in the simple case of free electrons {i.e., zero 
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periodic potential) m a magnetic field. We describe the results in tbe free electron case 
below, referring the reader to one of the standard texts for their derivation.' We shall 
not use the free electron results except to illustrate and test tbe validity of Onsager's 
far more general, but somewhat less rigorous, theory of the magnetic levels in a 
periodic potential. 

FREE ELECTRONS IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD 

The orbital8 energy levels of an electron in a cubical box with sides oflength Lparallel 
to the x-, y-, and z-axes arc determined in the presence of a uniform magnetic field 
H along the z-direction by two quantum numbers, v and k,: 

S,{kz) = ~1:1 k. 
2 + ( v + ~) fuvc, 

eH 
w = - . (14.2) 

< me 

The quantum number v runs thwugh all nonnegative integers, and k. takes on the 
same values as in the absence of a magnetic field (Eq. (2.16) ): 

2nn. 
k,. = L., (14.3) 

for any integraln,. Each level is highly degenerate. The number oflevels with energy 
(14.2) for a given v and k" is (including the factor of 2 for spin degeneracy): 

Since 

2e HLz. 
lzc 

~ = 2.068 X w-1 G-cm2
, 

(14.4) 

(14.5) 

in a field of a kilogauss (a typical field for a de Haas-van Alphen experiment) and a 
sample 1 em on a side, this degeneracy will be about 1010• The degeneracy reflects 
the fact that a classical electron with a given energy and k, spirals about a line parallel 
to the z-axis, which can have arbitrary x- and y-coordina tes.9 

Equation (14.2) is quite plausible: Since there is no component of Lorentz force 
along H, the energy of motion in the z-direction is unaffected by the :field, and con~ 
tinues to be given by f1

2k, 2/2m. However, t11e energy of motion perpendicular to the 
field, which would be h2(kx 2 + k>' 2 )/ 2m if no field were present, is quantized in steps 
of liroc- Pianck's constant times the frequency of the classical motion (page 14). This 

' L D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quamum Meclianic.~, (2nd ed.) Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 
1965, pp. 424- 426, orR. E. Peieds. Qtiilllfllm Theory of Solids. Oxford, New York, 1955. p~ 146-147. 
Peierl.s gives a better discussion of the rather subtle spatial boundary condition. The energy levels are 
found by reducing the problem. by a simple transfotmation, to that of a one-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator. 

8 Equation (14.2) docs 1101 include the interacuon energy between the field and the clcct.ron spin. We 
consider the consequences of lhis additional term below, but for the moment we ignore iL 

• This is why the degeneracy (J4.4) is proporlionsl to the ~s-sectional area of the specimen. 

• 
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phenomenon is called orbit quantization. The set of all levels with a given v (and 
arbitrary k.) is referred to collectively as the vth Landau lel'el 10

. 

From this information a theory of the de Haas-van Alphen effect can be con
structed for the free electron model. Rather than reproduce that analysis11 we turn 
to a slightly modified version of Onsager's simple, but subtle, argument, which 
generalizes the free electron results to Bloch electrons and bears directly on the 
problem of Fermi surface determination. 

LEVELS OF BLOCH ELECTRONS IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

Onsager's generalization of Landau's free electron results is only valid for magnetic 
levels wit h fairly high quantum numbers. However, we shall find that the de Haas-van 
Alphen effect is due to levels at the Fermi energy which almost always do have very 
high quantum numbers. In free electron theory, for example, unless almost all the 
electronic energy is in motion parallel to the field, a level of energy 81 .. must have a 
quantum number v whose o rder of magnitude is B1,fhwc = BFI[ (ehfmc)H]. Now 

eh h 
- = - x 10-8 eVfG = 1.16 x w - s eVfG. 
me m 

(14.6) 

Since BF is typically several electron volts, even in fields as high as 104 G, the quantum 
number v will be o f o rder 104

• 

Energies of levels with very high quantum numbers can be accurately calculated 
with Bohr's correspondence principle, which asserts that the difference in energy of 
two adjacent levels is Planck's constant times the frequency of classical motion at 
the energy of the levels. Since k, is a constant of the semiclassical motion, we apply 
this condition to levels with a specified ~. and quantum numbers v and v + 1. 

Let B.(ka) be the energy of the vtb allowed lcvel12 at the given 1<.- The correspon
dence principle then gives 

(14.7) 

ao It must be added that the abo\·e results are only valid when the radaus of classical circular motion 
of an electron with energy f: and momentum hk. is not comparuble with the cross-sectional dimensions 
ohbe box. For an electron with energy f:, and k. - 0 the condition is most stringent : 

t;F llkF ( IIC) L » rc = - = = kF. 
W e mwc eH 

At 103 gauss, hc/eH ::::: 10-•o em•. Since kF is typically about 108 on - ' . the results are applicable to 
samples wtth dimensions on the order of centimeters, but fail when the s11mple is still as large as 0.1 mm. 

11 lt can be found in the book by Pe:ierls cited in foomote 7. 
u Throughout the discussion that follows we consider a single band, 11Dd drop explicit reference to 

the band index.. This is done primarily to avoid confusaon between the band index n and the magnetk 
quantum number v. TI1roughout this chapter &.(k, ) is the 1-th allowed energy of an electron in the given 
band. with wave ,·ector k,. Should it be nc=ry to deal with more than one band, we would use the 
notation r. •.• (k.). 
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where T(S, k,) is the period of semiclassical motion on lhe orbit specified by e and 
k, (Eq. (12.42)) : 

T( k = ll
2
c oA(6. k,) 8 ' .) elf o8 • (14.8) 

and A(8, k,) is the /c-space area enclosed by the o rbit. Combining (14.8) and (14.7). 
we may write (suppressing explicit reference to the variable kr.) 

a 2nelf 
(f.., ... 1 - 8~) ::;- A(e.) = I . 

c.8 1C 
(14.9) 

Because we are interested ins. of the order of 8F• we can greatly simplify (14.9). 
On the basis of the free electron results we expect that the energy difference between 
neighboring Landau levels will be of order hw., which is at least 10- 4 times smaller 
than the energies of the levels themselves. lt is therefore an excellent approximation 
to take : 

!_ A(6v) = A(6,. u) - A(8.). (14.10) 
ae e .... 1 - ev 

Placing this in (14.9) we find 

2nelf 
A(e .... t> - A(8.) = llc , (14.11) 

which states that classical orbits at adjacent allowed energies (and the same k,.) 
enclose areas that differ by the fixed amount AA, where 

AA = 2neH _ (14.12) 
he 

Another way of stating this conclusion is that, at large v, the area enclosed by the 
semiclassical orbit at an allowed energy and k= must depend on v according to: 

I A(8..(k: ). k=) = (\' + A) M.l (14.13) 

where;.. is indcpendentu of v. This is Onsager's famous result {which he derived by 
an al ternate route, using the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition). 

ORIGIN OF THE OSCfi.LATORY PHENOMENA 

Underlying the de Haas- van Alphen and related oscillations is a sharp oscillatory 
structure in the electronic density of levels imposed by the quantization condition 

·~ We shall follow the us ual practice of assuming that ). is also independent of k, and H . This is 
verified in Problem Ia for fr~-c electrons. and holds for any ellipsoidal band. Although it has not been 
proved in general. the reader is in"itcd to show, as an e>.ereisc, that the conclusion~ reached below under 
the a.'~umption of a constant ). are altered only if;, is an exceedingly rapidly "arying function of either 
k. or H . This is most unlikely. 
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(14.13). The level density wiJI have a sharp peak 14 whenever & is equal to the energy 
of an extremal orbit ts satisfying the quantization condition. The reason for this is 
shown in Figure 14.5. Figure 14.5a depicts the set of all orbits satisfying (14.13) for 
a given v. These form a tubular strucwre (of cross-sectional area (v + ),) 6A) in 
k·~pace. The contribution to g(&) d& from the Landau levels associated with orbits 
on the vth such tube will be the number of such levels with energies between & and 
& + d&. T his, in turn, is proportional to the area16 of the portion of tube contained 
between the constant-energy surfaces of energies & and e + de. Figure 14.5b shows 
this portion of tube when the orbits of energy & on the tube are nor extremal, and 
Figure 14.5c shows the portion of tube when there is an extremal orbit of energy eon 
the tube. Evidently the area of the portion of tube is enormously enhanced in the 
latter case, as a result of the very slO\\ energy variation of levels along the tube near 
the given orbit. 

Most electronic properties of metals depend on the density of levels at the Fermi 
energy, g(&F)· I t follows directly from the above argument 17 tbat g(EF) will be singular 

H,k, 

----.. -.... 

(a) 

figure 14.5 

li, k, 
f. (k_) = &+ d& 

--t--1 

(b) (c) 

Orbit of 
energy& 

(a) A Landau tube. Its cross secllons by planes perpendicular to H have the same area
(•· + ).) t.A for the vth tube- and are bounded by curves of constant energy e,(f..r) at height 
11.. (b) The portion of the tube containing orbits in the energy range rrom & to & + tl& when 
none or the orbits in that range occupy e..tremal positions on their constant-energy surfaces. 
(c) Same construction as in (b), except tha t & is now the energy of an extremal orbit. Note 
the great enhancement in the range of k. ror wh1ch the tube is contained between the constant
energy surrae<.--s at & and & + df .. 

14 In fact. a more detailed analysis shows that the le•el density becomes singular as (8 - t 0 ) - 112• 

when e is ncar the cm.:rgy &0 of an exlrcmul orbit sallsfying the quanuz.ation conditton. 
" An c~tremal orbit of energy & ts one that encloses an extremal cross-scc:tional Area of the surface 

&(kj - & 
' " The density of lev;,Js contained in the lube is umform along the field direction, allowed values of 

k, being given by ( 14.3~ 
" Strictly speaking. the chemtcal potc:ntinl (whkh is equal to tr at zero temperature) also depends 

on ma@Jietic field strength. complicaltng the argument. butthi. is a very small eiTca and can normally •e 
ignored 
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whenever the value of the magnetic field causes an extremal orbit on the Fermi 
surface to satisfy the quantization condatioo ( 14.13), i.e., whenever 

(l' + /.) 6A = A~(&F). ( 14.14) 

Using the value (14. 12) for L\A, it follows that g(eF) will be singular at regularly 
spaced intervals in I li given by 

L\ (~) = ~~: ,-1.,..,.;&-F-). (14.15) 

Thus oscillatory behavior as a function of I H \\ ith period (14.1 5) should appear 
in any quantity that depends on the level density at eF• which, at zero tempera ture, 
includes almost all characteristic mctallk properties. 

At nonzero temperatures typical metallic properties are determined by averages 
over a range of energies within k8 Tof eF. If this range is so broad that for any value 
of H extremal orbits satisfying ( 14. 13) contri bute <tpprcciably to the avernge. then the 
oscillatory structure in l{H will be washed out This will happen when k8 T is greater 
than the typical energy separation bct111een adjoining tubes of Landau levels. We 
estimate lhis energy separation by its free electron value. hwc (Eq. (I 4.2) ). Since 

elr 
-...,.J = 1.34 X 10 -~ K/G. 
IIIC \ 8 

(14.16) 

one must use fields of the order of 1 0~ G and tem peratures as low as a few degrees 
Kelvin to avoid Lhe thermal obliteration of the oscillations. 

Electron scattering can cause similar problems. A detailed treatment of how this 
affects the oscillations is d iflieu lt, but for a rough estimate we need only note that if 
the electronic relaxation time is r. then its energy can be defined only to within 
L\& - llf r . If L\1-.: is larger than the spacing between peaks in y(t). the oscillatory 
structure will be appreciably dimini~hed. In the free electron case th is spacing is 
furJco which leads to the condition that w,:r be comparable to or larger than unity for 
oscillations to be obsen·ed. T his is tl1e same high-field condition tl1at arises in the 
semiclassical theory of electronic transport (Chap ters 12 and 13). 

THE EFFECT OF ELECTRON SPIN ON THE OSCILLATORY 
PHENOMENA 

Ignoring the dfccts of spin-orbit coupling/8 the major complication introduced by 
electron spin is that the energy of each level will be increased or decreased by an 
amount 

geltH 
4mc 

(14.17) 

according to whether the spin is along or opposite to the field. The number g (not to 
be confused with the level density !J(S)) IS the "electron g-factor," which is very nearly 
equal to 2. 1fwc denote the levd density calculated by ignoring this additional energy 

'" \Vhich ar.: 'mull•n tbo: hght~r d,·mcnh. &.: p:1gc 169. 

• 
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by g0 (e). then the result of these shtfis IS that the true leH:I density g(e) is given by 

I ( gef1H) I ( (Jt-fiH) g(e) = 2 fJo e + .4 + -., 9o e - -4 - . 
11/C - IIIC 

(1·U8) 

Note that the shifi m the peaks is com parable to the separation between peaks (as 
estima ted by the free electron value elzH •me). Cases have actually been observed in 
wh1~:b for appropri:ue field directions th1s shift causes the oscillations in the two 
tcnns of ( 14. l 8) to fall 180' out of phase. leading to no net oscillauon. 

OTHER FERMI SURFACE PROBES 

A ' 'a riety of other expenments are used to prone the Fermi surface. In general, the 
information available from other techniques is geometrically less straightfo rwurd 
than the extrema l areas supplied by the de Haas - van Alphen ciTect a nd related 
oscillations_ Furthermore, this information is often more difficult to extract un
ambiguously from the data. We therefore confine ourselves to a brief survey o f 
selected methods. 

The Magnetoacoustic Effect 

Fairly d irect information about Fermi su rface geometry can sometimes be extracted 
by measuring the auenu~Hion of sound '"a'es in a rneta l as they propagate perpendic
ular to a uniform magnetic field, 19 particularly if the wave IS carried by displacements 
of the ions that a re both perpendtcular to its direction o f propagation. and to the 
magnetic field (Figure 14.6). Since the 1ons are electrically charged. such a wave is 
accompanied by an electric field oft he same frequency, wave vector. and polanza tio n. 
The electrons in the meta l can interact \\ith the sound wave through this electric 
field, thereby supporting o r hindering its propagation. 

H conditions permit the electrons to complete many o rbits in lbe magnetic field 
between collisions, 20 then the sound attenuation can depend on wavelengt h in a 

Figure 14.6 
The mstantaneous displacement from equi
hbrium o f the ions in a sound ~'a'e SUitable 
for the magnetoacoustic ciTect Only one 
row o f ions is shown 

u 

X = equthb-
rium P0itlon 

--= inst..a,.,... 
C3ntous 
J>O$illon 

&P A det3ilcd th~or) o f this phcnon•cnon in the C3se of frl!t: electrons has been gJVen by M H . Cohen 
et al., Pl•.rs. Ret·. 117.917 (l'i60). 

;o Th1s require' M, t » I : o.e, the spccunen must be a single cryst.tl t'f h1~h purity at low temper.uures 
in 3 't roog field. 
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manner reflecting the Fermi surface geometry. This is bccause21 the electrons follow 
real space orbits whose projections in p lanes perpendicular to the field are simply 
cross sections of constant energy surfaces, scaled by the factor lu.:feH (and rotated 
through 90"). W hen the wavelength o f the sound is comparable to the dimensions 
of an electron's orbit22 the extent to which the elect ric :field of the wave perturbs the 
electron depends on how the wavelength I matches the maximum linear dimension 
lc of the orbit along the direction of wave propagation (referred to in this context as 
the orbit's .. diameter"). For example, electrons on orbits with diameters equal to half 
a wavelength (Figure 14.7a) can be accelerated {or decelerated) by the wave throughout 
their entire o rbit, while electrons with orbit d iameters equal to a whole wavelength 
(Figure 14.7b) must always be accelerated on parts of their orbit and decelerated on 
other parts. 

H 

(a) 

(b) 

F igure 14.7 
(a) An electron orbit with a diameter 
lc equal to half a wavelength, posi
tioned so as to be accelerated by the 
electric field accompanying the sound 
wave at all points of its orbit. (b) An 
electron orbi t with a d iameter equal 
to a whole wavelength. No matter 
where the o rbit is positioned along 
Lhe d irect ton q. Lhe kind of coherent 
acceleration (or deceleration) over Lhe 
entire orbit possible in case (a) cannot 
occur. 

More generally, an electron will be weakly coupled to the wave when its orbit 
diameter is a whole number o f wavelengths, but can be strongly coupled when the 
orbit diameter differs from a whole number o f wavelengths by half a wavelength: 

lc = nl 
lc = (n + t)l 

(weakly coupled), 
(strongly coupled). ( 14.19) 

The only electrons that can affect the sound attenuation are those near lhe Fermi 
surface. since the exclusion principle forbids electrons with lower energies from 
exchanging small amounts of energ) with the wave. Tbc Fermi surface has a con-

" See J'dJ!C:S 2.29 and 230. 
u A typical orbit d1ameter is of order v,./w .. Since the angular frequency or the sound i~ of order 

J:,jl. "hen I~ '• we hAvew :>:: w,(rJc,.). Typ1cal sound \elocitiesare about I percent ofthe Fcrmj velocity. 
so el.:•"trons can complete many orbits during a sinsJe pcnod of the waves of interest. In part1cular. during 
A sin~c: revolution of an electron. the electric field perturbing it can be rrgardcd as static. 
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tinuous range of diameters, but the electrons on orbits with diameters near the 
extremal diameters play a dominant role., since there arc many more of them. 23 

As a result the sound attenuation can display a periodic variation with inverse 
wavelength, in which the period {cf. Eq. {14.19)) is equal to the inverse of the extremal 
diameters of the Fermi surface along the direction of sound propagation: 

6 G)=,:. (14.20) 

By varying the direction of propagation (to bring different extremal diameters into 
play) and by varying the direction of the magnetic field (to bring different Fermi 
surface cross sections into play), one can sometimes deduce the shape of the Fermi 
surface from this structure jn the sound attenuation. 

Ultrasonic Attenuation 

Information about the Fermi surface can also be extracted from measurements of 
sound attenuation when no magnetic field is presenL One no longer examines a 
resonant effect, but simply calculates the rate of attenuation assuming that it ts 
entirely due to energy being lost to the electrons. It can be shown that if this is the 
case,24 then the attenuation will be entirely determined by Fermi surface geometry. 
However, the geometrical information extracted in this way is, under the best of 
circumstances, nowhere near as simple as either the extremal areas furnished by the 
de Haas- van Alphen effect or U1e extremal diameters one can deduce from the 
magnetoacoustic effect. 

Anomalous Skin Effect 

One of the earliest Fermi surface determinations (in copper) was made by Pippard25 

from measurements of the reflection and absorption of microwave electromagnetic 
radiation {in the absence of a static magnetic field). If the frequency w is not too high, 
such a field will penetrate into the metal a distance {J0 (the "classical skin depth") 
given by26 

llo = J2~qw . (I 4.21) 

The derivation of(l4.21) assumes that the field in the metal varies little over a mean 
free path : ll0 » f . When {J0 is comparable to fa much more complicated theory is 
required, and when {J0 « f (the "extreme anomalous regime") the simple picture of 
an exponentially decaying field over a distance {J0 breaks down completely. However, 
in the extreme anomalous case it can be sh0wn that the field penetration and the 

13 Th•s is quite analogous to the role played by cross sections or extremal area in the theory or the 
de Haas - van Alpben effect. 

24 In genera~ an unwarranted assumption. There are other mechanisms ror sound aucnuation. See, 
for exam pte. Chapter 25 . 

., A. B. Pippard, Phil. Trans. Ro} Soc. A250. 325 (1957). 
•• See. for example, J. D. Jackson, C/as)ical Elecrrodp wmics., waey, t'ew York, 1962, p. 225. 
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microwave reflectivity are now determined entirely by certain features of the Fermi 
surface geometry that depend only on the orientation of the Fermi surface with 
respect to the actual surface of the sample. 

Cyclotron Resonance 

This technique also exploits tl1e attenuation of a microwave field as it penetrates a 
metal. Strictly speaking, the method does not measure Fermi surface geometry. but 
the •·cyclotron mass" (12.44), determined by i'A/2& This is done by observing the 
frequency at which an electric field resonates with the electronic motion in a uniform 
magnetic field. High w.r is required for the electrons to undergo periodic motion, 
and the resonance condition w = w, is satisfied at microwave frequencies. 

Since the field does not penetrate far into the metal, electrons can absorb energy 
only when they are within a skin depth of the surfaceP At microwave frequencies 
and large w, one is in the extreme anomalous regime, where the skin depth is quite 
small compared to the mean free path. Because the dimensions of the electron's real 
space orbit at the Fermi surface are comparable to the mean free path, the skin depth 
will also be small compared with the size of the orbit. 

These considerations led Az.bel' and Kaner28 to suggest placing the magnetic field 
parallel to the surface, leading to the geometry shown in Figure 14.8. Lf the electron 

• E figure 14.8 
I6o Parallel-field Azbci'-Kaner geometry. 

experiences an electric field of the same phase each time it enters the skin depth, then 
it can resonantly absorb energy from the field. This will be the cas.e if the applied 
field has completed an integral number of periods, T£, each time the electron returns 
to the surface: 

(14.22) 

where T is the period of cyclotron motion and n is an integer. Since frequencies 
are inversely proportional to periods we can write ( 14.22) as 

(14.23) 

Usually one works at fixed frequency w, and varies the strength of the magnetic field 
H, writing the resonant condition as 

1 2ne 1 - = n H 11 2tw OA{ce · 
(14.24) 

Thus if the absorption is plotted vs. 1/H, resonant peaks due to a given cyclotron 
period will be uniformly spaced. 

11 In scmicondudors the electron density is very much lower, a microwave field can penetrate much 
further, and the technique of cycloLron resonance is much more straightforward. (See Chapter 28.) 

,. M. I. A2bcl' and E. A. Kaner. Sov. f'l•ys. JETP 3, n2 (1956~ 

• 
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Analysis o f the data is complicated by the question of which o rbits a rc providing 
the major contributions to the resonance. In the case of an e!Irpsoidal Fermi surface 
it can be shown that the cyclotron frequency depends only on the direction of the 
magnetic field, independent of the height. k,, of the o rbit. The method is therefore 
quite unambiguous in this case. However, when a continuum of periods is present 
fo r a given field direction, as happens whenever T(BF, k.) depends on k=, some care 
must be exercised in interpreting the data As usual. only o rbits at the Fermi surface 
need be considered, for the exclusion principle prohibits electrons m lower-lying 
orbits from absorbing energy. A quantitative calculation indicates tha t the orbits at 
which the cyclotron period T(BF, k~) has its extremal value with respect to k. are 
very likely to determine the resonant frequencies. However, the detailed frequency 
dependence of the energy loss can have quite a complicated structure, and one must 
be wary of the possibility that one may not always be measuring extremal values of 
T(BF, k,), but some rather complicated average of T over the Fermi surface. The 
situation is nowhere near as clearcut as it is in the de Haas- van Alphen effect. 

Some typical cyclotron resonance data are shown in Figure J 4.9. Note that several 
extremal periods are involved. The uniform spacing in 1/ H of all the peaks produced 
by a single period is of great help in sorting out the rather complex structure. 

Figure 14.9 
Typical cyclotron resonance 
peaks in aluminum at two 
different field orientations. 
Peaks in the field derivative 
of the a bsorbed power due 
to four distinct extremal cy
clotron masses can be iden
tified (Peaks due to the same 
extremal mass are spaced 
uniformly in 1/ H, as can be 
verified by careful examina-
tion of the figure.) (T. W . 
Moore and F . W. Spong, 
Phys. Rev. US, 846 (1962).) 

• 
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Size Effects 

Another class o f Fermi surface probes works with very thin specimens with parallel 
plane surfaces, looking for resonant effects produced by those electronic orbits that 
just fit between the two surfaces. The most straightforward of these is the parallel-field 
Gantmakher effect, 29 in which a thin plate of metal is placed in a magnetic field 
parallel to its surface, and exposed to microwave radiation polarized perpendicular 
to the field (Figure 14.1 0). 

Metal slab with 
parallel races 

H perpcndiculaJ 
to figure 

Figure 14.10 

lnCldc:nt radiatiOn 

- - ---1---- Direction of£ 

1 Transmitted rad.iation 

The parallel-field Gantmakher effecL When the thickness of the 
slab coincides with an extremal orbit diameter (or is an integral 
multiple of an extremal orbit diameter), there will be resonant 
transmission through t he slab. The field can penetrate the slab only 
to within the skin depth (shaded region on top). and only electrons 
within a skin depth can reradiate energy out of the metal (shaded 
region o n the bottom). 

Suppose that the s lab is thick compared with the skin depth, but not compared 
with the mean free path (which requires us to be in the extreme anomalous regime). 
Then an electric field can influence the electrons only when they are within a skin 
depth of the surface, and, conversely, electrons can radiate energy back out of the 
metal onJy when they are within a skin depth of the surface. 

Now consider those electrons whose orbits in the magnetic field carry them from 
witbin a skin depth of the top of the slab to within a skin depth of the bottom. lL can 
be shown that electrons in such orbits can reproduce, on the far side of the slab, the 
current induced by the driving electric field on the near side, thereby causing electro
magnetic energy to be radiated from the far side of the slab. As a result, there is a 
resonant increase in the transmission of electromagnetic energy through the slab 

29 V, F Gantmakher. Sor. Phy< JF.Tf' 15. 982 (1962). The parallel- and tilted-field Ganunakher 
effects are also important sources of information about electronic rclax::lllon times. 
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whenever the thickness and magnetic field are such that orbits can be so matched 
with the surfaces. Here, again, only electrons near the Fermi surface are effective, 
since only these are permitted by the exclusion principle to exchange energy with the 
field. Here, too, only orbits with extremal linear dimensions will contribute to the 
resonance. 

Measurements of the Gantmakher effect are often made in the megahertz region 
to avoid the complex situation arising when the size resonances are superimposed 
on the cyclotron resonance frequencies, as might happen in the microwave regime. 
It is necessary, however, that the frequency be high enough to be in the anomalous . 
reg1me. 

The Fermi surface probes described above, together with a variety of related probes, 
have now been applied to a large number of metals. The information that has been 
extracted in this way is surveyed in Chapter 15. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Show that the Onsager quantization condition (14.13) (with i. = tl applied to the orbits 
of a free electron leads directly to the free electron levels (142). 

(b) Show that the degeneracy (14.4) of the free electron levels (14.2) is just the number of 
:zero-field free electron levels with the given }c., and with k,. and k

1
. \\ithin a planar region of area 

• M (Eq. (14.12)). 

2. Using the fundamental relation (14.1), deduce the ratio of the areas of the two extremal 
orbits responsible for the oscillations in Figure 14.2b. 

3. If there is any non uniformity of the magnetic field over the sample of metal used in a de 

Haas-van Alphen experiment, then the structure in g(~) will reflect this variation. Different regions 
will have maxima in g(E) at different field strengths, and the susceptibility, which sums contribu
tions from all regions, may lose its oscillatory structur'C. To avoid this, any spatial variation {iff in 

the field must lead to a variation M. that is small compared with& •• 1 -e. for the extremal orbits. 
Using the fact that oA(~. k,)/ok, vanishes for the extremal orbits, calculate i'e,(k,)1i H from ( 14-13) 
for an extremal orbit. Deduce from this that to preserve the oscillatory structure the field in
homogeneity must satisfy 

where l\A is given in (14.12). 

oH AA 
- < H A' 

(14.25) 

4. (a) Show that in the range of microwave frequencies ((IJ - 1010 sec- 1
) Eq. (1.33) for the 

propagation of an cl.ectromagnctic wave in a metal reduces to 

-V2E = (4:~w) E. (14.26) 

(b) Deduce from this the expres.<;ion (1421) for the classical skin depth. 
(c) Why is this analysis incorrect when the field varies appreciably over a mean free path? 

(Hint : It is necessary to reexamine Drucie's derivation of Ohm"s law.) 

·~ 
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In this chapter we describe some of the better understood features of the band 
structures of spedfic metals, as deduced from experiment through techniques such 
as those described in Chapter 14. Our primary aim is simply to illustrate the great 
range and variety of band structures possessed by the metallic elemenls. When, 
however, a particular feature o f its band structure is strikingly reflected in the physical 
properties o f a melal, we shall point this out. ln particular, we shall note examples of 
Fenni surfaces that afford dearcut illustrations of the influence o f band structure on 
transport properties, as discussed in Chapters 12 and 13, as well as noting some of 
the more straightforward examples of how band struct ure can affect specific heats 
and optical properties. 

THE MONOVALENT METALS 

The monovalent metals have the simplest of a ll Fem1i surfaces. They fa ll into two 
classes, the a lkali metals and the noble metals, whose atomic structures and crystal 
structures are shown in Table 15.1. 

Table 15.1 
THE MONOVALENT METALS 

ALKAU METALS 

(BODY-CENTERED CUBIC)0 

Li: JsZ2sJ 
Na : [Ne]3s' 
K : [Ar)4s1 

Rb : [Kr]Ss' 
Cs : [Xej6s ' 

t\OBU: M£T ALS 

(FACE-CENTERED CUBJC) 

Cu : [Ar]3d104s' 
Ag: [Kr)4d105s1 

Au : [Xe]4/' 4 Sd•o6s' 

0 The Fermi surface of lithium is not well known because it has a 
so-called martensttic tran!>formation to a mixture of crystalline phases 
at 77 K . Thus the bee phase only exists at temperatures too high to 
observe the de Haas- van Alphen effect, and the low-temperature 
phase Jacks tbe crystallinity necessary for a de Haas- van Alphen 
study. Sodium undergoes a similar martcnsitic transformation at 
23 K, but with care the transformation can be partially inhibited, 
and good de Haas- van Alphen data on the bee phase have been 
obtained. (We have also omitted the fust and the last occupants of 
column lA of the periodic table from the list of alkali metals : Solid 
hydrogen is an insulator (and therefore not a monatomic Bravais 
lattice), though a metallic phase at very high pressures has been con
jectured ; and francium is radioactive, with a very short half-life.) 

The Fenni surfaces of these metals are known with great precision (with the 
exception of lithium) and enclose a volume of k-space that· accommodates just one 
electron per a tom. AU the bands are completely filled o r empty except for a single 
half-filled conduction band. Of the two groups the noble metals are the more com
plicated. Their Fermi sucfaccs have a more complex topology and the influence on 
their properties of the filled d-band can be pronounced. 

) 
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The AJkali Metals 

The alkali metals have singly charged ions (whose core electrons form the tightly 
bound rare gas configuration and therefore give rise to very low-lying, very narrow, 
filled, tight-binding bands) outside of which a single conduction electron moves. If 
we treated the conduction electrons in the metal as completely free, then the Fermi 
surface would be a sphere of radius kF• given by (see Eq. (2.21)) 

k/ 2 
- = n =-, 
3n2 a3 (15.1) 

where a is the side of the conventional cubic cell (the bee Bravais lattice bas two 
atoms per conventional cell). In units of 2nfa (half the length of the side of the con
ventional cubic cell of the fcc reciprocal lattice) we can write: 

( 3 )1/3 (271") (27t) kF = 4,; Q" = 0.620 ~ . (15.2) 

1l1e shortest distance from the center of the zone to a zone face (Figure 15.1) is 

(15.3) 

Therefore the free electron sphere is entirely contained within the first zone, ap
proaching it most closely in the direction rN, where it reaches a fraction kd1N = 

0.877 of the way to the zone face. 
De Haas- van Alphen measurements of the Fermi surface confirm this free electron 

picture to a remarkable degree of precision, especially in Na and K, where deviations 
in k1• from the free electron value are at most a few parts in a thousand. 1 The deviations 
of these Fermi surfaces from perfect spheres are shown in Figure 15.1, which reveals 
both bow small these deviations are, and how very precisely they are known. 

Thus the alkalis furnish a spectacular exarnple of the accuracy of the Sommerfeld 
free electron model. It would be wrong to conclude from this, however, that the 
effective crystalline potential is minute in the alkali metals. What it does suggest is 
that the weak pseudopotential method (Chapter 11) is well suited to describing the 
conduction electrons in the alkalis. Furthermore, even the pseudopotential need not 
be minute, for except near Bragg planes the deviation from free electron behavior 
occurs only to second order in the perturbing potential (Problem 5; see also Chapter 
9). As a result, it can be shown that band gaps as large as an electron volt at the Bragg 
planes are still consistent with the nearly spherical Fermi surfaces (see Figure 15.3). 

1 The difficulty in observing such minute changes in the de Haas-van Alphen period as the orientation 
of the crystal is changed is neatly circum¥c:nted by working at constant magnetic field. and observing 
the change in susceptibility as theorientati.oo oflhe crystal vanes. Typical data are illustrated in Figure 15.2. 
The pcak-to·peak distance is now associated with a change in extremal area of t.A. which is typically 
Jo -•A. Therefore, quite preci~c information can be extracted. 

) 
• 
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+0.106% 
-O.IOS% 

Sodium 

-----,-o.94% 

+0.9S% 

Rubidium Cesium 

Figure 15.1 
The measured Fermi surfaces of the alkali metals. Contours of constant distance from the 
origin are shown for that portion of the surface lying in the ftrst octant. The numbers 
indicate percent deviation of kjk 0 from unity at maximum and minimum deviation, 
where k0 is the radius of the free electron sphere. Contours for Na and K are at intervals 
of0.02 percent, for Rb at intervals of0.2 percent. with an extra dashed one at -0.3 percent, 
and for Cs at intervals of 0.5 percent, with an extra dashed one at - 1.25 percent. (From 
D. Shoenbcrg, The Ph)'sics of Metals, vol I, J. M. Ziman. cd, Cambridge.. 1969.) 
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I l ' I I 111 (01 ll fill] 

140 100 80 
Fi~ure 15.2 
De Haas- van Alphen oscillations produced by rolating a potassium crystal in a fixed magnetic 
field. (From D. Shocnberg, Low Ti'mperature Physics LT9. Plenum Press. New York. 1965.) 

The alkali metals are unique in possessing nearly spherical Fermi surfaces lying 
entirely inside a single Brillouin wne. Because of this property the detailed semi
classical analysis of Chapter 12 reduces to the simple Sommerfeld free electron theor y 
of Cha pter 2 when a pplied to the transport properties oft he alkalis. Since the analysis 
o f free electrons is simpler than fo r general Bloch electrons, the a lkaUs provide a 
most valuable testing ground fo r studying various aspects of electro nic behavior in 
metals, free o f the formidable analytical complications imposed by band structure. 

Figure 15.3 
Illustrating that a rairly substantial 
energy gap a t the Bragg plane (N) 
is possible, even though the bands 
are indistinguishable from free elec
tron bands at kF = 0.877 rN. 
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By and large the observed transport properties of the alkali metals2 agree rea
sonably well with the observed sphericity of thetr Fermi surfa~ie., with the 
predictions of free electron theory. However, it is difficult to prepare samples suffi
ciently free o f crystalline defects to test this with any stringency. Thus, for example, 
a lthough it is clear that measurements ofthe magnetoresistance show it to be far less 
field-dependent in the a lka lis than in many other metals, the field-independent 
behavior a t large wc-r required for spherical Fem1i surfaces has yet to be observed, 
and measured Hall constants are still reported which deviate by a few percent from 
the value - l fnec required by free electron theory (or by any simple closed Fermi 
surface containing one electronic level per atom). These discrepancies have led to 
some specula tion that the electronic structure of the alkalis may be more complex 
than described here, but the evidence for this is far from compelling, and as of this 
writing the widely prevailing opinion is that the alkali metals do indeed have very 
nearly spherical F ermi surfaces. 

The Noble Metals 

A comparison of potassium ([ Ar )4s1
) and copper ([ Ar ]3d1 04s1

) reveals the charac
teristic important differences between the alkali and noble metals. In the metallic 
state o f both elements, the closed-shell a tomic levels of the argon configuration 
(Is2 2s22p6 3s23p6

) give rise to very tightly bound bands, lying well below the energies 
of any o f the remaining electronic levels in the metal. The electrons in these low-lying 
levels can be considered as part of the (for most purposes) inert ion cores. and the 
remaining bands can be constructed by considering either a bee Bravais lattice of 
K ~ ion cores to which is added one electron per primitive cell, or an fcc Bravais 
lattice ofCu 11 ~ ions t o which are added eleven electrons (3d 1 0 4s 1

) per primitive cell. 
In the cao;e of potassium (and the o ther alkalis) the extra electron is accommodated 

by filling half of a band that is quite free electron-like. resulting in the very nearly 
spherical Fermi surfaces described above. 

In the case of copper (and the o ther noble metals3
) a t least six bands a re required 

(and s ix turn out to be enough) to accommodate the eleven additional electrons. 
Their structure is·shown in Figure 15.4. For a lmost all wave vectors k the six bands 
can be seen to separate into five lying in a relatively narrow range of energies from 
about 2 to 5 eV below s,., and a sixth, with an energy anywhere from about 7 eV 
above to 9 eV below s,.. 

It is conventional to refer to the set of five narrow bands as the c/-bands. and the 
remaining set of levels as the s-band. However, these designations must be used 
cautiously, since at some values ofk all six levels are close together, and the distinction 
between d-baod and s-band leve.ls is not meaningful. The nomenclature reflects the 
fact that a t wave vectors where the levels do clearly group into sets of five and one, 
the five are derived from the five o rbital a tomic d-levels, in the sense of tight binding 
(Chapter 10). and the remaining level accommodates what \vould be the 4s electron 
in the a tom. 

1 Excepting lithjwn. whO!Ie Fermi surfnc.:.. ror lhe rea..ons mo:nllonc.:d 10 Table IS. I . is poorl} known. 
> The 4/ band in gold lies low enough for its clecLrons to be c:on~idcred part o f the ion core, along 

"uh all those from the Xe configuration. 

• 
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figure 15.4 
(a) Calculated energy bands 
in copper. (Afler G. A. Bur
dick, Phys. Rev. 129. 138 
{1963).) The t; vs. k curves are 
shown along several lines in 
the intenor and on the surface 
of t he first zonc."("Ille point r 
is at the center of the zone.) 
The d-bands occupy tbe 
darkest region of the figure, 
whose width is about 3.5 eV. 
(b) The lowest-lying free 
electron energies along the 
same lines as in (a). (The 
energy scales in (a) and (b) 
are not the same.) 
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Note that the k dependence of the s-band levels, except where they approach the 
d-bands, bears a remarkable resemblance to the lowest free electron band for an fcc 
crystal (plotted in Figure 15.4b for comparison). especially if one allows for the 
expected modifications near the zone faces characteristic of a nearly free electron 
calculation (Chapter 9). Note also that the Fermi level lies far enough above the 
d-band for the s-band to intersect r.F at points where the resemblance to the free 
electron band is still quite rccognizablc.4 Thus the calculated band structure indicates 
that for purposes of Fermi surface determination one might still hope for some 
success with a nearly free electron calculation. However, one must always keep in 
mind that not too far below the Fermi energy lurks a very complex set of d-bands, 
which can be expected to influence the metallic properties far more strongly than 
do any of the filled bands in the alkali metals.s 

The Fermi surface for a single half-filled free electron band in an fcc Bravais 
latuce is a sphere entirely contained within the first Brillouin zone, approaching the 
surface of the zone most closely in the ( Ill) directions, where it reaches 0.903 of the 
distance from the origin to the center of the hexagonal face. The de Haas- van Alphen 

• However, the Fermi level is close enough to the d-band to make the s-band nomenclature somewhat 
dubaou. for conduction band le•el~ on the Fermi surface. A more precasc specification of ho\\' s-lil<c or 
d-likc a level is must be based on a deuuled examinatic>n of its wave function. In tlus sense most, but 
by no meAn> all, levels ar the Fermi surfaCe are s· like. 

• The atomic ionization potentials provade a conventem reminder of the daffercnt roles played by 
filled band:. an the alkala and noble metals. To remove the first (4s) and then the second tlp) electron from 
atomac potassium requires 4.34 and 31.81 eV, respectively. The corresponding figures for copper are 
7 72 eV (4$1 and 20.29 eV (3d). 

- • 
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effect in all three noble metals reveals that their Fermi surfaces arc closely related to 
the free electron sphere; however, in the (I ll) directions contact IS actually made 
with the zone faces, and the measured Fenni surfaces have the shape shown in Figure 
15.5. Eight unecks" reach out to touch the eight hexagonal faces of the zone. but 
otherwise the surface is not grossly distorted from spherical. The existence of these 
necks is most strikingly evident in the de Haas- van Alphen oscillations for magnetic 
fields in the ( 111) directions, which contain two periods, determined by the extremal 
~belly .. (maximum) and "neck" (minimum) orbits (Figure 15.6). The ratio of the two 
periods directly determines the ratio of the maximal to minimal ( 11 1) cross sections:6 

X 

X 

(a) 

X K 

r 
X K 

• 

r 
(b) 

K 

K 

K 

Figure 15.5 
(a) Ln the three noble metals the rree electron sphere 
bulges out in the (I ll ) di m:uons to make c.ontact with 
the hexagonal zone faces. (b) Detailed cross sections 
of lhc surface for the separate metals.. (D. Shoenberg 
and D. J. Roaf, P/ri/. Trans. Roy. Soc. l5S. 85(1962).) The 
cross sections may be identified by a comparison with 
(a~ 

6 M. R. Halsc, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A265, 507 ( 1969). The entry for siher can be read directly from 
1hc experimental curve in Fit!ure I 5.6 

• 
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A Il l (BELLY)/ Alll (NECK) 

27 
51 
29 

Although a distorted sphere. bulging out to make contact with the hexagonal 
zone faces. is still a fairly simple structure, when viewed in the repeated-zone scheme 
the noble metal Fermi smface reveals a variety of exceedingly complex orbits_ Some 
of the simplest are shown in Figure 15_7_ The open o rbits are responsible for the very 
dramatic behavior of the magneto resistance o f the noble metals (Figure 15-8}, whose 

Figure 15-6 
De Haas-van Alphen oscillations in silver_ (Courtesy or A. $_ 
Joseph _) The magnetic field is along a (111) direction_ The two 
distinct periods are due to the neck and belly orbits indicated in 
the inset, the high-frequency oscillat ions coming from the larger 
belly orbit_ By merely counting tbe number or high-frequency 
periods in a single low-frequency period (i_e_, between the two 
arrows) one deduces directly that A 11 1 (belly)/ A 111 (neck) = 51 . 
(Note that it is not necessary to know either the vertical or hori
zontal scales of £he graph to deteunine this fundamental piece of 
geometrical information!) 
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Figure 15.7 
Indicating only a few of the surprisingl)' many 
typeS of orbils an electron can pursue in k-:;pace 
when a uniform magnetic field is applied to a 
noble metal. {Recall that the orbi ts are given by 
slicing the Fermi surface with planes perpen
dicular to the field.) The figure displays (a) a 
closed particle orbit ; (b) a closed hole orbit ; 
(c) an open orbit, which continues in the same 
general direction indefinitely in the repeated
zone scheme. 

-
400 600 

Figure 15.8 
The spectacular direction de
pendence of the high-field 
magnetoresistance in copper 
that IS characteristic of a Fermi 
surface support ing open orbits. 
The (001] and [010) directions 
of the copper crystal are as 
indicated in the figure, and the 
current flows in the [I 00) 
direction perpendicular to the 
graph. The magnetic field is 
in the plane o f the graph. lts 
magnitude is fixed at 18 k ilo
gauss, and its direction varied 
continuously from [001] to 
(010] The graph is a polar 
plot of 

p{H) - p(O) 

p(O) 

vs. orientation of the field. The 
sample is very pure and the 
temperature very low (4.2 K
thc temperature of liquid he
lium) to insure the highest 
possible value for w,r. (J. R. 
Klauder and J . E. Kunzler, 
The f'ermi Surface. Harrison 
and Webt- s., Wiley. New 
York. 196V. .. 
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failure to saturate in certain directions is very neatly explained by the semiclassical 
theory (sec pages 234 239). 

Although the topology of the noble metal r'ermi surfaces can lead to very complex 
transport properties, the Fermi surfaces have but a single branch, and therefore like 
the alkali metals the noble metals can be treated as one-band metals in analyses of 
their transport properties. All other known Fermi surfaces of metallic elements have 
• more than one branch. 

Because, however, of the very shallow d-bands, a one-band model is quite likely 
to be inadequate in explaining effects requiring more than a semiclassical analysis. 
The d-bands arc revealed especially unambiguously in the optical properties of the 
noble metals. 

Optical Properties of the Monovalent Metals 

The color of a metal is determined by the frequency dependence of its reflectivity : 
Some frequencies are reflected more strongly than others. The very different colors 
of copper, gold, and aluminum indicate that this frequency dependence can vary 
strikingly from one metal to another. 

In turn, the reflectivity of a metal is determined by its frequency-dependent 
conductivity, through one of the standard calculations of electromagnetic theory 
(Appendix K). Substitutrng the free electron form {1.29) into Eq. (K.6) yields a re
flectivity in which properties of the specific metal appear only through the plasma 
frequency and the relaxation time. This free electron reflectivity lacks the structure 
necessary to account for the characteristic thresholds that appear in the refiectivitjes 
of real metals, as well as the striking variations from one metal to another. 

Abrupt changes in the reflectivity are caused by the onset of new mechanisms for 
the absorption of energy. The free electron model gives a relatively structureless 
reflectivity because collisions provide the only mechanism for energy absorption. 
Jncidem radiation simply accelerates free electrons, and if there were no collisions 
the electrons would radiate back all the energy so acquired in the form of transmitted 
and reflected radiation. Since there is no transmission below the plasma frequency 
(sec page 18 and also Problem 2), all radiation would be perfectly reflected in the 
absence of collisions. Above the plasma frequency, transmission is possible, and the 
reflectivity dedines. The only effect of collisions on this is to round the sharp transition 
from perfect to partial reflection. Because of collisions some of the energy acquired 
by the electrons from the incident radiation is degraded into thermal energy (of the 
ions or impurities, for example), thereby diminishing the amount of reflected energy 
both above and below the plasma frequency. Because collisions have this effect at 
all frequencies, they introduce no striking frequency-dependent structure into the 
reflectivity. 

For Bloch electrons the situation is quite different. A strongly frequency-dependent 
mechanism for absorbing incident energy is possible, which is most simply understood 
by regarding the inc1dent radiation as a beam of photons of energy hit) and moment urn 
llq. A photon may lose energy by exciting an electron from a level with cnert,>y & to 
one with energy c: = f. + hw. In the free electron case momentum conservation 
imposes the additional constraint p· = p + llq. which proves impossible to satisfy 
(Problem 3). thereby '1hibiting this type of energy loss. In the presence of a periodiC 
potentia~ however. t ranslational symmetry of free space is broken, and momentum 

• 
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conservation does not hold Nevertheless, a weaker conservation law is stilltn force 
because of the remaining translational symmetry of the periodic potential This 
restricts the change in electron wave vector in a manner reminiscent of momentum 
conservation: 

k'= k+q+K, (15.4) 

where K is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. 
Equation (15.4) is a special case of "crystal momentum conservation," which is 

discussed in detail in Appendix M. Here, we only note that (1 5.4) is a highly plausible 
modification of the momentum conservation law satisfied in free space, since the 
electronic levels in a periodic potential, although not the single plane-wave levels of 
free space, can still be represented as superpositions of plane waves all of whose wave 
vectors differ only by ve<.:tors of the reciprocal lattice (sec, for example, Eq. (8.42) ). 

Since a photon of visible light has a wavelength of order 5000 A, the photon wave 
vector q is typically of order 105 em - t . Typical Brillouin zone dimensions, on the 
other hand, are of order kF ~ 108 cm- 1• Thus the term q in (15.4) can shift the wave 
vector k by only a fraction of a percent of the dimensions of the Brillouin zone. 
Because two levels in the same band whose wave vectors differ by a reciprocal lattice 
vector are, in fact, identical, the shift by K can be ignored altogether, and we reach 
the important conclusion that the wave vector of a Bloch electron is essentially 
unchanged when it absorbs a photon. 

For the electron's energy to change by hw, typically a few electron volts, the 
electron must move from one band to another without appreciable change in wave 
vector. Such processes are known as interband transitions. 7 They can occur as soon 
as flW exceeds e •. (k) - &.(k) for some k, and for two bands n and n', where &n(k) is 
below the f ermi level (so that such an electron is available for excitation) and e •. (k) 
is above the fermi level (so that the final electronic level is not made unavailable by 
the Pauli principle). This critical energy or frequency is called the inter band threshold.8 

The interband threshold may be due either to the excitation of electrons from the 
conduction band (highest band containing some electrons) into higher unoccupied 
levels, or to the excitation of electrons from filled bands into unoccupied levels in 
the conduction band (lowest band containing some unocx:upied levels). 

1 n the alkali metals the filled bands lie far below the conduction band, and the 
excitation of conduction band electrons to higher levels gives the intcrband threshold. 
Since the fermi surface in the alkali metals is so close to a free electron sphere, the 
bands above the conduction band are also quite dose to free electron bands, especially 

' More prrcisely, they are known as direct imerband twnsirions. rn gentral the analysis of optical 
data is complicated by 1he further possibility of indirect inii.'Tband lrDIL5itions. in which the electronic wave 
vector k is not cooser"ed. the missing ,,.ystal momentum being carried away by a quantized lattice vibrati.oo 
or phonon. Since pllonon energies are very much less shan optical pl10ro11 energies in the monovalent metals 
(Chapters 23 and 24}, our general conclusions are not ' 'ery sensitive to the possibilily or mdirect tranSitions. 
and we shall i~or~ them. They cannot be ignored. bowe.-er. in a more precise quantitati\·e theory. 

8 lnterband transilions are explicitly prohibited in the semiclassical model or Chapters 12 and 13 
by condition (12.10). When the frequency becomes comparable to the interband threshold. the semiclassical 
AC conductivity 113.34) must be used cau1iously, ir at all, since corrections coming from the more general 
form (13.37) mB)' be quile impo.Ttant. 

' 
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for values of k within the Fermi "sphere," which does not reach all the wa.> to the 
zone faces. A free electron estimate of the threshold energy flw follows from observing 
that the occupied conduction band levels with en.ergies close!>t to the next highest 
free electron levels at the same k occur at points on the Fermi sphere nearest to a 
Bragg plane; i.e., at points (Figure 15.1) where the Fermi sphere meets the lines rN. 
As a result, the interband threshold is 

(15.5) 

Here k0 is the length of the line rN from the center of the zone to the midpoint of one 
of the zone faces (Figure 15.9), and satisfies (see page 285) kp = 0.877k0 . ff k 0 is 
expressed in terms of kp, Eq. (15.5) gives 

Figure 15.9 
Free electron determination of the 
threshold energy for interb<lnd ab
sorption in the a lkali metals. Nu
merically, liw '"' 0.64t;F· 

hw = 0.64l:p. (15.6) 
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Figure 15.10 shows Rc a(w) as deduced from the measured reflectivities o f sodium, 
potassium, and rubidium. At lower frequencies the sharp docrease with increasing 
frequency characteristic of the free electron model (sec Problem 2) is observed In 
the neighborhood of0.64l:F, however, there is a noticeable rise in Re a(w), a striking 
confirmation of the nearly free electron estimate of the interband threshold 

The situation is quite different in the noble metals, due to the d-bands. Figure 15.11 
shows the computed band structure of Cu, including the lowest-lying completely 
empty bands. Note that these are also recognizable distonions of the free electron 
bands displayed below them. The threshold for exciting an electron up from the 
conduction band occurs at point b (which is where the Fermi surface "neck" meets 
the hexagonal zone face (Figure 15.5a)) with an energy proportional to the length 
of the upper vertical arrow-about 4 cV. 

However, d-band electrons can be excited into unoccupied conduction band levels 
with considerably less energy than this. Such a transition occurs at the same point 
b, w1th an energy difference proportional to the length of the lower vertical arrow
about 2 eV. Another, somewhat lower, transition occurs at point a. 
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Figure 15.10 
Re u(w). deduced from rcAec
tivtty measurements in lhree 
alkali metals. The interband 
threshold is evident, and occurs 
quile close to o.~F• where EF is 
lhe free electron Fermi energy 
given in Table 2.1, page 38. 
(Courtesy of N . Smilh.) 

The measured absorption in copper (sec Figure 15.12) docs increase sharply at 
about2 eV. Thus its reddish color is a direct manifestation of tbe rather low threshold 
for the excitation of d-band electrons into the conduction band, 2cV lying somewhere 
in the orange part o f the visible spcctrum.9 

The inference o f band structure from optical properties remains s imple in some 
oft he polyvalent metals, 10 but it can be far from straightforward in others. Frequently, 
for example, there are points on the Fermi surface where the conduction band is 
degenerate with the next h igher band, leading to interband transitions at arbitrarily 
low energies and the absence of any sharp interband threshold. 

9 A threshold at about the same energy also produces the yellowish color of gold. Sil~er. howe••er. 
is more complicated: the threshold ford-band excuation and a plasmon-like threshold apparently merge 
at about 4 eV (Fi!urc I S 1 2). resulting in a more uniform reHectivlly throughout the •·isible range (about 
2 to 4 eV). 

' 0 See, for example, the di~cussion of aluminum below. 
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Figure 15.11 & 

Burdick's calculated bands for 
copper, illustrating that the ab
sorption threshold for transi
tions up from the conduction 
band is about 4 eV, while the 
threshold for transitions from 
the d-band to the conduction 
band js only about 2 eV. (The 
energy scale is in tenths of a 
rydberg (O.J Ry = 1.36 eV).) 
Note the resemblance of the 
bands other than the d-bands to 
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the free electron bands plotted f.FI--- --k--1---1---'\+----1-----1-'-----l 
below . 
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t 1gurc 15.12 
The imaginary part ofthe dielectric constant, E2(w) = lrn E'(w) vs. t1w, as deduced from reflectivity 
measurements. (H. Ehrenreich and li . R. Phillip, Phys. Ret·. 128, 1622 (1962).) Note the charac
teristic free electron 1- tvior ( l/w3) below about 2 eV in copper and below about 4 eV in silver. 
The onset of interbru JSOrption is quite apparenL 
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THE DIVALENT METALS 

The divalent metals lie in the columns of the periodic table immediately to the right 
of the alkali and noble metals. Their electronic structure and crystal structures are 
given in Table 15.2. 

Table 15.2 
DIVALENT METALS 

IIA METALS 

Be: L.s22s2 

Mg: [Ne]3s2 

Ca : [Ar]4s2 

Sr: (Kr]5s2 

Ba : [Xe]6s2 

hcp 
hcp 
fcc 
fcc 
bee 

fiB METALS 

Zn : [A r}3d1 04,s2 
Cd : (Kr)4JlDSs2 
Hg: [XeJ4fl"5d' 06s2 

• Rhombohedral monatomic Bravais lattice. 

hcp 
hcp 
• 

Jn contrast to the lA (alkali) and 1B (noble) metals, the properties of the IIA and 
liB metals are considerably less drastically affected by the presence or absence of 
the filled d-band. Band structure calculations indicate that in zinc and cadmium the 
d-band lies completely below the bottom of the conduction band, willie in mercury 
it overlaps the conduction band only in a narrow region quite near the bottom. As 
a result, the d-bands are relatively inert, and the variation in metallic properties with 
crystal structure is far more striking than the variation from column liA to liB. 

The Cubic Divalent Metals 

With two electrons per primitive cell, calcium, stroni~ and barium could, in prin
ciple, be insulators. ln the free electron model, the Fermi sphere bas the same volume 
as the first zone and therefore intersects the zone faces. The free electron Fermi 
surface is thus a fairly complex structure in the first zone, and pockets of electrons 
in the second. From the point of view of nearly free electron theory, the question is 
whether the effective lattice potential (i.e., the pseudopoteotial) is strong enough to 
shrink the second-zone pockets down to zero volume, thereby filling up all the 
unoccupied levels in the first zone. Evidently this is not the case, since the group IJ 
elements are all metals. However, the detailed structures of the Fermi surfaces in 
the group llA metals (the "alkali earths") are not known with confidence, since they 
arc difficult to obtain in pure forms and the standard probes are correspondingly 
ineffective. 

Mercury 

Mercury, having a rhombohedral Bravais lattice, requires one to embark on un
pleasantly unfamiliar geometric constructions in k-space. However, de Haas-van 
Alphen measurements have been made11 indicating pockets of electrons in the second 
zone and a complex extended figure in the first. 

" G. B. Brandt and J. A. Rayne, Pl1ys. Ret•. 148, 644 (1966). 
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The Hexagonal Divalent Metals 

Good de Haas van Alphen data are available for. beryllium, magnesium. zinc, and 
cadmium. The data suggest Fermi surfaces that are more or less recognizable dis
tortions of the (extremely complex) structure found by simply drawing a free electron 
sphere containing four leveb per primitive hexagonal cell (remember that the hcp 
structure has two atoms per primitive cell) and seeing how it is sliced up by the 
Bragg planes. This is illustrated in Figure 9. 11 for the ''ideal" ratio 12 cj a = 1.633. 

A complication characteristic o f al l hcp metals arises from the vanishing of the 
structure factor on the hexagonal faces of the first zone. in the absence of spin-orbit 
coupling (page 169). I t follows that a weak perioctic potentio.~l (or pseudopotential) 
will not produce a first-order splitting in the free electron bands a t these faces. TI1is 
fact transcends the nearly free electron approximation : Quite generally, if sp in-o rbit 
coupling is neglected, there must be at least a twofo ld degeneracy on these faces. As 
a result, to the e:xtent that spin-orbit coupling is small (as it is in the lighter elements) 
it is better to omit these Bragg planes in constructing the disto rted free electron 
Fermi surface, leading to the rather simpler structures shown in Figure 9.12. Which 
picture is the more accurate depends on the size of the gaps induced by the spin-orbit 
coupling. It may happen tha t the gaps have such a size that the representation o f 
Figure 9.1 I is valid for the analysis of low-field galvanomagnetic data. while a t high 
fields the probability of magnetic breakthrough at the gaps is large enough that the 
representa tion of Figure 9.1 2 is more appropriate. 

This complication makes it rather difTicult to disentangle de H aas- van Alphen 
data in hexagonal meta ls. BcryUium (with very weak spin-orbit coupling) hao; perhaps 
the simplest Fermi surface (Figure 15.13). The "coronet" encloses holes and the (two) 
"cigars" enclose electrons, so that beryllium furnishes a simple, if topologically 
grotesque, example of a compensated meta l. 

THE TRIVALENT METALS 

Family resemblances diminish still further among the trivalent metals, and we con
sider only the simplest, aluminum.13 

Aluminum 

The Fermi surface of aluminum is very close to the free electron surface for a face
centered cubic monatomic Bravais latt ice with three conduction elect rons per atom. 

12 Be and Mg have cf a ra t ios close to the ad~al value:. but Zn and Cd llave a cf a ratio about IS 
percent larger. 

13 Boron is a semiconductor The crystal .structure o f gallium (complex onhorhomblc) leads to a free 
electron Fermi •urface extending into the ninth zone. Indium has a <:entered t~t ragonal lattace that can 
be regarded as fet; slightly stretch~d along one cube axis. and many of its electronic properties are recog· 
nizable <listomons of those of aluminum. Thallium is the heaviest hcp metal. and therefore the one with 
strongest spm·orbit coupling. Its Fermi surface appears to resemble the free electron surface of Figure 9. 11, 
in which the splittings on the hexagonal faces are retaiued (in contrast to beryllium. the l~htest hcp metnl) 
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2X 

Figure 15.13 
The meaSured Fenni surface of beryllium. (T. L. Loucks and P. H. Cutler. Plrys. Rev. A 133, 819 
(1964).) The free electron "monster" (upper left) shrinks to a "coronet" (upper right) and all the 
other free electron pieces (lower left) vanish except for two "cigars" (k>wer right) . The coronet 
encloses unoccupied levels. and the cigar~ comain electrons. 

pictured in Figure 15.14. One can verify (Problem 4) that the free electron Fermi 
surface is entirely contained in the second, third, and fourth zones (Figure 15.14c). 
When displayed in a reduced-zone scheme the second-zone surface (Figure 15.14d) 
is a closed structure containing unoccupied levels, while Lhe thjrd-zonc surface 
(Figure l5.14e) is a complex structure of narrow tubes. The amount of surface in the 
fourth zone is very small, enclosing tiny pockets of occupied levels. 

The effect of a weak periodic potential is to eliminate the fourth-zone pockets of 
electrons, and reduce the third-zone surface to a set of disconnected "rings" (Figure 
15.15). This is consistent with the de Haas van Alphen data, which reveal no fourth
zone electron pockets and give the dimensions of the second- and third-zone surfaces 
quite precisely. 

Aluminum provides a striking illustration of the semklassical theory of Hall 
coefficients. The high-field H all coefficient should be R11 = - 1 /(n~ - n~)ec, where n., 
and n, are the number of levels per unit volume enclosed by the particle-like and 
hole-like branches of the Fermi surface. Smce the first zone of aluminum is completely 
filled and accommodates two electrons per atom, one of the three valence electrons 
per atom remains to occupy second- and th ird-zone levels. Thus 

(15.7) 
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(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 15.14 
(a) First Brillouin zone for an fcc crystal. (b) Second Brilloutn 7one for an fcc 
crystal (c) The free electron sphere for a tnvalent monatom•c fcc Bravais lattice. 
ll completely encloses the first zone, pas.ing through and beyond the second 
zone into Lhe Lhird and (at the corners) ever ~o slightly into the fourth . (d) Portion 
of the free electron sphere in Lhe second zone when translated back into Lhe first 
zone. The convex surface endoses holes. (e) Portion of the free electron sphere 
in Lhc Lhi~d zone when translated back into the first zone. The smface encloses 
particles. (lbefourth-zoncs~f:lce translates toto microscopic pockets of electrons 
at a ll comer points.) (From R. LUck. doctoral disserusuon, Technische 
Hochschule, Stuttgart, 1965.) 

f-igure 15.15 
The third-zone surface of aluminum, in a reduced-zone scheme. 
(From N. W. A~croft, Pltil. Mag. 8, 2055 (1963).) 
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where n is the free electron carrier density appropriate to valence 3. On the other 
band, since the total number of levels in any zone is enough to hold two electrons 
per atom, we also have 

11~ + 11~1 = 2 (;). {15..8) 

Subtracting (15.8) from ( 15.7} gives 

(15.9) 

Thus the high-field Hall coefficient should have a positive sign and yield an effective 
density of carriers a third of the free electron value. This is precisely what is observed 
(see F igure 1.4). From the point of view of the high-field Hall effect aluminum has 
one hole per atom (the net result of s.lightly more than one hole per atom in the 
second zone, and a smaU fraction of an electron per atom in the third) rather than 
three electrons. 

The reflectivity of aluminum (Figure 15.16a) has a very sharp minimum, which 
is neatly a(.'COUnted for as an interband transition in a nearly free electron model.14 

Figure l5.16b shows the energy bands in a nearly free electron cal.culation plotted 
along the line IX (passing through the center of the square face of the zone). The 
bands are plotted as a function of k within the square face in Figure 15.16c. In a 
nearly free electron model the bands in Figure 15.16c are easily shown (see Eq. (9.27)) 
to be displaced by a constant amount 2IVI, independent ofk. Because of the position 
of t he Fermi leveht isclearfrom Figure 1 5.16c that there is a range of values ofk within 
the square face for which transitions are possible from occupied to unoccupied levels, 
aU of which differ in energy by 2IUI. This results in a resonant absorption at liw = 2IUI, 
and a pronounced dip in the reflectivity. 

The value of lUI deduced from the position of the dip in Figure I5.16a is in good 
agreement with the value deduced from de Haas- van Alphen data.• 5 

THE TETRAVALENT METALS 

The only tetravalent metals are tin and lead, and we again consider only the simplest, 
lead. 16 

•• The interband thresholds in the alkali metals were explained in terms of an essentially free electron 
model ; i.e., it was unnecessary to take into account any ofthedistonions in thefreeelectron bands produced 
by the lattice potential. The example discussed here is at the next level of complexity: the peninent trans ilion 
takes place between levels whose wave vectors lie in a Bragg plane, and the splitting between them is 
therefore entirely due to the first -order perturbation of the periodic potential, in a nearly free electron 
model. 

" lo the nearly :free electron model the cross-sectional areas at a Bragg plane (which are extremal, 
and therefore directly accessible from the de Haas- vao Alphen data) are entirely detcrmiOed by the matrix 
element of the periodic potential lVI associated with that plane. See Eq. (9.39). 

16 Carbon is an insulator or a semimetal (see bdow). depending oo crystal structure. Silicon and 
germanium are semiconductors (Chapter 28). Tin has both a metallic (white tin) and a semiconducting 
(grey tin) phase. Grey tin has the diamond suucture. but white tin is body-centered tetragonal with a 
two-atom basis. The Fermi surface has been measured and calculated and is again a recognizable distortion 
oft he free electron surface. 
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Figure 15.16 
(a) Reflectivity of aluminum in the energy range 0 ~ lu.l) ~ 5 eV. 
(H. E. Bennet, M. Silver, and E. J. Ashley, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, I 089 
(1963).) (b) Energy bands plotted along rx. and also in the squue 
zone face perpendicular to rx (dashed). (c) A second view of the en(.--rgy 
bands in the square zone face perpendicular to rx. For a weak pseudo
potential these bands are nearly pantiJcl and separated by an amount 
2IUI. When hcvjost exceeds tl1is amount it becomes possible for electrons 
within Ftw of the Fermi energy to be excited from the lo wer to the upper 
band. l11is is the source of the structure in (a). (See N. W. Ashcroft 
and K. Sturm, Plays. Rev. B 3, 1898 (1971).) 

Like aluminum, lead has an fcc Bra vais lattice and its free electron Fermi surface is 
rather similar, except that the sphere must have one third more volume and hence 
10 percent greater radi us, to accommodate four electrons per atom (see Figure 9.9). 
The fourth-zone electron pockets are therefore rather larger than in alummum, but 
are still apparenlly eliminated by the crystal potential. The hole surface in the second 
zone is smaUer than in aluminum, and the extended tubular particle surface in the 
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third :wne is less slender. 1 7 Since lead has an even valence, the second- and third-zone 
surfaces must contajn the same number oflevels; i.e., n~1 = n!u. Its galvanomagnetic 
properties are rather complex, however, since the orbits of the third zone Fermi 
surface a re not all of a single carrier type. 

THE SEMIMETALS 

The graphite form of carbon, and the conducting pentavalent elements are semi
metals.18 Semimetals are metals in which the carrier concentration is several orders 
of magnitude lower than the 1022/cm3 typical of ordinary metals. 

Graphite 

Graphite has a simple hexagonal Bravais lattice with four carbon atoms per primitive 
cell. Lattice planes perpendicular to the c-axis have the honeycomb arrangement 
(Figure 15.17). The structure is peculiar in that the separation between lattice planes 
along the c-axis is almost 2.4 times the nearest-neighbor distance within planes. 
There is hardly any band overlap, the Fermi surface consisting primarily of tiny 
pockets of electrons and holes, with carrier densities of about n.,. = nh = 3 x 101 8 jcm3 . 

The Pentavalent Semimetals 

Figure 15.17 
Crystal structure of graphite (not to scale). The distance 
between Lhe top and bottom planes is almost 4 .8 times 
the nearest-neighbor d.istance within planes. 

The noninsulating pentavalent elements, As ([Ar]3d1 0 4s2 4p3
}, Sb ([Kr]4d1 0 5s2 5p3

), 

and Bi ([Xe]4{145d106s26p3 ) a re also semimetals. All three have the same crystal 
structure: a rhombohedral Bravais lattice with a two-atom basis, as described in 

17 Since lead is a very h~avy metal it is import:mt 10 t<tkC into account spin-orbit coupling in com
puting the Fermi surface. See E. Fawceu. Phy>. Rev. L.:tt. 6, 534 ( 1961 ). 

•• Semi metals should not be c<mfused with semiconductOrs. A pure semi metal at T = 0 is a conductor: 
there are panially filled electron and hole bands. A semiconductor, however, conducts only because carriers 
arc either thermally excited or introduced by impurities. A pure semiconductor at T = 0 is an insulator 
(!oCe Chapter 28). 
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Table 7.5. H aving an even number of conduction electrons per primitive rhombo
hedral cell, they come very close to being insulators, but there is a slight band overlap, 
leading to a very small number of carriers. The Fermi surface of bismuth consists of 
several quite eccentric, ellipsoidal-shaped pockets of electrons and holes; the total 
density of electrons (and the total density of holes-these are compensated semi
metals) is about 3 x l017/cm 3--down from typical metaJiic densities by about a 
factor of 105• Similar pockets have been observed in antimony, though apparently 
not so perfectly ellipsoidal, and with larger electron (and hole) densities-about 
5 x 1019/cm3• In arsenic the common electron or hole density is 2 x 1Q20jcm3 . 

The pockets are still less ellipsoidal, the hole pockets apparently being connected by 
thin "tubes" leading to an extended surface.19 

These low carrier densities explain why the pentavalent metals provide such glaring 
ex.ceptions to the data tabulated in Chapters I and 2 in rough support of free electron 
theory. Small pockets of carriers imply l.ittle Fermi surface area and hence a small 
density oflevels at the Fermi energy. This is why20 the linear term in the heat capacity 
of bismuth is only about 5 percent of the naive free electron value for a pentavalent 
element, and in antimony only about 35 percent (see Table 2.3). The resistivity of 
bismuth is typically 10 to 100 limes larger than that of most metals, and in antimony 
it .is about 3 to 30 times larger (see Table 1.2). 

It is interesting to note that the crystal structure of bismuth (and the other two 
semimetals) is only a slight distortion of a simple cubic monatomic Bravais lattice, 
for it can be constructed as follows: Take a sodium chloride structure (Figure 4.24). 
stretch it out slightly along the (I J I) direction (so that the cube axes make equal 
angles of somewhat less than 90° with each other), and displace each chlorine site 
very slightly by the same amount in the (Ill) direction. The bismuth structure has 
one bismuth atom at each of the resulting sodium and chlorine sites. 

As a result, the pentavalent semin1etals provide a striking illustration of the crucial 
importance of crystal structure in determining metallic properties. Were they ex.actly 
simple cubic Bravais lattices, then, having an odd valence, they would be very good 
metals indeed. Thus the band gaps introduced by a very slight deviation from simple 
cubic change the effective number of carriers by a facto r as large as 105 ! 

THE TRANSITION METALS 

The three rows of the periodic table extending from the alkali earths (calcium, 
strontium, and barium) to the noble metals (copper, silver, and gold) each contain 
nine transition elements, in which the d-shell that is empty in the alkali earths, and 
completely filled in the noble metals, is gradually filled in. The stable room tempera
ture forms of the transition elements are either monatomic fcc or bee Bravais lattices, 
or h<.-p structures. All are metals, but unlike the metals we have described up to now 

•• See M. G. Priestley et al., Phys. Re~. t54. 671 ( 1967~ 
20 Jo understanding these deviations from free electron theory it is also imponant to n('le that the 

e[e,"tive masses in the pentavalent semimetals are generally substantially smaller than the free electron 
mass; as a result the disparity in the conductivity is not so great as the disparity in the number of carri. rs 
would suggest (since their velocities are higher for a given k than the velocity of a free electron). 
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(the noble metaJs and the so-called simple metals) their properties are to a con
siderable degree dominated by the d-electrons. 

Calculated transition metal band structures indicate that the c/-band not only lies 
high up in the conduction band (as in the noble metaJs), but in generaJ (unlike the 
noble metals) extends through the Fermi energy. When levels on the Fermi surface 
are d-derived levels, the tight-binding approximation is probably a more sound 
conceptual starting point for estimating the Fermi surface than the nearly free electron 
(or OPW) constru<.:tions, and there is no longer any reason to expect the transition 
metal Fermi surfaces to resemble slightly distorted free electron spheres. A typical 
example, a suggested Fermi surface for bee tungsten ([Xe]4f 145d46.~). is shown in 
Figure 15.18. 

Figure 15.18 
Proposed Fenni surface for bee 
tungsten. The six octahedron-shaped 
pockets at the zone comers contain 
holes. 1hey are all cquh·alcnt; i.e .• 
any one can be taken into any other 
by a translation through a reciprocal 
lattice \'CCtor. so that all physically 
distinct levels in the group are con
tained in any one or them. The 
twelve smaller pockets in the centers 
of the zone races (only five arc 
vi~ible) arc also hole pockets. They 
are equiValent in pairs (from opposite 
faces). The structure in the center is 
an elcrtron pocket. Tungsten has an 
even number or electrons. and is 
therefore a compensated metal. Il 
therefore follows that the volwne of 
a large bole pocket plus six times the 
volume or a small hole pocket is 
equal to the volume of the electron 
pocket at the center of the zone. 
Consistent with a Fermi surface 
eompored entirely of closed pockets, 
the magnetorcsistance has been ob
served to increase quadratically with 
H for all field direct ions, as predicted 
for a compensated metal without 
open orbits. Note that the surface, 
unl ike thobc considered earlier. is not 
a distortion of the free electron 
surface This is a consequence of the 
Fermi lc\'ellying within the d-band, 
and is characteristic of transition 
metals. (After A. V. Gold, as quoted 
in 0 . Shoenbcrg, The Physics of 
Metals- !. £/l!ctr<"~ 1. M. Ziman. 
ed., Cambridge, 1969, p. 112.) 
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The d-bands are narrower than typical free electron conduction bands, and con
tain enough levels to accommodate Len electrons. Since the d-bands contain more 
levels in a narrower energy range, the density of levels is likely to be substantially 
higher than the free electron density of Jevels throughout the energy region where the 
d-band lies (see Figure 15.19). This effect can be observed in the electronic contribution 
to the low temperature specific heat. This was shown in Chapter 2 to be proportiona l 
to the density o f levels a t the Fermi energy (Eq. (2.80) ). 21 An inspection of Table 2.3 
reveals that the transition metal electronic specific heats are indeed significantly 
higher than those of the simple metals.n·2 3 

figure 15.19 
Some q ualitative feat ures of 
the d-band and s-band con
tributions to the density of 
levels o f a transition metaL 
The tf-band is narrower and 
conta ins more levels than the 
s-band. Consequently when 
the Fenni level (separa ting 
the shaded and unshaded 
regions) lies within the d
band, the denstty of k\'cls 
g(EF) is very much larger than 
the frcc-.elC(;tronlike contri
bution or the s-band alone. 
(An act ual density of levels 
would have sharp kinks in 
it ; sec the description of van 
Hove singulari ties on page 
145.) (From J. M. Ziman, 
Eleccrons and PIUJnons., Ox-
ford, New York, 1960.) 
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Studies o f the transition metals are complicated by the fact that the partially fi lled 
d-bands can give rise to striking magnetic properties. Consequently, a far more subtle 
treatment of electron spin interactions is required than is found in any o f the methods 
we have described. These points will be discussed further in C hapter 32. 

The de Haas- van Alphen effect is also more difficuJt to measure in transition 
metals, since narrow bands lead to large values ofaA/c.f. and therefore to low cyclotron 
frequencies (Eq. (12.42)). The high WeT: regime is therefore more difficult to reach. 
Despite these complexities, de Haas- van Alphen data and the more conventional 
types of band suucture calculations (for what they are worth) are now available for 

21 The deriva t ion of Eq. (2.80) did not use specific properties of the free electron level density, and 
the result is equally valid for Bloch electrons. 

» Note also that the specific heats of t be semimetals are significantly lo wer, as their very low density 
of conduction electr ons would lead one to expect. 

a• A detailed comparison of Eq. (2.80) witb cxpenment is complicated by lbe fact that lbere are 
corrections <.lue to electron-electron interactions (typically only a few perce nt) as well a.~ corrections due 
to elccrron-pbonon interactions (to be discussed in Chapter 26), which can be as large as 100 percent. 
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more than half of the transition metals, and data have been taken even m ferro
magnetic san1ples. 

THE RARE EARTH METALS 

Between lanthanum and hafnium lie the rare earth metals. Their atomic configura
tions are characterized by partially filled 4f shells, which, like the partially filled 
d-sheUs of the transition metals, can lead to a variety of magnetic effects. The typical 
rare earth atomic configuration is [Xe]4f"5d11 "'

016s2
• The solids can have many types 

o f crystal structure, but by far the most commo n room temperature form is hexagonal 
close-packed. 

There is currently very little Fermj surface data on the rare earth meta ls, for being 
chemically very similar to one another, they are difficult to o btain in sufficiently pure 
form. There have been a few band structure calculations, but in the absence of Fermi 
surface data their reliability is not easily assessed. 

The customary approach is to treat the conduction band as containi-ng a number 
of electrons per atom equal to the nominal chemical valence (three, in almost all 
cases). Except for the influence of the 5d a tomic levels (which can be considerable) 
the conduction band is free electron-like; i.e., the 4/ levels arc not mixed in, in any 
essential way. At firs t glance this appears s urprising, for one might expect the 4/ 
atomic levels to broaden out into a partially filled 24 4/ band. Such a band would, 
like any partially filled band, contain t he Fermi level, and therefore, conversely, at 
least some levels on the Fermi surface would have a strong 4f character. This is in 
obvious analogy to what indeed happens to the partially filled 3d-, 4tl-, or 5d levels 
in the transition metals. 

In spite of the analogy this does not occur in the rare earth metals, and levels on 
the Fermi surface have very little 4f character. The crucial difference is that the a tomic 
4f orbitals in the rare earth elements are much more localized than the highest 
occupied atomic d-levels in the transition metal elements. As a result, it seems quite 
likely that the independent electron approximation breaks down altogether for the 
4f electrons, since they meet the requisite conditions (pages 186-187) of yielding 
narrow partially filled bands in a tight-binding analysis. Electron-electron inter
actions among the 4f electrons at each atomic site are in fact strong enough to yield 
local magnetic moments (Chapter 32). 

It is sometimes asserted that the 4f band in the rare earths splits into two narrow 
parts : one fully occupied well below the Fermi level, and the other completely empty, 
well above (Figure 15.20). This picture has dubio us validity, but is p robably the best 
that can be had if one insists on applying the independent electron model to the 4f 
electrons. The gap between the two portions of the 4f band is then an attempt to 
represent the very stable spin configuration attained by the 4f electrons in the occupied 
portion of the band, in which any additional electrons are unable to participate. 

However one chooses to describe the 4f electrons, it does appear to be the case 
that they can be considered as part of the ion cores in viewing the rare earth metal 
band struct ures. in spite of the fact that the atomic 4f shells a re only partially fi lled. 

•• In mos t o f the rare ea rths the re arc fewer 1 ha n 14 el<:ctrons olltside o f the [Xc] configuratio n 
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Figure 15.20 
Two hypothetical level density curves for a rare eartl1 metal. (a) The incorrect form. 
which naively superposes on a fairly broad s-p-tl band a sharpf· bnnd peak. at the Fermi 
energy. (b) The partially correct fom1, which has a fairly broad s-p-d form in the neighbor
hood of the Fermi energy, and two /-band peaks, one well below and one well above 
the Fermi energy. The most realistic point of view probably abandons the independent 
electron approximation (and hence the possibility of drawing simple one-electron 
dcm;ties of levels) for the 4J eleettons. 

ALLOYS 

We conclude this chapter with the important reminder that the metallic state is not 
exhausted by a survey of the periodic table. The construction of alloys from the 70 
or so elemental metals is an immense subject in its own right. AJthough there is no 
guarantee that any two metals will dissolve in each other (indium, for example, will 
not dissolve in gallium), most pairs do form so-called binary alloys over wide ranges 
of concentration. Ternary (three-component) alloys, tertiary (four-component) alloys, 
and so on, are also made and studied. Evidently we can construct in this way an 
immense number of different metaJs.2s 

Alloys are conveniently grouped into two broad classes : ordered and disordered. 
The ordered alloys, sometimes also called stoichiometric, have the translational 
symmetry of a Bravais lattice. Their s tructure is given by placing at each site of the 
Bravais lattice a multiatomic basis. As an example, lhe alloy known asP-brass bas 
an ordered26 phase in which the two components (copper and zinc) have equal 

H Some alloys. like indium antimonide, are not metals, but semiconductors 
•• There is also a disordered phase, and a sharp transition temperature, abovr \\hich the ordermg 

disappears. This order-disorder transition can be discus~cd in terms of the lsmg model (m which copp.:r 
at a site correspond, to "spin up~ and zinc at a site, to ~spm d01nq. See CIUiptcr 33. 
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concentrations and form a cesium chloride structure (Figure 4.25). This can be con
sidered as a simple cubic Bravais lattice with a two-point basis: Cu at (000) and Zn 
at (a/2)(111 ). The first Brillouin zone of a simple cubic lattice is a cube, whose surface 
is intersected by a free electron sphere containing three electrons per unit cell (copper 
has nominal valence one, and zinc, two).27 

However, use of the free electron model should be restricted by the requirement 
that all constituents be simple metals (making its use for brass dubious). When this 
is not the case, one must resort to the methods described in Chapter 11, suitably 
generalized to cope with multiatomic bases. 

In the disordered phase of brass, which is the stable one at sufficiently high tem
peratures, even at compositions for which ordered geometries arc possible ("stoichio
metric" compositions), the atoms lie at (or very close to) the sites of an abstract 
Bravais lattice, and the lack of order lies in the randomness of the nature of the atoms. 
For example, proceeding along a (111) direction in ordered P-brass one would en-
counter copper and zinc atoms in the sequence: Cu Zn Cu Zn Cu Zn Cu Zn .... In 
the disordered phase, a typical sequence might be Cu Zn Zn Zn Cu Zn Cu Cu ... . 

The theoretical study of disordered alloys is an altogether more difficult matter. 
Because oft he random assignme11t of atoms to sites there is no Bloch's theorem, and 
without the quantum number k one is at a loss to describe any electronic properties 
at all. On the otlier hand, such materials are dearly metals, frequentJy well described 
by simple Drude model calculations, and their heat capacities display the charac
teristic electronic contribution we have learned to expect from metals. 

A striking difference, however, between disordered alloys and pure metals is that 
no matter how pure the disordered alloy is made, the substantial decrease in resistance 
with decreasing temperature characteristic of pure metals is absent. Thus the electrical 
resistance of the purest disordered brass at liquid-helium temperatures has only 
fallen to about half its room temperature value (as opposed to a drop of 10-4 in 
carefully prepared ordered metals). This phenomenon makes sense if we view one 
constituent of the alloy as a (highly concentrated) substitutional impurity in the lattice 
of the other, for the impurity scattering is then a major (temperature-independent) 
source of resistance at all temperatures. In very pure metals, in contrast, impurity 
scattering is onl} revealed at very low temperatures. Alternatively, one can simply 
note that in a disordered alloy the periodicity is destroyed, and the semiclassical 
analysis leading to undegraded currents in the absence of scattering mechanisms is 
no longer valid. 

Thus the problem of the electronic structure of disordered a!Joys is a very difficult 
one, still largely unsolved, and of considerable current interest. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Verify that in a crystal with an fcc monatomic Bravais lattice, the free electron Fermi sphere 
for valence 1 reaches (16/3rr2

)
116 

.. 0.903 of the way from the origin to the zone face, in the (il l] 
direction. 

21 See. for ClU!Jnple. J. P. Jan, CatL J. Pl•ys. 44, 1787 (1966). 
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2. Using the general rcsuh given in Eq. (1<. 6), examine lhe reflecth ity implied by the free electron 
conductivity (1.29) when an » I. Show chat the reflectivity is unity below the plasma frequency, 
and that r = [ w/ f4wZ] 2 when w » w,. 

3. Prove that energy conservation and momentum conservation make it impossible for a free 
electron to absorb a photon. (Note : If you usc the nonrelativistic form e = p2 f2m for the electronic 
energy, you will find £hat such absorption is possible, b ut only at an electronic energy so high 
(on the scale of mc2 ) that the nonrclativi~tic approximation is not valid. It is thcrerore necessary 
to usc the relativistic relation, l: = (p2c2 + m2c•)112 , to prove chat the absorption is impossible 
at any electronic energy.) 

4. The first Brillouin zone for a crystal with an fcc Bra,-ais lattice extends furthest from the 
origin 1n at the point W where the square face and two hexagonal faces meet (Figure 15.4). 

Show tbat the free electron Fermi sphere for valence 3 e.~tends beyond that point (specifically, 
kFtrW = (1296/125n2

) ' ' 6 = 1.008), so that the first Brillouin zone is entirely filled. 

S. In the alkali metals the free electro n Fermi sphere is entirely contained in the first Brillouin 
zone, and the weak pseudopotential produces only slight deformations of this ~-phere, without 
altering the basic topology (in contrast co the noble metals). Various features of these deformations 
can be investigated using the methods of Chapter 9. 

(a) In a weak periodic potential in the vicinity of a single Bragg plane, the two-plane-wave 
approximation (pages 156- 159) may be used. Let the wave \'ector k have polar angles 0 and Q>. 
with respect to the reciprocal lattice vector Kassociated with theBraggplune. If e < (ft~f2m)(K/2)2 

and U11 is sufficiently small. show that to order U .. 2 the surface of energy & is given by 

f§1if. k{e. tf>> = "-;;r<t + ()(8)), (15.10) 

where 

()(8) = mjU"J
2
/S 

(liK)2 - 21iK cos 8 .j2in& (15.11) 

(b) Assuming that the result of the single Bragg plane approximation is valid through the 
zone, show U1at the shift in Fermi energy due to the weak periodic potential L> given byf.F - B~ = ) ', 

where 

= _ ~~L(2kF)l I + 2kFfK' 
y 8 S~ K 

0 
1 - 2kF/ K . 

(15.12) 

(Hint: Note that the Fermi energy salil>fies n = J(dk,14~)0(Ep - ~), where 0 is the step 
fund io n (O(x) = l for x > 0; O{x) = 0 for x < 0), and expand the 0 function in y.) 

In the alkali metals the free electron Fermi sphere comes close to 12 Bragg planes, but since 
it is never close to more than one at a time, the shift in Fermi energy is just that calculated 
above, multiplied by 12. 
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The general semiclassical theory of conduction in Chapter 13 (as weU as the arguments 
in Chapters J a nd 2) described electronic collisions as random, uncorrclated events 
that could be treated in a relaxation-time approximation. This approximation as
sumes that the form of the nonequilibrium electronic distribution function has no 
effect either on the rate at which a given electron experiences collisions or on the 
distribution of electrons emerging from collisions. 1 

No attempt was made to justify these assumptions. They are only used because 
they give the simplest representation of the fact that collisions do take place and are 
ultimately responsible for thermal equilibrium Indeed, in detail the assumptions are 
certainly wrong. TI1e rate at which an electron collides depends critically on the 
distribution of the other electrons, even in an independent electron approximation, 
because the Pauli exclusion principle allows an electron to be scattered only into 
empty electronic levels. Furthermore, the distribution of electrons that emerge from 
collisions does depend on the electronic distribution function, not only because the 
exclusion principle limits the available final levels. but also because the net output 
from collisions depends on the form of the input, which is determined by the dis
tribution function. 

Thus considerable restraint must be exercised in drawing conclusions from cal
culations based on the relaxation-tjme approximation. In general, such results can 
be used with confidence only when details of the coUision process are clearly oflittle 
consequence. For example, the high-frequency (wr » I) conductivity and the high
field Cw.r » J) Hall coeAkicnt are left unchanged by improvements in the relaxation
time approximation, since they describe limiting cases io which the number of 
collisions per cycle, or per period of revolution in the magnetic field, is vanishingly 
small. 

Results whose validity transcends the relaxation-time approximation usually in
volve quantities that are independent of r. TI1e hig!1-tield Hall coefficient, for example, 
is R11 = - l fnec. However, one should not assume uncriticaJJy that all expressions in 
which -r fails to appear are valid beyond the relaxation-time approximation. A 
noteworthy counterexample is the Wiedemann-Franz law, which predicts the uni
versal ratio (n2f3)(k8 fe}2 T for the ratio of thermal to electrical conductivities of a 
metal. independc.1t 2 of the functional form of t,{k). Nevertheless, when the relaxation
time approximation is not made, we shall see that that the Jaw holds only when the 
energy of each electron is conserved in each collision.· 

When specific features of the collision process are of importance, the relaxation
time approximation can still be highly informative, provided that the features are 
gross properties rather than fine derails. Thus in describing semiconductors one often 
assigns different relaxation times to electrons and holes; i.e., one uses at that depe11ds 
on the band index but not on the wave vector. If there is reason to believe that 
scattering processes are much more common in one band than the other, then such 
a simplification may be quite valuable in working out the general implications of 
such a disparity. 

a See pa~s 244 and 245. 
: See page 255. 
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However, results that are sensitive to detailed features of the functional form of 
-r"(k) are to be viewed with suspicion. 1f, for example, one attempts to deduce -r(k) for 
a given band from a set of data and a theory based on the relaxation-time approxima
tion, there is no reason to expect that different kinds of experimental determinations 
of -r(k) will not yield entirel.y different functions. The relaxation-time approximation 
overlooks the fact that the nature of the scattering does depend on the nonequilibrium 
electronic distribution function, which in general will differ from one experimental 
situation to another. 

In this chapter we shall describe, and contrast to the relaxation-time approxi
mation, the more accurate descrjption of collisions used (except in the <.-ases noted 
above) for anything more accurate thana rough, qualitative description of conduction. 

SOURCES OF ELECTRONIC SCATTERING 

How electronic collisions are to be described depends on the particular collision 
mechanisms ofimponance. We have already noted3 the gross inadequacy of Drude's 
idea of comsions with individual ions. According to the Bloch theory, an electron in 
a perfectly periodic array of ions experiences no collisions at all. Within the indepen
dent electron approximation collisions can only arise from deviations from perfect 
periodicity. These fall into two broad categories: 

1. Impurities and Crystal Defects Point defects (Chapter 30)-e.g., missing ions or 
an occasional ion in the wrong place-behave in much the same way as impurities, 
providing a localized scattedng center. These are probably the simplest kinds of 
collision mechanisms to describe. In addition, however_, there may also be more 
extended defects in which the lattice periodicity is violated along a line, or even 
over an entire plane.4 

2. Intrinsic Deviations from Periodicity in a Perfect Crystal, due to Thermal Vibra
tions of the Ions Even in the absence of impurities or defects the ions do not 
remain rigidly fixed a t the points of an ideal periodic array, for they possess some 
k inetic energy which increases with increasing temperature (Chapters 21- 26). 
Below the melting temperature this energy is rarely enough to enable the ions to 
stray very far from their ideal equilibrium positions, and the primary effect of 
the thermal energy is to cause the ions to undergo small vibrations about these 
positions. The deviation of the ionic network from perfect periodicity due to 
these vibrations is the most important source of temperature dependence in the 
DC resistivity (Cbapter 26), and is usually the dominant scattering mechanism 
at room temperature. As the tempe:~;ature declines, the amplitude of the ionic 
vibrations drops. and. eventually impurity and defect scattering dominates . 

• 
Aside from the scattering mechanisms due to deviations from perfect periodicity, 

another source of scattering. neglected in tbe independent electron approximation. 

3 See page 141. 
4 In this category we might include surface scattering, which becomes importanr, for example. in 

crys1als whose dimensions are comparnole 10 a mcl\n free path. 
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arises from the interactions among the electrons. E lectron-electron scatterings plays 
a relatively minor role in the theory of conduction in solids, for reasons to be described 
in Chapter 17. At high temperatures it is much less important than the scattering 
by thermal vibrations o f lhe jons, and a t low temperdtures, except in crystals of 
exceptional purity and perfection, it is dominated by impurity or defect scattering. 

SCATTERING PROBABll.ITY AND RELAXA'I'ION TIME 

Instead of making the relaxation-time approxtmation, more realistic d escriptions of 
collisjons assume there is a probability pe.r unit time (to be dete.rmincd by suitable 
microscopic calculations) that an electron in band n with wave vector k will, as a 
result of a coUision, be scattered into band r( with wave vector k'. For simplicity we 
Jjmit our discussion to a single band,6 assuming that scattering occurs only within 
this band (n' = n). We also assume that the electron's spin is conserved in the 
scattering.' FinaUy, we assume that lhe collisions can be well localized in space and 
time, so that the collisions occurring at r, t are determined by pr operties o f the solid 
in the immediate vicinity of r, t. Since all quantities affecting collisions at r, t will 
then be evaluated at tha t point, to keep the nota tion simple we suppress explicit 
reference to these var iables. 

The scattering pr obability is wr itten in terms of a quantity W~c,.k·, defined as follows: 
The probability in an infinitesimal time interval dt tha t an electron with wave vector 
k is scattered into any one of the gro up o f levels (with the same spin) contained in 
the infinitesimal k-space volume element dk' about k', assuming tha t these levels 
arc all unoccupied (and therefore not forbidden by the exclusion principle) is 

wk.k' rlt dk • 
(2n)3 (16.1) 

The particular form ta ken by Wk,k. depends on the partic ular scattering mechanism 
being described. In general, Wwill have a qwte complex s tructure, and may depend 
on the distribution function g. We shall consider a particularly simple form Wmay 
take below (Eq. (16.14) ), but for th e moment the points we wish to make depend only 
on the existence of Wand not on its detailed structure. 

Given the quantity w ...... , and given the electronic distribution function g, we can 
explicitly construct the probability per unit time that an electron with wave vecto r 
k will suffer some collision . This quantity is, by definition, just 1/t(k), (page 244) and 
its structure reveals some o f the limit a tions of the relaxation-time approxima tio n. 
Since ~ .... dk'/ (2n)3 is the probability per unit time that an electron with wave vector 
k will be scattered into the group o f levels (with the same spin) contained in rlk ' 
about k ',given that these levels are a ll unoccupied, the actual rate of transition must 

> In the kinetic theory of gnsc:s.. the analogue or electron-d c:cuon scattering is the sole source or 
scauering, .aside fcom collis ions with tbc walls o f the comainc:r. ln thi~ sense the <:lcctron gas in a metal 
is quite unlil<c: lln ordinary gas. 

0 ll is straigluforward to generali:a the discussion to cover the possibility o f intcrband scattering. 
All of the points we wish to make, however, l\re fully illustntted by the one-band case. 

7 This is not the case when the scauering is due to magnetic impurities, and the lack of spin con
servation can lead to some striking effects (pages 687- 688). 
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be reduced by the fraction of these levels that actually are unoccupied (since transitions 
into occupied levels are forbidden by the exclusion principle). Tins fraction is just8 

1 - g(k'). The total probability per unit time for a collision is given by summing 
over all final wave vectors k ' : 

t f dk' 
t{k) = (2n)3 ~x[l - g(k' )]. (16.2) 

It is evident from (16.2) that, in contrast to the relaxation time approximation, 
t(k) is not a specified function of k, but depends Oil the particular form assumed by 
the nonequilibrium distribution function g. 

RATE OF CHANGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCI'ION DUE TO 
COLLISIONS 

It is convenient to represent the information in (16.2) in a slightly different way. We 
define a quantity (dg(k)/dt),.,, so that the number of clectrolls per unit volume with 
wave vectors in the infinitesimal volume element dk about k that suffer a collision 
in the infinitesimal time interval dt is 

(
dg(k)) dk d 

- dt OUI (271:)3 t. 
(16.3) 

Since dk is infinitesimal, the effect of any collision on an electron in the volume 
element is to remove it from that volume element. Thus (16.3) can also be viewed as 
the number of electrons scattered out of the volume element dk about k in the time 
interval dt. 

To evaluate (dg(k)jdt)0"" we simply note that because dt jt(k) is the probability 
that any electron in the neigl1borhood of k is scattered in the time interval dt, the 
total number of electrons per unit volume in dk about k that suffer a colJision is just 
dt/ r(k) times the number of electrons per unit volume in dk about k, g(k) dk/(2n)3• 

Comparing this with (16.3) we find that 

(
dg(k)) g(k) 

d£ UUI t (k) 

f dk' 
= -g(k) (

2
n)3 WkJ<{l - g(k')]. (16.4) 

This is not the only way in which the distribution function is affected by scattering: 
Electrons not only scatter out of the level k, but are also scattered into it from other 
levels. We describe such processes in terms of a quantity (dg(k)/dt);. , defined so that 

(
dg(k)) dk 3 dr (16.5) 

dt in (2n) 

8 The cont ribution to the electron density from electrons (with specified spin) in the volume element 
dk about k is (see page 244) g(k) d.k/ (2n)3. Since the maxirnUtl1 possible cootribution to tbe deosity from 
el~trons (with the spedfied spin) in U1is volume element occuiS when all levels are oa:upied, and is equal 
to dk/{2n)3, g(k) can also be interpreted as the fraction of levels in the volume element dk about k that 
are occupied. Hence I - g(k) is the fraction thai are unoccupied. 
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is the number of electrons per unit volume that have arrived in the volume element 
dk about k, as the result of a collision in the infinitesimal time interval dc. 

To evaluate (dg(k)/dt~"' consider the contribution from those electrons that, just 
prior to the collision, were in the volume element dk' about k '. The total number 
of such electrons (with tbe specified spin) is g(k')dk'/(2n)3 • Of these, a fraction 
W".kdc dk/ (2n)3 would be scattered into dk about k, if all the levels in the volume 
element dk were empty; since. however, only a fraction l - g(k) are empty, the first 
fraction must be reduced by this factor. Therefore, the total number of electrons per 
unit volume arriving in the volume element dk about k from the volume element 
dk' about k' as the result of a collision in the time interval de is 

[ 
dk' J [ dk J g(k') (
2
n)3 wl(.k (

2
n)3 de [1 - g(k)]. (16.6) 

Summing this over all k', and comparing the result with (16.5), we find that 

(cl~~k)).. = [I - g(k)] f(~~;3 ~-.ky(k'), (16.7) 

which has the same structure as (16.4) except for the interchange of k and k'. 
lt is instructive to compare these expressions with the corresponding quanti

ties in the relaxation-time approximation. The relaxation-time approximation for 
(dg(k)fdt)ou• differs from (16.4) only in that the collision rate, 1/t(k), is a definite 
specified function of k that does not (in contrast to (16.2)) depend on the distribution 
function g. The disparity between the expression (16.7) for (dg(k)fd t);11 and the corre~ 
sponding quantity in the relaxation-time approximation is more pronounced, for 
the relaxation-time approximation asserts that the distribution of electrons emeq,>ing 
from collisions in an interval dt is simply dt/t(k) times the local equilibrium distri
bution function g<l(k) (see Eq. (I 3.3) ). These results are summarized jn Table 16.1. 

Table 16.1 
A COMPARISON OF THE GENERAL TREATMENT OF COLLISIONS WITH 
THE SlJ\.1PLIFICA TlONS OF THE RELAXATION-TIME APPROXJMA TION 

RELAXA 110.:-1-TrME 

APPROXIMAT ION GENERAL 

eg(k)r· g(k) I dk' -- - (
2
r.)3 W u{ 1 - g(k')] g(.k) 

de wu t{k) 

ey(kT 
g"(k) I tfk' . 

dt ""' t:{k) (
2
r.)3 Wng(k')(l - g(k)] 

Comments r(k) is a specified function W ..._.. is a function of k and k', which 
of k and does not depend in general may also depend on g(k), 
on g(k); g0(k) is the local or even on a second distribution func-
equilibrium distribution tion describing the local configuration 
function. of scauerers. 

' 

It is convenient to define (dgjdtk.,11 as the total rate at which lhe distribution function 
is changing due to collisions : (dg(k)/ dt)«•U de dk/ (2n)3 is the change in the number 

• 
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of electrons per unit volume with wave vectors in the volume element dk about k 
in the time interval dt, due to all collisions. Since electrons can be scattered either 
into or out of dk by collisions, (dg/dl)cu~~ is simply the sum of (dgfdt)10 and (dg/dl}0 01 : 

(
dg(k)) f dk' • ' dt «>II= - (

2
n)3 {WU"g(k)(l - g(k )] - Jii{.J<g(k )[1 - g(k )]}. 

In the relaxation-time approximation (see Table 16.1) this simplifies to 

(
dg(k)) = _ (g(k) - g0 (k)] . 

dt call -r(k ) 

(relaxation-time 
approximation) 

DETERMINATION OF THE DISTRffiUTION FUNCTION: 
THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 

(16.8) 

(16.9) 

When the relaxation-time approximation is abandoned. one cannot construct an 
explic.it representation of the nonequilibrium distri bution fu nction g in terms of 
the solutions to the semiclassical equations of motion, as we did in Chapter 13 by 
surveying all past times. One can, however, answer the more modest question of 
bow g is to be constructed at time t from its value an infinitesimal time dt earlier. 

To do this we fi rst ignore the possibility of collisions taking place between t - dt 
and t, correcting for this omission la ter. If no collisions occurred, then the r and k 
coordinates of every electron would evolve according to the semiclassical equations 
of motion (12.6): 

r = v(k). life = - e ( E + ~ v x H) = F (r, k). (16.10) 

Since dt is infinitesimal, we can find the explicit so.lution to these equations to linear 
order in dt : an electron at r , k a t time t must have been at r - v(k)dt, k - F dt fll, at 
t imet - dt. In the a bsence of collisions this is the only point electrons at r, k can have 
come from, a nd every electron at this point will reach the point r, k. Consequently,9 

g(r, k, t) = g(r - \~k) dt , k - F dt fh, t - dt). (16.11) 

T o take collisions into account we must add two correction terms to (L6.11). The 
right-hand side is wrong because it assumes Lhat all electrons get from r - v de, 
k - F dt/h lor, kin the time eft, ignoring the fact that some are deflected by col1isions. 
It is aJso wrong because it fails to count those electrons found a t r , k at lime t not 
as a result of their unimpeded semiclassical motion since timet - dt, but as the result 

9 Tn writing (16.1 I) we mu.~t appeal to Liouville's tJJeorem (Appendix f-0 that volumes in phase space 
are presen'ed by the semiclassical eqoal:ions of motion, for the argument only yields the resull; 

g(r, k, t) dr(t) dk(t) = g(r - v(k)t, k - F dtfh, L - dt) dr(t - dt) dk(L - dt), 

which e." presses the equality of the numbers o f electrons in dr(r) dk(r) and tfr(t - dr) clk(r - eft). Liouville's 
theorem is required to permit cancella tion of the phase-space volume elements from both sides. 
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of a collision bet ween t - dt and t. Adding these correction s, we find to leading order 
in dt: 

g(r, k, t) = 

g(r - v(k)dt, k - F dt/lt, r - dt) (collisiooless evolution) 

(
iJg(r, k, t)) 

1 
(correction: some fail to get 

+ ot .,... 1 
t there because of collisions) 

(
og(r, k, t)) d (correction: some get there 

+ iJt in t. only because of collisions) (16.J 2) 

If we expand the left side to linear order in dt, then in the limit as dt-+ 0, (16.12) 
reduces to 

<J(} + v·~g + F · ~~g = (!!!!.) . 
ot iJr It ok ot co11 

(16.13) 

This is the celebrated Boltzmann equation. The terms on the left side a re often 
referred to as the drift terms, and the term on the right side as the coiJision term. 
When the form (16.8) is used for the collision term, the Boltzmann equation in general 
becomes a nonlinear integrodifferential equation. This equation lies at the heart of 
the theory of transport in solids. Many subtle and ingenious techniques have been 
developed for extracting information about the distribution function, and hence the 
various conductivities.10 We shall not pursue the subject further here, but shall refer 
to the Boltzmann equation o nly to the extent that it illuminates the limitations of 
t he relaxation-time approximation. 

If we replace the collision term in the Doltzmann equation by the relaxation-time 
approximation ( 16.9), the equation simpli.fies to a linear partial differential equation. 
lt can be shown that the distribution function (13.17) that we oonstructed from the 
relaxation-time approximation is the solution to this equation (as must be the case, 
since identical assumptions underlie both derivations). We emphasize this equiva
lence because it is widespread practice to derive results such as those we found in 
Chapter 13 not directly from the explicit distribution function (13.17) given by the 
relaxation-time approximation, but by the apparently quite different route o f solving 
the Boltz.mann equation (16.13) with the collision term given by the relaxation-time 
approximation (16.9). The equivalence oft he two approaches is il lustrated in Problems 
2 and 3, where some typical results of Chapter 13 are rederived from Lhe Boltzmann 
equation in the relaxation-time approximation. 

IMPURITY SCATI'ERING 

We wish to compare some of the predictions of the relaxation-time approximation 
with those implied by the more accurate collision term (16.8). When we require a · 
spet:i.fic form for the coUision probability Wu .• we shall specialize to the case of 

10 A "cry thorough survey j,. gi"en io J . M. Ziman, Elecrnms and Phonons, Oxford, 1960. There 
is also a remarkable series of review papers by l. M. Lifshi12 and M. L Kagano v, Sot'. Phys. Usp. 
2,831 (J960), 5,878(19631, 8, 805 (1966)- [U$p. Fiz. Nauk 69,419(1959). 78. 411 (1962), 87,389 (1965)..] 
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greatest analytic simplicity: elastic scattering by fixed substitutional impurities, lo
cated at random lattice sites throughout the crystal This is not an artificial case, 
since scattering by the thermal vibrations of the ions (Chapter 26) and electron
electron scattering (Chapter 17) become intTeasingly weak as the temperature drops, 
whereas neither the concentration of impurities nor the electron-impurity interaction 
shows any striking temperature dependence. Thus at sufficiently low temperatures 
impurity scattering will be the dominant source of collisions in any real specimen. 
This scattering will be elastic provided that the energy gap between the impurity 
ground state and lowest excited state (typically of the order of electron volts) is large 
compared with k8 T. This wiJJ insure (a) thal there are very Few excited impurity 
ions to give up energy to elecu·ons in collisions and (b) that there are very Few empty 
electronic levels that lie low enough in energy to receive an elecrron after it has lost 
enough energy to excite the impurity ion out of its ground state. 

If the impurities are sufficiently dilute11 and the potential U(r) describing the 
interaction between an electron and a single impurity at the origin is sufficiently 
weak, then it can be shown that 

where n1 is the number of impurities per unit volume, 

( kJ UJk' ) = f dr tft,t.(r)U(r)t/!""(r), 

• and the Bloch functions are taken to be normalized so that 

(16.14) 

(16.15) 

(16.16) 

Equation (16.14) can be derived by applying the "Golden Rule" of first-order 
time-dependent perturbation theory 12 to the scattering of a llloch electron by eoctch 
of the impurities. It is considerably harder to construct a more fundamental derivation 
by starting with the basic Hamiltonian for all the electrons and impurities, and 
deriving the entire Boltzmann equation with a collision term given by (16.8) and 
(16.14). 13 

We shall not pursue Lhe derivation of (16.14) here, since we shall only exploit a 
few very general properties of the result : 

1. Because of the delta function in (16.14), Wk.k' = 0 unless e(k) = &(k'); the scat
tering is explicitly elastic. 
2. W u is independent of the electronic distribution function g. This is a con
sequenc..-e of the independent electron approximation: The way in which an electron 

11 They must be dilute enough that one can treat the electrons as interacting with one impurity at 
a time. 

u See, for example, L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshit7. Quamum Mec!Jmucs, Addison· Wesley. Reading, 
Mass., 1965, l:.q. (43.1). 

u One of the earliest full analyses was given by J. M. Luttinger and W. Kohn, Phys. Ra e 108, 590 
(1 9S7) and 109, 1892 (19S8~ 
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interacts with an impurity is, aside from the restrictions imposed by the exclusion 
principle, independent of the other electrons. This is the major simplif)ing feature 
of impur.ity scattering. In electron-electron scattering, for example, w .... ~ depends on 
the distribution function g, since over and beyond the simple restrictions imposed 
by the exclusion principle, the probability of an electron scattering depends on what 
other electrons are available for it to interact with. The description of the scattering 
by the thermal vibrations of the ions is also more complicated since W will depend 
on the properties of the system of ions, which may be quite complex. 
3. W has the symmeLry 

w lc.k' = W.C·.k ' (16.17) 

which follows from the fact that V is Hermitian ( (kl V!k') = (k'l Vlk)*). Tt can be 
shown that this symmetry docs not depend on the impurity-electron interaction being 
weak, but follows generally provided only that the <.'r}'stal and impurity potentials 
are real and invariant under spatial inversions. The symmetry (16.17) is usually called 
"detailed balancing". For more general scattering mechanisms there are related, but 
more complex symmetries, which are of great importance in studies of the approach 
to thermodynamic equilibrium. 

The symmetry (16.17) simplifies the collision term ( 16.8) to 

(
dg(k)) = - J dk'3 w ...... .[g(k) - g(k')]. (16.18) 

dt coli (27!) 

Note that the quadratic terms in g appearing in (16.8) as a consequence of the ex
clusion principle cancel identically as a result of the symmetry (16.17). 

In the remainder of this chapter we describe some typical problems whose proper 
formulation requires a more accurate description of collisions than the relaxation
time approximation can provide. 

THE WIEDEMANN-FRANZ LAW 

The derivation of the Wiedemann-Franz law in Chapter l3 appeared to be quite 
general. When the problem is reexamined without using the relaxation-time approxi
mation, however, it can be shown that the law holds only when the energy of each 
electron is conserved in each collision. The corresponding mathematical requirement 
is that for any function g(k) tbe scattering probability Wu· be such that 

J dk' w ....... E(k ')g(k') = e{k) J dk' w,.xg(k'). (16.19) 

This is clearly satisfied when W has the energy-conserving form, (16.1 4), but will not 
hold if W.._k. can be nonzero for values of k and k' with E(k) :F E(k'). 

It would take us too far afleld to demonstrate analytically that the condition of 
elastic scattering (16.19) is enough to insure the Wiedcmann-Franz law. However, 
the physical reason for tlus is not hard to understand. Since the charge of each 
electron is permanently - e, the only way collisions can degrade an electric current 
is by changing the velocity o f each electron. However, in a thermal current (Eq. (13.42)} 
the charge is replaced by (S - Jl)/ T . Therefore if energy is conserved in each collision 
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(as charge certainly is). then thermal currents will be degraded in precisely the same 
manner and to the same extent as electric currents. If, however, collisions do not 
conserve the energy s of each electron, then a second mechanism becomes available 
for the degradation of a thermal current that has no electrical analogue: Collisions 
can alter the electron's energy & as well as its velocity. Since such inelastic colli
sions will have a substantially different effect on thermal and electric currents, 
there is n o longer any reason to expe(,1 a simple relation to hold between electrical 
and thermal C{)ndu<..:tivities. 14 

Evidently the Wiedemann-Franz law will hold to a good approximation, if energy 
is conserved to a good approximation. The crucial requicement is that the change 
in energy of each electron in a collision should be small compared with k8 T. lt turns 
out that the scattering by thermal vibrations of the ions can satisfy this condition at 
high temperatures. Since such scattering is the dominant high-temperature source of 
collisions, the Wiedemann-Franz Jaw is generally weiJ obeyed at both high and low15 

temperatures. However, in the intermediate temperature range (roughly ten to a few 
hundred degrees K), where inelastic collisions arc both prevalent and capable of 
producing electronic energy losses of order k8 T, one expects and observes failures 
of the Wiedemann-Franz law. 

MATIHIESSEN'S RULE 

Suppose there are two physically distinguishable sources of scattering (for example, 
scattering by impurities and scattering by other electrons). lf the presence of one 
mechanism does not alter the way in which the other mechanism functions, then the 
total collision rate W will be given by the sums of the collision rates due to the separate 
mechanisms: 

w = w<o + w<z). 

In the relaxation-time approxin1ation tllis icnmediate.ly implles that 

1 1 1 - = - + -t t(1) t(Z). 

(16.20) 

(16.21) 

If, in addition, we assume a k-independent relaxation time for each mechanism, then, 
sin<..-e the resistivity is proportional to 1/t, we will have 

m m l m 1 (ll (Z) 
p= =--+ - - =p +p neZt ne2 t<0 neZ t<2l · 

(16.22) 

TI1is asserts that the resistivity in the presence of several distinct scattering mecha
nisms is simply the sum of the resistivities one would have if each alone were present. 

14 One sometimes encounters the assertion that the Wiedemann-Franz law fails because the relax
ation time for thermal currents is different from the relaxation time for electric currents. This is, at best, 
a misleading oversimplification. The Wiedemann-franz law fails, if inelastic scaucring is present, because 
there are scattering processes that can degrade a thennal current without degrading an electric current. 
The failure is due not to the comparative raLe:s at which electrons experience collisions, but to the com
parative effecctveness of each single collision in degrading tbc two kinds of currents. 

u At low temperamrcs, as we have pointed out, the dominant source of collisions is clastic impurity 
scattering. 
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This proposition is knov.'Tl as Mattbiessen's rule. At first glance its utility might 
seem questionable, sinc-e it is difficult to imagine how one might remove a source of 
scattering, keeping all other things constant. However, it does make certain general 
assertions of prindple that arc easily tested. For example, elastic impurity scattering 
should proceed at a temperature-independent rate (since neither the number of im
purities nor their interaction with electrons is appreciably affected by the temperature), 
but the electron-electron scattering rate should go as T 2 (in the simplest theories: see 
Chapter 17). Thus Matthiessen's rule predicts a resistivity of the form p = A + BT2 

with temperature~independent coefficients A and B, if impurity and electron-electron 
scattering a rc the dominant mechanisms. 

l t is not hard to verify that Matthiesscn's rule breaks down even in the relaxation
time approximation, if -r depends on k. For the conductivity u is then proportional 
to some average, 'T, of the relaxation time (see, for example, Eq. (13.25)). Thus the 
resist ivity, p, is proportional to l(f, and ~attbiessen's rule requires that 

l(f = ll r<U + l/'r-121. (16.23) 

However, Eq. (16.21) gives only relations such as 

(16.24) 

which a re not equivalent to (16.23) unless -.111 and "C121 a re independent of k. 
A more realistic picture of collisions casts even graver doubts on the general 

validity of Matthiessen's rule, for the assumption that the scattering rate due to one 
mechanism is independent oft he presence ofthe second becomes much less plausible 
as soon as the assumptions of the relaxation-time approximation a re dropped. The 
actual rate at which an electron experiences collisions depends on the configuration 
o f tlle other electrons, and this can be strongly affected by the p resence of two com
peting scattering mechanisms unless, by some good fortune. it happens that the 
distribution function in the presence of each separate scattering mechanism is the 
same. 

It can, however, be shown without making the relaxation-time approximation. 
that Matthiessen's rule holds as an incquality: 16 

(16.25) 

Quantitative analytic s tudies of the extent to which Matthiessen's rule fails are 
quite complex. Tbe mle is certainly valuable as a crude guide to what to expect, but 
one must always bear in mind the possibility of gross failur es- a possibility that is 
obscured by the naive relaxation-time approximation. 

SCATTERING IN ISOTROPIC MATERIALS 

It is sometimes a sserted that the relaxation-time approximation can be justified in 
isotropic systems. This is an interesting and useful observation, but one must be aware 

•• See. fo r c:otamplc, J. M. Ziman, Electrous arul Pllonons. Oxford, 1960, p. 286. and also Problem 4 
below. 
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of its limitations. The point arises in the description of elastic impurity scattering in 
an isotropic metal. The two crucial conditions1 7 are: 

(a) The energy &(k) must depend only on the magnitude k of the vector k. 
(b) The probability of scattering between two levels k and k' must vanish unless 

k = k' (i.e., it must be elastic), and must depend only on the common value of 
their energies and on the angle between k and k'. 

If condition (a) holds, then in the relaxation-time approximation the nonequilibrium 
distribution function in the presence of a static, spatially uniform electric field and 
temperature gradient. Eq. (13.43), has the general form 18 

(16.26) 

where the vector function a depends on k only through its magnitude-i.e., only 
through &(k)-and g0{k) is the local equilibrium distribution function. When the 
scattering is elastic impurity scattering and conditions (a) and (b) hold, one can show 
that if the solution to the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation-time approximation 
has the form ( 16.26), 19 the11 it is also a solution to the .full Boltzmarm equation 

To demonstrate this it suffices to show that the more correct Eq. (16.18) for 
(dgfdt)co~~ reduces to the form (16.9) assumed in the relaxation-time approximation, 
whenever the distribution function g bas the form (1626). We must therefore show 
that it is possible to find a function r(k) that does not depend on the distribution 
function g, such that whenever g bas the form (16.26) and the scattcdng is elastic 
isotropic impurity scattering, then 

f dk' 1 
(27t)3 wk.k.[g(k) - g(k')] = -r(k) (g(k) - g0(k)]. (16.27) 

If we substitute the distribution function (16.26) into (16.27) and note that for 
elastic scattering H{ k. vanisbes unless B(k) = &(k'), then the vector a(S') can be replaced 
by a{£.) and removed from the integral, reducing Lbe condition (1627) to20 

(16.28) 

" A more detailed analysis reveals that these requirements need hold only for levels within O(ka n 
of the Fermi surface, This is because lb·e final form of the distribution function differs from the local 
equilibrium form only within this energy range; see, for example Eq. (13.43). As a result, the analysis that 
follows may apply not only to the ideal free electron gas, but also to the alkali metals, whose Fermi surfaces 
are remarkably spherical, provided that the scattering is sufficiently isotropic ncar the Fermi energy. 

•• Tlus form also holds for time-dependent perturbations, and in the pcescnce of spatially uniform 
static magnetic fields. If, however, any of the extemal fields or temperature gradients depend on position, 
then {16.26) does not hold, and the conclusion that the solution to the Boltzmann equation has the form 
given by the relaxation-time approximation can no longer be drawn. 

19 The distribution function constructed in Chapter 13 is a solution to the Boltzmann equation in 
the relax·ation time approximation. as pointed out on page 320. 

10 Note thnt the equilibrium distribution g0 depends on k only through £{k). and therefore drops 
out of ( 16.28) when the scauering is elastic. 

I 
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We next resolve the vector k' into its components parallel and perpendicular to k: 

k' = kj1 + k'l. = (k · k ')IC + k~. (16.29) 

Because the scattering is elastic and W. .•. depends only on the angle between k and 
k', w •.•. cannot depend on k~, and therefore Jdk' W.xk~ must vanish. Consequently 

(16 . .30) 

Finally, because w ..... vanishes unless the magnitudes ofk and k' arc equal, the fa<..tor 
k' in the last integrand in (16.30) can be replaced by k and brought outside the integral, 
where it can be combined with the unit vector k to yield the vector k : 

J dk' w ..... k' = k J dl<' Wk.dk . i<'). (16.31) 

It follows from the identity (16.31) that the left side ofEq. (16.28) does indeed have 
the same form as the right side, provided that r(k) is defined by21 

(16.32) 

Thus the relaxation-time approximation (with a relaxation time given by (16.32) • 
provides the same description as the full Boltzmann equation, when applied to 
spatially homogeneous disturbances in an isotropic metal with isotropic elastic 
impurity scattering. 

Note that the relaxation-time given by (16.32) is a weighted average of the coUision 
probability in which forward scattering (I<= r<) receives very little weight. rr e is the 
angle between k and k', then t - k · k' = 1 - cos () ~ ()2 f2 for small angles. It is 
not unreasonable that small-angle scattering should make a very small contribution 
to the effective collision rate. 1f collisions were only in the forward direction (i.e., if 
w ..... vanished unless k = k') then they would have no consequences at all. When the 
possible changes in wave vector are not zero, but very small, then the distribution of 
ele<.'tronic wave vectors will be only slightly affected by collisions. A single collision, 
for example, would certainly not obliterate all traces of the fields that accelerated tbe 
electron, as maintained by the relaxation-time approximation, and therefore the 
effective inverse relaxation time (16.32) is very much smaller than the actual collision 
rate (16.2) when the scattering is predominantly forward scattering. 

Tllis point remains valid quite generally: Forward scattering wiiJ contribute Jess 
to effective "collision rates" than wide-angle scattering, unless a property is being 
measured that depends delicately on the precise direction in which certain electrons 
move. We shall see in Chapter 26 that this point is of importance in understanding 
the temperature dependence of the DC electrical resistivity. 

11 N01e that the relaxa tion time given by (16.32) can depend on the magnitude, but oot the direction 
of k. 
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PROBLEMS 

I. Let h(k) be any one-electron property whose to tal density is 

S
dk 

H = 
4

7t3 h(k)g (k), (16.33) 

where g is the electronic distribution function. JC, for example, IJ(k) is the electronic energy, e(k), 
then H is the energy deru;ity 11; if lz(k) is the electronic charge, - e, then H is the charge density, 
p . The value of the den.sity H in the neighborhood of a point changes because electrons move 
into and out of the neighborhood, !>Orne as the res ult of the semiclassical equations of motion, 
and some as a result of collisions. The change in H due to collisions is 

(~) = I dkl h(k) (~) . 
dt coli 4n ct cdl 

(16.34) 

(a) Show from (16.8) that (dH/dt),"'" vanishes provided that all collisions conserve h (i .e., 
provided that there is only scattering between levels k and k' with h(k) = h(k')). 

(b) Show that if( 16.8) is replaced by the rcla.xation-time approximation ( 16.9). lhen (dH {dr ) • .., 
vanishes only if the parameters J.l(r, r) and T(r. r), characterizing the local eqwlibrium distribution 
f, yield an equilibrium value of H equaJ to the actual value (16.33). 

(c) Deduce the equation of continuity, V · j + apf iJt = 0 from the Boltzmann equation 
(16. 13). 

(d) Deduce the equation of energy flow(13.83) from the Boltzmann equation (16.13), assuming 
that (dufdt )<0, = 0. 

2. A metal is perturbed by a spatially uniform electric field and t emperature gradienL Making 
the relaxation-time approximation (16.9) (where g0 is the local equilibrium distribution appro
priate to the imposed temperature gradient), solve the Boltzmann equation (16.13) to linear order 
in the field and temperature gradient, and verify that the solution is identical to (13.43). 

3. II. metal a t constant ten1pcrature and in a uniform static magnetic field is perturbed by a 
uniform static electric field. 

(a) Making the relaxation-time appro>.imation (16.9). solve the Boltzmann equation (16.13) 
to linear order in the electric field (treating the magnetic field exactly), under the assumption 

(16.35) 

Verify that your sol ution is of the form (16.26). 
(b) Construct the conductivity tensor from yo ur solution, and verify that it agrees with what 

one finds by evaluating (13.69) and (13.70) for a single l'ree electron band. 

4. Consider the Boltzmann equation (16.13) for a metal in a static uniform electric field, with 
a collision term (16.18) appropriate to elastic impurity scattering. 

(a) Assuming a ooncquilibrium distribution function of the form 

g(k) = f(k) + bg(k), (16.36) 
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v. here f is the equilibnum Fenni function and .Sg(k) is of o rder E, derive to linear order in E 
an integral equation obeyed by ~g. and show that the conductivity can be written in the form 

fdk ( aJ) 
(1 = e2 4n3 - of, v(k)u(k), (16.37) 

where u(k) is a solution to the integral equation 

f dk ' 
v(k) = (2n)3 W..x[ u(k) - u(k')]. (16.38) 

(b) Let a(k) and ')'{k) be any two functions of k. Define 

(ex, y) = e
1 f ::3 ( - ~) a(k)y(k) (16.39) 

so that (16.37) can be written compactly as 

CJ,v = (v,., u,). (16.40) 
Define 

{a, y} = e1 f ::3 (-~) cx(k) s(:;l W...k.[y(k) - y (k')). (16.41) 

Show that {~ y} = {y, a}. and that Eq. (16.38) implies 

{ u,, ')I} = (v10 y), (16.42) 

so that the conductivity can also be written in the form 

(16.43) 

(c) Prove for arbttrary a and y that 

{cx,y}l 
{cx,a} ~ { } . y,y 

(16.44) 

(Hint : Prove that {a + A)', a + ).y} ~ 0 for arbitrary )., and choose a ). tha t minimizes the 
left-hand side of this inequality.) 

(d) With the choice a = u,., deduce that cr "" satisfies the inequality 

4n3 - ae u.,.(k)y(k) dk ar) ]2 

(J JOt ~ "f ... dk=-_-(.,..-~a~IJ,....-~"f,...dk-=·<.,..' - -·---=''-----. 

4,r - as y(k) (2n)3 w ... k.(y(k) - y(k ')] 

for arbitrary functions y. 

(16.45) 

(e) Suppose that W = W(J) + Wilt. Let y be 1<,.. where u is the solution to ( 16.38). Let a ll> 

and cr2l be the conductivities one would have if only W 01 or W 121 were present. Deduce from 
(16.45), as it applies to cr" and crl~1• that 

1 I 1 
- j;l! (I) + --'l)' 
a~A (JXX O.XX 

(16.46) 
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The proper choice of the potential U(r) appearing in the o ne-electron Scl1rodinger 
equation 

h2 
- -

2 
Y'21/t(r) + U(r)ljt(r) = 81/t(r) 

m 
(17.1) 

is a subtle problem 1 Underlying this problem is the question of how best to represent 
the effects of electron-electron interactions, a subject we have so far altogether ignored, 
by working in the independent electron approximation. 

From a fundamental point of view it is impossible to describe electrons in a metal 
correctly2 by so elementary an equation as (17.1 ), however ingenious the choice of 
U(r), because of the enormously complicating effects of the interactions between 
electrons. A more accurate calculation of the ele<.:tronic properties of a metal should 
start with the Scbrodinger equation for theN-particle wave function of all N electrons 
in the metal,3 'P(r1st. r 2s2, . . . , rNsN): 

(17.2) 

Here the negative potential-energy term represents the attractive electrostatic poten
tials oftbe bare nuclei fixed at the points R of the Bravais lattice, and the last term 
represents the interactions of the electrons with each other. 

One has no hope of solving an equation such as (17.2). Further progress requires 
some simplifying physical idea. One such idea is suggested by asking what choice of 
U(r) would make the one-electron equation (17.1) least unreasonable. Evidently U.(r) 
should include the potentials of the ions: 

· n 2"' 1 
U"' (r) = - Ze ~ lr - Rl' (17.3) 

In addition, however, we shouJd like U(r) to incorporate (at least approximately) the 
fact that the electron feels the electric fields of all tl1e other electrons. If we treated 
the remaining electrons as a smooth distribution of negative charge with charge 
density p, the potential energy of the given electron in their field would be 

u<~(r) = - e f dr' p(r') jr ~ r'l' (17.4) 

Furthermore, if we persisted in an independent electron picture, the contribution of 
an electron in the level4 1/t; to the charge density would be 

P;(r) = -ejljt1(r)jl. (17.5) 

1 See the discussion at the beginning of 0\apter 1 I. 
2 Even in the approximation of fixed immovable ions. We shall retain this assumption here, relaxing 

it in Chapters 21- 26. 
3 We include explicitly the dependence of '¥ on the electron spin s, as well as the position r . 
• We let i stand for both the spin and orbital quantum numbers of the one-electron level. 
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The total electronic charge density would then be 

p(r) = - e L lt/tAr)!l, (17.6) , 
where the sum extends over all occupied one-electron levels in the metal.) 

Placing (17.6) in (17.4) and letting U = Ufon + u•• we arrive at the one-electron 
equation: 

- :;
1 

\72 t/t1(r) + Uio"(r)t/t,(r) + [t? ~I dr' lt/t1{r'W lr ~ r 'IJ t/t;(r) = 6;1/t;(r). (17.7) 

The set of equa tions (17.7) (there is o ne for each occupied one-electron level t/t1(r)) 
is known as the Harcree equations. These nonlinear equations for tbe one-electron 
wave fum:tions and energies are solved, in practice, by iteration: A form is guessed 
for vel (the term in brackets in (17.7)) on the basis of which the equations are solved. 
A new Ud is then computed from the resulting wave functions, t/t;(r), and a new 
Schrooinger equation is solved. Ideally, the procedure is continued until further 
iterations do not materially alter the potential.6 

The Hartree approximation fails to represent the way in which the particular (as 
opposed to the average) configuration o f the other N - 1 elec:trons affe<.ts the electron 
under consideration, for Eq. (J 7.7) describes the electron as interacting only with the 
field obtained by averaging over the positions o f the remaining electrons (with a 
weight determined by their wave functio ns). As crude an approximation as this is to 
the full SchrOdinger equation (17.2), it still leads to a mathematical task of considerable 
numerical complexity. To improve upon the Hartree approximation is quite difficult. 

There are, however, certain other important physical features of electron-electron 
interactions that cannot be treated in a simple self-consistent field approximation, 
but are nevertheless fairly well understood. In this chapter we sba)J survey the 
following: 

J. The extension of the self-consistent field equations to include what is known as 
"exchange." 

2. The phenomenon of "screening," which is of importance in developing a still 
more accurate theory of electron-electron intera<.'tions, and in accounting for the 
response of metallic electrons to charged particles such as ions, impurities, or 
other electrons. 

3. The Fermi liquid theory of Landau, which provides a phenomenological way of 
predicting the qualitative effects of elec..1ron-electron interactions on the electronic 
properties of metals, as weiJ as offering an explanation for the quite extraordinary 
success the independent electron approximation has had. 

We shall not discuss any of the many attempts to develop a really systematic way 
of treating electron-electron interactions. Such efforts come under the general heading 

• Although the electron docs not imeract with itself. it is not necessary to exclude its level from the 
sum in (17.6), for the inclusion of one extra spatially extended level among the 1022 or so occupied Jevets 
results in a negligible change in the density. 

6 For Lhis reason the Hartreeapproximation is also known as the ~sclf.oonSisteJlt field approximation." 
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o f "many-body problems," and have been dealt with, in recent years, through "field 
theoretic .. or "Green's function" methods. 

EXCHANGE: THE HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION 

The Hartree equations (17.7) have a fundamental inadequacy U1at is not at all evident 
from the derivatio n we gave. The defect emerges if we return to the exact N-electroo 
SchrOdinger equation and cast it into the equivalent variational form,7 which asserts 
that a solution to H'P = E'l' is given by any state 'P that makes stationary the 
quantity: 

where 

('l', H'P) 
(H)'~' = ('P, 'l') ' (17.8) 

('l',q)) = L ··· I fdr 1 ••. drN \f'*(r,s., ... , rNsN) ll)(r1s" ... , rNsN)· (17.9) 
.St SN 

In particular, the ground-state wave function is that 'l' that minimizes (17.8). This 
p roperty ofilie ground state is frequently exploited to construct approximate ground 
states by minimizing (17.8) not over a ll 'l', but over a limited class of wave functions 
chosen to have a more tractable form. 

It can be shown8 that the Hartree equations (17.7) follow from minimizing (17.8) 
over all 'l' of the form : 

(17.10) 

where ilie 1/11 are a set of N orthonormal one-electron wave functions. Thus the 
Hartrce equations give the best approximation to the full N-elcctron wave function 
that can be represented as a simple product of one-electron levels. 

The wave function (17.10), however, is incompatible with the Pauli principle, which 
requires the sign of 'f' to change when any two of jts arguments are interchanged:9 

\f'(r1s" ..• , r1s,, ... , r1s1, ... , rNsN) = -'P(r1 sl> ... , r1s1, ... , r1s1, ...• rNsN)· (17.11) 

Equation (17.1l) cannot be satisfied for the product form (17.10) unless 'l' vanishes 
identically. 

The simplest generalization of the Hartrcc approximation that incorporates the 
antisymmetry requirement (17.11) is to replace the trial wave function (17.10) by a 

7 See Appendix G. TI1e discussion there is for the one-eleclcon SchrOdinger equation. but the generaJ 
case is, if anything, simpler. 

• We lehve this as a straighlforward exercise (Problem I) for the reader. 
0 The antisymmetry of the N -clectron wave function is the fundamental manifestation of the Pauli 

pr.inciple. The alternative statement of the principle. that no one~lectron level can be multiply occupied. 
can only be formulated in an independent electron approximation. There it foll ows directly from the fact 
thai (17.13) must vanish if any t/11 = t/11. The Hartree state (17.10) Is consistent (though not, like (17.13), 
automatically so) with the prohibillon on multiple occupation. provided that no two t/J1 are tbe same. 
H owever. it fails the more fundamental test of anti:;ymmetty. 
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Slater determinant of one-electron wave functions. This is a linear combination of the 
product (17.10) and all other products obtainable from it by permutation of the r.h 
among themselves, added together with weights + L or - 1 so as to guarantee condi
tion (17.11): 

(17.U) 

This antisymmetrized product can be written compactly as tl1e determinant of an 
N x N matrix:1 0 

l/ll(rlst)l/Jt(rzSz) .. 
ljJ 2( r 1 s 1)l/J 2(r 2s2 ) • . 

• 

• 

l/1 J (r NsN) 
l/J:z(rNsN) 

• 

• 

• 

(17.13) 

With a little bookkeeping (Problem 2) it can be shown tllat if the energy ( 17.8) is 
evaluated in a state of the form (17.1 3), with orthonormal single electron wave func
tions l/1 1 •• • l/JN, then the result is: 

<H).., = f J dr l/11*(r) ( - ~ V2 + lf"'"(r)) l/J1tr) 

+ 21 I fdr dr' I ez ' lll/J;(r)l21•nr·W 
.1 r - r •• 

- .j b J dr dr' lr ~ r'lb•;si1*(r)l/11(r')l/f/(r')l/11(r). (17.14) 

Notice that the last term in (17.14) is ocgaLive and involves the product ljl1*(r)l/J1(r') 
in place of the usual one-electron combination ll/11(r)j2. Minimizing (17.14) witll respect 
to the ljl1• (Problem 2) leads to a generalization of the Hartrce equations known as 
the Hartroo-Fock equations: 

f12 

- -2 V2l/l;(r) + U100 (r)ljlj(() + u•'(r)l/JI(r) 
m 

- t J dr' lr ~ r'll/l/(r')l/11(r')ljl1(r)b6 t>J = f.,l/11(r), (17.15) 

where U" is defined in (17.4) and (17.6). 
These equations differ from tile Hartree equations (17.7) by an additional term 

on the left side, known as the exchange temt The complexity introduced by the 
exchange term is considerable. Like the self-consistent field U .. (often referred to as 
tJ1c direct term) it is nonlinear in 1/J, but unlike the direc--t term it is not of the form 
V(r)l/J(r). lnstead, it has the structure f V(r, r')l/l(r') dr'-i.e., it is an integral operator. 
As a result, tl1c Hartree-Fock equations are in general q uite intractable. The one 
exception is the free electron gas. When the periodic potential is zero (or constant) 

•o Since a determinant change.~ sign when any two columns are interchanged. this in.~w-cs that the 
condition (17.1 1) holds. 
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the Hartree-Fock equations can be solved exactly by choosing the l/11 to be a set of 
orthonormal plane waves. 11 Altl10ugh the case of free electrons has dubious bearing 
on the problem of electrons in a real metal, the free electron solution suggests a further 
approximation that makes the Hartree-Fock equations in a periodic potential more 
manageable. We therefore comment briefly on tJ1e free electron case. 

HARTREE-FOCK THEORY OF FREE ELECTRONS 

The familiar set of free electron plane waves, 

l/11(r) = (ft) x spin function, (17.16) 

in which each wave vector less than kF occurs twice {once for each spin o rientation) 
in the Slater determinant, gives a solution to the Hartree-Fock equation for free 
electrons. For if plane waves are indeed solutions, then tJ1e electronic charge density 
that determines oct will be uniform. However, in t11e free electron gas the ions are 
represented by a uniform distribution of positive charge witJ1 the same density as 
the electronic charge. Hence the potential of the ions is precisely canceled by the 
direct term: Uio" + u<~ = 0. Only the exchange term survives, which is easily 
evaluated by writing tl1e Coulomb interaction in terms of its Fourier transform12

: 

e2 
2 1"1 . 1 , 2 Idq 1 . , ..., lr - r'l = 4ne v ~ qZ e•Q . r - r I -> 4ne (2n)~ qZ fl'l'•'- · I . (17.17) 

If (17.17) is substituted into the exchange term in {17.1 5) and the l/11 are all taken to 
be plane waves of t11e form (17.16), then ilie left side of (17.15} assumes the form 

(17.18) 

(17.19) 

and 

1 1 - x2 
1 + xl 

F(x) = 2 + 4x In J - x . (17.20) 

This shows that plane waves do indeed solve (17.15), and that the energy of the 
one-electron level with wave vector k is given by (17.19). Thefunclion F(x) is plotted 
in Figure 17.1a, and the energy &(k) in Figure 17.1b. 

Several features of the energy (17.19) deserve comment: 

1. Although the Hartree-Fock one-electron levels continue to be plane waves, the 
energy of an electron in tl1e level t!" ·' is now given by li2k2 /2m pills a term describing 

" More complicated solutions, known as spin density waves, are also possible (Chapter 32). 
,. See Problem 3. 
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Figure 17.1 
(a) A plot of lhe funclion 
F(x), defined by Eq. (17.20). 
Although the slope o f thill 
function divergel> at x = I . 
the divergence is logarithmtc, 
and cannot be revealed by 
changing the scale oflhe ploL 
Al large values of x the be
havior is F(x)-l / 3x2. (b)The 
Hartree-Fock energy (17.19) I 
may be written 

:~ = [ xl - 0.663 (~) F(x)]. 

wherex = kf kF. This fl!Dction r 
is plotted here for r .Ja0 = 4. 
and may be compared with 
the free electron energy 
(white line). Note that in 
addition to depressing the 
free electron energy substan
tially, the exchange term has 
led to a considerable increase 
in the bandwidth (in these 
units from I to 2.33). an 
effect not corroborated by 
experiments such as soft X
ray emission or photoelec
tron emission from metals, 
which purport to measure 
such bandwidths. 
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the effects of the electron-electron interaction. To compute the contribution of these 
interactions to the total energy oftbe N -electron system, we must sum this corre<..'tioo 
over all/< < '-F• multiply by 2 (for the two spin levels that are occupied for each k}, 
and divide by 2 (because, in summing tl1e interaction energy of a given electron over 
all electrons, we are counting each electron pair twice). In this way we find that 

E = 2 L Fr2k2 - e2kF L [t + kF2 - k2ln lkF + kl]· (17.21) 
k<kF 2m 7t k<kF 2kkF kF- k 

We have already evaluated the first term in Chapter 2 (Eq. (2.31)). If we transform 
the second tenn into an integral. it can be evaluated to give: 

[
3 3 e

2
kF] 

E = N 5 SF - 4 7t • (17.22) 

This result is conventionally written in termsoftherydberg (e2/2a0 = 1 Ry = 13.6eV) 
and the parameter r.fa0 (page 4): 

E e
2 

[ 3 2 3 ( >] [ 2.21 0.916 ] 
N = 2ao 5 (kpao) - 2; kpao = (rsfao)2 - (rsfao ) Ry. (17.23) 

Since r.la0 in metals is in the range from 2 to 6, the seco nd tenu in (17.23) is q uite 
comparable to the first in size, and indicates that electron-electron interactions cannot 
be overlooked in any free electron estimate of the electronic energy of a meta1. 
2. With much labor the exact leading terms in a high-density (i.e., small rJa0 ) 

ex.pansion of the ground-state energy of the electron gas have been calculated: 1 3 

E [ 2.21 0.916 ] 
N 

= ( I )2 - ( I + 0.0622 In (r3 la0 ) - 0.096 + O(r,la0 ) R y. (17.24) 
rs ao r,. ao) 

Note that the first two terms a re just the Hartree-Fock result (17.23). Since r.fa0 is 
not small in metals, this expansion is of doubtful relevance, but its derivation marked 
one of tbe first systematic attempts to work out a more accurate theory of eJectron
electron interactions. The next two terms in ( 17 .24) and all other corrections to the 
H a rtree-Fock result are conventionally referred to as the correlation energy. Note 
that t11e correla tion energy is not a q uantity wit11 physical significance; it merely 
represents tbe error incurred in making a fairly c rude first-order approximation. t 4. 

3. The average change in the energy of an electron from h2 k 2j2m due to exchange 
is just the second tem1 in EIN; i.e., 

0.916 R y. 
(r,lao) 

u M . GeU-Mann and K. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 106, 364 (1957). 

(17.25) 

,.. lndeed. the name 'correlauon energy- is something of a misnomer. The Hartree approximat1on 
ignores electron correlations; i.e., the N -electron probability distribution factors into a product of N 
one·elect.ron clistributioos. T he H artrec-F ock wave function (I 7. 13) does not so fuctor; i.e.. electron 
correlations are inr.rodut.'Cd at this next level of approximation. N evertheless llte .. correlation energy" is 
defined to exclude tbe exchange contribution. containing only further corrections beyond that provided 
by Hartree·Fcx.:k theory. 
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This form Jed Slater L5 to suggest that in nonuniform systems and, in particular, in 
the presence of the periodic potential of the lattice, one could simplify the Hartree
Fock equations by replacing the exchange term in (17.15) by a local energy given by 
twice (17.25) with hF evaluated at the local density; i.e., he proposed an equation 
in which the effect of exchange was taken into account by merely adding to the 
Harrree term U"1(rJ an additional potential u=h$(r ), given by 

ucxchs(r) = -2.95(a0 
3 n(r) )113 Ry. (17.26) 

This procedure, gross and ad hoc though it is, is actually followed in many band 
structure calculations. There have been some controversies16 over whether it is better 
to average the free electron exchange over all k o r to evaluate it at k = kF, but the 
crude nature of the approximation makes the dispute one of Limited COlltent It 
is bard to say more for this simplification than that it approximates the effects of 
exchange by introducing a potential that favors regions of high density, in a way 
that roughly mimics the density dependence of the exchange tenu in the free electron 
energy density. 
4. Equation (17.19) has one rather alarming feature: The derivative cBjck becomes 
JogaritbmiC'c~lly infinite1

' at k = kF. Since (1/ li) N;jcklk=kf is precisely the velocity 
of those electrons most important for metallic properties. this is an unsettling 
result. A singularity at k = kr in the one-electron energies makes the Sommerfeld 
expansion (2. 70) invalid, and leads in this case to an electronic heat capacity at low 
temperatures going not as T, but as Tf lln T l. 

The singularity does not occur for a general noncoulombic potential. but can be 
traced back to tbe divergence of the Fourier transform 4ne2 jk2 of tl1e interaction 
e2 jr, at k = 0. This in turn reflects the very long range of the inverse square force. 
If the Coulomb interaction were replaced, for example, by one of the form e2(e -kor jr), 
then its Fourier transform 18 would be 4ne2 f(k 2 + k0

2
), the k = 0 divergence would 

be eliminated, and the unphysical singularity of the Hartree-Fock energies removed. 
It can be argued (see below) that t:!Je potential appearing in the exchange term should 
be modified in j ust this way to take into account the fields of electrons other than 
the two at rand r ', which rearrange themselves so as partially to cancel the fields the 
two electrons exert on one another. This effect, known as "screening," is of fundamen
tal importance not only for its effects on the electron-electron interaction energy, but, 
more generally, in determining the behavior of any charge-carrying disturbance in 
a metal.19 

SCREENING (GEI\£RAl,) 

The phenomenon of screening is one of the simplest and most important manifes
tations of electron-electron interactions. We consider here only screening in a free 

" J. C . Slalcr. Pill'S. Rl!r. 81, 385 (1951): 82. 538 (1951) ; 91, 5:!8 (1953). 
16 S~. forex:tmple. \\'. Kohnand L. J. Sham, Pltys. Ret·- l.W. A1193 (1965). and R. Ga.,par. At'la. 

Phys. AcatL Sci. flung. 3.263 (1954). 
11 See Figure !7.1. 
18 Problem 3. 
19 The ions in amela1arean impo1'tantcase and will be referred to in the context or dynamic screening 

in Chapler 26. 
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electron gas. The detailed theory of screening in the presence of a realistic periodic 
potential is much more complex, and one is often forced to use the free eleclTon 
form of the theory even in discussions of real metals. 

Suppose a positively charged particle is placed at a given position in the electmn 
gas and rigidly held there. It will then attract electrons, creating a surplus of negative 
charge in its neighborhood, which reduces {or screens) its field lo treating this 
screening it is convenient to introduce two electrostatic potentials. The first, cf/''\ 
arises solely from the positively charged particle itself, and therefore satisfies Poisson's 
equation in the form: 

(17.27) 

wl1ere pe"{r) is the particle's charge density.20 The second. ¢, is the full physical 
potential, produced by both the positively charged particle and the cloud of screening 
electrons it induces. It therefore satisfies 

(17.28) 

where pis the full charge density, 

p(r) = p•"(r) + p"d(r), (17.29) 

and pu'd is the charge density induced in the electron gas by the presence of the external 
particle. 

By analogy with the theory of dielectric media, one assumes that ¢ and ¢•" are 
linearly related by an equation of the for01 11 

<fP'(r) = ftr' E(r. r')¢(r'). (17.30) 

ln a spatially uniform electron gas E can depend only on the separation between the 
points rand r', but not on their absolute position: 

E(r, r ') = E'(r - r'). (17.31) 

Thus (17.30) assumes the form 

(/l"'(r) = I dr' E(r - r ')q)(r'), (17.32) 

20 The term "external" and superscript kexr" used to describe the applied cha.rge a.re not meant to 
suggest thai the charge is placed outside of the meta l-ie is in fact inside the metal-but refer only to its 
origin from some source of charge external co che system of eleccrons. 

~• The potential ¢"' is analogous lo the electric displacement D (whose sources are the ufrcc" charges 
extrinsic co the medium); the potential tfJ is analogous lo the electric field E, which arises from the total 
charge distribution, including bolh the urree" charges and the "bound'' charges induced in lhe medium. 
The relatJon D(r) "" J tlr'£(r - r ')E(r') (or the corresponding relation (I 7.32)) reduct'S 10 the rqore familiar 
local relation O(r) = ££(r). with the dielecU'ic conslant £being given by e= J dr€(r). when 0 and E a re 
spalially uniform fields {or, more gene .. ally, when the !idds vary slowly on the scale of some r0 for which 
€(r) ,._., 0, r > r0 .) 
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which implies22 that the corresponding Fourier transforms satisfy 

ql"'(q) = e-(q)¢(q), (17.33) 

where the Fourier transforms are defined by 

E"( q) = I dr e - lq • r e(r). (17.34) 

( ) -I dq lq. T (q) 
E r - (2n)3 e e ' (17.35) 

with similar equations for ¢ and ¢w. 
The quantity e(q) is called the (wave vector dependent) d ielect ric constant of the 

metal. 23 When written in tl1e form 

¢(q) = 1 qP'(q) 
e(q) 

(17.36) 

equation (17.33) asserts that the qth Fourier component o f the total potential present 
in the electron gas is just the qth Fourier component of the external potential. reduced 
by tlle factor 1/e(q). This kind o f relation is familiar in elementary discussions o f 
d ielectrics, where, however, the fields are generally uniform so that the dep::ndence 
on wave vector does not come into play. 

The quantity that turns out to be the most natural to calculate d irectly is not the 
dielectric constant e(q) but the charge density pln<l(r) induced in the electron gas by 
tlle total potential ¢(r). We sl1all examine below how this can be calculated When 
p''"' and ¢ are linearly related (as tJ1ey will be fo r sufficiently weak ¢ ), then tl1eir 
Fourier transforms will satisfy a relation of tlle form 

pind(q) = x(q)¢(q). (17.37) 

We can relate e (the quantity of direct physical interest} to x (the quantity tllat 
emerges naturally from a calculation) as follows: 

The Fourier transforms of tlle Poisson equations (17.27) and (17.28) arc 

q2QJc"(q) = 4npa'(q), 
q2¢(q) = 4np(q). 

T ogether with (17.29) aod (1 7.37) these give 

2 t (¢(q) - ¢ •'"(q)) = x(q)¢(q), 

{17.38) 

(17.39) 

u Through the co.nvolution theorem of Fourier analysis. We follow the usuaJ physicists' practice of 
using the same symbol for a function and irs Fourier trunsfocm, distinguishing the two by the symbol 
used for ll1e argumcnL 

u In elementary disc~ons of electrostatics il is so metimes asserted that the dielectric constant o r 
n metal is infinite-i.e., that the charge is free to move and the medium is therefore inlirntely polarizable. 
We shall find that U1e form of £(q) is consisten t with l11is, for in the limit of a spatiaJiy uniform applied 
field (q-. 0) £(q) does indeed become infini te. (See Eq. ( 17.51).) 
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or 

</J(q) = ¢•"(q) j ( 1 - :~ x(q)). 

Comparing this with (17.36) leads to the relation 

4n 
£(q) = 1 - 2 x(q) = 1 

lJ 

(17.40) 

(17.41) 

· Except for the assumption that the externally applied charge is weak enough to 
produce only a linear response in the electron gas, the analysis up to this point has 
been exact (though little more than a series of definitions). Serious appr oximations 
become necessary when one tries to calculate X· Two widely prevalent theories of x 
are employed, both simplifications of a general Hartree calculation of the charge 
induced by the impurity. The first-the Thomas-Fermi method--is basically the 
classical (more precisely, the semiclassical) limit of ll:le Hartree theory; the second
the Lindhard method, also known as the random phase approximation (or RPA)-is 
basically an exact Hartree calculation o f the charge density in the presence of the 
self-consistent field of t11e external charge p lus electron gas, except that the Hartree 
calculation is simplified from the start by the fact that pind is only required to linear 
order in ¢. 

The Thomas-Fermi method bas the advantage tlJat it is applicable even when a 
linear relation between pind a nd </> does not hold; it has the disadvantage that it is 
reliable only for very slowly varying external potentials. When the Thomas-Fermi 
resuh is linearized, it is identical to the Lindhard result a t small values of q, and less 
accurate than the Lindhard result when q is not small. We describe the two cases 
separately below. 

• 

THOMAS-FERMI TIIEORY OF SCREENING 

In principle, to find the charge density in ilie presence of the total potential <jJ = 
<jJ'-" + ¢•Nl we must solve t11e one-electron Schrodinger equation, 24 

1J2 
- -

2 
V2,/t1(r) - e</>(r)l/11(r) = B11/11(r), (17.42) 

m 

and then construct the electronic density from ilie one-electron wave functions using 
(17.6). T he Thomas-Fermi approach is based on a simplification in this procedure 
that can be made when t11e total potential ¢(r) is a very slowly varying function of 
r . Here we mean .. slowly varyiugn in precisely the same sense as in Chapters 2 and 

24 Beca~ ~ is the total potential, arising from both the external charge and the charge density it 
induces in the electron gas, Eq. (17.42) i.~ implicitly treating electron-electron interaction:. in the H artree 
approximation. The ~clr-coosistcncy problem (at leas t in the linearized version of the theory) is contained 
in the stipulation tha t ~ is related to the electronic charge density p"'" determined by the ~olutions to 
(17:42). through Eqs. {17. 36) and (17.41). 
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12; i.e., we assume it is mearungful to specify the energy vs. wa\e vector relation of 
an electron at the position r, and we take this relation to be 

IJ2k2 
E(k) = 

2 
- e¢(r ). (17.43) 

m 

Thus the energy is modified from its free electron value by the total local potential. 
Evidently (17.43) makes sense only in terms of wave packets. These will have a 

typical spread in position at least of the order of l fkF. We must tJ1erefore require 
that <jJ(r) vary slowly on the scale of a Fermi wavelength. I n terms of Fourier com
ponents this means that the calculation will be reliable only for values of x(q) with 
q « kF. We shall verify this limitation explicitly when we turn to t11e more accurate 
Lindhard approach. 

Thus we assume that the solutions to Eq. (17.42) describe a set of electrons with 
energies of the simple classical form (17.43). To calculate the charge density produced 
by tllese electrons we place their energies into the expression (2.58) for the electronic 
number density, to find (with f3 = l fk8 T) 

fdk 1 
n(r) = 4n3 exp (11((1i2..,..k"'2f-::-2J-n)---e¢-=-(-r)- --p-=)]=-+- 1 • (17.44) 

The induced charge density is just - en(r) + en0 , where the second term is the charge 
density of the uniform positive background. The number density of the background 
is just the density of the electronic system when ¢""', and hence ¢, vanisl1es:25 

fdk 1 
no(J-L) = 4n3 exp [f3((1i2-k 2.-/2_m_)--f.l-=)]_+_ l · (17.45) 

We combine (17.44) and (17.45) to write, 

pm.~(r) = - e[ n0(J1 + e¢(r)) - n0(J.I)J. (17.46) 

This is the basic equation of nonlinear Thomas-Fermi theory. 
In the present case we assume tJ1at c/1 is small enough for (17.46) to be expanded 

to give in leading order 

pind(r) = _ e2 ~~ </J(r). (17 .47) 

Comparing (17.47) with (17.37) we find that x(q) is given by the constant 

on0 r.(q) = - e2 OJ-I , indetx:ndent of q. (17.48) 

Substituting this in (17.41) gives the Thomas-Fermi dielectric constantl6 

4ne2 ono 
€(q) = 1 + 2 !I • (17.49) 

q UJ.I 

" Tile values of the chemical potential J.l appearing io (17.44) and (17.45) will be the same under 
the a~umption thai (b(r) is appreciable only in a finite region of the electron gas, outside of which the 
elect ron density is negligibly perturbed from its equilibrium value. 

26 As anticipated, this form for the dielectric constant does indeed become in finite as q _. 0. (See 
foolllote 23.) 
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It is customary to define a Thomas-Fermi wave vector k0 by: 

so that 

k 2 4 z cno 
0 = 'Ire op • 

E(q) = 1 
k 2 

0 +-z. q 

(17.50) 

(17.51) 

To illustrate tl1e significance of k0, consider the case where the external potential 
is that of a point charge: 

(/>•"'(r) = Q, r/J""'{q) = ~{f. 
r q 

The total potential in the metal will then be 

1 .,., 4nQ 
¢(q) = e(q) 4> (qJ = qz + ko 2 

The Fourier t ransform can be inverted to give (see Problem 3) 

"·(r)- I dq e"' "' 4nQ - .@.e-AO'" 
'f' - (2n)3 q2 + koz - r . 

(17.52) 

(17.53) 

(17.54) 

Thus the total potential is of the coulombic form times an exponential damping 
factor that reduces it to a negligible size at distances greater than order 1/k0 . This 
form is known as a screened Coulomb potemia/21 or (from an analogous form in 
meson theory) a Yukawa potential. 

We have thus extracted the anticipated result that the electrons screen out the 
field of the external charge. In addition, we have an explicit expression for the charac
teristic distance beyond which the disturbance is effectively screened To estimate k0 

note that for a free electron gas, when T « T,.., on0 fiJp is simply the density of levels 
at the Fermi energy, g(e,..) = mkf-!li 2n2 (Eq. (2.64) ). Therefore 

('·)112 2.95 -1 
k0 = 0.815 k,.. - = ( I )112 A · 

ao '• ao 
(17.55) 

Since r,../a0 i& about 2 to 6 at metallic densities, k0 is oft he order of k,..; ie., disturbances 
are screened in a aistance which is similar to the interparticle spacing. Thus the 
electrons are highly effective in shielding external charges. 

17 This form appears in the theory of electrolytes as originally given by P. Oebye and .E. HockeJ, 
Phy.v. Z. 24, 185, 305 (1923). 
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LU\TDHARD THEORY OF SCREEI\"'ING 

In the Lindl1ard approach 28 one retums to the Schrodinger equation ( 17.42) and 
does not make a semiclassical approximation, requiring a slowly varying lj>. Instead, 
one exploits from the outset the fact that the induced density is required only to 
linear order in the total potential cJ>. It is then a routine mancr to solve (17.42) to 
linear order by perturbation theory. Once one knows the electronic wave functions 
to linear order in cJ> one can also compute the linear change in electronic charge density 
via ( 17.6). The procedure is straightforward (Problem 5) and here we quote only the 
result. Equation (17.48) of linearized Thomas-Fermi theory must be generalized to 

x(q) = -e2 J dk f,.-!<1.- /k+i<l, (17.56) 
47t3 h2k · qfm 

where fk denotes the equilibrium Fermi function for a free electron with energy 
h 2k2 /2m: f~r. = l f{exp [P(h2 k 2 /2m- J.L)] + 1}. 

Note that when q is small compared to kF the numerator of the integrand can be 
expanded about its value at q = 0: 

h2 k. q 0 2 
fHI;q = f" + z m OJ.L fk + O(q ). (17.57) 

The term linear in q in this expansion gives the Thomas-Fermi result (17.48). Thus, 
as expected, in the limit of a slowly varying disturbance Lindhard theory reduces 
to Thomas-Fermi theory.29 However, when q becomes comparable to kF there is 
considerably more structure in the Lindhard dielectric constant. At T = 0 the 
integrals in (17.56) can be performed explicitly to give 

'q) = -t? (mkp) [.!. 1 - x2 

In 11 + xlJ 
X\' h2n 2 2 + 4x 1 - x ' 

q 
x-- 2kF. (17.58) 

The quantity in square brackets, which is 1 at x = 0, is the Lind bard correction30 to 
the Thomas-Fermi result. Note that at q = 2k,.. the dielectric constant E = l - 4nxfq2 

is not analytic. As a result it can be shown that at large distances the screened potential 
4> of a point charge now has a term that goes (at T = 0) as: 

1 
</>(r) ...., 3 cos 2kFr. (17.59) 

r 

Thus the screening at large distances has considerably more structure than the simple 
Yukawa potential predicted by the Thomas-Fermi theory, with a much more weakly 
decaying oscillatory term. Depending on the context these osci.llations go under 
tbe name of Friedel oscillations o r Ruderman-Kittel oscillations. We comment on 
t11em further in Chapter 26. 

u J. Linclhard. KgL Dcmske Vider..,.kab. Selsknb Mat.-Fys. Medd. 28, No. 8 (1954). 
•• lndeed. the Thomas-Fenni X(q) can be characterized as the limit o f the Lindhard x(q) as q .-. 0. 
30 The function in square brackets happens to be the function F(x) appearing in tbr: Hanree-Fock 

energy (17.19) for free electrons and plotted in Figure 17.1a. 
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FREQUENCY-OEP£]\jDENT LINDHARD SCREENING 

If the external charge density has time dependence e- 1
"'', then the induced potential 

and charge density will a lso have such a time dependence, and the dielectric constant 
will depend on frequency as well as on wave vector. In the lim iting case, where 
collisions can be ignored, the Lindhard argument can be straightforwardly generalized 
by using time-dependent rather than stationary perturbation theory. One finds that 
the static result (17.56) need be modified only by the additi on ofthe quantity hw to 
the denominator o f the integrandY n1is more general form is of considerable 
importance in the theory of lattice vibrations in metals, as well as in the theory of 
superconductivity. Here we note only that when q approaches zero at fixed co, the 
Lindhard dielectric constant, 

_ 4ne
2 f dk fk-t<J - /Ht;q 

E"(q, ro) - 1 + 2 4~ 1;2k ' 11 , q · qm + u.v 
(17.60) 

reduces to the Drude result (1.37), which we derived under the assumption of a 
spatially unifomJ disturbance. Thus the more sophisticated Lindhard approach is 
consistent with more elementary investigations in the regimes in which they are 
applicable. 

SCREENING THE HARTREE-FOCK APPROXiMATION 

We have discussed screening by metallic electrons of an externally imposed charge 
distribution. However, screening will a lso affect the interaction of two electrons with 
each other, since from the point of view of the remaining electrons these two can be 
considered as external charges. If one returns to the Hartree-Fock equations and 
takes this point o f view, one can make an important improvement. One cannot 
tamper with the Hartree self--consistent field term, since this is the term that gives 
rise to the screening in the first place. However, it is tempting32 to replace the electron
electron interacti :m that occurs in the exchange term by its screened form, multiplying 
l /(k - k')2 by the inverse dielectric constant 1/c=(k - k') in (17.19). This eliminates 
the singula rity responsible for the anomalous divergence in the one electron velocity 
v(k) = ( 1/h)(i'S(I.:)/i'k) at. k = k,.., for in the neighborhood of q = 0 the screened 
interaction approaches not e2 fq2 but e2 / ko 2 . lf one now calculates the value o f v(k) 
a t k = kF, one finds that for valut:s of rs typical of metallic densities the velocity 
differs from its free electron value by only about 5 perccnL Thus screening bas 
characteristically reduced the importance of electron-electron interactions. 33 

31 When the denominator vanishes. the int<.t~ral is made unambiguo us by the requirc:mcnt that it 
be evaluated by givong w a vanishingly small positive im:.ogjnary part . 

., One of the successes o f the Green·~ function approach is the jus tification in a systematic way o f 
this apparently ad hoc introduction o f scrcemng imo the exchange tenn. 

'·' rn the present case the reduction is rather dramatic. from a divergence to a minor correction of 
a few percei\L 
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FERMI LIQUID THEORY 

We conclude Uris chapter with a brief look at some deep and subtle arguments, 
primarily due to Landau, 34 that (a) explain the remarkable sucoess of the independent 
electron approximation in spite of the strength of electron-electron interactions and 
(b) indicate how, in many cases, particularly in the calculation oftransport properties, 
the consequences of electron-electron interactions can qualitatively be taken into 
account. Landau's approach is known as Fernri liquid theory. lt was designed to 
deal with the liquid state of the isotope of helium of mass number 3, but is increasingly 
being applied to the theory of electron-electron interactions in metals.35 

We first observe that up to this point our analysis of electron-electron interactions 
has led to a substantially modified energy vs. wave vector relation for the one-electron 
levels (e.g., Bq. (17.19)}, but has not in any substantial way challenged the basic 
structure of the independent electron model, in which the electronic properties of a 
metal are viewed as arising from the occupation of a specified set of one--electron 
levels. Thus even in the Hartree-Fock approximation we continue to describe the 
stationary electronic states by specifying which one-electron levels 1/11 are present in 
the Slater detenninant (17.13). The N -electron wave function therefore bas exactly 
the same structure as it would have for non interacting electrons, the only modification 
being that the form of the one-electron wave functions .Pi may be affected by the 
interactions. 36 It is far from clear that this is a sensible way to describe the stationary 
states of the N-electron system. Suppose, for example, that the net electron-electron 
interaction were attractive, and so much so that pairs of electrons fonned bound 

• states. 37 TI1en the natural way to describe the electrons in a metal would be in terms 
· of electron pairs. Such a metal could no more be adequately described by the sta
tionary states of a set of independent single electrons than a gas of oxygen molecules 
could be described in terms of independent oxygen atoms. 

Even if nothing as drastic as pair formation happens, it is still far from obvious 
tl1at an independent electron description, with suitably modified energies, will be 
anywhere near the mark in describing the electrons in an actual metal. There is, 
however, reason to expect that this may be the case for electrons with energies near 
the Fernri energy. 38 The argument, due to Landau, can be divided into two stages. 
The first is fairly straightforward, but the second is very subtle indeed. 

34 L. D. Landau, Sou. Phys. JETP 3, 920 (1957); 5,101 (1957); and 8, 70 (1959). 
•• A thorough and fairly elementary survey of the theory of cbarg~-d Fermi liquids up to 1966 

can be found in The Theory of Quomwn Liquids I. D. Pines and P. Nozieres, W. A. Benjamin, Menlo 
Park, California, 1966. . 

36 For free electrons, not even this change is made. The wave functions continue to be plane waves. 
31 Something like this actually happens in a superconductor. St-e Chapter 34. 
3 8 There is no justification for the independent electron picture when the cl~ctronic energies are far 

from the Fermi energy, but happily, as we have seen in Chapters 2, 12, and 13, many of the most interesting 
electronic properties of a metal are almost completely determined by electrons within k8 T of the Femti 
energy. However, any property involving electronic levels well below or high above the Fenni energy 
(such as soft X-ray emission, photoelectric emission, or optical absorption) may vezy well be substantially 
affected by electron-electron interactions. 
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FERMI LIQUID THEORY: CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE ON ELECTRON-ELECfRON 
SCATTERING NEAR THE FERMJ El\"ERGY 

Consider a set of noninteracting electrons. If we imagine gradually turning on tJ1e 
interactions between electrons, they will lead to two kinds of effects: 

1. The energies of each one-electron level will be modified. 39 This is the kind of 
effect illustrated by the Hartree-Fock approximation and its refinements. We 
shall return to it below. 

2. Electrons will be scattered in and out of the single electron levels, which are no 
longer stationary. This does not happen in tl1e Hartree-Fock approximation, 
where one-electron levels continue to give vafjd stationary states of the interacting 
system. Whether this scattering is serious enough to invalidate the independent 
electron picture depends on how rapid the rate of scattering is. If it is sufficiently 
low, we could introduce a relaxation time and treat the scattering in the same way 
as tlle other scattering mechanisms we have discussed in our theories of transport 
processes. If it should happen (and we shall see that H usually does) that tlle 
electron-electron relaxation time is much larger than other relaxation times, then 
we can safely ignore it altogether and use the independent electron model with 
considerably more confidence, subject only to modifications required by the 
altered energy vs. k relation.40 

One naively might expect ll1e electron-electron scattering rate to be quite high, 
since tbe Coulomb interaction, even when screened, is rather strong. However, the 
exclusion principle comes dramatically to the rescue by reducing the scattering rate 
quite spectacularly in many cases of major interest. This reduction occurs when ll1e 
electronic configuration differs only slightly from its thermal equilibrium form (as is 
the case in aJJ of the transport processes we have investigated in Chapter 13). T o 
illustrate tlle effect of the exclusion principle on the scattering rate, s·uppose, for 
example, that the N-electron state consists of a filled Fermi sphere (tl1ermal equilib
rium at T = 0) plus a single excited electron in a level with S1 > &p. In order for tl1is 
electron to be scattered, it must interact with an electron of energy &2, which must 
be less than SF, since only electronic levels with energies less Lhan Sr are occupied. 
The exclusion principle requires that these two electrons can only scatter into 
unoccupied levels, whose energies &3 and &4 must tllercfore be greater than &F. Thus 
we require that 

&2 < &F, &3 > &.!'> &4 > &F. 

lo addition, energy conservation requires that 

s. + &z = s3 + &4. 

(17.61) 

(17.62) 

J 9 We defer, for the moment, the question of whether it 01akes sense to speak of"one-elcctron levels" 
atllll, when the interaction is turned on. n ·his is, of course, the central problem, which is why the argument 
is so subtle.) 

40 And subject to I he delicale change in poml of view B.Sl>OCIBted with the introduction of "quasi
particles" (see below). 
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When S1 is exactly s,.., conditions (17.61) and ( 17.62) can only be satisfied if 82, 
s3 , and S4 are a lso all exactly S1- . Thus the allowed wave vectors for electrons 2, 3, 
and 4 occupy a region ofk space o f zero volw11e (i.e., the Fermi surface), and therefore 
give a vanishingly small contribution to the integrals that make up the cross section 
for the process. ln the language of scauering theory, one cay say lbat there is no 
phase space for the process. Consequently, the lifetime of an electron aL the Fermi 
surface (ll T = 0 is infinite. 

When 81 is a little different from &,.., some phase space becomes available fo r the 
process, since tl1e other three energies caJ1 now vary within a shell of thickness of 
order js1 - s~--l about the Fermi surface, and remain consistent with (17.61) and 
(17.62). T his leads to a scattering rate of order (81 - s,..)2. The quantity appears 
squared ratber than cubed, because once S2 and &3 have been chosen witl1in the shell 
of allowed energies, energy conservation allows no furtl!er choice for 8 4 • 

If the excited electron is superimposed not on a filled Fermi sphere, but on a 
thermal equilibrium distribution of electrons at nonzero 1: tl1en there will be partially 
occupied levels in a shell of width k 8 T about s,... This p rovides an additional range 
of choice of o rder k8 T in the energies satisfying (1 7.61) and (I 7.62), and therefore 
leads to a scattering rate going as (k8 T)2, even when S1 = &F. Combining these 
considerations, we conclude tl1at at temperature T, an electron of energy 81 near 
the Fermi surface has a scattering rate 1/ -r that depends on its energy and the 
temperature in the form 

(17.63) 

where the coefficients a and b are independent of S1 and 1: 
Thus the electronic lifetime due to electron-electron scattering can be made as 

large as one wishes by going to sufficiently low temperatures and considering electrons 
sufficiently close to the Fermi surface. Since it is only electrons within kB T of the 
Fermi energy that s ignificantly affect most low-energy metallic properties (those 
fanher down are " frozen in" and there are negligibly few present farther up), the 
physically relevant relaxation time for such electr on s goes as l j T 2• 

T o give a crude, but quantitative, estimate of this lifetime, we argue as follows: 
Assume that the temperature dependence of -r is completely taken into account by 
a factor l/ T 2 . We expect from lowest-order perturbation theory(Born approximation) 
tl1at T will depend on tl1e electron-electron interaction through tl1e square o f tl1e 
F ourier transform of the interaction potential. Our discussion o f screening suggests 
tl1at this can be estimated by the Thomas-Fermi screened potential, which is every
where less than 4ne2 jk0 

2• We therefore assume that the dependence of -r on temper
ature and electron-electron interaction is oompletely taken into account by the form: 

~ 0: (kuTr (::~r. (17.64) 

Using the form (17.55) for k0 we can write this as 

!. o: (kuT)2 (n2:)2· 
t m _,.. 

(17.65) 
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To establish the form of the proportionality constant we appeal to dimensional 
analysis. We have left a t our disposal o nly the temperature-independent quantities 
characterizing a noninteracting electron gas: kF, m, and /1. We can construct a quantity 
with dimensions o f inverse time by multiplying (17.65) by m 3fll 7

, to get 

) 1 (kBT) 2 

- = A - :;._:::..~. 
t h 0£ 

(17.66) 

Since no d imensionless factor can be constructed out of k"', m, and h, (17.66) is the 
only possible form. We take the dimensionless number A to be of order unity to 
..., ith.in a p ower o r two of ten. 

At room temperature k8 Tis of the order of w- 2 eV, and SF is of the order o f 
electron volts.l11crefore (k8 T) 2/S1 .. is oft he order of J0 - 4 eV, which leads to a lifetime 
t of the o rder o f 10- 10 second. ln Chapter 1 we found thar typical metallic relaxation 
times at room temperature were of the order of 10- 1 4 second. We therefore conclude 
that at room temperature electron-electron scattering p roceeds at a rate 104 times 
slower than the dominant scatter ing mechanism. This is a sufficiently large factor to 
allow for the power o r two of ten error tha t might easily have crept into our cr ude 
d imensional analysis; there is no doubt that at room temperature electron-electron 
scattering is of little consequence in a metal. Since the electron-electro n relaxation 
time increases as lj T 2 with falling temperature, it is quite possible that i t can be of 
ljttle consequence a t all temperatures. It is cen ainly necessary to go to very low 
temperatures (to eliminate thermal scattering by t he ionic vibrations) in very pure 
specimens (to eliminate impurity scattering) before one can hope to see effects o f 
electron-electron scattering, and indications are on1y just emerging that it may be 
possible under these extreme conditions to see the characteristic T 2 dependence. 

Therefore, a t least for levels within k 8 T of tl1e Fermi energy, electron-electron 
interactions do not appear to in validate the independent electron p icture. However, 
there is a serious gap in this argument, which brings us to the subtle part o f Lan dau's 
theory. 

FERMI LIQUID THEORY : QUASIPARTICLES 

The above a rgument indicates that if the independent electron picture is a good 
first a pproximation, then at least for levels near the Fermi energy, electron-electron 
scattering will not invalidate that picture even if the interactions are strong. However, 
if the electron-electron interactions are strong it is not at all likely that the independent 
electron approximation will be a good first approximation, and it is therefore not 
clear that our argument has any relevance. 

Landau cut this Gordian knot by acknowledging that the independent electron 
picLUre was not a valid starting point. He emphasized, however, that the argument 
described above remains applicable, p rovided that an independent something picture 
is still a good first a pproximation. H e christened the "~omethings" quasiparlicles (or 
quasielectrons). If the quasi particles obey the exclusion p rinciple, then the argument 
we have given works as wen for them as it does for independent electrons, acquiring 
thereby a much wider validity, provided that we can explain what a quasiparticle 
might be. Landau's definition of a quasiparticle is roughly this : 
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Suppose that as the electron-electron interactions are turned on, the states (at 
least the low-lying ones) of the strongly interacting N-electron system evolve in a 
continuous way from, and therefore remain in a one-to-one correspondence with. 
the states of the noninteracting N-elcctron system. We can specify the excited states 
of the non interacting system by specifying how they differ from the ground state-i.e., 
by listing those wave vectors k1, k2, •.. , k. above kF that describe occupied levels, 
and those, k 1 ', k2', ... , k,' below k,.,, that describe unoccupied levels.41 We then 
des(:ribe such a state by saying that m electrons have been excited out of the one
electron levels k1' , • •• , km'• and n excited electrons are present in the one-electron 
levels k1 , • .. , k •. The energy of the excited state is just the ground state energy plus 
e(kt) + ... + f{k.)- &(kl')- .. . - e(km'), where, for freeelectrons,e(k) = fl2k2f2m. 

We now define quasi particles implicitly, by asserting that the corresponding state 
of the interacting system is one in which m quasiparticles have been excited out of 
levels with wave vectors k 1' ••• k,' and n excited quasiparticles are present in levels 
with wave vectors k 1 ... kn. We say that the energy of the state is the ground-state 
energy plus f{kd + ... + e(k,.) - S(k 1') - . . . - &(k,.') where the quasiparticle f, 
vs. k relation is, in general, quite difficuh to determine. 

It is not clear, of course, whether this is a consistent tl1ing to do, for it implies 
that the excitation spectrum for the interacting system, though numericaJJy different 
from that oft he free system, nevertheless has a free electron type of structure. However 
we can now return to the argument of the preceding section and point out tl1at this is 
at least a consistent possibility, for if the spectrum does have a structure like the free 
electron spectrum, then because oft he exclusion principle quasiparticle-quasiparticle 
interactions will not drastically alter that structure, at least for quasiparticles near 
the Fem1i surface. 

l11is glimmering of an idea is a long way from a coherent theory. In particular, 
we must reexanlioe the rules for constructing quantities like electric and thermal 
currents from the distribution function, once we acknowledge that it is describing 
not electrons, but quasiparticles. Remarkably, these rules tum out to be very similar 
(but not identical) to what we would do if we were, in fact, dealing with electrons 
and not quasiparticles. We cannot hope to give an adequate account of this extra
ordinary subject here, and must refer the reader to tl1e papers of Landau34 and the 
book by Pines and Nozieres35 for a fuller description. 

The term "normal Fermi system" is used to refer to those systems of interacting 
particles obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics, for which the quasiparticle representation 
is valid. It can be shown by a difficult and ingenious argument of Landau's based 
on Green's function methods, that to all orders of perturbation theory (in the inter
action) every interacting Fermi system is normal. This does not mean, however, that 
all electronic systems in metals are normal, for it is now well known that Lhe super
conducting ground state, as well as several kinds of magnetically ordered ground 
states, cannot be constructed in a pcrturbative way from the free electron ground 

41 Note tha t if we are comparing the N-ckct ron excited state to an N-ck'Ctl'l)n ground state. then 
, and m must be the same. They need not be: the same if we are comparing the excited state of the N 
electron S)'Stc:m to an N'-electron ground state. Note also that although we use a langu11gt: appropriale 
to free electrons in describing the occupa11cy or levels. we could make the same points for a Fem1i surface 
or general shape. 
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state. We can therefore only say that if a Fermi system is not normal, it is probably 
doing something else quite interesting and dramatic in its own right. 

FERMI LIQUID THEORY: THE f-FUNCIION 

Finally, assuming we are dealing wil'h a normal Fermi system, we comment briefly 
on the remai.ning effects of electron-electron interactions on the electronic behavior. 
If a quasiparticle picture is valid, then the primary eff'!ct of electron-electron inter
actions is simply to alter the excitation energies t:(k) from their free electron values. 
Landau pointed out that this has an important implication for the structure of 
transport theories. When electric or thermal currents are carried in a metal, the 
electronic distribution function g(k) wiU differ from its equilibrium form f(k). For 
truly independent electrons this has no bearing on the form of the S vs.. k relation. 
but since the quasiparticle energy is a consequence of electron-electron interactions, 
it may well be altered when the configuration of the otl1er electrons is changed. 
Landau noted that if the distribution function differed from its equilibrium form by 
b1(k) = g(k) - f(k), then in a linearized thcory42 this would imply a change in the 
quasiparticle energy of the form43 

c5S(k) = ~ [f(k, k') c5n(k'). (17.67) v k" 

This is precisely the state of affairs prevailing in Hartree-F ock theory, where f (k, k') 
has the explicit form 4ni?/ (k - k' )2

• In a more accurate screened Hartree-Fock 
theory, f would have the form 4nelf [(k- k' )2 + k0

2
]. In general neither of these 

approximate forms is correct, and the exact /-function is difficult to compute. Never
theless, the existence of the relation (17.67) must be aUowed for in a correct transport 
theory. It is beyond the scope of this book to carry out such a program. However 
one of its most important consequences is that for time independent processes the 
/-function drops completely out of the transport theory, and electron-electron inter
actions are of importance only insofar as they affect the scattering rate. This means, in 
particular, that stationary processes in a magnetic field at high Wit wiU be completely 
unaffected by electron-electron interactions and correctly given by the independent 
electron theory. These are precisely the processes that give valuable and extensive 
information about the Fermi surface, so that a major stumbling block to one's faith 
in the absolute validity of that information can be removed. 

Although the ffunction is beyond reliable computational techniques, one can try 
to deduce how its mere existence should affect various frequency-dependent transport 
properties.. In most cases the effects appear to be smal~ and quite difficult to disen
tangle from band structure effects. However, attempts have recently been made to 
measure properties that do depend in a critical way on the / -function, in an effort 
to extract its values from experiments.44 

•l Such as almost all the transport theories used in pcactice. 
43 Tt is conventional to exclude from (17.61) the contributjon to the change in energy associated with 

the macroscopic electromagnetic field produced by the currents or charge densities associated with the 
d~iat ion from equilibrium; i e., thef-function describes the exchange and correlation effects. Self-consistent 
field effects are explicitly dealt with separately, in the u.:.-ual wny. 

.. See. for example, P. M. Platzman, W. M. Walsh, Jr~ and E-Ni Foo, Phys. Rev. 172, 689 (1968). 
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FERMI LIQUID THEORY: CONCLUDING RULES OF THUMB 

In summary, the independent electron picture is quite likely to be valid : 

1. Provided that we are dealing only with electrons within k8 T of f.r . 
2. Provided that we remember, when pressed, that we are not describing simple 

electrons anymore, but quasiparticles. 
3. Provided that we allow for the effects of interaction on the 8 vs. k relation. 
4. Provided that we allow for the possibility of an / -function in our transport 

theories. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Del'i•·ation oftlte Hartree Equationsfi·om tlte Va1iarional Principle 
(a) Show t11at tile expectation value of the Hamiltooian (I 7.2)in a state of the form (I 7.10) is4 5 

(H) =~I dr t/1/'(r) ( - ~:: V 2 + U;
00

(r)) t/J;(r) 

+ 
2
1 I fdr dr' I e

2 

•
1

1f/!;(r)j2 lt/l;{r')j2, (17.68) 
i 'f' J r - r 

provided that all the t/11 satisfy the normalization condition f dr lt/t1l2 = 1. 
(b) Expressing the constxaint of normalization for each t/11 with a Lagrange multiplier &;, a nd 

taking l>ljt1 and l>ljt1* as independent variations, show that t11e stationary condition 

(17.69) 

leads directly to the Hartree equations (17.7). 

2. Derivation oftlte Hartree-Fock Equati(Jnsfi•om tlte Variational Principle 
(a) Show that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (17.2) in a state of the form (17.13) 

is given by (17.14). 
(b) Show that when applied to Eq. (17.14) the procedure described in Problem l(b) now leads 

to the Hartree-Fock equations (17.15). 

3. Pt·opeJ-ties of tlze Coulomb and Screened Coulomb Potentials 
(a) From the integral representation of the delta !unction. 

:;.r) f dk ill:·< 
Vl.r = (2n:)3 e 

and the fact that the Coulomb potential ¢(r) = - efr satisfies Poisson's equation, 

- v 2¢(r) = - 4n:eo(r), 

(17.70) 

(17.71) 

•• Note the restriction (somewhat pedantic when large numbers of levels appear in the sum) i # j . 
Such a restriction is not present in the more general H.artrce-Fock energy of Eq. (17.14) because there tbe 
direct and exchange terms for i = j cancel identically. 
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argue that the electron-electron pair potential, V(r) = - et/l(r) = e2 f r can be writtC£1 io the form 

Y(r) = s(:~3 eA "'V(k), 

where the Fourier transform V(k) is given by 

4ne2 
V(k) = /(2 

(17.72) 

(17.73) 

(b) Show that the Fourier transform of the screened Coulomb interaction V.(r) = (e2/ r)e- "or 
IS 

(17.74) 

by substituting (17.74) into the Fourier integral 

f dk 
V.:(r) = e'-.. • 'V..(k) 

s (2n)3 
(17.75) 

and evaluating that integral in spherical coordinates. (The radial integral is best done as a contour 
integral.) 

(c) Deduce from (17.74) that V.(r) satisfies 

(17.76) 

4 . Hartree-Fock Effective Ma.'>s near k = 0 
Show that near the band minimum (k -= 0) the Hartrce-Fock one-electron energy (17.19) is 
parabolic in k : 

where 
m* I 
--=~~~~~7 

1 + 0.22(r Ja0 ) • m 

5 . Calculation oftlte Lindlwrd Response Function 
Using the formula of first-order stationary perturbation theory, 

and expressing the charge density as 

p(r) = - e 'LA I/J1.(r) 
2 = p 0 (r) + p1""(r), 

(17.77) 

(17.78) 

(17.79) 

(17.80) 

(where f~ is the equilibrium Fermi distribution). show that the Fourier transform of the charge 
induced to fust order in a total potential ¢ is given by 

pin<l(q) = _ ez f dk fk- M - f!. +t'l ¢(q). 
4n3 n2(k · q/m) 

(Equation (17.56) then follows from the definition (17.37) of x(q).) 

(17.81) 
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Because we have been interested primarily in bulk properties, we have ignored 
surfaces, working with the idealized model of an infinitely extended soiid.1 Our 
justification for this was that of the 1024 atoms in a macroscopic crystal of typically 
108 atoms on a side, only about one in 108 reside near the surface. 

In limiting ourselves to bulk properties we are neglecting the increasingly impor
tant field of surface physics, which deals with phenomena such as catalysis or crystal 
growth, which are entirely determined by the interaction of surface atoms with atoms 
impinging on the crystal. Since the microscopic structure of the surfaces of most 
specimens tends to be irregular and difficult to ascertain, the field of surface physics 
is quite complex, with nothing like the variety of simple and experimentally verifiable 
models available in the physics of bulk solids. We shall have nothing to say, even in 
this chapter, about such surface phenomena, limiting ourselves to a description of 
some of the important tools for determining surface structure. 

However, even if we are interested only in bulk properties, we are still forced to 
deal with the surface whenever a measurement (e.g., the application of a voltmeter) 
removes an electron from the solid. The energy required to extract an electron, 
although it originates deep in the interior, is determined by surface as well as bulk 
conditions. Tlus is because there are distortions in the electronic charge distribution 
near the surface that, because of the long range of the Coulomb potential, alTect the 
energies of levels far inside. Such effects are crucial to the understanding of contact 
potentials (see below), thermionic emission (the boiling of electrons out of a metal 
at high temperatures), the photoelectric effect (the ejection of electrons by incident 
photons), or any other phenomena in which electrons are removed from a solid or 
pass from one solid to another. 

In describing such phenomena a crucial role is played by the work junctio11, defined 
as the minimum energy required to remove an electron from the interior of a solid 
to a position just out.Side. "JLLc;t outside'' means a distance from the surface that is 
large on the atomic scale, but small compared with the linear dimensions of the 
crystal and will be given a more detailed specification in the discussion below. 

EFFECT OF THE SURFACE ON THE BINDING ENERGY OF AN 
ELECTRON: THE WORK FUNCTION 

• 
To illustrate bow tbe surface affects the energy required to remove an electron, let 
us compare the periodic potential vm'(r) of an idealized infinite crystal, with the 
potential Ufi"(r) appearing in the one-electron Schrodinger equation for a finite 
specimen of the same substance. For simplicity we consider only crystals from the 
cubic system that possess inversion symmetry. In the infinite (or periodically extended 
crystal) we can represent ynr as a sum of contributions from primitive Wigner-Seitz 
cells about each lattice point : 

Uinf(r) = I; t.'(r - R), (18.1) 
R 

1 For rnatbernal.ical convenience, we have also generally replaced the infinite solid with the period
ically repeated solid portrayed by t;1e Born- von Karman boundary conditions. 
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where 

v(r) = - e 1 dr' ptr') lr ~ r'l. (18.2) 

The integration in (18.2) is over a Wigner-Seitz cell C centered at the origin; p(r) is the 
total charge density, electronic and ionic. 2 

At distances from the cell that are large compared with its dimensions we can 
make the multi pole expansion o f electrostatics, writing 

1 l 1 v 1 1 ( I V)2 1 .,.-----,. = - - (r • ) - + - r · - + · · · lr - r'l r r 2 r 

= - + + + - 0 -1 r ' · i 3(r' · i)2 
- r'

2 
1 (r')3 

,. r2 ,-3 r r , (18.3) 

to find that 

Q p·i (1) t{r) = - e-; - e ,.2 + 0 ,.3 , (18.4) 

where 

Q = Sc dr' p(r ') (18.5) 

is the total charge of the cell, and 

p = 1 dr' r' p(r') (18.6) 

is its total dipole moment. 
Since the crystal is electrically neutral and p(r) bas the periodicity of the Bravais 

lattice, each primitive cell must be electrically neutral : Q = 0. Furthermore, in a 
crystal with inversion symmetry the contribution of the Wigner-Seitz cell to the dipole 
moment vanishes. As a consequence of cubic symmetry the coefficient of the l / r3 

term (the quadrupole potential) will a lso vanish, 3 and since inversion symmetry also 
requires the coefficient of 1/ ,.4 to vanish, we can conclude that the contribution of a 
Wigner-Seitz cell to u(r) decreases as l/r5-i.e., quite rapidly-at large distances from 
the cell. 

~ The one-electron Sc:hrOdingcr equation we have in mind is therefore the self-consistent Hartree 
equation discussed in Chapters ll and 17. 

' This follows from the fact that J, dr ' r(r;'plr') must vanish when i .p j, a nd must equal its average 
value. i I dr' r ' 1p(r'). when i = j . C onsequently the first term in 

i [3( • ~)2 r'l] dr' r ' r - -- p(r') 
r3 ,.3 c 

must cancel the second. 
If the crystal does not have cubic symmetry our general conclusions a re unaffected, but considerable 

care must be exercised in dealing with the quadrupole tenn. A 1/r' dependen<.-e by itself does not diminish 
quite rapidly enough with distance to insure that remote cells are wit110ut mutual influence, and the angular 
dependence of the quadrupole potential must also be taken into account. This makes the discussion much 
more technical, and is not. for our purposes, worth the trouble. 
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Thus the contri bution to uior(r) from cells far (on the atomic scale) from the point 
r is negligibly small, and unr(r) is very well approximated by the contribution from 
cells within a few Lattice constants ofr. 

Now consider a finite crystal. Suppose that we could represent the ionic con
figuration by simply occupying some finite region V of the Bravais lattice occupied 
in the infinite crystal. Suppose, furthermore. that the electronic charge density in the 
Wigner-Seitz cell about each ion remained completely undistorted from the form it 
takes in the infinite crystal, even in cells near the surface (Figure 18.1a). Under these 
assumptions each occupied cell would continue to contribute v(r - R) to the poten
tjal, and we would have : 

(a) 

(b) 

.... 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

l 

I 
I 

I 
I 

(Jfin(r) = L v(r - R). 
R in s.~ 

p 

V=-e!f> 

(18.7) 

Figure 18.1 
(a) The electric charge density near 
the surface of a finite crystal if there 
were no distortion in cells near"the 
surface. The density is plotted along 
a line of ions. Vertical dashed lines 
indicate cell boundaries. (b) The 
form of the crystal potential U (or 
the electrostatic potential ¢ = 
- U fe) determined by the charge 
density in (a), along the same tine. 
Far [rom th.e crystal U aod ¢drop 
to zero. The (negative) Fermi energy 
is indicated on the vertical axis. The 
shading below the Fermi energy is 
meant to suggest the filled electronic 
levels in the metal. Since the lowest 
electronic levels outside the metal 
have zero energy, an energy W = 
-s, must be supplied Lo remove an 
electron. 

If (18.7) were correct, then at points r far inside the crystal on the atomic scale, U 6" 

would differ from umr only because the finite crystal lacked cells at sites R far from 
r. Since such cells make a negligible contribution to the potential at r, U6"(r) would 
be indistinguishable from u;nr(r) when r was more than a few lattice constants inside 
the crystal. Furthermore, when r was more than a few lattice constants outside of the 
crystal, lJfi"(r) would be vanishingly small, because of the rapidly diminishing inverse 
fifth-power dependence of the contribution to U 6

" from each occupied cell of the 
cubic crystal (Figure 18.1 b). 

As a result, the energy of the highest occupied electronk level well within the 
crystal would still be f.F• where f,F is the Fermi energy calculated for the ideal infinite 
crystal with the periodic potential (fnr_ Furthermore the lowest energy of an electronic 
level outside of the crystal would be zero (since Ufin would approach zero outside of 
the crystal, and the kinetic energy of a free electron can be made arbitrarily sman). 
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Therefore if there were no distortion in the charge distribution in surface cells, the 
minimum energy required to remove an electron from the interior of the crystal to 
a point just outside the crystal would be4 

W = 0 - f,F = -eF. (18.8) 

This conclusion is incorrect. The actual charge distribution in cells near the surface 
of a finite crystal does differ from the charge distribution of cells in the interior. For 
one thing the positions of the surface ions will, in general, be slightly displaced from 
their ideal Bravais lattice positions. Furthermore the electronic charge distribution 
in cells near the surface need not have the symmetry of the Bravais lattice (Figure 
18.2a). Such cells will, in general, have a nonvanishing electric dipole moment and 
may even yield a nonvanishing net electrical surface charge. 

The particular way in which the charge distribution in cells near the surface differs 
from that in the bulk depends on such details as whether the surface is plane or r ough, 
and, if plane, on the orientation of the plaiJe with respect to the crystaJlographic axes. 
Determining this distorted charge distribution for various types of surfaces is a 
difficult problem in surface physics that we shall not explore. Our primary interest 
is in the consequences of such a distortion. 

We first consider the case in which the distortion of the surface cells does not 
result in a net macroscopic charge per unit area of metallic surface. If we require the 
metal as a whole to be electrically neutral, this will be the case if all its surfaces have 
equivalent structures, either because they are crystallographically equivalent planes 
or, if rough, because they have been prepared by identical processes. At distances far 
(on the atomic scale) from such an electrically neutral surface, the charge distributions 
of the individual distorted surface cells will continue to yield no net macroscopic 
electric field. 5 However, within the surface layer in which the cells are distorted, this 
distortion will give rise to appreciable electric fields, against which aiJ amount of 
work W. = JeE • dl must be performed, in moving an electron through the layer. 

The value of W. is determined by the manner in which the charge distribution in 
the surface cells differs from that of the bulk, which, in turn, depends on the type of 
surface being considered. In some modelss the distortion in the charge of surface cells 
is represented as a uniform macroscopic surface density of dipoles, and with this model 

• Since electrons are bound to the metal, work must be done to extract tl1em, so f,F must be negative. 
This is not hard to reconcile witb the convention of free electron theory that &F = fllf<F

2f2m. The point 
is thar in theories of bulk properties that use the model of an infinite metal, thue is no reason to consider 
any particular value for the arbitrary additive constant in the clectronic enugy; we implicitly commiued 
ourselves to a particular choice for that constant by assigning the energy zero to the lowest electronic 
level. With that convention, tbe potential energy for an electron outside of t.he crystal must be large and 
positive Oarger, in racL, than SF) if electronS are indeed to be bound to the metaL In the present discussion, 
however, we adopted the familiar electrostatic convention of taking the potential to be zero at large 
distances from a finite metalhc specimen. To be consistent with this allemative convention, it is necessary 
to add a large negative constant to the energy or each electronic level within tbe metal. One can regard 
that negative constant as providing a crude representation of the at tractive potentinl of the lattice of ions. 
Tbc Vdlue oftbat constant has no effect on the determination of bulk propertie<;, but in comparing energies 
inside and outside of the metal one must either introduce such a term explicitly, or abandon the convention 
that the potential is zero rar from the metal. 

5 See.. for example, Problem la. 

• 
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Figure 18.2 
(a) The acmat fotm oftheelectnc 
charge density near the ~urface 
of a crystal (neglecting possible 
slight displacements of the ions 
near the surface from their sites 
in the infinite crystal). Note the 
electron deficiency in the two 
cells nearest the surface and the 
presence of electronic charge in 
the first "celr on the vacuum 
side of the surface. Tl is this kind 
of distortion that produces the 
-double layer" described below 
(b) The fonn of the crystal poten
tial U detennined by the charge 
density in (a~ If the additi\'e 
constant is chOSen so that U 
resembles the potential of Fig. 
18.1 b far inside the crystal, then 
outside of the crystal U will not 
approach zero. but the value 
u; equal to the work that must 
be done to carry an electron 
through the electric field in the 
double layer. The lowest le\•els 
outside the crystal now have an 
energy W,. , and therefore an 
energy W "' -f, F + 1-Y, rn ust be 
supplied to remove an electron. 

in mind, the surface layer (quite generally) is often referred to as the "double layer." 
The work W. done by the field prevailing in the double layer must be added to the 

expression (18.8) that gives the work function when the distortion of U1e surface cells 
is ignored. The correct work functi on is therefore given by6 

w = -sF+ w.. (18.9) 

The corresponding form for the crystal potential U(r) is shown in Fig. 18.2b. 
If the crystal faces are not equivalent, then there is nothing to prohibit a net 

macroscopic surface charge developing in each face in addition to the double layers, 
provided the total charge on all surfaces of the crystal vanishes. Indeed, it is easy to 
see that small but nonvanishing surface charges must arise for the following reason: 

Consider a crystal with two inequivalent faces F and F'. Their work functions W 
and w· need not be the same, since the contributions W. and W.' to the work functions 

6 Li ke Eq. {18.8), Eq. ( 18.9) assumes that r. .. bas been calculated for the infinite cr}'stal wtth a particular 
choice for the additive constant in the periodic potential, namely the one that insures that for a finite 
CI'}'Stal where distortion of the surface cell charge distributions is not taken into account, U vanishes at 
large distances from the crystal 
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will arise from double layers of different internal structures. Consider now extracting 
an electron at the Fermi level through face F, and then bringing it back in through 
face F ' to an interior level that is again at the Fermi energy (Figure 18.3). The total 
work done in such a cycle must vanish, if energy is to be conserved. However, the 
work done in extracting and reintroducing the electro n is W - W', which need not 
vanish if the surfaces are not equivalent There must therefore be an electric field 
outside of the metal against which a compensating amount of work is done as the 
electro n is carried from face F to face F'; i.e., t11e two faces o f the crystals must be at 
different electrosta tic potentials <f> and <f>' satisfying 

-e(<f> - <f>') = w - W'. 

Fi{,'IITC 18.3 
Zero total work is done in taking an electron from 
an interior level at the Fermi energy over the path 
shown, returning it al lhe end to an interior level at 
the Fccmi energy. That work. however, is the sum 
of thn.-c contributions: W (in going from l to 2). 
e{<f> - ¢')(in going from 2 to 3, where <fJ and¢' are 
the electrostatic potentials just outside faces F and 
and F'), and - W ' (in going from 3 back to 1). 

,..,--

(18.10) 

F 

\ 
J 

Since the double layers cannot yield macroscopic fields o utside o f the metal these 
fields must arise from net macroscopic distributions of electric charge on the surfaces. 7 

The quantity o f charge that must be redistributed among the surfaces to produce such 
exterior fields is minute, compared with the amount of charge that is redistributed 
among neighboring surface cells in establishing the d ouble laycr.8 Correspondingly, 
the electric field prevailing inside the double layer is immense compared with the 
exterior electric field arising from the net surface charge.9 

When all surfaces of the solid arc not equivalent, the work function is defined for 
a particular surface to include only the work that must be done against the field in 
its d ouble layer (a feature intrinsic to that surface), but not the add itional work that 
must be done against exterior fields that may be present due to the redistribution of 
surfaces charges (a quantity that depends on what other surfaces happen to be 
exposed). Because such ex terior fields are minute compared with the fields in the 
double layers, one ins ures that only the latter fields contribute to the work function 
of a surface by defining it to be the minimum work required to remove an electron 
through that surface to a point that is rar away on the atomic scale (so that the electron 

7 The condition lhat tl1e crystal as a whole be neutral reqUireS only lha r the s um over all faces of 
the macroscopic surface charge o n each should vanish. 

• See Problem I b. 
9 The potential drop from face to face •s comparable to lhe potential drop across lhe double layers 

(see Eq. (18.10)). The former drop, however, takes place over macroscopic distances (of the o rder of the 
dimensions of the crystal faces) while t he Iauer oocurs over microscopic dis ta nces (of the order of the 
lh ickness of lhe double layer- i.e., a few lattice constants). 
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has passed through the entire double layer) but not far on the scale of the dimensions 
of the macroscopic crysta l faces (So that fields existing o utside of the crystal do 
negligible work on the electron 1 0) . 

CONTACT POTENTIALS 

Suppose two metals are connected in a way that permits electrons to flow freely from 
one to the other. When equilibrium is attained, the electrons in each metal must be a t 
the same chemical potential. This is achieved by a momentary flow of charge from the 
surface of one to the surface of the other. The surface charge on each metal gives rise 
to a potential in tbe interior that uniformly shifts all of the bulk levels together with 
the chemical potentia! (so that bulk properties in the interior remain unaltered). 

Because charge bas been transferred, the two metals will no longer be at tbe same 
electrostatic potential The potential difference between any two faces of the two 
metals can be expressed in terms of their work functions by tbe same argument we 
used to find the potential difference between two inequivalent faces o f a single metallic 
specimen (Figure 18.3). One again observes that if an electron at the Fermi Ievel1 1 

.is extracted through a face of the first metal (with work function W), and reintroduced 
through a face of the second metal (with work function W') at the (same) Fermi level. 
then if energy is to be conserved, there must be an exterior electric field that does 
work W - W' on the electron, which requires, in turn, a potential difference between 
the two faces given by 

- e(<J> - </>') = W- W'. (18.11) 

The two metals (before and after their electrons have come to equilibrium) are 
depicted schematically in Figure 18.4. Since some contact must be made between the 
metals to permit their electrons to come to equilibrium, the potential difference 
(18. U) is known as a contact potential. 

THE MEASUREMENT OF WORK FUNCTIONS VlA THE 
MEASUREMENT OF CONTACT POTENTIALS 

Equation (18.11) suggests that a simple way to measure the work function o f a metal12 

would be to measure the contact potential between it and a metal of known work 
function. This cannot be done simply by connecting a galvanometer across two faces, 
for if it could one would have produced a flow of current in a circuit without a 
sustaining source o f energy. 

' 0 Even if all faces are equiva lent, the iroteraction of the removed electron wilh those remaining in 
the metal wiU induce macroscopic surface charges (giving rise to the ··;mage charge" of elec.trostatics) 
whose contribution to the work function os also made negligible by this definition. 

1 1 ln metals at room tempernture and below. the chemical potential differ~ negligibly from the 
Fermi energy. Sec Eq. (2.77). 

•1 When speaking of the work function of a metal without reference to a panicular crystal face one 
h as in mind the value appropriate to some rough (on lhe microscopic scuJc) face, which therefo re represents 
l>Ome average value of the work functions for crystallographically well-defined faces. 
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Figure 18.4 
(a) The crystal potential U (or electrostatic potential 1/> = U f (- t>)) for a metal wilh 
work function Wand Fenni energy E,. (The figure is essemially that of Figure J8.2b.) 
(b) A similar plot for a second metal wilh work function W' and Fermi energy E/, 
electrically insulated from the first. In (c) the two metals have been joined toHcthcr by 
a conducting wire~ so that charge can pass freely from one to the other. The only result 
is to introduce small an1ounts of net surface charge in each meta!, sufticient to shift 
uniformly the level structures in (a) and (b) so as to bring the two Fermi levels into 
coincidence. Because of the s!igh1 surface charges on the meta ls the potentials outside 
them are no longer scrictly constant, and there is a potential drop from one metal 
to the other given by -e{t/J - 1/>') ""' IV - IV'. 

However, a simple method due to Kelvin can be used to measure contact potentials. 
Suppose the two samples are arranged so that the two crystal faces form a plane 
parallel capacitor. If there is a potential difference V between the faces, then there 
will be a charge per unit area given by 

E V 
a = 4; = -,4-n-:d, (18.12) 

where dis the distance between the faces. lftbe plates are connected and no external 
voltage imposed, the potential difference wiU just be the contact potential Vc· As the 
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distance d between plates is varied, the contact potential remains unchanged, and 
therefore charge must flow between the faces to maintain the relation 

vc 
a = 4nd· (18.13) 

By measuring the flow of charge one can measure the contact potential. One can 
simplify the procedure by adding to the circuit an external potential bias and 
adjusting it so that no current flows when d is varied (Figure 18.5). When this is 
achieved, the bias will be equal and opposite to the contact potential. 

-' \-r"'d •• 
~ ·~-

Figure 18.5 
How to measure a contact potential. As the distance between two 
parallel plane faces is varied, the capacitance will vary. Since the 
paten tial difference is fixed at the contact potential, variable 
capacitance implies variable charge density on the faces. To permit 
the charge on the faces to readjust as the separation between them 
is changed, a current must flow in the wire joining them. The 
measurement can be made simpler by adding an extemal potential 
bias and adjusting h so that no current flows through the ammeter 
A when d is varied. When this situation is achieved, the bias will 
just cancel the contact potentiaL 

OTHER WAYS TO MEASURE WORK FUNCTIONS: THERMIONIC 
EMISSION 

There are several other ways of measuring work functions. One methodexploits the 
photoelectric effect, measuring the minimum photon energy necessary to eject an 
electron through the crystal face, and setting that equal to W. 

Another method, of some importance in designing cathode-ray tubes, measures 
the temperature dependence of the electron current flowing from the face of a bot 
metal. To understand such thermionic emL~sion, first consider the idealized case in 
which a metal surface is in thermal equitibrium with a dilute electron gas outside 
of the metal (Figure 18.6). At temperature T the electronic ctistribution function is 

./ \ _..-<:) ti"_,P 
Figure 18.6 
A simple model of thermionic 

'o 
....... 

'o 
emission. TI1e current flowing - out of a metal when electrons 

' 
,-a_, that escape are continually 

--o swept away is calculated by 
Metal - Dilute electron assuming that the metal is in gas 

• I /' thermal equilibrium with a 

' '\, dilme gas of free electrons, 
and identifying the theunion-

• ' 
ic current with that carried 

10, t by those electrons moving I; t ,P I away from the surface (solid 
circles). ,. 

• 
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j(k) = l 
exp [(S,(k) - p)fkBT] + 1 

(18.14) 

Inside the metal S,(k) is determined by the band structure. 1 3 Outside of the metal, 
e,.{k) should be taken to have the free particle form 

(18.15) 

where 4> is the local value of the electrostatic potential. t 4 lf the additive constant in 
the periodic potential is defined according to the convention of Figure 18.2b (so that 
the expression (18.9) gives the work function), then outside of the double layer we 
have (see Figure 18.2b): 

-e<J> = w •. (18.16) 

Therefore the distribution of external electrons beyond the double layer will be 

f(J.<) - 1 
- cxp [(li2 k2 /2m + w. - p)/ k 8 T] + 1· 

(18.17) 

However, Eq. (18.9) permits this to be written in the form t 5 

j(k) = exp [(fz 2k 2/2m ~ (18.18) 

where W is the work function of the surface. 
Since work functions arc typically a few electron volts in size (sec Table 18.1), 

W/k8 is of order 104K. Therefore at temperatures below several thousand degrees 
(18.18) reduces to:16 

(18.19) 

The electronic current density flowing away from the surface is given by adding 
the contributions from a ll electrons with positive v" = hk,jm. where the positive 
x-direcrion is taken to be the direction of the normal out of the surface: 

. - l dk j(k) - - W /kJlT( ) l dk fJk." - t,21t2/2mltsT 1 - -e v - e - e --e . 
.t"> O 4~ " k">O 4~ nl 

(18.20) 

The integration is elementary, giving for the current per unit area emitted by the 
surface, 

j = 

(18.21) 

u The derivation given here does nol require the bands to be free electron-Like. The resull(J8.21) 
is independent of the details of the band structure. 

J• Ignore for the moment the contribution of the dilute electron gas itself to this lJ()tential. The current 
calculated by ignoring such complications (known as space..::barge effects) 1s called the saturation current. 

u Sec footnote 11. 
J<> The experimental confirmation of the Maxwell-Boltzman form (18.191 of this distribution functio n 

was a considerable obstruction o n the road to the discovery that metallic electrons obey Fermi-Dirac 
statistics. 
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This result. known as the Riclzardson-DusJnnan equation. asserts that if In (jfT 2
) 

is plotted against 1/ k 8 T, the resulting curve Wlll be a straight line with slope - W. 
In this way the absolute work function can be determined. 

In practice, the neglected space-charge effects are made unimportant by the ap
plication o f a small electric field that sweeps away the electrons as they are emitted. 
In addition, for our model to be applicable, the Aow of electrons away from the metal 
m ust be dominated by electrons that have originated within the m eta l, and not by 
electrons from the gas outside, which have been reflected back after striking the 
surface. Tf surface sca ttering is important, the current will be less than predicted by 
(18.21). 

MEASURED WORK FU.I'\CTIONS OF SELECfED METALS 

In Table 18.1 we list the work functions for some typical metals as determined by 
these tJuee methods. Generally speaking. the various methods all give results that 
di!Ter by about 5 percent Since the variation in work function over different crystal
lographic faces can easily be of this size, it is not worth quoting the separate results. 
Nor should a number for the metal as a whole be relied on to more than a few p ercent. 

Table I R. l 
WORK FUNCJ'IONS 01~ TYP,ICAL METALS 

!\fETAL W(eV) M'FTI\L W(eV) METAl. W(eV) 

Li 238 Ca 2 .80 I n 3.8 
Na 2.35 Sr 2.35 Ga 3.96 
K 2 .22 Ba 2.49 Tl 3.7 
Rb 2.16 Nb 3.99 Sn 4.38 
Cs 1.81 Fe 4.31 Pb 4.0 
Co 4.4 Mn 3.83 Bi 4.4 
Ag 4 .3 Zn 4.24 Sb 4.08 
Au 4 .3 Cd 4 .1 w 4.5 
Be 3.92 Hg 4.52 
Mg 3.64 AI 4.25 

Source: V. S. Fome.oko, 1-landbcok of 17rermionic Properties, G . V. Samsanov. ed., 
Plenum Press Data D ivision. New York , 1966. (Va lues given arc: the author's dis
tillat ion of many different experimental determinations.) 

We conclude out discussion o f surfaces with brief descriptions o f two of tbe major 
techniques used to probe surface structure. 

LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON DlFFRACI'ION 

The structure o f the surface of a crystal specimen with a good plane surface (on the 
microscopic level) can be studied by the technique of low-energy electron diffraction 
(LEED). The basis for the method is very m uch the same as in the theory of X-ray 
diffraction. modified to take into accoum the fact that the diffracting surface is only 
periodic in two dimensions (Le .• in its O\N"fl plane). Elastically scattered e lectrons are 
more suitable for the study of s urfaces than X rays, because they penetra te only a 
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very short distance into the solid, so that the diffraction pattern is determined almost 
entirely by the surface atoms. 

The energies of the electrons required for such a study are easily estimated. A free 
electron with wave vector k has energy 

IJ2k2 
E = 

2
m = (ka0 )

2Ry = 13.6(ka0 )
2 eV, (18.22) 

from which it follows that the de Broglie wavelength of an electron is related to its 
energy in electron volts by 

12.3 A 
). = (E.v)J/2 . (18.23) 

Sinre the electron wavelengths must be of the order of a lattice constant or less, 
energies of some tens of electron volts or higher are necessary. 

To understand qualitatively the pattern produced in an electron diffraction mea
surement, suppose the scattering is elastic, 17 and that the incident and scattered 
electron wave vectors are k and k'. Suppose, furthermore, that the crystal surface is 
a lattice plane perpendicular to the reciprocallattire vector b3 (see page 90). Choose 
a set of primitive vectors including b3 for the reciprocal lattice, and primitive vectors 
a1 for the direct Jattice, satisfying 

(18.24) 

If the electron beam penetrates so little that only scattering from the surf are plane 
is significant, then the condition for constructive interference is that the change q in 
the wave vector of the scattered electron satisfy 

q • d = 2n x integer, q = k' - k, (18.25) 

for all vectors d joining lattice points in the plane of the surface (cf Eq. (6.5) ). 
Since such d are perpendicular to b3, they can be written as: 

Writing q in the general form 

we find that conditions (18.25) and (18.26) require 

q1 = 2n x integer, 
q2 = 2n x integer, 
q3 = arbitrary. 

(18.26) 

(18.27) 

(18.28) 

Since b3 is normaJ to the surface, these conditions will be satisfied by discrete lines18 

in q-space perpendicular to the crystal surface (as opposed to discrete points in t11e 
case of diffraction by a three-dimensional lattice). Consequently, even when the 

•1 In raa, however, the cla~tiallly scauered compooent is gcoerally a very small fraction or the total 
reflected flux o f electrons. 

•• Sometimes referred to as ~rods~ in the literature. 
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energy conservation condition k = k' is added, there will always be nontrivial 
solutions unless the incident wave vector is too small. 

Equation (18.28) (together with an experimental arrangement that selects out 
the elastically scattered component) enables one to deduce the surface Bravais lattice 
from the structure of the reOected pattern. If scattering from more than one surface 
layer is important, the general structure of the pattern will be unchanged, for lower
lying planes will produce a weaker version of the same pattern (attenuated because 
only a smaller fraction of the beam can penetrate to the next layer). 

Much more information is contained in the detailed distribution of scattered 
electrons than the mere arrangement of atoms in the surface plane, but to extract 
such information is a difficult problem, whose solution remains elusive. 

THE FIELD ION l\UCROSCOPE 

Elastic low-energy electron diffraction reveals the structure of the Fourier transform of 
the surfare charge density- i.e., its shape ink-spare. TI1e structure in real space can be 
seen by the technique of the field ion microscope. The surfare must be that of a sharply 
pointed specimen (Figure 18.7), with a point that is more or less hemispherical on 
the atomic scale, and with a radius of order a few thousand angstroms. The specimen is 
placed in a high vacuum facing an electrode. A large voltage is applied between the 

.. 

Figure 18.7 
Schematic representation of a field ion microscope. 
The sample (pointed cone) is at a positive potential 
with respect to the p late, so that field lines point radi
ally outward. A neutral helium atom (empty circle) 
wi ll be atu acted to the region of high field by the 
induced dipole interaction. A helium ion (circle 
with plus) will be strongly repelled along field lines. 
The field will only be strong enough to ionize helium 
atoms in the immediate vicinity of the tip. The basic 
assumption is that most of the helium atoms are 
ionized in the immediate neighborhood of surface 
atoms, where the field is at its strongest. Since the 
variation of the field near the surface reflects the 
variation of the atomic structure, the pattern of ions 
impinging on the plate should give a representation 
of the atomic structure of the tip. 

specimen and the electrode. with a polarity chosen to make the specimen positive. 
Neutral helium atoms are then introduced into the vacuum chamber, which are 
polarized by t11e field The interaction of the field with this induced djpoJe moment 
draws the helium atoms into the region of strongest field-i.e., toward t he tip of the 
specimen. At a few atomic spacings from the tip the field becomes so strong that an 
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electron can be torn from the helium atom. When this happens, the atom becomes 
a positively charged helium ion, and is energetically repelled from the tip toward the 
electrode. If the field strength is adjusted so that ionization occurs only very close 
to the surface, one might hope that the angular distribution of ions fleeing from the 
tip would reflect the microscopic structure of the surface- via the structure of the 
field in the immediate vicinity of the surface-magnified by the ratio of the radius 
of the collecting electrode to the radius of the hemispherical sample. 

In fact, the pictures so obtained not only reflect tbe detailed symmetry oft he crystal. 
but actuaUy indicate the positions of individual atoms (Figure 18.8). The technique 
can be used to study the behavior o f individual atomic impurities. 

Figure 18.8 
A field ioo micrograph of a 
gold tip. lo this example the 
imaging gas is neon rather 
thao helium. {From R. S. 
Averbach and D . N . Seid
man, Surface Science 40, 249 
(1973). We thank Professor 
Seidman for giving us the 
original micrograph.) 

ELECI'RONIC SURF ACE LEVELS 

Any attempt to describe a solid surface in detail must use the fact that in addition 
to the Bloch solutions to the one-electron Schrodinger equation for the familiar 
periodically extended crystal, there are other solutions with complex wave vectors 
describing electronic levels that are localized in the neighborhood of the surface of 
a real crystal. We have properly neglected such levels in our earlier discussions of 
bulk properties. The number of surface levels compared with the number of Bloch 
levels tums out to be a t most of the order of the number of surface atoms compared 
with the number of atoms in the entire crystal, ie., about one in 108 for a macroscopic 
specimen. As a result the surface levels make negligible contribution to bulk properties 
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except for exceedingly small specimens. However, they are of considerable importance 
in determining the structure of the crystal surface. For example, they must play a 
role in any genuinely microscopic calculation of the structure of the surface dipole 
layer. 

To understand qualitatively how these surface levels arise, we reexamine our 
derivation of B loch's theorem in Chapter 8. 

The argument leading to the Bloch form 

1/J(r) = elk · 'u(r), u(r + R) = u(r), (18.29) 

did not require the wave vector k to be real. This further restriction emerged from an 
applkation of the Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition. This boundary 
condition, however, is an artifact of the infinite crystal. If it is abandoned, we can 
find many more solutions to the infinite crystal Schrodinger equation, having the 
form 

(18.30) 

where k is now the real part of the Bloch wave vector, which may also have an 
imaginary part K. 

The wave function (18.30) grows without bound in the direction opposite to K. 
and decays exponen tially in the direction of K . Since the electronic density is every
where rinite, such levels have no relevance for an infinite crystal. Ir, however, there 
is a plane surface perpendicular to K, then one might attempt to join a solution 
of the form (18.30) within the crystal, that grows exponentially as the surface is 
approached, with one that is exponentially damped outside of the crystal (Figure 18.9). 

Re .Ptx) 

Solid Vacuum 

X 

• 

l ' igure I 8. 9 
Wave function for a one-electron surface level plotted in a direction x, perpendkular to the 
surface. Note that 1/J decays exponentially outside and has an exponenlially decreasing envelope 
inside. 
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In general, for a fixed component of k parallel to the surface this matching will be 
possible only for a cliscrete set ofK (a~ is the case for any problem concerning local~ 
levels). 

To explore tllis problem further would take us well beyond the scope of this book, 
for we should first have to reexamine the entire discussion of Bloch functions without 
the restriction that the wave vector k be real, and then cliscuss the problem of how 
such Bloch functions with complex wave vectors can be matched onto exponentially 
decaying levels in empty space. Features of such solutions in the nearly free electron 
approximation are explored in Problem 2. 

PROBLEMS 

l. Some Problems i11 Electrostatics Bea1·ir~g 011 Contact Potentials a11d the Double 
lAyel' 

(a) Consider a plane surface of a metal perpendicular to the x-axis. Perhaps Lbe simplest 
model oflhe distortion in the charge densities of lhe cells near the surface is one that ignores any 
variation in lhe plane of the surface, describing the deviation in the charge density from its form 

in the bulk by a function of the single variable x, c5p(x). TI1econdition that there is no net macro
scopic charge density on the surface is 

0 = f dx <5p(x). (18.31) 

The charge density cp(x) will give rise lO an electric field E{x) also normal to the surface. Deduce 
directly from Gauss's taw (V • E = 4n 8p) that if the field vanishes on one side of the double layer 
(as it does inside lhe metal) then il must also vanish on the other sid~:; Deduce also that the work 

that must be done to move an electron through th.e double layer is just 

~ = -4neP, (18.32) 

where P is the dipole moment per unit surface area produced by the double layer. (Hint : Write 

the work as an integral and introduce a judicious integration by parts.) 
(b) Show that lhe charge density that must be supplied to a conducting sphere of radius 

I em to raise its potential from zero to 1 volt is of order 10- 10 electrons per square angstrom. 

2. Electron Surface Levels for a J Veak Pel'iodic PotentiaL1JJ 

The method of Chapter 9 can be used to investigate electronic surface levels. Consider a semi
infinite crystal with a plane surface, perpendicular to a reciprocal lattice vector K (crystal surfaces 
are parallel to lattice planes). Taking the x-axis to li.e along K and the origin to be a Bravais I attire 
point, to a rough approximation we can represent the potential o f the semi-infinite crystal by 
V(r) = U(r), x < a: V(r) = 0. x > a. Here U(r) is the periodic potential of the infinite crystal. 
The distance a lies between zero and the interplanar distance in the fumily of planes parallel to 
the surface, and should be chosen in any particular problem to givetbat U(rJ which mostresembles 

the actual potential al t11e surface. 

•• See E. T. Goodwi" Proc. Comb. Pili/. Soc. 35, 205 (t935). 
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~We conunue to &Sume that the Fourier components UK are real. Howevel', if we wil.h the 
lowest level outside of the CC}'lltal to have energy 0, we can no longer neglect the ;r.eroth Fourier 
component U0 within the crystal, as we did in Chapter 9. 'fl1e result of retaining U0 is simply to 
shift the formulas of Chapter 9 for the levels within the crystal by that amount. Note that U0 

need not be small for the method of Chapter 9 to work, in contra'\1 to the Founer components 
U,, ""ith K <F 0. 

We examine a Bloch level for the infinite crystal with a wave vector k that is near the Bragg 
plane dctcnnined by K. but near no other Bragg plane, so that in a weak periodic potential the 
wave funct ion of the level is a linear combination of plane waves v.ith wave vectors k and k - K. 
Jn Chapter 9 \\'e required k to be real, to satisfy the Bo!'o-von Karman boundary condition. Tn 
a semi-infinite crystal, howevel', the component of k normulto the crystal surface need not be real, 
provided that it yields a decaying wave in the negative x-direction (into the metal~ Outl.ide of 
the metal, the Bloch function mu~t be joined onto a solu tion of the frce-spaceScbrOdinger equation 
that decays in the po~itive x~direclion (away from the metal). ll1us, outside the metal we take 

x > a, (18.33) 
and inside, 

x < a, (18.34) 

whcre k 11 is the part of k parallel to the surface, and the coefficients in (18.34) are determined by 
the secular equation (9.24) (with the energy & shifted by the constant U0): 

(e - e~- U0)c~<- U"ck- x = 0, 
- UJ<ck + (f. - c,t" - U o)ct -K = 0. (18.35) 

(a) Verify that for (1835) to yield real energies for q =F 0 it is necessary that k0 = K/2. 
(b) Show that when k0 = K/2, the resulting energies are 

fl

2 

( 2 1 2 2) J 2 (11
2 

" )

2 

e = ~ k11 + 4 K - q + U0 ± u,_ - 2m qK . 

(c) Show that continuity of 1/1 and VI/J at the surface leads to the condition 

where 

p + q = ~ K tan (~a+ {J ). 

c. = e2i~. 
c k - t: 

(d) Taking the case a = 0, and using the fact that outside of the metal 

ft2 2 2 
e = 2m (ku - P ), 

show that ( 18.35) to (18.39) have a solution: 

q = - .!. K UK sin 215 
4 Eo • 

(18.36) 

(18.37) 

(18.38) 

(18.39) 
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where 

So ' 
s = fl2 (~)2 · o 2m 2 (18.41) 

(Note that this solution exists o nly when U 0 and U,. a re negative, and IVai + IV,.I > C'O.) 

• 
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374 Chapter l9 Oassification of Solids 

In Chapter 7 we discussed the classification of solids on the basis of the symmetry of 
their crystal structures. The categories described there are very important, but are 
based entirely on a single aspect of the solid : its geometrical symmetries. Such a 
classification scheme is blind to important structural aspects of a solid that affect its 
physical (even if not its purely geometrical) properties. Thus within each of the seven 
crystal systems one can find solids exhibiting the full range of electrical, mechanical, 
and optical propcr~ies. 

fn this chapter we describe another, less rigorous, classification scheme, wbicb is 
not based on symmetry, but emphasizes physical properties. The scheme is based on 
the configuration of the valence electrons. 1 

The most important distinction determined by the valence electrons is that between 
metals and insulators. As we have seen (Chapter 8) the difference between metals and 
insulators depends on whether there are (metals) or are not (insulators) any partially 
filled energy bands.2 In perfect crystals at zero temperature, provided that the 
independent electron approximation is valid, this is a completely rigorous criterion, 
leading to two unambiguous categories. 3 

The basis for these two categories is the distribution of electrons, not in real space, 
but in wave vector space. Nowhere ncar as rigorous a criterion can be found to 
distinguish metals from insulators based on the distribution of electrons in real 
space. One can only make the qualitative observation that the electronic distribution 
in metals is generally not nearly so concentrated in the vicinity of the ion cores as 
it is in insulators. This is illustrated in Figure 19.1, where the wave functions of the 
occupied electronic levels in atomic sodium and atomic neon are plotted about two 
centers whose separation is equal to the nearest-neighbor separation in the solid. 
The electronic density in sodium remains appreciable even midway between the 
atoms, but it is quite small in neon. If one tried to construct from this an argument 
that solid neon should be insulating and solid sodium conducting, the chain of 
thought would be someth ing like this: Appreciable overlap of atomic wave functions 
suggests-from the point of view of tight-bind.iJlg theory (Chapter 10}-the presence 
of broad bands .• wh ich in turn leads to the possibility of considerable band overlap, 
and, hence, metallic properties. One is thus led rather quickly back to k-space, where 
the only really satisfactory criterion can be given. 

• As elsewhere in this book, we take the view that solids are c:omposed of ion cores (i.e., nuclei and 
those electrons so srrongly bound as to be negligibly perturbed from their atomic c:onfigurations by their 
environment in the solid) and valence electrons (i.e., those electrons whose c:onfiguration in the solid may 
differ significantly from that in the isolated atom.) As emphasized earlier, the distinction between c:ore 
and valence elecrrons is one of convenience. In mctals--t.-specially in simple metals-it is frequently enough 
to c:onsider only tbe conduction electrons as valence electrons, including aU others in the rigid ion core. 
In transition metals, however, it may be of considerable importance to c:ons!der the electrons in the highest 
d-shells as valence rather than core electrons. In saying that the classification scheme is based on the valence 
elccrrons. we me:~n only that it depends on those aspects or tlle atomk electronic configuration that are 
significantly altered when the atoms arc assemblt'<ltogether into the solid. 

1 The distinction also depends on the validity of Lhe independent electron approximation (or, less 
stringently, on the validity of the quasiparticle picture (Chapter 17) ). 

J At nonzero temperatures the distinction may be blurred in insulators with small energy gaps, 
because or thermal excitation of electrons into the conduction band. Such solids are 'known as intrinsic 
semiconductors. Impurities in an otherwise insulating solid may also c:ontribute electrons that are easily 
thermally e.xcited into the conduction band, leading to extrinsic semiconductors. ll1e characteristic 
properties of semiconductors are discussed in Chapter 28. From the point or view of this chapter (which 
is concerned only with perfect crystals at T = 0), all semiconductors are insulators. 



Figure 19.1 
The calculated radial atomic 
wave funeuons nJ!{r) for (a) 
neon (ts22_s22p6 ) and {b) so
dium (Is2 2_s22p6 3s 1]. The 
wave functions are drawn 
about t wo centers whose sep
aration is taken to be the 
observed nearest-enighbor 
distance in the solid (neon, 
3.1A; sodium, 3.7A.) There is 
a very small overlap of the 2s 
and 2p orbitals in neon. The 
2s and 2p orbitals overlap 
considerably less in sodium, 
but there is enormous over
lap o f the 3s wave functions. 
(Curves are from calculations 
by D. R. Hartrce and W. 
Hartree, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
A193, 299 (1948).) 
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THE CLASSU'ICATION OF INSULATORS 

The distinction between metals and insulators is based on the electronic distribution 
in k-spacc, which specifies which of the possible k- levels are occupied. H oweve r, it 
is of great utility to draw further distinctions, within the family o f insulators, on 
the basis of the spatial electronic distribution. There are three broadly recognizable 
kinds of insulating solids with clearly distinguishable types of spatial electronic 
distributions.4 The categories cannot be rigorously specified, and we shall encounter 
borderline cases, but the prototypes of each class are easily delineated. 

1. CoJ:alent Cry.~tals These can be described as having spatial electronic distribu
tions not that dissimilar from metals, but with no partially fi lled bands in k-spacc. 
Thus the electrons in covalent crystals need not be sharply localized in the neighbor
hood of the ion cores. On the other hand, covalent crystals are not likely to have 
the nearly uniform distribution of electronic density in the interstitial region charac
teristic of s imple metals, whose one-electron wave functions are nearly plane wa:(,es 
between ion cores. [t is more likely that the interstitial electronic distribution will 
be localized in certain preferred directions, leading to what are known in the language 
of chemistry as "bonds". An example of a covalent crystal (also known as a valence 
crystal) is diamond, an insulator with a band gap of 5.5 eV. There is an appreciable 
interstitial density of electrons in diamond, which is highly concentrated in the vicinity 
of the lines joining each carbon ion core to its four nearest nejghbors (Figure 19.2).5 

This imerstitial charge density is the characteristic feature distinguish ing covalent 
crystals from the other two insulating types. 

2. 1\1/o/eculaY Ct·y.,·ta/s The outstanding examples of molecular crystalsc. are the 
solid noble gases, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon .7 In the atomic state they have 

• Recause hydrogen is in several respects unique among atoms. a fourth type-the hydrogen-bonded 
solid-is frequently added to the list. We ~hall briefly desa-ibe this type of solid at the end of tbe chapter. 

5 Chemists would refer to this distribution of charge as the four electronic carbon bonds. From the 
point o f view of Bloch theory, however, it is simply a property of the oocupied electronic Je,els that leads 
to a charge density 

p(r) = -e L 1•/ICr)jl, 
all valc::na 
blOOd ~-e~o 

tbat is appreciable in certain directions far from the ion cores. in spite of there being a substantial energy 
gap between occupied and unoccupied levels, so that the crysllll is an insulator. 

6 The name "molecular crystal" rcfi<:cts the fact that the entities out o f which such substances are 
composed differ lit tle from the isolated indh'idual molecules. In the c ase oflhe noble gases the"mnlecule!O'' 
happen to be identical to t11e atoms. Nc"crtheless, these structures arc called molecular crystals. rather 
than a tomic crystals, to permit the inclu~ion of such additional substances as soTid hydrogt:n, rutTogen, 
elc. In these materials the constituent entittes are H 1 or N1 molecules. which are weakly perturbed from 
their free form in the solid. Although solid hydrogen and nitrogen are perhaps more d eserving of the name 
"molecular crystal" than the solid noble gases. they provide considC!ably less clearcut exnmples, since 
within each molecule the electronic distribution is not localized about the two ion cores. Therefore if one 
should focus one's attention on tbe individual ion cores as the fundamental b uilding blocks, one would 
have to describe solids such as hydrogen nnd nitrogen as partially molecular and partially oovalent. 

~ Solid helium ib a somewhat pathological example of a molecular solid, bee~ use of the very Jigh 1 
mass of the helium a tom. Even ut T = 0 the liquid phase is more stable, unless considerable cxtemal 
p ressure is applied. 
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Figure 19.2 
The electronic charge distri
bution on a plane section of 
the conventional cubic cell of 
diamond, as suggested by 
X-ray diffraction data. The 
curves in (a) are curves of 
constant electronic density. 
TI1e numbers along the 
curves indicate electronic 
density in electrons per cubic 
angstrom. TI1c plane section 
of the cell that (a) describes is 
displayed in (b). Note that the 
electron density is quite high 
(5.02 electrons per cubic ang
strom, as compared with 
0.034 in the regions of lowest 
density) at the points where 
the plane int.ersecL~ the near
est neighbor bonds. This is 
characteristic of covalent 
crystals. (Based on a figure 
from Y. K. Syrkin and M. £. 
Dyatkina, Stn1cture of Mole
Cllles and che Chemical Bond, 
translated and revised by 
M. A Partridge and D. 0. 
Jordan, Interscience, New 
York, 1950.) 
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completely filled electronic shells-a highly stable configuration which is only weakly 
perturbed in the solid. From the point of view of band structure the noble gases are 
fine examples of extreme tight-binding solids; i.e., there is very litLle electronic density 
between ion cores, all the electrons remaining well localized in the neighborhood of 
their parent ions. For many purposes the whole theory of band structure is somewhat 
beside the point for such solids, since all electrons can be considered to be core 
electrons.* A discussion of molecular crystals must start with a consideration of 
those weak perturbations on the atoms that do occur when the solid is formed. 

3. lo11ic CrystaLv Ionic crystals, such as sodium chloride are compounds composed 
of a metallic and nonmetallic element. Like molecular crystals, ionic crystals have 

e The conduction band levels have been calculated and, as expected, lie several electron voltS above 
the filled band that accommodates the eight atomic valence electrons. 
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electronic charge distributions that are highly localized in the neighborhood of the 
ion cores. However, in molecular crystals all electrons remain very close to their 
parent atoms, while in ionic crystals some electrons have strayed so far from their 
parents as to be closely bound to the constituent of the opposite type. Indeed, one 
might consider an ionic crystal to be a molecular crystal in whicb the constituent 
molecules (whicb come in two varieties) are not sodium and chlorine atoms, but Na + 

and o - ions. whose charge distribution is only weakly perturbed in the solid from 
what it would be in the isolated free ions. Because, however, the localized entities 
composing an ionic crystal are not neutral atoms, but charged ions, the immense 
electrostatic forces among the ions play an overbearing role in determining the 
properties of ionic crystals, which are very different from tbose of molecular solids. 

The electronic charge distributions that characterize the three basic categories of 
insulators are summarized in Figure 19 .3. 
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Highly schematic two-dimensional representation oftheelectronicchargedistribution in the basic 
solid types. The small circles represent the positively charged nuclei , and the shaded parts, 
regions in which the electronic density is appreciable (though by no means uniform). We have 
(a) molecular (represented by two-dimensional "argon" ): (b) ionic ("potassium chloride" ) ; 
(c) covalent ('"carbon'); (d) metallic ("'potassium"). 

One frequently finds these distinctions drawn with emphasis not so much on the 
spatial configuration of the electron as on the so-called bonding. This is a point of 
view particularly dear to chemists, for whom the question of overwhelming impor
tance in classifying a solid. is what holds it together. The two points of view are 
closely related, since the Coulomb attraction between the electrons and atomic nuclei 
is the ultimate "glue" binding any solid together. Thus the nature of the binding 
depends critically on the spatial arrangement of the electrons. However, from the 
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point of view of contemporary physics, and especially in the study of macroscopic 
solids, the energy required to assemble an object is not nearly as fundamental a 
property as it can be for the chemist. We have therefore chosen to empbasi2e spatial 
electronic structure in describing the categories, rather than (as bas become tradi
tional) bonding. To the physicist, bonding is only one o f many properties strongly 
affected by this spatial distribution. 

One should nevertheless be aware of the nomenclatural implications of this 
chemical point o f view: One speaks of " the metallic bond," "the ionic bond,'" " the 
covalent bond," and "the hydrogen bond" when referring to the characteristic way 
in which the electrostatic forces conspire to hold solids of the corresponding types 
together. We shall have more to say about the binding energies (also known as cohesive 
energies) of the various solid types in Chapter 20. 

In the remainder of this chapter we wish to amplify the distinctions among the 
basic categories of solids, emphasizing both the very different kinds of models used 
in describing the extreme types, as well as the continuity that prevails between the 
diflcrent categories. The discussion that follows vastly oversimplifies each type. What 
we a re offering is a series of models on the level of sophistication of the Drude model 
of a metal, from which to begin the analysis of the several categories. M o re quantitative 
aspects of these models wiU be found in Chapter 20. 

IONIC CRYSTALS 

The most naive model of an ionic crystal treats all ions as impenetrable charged 
spheres. The crystal is held together by the electrostatic a ttraction between posi
tively and negatively charged spheres, and is prevented from collapsing by their 
irnpenctrabil it y. 

The impenetrability is a consequence o f the Pauli exclusion principle and the 
stable closed-shell electronic configurations of the ions. Wben two ions are brought 
so close together that their electronic charge distributions start to overlap, the 
exclusion principle requires that the excess charge introduced in the neighborhood 
of each ion by the other be accommodated in unoccupied levels. However, the 
electronic configuration of both positive and negative ions is oft he stable closed-shell 
ns2 np6 variety, which means that a large energy gap exists between the lowest un
occupied levels and the occupied o nes. As a result it costs much energy to force 
the charge distributions to overlap; i.e., a strongly repulsive force exists between 
ions, whenever they arc so close together that tbeir electronic charge distributions 
interpenetrate. 

For the qualitative points we wish to make in this chapter it is enough to consider 
the ions as impenetrable spheres-i.e., to take the potential representing this repulsive 
force as infinite within a certain distance, and zero beyond that distance. We stress, 
thougl1, that the ions are not rigorously impenetrable. In detailed calculations on 
ionic crystals one must assume a less simplistic form for the dependence of the repul
sive potential on interionic separation. (We shall give an elementary illustration of 
this in Chapter 20.) Furthermore, in a more realistic picture the ions cannot be taken 
to be rigorously spherical, since they are distorted from their (rigorously spherical) 
shape in free space by their neighbors in the crystal. 
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ALKALI HALIDES (1- Vll IONIC CRYSTALS) 

The ideal ionic crystal of spherical; charged billiard balls is most nearly realized by 
the alkali halides. These crystals are all cubic at nonnal pressures. The positive ion 
(cation) is one of the alkali metals (Li+, Na+, K +, Rb+, orCs+) and the negative 
ion (anion) one of the halogens (F- . Cl- , Br- , orr). They all crystallize under 
normal conditions in the sodium chloride stmcture (Figure 19.4a) except for CsCl, 
CsBr, and Csl, which arc most stable in tbe cesium chloride structure (Figure 19.4b). 

To understand why the basic entities in these structures are ions rather than 
atoms, consider, for example, RbBr. An isolated bromine atom can actuaUy attract 
an additional electron to form the stable anion Br-, with the closed-shell electronic 
configuration of krypton. The additional electron has a binding energy9 of about 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 19.4 
(a) The sodium chlo ride s tntcture; (b) the cesium chloride structure; (c) tl1e zjncblende 
(sphalerite) structure. The side of the conventional cubic cell. a, and the nearest-neighbor 
distance, d, are indicated in each case. Inspection of the figure reveals that they are related 
by : (a) sodium chloride : d = a/2; (b) cesium chloride: d = .JjCl/2; (c) Docblende : d = 

y~'3at4. F o r detailed descriptions of these suucn1res see Cl1aptcr 4 . 

9 This is usually pur by saying that bromine has an "electron affinity" of 3.5 eV. lt may at first appear 
surprising that a neutral atom can bind an cxua electron. The binding is possible because the cloud of 
atomic electrons surrounding the nucleus is not comph:tcly effective in screening its field over the s ixth 
and last p-orbital (the one holding the extra el~tron) which penetrates rather far into the cloud. 
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3.5 cV. However, to produce the cation Rb+ (also with Lhe closed-shell krypton 
configuration) it costs~ e_V to liberate the extra electron. It might therefore appear 
that a rubidium atom anl:l ~rominc atom together would have an energy 0.5 cV 
lower than the corresponding io_os. This is indeed the case, provided that lhc ions 
arc very far apart. If, however, we bring the ions together, the energy of the pair is 
lowered by their attractive electrostatic interaction. In crystaUine RbBr the interionic 
distance is about r = 3.4 A. A pair of ions at this distance has an additional Coulomb 
energy of - e2f r = -4.2 cV, which more than compensates for the 0.5 eV favoring 
the atoms over the ions at large separation. 

The picture of an alkali halide as a set of spherical ions packed together is confim1ed 
by the electronic charge distributions inferred from X-ray diffraction data. Figure 19.5 
shows the charge distribution these experiments suggest for sodium chloride . 

Figure 19.5 
131ectronic charge density in a [tOO] plane of NaCI containing the ions, as inferred from X-ray 
diffraction data. The numbers give tbe values of the density along lines of constant density. in 
units of electrons per cubic angstrom. The tines perpendicular to the constant density curves are 
error bars. (After G . Schl)knecht, Z . NacurforschUI!g 12,983 (1957).) 
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The idea that the alkali halides are composed of slightly distorted localized ions 
is also confirmed by band structure calculations. Figure 19.6 shows the energy bands 
calculated for KCI as a function of (externally imposed) lattice constant, compared 
with the corresponding levels of the free ions. The band energies can differ by as much 
as half a rydberg from the energies of the levels of the isolated ions even at large 
separations, because of the interionic Coulomb interactions. However, the band 
widths at the observed lattice constant are all exceedingly narrow, indicating that 
there is little overlap of the ionic charge distributions. 
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Figure 19.6 
The four highest fiUed energy bands of KCl, Utlculated as a func
tion of the intcrionic distance d (measured in Bohr radii). The 
vertical line is at the observed cl. The energies of the free ions are 
indicated by the arrows on the right. Note that although the 
energies are considerably shifted in the crystalline state, the bands 
remain very narrow. (From L. P. Howard. PII~Rev. 109, 1927 
(1958).) ~ 

The values of the conventional cubic cell side a given by X-ray diffraction measure
ments on the 20 alkali halide crystals are consistent with an elementary model in 
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which the ions are regarded as impenetrable spberes of a definite radius r, known 
as the ionic radius. Let d be the distance between the centers of neighboring positive 
and negative ions, so that d = a/2 in the sodium chloride structure, and a../3;2 in 
the cesium chloride structure (see Figure 19.4). Table 19.1 lists the values of d for the 
alkali halide crystals. 1 0 H we take each of the nine ions to be a sphere of definite 
radius, then in most cases we can fit the nearest-neighbor distance dn for the alkali 
halide XY to an accuracy of around 2 percent by taking dXY = r·x + ry . The only 
exceptions are LiCI, LiBr, and Lil, where the radius sum falls short of d by 6, 7, and 
8 percent. respectively, and NaBr and Nal , where the radius sum falls short by 3 and 
4 percent. 

Leaving aside, for the moment, these exceptions, lhis shows that the observed 
lattice constants can be reproduced to a few perce·ot accuracy by assmning the ions 
to be hard spheres of the specified radii, close packed into a sodium chloride (or 
cesium chloride) structure. However, the choice of ionic radii is not unique, for by 
adding a fixed amount /).r to all the alkali radii and subtracting the same l:!.r from 
the halogen radii (rx-+ r + l:!.r, ry-. r - l:!.r) thevalueofrx + ry will be unaffected 11 

This ambiguity can be resolved and the anomalous behavior of the lithium halides 
can be explained by the following further observation: 

Our assertion that the nearest-neighbor distanced is given by the sum oft11e radii 
of the ions whose centers are separated by d assumes that such ions are in fact in 
contact (Figure 19. 7). This will be the case provided the radius ,.> of the larger ion 
is not too much greater than the radius ,.< of the smaller. Should the disparity be 
too great, however, the smaller ions may not touch the larger ones a t all (Figure 19.8). 
In iliat case d will be independent of the size o r the smaller ion altogether, and be 
determined entirely by the size of the larger. The relation t·+ + ,.- = d appropriate 
to the sodium chloride structure must then be replaced by .J2r> = d (Figure J9.7 
and 19.8). The critical radius ratio, at which the smaller ion loses contact, occurs when 
each large ion touches both the small ion centered on lbe nearest-neighbor site and 
the large ion ceotered on the next nearest-neighbor site (Figure 19.9). The critical 
ratio satisfies (see Figure 19.9) 

r> 1 
r < = fl-

1 
= .j2 + I = 2.41 (sodium chloride !';tructure). (19.1) 

From the values ofr> fr< given in Table 19.1, one finds that the critical value 2.41 
is exceeded only in LiCl, LiBr, apd Lil. It is thus to be expected that the value observed 
for d exceeds the radial sum .in these lithium halides, for in these cases d should be 
compared not with r+ + ,.-, but with .j2r>. This latter quantity is listed in square 
brackets after the value of,.> /r< for the three lithium halides. It fits the observed d 
to the same 2 percent accuracy that the values of r + + ,.- yield in the cases in which 

10 By ~nearest-neighbor distance" we always mean the minimum distance between. ionic cemers. 
Thus (for example) in Figure 19.8 the nearest-neighbor distance is d, even though the large circles touch 
each other, but not the little circles. Tite distt<nce between the center of a big circle a.od tbe cen.t~r of a 
little circle is less than the dbtance between centers of neighboring big circles. 

11 This leads to rival schemes of ionic radii being put forth. but lbose quoted in Table 19.1 are still 
the most widely used. 
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Figure 19.7 
A (100] plane of the sodium chloride structure 
containing the centers of ions. Each large ion 
makes contact only with the neighboring small 
ions. Therefore the nearest-nei.ghbor distance d 
is equal to the sum of the ionic radii, r > + r <. 
This is the normal state of affairs. 

1-"igure 19.8 
Same plane as in Figure 19.7, but now the 
disparity in ionic radii is so great that each large 
ion makes oontact only with the nearest large 
ion. In this case the nearest-neighbor distanced 
(defined to be the shoncst dis lance bet\veen ionic 
centers) is related only to the larger ionic radius 
r> by d = fir>. 

figure 19.9 
The state o f affairs when the radius ratio has its 
critical value r > ; r < = .j2 + I. For smaller 
ratios Figure 19.7 holds; for larger ratios, 
Figure 19.8 holds. The value for the cr itical ratio 
follows from the observation that when the ratio 
is critica l the relations d = ..j2 r > and d = r + + 
r · = r > + r< must both hold. 

they are applicable. It is not significant that one of the three errant lithium haJides 
can be brought into line in this way, since the free variable 6.r can be chosen to bring 
this about. However, the fact that the other two are also thereby made to agree lends 
great credence to the picture of the ions as impenetrable s pheres, with the radii given 
in Table 19.1. 

A similar calculation fo r the cesium chloride structure yields the smaller critical 
vaJue 

r> 1 r-; 
- = - <v 3 + t) = J.37 
r < 2 

(cesium chloride). (19.2) 

This value is not exceeded by the radius ratios of the three alkali halides with this 
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Table 19.1 
PROPOSED JONJC RA.Dll FOR TilE Al.KA U HALIDF.So 

Li .,. (0.60) Na.,. (0.95) K + (1.33) Rb+ (1.48) cs• (1.69) 

F- (1.36) 

d 2.01 2.31 2.67 2.82 3.00 
: 

,- + , .. 1.96 2.31 2.69 2.84 3.05 
r> jr< 2.27 1.43 1.02 1.09 1.24 

Cl- (1.81) 

d 2.57 2.82 3.15 329 3.57 
,- + , ... 241 276 3.14 3.29 3.50 
r> j r< 3.02 [256] 1.91 1.36 122 1.07 

-
sr- (1.95) 

d 275 299 3.30 3.43 3.71 
, - + r+ 2.55 2.90 328 3.43 3.64 
r >/r< 3.25 [2.76] 2.05 1.47 1.32 L15 

1- (2.16) 

d 3.00 3.24 3.53 3.67 3.95 
, - + , .. 276 3.11 3.49 3.64 3.85 
r> f r < 3.60[3.05] 2.27 1.62 1.46 1.28 

• The ionic radius (in angstroms) is given in parentheses immediately following the name or each 
ion. The following additional information (all in angstroms) is listed in the box corresponding 
to each alkali halide: 

I. The nearest-neighbor distance d.10 In the sodium chloride structure, d = a/2, where a is 
the side of the conventional cubic cell; in the cesium chloride structure (CsCl, CsRr, and Csl), 
d = .jj11{2. (See Figure 19.4.) 

2. The sum of the ionic radi~ , - + r•. 
3. The ratio of the ionic radii, r> fr<. In the three cases where this ratio is so large that tl is 

not given by the radius sum, the new theoretical value (J2r>) is listed in square brackets imme
diately after the radius ratio. 

Source: I~ Pauling. Tile Nawre of rhe Chemicnl J:lo11d, 3rd ed~ Cornell University Press, [thaca, New 
York, 1960, p. 514. 

structure, and the radial sums are in good agreement with the observed lattice 
constants. 12 

D- VI Ionic Crystals 

Doubly ionized elements from columns ll and VI of the periodic table may also 
form ionic crystals. Except for the berylliwn compounds and MgTe, these also assume 
the sodium chloride structure. [t can be seen from Table 19.2 that d = af2 again 

12 Agreement can be somewhat improved by increasing the ionic radii m the cesium chloride structure 
to account ror the ract that each ion has eight nearest neighbors rather than the six it is surrounded by 
in the sodium chloride structure. Consequently, the Pauli principle repulsion is stronger, and the ions will 
not be squeeud so closely together. 
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Table 19.2 
PROPOSED IONIC RADII FOR THE DOUBLY IONIZED ELEMENTS FROM 
COLU\fNS 11 AND VI OF THE PERIODIC TABLE • 

Be+ ... (0.31) Mg+ + (0.65) Ca ++ (0.99) sr+ + (1.13) Ba++ (135) 

o-- (1.40) 

d 1.64 Z.lO 2.40 2.54 2.76 
,- + , ... 1.71 2.05 2.39 2.53 2.75 

r> ' r < 
• 4.52 215 1.41 1..24 1.04 

s-- (L84) 

d 2.10 2.60 2.85 3.01 3.19 
, - + r+ 2.15 2.49 2.83 2.97 3.19 

r> f r < 5.94(225] 2.83[260] 1.86 1.63 1.36 

se- - (1.98) 

d 2.20 2.72 2.96 3.11 3.30 
, - + r• 2.29 2.63 2.97 3.11 3.33 

r > f r < 6.39[2.42] 3.05 [2.80] 2.00 1.75 1.47 

Te- - (221) 

d 2.41 2.75 3.17 3.33 3.50 
,- + ,. .. 2.52 2.86 3.20 3.34 3.56 

r> j r< 7.13[2.71) 3.40 223 1.96 1.64 

4 The ionic radius (in angstroms) is given in parentheses immediately following the name of each 
ion. In addition, the following infonnation is gaven in the box corresponding to each compound: 

I. The nearest-neighbor distance d. 
2. The sum of the ionic radii, r+ + ,-. 
3. The ratio of the ionic radii, r> fr< . 

All compounds have the sodium chloride structure except forBeS, .BeSc, and BeTe (zi:ncbleode) 
and .BeO, MgTe (wurtzite.) In the two magnesium compounds for which the radius ratio exceeds 
the critical value 2.42 for the sodium chloride structure, the corrected theoretical valued = vfir> 
is given in brackets. In the zim:bleode structures, the critic-d.! ratio 4.45 is exceeded in aU cases, 
and the corrected valued = .J6r > f2 is given in brackets. These (and crystals with the wurtz.ite 
structure) are better tTeated as covalenL 

Sourc-e: L. Pauling. Tile Natwe of the Chemical Bond. 3rd ed., Cornell University Press, Ithaca. N.Y., 
1960, p. 514. 

agrees to within a few percent with r + + r - for the calcium, strontium, and barium 
salts, and MgO. In MgS and MgSe the critical ra tio r> fr< = 2.42 is exceeded; here 
d = af2 agrees with .j2r> to within about 3 percent. 

However, agreement with the ionic radii is not nearly as satisfactory for MgTe 
and the beryllium compounds. BeS, BeSe, and BeTe crystallize in the zincblende 
(sphalerite) structure (see Chapter 4 and Figure 19.4), and the other two in the -. 
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wurtzite structure. 13 The critical ratio.L4 r> j r< is 2 + ._/6 = 4.45, which is exceeded 
in all three beryllium compounds with the zincblende structure.15 The quoted value 
o f d (taken to be -/314 times the measured side a of the conventional cubic cell) 
should then be compared not with r + + r - , but with -/6r·> /2, which is listed in 
square brackets in Table 19.2 after r> f r<. The agreement is relatively poor compared 
with the impressive agreement we found in the crystals with the sodium chloride 
structure. 

One reason for this is that beryllium (and to some extent magnesium) is substan
tially more difficult to ionize than the other e lements in column II. (First ionization 
potentials, in electron volts: Be, 9.32; Mg, 7.64; Ca, 6.1.1 ; Sr. 5.69; Ba, 5.21.) T hus 
the cost in energy t o produce widely separated ions, as o pposed to atoms, is quite 
high in the beryllium compounds. In addition, because it is so small, the beryllium 
ion cannot take full advantage of the crystal structures with high coordination num
ber to compensate for this by maximizing the intcrionic Coulomb interaction: The 
anions would be repelled by the overlap of their own charge distributions, befo re 
they came close enough t o the beryllium ion (as, for example, in Figure 19.8). These 
considerations suggest tha t in the beryllium compounds we are already moving away 
from the realm of purely ionic crysta ls. 

As it turns o ut, tetrahedrally coordinated struct ures (such as the zincblende and 
wurtzite structures) tend to be primarily covalently bonded. The tetrahedrally co
ordinated II- V1 compounds are more covalent than ionic in character. 16 

ID-V CRYSTALS (MIXED IONIC AND COV ALENI) 

The crystals that pair elements from columns III and V of the periodic table are still 
less ionic in character. They almost all assume the zincblende structure characteristic 
o f covalent crystals. Some examples are given in Table 19.3. Most behave as semi
conductors rather than insulators; i.e., their band gaps are relatively small. This is 
another indication that their ionic nature is quite weak, and the electrons not strongly 
localized. The Ill-Y compounds are thus good examples of subst ances that are 
partially ionic and partia!Jy covalent. They are conventionally described as prima rily 
covalent, with some residual concentration of excess charge about the ion cores. 

COVALENT CRYSTALS 

The striking difference in interstitial charge distributions in ionic and covalent crysta.ls 
is seen by compaTiog Figures 19.2 and 19.5; the electron density along a nearest-

u T n the zincbleode ~tructure, a view a long a [ I II) direction reveals thai the atoms of a given kjnd 
are stacked in the sequence ... ABCABC ... while maintaining tetrahedral bonds with those of the o ther 
kind. Tbe underlying Bravais lauice is cubic. There is another arrangement mal preserves the tetrahedral 
bonding but stacks the atoms of a given kind in the seq uence ... ABABAB ..•. This is lhc wurtzite 
structure. whose underlying Bravais la u ice js hexagonal. 

14 The reader is invited to \'Cnfy these n umerological assertions. 
u This is also the critical ratio for the wurtzite structure, provided the eta of tbe underlying bcp 

structure is close to ideal, as it a lmost always is. 
16 lt is possible to specifY covalenc radii, for use in tetrahedrally coordinated structures, which arc 

almost as successful in fitting thei r lalticc constants as are thejonic radij in ionic crystals. (See L Pauling, 
Tire Nature of the Chemical Bond, Jrd ed., Cornell University Press. fthaca. New York, L960. 
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ee 

( c) (d) 

F igure 19. 10 
A highly schema tic representation of the continuity from perfect covalent to perfect 
ionic crystals. (a) Perfeclly covalem gemzanium. Four electrons per w1it cell a re identically 
distributed about the Ge"• ion cores. The e lectronic density is large in certa in di rections 
in the interstitial region. (b) Covalent gal/irun a rsenide. The interstitial electron density 
has diminished somewhat and there is a slight tendency for the cloud of electrons around 
each As5 + ion core to have somewhat more charge t han is necessary to compensate the 
positive charge, while the electron cloud around each Ga3 + ion core has somewhat less. 
The crysta l thus h as a very slight ionic character as well. (c) Ionic calcium selenide. The 
Ca2 + ion is a lmost denuded o f valence electro ns and the cloud of electrons a round the 
Se6 "' ion core is almost the full eight necessary to produce se-- . (It would be more 
conventional. in fact, to represent the selenium as an Se-- ion core laclcing a small 
fractio n of an electron.) The crystal is weakly covalent, to the extent that the Ca2 + is 
slightly shielded by electrons in its immediate neighborhood, and the Se6 + does not 
have quite enough e lectrons to filled the o ute r e ight shells completely, making Se--. 
The cova lent character is also seen in the s light distort ion of the charge d ist ributio n 
outward a long nearest-neighbor lines. (d) Perfecrly ionic potassium chloride. The K • 
ion is bare of excess electr ons, and aJI eight electrons cluster around the Cl7 ~ to make 
c t-. (It would be more conventional to sh ow no electrons at all, and simply draw a a 
io n core for t he chlorine.) 
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neighbor line drops below 0.1 electron per cubic angstrom in Naa, while it does 
not get less than 5 electrons per cubic angstrom, in the covalent crystal par excellence, 
diamond. 

Diamond is typical of the crystal structures formed by the elements from column 
IV of the period table: carbon, silicon, germanium, and (grey) tin (see Table 4.3). 
These elements all crystalli7.e in the tetrahedrally coordinated diamond structure. In 
chemical terminology, each atom participates in four covalent bonds, by sharing an 
electron with each of its four neighbors. Although the ultimate basis for the bonding 
remains electrostatic, the reason why the crystal remains bound is considerably more 
complex than the simple picture of oppositely charged billiard balls that suits the 
ionic crystals so well. We shall have more to say about this in Chapter 20. 

Table t9.3 
SOME COVALENT m-V COMPOUJ\US• 

AI Ga In 

p 5.45 5.45 5.87 

As 5.62 5.65 6.04 

Sb 6.13 6.12 6.48 

• All have the zincblcnde structure. The side of the conventional 
cubic ceU (in angstroms) is given . 

The continuous variation in the nature of the charge distribution as one progresse.c; 
from the extreme ionic 1- VTI compounds through the progressively more ambiguous 
II- VI, and lll- V compounds over to the extreme covalent elements from column 
IV, is indicated schematically in Figure 19.10. 

Covalent crystals are not as good insulators as ionic crystals; this is consistent 
with the delocalization of charge in the covalent bond. The semiconductors are all 
covalent crystals, sometimes (as in the 111- V compounds) with a small touch of 
ionic bonding. 

MOLECULAR CRYSf ALS 

As one moves to the right in the periodic table from any of the elements in the upper 
part of column IV, tbe solids one encOUllters become successively more insulating 
(or, if one starts lower down in column JV, less metallic) and more weakly bound 
(with, for example. lower and lower melting points). At the extreme right of the table 
are the column VITI elements, which afford the best example of molecular solids. The 
solid noble gases (except for helium) aJJ cry~talli1.e in monatomic foe Bravais lattices. 
The electronic configuration of each atom is of the stable closed-shell type, which 
is little deformed in the solid. The solid is held together by very weak forces, the 
so-called van der Waals or fiuctucuing dipole forces. The qualitative physic::~! origin 
of this force is easily explained: 1 7 

1' Note that, agajn, the ultimate source of Lbe bonding must be electrostauc. How.:vcr, lhc way in 
wtucb the electrostatic attraction now manifests itself ll> so dtfferent (from, for example, the ionic crystals) 
thai this type of binding is gi,·en a separate name of its own. A more rigorous quaniUm-mechnnical 
derivation of the van dcr Waals attraction is given in Problem I. 

• 
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Consider two atoms (I and 2) separated by a distance r. Although the average 
charge distribution in a single rare gas atom is spherically symmetric, at any instant 
there may be a net dipole moment (whose time-averaged value must \'anish). If the 
instantaneous dipole moment of atom I is Pt. then there wi11 be an electric field 
proportional to p1jr3 at a distance r from the atom. 18 This will induce a dipole 
moment in atom 2 proportional to the field: 

(19.3) 

where ex is the polarizability 19 of the atom Since two dipoles have an energy of 
interaction proportional to the product of their moments divided by the cube of 
the distance between them, there will be a lowering of energy of order 

6 • 
r 

(19.4) 

associated ·with the induced moment. Since this quantity depends on p1 
2

, its time 
average does not vanish, even though the average value of p1 is zero. Because this 
force falls off rapidly with distance, it is exceedingly weak, whence the low melting 
and boiling points of the condensed noble gases. 

For a more precise treatment of molecular solids one must also consider the 
fluctuating dipolar interaction between groups of three or more atoms that cannot 
be represented as a sum of pair interactions. These fall off more rapidly than l j r6 , 

but are also important in arriving at an accurate theory of the solid state.20 

The elements in groups V, VI, and Vll (with the exception of metallic polonium 
and the semimetals antimony and bismuth) partake to varying degrees of both 
molecular and covalent character. Solid oxygen and nitrogen, as we have mentioned, 
are molecular crystals in which the weakly perturbed entities are not free atoms. but 
0 2 or N 2 molecules. Within these molecules the binding is covalent, so that the 
electronic distribution in the crystal as a whole has a mixed molecular and covalent 
structure. There are also substances (sulfur and selenium arc examples) that possess 
elaborate crystal structures and for which no simple categorization of their bonding 
is possible. 

METAlS 

As one moves to the left in the periodic table from column IV, one enters the family 
of metals; i.e.., the covalent bond expands until there is an appreciable density of elec
trons throughout the interstitial regions, and, in k-space, appreciable band overlap. 
The prime examples of metallic crystals are the alkali metals of column I, which for 
many purposes can be accuraLely described by the Sommerfeld free electron model, in 

18 We have in mind a disrance rather farthec from the atom !han ils linear dimensions. When ono 
gets loo close 10 rhe alomthe diPQie approxtmalion is no longer valid, bul, more importa.nrly,lhe slrong 
core-<:ore repulsion begins 10 dominate the allractive fluctualing dipole interuction. 

19 See Chapter 27. 
zo B. M. Axilrod and E. Teller, J. Chan. PhJS. 22, 1619 (1943); B. M. Axilrod, J. 01en1. Phys. 29, 

719, 724 (1951). 
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which the valence electrons are completely separated from their ion cores and form 
a nearly uniform gas. 

More generally, one can find aspects of covalent and molecular bonding even in 
metals, particularly in the noble metals in which the filled atomic d-shells are not 
very tightly bound, and as a consequence suffer considerable distortion in the metaL 

It is instructive to compare the ionic radii o r the metallic elements (as calculated 
from the structure of the ionic crystals they participate in) with the nearest-neighbor 
distance in the metal (Table 19A). It is evident that the concept o f ionic radius is 
completely irrelevant in determining the alkali metal lattice constants. This is con
sistent with the fact that such quantities as the alkali metal compressibilities are of 
the order of their electron gas values; the ions are genuinely small objects, embedded 
in a sea of electrons. 1n the noble metals, on the other hand, as noted in Chapter 15, 
the closed d-shell plays a far more important role in determining metallic properties 
than do the ion cores of the alkali metals. This is reflected in the fact that in Cu, 
Ag, and Au, the nearest-neighbor distances in the metal are not that much larger than 
the ionic radii in ionic crystals. In both the ionic crystals and (to only a slightly lesser 
degree) the metal, size is determined by the d-sbells. 

Table 19.4 
IONIC RADII COMPARED WITH HALF THE N EAREST-NEIGHBOR 
DISTANCES IN METALS 

SINGLY IONIZED NF.AREST-NEIGHBOR H ALF 

METAL IONIC RADIUS, r ion (A) DISTANCE IN METAL, r,,.1 (A) 

Li 0.60 1.51 
Na 0.95 1.83 
K 1.33 2.26 
Rb 1.48 2.42 
Cs 1.69 2.62 
Cu 0.96 1.28 
Ag 1.26 1.45 
Au 1.37 1.44 

HYDROGEN-BONDED CRYSTALS 

rmr.'l,,.ton 

2.52 
1.93 
1.70 
1.64 
L.55 
l.JJ 
1.15 
1.05 

Some classifications list hydrogen-bonded crystals as a fourth category of insulator. 
This is in recognition of the fact that hydrogen is unjque in three important ways: 

L The ion core of a hydrogen atom is a bare proton of order 10- 13 em in radius, 
a factor of 105 smaller than any other ion core. 

2. Hydrogen is but one electron shy of the stable helium configuration, which, 
uniquely ~mong stable configurations, has not eight but only two electrons in the 
outermost shell. 

3. The first ionization potential of atomic hydrogen is unusually high (H, 13.59 eV; 
Li, 5.39 eV; Na. 5.14 eV; K, 4.34 eV; Rb, 4.18 eV; Cs, 3.89 eV). 

As a result of these properties hydrogen can play a role unlike any other element 
in crystalline structures. Because of its large ionization potential, it is much more 
difficult to remove an electron completely from hydrogen, and it therefore does not 
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behave as an a lkali metal ion (of minute radius) in formin g ionic crystals. On the 
other hand, it cannot behave as the atoms in typical covalent crystals, for lacking 
only one electron from a closed-shell configur a tion it can, in chemical terms, form 
only one covalent bond through elecnon sharing?' Finally, because the proton has, 
for all practical purposes, no size a t al.4 it can essentially sit on the surface of the 
large negative ions, resulting in a type of structure unattainable with any o ther 
positive ion. 

One manifestation of these peculiar properties is illustrated in Figure 19.ll for 
the case of ice. The electron from the hydrogen atom is, like the proton. fairly well 
localjzed in the neighborhood of fue oxygen ions. The positive proton resides close 
to a single oxygen ion, along the line joining it to one of its neigh boJ"s, thereby helping 
to bind the two oxygen ions together. (Note the lack of regularity in the positions of 
the protons. T his can be observed thermodynamically in the large "residual entropy" 
possessed by ice at low temperatures, corresponding to the large number of ways o f 
assigning a proton to e ither end of each bond, consistent with two protons being 
close to each oxygen atom.) 

Figure 19.11 
The crystal s tructure of one o f the many phases of ice. The 
large circles are oxygen ions; the small circles are protons. 
Ice is an example in which hydrogen bonding plays a 
crucial role. (After L. Pauling, T he Nawre of The Chemical 
Bond, 3rd. ed ., Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New 
York, 1960.) 

This completes our descriptive survey of some of the various solid types. We now 
turn to some of the elementary quantitative implications of the various structures 
on bulk solid properties-particularly the binding, or cohesive, energy. 

PROBLEMS 

I . 01·igin of the va11 der Waal'i Fm·ce 
Consider two noble gas a toms a distance R apart, represented by fixed nuclei of cha rge Ze located 
at 0 and R, each surrounded by Z electrons. The electrons bound to the nucleus at 0 have co-

11 This contrasts with tbe fou~ bonds tha t are present io tetrahedrally coordinated covalent crys tals, 
as the result of forming two closed snclls from eight electrons. 
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ordinatcscjiJ and those bound to the nudeus at R have coordinates rj1l, i = 1, ... , Z. We suppoM: 
R to be so large that there is negligible overlap between the electronic charge distributions about 
the two nuclci.22 Let H 1 and H 2 be the Hamiltonians for atoms J and 2alonc.. The H amiltonian 
for tl1c two-atom system will be H = 111 + //2 + U, where U gives the Coulomb interaction 
between aU pairs of charged particles, one from atom 1, and one from atom 2: 

2 [Z2 
z ( z z ) z t J 

U = e R - L IR - rlllj + ;pi + L jrP> - rY>I . 
i =-1 t • {,J-c: 1 I 

(19.5) 

To second order in perturbation theory, tbe interaction energy between the two atoms will be 
given by: 

(19.6) 

where jO) is the ground s ta te of the unperturbed two-atom system, and In) its excited states. 
(a) Show tltat tl1c first-<Jrder term in (19.6) is just the electrostatic interaction energy between 

two distributions of dmrge density p<1~r) and p<2>(r), where p<•> and pCll are the ground-state 
charge distributions of atoms I and 2 

(b) Prove that if the charge distributions have zero overlap and are spherically symmetric, 
this interal.'tion energy is identically zero.13 

(c) Tbe assumption that there is negligible overlap between ll1e electronic states on the two 
atoms also means that the wave functions appearing in ll1e second order term in (19.6) arc 
negligibly small unless lr1''1 and jrf-21 - Rj arc small compared with R. Show that if (19.5) is 
expanded in ll1csc quantit ies, the leading nonvanishing term is 

-~ t [3(rp> · R)([r~21 - R] · R) - rJ1
1 • (r?> - R)J 

(d) Show, as a result, that the leading term in (19.6) varies as l /R6 and is negative. 

2. Geometrical Relations in Diatomic Ct'ystals 

(19.7) 

Verify that tlle critical ratios r > / r< are(.J3 + 1)(2 for tbe cesium chloride structure and 2 + .,J6 
for tlle zincblende structure, as asserted in ll1c tex t. 

n Because of this we can ignofc Lbe Pauli principle as it affects the intcrdHtnge of electrons between 
atoms, and reg:nd Ute electrons on atom I as di~tinguishnble from those on atom 2. 1n p<trlicular, we need 
not antisymmetrize the sunes appearing in (t9.6). 

:u If the atoms are too close together, overlap cnnnot be ignored. and it leads to a strong(short-range) 
repulsion. The very slight overlap wben the 11tom~ are far apan yields corrections to the interaction that 
fall off exponenLially with separation. 
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The cohesive energy of a solid is the energy required to disassemble it into its con
stituent parts-i.e., its binding encrgy.1 This energy depends, of course, on what the 
constituent parts are considered to be. They are generally taken to be the individual 
atoms of the chemical elements out of wh ich the solid is composed, but other con
ventions arc sometimes used. For example, it might be convenient to define the 
cohesive energy of solid nitroge n as that required to separate it into a set of isolated 
nitrogen molecules, rather than atoms. Knowing the binding energy o f an isolated 
nitrogen molecule, one can easily convert from one definition to the other. Similarly, 
in the alkali halide crystals we shall discuss the energy necessary to separate the solid 
into isolated ions, rather than atoms. 'Jne link between the two energies is provided 
by the fLTst ionization potential o f the a lkali metal atom and the electron affinity of 
the halogen a tom. 

Jn the early days o f solid state physics much effort was devoted to computing 
cohesive energies, and the subject pervaded the theory o f solids much more than it 
does today. Older d iscussions of the classification of solids, for example, rely heavily 
on the nature of the cohesion, rather than emphasizing (as in C ha pter 19) the (closely 
related) spatial electronic arrangement . The importance of the coh esive energy is 
that it is the ground-state energy of the solid; its sign, for example, determines whether 
the solid will be stable at all. Jndeed, its generali7ation to nonzero temperatures, the 
H elmholtz free energy, if known as a function of volume and temperature, contains 
a ll equilibrium th ermodynamic information about the solid H owevet:, solid state 
p hysics has come to focus m o re and more on nonequilibrium properties (e.g., transport 
properties and optical properties) and the study of cohesion no longer plays the 
dominant role it once did. 

ln this chapter we shall discuss some element ary facts about cohesive energies at 
zero temperature. \Vc shall calculate these energies for an externally imposed lattice 
constant, and shall therefore be considering solids under external pressure . By cal
culat ing the rate of change of cohesive energy with lattice constant we can find the 
p ressure necessary to maintain a given volume, and therefore determine the equilib
rium lattice constant as that requiring zero pressure2 for its maintenance. [n the same 
way we can calculate the compressibility of the solid- i.e., the change in volume 
produced by a given change in pressure. This is more accessible to physical measure
ment than the cohesive energy itself. since it does not require dismantling o f the solid 
into its constituents. 

Throughout this chapter we shall treat the ion cores as classical particles, which 
can be perfectly localized with zero kinetic energy at the sites of a lattice. This is 
incorrect. for it violates the uncenainty principle. If an ion core is confined to a 
region of linear dimensions 6x, the uncertainty in its momentum will be of order 
lr/ ll.x. It will therefore have a kinetic energy of order h 2/ M(6x)2, known as the zero
point kinetic energy, \Vhose contribution to the energy of the solid must be taken 

1 ll is frcquemly given in k:ilocalori~ per mo le. A useful conversion factor is 23.05 kcal; m ole = I 
cV /molecule. 

• More correctly, atmospheric pressure. However, the difference in size between a solid at atmospheric 
pres~llre and one in vacuum is negligible a t the levd of accumcy of our aonlysis. 
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into account. Furthermore, since the ions are not perfectly localized (for that would 
imply infinite zero-point kinetic energy), the deviations in their potential energy from 
that of classica1 particles fixed at lattice sites must be allowed for. We shall not be 
able to do this in any but the crudest way (Problem 1) until Chapter 23, where we 
describe the theory of lattice vibrations. For now we only note that the lighter the 
ionic mass, the larger is the zero-point kinetic energy, and the more suspect the 
approximation of perfectly localized ions. We shall see some simple evidence for the 
importance of zero-point motion in the lighter noble gases in our discussion below.3 

In most other cases the errors introduced by the neglect of zero-point motion are 
of the order of 1 percent or less. 

Having noted this oversimplification, we turn to the other, generally more impor
tant, factors contributing to the binding energy of the various types of solids. 4 We start 
with the molecular solids (the crude theory of which is particularly simple) treating 
them as atoms held together by the short-range fluctuating dipole interaction, and 
prevented from coming close together by the still shorter-range core-<:ore repulsion.s 
On a similar level of sophistication, ionic crystals are somewhat more subtle, because 
the basic building blocks are now electrically charged ions, and problems arise 
connected with the very long range of the interionic force. On the other hand, the 
electrostatic interaction energy of the ions is so large that it completely dominates 
all other sources of attraction.6 ln this respect the crude theory of ionic crystals is 
the simplest of all. 

However, when we turn to covalent crystals and metals we ftnd that even a crude 
theory is difficult to construct. The bMic problem is that the arrangement of the 
valence electrons, whether in the weU-loallized bonds of good covalent insulators or 
the electron gas of U1e alkali metals, is vastly different from what it is io either the 
isolated atoms or the isolated ions. Our discussion in these cases will be highly 
qualitative. 

Por simplicity we shall discuss only cubic crystals in this chapter, and consider 
the energy oft he solid as a function of the cubic cell side, a. Jn so doing we are ignoring 
crystals whose energy may depend on more than one geometrical parameter (e.g., on 
c and a in hcp structures). We shall also ignore deformations of cubic crystals from 
their equilibrium size and shape more general than a mere uniform compression 
(which preserves their cubjc symmetry). The physics of more complex deformations 
is no different, but the geometrical aspects of the more general deformations can be 
complicated. We shall limit our discussion of such deformations to the less funda
mental description given in the discussion of elastic constants in Chapter 22 

3 Only in solid helium do CO•lsiderations determined by zero-point motion become of really crucial 
importance. The mass of helium is so light that quantum effects pce\'ent it from solidifying at all, unless 
an external pressure is imposed. 

.. We emphasize again that the only atuactive forces at work arc electrostatic, but the way in which 
they munifest themselves varies so dramatically from category ro car.egory as to require in each ca~e 
separate discu.<Sions, and even separate nomenclature. 

5 Recall (page 379) that this is simply a crude wuy of re~nting classically some etrects of the 
Pauli exclusion principle, wben applied to filled atomic shells. 

0 Such as the fluctuating dipole intera,:tions between the ions. 
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MOLECULAR CRYSTALS: THE NOBLE GASES 

We consider only the simplest molecular crystals, in which the cons tituent entities 
are noble gas atoms. We omit solid helium, because of the crucial role played by 
quantum effects.7 As described in Chapter 19, the atoms in a solid noble gas are only 
slightly distorted from the stable closed-shell configuration they possess in the free 
state. Such small distortion as occurs can be described by the fluctuating dipole 
interaction and represented as a weak attractive potential which varies as the inverse 
sixth power of the interatomic separation. lt is this weak attraction tl1at holds the 
solid together. 

When the atoms approach one another too closely, the repulsion of the ion core 
comes into play and is crucial in determining the· equilibrium size of the solid. At 
short clistances this repulsion must be stronger than the attraction, and it has become 
conventional to represent it in the fonn of a power law as well. The power generally 
chosen is 12, and the resulting potential tl1en has the form 

A B 
¢(r) = - ?i + ,.w (20.1) 

where A and B are positive constants, and r is the distance between atoms. The 
potential is usually written in the dimensionally more appealing form 

<1 = (B/A)t f6, 

£ = A2/4B, 
(20.2) 

and is known as the Leonard-Jones 6- 12 potential. There is no reason for choosing 
the exponent in the repulsive term to be 12, other than the resulting analytic simplicity 
and the requirement that the number be larger than 6. With this choice, however, 
the thermodynamic properties of gaseous neon, argon, krypton, and xenon at low 
densities can be well reproduced by suitable choices of the parameters£ and <1 for 
each. The values so obtained are displayed8 in Table 20. L. 

Table20.1 
VALUES OF THE LENNARD-JONES PARAMETERS FOR THE 
NOBLE GASES 4 

E(l0- 13 erg) 
e(eV) 
u{A) 

Ne 

0.050 
0.0031 
2.74 

Ar 

0.167 
0.0104 
3.40 

Kr 

0.225 
0.0140 
3.65 

Xe 

0.320 
0.0200 
3.98 

• As deduced from properties of the low-density gases (second virial coefficient}. 
Source: N. Dernardes, Phys. Rev. IU, 1534 (1958). 

7 And also because solid helium (of either isotope) does not exist at zero pressure; 25 atmospheres 
are requited for 4 He, and 33 for 3 He. 

8 These value!i must be used witb caution in tbesolid state, for at bigh densities the interaction cannot 
be represeot'cd as a sum of pair potentials (see page 390). If one neverthe.less insisrs oo fitting data in the 
solid with a sum of pair potentials of tbe form (20.2), the best cboice of E and <T need not be the same as 
that determined by properties in tbe gaseous state. 

·-
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We emphasize that the precise form of the potential (20.2) should not be taken too 
seriously. It is nothing more than a simple way of taking into account the following: 

1. The potential is attractive a nd varies as l / r6 at large separations. 
2. The potential is strongly repulsive at small separations. 
3. The parameters £ and u measure the strength of the attraction and the radius 

of the repulsive core, as determined by fitting data in the gaseous state. 

Note that £is only of order 0.01 eV, consistent with the very weak binding of the 
solidified noble gases. The Leonard-Jones potential is shown in Figure 20.1. 

Figure 20.1 4>/4f. 
The Lennard Jones 6 - 12 
potential (Eq. (20.2)). 

-I 
' 

'1.2' 1.4 
. r 1 ] t a r~'i-6~~·j~;:c=2i.o=- t 

[ 

Let us try to fit some of the observed properties of the solid noble gases using 
only the da ta from the gaseous state contained in Table 20.1, and the potential (20.2). 
We treat th e rare gas solid as a set of classical particles, localized with negligible 
kinetic energy a t the points o f the observed face~centered cubic Bravais lattice. To 
compute the total potential energy of the solid first note that the energy of interaction 

• 
of the atom at the origin with all the others is 

L 4><R>- (20.3) 
~~ .. o 

If we multiply this by N, the total number of atoms in the crystal, we get twice the 
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total potential energy of the crystal, because we have thereby counted the interaction 
energy of each atom pair twice. Thus the energy per particle, u, is just: 

l 
l4 = 2 L c:J>(R), 

R .. o 
(20.4) 

where the sum is over all nonzero vectors in the fcc Brava is lattice. 
It is convenient to -wTite the length oft he Bravais lattice vector Rasa dimensionless 

number, a(R), limes the nearest-neighbor separation, r. Equations (20.2) and (20.4) 
then give 

(20.5) 

where 

(20.6) 

The constants A, depend only on the crystal structure (in this case, fcc) and the number 
n. Evidently when 11 is very large, only the nearest neighbors of the origin will coo
tribute to the sum (20.6). Since by definition a(R) = 1, when R is a vector joining 
nearest neighbors, as n-+ oo, A, approaches the number o f nearest neighbors, which is 
12 for tl1e fcc Bravais lattice. As n diminishes, A, increases, since next-nearest neighbors 
start to contribute. 'When n is 12, A, is given to a tenth of a percent by the contributions 
from the nearest, next-nearest, and third-nearest neighbors of the origin. Values o f 
A, have been computed for most common crystal structures and a range of values 
of n. The values of A, for the most common cubic srructures are shown in Table 20.2. 

Table 20.2 
THELAlTlCESUMSA,.FOR THETILREECUBJC BRAVAISLATIICESa 

n S[MJ>LE CUBlC BODY-CENTERED CUBIC FACE-CENTERED CUBlC 

.;;;3 00 00 00 

4 16.53 22.64 25.34 
5 10.38 14.76 16.97 
6 8.40 12.25 14.45 
7 7.47 11.05 13.36 
8 6.95 10.36 12.80 
9 6.63 9.89 12.49 

10 6.43 9.56 12.31 
11 6.29 9.31 12.20 
12 6.20 9.11 12.13 
13 6.14 8.95 12.09 
14 6.10 8.82 12.06 
15 6.07 8.70 12.04 
16 6.05 8.61 12.03 

II ~ 17 6 + t2(1/2r ' 2 8 + 6{3/4)"12 12 + 6(1/2)"12 

• A,. is the sum of the inverse nth powers of the distances from a given Bravais lattice point 
to all others, where the unit of distance is wken to be the distance between nearest neigh
bors {Eq. (20.6) ). To lhe accuracy of the table only nearest- and next-nearest neighbors 
contribute when n ~ 17, and the given formulas may be used. 
Source : J . E. Jones and A. E. Ingham, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A107. 636 (1925). 
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Equilibrium Density of the Solid Noble Gases 

To find the nearest-neighbor separation in equilibrium, r0 , and hence the density, 
we need only minimize (20.5) with respect to r, to find that iJuf iJr = 0 at 

,.~ = e;;2Y'6

(j = 1.090". (20.7) 

In Table 20.3 the theoretical value rll' = 1.090" is compared with the measured value, 
rOXP. Agreement is quite good, although r0P becomes progressively bigger than r~ as 
tJ1e atomic mass becomes lighter. This can be understood as an el'rect of the zero-point 
kinetic energy we have neglected. This energy becomes greater, the smaller the volume 
into which the atoms are squeezed. lt should therefore behave as an effectively repul
sive force, increasing the lattice constant over U1e value given by (20.7). Since the 
zero-point energy becomes more important with decreasing atomic mass, we should 
expect (20.7) to fall short of r0P most for the lightest masses. 

Table 20.3 
NEAREST-NEIGHBOR DISTANCE r0 , COHESIVE ENERGY u0 , AND 
BULK MODULUS 8 0 AT ZI!."RO PRESSURE FOR THE SOLLO NOBLE 
GASES" 

Nc Ar Kr Xe 

r0 (angstroms) (Experiment) 3.13 3.75 3.99 4.33 
r0 = t.09a (Theory) 2.99 3.71 3.98 4.34 

u0 (cV{atom) (Experiment) -0.02 -0.08 -0.11 - 0.17 
110 = - 8.6£ (Theory) -0.027 -0.089 -0.120 -0.172 

Bo ( 1010 dyne{cm2f (Experiment) l.1 2.7 3.5 3.6 
B0 = 75<E/u3 (Theory) 1.81 3.18 3.46 3.81 

" The theoretica.l values are those calculated from the elementary classical theory. 
bOne atmosphere of pressure = 1.01 >< 106 dynes/em~; l bar of pressure = 106 

dynes;cm~. 
Source: Data quoted by M. L. Klein, G. K. HortoQ. and J . L. Feldman, Phys. Rev. 184, 
968 (1969); D. N. Batchelder, et al., Phys. Rev. 162, 767 (1967) ; E.. R. Dobbs and 
G. 0 . Jones, Rep. Prog. Phys. xx, 516 (1957). 

Equilibrium Cohesive Energy of tbe Solid Noble Gases 

If we substitute the equjJibrium nearest-neighbor separation (20.7) into the energy 
per particle (20.5) we find the equilibrium cohesive energy: 

oh eA/ (20 8) Uo = - = -8.6E. . 
lA12 

[f u~ is compared with the measured value t.foxp (Table 20.3), the agreement is again 
found to be good, although lu~l increasingly exceeds luO'PI as the atomic mass decreases. 
This again makes sense as an effect of the neglected zero-point motion. We haYe 
ignored a positive term in the energy (kinetic energy is always positive) that decreases 
the binding, and bec.omes more important with decreasing atomic mass. 
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Equilibrium Bulk Modulus of the Solid Noble Gases 

The bulk modulus B = - V(rPjiW)7 can also be calculated in terms of E and cr. 
Since the pressure at T = 0 is given by P = - dU fdV, where U is the total energy, 
we can write Bin terms of the energy per particle u = UfN and volume per particle 
v = V/N as 

B = v--c (cu) 
tv ,....,v · (20.9) 

The volume per particle v in a fcc lattice is u = u3f4, where the side u of the conven
tional cubic cell is related to lbe nearest-neighbor separation r by a = • .,/2.r. We may 
therefore write 

,.3 

v = ,./i' 
and rewrite the bulk modulus as 

i) ,,2 i) 

Bv - Jr:z cr' 

• 

fi 0 1 0 
B = - r ---u. 

9 iJr r 2 or 

(20.10) 

(20.11) 

The equilibrium separation r0 is that which minimizes the energy per particle u. 
Therefore ?ufcr vanishes in equilibrium and (20.11) reduces to 

sg' = .fi ~~u = 
42 A 12 (-1-6

-)

512 

= 
7~. (20.12) 

9r0 or2 
r=ro a 3 A 12 a 

Comparing Bg' with the measured BgP (Table 20.3) we find good agreement in 
xenon and krypton, but the experimental bulk modulus is about 20 percent larger 
in argon and 60 percent larger in neon. The mass dependence again suggests that 
these discrepancies are due to the neglected zero-point motion. 

IONIC CRYSTALS 

TJ1e simplest theory of cohesion in the ionic crystals makes the same physical sim· 
plifications as the theory of col1esion in molecular crystals: One assumes that tbe 
cohesive energy is etltirely given by the potential energy of classical particles localized 
at the equilibrium positions.9 Because the particles in ionic crystals are electrically 
charged ions, by far the largest term in the interaction energy is the interionic Coulomb 
interaction. This varies as the inverse first power of the interionic distance, and 
completely overwhelms the inverse sixth-power fluctuating dipole intera<.:tion10 and 
can be taken as the sole source of binding in rough calculations. 

0 We shall define the cohesive energy of an ionic crystal to be the energy required to disassemble 
it into isolated ions, r..tther than atoms. 1f one wishes the cohesive energy with respect to isolated atoms, 
one must l>upplcment ou.r anal}'Sis with calculations or measurements of ionization polentials and electron 
affinities. 

10 Sucb a term. however, is ptesenl in ionic crystals as well, and must be allowed for in more precise 
calculations. 
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In determining the equilibrium Janice parameters one must still take in to account 
the strong short-range core-core repulsion due to the Pauli principle. ·without which 
the crystal would collapse. We therefore represent the totaJ cohesive energy per ion 
pair 1 1 in the form 

u(r) = u<""(r) + u"""l(r), (20.13) 

where r is the nearest-neighbor distance. 1 2 

The calculation of u"0"
1(r) is not as straightforward as the calculation of t he attrac

tive energy in molecular crystals, because of the very long range of the Coulomb 
poten lial. Consider, for example, the sodium chloride structure (Figure 19.4a), which 
we can represent as a fcc Bravais lauice of negative anions at sites R, and a second 
Bravais lattice of positive cations displaced by d from the first, where dis a translation 
through a/2 along a cube side. We again measure all interionic distances in terms 
of the nearest-neighbor distance r = af2 : 

IRI = et(R)r, 
IR + d = Ct(R + d)r. (20.14) 

It is then tempting to proceed as in the earJjer case, writing the total potential energy 
of a sing.le cation (or a single anion) as 

- :

2 

{a:d> + R~oCx<R ~d) - a<~>)}· (20.15) 

lf there are N ions in the crystaJ, the total potential energy will be half of N times 
(20.15): 

Ne2 {1 (I J)} 
U = - 27 a(d) + R~O ~R +d)- a(R) . 

(20.16) 

The energy per ion pair is this divided by the number N/2 of ion pairs: 

u"''"1(r) = _ ~ { 1 + L ( I _ l )}· 
r a(d ) R ~ 0 ~ + d) lX(R) 

(20.17) 

H owever, 1 /r falls off so slowly with distance that Eq. (20.17) is not a well-defined 
sum. Mathematically speaking, it is only a conditionally convergent series, and can 
therefore be summed to any value whatsoever, depending on the order in which the 
summation is perfor med! 

This is not just a mathematical nuisance. ll reflects the physical fact that Coulomb 
interactions a re of such long range that the energy of a collection of charged particles 
can depend cr ucially on the configuration o f a negligibly small fraction of them on 
the surface. We have already encountered this problem i11 Chapter 18. Tn the present 
case we can put the point as follows: 

11 It is customary to calculate the cohesive energy per ion pair, rather th~n per 1on If rhcre are 1\ 
ions, then there will be N/ 2 ion pajrs. 

u We called the nearest-neighbor distance d in Chapter 19 to avoid confusion wah ionic radii. 
Here we csJI it r because it is esthetically distressing to take derivat~-cs \>;th respect to d. And we are 
esthetes, at heart. 
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If we jncluded only a fin ite set o f ions in the summa tion there would be no 
ambiguity, and the sum would give the electrostatic energy of that finite crystal. 
Summing the infinite series in a particular o rder corresponds to constructing the 
infi nite crysta l as a particular limiting fo rm of successively larger and larger finite 
crystals. [f the interionjc interactions were o f short e nough range one could prove 
tha t the Jirrll ting energy per io n pair would not depend on how the infinite crystal 
was built up (provided that the surface of successive fin ite constructions was no t 
wild ly irregular). H owever, with the l ong-range C oulomb interactio n one can con
s truct the infwite crystal in such a way that a rbitra ry distributio ns of surface charge 
and/or dipola r layers are p resent at all stages. By judiciously choosing the fo rm 
of these surface charges o ne can arrange things so that the energy per io n pair u 
approaches any desired val ue in the limit of an infinhe crystal. This is the physics 
underlying the m a them a tical ambiguity in Eq. (20.17). 

The disease being thus diagnosed, the cure is obvious : The series must be summed 
in such a way tha t at all stages of the summation there lUe no appreciable contributions 
to the energy from charges at the surface. There a re many ways this can be guaranteed. 
Fot· example, one can break up the crystal into electrically neutral ceUs whose charge 
distribu tions have the full cubic symm etry (see Figure 20.2). The energy of a finite 
subcrys ta l composed of n such cells will the n be just n times the energy of a single 
cell, plus the cell-cell interaction energy. The internaJ energy of a cell is easily cal
cula ted since the cell co ntains only a small number o f charges. But the interactio n 
energy between cells will fa ll o ff ao;; the inverse fifth power of the distance between 
the cells,13 and thus tlle cell-cell interaction energy will be a rapidly converging 
summation. which, in the limit of an infinite crystal. will not depend on the o rder 
o f summation. 

There a re numerically more powerful, but more complex, ways o f computing such 

Figure 20.2 
One possible way of d ividing up the sodium chloride 
structure into cubical cells, whose electrostatic intcrllction 
energy falls off rapidly (as the inverse fifth power) with 
intercellular distance. Each cell contains four un its of 
pos itive charge, made up of a who le unit a t the center and 
twelve q uarter units on the edges, a nd four units of negative 
charge, made up of six half units on the faces and eight 
eight h units at the corners. For computation each sphere 
can be represented as a point charge at its center. (The 
energies of interaction of the surface point d1arges of two 
adj acent cubes must not be counted.) 

13 This is because the charge d istribut ion withi11 each '-ell has the full cubic symmetry. See page 355. 
N ote also that a minor problem arises if some ions lie on the boundary between cells. Their charge must 
then be divided between cells so a s to m a intain the full symmetry of each (."ell. H a ving d one this. one m ust 
be (."8.reful not to include the self-energy or the ruvided :ion in Lhe in teractio n energy berween lhe cells 
sh anny it. 
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Coulomb lattice sums, which are, however, aU guided by the same physical criterion. 
The most famous is due to Ewald.1 4 

The result of a ll such calculations is that the electrostatic interaction per ion pair 
bas the form; 

(20.18) 

where et, known as the Madelung constant, depends only on the crystal structure. 
Values of a for the most important cubicstructtires are given in Table 20.4. Note that 
a is ao increasing function of coordination number; i.e., the more nearest neighbors 
(of opposite charge), the lower the electrostatic energy. Since the Coulomb interaction 
bas so long a range this is not an obvious resulL Indeed, the amount by which the 
electrostatic energy of the cesium chloride structure (coordination number 8) is lower 
than that of a sodium chloride structure with the same nearest-neighbor distance 
,. (coordination number 6) is less than 1 percen.t, although the nearest-neighbor 
contribution i'l lower by 33 percent. 

Table20.4 
THE MADELUNG CONSTANT a FOR SOME CllDJC 
CRYSTAL STRUCfURES 

CRYSTAL SlRUCTURE 

Cesium chloride 
Sodium chloride 
Zincblende 

MAOELUNG CONSTANTa 

1.7627 
1.7476 
1.638L 

T11e dominant contribution of the Coulomb energy to the cohesive energy of 
the alkali halides is demonstrated in Table 20.5, where r,fau~r) is evaluated at the 
experimentally observed nearest-neighbor separations, and compared with tbe ex
perinlentaUy determined cohesive energies. It can be seen that the u""l!l alone accounts 
for the bulk of the observed binding, being in all cases about 10 percent lower than 
the measured cohesive energy. 

It is to be expected tl1at the electrostatic energy a lone overestimates the strength 
of the binding, for Eq. (20.18) omits any contribution from the positive potentia l 
representing the short-range core-core repulsion. This weakens the binding, We can 
see that the resulting correction will be small by noting tha t tl1e potential representing 
the core-co re repulsion is a very rapidly varying function of ionic separa tion. [f we 
were to represent the core as illfinitely repulsive bard spheres, we should find a 
cohesive energy exactly given by the e lectrostatic energy at minimum separa tion 
(Figure 20.3). Evidently this is too extreme. We acquire more latitude by letting tl1e 
repulsion vary with an inverse power law, Wtiting the total energy per ion pair as 

Cl.€2 c 
u(r)= - - - +-. 

r r" 
(20.19) 

•• P. P. Ewald, Ann. P!Jysik 64,253 (1921). A particularly nice discus.~ion can be foWJd in J. C. Slater, 
l11.~ulalors Semiconductors and Metals, McGraw-Hill, 1'\ew York. 1967, pp. 215-220. 
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Table 20.5 
MEASL'RED COHESIVE EJ~ERGY AND ELECfROSfATlC 
ENERGY FOR THE ALKALI HALIDES 
WHH THE SODIUM CHLORIDE STRUCTURE 

Li Na K Rb 

F -1.68" -1.49 - 1.32 - 1.26 
-2.0lb -].75 - 1.51 -!.43 

I 
• a -1.38 - 1.27 - 1.15 -l.ll 

- 1.57 - 1.43 - 1.28 - 1.23 

Br -1.32 -1.21 - 1.10 -1.06 
- 1.47 - 1.35 - 1.22 -1.18 

r -1.23 -1.13 -1 .04 - 1.01 
- L34 - 1.24 - J.14 -1.10 

Cs 

- 1.20 
-1.34 

• 

• The upper figure in each box is lbc measured cohesive energy (compared with 
separated ions) in units of w- u erg per ion pair. Source: M.P. Tosi, Solid State 
Physics, vol. 16, F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, eds., Academic Press, New York, 
1964, p. 54. 
b The lower figure in each box is the electrostatic energy as given by Eq. (20.18), 
evaluated at the observed nearc.~t-neigbbor separation r . 

The equilibrium separation r0 is then determined by minimizing u. Setting u'(r0 ) 

equal to zero gives 

(20.20) 

T n the noble gases we used the corresponding equation to determine r0 (Eq. (20.7) ), 
but now, Jacking an independent measurement of C, we may use it to determine 

- ··= 
¢ 

r 

--+-~~--------~~· 'o 

• 

I 
I 

l 
I 

Figure 20.3 
Graph of the pair potentiaL which is infinitely 
repulsive when r < r0 and Coulombic when 
r > r0• The dashed curve is the extension of the 
Co ulomb potential The dotted curve is how the 
potential would be affected if the repulsion were 
a power law, rather than being infinitely strong. 

• 
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C in terms of the experimentally measured r0 : 

w?-r m - 1 

c = 
0 (20.21) 

m 

We can then substitute this back into (20.1.9) lo find that tl1e theoretical cohesive 
energy pe1· ion pair is 

ug> = u(r0 ) = 
r0 m 

(20.22) - ----

As expected. this is only slightly smaller lban (20.18) for large m. 
In the noble gases we chose m = 12, for reasons o f calculational convenience, 

noting tl1at tltis led to reasonable agreement w ith the data The motivation for 
m = 12 is lacking in the alkali halides,15 and if a power Jaw is used to represent 
the repulsion, we might just as well determine the exponent by fitting the data as 
closely as possible. It is not advisable to fix m by setting (20.22) equal to the observed 
cohesive energy, for (20.22) is so slowly varying a function of m that small errors in 
lbe expetimental measurement will cause large alterations in m. A better procedure 
is to find an independent measurement determining m. We can then use that m in 
(20.22) to see whether tl1e agreement witll the experimental cohesive energies is 
thereby improved over the 10 percent agreement in Table 20.5. 

Such an independent determination of m is provided by the experimentaUy mea
sured bulk moduli. U B0 and r0 are, respectively, the equilibrium bulk modulus and 
nearest-neighbor separation, then (see Problem 2) m has the value 

m = 1 
18B0 r 0

3 

+ lucout(ro)l' 
(20.23) 

The values of m obtained from the measured values of B 0 and r 0 are listed in Table 20.6. 
They vary f1·om about 6 to JO. When the purely electrostatic contributions to the 
cohesive energy are corrected by tl1e factor (m - 1)/m, agreement with the obsecved 
cohesive energies is considerably improved, being 3 percent or better, except from 
the troublesomeH lithium halides and sodium iodide.. 

This is as much as (if not more than) one can expect from so crude a theory. A 
better analysis would make several improvements: 

1. The core-core repulsion is probably better represented in an exponential form 
(the so-called Born.-Mayer potential being a popular choice) than as a power law. 

2. TI1e inverse sixtll-power fluctuating dipole force between ion cores should be 
taken into account. 

3. The zero-point vibrations of the lattice should be allowed for. 

H owever, these improvements will not alter our main conclusion, that the major 
part (90 percent) of the cohesive energy in the ionic cryst als is due simply to the 
electrostatic Coulomb interactions among the ions, considered as fixed-point charges. 

" One might e;><pect m to be rather less than 12 simply because the h alogen ions owing to their excess 
negative charge should have a ra ther lower density of ele<:trons at their surface than lbc corresponding 
noble gas atoms. 

'
6 See page 383. 



Table 20.6 
MEASURED DATA" AND DERIVED QUA. 'ITJTIESb FOR THE ALKALI HALIDES WITH THE SODIUM CHLORIDE A 
STRUCfURE ~ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) n --B ucoul m u'h 1>1 u 'l:l 
~ 

(lOu dynes) (= -~) ( 18Br
3
) ( m- 1 ) 

r: 

( w- II • ergs. ) 
.. 

r (A) = I + luco•ll = m uco•l ~ 
COMPOUND CIT' 2 ton patr 

Q 
LiF 2.01 6.71 -1.68 -2.01 5.88 -1 .67 0'" 

~ 
LiCl 2.56 2.98 -1.38 -1 .57 6.73 -1.34 -~ 
LiBr 2.75 2.38 -1.32 -1.47 7.06 - 1.26 f'1 

!:1 
Lil 3.00 1.72 -1 .23 -1.34 7.24 -1.15 ~ 

~ 
NaF 2.31 4.65 - 1.49 -1.75 6.90 -1.50 
NaCl 2.82 2.40 -1.27 -1.43 1.n - 1.25 
NaBr 2.99 1.99 - 1.21 - 1.35 8.09 -1.18 
Nat 3.24 1.51 -1.13 -1 .24 8.46 -1 .09 

KF 2.67 3.05 -1.32 -1.51 7.92 -1.32 
KCl 3.15 I. 75 -1.15 -1.28 8.69 -1.13 
KBr 3.30 1.48 -1.10 -1.22 8.85 -1.08 
Kl 3.53 1.17 -1 .04 -1.14 9.13 -1.02 

RbF 2.82 2.62 - 1.26 -1.43 8.40 -1.26 
RbCI 3.29 1.56 -1.1 1 -1.23 9.13 -1.10 
RbBr 3.43 1.30 -1.06 -l.18 9.00 -1.05 
Rbl 3.67 LOS -1.01 -I .10 9.49 -0.98 

Cqf 3.00 2.35 -1.20 -1.34 9.52 - 1.20 

"The first three columns give measured data. (I) Nearest-neighbor distance r(from R. W. G. Wyckoff, Crystal Structures, 2nd ed., lntcrscience, 
New York, 1963). (2) Bulk modulus (from M. P. Tosi, Solid Stare Physics, vol. 16, F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, eels. , Academic Press, New 
York, 1964, p. 44). (3) Cohesive energy (!bid., p. 54). 
b The last three columns give derived quantities. (4) Coulomb contribution (20.18) to the cohesive energy, u""'1 = 4.03/r(A) x J0- 11 

ergfion pair. (5) Repulsive exponent m in terms of measured bulk modulus and neare.st-neighbor distance. according to (20.23). (6) Corrected 
theoretical cohesive energy, obrained by multiplying u""1 by (m - 1)/m: it should be compared with the measured cohesive energy in column (3). 
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COHESION IN COVALENT CRYSTALS AND METALS 

The crude theories we have made of the cohesive energies of molecular and ionic 
crystals are as accurate as they are, primarily because in these solids the valence 
electron confi&ruration is not appreciably distorted from what it is in the isolated 
atoms (molecular crystals) or ions (ionic crystals). This ceases to be so in covalent 
crystals and metals, which are d1aracte1ized by distributions of valence electrons 
that differ substantially from anything found either in isolated atoms or in isolated 
ions of the underlying material. Consequently, to calculate the cohesive energy of 
such solids one cannot merely calculate the classical potential energy of a set of 
weakly or negligibly deformed atoms or ions, arranged in the appmpriate crystal 
structure. Instead, even the simplest calculations must include a computation of the 
energy levels of the valence electrons in the presence of the periodic potential of U1e . 
1on cores. 

Thus a theory of the cohesive energy of covalent crystals and metals must contain 
a computation oft heir band structure. 17 For this reason there is no model of cohesion 
in such solids of remotely comparable simplicity to those we have described for 
molecular and ionic crystals. TI1e basis for calculations of comparable .accuracy must 
be provided by the techniques we have descdbed in Chapters I 0, II , and 17. We 
shall limit ourselves here to a few qualitative remarks about covalent crystals, and 
some crude and highly inaccurate estimates for metals, based on a free electron 
picture . 

Cohesion in Covalent Crystals 

The theory of cohesion in good covalent insulators is quite similar to the theory of 
chemical bonding in molecules/ 8 a subject beyond the scope of this book.19 The 
way in which the electrostatic forces conspire to hold covalent crystals together 
is considerably more subtle than the simple electrostatic attraction between point 
ions, which works so well in describing ionic crystal<.>, or even t11e fluctuating dipole 
interaction we used in describing the solid noble gases. Consider, for concreteness, 
the case of diamond (carbon). Suppose t11at a group of carbon atoms are placed onto 
the sites of a diamond lattice, but with so large a lattice constant that tl1e energy 
of the collection is just the sum of the energies of the isolated atoms (i.e., t11e cohesive 
energy is zero). Cohesion will result if the energy of the collection can be lowered 
byreducingthelattice constant to its observed value. As the lattice constant is reduced, 
there will eventually be some overlap in the atomic wave functions centered on 
different sites (c[ the discussion in Chapter 10). If the outermost atomic shells were 
filled (as they are in the noble gas atoms or in the ions forming an ionic crystal) this 
overlap would result in the short-range core-core repulsion, and would raise the 

1 7 Indeed, cohesive-energy calculations provided the earliest motivations for accura te band structure 
~"lllculations. Il was only later that. it became generally recognized that t.!Je band strut:t ure itself was of 
[undamerttal interest, independent. of U1e problem of cohesion. 

18 The basic text is L. Pauling, The Na11o·e of the Chemical Bnnd, 3rd ed., ComeU University Press, 
Ithaca. New York. 1960. 

'" However. an elementary discussion of the hydrogen molecule is given in Chapter 32. 
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energy over that of isolated atoms. However, the core-core repulsion of filled atomic 
shells is a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle, together with the fact that 
the only available electronic levels, if the outer shells arc filled, lie much h1gher in 
energy. If the outermost electronic shells are only partially filled (as in carbon), t11en 
the electrons in the outer shells can rearrange themselves with considerably more 
ftexibility when the wave functions of neighboring atoms start to overlap, since other 
levels with comparable energy in the same shell are available. 

It turns out that under these circumstances the overlap o f the outermost sheiJs 
generally leads to a lowering of the total electronic energy, with the electrons forming 
levels that are not localized about a single ion core. There is no simple reason why 
this is so. The less localized the electronic wave functjon, the smaller need be the 
maximum electronic momentum required by the uncertainty principle, and hence 
the lower the electronic kinetic energy. To this must be added estimates of the change 
in potential energy in the less localized levels. The net result is generally a lowering 
of the energy. 20 

Cohesion in Free Electron Metals 

Turning to the other extreme, we can compare a solid not with a set of :'lloms but 
with a free electron gas. In Chapter 2 we noted that the pressure of a free electron 
gas at the density or the a.lkali metals gave their observed compressibilities to witlrin 
a factor of two or less. To go from this to a crude theory of cohesion io the alkali 
metals, we must add to the electron ga'> kinetic energy the total electrostatic potentjaJ 
energy. This contains, among other things, the energy of attraction between the 
positively charged ions and the negatively charged electron gas, without which the 
metal would not be bound at all 

We treat the ions in an alkali metal as point charges localized at the sites of the 
body-centered cubic Bravais lattice. We treat the electrons as a uniform compensating 
background of negative charge. The total electrostatic energy per atom of such a 
configux·ation can be computed by techniques similar to those used in the elementary 
theory of ionic crystals. The result for a bee lattice is21 

24.35 
ucool ..... - ( J eV/atom, 

r a0) 
(20.24) 

where rs is the radius of the Wigner-Seitz sphere (the volume per electron is 4nr.3 /3) 
and a0 is the Bohr radius. As expected, this term favors high densities (i.e., low r,). 

The attractive electrostatic energy (20.24) must be balanced against t11e electronic 
kinetic energy per atom. Since there is one free electron per atom in the alkali metals, 
we have (see Chapter 2, page 37) : 

3 30.1 
u~1n =- e = eVfatom 

5 F (rja0 )2 (20.25) 

•o The discussion of the hydrogen molecule in 01apter 32 provides nn illustration of this in an 
especially simple case. 

21 See, for example. C. A. SboU. Proc. Pl1ys. Soc. 92, 434 ( 1967). 
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If we wished to be more accurate, we should have to replace (20.25) by the complete 
ground-state energy per electron of a uniform electron gas22 at the density 3/4nr"3 • 

The computation of this is quite difficult (see Chapter 17) and, considering the crude
ness of the electron gas model, of questionable utility for an estimate of real cohesive 
energies. Here we shall include only l11e exchangecorrection to(20.25HseeEq. (17.25) }: 

0.916 125 
11« = - Ryfatom = - eV / atom. 

(r.fa0 ) (rJa0 } 
(20.26) 

Note that the exchange correction to the electron gas energy bas the same density 
dependence as the average electrostatic energy (20.24) and is a bout half its size. This 
indicates the importance of electron-electron interactions in metallic cohesion and 
tl1e consequent difficulties that any adequate theory of cohesion must cope with. 

Adding these three contributions, we find that 

30.1 36.8 v 
u = 2 - e ;atom. 

(r Ja0 ) (r,/a0 ) 
(20.27) 

Minimizing this \vlth respect tor. gives: 

- = 1.6. (20.28) 
ao 

The observed values of r8ja0 range from 2 to 6 in the alkali metals.13 The failure of 
(20.28) even to come dose is in (perhaps healthy) contrast to o ur earlier successes, 
and indicates the difficulty in coming to terms with metallic cohesion with any simple 
picture. A particularly striki:ng qualitative failure of(20.28) is its prediction of the same 
rs for all alkali metals. This result would not be affected by a more accurate deter
mination o f tbe total electron gas energy, for that would still ha ve the form E(rs), 
and, minimizing E(r,) - 24.35 (a0 fr.), would still lead to a unique equilibrium value 
of ~'s• independent of the alkali metal. 

Evidently some other scale oflengt.h must be introduced to distinguish among the 
alkali metals, and it is not hard to see what that must be. Our treatment bas pictured 
the ions as points, even though the real ion cores have nonnegligible radii. The 
approximation of point ions is not ac; absurd in metals as it would be in molecular 
or ionic crystals, since the fraction of the total volume occupied by t11e ions is con
siderably smaller in metals. However, in making that approximatio n we have ignored 
at Jeast two important effects. If the ion core has a nonzero radius, tl1en the conduction 
electron gas is largely prevented from entering tbat fraction of the metallic volume 
occupied by tbe ion cores. Even in a very crude theory, this mea.ns that the density 
of the electron gas is greater than we have estimated, and therefore its kinetic energy 
is also greater. Furthermore, because the conduction el.ectrons are excluded from the 
ion core regions, they cannot get as close to the positively charged ions as the picture 

22 &eluding the average cle<:trostaiic energy of the electrons and ions, which is already accounted 
for in (20.24). This average electrostatic energy is just rhe Hartree energy (Chapter 17), which vanishes 
when the ions are treated as a rmifom• positive background of compensating charge, rather than as the 
localized point charges on which the computation of (20.24) is based. 

23 Table I.J. 
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underlying (20.24) assumes. We should therefore expect the electrostat ic energy to be 
less negative than we have estimated 

Bo th these effects should cause the equjlibrium value o f r.fa 0 to increase with 
increasing ion core raruus (Problem 4). This is consistent with the observed a lkali 
metal densities. Evidently, any even moderately accurate computation of this crucial 
ctrect must be qujte subtle, requiring good estimates o f both the conduct ion electron 
wave functions and the cryst al potential appearing in the one-electron Schrodinger 
equat ion. -

PROBLEMS 

1. A measure of the importance of quantum effects in the noble gases is the de Boer parameter. 
We calculated tbe energy per atom u(r) of~ noble gas (Eq. {20.5}} under the assumption tha~ it 
was entirely potential energy. To a quantum theory, however, there will be zero-point vibrations 
even at T = 0 , leading to a correction to Eq. (20.5) proportional to h. 

(a) Show, on purely dimensional grounds. tbat if t he correction is strictly linear in h, then 
the correction to the energy must have the form 

Ll.u = El\.f(r/a), (20.29) 

wheref depends on the particular noble gas in question only through the ratio r/u, and 

II 
A = - ·· q.,J Me 

(20.30) 

The quantity /\, known as the de Doer parnmeter, is listed in Table 20.7. Since hfu is tl1e un
certainty in the momentum of a particle localized to with.in a distance u, /\2 is roughly the ratio 
of the kinetic energy o f zero-point motion of an atom to the magnitude of the attractive inter
action. The size of 1\ is thus a measure of the importance of quantum effects (and a glan<.-e at 
Table 20.7 immediately indicates why our purely classical discussion cannot hope to cope with 
solid hel ium). 

Table 20.7 
THF. DE BOER PARAMETER FOR THE NOBLE GASES, l i'\CLUDJ;-.iG 
TilE TWO HELIUM ISOTO PES 

3 He 4 He Ne Ar Kr Xe 
----------------------------------- ------------

3.1 2.6 0.59 0.19 0.10 0.064 

(b) Let r< be the equilibrium intcrpan iclc distance computed by minimizing the classical 
energy {20.5) and r. + l!.r be t he value obtained by minimizing the classical energy plu.~ tbe 
quant um correction (20.29). Show, under the assumption 6r « r .. that the ratio of the values of 
l:J.r/r, for a ny two noble gases is equaJ to the ratio of thei r de Doer parameters. 

(c) Show t hat tl1e result of (b) also holds for the fractional changes in internal energy and 
bulk moduli. due to quantum corrections. 

These conclusions arc compared with the data for nc:on and argon in Table 20.8. (In the cases 
of krypton and xenon the deviations from the classical values arc too small to be reliably extrnctcd 
from the data; in the case ofthe hclium isotopes the de Boer parameter is too large for thjs analysis 
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to be reliable.) Chapter25 describes how the effects of zero-point vibrations can be more accurately 
taken into accoun£. 

Table 20.8 
COMWARA~SIZEOFQU~~CORRECTIONSTO 
1HE EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF NEON AA'D ARGON 

X XN< XAJ XN.!Xto.r 

A 0.59 0.19 3.1 
t:.rfr 0.047 0.011 4.3 
t:.ujif 0.26 0.10 2.6 
t::.Bf ff 0.39 0.15 2.6 

2. Show that the bulk modulus for an ionic crystal with the NaCl structure is given by 

Bo = 1 dzu 
l81·o dr2 

r=ro , 
(20.31) 

where r 0 is the equilibrium nearest-ne-ighbor separation. Show that the form (20.19) for the total 
energy per ion pair gives 

and hence that 

B _ (m - 1) ae2 

o - 18 ro 4' 

m = 1 
18B ,. 3 

+ 0 0 

lucovl(ro)l' 

(20.32) 

(20.33) 

where u .... (r} is the energy per ion pair of a crystal of point charges at nearest-neighbor separation r. 

3. We can use the form (20.19) of the cohesive energy per ion pair to investigate the stability of 
the possible crystal structure an ionic crystal may assume. Assuming that the coupling constant 
C chardcterizing the contribution of the short-range repulsion is proportional to the coordina
tion number Z, show that the equilibrium cohesive energy for different lattice types varies as 
(«"/ 2}111"' - 11, and usc the values of a in Table 20.4 to construct. a table of relative stability according 
to the value of m. (Hinl: First e;ocamine the cnses of large or smallm) 

4. (a) As a very <:rude model of an alkali meta~ suppose that the charge of each valence electron 
is uniformly distributed through a sphere of radius '• about each ion. Show that the electrostatic 
energy per electron is then 

9a0 
llcoul = - - Ryfelectron = 

Sr • 
24.49 

- ( ) e V /electron. 
r,fao 

(20.34) 

(This is remarkably close to the result (20.24) for a bee lattice of ions immersed in a completely 
uniform distribution of compensating negative charge.) 

(b) ln a real metal the valcnt-e electrons are largely &eluded from the ion core. If we take this 
into account by uniformly distributing the charge of each electron in the region betw~ spheres of 
radius r< and r, about each ion, and tl1enreplacing the potential of each ion by the pseudopotential. 

e1 
V""(r) = - 7 , 

=0 • (20.35) 
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show that (20.34) must be replaced to leading order in r Jr. by 

(20.36) 

(c) Taking the energy per particle to be the sum of the kinetic {2025). exchange (20.26), 
and potential (20.36) energies, show that the equilibrium value or r.fa0 is given by 

rsfao = 0.82 + 1.82(r./ao)[l + O(aofrJ~J, 
and compare this with the values given in Table 1.1 and Table 19.4. 

(20.37) 
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In Chapter 3 we reviewed the limitations of the free electron theory o f metals, citing 
a variety of phenomena that could o nly be expJajned by the presence of the periodic 
potential arising from the lattice of ions. 1 In subsequent chapters the periodic array 
of ions has played a critical role in our treatment of metals and insulators. In all such 
discussions we have taken the ions to constitute a fixed, rigid, immobile periodic 
array.2 This, however, is only an approximation to the actual ionic configuration,3 

for the ions are not infinitely massive, nor are they held in place by infinitely strong 
forces. Consequently, in a classical theory the static lattice model can be valid only 
a t zero temperature. At nonzero temperatures each ion must have some thermal 
energy, and therefore a certain amount of motion in the vicinity of its equilibrium 
position. Furthermore. in a quantum theory even at zero temperature the static 
lattice model is incorrect, because the uncertainty principle (~x l:!.p ~ h) requires 
localized ions to possess some nonvanishing mean square momentUIJl. 4 

The oversimplified model of immobile ions has been impressively successful in 
accounting for a wealth of detailed metallic equilibrium and transport properties 
dominated by the behavior of the conduction electrons, provided that one does not 
inquire into the source of the electronic collisions. We have also had some success 
with the static lattice model in accounting for the equilibrium properties o f ionic and 
molecular insulators. 

However, it is necessary to go beyond the static lattice model to fill in the many 
gaps in our understanding of metals (some of which-for example, the theory of the 
temperature dependence of the DC conductivity- are substantial) and to achieve 
anything beyond the most rurumentary theory of insulators. The li.rnitations of a 
static lattice theory are particularly severe in the theory of insulators, sioce the 
electronic system in an insulato r is comparatively passive, all electrons residing in 
filled bands. Except in phenomena that supply enough energy to excite electrons 
across the energy gap £9 between the top of the highest fiJied band and the lowest 
empty levels, insulators are electronically quiescent. H we adhered to the static lattice 
approximation in insulators, we would have no degrees of freedom left to accounl 
for their rich and varied properties. 

In t his chapter we shall summarize some of the ways in which the sta tic lattice 
model fails to cope with experimental facts. In subsequent chapters we shall turn to 
the dynamical theory of lattice vibrations, which in one form or another wiU be the 
primary subject of Chapters 22 to 27. 

We have grouped the major shortcomings of the static lattice model into three 
broad categories: 

1 Reca.U that , when use<! m this general way. the word "ion" means ions in ionic crystal~. ion con:.'S 
in metals and covalent crystals, and atoms in a rare gas solid. 

2 Except in Chapter20, where we considered a unifonn expansion of the array. and bricfty considen:.-d 
atomic zero-point mOtion in the solid noble g-dses. 

3 We do not have in mind the fact that any real crystal has imperfections-i.e., static deviations from 
perfect periodicity (sec Chapter 30). These can still be described in term!. of a s tatic lattice. Our concern 
here is with dynaauc deviations from periodicity a:.sociated with the vibrations of the ions about tho:tr 
equilibrium positions. These nlwa)''S occur. even in on otherwise perfect crystal. 

• We have discussed thos consequence or the uncertainty principle on page 396, and have seen some 
simple evidence forit in our est imates oflhc cohesive energies of the rare gos solids (Problem I, Chapter 20). 
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1. Failures to explain equilibrium properties. 
2. Failures to explain transport properties. 
3. Failures to explain the interaction of various types of radiation v.ith the solid. 

EQUU,mRIUM PROPERTffiS 

All equilibrium properties are affected in varying degrees by the lattice vibrations. 
We list below some of the most important 

Specific Heat 

The static lattice model attributes the specific heat of a metal to the electronic degrees 
of freedom. It predicts a linear temperature dependence at temperatures well below 
the Fermi temperature- i.e., all the way to the melting point. Such linear behavior 
is indeed observed (Chapter 2), but only up to temperatures of order JOK. At higher 
temperatures the specific heat increases much more rapidly (as T 3

) and at still higher 
temperatures (typically between 102 and 103K) approaches a roughly constant value. 
Tb.is additional (and. above lOK, dominant) contribution to the specific heat is 
entirely due to the hitherto neglected degrees of freedom of the lattice of ions. 

[nsulators provide further evidence that the ions contribute to the specific heat. 
If static lattice theory were literally correct, the thermal energy of an insulator would 
differ from that at T = 0 only to the extent that electrons were thermally excited 
across the energy gap £9 • The number of electrons so excited can be shown (Chapter 

• 28) to have a temperature dependence dominated by e-£g121<s1", at temperatures 
below J:;9fk8 (i.e., at all temperatures of interest, if £9 is as big as an electron volt). 
This exponential also dominates the behavior of cv = dufdT. However, the observed 
low-temperature specific heat of insulators is not exponenti~ but varies, as T 3

• 

Both in insulators and in metals this T 3 contribution to cv can be explained by 
introducing the motion of the lattice into the theory in a quantum-mechanical way. 

Equilibrium Density and Cohesive Energies 

We have mentioned in Chapter 20 that zero-point vibrations must be included in a 
calculation of the ground-state energy of a solid, and hence in a calculation of its 
equilibrium density and cohesive energy. The contribution of the zero-point vibra
tions of the ions is considerably smaller than the potential energy terms in most 
crystals, but, as we have seen, leads to easily observable effects in neon and argon.s 

Thermal Expansion 

The equilibrium densiry of a solid depends on the temperature. In the static lattice 
model the only effect of temperature is the excitation of electrons. ln insulators such 
excitations are of negligible importance at temperatures below E9/k8 • The thermal 

l In solid helium the zero-point vibrations are so substantial that tbey cannot be ignored even in a 
first approximation. For this reason, the solid forms of the two belium isotopes (of mass number 3 and 4) 
are often referred to as quantum solids. 
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expansion of insulators (and, as it turns out, of metals, too) is critically related to 
the ionic degrees of freedom. In a sense this is merely the T '# 0 version of the point 
made in the preceding paragraph. but the lattice vibrations generally provide only a 
small correction to the T = 0 equilibrium size, whereas they play a central role in 
determining the thermal expansion. 

Melting 

At sufficiently bjgh temperatures solids melt; i.e., the ions leave their equilibrium 
positions and wander great distances through the resulting liquid. H ere the static 
lattice hypothesis fails with a vengeance; however, even below the melting point, 
when the ions remain in the vicinity of their equilibrium positions, it is clear that any 
adequate theory of the melting process (and only very crude ones exist) mu~t take 
into aocount the increasing amplitude of the lattice vibrations with increasing tem
perature. 

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 

In Chapters 1, 2, 12, and 13 we examined those transport properties of a meta l that 
depend almost entirely on its e lectronic structure. However, many aspects of transport 
in metals, and all aspects of transport in insula tors. can only be understood when the 
vibrations of the lattice are taken into account 

Temperature Dependence of the Electronic Relaxation Time 

In a perfect periodic potential an electron would sufl'er no coli isions and the electrical 
and thermal conductivities of such a metal would be infinite. We have on occasion 
referred to the fact that one oft he major sources of scattering in a metal is the deviation 
of the lattice from perfect periodicity due to the thermal vibrations of the ions about 
their equilibrium sites. This is responsible for the characteristic T 5 term in the elec
trical resistivity at low temperatures, as well as its linear growth with T a t high 
temperatures (Chapter 26). The static lattice model cannot explain these facts. 

Failure of the Wiedemann-Fran:t Law 

The failure of the Wiedemaon-Franz law at intermediate tempera tures (page 59) 
finds a simple explanation in the theory of how electrons are scattered by the lattice 
vibrations. 

Superconductivity 

Below a certain temperature (20 K or substantially less) the resistivity of certain 
metals (known as superconductors) drops abruptly to zero. A full explanation fo r 
this was not given until 1957. It is now understood, and one of the crucial parts of 
the explanation is the influence of la ttice vibrations on the effective interaction 
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between two electrons in a metal (Chapter 34}. If the lattice were rigorously static, 
there would be no superconductors.6 

Thennal Conductivity oflnsulators 

Most metallic transport properties have no analogues in insulators. However, elec
trical insulators do conduct heat. To be sure, they do not conduct it as well as metals: 
The far end of a silver spoon dipped in coffee becomes hot much faster than the handle 
of t he ceramic cup. However, from the point of view of a static lattice model there is 
no mechanism for insulators to conduct appreciable amounts of heat at all ; there 
a re simply too few electrons in partially filled bands to do the job. The thermal con
d uctivity of insulators is due predominantly to the lattice degrees o f freedom. 

Transmission of Sound 

Insulators transmit not only heat; they transmit sound as well, in the form of vibra
tional waves in the lattice of ions. In the static lattice model electrical insulators 
would a lso be acoustic insulators. 

INTERACTION WITH RADIATION 

We have discussed the interaction o f radiation with solids in Chapter 6 (X radiation) 
and parts of Chapters 1 a nd 15 (optical properties of metals). There is a wealth of 
additional data on the response of solids to radiation that cannot be explained in 
tem1s of the response of electrons in a fixed a rray of ions. Some important examples 
are the following: 

Reflectivity of Ionic Crystals 

Ionic crysta ls exhibit a sharp maximum in their reflectivity at frequencies in the 
infrared. corresponding to values of hw far below their electronic energy gap. The 
pheno menon therefore cannot be due to an electronic excitation. It arises from the 
fact that t he electric field in the radiation eJ<erts oppositely directed forces o n the 
positive and negative ions, thereby displacing them with respect to one another. The 
proper explanation of this phenomenon requires a theory of lattice vibrations. 

Inelastic Scattering of Light 

When laser light is scattered from crystals some components of the reflected beam 
have small shifts in frequency (Brillouin and Raman scattering). The explanation of 
this phenomenon requires a quantum theory of lattice vibrations. 

~ More precisely, there might still be superconductors, but they would be quite different from the 
ones we know today. Alternative mechanisms for superconductivity have been proposed rhat do not rely 
o n the effect of lattice vibrations on rhe electron-electron interaction, but examples of superconductivity 
based on such mechanisms bave yet to be found. 
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Scattering of X Rays 

The intensity of X radiation in the Bragg peaks predicted by the static la ttice model 
is incorrect. The thermal vibrations ofthe ions about their eq·uilibrium positions (and 
even the zero-point vibrations at T = 0) diminish the amplitude of the Bragg peaks. 
In addition, because the lattice is not static, there is a background of scattered X 
radiation in directions that do not satisfy the Bragg condition. 

Scattering of Neutrons 

When neutrons 7 are scattered ofr crystalline solids, they are found to lose energy only 
in definite discrete amounts, which depend on the change of momentum suffered in 
the scattering. The quantum theory of lattice vibrations gives a very simple explana
tion of this phenomenon, and neutrons are one of the most valuable probes o f a 
solid we possess. 

The foregoing is in no sense an exhaustive list of the ways in which lattice vibrations 
make themselves fel t. However, it does illustrate most of the important functions the 
lattice vibrations perform: 

1. The ability of the ions to vibrate about their equilibr-ium positions is essential in 
determining any equilibrium pTOperty of a solid that is not dominated by a very 
much larger contribution from the electrons. 

2. The lattice vibrations provide a mechanism for transporting energy through a 
solid. 

3. The lattice vibrations are a crucial source of electronic scattering in metals, and 
can profoundly affect the interaction between electrons. 

4. The lattice vibrations play a role in the response of a solid to any probe that 
couples to the ions. such a s visible light, X rays, or neutrons. 

We shall examine these and other aspects of the lattice vibrations in Chapters 22 
to 27. 

, From lhe quantum-mechanical po;nt of view a beam of neutrons of energy E a nd momentum p 
can be regarded as a beam of radiation of angular frequency (0 -= E/li and wave vector k = p/h. 
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In relaxing the artificial assumption that the ions sit without moving a t the sites R 
of a Bravais lattice, we shall rely extensively on two weaker assumptions: 

I. We shall assume that the mt.'an equilibrium position of each ion is a Bravais 
lattice site. We can then continue to associate with each ion a particular Bravais 
la ttice site R about which the ion oscillates, but the si te R is now only the 
mean posiLion of the ion, and not its fixed instantaneous position. 

2. We shall assume that the typical excursions of each ion from its equilibrium 
position are small compared with the interionic spacing (in a sense to be made 
more precise below). 

Assumption I accounts for the observed crystalline structure of solids by asserting 
that the Bravais lattice is still there in spite of ionic motion, but that it describes the 
average ionic configuration rather than the instantaneous one. Note that although 
this assumption permits a wide range of possible ionic motion, it does not allow 
for ionic diffusion : The oscillations of each ion arc assumed to be forever about a 
particular Bravais latlice site R. Except when the possibility of ions interchanging 
equilibrium positions becomes important (as it might, for example. ncar the melting 
point) this assumption is not terribly restrictive. 

Assumption 2. however, is not made out of any strong conviction in its general 
validity. but on grounds of analytical necessi ty. Il leads to a simple theory- the 
harmonic appro.\imation- from which precise quantitative results can be extracted. 
These results are often in excellent agreement with observed solid properties. Some 
properties, however, cannot be accounted for by a harmonic theory, and to explain 
them it is necessary to go to an tmlwrmonic theory (Chapter 25). Even in such cases, 
however, the method of computation implicitly continues to rely on assumption 2, 
although it is e>.ploited in a more sophisticated wa.y. When assumption 2 genuinely 
fai ls (as appears to be the case in solid helium), one must deal from the start with 
a theory of formidable analytical complexity, and it is only quite recently that any 
progress has been made along these lines.• 

Because of assumption 1 we may unambiguously label each ion with the Bravais 
latt ice site R about which it oscillates.2 We denote the position of the ion whose 
mean position is R by r(R) (see Figure 22.1). fft he sta tic lattice approximation were • 
valid, i.e., if each ion were stationary at its Bravais lattice site, we would haver(R) = R. 
In the more realistic case, however, [(R) will deviate from it.s average value R, and 
we may write at any given time:3 

r(R) = R + u(R), (22.1) 

' Under the romantic n ame of .. the theory of quantum solids." The nomenclature refers to the fact 
that according to classical theory, assumption 2 holds in any solid at low enough T. It is only the uncertainty 
principle that requires some deviaiions from equilibrium in rhe ionic positions no matter how low the 
Jcmpcratun!:. 

2 In much of this chapter we sha ll deal explicitly only with monatomic Bravais lattices; Le., SQiids 
~ovhose crystal sJructures consist of a single ion per primitive cell located allhesites R = n 1 a 1 + n2 a2 + n3a 3 

of a Bravais lattice. The generalization of the discussion to lattices with a basis of 11 atoms per primitive 
cell, locat.:d at R + d1 , R + d2 , ••• , R + d", is straightforward, bnt the notation can be cumbersome. 

3 More gc:nerally, in describing a lattice with a basis, we would let r,.(R) describe the position of the 
j th basis atom in the primitive cell about R, and write r _,{R) = R + di + u;(R), 
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• • • • • .• •• • • 
• • • • •• ~ .. •• 
• ·~ • • .. .. .. 

t\.~) 
• .. 

0 • • • • 0 •• •• •• •• 
(a) (b) 

Figure 22.1 
(a) The 13ravais lattice of points. specified by vectors R. (b) II. par
ticular instantaneous configuration of ions. The ion whose mean 
position is R is found at I"(R}. 

where u(R) is the dcviatJOn from equilibrium of the ion whose equilibrium site is R. 
(Sec Figure 22.2.) 

To make the discussion concrete, let us reexamine our treatment of the cohesive 
energy of the noble gases (Chapter 20) within this broader framework. We continue 
lo asswne thal a pair of a toms separated by r contributes an amount ¢(r) to the 
potential energy of the crystal, where ¢ is, for example. the Leona rd-Jones potential 
(20.2). If the static lattice model were correct, and each atom remained fixed a t its 
Bravais lauice site, the total poten tial energy of the crystal would just be the sum 
of the contributions of all distinct pairs: 

u = 2
1 L ¢ (R - R ' ) = ~ L ¢(R}. 
~~ 11 .. 0 

(22.2) 

1( however, we allow for the facl that the alom whose average position is R will in 
general be found at a position r (R) :ft R, then we must replace (222) by 

U = ~ L ¢ (r(R) - r(R')) = ~ L ¢(R - R' + u(R) - u(R')). 
IIW IlK 

(22.3) 

Thus the potential energy now depends on the dynamical variables u(R), a nd we 
must come to grips with the dynamical (or statistica l mechanical) problem governed 
by the Hamiltonian :4 

Figure 22.2 
The relation between the Bravais lattice vector R, the in
stamaneous position r(R) of the ion that oscillates about R. 
and the ionic displacement. u(R) = r{R) - R. 

4 In la uice dynamics one generally takes the canonical coordinate. to be the u(R) rather than the 
r(R); i.e., each ion is referred 10 a different origm. 
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P(R)z 
II = ~ 2M + U, (22.4) 

where P(R) is the momentwn of the atom whose equilibrium position is R, and M 
is the atomic mass. 

TI-lE HARMONIC APPROXIMATION 

For a pair potential rJ> of the Leonard-Jones form the extraction of useful exact 
information from tlus H amiltonian is a task of hopeless difficulty. One therefore 
resorts to an approximation based on the expectation that the atoms will not deviate 
substantial.ly from their equilibrium positions. If an the u(R) are small, 5 then we can 
expand the potential energy U about its equilibrium value, using the three'-Ciimen
sional fonn of Taylor's theorem: 

1 l 
j(r + a) = j(r) +a· V /(r) + 

2 
(a· V?/(r) + 3! (a· V)3f(r) + · · ·. (22.5) 

Applying this to each term of (22.3), with r = R - R' and a = u(R) - u(R'), we find: 

U = !:!... L: ¢(R) + !. L: (u(R) - u(R')) · V¢(R - R ') 
2 2 0 . 

+ ~ L [(u(R) - u(R')) · V]Z¢(R - R') + O(u3 ) . (22.6) 
4 aa· 

The coctficient of u(R) in the linea r term is just 

L V¢(R - R '). (22.7) 
R" 

This, however, is just minus the force exerted on the a tom at R by all the other atoms, 
when each is placed a t its equilibrium position. Jt must therefore vanish, since there 
is no net force on any atom in equilibrium. 

Since the linear tenn in (22.6) vanishes, the first nonvanishing correction to the 
equi libritun potential energy is given by the quadratic term. In the harmonic approx
imation only this term is retained, and the potential energy is written as 

u = u«~ + lr"", (22.8) 

where U"'~ is the equilibrium potential energy (222) and 

uharm = .! 
4 L: 

llR" 

az¢(r) 
¢ ... (r) = o () . 

r I" I" 
" v 

[u, (R) - u"(R' )]¢,..,(R - R ')[u,,(R) - tt~(R ')], 

(22.9) 

• More precisely, ifu(R) - u(R') is small for all atom pairs with appreciable lj>(R - R'). The absolute 
di~ptaccment of an atom can be large. What is important is thai its displacement be ~'mall with respect 
to those a toms with which it has any appn .. -ciable interaction. 
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Sjnce u•q is just a constant (i.e., independent of the u's and P's), it can be ignored 
in many dynamical problems,6 and one frequently acts as if the total potential energy 
were just Uhartn, dropping tbe superscript altogether when no ambiguity is likely to 
rcsull 

The harmonic approximation is the starting point for all theories of lattice dy
namics (except, perhaps, in solid helium). Further corrections to U, especially those 
of third and fourth order in the u's, are known as anharmonic terms, and are of 
considerable importance in understanding many physical phenomena, as we shall 
see in Chapter 25. They are generally treated as small perturbations on the dominant 
harmonic term. 

The harmonic potential energy is usually written not in the form (22.9), but in the 
more general form 

uhann = _21 L ui,(R)Dj,v(R - R')uy(R'). 
RR" 

(22.10) 

Evidently (22.9) has this structure, with 

DI'.(R - R') = 81\.R" L cPJ<JR - R") - ¢1'.(R - R'). (22.11) 
II" 

THE ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION 

Aside from the fact that it is more compact, we usc the form (22.10) rather than 
(22.9) because in general the ion-ion interaction cannot be represented as a simple 
sum of pair interactions of the form (22.3). Indeed, except in particularly simple cases 
(such as the noble gases) the quantities D appearing in (22.10) are quite ditl'icult to 
calculate. ln ionic crystals the difficulty comes from the long-range nature of the 
Coulomb interaction between ions. In covalent crystals and metals the difficulty is 
a more profound one, for there theioruc motion is inextric-ably coupled to the motion 
of the valence electrons. This is because in covalent crystals and metals the electronic 
arrangement, and hence the contribution of the valence electrons to the tota.l energy 
of the solid, depends in detail on the particular a rrangement of the ion cores. Thus 
when the solid is deformed by displacing the ion cores from thei.r equilibrium posi
tions, the electronic wave functions will be deformed as wen, in a way that can be 
quite difficult to deduce with any precision.7 

One copes with this problem by making the so-called adiabatic approximation. 
The adiabatic approximation is based on the fact that typical electronic velocities 
are much greater than typical ionic velocities. As we saw in Chapter 2, the significant 
electronic velocity is rF ~ 108 em/sec. On the other hand, typical ionic velocities 

6 Of course. it cannot always be ignored. As we have seen in Chapter 20, it is of crucial importance 
in deiermining the absolute energy of the crystal, its equilibrium size, or its equilibrium comp(essibility. 

' This can be a problem even in ionic crystals. The outenno~t core electrons can be sufficiently weakly 
bound for the ions to undergo signilicam polarization when displaced from their equilibrium positions- A 
theory that takes this into account is known as the shell model (not to he confused with the shell model 
of nuclear physics). Sec Chapter 27. 
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are at most of order 105 em/sec. 8 One therefore assumes that because the ions move 
so slowly on the scale of velocities of relevance to the electrons, at any moment the 
electrons will be in their ground state for that particular instantaneous ionic con
figura tion. In computing the force constants appearing in (22.10), one must then 
supplement the interaction between ion cores with tenns representing the dependence 
of the additional electronic energy on the instantaneous ionic configuration specified 
by the u(R). In practice, this can be qui te difficult to do, and a more practical approach 
is to consider the quantities D as empirical parameters, to be measured directly by 
experiment (Olapter 24).9 

SPECIFIC HEAT OF A CLASSICAL CRYSTAL: THE LAW 
OF DULONG AND PETIT 

Having abandoned the static lattice approximation, we can no longer evaluate equi
librium properties (as we did in Chapter 20) by simply assuming that each ion sits 
quietly at its Bravais lattice site R. We must now average over all possible ionic 
configurations, giving each configuration or state a weight proportional to e - elkBT, 

where E is the energy of the configuration.10 Thus if we treat the crystal classically, 
its thermaJ energy density is given by 

1 
u= - -"-;;----

V f dr e-PH • 

1 
p = k

8
T' (22.12) 

where we have used a compact notation in which dr stands for the volume element 
in crystaJ phase space: 

dr = [J du(R) dP(R) = f1 du
11
(R) dp,(R). (22.13) 

R R.p 

We can also write (2212) in the more usefuJ form: 

u =- _!_~ In Jdr e-P11 

v op • (22. 14) 

as can be verified by explicitly dil'rercntiating the logarithm in (22.14). 

8 Th1s will emerge in the subsequent analysis. We shall find that aypical ioruc vibration frequencies 
are at most of a he order of o.ou;,./11. Since a he ampliau~ of the ionic vibrations is small compared with 
the si?A: of the unit cell , a= 0(1 /k,.), the ionic velocity is of order les.<; ahan O.OIEF/fJk.- "" O.Olt,,.. 

0 There is. however, a highly developed aheory of how to compute D for metal!' Sec Chapter 26. 
10 This is the fundamental rule of equilibrium saatistical mechanit:S. ll applies wheaher the system 

under con~idcration is treated cla~cally or quantum-m~-chanically, provided that the states under dis
cussion are states of the full N-porticle .<)'STt>m (i.e., not single panicle levels). By a classical state we mean 
a specified set of values for the 3N canonical coordinates u(R) and 3N canonical momenta P(R). i.e.. a 
point in phase space. By a quantum state we mean a stationary-state solution to the N-particlc SchrO<Jjngcr 
equation; fNI - £'11. 
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ln the harmonic approximation the temperature dependence of the integral ap
pearing in (22.14) is easily extracted by making lhe change of variables: 

u(R) = p- •t2u(R), du(R) = p-3 12 di:i(R), 

P(R) = p- 1
'
2P(R), dP(R) = p- 312 dP(R). (22.15) 

Tbe integral in (22.14) can then be written as 

far e - PII = J dr exp [-P ( L P~~{ + ueq + uh•rm) J 
= e fJVcqp-lN { f Q di:i(R) dP(R) 

x exp [- L 2~ P(R)2
- ~ L ti1,(R)D,.,(R - R')i7.(R'>]}· (22.16) 

The entire integral appearing in braces in (22.16) is independent of temperature, and 
therefore makes no contribution to the P-derivativc when (22.16) is substituted into 
(22.14). The thermal energy therefore reduces simply to: 

U = I a I ( -pv«~p- 3N --- n e vap 

u = u«~ + 3nknT . 

(22.17) 

(22.18) 

Note that this reduces to the result u = tf<l of static lauice theory at T = 0 (as we 
expect from classical theory, which ignores zero-point motion). At nonzero tempera
tures the static result is corrected by the simple additive term 3nk8 T. Since k8 Tis 
only a few hundredths of an electron volt, even at room temperature, this is generally 
a small correction. It is far more useful to consider the specific heat, c., = (oujoT),. 
(which is also much more easily measured than the internal energy). The static lattice 
contribution to u drops out o f c.,, which is determined entirely by the temperature
dependent correction :12 

au 
c., = iJT = 3nk8 • (22.19) 

11 When it is ncccssury to distiogui~h the number of ions per unit volume from the number of con
duction electrons per unit volume we shall use subscripts (llj or "•)- In simple me1als n. = Zn, where Z 
is the valence. 

12 Experiments measu.rc the S(X'Cific heat at constant pressure, c,.. but we have calculated the specific 
beat at constant volume, c,r In a gas tbcse differ substantiaUy, but in a solid they ace almos t idt:nticaL 
This is seen most intuitively from the theonodynamic identity: c,jc., = (aPfo JI),J(IJP/fJV}r- T he two 
specific heats differ to the extent that tbe adiabatic and isothermal compressibilities differ. Since u"'~ is 
the dominant term in the iotemal energy of a solid. thermal considerations are of little consequence in 
determining the compressibility. Thus tbe work necessary to compress a solid by a definite amount depends 
very little on whether the solid is thermally insulated (adiabatic) or in contact with a heat bath at tem
perature T (isothermal) during the compression. Ordinarily the two specific heats differ by less than a 
percent at room tcmpcratucc, and substantially less than a percent, at lower tempera tures. 
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This resul t. that the specific heat due to the lattice vibrations (i.e., Lhe entire 
specific heat or an insulator) is just 3kB per ion, is known as the law or Dulong and 
Petit. In a mona tomic so lid in which there are 6.022 x 1023 ions per mole, it is 
most commonly encountered in the form :13 

c:;'"1"' = 5.96 caljmole-K. (22.20) 

In Figure 22.3 we dis play the measured specific heats of solid argon, krypton. and 
xenon. At tempera tures of the order of 100 K and above, the measured specific bealS 
a rc quite close to the Dulong and Petit value. However: 

1. As the temperature d rops, the specific heat fa lls well below the Dulong and Petit 
value, heading toward zero at zero temperature. 

2. Even as the temperature gets la rge, it seems fairly clear that the curve is not 
approaching the p recise Dulong and Petit value. 

c.,(loules/mole-K) 

30 

~0 

0 20 40 60 80 T(IQ 

Figure 22.3 
Measured specific heats of argon, xenon, and krypton. The h ori· 
zontal line is the classical Dulong and Petit value. (Quoted in 
M . L. Klein, G . K . H o rton, and J . L. Feldman, PIIJ"S. Rev. 184, 
68 (1969).) 

Point 2 can be explained o.n purely classical grounds as a failure of the harmonic 
approximation. According to classical theory, at very low temperatures the thermal 
energies are simply insufficient to permit an ion to wander any appreciable d istance 
from its equilibrium site, and the harmonic approximation becomes very good as the 

13 kn = 1.38 x w- ' 6 crg/ K ; 4.184 x 107 ergs= I cal. 
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temperature drops. 14 However, at higher temperatures the ions possess sufficient 
energy to stray far enough from their equilibrium positions for the neglected anhar
monic terms (i.e., tenns beyond the quadratic ones in the expansion of U in powers 
o f the ionic displacements u) to become important. Thus classical statistical mechanics 
indicates that the law of Dulong and Petit need not be per fectly obeyed a t high 
temperatures, but should become more and more closely fo llowed as the temperature 
d rops. 

Thus the low-temperature behavior (point I) is completely inexplicable classically. 
The quantum theory is required to account for the low-temperature specific heat o f 
the lattice and. except at ra ther high temper atures (of order 102 K, judging from 
Figure 22.3), we cannot expect to get very fa r in a theory of lattice dynamics that 
adheres to a purely classicaJ picture.15 We must therefore turn to a quantum theory 
of lattice dynamics to explain physical phenomena governed by the lattice vibrations. 

Jn spite of this b la tant failure of classical mechanics, however, it is essential to 
understand the classical theory o f la ttice vibrations befo re attempting to construct 
a quantum theory. The reason fo r this lies in the quadratic structure of the harmonic 
Hamiltonian. Because it is quadratic in the displacements u(R) and momenta P(R) it 
represents a special case of the general classical problem o f sm all oscillations, which 
can be solved cxact ly.16 ln the solution a general motion of t heN ions is r-epresented 
as a superposition (or linear combination) of 3N normal modes of vibration, each 
with its own characteristic frequency v. But it is a basic result of the quant tun theory 
that the allowed energies of an oscillator with frcq uency v are given by 

• (11 + {)hv, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . . (22.21) 
. 

The genera li'l.ation o f this result to 3N independent osciiJators is the obvious one: 
T he aJlowed energies of the 3N osciJla tor system are given by assigning to each 
oscillator a half integral multiple of its frequency times h, and adding up the con
tributions from each oscillator. In the case of the hannonic crystal the frequencies of 
the 3N normal modes provide such a set of frequencies, out o f which al l the energy 
levels of the crystal can be constructed. 1 7 

An analysis o f the classical normal modes of a lattice of ions is therefore of great 
utility, even though a purely classical theory ofla u ice vibrations is clearly inadequate. 
We must examine the classical normal modes of the crystal before we can correct the 

•• In fact, the harmonic approximation becomes asymptotically exact as T .... 0 in a clas.«ical theory, 
for at T.,. 0 (infinite Pl only values of the u that give an absolute minimum to th·e energy (i.e~ u(H) .... 0) 
con1ributc to 1he exact integral (22.12). At sufficiently small T only u(R) in the immediate vicinity of 0 
will give any appreciable contribution. Thul> at sufficiently small T the exact Hamiltonian is equal to its 
harmonic approximation at aU values nf u that conlribute appreciably to the integral. On the olher band, 
il is also true that at very low temperatures only very small values of the u(R) give a ny appreciable con
tributiOn to 1hc integral (22.16) in which the H amiho niao has been replaced by its harmonic appro ximation. 
Thus in both lhe exact inlegral (22.12) and its harmonic approximation (22.16) the integrands are apprc
dable at low tempcraturcs only where they agree. 

" A si1nilar problem arose in connection wilh the electronic contribution to the ~pccific beat or a 
metal, where the classical result (3(l)k6 per electron fails al temperatures below the Fenni lempcrature. 

16 See any tex1 on classical mechanics. 
" We shall state Ibis more precisely at the begin ning of Chapter 23. A summary of the detailed 

quanlum-mecbanical proof is given in Appendix 1... 
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law of Dulong and Petit and go on to describe a variety of other properties of the 
dynamical lattice. The rest of this chapter is therefore devoted to a study of the 
classical harmonic crystal. We approach the probJem in the following stages: 

l. Normal modes of a one-dimensional monatomic Bravais lattice. 
2. Nonnal modes of a one-dimensional latlice with a basis. 
3. NormaJ modes of a three-dimensional monatomic Bravais lattice. 
4. Normal modes of a three-dimensional lattice with a basis. 

In principle the analysis is the same in all four cases, but the purely notational com
plexities of the most general case (4) tend to obscure important physical aspects, 
which arc revealed more clearly in the simpler cases. 

We conclude the chapter by relating this analysis to the classical theory of an 
elastic continuous medium. 

NORMAL MODES OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
MONATOMIC BRAVAIS LATTICE 

Consider a set of ions of mass M distributed aJong a line at points separated by a 
distance a, so that the one-dimensional Bravais latlice vectors arc just R = na, for 
integral n. Let u(na) be the displacement a long the line from its equilibrium position, 
of the ion that oscillates about ua (Figure 22.4). For simplicity we assume that only 

• • • • • • 

(n - 4)a (n - J)a (n - 2)a (n - t )a na (n + t)o (n + 2)a (n + J)a (n +<I )a 

.. •• • • • • • • •• ·• • •• 

--lL 
[ : 

u(na) 

Figure 22.4 
At any instant, the ion whose equilibrium position is na is displaced from 
equilibrium by an amount u(na). 

neighboring ions interact, so we may take the harmonic potential energy (22.9) to 
have the form 

1 uhum = 2 K I [u(na) - u([n + l]a>J2, 
n 

(22.22) 

(where K = 1/J"(a), rj>(x) being the interaction energy or two ions a distance X apart 
along the line). The equations of motion are then 

auhann 
Ml~na) = - ou(na) = - K[2u(na) - u([rt - l]a) - t~[n + l}a)]. (22.23) 

These are precisely the equations that would be obeyed if each ion were connected 
to its two neighbors by perfect massless springs with spring constant K (and equi
librium length a, although the equations are in fact independent of the equilibrium 
length of the spring). The resulting motion is most easily visualized in terms of such 
a model (Figure 22.5). / 

/ 
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Figure 22.5 
If only nearest-neighbor forces are kept. the harmonic approximation for the 
one-dimensional Bravais lattice describes a model in which each ion is tied to its 
neighbors by perfect springs. 

If the chain of ions has only a finjte number, N, then we must specify bow the ions 
at the two ends are to be described. We could take them to interact only with their 
neighbors on the interior side, but this would complicate the analysis without materi
ally a ltering the fina l results. For if N is large, and if we arc not interested in end 
effects, then the precise way in which the ions at tl1c ends are treated is immaterial, 
and we may choose the approach on grounds of mathematical convenience. As in 
the case o f the electron gas (Chapter 2) by fa r the most convenient choice is the 
Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition. In the linear chain of ions this 
boundary condition is easily specified: We simply join the two remote ends of the 
chain back together by one more of the same springs that connect internal ions 
(Figure 22.6). If we take the ions to occupy sites a, 2a, . .. , Na, then we can use Eq. 
(22.22) to describe each of the N ions (n = 1, 2, .• . , N), provided that we interpret 
the quantities tt([ N + l]a) and u(O) that occur in the equations of motion for ti(Na) 
and tt(a), respectively, as18 

u([N + l]a) = tt(a); u(O) = tt(Na). (22.24) 

Figure 22.6 
The Born-von Karman or periodic boundary condition for the line<~r chain. 

~--------------------------------Nu--------------------------------~ 

Figure22.7 
An alternative representation of the Hom-vo n Karman boundary condi tion. The object con
necting the ion on the extreme left with the spring on the extreme right is a massless rigid rod 
of length L = Na. 

" An alternative interpretat ion of the Born- von Karman boundary condition is to consider not 
the deformation of the chain into a loop, but an explicit mechanical constr.Unt forcing ion N to interact 
with ion I via a spring of spring constant K (Figure 22. 7). This picture is probably more helpful in inter
preting the boundary condition tn three dimensions, and is especially useful to keep in mind when 
considering questions involving the total momentum of a finite crystal, or the question of why a crystal 
assumes the equilibrium size it does. 
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We seek solutions to (22.23) of the form : 

u(na, t) 0::: ei(kr;o-cJt). 

The periodic boundary condition (2224) requires that 

e•~<fll" = 1 , 

which in turn requires k to have the form: 

k 2n: n 
= aN' n an integer. 

(22.2..,~ 

(22.26) 

(22.27) 

Note that if k is changed by 2n:/a, the ctisplacement u(na) defined by (22.25) is un
affected. Consequently, lhere are just N values of k consistent with (22.27) that yield 
distinct solutions. We take them to be the values lying between -nja a nd rcfa.19 

Upon substituting (22.25) into (22.23) we find that 

- 111w2el(kno -<>t) = -K(2 - e - ik4 - e'kD]ei<l<n.a-wt) 
= - 2K(l - COS ka)e'<knn-w•l, 

and thus we have a solution for a given k, provided that w = w(k), wher e 

w(k) = J2K(l - A~os ka) = 2 $lsin !kaj. 

(22.28) 

(22.29) 

The solutions describing the actual ionic displacements are given by the real or 
imaginary parts of{22.25): 

( ) {
cos (kna - wt)} 

u na. t 0::: • (k . sm na- we) 
(22.30) 

Since w is an even function o f k, it suffices to take o nly the positive root in (22.29), 
for the solutions (2230) determined by k and - w(k) are identical to those determined 
by - k and w(k) = w(-k). We thus haveN distinct values of k, each with a unique 
frequency w(k), so Eq. (22.30) yields 2N independent solutions.20 An arbitrary motion 
of the chain is deterrnil1ed by specifying the N initial positions and N initial velocities 
o f the ions. Since these can a lways be fit with a linear combination of tlle 2N inde
pendent solutions (22.30), we have found a complete solution to the problem. 

The solutions (22.30) describe waves propagating along the chain witll phase 
velocity c = roj k, and group velocity v = owj ck. The frequency (J) is plotted against 
tl1e wave vector k in Figure 22.8. Such a curve is known as a dispersion curve. When 
k is small compared with n/a (i.e., when tl1e wavelength is large compared with the 
interparticle spacing), w is linear in k : 

w = (a J[;) lkj. (22.31) 

Tl1is is the type of behavior we are accustomed to in the cases of light waves and 
o rdinary sound waves. lf co is linear in k, then the group velocity is tl1e same as the 

' 0 This is just r.be on e-dimensional version of requi ring k to lie in t he fii"'Sl Brillouin zo ne (Chapter 8). 
20 Ahhou~b there are 2N solutions. !.here arc only N .. normal modes", for the sine so lution is sim ply 

the cosine sol ution. shifted in time by n/2w. 
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Figure 22.8 
Dispersion curve for a mon
atomic Jjnear chain with 
only new·est-neighbor inter
al.-tions. Note that ro is linear 
for small k, and that Oa>fok 
vanishes at the boundarie5 
oftbe zone (k = +1tfa). 
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phase velocity, and both are independent of frequency. One of the characteristic 
features of waves in discrete media, however, is that the linearity ceases to hold at 
wavelengths short enough to be comparable to the interparticle spacing. In the 
present case w falls below ck ask increases, and the dispersion curve actually becomes 
fiat (ie., the group velocity drops to zero) when k reaches +nfa. 

If we drop the assumption that only nearest neighbors interact, very little changes 
in these results. The functional dependence of w on k becomes more complex, but 
we continue to find N normal modes of the form (22.25) for the N allowed values of 
k. Furthermore, the angular frequency w(k) remains linear ink fork small compared 
with n/a, and satisfies awjak = 0 at k = +nfa.21 

NORMAL MODES OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE 
WITH A BASIS 

We consider next a one-dimensional Bravais lattice with cwo ions per primitive cell, 
with equilibrium positions tUI and na + d. We take the two ions to be identical, but 
take cl ~ a/2, so the force between neighboring ions depends on whether their separa
tion is cl or a - ([(Figure 22.9).21 For simplicity we again assume that only nearest 

-1 a- d 1- -i d 1- -1 a 1--
• x• x• x. x. x• x• x• x• 

tU1 (n ·t- l)a (fr + 2)a (n + 3)a (71 + 4)a (n + S)a (tt + 6)a (n + 7)a 

'(X)(X)O' G->')>cing 

V0., K- spring 

Figure 22.9 
The diatomic linear chain of identical atoms, connected by springs of alternating strengths. 

2 1 See Problem I. These conclusions are correct provided that tl;te interaction is of finite range- i.e.. 
provided that an ion interacts only with its first through mth nearest neighbors, where m is a fixed integer 
(independent or N). 1f the int~raction has infinitely long range. then it must fall off faster than the inverse 
cube of the intcrionic distance (in one dimension) if the frequencies are to be linear in k for small k. 

22 A:n equoUy instructive problem arises when the forces between all neighboring ionic pairs arc 
identical. but the ionk mass alternates between M 1 and M z along the chain. See Problem 2. 
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neighbors interact, with a force that is stronger for pairs sepa rated by d than for pairs 
separated by a - d (since a - d exceeds d). The harmonic potential energy (22.9) can 
then be written: 

where we have written u1 (11a) for the displacement of the ion that oscillates about the 
site na, and u2(na) for the displacement of the ion that oscillates about na + d. In 
keeping with our choice tl ~ a/2. we also take K ;?; G. 

The equations of motion are 

iJUMron 

cul(na) 

- - K[u 1(na}- u2(na)] - G(u1tna)- u2( [n - l]d,l), 

M ll2(ua) = ~-:--:· cu2(na} 

- K[u2(na)- 111(na}] - G[u2(na) - u 1([n + l] a)]. (22.33) 

We again seek a solution representing a wave with angular frequency w and wave 
vector k: 

IIJ (na) = £,eilluoa- •••l, 

112(na) = l!ze'lknu -«tl. (21.34) 

Here E1 and ~:2 are constants to be determined, whose ratio will specify the relative 
amplitude and phase of the vibration of the ions within each primitive cell As in the 
monatomic case, the Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition again leads 
to the N nonequivalent values of k given by (22.27). 

If we substitute (22.34) into (22.33) and cancel a common factor of ei(kna- '"'l from 
both equations, we are left with two coupled equations: 

[Mai - (K + G))E1 + (K + Ge- w)E2 = 0, 
(K + Ce'"")~:1 + [!l,fw2 

- (K + G)]~:2 = 0. (22.35) 

T his pair of homogeneous equations will have a solution, provided that the deter
mi11ant of the coefficients vanishes: 

[Mco2
- (K + G>JZ = IK + ce- ltal l = K 2 + G2 + 2KG cos ka. (22.36) 

Equation (22.36) holds for two positive values of w satisfying 

with 

K + G I ,-,..,.---:::------
w2 = + - 1K 1 + G2 + lKG cos ka 

M - Mv ' 

Ez 
-= 

K + Gelko 

+ IK + ce~~·r 

(22.37) 

(22.38) 

For each of theN values of k there are thus two solutions, leading to a total of 
2N normal modes, as is appropriate lo the 2N degrees of freedom (two ions in each 
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of N primitive cells). The two w vs. k curves are referred to as the two branches of 
the dispersion relation, and are plotted in Figure 22.10. The lower branch has the 
same structure as the single branch we found in the monatomic Bravais lattice: co 
vanishes linearly in k for small I<, and the curve becomes flat at the edges of the 
Brillouin zone. This branch is known as the acoustic branch because its dispersion 
relation is of the fonn cv = ck characteristic o f sound waves, at small k. The second 
branch starts at w = .,j2(K + G)/Mat k = 0 and decrea.o;es with increasing k down 
to .j2K/M at lhe zone edge. This branch is known as the optical brcmch because 
the long wavelength optical modes in ionic crystals can interact with electromagnetic 
radiatjon, and are responsible for much of the characteristic optical behavior of such 
crystals (Chapter 27). 

Figure 22.10 
Dispersion relation for the 
diatomic linear chain. n,e 
lower branch is the acoustic 
branch and has the same 
structure as the single branch 
pre...cnt in the monatomic 
case (Figure 22.8). In addi
tion, there is now an optical 
branch {upper branch.) 
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We can gain some insight into the nature of the two branches by considering some 
special cases in more detail: 

Case I k « n/a Here cos ka ~ 1 - (knf/2. and to leading order in k the roots 
become: 

cv = 2(K /v; G) - O(kn)z, 

~G 
w = ...J ZM(k + G) (ka). 

(22.39) 

(22.40) 

When k is very small, (22.38) reduces to E2 = + E1 • The lower sign belongs to the 
acoustic mode, and describes a motion in which the two ions in the cell move in 
phase with one another (Figure 22.1 1). The upper sign belongs to the high-frequency 
optical mode, and describes a motion in which the two atoms in the cell are 180~ 
out o f phase. 
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--- -- ---- --
Figure 22.11 
The long wavelengt h acoustic (a) and optical (b) modes in the diatomic linear 
chain. The primitive cell contains the two ions joined by the K -spring, l"epre
sented by a jagged line. In bo th cases the motion of every primitive cell is identical, 
but in the acoustic mode the ions v.ithin a cell move together, while they move 
180° out of phase in the optical mode. 

Case 2 k = nfa Now the roots are 

w=~. (22.41) 

(J) = @_ 
-.jM' (22.42) 

When k = nf a, the motions in neighboring cells are 180° out of phase, and therefore 
the two solutions must be as pictured in Figure 22.12. In each case, only one type 
of spring is stretched. Note that if the two spring constants were the same, there 
would be no gap between the two frequencies at k = rr.fa. The reason for this is clear 
from Figure 22.12. --- --- ._-- ---~ij)Nv~@ WVIJJ..m~fi\Nv(fJ.JJJJfiWvfoui.'JJS't~Wvi?JJJJSliVIN• 

(a) 

-- -- ---- --- --- --- -- ---
~~w~~~m~~~~~MM~ 

(b) 

Figure 22.12 
The acoustic (a) and optical (b) modes of the diatomic linear chain, when 
k = ±n/a, at the edges of the Brillouin zone. Now the motion changes by 180° 
from ccJJ to cen. However, as in Figure 22 11, the ions within each cell move in 
phase in the acoustic mode, and 180° out of phase in the optical mode. Note that 
iftbeK- and G-springs were identical the motion w ould be the same in both cases. 
This is why the two branches become degenerate at the edges of the zone when 
K = G. 

Case 3 K » G To leading order in Gf K we have : 

(J) = ~[j + 0 (~)]. E 1 ~ - E2 ; 

w = _fg lsin tkal [1 + 0 (~) J E1 ~ Ez. 

(22.43) 

(22.44) 
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The optical branch now has a frequency that is independent of k, to leading order 
in G/ K, and equal to the vibrational frequency of a single diatomic molecule composed 
of two mass M ions connected by a spring K. Consistent with this picture of inde
pendent molecular vibrations in each primitive cell, the atomic motions within each 
cell are 180° out of phase (to leading order in GfK ) whatever the wavelength of the 
normal mode. Because GfK is 11ot zero, these molecular vibrations are very weakly 
coupled, and the result is a small spread of order GfK in the optical band frequencies, 
as k varies through the Brillouin zone. 23 

The acoustic branch (22.44) is (to leading order in G/K) just that for a linear chain 
of atoms of mass 2M coupled by the weak spring G (compare (22.44) with (22.29)). 
This is consistent with the fact that £1 = £ 2 ; i.e., within each cell the atoms move 
in phase, and the strong K-spring is hardly stretched at all. 

This case suggests the following characterization of the difference between optical 
and acoustic branches:24 An acoustic mode is one in which all ions within a primitive 
cell move essentially in phase, as a unit, and the dynamics are dominated by the 
interaction between cells; an optical mode, on the other hand, is one in which the 
ions within each primitive cell are executing what is essentially a molecular vibratory 
mode, which is broadened out into a band of frequencies by virtue of the intercellular 
interactions. 

Case 4 K = G In this case we are really dealing with a monatomic Bravais lattice 
of lattice constant a/2, and the analysis of the preceding section is applicable. lt is 
nevertl1eless instructive to see how that analysis emerges in the limit K .... G. This 
is the subject of Problem 3 . 

NORMAL MODES OF A MONATOMIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
BRA V AJS LA ITJCE 

We now consider a general three-dimensional harmonic potential (Eq. (12.10)). To 
keep from being blinded by indices it is often convenient to adopt a matrix notation, 
writing a quantity like 

• • 
(22.45) 

' as the vector product of u(R) with the vector obtained by operating on the vector 
u(R' ) with the matrix D(R - R'). With this convention the harmonic potential (22.10) 
can be written: 

urutnn = ! I u(R)D(R - R'MR'). 
2 Rll" 

(22.46) 

In discussing the normal modes of the crystal it is helpful to exploit some general 
symmetries that lUUSt be obeyed by the matrices D(R - R'), regardless of the par
ticular forms of the interionic forces. 

23 Note the similarity of thi.s case to the right-binding theory of electronic energy levels (Chap tee 10). 
in which weakly coupled atomic energy levels broaden into a narrow band. In the pl"l'Sent case weekly 
coupled molecular vibrational levels broaden into a narrow band. 

•• This simple physical interpretation dot-s not hold in the general case. 
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SynunetJy 1 
(22.47) 

Since the D's are coefficients in the quadratic form (22.10), they can always be 
chosen to bave this symmetry. Alternatively, it follows from the general definition 
of D ~.(R - R') as a second derivative of the exact interaction potential, 

o2 U 
D ~,.(R - R') = , (R) "' (R') , 

ull~ vu. usO 

because of the independence of o rder of differentiation. 

Symmet1y 2 
D ~.(R - R') = D p,.(R' - R) or D(R) = D( - R), 

or, by virtue of(22.47), 
D,,.(R - R') = D.11(R - R'). 

• 
' ' 

(22.48) 

(22.49) 

(22.50) 

This symmetry follows from the fact that every Bravais lattice has inversion symmetry. 
This implies that the energy of a configuration in which the ion associated with site R 
has a displacement o(R) must be the same as the energy of the configuration in which 
the ion associated with site R has a displacement - u( - R). 25 Equation (22.49) is just 
the condition that (22.45) be unchanged by this replacement (u(R) --. - u(- R)) for • 
arbitrary values of the u(R). 

Symmeby3 

L Dp.(R) = 0 or L D(R) = 0. (22.51) 
11 R 

This follows from the fact that if every ion is given the same displacement d from 
equilibrium (i.e., u(R) = d), then the entire crystal will simply be displaced without 
internal distortion, and ubann will have the same value as it has when all the u(R) 
vanish, namely zero : 

0 = L d,,D,....(R- R')d. = L NdA<L: Dp.(R)). (22.52) 
RR· 1•• K 
IL'. 

The relation (22.51) is simply the condition that (22.52) vanish for arbitrary choices 
of the vector d. 

Armed with these symmetries, we may proceed as follows: 
We have 3N equations of motion (one for each of the three components of the 

displacements of the N ions): 

auhorm 
Ma,(R) = - a (R) = - L D~.(R - R')u.(R'), 

UIJ R',, 
(22.53) 

" That is, r(R) -+ - r( - R). 
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or, in matrix notation. 

M ii(R) = - L D(R - R')o(R'). (n.54) 
R' 

As in the one-dimensional cases we seek solutions to the equations of motion in 
the form of simple plane waves: 

(n.sS) 

Here E' is a vector, to be determined, that describes the direction in which the ions 
move. It is known as the polm·ization vector of the no rmal mode. 

We continue to use the Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition, re
quiring tha t u(R + N 1a;) = u(R) for each of the three primitive vectors a" where the 
N1 are large integers satisfying N = N 1N 2 N 3 • This restricts the allowed wave vectors 
k to those of the fonn :26 

n1 n2 n3 
k = - bl + - b2 + - b3. 

N 1 N 2 N 3 
ni integral, (22.56) 

where the b1 a re the reciprocal lat tice vectors satisfying b, • aJ = 2rcb11 • As in our 
discussion of the one-dime nsional case, only k within a single primitive cell of the 
reciprocaJ lattice will yield distinct solutions; ie., if one adds a reciprocal lattice 
vector K to the k appearing in (22.55) the displacements o f all ions are left completely 
unaltered, because of the basic property e~~< · R = l, of the rcciprocaJ lattice vectors. 
As a result there will be just N nonequivalent values of k of the form (22.56) which 
can be chosen to lie in any primitive cell of the reciprocal lattice. It is generally 
convenient to take that cell to be the first Brillouin zone. 

If we substitute (22.55} into (22.54) we find a solution whenever E' is an eigenvector 
of the three-dimensionaJ eigenvalue problem: 

Mw2 £ = D(k)E. (22 .. 57) 

Here D(k}, known as tl)e dynamical matrix, is given by 

D(k) = L D(R)e- lk · R. (22.58) 
R 

The three solutions to (22.57) for each of the N a llowed values of k, give us 3N 
normal modes. In discussing these solutions it is useful to translate the symmetries 
o f O(R) into corresponding symmetries of D(k). It follows from (22.49) and (22.51) 
tha t D(k) can be written in the fo rm: 

D(k) = .!_ L O(R)[ e- llt · R + e'k · R - 2] 
2 R 

= L D(R)[cos (k · R) - 1] 
R 

= -2 L D(R) sin2 (-lit · R). 
R 

(22.59) 

26 Compare lhe discussion o n page 136, wh"re ident ical restrictions were imposed on lhe allowed 
wave vecto rs for an electronic wave funct ion in a periodic potential_ 
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Equation (22.59) explicitly demonstrates that D(k) is an even function of k. and a 
real matrix. In addition, Eq. (22.50) implies that D(k) is a symmetric matrix. It is a 
theorem of matrix algebra that every real symmetric three-dimensional matrix bas 
three real eigenvectors, c:1 , c:2 , c:3 , which satisfy 

D(k)E.(k) = l 8(k)c:,(k}, (22.60) 

and can be normalized so that 

£ 5(k) • C:_.. (k) = Oss·• s, s' = 1, 2, 3. (22.61) 

Evidently the three normal modes with wave vector k will have polarization vectors 
c:s(k) and frequencies m..(k), given by27 

~ ms(k) = V -,;;r· (22.62) 

ln the one-dimensional monatomic Bravais lattice we found that w(k) vanished 
linearly with k at small k. In the three-dimensional monatomic Bravais lattice this 
remains the case fo r each o f the three branches. This follows from Eq. (22.59), for 
when k - R is small for al l R connecting sites whose ions have any appreciable inter
action, then we can approximate the sine by2 8 

sin2 {ik · R) ~ (lk · R)2 

and therefore 
k 

lC - - k" 

Consequently, in the long-wavelength (small k) limit we can write 

m,(k) = cs{k)k, 

where the cs(k ) are the squa re roots o f the eigenvalues of the matrix 

(22.63) 

(22.64) 

(22.65) 

(22.66) 

Note that, in general. the c. will depend on the d·irection k of propagation o f the 
wave as well as on the branch index s. 

T ypical dispersion curves for a three-dimensional monatomic Bravais lattice a re 
shown in Figure 2213. 

n ll can be shown that if D(k) has any nega tive eigenvalue, then there: will be an ion ic configuration 
ror which U"""' is negative, contradicting tl1e assumption that rJ<" is the minimum energy. Consequently, 
the frequencies w,(k ) a re real. As in the one dimensional case, it suffices to take only the positive square 
root in (22.62). 

1" H the interaction docs no t decrease r apidly enough with distance, tl1is procedure may be imper
m issible. A sufficient condition for its validity is that 

L R 2 D(R) 
R 

converge, which is guaran teed provided that D(R) decreases faster tl1an 
1
, in three dimensions (cf. footnote 

2 1). R 
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(a) Typical dispersion curve~ for the normal-mode frequencies in a monatomic Bravais lattice. 
The curves are for lead (face-centered cubic) and arc plotted in a repeated-zone scheme along the 
edges of the shaded triangle shown in (b). No te that the two transverse branches arc degenerate 
in the [ 100] direction. (After Brockhouse ct al. , Phys. Rec. 128. 1099 ( 1962).) 

In the three-dimensional case it is important to consider not only the behavior of 
the frequencies w,{k), but also the relations between the directions oftbe polarization 
vectors 4:.(k) and tbe direction of propagation k. In an isotropic medium, one can 
always choose the three solutions fo r a given k so that one branch (the longitudinal 
branch) is polarized along the direction of propagation ( 4: II k), and the other two 
(the transverse branches) are polarized perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
l€ .L k). 

In an anisotropic crystal the polarization vectors need not be so simply related 

I' 
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to the direction of propagation unless k is invariant under appropriate symmetry 
operations of the crystal. If, for example, k lies along a 3-. 4-. or 6-fold rotation axis, 
then one mode will be polarized along k and the other two will be polarized per
pendicular to k (and degenerate in frequency).29 One can then continue to use the 
nomenclature of the isotropic medium, referring to longitudinal and transverse 
branches. In crystals of high symmetry (e.g., cubic) such symmetry directions are 
quite common, and since the polarization vectors are continuous functions of k, the 
branch that is longitudinal when k is along a symmetry direction tends to have a 
polarization vector fairly close to being along k, even whenk is not along a symmetry 
direction. Similarly, the branches that are transverse when k is along a syuunetry 
direction have polarizations not too far out of the plane perpendicular to k, even 
when k Jies in a general direction. One therefore continues to speak of longitudinal 
and transverse branches, even though they are stt·ictJy longitudinal or tt·ansverse 
only for special directions of k. 

NORMAL MODES OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE 
WITH A BASIS 

The calculation for a three-dimensional lattice with a basis is not sufficiently different 
from the case we have just described to bear repeating. Just as in one dimension, 
the chief effect of introducing a polyatomic basis is to produce optical branches. 
The descrip tion of these is made notationally more compl.icated by the introduction 

• 
o f an index to specify which o f the ions in the basis is being referred to. The main 
results of the analysis are by and large the obvious extrapolations o f the cases we 
have already considered : 

For each value of k there are 3p normal modes, where p is the number of ions 
in the basis. The frequencies w,(k) (s = I , . .. , 3p) are aU functions of k, with the 
periodicity of the reciprocal lattice, corresponding to the fact that plane waves whose 
wave vectors k differ by reciprocal lattice vectors K describe identical lattice waves. 

Three of the 3p branches are acoustic; i.e., they describe vibrations with frequencies 
that vanish linearly with kin the long-wavelength limit. The other 3(p - 1) branches 
are optical; i.e., their frequencies do not vanish in the long-wavelength limit. O ne 
can think of these modes as the generalizations to the crystalline case of the three 
translational and 3(p - 1) vibrational degrees of freedom of a p-atomic molecule. 
Typical dispersion curves, for the case p = 2, are shown in Figure 22.14. 

The polarization vectors of the normal modes are no longer related by orthogo
nality relations as simple as (22.61). If in normal modes the displacement of ion i in 
the cell about R is given by 

(22.67) 

then it can be shown that the polarization vectors can be chosen to satisfy the 3p 
generalized orthogonality relations: 

p 

L €/*(k) . €/(k)Mj = ~:rs-, (22.68) 
i = 1 

>9 See Problem 4. Note. however. that the thr~ polarization ,·ectors are orthogonal ror geneml 
directions or k lEq. 22.61). 
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Hgure ll.l4 
Typical dispersion cur.·es 
along a general direction 
in k-spacc for a lattice with a 
two-ton basis. The threelower 
curves (acoustic branches) 
are linear m k for small k. TI1e 
three upper curves (optical 
branches) will be quite flat 
if the intracellular interac
tions arc much stronger than 
those between cells. Note 
that Lhe dtrcction of k is not 
one of high symmetry, since 
there is no degeneracy. 

l 
1 

I 

w(J<) 

l 

0 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Jc 
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where J\11 is the mass of the ith type of basis ion. In general the polarization vectors 
need not be real, 30 nor does the orthogonality relation (22.68) lend itself to a simple 
general geometrical interpretation. 

CONNECTION WITH THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY 

The classical theory of elasticity ignores the microscopic atomic structure of a solid, 
and treats it as a continuum. A general deformation of the solid is described in terms 
of a continuous displacement field u(r), specifying the vector displacement of the part 
of the solid that in equilibrium occupies position r. The fundamental assumption of 
the theory is that the contribution to the energy density of the solid at point r depends 
only on the value of u(r) in the immediate vicinity of r, or, more precisely, only on the 
first derivatives of u(r) at the point r. 

We can derive the continuum theory of elasticity from the theory of lattice vibra
tions, by considering only lattice deformations that vary slowly on a scale determined 
by the range of the interionic forces. We must also assume that one can specify the 
deformation of the basis ions within each primitive cell entirely in terms of the vector 
field u(r), specifying the displacement of the entire cell. For simplicity we restrict our 
discussion to monatomic Bravais lattices, where this assumption is t rivially valid. 

To derive the classical theory o f elasticity we first note that the symmetries (22.49) 
and (2251) permit us to write the harmonic potential energy (22.10) in the form: 

u~arm = - ! ~ {u(R') - u(R)}D(R - R' ){u(R') - u(R)}. (22.69) 

We only consider displacements u(R) that have a very slight variation from cell to 
cell. We can then consider a smooth continuous function u{r), which is equal to u(R) 
when r is a Bravais lattice site. Hu(r) varies little over the range ofD(R - R'), then to 
an excellent approximation (which becomes exact in the limit of very long-wavelength 
disturbances) we can make the replacement 

u(R') = u(R) + (R' - R) • Vu(r)lr~R (22.70) 

• 0 That is, perpendicular components of I he displacement in tbe normal mode will not be in phase, 
and I he mode wiU have an elliplicaJ polarization. 
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(22.71) 

The quantities E"tm-.. which constitute a tensor of the fou rth rank, are given in terms 
of 0 by31 

1 
£,,,.. = - 2 L R"D""(R)R, . (22.72) 

Jl 

Since the u(r) are slowly varying, we can equally well wTite (22.71) as an integral, 

Uharm = 4 ~ f dr (a! .. u11(r~ (a:, u.(r)) £"'"", (22.73) 

where 

(22.74) 

and vis the volume of the primitive cell. 
Equation (22.73) is the starting point in the analysis of classical elasticity theory. 

We pursue the subject further, to extract the symmetries o f the tensor £"~"" that the 
theory exploits. 

First note that it follows directly from (22.72) and (22.50) that£.,.,.,. is unaltered by 
the interchange (J.l ..... v) or the interchange (a<-> ~). Thus it is enough to specify the 
value of E""'" for the six values: 

xx, yy, zz, yz, zx, xy (22.75) 

of the pair J.lv, and the same six values of the pair a-r. This indicates that 6 x 6 = 36 
independent numbers are required to specify the energy for a given deformation. A 
further general argument reduces their number to 21; it can be reduced still further 
by exploiting the symmetry of the particular crystal at hand. 

Further Reduction in the Number of Independent Elastic Constants 

The energy of a crystal is unaffected by a rigid rotation. However, under a rotation 
through the infinitesimal angle bw about an axis ii passing through the origin. each 
Bravais lattice vector will be shilled by 

u(R) = bm x R., om= bwfi. (22.76) 

lfwe substitute (22.76) into (22.71), we must find that U 113
"" = 0 for arbitrary c5w. It 

is not difficuJt to show that this implies that Ubarm can depend on the derivatives 
(ofox")u11 only in the symmetrical combination {the strain tensor) : 

1(a a ) 0"" = 2 OX, Up + OX
11 

u., . (22.77) 

Jt Evidently our th<:ory will make- sense only if D(R) vanishes rapidly enough at largeR for the sum 
in (22.72) to converge. Thts will be s:l tisficd trivially ifD(R) vanishes for R grcatCT than some R.,. and also 
for D(R) of infiniLc:ly long range, pro•id~-d it vanishes faster than IJR'. 
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Consequently, we can rewrite (22.73) as 

ubann = ~ f tk [~ &al'c.,, • ..s .. J (22.78) 

where 

c.,,., = - :v ~ [ R.,D,,R, + R,D.,.R, + R.,DP.,R,, + R"D.,,RJ (22.79) 

Jt is dear from (22.79) and the symmetry (22.50) of D that c"""' is invariant under the 
transposition <1Jl....,. TV. In addition, it follows directly from (22.79) that c"P."" is 
invariant under the transpositions a+-> Jl or T +-> v. As a result, the number of in
dependent components of c""'" is reduced to 21. 

Crystal Symmetries 

Depending on the crystal system, one can further reduce the number of independent 
elastic constants.32 The maximum number required for each of the seven crystal 

Table 22.1 
NUMDER OF INDEPENDENT ELASTIC CONSTANTS 

, 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM POINT GROUPS ELASTIC CONSTANTS 

Triclinic aU 21 
Monoclinic all 13 
Orthorhombic all 9 
Tetragonal c4, c4J,, s,. 7 

C4 •• D4 • D,.~ , Du 6 
Rhombohedral C3 , Sr. 7 

C3u• D3 , Dld 6 
Hexagonal all 5 
Cubic all 3 

systems is shown in Table 22.1. For example, in the cubic case the only three inde
pendent components are 

C11 = c><xxx = C1yy)' = c,...,., 
C12 = C><xyy = CyJ'u = Cu><X> 

C44 = C"'J"'l' = Cyzyz = Czx::.:c· 

All the other components (in which x, y. or z must appear as an index an odd number 
of times) vanish because the energy of a cubic crystal cannot change when the sign 
of a single component of the displacement field along any of the cubic axes is reversed. 

Unfortunately, the language in which elasticity theory is conventionally couched 
fails to take full advantage of the simple tensor notation. In particular, the displace
ment field is usually described not by (22.77), but by the strain components 

epv = s" •. 
= 2&, .. 

p = v 

IJ. * v, 

which are, in turn, simplified to ea. a = l, ... , 6 according to the rule: 

xx -. l , yy -+ 2, zz .._. 3, yz .._. 4, zx -. 5, xy -+ 6. 

(22.80) 

(22.81) 

n See. for examplt E. H. Love. A TrecJ/ise on tht! Maihematical Theory of £1asticil)'• Dover, 
New York, 1944, page 1;,., 
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Instead of Eq. (22. 78), one writes: 

U = ~ L fdr eaCae.ep, 
2 -.p 

(22.82) 

where the elements of the 6 x 6 matrix of C's are related to the components of the 
tensor c.,,Jtv by 

C,.p = c"~''''' 
where rx-a11 

and f3 +-+ '"· 

as specified in (22.81 ). (22.83) 

The quantities Cap are called the elastic stiffness constants (or the elastic moduli). 
The elements of the 6 x 6 matrix S that is inverse to Care called the elastic compliance 
constants (or simply the elastic constants). 

Given the potential-energy density (22.78), the macroscopic theory of elasticity 
goes on to construct a wave equation for u(r, t). The neatest way to do this is to note 
that the kinetic energy associated with a given deformation field u(r) can be written 
in the form 

T = p f dr ~lilr, t)2
, (22.84) 

where pis the mass density of the lattice : p = MNfV. W_e ~n then wri te a Lagrangian 
for the medium in the form: 

L = T - U = ~ f dr [pu(r)2 

- -4
1 .L: c"~'"' (~i) llp(r) + ~iJ tt.,(r)) (-

0
° u,.(r) + 

0
° u,(r))J· (22.85) 

J.t\l <l Xa uXp Xt Xv 
11t 

Hamilton's principle, 

c5 fdtL =O, 

then implies the equations of motion:33 

If a solution is sought of the form 

U(r, f) = t'ei(k. r -MJ 

(22.86) 

(22.87) 

JJ These can also. of course, be derived io a more clemenrary and picrurcsque way by .,oosidcring 
lhe forces acting on small volume elements. The superioriry or the l a grangtan derivarion is only evidenl 
when rensor oolation is used. 
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then w will have to be related to k through the eigenvalue equation 

pw
1

£p = ~ (~ c,.cr,-.k.,k) ~ . (22.88) 

This has the same structure as (and through (22.79) can be shown to be identical to) 
the results (22.65) and (22.66) derived in the long wavelength limit of the genera l 
harmonic theory. Thus in the limit of long wavelengths the normal modes of the 
discrete crystal reduce to the sound waves of the elastic continuum. Conversely, by 
measuring the velocities of sound in the solid, one can extract information about the 
force constants via (22.88) and the microscopic defini tion of the c,,. ... in (22.79). 

In Table 22.2 we list the elastic constants for some representative cubic solids. 
Table 22.2 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS FOR SOME OJBIC CRYSfAt..S• 

SUBSTANCE Cu Cu c44 REFERENC'E 11 

l.i (78 K) 0.148 0.125 0.108 1 
Na 0.070 0.061 0.045 2 

Cu 1.68 1.21 0.75 3 
As 1.24 0.93 0.46 3 
Au 1.86 1.57 0.42 3 

AI 1.07 0.61 0.28 4 
Pb 0.46 0.39 0.144 5 
Ge 1.29 0.48 0.67 I 
Si 1.66 0.64 0.80 3 

v 2.29 1.19 0.43 6 
Ta 2.67 1.61 0.82 6 
Nb 2.47 1.35 0.287 6 

Fe 2.34 1.36 l.l8 7 
N i 2.45 1.40 1.25 8 

ua 0.494 0.228 0.246 9 
NaCI 0.487 0.124 0.126 9 
KF 0.656 0.146 0.125 9 
RbCl 0.361 0.062 0.047 10 

• Elastic constants in 1012 dynes--em 1 at 300 K. 
• References are as follows : 

I. H . B. Huntington, Solid State Phy.~. 1, 214 (1958). 
2. P. Ho and A L. Ruoff, J. Phys. Ch~m. Solids 29, 2101 (19Gg). 
3. J. deLaunay, Solid Statl' Phys. 2, 220 (1956). 
4 . P. J-lo and A. L. Ruoff, J . Appl. Phys. 40, 3 (1969). 
5. P. Ho aod A. L. Ruoff, J . Appl. Pltys. 40, 51 (1969). 
6. D . L Bolef, J . Appl. Phys. 32, 100 (1961). 
7. J . A. Rayne and B. S. Chandrasekhar. Phys. Rev. 122. 1714 (1961). 
8. G . A. Alers et at.. J. Phys. Chem. Solids 13, 40 (1960). 
9. J . T . Lewis et al ., Phys. Rev 161, 877 (1969). 

10. M . Ghafelebashi et at., J. Appl. Phys. 41, 652, 2268 (1970). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Linear Chain with mtlt Nearest-Neighbor Interactions 
Reexamine the theory of the linear chain, without making the assumption that only nearest 
neighborli interact, replacing £q. (22 2/) by 

1 
Uharm = L L 

2 
K'"[u(na)- u([n + m]a)Jl. 

n rn>O 

(22.89) 

(a) Show that the dispersion relation (22.29) must be generalized to 

L Km (sin
2
!mka). 

m > O M 
(22.90) 

(b) Show that the long-wavelength limit o f the dispersion relation, (22.31), must be generalized 
to: 

( )

1/ 2 

w = a L m2 K.,/M lkl, 
n> O 

(22.91) 

provided that I:.m2 K'" converges. 
(c) Show that if K., = 1/tnP (1 < p < 3), so that the sum does not converge, then in the 

long-wavelength limit 
(22.92) 

(Hint : It is no longer pennis!;jbJe to use the small-k expansion of the sine in (22.90), but one can 
replace the sum by an integral in the limit of small k.) 

(d) Show that in the special case p = 3, 

(22.93) 

2. Diatomic Linear Chain 
Consider a linear chain in which alternate ions bave mass M 1 and M 2 , and only nearest neighbors 
interact. 

(a) Show that the dispersion reLation for the normal modes is 

(b) 
M,» 

(c) 

(22.94) 

Discuss the form of the dispersion relation and the nature of the normal modes when 
M;:. 
Compare the dispersion relation with that of the monatomic linear chain (22.29) wl1en 

3. Lattice with a Basis JlieH·ed as a Weakly Perturbed Monatomic Bravai.f lAttice 
It is instructive to examine the dispersion relation (2237) for the one-dimensional lattice with a 
basis, in the limit in which lht: coupling constants K and G become very close: 

K = K 0 + l:!., G = K 0 - lJ., (22.95) 

(a) Show that when 6 = 0, lhe dispersion relation (22.37) reduces to that for a monatomic 
linear chain with nearest-neighbor coupling. (WCmzing: If the length of the unit cell in the diatomic 
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chain is a, then when K = G it will reduce to a monatomic chain with lattice constant af2; 
furthermore, the Brillouin zone ( - n/a < k < nj a) for the diatomic chain will be only half the 
Brillouin zone ( -n/(a/2) < k < nf(af2)) of the monatomic chain. You must therefore explain 
how two branches (acoustic and optical) in half the zone reduce back to one branch in the full 
zone. To demonstrate the reduction convincingly you shou.ld examine lhe behavior of the ampli
tude ratio, Eq. (22.38), when 6 = 0.) 

(b) Sl1ow that when 6 ,P 0, but A« K 0 , then the dispersion relation d.iJfers from that of the 
monatomic chain only by terms of order (l!J.fKoi, except when In - kaj is of order l!J.fK0 • Show 
that when this happens the distortion of the dispersion relation for the monatomic chain is linear 

in l!J./Ko-34 

4. Polarization oft he Normal 1\.fodes of a Monatomic Bravais Lattice 
(a) Show that ifklies along a 3-, 4-, or 6-fold axis, then one normal mode is polarized along 

k, and the other two are degenerate and polarized perpendicular to k. 
(b) Show that if k lies in a plane of mirror symmetry, then one normal mode has a polariza

tion perpendicular to k, and the other two have polarization vectors lying in the mirror plane. 
(c) Show U1at if the point k lies in a Bragg plane that is parallel to a plane of mirror symmetry, 

then one normal mode is polarized perpendicular to the Bragg plane, while the other two have 
polarizations lying in the plane. (Note that in this case the modes cannot be strictly longitudinal and 
tranSVerse unless k is perpendicular to the Bragg plane.) 

To am.wer these questions, one must note that any operation that leaves both k and the 
crystal invariant must transform one normal mode with wave vector k into another. In particular, 
the set of three (orthogonal) polarization vectors must be invariant under such operations.. In 
applying this fact one must remember that if two normal modes are degenerate, then any vector ,.. 
in the plane spanned by their pohl.rization ve<.tors is also a possible polarization vector. 

5. Normal Modes of a Three-Dimtmsional Crystal 
Consider a face-centered cubic monatomic Bravais lattice in which each ion interacts only with 
its (twelve) nearest neighbors. Assume that the interaction between a pair of neighboring ions is . 
described by a pair potential 4> that depends only on the distance r between the pair of ions. 

(a) Show that U1e frequencies of U1e three normal modes with wave vet-"tor k are given by 

where the.( are the eigenvalues of the 3 x 3 matrix : 

D = L sin2 {1k • R)[Al + Btlft]. 
R 

Here the sum is over the twelve nearest neighbors ofR = 0: 

a ) a ( ~ ~) a(+~ _) 2(±x±Y. 
2 

+ y+z , 
2 

_ z±x ; 

(22.96) 

(22.97) 

(22.98) 

1 is the Wlit matrix ((I )p• = cP.), and RR is the diadic formed from the unit vectors 'R = RJR 
(i.e., ~)p. = RPtl,.). The constants A and Bare: A = 24>'(d)/d, B = 2[ 4>N(d) - cf>'(d)Jd], where 

34 Note the analogy to the n~arly free electron model of Chapter 9 : The free ele~'tron gas corresponds 
to the monatomic linear chain ; the weak periodic potcmial corresponds lo the small change in coupling 
between alternate nt=arest-neighbor pairs. 

• 
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dis the equilibrium nearest-neighbor distance. (This follows from Equations (22.59) and (22.11).} 
(b) Show U1at when k is in the (I 00) direction (k = (k, 0, 0) in rectangular coordinates), 

Olen one normal mode is strictly longitudinal, with frequency 

8A + 4B . .l. 
M sm 4 ka, (22.99) 

and the other two are strictly transverse and degenerate, wiUl frequency 

(J)T = 
8A + 2B . -1-ka 

M Sln 4 • (22.100) 

(c) What are the frequencies and polarizations of the normal modes wbenk is along a [Ill] 
direction (k = (k, k, k)f.J3)? 

(d) Show that when k is along the [110] direction (k = (k. k. 0)/,/i). then one mode is 
strictly longitudinal, with freq uency 

8A + 2B . 2 (1 ka) 2A + 2B . 2 (1 ka) 
M sm 4 .,j2 + M Stn 2 .,j2 , (22.101) 

one is strictly transverse and polarized along the z-axis (€ = (0, 0, I)), with frequency 

8A + 4B . 2 ~ ka) 2A . 2 (~ ka) 
M sm 4 .J2 ~ M sm 2 .J2 ' (22.102) 

' and the third is strictly transverse and perpendicular to the z-axis, with frequency 

8A + 2B . 2 ( 1 ka ) 2A . 2 ( 1 ka ) 
M sm 4 ..ji. + M stn 2 ..j2 . (22.103) 

. 
(e) Sketcb the dispersion curves along the lines rx and rfCX, (Figure 22.13), assuming Ulat 

A = 0. (Note: The length of rx is 2nfa.) 
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In Chapter 22 we found that the contribution of the lattice vibrations to the specific 
heat of a classical harmonic crystal was independent of the temperature (the law of 
Dulong and Petit). However, as the temperature drops below room temperature .• the 
specific heat of an solids starts to decline below the classical value, and eventually is 
observed to vanish as T 3 (in insulators) or AT + BT3 (in metals). The explanation 
of this behavior was o ne of the earliest triumphs of the quantum theory of solids. 

In a quantum theory of the specific heat of a harmonic crystal, the classical ex
pression (2212) for the thermal energy density u must be replaced by the general 
quantum-mechanical res ult 

J ' E -11£·/' -PE· u = - '-' .e 1 
'-' e 1

, v i I f 
fi = l f k8 T, (23.1) 

where E; is the energy of the ith stationary state of the crystal, and the sum is over aU 
stationary states. 

The energies of these stationary states are given by the eigenvalues of the harmonic 
Hamiltonian: 1 

H barrn = L ~ P(R)2 + -
2
1 L u1,(R)D,.,(R - R')u~(R'). 

R 2 RR' 
(23.2) 

The detailed procedure by which these eigenva lues are extracted is summarized in 
Appendix L The result o f this calculation is so simple and intuitively plausible that 
we simply state it here, unencumbered by its straightforward, but rather lengthy, 
derivation. 

To specify the energy levels of an N-ion harmonic crystal, one regards it as 3N 
independent oscillators, whose frequencies a re those of the 3N classical normal modes 
described in Chapter 22. The contribution to the total energy of a particular normal 
mode with angular frequency w.,(k) can have only the discrete set o f values 

(n~u + t)liw,(k), (23.3) 

where nk., the excitation number of the normal mode, is restricted to the values 0, 1, 
2, . .. . A state of the entire crystal is specified by giving the excitation numbers for 
each of the 3N normal modes. The total energy is just the sum of the energies of the 
individual normal modes: 

E = L (n~c., + t}Flc.o5(k). (23.4) 
k s 

The thermal energy (23.1) can be evaluated from (23.4) straightforwardly. Before 
doing so, however, we digress to describe the language in which the excited states of 
the harmonic crystal are customarily discussed. 

1 See Eqs. (22.8) and (22. 10). We display only the fonn appropriate to a m onatomic Bravais lattice, 
but the discussion that follows is quite genera l. We have added the k ineuc energy, which no longer 
disappenrs from the problem at an early stage.. (as it does in classical statistical mechanics). We drop. for 
1hc moment, the additive constant U<q. This has the effect of subtracting U""f V from the e nergy density 
(23.1 ). Since U"" docs nor depend on tempe.rature, this has no effect on the s peci1k hear.. Should we require, 
however, the vol ume dependence of the internal energy, it would be necessary to retain U«~. 
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NORMAL MODES vs. PHONONS 

We have described the result (23.4) in terms oft he excitation number n~, of the normal 
mode with wave vector kin branch s. This nomenclature can be quite clumsy, es
pecially when describing processes in which energy is exchanged among the normal 
modes, or between the normal modes and other systems, such as electrons. incident 
neutrons, or incident X rays. Usually the language of normal modes is replaced by 
an equivalent corpuscular description, which is analogous to the terminology used 
in the quantum theory of the electromagnetic field. In that theory the allowed ener
gies of a normal mode of the radiation field in a cavity are given by (n + ·Wu.o, 
where w is the angular frequency of the mode. It is the universal practice, however, 
to speak not of the quantum number of excitation of the mode, n, but of the number, 
n. of plwtons of that type that are present. ln precisely the same way, instead of saying 
that the normal mode of branch s with wave vector k is in its nuth excited state, one 
says that there are n ... plwnons of type s with wave vector k present in the crystal. 

The term .. phonon" stresses this analogy with photons. The latter are the quanta 
of the radiation field that (in the appropriate frequency range) describes classical 
light; the former are the quanta oft he ionic displacement field that (in the appropriate 
frequency range) describes classical sound. Although the language of phonons is 
more convenient than that of normal modes, the two nomenclatures are completely 
equivalent. 

• 
GENERAL FORM OF THE LATTICE SPECIFJ.C HEAT 

T o calculate the contribution of the lattice vibrations to the internal energy, we 
substitute the explicit form (23.4) of the energy levels into the general formula (23.1). 
T o expedite the calculation we introduce the quantity 

f = ~ ln(~e -PE} (23.5) 

The identity 
of 

ll =- -ap (23.6) 

can be verified by explicit differentiation of (23.5). To eva! uate f, note that e-PE occurs 
exactly once for every energy E of the form (23.4) in the expansion of the product 

n (e fhw.(k)/2 + e-:IPJr<>.l~){2 + e-~<4Jk)f1 + ... ). 
... 

(23.7) 

The individual terms in this product are just convergent geometric series, that can 
be explicitly summed, to give 

(23.8) 
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Differentiating f , as required by (23.6), we find that the internal energy density is given 
by 

1 
V t hw.(k)[n..(k) + !], (23.9) 

where 

(23.10) 

Comparing Eq. (23.9), for the mean thermal energy density of the crystal at tem
perature T, with Eq. (23.4), for the energy in a particular stationary state, leads one 
to conclude that rz.(k) is simply the mean excitation number of the normal mode ks 
at temperature T . In the phonon language, n..(k) is the mean number of phonons of 
type ks present in thermal equilibrium2 at temperature T. 

T hus the simple classical expression for the energy density of a harmonic crystal 
at temperature T, Eq. (22.18), must be generalized to3 ' , 

' 
cq 1 "' 1 • l ' tu:o,{k) 

u = u + -v· '-- z tl(:u,(k) + v L /lllo•~kJ 1 . '-' t.e . -
(23.11) 

As T-+ 0 the third term vanishes, but, in contrast with the classical result (22. L8), 
there .remains not only Lhe energy u«~ of the equilibrium configuration, but also a 
second term, giving the energy of the zero-point vibrations of the normal modes. All 
the temperature dependence of u (and hence the entire contribution to the specific 
heat) comes from the third tenn, whose variation with temperature is far more complex. 
than the simple linear form of the classical result. In the quantum theory of the 
harmonic solid the specific heat is no longer constant, but is given by 

J a hw..(k) 
c" = V t o T eflliw.~kt - 1 • (23.1 2) 

which now depends in a detailed way on the frequency spectrum of the normal modes. 
Certain general features of the specific heat (23.12) emerge in limiting cases, which . 

we now exam me. 

IDGH-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT 

When k8 Tf h is large compared with all the phonon frequencies (i.e., when every 
normal mode is in a highly excited state), then the argument of the exponential wiU 
be small in each term of(23.12) and we can expand: 

2 Those familiar witb the ide-<~ I Bose gas will recognizeEq. (23.10) as a special case of the Bose-Einstein 
distribution function, giving the number ofbosons with energy hw,(k) in thermal equilibrium at tem~rature 
T, when the chemical potential p. is taken to be mro. The lack of freedom in selecting p. comes from the 
fact that the total number of bosons in Lhermal equilibrium is not an independent variable at our disposal 
in the case of pbonons (as it is, for example. in the case of ~He atoms) but is entifely detenuined by the 
temperature. 

3 For comparison with Eq. (22.18) we reintroduce the constant giving the potemial energy of the 
s tatic cquilibriwn distribution. 
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I 1 1 [ x x
2 

3 J --:::------:- = - = v I - -2 + -12 + O(x ) ' e" - I x + !x2 + ~xJ + · · · , 
fun 

X= ksT « J. (23.13) 

If we keep only the leading term in this expansion, then the summand in (23.12) 
reduces to the constant k8 T, and the specific heat reduces to k8 times the density of 
normal modes, 3NfV. This is just the classical law of Dulong and Petit (22.19). 

Additional terms in the expansion {23.13) yield the high-temperature quantum 
corrections to the Dulong and Petit law. The linear term in x (in the square brackets) 
gives a temperature-independent term in the thermal energy (which is predsely equal 
to minus the zero-point energy) and therefore docs not affect the specific heat. The 
leading correction is thus given by the term in square brackets quadratic in x. When 
this is substituted into (23.12) it gives a correction to the Dulong and Petit specific 
heat c~ of the for m: 

c,, = c~ + & • ., (23.14) 

At temperatures high enough fo r this expansion to be valid, the a nharmonic 
corrections to the classical specific heat, which a rc not included in the D ulong and 
Petit value,4 are likely to be of significance, and will tend to mask the quantum 
correction (23.14). 5 

LOW-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT 

To discuss the specific heat more generally, we first observe that in the limit of a 
large crystal the set o f discrete wave vectors summed over in Eq. (23.12) becomes 
dense on the scale over which the summand has appreciable variation. We can there
fore replace the sum by an integral according to the general prescription (229) for any 
set of wave vectors satisfying the Born-von Karman boundary conditions, rewriting 
(23.12) as 

o I dk hcJJ..(k) 
c., = i}T ~ (2n)3 e""'l-kl/ksT - 1' 

(23.15) 

where the integral m ay be taken over the first Brillouin zone. 
At very low temperatures, modes with ttw.{k) » k 8 T will contribute negligibly to 

(23.15), since the integrand will va nish exponentially. However. because w.(k) -+ 0 as 
k -+ 0 in the three acoustic branches. thjs condition will fail to be satisfied by acoustic 
modes of sufficiently long-wavelength, no matter how low the temperature. These 
modes (and only these) will con tinue to contribute appreciably to the specific heaL 
Bearing this in mind, we can make the following simplifications in (23.15), aJI of which 
result in a vanishingly small fractional error, in the zero-temperature limit: 

• See point 2, page 428. and the discussion followins it. 
• Indeed, at ~uch high temperatures real crystals ;~rc likely to have melted- a rather c~trcmc form 

of anharmonic behavior. 
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I. Even if the crystal has a polyatomic basis, we may ignore the optical modes in 
the sum overs, since their frequencies are bounded below.6 

2. We may replace the dispersion relation w = ws{k) for the three acoustic branches 
by its long-wavelength form (22.65) w = c$(k)k. This will be valid provided that 
ks T/~J is substantially less than those frequencies at which the acoustic dispersion 
curves begin to differ appreciably from their long-wavelength linear forms. 

3. We may replace the k-space integration over the first Brillouin zone by an integra
tion over a ll of k-space. This is because the integrand is negligibly small unless 
Frcs(k)k is of order k8 T, which happens only in the immediate vicinity of k = 0 
at low temperatures. 

These three simplifications are illustrated in Figure 23.1. 

---.,..,.. -

l 
0 

-.........::: 

:::::-...... ~ 
{a) k 

---- -·--··----
Figure 23.1 

kT 
w=~ _, 

The simplifications that can be made in evalua t ing the low-ternpecature specific heat of a harmonic 
crystal. (a) Typical normal-mode dispersion relations for a d iatomic crystal along a particular 
direction ink-space (taken to be a direction of high enough symmetry for two of the acoustic and 
two of the optical branches to be degenerate). (b) T he spectrum that replaces (a) in evaluating the 
integral (23.15). The acoustic branches a re replaced by linear hranchc.!';, extending over all k (i.e., 
the integn:ll is extended from the first zone to all of k-space) and the optical hnmches arc ignoccd. 
This is justified because frequencie!> large compared with k 8 Tfh (those pans of the dispersion 
curves in (a) and (b) above the horizontal dashed line) make negligible contributions to (23.15), 
and because the parts of the dispersion cu rves describing modes that do contribute (the parts 
below the horizontal dashed line) are identical in (a) and in (b). 

Thus at very low temperatures (23.15) may be simplified to 

(23.16) 

where the integral is over aJI o f k-space. We evaluate the integral in spherical coor-

4 Under certain special conditions (usually associated with an imminent change in crystal structure) 
an optical branch may dip down almost to zero frequency (acquiring what is known as a "soft mode .. ). 
When this happens, there will be an additional contr ibution to the low-temperature speciJic heat from 
thar optical branch. 
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dinates, wri ting dk = k1dk d!l. If we make the change of variables Pllc.{k)k = x in 
the k integration, then (23.16) becomes 

iJ (k8 T)4 3 f.., x3 dx 
c~ = oT (f1c)3 2n2 Jo ex - I ' (2J.I7) 

where 1/c3 is the average of the inverse third power of the long-wavelength phase 
velocities of the three acoustic modes: 

1 1 Jd!l 1 
c3 = 3 ~ 4n c,(~)3 • (23.18) 

The definite integral in (23.17) can be evaluated by writing 7 

l
eo x3 dx co l "" "" 1 7(4 
-- = L x 3e- nx dx = 6 L 4 = -. 

0 ex - 1 n~ 1 0 n~ 1 n 15 
(23.19) 

Therefore, at very low temperatures8 

o 1r
2 

(k8 T)
4 

2n
2 (keT)3 

c,, ~ oT lO (l1c)3 = S ke llc . (23.20) 

This relation can be checked by comparing the measured low-temperature specific 
heat with the measured elastic constanlS, which are directly related to the phase 
velocities appearing in the definition (23.18) of c. In the alkali halides, for example, 
the disagreement has been found to be less than the experimental errors in the 

• measurements (typically about a percent).9 

Since (23.20) remains valid only as long as k8 T/11 is small compared with all phonon 
frequencies that are not in the linear part of the spectrum, we might expect that this 
would require k8 Tflr to be a small fraction of the frequencies near the zone edge. This 
requires Tto be well below room temperature. Since the Dulong and Petit Jaw starts 
to fail as the' temperature drops below room temperature, there is a considerable 
temperature' range over which neither the high- nor low-temperature evaluations of 
the specific heat are valid, and one must work with the general fo rm (23.15). However, 
it is quite common to use an approximate interpolation scheme for this intermediate 
temperature range. 

INTERMEDIATE-TEMPERATURE SPEOFIC HEAT: 
THE MODELS OF DEBYE AND EINSTEIN 

The earliest quantum theories oflattice specific bealS, due to Einsrein and Dcbye, did 
not use phonon spectra of the general form we have been considering, but assumed 

' See also Appendix C, Eqs. (C. l lJ ro (C. I 3). 
• We reemphasize that ttus result becomes asymptottcally exact (within the hannonicapprox.omation) 

as T _, 0; i.e., it can be wriuen liS an equality: 

I
. Cv 2~ ke"' 
T~ T 3 = - 5 h3 c3" 

P J. T Lewis et al~ Phys. Rl'r•. 161, 877 (1%7}. 
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normal-mode dispersion relations of an especially simple structure. Their results. 
based on crude approximations to the normal-mode dispersion relations, are still of 
use as interpolation formulas. Debye's theory has had a considerable impact on the 
nomenclature of the subject, and even on the way in which data are presented. 

The Debye Interpolation Scheme 

The Debye model replaces all bram:hes of the vibrational spectrum with three 
branches, each with the same linear dispersion relation :10 

w = ck. (23.21) 

In addition, the integral in (23.15) over the first Brillouin zone is replaced by an 
integral over a sphere of radius k0 , chosen to contain precisely N allowed wave 
vectors, where N is the number of ions in the crystal. Since the volume of k-space 
per wave vector is (2n)3/ V (see page 37), this requires (2n?NJV to equal 4nk0

3j 3, 
so that k 0 is determined by the relation 1 1 

As a result of these simplifications Eq. (23.15) reduces to 

_ .i_ 3nc [ko k3 dk 
c., - iJT 2-,r Jo ell~•* - 1. 

(23.22) 

(23.23) 

In evaluating the integral (23.23) it is convenient to define a Debye frequency by 

(23.24) 

' and a Debye temperature by 

(23.25) 

Evidently k0 is a measure of the inverse interparticle spacing, fJ)o is a measure of the 
maJ<imum phonon frequency, and 0 0 is a measure of the temperature above which 
all modes begin to be excited, and below which modes begin to be "frozen out."12 

10 In the case of a htttice with a polyatomic basis. the representation of the 3p branches of the phonon 
specU"Um by only three is compensated by the volume of the De bye sphere being p times the vol umc of 
the first Brillouin zone. This point is el;~borated in the discussion oft he Einstein model. 

11 When, in applications to metals, there is a danger of confusing the density of ions with the density 
of conduction electrons, we shall denote the former by n1 and the latter by n,. The two are related by 
n, = Zn;. where Z is the notninal valence. Since the free electron Fermi wave vector k, satisfies k1

3 Pn1 = 
"~ k0 is related to k, in a metal by k0 = (2/Z)11'k,. 

•• One can also regard 0 0 and wn as measures of the "stillness~ of the crystal. 
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If we make the change of variables lzckf k8 T = x, then (23.23) can be written in 
terms of the Debye temperature: 

( 
T )3 reotT x4e" dx 

c., = 9nks eo Jo (e" - 1}2. (23.26) 

This formula expresses the specific heat at all temperatures in terms of a single 
empirical parameter, E>0 . O ne reasona ble way to pick E>0 (though it is by no means 
the only way used) is by making (23.26) agree with the observed specific heat at low 
temperatures. This will be assured (at least in the harmonic approximation) if the 
speed c in (23.21) or (23.25) is related to the exact phonon spectrum through (23.18}. 
The resulting fo rm for the low-temperature specific heat is tl 

12n
4 ( T )3 ( T )3 

Cu = 5 nk8 E>o = 234 E>o nk8 • 

Values of E>0 for some of the alkali halides,- determined by fitting the 
thejr low-temperature specific heats, are quo ted in Table 23.1. 

Table 23. 1 
DEBYE TEMPERATURES FOR THE ALKAU HALIDE 
CRYSTALS" 

F 

Li 730 
Na 492 
K 336 
Rb 

a 
422 
321 
23 1 
165 

Br 

224 
173 
l31 

I 

164 
13 1 
103 

"Given in degrees kelvin. All values were obtained by comparing the 
comtant in the T 3 fit to the low-tempcrdture specific heat to Eq 
(23.27), except for NaF, KF, and NaBr, where e 0 was deduced from 
the measured clastic constants through {23.18). and (23.25). (l n cases 
where values were obtained by both metllods, tlley agree to witllin a 
percent or two, which is about the size o f tlle experimental uncertainty 
in the numbers.) 
Source: J . T. Lewis et al , PIJys. Rev. 161, 877 (1967). 

(23.27) 

T 3 term in 

Unfortunately E>0 is not always chosen by this convention. Partly because the 
Debye result (23.26) was viewed by some as far more general than a rough inter
polation formula, the practice arose of fitting observed heat capacities with (23.26) 
by allowing E>0 to depend on temperature. There is no good reason for doing thls, 

u This em be derived directly from (23.26) by noting that ror T < e D• the upper limit of the integral 
can be extended to infinity wirh exponentially small error. It is also equivalent to the exaCI result (23.20). 
provid ed c is eliminated in ravor or 9 0 and the ioruc density via (23.22) a nd (23.25). 
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Dcbyc temp<:rature as a func
tion of temperature for argon 
and krypton T his is a widely 
used way of presenting spe
cific heal data (L. Finegold 
and N. Phillips, Phys. Rev. 
177. 1383 (1969).) 
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but the practice has persisted down to the present day-to the extent that results 
of heat-capacity measurements are sometimes reported in terms of 0 0 (7) rather than 
the data themselves! 4 It is helpful, in converting such information back to specific 
hea ts, to have a graph of the Debye c~ as a. function o f 0 D!T. This is shown in Figure 
23.3, and some numerical values o f the function are given in Table 23.2 In Table 23.3 
we give some Debye temperatures for seJected elements that were determined by 
fitting the observed heat capacity with the Debye formula (23.26) a t the point where 
the heat capacity is about half the Dulong and Petit value. 

:c--------=======~ 

0 0. 1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 o.s 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
T/eD 

Figure 23.3 
Specific heat in the Debye approximation (in 
calfmole-K) vs. Tf 0rr (From J. de Launay, 
op. cit. ; sec Table 23.2) 

Note that at temperatures well above eD we can replace the integrand in (23.26) 
by its form for smaU x, and the Dulong a nd Petit result emerges. (This is to be expected, 
since it was built in to the formula through the definition of k0 .) Thus the Debye 
temperature plays the same role in the theory of lattice vibrations as the Fermi 
temperature plays in the theory of electrons in metals : Both are a measure of the 
temperature separating the low-temperature region where quanrum statistics must 
be used from the high-temperature region where classical statistical mechanics is 
valid. However, in the electronic case actual temperatures are always well below T, .. , 
whereas 0 0 (see Table 23.3) is typically of the order of 10l K, so both classical and 
quantum regimes can be encountered 

•• Sec. for example, Figure 23.2. 
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The Model or Debye 

Table 23.2 
TEMPERATURE DEP£1'.-r>ENCE OFTHF: DEBYE SPEClFJC HEAT" 

Tf0o c,.j3nk8 T /0o c..f3nk8 T/0 0 c.f3nk8 

0.00 0 0.35 0.687 0.70 0905 
0.05 0.00974 0.40 0.746 0.75 0.917 
0.10 0.0758 0.45 0.791 0.80 0926 
0.15 0.213 0.50 0.825 0.85 0934 
0.20 0.369 0.55 0.851 0.90 0.941 
0.25 0.503 0.60 0.874 0.95 0,947 
0.30 0.608 0.65 0.891 1.00 0.952 

• The table entries are the ratios of the Debye to the Dulong-.Petit specific heats, 
that is. c.J3nk8 , with c, given by (23.26). 
Soura: ; J . de Launay, Solid StOLe Ph)'SICS, vol. 2. F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, eds., ACldt:,mic 
Press, New York, 1956. 

Table 23.3 
DEBYF. TE.\>lPERATURES FOR SELECI't;D ELEMENTS" 

ELEMENT 0o(K) ELEMENT 0o(K) 

Li 400 A 85 
Na 150 Nc 63 
K 100 

Cu 315 
Be 1000 Ag 215 
Mg 318 Au 170 
Ca 230 

Zn 234 
ll 1250 Cd 120 
AI 394 Hg 100 
Ga 240 
l n 129 Cr 460 
Tl 96 Mo 380 

w 310 
C(diamond) 1860 Mn 400 
Si 625 Fe 420 
Ge 360 Co 385 
Sn (grey) 260 Ni 375 
Sn (white) 170 Pd 275 
Pb 88 Pt 230 

As 285 La 132 
Sb 200 Gd 152 
Bi 120 Pr 74 

• The tempc.rc!lurcs were determined by fitting the observed specific 
heats ~ to the Dcbye formula (23.26) at the point where c;. = 3nk.IJ12. 
Source: J. de Launay. Solid Stat~ Physics, vol. 2, F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, 
eds., Acndemic Press, New York, 1956. 

461 
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The Einstein Model 

In the Debye model of a crystal with a polyatomic basis, the optical branches of the 
spectrum are represented by the high k values of the same linear expression (23.21) 
whose low k values give the acoustic branch (Figure 23.4a). An alternative scheme 
is to apply the Debye model only to the three acoustic branches of the spectrum. 
The optical branches are represented by the "Einstein approximation," which replaces 
the frequency of each optical branch by a frequency wE that does not depend on k 
(see Figure 23.4b). The density n in (23.22), (23.26), and (23.27) must then be taken 
as the number or primitive cells per unit volume of crystal, and (2326) will give only 

! 

• • 

I 

-

-- -
Figure 23.4 

(a) 

---~--~-~,-~----- ~-~------..k. ____ ,.__,_;,o 

Two different ways of approximating the acoustic and optical branches of a diatomic crystal 
(illustrated in two dimensions along a line of synunetry). (a) T he Debye approximation. The flrst 
two zones of the square lattice are replaced by a circle wilh the same total area, and the entire 
spectrum is replaced by a linear one within the circle.. (b) Debye approximation for tile acoustic 
branch and Einstein approximation for the opt ical branch. The first zone is replaced by a circle with 
the same area, the acoustic branch is replaced by a linear branch within the circle, and the optical 
branch is replaced by a constant branch within the circle. 
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the contribution of the acoustic bra nches to the specific heat.15 Each optical branch 
wj]J contribute 

(23.28) 

to the thermal energy density in the Einstein approximation, so if there are p sucb 
branches there will re an additional term 

in the specific heaL 16 

(hwefkB n2efKo£1kBT 

= pnkB (ehro£1k8 T _ l)2 (23.29) 

The characteristic features of the Einstein term (23.29) are that (a) well a bove the 
Einstein tempera LUre e £ = flw£/kB each Optical mode simply contributes the constant 
k8 / V to the specific heat, as required by the classical law of Dulong and Petit, and 
(b) at temperatures well below the Einstein temperature the contributio n of the optical 
modes to the specific heat drops exponentially, reflecting the difficulty in thennally 
exciting any optical modes at low temperatures. 

Figure 23.5 
A comparison of the Debye and Einstein ap
proximations to the specific heat of an insulating 
cryl>tal. 0 is either the Debye or the Einstein 
temperature, depending on which curve is being 
examined. Both curves are nonnalized to ap
proach the Dulong and Petit value of 5.96 
cal/mole-K at high temperatures. ln f1tting to a 
solid with an m-ion basis. the Eim'tein curve 
should be grven m - 1 times the weight of the 
Debye one. (From J. de Launay, op. cit ; see 
Table 23.2.) 

I I I I L-L,-~-.,..1 
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COlVIPARISON OF LATTICE AND ELECTRONIC SPECIFIC HEATS 

It is useful to have a measure of the temperature a t which the specific heat o f a 
metal ceases to be dominatt:d by the electronic contributio n (1inear i.n T) rather than 
the contribution from the lattice vibrations (cubic in T). If we divide the electronic 

15 Note that in Eq. (23.27) for the low-temperature specific heat this redefinition of 11 is precisely 
compensated by the redeli.oition of e.,. so that the coefficient of T~ is unchanged. This reflects the fact 
that the optical branches do not contn"bute to the lo w-temperature specific heat, the form of which must 
therefore be independeot o f how they are treat<.-d. 

16 The first application of quantum mechanics to the theory o f the specific heats of solids was made 
by Einstein, who proposed a total specific heal of tl1e form (23.29). Although thts form did produce the 
observed decline from the h igh-temperature form o r Dulong and Petit, it fell far too rapidly to zero at 
ve ry low temperatures (see Figure 23.5). Debye subsc:quently observed that because a solid could s upport 
elastic waves of very long-wavelength, and hence very low frequency, the picture of a solid as a set of 
identical oscillators. on which Einstein's formula was based, could not be correct. Nevertheless., the Einstein 
model does apply fairly well to the contribution o f a relati~·eJy narrow o ptical branch to the specific heat, 
and in that TOle the model is still used. 
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contribution to the specific heat (Eq. (2.81)) by the low-temperature form (23.27) of 
the phonon co ntributio n , and note that the electronic density is Z times the density 
of ions, where Z is the nominal valence, we find 

eel 5 8 3 

~ = 24-n2 z T 2Dr,. (23.30) 

T hus the phonon contribution begins to exceed the electronic contribution at a 
temperature T0 , given by 

(
zeD)l/2 

To = 0.145 Tr eD. (23.31) 

Since Dcbye temperatures are of the order of room temperature, while Fermi tem
peratures are several tens of thousands o f degrees Kelvin. the temperature T 0 is 
typically a few percent of the Debye temperature-i.e., a few degrees Kelvin. This 
explains why the linear term in the heat capacity of metals is only observed a t low 
temperatures. 

DENSITY OF NORMAL MODES (PHONON-LEVEL DENSITY) 

One frequently encounters lattice properties that, like the specific heat (23.15), are 
of the form 

(23.32) 

It is often convenient to reduce such quantities to frequency integrals, by introducing 
a density of normal modes per unit volume, 17 g(a)), defined so that g(w) dw is the 
total number of modes with frequencies in the infinitesimal range between aJ and 
w + dw, divided by the total volume of the crystal. In terms of g, the sum or integral 
in (23.32) takes on the form 

f dw g(w)Q(w). (23.33) 

By comparing (23.33) with (23.32) it is clear that the density of normal modes can 
be represented in the form 

(23.34) 

The density of normal modes is also called the phonon density of levels, for if we 
describe the la ttice in the phonon rather than the normal-mode lan~uagc, eacb normal 
mode corresponds to a possible level for a single phonon. 

By following precisely the same steps thal led to the representatio n (8.63) for the 

17 Compare the quite analogous discus.~ion of the electronic density of levels on pages 143 - 145. 
Gencrwly g(w ) is taken to give the contributions of all branches of tbe phonon spectrum. but one can wso 
define separate oJw) for each branch . 

• 
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electron density of levels, one can represent the phonon density of levels in the 
alternative form 

I dS 1 
g(w) = ~ (2n)3 JVw.(k)l ' (23.35) 

where the integral is over that surface in the first z.one on which w.(k) = w. Just as 
in the electronic case, because ro.(k) is periodic there w;u be a structure of singularities 
in g(ro), reflecting the fact that tile group velocity appearing in the denominator of 
(23.35) must vanish at some frequencies. As in llle electronic case, the singularities 
are known as van H ove singularities.18 A typical density of levels displaying these 
singularities is shown in Figure 23.6, and a concrete illustra tion of how the singularities 
arise in tlle Jinear chain is given in Problem 3. 

Fi~urc23.6 
Phonon density of levels in aluminum. 
as deduced from neutron scattering 
data (Chapter .24). The highest curve 

o.s 

is the full density of Je,·cls. Separate 
level densities for the three branches ]; 0·4 

arc also shown. (Aner R. Stedman. -· 
1 

L. Almqvist, and G . Nilsson, PIIJ•S. ] 
Rer:. 162. 549 (1967).) 7 °·3 
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The Debye approximation and its limitations are quite compactly expressed in 
terms of the density of levels. If all three branches of the spectrum have the linear 
dispersion relation (23.21 ). and if the wave vectors of the normal modes are assumed 
Lo lie within a sphere of radius k0 rather than the first Brillouin zone, then (23.34) 
becomes simply: 

Yv(w) = 3 f, (:~3 c5(w - ck) = 
2
3 

2 f ko k2 dk c5(w - ck) 
k<ko n n Jo 

CJJ > Wo- (23.36) 

This simple parabolic behavior is clearly a rather gross approximation to the form 
characteristic of reaJ solids (Figure 23.6). The choice of k0 docs guarantee that thc 

•• The singularities were in faa first noted in the conte.~ • or the theory or IHIIice vibrations. 
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area under the curve gD(w) will be the same as under the correct curve, and if, in 
addition, the velocity c is chosen according to (23.18), then the curves will be in 
agreement in the neighborhood of co = 0. The former property is sufficient 10 produce 
the Dulong and Petit law at high temperatures, and the latter guarantees the correct 
specific heat allOw tern peraturcs.' 9 

In a similar way, an Einstein model for an optical branch amounts to the approx-
imation: 

g,_{w) = f (~~3 <5(ro - cuE) = llb(ro - wE), (23.37) 

"""" 
which can be expected to give reasonable results provided that the frequency variation 
of the property Q being calculated is not appreciable over the width of the actual 
optical branch. 

ANALOGY WITH THE THEORY OF BLACKBODY RADIATION 

The photon-phonon analogy we described on page 453 carries over to a correspon
dence between the theory of electromagnetic radiation in thermal equiJjbriurn (so
called blackbody radiation) and the theory of the vibrational energy of a solid that 
we have just discussed. Both subjects were a source of mystery in the context of the 
classical physics prevailing at the turn of the century. The failure of the Dulong and 
Petit law to explain the very tow specific heats of solids at low temperatures was 
mirrored by the failure of tbe classical theory 10 predict an energy density for 
blackbody radiation that djd not yield an infinite answer when summed over all 
frequencies-the Rayleigh-Jeans catastrophe. In both cases the problem came from 
the classical result that all normal modes should conttibute k8 T to the energy. The 
Dulong and Petit Jaw was saved from tbe self-contradiction affiicting the corre
sponding result for the radiation field because the discrete nature of the solid allowed 
for only a finite number of degrees of freedom. The two theories are compared in 
Table 23.4. 

Table23.4 
A COMPARISON OF PHONONS At"'D t>HOTONS 

PHONONS PHOTONS 

Number of 3p modes for each k, Two modes for each k, 

normal modes w = w,(k) w = ck(c ~ 3 x 1010 cmjsec) 

Restriction on k confined to 
k arbitrary 

wave vector first Brillouin zone 

Thermal f dk liw.(k) 
2 f dk fsck 

~ (2n)3 e"""·t•l_ 1 energy density (2n)3 ePh<k- I 

(integral over first (integral over all k) 
Brillouin zone) 

•• One can somewhat improve the O\'crall fit with 11 refinement of the Dcbye model that uses tl1ree 
<linerent sound velocities for lhe lhr'-e branches. 
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Because of the simple general form for the photon dispersion relation, the exact 
expressio n for the thermal energy of blackbody radiation is very similar to the Debye 
approxunation to the thermal energy of a harmonic crystal. The differences are: 

I. The sound velocity is replaced by tbe velocity of light. 
2. The formula for blackbody radiation has an extra factor of i. corresponding to 

the fact that there are only two branches to the photon spectrum (electromagnetic 
radiation must be transverse: there is no longitudinal branch). 

3. The upper limit of the integral is not kv but oo, since there is no restriction on 
the maximum allowed photon wave vector. 

Point 3 means that the formulas for blackbody radiation always assume the form 
appropriate to the extreme low-temperature limit in the crystalline case. This is 
reasonable, since no matter what the temperature the vast majority (infinitely many) 
of the normal modes of the radiation field will huve flck greater than k8 T. Together 
with the exact linearity in k of the photon dispersion relation, this means that we 
arc always in the region where the heat capacity is rigorously cubic. As a result, we 
can read off the exact thermal energy density for blackbody radiation from Eq. (23.20) 
for the low-temperature specific heat c, = cuf i'T due to lattice vibrations, by inter
preting c to be the velocity of light a nd multiplying by i (to remove the contribution 
of the longitudinal acoustic branch). The result is the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 

7tl (ksT}$ 
u- - (23.38) 

- 15 (f1c)3 • 

Similarly, the thermal energy density in the frequency range from w to w + dw is 

lwJg(w) dw 
--;p~ ... - 1 . (23.39) 

The appropriate level density is just two thirds of the Debye form {23.36), without 
the cutoff at w 0 . This yields 

h w 3 dw 
n 2 c3 efl~w - 1 ' 

(23.40) 

which is the Planck radiation law. 

PROBLEJ\tJS 

l. Hig/1 Temperature Specific Heat of a Ha,-monic Ctystal 
(a) Sho\v that Eq. (23.14). for the leading high-temperature quantum corrections to the law 

of Dulong and Petit, can also be written in the form: 

flee 1 f ( lua )
2

/ f 0 = - - dw y(w) - - tlw y(w) 
c, 12 k8 T 

(23.41) 

where g(w) i!. the density of normal mocks. 
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(b) Show that the next Lenn in the high-temperature expansion of cufc~ is 

l f ( fun )
4

/ f 240 dm g(c.a) ks T dw g(c.a). (23.42) 

(c) Show that if the crystal is a monatomic Bravais lattice of ions acting only through pair 
potentials t/>(r), then (within the harmonic approximation) the second moment of the frequency 
distribution tha t appears in (23.41) is given by 

(23.43) 

2. Low Temperature Specific / feat in d-Dimensions, and for Nonlinear Dispe1·sion 
LaK'S 

(a) Show that Eq. (23.36), fo r the density of normal modes in the Debye approximation, 
gives the exact (within the harmonic approximation) leading low-frequency behavior of g(w), 
provided that the velocity cis taken to be that given in Eq. (23.18). 

(b) Show that in a d-dimensional harmonic crystal, the low-frequency deru.ity of normal 
n1odes varies as wd- 1. 

(c) Deduce from this that the low-temperature specific heat of a harmonic crystal vanishes 
ao;; Td in d dimensions. 

(d) Show tl1at if it should happen that the normal mode frequencies did not vanish linearly 
with k, but as k•, then the low-temperature specific heat would vanish as Tlf•, in d dimensions. 

3. •·a11 Hove Singularities 
(a) l n a linear harmonic chain with only nearest-neighbor interactions. the normal-mode 

dispcn.ion relation has ilie form (c£ Eq. (2229)) w(k) = w0 lsin (ka/2)j, where the constant wo is 
the maximum frequency (assumed when k is on the zone boundary). Show that the density o f 
normal modes in tlUs case is given by 

g(c.a) = I . 2 2 · na...,; c.a0 - w 
2 

(23.44) 

The singularity at w = w0 is a van Hove singularity. 
(b) In three dimensions the van Hove singularities are infmities not in tl1e normal mode 

density itself: but in its derivative. Show iliat the normal modes in the neighborhood of a maximum 
o f w(k). for example, lead to a term in the normal-mode density that varies as (w0 - w)112 

• 

• 
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ft is possible to extract the detailed form of the normal-mode dispersion relations 
ro,(k) from experiments in which the lattice vibrations exchange energy with an 
external probe. TI1c most informative of such probes is a beam of neutrons. One can 
view the energy lost (or gained) by a neutron while interacting with a crystal as being 
due to the emission (or absorption) of phonons, and by measuring the emergent angles 
and energies of the scattered neutrons one can extract direct information about the 
phonon spectrum. Similar information can be obtained when the probe is electro
magnetic radiation, the two most important cases being X rays and visible light. 

The broad, general principles underlying these experiments are much the same, 
whether the incident particles are neutrons or photons, but the information one 
extracts from electromagnetic probes is generally more limited or more difficult to 
interpret. On the other hand, electromagnetic probes-particularly X-ray analyses
are of crucial importance for those solids that are not susceptible to analysis through 
neutron scattering. One example1 is solid helium-3, in which neutron spectroscopy 
is made impossible by the enormous cross section for a helium-3 nucleus capturing 
a neutron. 

Neutrons and photons probe the phonon spectrum in different ways primarily 
because of their very different energy-momentum relations: 

p2 
Neutrons: En = 

2
M , 

" Mn = l838.65me = 1.67 X w- 24 gm , (24.1) 

Photons: E = pc 
y ' 
c = 2.99792 X I 0 10 em/sec. (24.2) 

Throughout the energy ranges of interest for the measm ement of phonon dispersion 
relat ions. these two energy-momentum relations are spectacularly different (see Figure 
24.1). H owever, the part of the general analysis that docs not exploit the particular 
form of the E vs. p relation of the probe is much the same in either case. Therefore, 
although we shall start with a discussion of neutron scattering, we shall be able to 
apply to photons those aspects or the discussion that do not depend on the particular 
form (24.1) of the neutron energy-momentum rela t ion. 

NEUTRON SCATTERING BY A CRYSTAL 

Consider a neutron. of momentum p and energy E = p 2 /2M,, that is incident upon 
a crystal. Since the neutron inte racts strongly only witl1 the atomic nuclei in the 
crystal 2 it will pass without difficulty into the crystal3 and subsequently emerge with 
momentum p' a nd energy E' = p' 2/ 2M". 

1 A more subtle exltlnpk is vanadium. in which the natural relalive abundances of the vanadium 
isotopes ~:onspire numerical ly with the isotopic \>aria lion in neutron scauering amplitude, in such a way 
"s to cancel out almost completely the inforllllttive (so-called collerem) part of the scattering. The com
bination of scauering amplitudes can be changed by isotope enrichment. 

• The neutron bas no electric'tharge, so it interacts with electrons only through the relatively weak 
coupling of its magnetic moment to the magnetic moment of the electrons. This is of cot1siderable impor
tance in the study of magnetically ordered ~olids (Chapter 33), but is of little consequence in determining 
phonon spo:<:lr a. 

> Typical nuclear radii are of order 10- 13 em. and typicnl internuclear distances in the solid are of 
order to-• em. Hence the nuclei occupy only 10- " of the total volume of the solid. 
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We ru.sume that the ions in the crystaJ are wen described by the harmonic ap
proximation. Later we shaU indicate bow our conclusions must be modified by the 
inevitable anharmonic terms in the ion-ion interaction. Suppo!>e that at the start of 
the experiment the crystal is in a state with phonon occupation numbers4 

"""· and 
after the exper iment, as a result of its interaction with the neutron, the crystal is in 
a sta te wit h p honon numbers "~··· Conservation of energy requires that 

E ' - E = - L lrwr.. /\,.,. (24.3) 
t.> 

i.e., the change in the energy of the neutron is equal to the energy of the pbonons 
it has absorbed during its passage through the crystal. minus the energy oft be pbonons 
it has emitted. s 

Thus the change in neutron energy upon passage through the cr)stal contains 
information about the phonon frequencies. A second conservation law is required 
to disentangle this info rmation from the scattering data. T he second law is known 
ns the consei'Pation of CI')'Stal monrelfluiiL It is a very general consequence of a symmetry 
of the neutron-ion interaction. 

H,._; -= L w(r - R - u(R)). (24.4) 
R 

• Uy a state wsth phonon occupation numbers 11,, "e mc:m one in wh&ch "•· phono~ of 1~-pe k.r .. re 
present i.e~ one in "hich the k.<-th normal mode "m •ts n._th C!\Clled state. 

• A neutron may lose energy o r gain it, depentling on tJlc balance bet" .:en the encrgi~ of the emu red 
and absorbed r honons. 
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Here w is the (very short-ranged) potential of interaction between a neutron and 
an atomic nucleus of the crystal, and r is the neutron coordinate. The interaction 
(24.4) is unaffected by a transformation that shifts the neutron coordinate r by any 
Bravais lattice vector R0 and also permutes the ion displacement variables u(R) by 
u(R)--+ u(R - R 0 ), for if we make both r eplacements, then (24.4) becomes: 

H ~-i -> I w( r + R 0 - R - u(R 
R 

= I w(r - (R - R 0 ) - u(R - R 0 ) ) . (24.5) 
R 

Since we are summing over all vectors in the Bravais lattice, (24.5) is precisely the 
same as (24.4). 6 

One of the fundamental results of quantum theory is that symmetries o f the 
Hamiltonian imply conservation laws. It is shown in Appendix M that this particular 
symmetry implies the conservation law : 

p' - p = - I Frk Llnk, + (reciprocal lattice vector x fl). 
lu 

(24.6) 

lf we define the crystal momentum of a phonon to be h times its wave vector, then 
(24.6) makes an assertion strikingly similar to momentum conservation : The change 
in nemron momentum is just rlze negative of the change in total phonon crystal momenn1m, 
to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector. 

We emphasize, however, that the crystal momentum of a phonon is not, in general, 
accompanied by any real momentum of the ionic system ... Crystal momentum" is 
simply a name for h times the phonon wave vector.7 The name is intended to suggest 
that flk frequently plays a role quite similar to that of a momentum, as it evidently 
does in Eq. (24.6). Since a crystal possesses translational symmetry, it is not surprising 
that there should be a conservation law rather like momentum conservation;8 but 
because this symmetry is only that o f a Bravais lattice (as opposed to the full trans
lational symmetry of empty space), it is also not surprising that the conservation law 
is weaker than r.tomentum conservation (i.e., crystal momentum is only conserved 
to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector). 

Because there are two conservation laws, it turns out to be possible to extract the 
explicit forms of the w.(k) from the neutron scattering data in a simple way. To 
show this we examine the distribution of scattered neutrons emerging from the crystal, 
classifying the types of scattering that can take place according to the total number 

• This is strictly the case only for a neutron interacting with an mfinitc crystal. To the extent I hat 
surface scattering is important(and in neutron scatteri ng it is not}. crystal momentum will not be conserved. 

' The nomenclature is quite analogous to that used in Chapt·er 8. where we defined the crystal 
momentum of a Bloch electron with wave vector k, to be ftk. The identical terminology is deliberate. for 
in processes in which phonon and electronic transitions occur together, the total crystal momentum of 
the electTon-phonon system is conserved (to within a reciprocal lattice vector x h). (Sec Appendix M and 
Chapter 26.) 

• The law of momentum conservation follows from the complete translationa l inva·riance of empty 
space. 
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of phonons that a neutron bas exchanged energy with while passing through the 
crystaL 

Zero-Phonon Scattering 

Jn this case the final s tate of the crystal is identical to its initial state. Energy con
servation (Eq. (24.3)) implies that the energy of the neutron is unchanged (i.e., the 
scattering is elastic) and crystal momentum conservation (Eq. (24.6)) implies that 
the neutron momentum can only change by hK, where K is a reciprocal lattice vector. 
If we \vrite the incident and scattered neutron momenta as: 

p = liq, p' = hq', (24.7) 

then these restrictions become: 

q' = q, q' = q + K. (24.8) 

Equations (24.8) are precisely the Laue conditions that the incident and scattered 
X-ray wave vectors must satisfy in order for elastically scattered X rays to produce 
a Bragg peak (see page 99). Since a neutron with momentum p = l1q can he viewed 
as a plane wave with wave vector q, this emergence of the Laue condition is to be 
expected We conclude that elastically scattered neutrons, which create or destroy 
no phonons, arc found only in directions that satisfy the Bragg condition, and gjve 
precisely the same s tructural information about the crystal as described in the dis
cussion of elastic X-ray scattering in Chapter 6. 

One-Phonon Scattering 

lt is the neutrons that absorb or emit precisely one phonon that convey the most 
important information. ln the case of absorption (which is generally the more im
portant) conservation of energy and crystal momentum implies that 

£' = E + hw...(k). 
p' = p + l'lk + liK, (24.9) 

where k and s are the wave vector and branch index of U1e absorbed phonon. In the 
case of emission we have: 

E ' = E - hw.(k), 
p' = p - hk + I1K, (24.10) 

where the phonon has been emitted into branch s, with wave vector k. 
In either case we can use the crystal momentum law to represent k in terms of 

the neutron momentum transfer, p' - p. Furthermore, the additive reciproca l lattice 
vector that appears in this relation c.."'ln be ignored, when the resulting expression for 
k is substituted into the energy conservation law. for each w.(k) is a periodic function 
in the reciprocal lattice: 

w.(k + K) = w.(k). (24.11) 
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As a result, the two conservation laws yield one equation: 

phonon absorbed,. (24.12) 

or 

phonon emitted. (24.13) 

Jn a given experiment. the incident neutron momentum and energy are usually 
specified. Thus for a given phonon dispersion relation w$(k) the onJy unknowns in 
(24.12) and (24.13) are the three components of the final neutron momentum p'. 
Quite generally, a single equation relating the three components of a vector p' will 
(if it has any solutions at all) specify a surface (or surfaces) in three-dimensional 
p'-space. If we only examine neutrons emerging in a defimte direction we will specify 
the direction ofp', and can therefore expect to find solutions at onJy a single point on 
the surface (or a finite number of points on the surfaces).9 

If we select a general direction we will see neutrons scattered by one-phonon 
processes only at a few discrete values of p', and correspondingly only at a few discrete 
energies£' = p'2/2JI.1". Knowing the energy and the direction in which the scattered 
neutron emerges. we can construct p' - p and E' - E, and can therefore conclude 
that the crystal has a normal mode whose frequency is (E ' - E)/It and wave vector 
is ± (p' - p)/h. We have therefore measured a point in the crystal's phonon spectrum. 
By varying all the parameters at our disposal (incident energy, orienta6on of the 
crystal, and direc6on of detection) we can collect a large number of such points. and 
qui te effectively map out the entire phonon spectrum (Figure 24.2). This can be 
accomplished. however, only if it is possible to distinguish the neutrons scattered in 
on e-phonon processes from the others. We consider explicitly the case of two-phonon 
processes. 

Two-Phonon Scattering 

In a two-phonon process a neutron can absorb or emit two phonons., or emit one 
and absorb another (which can also be described as the scattering of a single phonon). 
To be concrete we discuss the case of two-phonon absorption. The conservation laws 
will then ba ve the form: 

E' = E + hw.(k) + 1iw$.(k'), 
p' = p + Ilk + Ilk' + flK. 

(24.14) 

If we eliminate k ' through the crystal momentum conservation law, we arrive at a 
single restriction: 

p- p ( ' ) E' = E + hw.(k) + hw.· h - k . (24.15) 

P Alternatively, by specifying the direction ofp' we leave a single unknown variable (the magnitude 
p') in (24.12) or (24.13) and therefore expect a t most a finite number of solutions. 
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(<igUI"C 24.2 
Phonon dispersion relations in aluminum, measured along the k-space lines rx and rKX by 
neutron scattering. The estimated error in frequency is I to 2 pci"CCnt. Each pomt represents an 
observed neutron group. (After I . Yarnell et al., l.attice DJ•naJIIics, R. F . Wallis, ed .• Pergamon. 
New York, 1965.) Note that the tWO Uansverl>e branches ai"C degenerate along rx (4-fold axis}. 
but not along rK (2-fold axis). See Chaptel" 22. 

For each fixed value of k. the discussion we gave in analyzing the one-phonon case 
can be repeated: For a given direction of detection, scattered neutrons will occur 
only at a small set of discrete energies. However. k can now be varied continuously 
throughout the first Brillouin zone, since the wave vector o f the absorbed phonons 
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is not at our disposal. As k varies, the discrete energies of the emergent neutron will 
also vary. Therefore the totality of neutrons emerging from the process in a specified 
direction will have a contimww; distribution of energies. 

Evidently this conclusion is not restricted to the particular type of two-phonon 
process we have considered, nor even to two-phonon processes. Only in one-phonon 
processes are the conser vation laws restrictive enough to forbid all but a discrete set 
of energies for the neutrons scattered in a given direction. If a, neutron bas exchanged 
energy with two or more pbonons, the number of degrees of freedom sufficiently 
exceeds the number of conservation la ws that a continuum of scattered neutron 
energies can be observed in any direction. 

As a result it is possible to distinguish the one-phonon processes from the rest 
(known as the multiphonon background) not by any characteristics of a single scat
tered neutron, but by the statistical strtJcture oft he energy distribution of the neutrons 
scattered in a given direction. The one-phonon processes will contribute sharp peaks 
at isolated energies, whereas the multi phonon processes will give a continuous back
ground (Figure 24.3). The energy and momentum transfer of the one-phonon processes 
can therefore be identified as those at which the sharp peaks occur. 

NumbeT 
of 
counts 

I I 
I 1 I I 
t I I I 
I I I \ , \, \ 

' 

Widths of One-Phonon Peaks 

E'- £(neutron energy gain) 

Figure 24.3 
Relative numbers of scat
tered neutrons in a given 
direction as a function of 
neutron energy. The smooth 
curve is the background due 
to multiphonon processes. ln 
an ideal harmonic crystal the 
one-pl1onon processe~ would 
contribute sharp peaks. Ln a 
real crystal these peaks are 
broadened (dashed curves) 
d ue to phonon lifetime ef
fects. 

Some typical neutwn distributions are shown in Figure 24.4. Note that although 
the one-phonon peaks are generally quite unambiguous, they are not perfectly sharp, 
as our a nalysis has suggested. This is because real crystals are not perfectly harmonic. 
The stationary states oft he harmonic approximation are only approximate stationary 
states : Even if the real crystal is in such a state {characterized by a specific set of 
phonon occupation numbers) at one time. it will eventually evolve into a superposition 
of other such states (characterized by different phonon occupation numbers). If, 
however, the harmonic stationary states are reasonably good approximations to the 
exact ones, this decay may be slow enough to permit one to continue to describe 
processes occurring within the crystal in terms ofphonons, provided that one assigns 
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Figure 24.4 
Some typical experimental 
neutron groups. In all cases 
the number of neutrons 
emerging in a fixed direction 
for a fixed incident energy is 
plotted against a variable 
that distinguishes scattered 
neutron energies. (a) Copper. -(G. Gobert and B. Jacrot, ·~ 

£ J. Ph)>s. Radium 19 (1959).) .5 
(b) Germanium. (1. Pelah et 
al., Plrys. Rev. 108, 1091 
(1957).) 
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to the phonons finite lifetimes, reflecting the eventual decay of the approximate 
harmonic stationary state. Associated \"ith a phonon of lifetime 1: , there will be an 
uncertainty 17/ r in l'he phonon energy. The energy conservation law determining the 
one-phonon peaks will then be correspondingly weakened. 

These points will be taken up in more detail in Chapter 25. Here we merely note 
that the one-p honon peaks, though broadened, are sti ll clearly identifiable. The fact 
that they are indeed due to one-phonon processes is strikingly confirmed by the 
consistency of the w.{k) curves inferred from their positions, for there is considerable 
redundancy in the data furnished by the one-phonon peaks. One can extracl infor-
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mation about a particular phonon in several ways, by considering scattering events 
with the same energy exchange, and momentum transfers that differ by a reciprocal 
lattice vector. 10 

It is important to emphasize that there are indeed solutions to the one-phonon 
conservation law (24.12) for a range of energy and momentum transfers suflkient to 
permit a systematic mapping out of the phonon spectrum. To see this, suppose first. 
for simplicity, that the incident neutron energy E is negligibly small on the scale of 
phonon energies. Since the maximwn phonon energy is of order k80v, and eD is 
typically somewhere from 100 to 1000 K, this means we are dealing with so-called 
cold-neutron scattering. 

Conservation Laws and One-Phonon Scattering 

If E = 0, then Eq. (24.13) will have no solutions at all (a zero-energy neutron cannot 
emit a phonon and conserve energy). However, the conservation law for phonon 
ahsorpcion (24.12) reduces to 

p'2 (p') - = fw.>s 1 , 
2111 II 

(24.16) 

which must have solutions for any direction of p'. This is evidcnl from Figure 24.5. 

" --·-a 

Figure 24.5 

ftw(k), 
E, (Ilk) 

0 .! 
a 

311' 
(j 

' 

One-dimensional demonstration of the fact that the conservation laws for one-phonon absorption 
can always be satisfied _for zero-energy incident neutrons. The equation f1lk1/2M. = hCJ>(k) is 
satisfied wherever the two curves intersect. 

' 0 It is also possible to extract information about the polarization vectors. This follows from the faCI 
(derived in Appendix N) that the cross section for a giYen one-phonon process is propOrtional to 

j£,{k). (p - p' )jl, 
where <,(k) is tbe polarization vector fort he phonon involved, nnd p' - pis the neutron momentum transfer. 
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It fo llows analytically from the fact that the neutron energy vanishes quadratically 
fo r small p', while lrw,J.p'/11) either vanishes linearly (acoustic branch) o r approaches 
a constant (o ptical b ranch). Hence fo r small enough p' the neutron energy is always 
le.c;s than tha t of the phonon fo r any d irection o f p'. H owever, a s p' increases, the 
neutron energy can increase without bound, while ltw,~p'/11) is bounded above by the 
maximum phonon energy in the bra nch. By continuity the re is therefore at least one 
value o f p' fo r each direction of p' for which the left and right sides o f (24.16) are 
equal. T here must be al least one such solution for each branch s of the phonon 
spectrum. Usually there is more than one solution (Figure 24.5). This is because the 
final neutron energy is comparative ly sm a ll (even when p't ll is al the surface of the 
Brillouin zone), for a neutron o f wave vector q (measured in inverse a ngstroms) has 
an energy 

EN = 2. 1 (q[A - 1])2 x w - 3 eV. 

~: = 24(q[ A - 1
])

2 K. (24.17) 

Thus E.,/k8 is small compared with typical 0v. even when q is a t a zone boundary. 
When the incident neutron energy is not zero. there will continue to be solutions 

corresponding to the absorption of a phonon in each branch (Figure 24.6). If a 
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Figure 24.6 
Graphical solution to the o ne-phonon conservation laws when the incident neut ron has wave 
vcx:tor k1

• The conservation law for pho no n absorption can be written 

EN(f1k + l1k1
) - EN(IIk1

) = lu.o(k). 

where lzk is the momentum o f the scattered neutron, and EN(p) = p2{211t N · To draw the left-hand 
side of thas equation. one d isplaces the neutron energy-momentum curve horizontally so that it 
is centered at k = - k1 rather than k = 0. and di.~pl accs it d ownwa rd by an amount E,...(llk1

). 

Solutions ocx:ur wherever this displaced curve intersects the phonon dispen.ion curve h(l)(k). In 
the present case there are solutions for four different scattered neutron wave vectors. k 1f · · · k .. f 
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certain threshold energy is exceeded, additional solutions will become possible 
corresponding to the emission of a phonon. Therefore there is oo lack of one-phonon 
peaks, and ingenious techn iques have been developed for mapping out the phonon 
spectrum of a crystal along var1ous directions in k-space with considerable accuracy 
(a few percent) and at a large number of points. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC SCA'ITERING BY A CRYSTAL 

Precise ly the same conservation laws (energy and crystal momentum) apply to the 
scattering of pho tons by the ions in a crystal, but because of the very different qmm
tita tive form of the pnoton energy-momentum relation, simple direct information 
about the entire phonon spectrum is much more difficu lt to extract than from neutron 
scattering data. The two most commonly employed electromagnetic techniques, each 
with its limitations, are the inelastic scattering of X rays and of visible light. 

X-Ray Measurements of Phonon Spectra 

Our discussion of X-ray scattering in Chapter 6 was based on the model of a static 
lattice (which is why it is equivalent to the zero-phonon elastic scattering described in 
our discussion of neutron scattering). When the assumption of a rigid static lattice 
of ions is relaxed, it is possible for X-ray photons, like neutrons, to be inelastica lly 
scattered with the emission and/ o r absorption of one or m o re phonons. However, 
the change in the energy of an inelastically scattered photon is extremely difficult to 
measure. A typical X-ray energy is several keV (10 3 eV), whereas a typical phonon 
energy is several meV (10- 3 eV), and a t most a few hundredths of an eV, fo r E>D of 
order room temperature. ln .general the resolutio n of such minute photon frequency 
shifts is so d ifficult that one can only measure the total sca ttered radiation of a ll 
frequencies, as a function of scattering angle, in the diffuse background of radiation 
found a t angles away from those satisfying the Bragg condition. Because of this 
difficulty in energy resolution, the characteristic struct ureoftheone-phonon processes 
is lost and their contribution to the total radiation scattered at any angle, cannot 
be simply distinguished from the contribution of the multiphonon processes. 

Some informa tion can be extracted along different lines, however. It is shown in 
Appendix N that the contribution o f the one-phonon processes to the total intensity 
of r~tdiation scattered a t a given angle is entirely determined by a simple function of 
the frequencies and polarizations of those few phono ns taking part in the one-phonon 
events. Therefore o ne can extract the phonon dispersion relations from a measurement 
of the intensity o f scattered X radiation as a function of angle and incident X-ray 
frequency, provided t hat o ne can find some way of subtracting from th is intensity 
tbe contr ibution fro m the multi phonon processes. Generally one a ttempts to do this 
by a theoretical ca lculation of the multiphonon contribution. In addition, however, 
one must allow for the fact that X rays, unlike neutrons, interact stro ngly with 
electrons. There will be a contribution to the intensity due to inelastically scattered 
electro ns (the so-called Compton background), which m ust also be corrected for. 

As a result of t hese considerations X-ray scattering is a far less powe rful probe 
of the phonon spectrum than neutro n scattering. The great virtue of neutrons is 
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that good energy resolution is possible, and once the scattered energies have been 
resolved, the highly informative one-phonon processes are clearly identifiable. 

Optical Measurements of Phonon Spectra 

If photons of visible light (usually from a high intensity laser beam) are scattered 
with lhe emission or absorption of phonons, the energy (or frequency) shifts are 
still very small. but they can be measured, generally by interferometric techniques. 
Therefore one can isolate the one-phonon contribution to the light scattering, and 
extract the values of w.(k) for the pbonons participating in the process. Because, 
however, the photon wave vectors (of order 105 em- 1

) are small compared with the 
Brillouin zone dimensions (of order 108 em- 1), information is provided only about 
phonons in the immediate neighborhood of k = 0. The process is referred to as 
Brillouin scattering, when the phonon emitted or absorbed is acoustic, and Raman 
scattering, when the phonon is optical. 

In examining the conservation laws for these processes, one must note that the 
photon wave vectors inside the crystal will differ from their free space values by a 
factor of the index of refraction of the crystal n (since the frequencies in the crystal 
are unchanged, and the velocity is cfn). Therefore if the free space wave vectors of 
the incident and scattered photons are q and q', and the corresponding angular 
frequencies are w and w', conservation of energy and crystal momentum in a one
phonon process requires 

hol = lio> + hw.(k) (24.18) 
and 

lmq' = lmq + lik + liK. (24.19) 

Here the upper sign refers to processes in which a phonon is absorbed (known as 
the anti-Stokes component of the scattered radiation) and the lower sign refers to 
processes in which a phonon is emitted (the Stokes component). Since the photon 
wave vectors q and q' are small in magnitude compared with the dimensions of the 
Brillouin zone, for phonon wave vectors k in the first zone the crystal momentum 
conservation law (24.19) can be obeyed only if the reciprocal lattice vector K is zero. 

The two types of process are shown in Figure 24.7, and the constraint imposed 

' nq nq' 

nq nq 

(a) (b) 

figure 24.7 
The scattering of a photon through an an~Pe e from Cree space wave vector q 
to free space wave vector q' with (a) the absorption of a phonon of wave vecwr 
k (anti-Stokes) and (b) the emission of a phonon of wave vector k (Stokes~ 
The· photon wave vectors in the crystal are nq and nq", where n is the index of 
refraction. 

) 
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by crystal momentum conservation in Figure 24.8. Since the energy of any phonon 
is at most. of order hw0 ~ 10- 2 eV, the photon energy (typically a few eV), and 
hence the magnitude of the photon wave vector, is changed very little--i.e., the 
triangle in Figure 24.8 js very nearly isosceles. It follows immediately that the mag
nitude k of the phonon wave vector is related to the angular frequency of Lhe light 
and the scattering angle e by 

k = 2nq sin t8 = (2wn/c) sin to. (24.20) 

The direction ofk is determined by the construction in Figure 24.8, and the frequency, 
w.(k) by the measured (small) change in photon frequency. 

- Anti-Stokes (phonon 2bsorbed) 

nq 

Hgure 24.8 
Geometrical derivation of Eq. (24.20). 
Because the photon energy is virtually 
unchanged, the triangle is isosceles. 
Because the process takes place within 
the crystal, the photon wave vectors 
are '1q and uq', where n is the index of 
refraction of the crystal. The figure is 
drawn for the case of phonon absorp
tion (anti-Stokes). It also describes the 
case of phonon emission (Stokes) if 
·the direction of k is reversed. 

In the case of Brillouin scattering, the phonon is an acoustic phonon near the 
origin of k-space, and <l)..(k) has the form w,(k) = c.(fi)k (Eq. (22.65) ). Equation (24.20) 
then relates the sound velocity c.(k) to the scattering angle and shift jn photon energy 
!!.w by 

!!.w c 
c.(1{) =--(esc !B). 

2w 11 

Some typical data are shown in Figure 24.9. 

(24.21) 

WAVE PICfURE OF THE INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH 
LATilCE VIBRATIONS 

In the above discussion we have regarded both neutrons (or photons) and phonons 
as particles, for which the crucial equations (24.3) and (24.6) express the conservation 
of energy and crystal momentum. However, the san1e constraints can be derived by 
viewing the phonons and the incident radiation not as particles, but as waves. For 
electromagnetic scattering this is the nalural classical approach, and was the point 
of view from which the subject was originally developed by Brillouin. For neutron 
scattering, the wave picture remains quantum mechanical, since allhough the phonon 
is no longer considered a particle, the neutron is regarded as a wave. This alternative 
point of view cannot contain any new physics, but is nevertheless worth keeping in 
mind for the additional insights it sometimes affords. 
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(a) Characteristic structure of a Brillouin spectrum. Intensity is plotted vs. frequency. There are 
clearly identifiable peaks at frequencies al>ovc and below the frequency of the main laser beam, 
oorrcsponding to o ne longitudinal and two transverse aoouStic branche&. (S. Fray et al., Light 
Scatteri11g SpeClra of Solids, G. B. Wright, cd., Springer. New York, 1969.) (b) T he Raman spectra 
ofCdS and CdSe, revealing peaks determined by the longitudinal and transverse optical pbonons. 
(R. K. Chang .:t al., ibid.) 
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Consider, then, the intera<..-tion of a wave with angular frequency E/h and wave 
vector q = p/h, with a particular no•mal mode of the crystal witb angular frequency 
wand wave vector k. We suppose that only this particular normal mode is excited; 
i.e., we consider the interaction of the wave with one phonon at a time. We also ignore 
for the moment the microscopic structure of the crystal, regarding the normal mode 
o f interest as a wavelike disturbance in a continuous medium. If the disturbance did 
not move it would present to the incident radiation a periodic variation in density, 
which would act as a diffr action grating (Figure 24. 10), the scattered wave being 
dc::tcrmined by Bragg's law. However, the disturbance is not stationary, but is moving 

Figure 24.10 
Scaucringofa neutron by a phonon 
in a frame o f reference in which the 
phonon phase velocity is zero. The 
phonon a ppears as a static diffr ac
tion grating; i.e., it results in regions 
of a lternating high and low ionic 
density. TI1e Bragg condition (p. 
97), m). = 2d sin e (m an integer), 
can be written as 

~m = 4n sine 
q k 

or 
mk = 2L] sine 

or 
mk = (q' - q) · I<. 

Since Bragg reflection is specular 
(angle o f incidence equals angle of 
reflection) and since the magnitude 
q' equals the magnitude q, it follows 
that q' - q must be parallel to k, 
and therefore q' - q = mk. 

with the phonon phase velocity which is directed a long k and has magnitude wjk: 

w
v =-k 

k 
(24.22) 

This complication can be dealt with by describing the diffraction in the frame of 
reference that moves with the phase velocity v. In that frame the disturbance will be 
sta tionary, and the Bragg condition can be applied. The wave vectors (of both the 
lattice wave and the incident and scattered waves) a re unaltered by a change of 
frame, since this affects neither the distance between planes of constant phase nor 
their orientation. ' 1 However, the frequencies undergo a Doppler shift : 

1 1 More precisely, the change in wave vector is a rclativi.stic effect. which we ignore because the phase 
veloCity v issmaU compared with c. The Doppler shifl formulas (24.23) are abo used in theiJ nonrelativistic 
fonns. 

) 
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(1) = (J) - k . v, 
E E 

- = --q·v: 
ft fz ' 

E' E ' 
' Fl = h- q . v. (24.23) 

Since Bragg reflection by a stationary grating leaves the frequency of the incident 
wave unaltered, £ ' must be equal to E. The transformation law (24.23) then implies 
that in the original frame the frequency of the scattered wave must be shifted: 

E' E ( , h = h + q - q) . v. 

The change in wave vector under a Bragg reflection has the form : 

/ q' = q + mk, 

(24.24) 

(24.25) 

where the integer m is the order of the Bragg reflection (as demonstrated in Figure 
24.10). 12 This rdation holds in either frame, since wave vectors are juvariant under 
change of frame. 

Substituting (24.25) into (24.24), we find that the frequency shift in the original 
frame is given by 

E' E - = - + mk • v. 
11 n (24.26) 

If we substitute into (24.26) the explicit form (24.22) for the phase velocity v, we find 
that 

E' = E + mliw. (24.27) 

Equations (24.25) and {24.27) reveal tha:t an mth-order Bragg reflection in the 
moving frame corresponds to a process that we would describe in the laboratory 
frame as the absorption or emission of m phonons of a given type. Multiphonon 
processes involving several normal modes evidently will correspond to successive 
Bragg reflections from the corresponding moving d iffraction gratings. 

The wave vector condition (24.25} might appear to lack the arbitrary additive 
reciprocal lattice vector that is present in the crystal momentum conservation law 
(24.6). Actually, it is implicit in (24.25) as well, as soon as we acknowledge that the 
crystal is not a continuum, but a discrete system. Only in a continuum is it possible 
to assign a uniqttc wave vector k to each nonnal mode. Tn a discrete la ttice the normal 
mode wave vector is defined only to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector 
(see page 439). 

Thus from the wave point of view the law of energy conservation is simply a state
ment of the Doppler shift for a wave reflected from a moving d iffraction grating; the 
law of crystal momentum conservation is the Bragg condition for that grating, the 
addi Live reciprocal lattice vector c.x pressing the variety of orientations that the grating 

12 Note that m can have either sign, depending on I he side of the grat ing from which the wave is 
incident. 

I 
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may be considered to have, due to the discrete periodic nature of the underlying 
crystal. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Draw diagrams showing some possible I:Wo-phonon processes in which a nemron enters 
with momentum p and leaves with momentum p'. In labeling the diagrams take due accoum of 
the conservation laws. 

(b) Repeat (a) for three-phonon processes. 

2. (a) Repeat the method of graphical solution given in Figure 24.ti for the case of phonon 
emiSSIOD. 

(b) Verify that when the incident neutron energy is zero, no solutions are possible. 
(c) In qualitative terms, how does the number of solutions depend on the incident wave 

vector k1? 

3. This problem is based on Appendices L and N. 
(a) Using the definition of W given in Eq. (NJ7) and the expansion (L.I4) for u(R), show 

that the Debye-Waller factor has the form : 

- 211' { f dk " h 2 J } e = exp - v (2nr .;- 2Mw.(k} (q - e.(k)) coth 2 /llrw.(k} (24.28) 

where v is the appropnate cell volume. 
(b) Show that e- 2w = 0 in one and two dimensions. {Consider the behavior of the integrand 

for smaU k.) What are the implications of this for the possible existence of one- or twCK!imensional 
crystalline ordering? 

(c) Estimate the size of the l)ebye· Wa1ler factor for a three-di1nensional crystal 
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In Chapter 21 we reviewed the evidence forcing us to abandon the model of a s tatic 
lattice o f ions1

, and in subsequent chapte rs we have cautiously relaxed this oversimpli
fication. We have, however, relied on two less restrictive simplify ing assumptions: 

1. Assumption of Sma11 Oscillations We h ave assumed that a lthough the ions a re 
not rigidly confined to their equilibrium sites, their displacements from those 
equilibrium sites are small. 

2. Harmonic Approximation We have assumed that we can calculate accurately 
the properties of solids by retaining only the leading non vanishing term in the 
expansion of the ionic interaction energy about its eq uilibrium vaJue. 

The assumption of small oscillations appears to be reasonable in most solids (with 
the important exception of solid helium) for temperatures well below the melting 
point. In any event, it is forced o n us by computational necessity. When it fails, one 
must resort to very complex approximation schemes whose valid ity is far from clear. 

When the assumption of small oscillations does hold. one might b e tempted to 
conclude that corrections to the harmonic approximation a re o f interest only in 
calcula tions of high precision. This is incorrect. There a rc many important physical 
phenomena that cannot be explained in a purely hannonic theory because they a re 
entirely due to the neglected higher-order terms in the expansion o f the ionic inter
action energy about its equilibrium value. 

l n this chapter we shall survey some of those phenomena whose explanation 
requires the presence of such anharmonic terms. We have a lready encountered two 
examples : 

J. The quantum theory of the harmonic crysta l predict s tha t the specific heat should 
obey t he classical law of Dulong and Petit at high temperatures (T » 0 0 ) . The 
failure of the high-temperat ure specific heat to approach this vaJue is an anhar
monic effect (see page 428 and a lso page 455). 

2 . I n our d iscussion of neutron scattering (Chapter 24) we argued tha t the inelastic 
neutron scattering cross section should have sharp peaks at energies allowed by 
the conservatio n laws governing one-phonon processes. However, the observed 
peaks, though quite clearly peaks, have a measurable width (see Fig ure 24.4). W e 
in terpreted this broadening to be a consequence of the fact that the eigenstates 
o f the harmonic H amiltonian were not true stationary sta tes o f the crystal- i.e., 
that anharmonic corrections to the harmonic approximat ion were significanL 
The width o f the one-phonon peaks is a direct measure o f the strength of the 
a nharmonic part o f the ionic interaction energy. 

Additional phenomena dominated by the anharmonic terms can be grouped into 
equilibrium and transport p roperties : 

I. Equilibrium Properties There is a large class of equilibrium properties in 
crystals, observable at any temperature, whose consistent explanation requires 

1 We oontinuc to usr: the word .. ion- in the broadest sense. including in tbe term, for example, the 
neutral a toms or molecules mat..mg up a molecular solid. 
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the presence of anharmonic terms in the ionic interaction energy. The most 
important of these js thermal expansion. In a rigorously harmonic crystal the 
equilibrium size would not depend on temperature. The existence of anharmonic 
terms is also implied by the fact that the elastic constants depend on volume and 
temperature, and by the fact that the adiabatic and isothem1al elastic constants 
are not the same. 

2. Transport Properties The thermal conductivity of an insulating solid is limited 
in a perfect crystal only by the anharmonic terms in the ionic interaction energy. 
A rigorously harmonic crystal would have an infinite thermal conductivity. This 
is probably the most important transport property determined by the anharmonic 
terms, but they also play essential roles in almost any of the processes by which 
the lattice vibrations transmit energy. 

GENERAL ASPECfS OF ANHARMONIC THEORIFS 

The standard description of anharmonic terms is simple in principle, though plagued 
in practice by notational complexities. The small-osciUalion assumption is retained 
which pennits one to. keep only the leading corrections to the harmonic terms in the 
expansion of the ionic interaction energy, U, in powers of the ionic displacements u. 
Thus one replaces (22.8) and (22.10) by: 

u = ucQ + ubarm + v-nt', (25.J) 

• where (see (22.10)) the anharmonic correction terms have the form: 

(25.2) 

where 
(25.3) 

In the spirit of the assumption of small oscillations one might be tempted ·to retain 
only the leading terms (cubic in the u) in u•nll, and this is frequently done. However, 
there are two reasons for retaining the quartic terms as well : 

1. The Hamiltonian that retains only the cubic anharmonic terms is unstable : The 
potential energy can be made as large and negative as desired by assigning suitable 
values to the u's (see Problem 1). This implies that the cubic Hamiltonian has no 
ground state, 2 so by replacing the fuU Hamiltonian with one truncated at the 
cubic anharrnonic terms, we have replaced a well-defmed physical problem by 
one \\·ith spectacular, but artificial, mathematical pathologies. Nevertheless, the 
additional cubic terms are frequently treated as a small perturbation, and physi
cally sensible results arc found in spite of the formal absurdity of the procedure. 
If one insists, however, on dealing with a well-defined problem, one must retain 
the quartic tenllS as well. 

a See, for example, G. Daym. Phys. Rei.'. 117, 886 ( 1960). 
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2. Contributions from the cubic terms often behave anomalously not for the 

reason given above but because of the rather stringent requirements the con
servation laws impose on processes mediated by these terms. When this happens 
quartic terms can be of comparable importance even when the small oscillations 
assumption is a good one. 

It is the almost universal practice to retain no terms beyond the quartic anharmonic 
terms in detailed calculations, unless one is engaged in proving very general types of 
results, or dealing with crystals (notably solid helium) for which the entire assumption 
of small oscillations is of dot1btful validity. Furthermore, there is a tendency in practice 
to keep only the cubic anharmonic terms, though one must always keep in mind the 
pitfalls described above. 

EQUATION OF STATE AND THERMAL EXPANSION OF A CRYSTAL 

To calculate the equation of stale, we write the pressure as P = - (oF/a V)r. where F, 
the Helmholtz free energy, is given by F = U - TS. Since the entropy Sand internal 
energy U are related by 

(25.4) 

we can express the pressure entirely in terms of the internal energy, in the form: 3 

0 [ rr dT' (l J 
p = - iw U - T Jo T' oT U(T', V) . (25.5) 

rr the small-oscillations assumption is valid, then the internal energy of an insu
lating crystal should be accurately given by the result (23.11) of the harmonic approxi
mation: 

cq l. ~ ~ ltm.{k) 
U = U + 1 t.... Ftw,(k) + t.... ftloo> (kl 1 · ks kse • -

(25.6) 

Substituting this into the general form, (25.5), one finds that4 

P = - 0~ [Ucq + L!ftw.(k)] + t (-a~ (Frro.(k))) eP'""J.~ _ 
1

. (25.7) 

This result has a very simple structure: The first term (which is all that survives at 
T = 0) is the negative volume derivative of the ground-state energy. At nonzero 
temperatures this must be supplemented "vith the negative volume derivative of the 
phonon energies, the contribution ofeaeh phonon level being weighted with its mean 
occupation number. 

According to (25.7), the equilibrium pressure depends on temperature only because 
the normal-mode frequencies depend on the equilibrium volume of the crystaL lf, 

• We usc the fnctthllt the entropy density Vtlllishes at T = O(third law or thcrmodyoamics) to dispose 
of an integration constant. 

• See Problem 2. 
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however, the potential energy of the crystal were rigorously of the harmonic fonu 
(Eqs. (22.46) and (22.8)) 

U"l + } L u(R)D(R - R')u(R'), (25.8) 
RR" 

with force constants D that were independent of the u(R), then the normal mode 
frequencies could have no volume dependence at a.IJ. s 

To see this., note that to determine the volume dependence of the normal-mode 
frequencies, we must examine the small-oscillations problem not only for the original 
Bravais lattice given by vectors R, but also for the expanded (or contracted) lattices 
given by the vectors6 R = (1 + E")R, whose volumes differ by the factor (1 + €)3 

from the volume of the original la ttice. Ir the potentia.! energy is rigorously of the 
form (25.8) even when the u(R) are not small, then the new small-oscillations problem 
is easily reduced back to the old one. For the ionic positions r(R) = R + u(R) can 
also be written as r(R) = R + u(R), provided that the displacements u with t·espect 
to the original lattice are related to the displacements u with respect to the expanded 
(or contracted) lattice by 

u(R) = E"R + u(R). (25.9) 

If the potential energy is rigorously given by (25.8), then to evaluate the energy of the 
configuration given by r(R) = R + u(R) we need not perform a new expansion of U 
about the new equilibrium positions R, but may simply substitute the equivalent 
displacements u given by (25.9) int o (25.8). The resulting expression for the potential 
energy of the configuration in which the ions are displaced by u(R) from equilibrium 
positions at R is 7 

UC<I + t €
2 L RD(R - R')R' + ! L u(R)D(R - R')u(R'). (25.10) 

RR" ltR' 

The first two terms in (25.10) are independent of the new displacements ii and give 
the porential energy of the new equilibrium configuration. The dynamics are deter
mined by the term quadratic in the u. Since the coefficients in this term are identical 
to the coefficients of the corresponding term in (25.8), the dynamics of the oscillations 
about the new equilibrium positions will be identical to those of the old. The normal
m ode frequencies are therefore unaffected by the change in equilibrium volume. 

Because the normal-mode frequencies of a rigorously ham1onic crystal are un
affected by a change in volume, the pressure given by (25.7) depends only on volume, 
but not o n temperature. Thus in a rigorously harmonic crystal the pressure required 
to maintain a given volume does not vary with temperature. Since 

(av) (oP/iJT)v 
ar p = - (oP/oVh' <2S.ll) 

s This is a generalization of the familiar observation that the frequency of a harmonic oscillator 
docs nol depend on the amplitude of vibration. 

" For simplicity we consider only monatomic Bravais latti<.-es whose symmetry is such that a uniform 
isotropic expansion (or contraction) yields a new equ ilibrium configuration (as opposed. for example, to 
a crystal of orthorhombic synunetry, where the sc:aJc factor (1 + E) would differ along different crysta l 
axes}. The final result, however, is quite general. 

7 Terms linear in the U must vanish if lhe new sites R do indeed give an equilibriu m configuration 
of the crystaL 
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it a lso follo ws that the equilibrium volume cannot vary with temperature at fixed 
pressure. Thus the coefficient of thermal expansion,8 

1 ( a1) 1 (av) 1 (aP) 
CX=T aT p = 3v aT p =3B aT v' 

(2S.U) 

must vanish. 
The absence of thermal expansion in a rigorously harmonic lattice implies ther

modynamically several other anomalies. The constant-volume and constant-pressure 
specific heats are t·elated by: 

T(oPf iJT)"f, 
CP = c,. - V(oPfoV)r (25.13) 

and must therefore be identical in such a solid. So must the adiabatic and isothermal 
com pressibilities, since 

cp _ (oPf oV)s 
C: - CoPf oV)r · 

(25.14) 

Results such as these are anomalous, because in real crystals the force constants D 
in the harmonic approximation to the potential energy do depend on the equilibrium 
lattice about which the harmonic expansion is made. hnplicit in this dependence is 
the fact that in real crystals the ha r monic approximation is not exact. Indeed, it is 
possible to express the amount by which the normal-mode frequencies change wben 
the equilibrium lattice vectors are changed from R to (1 + E)R, in terms of the 
eoeffip ients of the a nharmonic terms appearing in the expansion of the potential 
energy9 about the equilibrium positions R. In this way, measurements of the thermal 
expansion coefficient can be made to yield information about the magnitude of the 
anharmonic corrections to the energy. 

THERMAL EXPANSION; THE GRU.NEISEN PARAMETER 

Having recognized that the phonon frequencies of a real crystal do depend on the 
equilibrium volume, we may continue witl1 the analysis o f the equation of state (25.7). 
Substituting this form oft he pressure into (25.12}, we find that the coefficient ofthermal 
expansion may be written as 

ex = __!___ L ( - ~ hco~o) ~ n.{k) 
3B .... av or · (25.15) 

where n.{k) = [ e 111"" • ..Ct J - 1] - t. lf we compare this with the formula (23. 12) for the 
specific heat, which can be written in the form 

~· hw.{k) iJ ) 
c. = t' - V - aT ns(k, (25.16) 

the following representation is suggested for the thermal expansion coefficient ex : 

8 We continue to assume a symmet ri<; e no ugh crystal that all linear d imensio ns scale in lbe ha me 
way with temperature. Crystals of no ncubic S) m mctry havc directio n-dcpend.:nt expansion coefficients. 
W e ha ve int roduced the bulk modulus B. defined (Eq. (235)) by 8 = - V( i'P/C V)T. 

o See P robl<!tll 4_ 
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First, define a quantity 
frro..(k) o 

t .,.(k) = - V c T n.{k), (25.17) 

which is the contrib~utJon of the normal-mode k, s to the specific heat. Next, define 
a quantity Y~u· known as the Gr£ineisen parameter for the mode ks, as the negative 
logarithmic derivative of the frequency of the mode with respect to volume; i.e., 

V i'ct).(k) c(ln ro,(k)) 
'l'b = - ro..(k) i'V = - r (ln V) . 

Finally, define an overall Griineisen pormneter 

LY~uc ... (k) 
1..> 

)' = ' L Cv.{k) 
.... 

(25.18) 

(25.19) 

as the weighted average of they...., in which the contribution of each normal mode 
is weighted by its contribution to the specific beat. Using these definitions, we may 
write (25.15) in the simple form: 

(25.20) 

The coefficient of thermal expansion is represented in this rather peculiar way 
because in the simplest models the volume dependence of the normal-mode fre
quencies is contained in a universal muJtiplicative factor, and therefore the "1\. are 
the same for all normal modes. Under these circumstances. (25.15) reduces directly 
to (25.20) without need for the intervening definitions. ln a Debye model, for example, 
all the not-mal-mode frequencies scale linearly with the cutoff frequency ro0 , and 
therefore 

a(ln ron) 
l'k• = - a (ln V) . (25.21) 

Since the bulk modulus appeating in the denominator of (25.20) is only weakJy 
tcmpcrature-dependent,10 theories with constant Y~c.. predict that the coefficient of 
thermal expansion should have the same temperature dependence as the specific 
heat. ln particular, it should approach a constant a t temperatures large compared 
with e 0 , and should vanish as T 3 as T-> 0. 

The representation (2520) preserves these two limiting forms. In any real solid 
the y..,. will not be the same for all normal modes, and y will therefore depend on 
temperature. Nevertheless, £q. (25.19) implies that y approaches a constant value 
as T-. 0, and a (different) constant vaJue at temperatures large compared with 
0 0 . Consequently, the limiting temperature dependence of the thermal expansion 
coefficient, even in the general case, will be 

a- T 3
, T ~ 0 ; 

a "' constant, T »en. (25.22) 

Some Graneisen parameters and their variation wit11 temperature arc given in 
Table 25.1 and Figure 25.1. 

•o In any event, 8 is directly measurable, so us sll~ht temperature dependence can b.: allowed for 
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Table 25.1 
Lf.'\EAR EXPA!'\SJO~ COEFFICIENTS AND 
GR(i.,.EISEN P,\RAI\11::1 ERS fOR SO"E ALKALI HALfDES 

T(K) LiF NaCI Nal KCJ KBr KI Rbl CsBr 

0 C( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

y 1.70 0.90 1.04 0.32 02.9 0.28 -O.J8 2.0 

20 ~ 0.063 0 .62 5. 1 0.74 2.23 4.5 6.0 10.0 

y 1.60 0.96 1.22 0.53 0.74 0.79 0.85 

65 (1. 3.6 15.8 27.3 17.5 22.5 26.0 28.0 35.2 

}' 1.59 1.39 1.64 1.30 l.42 1.35 1.35 

283 C( 329 39.5 45.1 36.9 38.5 40.0 39.2 47.1 

y 1.58 1.57 1.71 1.45 1.49 1.47 2.0 

• The units of the linear expansion coefficient ct are in 10- 6 K - I . 

Source: G. K. While. Pr(lr. Roy Soc. Lotrdo11 .-\286. 204 (1965). 

LiF 

NaT 

NaCl 

KCl 

- 0.2L.-o.--'---L--L-L...L.J...1..L.I---'---'--'--'-1--Ll..J..L._.........J 
0.01 0.1 1.0 

T/ 8 0 

Figure 25.1 
G riineisen parameter vs. Tje0 

for some alkaH halide crystals. 
(From G. K. White, Pmc. Roy 
Soc. London A286, 204 (1%5).) 

• 
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THERMAL EXPANSION OF METALS 

The above discussion assumes that the o nly degrees of freedom are ionic-i.e., that 
the solid is an insula tor. In the case o f a metal, we can estimate the e ffects of the 
additional electronic degrees o f freedom through Eq. (25.12). Again, the bulk modulus 
is very weakly temperature-dependent a n d can be replaced by its value at T = 0. 
For a rough estimate of the e lectronic contribution to (aPjcT)v we simply add to 
the con tribution from the lattice vibrations that of a free electron gas. Since t11e free 
electron gas equation of state is (see Eq. (2.10 1) ) 

it follows thal 

2U 
P =--3 v 

(iJJX') 2 d ar v = 3 c., 

and therefore the coefficient o f t hcnnal expansion becomes 

tX = _!_ (ycion + ~ cc•) 
. 3B " 3 " . 

(25.23) 

(25.24) 

{25.25) 

Since the Gri:lneisen parameter is typically of order unity, the electronic contri
bution to the tem perature dependence o f the expansion coefficient will be appreciable 
only a t temperatures at which the electronic contribution to the specific heat is 
comparable to that of the ions- i.e., a t temperatures of the o rder of I 0 K or less 
(see Eq. (23.30) ). 11 Thus the most striking predicted difference between the expan
sion coefficient o f metals and insulators is that at very low temperatures ex should 
vanish linearly in Tin metals but as T 3 in insulators. This behavior is confirmed 
by expetiment. 1 2 .• 

Some characteristic thermal expansion coefficients fo r metals are given in Table 
25.2. 

LATI'ICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: THE GENERAL APPROACH 

As we have noted in Chapters 22 and 23, t hermal energy can be stored in the vibra
tional normal modes o f the crysta l. Since these modes arc elastic waves, one can 
a lso transport thermal energy through the lattice o f ions by setting up suitable wave 
packets of normal modes, j ust as one can send impulses down a stretched elastic 
str ing by p lucking one e n d A t low temperatures the fact that the allowed energies 
of a normal mode are quantized is o f critical importance, and it is much more con
venient to describe tltis transport of energy in the phonon langt1age. 

1 ' The electrons will, o f course, ma ke a substantial contribution Lo the (rough ly I em perature inde
pendent) bulk modulus (see pp. 39. 40) . 

., See G. K. 'While. Prot:. Roy Soc. London, A286, 204 (1965). and K . Andres, Phys. Koudens. ll1ater. 
2, 294 ( 1964). 
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Table 25.2 
LINEAR EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
SELECTED METALS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 

METAL COEFFICIENT 0 METAL 

Li 45 Ca 
Na 71 Ba 
K 83 Nb 
Rb 66 Fe 
Cs 97 Zn 
Cu 17.0 
Ag 18.9 AJ 
Au I 3.9 In 
Be 9.4( 11) 

11 .7( .1.) Pb 
Mg 2s.1 < 11 > lr 

24.3 ( J. ) 

COEFFICIENT" 

22.5 
18 

7.1 
11.7 
61 < II > 
14 ( J. ) 
23.6 

-7.5 <II > 
50 ( J. ) 
28.8 

6.5 

" The units are 1 o- 6 K - 1. Io the noncubiccases separate coefficient.~ are listed 
for expansion parallel and perpendicular to the axis of highest symmetry. 
Source: \V. B. Pearson, A llandbook of Lactice Spad ng.t and Structure.t of },fetals 
a 11d Alloys. Pergamon, New York. 1958. 

I n using the phonon picture to describe energy transport one considers phonons 
whose positions are localized within a definite region. which is small on the scale o f 
the macroscopic dimensions of the crystal. though it must be large on the scale of the 
interionic spacing. Since a single normal mode with a definite wave vector k involves 
the motion of ions throughout the entire crystal, a state consisting of a single phonon 
with wave vector k cannot describe a localized djsturbance of the crystal. However, 
by superposing states o f the Cl)'Stal in each of which a normal mode with wave vector in 
some small neighborhood llk of k is excited. one can construct localized phonon-like 
disturbances. The justification for the change from wave to particle language relies 
on the properties of wave packets. Rather than exploring the detailed and relatively 
unilluminating mathematics of wave packets, we simply stress the analogy with the 
electronic case,13 and a llow ourselves the same liberty with phonons: By sacrificing 
some precision in the specification of phonon wave vector we can construct phonon 
wave functions 14 that are localized on a scale !:J.x ~ lfllk. 

ln a perfectly bannonic crystal the phonon states are stationary states. Therefore, 
if a distribution ofphonons is established that carries a thermal current (for example, 
by having a n excess of phonons with similarly d irected group velocities) that dis-

13 Sec pages 50 and 216. l.n e point at issue here is completely parallcllO that we d iscussed in replacing 
the wave-mechamc-dl description of elecrrons with the clas~ical picture of lcx:alizcd pa rticles. The transport 
of energy by thermal c urrents can be viewed in the same way as 1 he 1 ran,.; port of charge by electrical currents. 
The carriers are now phonons and the quantity carrk-d by each phono n is its energy luvj'k). 

14 Note that the uncertainty in wave vector must be small compared with the dimensions of the 
Brillouin zone if we are to assign a wave vector with the conventional properties to the phono n. Since 
the zo ne dimensions are o n the order of the inverse latrke constant. 6.v: m ust be large compared with the 
interionic spacing, and as o ne might have guessed t he p honons arc not localized on the microscopic st-ale. 
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tribution wiU remain unaltered in the course of time, and the thermal current will 
remain forever undegraded. A perfectly lrannonic crystal would have an infinite thermal 
conductivity. 1 5 

The thermal conductivity of real insulators16 is not infinite for several reasons: 

1. The inevitable lattice imperfections, impurities, isotopic inhomogeneities, and the 
like (Chapter 30) tl1at aftlict real crystals act as scattering centers for the phooons, 
and help to degrade any thermal current. 

2. Even in a perfect. pure crystal, the phonons would eventually be scattered by the 
surface of the sample, and this would limit the thermal current. 

3. Even in a perfect. pure, and infinite crystal, the stationary states o f the harmonic 
Hamiltonian are only approximate stationary states of the full a nharmonic 
Hamiltonian, and therefore a state with a definite set of phonon occupation 
numbers will not remain unchanged in the course of time. 

In the present discussion we are primarily interested in the last point, which is the 
only intrinsic source of thermal resistance that cannot in principle be systematically 
reduced by making bigger and better crystals. 

The point of view generally taken in discussing this effect of anharmonicity is to 
view the anharmonic corrections to the harmonic Hamiltonian H 0 , as perturbations 
which cause transitions from one harmonic eigenstate to another-i.e., which lead 
to the creation, destruction, or scattering of phonons. Thus the anharmonic part of 
the ionic interaction plays the same role in the theory ofheat transport in an insulator 
as impurities or the electron-phonon interaction do in the theory of the transport 
of charge in a metal. 

ff the anharmonic terms are small17 compared with the harmonic part of the 
l lamillonian, then it should suffice to calculate their effects in perturbation theory, 
and this is what is generally done. It can be shown (Appendix O) that in lowest-order 
perturbation theory an anharmonic term of degree n in the ionic displacements u 
can cause transitions between two eigenstates of the harmonic Hamiltonian, precisely 
n of whose phonon occupation numbers differ. Thus the cubic anharmonic term can 
cause the following kinds of transitions : 

L All phonon occupation numbers in the initial and final states are unchanged 
except that n..,-+ nkJ - 1, 11L'.>' -+ nk'<' + 1, and ll•·.--+ nk ... + L Evidently such a 
transition can be thought of as an event in which a phonon from branch s with 
wave vector k decays into two with wave vectors and branch indices k•s• and k".s". 

2. All phonon occupation numbers in the initial and final states are unchanged 
except that n"', __. n.._. - 1, "•·" -+ n1,... - 1, and n ...... -+ n.-... + I. Such a transition 
can be viewed as an event in which two phonons with wave vectors and branch 

" This is analogous to tht: fact (see page 141) that e lectrons in a perfect periodic potential (without 
defects or lauioc vibrations) would be perfect electrical conductors. 

•o We speak of insulators, though our remarks also apply to the ionic contribution to the thermal 
conduct ivity of metals. The la tter, howt:ver, i.~ generally masked by an d t:ctronic: contribut ion that is one 
or two orders of magnitude larger. 

" The fact that one-phonon peaks are clearly identifiable in the scattering of ncut rons from cryst.tls 
is some mdicalion of this (see Cha ph:r 24). 
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indices ks and k's' merge to form a single phonon i.n branch s" with wave vector 
1.". 

Such processes are often depicted schematically as in Figure 25.2. 

k11s" 

(a) 

k's' 
(c) 

figure 25.2 

(b) 

k''s" 

~~· k'Y 
ks 

Processes produced in lowest-order perturbation theory by cubic and quartic anharmonic tcnns. 
(a) Cubic: one phonon decays mto two. (b) Cubic: two pbonons merge tnto one. (c) Quartic: one 
phonon decays into thrtc. (d) Quartic: two phonons turn into two others (ph"nnn-phonon 
scattering). (e) Quartic: three phonons merge into one. 

The two other cubic processes that come to mind (three phonons disappearing or 
three new phonons being created) are forbidden by energy conservation. Since the 
total energy of the three phonons must be positive, energy would be lost in a three
phonon annihilation, and found from nowhere in a three-phonon creation. 

In a similar vein, the quartic terms can yield transitions which are simply charac
terized as ones in which one phonon decays into three, three merge into one, or two 
of a given kind are replaced by two others (see Figure 25.2). 

Higher-order anharmonic terms contribute transitions as well, but, in the spirit 
of lhe assumption of small oscillalions, the cubic and quartic terms are expected to 
be the most important. Frequently, only transitions caused by the cubic terms are 
considered. However, as we have mentioned, the conservation laws often impose very 
stringent restrictions on the processes produced by the cubic terms. As a result, even 
though the quartic terms are smaller than the cubic, so few cubic processes may be 
allowed that the both types of process may )'ield comparable transition rates. 

In the discussion that follows we shall not appeal to any detailed features of the 
anharmonic terms, other than those embodied in the conservation laws of energy 
and crystal momentum. 18 U the phonon occupation numbers are n"" before the 
transition and 11~ after, then energy conservation requires 

I /w).(k)n1,. = I fu:v,{k)n;,.., (25.26) 

18 Equation (M. l8). A full discussion of crys1al momentum conseTV<Jt ion is given In Appendix M. 
See also p age 471 . 
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and crystal momentum conservation requires 

L knks = L kn~, + K. (25.27) 

where K is some reciprocal lattice vector. 
These transitions arc usually referred to by the term "collisions" to emphasi7e the 

analogy with electronic transport. Here, however. the term includes processes in 
which a single phono n decays into several, several merge into one, a nd s im ilar 
generalized "collisions" that a theory witho ut number conservation permits. To the 
extent tha t the s mall oscillat ions assumpt ion is valid and hig h-order anharmonic 
terms are unimporta nt, only a small number ofphonons will participate in any given 
"collision." One can then treat th e tra nsport of energy by phonons with a Boltzmann 
equation (Chapter 16) con taining collision tem1s describing those processes in which 
phooons can be scattered with appreciable probability. For a more elementary quali
tative theory, one may even introduce a single phonon relaxation time -r, which 
specifies the probability per unit time of a phonon sune ring any of the various types 
o f collision.19 

LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: ELEIVIENTARY 
KLNETIC THEORY 

We shall not explore here the deta iled a pproach lo lattice thermal conductivity 
embodied in the phonon Boltzmann equation, but shall, instead. illustrate some of 
the important physical features o f the problem using an elementary relaxation-time 
approximation, analogous to that used tn our discussion o f e lectronic transport in 
metals it1 Chapters 1 and 2. 

For s im plicity, we continue to treat only mona tomic Bravais lat tices, where the 
phonon spectrum has only acoustic branches. Since we a re concerned primarily with 
qualitative features o f thermal conductio n rather than precise results, we shall a lso 
make the Dcbye approximation, when it is convenient, letting the phonon dispersion 
rela tion be w = ck for a ll three acoustic b ranches. 

Suppose a small temperature g radient is imposed a long the x-direction in an 
illsulating crystal (Figure 25.3). As in the Drude model (cf. page 6) we assum e that 
collisions maintain local thermodynamic equilibrium in a partic ularly simple way. 
Those phonons emerging from collisio ns a t position x are taken to contribute to the 
nonequilibrium ene rgy density an amount proportional to the equilibrium e nergy 
density at temperature T (x) : u(x) = u«~[T(x)]. Each phonon a t a given point will 
contribute to the therma l c urrent de ns ity in the x-direction an amount equal to lhe 
product of the x-componcnt of its velocity with its contribution to the energy den
sity. 20 H owever, the average contributio n of a phono n to the energy density depends 
on the position o f its last collision. There is thus a correlation between w here a phonon 

1 9 In preci)e analogy with the electron relaxation time intro<luced in the discussion of the Drude 
model. The argument that fo llows is a lso ana logous to the electronic case except tha t the phonons are 
uncharg~ (no thermoelectric field), the phonon number density depends on temperature. and ph(\oons 
need not be conserved, part•cularly a t the ends of s pecimens. 

2° For a more detailed descriptton of th is procedure see the quite analogous diSCU>>ion of lhc clcc· 
t ronic contnhutiun to lhe thermal cond uctivuy o r a metal on pag.c:. 20 22. 
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Hle,l1 T 

Figure 25.3 

tcos8 

_dT 
d.T ---- · 

-J< LowT 

Heat propagation by phonons in tbe presence o f a uniform temperature gradient along the 
x-axis. The t hermal current a t x 0 is carried by phonons whose last collision was, on the 
average, a distance t = CT away from x0 • Phonons with velocit ies making an angle 8 with 
t he x-axis at x0 collided last a t a point P a dis\ancel cos 0 up the temperature gradient, and 
therefore carry an energy density u(x0 - (cos 0) with x-veloci ty c cos 8. The net thermal 
current is proportional to the product of these qmmtities averaged over all sol id angles. 

has come from (i.e., the djrection of its velocity) and its cont ribution to the average 
energy density, which results in a net thermal current. 

T o estimate this thermal current we average the product o f the energy density 
a nd the x-velocity over all the places where the phonon's last collision might have 
occurred. Assuming, in the spirit o f the Drude model, that the collision occurred a 
d istance l = cr from the point x 0 (at which the current is to be calculated), in a 
rurection making an angle e to the x-axis (Figure 25.3) we have 

j = ( c.xu(x0 - l cos 8))o = 
[" 27t d8 

J o c cos f) u(xo - l cos 8) 47t sin e. 

= ~ I~ 
1 

J~d/-i cu(x0 - t/-i). (25.28) 

To linear o rder in the temperature gradient we then have 

. 011 1 f 1 
2 1 i:lu ( iJT) 

J = -cf ax . 2 _
1 

1-L d/-i = 3 ct aT - ax ' (25.29) 

or 

j = K(-?T)• 
ax 

(25.30) 

where the thermal conductivity K is given by 

K = ic.c( = -!c.,c2-r. (25.31) 

I I ere c., is the specific beat o f the phonons and is one of the quantities that determines 
the tempera ture dependence of K. The o ther21 is tbe phonon coll ision rate, -r- 1

• We 

•• I n the Debye model the phonon s~-d cis a temperarure-indepcndent conMant. Even in a more 
a ccunHe model, in which c2 should be replaced by some suitable average, it "ill not make a strong con
tribvrion to the temperature dependence of..:, 10 contrast to a classical gus, wher.: c1 

- k 8 T. 
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have discussed c,(T) m Chapter 23, but the question of the temperature dependence 
of .. - 1 is one of great subtlety and complexity, which took many years to understand 
fully. The problems that arise depend on whe-ther the high-temperature (T » 0 0 ) or 
low-temperature (T « 0-D) regime is considered. 

Case 1 (T » 0 0 ) At high temperatures the total number of phonons present in the 
crystal is proportional to T because the thermal equilibrium phonon occupation 
numbers reduce to: 

k T ~ 8 
~ . 

l hw.(k) 
(25.32) 

Since a given phonon that contributes to the thermal current is more likely to be 
scattered the more other phonons there are present to do the scattering, we should 
expect the relaxation time to decline with increasing temperature. Furthermore, since 
at high temperatures the phonon specific heat obeys the law of Dulong and Petit 
and is temperature-independent, we should expect the thermal conductivity itself to 
decline with increasing temperature, in the high-temperature regime. 

This is confirmed by experiment. The rate of decline is generally given by 

l 
(25.33) 

where x is somewhere between 1 and 2. The precise theory of the power law is quite 
complex, having to do with competition between scattering processes produced by 
cubic and quartic anharmonic terms.22 This is a case where processes governed by 
the cubic terms are so stringenlly Limited by the conservation la\vs that the quartic 
terms, even when very much smaller, can produce enough processes to even up the 
balance. 

Case 2 (T « 0 0 ) At any temperature T, only phonons with energies comparable to 
or less than kB Twill be present in appreciable numbers. In particular, when T « ev. 
the phonons present will have ws(k) « w0 , and k « k0 . With this in mind, consider 
a phonon collision mediated by the cubic or quartic anharmonic terms. Since only 
a small number of phonons are involved, the total energy and total crystal momentum 
of those phonons about to participate in the collision must be small compared with 
frwv and k 0 . Since energy is conserved in the collision, the total energy of the phonons 
emerging from the coWsion must continue to be smaU compared with lrw0 • This is 
only possible if the wave vector of each, and hence their total wave vector. is small 
compared with k0 • Ho\vever, both initial and final totaJ wave vectors can be small 
compared with k 0 (which is comparable in size to a reciprocaJ lattice vector) only if 
the additive reciprocal lattice vector K appearing in the crystal momentum conserva
tion law is zero. Thus, at very low temperatures, the only coll isions occurring with 
appreciable pmbability are those that conserve the total crystal momentum exactly, 
and not just to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector. 

This very important conclusion is sometimes stated in terms of a distinction 
between so-called normal and 11mf<lapp processes: A normal process is a phonon 
collision in which the total initial and final crystal momenta are strictly equal; in an 

:u See, for example, C. Herring, Pltys. Rer·. 95, 954 (1954), and refcn:nces cited tho:rcin. 
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umklapp process they differ by a nonzero reciprocal latt ice vector. Evidently this 
distinction depends on the primitive cell in which one chooses to specify the phonon 
wave vector (Figure 25A). That cell is almost always taken to be the first Brillouin 
zone.23 ll1e effect of low temperatures on crystal momentum conservation is some
times summarized in the assertion that ac sufficiently low temperatures tlte only scOI
terillg processes that can occur at an uppreciahle rllte are normal processes : 11mklapp 
processes are .. frozeu out..., 

The freezing out of umklapp processes is of crit ical significance for the low-

'• r 
t 
t 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
(a) 

• 

• k' 

• 

---~----~-~~---r-------~~ • • • 

•• 

• • • ... 
(b) 

Figure 2..';.4 
An umklapp process (illustrated in the two
dimensional square lattice). The points a rc re
ciprocal lattice points. lhe square region in 
(a) is the first Brillouin zone, and the parJIIelo
gram in (b) is an a ltcrnauvc primitive cell. Two 
phonons with wave vectors k and k ' arc allowed 
by crystal momentum conservation to merge 
into a single phonon of wave vector k •. lf all 
phonou wave vectors are specified in the first 
Brillouin zone. then k~ dilfers from k + k ' by 
the nonzero rcci procal lattice vector K 0 , a nd lhe 
process is an umklapp process. If. however, all 
phonon wave vectors arc specified in the primi
tive cell shown in (b), then k~ = k + k ' , and tbe 
procesl' il' a normal process. Given the primitive 
cell in which phonon wave vectors ure to be 
specified, the distinction between umklapp and 
normal processes is unambiguous, for every 
phonon level has a unique wave vector in tbat 
cell, and tl1c sums of the initial a nd final wave 
vectors are uniquely determined. The process is 
normal if the two sums ogrce, and umklapp if 
lhey differ by a nonzero reciprocal Janice vec
tor. However. by changing to another primitive 
cell, one can make some umklapp processes 
normal, and vice versa. (Note tbat the vectors 
k and k' are the same in (a) and (b).) 

u The rarity or collisions that add a rccipnx:al lalticc vC<:tor tn the total crystal momentum at low 
temperarures can be unambiguousl)l described in term.~ of the freezing out of um.klapp processes. provtded 
that the primitive cell contains a neighborhood of the point k = 0 that is large enough to include all 
phonon wave vectors k wtth /u.o.(k) large compared with ksT. The first Brillouin zone is obviously such 
a choice. 
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temperature thermal conductivity. lf only normal processes occur. then the total 
p honon wave vectoi 

• (25.34) 

will be conserved. However, m the thermal equilibrium state, with mean phonon 
occupation numbers: 

(25.35) 

the total p honon wave vector (25.34) vanishes, since o>s( -k) CJJ..,(k). Thus if one 
should start with a phonon distribution with nonvanishing total crystal momentum, 
t hen normal collisions alone cannot bring about full thermodynamic equilibrium, 
even if there is no temperatw·e gradiellt present. In fact. it can be shown24 that in the 
absence of a temperature gradient, if a ll co llisions conserve crystal momentum, then 
the p honon distribution function will relax to the steady-state form: 

.. - 1 nx (k) - /iihc:>s(kl ,... ld e . 

where w is a constant determined by tJ1e condition that 

L kns"'(k) 

be equal to the initial total crystal momentum. 
Evidently the distribution function (25.36) is not symmetric in 

genera l, support a nonvanisbing thermal current density :2 5 

h 1 '" cw.(k) ... P = -V L.J liw,.(k) ~k ns (k) :t= 0. 
ks C 

(25.36) 

(25.37) 

k and will, in 

(25.38) 

This is tantamount to the assertion that in the absence ofumklapp processes the thermal 
conductivity of an insulating crystal is infinite. 26 

"'" Equation (25.36) can be derived wilh the aid of a phonon Bolt.zmann equation; see, for example, 
J. M. Ziman, Elec1:ro11s and Pltonons, Oxford, 1960. Chapter \'111. We shall not derive it here, since lhe only 
point we wisb to draw from it is intuitively quite plaus ible: If the steady-state distribution function leads 
to a nonzero total crystal momentum, then it must violate the symm etry leading to vanishing thennal 
c urre n t. The thermal cunent will therefore a lso be no nzero, barring fortuitous cancellations.. A similar 
point arises in the theory of the low temper ature c lectr:ic:al resistivity of a metal. See pps. 527, 528. 

2 S That current will be paraUeJ to the total crystal momentum. in crystals o f cubic symmetry, and, 
more generally. w111 flow in a direction not too far from the direction o f the total crystal momentum. 

1 <1 Implicit in this c:tiscussion is the lact that phonons c-.:tn a ppeal and disappear a t the ends o f lhc 
sample. This becomes c lear when one t r:ies to apply the same argument to a dilute classical gas. in which 
collisions conserve renl momentum. Such a gas, contained in a long C}' lindrical vessel, docs ool have 
infinite thermal conductivjty. Our argume nt fails in this case because the gas cannot penetrate ·the ends 
of the vcsscJ, and the resulting accumulation of molecules at the ends leads to diffusion currents which 
reduce the total momentum back to zero. Phonons, however, lhough U1cy can be reflected, can also be 
a bsorbed at the ends of a cylindrical crystal line sample by tra nsferring their energy to the heat baths at 
either end. There is therefore no inconsistency in assuming a steady-state di>'l.ribution with net nonvanishing 
crystal momentum throughout t he specimen. The thermal cui'Tent in a crystal in the absence o f umkla p p 
processesjs more analogous to tbc t ransport o f heal by co.mrectioo in a gas flowing t hrough an open-ended 
cylinder. 
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A perfect infinite anharmonic crystal has a finite thermal conductivity at low 
temperatures only because there will still be some small probability of crystal
momentum-destroying umklapp processes that do degrade the thermal current. Since 
the change in to ta l crystal momentum in an umklapp process is equal to a non
vanishing reciprocal lattice vector (of a s.ize comparable to k0 ) , this means that at 
least one of the phonons mvolved in a cubic or quartic umklapp collision must itself 
have a crystal momentum that is not small compared with k 0 . That same phonon 
must also have an energy that is not small compared with h(J)0 , and energy conserva
tion therefore requires at least one phonon with an energy not small compared with 
liw0 to be present before the collision. When Tis small compared with 0 0 , the mean 
number of such phonons is 

(25.39) 

Thus, as the temperature drops, the number of phonons that can partJClpate ill 
umklapp processes d rops exponentially. Without the umklapp processes the thermal 
conductivity would be infinite, and we therefore expect tha t the effective relaxation 
time appearing in the thermal conductivity must vary as 

(25.40) 

at temperatures well below 0 0 , where T0 is a temperature of order 0 0 . Detennining 
T0 precisely requires analysis of great complexity, an analysis which also leads to 
powers of T multiplying the exponential. But these are small corrections to the 
dominant exponentia l behavior, the qualitative fo rm of which is a straightforward 
consequence of the freezing out of umklapp processes. 

When the temperature reaches a point where the exponential increast:: in the 
the rmal conductivity sets in. the conductivity increases so rapidly with decreasing 
temperature that the phonon mean free path soon becomes comparable to the mean 
free path due to the scattering of phooons by lattice imperfections or impurities, or 
even to the mean free path describing the scattering of phonons by the sides o f the 
finite specimen. Once this happens, the mean free path in (25.31) ceases to be the 
intrinsic one due to the anharmonic terms, and must be replaced by a temperature
independent length determined by the spatial distribution of imperfections or the 
size2 7 of the specimen. The temperature dependence of K then becomes tha t of the 
specific heat, which declines as T 3 a t temperatures well below eD-28 

Surveying the full temperature range. we expect I he very low temperature thermal 
conductivity to be limited by temperature-independent scattering processes deter
mined by the geometry and purity o f the sample. It will therefore rise as T 3 with 
the phonon specific heat. This rise continues until a temperature is reached a t which 
umkl.app processes become frequent enough to yield a mean free path shorter than 

, This regime is known as llle ca~imir limit. SL'<: H. B. G . Casimir, Pll)"Sica s. 595 (1938). 
18 Tb.e degree to which this result is dependent on crysrallillity b in,hcatcd by experiment" o n g lasses 

and amorphous mutcrouls. when=. for T ~ I K . the thermal conductivity rises ro ughly as T 1 . See 
R C. ZeUer and R. 0 . Pohl, Pilys. R ec. 84. 2029 (1971). 
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the temperature-independent one. At this point the thermal conductivity will reach 
a maximum, beyond which it will declim: rapidly due to the factor eT o17 , reflecting the 
exponential increase in the frequency of umklapp processes with rising temperature. 
The decline inK continues up to temperatures well above 0 0 , but the drastic expo
nentia l decline is quickly replaced by a slow power law, reftectiog simply the increasing 
number of pbonons available to participate in scattering at high temperatures. 

Somt: typical measured thermal conductivities that illustrate these general trends 
are displayed in Figure 25.5. 

Figure 25.5 
Thermal conductivit:y of iso
topically purecrystalsofLiF. 
Below about \0 K the con
ductivity is limited by surface 
scattering. Therefore the tem
perature dependence comes 
entirely from the T 3 depen
dence of tbe specific heat, 
and the larger the CrOSS

sectional area o f the sample, 
the larger the conductivity. 
As the temperature nses, 
umklapp processes become 
less rare, and the conductivi
ty reaches a mrodmum when 
the mean free path due to 
phonon-phonon scattering is 
comparable to that due to 
surface SC<Jitering. At still 
higher temperatures the con
ductivity falls because the 
phonon- phonon scattering 
rate IS rapidly increasing. 
while the phonon specific 
beat is starting to level off. 
(After P. D. Thatcher, Phys. 
Rev. 156, 975 (1967).) 
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1 

SECOND SOUND 

As we have had occasion to note, lhere is an analogy between the phonons in an 
insulator and the molecules of an ordinary classical gas. Like the molecules of a gas, 
phonons can exchange energy and (crystal) momentum in collisions, and can transpor1 
thermal energy from one region to another. Unlike lhe molecules in a gas, however, 
tbe number of phonons need not be conserved in a collision or at the surfaces of 
the containing vessel (the container, in the case of phonons, being the crystal itself). 
Finally, though momentum is a lways conserved in intermolecular collisions in a gas, 
phonon crystal momentum is conserved only in normal ooll isions, and therefore 
crystal momentum conservation is a good conservation law only to the extent that 
the temperature is low enough to free7.e out umklapp processes. These similarities 
and differences are summarized in Table 25.3. 

Table25.3 
TI-l£ CLASSICAL GAS ,.s. T HE PHONON GAS 

Cl.ASSJCAL GAS OF MOl.ECUl.ES PHONON GAS 

Container A vessel with A crystal, which is U1e 
impenetrable walls medium that sustains the phonons 

Collisions Molecules collide with each Phonons collide with each other, 
other and with walls of vessel with surface of crystal, 

and with impurities 

Energy com;ervcd in 
collisions Yes Yes 

(Oystal} momentum Yes (except at walls} Yes (except at surfaces and in 
c6oscrvcd in collisions collisions with impurities}, 

provided that T « e0 , so that 
umklapp processes are frozen out 

Numbe,. conserved in 
collisions Yes No 

One of the most striking phenomena observed in an ordinary gas is sound, a 
wavelike oscillatory disturbance in the local density of molecules. According to 
elementary kinetic theory sound can propagate in a gas provided that: 

(a) Collisions between tJ1e molecules conserve number, energy, and momentum. 
(b) The collision rate, 1/ r, is large compared with the frequency of l11e sound wave, 

v = wf2rt: 
1 

(J) « - . 
"t 

(25.41) 

Condition (b) insures that at any instant in tl1e oscillatory cycle collisions occur 
rapidly enough to bring about a local state of thermodynamic equilibrium, in which 
the instantaneous local density, pressure, and temperature are related by the equi
librium equation of state for the uniform gas. ·n,e conservation laws (condition (a)) 
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a re essential for tbe establishment of tJ1is equilibrium. The momentum conservation 
law is of critical importance, in requiring the instantaneous local equilibrium con
figuration to have a nel nonvanishing momentum (sometimes referred to as "local 
equilibrium in a moving frame of reference"), which is the kinematical basis for the 
oscillation. 

l n considering whether sound has an analogue in the phonon gas, one must 
recognize that the phonon gas differs in two relevant ways from an ordinary gas: 

l. Number is not conserved in collisions. 
2. Crystal momentum is not conserved exactly, although it becomes conserved ro 

increasingly greater accuracy as U1e temperature drops and umklapp processes 
are .. frozen out." 

The first point presents no serious problems: The loss of one of the conservation 
laws reflects the fact that the equilibrium phonon distribution function 

l 
(25.42) 

is determined entirely by U1e temperature, while the eqllilibrium distribution func
tion in an ideal gas depends on both temperat ure and density. Since local equilibrium 
is specified by one less variable in the phonon gas, one less conservation law is reqllired 
to maintain it. 

However, momentum conservation is quite essential for the propagation of sound, 
and this means that the rate of umklapp collisions, which destroy crystal momentum, 
must be small compared with the frequency of the oscillation: 

1 
(25.43) - « UJ . 

This condition has no analogue in the theory of sound in an ordinary gas. However, 
the analogtle of Eq. (25.41) must con,tinue to hold, where the relevant relaxation time 
is that describing the moment um-conserving normal collisions, -eN, 

1 
(j) << -, 

7:N 
(25.44) 

for it is still essential that local thermodynamic equilibrium be maintained on a time 
scale short compared to the period of an oscillation. Combining conditions (25.43) 
and (25.44), we find that the frequency must lie in the "'window" 

(25.45) 

Therefore the analogue of sound in the phonon gas will exist at temperatures low 
enough for the rate of normal collisions to be substantially greater than ilie rate of 
umklapps and at frequencies intermedia te between the two collision rates. The 
phenomenon, known as second sound, can be regarded as an oscillation in the local 
phonon number density (just as ordinary sound is an oscillation in the local density 
of molecules) or, perhaps more pertinently for phonons (since their chief attribute 
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is that they carry energy), as an oscillation in the local energy density. Since the local 
equilibriu m number and energy densities ofthe phonon gas in a crystal are uniquely 
determined by the local temperature, second sound will manifest itsdf as a wavelike 
oscillation in the temperature. Its observation is most favorable in solids of very bigh 
isotopic purity (since any deviation from a perfect Bravais lattice, including the 
presence of occasional ions of different isotopic mass, will lead to collisions in which 
crystal momentum is not conserved) and with fairly large anharmonic terms (since 
a high rate of normal phonon collisions is required to maintain local thermodynamic 
equilibrium). These considerations make solid helium and the ionic crystal sodium 
fluoride promising media for the observation of second sound In both crystals beat 
impulses have indeed been observed to propagate at the velocity predicted by the 
second-sound wave equation, rather than in the diffusional manner associated with 
ordinary thermal conduction.29 The prediction and detection of second sound is one 
of the great triumphs of the theory o f lattice vibrations. 

PROBLEMS 

1. lnsrabiliry of a Theory wirh Only Cubic Anhamwnicity 
Show that if only cubic corrections to the harmonic potential energy are retained. then that 
potential energy can be made negative and arbitrarily large in magnitude by a suitable choice 
of the ionic displacemenLS u(R). (Hi11t: Take an arbitrary set of displacements and consider the 
effect on the total potential ene~gy of multiplying them all by a scale factor and changing all 
of thei r signs.) 

2. Eq11ation of State of rile Harmo11k CrJ•stal 
Derive the form (25.7) for the pressure in the harmonic approximation, by substituting the 

· harmonic form (25.6) of the internal energy U into the general them1odynamic relation (25.5). 
(HiJII : Change the integration variable from T to x = lrw.{k)/T', and integrate by parts wit11 
respect to x. taking due care of the integrated terms.) 

3 . G1·ilneisen Paramere,·s in One Dimension 
Consider a one-dimensional array of N atoms interacting through pair potentials Q>(r) and 
constrained to have a length L = Na (i.e., the equilib~ium lattice constant is constrained to be a). 

(a) Show that if only nearest-neighbor interactions are appreciable, then the k-<iependent 
G r uneisen parameters a re in fact independent of k and gjven by 

a cp"' (a) 
I' = -2 ¢"(a) · (25-46) 

(b) Show that if next-nearest-neighbor interactions are retained, the Grlineisen parameters 
for the individual normal modes will, in general, depend on the wave vector. 

20 The observation of second sound in soLid 4 He is reported by Ackennan et al~ Plrys. Ret•. L?tL 16. 
789 (1966). and in soLid 'He by C. C. Ackermao and W. C. Overton. Jr .. PTrys. l'<el·. Lett.. 22. 764 (1969). 
The onset of second sound •n NaF is reponed by T . F. McNelly et aL. Phy5. R.-L·. Lett. 24. 100 ( 1970). The 
subject is reviewed by C. C. Ackerman and R. A. Guye r. Amwls of Plrysic:s 50. 128 (1968}. 
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4. General Form of the Grilneiscn Pm·ameters 
If the hannonic appt oximl:ltion is no t made.. the full ionic potential energy o f a monatomic Brava is 
laHice will have the form 

U«l + t L llp(R)u.(R')D11,.(R - R') 
II' 
ltR 

+ ! L llp(R)u,(R ' )u;.(R")Dp~.l(R. R', R") + --- , (25.47) 
p•·). 

RRR 

where u(R} gives the displacement from the equilibrium position R. 
(a) Show that if the expansion is made not about the equilibrium positions R, but about 

sites R = (I + 11)R. then the coefficients of the quadratic term in the new expansion are given to 
linear order in 1'/ by 

D,,.(R - R') = D~'.(R - R') + '1 bD~',(R - R'), (25.48) 
where 

bDp,.(R - R') = L D,. •. ;(R, R ', R")R/- (25.49) 
;.R 

Note that only the cubic tenn in (25.47) contributes to this o rder in 'I· 

(b) Show that the GrOneisen parameter ror the normal-mode k.' is given by 

f (k.s)bO(k )E(ks) 
}'~u = 6.Mw.(k)2 (25.50) 

5. Tltree-Phonon Processes in 011e Dimension 
Consider a process in which two phonons combine to give a third (or one phonon decays into 
two others). Let all pho nons be acoustic, assume that the two transverse branches lie below the 
longitudinal branch, and assume that c/~(.l),' cl/.. 1 ~ 0 for all three bnmches. 

(a) Interpreting the conservation law!, grdphically (as, for example, in Figure 24_5), show 
that there can be no process in which all three phonons belong to the same branch_ 

(b) Show that tbe only possible proces!'l:s arc those in which the single phonon is in a branch 
higher than at least one of the members o f the pair; Le., 

Transverse + transverse ....-.longitudinal 
or 

Transverse + longitudinal-. longitudinaL 
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The general theory of lattice vibrations expounded in Chapters 22 and 23 is applicable 
to both metals and insulators. However, its detailed application to metals is compli
cated by two aspects of the metallic state: 

1. The Ions Are Charged This leads to difficulties associated with the very long 
range of the direct electrostatic interaction between ions.1 

2. Conduction Electron!. Are Present Even the simplest theory of la ttice vibrations 
in a metal must acknowledge the presence of a set of electrons that cannot be 
considered rigidly bound up in the ion cores. The conduction electrons interact 
with the ions through electrostatic forces which are just as strong as the direct 
Coulomb forces between ions, and it is therefore essential to know what they 
too are doing in the course of a lattice vibration. 

As it turns o ut, these mobile conduction electrons provide just the mechanism 
required to remove the problems connected with the long range of the direct electro
static interaction between ions. 

ELEMENTARY THEORY OF THE PHONOI\ DISPERSION 
RELATION 

Suppose that we were to ignore the forces the conduction electrons exert on the 
ions. Then the theory of metaJiic lattice vibrations would be just the theory o f the 
normal modes of a set of N charged particles of charge Ze and mass /1-f in a volume 
V. In the limit of long wavelengths, except for the difference in particle mass and 
charge, 2 this is jus t the problem we analyzed in Chapter I (pages 19, 20), where we 
found thm an electron gas could sustain density oscillations at the plasma frequency 
wP, given by 

(26.1) 

Making the substitutions e -. Ze, m-. /1-1 , 11.- -+ 111 = n,/Z. we can conclude in the 
same way that a set of charged point ions should undergo long-wavelength vibrations 
at an ionic plasma frequency np. given by 

n 2 = 4nn;(Ze)2 

P M 

_ (Zm) 2 
- M wP . (26.2) 

This contradicts the conclusion in Chapter 22 that the long-wavelength normal
mode frequencies of a monatomic Bravais lattice should vanish linearly with k. That 
result is inapplicable because the approximation (22.64) leading to the linear form 

1 This problem also a rises in ionic crystals. us we have seen in Chapter 20. We"' iU discu~s the lhco ry 
of their !all ice vibrations tn Chapter 27. 

2 We also ignc>n: the fact that. unlike a n electron l,'BS, the tons arc distribmcd at lauice sttc.~ in equo
libcium. nnd have short-range repulsive interaction,;. A more ~rcful a nalysis is given in Pro blem I. 
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for w(k} at small k is only valid if the forces between ions separated by Rare negligibly 
small for R of order l f k. But the inverse square force falls off so slowly with distance 
that no matter how small k is, interactions of ions separated by R ;;: l f k can con
tribute substantiaUy to the dynamical matrix (22.59}.3 Nevertheless, the phonon 
spectra of metals clearly possess branches in which w vanishes linearly with k. This 
can be seen directly from neutron scattering, and also from the T 3 term in the specific 
heat, 4 characteristic of such a linear dependence. s 

To understand why the phonon dispersion is linear at small k it is essential, when 
considering ionic motion, to take the conduction electrons into account. 

The response of the electrons is treated in the adiabatic a pproximation (see 
Chapter 22, p. 425) which assumes that at any time the electrons take on the con
figurations they would have if the ions were frozen into their instantaneous positions. 
Furthermore we have seen in Chapter 17 that in the presence of an external charge 
distribution (in this case the instantaneous distribution o f the ions) the electron gas 
distributes itself so as to shield or screen the fields produced by that distribution. 
Thus as the ions execute their comparatively sluggish vibrations, the nimble con
duction electrons are continually redistributing themselves so as to cancel o ut the 
long-range pan of the ionic field, yielding an effective ionic field that is short-ranged, 
and therefo re capable of leading to a phonon dispersion relation that is linear in k 
at long wavelengths. 

One often refers to the original direct Coulomb interaction between ions as the 
" bare'' ion-ion interaction, and the short-range effective interaction produced by 
conduction electron screening as the "dressed" interaction . 

To estimate the actual phonon frequencies from this picture we consider the ionic 
configuration in a phonon of wave vector k, to constitute, as far a::. tbe conduction 
electrons are concerned, an external charge density6 with wave vector k. According 
to (17.36) the fi.eld associated with such a distribution is reduced (by virtue of the 
screening action of the electrons) by 1/efk), where ~>(k) is the electron gas dielectric 
constant. Since the square of the phonon frequency , w(k)2, is proportional to the 
restoring force, and hence to the field, we must reduce (26.2) by 1/e(k), for it was 
derived without taking screening into account. This yields a .. dressed" phonon 
frequency given by 

(26.3) 

Ask -+ 0 the dielectric constant is given by the Thomas-Fermi form (17.51) : 

£(k) = I (26.4) 

l Consider. for example, a plane sheet of charged particles. which gives rise to an electric field 
independent of the distance from the sheet See also Chapter 22, footnote 28. 

4 See Problem 2. 
' See Problem 2, Chapter 23. 
• This ignores complications stemming from the discreteness of the latlice (and hence the ambigoity 

of k to within an additive reciprocal lattice vector). 
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and therefore, as k --> 0, 

w(k} :::< ck, 2 _ 0/ _ Zmw/ 
c - ko 2 - M ko z . (26.5) 

To see that this gives a reasonable value for the phonon velocity, we estimate k0 by 
its free electron value 7 ( t 7.55) given by 

and evaluate the electron plasma frequency using (2.21), 

k 3 
F 

n., = 3nz. 

Thus the velocity of sound is given by 

which is known as the Bohm-Staver relation. 8 

(26.6) 

(26.7) 

(26.8) 

Since the electron-ion mass ratio is typically of order 10- 4 or 10- S, this predicts 
a sound velocity about a hundredth of the Fermi velocity, or of order 106 cmfsec, 
in agreement with observed orders of magnitude. Alternatively, since 

nckvfkfj 

lflkFVt:/ ka 

2kv c c 
= -- ::::: - , 

k,, VF VF 

, Alternatively, one can use the exact long-wavelength relation (17.50) 

4ne2 1 

k0 
2 Olle/ OJ!' 

together with the thermodynamic identity 

II fJP 
on/ iJ J.L = o1z ' 

to write (26.5) in the form 

P.oon = 

(26.9) 

Since continuum mechanics predicts (ignoring ;lnisotropy) that the sound velocity of any medium is 
given by the square root of the derivative of pres.~ure with respect to mass density, (26.5) is as good as 
the approximation that the compressibility of a metal is dominated by the electronic cont ribution (the 
mass density, of course, is dominated by the ionic contribution) and (26.8) is as good as the approximation 
that tbe compressibility is domimued by the free electron contribution. By coincidence, this is very nearly 
the case in the alkali metals (sec page 39}. However, it is evident that (26.8) overlooks, at the least, both 
electron-electron interactions and ionic core-core repulsion. 

6 D. Bohm and T. Staver. Phys. Re'"· 84, 836 (1950~ 
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Eq. (26.8) accounts for the fact that the Debye temperat u re in a metal is typically 
o f order ro om temperature, while the Fermi temperature is several tens of tho usands 
o f degrees Kelvin. 

KOHN ANOMALIES 

The assumption tha t the Coulombic part of the effective ion-ion interaction is red uced 
by the electronic dielectric constant also has implications for normal modes o f short 
wavelength. At wave vecto rs that arc no t small compared with kF, the Tho mas-Fermi 
dielectric constant (26.4) must be replaced by the more accurate Lindhard result,9 

which is singular' 0 when the wave vector q o f the disturbance has magnitude 2ky. 
W. Kohn pointed out 1 1 that this singularity should be conveyed, via the screened 
ion-ion interaction, into the phonon spectrum itself, resulting in weak but d iscernible 
" kinks" (infinities in awj(}q) a t values of q corresponding to extremal diameters of the 
F ermi surface. 

Highly accura te neutron measurements o f w (q) are required to reveal these 
anomalies. Such measurements have been performed 12 and indicate a structure o f 
singularities that is consistent with the Fermi surface geometry deduced from quite 
unrelated dat a. 

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF A METAL 

Our discussion o f screening in Chapter 17 was based on the electron gas model, which 
treats the ions as an inert uniform background o f posi tive charge. This overlooks 
the fact that an externa l source of charge can induce fields in a m e tal by distorting 
the charge distribution of the ions, as well as that of the electrons. There are circum
stances in which one is legitimately interested in the screening action of the electrons 
a lone.13 H owever, one a lso o ften wishes to consider the screening of an external 
source by a ll the charged pa rticles in the metal- ions and e lectro ns. We are now in 
a position to consider an elementary treatment of this additional ionic source o f 

• screerung. 
We define., in the usual way (see C hapter 17), the total die lectric constant o f the 

metal as the proportionality constant relating the Fourier transform of the total 
potential in the metal to the F o urier transfo rm of the potential of the external charge: 

(26.10) 

It is instructive to relate the total dielectric constant E: to the dielectric constant 
€"1 of the electron gas alone, the dielectric constant ~~. of the bare ions a lone, and 

0 See C h apter 17, page 343. 
10 Its derivative ltas a logarithmic divergence. 
u W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. L ett. 2, 393 (L9S9). 
12 R. Stedman et at., Phys. Rro. 162, S4S (1967). 
13 For example, in our d e rivation of the Bohm-Staver relation (26.8). In that argument the ions 

were t reated as a so urce of charge external to the electron gas, and not as ad,litional consti tuents of the 
screening medium. 
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the dielectric constant «:!,':",..>cd appropriate to the dressed ions-i.e., describing a set 
of " particles" (ions with their clouds of screening electrons) interacting through a 
screened interaction v&. 

If we were to consider the medium to be the electrons alone, including the ions in 
with the explicitly external sources through a total ''external" potential </>""' + </>'0 "" , 

then we could write 
(26.11) 

On the other hand, we could also consider the medium to consist of the bare ions 
alone, regarding the electrons as an additional source of external potential. \Ve 
should then have 

(26.12) 

Adding these last two equations together and subtracting the definition (26.10) o f e 
we find 

(26.13) 

but since </>"" = <t>•"' + </>'"1 + </>ion, we have deduced thatl 4 

I E = E"cl + E~. - l. I (26.14) 

Equation (26.L4) gives the dielectric constant of the metal in terms of those of the 
electrons and the bare ions. However, it is often more convenient to deal not with 
bare, but with the dressed ions. By dressed ions one means the ions together with 
their cloud of screening electrons; i.e., particles that give rise to an effective potential 
that is the bare ionic potential screened by electrons. The dielectric constant e~~c<J 
describes the total potential that would be established by such a set of particles in 
the presence of a given external potential. To describe the response of a rtletal (as 
opposed to a set of dressed ions) to an external potential we must note that in addition 
to .. d ressing" the ions, the electrons also screen the external potential; i.e., the .. external 
potential" to be screened by the dressed ions is not the bare external potential, but 
the electronicaUy screened one. 

Thus the response of a metal to a potential <f>•" can be viewed as the response o f 
a set of dressed ions to a potential ( I /E.1)</> .. ', and we have 

A,totul = . J _.!:._ A.•~• . 
'f' ton .. d 'f' 

E dres-sed ~ 
(26.15) 

Comparing this with the definition (26.10) of«:, we have: 

I 1 1 
(26.16) 

•• In terms or the polari:tability "' = (E - I) '4n. this is simply a special case of the assertion that 
the polarizability o f a medium composed of several types o f carriers is the sum of the p o larizabilities o f 
the individual carriers. 
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whtch should be used in place of (26.14) if we wish a description based on dressed, 
rather than bare, ions. The two formulations must, of course, be equivalent. Writing 
{26.14) in the form : 

1 I 1 
(26.17) 

we see that consistency with (26.16) requires that1 5 

oon I { ton 
E ch<>S<d = 1 + ~ Eb<>rc- l). (26.18) 

To study the rough quantitative significance of the ionic contribution to the 
dielectric constant, we use the simplest expressions availnble for Ec1 and El::.~ •. For 
the former we use the Thomas-Fermi result (26.4).1 6 For the latter we can simply 
transcribe the result {1.37) for tbc didectric constant of a gas of charged particles, 
provided that we replace the electronic plasma frequency (26.1) by that of the ions 
(26.2).1 7 Thus with 

0 2 
E'OD = 1 - p 

hAre (JJ2 , 

the tota l dielectric constant (26.1 4) becomes 

E = 

and the dielectric constant (26.18) of the d ressed ions becomes 

'"" _ _ 0//~1 
= _ w(q)~ 

£ d,....,d - I z I z • 
()) ()) 

(26.19) 

(26.20) 

(26.21) 

where we have used the screen ing relation ("6.3) to introduce the dressed phonon 
frequency CJJ(q). Note that E~ has the same form as El::,~ •• with the bare phonon 
frequency op replaced by the dressed frequency. 

u In teems of po lariJ:abilities this is the rc:a~onable as:.ertion that 

..,., ~. 
cxch.,.>Cd = Ed • 

' " Oy using the stat ic electronic dielectric constant we are restricting our attcnuoo to disturban<:c:l> 
of wave vector q whose frequencies are low enough to sattsfy w « (/t'f · 

" Equation (26.19) (like (1.37). from which it is taken). ignore• the dependence on wave vector q. 
This is valid if the charnctcristic p.1r1icle velocity carries one a distun~-c •mall compar•'<l with a wavelength 
of the distuTbance, in a period of the disturbance: r•fto « l fq, or ''' » ql'. Since a typical ionic velocity 
is very much smaller than ,., , there is a large range of frequencies and wave vectors for which one may 
conststently usc E(q. w ) ~ E(q. cu = 0) for the electrons (cf. footnote 16) and E(q. m) !:: E(q = 0. w) for the 
bare: ions. 
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We may substitute (26.21) into the form (26.16) for the total dielectric constant, 
to find: 

(26.22) 

which is, of course, equiv<tlent to (26.20). 
The most important con~equences of the form(26.22) of the to tal dielectric constant 

arise in treating the effective electron-electron interaction in a metal. We therefore 
continue our discussion from this point of view. 

EFFECfiVE ELECTROI"-ELECfRO{'.; INIERACTION 

In Chapter 17 we argued that for many purposes the Fourier transform oft he electron
electron Coulomb interaction should be screened by the electronic dielectric constant, 

4ne1 4ne1 4ne1 

k l -+ k lE- e! = .,..k"1 -+----:k~o.-2 ' (26.23) 

to represent the effect of the other electrons in screening the interaction between a 
given pair. However, the ions also screen interactions, and we should have used not 
E'c1 but the full dielectric constant. Using the form (26.22} we find that (26.23) should 
be replaced by 

4ne2 4ne2 4ne2 
( w(k)2 

) 

kl -> k le = kz + ko2 1 + w2 - w(k)l . 
(26.24) 

Thus the effect of the ions is to multiply (26.23) by a correction factor that depends 
on frequency as well as wave vector. The frequency dependence reflects the fact that 
the screening action o f the ions is not instantaneous, but limited by the (small on the 
scale of vp) velocity of propagation o f clastic waves in the lattice. As a result the 
part of the effective electron-electron interaction mediated by the ions is retarded. 

In using (26.24) as an effective interact ion between a pair of electrons, one needs 
to know how c~1 and k depend on the quantum numbers of the pair. From the anal
ysis of Chapter 17 we know that when the effective interaction is taken to have the 
frequency-independent form (26.23), then k is to be taken as the difference in the wave 
vectors of the two electronic levels. By analogy, when the effective interaction is 
frequency-dependent, we shall take w as the difference in the angular frequencies 
(i.e., the energies divided by 11) of the levels. Thus, given two electrons with wave 
vectors k and k' and energies 6- and f"'., we take thcir effective interaction to be18 

q = k - k ', 

•• Thts form was arrived at through the work of Frohlich and of Bardeen and Pines (H. Frohlich. 
Phys. Rev. 19, 845 ( 1950): J . Dardecn :1nd D. J)ine~ . Phys. Re1•. 99, 1140 l l955) ). The argument we have given 
should be viewetl more as an indication of I he plausibility of (26.25) than as a derivation. A systematic 
de1ivation of (26.25), together with a specification of the circumstances under which it can be used as an 
effec1ive interaction, requiTCS the use of field 1hcore1ic { .. Green·s function") mc1hoos. 
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There are two important qualitative features 19 of L"'ff: 

l. The dressed phonon frequency w(q) is of order w 0 or less. Thus when the energies 
o f the two electrons differ by much more than luv 0 , the phonon correction to 
their effective interaction is negligibly small. Since the range of variation of 
electronic e nergies. SF, is typically 102 to 103 times trwv, only electrons with 
energies q uite close together have an interaction appreciably affected by the 
phonons. 

2. When, however, the electronic energy difference is less than fw.>0 , the phonon 
contribution has the opposite sign from the electronically screened interaction, 
and is larger in magnit ude; i.e., the sign of the cnective electron-electron inter
action is reversed. This phenomenon, known as "overscrecning" is a crucial 
ingredient in the modern theory o f superconductivity. We shall return to it in 
Chapter 34. 

PHONOI" CONTRIBUTION TO THE ELECTRONIC 
El'\'ERGY-WAVE VECTOR RELATION 

Aside from its cr ucial role in the theory of superconductiv ity, the effective in teraction 
(26.25) has important implications for the less d ramatic properties of conduction 
electrons. In Cha pter 17 we noted that the simplest correction to the electronic 
energy~ due to electron-electron interactions was the exchange term of Hartree-Fock 
theory : 

(26.26) 

\Ve observed that this correction led to a spurious singularity in oSjok at k = kF, 
which we removed by screening the interaction in (26.26) with the electronic dielectric 
constant. In a more accurate treatment the screening shoul d be described not by the 
electronic dielectric constant alone. but by the full dielectric constant of the metal. 
This suggests in conjunction with (26.25) that the screened modification of the 
Hartree-Fock exchange term should be taken to he 

f dk' 4ne2 

6.c'Jo; = - (2n)3 jk - k'l1 + ko2 

{ 
w(k - k ' )2 

} 

x 1 + [ (ek - ~)jt;jz - w(k - k')2 f(k'). (26.27) 

Because the ionic contribution to the screening depends on the electronic energy, 
tllls is a rather complicated integral equation for eR. However, hy exploiting the fac t 
that the phonon energy hw(k - k ' ) is very small compared with eF, it is possible to 

u• The vanishing or (26.2.5) at w = 0 should not be taken seriously. It would mean that for very 
slowly varying disturbances the ions h a ve tim~ to adjust themseh-cs so as to cunccl perfectly the field o r 
the elecLrons. This cannot be so. if o nly bec-.luse electrons are p oint pacticlcs. whi le ions ha ve impenetrable 
cores. Thi~ wus ignored in the derivation of the lxue ionic dielectric cons tant. which took into account 
only the C oulomb interac tions between ions. More accurate calculations that take finite core effects into 
account elitninate the perfect cancc:llat ion. 
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extract the most important information from (26.27) without solving the full integral 
equation (see Problem 3). The most important conclusions are: 

1. The value of c,F and the shape of .the Fermi surface are unaffected by the ionic 
correction to the screening; i.e~ they are correctly given by ignoring the second term 
within the braces in (26.27). 
2. When ek is close to t.F on the scale of Fzw v, one finds that 

c.- T F c.-
C>J< - C>Jo• 

ek - eF = 1 + A. , 

where stF is the energy calculated in the absence of the ionic 
screening, and }. is given by an integral over the Fermi surface : 

f dS' 4ne2 

), = 8rc3 Fzv(k') (k - k ')2 + k
0

2 • 

(26.28) 

correction to the 

(26.29) 

In panicular, this means that the phonon correction to the electronic velocity and 
density of levels at the Fermi surface are given by20 

(26.30) 

These corrections apply only to one-electron energy levels well within f1wv of f,F · 

However, at temperatures well below room temperature ( k 8 T « l'lwv) these are pre
cisely the electronic levels that determine the great bulk of metallic properties, and 
therefore corrections due to ionic screening must be taken into account. This becomes 
particularly clear when we estimate the size of ..l 

Since k0 is of order kf' (see (17.55) ), we have that 

4ne
2 f dS' 

}. s. k
0 

2 8rc3 11v(k'r (26.31) 

However, from (17.50) and (8.63), we find: 

4:ne2 011 1 
k0 

2 = OJt = g(eF) [ f dS' ] - ' 
= 4n31ir;(k') 

(26.32) 

Thus }. in this simple model is Jess than, but of order, unity. As a result, in many 
metals the correction due to ionic screening of the electron-electron interaction (more 
commonly known as the phonon correction) is the major reason for deviations of 
the density o f levels from its free electron value, being more important than either 
band structure effects or corrections due to direct electron-electron interactions. 21 

~0 We a.~sume a spherical Fermi surface, so A is constant. The superscript 0 indicates the Thomas
Fermi value. 

1 ' In determining the effect of the electron-phonon interaction on various one-electron p£operties 
it is not enough simply to replace the uncorrected density of levels by Eq. (2.6.30). One must, in general, 
reexamine the full derivation tn the presence of the effect ive interaction (26.27). One finds. for examp le, 
thatthe specific beat (Eq. (2.80)) should be corrected by the factor ( 1 + J.), but tha t the Pa uli s usceptibility 
(E.q. (31.69) ) s hould not (see Chapter 31, page 663, footnote 29). 
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3. When Sk is several times hwD from SF, then 

TF [ ( f1WD )
2

] ek-e,..= (S~c - sF) 1 - o , 
81<- Sp 

and the phonon correction rapidly becomes insignificant. 

These results are summarized in Figure 26. l. 

Hgure 26.1 
Correction to the electronic 
& vs. k relation due to 
screening by the ions (elec
tron-phonon correction). The 
correction (lighter curve) is 
appreciable only within nwn 
of SF , where the slope of the 
uncorrected curve can be 
considerably reduced. 

; 
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THE ELECTRON-PHONON INTERAC110N 

(26.33) 

l 
I I<..Jo 

f 

According to (26.27) the ionic screening adds to the energy of an electron with wave 
vector k an amount 

eli I ( 4ne
2 

) ( [ftw(k - k '>J2 ) 
vk.,,, = v (k - k' )2 + k0

2 [nw(k - k'))l - (S~c- S~c·)2 (26.34) 

for each occupied electronic level k ' (with the same spin). There is, however, an 
alternative way of deriving the effect of latt ice deformations on the electronic energy. 
Without making any explicit reference to screening, one can simply calculate the 
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change in the total energy of the metal due to the fact that the electrons (charged 
particles) can interact with the phonons (density waves in the charged lattice of ions). 
If this interaction is described by some interaction Hamiltonian ve". then the change 
in the energy of the metal due to the interaction will be given in second-order per
turbation theory by an expression of the form : 

(26.35) 

The most important excited states li) are taken to be those in which an electron, 
which had wave vector kin the ground state, has emitted a phonon with wave vector 
q. ending up itself with wave vector k' in the excited state. (Processes in which a 
phonon is absorbed cannot occur at T = 0 since no phonons are present. Multi
phonon transitions can be shown to be or considerably less importance.) 

Since total crystal momentum must be conserved. 22 it follows that k' + q = k, 
to within a reciprocal lattice vector. The energy of the intermediate state differs from 
that of the ground state by the energy of the extra phonon and the new electronic 
level, minus the energy of the old electronic level: 

Ei - £ 0 = ~- + fzco(k - k'} - Et· (26.36) 

One such intermediate state is possible for every pair of occupied and unoccupied 
one-electron levels in the original ground-state configuration. ff we let o ... t . be the 
matrix element of yep between the ground state and such an excited state, then 
the sum on i in (26.35) is just a sum over all pairs of wave vectors of occupied and 
unoccupied levels, and we ha\·e: 

Jt is natural23 to identify the v"11 in (26.34) with 

Equation (26.37) then gives: 

az!lE 
V<fl - ---,-
kk"-,. ". 

ul1k UllL· 

"~ = - lou·l
2 (~ - ~- -

1
r1w(k - k'} + s.,. - ~ - 1

r1w(k' - k)) 

[ 
21lw(k - k'} J 

= lok.ltf [fwJ(k - k')]z - (f•t - r,.~2 . 

n See Appendix M, page 788. 

(26.37) 

(26.38) 

(26.39) 

u This argument (which is not ngorous) is 1n the spirit of tbe Landa u approach (Chapter l7). 
which holds that the appropriate quasiparticle energies foUow from U1e first derivative (with respect to 
ot~cupation number) of(26.J7) and the modification of those energies due to the occupation of those levels. 
from the second derivative. 
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By requiring this form of the effective interaction to agree with the result (26.34), 
we can deduce the electron-phonon coupling constant: 

(26.40) 

The most important feature of this result is that, in the limit of small lk - k'l, 
g 2 vanishes linearly with lk k'l. Lf we write the free electTOn estirnate (26.6) for k 0 

in the form: 

(26.41) 

we find that 

I 12 ...__ l'w.>(k - k')eF _ fiw(k - k')ep 
g.._... "' 3n., V - 3NZ ' lk - k'l « k 0 • (26.42) 

The fact that the square oft he e lectron-phonon coupung constant vanishes Jjnearly 
with the wave vector of the phonon has important consequences for the theory of 
the electrical resistivity of a metal. 

THE TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
OF METALS 

We have noted 24 that Bloch e lectrons in a perfect periodic potential can sustain an 
electric currcn t even in the absence of any driving electric field; i.e., their conducti vity 
is infinite. The fini te conductivity of metals is entirely due to deviations in the la ttice 
of ions from perfect periodicity. The most important such deviation is that associated 
with the thermal vibrations of the ions about their equilibrium positions, fo r it is an 
intrinsic sour ce of resistivity, present even in a perfect sample free from such crysta1 
imperfections as impurities, defects, and boundaries. 

The quantitative theory of tbe tempera ture dependence of the resistivity provided 
by the lattice vibrations starts from the observation that the periodic potential of a 
set of rigid ions, 

Ul"''(r) = L V(r - R), (26.43) 
R 

is only an approximation to the true, aperiodic potential: 

U(r) = L V[r - R - u(R)] = W'(r) - L u(R) • VV(r- R) + · · ·. (26.44) 
R R 

The difference between these two forms can be considered as a perturbation that acts 
on the stationary one-electron levels of the periodic Hamiltonjan, causing transitjons 
among Bloch levels that lead to the degradation o f currents. 

14 See, fo r example. Chapter 12, page 215. 
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As is generally the case with transitions caused by lattice vibrations, they can be 
considered here as processes in which an electron absorbs o r emits a phonon (or 
pbonons), changing its energy by the phonon energy and its wave vector (to within 
a reciprocal lallice vector) by the phonon wave vecto r. Indeed, this picture of the 
scattering o f electrons by lattice vibrations is very similar to the picture in Chapter 24 
of the scattering of neutrons by lattice vibrations. 

The simplest theories of the lattice contribution to the resistivity of metals assume 
that the scattering is dominated by processes in wruch an electron emits (or absorbs) 
a single phonon. lf the electronic transition is from a level with wave vector k and 
energy SL to one with wave vector k ' and energy e"" then energy and crystal momentum 
conservation 2 s require that the energy of the phonon involved satisfy 

(26.45) 

where the plus (minus) sign is appropriate to phonon enusston (absorption) (and 
where we assume that w(- q) = w(q) ). This equation can be viewed as a constraint 
on the wave vectors q of phonons capable of participa ting in a one-phonon process 
with an electron with wave vector k, namely 

(26.46) 

As in the case of neutron scattering, this constraint, being a single restriction. deter
mines a two-dimensional surface of allowed wave vectors in the three-dimensional 
phonon wave vector space. Indeed, since 1Jcv(q) is a minute energy on the electronic 
energy scale, the surface o f allowed q for a given k is very close to the set of vectors 
connecting k to all other points on the constant energy surface s~. = ~ (Figure 26.2). 

u See Appendix M . 

L _!<i!:__J FiJ.,'llre 26.2 
I - Ire - l Construction of the wave vcctO(S of tl1ose phouons 

allowed by the conservation law!> to participate in a 
one-phonon scattering event with an electron with wave 
vector k. Because the phonon energy is at most hw0 « e~, 
rhc surface containing the tips of the phonon wave vectors 
origjnating from k dHrers only slightly from the Fermi 
surface. At temperatures well below 0 0 the only phooons 
tllat can actually participate in scattering events have 
wave vectors whose tips lie wilhin the small sphere of 
size kRTfhc about the tip of the wave vector k. 
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At high temperatures (T » GD) the number of phonons in any normal mode is 
given by 

1 k8 T 
n( q) = efl'•o.J{q) - 1 ~ licl)( Q r (26.47) 

Thus the total number of phonons on the surface of allowed wave vectors for the 
scattering of a given electron is directly proportional to T. Since the number of 
scatterers increases linearly with T, so will the resistivity : 

T » E>n. I (26.48) 

At low temperatures (T « E>n) things are rather more complicated. We first note 
that only pbonollS with ftw(q) comparable to or less than k8 T can be absorbed o r 
emitted by electrons. In the case of absorption this is immediately obvious, since 
these are the only phonons present jn appreciable numbers. II is also true in the 
case of emission, for in order to emit a phonon an electron must be far enough above 
the Fermi level for the final electronic level (wblJSe energy is lower by nW((I)) to be 
unoccupied; since levels are occupied only to within order k8 T above Bp, and un
occupied only to within order k8 T below, only phonons with energies liw(q) o f order 
k 8 T can be emitted. 

Well below the Debye temperature, the condition f1w(q) ~ k8 T requires q to be 
small compared with kD. ln this regime w is of o~:der cq so the wave vectors q of the 
phonons are o f order k8 T/f1c or less. Thus within the surface of phonons that the 
conservation laws permit to be absorbed or emHted, only a subsurface of linear 
dimensions proportional to T, and hence of area proportional to T 2, can actually 
participate. 

We conclude that the number of phonons that can scatter an electron declines 
as T 2 well below the Debye temperature. However. the electroruc scattering rate 
declines even faster, for when q is small the square of the electron-phonon coupling 
constant (26.42) vanishes fu1early with q. Well below GD the physically relevant 
pbonons have wave vectors q of order k8 Tjhc, and therefore the scattering rate 
(which is proportional to the square of the coupling constant) for those processes 
that can take place, declines linearly with T. 

Combining these two features, we condude that for T well below eD the net 
electron-phonon scattering rate declines as T 3 : 

1 3 
-r•l·ph - T , r « eD. (26.49) 

However, low-temperature electron-phonon scattering is one of those cases in 
which the rate at which the current degrades is not simply proportional to the scat
tering rate. This is because well below Gn any given one-phonon process can change 
the electronic wave vector by only a very small amount (namely the wave vector of 
the participating phonon, which is small compared with k0 or kF). Provided that the 
electronic velocity v(k) does not undergo large variations between Fermi surface 
points separated by very small q, the velocity will also not change very much in a 
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single scattering event. Thus as the temperature declines, the scattering becomes more 
concentrated in the forward direction and is therefore less effective in degrading a 
current . 

The quantitative consequences of this for the low-temperature phonon resistivity 
are suggested by the analysis of Chapter 16 (pages 324-326). There we showed, in 
the case of elastic scattering in an isotropic metal, that the effective scattering rate 
appearing in lhe resistivity is proportional to an angular average of the actual scat
tering rate. \\·eighted with the factor I - cos 0. where 0 is the scattering angle (Figure 
26.3). At very low temperalllres phonon scattering is very nearly elastic {the energy 
change being small compared with luo0 ), and we can apply this result with some 
confidence. at least in metals with isotropic Fermi surfaces. Since sin (6/2) = q/2k, 
(Figure 26.3), I - cos 0 = 2 sin2 (0/2) = !WkF)2

• But '/ = O(k8 T /f1c) for T well 
below 0 0 • and this introduces a final factor of T 2 into the low-temperature resistivity. 

k' 
8/2 -orr--

o k 

Cj 

Figure 26.3 
Small-angle scattering on a spherical Fermi 
surface. Since the scattering is nearly elastic. 
k :::: K ~ kF . When the phonon wave vector 
q (and hence 0) are small, we have 0/2 ;::: 
q/2J<F· 

The additional factor of Tl, expressing the growing predominance of forward 
scattering with declining temperature, arises even in anisotropic metals (with certain 
exceptions noted in the following section). When combined with the T 3 dependence 
of the scattering rate, it leads to the "Bloch T 5 law": 

(26.50) 

MODIFICATION OF THE P LAW BY UMKLAPP PROCESSES 

The factor of T 2 in the low-temperature resistivity due to the dominance of forward 
scattering depends on the assumption that electronic levels with nearly the same 
wave vectors have nearly the same velocities. For sufficiently complex Fermi surfaces, 
or when imerband scattering is possible this need not be so. Tn such cases the current 
can still be efficiently degraded even though the ch<mge in wave vector (but not 
velocity) is small in each scattering event, and the low-temperature resistivity need 
not decline as rapidly as T 5• 

One of the most important examples of a small change in wave vector causing 

• 
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a large change in velocity arises w hen a nearly free e lectron Fermi surface approaches 
a Bragg plane lFigure 26.4). A small wave vector q can then join Fermi surface 
levels on opposite sides of the pla ne, with nearly oppositely directed velocities. Such 
events are called .. umklapp processes.~26 Within the nearly free electron point of 
view, one can regard U1e large change in velocity as due to a pbonon-ind1.1ccd Bragg 
reflection. 2 7 

Figure 26.4 
A simple umldapp process. The wave 
vector:s k and k + q differ by an amount 
small compared with k,A.or k 0 ), bul the 
velocities l '{k) and ' 'lk 1- ql arc not close 
together. 

PHONON DRAG 

v(k ) 

k 

Peierls28 pointed out a way in which the low temperature resistivity might decline 
more rapidly than T 5 • This behavior has yet to be observed, owing, presumably, to 

2 6 Compare the discussion in Chapter 25. pages 501 - 502. 
n 1r the Fermi surface IS displayed in the first zone rall1er than in an extended-7.one scheme, then the 

change in wave vector is only small modulo a reciprocaJ la ttice vector. Umklapp pro=es are sometimes 
said to be those in which the additive reciprocal lattice vector appearing in the crystal momentum con
servation Jaw is no nzero. As cmphasi7.ed io Chapter 25, this distinctic>n is not independent of the choice 
of primitive cell. The crucial point for electro n -phonon scattering is whether small changes in e lco:tron 
crystal m omentum {to within a possibh: additive reciprocal lattice vector) can result in large changes in 
electron velocity. When put this way, the critenon is indr:pcndent of primitive cell 

2 8 R . E. Pcierl~. Auu. Pllys. (5) 11, 154 (I 9J2). 
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its being masked by temperature-jndepen.dent scattering by defects (which eventually 
d ominates the resistivity at low enough temperatures). 

The derivation of the T 5 law assumes that the phonons are in thermal equilibrium, 
whereas in fact the nonequilibrium nature of the current-carrying clectron.ic distri
bution should lead, through electron-phonon scattering, to a phonon distribution 
that is also our of equilibrium. Suppose (to take a s imple case) that the Fermi surface 
lies w ithin the first Brillouin zone. We define umklapp processes as those in which 
total crystal momentum is not conserved, under the convention that the primitive 
cell in which individual electron and phonon wave vectors are specified is the first 
zone. If the to tal crystal momentum of the combined electron-phonon system were 
initially nonzero then in the absence ofumklapp processes, it would remain nonzero at 
all subsequen L times, even in the absence of an electric field, 29 and the electron-phonon 
system could not come to complete thermal equilibrium. Instead, the electrons and 
phonons would drift along together, maintaining their nonzero crystal momentum 
and also a nonzero electric current. 

Metals (free from defects) bave finite conductivities only because umklapp pro
cesses can occur. These do degrade the total crystal momentum and make it possible 
for a current to decay in the absence of a driving electric field. If however, the Fermi 
surface is within the intet;or of the zone, then there is a minimum phonon wave 
vector and energy (Figure 26.5) below which umklapp processes cannot occur. When 
k 8 Tis well below tbis energy, the number ofpbonons available for such events should 
become proportional to exp (-ltwm;n/k8 T), a nd therefore the resistivity should drop 
exponentially in 1/ T. 

'lmln 

Figure 26.5 
Extended-zone picture of a metal whose Fermi surface is 
completely contained in the first zone. Here q.,., js the 
m inimum wave vector for a phonon that can participate in 
an umklapp process. At temperatures below those corre
sponding to the energy of this phonon, the contribution 
fro m umklapp scanering should drop exponentially. 

2 Q Compare the very similar discussion of the thermal conductivity of an insulator in Chapter 25. · 
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PROBLEMS 

l. A More Detailed Tre_atment of the Phonorz Dispersion Relation in Metals 
In deriving the Bohm-Staver relation (26.8) we regarded the ions as point particles, interacting 
onl} through Coulomb forces. A more realistic model would take the ions as extended distribu
tions o f charge, and allow for thcimpenetrability of the ion oores by an effecti ve ion-ion interaction 
in additional ro the Coulomb interaction. Sit1ce the core-core repulsion is short-ranged. it leads 
to no difficulties in the usual treatment of lattice vibrations.. and can be described by a dynamical 
matrix oc in the manner described in Chapter 22 We can therefore treat lattice vibrations in 
metals by the methods o f 01apter 22, provided that we take the full dyt1amical matrix D to be 
oc plus a term arising from the Coulomb interactions benvecn the ionic charge djstributions, as 
screened by the electrons. 

Let us take the ion at position R + u(R) to have a charge distribution p[r - R - ufR)] , so 
that the electro sta tic force on such an ion is given by f dr .E(r)p[r - R - u(R)] , where E(r) is the 
electric field redu.ced by electronic screening, 30 due to all the other ions (whose charge density is 
Ln·,.R p[r - R' - u(R•)]). 

(a) Expand this additional electrosta tic interaction to Jjncar order in rhe ionic displacements 
u, a nd, assuming that the electronic screening is described by the static dielectric oonstam31 E(q). 
show that the dynamical matrix appearing in Eq. (22.57) must now be taken to be 

Dp,{k) = D~,.(k) + V,.(k) + I [~ .. (k + K) - v,.<K)], 

v ~q) = 41!nq,q,jp(qW 
'" q2E(q) (26.51) 

{b) Show that if the electronic screening is no t taken in to account ( E :::: 1). Eq. (26.5 1) predicts 
in the long-wavelength limit a longitudinal normal mode at the ionic p.lasma frequency (26.2). 

(c) Show that when sereening is taken into account via the T homas-Fermi dielectric function 
(26.4), all p honon frequencies vanish linearly with k at long wavelengths, though t he dispersion 
relation is not of the simple Bohm-Staver form (26.5). 

2. Electro11ic vs. Ionic Contributions to tlze Specific H eat of Metals 
(a) E~timating the sOtmd velocity in a metal by the Bohm-Staver relation (26.8), show tha t 

hwv = (28;3 z 113/11)1/2. 
eF 3 M 

(26.52) 

30 The screening theory of Chapter J 7 was based on the assum ption that the external p otential was 
a weak perturbation on the electron gas. Since this is no t the case for the potential of the ions, a rela tion 
of the form </>1""'1 (q ) = ( 1; £)</>'""(q }is not s trictly valid. On~ cmr find a linea r re lation between the d~violions 
of the total and ionic potentials from their equilibrium values. To derive it, ho wevet:, one rnust take the 
system penurbed by the ions to be no t a free electro n ga.~. but a gas of electro os in the p resence of the 
full equilibrium periodic potential. The formu la describing the screening is then more co mplex. These 
extra di fficulties ate referred to !IS band structure effects. We ignore them in this problem. 

31 More precisely, we should use the frequency-dependent dielec tric functio n £(Q. ro). where w is the 
frequency of the normal mode being examined. When, however. ''J is less than Wv . Lhe frequency deper1d em:e 
o f the dielectric funct ion (17.60) is quite negligible. l11is observation is the analytic jtL~tification of the 
adiabatic a pproximation. 
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(b) Using this result and Eq. (23.30), show that the low temperature electronic and ionic 
contributions to the specific heat are related by 

(26.53) 

(c) Estimating the mass of the ion by A.M,. where A is the mass number and M ,, is the proton 
mass (J'vl P = t 836 m) show that the electronic specific heat exc.-ecds the ionic comribution when 
the temperat ure falls below 

To = 5.3Z1
1
2 (~r~ e:Y X 102 K. (26.54) 

(d) Evaluate To for sodium. aluminum, and lead. 
(e) Show that the magnitude of the leading (cubic) term in the Janice specific heat is bigger 

than the magnirudc of the cubic correction to the electronic specific heat (Eq. (2.102), evaluated in 
the free electron approximation) by a factor 

1 ( 3M )
312 

z zt13m . (26.55) 

3. Phonon Co,-rections to the Elect•·onic Energy 
In the lin1it w0 --> 0, the correction (26.27) to the elcttronic energy reduces to that oft he Hartree
Fock approximation as modified by Thomas-Fermi screening (Chapter 17, page 344): 

(26.56) 

When the phonon frequencies are not considered vanishingly small, (26.27) differs appreciably 
from (26.56) only for those values of the integration variable k' for which s,.. is within O(ftw0 ) of 
~- Since frw0 is small compared with Sp. the region of k' for which the correction is appreciable 
is a shell about the surface S.· = s. that is thin (on the scale of the dimensions of the zone). We 
may exploit this fact to simplifY the correction tem1 by writing the imegral over k' as an integral 
ovcreJlcrgy E', and an integral over the constant-energy surfaces f.,. = &'. As&' varies, the variation 
of the term in (E.. - &')2 in the denominator of (26.27) is very important, since the denominator 
vanishes within Lhis range. However, the remaining&' dependence of the integnmd (due to tbe 
fact that k' is constr'.ained to a surface of energy 8') leads to very little variation as f: varies within 
0(11w0 ) of &1, . It is thus a good approximation to replace the k' integrations over the surfaces 
e .. = S' by integrations over the single surfaces,..=~- After this replacement, the only&' depen· 
dence left comes from the explicit term in f: in the denominator. The integral over 11 is then easily 

performed. 
(a) Show that under this approximation, 
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(b) Show tha t (26.57) immcdjately implies tha t the phonon-corrected Ferm i surface {;k = {;~. 

is id em ical to t he w1co rrected Fermi surface, 6~ ~- = e •.. 
(c) Show tha t when e . is several times hw 0 fro m e •.. the phonon correction is s ma ller than 

the Thomas-Fe rmi correction by O(hwo/CF)(htuo.'[~ - e • .]). 
(d) Show tha t when e. -· eF is :.mall com pared with hf.u0, (26.57) reduce,., to (26.28) and 

(26.29). 

• 
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Because charge cannot Row freely in insulators, applied electric fields of substantial 
amplitude can penetrate into their interiors. There are a t least three broad contexts 
in which it is important to know how the internal structure of an insulator, both 
electronic and ionic, readjusts when an additional electric Ocld is superimposed on 
the electric field associated with the periodic lattice potential: 

I. We may place a sample of the insulator in a static electric fie ld such as that 
existing between the plates of a capacitor. Many important consequences of the 
resulting internal distortion can be deduced if one knows the static dielectric 
constant £ 0 of the crystal, whose calculation is therefore an important aim of any 
microscopic theory of insulators. 

2. We may be interested in the optical properties oft he insulator-i.e., in its response 
to the AC electric field associated with electromagnetic radiation. ln this case the 
important quantity to calculate is the frequency-de,t?cndent dielectric constant 
€(w), or, equivalently, the index of refraction. n = -.f£. 

3. In an ionic crystal. even in the absence of externally applied fields, U1erc may be 
long-range electrostatic forces between the ions in addition to the periodic lattice 
potential, when the lattice is deformed from its equilibrium configuration (as, 
for example, in the course of executing a nonnal mode). Such forces arc often 
best dealt with by considering the additional electric field giving rise to them, 
whose sources arc intrinsic to the crystal. 

In dealing with any of these phenomena the theory of the macroscopic Maxwell 
equations in a medium is a most valuable tool. We begin with a review of the electro
static aspects of this theory. 

MACROSCOPIC MAXWELL EQUATIONS OF ELECTROSTATICS 

Wl1en viewed on the atomic scale, the charge density p"'1cr
0 (r) of any insulator is a very 

rapid I)' varying _function of position, rcOecting the microscopic atomic structure of 
the insulato r. On the Sanle a tomic scale the electrostatic potential qt-'0 (r) and the 
electric field Errutrc(r) = - V<J>mia"(r) also have strong and rapid variations since they 
are related to pm"'ro(r) by 

(27.1) 

On the other hand, in the convention.tl macroscopic electromagnetic theory of an 
insulator the charge density p(r), potential <J>(r), and electric field E(r) show no such 
rapid variation. 1 Specifically, in the case of an insulator bearing no excess charge 
beyond that of its component ions (or atoms or molecules), the macroscopic electro
static field is determined by the macroscopic Maxwell equation:2 

V · D(r) = 0, (27.2) 

' Indeed. in an insulating medium in the absence of any extemally applied lields, cf>(r) is zero (or 
constant). 

' More generally. one v.Tites V · D ~ 4np. v. here pis the ~o-o;lled free charge--i.e .• that part of the 
macroscopic charge density due to excess charges not imrinsic to the medium. Throughout the following 
di!>Cussion we ~ume that there is no free charge. so that our macroscopic charge density is alv.ays the 
SCH:alled bound charge of macros.coptc electrostatics. The inclusion of free charge is straightforward, but 
not rcle\·ant to any of the applications we wish to make here. 
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in conjunction with the equation giving the macroscopic electric field E in terms of 
the electric displacement D and polarization densi ty P, 

D(r) = Elr) + 4nP(r). (27.3) 

These imply (in the absence of free charge) that the macroscopic electric field satisfies 

V • E(r) = - 4nV · P(r), (27.4) 

where P (to be defined in detail below) is generally a very slow ly varying funct ion of 
position inside an insulator. 

Although it is very convenient to work with the macroscopic Maxwell equations, 
it is also essential to deal with the microscopic field acting on individual ions. 3 One 
must therefore keep the relation between macroscopic a nd micro!'icopic quantities 
clearly in mind. The connection, first derived by Lorent7.., can be made as fo llows:4 

Suppose we have an insulato r (not necessarily in its equilibrium configura tion) 
t hat is described (at an instant) by a microscopic charge density p m"'"'(r ), which reflects 
the detailed atomic arrangement of electrons and nuclei and which gives rise to the 
ra pidly varying m icro!'icopic field, Em~cr<>(r). The macroscopic field E(r) is defined to be 
an average of E""cm over a region about r that is small on the macroscopic scale, but 
large compared with characteristic atomic dimensions a (Figure 27.1). We make the 
averaging procedure explicit by using a positive no rmalized weight ftmc tion f, 
satisfying: 

f(r) ~ 0 ; f(r) = 0, r > r 0 ; f drf(r) = l ; f( - r) = f(r). (27.5) 

The distance r0 beyond \'<,hich f vanishes is large compared with atomic dimensions 

Figure 27.1 
The value of a macroscopic quantity at 
a point Pis a o average o f the microscopic 
quantity over a regjon of dimensions r 0 

in the neighborhood of P, where r 0 is 
large compared to the interparticle 
spacm g u. 
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~ We continue wilh our convc:mion of u~in!? 1 he ~ingle term ~ion•· to refer to the ions in ionic crystals, 
but also the atoms o r molecules making up molocular crystals. 

4 The foJJowing d iscussion rs ,·ery SJmilar to a derivation of a ll the macroscopic Maxwell equations 
by G . RussakoiT, Am. J . Plrys. 10, 1188 ( 1970). 
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a, but small on the scale over which macroscopically defined quantities vary. s We also 
require thatf vary slowly ; i.e., IVJI/f should not be appreciably greater than the 
minimum value, o f order l f r0 • required by Eqs. (27.5). Beyond these assumptions, 
the form of the macroscopic theory is independent of the properties of the weight 
function f. 

We can now give a precise definition of the macroscopic electric field E(r) at the 
pojm r : it is the average o f lhe microscopic field in a region of radius r 0 about r, \-Vith 
points displaced by - r ' from r receiving a weight proportional to f(r') ; j.e., 

E(r) = f dr' Em"'"0(r - r')f(r'). (27.6) 

Loosely speaking, the operation specified by (27.6) washes out those features of the 
microscopic field that vary rapidly on the scale of r 0 , and preserves those features 
that vary slowly on the scale of r 0 (Figure 27.2). Note, for example, that if Erniao should 
happen to vary slowly on the scale of r 0 (as would be the case if the point r were in 
empty space, far from the insulator), then E(r) would equal F.micro(r). 

r (\ 
(\ II (\ (\ (\ 

" 1\ II " 
(\ " (\ {\ 

1\ " -

• • • v e • • .v.v. • eveveveveVe\J.,V. ,v; ;T • ••••••• • • • • 
~---ro----1 

Figure 27.2 
The lighter rapidly osci llatory curve illustrates the characteristic spatial variation of a micro
scopic quantity. The heavier curve is the corresponding macroscopic quantity. Only spatial 
variations that occur on a scale comparable to or larger than r0 are preserved in the macroscopic 
quantity. 

Equations (27.6) and (27.1) immediately imply t hat 

V · E(r) = f dr· V • E micro(r - r')f(r") 

= 4n f dr' pmiao(r - r')f(r'). (27.7) 

Therefore, to establish (27.4) we must show that 

f dr' pr-r«ro(r - r')f(r') dr' = - V · P(r), (27.8) 

where P(r) is a slowly varying function that can be interpreted as a dipole moment 
density. 

• More precisely. the macroscopic Mwmell equations are valid only wheo the variation in the 
macroscopic fields is sufficiently slo\\ that their minimum dutracteristic w:noeleugth allows a choice of 
r 0 satisfying). » r 0 » a. This condition can be sausfied by Lhc ficl<J associated with visible light(). - IO•a). 
but not by the field associated '"ilh X rays (A - a). 
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We shall discuss only t he case in which the microscopic charge density can be 
resolved into a sum of contributions from ions (or atoms or molecules) located at 
positions r1 characterized by individual charge distributions P;(r - r1): 

pmicro(r) = L pj(r - rj). 
j 

(27.9) 

Such a resolution is quite natural in ionic o r molecular solids, but is rather more 
difficult to achieve in covalent crystals. where important parts o f the electronic charge 
distribution are not readily associated with a particular site in the crystal. Our dis
cussion is therefore primarily applicable to the fanner two insulating categories. Quite 
a different approach is required to calculate the dielectric properties of covalent 
crystals. We shall ret urn to this point below. 

We are interested in nonequilibrium configurations of the insulator in which the 
ions are displaced from lheir equilibrium positions rJ and arc deformed from their 
equilibrium shapes,6 which are described by charge densities pJ. Thus pmicro(r) will 
not, in general, be equal to the equilibrium microscopic charge density, 

p:f""(r) = L pJ(r - r'J). (27.10) 
J 

Using (27.9) we can write (27.7) as: 

V • E(r) = 4n ~ I dr' pJ{r - r1 - r')f(r') 

= 4n ~ f de p/f)J(r - rJ - (r + A1)), (27.11) 

where A; = r1 - r~. The displacement A1 of the jth ion from its equilibrium position 
is a microscopic distanet of order a or less. Furthennore the charge density p1(f) 
vanishes when r exceeds a microscopic distance of order a. Since the variation in the 
weight flmction f is very smaU over distances of order a, we can expand (27.11) in 
what is effectively a series in powers o f ajr0 by using the Taylor expansion: 

.., 1[ ]" f(r- rY - (r + Ai)) = .L 1 - (r +A;)· V f(r - r~). 
, ooe o n. 

If we substitute the first two terms 7 from (27.12) into (27.11) we find that 

V · E(r) = 4n [~ eJf(r - rJ> - ~ (pj + e1A1) • Vf(r - r~)J 
where 

(27.12) 

(27.13) 

(27.14) 

• We have in mind applicat ions (a) to monatomic Bravais latticcs(in which the rJarcj ust the Bra,•ais 
lattice vectors R and all of the functions p~ arc Identical, and (b) to luttices with a basis, in whiCh the r~ 
run through all vecton. R. R T d. etc., and there an: as many distinct functJonal for:ms for the p~ as there 
are distinct types of ions in the basis. 

1 We shall find that the first (11 = 0) term makes no contribution to (27. 11), and we must therefore 
retain the next (n = I) term to get the lcadin£ contribution. 
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The q uantitics ei and pi arc simply the total charge and dipole moment of the jtb ion. 
In the case of a monatomic Bravais lattice the charge of each "ion" must be zero 

(since the crystal is neutral and all "ions" are identical). In addition the equilibrium 
positions rJ are the Bravais lattice sites R, so (27.13) reduces to 

V · E(r) = - 4nV · L f(r - R)p(R), (27.15) 
R 

where p(R) is the dipole moment of the atom at site R. 
With a straightforward generalization of the definition of p(R), this result remains 

valid (to leading order in af r0 ) even when we allow for ionic charge and a polyatomic 
basis. To see this, suppose that the rJ now run through the sites R + d of a lattice 
with a basis. We can then label p1 and ei by the Bravais lattice vector R and basis 
vector d specifying the equilibrium position of the jth ion :8 

Pi_. p{R, d), ei _. e(d), rJ _. R + d, A1 _. u(R. d). (27.16) 

Since d is a microscopic length of order a, we can perform the further expansion: 

f(r - R - d) :::::: f(r - R) - d • V f(r - R). (27.17) 

Substituting tllis into (27.13) and dropping terms of higher than linear order in afr0 , 

we again recover (27.15), where p(R) is now the dipole moment of the entire primitive 
cell9 associated with R: 

p(R) = L [e(d)u(R, d) + p(R, d)). (27.18) 
d 

Comparing (27.15) wjth the macroscopic Maxwell equation (27.4), we find that 
the two are consistent if the polarization density is defined by 

P(r) = '[f(r - R)p(R). (27.19) 
R 

If we are dealing with distortions from equilibrium whose fo£m does not vary much 
from cell to cell on the microscopic scale, then p(R) will vary only slowly from cell 
to cell, and we can evaluate (27.19) as an integral: 

l l f P(r) = - L vf(r - R)p(R) :::::: - dF f(r - r)p(i), 
V R V 

(27.20) 

where p(i') is a smooth, slowly varying continuous function equal to the polarization 
of the cells in the immediate vici11ity ofi', and v is the volume of the equilibrium 
primitive cell. 

• lons separated by Bravais Janice vectors have the same total charge. so eJ depends only on d., and 
not on R. 

• ln deriving(27.18) we have used the faClthatthe total charge of the primitive cell,l:e(d), vanisl1es. 
We have also neglected an additional term. 1: dl'(d). which is the dipole momeot of the primitive cell in 
the undistor1ed equilibrium crystal. In most crystals this term vanishes for the most natural choices of 
primitive cell Tf it did not vanish, the crystal would have a polarization density in equilibrium in the 
absence of distorting forces or extemal electric fields. Such crystals do exist, and are known as pyroelectrics. 
We shall discuss them later in this chapter. where we shall also make clearer wrun is meant by "most 
natural choices of pnmitive cell" (see page 554). 
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We shall restrict our usc of the macroscopic Maxwell equations to situations in 
which the variation in cellular polar ization is appreciable only over distances large 
compared with the dimensions r 0 of the averaging region; this is certainly the case 
for fields whose wavelengths are in the visible part of the spectrum or longer. Since 
the integrand in (27.20) vanishes when r is more than r 0 from r, then if p('f) varies 
negligibly over a distance r0 from r, we can replace p(i) by p(r), and bring it outside 
the integra] to obtain: 

P{r) = p~) f dr f(r - I). 

Since J dr' f(r') = 1, we finally have 

1 
P(r) = - p(r); 

v 

(27.21) 

(27.22) 

i.e., provided the dipole moment of each cell varies appreciably only on the macro
scopic scale, then the macroscopic Maxwell equation (27.4) holds with the polarization 
density P(r) defined to be the dipole moment of a primitive cell in the neighborhood 
of r, divided by its equilibrium volume. 10 

THEORY OF THE LOCAL FIELD 

To exploit macroscopic electrostatics, a theory is required relating the polarization 
density P back to the macroscopic electric field E. Since each ion has microscopic 
dimensions, its displacement and distortion will be determined by the force due to 
the microscopic field at the position of the ion, diminished by the contribution to the 
microscopic field from the ion itself. This field is frequently called the local (or effective) 
field, E10C'(r). 

We can exploit macroscopic electrostatics to simplify the evaluation of E 1oc(r) by 
dividing space into regions near to and far from r. The far region is to contain all 
external sources of field, all points outside the crystal, and only points inside the 
crystal that are far from r compared with the dimensions r 0 of the averaging region 
used in (Eq. (27.6) ). AU other points are said to be 1n the near region (Figure 27.3). 
The reason for this d ivision is that the contribution to E kx:(r) of a11 charge in the 
far region will vary negligibly over a distance r 0 about r, and would be unaffected 
if we were to apply tbe averaging procedure specified in (27.6). Therefore the con
Lribuf.ion to E100(r) of all charge in the far region is just the macroscopic field, Er:"r<'(r), 
Lhat would exist at r if only the charge in the far region were present: 

(27.23) 

Now E{r), the full macroscopic field at r, is constructed by a veraging tl1e microscopic 
field within r0 of r due to a11 charges, in both the near and the far regions; i.e~ 

(27.24) 

1·0 The derivation of this iotuitive result permits us to estimate corrections when required. 
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Jn calculating the local field at a point r it is convenient to consider separately contributions from 
the far region (i.e., all the crystal outside the sphere o f radius r, about rand a ll external sources 
of field) and from the near region (i.e., a ll points within the sphere about r). The far region is taken 
to be far from r on the scale o f the averaging length r 0 , to insure that the m icroscopic field due 
to charges in the fa r region is equal to its macroscopic average. 

where ~"(r) is the macroscopic fie ld that would exist a t r if only the charges in 
the near r egion 1 1 were present. We can therefore rewrite Eq. (27.23) as: 

(27.25) 

T hus we have related the unknown local field at r to the macroscopic electric fieldu 
at r an d additional tenns that depend only on the configuratjon of charges in the 
near region. 

We shall apply (27.25) o nly ro nonequilibrium configurations o f the crystal with 
neglig ib le spatial variation from cell to cell over distances o f order r 1 , the sjze o f the 
ncar region. 1 3 In such cases E:':,;ro(r) will be the m acroscopic field due to a uniformly 
polarized medium, whose shape is that ofthe near regio n. If we choose the nca r region 

11 Jnc:Joding, of cour-se. the ion on which \~C are calculating the force. 
12 A further complication of a purely ma<:roscopic nature is peripheral to the argument h ere, in "'hich 

E(r ) is assumed to be ghen. If the internal field and polarizat ion are produced by placing the sample in 
a l>pecificd field E•", then an a dd itional problem in macroscopic electros tatics mu"t be solved to determine 
the macroscopic field Em the jmerior of lhc :;ample, since the discontio uj ty in the polarization density 
Pat the surfa <."C of the sample acts as a bound surface charge, and contributes an addit iona l term to t.he 
macroscopic field 10 the interior. For certain simply shaped samples in uniform external fields the iuduced 
pola r ization P a nd the macroscopic field E in the interior will bo th be constant and parallel to .,;«•, a nd 
one can write: E ~ E"' - N P, where N. t he -depolarization factor.- depe.nds on the geometry of the 
sample. The most impollant elementary ca.<:e is the sphere, for which N - 4nj3. For a general e llipsoid 
(tn wh ich P ~'<! not be parallel to E) see E . C . Stoner, Phil. Mag. 36, 803 ( 1945). 

u Note that we are now very macroscopic indeed, req uiring that ..\ » r, » r0 » a. 
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to be a sphere, then this field is given by the followi ng elementary result of elec.1ro
statics (see Problem 1): 111e macroscopic field anywhere inside a unifonnly polarized 
sphere is just E = -4nP/ 3, where P is the polarization density. Therefore if the 
near region is a sphere over which P has negligible spatial variation, then Eq. (27.25) 
becomes 

4nP(r) 
E10c(r) = E(r) + ~~,(r) + · . 

3 
(27.26) 

We are thus left with the problem of calculating r.he microscopic local field ~,(r) 
appropriate to a spherical region whose center is taken to be the ion on which the 
field acts. Inside this region the cll!lrge density is the same in every cell (except for 
the removal of the ion at the center on which we are calculating the force). In most 
applications this calculation is done under the following simplifying assumptions: 

1. 1l1e spatial dimensions and the displacement from equilibrium of each ion arc 
considered to be so small that the polarizing field acting on it can be taken to 
be uniform over the whole ion and equal to the value of Eloc at the equilibrium 
position o f the ion. 

2. The spatial dimensions and the displacement from equilibrium of each ion are 
considered to be so small that the contribution to the local field at the cquil.ibri um 
position of the given ion, from the ion whose equilibrium position is R + d, is 
accurately given by the field of a dipole of moment e(d)u(R + d) + p(R +d). 

Since the dipole moments of ions at equivalent sites (displaced from each other 
by Bravais latlice vectors R) arc identical within the near region over which P bas 
negligible var iation, the calculation ofE~,, at an equilibrium site reduces to tl1e type 
of lattice sum we described in Chapter 20. Furthermore, in the special case in which 
every equilibrium site in the equilibrium crystal is a center of cubic symmetry, it is 
ca:.ily shown (P roblem 2) that this lattice sllln must vanish ; i.e., ~C:,(r) = 0 at every 
equi librium site. Since this case includes both the solid noble gases and the alkali 
halides. it is the only one we consider. For these crystals we may assume that the 
field polarizing each ion in the neighborhood of r is1 4 

~""( ) _ E( ) 4nP(r) . r - r + 
3

. (27.27) 

This result , sometimes known as the Lorentz. relation, is widely used in theories of 
dielectrics. h is very important to remember tl1e assumptions underlying it, par
ticularly that of cubic symmetry about every equilibrium site. 

Sometimes (27.27) is written in terms of the dielectric constant ~ of the medium, 
using the constitutive relation 15 

D(r) = EE(r), (27.28) 

•~ Note tbat tmpliat in this relation is the fact that the local field acting on an ion depends only 
on the general location of the ion b ut not (in a lat lice with a basis) on the type or ion (i.e, it depends oo 
R but not on d). This convenient simplificat ion is a consequence of our assumption that every ion occupies 
a posllion of cubic symmetry. 

u r n noncubic crystals P, and therefore D, need uot be parallel to E. so£ is a tensor. 
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together with the relation (27.3) between D. E, and P, to express P(r) in terms ofE(r): 

E - 1 
P(r) = 

4 
E(r). 

n 

Using this to eliminate P(r) from (27.27), one finds that 

£+2 
E1<><(r) = 

3 
E(r). 

(27.29) 

(27.30) 

Yet another way of expressing the same result is in terms of the polarizability, IX, 

of the medium. 1l1e po1arizability IX(d) of the type of ion at position d in the basis 
is defined to be the ratio of its induced dipole moment to the field actually acting 
on it. lllUs 

p(R + d) + eu(R + d) = cdd) E1""(r)j, ,. R. (27.31) 

TI1e polarizability tX of the medium is defined as the sum of the polarizabilities of 
the ions in a primitive cell: 

IX = L a( d). (27.32) 
d 

Since (cf. (27.18) and (27.22) ). 

P(r) = ~ L [p(R, d) + e(d)u(R, d)] , 
V d R "'r 

(27.33) 

it follows that 
IX 

P(r) = - El""(r). 
v 

(27.34) 

Using (27.29) and (27.30) to express both P and E'oc in terms of E, we find that (27.34) 
implies that 

E- 1 4ncx 
E + 2 = 3v · (27.35) 

1l1is equation, known as the Clausius-Mossotti relation, 16 provides a valuable 
link between macroscopic and microscopic theories. A microscopic theory is required 
to calculate IX. which gives the response of the ions to the actual field E 1"" acting o n 
then:L The resulting t: can then be used, in conjunction with the macroscopic Maxwell 
equations, to predict tbe optical properties of the insulator. 

THEORY OF THE POLARIZABILITY 

Two terms contribute to the polarizability CJ... The contribution fromp (see Eq. (27.31) ), 
the "atomic polarizability," arises from the distortion of the ionic charge distribution. 

16 When written in terms of the indelt of refraction, n = .Ji, the Clausius-Mossolli relation is known 
as the Lorentz-Lorenz relation. (In the recent physics and chetnistry literature of England and the United 
States it has become the widespread practice to misspell the last narnc of 0 . F. Mossotti with a single 
~s." and/or to interchange his initials.) 
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The contribution from eu, the "dis placement polar izability," arises from ionic dis
p lacements. There is no displacement polarizability in molecular crystals '"'·here the 
"ions" a rc uncharged, but in ionic crystals it is comparable to the atomic polarizability. 

Atomic Pola rizability 

We a llow the local field acting on the ion in q uestion to be freq uency-dependent, 
wri t ing 

(27.36) 

where E 0 is independent of position (assumption 1, page 541). T h e simplest classical 
theory of atomic polarizability treats the ion as an electronic shell of charge Z ,e 
and mass Z1m tied to a heavy, immobile, undeformable ion core, by a harmonic 
spring, of spring constant K = Z 1mw0 

2 (Figure 27.4). If the displacement of the shell 

•1gurc 27.4 
Crude classical model of atomic polarizability. 
The ion is represen ted as a charged shell of 
charge Z,e and mass Z;m tied to an immobile 
nucleus by a s pring o f force constan t K = 
Z 1mCt>0

2
• 

from its equilibrium position is given by 

r = Re (r 0 e - 1
""), 

then t he equa tion o f motion of the shclJ, 

Z 1m i' = - Kr - Z 1eE1«, 

implies that 
eE 0 

ro = - m{ 2 2)· 
Wo - w 

Since the induced dipole moment is p = -Z,er, we have 

p = Re (poe-;"''), 
w ith 

_ _ z.eZ E 
Po - m(woz _ w2) o· 

Defining the frequen cy-dependent atomic polarizability by 

Po = o:"'(w)Eo. 

. 
(27.3 7) 

(27.38) 

(27.39) 

(27.40) 

(27 .41) 

(27.42) 
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we have 

(27.43) 

The model leading to (27.43) is, of course, very c r ude. However, for our purposes 
the most important feature of the result is that if w is small compared with w 0 , the 
polar izability will be independent of frequency and equal to its static value: 

oc"' _ Z ;e2 

- mwoz· (27.44) 

We would expect w 0 , the frequency o f vibration o f the e lectronic sl1ell, to be of the 
order o f an a tomic excitation energy divided by II. This suggests that, unless hw is 
o f the order o f severa l electron volts, we can take the atomic polarizability t o be 
independent o f freq uency. This is confirmed by more accurate quantum-mechanical 
calculations o f ex. 

Note tha t we can also use (27.44) to estimate the frequency below which a;'1 will 
be frequency-independent, in terms of the o bserved sta tic polarizabilities: 

(27.45) 

Since the measured polarizabilities (see Table 27.1) arc o f the order of l0- 24 cm3
, we 

conclude that the frequency dependence of the a tomic polarizability will not come into 
play (in all bul the most highly polarizable of ions) until frequencies corresponding 
to ultraviolet radiation. 

Table 27. l 
ATOMJ<.. POLARIZABlLITJFS OF THE HALOGEN IONS, 
NOBLE GAS ATOMS. AND ALKALI METAL IONSG 

H ALOGENS NORLE GASES ALKALI METALS 

He 0.2 Li+ 0 .03 
F - t.2 Nc 0.4 Na• 0.2 
CJ- 3 Ar L.6 K + 0.9 
Br- 4.5 Kr 2.5 Rb+ 1.7 .- 7 Xe 4.0 cs• 2.5 

u In units of l0- 14 cm3 • Note that entries in the same row have the 
same electronic shdl structure. but incrcasit1g nuclear charge. 
So urce: A . Dalgamo. Ad•·ance.v Pltys. H , 281 (1962). 

Displacement Polarizability 

ln ionic crystals we must consider the dipole m oment d uc to lht: d isplacement o f the 
charged ions by the e lectric field, in addition to the a tomic polarization resulting 
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from the deformation of their electronic shells by the field . We begin by ignoring 
t11e atomic polarization (rigid-ion approximation). To simplify the discussion we also 
consider only crystals with two ions per primitive cell, of charges e and -e. If the 
ions are undeformable, then tlle dipole moment of the primitive cell is just 

+ - ( p = ew, w = u - u , 27.46) 

where u± is the displacement of the positive or negative ion from its equilibrium 
position. 

To determine w(r) we note that tlle long-range electrostatic forces between ions 
are already contained in the field E'oc:. The remaining short- rat1ge interionic forces 
(e.g., higher-order electrostatic multipole moments and core-core repulsion) will fall 
off rapidly with distance, and we may assume tllat they produce a restoring force 
for an ion at r that depends only on the displacement of the ions in its vicinity. Since 
we are considering disturbances that vary slowly on ll1e atomic scale, in the vicinity 
of r all ions of the same charge move as a whole with the same displacement, u+(r) 
or u-(r). Thus the short-range part of the restoring force acting on an ion at r will 
simply be proportional to17 the relative displacement w(r) = u ... (r) - u-(r) of the 
two oppositely charged sublattices in the neighborhood of r . 

Consequently in a distortion of the crystal witll slow spatial variation on the 
microscopic scale, the displacements of the positive and negative ions satisfy equations 
o f the form: 

-k(u+- u- ) + eE1oc, 

- -k(u- - u+) - eE<'<, (27.47) 
which can be written 

.. eEioo k w =- - - w 
M M' (27.48) 

where M is tJ1e ionic reduced mass, M - 1 = (M . ) - 1 + (M _ )- 1
• Letting £1"" be an 

AC field of the form (27.36}, we find that 

eEo/M 
Wo = _, 2• or - w 

(27.49) 

where 

- k o/- = M. (27.50) 

Accordingly, 
2 

cxdis = _P_o = ewo = ..,....,..,--.,2;-e ---,2:-. 
E0 E0 M(w - w ) 

(27.51) 

Note that the displacement polarizability (27.51) has tlle same form as the atomic 
polarizability (27.43). However llie resonant frequency w is characterist ic of lattice 
vibrational frequencies, and tllerefore l1w :::: hw0 ~ 10- 1 to 10- 2 eV. This can be 
102 to 103 times smaller than the atomic frequency w0 , am1 tllereforc, in contrast 
to the atomicpolarizability, the displacement polarizability has a significant frequency 
dependence in the infrared and optical range. 

11 The proportionality constan1 in general will be a tensor, but il reduce.s to a c~nstant in a crystal 
of cubic symmetry. the only case we consider here. 
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Note also that because the ionic mass M is about 104 times the electronic mass 
m, the static (w = 0) ionic and displacement polari7-abilities m ay well be of the 
same size. This means lhat the rigid-ion model we have used is unjustifiable, and 
(27.51) must be corrected to take into account the atomic polarizability of the ions 
as well. The most naive way to do this is simply to add the two types of contribution 
to the polarizability: 

2 

( 
1 - ) e a = ~ + a + -:-M-:-(::--_-::;l,-- 172) • w - (J) 

{27.52) 

where ex + and o:- are the atomic polarizabilitit;S of the positive and negative ions. 
There is no real justification for this, since the first term in (27.52) was calculated 
on the assumption that the ions were immobile but polarizable, while tbe second 
was calculated for ions that could be moved, but not deformed. Evidently a more 
reasonable approach would combine the models U1at lead on the one hand to (27.43) 
and, on the other, to (27.51), calculating in one step the response to the local field 
o f ions that can be both displaced and deformed. Such theories are known as shell 
model theories. l11ey generally lead to results that differ considerably in numerical 
detail from t110se predicted by the more naive (27.52), but have many of the same 
basic structural features. We therefore explore the consequences of (27.52) further, 
indicating later how it should be modified in a more reasonable model. 

In conjunction with the Clausius-Mossotti relation {27.35), the approximation 
expressed by (27.52) leads to a dielectric constant t:(w) for an ionic crystal, given by 

E( --''-w.:..) _ _ 1 4n ( + _ ----::-:,......-:;-e-
2 - =) - =- Ct. + <X + -:-

E((J)) + 2 3v M(w2 - w2) · 
(27.53) 

I n particular, ilie static dielectric constant is given by 

-=-- .,. = - ~ +a- +---Eo - J 4n ( + e
2 

) 

Eo + 2 3v M w2 
' 

(w «(if), (27.54) 

while the high-frequency 18 dje}ectric constant satisfies 

£ 00 - 1 - ~ ( + -) 
2 -3 ~+ex' 

Ero + V 
(w « w « w 0 ). (27.55) 

It is convenient to write E(w) in terms of e0 and E..,, since the two limiting forms 
are readily measured: Eo is the static dielectric constant of the crystal, while £.., is 
the dielectric constant at optical frequencies, and is therefore related to the index of 
refraction, n, by ~~~ = E00 • We have 

E(w) - 1 E.., - 1 1 (Eo - 1 E00 - 1) 
E(W) + 2 = E.., + 2 + 1 - (w2/6i2) Eo + 2 - E.., + i ' {27.56) 

u In this context, by · h•gh frequenCies" we shall always mean frequencies high compared with lattice 
vibra tional frequencies. but low compared with atomic excitation frequcm:ies. The frc;quency of vts.iblc 
light generally ~;ottsfies this condition. 
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which can be solved for E(w): 

Eco- Eo 
E(co) = E.., + ( 2 / 2 ) 1• 

OJ cor -
(27.57) 

where 

2 - -2 (E:o + 2) - -2 (1 - Eo - €"") a>r - w -co . 
Eo + 2 Eo+ 2 

(27.58) 

Application to Long-Wavelength Optical Modes of Tonic Crystals 

To calculate the normal mode dispersion relations in an ionic crystal we could p roceed 
by the general techniques described in Chapter 22. However, we would encounter 
severe computational difficulties because of the very long range of the interionic 
electrostatic interactions. Techniques have been developed for dealing with this 
p roblem. similar to tl10se exploited in calculating the cohesive energy of an ionic 
crystal (Chapter 20). However, for long-wavelength optical modes one can avoid 
such calcula tions by stating the problem as one in macroscopic electrostatics: 

In a long-wavelength (k ~ 0) optical mode the oppositely charged ions in each 
primitive celJ undergo oppositely directed displacements, giving rise to a non
vanishing polarization density P. Associated with this polarization density there will 
in general be a macroscopic electric field E and an electric displacement D , related by 

D = EE = E + 4nP. (27.59) 

In the absence of free charge, we have 

V • D = 0. (27.60) 

Furthermore, E miero is the gradient of a poten tia]. 19 It follows from (27.6} that E is 
also, so that 

V x E = V X (-V</J) = 0. (27.61) 

ln a cubic crystal Dis parallel toE (i.e., E is not a tensor) and therefore, from (27.59), 
both are parallel to P. If all three have the spatial dependence, 

{D} D0 
E = Re E 0 eik·•, 
P Po 

then (27.60) red uces to k • D 0 = 0, which requires that 

D = 0 or D, E, aod P .L k, 

wbile (27.61) reduces to k x E 0 = 0, which requires that 

E = 0 or E, D, and P II k. 

(27.62) 

(27.63) 

(27.64) 

In a longitudinal optical mode the (nonzero) polari?..ation density Pis parallel to k , 

• 9 At opt ical frequencies one might worry about k eeping only electrostatic fields, since the right 
side of the full .Maxwell equation, V x E = - {l/c) oB/iJt need n ot be negligible. We shall see shortly, 
however, that a fuJI electrodynamic treatment leads to very much tbe same conclusions. 
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and Eq. (27.63) tl1erefore requires that D must vanish. TI1is is consistent with (27.59) 
only if 

E = -4n:P, E = 0 (longitudinal mode). (27.65) 

On the other hand, in a transverse optical mode the (nonzero) polarization density 
P is perpendicular to k , which is consistent with (27.64) only if E vanishes. This, 
however, is consistent with (27.59) only if 

E = 0, E = oo (transverse mode). (27.66) 

According to (27.57), E = co when w2 = wr2
, and therefore the result (27.66) 

identifies wr as the frequency o f the long-wavelenf:,>th (k -+ 0) transverse optical 
mode. The frequency wL o f the longitudinal optical mode is determined by the 
condition E = 0 (Eq. (27.65) ), and (27.57) therefor e gives 

(27.67) 

This equation, relating the longitudinal and transverse optical-mode frequencies to 
the static dielectric constant and index of refraction, is known as the Lyddane-Sachs
Teller relation. Note that it fo1Jows entirely from the interpretation that (27.65) and 
(27.66) lend to the zeros and poles o f E(w), togetller with the fu nctional form of 
(27.57}-ie., the fact that in the frequency range o f interest E as a function of w 2 is 
a constant plus a simple pole. As a result, the relation has a validity going well beyond 
the crude approximation (27.52) of additive polarizabilities, and also applies to the 
far more sophisticated shell model tlleories of diatomic ionic crystals. 

Since the crystal is more polarizable at low frequencies20 than at high, wL exceed s 
wT. ll may seem surprising that w L. should differ at all from Wr in the limit of long 
wavelengths, since in this limit the ionic displacements in any region of finite extent 
are indistinguishable. Howeve.-, because of the long range o f electrostatic forces, their 
influence can always persist over distances comparable to the wavelength, no matter 
how long that wavelength may be; thus longitudinal and transverse optical modes 
will always experience different e lectrostatic restoring forces. 21 Tndeed, if we use tile 
Lorentz relation (27.27) we find from (27.65) that the electrostatic restoring force in 
a long-wavelength longitudinal optical mode is given by the local field 

(E1 E 4nP 8n:P 
"') {. = + = - ---..,..-

3 3 
(longitudinal), (27.68) 

while (from (27.66)) it is given in a long-wavelength transverse optical mode by 

(Elo<h· = 4n:P 
3 

(transverse). (27.69) 

20 At frequencies well above the natural vibrational frequencies of the ions, they fail to respond to 
an oscillatory fo rce, and one has only atomic polarizability. At low frequencies b otb mechanisms can 
contribu te. 

21 This argument , based on instan taneous action at a distance, must be reexamined when the electro
static approximation (27.61) is dr opped (see foo tnotes 19 and 25). 
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Thus in a longitudinal mode the local field acts to reduce the polarization (i.e., it 
adds to the short-range restoring force proportional to k = .Mw2) while in a transverse 
mode it acts to support the polarization (i.e., il reduces the short-range restoring 
force). This is consistent with (27.58), which predicts that wT is less than w (since 
e0 - e.x_ is positive). lt is also consistent with (27.67). which, with the aid of (27 .58), 
can be written : 

whicl1 indicates that wL exceeds w. 

+ 2 E o - E,_, .!_) 
Eo + 2 E"" ' 

(27.70) 

'I11e Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation (27.67) has been contioned by comparing 
measurements of wL and w -r from neutron scattering, with measured values of the 
dielectric constant and index of refraction. ln two alkali halides (Nal and KBr), 
wJwT and (~/e-«>) 1'2 were found to agree to within the experimental uncertainty of 
the measurements (a few percent).22 

However, because it is merely a consequence of the analytic form of e(w), the 
validity of the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation does not provide a very stringent test 
of a theory. A more specific prediction can be constructed from Eqs. (27.54), (27.55), 
and (27.58), which combine together to give 

9 (Eo - t=:,_.,) 2 el 
4n(e«- + 2f W-r = Mr;" (27.71) 

Since e2/Mv is determined entirely by the ionic charge, the ionic reduced mass, and 
the lattice constant, the right side of(27.71J is known. However, measured values of 
~. E.., , and w1' in the alkali halides lead to a value for the .left side of (27. 7 J ) that can 
be expressed in the form (e*)2 /M v, where e* (known as the Szigeti charge) ranges 
between about 0.7e and 0.9e. This should 11ot be taken as evidence that the io ns are 
not fully charged, but as·a telling sign of the failure of the crude assumption (27 .52) that 
atomic and displacement polarizabilities simply add to give t11e total po.lariz.abil.ity. 

To remedy this defect, one must turn to a shell model theory in which atomic and 
displacement polarizations are calculated together, by aiJowing the electronic shell 
to move relative to the ion core (as done above in calculating the atomic polariz
ability) at the same time as the ion cores are themselves displaced. 23 The general 
structural form (27.57) of E(w) is preserved in such a theory, but the specific forms 
for the constants E0 , E.., , and wT can be quite different. 

Application to the Optical Properties of Ionic Crystals 

The above discussion of the transverse optical mode is not completely accurate, based 
as it is on the electrostatic approximation (27.61) to the Maxwell equation:2 4 

l c3B 
VxE = - ;; or . (27.72) 

12 A. D. B. woods et aL Phys. R et·. 131, 1025 (1963). 
u An early and particular ly stm ple model i• gi~·en by S. Roberts, Phy s. Rev. 17, 258 (1950). 
2 • O ur discussion of the longitudinal optical mode is founded en tirely on I he Maxwell equation 

V · D = 0 and remains valid in a fully electrodynalnic analysis. 
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When (27.61) is replaced by the more general (27.72), the conclusion (27.66) that the 
transverse optical mode frequency is determined by the condition€(w) = XJ must be 
replaced by the more general result (Eq. (1.34)) that transverse fields with angular 
frequency w and wave \'ector k can propagate only if 

k2c2 
€(W) = 2 . 

OJ 
(27.73) 

Thus for optical modes w1th wave vectors satisfying kc » OJ. the approximation 
€ = oo is reasonable. The frequencies of optical phonons a re of order wv = ki)S, 
where s is t11e speed of sound in the crystal, so this requires that 

k s 
- » - . 
kv c 

(27.74) 

S.ince kv is comparable to the dimensions of the Brillouin zone, while sjc is of order 
10- 4 to w-s. the electrostatic approximation is fully justified except for optical 
modes whose wave vectors are only a small fraction of a percent of the dimensions of 
the zone from k = 0. 

We can describe the structure of the transverse modes aU the way dmvn to k = 0, 
by plotting € vs. uJ {Eq. (27.57)) (Figure 27.5). Note that € is negative between OJ7' and 
lth, so Eq. (27. 73) requires kc to be imaginary. Thus no radiation can propagate in 
the crystal between the transverse and longitudinal optical frequencies. Outside this 
forbidden range w is plotted vs. k in Figure 27.6. Tlte dispersion relation has two 
branches, lying entirely below Wr and entirely above CJJL. The lower branch has the 
form (J) = Wr except when k is so small as to be comparable to OJ7 jc. It describes the 
electric field accompanying a transverse optical mode in the constant-frequency 
region. However, when k is of order Wr/ c the frequency falls below ron vanishing as 
kcj.J£'o, a relation characteristic of ordinary electromagnetic radiation in a medium 
with dielectric constant E0. 

I 
e(w) I 
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l 
e(O}I-..- I 
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• • 

l 
I 

Figure 27.5 
Frequency-dependent dielev 
tric constant for a diatomic 
ionic crystal. 
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Figure 27.6 
Solutions to the dispersion 
relation CJJ = kef Je{W} for 
transt·erse elect romagnctic 
modes propagating in a di~ 
atomic ionic crystal (Tile 
relation to Figure 27.5 is 
most readily seen by rotating 
the figure thmugh 90° and 
considering it to be a plot of 
k ~ w.jfJ;.,)/c. vs. w.) In the 
linear regions one mode is 
clearly photonlikc and one 
clearly optical phononlike. 
In the cuLved regions both 
modes have a mixed nature, 
a nd are sometimes refeTred 
to as ~polaritons." 
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TI1e upper branch, on the other hand, assumes the li near form w = kc/.J"i:, 
characteristic of electromagnetic radiation in a medium with dielectric con stant £.,, 
when k is large compared with Wr/c, but ask approaches zero, the frequency does not 
vanish linearly, but levels off to cov 25 

Finally, note that if the dielectric constant is a real number, then the reflectivity o r 
the crystal is given by (see Eq. (K.6) in Appendix K) 

r = (.JE _ 1)2-
..JE + 1 

(27.75) 

As E _. co. the r eflectivity approaches unity. Thus a ll incident radiation should be 
perfectly reflected at the frequency of the transverse optical mode. Tllis effect can be 
amplified by repeated r eflections of a ray from crystal faces. Since n reflections will 
diminish the intensity by '"'• af1er very many reflections only the compo nent o f radia
tion with frequencies very close to wr will survive. This surviving radiation is known 
as the rescstraltl (residual ray). Such repeated reflections provide a very precise way 
of measuring W n as well as a method for producing very monochromatic radiation 
in the infrared. 

:u Thus ns k - 0 a rransvcr.se mode doe.~ occur a t lhe same frequency as the longirudinal mode 
(see page 548). T he reason tbis b ehavior emerges in a n electrodynamic, but not an e lectrostatic, analys.is 
is basically the finite velocity of signal propagat ion in ao electrodynamic theory. Electromagnetic signals 
can o nly propaga te with the speed of tight, and therefore oo mauer h o w long thei r spatial r:ange, they 
can be effective in clis tinguisbing longitudinal from transverse modes only if they can travel a d istance 
comparable to a wavelength in a time small rompared with a period (i.e., kc »co). The a rgument on 
page 548, which e1tplains why wL and wr differ·. implicitly ass umes that Coulomb fo rces act instanta neously 
at a dista nce, a nd becomes inva lid w hen this assumptio n fails. 
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To the extent that the lattice vibrations are anharmonic (and therefore dan1ped) 
€ wiU also have an imaginary part. This broadens tbe reststrabl resonance. The typical 
behavior o r observed frequency-dependent dielectric constants in ionic crystals, as 
deduced from their optical properties, is shown in Figure 27.7. Alkali halide dielectric 
properties are summarized in Table 27:2. 
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Figure 27.7 
(a) Real (solid tine) and imaginary (dashed line) parts of the d.ielectric constant of zinc sulfide. 
(After F . Abeles and J. P. Mathieu, Annales cle Physique 3. 5 (1958); quoted by E. Burstein. Plwnons 
and Phonon lmeractions, T . A. Bak, ed., W. A. Benjamin, Menlo Park. California. 1964.) (b) Real 
(sol id line) and imaginary (d ashed line) parts of the dielectric constant of potassium chloride. 
(After G. R. Wilkinson and C. Smart; quoted by D. H. Martin. Adrances Phys. 14, 39 (1965).) 

COVALENT INSULATORS 
The above analysis o f ionic and molecular crystals has relied on the possibility of 
resolving the charge distribution of the crystaJ into contributions from identifiable 
ions (atoms, molecules) as in {27.9). ln covaJent crystals, however, a ppreciable elec
tronic charge density resides between ions (forming the so-called covalent bonds). 
This part of the total charge distribution is uniquely a property of the condensed 
state of matter, bearing no resemblance to the charge distribution of single isolated 
ions (atoms, molecules). F urthermore, since it comes from the most loosely bound 
a tomic electrons, it makes a very important contribution to the polarizability of the 
crystaJ. Therefore, in calculating dielectric propert ies of covalent crystals one must 
deal with the polarizability of the crystal as a whole, either invoking band theory 
from the start or developing a phenomenology of "bond polarizabilities." 

We shaJl not pursue this subject here. except to point out that covalent crysta ls 
can have quite large dielectric constants, reflecting the relatively delocalized structure 
o f their electronic charge distributions. Static dielectric constants for selected covalcn t 
crystaJs a re listed in Table 27.3. As we shall see (Chapter 28}, the fac· t the dielectric 
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Table 27.2 
STATIC DIELECI'RIC CONSTAJ\T, OPTICAL DJELECllUC 
CONSI'ANT, AND TRANSVERSE OPTICAL P HOI'\ON 
FREQUEI'\CY FOR ALKALI HALIDE CRYSl'ALS 

COMPOUND f:o €co 11wrfkB0 

LiF 9.01 1.96 442 
NaF 5.05 1.74 354 
KF 5.46 1.85 274 
RbF 6.48 1.96 224 
CsF 2.16 125 

LiO I 1.95 2.78 276 
NaO 5.90 2.34 245 
KO 4.84 2.19 215 
RbO 4.92 2.19 183 
esa 7.20 2.62 15 1 

LiBr 13.25 3.17 229 
NaBr 6.28 2.59 195 
KBr 4.90 2.34 166 
RbBr 4.86 2.34 139 
CsBr 6.67 2.42 114 

Lil 16.85 3.80 
NaJ 7.28 2.93 167 
KI 5.10 2.62 156 
Rbl 4.91 2.59 117.5 
Csl 6.59 2.62 94.6 

u From the reststrahl peak; in degrees Kelvin. 
Source: R. S. Knox and K . J . Teegarden, Physic.r of Color Cemers, W. 8 . 
Fowler, ed.. , Academic Press, New York, 1968, page 625. 

Table 27.3 
STATIC DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS FOR SELECTED COVALENT AND 
COVALD\T-10I\1JC CRYSTALS OF THE DIAMOND, ZINCBLENDE, 
AND WURTZITE SI'KUCTURES" 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE Eo CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

c d 5.7 ZnO IV 

Si d 12.0 ZnS w 
Gc d 16.0 ZnSe z 
Sn d 23.8 ZnTe z 
SiC z 6.7 CdS lll 

GaP z 8.4 CdSe IV 

GaAs z 10.9 CdTe z 
GaSb z 14.4 BeO w 
1nP z 9.6 MgO z 
InAs z 12.2 
JoSb z 15.7 

• Quo ted by J . r- Phillips, Phys. Re1•. Lett. 20, 550 (1968). 

G! 

4.6 
5.1 
5.8 
8.3 
5.2 
7.0 
7.1 
3.0 
3.0 
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constants can be quite substantial is a point of considerable importance in the theory 
of impurity levels in semiconductors. 

PYROELECTRJCITY 

In deriving the macroscopic equation 

V· E = - 4nV·P (27.76) 

for ionic crystals, we assumed (see footnote 9) that the equilibrium dipole moment of 
the primitive cell, 

Po = L de(d), 
d 

vanished, and therefore ignored a term 

t.P = .Po 
v 

(27.77) 

(27.78) 

in the polarization density P. As Figure 27.8 demonstrates, the value of the dipole 
moment p0 is not independent of the choice of primitive cell. However, since only the 
divergence of P has physical significance, an additive constant vecto.r t.P does not 
affect the physics implied by the macroscopic Maxwell equations. 

! +- 1+-1+ -I+ -1 + -1+ -1 + - 1+ -1+ - 1+ - 1+ -H 
(a) 

)tl- +1- + 1- +I- +I-+ 1- +I- + 1- +I- +I- +1- +I 
(b) 

Figure 27.8 
The dipole moment of the primitive 
cell depends on the clloice of primi
tive cell. This is illustrated for a 
one-dimensional ionic crystal. 

There would be nothing more to say if all crystals were infinite in extent. However, 
real crystals have surfaces, at which the macroscopic polarization density P drops 
discontinuously to ze.ro, thereby contributing a singular term on the right side of 
(27.76). This tem 1 is conventionally interpreted as a bound surface charge per unit 
area, whose magnitude is the normal component of P at the surface, P". Thus an 
additive constant in Pis far from inconsequential in a finite crystal. 

1 n a finite crystal, however, we must reexamine our assumption that each primitive 
cell has zero total charge: 

L e(d) = 0. (27.79) 
d 

In an infinite crystal of identical cells this is merely the sta~ement that tbe crystal as 
a whole is neuw~:, but in a crystal with surfaces, only the interior cells are identically 
occupied, and charge neutrality is perfectly consistent with partially filled, and there
fore charged, surface cells (Figure 27.9). Should one's choice of cell lead to surface 
cells containing net charge, an additional term would have to be added to (27.76) to 
represent this bound surface charge, p .. When the choice of cell is changed, both P" 
and p6 will change, in such a way that the total net macroscopic surface charge density, 
P" + Pso ·is unchanged. 
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- + - + - + + -
+ - + - +- + - + - + + + + -
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + + 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -
+ - + - + - + - + 
- + + + + 

(8) (b) (c) 

FiAure 27.9 
The "natural" choice of primitive cell is o ne that leads to uncharged cells a t the surface. The 
cells chosen in (a) and (b) violate this criterion. and their contribution to the polarization density 
is cancelled by the contnbutioo from the charged surface cells. The cell in (c) (which is non
primitive) leads to uncharged surface ccUs and has no dipole mome nt. 

Thus the ''natural" choice o f cell for which (27.76) is valid witho ut an additional 
term representing the unba lanced c hacge in surface cells, is a cell whose neutrality is 
maintained even at the s urfaces of actua l phys ical specimens. 26 

C rystals whose natural primitive cells have a nonvanishing dipole moment Po are 
called pyroelectric.27 In equitibrium a perfect specimen of a pyroelectric crystal has 
a total dipole momen t of p0 times the number of cells in the crysta l,28 and thus a 
polarization density P = p0/ v th roughout the crystal, even in the absence o f an 
external field. This immediately implies some severe restrictions on the point-group 
symmetries o f a pyroelectric crystal, for a symmetry operation must p reserve all 
crystalline properties and, in particular, the direction o f P . Thus the only possible 
rotation axis is one parallel to P, and furthermore there cannot be mirror planes 
perpendicular to that axis. This excludes all point groups except (Table 7.3) C" and 
C..., (n = 2, 3, 4, 6) and C 1 and Cll•· A glance a t Table 7.3 reveals that these are the 
only point g roups compatible with the location of a directed object (an arrow, fo r 
example) a t each site.29 

~~ This o ften requires a cell Lhal is not primitive (see Figure 27.9), but it is easily verified that LJ1e 
ear lier analysis in this chap ter is m no way affected by using a larger mi~Toscopic cell. 

21 1l1e name (pyco = fire) r eflects the fact that under ordinary condit ions the moment of a pyroelectric 
crystal will be masked by neulrali~ng layers of ions from the atmosphere that collect on the faces of the 
cry.;:tal . If, however, the crystal is heated, then th e masking will no longer be complete, since the polarization 
will change c.luc to thermal expansion of the crystal, neutralizing ions will be evaporated, etc. Thus the 
effect was first thought to be the proc.luction o f an electric moment by heat. (Sometimes tbe term " polar 
crystal" is used instead of"pyroelcctric crystal- However, ~polar cry~tal" is also widely used as a synonym 
for "ionkcry~tar (wbetherpyroelectricor not), and the term is therefore best avoided.) Thenel polarization 
can also be masked by a domain structure, as in ferromagnets (see Chapter 33). 

28 The dipole moment of the surface cells need not be p0 , but in the limit of a large crystal this will 
have a n egligible eiTcct o n the total dipole mo ment, since the overwhelming majority of cells w ill be in 
the interior. 

10 So me crystals, though nonpyrocle<.."tric in th e absence o f external s tresses can develop a spontaneous 
d ipole moment when mechanically s1raincd ; i .e.. by suitable squce7jng, their cry!ilal s tructures can be 
distorted to ones tha t can sustain a dipole moment. Such crystals are called piezoelec.lric. The point group 
of a pi~oclectric crystal (when unstraincd) can not contain the inversion. 
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FERRO ELECTRICITY 

The most stable structure o f some crystals is non pyroelectric above a certain tem
perature Tc (known as the Curie temperatru-e) and pyroelectric below it. 30 Such 
crystals (examples are given in Table 27.4) are called ferroelectrics.31 The transition 
from the on polarized to the pyroelectric state is called first order if it is discontinuous 
(i.e.. ifP acquires a uonzero value immediately below Tc) and second or higher order. 
if it is continuous (i.e .• if P grows continuously from zero as T d rops below 7~). 32 

Just below the Curie temperature (for a continuous ferroelectric transition) the 
distortion of the primitive cell from t11e unpolarized configuration will be very sm all, 
and it is therefore possible, by applying an electric field opposite to this small polariza
tion. to diminish and even reverse it. As T drops farther below Tc, the distortion of 
the cell increases, and very m uch stronger fields are required to reverse the direction 
of·P. This is sometimes taken as the essential a ttribute o f ferroelectrics. which are 
then defined as pyroelectric crystals whose polarization can be reversed by applying 
a strong electric field. This is done to include those crystals one feels would satisfy 
tbe first definition (existence of a Cu.rie temperature), except that they melt before 
the conjectured Curie temperature can be reached. Well below the Curie temperature, 
however, the reversal of pola rization may require so drastic a restructuring of the 
crystal as to be impossible even in the strongest attainable fields. 

Immediately below the Curie temperature of a continuous ferroelectric transition, 
the crystal spontaneously and continuously distorts to a polarized state. One would 
tberefore expect the dielectric constant to be anomalously large in the neighborhood 
of Tc, reflecting the fact tha t it requires very little applied field to a lte r substantially 
the d isplacement polarization of the crystal. Dielectric constants as large as 105 have 
been observed near ferroelectric transition points. In an ideal experiment the dielectric 
constant ~hould a ctually become infinite precisely at 7~. For a continuous transition 
this simply expresses the fact that as Tc is approached from above, the net restoring 
force opposing a lattice distortion from the unpolarized to the polarized phase 
vanishes. 

If the restoring force opposing a particular lattice distortion vanishes, there should 
be a zero-frequency normal mode whose polarization vectors describe precisely tbis 
distortion. Since the distortion leads to a net dipole moment and therefore involves 
a relative displacement between ions o f opposite charge, the mode will be an optical 
mode. In the vicinity of the transition, relative displacements will be large, an harmo nic 
terms will be s ubstantial, and this ... soft" mode should be rather strongly damped. 

'I11ese two observations (infinite static dielectric constant and a zero-frequency 
optical mode) are not independent. One implies the other by the Lyddane-Sacbs
Teller relation (27.67), which requires the transverse optical-mode frequency to vanish 
whenever the static dielectric constant is infinite. 

3° Transitions back and fonh are also known : e.g.. there can be a range of temperatures for the 
pyroel~'tric phase, above and below which the crystal is unpolarizcd. 

3 ' The name s tresses the analogy with ferro magnetic materials. which have a net mugneac mo ment. 
It is not meant to suggest that iron has any special relation to the phenomenon. 

~l Sometimes tbe term "'ferroelectric~ is reserved for crystals in wbicb the transition is second order. 
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Perhaps tbe simplest type of ferroelectric crystal (and the one most widely studied) 
is the perovskite structure, sbown in Figure 27.10. Other ferroelectrics tend to be 
substantially mare complex. Some characteristic examples are given in Table 27.4. 

Figure 27.10 
The perovskite structure, characteristic of the barium 
titanate (BaTi03 ) class of ferroelectrics in the unpoJarized 
phase. The crystal is cubic, with Ba++ ions at the cube 
corners, o-- ions at the centers of the cube faces, and 
Ti4

+ ions at the cube centers. The first transition is to a 
tetragonal structure, the positive ions being displaced 
relative to the negative ones, along a [100) direction. The 
perovskite structure is an example of a cubic crystal in 
which every ion is not at a point of fuJI cubic symmetry. 
(The Ba + + and Ti .. + are, but the o-- ions are not.) There
fore the local field acting on the oxygt.'Il ions is more com
plicated than that given by the simple Lorentz formuta 
This is important in understanding the mechanism for the 
ferroelectricity. 

Table 27.4 
SELECI'ED FERROELEC I RIC CRYSf AL'5 

Tc 
NAME FORMULA (K) 

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2 PO,. 123 
Potassium dideuterium phosphate KD2P04 213 
Rubidium dihydrogcn phosphate RbH2PO .. 147 
Rubidium dideuterium phosphate RbD2P04 218 
Barium titanate BaTi03 393 
Lead titanate PbTi03 763 
Cadmium titanate CdTi03 55 
Pola~sium niobate KNb03 708 

Rochelle salt {297r NaK C4H40 6 • 4020 
255 

Oeuterated Rochelle salt rosr NaKC .. H 2D 20 6 • 4020 
251 

" Ha~ upper and lower Tc-

p at T 
UtC/cm2

) (K) 

4.75 96 
4.83 180 
5.6 90 

26.0 300 
>50 300 

30.0 523 

0.25 278 

0.35 279 

Source : F. Jona and G. Sbirane, Ferroe/('Crrtc Crystals, Pergamon, New York, 1962, p. 389. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Electric Field of a Neuh·al U11iform/)' Polarized Splret·e of Radius a 

Far from the sphere, the potential</> wiJJ be that of a point dipole of moment p = 4rrPa3/3 : 

PcosO 
¢=-~, 

,.2 
(27.80) 
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(where the polar axis is along 1'). Using the fact that the general solution to V2 c/J = 0 proportiCinal 
to cos (J is 

A cos f) 
---;;2;-- + Br cos 0, 

r 
(27.81) 

use the boundary conditions at tbe surface of the sphere to show that the potential inside the 
sphere leads to a uniform field E = - 4nl'/3. 

2. Electric Field of a11 lll'l'ay of Identical Dipoles with Identical Orientations, 
at a Point ll'ith Respect to Jlllticlltlte Array Has C11bic Symmei•'Y 
The potential at r due to the dipole at r' is 

I 
1/> =- p·V . lr - r'l 

By applying the rest rictions of cubic symmetry to the tensor 

1 IV,,v. , r 
" r - r 

(27.82) 

(27.83) 

and noting that V2(1 /r) = 0, r :/- 0, show that F~r) must vanish, when the positions r ' of the 
dipoles have cubic symmetry about r. 

3. Polarizability of a Single HydJ·ogen Atom 
Suppose an electric field E is applied (along the x-a.xis) to a hydrogen atom in its ground state 
with wave function 

(a) Assume a trial function for the a tom in the field of the fCirm 

t/1 cc t/lo(l + /'X) = t/lo + f>t/1, 
and determine 'l' by minimizing the total energy. 

(b) Calculate the polarization 

p = f dr ( - e) x (t/10 lit/!* + t/1~ f>t/1), 

(27.84) 

(27.85) 

(27.86) 

using the best trial fuoction, and show that this leads to a polarizability ex= 4a0
3• (The exact 

answer is 4.5a0
3 .) 

4. Ori.entational Polal'izati.OII 
The following situation sometimes arises in pure solids and liquids whose molecules have per
manent dipole moments (such as water or ammonia) and also in solids such as ionic crystals with 
some ions replaced by others with permanent moments (such as OH- in KCl). 

(a} An cltx:tric field tends to align such molecules; thennal disorder favors misalignment. 
Using equilibrium statistical mechanics. write down the probability that the dipole makes an 
angle in the range from 0 to 0 + tl6 with the applied field. rr there are N such dipoles of moment 
p, show that their total dipole moment in thermal equilibrium is 

(
pE) Np(cos 0) = NpL koT , (27.87) 
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wh ere L(.x), the "Langevin function," is given by 

L(x) = cotb x - (~)- (27.88) 

(b) Typical dipole moments arc o f order l Dcbye unit (10- 18 in csu). Show that for an elecrric 
field o f order tif volts/em the polarizability at room temperature can be written as 

p2 
or; = 3kBT. (27.8<J) 

5. Generalized Lyddane-Sachs-Teller Relation 
Suppose that the dielectric constant E:(w) does not have a sin gle pole as a function o f w 2 (as in 
(27.57)) but has the more general structure: 

" R( 
€(W) = A + L 2 2" 

i = l (JJ - (JJI 
(Z7.90) 

Show directly from (27.90) that t he Lyddane>Sach:;,-Teller rela tion (27.67) is gener alized to 

-€o -- n (w?)2. 
€ 00 W1. 

(27.91) 

where thew? are the frequencies at which E vanishes. (Him: Write the condition E: = 0 as an nth
degree polynomial io w 2

, and note that t.h e product o f the roots is simply related to the ,·a luc of the 
polynomial a t w = 0.) What is the significance of the frequencies W; and w?? 
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In Chapter 12 we observed that electrons in a completely filled band can carry no 
current. Within the independent electron model this result is the basis for the dis
tinction between insulators and metals: In the ground state of an insulator all bands 
are either completely filled or completely empty; in the ground state of a metal at 
least one band is partially filled. 

We can characterize i.nsulators by the energy gap, £9, between the top of the highest 
filled ba11d(s) and the bottom of the lowest empty band(s) (see Figure 28.1 ). A solid 
with an energy gap will be nonconducting at T = 0 (unless the DC electric field is 
so strong and the energy gap so mjnute that electric breakdown can occur (Eq. ( 12.8)) 
or unless the AC .field is of such high frequency that liw exceeds the energy gap). 

Unoccupied 0 
Ckcupicd 0 

(a} 

Figure 2&1 
(a) In an insulator there is a 
region of forbidden energies 
separating the highest occu
pied and lowest unoccupied 
levels. (b) In a metal the 
boundary occurs in a region 
of allowed levels. This is 

'---~ _ _ 8'(t:) indicated schematically by 

(b) plotting the density of levels 
(horizontally) vs. energy (ver-
tically). 

However, when the temperature is not zero there is a nonvanishing probability 
that some electrons will be thermally excited across the energy gap into the lowest 
unoccupied bands, which are called, in this context, the conduction bands, leaving 
behind unoccupied levels in the highest occupied bands, called valence bands. The 
thermally excited electrons are capable of conducting, and hole-type conduction can 
occur in the band out of which they have been excited. 

Whether such thermal excitation leads to appreciable conductivity depends criti
cally on the size of the energy gap, for the fraction of electrons excited across the gap 
at temperature Tis. as we shall see, roughly of order e-E912ksr. With an energy gap 
of 4 eV at room temperature (k8 T ~ 0.025 eV) this factor is e - so ~ 10- 35, and 
essentially no electrons are excited across the gap. U, however, E9 is 0.25 eV, then the 
factor at room temperature is e- 5 ~ 10- 2, and observable conduction will OCCUT. 

Solids that are insulators at T = 0, but whose energy gaps are of such a size that 
thermal excitation can lead to observable conductivity at temperatures below the 
melting point, are known as semiconductors. E\oidently the distinction between a 
semiconductor and an insulator is not a sharp one, but roughly speaking the energy 
gap in most important semiconductors is less than 2 eV and frequently as low as a 
few tenths of an electron volt. Typical room temperature resistivities of semicon
ductors are between 10- 3 and 109 ohm-em (in contrast to metals, where p ::::; 10-6 

ohm-em, and good insulators, where p can be as large as 1022 ohm-em). 
Since the number of electrons excited thermally into the conducti.on band (and 

therefore the number of holes they leave behind in the valence band) varjes exponen
tially with 1/ T, the electrical conductivity of a semiconductor should be a very rapidly 
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increasing function of temperature. This is in str iking contrast to the case of metals. 
The conductivity of a metal (Eq. (1.6)), 

111 
, (28.1) a= 

declines with increasing temperatu re, for t he density o f carriers n is inuependent of 
temperature, and a ll temperature dependence comes from the relaxation time -r. 
which generally decreases with increasing temperature because of the increase in 
electron-pho non scattering. T he relaxation time in a semiconductor will a lso decrease 
with increasing temperature, but this effect (typically descr ibed by a power law) is 
quite overwhelmed by the very much more rapid increase in the densi ty of carriers 
with increasing temperature} 

Thus the m ost st riking feature of semiconductors is that, unJike metals, their 
e lectrical resistance declines with r.ising temperature ; i.e., they have a "negati·ve coeffi
cient o f resistance." It was this p roperty that first brought them to t he attention of 
phys icists in the early nineteenth century.2 By the end of tht: nineteenth century a 
considerable body of semiconducting lore had been amassed; it was observed that 
the thermopowcrs o f semiconductors were anomalously large compared with those 
of metals (by a factor of 100 or so), that semiconductors exhibited the phenomenon 
of photoconduct ivity, and that rectifying effects could be obtained at the junction of 
two unlike semiconductors. Early in the twentieth century, measurements of the Hall 
t:ffect3 were made confirming the fact that the temperature dependence of the con
ductivity was dominated by that of the number of carriers, and indicating that in 
many substa nces the sign of the dom inant carrier was posit ive rather t han negative. 

Phenomena s uch as these were a source of consjderable mystery until t he full 
development of band theory many years later. Within the band theory they find 
simple explanations. For example, photoconductivity (the increase in conductivity 
p roduced by shining light on a material) is a consequence of the fact 1 hat if tbe band 

1 Thus the conductivity of a semiconductor is not a good measure of the collision rate. as it is in a 
metaL It is often advantageous to separate from the conductivity a term whose temperature dependence 
reflects only th a t of the collision rate. This is d one by defini ng the mobility, J.l, of a carrier, as being the 
ratio o f the drift velocity it ac.:hie~cs in a field £,to the field st reng th: v4 = JJ£. lf the carriers ha,'e density 
nand charge q, the current densi ty wi ll bej = nqt'• · and therefore the condU<.1ivi ty is related to the mobility 
by a = nqJJ. The concept of mobility bas little independent usc in discusstons o f metals, since it is related 
to the conductivity by a temperature-independent constanL Jlowe\cr, it plays an important role tn 

descriptions of scmi,-onductors (and ~iny other conductors where the carrier density can vary, such as ionic 
solutions). enabling one to disentangle two dis tinct sources of temperature dependence in the conductivity. 
The usefulness of the mobility will be illustrated in our discussion of inhomogeneous semiconducto rs in 
Chapter 29. 

2 M. Faradny, F.x(H?rimental Researches on F.lccrricity, 1839, Facsimile Reprint by Ta} lor and F rancis. 
L ondon. R. /\. Smith, Semiconductors. Cambridg~: University Press, 1964, provides one o f the most pleasant 
introductions to the subject available. Most o f the information in our brief historica.l survey is drawn 
from IL 

J One might expt:<Ct that the number of excited elect rons would equal the number of holes left behind, 
so that the HaJI effect would yield little direct informarion o n the number of carriers. However, as we 
shall sec. the number o f electron~ need not equal the number of holes in an impure scmoconductor, and 
these were the only on''S available at th e time of the early experiments. 
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gap is small, then visible light can excite electrons across the gap into the conduction 
band. resulting in conduction by those electrons and by the hole~ left behind. The 
thermopowet·, to take another example, is roughly a hundred times larger in a semi
conductor than in a metal. This is because the density of carriers is so low in a 
semiconductor that they are properly described by Maxwell-BoltLrnann statistics (as 
we shall see below). Thus the factor of 100 is the same factor by which the early 
theories of metals (prior t o Sommerfeld's introduction of Fermi-Dirac statistics) 
overestimated the thermopower (page 25). 

The band theoretic explanations of these and other characteristic semiconducting 
properties will be the subject of this chapter and the next. 

Compilation of reliable information on semiconductors in the early days was 
substantially impeded by the fact that data a re enor mously sensitive to the purity 
of the sample. An example of this is shown in Figure 28.2, where the resistivity of 
germanium is pJotted vs. T for a variety of impurity concentTations. Note that con
centrations as low as parts in 10 8 can lead to observable effects, and that the resistivity 
can vary at a given temperature by a factor of 10l 2

, as the impurity concentration 
changes by only a factor o f 103 • Note also that, for a given impurity concentration, 
the resistivity eventually falls onto a common curve as the temperature increases. 
T his latter resistivity which is evidently the resistivity of an ideal perfectly pure 
sample, is known as the intrinsic resistivit)'. while the data for the various samples, 
except at temperatures so high that t hey agree with the intrinsic curve, are referred 
t o as extrinsic properties. Quhe generally, a semiconductor is intrinsic if its electronic 
properties are dominated by electrons thermally excited from tbe valence to t·be con
duction band. and extrinsic if its electronic properties are dominated by electrons 
contributed to the conduction band by impurities (or captured from the valence band 
by impurities) in a manner to be described below. We shall return shortly to tbe 
question o f why semiconducting properties are so very sensitive to tbe purity of the 
specm1en . 

.EXAMPLES OF SEMJCONDUCTORS 

Semiconducting crystals come primarily from the covalent class of insulators.4 The 
simple semiconducting elements are from column IV of the periodic table, silicon 
and germanium being the two most important elemental semiconductors. Carbon, 
in tbe form of diamond. is more properly classified as an insulator, since its energy 
gap is of order 5.5 eV. Tin, in the aJlotropic form of grey tin, is semiconducting, with 
a very small energy gap. (Lead. of course, is metallic.) The other semiconducting 
elements, red phosphorus, boron, selenium, and tellurium, tend to ·nave highly com
plex crystal StTuctures, characterized, however, by covalent bonding. 

In addition to the semiconducting elements there is a variety of semiconducting 
compounds. One broad class, the Ill- V semiconductors, consists of crystals of the 
zincblende structure (page 81) composed ofelemenl.s from columns HI and V of the 

4 Among ilic various categories of insulating crystals, the covalent crystals ba~e a spatial distribution 
of elcClron.ic charge most similar 10 metals. (Sec Ch3.plcr L9.) 
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Specimen Donor concentrntion 
(cm-3 ) 

I 5.3 x w•• 
1011 

2 9.3 x to•• 
s 1.6 x 10'5 

7 2.3 X JO" 
8 3.0 x tO" 

10 5.2 x to•• 
12 8.5 x to•• 
JS t.3 x to•• JO' 
17 2.4 x to•• 
18 J.s x w•• 
20 4.5 x to•• 
21 S.5 x I 016 

22 6.4 x to•• 
23 7.4xl016 

24 8.4 x to•• 101 

2S 1.2 X 1011 

26 1.3 x 1011 

27 27 X 1011 

29 9.5 X 1011 
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The resistivity of antimony-doped germanium as a function of l/ T for several impurity con
ccnlrations. (From II. J. Fritzsche, J. Plrys. Clrem. Solids 6, 69 (1958).) 

periodic table. As described in Chapter 19, the bonding in such compounds is also 
predominantly covalent. Semiconducting crystals made up of elements rrom columns 
TJ and VT begin to have a strong ionic as well as a covalent character. These are 
known as polar semiconductors, and can have either the zinchlc.mde structure or, as 
in the case of lead selenide, telluride, or sulfide, the sodium chloride structure more 
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characteristic of ionic bonding. There are also many far more complicated semi
conducting compounds. 

Some examples of the more important semiconductors are given in Table 28.1 . 
The energy gaps quoted for each are reliable Lo within about 5 percent. Note that 
the energy gaps are all temperaiUre-dependent, varying by about 10 percent between 
0 K and room temperature. There are two main sources of tl1is temperature de-
pendence. Because of thermal expansion the periodic potential experienced by the 
electrons (and hence the band structure and the energy gap) can vary with temperature. 
In addition, the effect oflattice vibrations on the band structure and energy gap5 will 
also vary with temperature, reflecting the temperature dependence of the phonon 
distribution. [n general these two effects are of comparable importance, and lead to 
an energy gap that is linear in T at room temperature and quadratic at very low 
temperatures (:figure 28.3). 

Table 2R.I 
ENERGY GAPS OF SELECTED SE.,11CONDl!CTORS 

MATERiAL 

Si 
Ge 
PbS 
PbSe 
PbTe 
InSb 
GaSh 
A!Sb 
In As 
lnP 
GaAs 
GaP 
Grey Sn 
GreySe 
Te 
B 
C (diamond) 

Eg 
(T = 300 K) 

1.12 eV 
0:67 
0.37 
0.26 
0.29 
0.16 
0.69 
L5 
0.35 
1.3 
1.4 
22 
0.1 
1.8 
0.35 
1.5 
5.5 

E 
£ 0 ( LI!'EAR 

I) EXTRA PO LA TION 
(T = 0 K) 

TOT = 0) 

1.17 1.2 
0.75 0.78 
0.29 0.25 
0.17 0.14 
0.19 0.17 
0.23 0.25 
0.79 0.80 
1.6 1.7 
0.43 0.44 

1.4 
1.5 
2.4 

LINEAR 

DOWN TO 

200 K 
150 

20 

100 
75 
80 
80 
80 

Sources: C. A. Hogarth. ed., Mmerinl.~ Used in Semicomlucror D!!!·ices, lnterscience, New York. 
1965; 0 . Madelung. Physics of /1/ - V Compow,tfs. Wiley, New York. 1964; R. A. Smith, Senu
conrluctors, Cambridge Univer.;ity Press. 1964. 

The energy gap can be measured in several ways. The optical properties of the 
crystal are one of the most impmtant sources of information. When the frequency 
of an incident photon becomes large enough for hw to exceed the energy gap, then, 
just as in metals (see pages 293, 294) there will be an abrupt increase in the absorption 

s Via, for example, the kinds of effects d~-ribcd in Chapter :!6. 

• 
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Figure 28.3 
Typical temp<:rature depen
d ence of the energy gap of a 
semiconductor. Values o f £ 0 , 

£
9
(0), and Eu(300 K) for 

several materia ls arc listed 
in Table 2K I. 
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! L------------~3,...!0~0- T(K) 

of incident radiation. Jf tbe conduction band minimum occurs a t the same point in 
k-space as the valence band maximum, then the energy gap can be directly determined 
from tbe optical threshold. Tf, as is often the case. the minima and maxima occur a t 
different points in k-space, then for crystal momentum to be conserved a phonon 
m ust also participate in the process,6 which is then known as an _.indirect tra nsition" 
(Figure 28.4). Since the phonon will supply no t only tbe missing crystal momentum 

f. 

1 
C.ondoction band Conductien baud 

q 

Valence band Valence hand 

-----------~----------~k --------------~-------------k 

(a) Cb) 

Figure 28.4 
Pho ton absorption via (a) direct and (b) indirect transitions. In (a) the optical threshold is at 
O) = E,jl1; in (b) it occurs at EtJh - o;(q), s ince the phonon of wave vector q that must be absorbed 
to supply the missing crystal momentum also supplies an energy ll(o(q). 

6 At optical frequ.encocs the crysr:.d momentum s upplied by the pho ton itself is negligibly small. 
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hk, but also an energy Fu.v(k), the photon energy at the optical threshold will be less 
than 1:.11 by an amount o f order ltwo- Th.is is typically a few hundredths of an electron 
volt, and therefore o f little consequence except in semiconductors with very small 
energy gaps. 7 

The energy gap may a lso be deduced from the temperature dependence of the 
intrinsic conductivity, which is predomjnantly a reflection of the very strong tem
perature dependence of the carrier densities. These vary (as we shall see below) 
essentia lly as e- Eg12kBr, so that if - ln (a) is p lotted against l/2k8T , the slope8 should 
be very nearly the energy gap, £ 11• 

TYPICAL SEMICONDUCTOR BAND STRUCTURES 

The electronic p roperties of semicond uctors are completely d ete rmined by the com
paratively smaiJ numbers of electrons excited into the conduction band and holes left 
behind in the valence band. The electrons will be found a lmost exclusively in levels 
near the conduction band minima, while the holes will be confined to the neighbor
hood of the valence band maxima. Therefore the energy vs. wave vector relations for 
the carriers can generaJJy be approximated by the quadratic fo rms they assume in 
the neighborhood of such extrema :9 

lz2 

G(k) = Gc -J 2 L k,.(M- 1).,,.k. (electrons), ... 
112 

G(k) = &u - 2 L k,.(M- 1 
)

11
.k. (ho les). (28.2) ,.., 

Here 4 is the energy at the bo ttom of lhe conduction band, &, is the energy at the top 
oft he valence band, and we have taken the o rigin of k-space to lie at the band maxi
mum or minimum. If there is more than one maximum or m inimum, there will be 
one such term for each point. Since the tensor M- 1 is real and symmetric, one can 
ftnd a set of o rthogonal principal axes for each such point, in terms o f whlch lhe 
energies have the diagonal forms 

f>\K) = (electrons), 

e(k)= (holes). (28.3) 

' To extract a n:·.illy ac..:uralc band gap from the optical absorption data. however. it is n~l"} 
to dctcnnine the phonon spectrum and usc it to analyze the indin:ct tranSiltOns. 

8 In deducing the energy gap in thts way, however, one must remember that a1 room temper.uure 
the ~ps o f most semiconductors have: a linear variation with temperature. If e. - £ 0 - AT, then the slope 
oft he graph will be not E. but£.,, the hnearcxtrapolation oftbe room temperature ~p to zero temperature 
(Figure 28.3). Values of E0 exlracted from llus linear extrapolation procedure arc a lso given in T able 28.1. 

9 TI1e inverse o flhe matrix or eocfficiems in (28.2} is called M because it is a spc....:ial case o f the !lcneral 
effccltvc mass tensor introducc.-d on page 221:1. The elettron mass tensor will not, of course. be the same 
as the ho le mass tensor, but to avoid a multiplicity of subscripts we usc the single generic symbol M for 
bo th . 
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Thus the constant energy surfaces about the extrema are ellipsoidal in shape, and 
are generaUy specified by giving the principal axes of the ellipsoids. the three .. effective 
masses," and the location in k-space of the ellipsoids. Some imponant examples are: 

Silico11 The crystal has the diamond structure, so the first Brillouin zone is the 
truncated octahedron appropriate to a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice. The con
duction band has six symmetry-related minima at points in the ( 100) directions, 
about 80 percent of the way to the zone boundary (Figure 28.5). By symmetry each 

Figure28.5 
Constant-energy surfaces ncar the conduction band mtntma in 
siliCQn. There are six symmetry-related ellipsoidal pockets. The 
long axes are directoo along< I 00) directions. 

of the six ellipsoids must be an ellipsoid of revolution about a cube axis. T hey are 
quite cigar-shaped, being elongated a long the cube axis. In terms of the free electron 
mass m, the effective mass along the axis (the longitud inal effecti ve mass) is ml. ~ 
l .Om while the effective masses perpendicular to the axis (the transverse effective mass) 
a re mr :::::: 0.2m. There a re two degenerate valence band maxima. both located at 
k = 0, which are spherically symmetric to the extent that the ell ipsoidal expansion 
is valid, with masses of0.49m and 0.16m (Figure 28.6). 

Figure 28.6 
Energy bands in silicon. Note I he conduction band minimum along 
[ 100] that gives rise to the ell ipsoids of Figure 28.5. The valence 
band maximum occurs at k = 0, where two degenerate bands with 
different curvatures meet, giving rise to ulight holes" and ~hea \ y 
holes." Note al~. the thi rd band. only 0.044 eV below the valence 
band maximum. This band i!> separated from the other two only 
by spin-orbit coupling. At temperatures on the order of room 
temperature (k8 T = 0.025 cV) it: too may be a significant source of 
carriers. (From C. A. lloganh, cd, Materials Used in Semicomluctor 
Deuices, lntersdence, New York, 1965.) 

I 
I 
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Gemraniwn The crystal structure and Brillouin zone are as in silicon. However, the 
conduction band minima now occur at the zone boundarjes in the (111) directions. 
Minima on parallel hexagonal faces of the zone represent the same physical levels, 
so there are four symmetry-related conducLion band minima. The ellipsoidal constant 
energy surfaces are ellipsoids of revolution elongated along the ( lll) directions, 
with effective masses m,_ ~ 1.6m, and mr ~ 0.08m (Figure 28.7). There are again two 
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Figure 28.7 
Constant-energy surfaces near the conduct1on band minima in germa
nium . There are e1ght symmetry-related half ellipsoids v. ith long axes 
along (Ill) directions centered on the midpoints of the hexagonal 
zone faces. With a suitable choice of primit ive cell ink-space these can 
be represented as four ellipsoids. the half ellipsoids on opposite faces 
being joined together by tmnslations through suitable reciprocal 
httt icc vectors. 

degenerate valence bands, both with maxima at k = 0, which arc spherically sym
metric in lhe quadratic approximation with effective masses of 0.28m and 0.044m 
(Figure 28.8). 

I 

! 

< • 
II Ill 

• 

[000) 

• 

[II OJ 
k 

figun 28.8 
Energy bands in germanium. Note the conduction band 
minimum along ( 111] at the zone boundary that gives rise to 
the four ellipsoidal pockets of Figure 28.7. The valence band 
maximum. as in silicon. is at k = 0. where two degenerate 
hands with different curvatures meet, giving rise to two pockets 
of holes with ctistinct effec:tive masses. (From C. A. Hogarth, 
ed., Jo.fnterials Used in Semicomluctor Devices, Intcrsciencc, 
New York, 1965.) 

Jndim11 antimonide This compound, which bas the zincblende structure. is interesting 
because all valence band maxima and conduction band minima are at k = 0. The en
ergy surfaces are therefore spherical. The conduction band effective mass is very smaU, 
m* ::::: 0.015m. Information on the valence band masses is less unambiguous, but there 
appear to be two spherical pockets about k = 0, one with an effective mass of about 
0.2m (heavy boles) and another with effective mass of about 0.015m (light holes). 

CYCLOTRON RESONANCE 

The effective masses discussed above are measured by the technique of cyclotron 
resonance. Consider an electron close enough to the bottom of the conduction band 
(or top of the valence band) for the quadratic expansion (28.2) to be valid. l n the 
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presence of a magnt:tic field H the semiclassical equations of motion (12.32) and 
(12.33) imply that the velocity v(k) o beys the smgle set of eqt•ations 

dv e 
M - = =!= - v x H . (28.4) 

dt c 

ln a constant unifo r m field (taken along the z-axis) it is not difficult to snow (Problem 1) 
that (28.4) bas an oscillatory solution 

(28.5) 
provided that 

eH 
w = > 

m*c 
(28.6) 

where m*, the "cyclotron effective mass," is given by 

m* = (
d et M)1

'
2 

Mu 
(28.7) 

This result can a lso be written in terms of tbe eigenvalues and principal axes o f the 
mass tensor as (Pro blem 1): 

(28.8) 

where the H; are the components along the three principal axes of a unit vector 
paral1el to the field. ' 

Note U1at the cyclotron frequency depends, for a given ellipsoid, on the orientation 
o f the magnetic fi eld with respect to tha t ellipso id, but not on the in itial wave vector 
or energy o f the electron. Thus for a given o rientation of the crysta l wiili respect to 
the field, a ll electrons in a given ellipsoida l pocket o f conduction band electrons 
(and, by the same token, all holes in a given e llipsoidal pocket o f valence band boles) 
precess at a frequency entirely determined by the effective mass tensor describing 
tha t pockcL There wilJ therefore be a small number of distinct cyclotron frequencies. 
By no ting how these resonant frequencies shift as the orienta tion of the magnetic 
fi eld is varied, one can extract from (28.8) t he kind of infonna tion we quo ted a bove. 

To o bserve cyclotron resonance it is essential that the cyclotron frequency (28.6) 
be larger than or comparable .to the collision frequency. As in the case o f metals, 
this generally requires working with very p ure samples a t very low temperat ures, 
to reduce both impurity scat.tering and phonon scattering to a minimum. Under 
such condili ons the electrical conductivity o f a semiconductor will be so small that 
(in contrast to the case o f a metal (page 278)) the driving electromagnet ic field can 
penetrate far enough into the sample to excite the resonance without any difficul ties 
associa ted with a skin depth. On the o ther band, un der such conditi ons o f low 
temper at ores and purity the number of carriers ava ila ble in thermal equilibrium 
to participate in the resonance may well be so small that carriers will have to be 
created by other means--such as pbotoexcitation. Some typ ical cyclotron resonance 
da ta are shown in Figure 28.9. 
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Figure 28.9 

Magnetic field (&:luss) 
( b) 

Typical cyclotron resonance signals in (a) germanium and (b) silicon. The field lies in a (110) 
plane and makes an angle with the [001] axis o f60. (Ge) and 30· (Si). (From G . Dresselhaus et at., 
Phys. Ret•. 98, 368 ( L955).) 

NUMBER OF CARRIERS IN THER!VlAL EQU1LIHRTUM 

The most important property o f any semiconductor at temperature Tis tbe number 
of electrons per unit volume in the conduction band, nc, and the number of bolcs 10 

per unit volume in the valence band, p, .. Tbe determination o f these as a function 
of temperature is a straightforward, though sometimes algebraically complicated, 
exercise in the application of Fermi-Dirac statistics to the appropriate set of one-

• electron levels. • 
The values of n),T) and rJ.n depend critically, as we shall see, on the presence of 

impurities. H owever, there a re certain general relations that hold regardless of the 
purity of the sample, and we consider these first. Suppose the density of levels 
(page 143) is g),t;) in tbe conduction band and g,.(e) in the valence band. The effect 
of impurities, as we shall sec below, is to introduce additional levels a t energies 
between the top of the valence band, 6,., a nd the bottom of the conduction band, e, 
without, however, appreciably altering the form of g<(e) and g,~e). Since conduction 
is entirely due to electrons in conduction band levels or boles in valence band levels, 
regardless of the concentration of impurities tbe numbers of carriers present at 
temperature T wi!J be given by 

n),T) = J: de Uc(f.) tf'- Plik~T + 1, 

p.,(n = t: dE g.,(t;) ( 1 - e<&-lt)fk~T + J) 

fl'v l 
= d6 gJ.e) c Qtk T • 

-«> e ~< n + l 
(28.9) 

ao Hole densities are conventiunnll) denoted b} the letter p (for positiv.:). This wide!} used notation 
exploits t11e coincid.:nce that then denotin!:' the numb.,. density o f electrons can a lso be regarded as standing 
for '"negative." 
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Impurities affect the detennination of 110 and Pu only through the value of the 
chemical po tential 1 1 p to be used i11 Eq. (28.9). To determine p one must know 
something about the impurity levels. However, one can extract some useful informa
tion from (28.9) which is independent of the precise value of the chemical potential, 
provided only that it satisfies the conditions: 

Cc- p » kBT, 

p - Cv » kBT. (28.10) 

There will be a range of values of p for which (28.10) holds even for energy gaps 
E9 = Be - e., as small as a few tenths of an electron volt and temperatures as high 
as room temperature. Our procedure will be to assume the validity of (28.1 0), use it 
to simplify (28.9}, and then, from the values of n.- and Pu so obtained and the appro
priate illformation about possible impurity level:;, compute the actual value of the 
chemical potential to check whether it does indeed lie in the range given by (28.10). 
U it does, the semiconductor is described as .. nondegenerate," and the procedure· is 
a valid one. ff it does not, one is dealing with a "degenerate semiconductor" and must 
work directly with Eq. (28.9) without makillg the siinplifications implied by (28.10). 

Given Eq. (28.10), then smce every conduction band level exceeds e< and every 
valence band level is less than 8.,, we may simplify the statistical factors in (28.9): 

1 - e - <&-pJfkaT 
e<&-p)fkBT + 1 

~ . 
l 

~ e -v•-&JfktJT 
e<l' - sl/ksT + 1 - , 

Equations (28.9) thereby reduce to 

where 

nc(T) = Nc(T)e- <Lc- l'lfkaT, 

p,~T) = P,~T)e- <11 -&,JfkaT, 

Nc(T) = roo de Oc(B)e- <~-~wker, 
]r.c 

P.(T) = f".., de g.~t;)e-<c,-EJfkor. 

(28.11) 

(28.U) 

(28.13) 

Because the ranges of integration in (28.13) include the points where the arguments 
of the exponentials vanish, N..(T) and P J.T ) are relatively slowly varying functions 

11 It is the widespread practice to refer to the chemical potential of a s~miconductor as " the r ·cnni 
level,'. a somewhat unfon uoate terminology. Since the chemical potential almost always lies in the energy 
gap, there is no one-electron level whose energy is actually at ~the Fermi level .. (in contrast to the case 
of a metal). Thus rhc usual definition of the Fermi level (that energy below which the onc-clccrr.o o levels 
are occupied and above which they are unoccupied in the ground sta te of a metal) does not specify a unique 
energy in the case of a semiconductor : Any energy in the gap separates o ccupied from unoccupied levels 
at T = 0. The ter:m ''Fermi level .. sho uld b e regarded as nothing mo re than a S} nonym for ~chemical 

potential," in the context of ~emiconductors. 
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of temperature, compared with the exponential factors they multiply in (28.12). This 
is their most important feature. Usually, however, one can evaluate them explicitly. 
Because of the exponential factors in the integrands of (28.13) only energies within 
k8 Tofthe band edges contribute appreciably, and in this range the quadratic approx
imation, (28.2) o r (28.3 ), is generally excellent. TI1e level detlsities can then be taken 
to be (Problem 3): 

(28.14) 

and the integrals (28.13) then give 

_ ~ (2mcksT)
3

'
2 

Nc(T) - 4 ~2 , 
iC1 

- ~ (2mvksT)3t2 
PJT)- 4 rrfi2 • 

(28.15) 

Here me 3 is lbe product of the principal values of the conduction band effective mass 
tensor (i.e., its determinant), 12 and m} is similarly define<L 

Equa tion (28.15) can be cast in the numerically convenient fo rms: 

(28.16) 

where Tis to be measured in degrees Kelvin. Since the exponential factors in (28.12) 
are less than unity by at least an order of magnitude, and since mj m and mjm are 
typically of the order of unity, Eq. (28. L6) indicates that 1018 or I 019 carriers/ cm 3 is an 
absolute upper limit to the carrier concentration in a nondegenerate semiconductor. 

We still cannot infer n,(T) and p,.(T) from (28.12) until we know the value of the 
chemical potential fl. However, t11e f.! dependence disappears from the product of the 
two densities : 

(28.17) 

This result (sometimes called the "law of mass action" 13) means that at a given 
temperature it suffices to know the density of one carrier type to determine that of 
the other. How this determination is made depends on bow important the impurities 
are as a source of carriers. 

12 If there is more than one conduction band minimum one must add together tenns of the form 
(28. 14) and (28.15) for each minimum. These sums will cominue to have the same forms as (28. 14) and 
(28.15). provided that the definition of m, L~ ahered to m/12 -+ L m/' 2

• 

LJ The analogy with chemical reactiOns is quite precise: I\ carrier is provided by the dissociation 
of a combined electron a nd hole. 

• 
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Intrinsic Case 

U the crystal is so pure that impurities contribute negligibly to the carrier densities, 
one speaks of an uintrinsic semiconductor." In the intrinsic case. conductio n band 
electrons can only have come from formerly occupied valence band levels, leaving 
holes behind them. The number of conduction band electrons is therefore equal to 
the number of valence ba.nd boles: 

n,(T) = p,.(T) = 11,{ T). (28.J8) 

Since nc = p.,, we may write their common value n; as (n, p..)112• Equation (28.17) 
then gives 

(28.19) 

(28.20) 

We may now establish in the intrinsic case the condition fo r t he validtty of assump
tion (28.10) on which our analysis has been based. Defining J1; to be the value o f the 
chemical potent ial in the intrinsic cast; we find that Eqs. (28. J 2) give values of n., and 
p., equal to n; (Eq. (28.19) ), p rovided that 

p = Jl; = e., + ~Ell + }knT In (~:). (28.21) 

or, from Eq. (28.15), 

(28.22) 

This asser ts that as T -• 0, the chemical potential P.; lies precisely in the middle 
o f the energy gap. Furthermore, since In (m.,/ mc) is a number of order unity, J1.i will 
not wander from the center of the energy gap by more than order k8 T. Consequen tly, 
at temperat u res k 8 T small compared with E0 , the chemical potential will be found 
far from the boundaries of the forbidden region, s .. and e.,, compared with k8 T(Figure 
28.1 0), and the condition for non degeneracy (28.1 0) will be satisfied. Therefore (28.20) 
is a valid evaluation of the common value of 11c and p,, in the intrinsic case, provided 
only that Ell is large compared with k8T, a condition t hat is satisfied in almost all 
semiconductors at room temperature and below. 

Extrinsic Case: Some General Features 

If impurit ies contribute a significant fraction of the conduction band electrons and/or 
valence band holes, one speaks of an "extrinsic semiconductor." Because of these 
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Figure 28.10 
ln an intrinsic semiconductor 
with an energy gap Eg large 
compared with k0 T, the 
chemical potential J1. lies 
within order k0 T of the center 
o f the energy gap, and is 
therefore far compared wi th 
k 0 T from both boundaries of 
the gap at &. and & •. 

added sources of carriers the density of conduction band electrons need no longer 
be equal to the density of valence band boles : 

n~ - Pu = l!.n #: 0. (28.23) 

Since the law of mass action Eq. (28.17) holds regardless of the importance of 
impurities. we can use the definition (28.19) of n.(T) to write quite generally, 

(28.24) 

Equations (28.24) and (28.23) permit one to express the carrier densities in the extrinsic 
case in terms of their intrinsic values n1 and the deviation !!.n from intrinsic behavior: 

{n} 1 [ Ji/2 p: = 
2 

(!!.n)2 + 4n/ + {!!.n. (28.25) 

The quantity 6nfn~> which measures the importance of the impurities as a source 
of carriers, can be given a particularly simple expression as a function of chemical 
potential J.4 if we note that Eqs. (28.12) have the form14 

Therefore 

!!.n = 2 sinh P(J.J. - J.l.f). 
11t 

(28.26) 

(28.27) 

' 4 To verify these relat ions one need nm substirute the explicit definitio ns of n; a nd Jt1: it is enoug h 
to n ote that " • and P. are proportio nal to exp (PJI) and exp ( - PJ~). respectively, and that both reduce.: to 
n1 when p. = p.,. 
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We have noted that if the energy gap ER is large compared with k8 T, then the 
intrinsic chemical potential p1 will satisfy the assumption (28.10) of nondegeneracy. 
But Eq. (28.27) requires that if p., is far from e .. or e., on the scale of k8 T, then p. must be 
as well, unless ~n is many orders of magnitude larger than the intrinsic carrier density 
n1• Thus the nondegeneracy assumption underlying the derivation of (28.27) is valid 
when £

9 
» k 8 T , unless we are in a region of extreme extrinsic behavior. 

Note also that when lln is large compared with nu tben .Eq. (28.25) asserts that 
the density of one carrier type is essentially equal to 6t1, while that of the other type 
is smaller by a factor of order (n,/~n'f. Thus when impurities do provide the major 
source of carriers, one of the two carrier types will be dominant. An extrinsic semi
conductor is called "n-type" or "p-type" according to whether the dominant carriers 
are electrons or holes. 

To complete the specification of the carrier densities in extrinsic semiconductors 
one must determine ~n or 11- To do this we must examine tbe nature of the electronic 
levels introduced by the impurities and the statistical mechanics of the occupation 
of these levels in thermal equilibrium. 

IMPURITY LEVELS 

Impurities that contribute to the carrier density of a semiconductor are called donors 
if they supply additional electrons to the conduction band, and acceptors if they 
supply additional holes to (i.e., capture electrons from) the valence band. Donor 

• impurities are atoms that have a higher chemical valence than the atoms making 
up the pure (host) material, while acceptors have a lower chemical valence. 

Consider, for e~tample, tbe case of substitutional impurities in a group IV semi
conductor. Suppose that we take a crystal of pure germanium, and replace an 
occasional germanium atom by its neighbor to the right in the periodic table, arsenic 
(Figure 28.11). The germanium ion has charge 4e and contributes four valence 
electrons, while the arsenic ion has charge 5e and contributes five valence electrons. 
If, to a first approximation, we ignore the difference in structure between the arsenic 
and germanium ion cores, we can represent the substitution of an arsenic atom for 

II II II II II II 

-o-o-o-- - - - -0-0-0-- - - -
II II II II II II 

Q•Gc =0=@=0= -0=8=0= • 
II II II II ,II II -o-o-o- -o-o-o--- - - - - - - -
II II II II II II 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 28.11 
(a) Schematic representation of a substitutional arsenic (va lence 5) donor impurity in a 
germanium (valence 4) crystal. (b) The arsenic (As) can be represented as a germanium 
atom plus a n additional unit of positive charge fixed at the site of the atom (circled dot) . (c) 
In the semiclassical approximation. in which the p ure semiconductor is treated as a homo
geneous medium, the arsenic impurity is represented as a fixed point charge +e (dot). 
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a germanium atom by a slightly less drastic modification, in which the germanium 
atom is not removed, but an additional fixed positive charge of e is placed at its 
site, along with an additional electron. 

This is the genera:! model for a semiconductor doped with donor impurities. 
Distributed irregularly 15 throughout the perfect pure crystal are N D fixed attractive 
centers of charge +e, per unit volume, along with tl1e same number of additional 
electrons. As expected, each such center of Charge + e can bind 16 one of the additional 
electrons of charge - e. If the impurity were not embedded in the semiconductor. 
but in empty space. the binding energy of the electron would just be the first ionization 
potential of tbe impurity atom, 9.81 eV for arsenic. However (cmd this is of crucial 
importance in the theory of semiconducwrs). since the impurity is embedded in the 
medium of the pure semiconductor, this binding energy is enormously reduced 
(to 0.013 eV for tbe case of arsenic in germanium). This happens for two reasons: 

1. The field of the charge representing the impurity must be reduced by the static 
dielectric constant E of the semiconductor.17 These are quite large (E ~ 16 in 
germanium), being typicaUy between about 10 and 20 but ranging in some cases 
as high as 100 or more. The large dielectric constants are consequences of the 
small energy gaps. If there were no overall energy gap, the crystal would be a 
metal instead of a semiconductor, and tbe static dielectric constant would be 
infinite, re.fiecting the fact that a static electric field can induce a current in which 
electrons move arbitrarily far from their original positions. rr the energy gap is 
not zero. but smaJl, then the dielectric constant will not be infinite, but can be 
quite large, reflecting the relative ease with which the spatial distribution of 
electrons can be deformed. 18 

2. An electron moving in the medium of the semiconductor should be described 
not by the free space energy-momentum relation, but by the semiclassical relation 
(Chapter 12) &(k) = &Jk), where f1k is the electronic crystal momentlllll, and &0(k) 
is tbe conduction band energy-momentum relation; i.e., the additional electron 
introduced by the impurity should be thought of as being in a superposition of 
conduction band levels of the pure host material, which is appropriately altered 
by the additional localized charge +e representing the impurity. The electron 
can minimize its energy by using only levels near the bottom of the conduction 
band. for which the quadratic approximation (28.2) is valid. Should the conduction 
band minimum be at a point of cubic symmetry, the electron would then behave 
very much Like a free electron, but witb an effective mass that differs from the free 

•s Under very special circumstances it may be possible fo( the impurities them~clves to be regularly 
arranged in spat;e. We shall uot consider this possibility here. 

16 As we shall see, the binding is quite weak, and the electrons bound lo the center arc readily liberated 
by thermal excitation. 

" This use of macroscopic electrostatic.-s in describing the binding of a single electron is justified by 
the fact (established below) that the wave function of the bou·nd eleCtron extends over many hundreds 
of ang.~troms. 

I S The connection between small energy gaps and li!rgc dielectric constants can also be und~'Tstood 

from the point of view of per turbation theory·: The size of the dielectric co nstant is a measure o f the extent 
to which a weak electric field clistons the electronic wave function. .But a small energy gap means there 
will be small energy denominators. and hence large changes. in the first-order wave functions. 
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electron mass m. More gen erally, the energy wave vector relation will be some 
anisotro pic quadratic function of k. l n either case, however, to a first a pproxi
mation. we may represent Lhe electron as moving in free space but with a mass 
given by some appropriately defined effecti ve mass m*, rather than the free 
electron mass. In general, th is mass will be smaller t han the free elec tron mass, 
often by a factor o f 0.1 o r even less. 

These t wo observations suggest that we may represent an electron in the presence 
of a donor impurity of chargee within the medium oft be semiconductor, as a particle 
o f charge - e and mass m*, moving in free space in the presence of an attractive 
center of charge e/~. This is precisely the problem of a hydrogen atom, except that 
the product - e2 o ft be nuclear and electronic charges must be replaced by - e2 1E, and 
the free electron mass m, by m*. Thus the radius of the first Bohr orbit, a0 = ll2 fme2 , 

becomes 

ro = 

and the ground-state binding energy, me4 /2fi.2 = 13 .6 eV becomes 

m* 1 
6 = -J: X 13.6 eV. 

mE 

(28.28) 

(28.29) 

For reasonable values o f m*/m and E , the radius r0 can be 100 A o r mo re. This 
is very impor tant for the consistency of the entire argument, for both the use of the 
semiclassical model and the use of the macroscopic dielectric constant are predicated 
on the assumption that the fields being described vary slowly on the scale o f a lattice 
constant. 

Furthermore, typical values of m* /m and E can lead to a binding energy 6 smaller 
than 13.6 eV by a facto r of a thousand o r more. Indeed, since small energy gaps a re 
generally associated with large dielectric constants, it is almost always the case 
that the bi11ding energy of 011 electron t o a donor impurity is small compared with the 
energy gap of the semiconductor. Since this binding energy is measured relative to 
the e nergy of the conduction band levels from which tbe bound impurity level is 
formed, we conclude tbat donor impurities introduce additional elect ronic levels 
at energies &d w hic h are lower than the energy &~ at the bottom of the conduction 
band by an amount that is small compared with the energy gap E9 (Figure 28.12). 

Figure 28.12 
Level density for u semiconductor containing bo th 
donor and acceptor impurities. The d onor levels Sd are 
generally close to the bottom or the conduction band, 
~ compared with E11 , a nd the acceptor levels. &a. are 
generally close lo the top of the valence band, &.,. 

g(C} 
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A similar argument can be applied to acceptor impurities, whose valence is one 
less than that of the host atoms (e.g., gallium in germanium). Such an impurity can 
be represented by the superimposition of a fixed charge - e on top of a host atom, 
along with the presence of one less electron in tJ1e crystal. The missing electron can 
be represented as a bound hole, attracted by the excess negative charge representing 
tbe impurity, with a binding energy that is again small19 on the scale of the energy gap, 
EfT In terms of the electron picture this bound bole will be manifested as an additional 
electronic level at an energy 80 lying slightly above the top of the valence band 
(Figure 28.12). The hole is bo und when the level is empty. The binding energy of the 
bole is just the energy Ba - e., necessary to excite an electron from the top of the 
valence band into the acceptor level, thereby filling the hole in the vicinity of the 
acceptor and creating a free bole in the valence band. 

Table 28.2 
LEVELS OF GROUP V (DONORS) AL'ID GROUP ill (ACCEPTORS) 
li\>1PURJTIES IN Sll..ICON AND GER.MA.l\'IUM 

GROu'P W ACCEPTORS (TABLE ENTRY ISBa- B.,) 

B Al Ga 

Si 
Ge 

0.046eV 
0.0104 

0.057 
0.0102 

GROu'P V DONORS (TABLE ENTRY IS 8c 

Si 
Ge 

P As 

0.044eV 
0.0120 

0 .049 
0.0127 

0.065 
0.0108 

0.039 
0.0096 

ROOM TEMPERATURE ENERGY GAPS (Ey = Be - 8.,) 

Si 1.12 eV 
Ge 0.67eV 

In 

0.16 
0.0112 

Bi 

0 .069 

Tl 

0.26 
0.01 

Source: P . Aigraiu and M . Balkanski. Selected Constant.s R elative to Semiconductors , 
Pergamon, New York, I 961. 

The single most important fact about these donor and acceptor levels is that they 
lie very close to the boundaries of the forbidden energy region. 20 It is far easier 
thermally to excite an electron into the conduction band from a donor level, or a 
hole into the valence band from an acceptor level. than it is to excite an electron 
across the entire energy gap from valence to conduction band. Unless tbe concentra
tion of donor and acceptor impurities is very small, they will therefore be a far more 
important source of carriers tban the intrinsic mechanism of exciting carriers across 
the full gap. 

19 For rhe same reasons a s in the case of donor impurities, the binding energy of the hole is quite 
weak; i.e., va lence band electrons are readi ly lifted into the acceptor level by thermal e><citation. 

1o So me measured d onor and acceptor levels arc gjven in T able 28-2. 
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POPULATION OF IMPURITY LEVELS IN THERMAL EQUll JBRJUI\tl 

To assess the extent to which carriers can be thermally excited from impurity levels, 
we must compute the mean number of electrons in the levels at a given temperature 
and chemical potential We assume that the density of impurities is low enough 
that the interaction of electrons(or holes) bound at different impurity sites is negligible. 
We may then calculate the number density of elecuons n4 (or holes p,J bound to 
donor (or acceptor) sites by simply multiplying by the density of donors N4 (or 
acceptors N,) the mean number of electrons (or holes) there would be if there were 
only a single impurity. For simplicity we assume that the impurity introduces only 
a single one-electron orbital level. 21 We calculate its mean occupancy as follows: 

Do11or Level If we ignored electron-electron interactions the level could either be 
empty, could contain one electron o f ei ther spin, or two electrons of opposite spins. 
However, the Coulomb repulsion of two localized electrons raises the energy of the 
doubly occupied level so high that double occupation is essentially prohibited. 
Quite generally, the mean number of electrons in a system in thermal equilibrium 
is given by: 

(28.30) 

where the sum is over all states of the system, £1 and N 1, are the energy and number 
of electrons in state j, and /A is the chemical potential In the present case the system 
is a single impuri ty with just three states: one with no electrons p resent which makes 
no contribution to tbe energy, and two with a single electron present of energy EJ. 
Therefore (28.30) gives 

2e-PIC·rl'l 1 

(n) = I + 2e /J(t, - 1') - -teD<tr"' + l, (28.31) 

so that22 

(28.32) 

Acceptor Le••el I n contrast to a donor leve~ an acceptor level, when viewed as an 
electronic level, can be singly or doubly occupied, but not empty. This is easily seen 
from lhe hole point of view. An acceptor impurity can be regarded as a fixed, negatively 
charged attractive center superimposed on an unaltered host atom. This additional 
charge -e can weakly bind one hole (corresponding to one electron being in the 

21 Tht:rc is no general reason why a donor site cannot have more than one bound level. and we assume 
a single one only to simplify our discussion. Our qualitative conclusions, however. are q uite genera l 
(sec Pro blem 4c). 

22 Some insight into the curious factor of ! that emerges in (.:!8.32) in contrast lo the more familiar 
dism'bution fu nction of Fermi-Dirac statistics can be gain.."d by examtning what happens as the energ) 
of the doubly occupied level drope. from + o: down to .2t.4 • See Problem 4. 
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acceptor level}. The binding energy of the bole is eu - o,. and when the hole is 
"ionized" an additional electron moves into the acceptor level. However, the con
figuration in which no electrons are in the acceptor level corresponds to two boles 
being localized in the presence of the acceptor impurity, which has a very high 
energy due to the mutual Coulomb repulsion of the holes.23 

Bearing this in mind, we can calculate the mean number of electrons at an acceptor 
level from (28.30) by noting that the slate with no electrons is now prohibited, whjle 
the two-electron state has an energy that is eD higher than the two one-electron states. 
Therefore 

2r!P + 2e- P<r.0 - 2111 efJ<p-r~J + 1 < 11) = = ..,......-,,......-,:-:--
2e~" + e- PC&a 2111 {ePIP f.al + 1. • (28.33) 

The mean number of holes in the acceptor level is the ilifference between the 
maximum number of electrons the level can hold (two) and the actual mean number 
of electrons in tbe level ((n)) : (p) = 2 - (n), and therefore pD = N0(p) is given by 

(28.34) 

THERMAL EQUIUBRlliM CARRIER DENSITIES OF II\1PURE 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

Consider a semiconductor doped with N d donor impurities and N. acceptor impurities 
per unit volume. To determine the carrier densities we must generalize the constraint 
nc = Pr (Eq. (28.18)) that enabled us to find these densities in the intrinsic (pure) 
case. We can do this by first considering the electronic configuration at T = 0. 
Suppose N4 ~ N,.. (The case N4 < N. is equally straightforward and leads to the 
same result (28.35).) Then in a unit volume of semiconductor N. of the N d electrons 
supplied by tbe donor impurities can drop from the donor levels into the acceptor 
levels.24 This gives a ground-state electronic configuration in which the valence 
band and acceptor levels are filled, N 4 - No of the donor levels are filled, and the 
conduction band levels are empty. In thermal equilibrium at temperature T the 
electrons will be redistributed among these levels, but since their total number remains 
the same, the number of electrons in conduction band or donor levels, n, + n4, must 
exceed its value at T= 0. N4 - N, by precisely the number of empty levels (i.e., 
boles), Pu + p., in the valence band and acceptor levels: 

[ 11< + 114 = N~ - N a + Pv + Po· (28.35) 

ll When describing acceptor levels as electronic levels one usually ignores the electron that nntsl be 
in the level, considermg only the presence o r absence of the !<eee>nd electron. One dl-st.Tibes the lew.l as 
empty or :filled according to whetlter the second electron is absent or present. 

2' Since 6• is just below the conduction band minimum 6,. and 6. is just above the valence band 
maximwn. 6 .. we have E.. > E. (see figure ~8. I 2). 
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This equation, together with the explicit fo rms we have fo und for n.., p.,. n4, and n .. 
as functions of p. and T, permits one t o fi nd p. as a function of T, and therefore to 
find t he thermal equilibrium carrier densities at any temperature. A general analysis 
is rather complicated, and we conside r here only a particula rly simple and important 
case: 

Suppose that 
6 4 - p. » k 8 T , 

J.1. - 6., » k 8 T . (28.36) 

Since f.4 and Ca are close to the edges of the gap, this is only slightly more restrictive 
than the nondegeneracy assumption (28.10). Condition (28.36) and the expressions 
(28.32) and (28.34) for n4 and p., insure that thermal excitation fuJiy "ionizes" the 
impurities, leaving only a negligible fraction with bound electrons or boles: 114 « N 4 , 

Pa « N 0 • Equation (28.35) therefore becomes 

ll.n = nc - Pu = N d - N o• (28.37) 

so Eqs. (28.25) and (28.27) now give the carrier densities and chemical potential as 
explicit functions o f the temperature a lone: 

{;:} = 4 [(N4 - N.,)2 + 4n/Jl12 ± ~ [N4 - No] (28.38) 

N 4 - N a = 2 sinh fJ(f.l - p.J. n, (28.39) 

If the gap is large compared with k8 T, the assumption (28.36) we began with 
should remain valid unless p. is quite far from p.1 on the scale o f k8 T. According to 
Eq. (28.39), this will only happen when IN4 - Nol is several o rders of magnitude 
greater than the intrinsic carrier density n1• Therefore Eq. (28.38) correctly desc ribes 
the transition from predominantly intrinsic behavio r (n, » IN 4 - N .. 1> well into the 
region of predominantly extrinsic behavior (n1 « IN 4 - N.,l). Expanding (2&.38), 
we find that a t low impurity concentrations the corrections to the purely intrinsic 
carrier densities are 

{;~} ~ n1 ± i{N4 - N.,), (28.40) 

while for a con siderable range of carrier concentrations in the extrinsic regime, 

(28.41) 
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Equation (28.41) is quite important in the theory of semiconducting devices 
(Chapter 29). It asserts that the net excess of electrons (or holes) Nd - N , introduced 
by the impurities is almost entirely donated to the conduction (or valence) band ; 
the other band has the very much smaller carrier density n//(N4 - N J, as required 
by the law of mass action, (28.24). 

If the tempe~:ature is too low (or the impurity concentration too high), condition 
(28.36) eventually fails to bold, and either n,JN4 or PaiNo (but not both) ceases to be 
negligible. i.e., oneofthe impurity types is no longer fully ionized by thermal excitation. 
As a result~ the dominant carrier density declines with decreasing temperature 
(Figure 28.13).25 

Figure 28.13 
Temperature dependence of 
the maJority carrier density 
(for the case N 4 > N .). The 
two high- temperature re
gimes are discussed in the 
text; the very low-tempera
ture behavior is described in 
Problem6. 

IMPURITY BAND CONDUCTION 

As the temperature approaches zero, so docs the fraction of ionized impurities, and 
therefore also the density of carriers in the conduction or valence bands. Nevertheless, 
some small residual conductivity is observed even at the lowest temperatures. This 
is because the wave function of an electron (or hole) bound to an impurity site has 
considerable spatial extent, and therefore the overlap of wave functions at different 
impurity sites is possible even at fairly low concentrations. When this overlap is 
not negligible, it is possible for an electron to tunnel from one site to another. T he 
resul ting transport of charge is k nown as "impurity band conduction." 

T he use of the term "band" in this context is based on an analogy with the tight
binding method (Chapter 10), which shows that a set of atomic levels with a single 
ener gy can broaden into a band of energies, when wave function overlap is taken 
into account. The impurities, however, are usually not situated at the sites of a Bravais 
lattice, and one must therefore be cautious in attributing to the impurity "bands" 
features associated with electronic bands in per iodic potentials. 26 

25 This behavior is d escribed more quant itatively in Problem 6. 
26 The problem of electronic behavior in aperiodic potentials (wh ich -anses not only in connection 

wi th impurity bands. but also. for example. in the case of disordered alloys) is s till in its infancy, and is 
one o f the very lively areas of current research io solid state physics. 
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THE THEORY OF TRAI'SPORT 11'\ !':ONDEGEI"ERATE 
SEMICOI"DLCTORS 

Problems 585 

It is a straightforward consequence (Problem 7) of Fermi-Dirac statistics and the 
nondegeneracy assumption (28.10) that the thermal equilibrium velocity distribution 
for electrons near a particular conduction band minimum (or holes near a particular 
valence band maximum) has the form: 

ldetM IItl { p } 
f (v) = 11 (2n/c

8 
rfSTl exp - 2 ~ v.,M1,.vv , (28.42) 

where 11 is their contribution to the total carrier density. 
This is just the form assumed by the thermal equilibrium molecular velocity 

distribution in a classical gas, with two exceptions: 

1. In a classical gas, the density of molecules n is specified ; in a semiconductor, 
11 is an extremely sensitive function of temperature. 

2. In a classical gas the mass tensor M is diagonal. 

As a result, the theory of transport in a nondegenerate semiconductor is similar 
to the theory of transport in a classical gas of several charged components, 27 and many 
results of the classical theory can be applied directly to semiconductors, when 
allowance is made for the temperature dependence oftbe carrier densities and tensor 
character of the mass. For e.xample, the anomalously high thermopower of a semi
conductor (page 563) is only anomalous in comparison with the thermopower of 
metals ; it is quite in accord with the properties of a classical charged gas. Indeed, 
the thermopower of metals was considered anomalously low in the early days of 
electron theory, before it was realized that metallic electrons must be described by 
Fermi-Dirac, rather than classical, statistics. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Cydot1·o, Resonance;, Semi<·otrtlll(·to,-s 
(a) Show that the foonulas (28.6) :10d (28.7) for tbe cyclotron rc~onance frequency follow 

from substituting the oscillatory velocity (28.5) into the semicla.;sical equation of motion (28.4), 
and requiring that the resulting homogcnoous equation have a nonzero solution. 

(b) Sbow that (28. 7) and (28.8) a re equivalent representations of the cyclotron effective mass 
by evaluating (28.7) in the coordinate system in which the mass tensor M is diagonal. 

2. Interpretation of Cyclotron Resonance Data 
(a) Compare the cyclotron resonance signal from silicon in Figure 28.9b "ith the geometry 

of the conduction band ellipsoids shown in Figure 28.5, and explain why there a re only two 
electron peaks although there arc six pockets of electrons. 

l 7 Such <~ theor~ was extensi•cly de,·elop..>d by l.orent7, as an a uempt at refining the Drudc model 
of metal\. Ahhough Lorentz's theory requires substantial modification to be a pplicable to metals (i.e., the 
int rod uction or degenerate Fermi-Dirac stat1~ti'-s and band structure), many or his resuhs can be applied 
to the doc-ription or nC\ndegenerate semiconductors with very linle alteration. 
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(b) Verify that the positions of the electron resonances in Figure 2!l.9b are consistent with 
the electron efft'Crive masst'S given for silicon on page:: 569 and the formulas, (28.6) and (28.8), 
for the resonance frequency. 

(c) Repeat (a) for the resonance in germanium (Figure 28.9a). noting that Figure 28.7 shows 
four electron pockets. 

(d) Verify that the positions of the electron resonances in Figure 28.9a are consistc:nt with 
the electron effective masses given for gennanium on page 569. 

3. Level Density for Ellipsoidal Pockets 
(a) Show that the contribution o f an ellipsoidal pocket ofclectwns to the conduction band 

density of levels g<(G), is given by (d/df.)h(t ), where lr(S) is the number of levels per unit volume in 
the pocket with energies less than e. 

(b) Show, similarly, that the contribution of an ellipsoidal pocket of holes to the valence 
band density of levels g,je) is given by (dj df.)ll(e), where fl(t ) is the number of electronic lc\•els per 
unit volume in the pocket with energies greater than e. 

(c) Using the fact that a volume Q of k-space contains Of4n3 electronic levels per cubic centi
meter and the formula V = (4nf3)abc for the volume of the ellipsoid x 2 /a2 + y2fb2 + z2f c2 = 1, 
show that formulas (28.14) follow directly from (a) and (b), when the conduction (or valence) band 

has a single ellipsoidal pocket. 

4. S tati.stics of Donor Le1•els 
(a) Show that if the energy of a doubly occupied donor level is taken to be 2fv + 11. then 

Eq. (28.321 must be replaced by 

(28.43) 

(b) Verify tha t Eq. (28.43) reduces to (28.32) as 6 -. oo, and that it reduces to the expected 
result for independent electrons as 6 -. 0. 

(c) Consider a donor impurity with many bound electronic orbital levels, with energies &1• 

Assuming that the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion prohibits more than a single electron 
from being bound to the impurity, show that the appropriate generalization of (28.32) is 

Nd 

Indicate how (if at all) this alters the results described on pagt'S 582-584. 

5. Constraint on Carrier Densities i11 p-Type Semico11ductol·s 

(28.44) 

Describe the electronic configuration of a doped semiconductor as T-+ 0, when N. > N 4• 

Explain why (28.35) (derived in the text when N 4 ~ N.) continues to give a correct constraint on 
the electron and hole densities at nonzero temperatures. when Nc > N.,. 

6. Can·ier S tatistics in Doped Semiconductors at Low Tempe•·atures 
Consider a doped semjconductor with N 4 > N •. Assume that the nondegeneracy condition 
(28.10) holds, but that (N4 - N.)/n1 is so large that (28.39) does not necessarily yield a value of p. 
compatible with (28.36). 

(a) Show under these conditions that p, is negligible compared with n., and p. is negligible 
compared with N •• so that the chemical potential is given by the quadratic equation 

N ce - fJtr~ - PI = N d - N u - ---=-__,-=-N,...,.,.tl_ -,-
!elltr.r 111 + 1 

(28.45) 
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(b) Deduce from this that if the temperature drops so low that nc ceases to be given by 
N 4 - N, (Eq. (28.41)), then there is a transition to a regime in which 

JN.(Nd- N,J - P"' - '-·l/2 n,= 2 - ewe ..., , (28.46) 

(c) Show that as the temperature drops still lower, there is another transition to a regime 
in which 

(d) Derive the results analogous to (21!.45)-{28.41) when N 0 > Nd-

1. Velocity DistributionfOJ' Carriers;, a11 Ellipsoidal Pocket 
Derive th~ velocity distribution (28.42) from the k-spac.-e distribution function 

1 
f(k) cc (;llii(kl->'1 + 1, 

(28.47) 

(28.48) 

by assuming the nondegeneracy condition (28.10), changing from the variable k to the variable 
v, and noting that the cohtribution of the pocket to the carrier density is just n = I dv f(v). 



} 
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called the "doping profile." The term "junction" is used to refer both to the device 
as a whole and, more specifically, to the transition region about x = 0 in which the 
doping profile is nonuniform. 

As we shall see below, t he nonuniformity in impurity conc~ntrations induces a 
nonunifonnity in the densities n.,(x) and p.,(x) o f conduction band electrons and 
valence band holes, which in turn g ives rise to a po tential </J(x). The region in which 
these carrier densities are nonuniform is known as the ''depletion layer" (or "space
charge region"). The depletion layer can extend fo r a range of a bout 102 to 10" A 
around the (generally more narrow) transition region in which the doping profile 
varies, as we shall see below. \Vithin the depletion layer, except ncar its boundaJ:ies, 
the total density of carders is very much less than it is in t he homogeneous regions 
farther away from the transition region. The existence of a depletion layer is one of 
the crucial properties oft be p-11 junction. One of our main concerns will be to explain 
why such a layer is induced by the variation in impurity concentrations, and how its 
struct ure changes with the application of an external potential V. 

For simplicity we shall consider here only "abrupt junctions," in which the tran
sition region is so sharp that variation in impurity concentrations1 can be represented 
by a single discontinuous change at x = 0: 

Nix) = {Nd, 
0, 

N.,(x) = {N~ 

X> 0} 
x<O' 

X> 0}· 
x<O 

(29.1) 

Abrupt junctions are not only conceptua lly the simplest, but also the type of greatest 
practical interest. How sharp th e actual transition region must be made for (29.1) to 
give a rea<;onable m odel of a physical jun ction will emerge in the analysis below. \Ve 
shall find that a junction may be regarded as abrupt if the transitio n region in the 
actual doping profile is small in extent compared with the depletion layer. In most 
cases this permits the transition r egion to extend for 100 A or more. A junction that 
cannot be treated as abrupt is called a "graded junction." 

THE SEMICLASSICAL MODEL 

To calculate the response of an inhomogeneous semiconductor to an applied electro
static potential, o r even to compute the distribution of e lectric charge in the absence 
of an applied potential, one almost always uses the semiclassical model of Chapter 12. 
When a potential </J(x) is superimposed on the periodic potential of the crystal, the 
semiclassical m odel treats the electrons in the nth ban d as classical particles (i.e., as 
wave packets) governed by the Hamiltonian 

H" = e,. (:) - e</J(x). (29.2) 

1 It is not esse ntial that there be o nly dono r impurities in the rr- type region and only acceptor im
p urities in the p- type region . Tt suffices fo r ea ch 1mpurity rype to be the d o minant one in its own region. 
In what fo llows N4 may be viewed as the excess density of donors over a cceptors and N 0 a s the excess 
d ensity of acceptors over d onors. 
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Such a treatment is valid provided that the potential ¢(x) varies sufficiently slowly. 
How slow this variation must be is, in general a very difficult question to answer. 
1\t the very least, one requires that the change in electrostatic energy et::.¢ over a 
distance of the o rder of the lattke constant be small compared with the band gap 
£ 9 , but the condition may well be even more stringent than t his.2 In the case of the 
p-11 junction the potential ¢ has almost all of its spatial variation wit hin the depletion 
layer. There, as we sha ll see, the energy e¢ changes by a bout £1~> over a d istance that 
is typically a few hundred angstroms or more (so that the field in the depletion layer 
can be as large as 106 volts per meter). Although this satisfies the minimum necessary 
condition for the validity of the semiclassical model (the change in e¢ over a lattice 
constant is no more than a fraction of a percent of £ 11), the variation is strong enough 
that one cannot exclude the possibility that the semiclassical description may break 
down in t he depletion layer. Thus one should bear in mind the possibility that the 
field in the depletion layer may be strong enough to induce tunneling of electrons 
from valence band to conduction band levels, leading to a conductivity considerably 
in excess of the semiclassical prediction. 

Having issued this warning, however, we shall follow t he general practice o f 
a~uming the validity of the semiclassical description, so tha t we may explo re its 
consequences. Before describing the semiclassical theory of the currents that flow in 
a p-11 junction in the presence of an applied potential. we first examine the case of the 
p-n junction in thermal equilibrium, in the absence of applied potentia ls and current 
How. 

THE p-11 JUNCTION IN EQUILIBRIUM 

We wish to determine the carrier densities and the electrostatic potential ¢(x) induced 
by the nonuniform doping. We assume that nondegenerate conditions hold through
out the material, so that the carrier densities at each position x have t he "Max well ian" 
forms analogous to the densities (28.12) we found in the uniform case. rn t he non
uniform case, to derive the carrier densities at position x a long the junction in the 
presence of a potential cp(x), the semiclassica l procedure is simply to repeat the 
analysis for the uniform case, but using the semiclassical one-electron energy (29.2), 
in which each level is shifted by - e¢(x). Using theforms (28.3) o f the ~(k) appropriate 
to levels near the conduction band minimum or valence band maximum, we see that 
the effect of this is simply to shift the constants Sc and&., by - e¢(x). Thus Eq. (28.12) 
for the equilibrium carrier densities is generalized to 

{ 
[&c - e¢(x) - J.l]} 

n,(x) = NlT) cxp - ksT , 

( ·) = 1, (T) { _ [It - &., + ecp(x)]} 
p,.x ' exp ksT . (29.3) 

The potential ¢ (x) must be determined self-consistently, as that potential arising 
(via Poisson's equation) when the car rier densities have the forms (29.3). We examine 

• A c1 ude argument appropriate to metal~ is g•ven m Appendax J . Analogous argumenLS (or com
parable crt.tht)) can be developed ror ~miconductors. 
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this problem in the special case (again, the case of major practical interest) in which 
far from the transition region on either side extrinsic conditions prevail. in which 
the impurities arc fully "ionized" (see pages 583- 584). Thus far away on then-side 
the density of conduction band electrons is very nearly equal to the density Nd of 
donors, while far away on the p-side the density of valence band holes is very nearly 
equal to the density N 0 of acceptors: 

Nd = n,(oo) = Nc(T) exp {- [Sc- et;;> - Jl]}• 

N = ( - ) = P (T) { - [JI - s. + e¢(-oo)]} 
a p,, oo v exp ksT . (29.4) 

Since the entire crystal is in thermal equilibrium, the chemical potential does not 
vary with position. In particular, the same value of JL appears in either of Eqs. (29.4); 
this immediately requires that the total potential drop across the junction be given by3 

e¢(oo)- e¢(-oo) = Gc - 60 + k8 Tln[NdNa]. (29.5) 
NcP. 

or 

(29.6) 

An alternative way of representing the inionnationin (293) and (29.6) is sometimes 
helpful. If we define a position-dependent "electrochemical potential" ft.,(x) by 

Jle(x) = Jl + e¢(x), 

then we may write the CMrier densities (29.3) as 

nc(x) = Nc(T) exp {- [Sc ~6~(x)]}• 
Pv(x) = P JT) exp { - [lle(~B; s.]}. 

(29.7) 

(29.8) 

These have precisely the form of the relations (28.12) for a homogeneous semi
conductor, except that the constant chemical potential JL is replaced by the electro
chemical potential /t,(x). Thus Jle( oo) is the chemical potential of a homogeneous 
n-type crystal whose properties are identical to those of the inhomogeneous crystal 
far on the n-side of the transition region, while lie( - oo) is the chemical potential of 
a homogeneous p-type crystal identical to the inhomogeneous crystal far on the 
p-side. The relation (29.6) can equally well be written as4 

eLl¢ = Jt.,(oo)- 1£.,(-oo). (29.9) 

3 The derivation of(29.5) requires the validity of(29.3) only far from the depletion layer, where¢ is 
indeed slowly varying. lt therefore holds even when tJu~ semidassical model fails in tbe L(ansilion region. 

" Thi~ follow~ directly from (29.7). Equation (29.9) is some~ imes s ummarized in the rule thar the tota l 
potential drop is such as to bring the ~Fermi levels at the two ends of the junction~ into coincidence. This 
point or view is evidently inspired by rhe reprc.<;ent:llion or Figure 29.2b. 
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Figure 29.2a shows the electrochemical potential plotted as a function of position 
along the p-11 junction. We have assumed (as will be demonstrated below) that rf> 
varies monotonically from one end to the other. Figure 29.2b shows an alternative 
representation of the same information in which the potential Q> giving the position 
dependence in (29.3) is regarded as shifiing &c (or &.,) rather than p. In either case. 
t he significance oft he diagrams is that at any particular position x along the junction, 
the carrier densities are those that would be found in a piece of homogeneo us material 
with the impurity concentrations prev-ailing at x, and with a chemical potential that 
is positioned with respect to the band edges as shown in the vertical section of the 
diagrams at x. 

• 

Figure 29.2 
Two equivalent ways of repre
senting the effect or the intemal 
potential ,p(x) on tl1e electron and 
hole densities of a p-11 junction . 
(a) The electrochemical potential 
p..(x) = Jl + eq,(x) is plotted along 

ed l'.~ the p-n junction. The carrier den-
-----------J.I,Cx) sities at any point .~ are those that ..... 

_ ___ __ ___..,..- would be found in a uniform 

(a) 

semiconductor characterized by 
the fixed band a nd impurity 
energies 8<, &,., eJ. and t; •. at a 
chemical potent ial e<J uaJ to p,~x). 

(b) Here e.,{x) = s. - ee'}>(x) is the 
energy of an eJectron wave packet 
localized about x formed from 
levels "cry near the conduction 

~ band minimum, and similarly fo r 
t d(x) :::::::========&.Cxl s.(x). The energies o f the local 

- ·---··- --- -- -----

(b) 

- --JJ impurity levels ::t re f,Jx) = 6.1 -
e<J>(x) a nd f..(x) = C... - et/>{x). The 
(constant) chemical potential is 
also shown. ·n,e carrier dens1t1CS 
at any point x are those that 
would be found in a uniform 
semiconductor characterized by 
band and impurity energies equal 
to &,(x), ed(x), e.(x), and &.(x) a t 
the fixed chemical potential p.. 

Equation (29.6) (or its equivalent rorm, (29.9)) serves as the boundary condition 
in a differential equation determining the potential rf>(x). The differential equation 
is simply Poisson's equation, 5 

d2 </J 4np(x) 
- tlx2 = E ' 

(29.10) 

s llcre E is the ~tatic dielectric constant of the semiconducto r. The use of the macroscopic equation 
is possible because 4> vanes over the depletion la)er, which il.large on !he inter:nomic scale. 
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relating the potential <J>(x) to the charge distribution p(x) giving rise to it. To express 
p(x) in ter ms of <1> and get a closed equation, we first note that if (as we have assumed) 
the impurities are fu lly ionized far from the junction, then they will remain fully 
ionized,. at all x. Consequently the charge density due to the impurities a nd the 
carriers is 7 

p(x) = e[ Nix) - N a( X) - n<(x) + p._(x)]. (29.11 ) 

\Vhen the carrier and impurity densities (29.3) and (29.1) arc substituted into the 
form (29.1 1) fo r the charge density, and the result is substituted into Poisson ·s equation 
(29.10), one fi nds a non linear differen tial equation for c/J(x) whosl! exact solution 
usually requires numerical techniques.8 However, a quite reasonable description of 
<J>(x) may be had by exploiting the fact t hat the total change in e<J> is o f order E

11 
» k 8 T . 

T he relevance o f this fact emerges when we combine (29.3) and (29.4) to wri te 

llc(X) = Nde-r!<t>(ac.)-<JJ(x)]/i<BT, 
Pv(X) = Nae-cl<t><xJ- <1>( -a.)lfk.T. (29. 12) 

Suppose t hat the change in if> occurs wit hin a region -d, ~ x ~ d". Outside o f this 
region, <1> has its asympto tic value, and therefore 11< = N 4 on t he n side, p~ = No o n 
the p side, and p = 0. W ith in the region, except q uite near t he boundaries, e<J> differs 
by many k 8 T from its asympt otic va lue, so n<« Nth Pu « Na· Thus, except in the 
vicinity of x = - dP and x = d"' the charge density (29. 11 ) between - dP and d, is 
quite accura te ly g iven by p(x) = e[NJ x ) - N 0 (x)], there being no a ppreciable carrier 
charge t o cancel the charges o f the " ionized" impurities. The points x = - dP and 
x = d, therefore mark t he boundaries of the depletion layer. 

Combining these observations, and using t he fo rm (29. 1) for the impurity densities, 
we find that except for xjust g reater than - a,. o r just less than d,., Poisson's equat ion 
is well approximated by 

0, x> d, . 
- 4neNd 

d,. > o. - x> ' 
</>"(x) 

E' 
(29.13) 

4neNu 
O>x> - dp, 

' € 

0, -d,. > x. 

6 ff 4> is monotonic (as we sbaU find below) this foUows from the fact that the degree of ionization of 
an impurity increases, the fan herr the chemical potcnuaJ is from the impurity level. See Figure 29.2 and 
Eqs. (28.32) a nd t28.34). 

1 The den~ity of holes on the far n-side ha~ the very small value p.{oo) = n,'/N~ required by the law 
of mass action. Howeve r, the density of electrons on the far n-side actually exceeds N 4 by this same small 
umount so as to insun: that tJ,(oo) - p,~oo) = N 4 • In computing the tota l c;harge den sity, if we ignore this 
smaU correction in "• (as we have don em writi ng (29 .4)). then we s hould also ignore 1 he sma 11 compensating 
density of holes on the far n-side. Similar remaTks apply to the small concentration of electrons on the far 
p-si de. These '"minor ity carrier densities~ have negligible effect on the total balance of charge. We shall sec 
below, however, that they play an important ro le in determining the flow of currents in the presence of an 
appEed potential. 

e Some aspect~ of that equation arc mvesrigntcd in PToblem L 
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This immediately integrates to give 

rj>(x) = 

¢( 00 ), 

rj>(oo)- en:Nd)(x - d,)z, 

¢(- oo) + cn:N") (x + dp)z' 

¢(-co), 

d, > X> 0, 
(29.14) 

The boundary conditions (continuity of rJ> and its first derivative) ate explicitly obeyed 
by the solution (29.14) at x = - dP and x = d,.. Requiring them to bold at x = 0 
gives two additional equations that determine the lengths d., and dP. Continuity of 
¢ ' at x = 0 implies that 

(29.15) 

which is just the condition that the excess of positive charge on the n-side of the 
junction be equaJ to the excess of negative charge on the p-side. Continuity of¢ at 
x = 0 requires that 

e:e)(N~,2 + N .. d/) =¢(co)- ¢(-co)=!).¢. (29.16) 

Together with (29.15) this determines the lengths d, and dP: 

d = {(N,/Nd) ±J E/).¢}1 /2. 
"·P (Nd + N 0 ) 2ne 

(29.17) 

To estimate the sizes of these lengths we may write Eq. (29.17) in the numerically 
more convenient form 

{ 
<Na/Nd)±l }1/2 

d,,p = 105 w - 18(Nd + Na)[Ee ~4>1cv A. (29.18) 

The quantity Ee A¢ is typically of order 1 eV, atld since typical impurity concentra
tions are in the range from 1014 to I 018 per cubic centimeter, the lengths d, and dP' 
which give the extent of the depletion layer, will generaUy be from 104 to 102 A. The 
field within the depletion layer is o f order ~¢/(d,. + dp), and for d's of this size is 
therefore in the range from l05 to 10-r volts per meter, for an energy gap o f 0.1 cV. 

The resulting picture of the depletion layer is shown in Figure 29.3. The potential 
rJ> varies monotonically through the layer, as asserted above. Except at the boundaries 
of the layer, the carrier concentrations are negligible compared with the impurity 
concentrations, so the charge density is that of the ioniLed impurities. Outside of the 
depletion layer the carrier concentrations balance the impurity concentrations, and 
the charge density is zero. 

The mechanism establishing such a region of sharply reduced carrier densities is 
relatively simple. Suppose that one initially were able to impose carrier concentrations 
that gave charge neutrality at every point in the crystaL Such a configuration could 
not be maintained, for electrons would begin to diffuse from the n-side (where their 
concentration was high) to the p-side (where their concentration was very low), and 
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Figure 29.3 
(a) Carrier densities, (b) charge den
sity, and (c) polt:ntial ¢(x) plotted 
vs. posirion across an u brupt p-n 
juractioo. In the analysis in the text 
the approximation was made that 
the carrier densities and charge den
sity are constants except for discon
tinuous changes at x = -d

11 
and 

x = d" . More precisely (sec Problem 
1), these quantities undergo rapid 
change over regions just within tbe 
depletion layer whose extent is a 
fraction of order (k11T/Eg)1

' 1 of the 
total extent of rhe depletion layer. 
The extent of the depletion layer is 
typically from I 02 to l O" A. 
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holes would diffuse in the opposite direction. As this diffusion continued, the result
ing transfer of charge would build up an electric field opposing further diffusive 
currents, until an equilibrium configuration was reached in which the effect of the 
field on the cunents precisely canceled the effect of diffusion. Because the carriers 
are highly mobile, in this equiljbrium configuration the carrier densities are very low 
wherever the field has an appreciable value. This is precisely the state of affairs 
depicted in Figure 29.3. 

ELEIVIENTARY P JCI'URE OF RECTIFICATJON BY A p-n JU!'CrJOI'\ 

We now consider the behavior of a p-11 junction when an external voltage Vis applied. 
We shall take V to be positive if its application raises the potential of the p-si de with 
respect to the n-side. When V = 0 we found above that there is a depletion layer 
some 102 to 104 A in extent about the transition point where the doping changes 
from p-type to n-type, in which the density of carriers is reduced greatly below its 
value in the homogeneous regions farther away. Because of its greatly reduced carrier 
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dens ity, the depletion layer will have a much higher electrical resistance than the 
homogeneous regions, and the whole device can therefore be viewed as a series circuit 
in which a relatively high resistance is sandwiched between two relatively low resis
tances. When a potential V is applied across such a circuit , a lmost a ll or the potential 
drop will occur across the region of high resistance. Thus even in the presence of ao 
applied potential V, we expect that the potential ¢(x) a long the device will vary 
appreciably only within the depletion layer. When V = 0 we found that ¢(x) rose 
from the p-side of the depletion layer to the 17-Side by the amount (which we now 
denote by (6¢)0 ) given by Eq. (29.6), so we conclude that when V :/= 0 the change in 
potential across the depletion layer is modified to 

6¢ = (6¢)0 - V. (29.19) 

Associated with this change in potential drop across the depletion layer, there is a 
change in the size ofthe layer. The lengths d, and dP giving the extent of the layer on 
the 11- and p-sides of the junction are determined by Eqs. (29.1 5) and (29.16), which 
use only the value of the total potential drop across the layer, and the assumption 
that the carrier densities arc greatly reduced throughout a lmost all of the layer. We 
shall find below that this assumption remains valid when V :P 0, and therefore d, 
and dP continue to be given by Eq. (29.1 7) provided that we take the value of 6¢ to be 
(6¢)0 - V. Since d, and dP vary as (6¢)1

'
2 according to Eq. (29.17), we conclude that 

when V :/= 0, 

[ 
v Jl/2 

dn,J. V) = dn_.,(O) I - (
6

¢ )o (29.10) 

This behavior of¢ and the extent of the depletion layer are illustrated in Figure 29.4. 
To deduce the dependence on V of the current that flows when a p-n junction is 

"biased~ by the application of an external voltage, we must consider separately the 
currents of electrons and holes. Throughout the discussion that follows we shall use 
the symbol 1 for number current densities andj for electrical current densities, so that 

(29.21) 

When V = 0, both 1., and Jh vanish. This does not, of course, mean that no individual 
carriers flow across the junction, but only that as many electrons (or holes) flow in 
one direction as in the other. When V 4= 0, this balance is disrupted. Consider, for 
example, the current of holes across the depletion layer. This has two components: 

1. A hole current flows from then- to the p-side of the junction, known as the bole 
generation current. As the name indicates, this current arises from holes that are 
generated just on the n-side of the depletion layer by the thermal excitation of 
e lectrons out of valence band levels. Although the density of such holes on the 
n-side (uminority carriers'') is minute compared with the density of electrons 
("majority carriers"), they play an important role in carrying current across the 
junction. This is because any such hole that wanders into the depletion layer is 
immediately swept over to the p-side or the junction by the strong electric field 
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Figure 29.4 
The:: charge:: d ensity p and potential 4> in the depletion 
layer (a) for tbe unbiased junction, (b) for the junction 
with V > 0 (forward bias), and (c) for the junction 
with V < 0 (reverse bias). The positions x = d" and 
x = - dP tl1at mark t11e boundaries of tlle depletion 
layer w hen V = 0 are given by tile dashed lines. 1:11e 
depletion layer and change in 4> are reduced by a 
forward bias and increased by a reverse bias. 
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that p revails within the layer. The resulting generation current is insensitive to 
the size or the potential drop across the depletion layer, since any hole, having 
entered the .layer from the t1-side, wiJ] be swept through to the p-side.9 

2. A hole current flows from the p- to the n-side of the junction, known as the hole 
recombination cw.,.ent.10 The electric field in the depletion layer acts to oppose 
such a current, and only holes that arrive at the edge o f the depletion Layer with 
a thermal energy sufficient to surmount the potential barrier will contribute to 

9 The density of holes giving rise to the hole generation cucrent <>v'ill a lso be insensitive to the size of 
V , provided that e Y is small compared with Efl' for this density is e ntirely determined by the law of mass 
action and the d.ensity of electrons. The latte r den.~ity differs only slightly from the value N. oubide o f the 
depletion layer when eV is small compared with£"' as will emerge from the more detailed analysis below. 

to So named because of the fate s uffered by such holes upon arriving on the n-side of the j unction, 
where one of the abundant electrons will eventually drop into the empty level that consti tutes the ho le. 
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the recombination current. The number o f such holes is proportional to e-d!.~/ksT, 
and therefore11 

(29.22) 

ln contrast to the generation current, the recombination current is highly sensitive 
to the applied voltage V. We can compare their magnitudes by noting that when 
V = 0 there can be no net hole current across the junction: 

J r« I _ nen 
h v ~ o - "h • 

Taken together with Eq. (29.22), this requires that 

J~<o = Jf('"e"~"lksT. 

(29.23) 

(29.24) 

The total c urrent of holes :flowing from the p- to the n-side of the junction is given by 
the recombination current minus the generation current: 

(29.25) 

The same analysis applies to the components of the electron current, except that 
the generation and recombination currents of electrons flow oppositely to the corre
sponding currents of holes. Since> however, the electrons are oppositely charged, the 
electrical generation and recombination currents of electrons are parallel to the 
electrical generation and recombination currents of holes. The total electrical current 
density is thus : 

I j = e(J~•n + J'J:")(ee~"tksT _ 1).1 (29.26) 

This has the highly asymmetric form characteristic of rectifiers, as shown in Figure 
29.5. 

Figurc29.5 
Current vs. applied voltage V for a 
p-n junction. The relation is valid 
for cV small compared with the 
energy gap, E

9
• The saturation 

current (eJ~"' + eJ:.a•) varies with 
temperature as e - £stkn7 , as estab
lished below. .....__ ...... - I" I f--+---' 

Revers~ bias 
.....__+-111111----' 

FonVard bias 
' 

.v 

" ln assuming that (29.22) gives the dominant dependence of the hole (ccombination current on Jl. 
we are assuming that the density of holes just on the p-side of the depletion layer differs only slightly fro m 
N 0 • We s hall find that this is also lhc case pro vided thai eV is small compared with the energy gap E •. 
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GENERAL PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE NONEQUJLIBRfUM CASE 

The foregoing discussion provides no estimate o f the size of the prefactor e{JF + JF{") 
appearing in (29.26}. In addition, in the nonequllibrium (V :fo 0) case the local carrier 
densities will not in general be determined by the local potential¢ through the simple 
equilibrium Maxwellian relations (29.3).ln the nonequilibrium case it requires further 
analysis to construct a picture of the carrier densities in the neighborhood of the 
transition region that is comparable in detail to the picture we gave for the equilibrium 
case. 

In this more detailed approach it is not especially helpful to resolve the electron 
and hole currents across the junction into generation and recombination currents. 
Instead, at each point x (both inside and outside the depletion layer) we sha ll write 
equations relating the total electron and hole currents, J J.x) and Jh(x), the electron 
and hole densities, nc(x) and p,{x), and the potential cJ>(x) (or, equivalently, the electric 
field, E(x) = - dc/>(x)/dx). We shall find five such equations, which will enable us, in 
principle, to find these five quantities. This method is a direct generalization of the 
approach we followed in our analysis of the equilibrium (V = 0) case. In equilibrium 
the electron and hole currents vanish, there are only three unknowns, and the three 
equations we used were Poisson's equation, and the two equations (29.3) that relate 
nc(x) and p.,(x) to c/>(x) in thermal equilibrium. Thus the nonequilibrium problem can 
be viewed as that of finding the appropriate equations to replace the equilibrium 
rela tion (29.3), when V :fo 0 and currents flow. 

We first observe that in the presence of both an electric field and a carrier density 
gradient, the carrier current density can be written as the sum of a term proportional 
to the field (the drift current) and a term proportional to the density gradient (the 
diffusion current) : 

(29.27) 

The positive12 proportionality constants 11., and Jlp appearing in Eq. (29.27) are 
known as the electron and hole mobilities. We have introduced the mobilities., rather 
than writing the drift current in terms of conductivities, to make explicit the manner 
in which the d rift current depends on the carrier densities. If only electrons a t uniform 
density are present, then aE = .i = - eJ,. = eJl.nnE. Using the Drude form a = 
ne2-cfm for the conductivity (Eq. (1.6)) we find that 

' 
(29.28) 

u The signs in Eq. (29.27) bave been chosen to make the mobilities positive; the bole drift current is 
along the field. and the cl~1ron drift current ts opposite to the field. 
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J 

and, similarly, 
et•oU 

f./.p = 
11

; , (29.29) 
p 

where m,. and mP are the appropriate effective masses, and t':u and T~011 are the carrier, 
collision timcs.13 

The positive14 proportionality constants D" and DP appearing in Eq. (29.27) are 
known as the electron and hole diffusion constants. They ru·e related to the mobilities 
by the Einstein relations: 15 

(2930) 

The Einstein relations follow directly from the fact that the electron and hole currents 
must vanish in thermal equilibrium: Only if the mobilities and diffusion constants 
are related by (29.30) will the currents given by (29.27) be zero when the carrier 
densities have the equilibrium form (29.3)16 (as is easily verified by direct substitution 
of (29.3) into {29.27) ). 

The relation (29.27) giving the currents in terms of the density gradients and field, 
together with the forms (29.28)-(29.30) for the mobilities and diffusion constants, 
can also be derived directly from l11e kin d of simple kinetic ru·gument used in Chapter I 
(sec Problem 2). 

Note that in thermal equilibrium, Eq. (29.27) and the conditions Je = Jh = 0 
contain all information necessary to determine the carrier densities, for wl1en the 
currents vanish we may integrate Eq. (29.27) to rcderive (with lhe aid of the Einstein 
relations (29.30)) t he thermal equilibrium densities (29.3). When V :1: 0 and currents 
fiow, we require a fmther equation, which can be viewed as the generalization to 
the nonequilibrium case of the equilibrium conditions of vanishing currents. If the 
numbers of carriers were conserved, the required generalization would simply be 
the equations of contin uity, 

one aJ., 
- = --at ax • 

ap. aJh 
(29.31) -= - -at OX ' 

which express the fact that tl1e change in the number of carriers in a region is entirely 
determined by lhc rate at which carriers flow into and out of the region. However, 
carrier numbers are nol conserved. A conduction band electron and a valence band 

'3 ln semiconductors there is another lifetime of fundamental importance (see below), the recom
bilwlion time. TI1e superscript "coli" has been affixed to the collision mean free times to distinguish them 
from the recombination times. 

14 They are positive because the diffusion current flows from high- to low-density regions. [n zero 
field, Eq. (29.27) is sometimes known as Fick"s law. 

u The Einstein relations are very general, arising in any treatment of charged particles that obey 
Maxwell-Boltzmann stat,istics, sucb as tlle ions in an electrolytic solution. · 

16 The generalization of (29.30) to the degenerate case is described in Problem 3. 
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hole can be generated by the thermal e;:xcitation of an electron out of a valence band 
level. Furthermore a conduction band electron and a valence band hole can recombine 
(i.e., the electron can drop into the empty level that is the hole), resulting in the 
disappearance of one carrier of each type. Ter:ms must be added to the continuity 
equations describing these other ways in which the number of carriers in a region 
can change: 

(29.32) 

To determine Lbc forms of (dncfdt)u-r and (dpufdt)0 _, we note that generation and 
recombination act to restme thermal equilibrium when the carr ier densities deviate 
from their equilibrium values. In regions where 11" and p" exceed their equilibrium 
values, recombination occurs faster than generation, leading to a decrease in the 
carrier densities, while in regions where they fall short of their equilibrium values, 
generation occurs faster than recombination, leading to an increase in the carrier 
densities. In the simplest models these processes are described by electron and hole 
lifetimes, 17 <n and <v· The rate at which each carrier density changes due lo recom
bination and generation is set proportional to its deviation from the form determined 
by the other carrier density and the law of mass action (28.24) : 

(dnc) = 
(nc- 11~ 

, 
dt g-r "tn 

(dp.) (p.- p~ (29.33) 
dt g-r = > 

'Cp 

where n~ = nf fp.,, and p~ = n"f In~. 
To interpret these equations, note that the first, for exan1ple, expresses the change 

in electron carrier density due to generation and recombination in an infinitesimal 
timedt as 

n,(t + dt) = ( 1 - ~:) nc(L) + (~:) 11~. (29.34) 

The first term on the right of Eq. (29.34) expresses the destruction, through recom
bination, of a fraction dtf-c, of the electron carriers; ie., -en is the average electronic 
lifetime before recombination occurs. The second term on the right expresses the 
creation through thermal generation of 11° /t" electron carriers per unit volume, per 
unit time. Note that, as required, Eqs. (29.33) give carrier densities tllat decrease 
when they exceed their equilibrium values, increase when they arc less than their 
equilibrium values, and do not change when they are equal to their equilibrium 

1 

values. 
The lifetimes -c" and tP are generally much longer than overall electron or bole 

collision times. r~"11 and -c~011, for the recombination (or generation) of an electron 

1 7 Also known a s .. re<:.X>mbination times.'" Conservation of total electric charge requires that tl1e 
reco mbination rat es be propo rt io.nal to tbe densities of the o ther carrier type: (1/ r.)/ (1/ rp) = p./11, . 
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and a hole is an inter-band transition (electron goes from valence to conduction 
band (generation) or conduction band to valence band (recombination)). Ordinary 
collisions, which conserve then umber of carriers, arc intraband transitions. Reflecting 
this, typical lifetimes range between w- 3 and w-s second, while the collision times 
a rc similar to tbose found in metals-i.e., 10- 12 o r w- J 

3 second. 
In the presence of a static external potential the p-11 junction, though not in thermal 

equilibrium, is in a steady state; i.e., the canier densi ties will be constant in time : 
dncfdt = dp,)dt = 0. Using tlris fact and the forms (29.33) for the rates at which 
recombination and generation change the carrier densities, we find that the continuity 
equation (29.32) requires 

dJ, flc - 11~ _ O - + - . 
dx T,. 

dJ h + p,, - p~ = 0. 
dx TP 

(29.35) 

These are the equations that replace the equilibrium conditions Je = Jh = 0, when 
v T- 0. 

One very important application o f Eqs. (29.35) and (29.27) is in regions where 
th!f electric field E is negligibly sma ll and the majority carrier density is constan t. 
In tha t case the minority carrier d rift current can be ignored compared \vith the 
m ino rity carrier diffusion current, and Eqs. (29.27) and (29.35) reduce to a s ingle 
equat ion for the minority carrier density with a constant recombination tim e : 

(E ~ 0) (29.36) 

The solutions to these equations vary exponentially in xfL, where the lengths 

L,. = (D,.t:,.)1' 2 , L 1, = (Dpt:p) 112
, (29.37) 

arc known as the electron a nd hole diffusion lengths. Suppose, for example, (to ta ke 
a case that will be of some importance below) that we arc in the region of uniform 
potential on the n-side of the depletion layer, so that the equilibrium density p~ bas 
the constant value pJcc ) = n/!N 4 • If the density o f ho les is constrained to have the 
value p.,(x0 ) =1= p.,(oo) at a point x 0 , then the solution to Eq. (29.36) foe x ~ x 0 is 

p.,(x} = p.,( oo) + [p.,(x 0 ) - Pv(oo)]e- <"' - " oli'-P. (29.38) 

Thus the diiTus io n leng th is a measure of the distance it ta kes for the density to relax 
back to its equilibrium value. 

One would expect tha t the distance Lover which a deviation from equilibrium 
density can be maintained would be roughly the distance a carrier can travel before 
undergoing recombinatio n. This is not immediately obvious from the forms (29.37) 
for the dilrusion lengths L" and L P. but it is revealed when one rewr ites {29.37) using 
(a) the Einstein relations (29.30) between the diffusion constant and the mobility, 
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(b) the Drude form (29.28), or (29.29), for the mobility, (c) the relation tmv111
2 = }k8 T 

between the mean square carrier velocity and the temperature under nondegenerate 
conditions, and (d) tl1c definition t = v,h-c•oll of the carrier mean free path between 
collisions. Making these substitutions one finds : 

L" = ( 3;;11Y'
2 

t" . 

LP = (3:~.r/2 lr (29.39) 

Assuming that the direction of a carrier is random after each collision, a series of 
N collisions can be viewed as a random walk of step length l. It is easily shown 18 

that in such a walk the total displacement is N 112f. Since the number of collisions a 
carrier can undergo in a recombination time is the ratio of tbc recombination time 
to the collision time, Eq. (29.39) docs indeed show that the diffusion length measures 
the distance a carrier can go before undergoing recombination. 

Using the typical values given on page 604 for the collision time and the (very 
much longer) recombination time, we find that (29.39) gives a diffusion length that 
can be between 102 and 105 mean free paths. 

We can estimate the size of the generation currents that appear in the J-V relation 
(29.26), in terms of the diffusion lengths and carrier lifetimes. We firs:t note that, by 
definition of the lifetime, holes are created by thermal generation at a rate p~fr:P per 
unit volume. Such a hole stands an appreciable chance of entering the depletion layer 
(and then being swiftly swept across to then-side) before undergoing recombination, 
provided that it is created within a diffusion length LP oft he boundary of the depletion 
layer. Therefore the flow of thermally generated holes per unit area into the depletion 
layer per second will be of order LPp~f-r:v. Since p~ = 11;

2/N,,, we have 

Jt:'" = (n?) LP, (29.40) 
N4 <p 

and, similarly, 

J 'f" = (~) ~- (29.41) 
Na Tx 

The sum of the currents appearing in (29.40) and (29.41) is known as tbe satura
tion current, since it is the maximum current that can flow through the junction 
when Vis negative ("reversed bias"). Because the temperature dependence of n? is 
dominated by the factor e - EglkRT (Eq. (2~U9)), the satura.Lion current is strongly 
temperature-dependent. 

A MORE DETAILED THEORY OF THE NONEQUILIBRJlJl\1 p-11 
JUNCHON 

Using the concepts of drift and diffusion currents we can give a more detailed 
description of the behavior of the p-11 junction when V ¥- 0. The equilibrium p-11 

11 See for e>-arnple, F Rcif, Fundanumwls oj Statistical and Tltermnl Physics, McGraw-1·1111. ~cw 
York, 1965, p. 16. 
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jw1ction has two characteristic regions: the depletion layer, in which the electric 
field, space charge, and carrier density gradients are .large, and the homogeneous 
regions outside of the depletion layer, in which they are quite small. In the non
equilibrium case the position beyond which the electric field and space charge are 
small differs from the position beyond which the carrier density gradients arc small. 
Thus when V ¥ 0, the p-n junction is characterized not by two, but by three different 
regions (described compactly in Table 29.1): 

1. The Depletion l .ayer As in the equilibrium case, this is a region in which the 
electric field, space charge, and carrier density gradients are all large. When V ¥ 0, 
according to Eq. (29.20) the depletion layer is narrower than or wider than 
is the case for V = 0 depending on whether V is positive (forward bias) or 
negative (reverse bias). 

2. The Diffusion Regions These arc regions (extending a distance of the order of 
a diffusion length out from the boundaries of the depletion layer) in which the 
electric field and space charge are smalL but the carrier density gradients remain 
appreciable (though not as large as in the depletion layer). 

3. The HomogCfleous R<.-gions Beyond the diffusion regions the electric field, space 
charge, and carrier density gradients are all very small, as in the equilibrium 
homogeneous regions. 

The diffusion region (2) is not present in the equilibrium case. It arises when V # 0 
for the following reason: 

Jn equilibrium (V = 0) the change in carrier densities across the depletion layer 
is just enough to join tl1e homogeneous equilibrium values on the high-density sides 
(nc(oo) = N4, p.(-co) = N0 ) , to the homogeneous equilibrium values on the low
density sides 19 (n.-(-co) = 11/!Ncn p •. (+co) = n1 2fN.~). When V -:F 0, however, we 
have noted that the extenL of the depletion layer and the size of the potential drop 
across the layer dift'er from their equilibrium values. Consequently (as we shall see 
explicitly below) the change in carrier densities across the layer can no longer fit 
the difference in the homogeneous equilibrium values appropriate to the two sides, 
and a further region must appear in which the carrier densities relax from their values 
at the boundaries of the depletion layer to the values appropriate to the more remote 
homogeneous region (Figure 29.6). 

Table 29.1 summarizes these properties. and also indicates the characteristic 
behavior of the electron and hole drift and diffusion currents in each of the three 
regions, when a cttrrent j flows in the junction20

: 

l. In tlze depletion layer there are both drift and diffusion currents. In the equilibrium 
case they arc equal and opposite for each carrier type. yielding no net currents of 

10 In discussing the equilibrium case above, we approximated lhe minority carrier densities (i.e., the 
homogeneous equilibrium values on the low-density side) by zero(cf. note 7). This was appropriate because 
we were des~Tibing only the space-charge densi1y, to which the minority carriers make a minute contribu
tion compared with the majority carriers. The contribution of the minori1y carriers to I he current, however, 
is not negligible, and it is necessary for us lO use the values quoted here (determined by the values 
of the majority carrier densities and the law of mass action).. 

:o In the steady stlilc the total electric current is uniform along the junction: j cannot depend on x. 
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T;lblc 29.1 
THE THREE CHARACTERISTIC REGIONS lN A BIASED fNI JUNCTION • 
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Figure 29.6 
The density of holes (heavy 
curve) along a p-n junction 
with V > 0 (forward bias). 
The vertical solid lines give 
the boundaries or the deple
tion layer and diffusion re
gions. Note the break in 
vertical scale. For compari
son. the density orholeS wl1Cn 
V = 0 (unbiased junction) is 
shown as a light curve, 
together with the boundaries 
or the depletion layer in the 
unbiased case (dashed verti
cal lines). The density of 
electt:ons behaves in a similar 
manner. W hen Vis negative 
(reverse bia'l), the density of 
holes falls below its asymp
totic value in the diffusion 
region. Note that although 
the excess d ensity in the 
biased case over the unbiased 
case has the same si:-.~;e i·n bo~h 
diffusion regions, on lhc p
side it represents a minute 
percemage change in the 
carrier density, while on the 
n-side it is a very large per
centage change.. 

electrons or holes. In the noneq uilibriwn case tl1e net current 60\ving across the 
depletion layer results from a slight imbalance between the drift and diffusion 
currents of each carrier type; i.e., the drift and diffusion currents are separately 
quite large compared with the total current. Once we have constructed a complete 
picture of the currents flowing in the junction it is easy to verify tbis explicitly 
(Problem 4). It is a consequence of the very large electric field and density gradients 
in the diffusion layer (which more than compensate for the very low carrier 
densities). 

2. In the diffusion regions, the carrier densities arc nearer to the values they have 
in the homogeneous regions. The majority carrier density bas become so large 
that its drift current is appreciable. even though the field is now very small ; 
tl1e minority carrier drift current is quite negligible in comparison. Because the 
carrier densities continue to vary in tl1e diffusion regions, both diffusion currents 
(proportional not to the density, but its gradient) are appreciable. Typically, 
all currents in the diffusion region except the negligible minority carrier drift 
curreJ1t arc of order j. 

3. In the homogeneous regions the difl''usion currents are negligible, and the entire 
current is carried by the majority carrier drift current. 
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Given this picture of the individual carrier drift and diffusion currents, we can 
Ieadily calculate the total current j flowing in the junction for a given value of V. To 
simplif)' the analysis we make one further assumption:21 We assume that the passage 
of carriers across the depletion layer is so swift that negligible generation and 
recombination occur within the layer. lf this is so, then the total currents of electrons 
and holes, J « and J h• will be constant across the depletion layer in the steady state. 
Consequently, in the expression j = - eJ., + eJ,, for the total current, we may 
separately evaluate Je and Jh at whatever points a long the depletion layer it is most 
convenient to do so. TI1e most convenient point for the electron current is at the 
boundary between the depletion layer and the diffusion region on lhe p-side, and the 
most convenient point for the hole current is at the other boundary.22 We therefore 
write 

(29.42) 

This repicsentatioo is useful because at the boundaries between the d_cpletion 
layer and the diffusion regions tl1e minority carrier currents arc purely diffusive 
(sec Table 29.1). Consequently, if we could calculate the position dependence of the 
minority carrier densities within tl1e diffusion regions, we could immediately compute 
their currents, using Eq. (29.27) (wilh E = 0) : 

J.( - clp) = - D dncl 
n dx ,.. .. - dp' 

) 
dpv 

J h(dn = - Dp -d · 
X x • dn 

(29.43) 

Because, however, the minority carrier drift currents arc negligible in the diffusion 
regions, the minority carrier densities satisfy the diffusion equation (29.36). If we 
let p.,(dn) be the density of holes at the boundary of the depletion layer on then-side, 
and if we note that far from that boundary on the n-side P~ approaches the value 
p~(oo) = n/j N 0 then the solution (29.38) to the diffusion equation (29.36) is 

p.,(x) = ~: + [p.,(d,) - ~] e-<x-d~J/Lp, X ~ dn . (29.44) 

Similarly, the electron density within the diffusion region on the p-side is given by 

llc(X) = ~: + [ nJ - dp) - ~] e<x+dpli L,, X~ -cfP" (29.45) 

Substituting these densities into (29.43) we find that the minority carrier currents 
at the boundaries of the depletion layer arc 

D, [ n/J J.,( - dp) = - L, n.( -d,) - N;, , 

DP[ 11/J Jh(d,) = "L, P~(d,) - N;, , (29.46) 

~ · Also generally the case. When the assumption fa ils, lbe full set of equations must be integrated 
across the depletion layer. 

n The more elementary picture o f rcctifiCilt.ion given above also focused on the electcoo current 
originating on the hole si<l~ ~r the junction, and vice versa. 
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so that the total current, (29.42), is 

eD. [ n?J eDP [ 11;
2

] j = L. n.( - dp) - Na + LP p,.(d.) - Nd . (29.47) 

It only remains for us to find the amounts by which the minority carrier densities 
differ from their homogeneous equilibrium values at the boundaries of U1e depletion 
layer. ln equilibrium we found the variation in carrier densities across the depleti011 
layer by using the equilibrium expression (29.3) for the variation of the carrier densities 
in a potential ¢(x). We have noted above that this expression follows from the fact 
that in equilibrium U1e drift currents are equal and opposite to ilie diffusion currents. 
In the general nonequilibrium case (e.g., in the diffusion region) the drift and diffusion 
currents are not in balance, and Eq. (29.3) does not bold. However, in the depletion 
layer there is a ncar balance between drift and diffusion currents, 23 and therefore 
to a reasonable approximation the carrier densities do obey Eq. (29.3), changing by 
a factor e-•t>d>lkBT as the depletion layer is crossed: 

11,( - dp) = n,(d.)e-.. .t>tl>lknT = [n,(d.)e-e{<~<l>>ol~nT]eeVfknT , 

p,,(d.) = pJ.-dp)e- •1!.4>/knT = [Pv( -dp)e- •<1!.4>lo/ksT] eeVfksT. (29.48) 

When eV « E
9

, then V wil1 be small compared with (tl¢)0 , and the carrier densities 
on the minority side [n,(- dP) and p.(d,J] will continue to be very small compared 
with their values of the majority side [n,(d.) and p.( -tlP)], just as they are when 
V = 0. Consequently, the conditions that the space charge vanish at the boundaries 
of the depletion layer, 

n.(dn) - Pv(dn) = N d> 

pv(-dp) - n,(-dp) = Nm (29.49) 

give values for the majority carrier densities nc(dn) and p.(- dp) that differ from their 
equilibrium values N 4 and N, only by factors that are very close to unity. TJms, to 
an excellent approximatjon, when eV « Eg. 

or, equivalently, z4 

nc(- dp) = [Nde-•<<~4>lofknr:Je•VfksT, 

pv(dn) = [Nae- e(t>4>lolkDT)e"VfksT, 

2 
n ( -d ) = tl; eellfkvT 

• P N , 
a 
2 

p,(d.) = ~ 
4 

eellfknT. 

(29.50) 

(29.51) 

Substituting these results into the expression (29.47) for the total current, we find 
that 

(29.52) 

13 This is verified in Problem 4. 
2• This follows from l11e form (29.6) of(At/1)0 and the form {28. 19) of n,. It a lso follows di:reclly rrom 

(29_'i0) by requiring that it yield the correct equilibrium values r..J. - dp) = n/JN. and pJciJ = n//N,, 
when V = 0. 

• 
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This has the form (29.26) with the generation currents given explicitly by 

(29.53) 

If we eliminate the diffusio n constants appearing in (29.53) with the aid or (29.37), 
the expressions fo r the generation currents agree with the rough estimates (29.40) 
and (29 .4 I). 

PROBLEMS 

1. The Dcp/etiort L ayer ;, Tlzernral E quilibrium 
(a} Sh ow that if the exact (nondegenerate) form (29.3) is retained for the earner densities. 

t hen Poisson's equa tion (which we a pproximated by Eq. (29. 13) in the textl becomes the following 
diflcreutial equat ion for the v:uiable tJt = (e¢ + 11 - Jz1)/ k11T: 

d 21{! = K 2 (sinh I{! - t:.N(x))· 
dr 2n, · 

• (29.54) 

where Kl = 8nn;e2 / k 8 TE., l!.N(x) is the doping profile, t.N(x) = N 4 (x ) - NJ.x), and 111 and J1t 

are the carrier density and chemical potential for an impurity- free sample at the same temperature. 
{b) T he text discussed the case of a p-11 junction made of h ighly extrinsic material. with 

N.,, N, » n1• In the opposite case o f a lightly doped nearly intrinsic semiconductor. with 

II; » N "' N '" (29.55) 

we can fi nd t he electrostat ic potential to high p recision for an arbi trary doping profile. as foUows: 

( i) Assume that tJt « 1, so that sinh tJt ~ tjl. Show that the solution to (29.54) is then given 
by : 

I ( ) 1 K f "" d , - Klx - x"l l::.N(x') 
VJX =

2 
xe 2n . 

- oo I 
(29.56) 

(ii) Show that t his solution and (29.55) imply that tJt is indeed much less than 1, justifying 
the initial ansatz. 

(iii) Show that if l:J.N varies along more than one dimeusion, then in the nearly imrinsic 
case: 

f 
e- KI• - <1 

<f>(r ) = e dr ' t:.N(r ') lr _ rT (29.57) 

(iv) The above result is identical in form to the screened Thomas-F ermi potentia l produced 
by imptJTitics in a metal (Eq. (17.54)). Show that the Thomas-Fermi wave vector (Eq. (17.50)] 
for a free electron gas has precisely the form of K, except that £',- must be replaced by the thermal 
velocity appropriate to Boltzmann statistics. and the carr ier density must be t aken as 211,. (Why 
th•s last factor of 2 ?) The quantity K is Lhe screening length of Debye-Hilckel theory. 
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(c) Some insight into the general solution to {29.54) may be gained by t he sinJple expedient 
of changing the names of the variables: 

Vi -+ u, X-> t , K2-> ..!... 
m 

(29.58) 

The equatiOL1 then describes the displacement u of a particle of mass m moving under the influence 
of a force that depends upon position (u) and Lime (t). In the case of an abrupt junction this force 
is time-independent before and after t = 0. Sketch the "potential energy" before and after t = 0, 
and d educe from your sketch a qualitative argument that t he solution to (29.54) that becomes 
asymptotically constant as x- ±oo can vary appreciab ly only in the neighborhood of x = 0. 

(d) Show that conservatio n of .. energy" before and after t = 0 in the mechanical model for 
the abrupt junction described above perm its one to show that the exact potential at x = 0 is 
that given by the approximat e solution {29.14) plus a correction 64>, given by: 

/!.<f> = _ __ V d I V o I . k T ( IN 2 + 4n·2 - IN 2 + 4n 2
) 

e Nd + No 
(29.59) 

Comment o n how important a correction to 4> this is, and h ow reliable the carrier densities 
(29.12) given by the approximate solution (29.14) are likely to be in the depletion region. 

{e) As in (d), find and discuss the approximate and exact electric fields at x = 0. 

2. Derivation of tlze Einstein R elations from Kinetic Theory 
Show that the phenomenological equations (29.27) relating t he carrier c urrents to the electric 
field and carrier density gradients, follow from elementary kinetic arguments such as were used 
in Chapter 1, with mobilities of the.: form (29.28) and (29.29), and diffusion constants of the form 

(29.60) 

Sbow lhat the E instein relations (29.30) are satisfied provided the mean square thermal velocity 
(v2

) is given by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. 

3. EuiSteut R elatio11s u1 tile D ege11erl1te Case 
When dealing witb degenerate inhomogeneous semiconductors one must generalize the equi
librium carrier densities (.29.3) to 

nc(x) = n~ (Jl + e¢(x) ). 
pJx) = p~ (J.I. + e¢(x) ), (29.61) 

where nf(Jt), and p~(J.t) are the carrier densities of the h omogeneous semiconductor as a function 
o f chemical potential. 2S 

(a) Show that the expression (29.9) for lltf> and the inte.rpret.atinn !hac precedes it continue 
to follow directly from {29.61 ). 

(b) Show by a slight genera lization of the argument on page 602 that 

1 011 
J.' = eD ---...,. n .... ' 

n OJ.I. 

J ilp 
-eD - -::;-- . 

P p OJ.i 
(29.62) 

2s N ote that the functio nal forms o f n~ ( Jl) and p~ lll) do not depend on lhe doping lthough of course 
the value of 11 does). 
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(c) In an inhomogeneous semiconductor, not in equilibrium, with carrier densities n,(x) and 
and P.(x), one sometimes defines electron and hole quasichemica/ polenria/su' jl...(x) and Jlh(") hy 
requiring the carrier densities to have the equilibrium form (29.6 1): 

n,(x) = n~ (P~(x) + e¢(x) ), Pv(x) = p~ (/11,(x) + C(/J(X)). (29.63) 

Show that, as a consequence of the Einstein relations (29.62), the total drift plus diffusion currents 
are just 

d 1 
J e = - J1,.1l, -d - /l.,(x), xe 

d 1 
J h = 11PP" dx e p,,(x). (29.64) 

Note that these have the form of pure drift currents in an electrostatic potential 4> = ( - 1/e)Jl. 

4. Drift tUid Diffusion Currenu in tile Depletion Layer 
Noting that the electric field in the depletion layer is of order At/>/rl. rl = rl, + rl"' and that the 
carrier densities there exceed their minority values substantially (except at the edges of the layer~ 
show that the assumption that the drift (and hence diffusion) currents in the depletion layer greatly 
exceed the total current is very well satisfied 

5. Fields in tlte Diffusion Region 
Verify the assumption that the potential ¢ undergoes negligible variation in the diffusion region, 
by estimating its change across the diffusion region as follows : 

(a) Find the electron drift current at d. by noting that the total electron current is continuous 
across the depletion layer and calculating explicitly the electron diffusion current at d,.. 

(b) Noting that the electron density is very close to N 4 at d., find an expression for the electric 
field at d,. necessary to produce the drill current calculated in (a). 

(c) Assuming that the field found in (b) sets the scale for the electric field in the diffusion 
region, show that the change in 4> across the diffusion region is of order (k8 T fe)(n;/N4 )

2
• 

(d) Why is this indeed negligible? 

6. SatiiJ'atioll Cun-ellt 
Est imate the size of the satUration electric current in a p-n junction at room temperature, if the 
band gap is 0.5 eV, the donor (or acceptor) concentrations 10'8fcm3, the recombination times 
10- 5 second, and the diffusion lengths 10- 4 em. 

26 Since we are not in equilibrium, il. m.1.:d not cq ual fih· 
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616 Chapter 30 Defects in Crystals 

By a crystalline defect one generally means any region where the microscopic arrange
m ent of ions differs drastically from that of a perfect crystal Defects are called surface, 
line, or point defects, according to whether the imperfect region is bounded on the 
atomic scale in one, two, or three dimensions. 

Like human defects, those of crystals come in a seemingly endless variety, many 
d reary and depressing, and a few fascinating. In this chapter we shall describe a few 
of those imperfections whose presence has a profound effect on at least one major 
physical property of the solid. One could argue that almost any defect meets this 
test; for example, isotopic inhomogeneity can alter both the phonon spectrum and 
the character of the neutron scattering. The examples we will consider, however, 
are somewhat more dramatic. 1 The two most important kinds of defects we shall 
mention are: 

I. Vacancies and Interstitials These are point defects, consisting of the absence 
of ions (or presence of extra ions). Such defects are entirely responsible for the 
observed electrical conductivity of ionic crystals, and can profoundly alter their 
optical properties (and, in particular, their color). Furthermore, their presence 
is a normal thermal equilibrium phenomenon, so they can be an ii1trinsic feature 
of real crystals. 

2. Dislocations These are line defects which, though probably absent from the 
ideal crystal in thermal equilibrium, are almost invariably present in any real 
specimen. Dislocations are essential in explaining the observed strength (or 
rather, the lack of shear strength) of real crystals, and the observed rates of 
crystal growth. 

POINT DEFECTS: GENERAL THERMODYNAMIC FEATURES 

Point defects are present even in the thermal equilibrium crystal, a<; we can illustrate 
by considering only the simplest kind : a vacancy or Schottky defect in a monatomic 
Bravais lattice. A vacancy occurs whenever a Bravais lattice site that would normally 
be otcupied by an ion in the perfect crystal has no ion associated with it (Figure 30.1). 
If the number, "' of such vacandes at temperature Tis an extensive thermodynamic 
variable (i.e., if it is proportional to the total number of ions, N , when N is very large), 
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Figure 30.1 
A porlion of a monatomic Bravais lattice 
containing a vacancy or Schottky defect. 

Not only is our choice of defects hig hly sci<.'Ctivc, but we have a lso included in the chapter some 
phenomena (polaron~ and cxcitons) that are not generally regarded as dcfec!S at all. This is because:: they 
bear strong resemblances to other phenon~ena tha t arc regarded as defects, and therefore arise rather 
naturally in such a discussion. 
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then we can estimate its size by minimi-zing the appropriate thermodynamic potential. 
If the crystal is at constant pressure P, this will be the Gibbs free energy, 

G = U - TS + PV. 

To sec how G depends on n, it is simplest to think of an N-ion crystal containing 
11 vacant sites, as an (N + n)-ion perfect crystal. from which n ions have been removed_ 
Thus the volume, V(n), will to a first approximation be j ust (N + n)t•0 , where v0 is 
the volwne per ion in the perfect crystal. 

For any particular choice of the n sites to be deprived of their ions, we can, in 
principle, calculate F 0(n) = U - TS for that particular imperfect crystal If n is 
very small2 compared with N , then we might expect this to depend only o n the number 
of vacancies but not on their spatial arrangement3 We must add to the entropy S 
for a fixed configuration of vacancies, a further contribution scon~~a expressing the 
disorder a rising from the (N + n)!/N!n! ways of choosing then vacant sites out of 
theN + 11: 

sconn~ = ks ln (N + n)!. 
N!n! 

Thus the full Gibbs free energy is 

G(n) = F 0(n) - rsconn~ll) + P(N + n)t'o. 

Using Stirling's formula, valid for large X, 

we can evaluate 

and therefore 

In X! ::::: X(ln X - 1) 

iJSOOf1t (N + n) (N) on = k8 In n ::::: k8 In -; ; 

oG iJFo , (N) - = -- + I v0 - k8 T Ln -
11 

• an iJn 

When n « N, we can write 

= e, 
n=O 

II « N, 

(30.1) 

(30.2) 

(30.3) 

(30.4) 

(30.5) 

(30.6) 

where l: is independent of n. Therefore (30.5) tells us that G is minimized by 

11 = Ne- I&+Pc0).ksT. (30.7) 

1 This is not inconsistent with our asscnion that n is an extensive ' 'ariablc or order N. Extcnsivity 
requin.-s lim.., . ,_,(n/N ) ¢ 0. However, n being small compared with N requires not that the limit vanish, 
but only that it he much less than unity, This is always the case for poiot defects in crystals. lnd<.·t:d, if the 
oumbcr or dcf<.-cts were dose to the number or ions, we would haw no busi n<.'SS speaking of a crystal at 
alt 

3 This will certainly not be true tor configurations in which appreciable numbers o f vacancies lie 
close together, since the presence of one can then affect the energy rc.'quired to fo rm another. However, 
whc.-n n « N, such configurations will be quite rare. 
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To calculate 6 we could (as in Chapter 22) write the total potential energy of a 
typical (N + n) ion lattice with n vacancies as U = U«J + Uh.orm (see (228)). We 
could then calculate F 0 from the partition function 

e- PFo =I e- P£ = e- pu«l I e - fJEhar•n, (30.8) 
E t:~wm 

where £hrlrm runs through the eigenvalues or the harmonic part of the Hamiltonian. 
Evidently this will yield an F 0, which is the equil ibrium potential energy of the lattice 
with vacancies plus the free energy of the phonons 

(30.9) 

T he second term is generally srnaO compared with the first, so that to a first approxi
mations is just 

(30.10) 

the temperature-independent potential energy required to remove one ion. At normal 
(e.g., atmospheric) pressures Pv0 is negligible in comparison, and therefore 

n = Ne- {J(.o. (30.11) 

Since So can be expected to be of the order of electron volts,4 nfN will indeed be 
small, but not zero. 

The phonon correction to (30.11) from the second term in (30.9) generally increases 
n somewhat. This is because the int roduction of vacancies tends to lower some of 
the normal-mode frequencies (and hence the associated phonon energies), thereby 
leading to a negative fiF~/cn. A simple model of this effect is discussed in Problem L 

The analysis above has assumed that only one kind of point defect can occur: 
a vacancy at a Bravais la ttice site. In general, of course, there can be more than one 
kind of vacancy (in polyatomic lattices). TI1ere is also the possibility of extra ions 
occupying regions not occupied in the perfect crystal, a type of point defect known 
as an interslitial. Thus we should generalize our analysis to allow for n1 point defects 
of the jth type. If all n1 are small compared with N, each type of defect will occur in 
numbers given by the obvious generalization of (30. 7) (ignoring the small correction 
Pv0) : 

cF0 n · = N-e- P&J s. = . (30.12) J J 'J !II _, 
ufiJ nJ;O 

where N1 is the n umber of sites where a defect of type j can occur. 
T he s1 are generally quite large compared with k8 Tand if, in addition, the smallest 

two values of &1 (say S1 and ~) are, themselves far apart compared with k8 T, then n 1 

will be very much greater than all the other n1; i.e., the defect with the smallest s1 
will be ovenvhclmingly the most abuodant type. 

However, (30.12) is only correct if the numbers of each kind of defect are inde
pendent, s ince it follows fro m minimi7jng the free energy independently with respect 

• We wo uld expect it to b.: roughly the size of the cohesive energy per particle.:. Sc.:e Chapter 20. 
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to all the nr Should there be constraints among then J> we must reexamine the problem. 
The most important such constraint is charge neutrality. We cannot have a set o f 
defects consisting entire1y of positive ion vacancies in an ionic crystal, without creating 
unbalanced positive charge, with its prohibitively large Coulomb energy. This excess 
charge must be balanced either by positive ion interstitials, negative ion vacancies, 
o r some combination o f these. s Thus the free energy must be minimized s ubject to 
the const ra int: 

(30.13) 

where qi is the charge ofthejlh defect type (qi = +e for a negative ion vacancy o r 
positive ion interstitial, and CJi = - e for a pos itive ion vacancy o r negative ion 
interstitial). If we introduce a Lagrange multiplier A, t hen we can take the constraint 
into account by minimizing not G, but G + (AJ:.qJ1i). This leads to t he replacement 
of(30.12) by 

(30.14) 

where the unknown A is determined by requiring that (30. 14) satisfy the constraint 
(30.13). 

Usually the lowest f'J for each charge type is sepa ra t ed in energy by many ks T 
from the next Jowest.6 Consequently there will be one dominant type o f defect of 
each c harge, whose numbers are given by 

n+ N +e- P(&+ ' ..lc) 

n_ N - IJ(r.,_ - ,.\;:) _ e • 

Since t he densities of all the o ther defect types satisfy 

111 « n + , qi = + e, 
n1 << ' '-· q1 = - e, 

charge neutrality requires to high precision that 

Since (30.15) also requires 

we find that 

(30.15) 

(30.16) 

(30.17) 

(30.18) 

n+ = " - = .jN+N- e-P<~+&.. )/2 . (30.19) 

Thus the constraint of charge neut rality reduces the concentration of the most 
abundant defect type and raises the concentration of the most abundant type o f 
the opposite charge. It does so in a manner that c hanges the values they would have 
in the absence of the constraint to the geometric mean o f those values. 

Even in simple diatomic ion ic crystals, there are several ways in which charge 
neutrality can t hus be achieved (Figure 30.2). There can be esseotiaUy equal numbers 

s We ignore lhe possibility or color cent~!~" formation. See below. 
6 When chis is not lhe case, then the distinction developed below between Schottky and Frenkel 

defects canno t be made. See Problem 2. 
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Figure30.2 
(a) A perfect ionic crystal. (b) An ionic crystal with point 
defects of the Schottky type (equal numbers of positive and 
negative ion vacancies). (c) An ionic crystal with defects of 
the Frenkel type (equal numbers of positive ion vacancies 
and interstitials). 

of positive and negative ion vacancies, known, in this context, also as Schottky 
defects. On the other hand, there can be essentially equal numbers of vacancies and 
interstitials of the same ion, known as Frenkel defects. Alkali halides have defects 
of the Schottky type ; s ilver halides, of the Frenkel type. (The third possibility, equal 
numbers of positive and negative ion intersritials, does not seem to occur, interstitials 
being generally more costly in energy than vacancieS of the same ion.) 

DEFECTS AND THERMODYNAMIC EQUD .IBRIUM 

.lt is most unlikely that line or swface defects can. like point defects, have a non
vanishing concentration in thermal equilibriwn. The energy of formation of one of 
these more extended defects will be proportional to the linear d imensions (N1

' 3) 

or cross-sectional area (N2' 3) of the cryst al. However, the number of ways of intro
ducing one (provid ed that iL is not excessively "wiggly .. (lines) or " wobbly" (surfaces)) 
does not appear to be more than logarithmic inN, as for point defects. Thus although 
the cost in energy of a single point defect (independent of N) is more than compen
sated for by the gain in entropy (of order In N), this is probably not the case for the 
line and surface defects. 

Line and surface defects are, in all likelihood, metastable configurations of the 
crystal. However, thermal equilibrium may well be approached so slowly that for 
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practical purposes the defects may be considered to be frozen in. It is alc;o easy to 
arrange nooequilibrium concentrations of point defects, which can have considerable 
permanence (for example, by quickly cooling a crystal that had been in equilibrium). 
The equilibrium concentration of point defects can be bro ught back to the Maxwell
Boltzmann form, and the density of line and s urface defects correspoodjngly reduced 
toward zero by the slow application and removal of heat. The restoration of 
equilibrium defect concentrations in this way is known as anne{l/ing. 

POINT DEFECTS: THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCllVlTY OF IONIC 
CRYSTALS 

Ionic crystals, those electronic insulato rs par excellence, have a nonvanishing 
electrical conductivity. Typical resistivities depend sensitively on temperature aud 
purity of the specimen, and can range, in alkali halide crystals, from I 02 to I 08 ohm-em 
(which should be compared with typical metallic resistivities, which are of order 
microhm centimeters). Conduction cannot be due to the thermal excitation o f 
electrons from the valence to the conduction bands, ac; in semiconducto rs (eq. (28.20) ), 
for the band gap is so large that few if any of the 1023 electrons can be so aroused. 
There is direct evidence that the charge is carried no t by electrons, but by the ions 
themselves: After the passage of a current, atoms corresponding to the appropriate 
ions arc found deposited at the electrodes in numbers proportional to the total 
charge carried by the current 

The ability of the ions so to conduct is enormously enhanced by the presence of 
vacancies. It requires far less work to move a vacancy through a crystal than to force 
an ion through the dense ionic a rray of a perfect crystal (Figure 30.3). 

There is abundant evidence that ionic conduction depends on the movement of 
vacancies. The conductivity is observed to increase with temperature exponentially 
in 1/T, reflecting the temperature dependence of the thermal equilibrium vacancy 
concentration (30.14).7 Furthermore, at low temperatures, the conductivity of a 
monovalent ionic crystal doped with divalent impurities {e.g., Ca in NaCI) is found 
to be proportional to the concentratjon of divalent impurities, in spite of the fact 
that the material deposited at the cathode continues to be the mo novalent atom. 
As shown in Figure 30.4, the important function of the impurity is to force, via charge 
neutrality, the creation of a Na+ vacancy for each ca++ ion incorporated substi
tutionally into the lattice at an Na + site. 8 Thus the more Ca introduced, the greater 
the number of Na+ vacancies. and the greater the conduction.9 

1 'I IUs by itseir is not completely convincing. ~ieee the ionic diffusion constnnt. which depends on the 
probability of the ion having enough thermal energy to cross a potential barrier will al~o vary exponentially 
in 1/ T . Consequentl y, so will the mobiluy and conductivity. (See Chapter 29 for dctlnitions or d iffusion 
con~to nt and mobility.) 

11 .Dirtet evidence for this is that the dcn~ity of the doped crystal is less than that o f r he pure crystal, 
even th()ugh a calcium atom has a greater mass than one of sodium. 

• This pheno menon is quire analol!-ous to the impurity doping or semtconductors. See Chapter 28. 
and Problem 3. 
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Figure 30.3 
(a) lt is very difficult to pass an extra posilively 
charged ion tlu·ough a perfect crys tal. Ho\\cveT, by 
successive motion of positively charged ions into 
neighboring vacancies, (b}-(d}. a unit of positive 
charge can be moved with relative ease across the 
whole crystal. 

We have indicated that charge neutrality requires vacancies of one constituent of 
a diatomic ionic crystal to be balanced. either by an equal number of interstitials 
of the same constituent (Frenkel) or by an equal number of vacancies of the other 
constituent (Schottky). It is also, however, possible to balance the missing charge 
of a negative ion vacancy with an electron localized in the vicinity of the point defect 
whose charge it is replacing. 

Such an electron can be regarded as bound to an effectively positively charged 
center, and will, in general, have a spectrum of energy levels.10 Excitations between 

1 0 See Problem 5. 
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Figure 30.4 
The introduction of II ea++ ions into NaCI results in 11 Na ' 

. 
rons 

being replaced by ca++ and the cr·cation o f an additional n N a + 

vacancies to preserve charge neutrality. 

these levels prod uce a series o f optical absorption lines quite analogous to those of 
single isolated atoms. These excitation energies occur in the optica lly forbidden band 
between 11w-r and ltCJh, for the perfect crystal (see Chapter 27), and therefore stand 
out as quite striking peaks in the optical absorption spectrum (F igure 30.5). These 
and other such defect-electron structures are known as color centers, since their 

·presence imparts a strong color to the otherwise transparent perfect crystal 
Color centers have been extensively studied in the alkali halides, which can be 

colored by exposure to X- or y-radiation (with the ensuing production of defects 
by the very high-energy photons) or, more instructively, by heating an alkali halide 
crystal in a vapor of the alkali meta l. In this last case excess aJkali atoms (whose 
numbers can range from one in 107 to as high as one in 103 ) a re incorporated into 
the crystal, as subsequent chemical analysis demonstrates. However. the m ass density 
of the colored crystal diminishes in proportion to the concentration of excess alkali 

Hgure 30.5 
The absor p1 ion spectrum o f 
KCI, showing peaks asso
ciated wi th the various com
binations of £-centers; e.g., 
the £-center itself, the M 
center, and the R-eenter. 
R. H. Silsbee, Pllys. R ev. 
AlSO, 138 (1965).) 
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+ - + + + + + - + Figure30.6 
+ + + + -~ • + Heatmg a perfect a lkali h a-

• + + + I ide crystal in the vapoT of the + - + + + - -e e alkali metal can produt.'e a 
+ + + + + + c1·ystal with of plus ® an excess 

+ + + ® + + + + a lkali ions. There is a corrc-
+ + + + • + - + sponcling concentra tion of 

+ + + - Vapor + + + • + negative ion vacancies whose 
s ites are now occupied by + + + + + + the (highly local.ized) excess 

Perfect crystal Colo red cr)IStal elecrrons . • =e-

atoms, demonstrat ing that the atoms are not absorbed interstitially. Instead , the alkali 
meta l atoms are ionized and assume positions in the sites o f a perfect positively 
charged sublattice, and the excess electrons are bound to an equal number of negative 
ion vacancies (Figure 30.6). 

Striking evidence for the validity of this picture is provided by the fact that the 
absorption spectrum so produced is not substantially altered if, for example, we heat 
potassium chlo ride in a vapor of sodium, rather than potassium m etal This confirms 
the fact that the primary role o f the vapor o f metal a toms is to introduce negative 
ion vacancies and to supply the neutralizjng electro n, whose energy levels produce 
the absorption spectrum 

An electron bound to a negative ion vacancy (known as an F-center11) is capable 
of .reproducing many o f the q uaJj tative features of ordinacy atomic spectra, with the 
added complication that it moves in a field of cubic, rather than spherical, symmet ry. 
This permits one to exercise one's knowledge of group theory (e.g., how angular 
momentum multiplets are split by cubic fields}. Indeed, by stressing the crystal, one 
can reduce the cubic symmetry, producing ruagnostic perturbations, which are 
helpful in disentangling a wealth of a dditional structure in the absorption spectrum. 
The extra structure is present because the sin1ple F -center is not the only way the 
electrons a nd vacancies -can conspire to color the crystal. 12 Two other possibilities 
are: (a) TheM-center (Figure 30.7a), in which two neighbor ing negative ion vacancies 
in a (100) plane bind two electrons. (b) T he R-eenter (Figure 30.7b), in which three 
neighbor ing negative ion vacancies in a (1 11) plane bind th ree electrons. 
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J- igure 30.7 
(a) T11e M-center, in which 
two neighboring negative ion 
vacancies in a. (100) plane 
b ind two elect rons. (b) The 
R-eenter, in which three neg
a tive ion vacancies in a (Ill) 
plane bind three electrons. 
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It took considerable ingenuity to demonstrate that these various categories of 
defects were indeed responsible for the observed spectra Identification is made 
possible by noting that each has a characteristic response to the effects of stress or 
electric fields on its level structure. 

The resonances in the optical absorption produced by color centers are not nearly 
so sharp as those produced by the excitation of isolated atoms. This is because the 
linewidth is inversely proportional to the excited-state lifetime. Isolated atoms 
can only decay radiatively, a relatively slow process, but the "atom .. represented 
by an F-center is strongly coupled to the rest of the solid, and can lose its energy by 
the emission o f pbonons. 

One might think that by heating an alkali halide crystal in halogen gas, one could 
also introduce alkali metal vacancies to which boles could be bound, but these 
antimorplls to the F-center and its cousins have not been observed. Holes can be 
bound to point imperfections, but the imperfections have not been observed to be 
positive ion vacancies. Indeed, tbe most studied hole center, the VK·center is based 
on no vacancies at all, but only on the possibility of a hole binding two neighboring 
negative ions (e.g. chlorine) into something which bas a spectrum rather like Cl2 

Figure 30.8 
Color centers involving the binding or 
holes do not involve positive ion vacancies. 
The V11center il> based on the possibility 
ora hole binding two neighboring negath·e 
• rons. 
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(Figure 30.8). A similar "hole center," the R-eenter, apparently results from an 
interstitial chlorine ion being so bou nd to a (symmetrica lly situated) lattice ion by 
a hole (Figure 30.9); i.e.., the singly ionized chlorine molecule is forced to occupy 
a single negative ion site. The spectra of the VK- and Jl-centers a re similar enough to 
have greatly impeded efforts to make definitive classifica tions. 

Figure 30.9 
The H-center , which b thought to result 
[rom the binding (by a hole) of an inter
stitial chloride ion to a symmetrically 
situated lattice ion. The result is a singly 
ionized chlorine molecule that is forced 
to occupy a single negative ion site. 
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I/ -center 

H aving started upon the diagnosis and construction of color centers, one can 
continue at some length. For example, one can look for, or make, a simple F-cenrer 
in which one of the six n earest neighboring positive ions has been replaced by an 
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+ - + - -1 - + - + - 4-

+ - + - + - + - + 

+ - + !±> + - + - -i 

+ - + • + - + - + -
+ - + + - + - + - + 
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• = e-

® =impurity 
ion 

Figure 30.10 
The FA-center, in which one of the 
six nearest-neighbor positive ions 
sun-ounding a negative ion vacancy 
is replaced by an impurity ion, there
by lowering the symmetry of the 
levels of the bound electron. This 
type of conjunction of impurity and 
vacancy is often energetically favor
able. 

impurity (Figure 30.10). One then has an FA-center, whose reduced symmetry 
delights spectroscopists. 

Finally, pursuing the search for opposites we might inquire whether the antimorph 
of the VK-center has been observed: a localized electron, serving to bind two neigh
boring positively charged ions together. Because (for example) Cl2 molecules exist 
(covalently bonded) and Na2 molecules in general do not, the answer is no. Indeed, 
the asymmetry between electron and hole cenrers is precisely due to the crucial 
difference in tlJe sodium (s-level) and chlorine (p-level) valence electrons, which form 
covalent bonds only in the latter case. However, something rather less localized 
than the Vx antimorph does exist, and is known as the polaron. 

POLARONS 
When an electiOn is introduced into the conduction band of a perfect ionic crystal, 
it may be energetically favorable for it to move in a spatially localized level, accom
panied by a local deformation in the previously perfect ionic arrangement (i.e., a 
polarization of the lattice) that serves to screen its field and reduce its electrostatic 
energy. Such an entity (electron plus induced lattice polarization) happens to be far 
more mobile than the defects we have described up to now, and is generally not viewed 
as a defect at all, but rather as an important complication in the theory of electron 
mobiljty i:n ionic or partially ionic crystals. Theories of polarons are quite intricate, 
since one is required to consider the dynamics of an electron tbat is strongly coupled 
to the ionic degrees of freedom.13 

EXCITONS 
The most obvious point defects consist of missing ions (vacancies), excess ions 
(interstitials), or the wrong kind of ions (substitutional impurities). A more subtle 
possibility is the case of an ion in a perfect crystal, that differs from its colleagues only 
by being in an excited electronic state. Such a "defect"' is called" a Frenkel exciton. 

13 Two general references on polaro ns are C. G. Kuper and G. D. Whitfield., eds~ Po/arons and 
Excitons, Plenum Press, New York, 1963, and r.bearticle by J. Appel, iu Solid State Phylics. val. 21. Academic 
Press, New York, 1968, page 193. ("fbe re-ader should be warned that our introduction of the polaron as a 
mobrle antlmorph of the V~t cenrcr reflects only our own desp~rate elforts at literary contmuity. It is not 
the orthodox poi11t of view.) 
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Since a ny ion is capable of being s o excited, and since the coupling bet ween the io ns' 
outer electronic shells is strong, the excita tion energy can actually be transferred 
from ion to ion. Thus the Frenkel exciton can move through the c rystal without the 
ions themselves having to change places, as a result of which it is (like the polaron) 
far more mobile than vacancies, interstitials, o r substitutional impurities. Indeed , 
for most purposes it is better not to think of the exciton as being localized at a ll. 
It is more accurate to describe the electronic structure of a crystal containing an 
exciton, as a q uantum-mechanical superposition of states, in w hich it is eqt1a lly 
probable that the excitation is associated with any ion in the crystaL This la tter 
view bears the same relation to specific excited ions, as the Bloch tig ht-binding levels 
(Chapter 10) bear to the individual atomic levels, in the theory of band structures. 

Th us the exciton is pro ba bly better regarded as one of the more complex ma ni
festa tions of electronic band st ructure than as a crystal defect. Indeed. once o ne 
recog nizes that the proper description of an exciton is reaUy a problem in e lectronic 
band structure, one can adopt a very different view of the same phenomenon: 

Suppose we have calculated the electronic ground sta te of an insulator in tl1e 
independe nt electron approximation. The lowest excited state of the insula tor will 
evidently be given by removing o ne electron from the highest level in the highest 
occupied band (the valence band) and placing it into the lowest-lying level of the 
lowest unoccupied band (conduction band). 14 Such a rearrangement of the dis
tribution o f electrons does not alter the self-consistent periodic potential in which 
they move (Eqs. (17. 7) o r ( 17. 15) ). This is because the Bloch elecLrens arc not lo calized 
(since )Vtn~<(r)l2 is periodic), and t11erefo re the change in local charge density produced 
by changing the level of a single electron will be of order 1/N (since only an Nth 
o f the electron's charge will be io any g iven cell), i.e. negligibly small. Thus the 
electronic energy levels do not have to be recomputed for the excited configuration 
a nd the first excited state will lie an energy Be - B., above the energy of the ground 
state, where Be is the conduction band minimum and B., the valence band m a ximum. 

However, there is another way to make an excited state. Suppose we form a one
electron level by super posing enough levels near the conduction band minimum to 
form a well-localized wave packet . Because we need levels in the neighborhood of 
the minimum to produce the wave packet, the energy ec of the wa ve packet will be 
somewhat greater than ec- Suppose, in addition, that the valence band level we 
depopulate is a lso a wave packe t. formed oflevels in the neighborhood o f the valence 
band maximum (so that its energy~ .. is somewhat less than ec), and chosen so tha t the 
center of the wave packet is spatially very near the center of the conduction band 
wa ve packet. If we ignored electron-electron interactions, the energy required to move 
an electron from valence to conduction band wave packets would be ec - e.., > ec - e., 
but because t11e levels arc localized, there will, in addition, be a non-negligible amount 
of negative Coulomb energy d ue to the electrostatic attraction of the (localized) 
conduction band electron and (localized) valence band hole. 

This additional negative electrostatic energy can reduce the tota l excitatio n energy 
to an a m o unt tha t is less tha n e., - e"" so the more complicated type o f excited 
s tate, in wbich the conduction band electron is spatially correlated witb the valence 

14 We use rhc nomenclature inlroduccdon page 562 
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band hole it left behind, is the true lowest excited state o f the crystal Evidence for 
this is (a) the onset of optical absorption at energies below the interband continuum 
threshold (Figure 30.11) and (b) the foUowing elementary theoretical argument, 
indicating that one always docs better by exploiting the electron-hole attraction : 

Let us consider the case in which the localized electron and hole levels extend 
over many lattice constants. We may t hen make the same type of semiclassical 
argument that we used to deduce the form of the impurity levels in semiconductors 
(Chapter 28}. We regard the e lectron and hole as particles of masses mr and m, (the 
conduction and valence band effective masses (see(28.3) ), which we take, for simplicity, 
to be isotropic). They interact through an attractive Coulomb interaction screened 
by t he dielectric constant E of the crystal. Evidently this is just the hydrogen a tom 
problem, with tbe hydrogen atom reduced mass JJ. (1 /JJ. = 1/Nlproum + l /mc1cnron :=::: 
1/ mdl'QJ'oo) replaced by the reduced effective mass m* (1/m* = 1/m. + 1/ m u}, and the 
electronic charge replaced by e2/E. Thus there will be bound states, the lowest of 
which extends over a Bohr radius given by : 

f12 m 
ave = m*(e'-/E) = E m* ao . (30.20) 

TI1e energy of the bound state will be lower than the energy (e. - Bu) of the non
interacting electron and bole by 

. (e2 /t:) m* l e2 

E = = --~ 
"" 2a~ m c 2a0 

m* I 
= - -,_ (l3.6)eV. (30.21) 

m € 

The validity of this model requires that acx be large on the scale of t he lattice 
(i.e., au » a0 ), but since insulators with small energy gaps tend to have small effective 
masses a nd large d ielectric constants, that is not difficult to achieve, particularly 
in semiconductors. Such hydrogenic spectra have in fact been observed in the optical 
absorption tha t occurs below the interband threshold . 

The exciton described by this model is known as the M ott- f-Vannier e.:'l:citon. 
Evidently as the a tomic levels out of which the band levels a re formed become more 
tightly bound, e will decrease, m* will increase, a0 * will decrease, the exciton will 
become more localized, a nd the Mott-Wannier picture will eventually break down. 
The Mott-Wannier exciton and the Frenkel exciton a re opposite extremes of the 
same phenomenon. In the Frenkel case, based as it is on a single excited ionic level, 
the electron and hole are sharply localized on the atomic scale. The exciton spectra 
o f the solid rare gases fall in this class. 1 5 

LINE DEFECTS: DISLOCATIONS 

One of the m ost spectacular failures of the model of a solid as a perfect crystal is its 
inability to account for tbe order of magnitude of the force necessary to deform a 

15 For a general refc:rence on exciton-.. .cc R S. Knox. Exdtons, Acadc:mic Press. New York. 1963. 
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crystal plastically (i.e., permanently and irreversibly). Assuming the solid is a perfect 
crysta~ this force is easily estimated : 

Suppose, as in F igure 30. 12, that we resolve the crystal into a family of parallel 
lattice planes, separated by a distance d, and consider a shear deformation of the 
crystal in which each plane is displaced parallel to itself in a specified direction fi 
by an amount x, with respect to the plane immediately below it. Let the extra energy 
per unit volume associated with the shear be u(x). For small x. we expect 11 to be 
quadratic in x (x = 0 corresponds to equilibrium) aod given by the elasticity theory 
described in Chapt~r 22. For example, if the crystal is cub ic, the planes are (100) 
planes, and the direction is [010], then (Problem 4) 

u = 2GY c44· (30.22) 

More generally we will have a relation of the form : 

u = ~ (~)
2 

G 
2 d ' 

(30.23) 

where G is the size of a typical elastic constant, and therefore (Table 22.2) of order 
10 11 to 1012 dynes/cm2

• 

The form (30.23) will certainly fail when x is too large. To take an extreme case, 
if xis as large as the shortest Bravais lattice vector a parallel to fi, then the displaced 
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11igure 30.12 
An undeformcd crystal undergoes 
progressively increasing shear strain. 
(a) Perfect crystal. {b) Deformed 
crystal. In (c) tht: crystal is deformed 
so far that the new interior configura
tion is indistinguishable from the 
undeformcd crystal. 
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Figure 30.13 
(a) The behavior o f the additional energy per unit voJume, rt(x). due to a shear strain x . Note 
that u(x + a) = u(x). (b) A plot or the force per unit a rea per plane necessuy to maintain the 
strain x. l n this simple mode! the o rder of magnitude o f the maximum o r critical stress a, can be 
estimated by taking the vaJuc o f a at x = a!4, or alternatively by extrapolating U1c linear region 
of a(x) to th is value o f x . 

configuration (ignor ing small surface effects) will be indistinguishable from t he 
undeformed crystal, and u(a) will be 0. Indeed. as a function of x, u will be periodic 
with period a: u (x + a) = u(x), reducing to the form (30.23) only when x « a 
(Figure 30.13a). As a result, starting from the perfect crystal the force a(x) per unit 
area o f plane (per plane) necessary to maintain the displacement x, known as the 
shear stress, will not increase indefinitely with x. We estimate its maximum size as 
follows: 

If the crystal is made up of N planes of area A. then the volume is V = ANd, 
and the shear stress is given by 

e1 = 
1 _!!_ (Vu) = d (du)· (30.24) 

NA dx dx 

This will be maximum at some displacement x 0 between 0 and a/2 (Fignre 30.13b). 
If we roughly estin1ate the value at maximum by extrapolating the linear region of 
a(x) (valid for small x) out to x = a/ 4, then we find that the critical shear stress is 
of order: 

d 1 x 2 

a ~ -- G-
c dx 2 d "~":4 

(30.25) 

If a shear greater than O'c is applied, there is nothing to prevent one plane from 
sliding over another; i.e., the crystal undergoes slip. It is evident from Figure 30.I3b 
that (30.25) gives only a rough estimate of the critical shear stress. However, the 
observed critical shear stress in apparently well-prepared "single crystals" can be 
less than the estimate (30.25) by as much as a factor of 104 ! An error of this magnirude 
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suggests that the description o f slip, on wbich the estimate (30.25) is based, is simply 
incorrect. 

The actual process by which slip occurs in most cases is far more subtle. A crucial 
r o le is p layed by a special kind of linear defect known as a dislocation. The two 
simplest kinds, screw dislocations and edge dislocations, are illustrated in Figure 30.14, 
a nd described in more detail below. Dislocation densities in actual crystals depend 
on the preparation o f the specimen, 16 but can range from t 02 to l 012jcm 2• Along 
a linear dislocation the crysta l is in so high a state of local distortion that the additional 
distortion required to move the dislocation sideways by one lattice constant requires 
relatively little additional applied stress. Furthermore, the net effect of moving a 
dislocation through many lattice constants is a displacement by a lattice constant 1 7 

of the two halves of t he crystal separated by the plane o f motion.18 

One can imagine constructing an edge dislocation (Figure 30.14a) by removing 
from the crystal a half plane o f a toms terminating in the dislocation line, and then 
carefully joining back together the two p lanes on either side o f the mi'>Sing plane 

Figure 30.14 

Direction of 
dislocation 

motion 

Disloca tion 
line 

=-- (direction of slip) 

{a) (b) 

(a) Slip in a crystal via the motion of an edge dislocation. (b ) Slip in a crystal via the motion of 
a .">crew d islocation. 

10 A~ mentioned above l inear defect~ are not a thennod ynamic equilibrium p henomenon. There is 
therefore no intrinsic \ alue ro the dislol1tlion density (which can be cotl~idcrably reduced by annealing). 

" , .. here is a nother kind of slip, m cd inted b} di$IOCa tions, in which the slip p...'<l portion of the crystal 
bt:urs " more comple.x relatio n to the unslipped part. Sec the description of .. twinnon~;.- below. 

' " The analogy is often made to the p;ossuge of a linear ripple across a ca rpet. The effect is a slight 
displacement of the carpet. made far more easily than by sliding the entire undeformed carpet the same 
d ista nce. 
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in a way that restores the basic order of the perfect crystal everywhere except in the 
vicinity of the dislocation line.19 

Similarly, a screw dislocation (Figure 30.14b) can be ''constructed" by imat:,riuing 
a plane terminat ing at t he dislocation line, above which the crystal has been displaced 
by a lattice vector parallel to the line, and then rejoined to the part of the crystal 
below in a way that preserves the basic crystalline order everywhere except near the 
line itself. 

More generally, dislocations need not be rectilinear. One can describe a general 

Hgure 30.15 
Ambiguities in the "construc
tive" definition of a disloca
tion. One plane of a crystal is 
shown. perpendicular to a 
single edge dislocation. (T he 
point where the dislocation 
intersects the plane is most 
easily perceived by viewing 
the figure at a low angle 
along eitller oflhe families of 
parallel Jines.) One can de
scribe the dislocation as 
being produced by the inser
tion of the extra plane of 
atoms that intersects the 
upper half of the figure in the 
line 6. or, equally well, by I he 
insertion of the extr.t plane 
of atoms that intersects the 
upper half of the figure in the 
line F. Altematively, the dis
location can be vie\ved as 
produced by the removal of 
a plane from rhe lower half 
of the figure, and that plane 
can either have been the one 
thai wa~ between 5 and 7 or 
between E and G. The figure 
is based on the ububble raft" 
ph01ographs of Bragg and 
Nye. (Proc. Roy. Soc., Al 90. 
474 ( 1947).) 
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" Only the d i~locat ion line itself has an absolute significance. lto" c-.:r. G I\ C:O l!n edge disl0<;1!tion. 
there are any number of places from which the "rcmo~cd plnnc- m1ght have 1->een taken. Indeed, one may 
also think of I he dislocation as hnving hecn constructed by the inserll<)n of an e\tr:l plnnc !Figure 30.t5}. 
The same h true or sere'~ disloc<uions. 
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dislocatjon as any linear region in the crystal (either a closed curve or a curve that 
terminates on the surface) with the following properties: 

1. Away from the region the crystal is locally only negligibly different from the 
perfect crystal. 

2. In the neighborhood of the region the atomic positions are substantially diiTercnt 
from the original crystalline sites. 

3. There exists a nonvanishing Burgers vector. 

The Burgers vector is defined as follows : Consider a closed curve in the perfect 
crystal passing througl1 a succession of lattice s ites, which therefore can be traversed 
by a series of displacements by Bravais lattice vectors (Figure 30.16, lower curve). 
Now traverse the same sequence of Bravais lattice displacements in the putatively 
dislocated crystal (upper curve in Figure 30.16). The test path should be far enough 
away from the dislocation that the configuration of the crystal in its neighborhood 
hardly differs from the undistorted crystal, giving an unambiguous meaning to the 
phrase "same sequence of Bravais lattice displacements." If the series of displacements 
now fails to bring one back to one's starting point, then the curve has surrounded 
a dislocation. The Bravais lattice vector b by which the endpoint fails to coincide 
with the starting point is called the Burgers vector of the disloeation.20 

• 

Figure 30.16 
Two paths in a lall ioe plane. 
The lower path is in a dis
location free region. If one 
starts at A and moves five 
s teps do'' n, six to the right, 
five up, and six to the ten, 
one returns to A. 1l1e upper 
palh surrounds a dislocation. 
(The dislocation line is per
pendicular to the lattice 
plane.) If one starts at 8 11nd 
moves through the same sc
que11ce of steps (five down. 
six to the right, five up, and 
six to the left) one does not 
return to the starting point B. 
but to C. The vector from B 
to C is the Burgers vector b. 
(llte dislocation that the 
second path surrounds is 
seen most readily by ,·icwing 
the page at a very low angle.) 

10 If b = 0. the linear defect ~~ nnt a dislo.:at ion (unl~s 11 ha ppens that the path has surrounded two 
di~IOClit ion• " ith Burgers vectors of e-qual magnHudes and opposite directions). A linear array of \'3C3ncies, 
for example. satisfles criteria I and 2, but is not a di~Jocatwn. (If an ian in the interior of the lower curve 
in f-igure 30.16 is withdrawn, the path still c:ltlSCS.) 
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Some thought should convince one that the Burgers vector of a given dislocation 
does not depend on the path arou nd the dislocation c hosen for the tesL The Burgers 
vector is perpendicular to an edge dislocation. and parallel to a screw dislocation. 
Dislocations more complex tha•l edge or screw dislocat ions can still be described by 
a single path-independent Burgers vector, though the r elation between the direction 
of the Burgers vector and the geometry of the dislocated region will not be as simple 
as it is for edge a nd screw dislocations. 21 

CRYSTALLINE STRENGTH 

The weakness of good crystals was a mystery for many years, in part, no doubt. 
because the observed data easily led one to the wrong condusion. Re latively poorly 
prepared crystals were found to have yield strengths close to the high value we first 
estimated for the perfect crystaL However, as the crystals were i mproved (for example, 
by annealing) the yield strengths were found to drop drastically, falling by several 
orders of magnitude in very well p repared c rystals. It was natural to assume that the 
yield strength was approaching that of a perfect crystal as specimens were unproved, 
but, in fact, quite the opposite was happening. 

Three people independently came up with the explanation in 1934,22 inventing23 

the dislocation to account for tJ1e data. They s uggested that a lmost a ll real crystals 
contain dislocations. and that plastic slip occurs through their motion as described 
a bove. There are then two ways o f making a strong crystal. One is to make an 
essentially perfect c rysta l, free of a ll dislocations. This is extremely difficult to 
achie ve. 24 Another way is to arrange to impede the How of dislocations, fo r a lthough 
dislocations move with relative ease in a perfect cr ystal. if they encounter interstitials, 
impurities, or even other dislocations crossing their paths, the wor k required to move 
them can increase considerably. 

Thus the poorly prepared crystal is hard because it is infested with dislocations 
a nd defects, and these interfere so seriously with each other's motion that slip can 
occur only by t he more drastic means described earlier. However, as the crysta l is 
purified and improved, dislocation s largely move out o f the crystal, vacancies and 
interstitials ar e reduced to their (low) thermal equilibrium concentrations, and the 
unimpeded motion o f those dislocations that re main makes it possible for the crystal 
to deform with ease. At this point the crystal is very soft. If one could continue the 
process o f refinement to the point where all dislocations were removed, the crystal 

2
' If o ne imagines making a closed d islocation with scalpel and glue, cutting a surface bound ing a 

circuit in the crystal, displacing the surfaces on either side o f the cut, and then regluing them rogethcr after 
removing or adding a ny a toms that are no w required to restore perfect o rder, then the Burgers vc<:tor is the 
amount by which the surfaces have been displaced. The topological definition (which is equivalent) is 
perhaps more intuitive s ince it does not require contemplation o f these abstruse operations. 

» G. L Taylor, E. Orowan, and G. Polyani. (G. I . T aylor. Proc. Roy. Soc. A14S, 362 (1934); 
E . .Orowan, Z . PIIJ'S. 1!9, 614 (1934) ; G. Polya ni, Z , Phys. 98, 660 (1934).) D islocations were introduced 
into the continuum th~<ory of elasticity, some 30 years earlier, by V. Volterra. 

u D islocations were not directly observed for almost another 10 years. 
24 See, however, 1he description of-whiskers" below. 
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would again become hard ln certain cases this has actually been observed, as we shall 
see below. 

WORK HARDENING 

Jt is a familiar fact that a bar o f soft metal, after repeated bendings back and forth, 
eventually refuses to be bent, and breaks. This is an example of work hardening. 
With every bending, more and more dislocations flow into the metal, until there a rc 
so many that they impede each other's flow. Then the crysta l is incapable of further 
plastic deformation, and breaks under subsequent stress. 

DISLOCATIONS AND CRYSTAl- GROWTH 

The problem of plastic (i.e., irreversible) flow was unraveled by attributing it to the 
motion of dislocations. An equa lly perplexing problem was that of crystal growth, 
which was solved by invoking the existence of screw dislocations. Suppose we grow 
a large crystal by exposing a small piece of crystal to a vapor of the same atoms. 
Atoms from the vapor will condense into lattice positions more readily if neighbors 
surrounding the site are already in place. Thus an atom is relatively weakly attracted 
to a perfect crystal plane, more strongly attracted to a step between two planes, 
and most strongly attracted to a corner (Figure 30.17). If one assumes that grown 
crystals are perfect, and that growth takes place plane by plane, then whenever a 
new plane is required, a toms must condense onto the plane below as in Figure 30.17a. 
Because of the relatively weak binding in this case, such processes (known as 
··nucleating the next layer") occur far too slowly to account for the observed rate of 
crystal growth. If, however, the crystal contains a screw dislocation. it is never 
necessary to nucleate a new plane, for the local planar structure can wind endlessly 
about the screw dislocation like a spiral ramp (as in Figure 30.l7d). 

(a) 

Figure 30.17 
Atoms are relatively weakly ar
tracted to perfect crystal planes 
(a). are more strongly attr.:tcted 
to a step between two planes (b). 
and a re most strongly attracted 
to a corner (c). If U1e crystal 
comains a screw dislocation, as 
in (d). then by adding atoms as 
shown, the local planar structure 
can spiral endlessly arotU1d lhe 
disloc-c~tion. Crystals can grow 
much more rdpidly in this way, 
since the nucleation of uew 
planes by the process shown in 
(a) is never required. 
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WHISKERS 

The type of crystal growth described above can lead to a very long, thin, whisker
shaped crystal winding about and extending a single screw dislocation. Such whiskers 
may contain only a single dislocation (the nucleating screw dislocation itself) and 
arc observed to have yield strengths comparable to those predicted by the perfect 
crystal model. 

OBSERVATlON OF DISLOCATIONS AI\TO OTHER DEFECTS 

One of the earliest confirmations that dislocations (and other varieties of defects) 
can indeed exist in naturally formed crystals was provided by the observations of 
Bragg and Nye25 on rafts of identical bubbles floating on the surface of soap solutions. 
The bubbles are held together by surface tension and a two-dimensional array of 
them approximate very well a section of crysta l. Point defects, dislocations, and grain 
boundaries were a ll found to occur in the bubble arrays. 

Direct observations in solids have since been made by the technique of transmission 
electron microscopy. Chemical etching also reveals the intersection of dislocations 
with solid surfaces. At such points the solid is in a state of considerable strain, and 
the nearby atoms may be preferentially dislodged by chemical action . 

SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS: STACKING FAULTS 

There is a more complex kind of slip, mediated by dislocations, in which the applied 
stress causes the coherent formation of dislocations in successive crystal planes. 
As each dislocation moves through the crystal it leaves in its wake a lattice plane 
displaced by a non-Bravais lattice vector, and the result of the passage of the family 
of dislocations is a region in which the crystalline ordering is the mirror image (in 
the plane of slip) o f the original crystal. Such processes are known as "twinning," 
and the inverted region is known as a "deformation twin." 

For example, in a perfect face-centered cubic, succes.-;ive (111) planes are arranged 
in the pattern 

(30.26) 

as in Figure 4.21. Alter slip giving rise to a deformation twin, the pattern will be 
--- ~~~~ ............................... 

• • . ADCABCABCABCBACBACBACBA ••• , (30.27) 

where the double a rrow i11dicates the boundary o f the slipped region. 
Misplaced planes of atoms such as these are knmvn as "stacking faults." Another 

example is the arrangement 
~ n-._ A -4-""' n-._ ~ 

... ABCA13CADABCAllCAI3C .•. , (30.28) 

IJ W. I_ Brngg and J . F. Nyc. f'rac. Roy. Soc~ Al90, 474 (19~7). 
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in which a given plane (incticated by the double arrow) is out of step, falling into the 
hexagonal close-packed sequence rather than that appropriate to face-centered cubic, 
after which the regular (unmirrored) fcc arrangement is resumed 

LOW-ANGLE GRAIN BOUNDARY 

A grain bozmdm·y is formed by the junction of two single crystals of different orienta
tion along a common planar surface. When the difference in orientations is small, 
the boundary is referred to as a low-angle grain boundary. An example known as a 
tilt boundary is shown in Figure 30.18. It is formed from a linear sequence of edge 
dislocations. There is also a IWist boundary, which is formed from a sequence of 
screw dislocations. In general, low-angle grain boundaries are composed of a mixture 
or both types. 

€ 
A B 

l<lgure30.18 
A low-angle tilt boundary (a type of low angle grain 
boundary} can be regarded as formed from a sequence 
of edge dislocations. If the section B of the crystal is 
twisted relative to A about the a~is shown by a small 
amount, we may generate (in addition) at wist component 
in the boundary. A twist boundary, if of smaU angle, 
may be viewed as composed of a sequence of screw 
dislocations. 

Unless very carefully prepared, most real crystals consist of many slightly mis
aligned grains, separated by low-angle grain boundaries. The misalignmenf is little 
enough for X-ray diffraction to reveal sharp Bragg peaks, but the existence of the 
grains has an important effect on the intensity of the peaks. 

PROBLEMS 

I. Phonon Con·ection to the Density of Vacat1cies 
A more accurate ueaunent of the equilibrium number of vacancies in a monatomic Bravais 
lattice would multiply (30.11) by a phonon correction (see (30.9) }: 

(30.29) 

Make a simple Einstein theory of lhe noJ;JDal modes of the crystal with vacancies, i.e., treat cacb 
ion as an independent oscillator, but let the oscillator freqt1ency be either roE or a>s, according 
to whether the ion has or does not have one of its (.z) nearest neighboring sites vacanl. Show 
that in this model (3029) becomes: 

n = Ne-fl£o [~ - e-flh"'E]3r 
_ e PlrllJE (30.30) 
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Since wE < w& (why?) the phonon correction favors vacancy formation. D iscuss its form when 
T » €>£ and when T « €>£· 

2. Mixed Schottky and Frenkel Defects 
Consider a diatomic ionic crystal in which the energies o f formation for positive and negative 
ion vacancies and interstitials are given by 8':,., S'::. , e~. 8~. If negative ion interstitials are pro
hibited (i.e~ if81

_ is much larger than the others on the scale of k11T), then positive ion vacancies 
will be the only possible negatively charged defeclc;. Their cbarge can be balanced either by 
negative ion vacanciec; (Schottky) or positive ion interstitials (Frenkel) depending on whether 
B!.. - 8~ » k8 T or 8':. - 81

T » k8 T , respectively. In the Schottky case Eq. (30.19) gives 

(30.31) 

and in the Frenkel case, 

( u ) ( ; ) (N"+ Nl+ e - P<~>'4- +c' .. >J 112_ n+ f = n + f = (30.32) 

S how that if neither case applies (ie., if B~ - B'!. = O(k8 T), lhen the concentrations o f the three 
defect types will be given by 

Verify that these reduce back to (30.31) and (30.32) in the appropriate limits. 

3. Point Defects in Calcium-Doped Sodium Chloride 

(30.33) 

Consider a crystal o f C a-doped NaCI, with nc. calcium atoms per cubic centimeter. Noting that 
pure NaCI bas defects of the Schottky type with concentra t ions 

show that the defect densities in the doped crystal are given by 

n~ = ~[J4n/ + nc.Jl2 +neal 
n~ = ~ [ J4n? + n~2 - nc.J 

(No te the similarity to the theory of doped semiconductors; see Eq. (28.38).) 

4. Shear S tress of a Perfect Crystal 
Show from (22.82) that (30.22) is valid for a cubic crystal. 

5. Simple Motkl of mr F-Cemer 

(30.34) 

(30.35) 

Figure 30.19b shows the positions o f the maxima of F-cenrer bands (illustrated for the chlorides 
in Figure 30.19a) as a function of lattice constant a. Take as a model of the F-center an electron 
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F igure 30.19 
(a) Absorption bands of £-centers in some a lkali chlorides. (b) The dependence on lattice 
constant of the maximum in the F-center absorption bane!. (From Schulman a nd Compton. 
Color Centers in Solids, Pergamon, New York. 1962. 

trapped by a vacancy potential of the form V(r) = 0, r < d; V(r) = cc, r > d, where d as pro
portional to the lattice constant a. Show that the spectrum scales as l/ d2

, so that if tho peaks 
are associated with the same types o f excitation, 

(30.36) 

where l m•• is the wavelength corresponding to the observed ma>timum in the F-band absorption. 
(Equation (30.36) is known as the M ollwo rel.ation.) 

6. Burgers Yecto1· 
What is the smallest Burgers vecto r parallel to a (111] di rection that a dislocation may have in 
a n Jcc crysta l? 

7 . Elastic Errergy of a Screw Dislocation 
Consider a region of crystal of radius r about a screw d islocation with Burgers vector b (Figure 
30.20). Provided r is sufficiently large, the shear ~-rrain is b/ 2m·. (What happens close to the dis-
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Figure 30.20 
A screw dislocation and its Burgers vector b. 
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location?) Assuming that stress and strain are related b} Eq. (3023), show that the total clastic 
energy per unit length of the screw dislocation is 

G~ln~ 
4n r0 ' 

(30.36) 

whereR and r 0 are upper and lower limits on r . What physical considerations determine reasonable 
values for these quantities? 
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In the preceding chapters we have considered the effect of a magnetic field only on 
metals, and only insofar as the motion of conduction electrons in the field revealed 
the metal's Fermi surface. In the next three chapters we turn our attention to some 
of the more intrinsically magnetic properties of solids: the magnetic moments they 
exhibit in the presence (and sometimes even in the absence) of applied magnetic 
fields. 

In this chapter we shall first review the theory of atomic magnetism. We shall 
then consider those magnetic properties of insulating solids that can be understood 
in terms oft he properties of their individual atoms or ions with, if necessary, suitable 
modifications to take into account effects of the crystalline environment. We shall 
also consider those magnetic properties of metals that can be a t least qualitatively 
understood in the independent electron approximation. 

In none of the applications of this chapter shall we discuss at any length electron
electron interactions. This is because in the case of insulators we shall base our 
analysis on results of atomic physics (whose derivation depends critically, of course, 
on such interactions), and because in the case of metals the phenomena we shall 
describe here are at least roughly accounted for in an independent electron model. 
In Chapter 32 we shall turn to an examination of the physics underlying those 
electron-electron interactions that can profoundly affect the characteristically mag
netic properties of metals and insulators. In Chapter 33 we shaU describe the further 
magnetic phenomena (such as ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism) that can 
resull from these interactions. 

MAGI'\'ETIZATIOI' DENSITY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY 

At T = 0 the magnetization density M(H) of a quantum-mechanical system of 
volume V in a uniform magnetic field 1 H is defined to be2 

M(H) = - ~a~~· (3J.J) 

where F;0(H) is the ground-state energy in the presence of the field H. If the system 
is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, then one defines the magnetization 
density as the thermal equilibrium average of the magnetization density of each 
excited state of energy E~(H): 

2:: M,(H)e- E,,ksT 

M ( H, '11 = .:.:." --;=;,--..,......,--;r---L e-E,fksT , 
, 

(31.2) 

We shall take H to be the field that acts on the individual microscopic magnetic moments 
within the solid. As in the ca~c of a di.clectric solid (cl. Chapter 27). this need not be the same as the 
applied field. f-10\~ever. for the paramr<gnctic and diamagnetic substuncc;s to be discussed in this chapter 
the loc~< l field corret;ttons arc very small and will be ignored. 

l For simplicity we assume that 1\1 b parallel to H . More generally one should write a vector equation: 
M,. = - (1/ V)i'EofcH,., and the susceptibility (defined below) will be a tensor. tn Problem I it is shown 
that thts definition is equi,alent to the rnore familia r one: o f Ampi:ce encountered in the com-entional 
formula tions of classical rrutcroscopic electrodynamics. 
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where 

M,.(If) = 
I a E,.(H) --v oH · 

This can also be written in the thermodynamic form 

1 oF 
M= - -

V fJH' 

(31.3) 

(31.4) 

where F, the magnetic Helmholtz free energy, is defined by the fundamental statistical 
mechanical role: 

(31.5) 
II 

The susceptibility is defined as3 

aM 1 o2F 
X = fJH = - V aHi· (31.6) 

The magnetization can be measured by recording the force exerted on a specimen 
by an inhomogeneous field that varies slowly over the sample, for the change in free 
energy on moving the specimen4 from x to x + dx will be :5 

aF oH 
dF = F(H(x + clx)) - F(H(x)) = --dx = oil ax 

VM oH dx, 
ax (31.7) 

• and therefore the fo rce per unit volume f exerted on the specimen by the field is 

(31.8) 

CALCULATION OF ATOMIC SUSCEPTIBIUTIES: 
GENERAL FORMULATION 

In the presence of a uniform magnetic field the H amiltonian of an ion (or atom) is 
modified in the following major ways:6 

3 Onen, as we s hall see. M is very accunttely linear in H for attainable field s trengths. in which case 
the definition red uces to x = MJII. 1'\ote a lso that x is dimensionless (in CGS umts) since H 2 has the 
dimensions of energy per unit volume. 

• Equal to the mechanical work done on the specimen if the temperature is held constant. 
' We take the field to be along the z·directlo n and move U1e sample in the .x-dircction. 
6 Note the fo llowing ways in wh ich, generally. one does 1101 bother to modify it. O ne almost always 

neglects the effecrs of the magnetic field o n the translational motio n of the ton: i.e.. one does not make 
the replacement (31.9) for the momentum oper.<tor.; describing the ionic nuclei. Fun hermon; unless one 
is explicitly interested in nuclear spin eiTccts (as in the case of magnetic resonance experiments) one ignores 
the a11alogue of (31.12) for the nuclear spins. In both cases these simplifications are justified by the very 
much greater nuclear mass. which makes the nuclear contribution to the magnetic moment orthe solid. 
some I 06 to 108 times smaller than the electronic contribution_ Finally, the replaceme nt (3J 9 ) in the 
electron momentum operators that appear in the terms describtng s pin-orbit coupling leads to very 
small corrections compared with the direct coupling of the electron spin to the magnetic field, and is also 
generally ignored. 
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1. In the total electronic kinetic energy, T 0 = L p/f2m, the momentum of each 
electron (of charge -e) is replaced by7 

(31.9) 

where A is the vector potential. In this chapter we shall take A in a uniform field 
H to have the form : 

A = --it- X H, (31.10) 
so that the conditions 

H = V x A and V · A = 0 (31.11) 
are both satisfied. 

2. The interaction energy of the field with each electron spm s1 = ta1 must be 
added to the Hamiltonian:8 

Here J.l8, the Bohr magneLOn, is given by 

eh 
J.lB = 

2 
= 0.927 X 10- 20 erg/G 

me 

= 0.579 X 10- 8 eVfG, 

and g0 , the electronic g-facror, is given b y 

e 2 1 
g0 = 2 [ 1 + ;:r + O(cx2

) + · · · J. 
= 2.0023, 

ex = he~ 137 

(3J. l2) 

(31.)3) 

(31. 14) 

which, to the accuracy of most measurements of interest in solids, can be taken 
to be precisely 2. 

As a result of(31.9) the tota l electronic kinetic energy opera tor must be replaced by 

T = - L p 1 + - A(r;) = - L p1 - - r ; x H , 1 [ e ]
2 

1 ( e )2 
2m 1 c 2m 1 2c 

(31.15) 

7 ln a purely classical theory (taking the eleetron's spin to be a quantum phenomenon) this would 
be the only effeet of the field. It can then easily be demonstrated from classical statistical mechanics that 
the thermal equilibrium magneti:rotion must always vanish (Bohr- von Leeuwen theorem) for the sum 
defining the free energy becomes an integral o ver a 6N-dimensional N-electron phase space: 

e -llF = Jl~ dp; dr1 exp [ - {JH(r t. ... , rN; PI> .. . , PN)]. 

Since the magnetic field enters mr/y in the rorm p1 + ~A(r1.)/c it can be elimina ted entirely by a simple shin 
of origin in the momentum integrations (the limhs of which m o from - oo to co and arc lhererore unaffected 
by the shin). But ifF does not depend on R, then the magnetization, bem~ proportio nal to cFjcH, must 
vanish. Thus a quantum theory is n.:quired from the start Lo explain any magnetic phenomena. 

8 In magnetic problems we use script :JC for the Jlamiltonian to avoid c-onfusion with the magnetic 
tield strength H . We also use dimensionless spins (with integtal or half-integral values) ~o thai the angular 
momentum is l't limes tl1e spin. 
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which can be expanded to give 

e2 
T = To + J.lsL. H + 8 2 H2 L (x ,2 + J';2), 

me 1 
(31.16) 

where L is t he to ta l electronic o rbital angular momentum :9 

{31.17) 

The spin term (31.1 2) combines with (31.16) to give the following field-dependen t 
te rms in the Hamiltonian: 

(31.18) 

We shall see below that the energy shifts produoed by (31.18) a re generally quite 
small on the scale o f a tomic excitation energies, even for the highest presently attain
able laboratory field st rengths. Therefo re one can compute the changes in the energy 
levels induced by the field with o rdinary perturba tion theory. T o compute the 
susceptibility, a second derivative with respect t o the field, one must retain terms up 
t o the second order in H, and must therefore use the fa mo us result of second-order 
perturba tion thcory: 10 

E,. -+ E,. + ll£,.; liE,. = (n!6JC!n) + "~" 1<~~~~~~~
2 

(31.19) 

Inserting (31.18) into (31.19) and retaining terms through those quadra tic in H, 
we find that to second o rder,11 

(31.20) 

Equation (31.20) is the basis fo r theories of t he magnet ic susceptibility of individual 
a toms, ions, or molecules. It also underlies theories of the susceptibilities o f those 
solids that can be represented as a collect ion of only slightly deformed individual 
ions, i.e., ionic and molecular solids. In such cases the susceptibility is computed 
ion by ion. 

9 We measure Lin the same dimensionless uni ts as the spin, so that each component of L bas mtegral 
eigenvalues, and t he o rbital angular mo ment urn in conventional u nits is ftL We also use sam~ serif boldface 
type to denote angular momentum o pera to rs. Note a lso "that by L we shall mean the \"ector operato r 
whose components are L~, L,.. and L~. (Similar remarks apply to tl1e spin operators, and the to tal angular 
momentum operator J.) 

10 D . Park. lntrcduction to d1e Quantum Theory. McGraw-H ill. New York. 1964, Chapter 8. Note 
that if the nth level is degenerate, as is o fien the ca.o;e, the states n must be chosen so as to diagonalize AX 
in the degenerate subspace. This is not hard to arrange, as we shall see. 

Jt The quanti ty c2i mc2 may be written as oc2 a 0 • 
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Before applying {31.20) to particular cases, we first observe that unless the term 
that is linear in H vanishes identicaJiy (as it sometimes does), it will almost always 
be the dominant term even when the field is very strong ( ~ 104 gauss). lf it does 
not vanish, (nj(L .. + g 0Sr)jn) will be of order unity so that 

lreH 
J.lsH • (ni(L + g0 S)In) = O(J.LBH) - - lrw,. (31.21) 

me 

This is of o rder 10- 4 eV when H is of order 104 gauss (thereby substantiating our 
earlier assertion that the energy shifts are small). To estimate the size of the last 
term in l13C, we note that (nl(x/ + y/)ln> wiU be of the order of the square of a 
typical atomic dimension, so tha t 

e
2 

2 H2(ni_L (x; 2 + y;2)jn) = 0 [(eH)2 ma0
2

] ~ (f1wc) ( ~~< )· (31.22) 
8mc 1 me e ao 

Since e2ja0 is about 27 eV, this term is smaller tha n the linear term (31.21) by a 
factor of about to- s, even a t fields as high as 10 4 gauss. The second term in (31.20) 
can also be shown to be smaller than the first by a factor of o rder llwc/6, where 
l1 = min lEn - En·l is a typical atomic excitation energy. In most cases l1 will be 
la rge enough to make this factor quite small. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF INSULATORS WITH ALL SHELLS FILLED: 
LARMOR DIAMAGNETISM 

The simplest application of these results is to a solid composed of ions12 with all 
electronic shells filled. Such an ion bas zero spin and orbital angular momentum in 
its ground sta te ' 3 IO> 

JIO> = LjO) = SIO> = 0. (31 .23) 

Consequently only the third term in (31.20) contributes to the field-induced shift in 
the ground-state energy :1 4 

e2 2 

l1Eo = Smc2 H2(0I~ (x/ + y?)IO> = 12:nc2 H 2 (0IL: r?lO). (31.24) 

lf {as is the case at all but very high temperatures) there is negligible p robability of 
the ion being in any but its ground state in thermal equilibrium, t hen the susceptibility 
of a solid composed of N such ions is given by 

N o2 .!!Eo e2 N 
x = - v cH2 = - 6mcz v <OI~ r?IO>. (31.25) 

u As in earlier chapters we continue to use 1 he term '"ion" to mean ion or a tom. tbe latter being 
an !on of charge 0. 

ll This is because the ground state of a dosed-shell ion is spherically symm.,tric. It is also an e:.-pccially 
simple: consequence of Hund's rules (see below). 

... The last fonn follows from the spb.,rical symmetry of the closed-shell ion: 

<Ol~x/IO> = (OI~Y?IO> = (Oj:Ez/IO> = !<Ol:Er/IO> 
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This is known as the Larmor di£/JrUlgnetic Sllsceptibility.1 5 The term diamagnetism 
is applied to cases of negative susceptibility-i.e., cases in which the induced moment 
is opposite to the applied field. 

Equation (31.25) should describe the magnetic response of the solid noble gases 
and of simple ionic crystals such as the alkali haUdes, since in these solids the ions 
are only slightly distorted by their crystalline environment. lndeed, in the alkali 
halides the susceptibilities can be represented, lo within a few percent, as a sum of 
independent susceptibilities for the positive and negative ions. These ionic suscep
tibilities also give accurately the contribution of the alkali halides to the susceptibility 
of solutions in which they are dissolved. 

Susceptibilities a re usually quoled as molar susceptibilities, based on the magneti
zation per mole, rather than per cubic centimeter. Thus X""'1"' is given by multiplying 
x by the volume of a mole, N AI[NfV], where N A is Avogadro's number. It is also 
conventional to define a mean square ionic radius by 

(31.26) 

where Z; is the total number of electrons in lhe ion. Thus U1e molar susceptibility 
is written: 

ez (e2)2 N a 3 
xmatar = -Z;NA 2 (r2) = -Z; ;.:- A6 0 ((r/ao)2). 

6mc nc 

Since a0 = 0.529 A, e2/l1c = 1/ 137, and N"' = 0.6022 x 102
\ 

X molnr = -0.792; X L0- 6((r/ao)2) cm3jmole. 

(31.27) 

(31.28) 

The quantity ((r/a 0 ) 2 ) is of order unity, as is the number of moles per cubic centimeter 
(by which the molar susceptibility must be multiplied to get the dimensionless suscep
tibility defined in (31.6) ). We conclude that diamagnetic susceptibil1ties are typically 
of order w- 5 ; i.e., M is minute compared with H. 

Molar susceptibjlities for the noble gases and the alkali halide ions are given in 
Table 3l.l. 

Table 31.1 
MOLAR SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF NOBLE GAS ATOMS AND ALKALI 
HALIDE IONS" 

EtEMENT SUSCEPTIBILITY ELEMENT SUSCEPT!B[LJTY ELEMENT SUSCEPTIBILITY 

- 9.4 
-24.2 
- 34.5 
- 50.6 

He -1.9 
Ne - 72 
A - 19.4 
Kr -28 
Xe - 43 

- 0.7 
- 6.1 

-14.6 
-22.0 
- 35.1 

•In units of 10- 6 cm3fmole. Ions in each row have the same cleccrooic configuration. 
Source: R. Kubo and T. Nagamiya, eds .• Solid Stare Plrysics. McGraw-Hill, New York, J969. p . 439. 

ts It is also frequently refcrr~d to as the Langevin susceptibility. 
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When a solid contains some ions with partially filled electronic shells, its magnetic 
behavior is very different Before we can apply the general result (31.20) to this case. 
we must review the basic facts about the low-lying states of such ions. 

GROUND STATE OF IONS WITH A PARTIALLY FJLLED SHELL: 
H UND'S RULES 

Suppose we have a free16 atom or ion in which all electronic shells are filled or 
empty except for one, whose one-electron levels are characterized by orbital an
gular momentum I. Since for given I there are 21 + 1 values 1. can have (1, I - l, 
I - 2, . .. , - /) and two possible spin directions for each 1 •• such a shell wi.IJ contain 
2(2/ + 1) one-electron levels. Let n be the number of electrons in the shell, with 
0 < 11 < 2(21 + 1). II the electrons did not interact with one another, the ionic 
ground state would be degenerate, reflecting the large number of ways of pu1ting 
11 electrons into more than n levels. However, this degeneracy is considerably (though 
in general not completely) lifted by electron-electron Coulomb interactions as well 
as by the electron spin-orbit interaction. Except for the very heaviest ions (where 
spin-orbit coupling is very strong) tbe lowest-lying levels after the degeneracy is 
lifted can be described by a simple set of rules, justified both by complex calculations 
and by the analysis of atomic spectra. Here we shall s imply state the rules, since we 
arc more interested in their implications for the magnetic properties of solids than 
in their underlying justification.17 

I. Russei-Saunden; Coupling T o a good approximation 18 the Hamiltonian of the 
atom or ion can be taken to commute with the total electronic spin and orbital 
angular momenta, S and L, as well as with the total electronic angular momentum 
J = L + S . Therefore the states of the ion can be described by quantum numbers 
L, L., S, S,, J, and J., indkating that they are eigenstates of the operators L 2 , L., 
S2

, s., J 1
, and J, with eigenvalues I.(L + 1), L .. S(S + 1), s., J(J + 1), and J., 

respectively. Since filled shells have zero orbital, spin, and total angular momentum, 
these quantum numbers describe the electronic configuration of the partially filled 
shell, as well as the ion as a whole. 

2. 1Jund's First Rule Out of the many states one can form by placing n electrons 
into the 2(21 + 1} levels of the partially filled shell, those that lie lowest in energy 
have the largest total spin S that is consistent with the exclusion principle. To see 
what that value is, one notes that the largest value S can have is equal to the largest 
magnitude that s% can have. 1f 11 ~ 21 + 1, all electrons can have parallel spins 
without multiple occupation of any one-electron level in the shell. by assigning them 
levels with different values of 1,. Hence S = -!n, when n ~ 2/ + l. When n = 21 + I, 

10 We shall di~cuss how the behavior of the free a tom or ion is modified by the crystalline environment 
on pages 656- 659. 

' 7 Tbe rules are discussed in most quantum mechanics texts. See. for example. L. D. Landau and 
E. 1\•1. U(~hitz. QuaJJttmt Mechanics, Addison Wc..ley, Reading, Mass .. 1965. 

•• The total angular momentum J is always a good quantum number for an atom or ion, but Land 
S are good quantum numbers only to 1he ex tent that ~-pin-orbit coupling is unimportant_ 
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S has its max imum value, l + ~-Since electrons after the (2f + l)th are required by 
the exclusion p rinciple to have their spins o pposite to the spins o f the first 27 + 1, Sis 
reduced from its maximum value by half a unit for each electron after the (21 + 1 )th. 

3. Hund's Second Rule The total o rbital angula r momentum L o f the lowest-ly ing 
st ates h as the largest value that is consiste nt with Hund's fi rst rule, and with the 
exclusion principle. T o determine that value, one notes that it is equal to the largest 
magnitude that L , can h a ve. 11ms the first electron in the shell wiJI go into a level 
with II=I equal lo its maximum value I. The second, according to rule 2, must have the 
same spin as the first. and is therefore forbidden by the exclusion principle from 
having the same value of ' =· The best it can do is to have jl.j = 1 - 1, leading to a 
total L o f I + (I - 1) = 2/ - 1. Continuing in this way, if the sh ell is less than half 
filled, we will have L = I + (l - 1) + · · · + [l - (n - 1)). When the sh ell is p re
cisely ha lf filled, all values of I, must be assumed, a nd therefore L = 0 . The second 
half of the shell is filled with electrons with s pin opposite to those in the first half, 
and therefo re the exclusion principle a llows us a gain to go through the same series 
o f values fo r L we traversed in filling t he first half. 

4. Hund's Tlurd Rule The first two rules deter mine the values of LandS assumed 
by the st a tes of lowest energy. This s till leaves (2L + 1)(2S + 1) possible s tates. 
These can be further classified according to their to t al angular momentum J , which, 
according t o the basic rules o f a ngular mome ntum composition, can take on 
all integra l va lues between jL - Sj and L + S. The degeneracy o f the set of 
(2L + 1)(2S + I) states is lifted by the spin-orbit coupling, which, within this set of 
st ates, can be represented by a term in the Hamiltonian of tho s imple form J..(L ·S). 
Spin-orbit co upling wiU favor maximum J (parallel o r bital and spin a ngular momenta) 
if J. is negatjve, and mini mum J (antiparallel o rbital and spin angular momenta) if 
}. is positive. As it turns out, A. is positive for shells tha t are less than half filled and 
negative fo r shells that are more than half fiUed . As a result, the vaJtle J assumes in 
the states of lowest energy is : 

J = lL - Sj, 
J = L + S, 

n ~ (21 + 1), 
n ~ (21 + 1). (31.29) 

In magnetic problems one usually deals onJy with the set of (2L + 1)(2S + l) 
sta tes dete rmined by Hund's first two rules, all others lying so much higher in energy 
as to be of no interest. Furthermore. it is often enough to consider o nly the 2J + I 
lowest lying o f these specified by the third rule. 

The rules a r e easier to a pply than their descrip tion might s uggest ; indeed, in 
determining the lowest lying J-multiplet (known a s a term) for io ns in a solid, o ne 
really encounters o nly 22 cases of interest : 1 to 9 e le<:trons in a d-shell (1 = 2) or 
I to 13 e lectrons in a n f -shell (1 = 3).1 9 For unfortunate histor ical reasons the 
ground-state m ultiplet in these cases is not d escribed by the simple tr iad of numbers 

19 Partia lly filled p-shells contain valence elecLrons, and invariably broaden in to bands in the solid 
Thus the confi~uration of the electrons they contain in lhe sol id is in no sense a s light distortion of lhe 
configuration in lhe free atom, and the analys is o f this cbapter is inapplicable. 
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SLJ. Instead, the orbital angular momentum Lis given by a letter, according to 
the hallowed spectroscopic code: 

L = Ol23456 
X= SPDFGHI 

(31.30) 

The spin is specified by affixing the number 2S + 1 (known as the mul tiplicity) to 
the letter as a superprefix, and only J is given as the number J , affixed as a right 
subscript. T hus the lowest lying ]-multiplet is described by the symbol: <~S+IJXJ . 

The cases of major interest for the study of magnetism in solids are given in 
T able 31.2 

Table 31.2 
GROUND STATES OF IONS WHII PARTIALLY FILLED tl- 0Rf-Sli£LLS, 
AS CONSTRUCfED FROM HUND'S RULES" 

d-shell (I = 2) 

n ,_ = 2, 1, 0, -1 
' 

- 2 s L = II:l.l J 

I J. 1/2 2 3/2 
2 ! ! 1 3 2 

J = IL- Sl 
3 ! ! l 3f 2 3 3/2 
4 ! ! ! ! 2 2 0 
5 ! ! -1. -1. -1. S/2 0 5/2 
6 !f t 1 t t 2 2 4 
7 -U' .tt t t t 3/2 3 9/2 J =L+S 
8 .tt !T .tt t t 1 3 4 
9 -1-f J.1 J.1 -11' l 1/2 2 S/2 

10 -U' !l !i !1 !i 0 0 0 

f -shell (I = 3) 

n r, = 3, 2, 1, 0-1-2 - 3 ' . , s L = II:(,! J 

1 -1. 1/2 3 5/2 
2 ! .j_ l 5 4 
3 l -1. ! 3/2 6 9/2 

J = IL - Sl 4 ! l -1. ! 2 6 4 
s ! -1. ! l .L 5(> 5 5/2 
6 ! ! -1. ! l l 3 3 0 
7 l ! ! J. l 1 l 7/2 0 7/2 
8 lt t t t t t t 3 3 6 
9 -1-l -11' r t t l t 5/1 5 15/2 

10 !t !t -11' l t t t 2 6 8 
J=L+S 

I I !t !'T .!t -U' t f t 3/2 6 15/2 
12 !t lt .!1 lt !t t t I 5 6 
13 lt lt -U' !t J.t lt t 1/2 3 7/2 
14 lt J.1 .It !t !1 !t u 0 0 0 

•r =spin !; l = spin -i. 

SYMBOL 
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SUSCEPTffilLITY OF INSULATORS CONT All"'ING IONS WITH A 
PARTIALLY FILLED SHELL: PARAMAGNETISM 

There are two cases to d istinguish : 

1. If the shell has J = 0 (as is the case for shells that arc one electron short of 
being half filled) then the ground state is nondegenerate (as in the case of a filled shell) 
and the linear tenn in the energy shift (31.20) vanishes. 2 0 However (in contrast to 
the case of a filled shell), the second term in {31.20) need not vanish, and the shift 
in the ground-state energy due to the field will be given by 

(31.31) 

When the solid contains N/ V such ions per unit volume, the susceptibility is 

N iJ2E0 
X=- V iJHl 

- - !:!_ [ e2 <OI '(x 2 + "·l)IO> - 2 z 'J<O!{L. + ooS~In>12J 
V 4 C l 4- . I ;, Jtn LJ E - E . 

1n ' n , 0 
(31 .32) 

The first term is just the Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility discussed above. The 
second term has a sign opposite to that of the first (since the energies of excited states 
necessarily exceed that of the ground state). It therefore favors a lignment of the 
moment parallel to the field, a behavior known as pormtJagnetism. This paramagnetic 
correction to the Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility is known as Van Vleck paro
magnetism.21 The magnetic behavior of ions with a shell one electron short of being 
half fi lled is determined by a balance between Larmor diamagnetism and Van Vleck 
paramagnetism, pror:ided that only the ground state is occupied with appreciable 
probability in thermal equilibrium, so the free energy is just the ground-state energy. 
In many such cases, however, the next lowest )-multiplet is close enough to the J = 0 
ground state that its contr ibution to the free energy (and hence to the susceptibility) 
is appreciable, and a more complicated formula than (31.32) is required 
2. If the shell does not have J = 0 (i.e., in all cases except for closed shells and 
shells one electron short of being half filled), then the first term in the energy shin 
(31.20) w111 not vanish and, as we indicated above, will almost always be so much 
larger than the other two that they can safely be ignored. In this ca~e the ground state 
is (2J + 1)-fold degenerate in zero field, and we arc faced with the problem of 
evaluating and diagonalizing tJ1e (2J + I)-dimensional square matrix22 

J:- J:' = - J , ... ' J . (31.33) 

zo This fnllows from tbe symmetry of states with J = 0. as shown in Problem 4. 
2 1 Van Vleck paramagnetism also ari~cs in the s~ptibilillcs of molecules of a more complex 

structure than the single ions we consider here. 
n See the remark in footnote 10. 
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This task is made simple by a theorem (Wigner-Eckart), 23 which states that the matrix 
clements of any vector operator in the (2J + i )-dimensional space of eigenstates of 
J 2 and J, with a given value of J , arc proportional to the matrix elements of J itself: 

(31.34) 

The significant feature of this result is that the proportionality constant g(J LS) docs 
not depend on the values of J , or J; . 

In particular. since the matrix elements of J, are 

(31.35) 
it follows that 

(31.36) 

This solves the secular problem: i.e., the matrix is already diagonal in the states of 
definite J •• and the (2J + 1 )-fold degenerate ground state is therefore split into states 
with definite values of J, whose energies are uniformly separated by g(JLS)J,!8 H . 

The value of g(JLS) (known as the Lande g-factor) is easily computed (Appendix P): 

I I L(L + 1) - S(S + 1) 
g(JLS) = 1:<oo + I) - 2C!.Io - 1) J(J + 1) • (31.37) 

or, taking the electron g-factor g0 to be exactly 2, 

(JLS) = 3 ! [S(S + 1) - L{L + 1)]· 
g 2 + 2 J(J + 1) 

(31.38) 

One someti mes encounters the result (31.34), which can be written in the equivalent 
form, 

(.H..SJ. j(L + g0S)jJLSJ,') = (JLSJ.jg(JJ..S)Jj.TLSJ;), 

written without the surrounding state vectors: 

L + g0 S = g(JLS)J. 

(31.39) 

(31.40) 

We stress that this relation is valid only within the (2J + l) d imensional set of states 
that make up the degenerate atomic ground state in zero field; i.e., (31.40) is obeyed 
only for matrix clements taken between states that arc diagonal in J, L, and S. If 
the splitting between the zero-field a tomic ground-state multiplet and the first excited 
multiplet is large compared with k 8 T(as is frequently the case), then only the (2J + 1) 
states in the ground-state multiplet will contribute appreciably to the free energy. In 
that case (and only in that case) Eq. (31.40) permits one to interpret the first term in 
the energy shift (31.20) as expressing the interaction ( - J.l • H) of the field with a 
magnetic moment that is proportional to the total angular momentum of the ion, 24 

(31.41) 

13 For a proof sec, for example, K. Gottfried, Quanr•m• Mechanics, vol 1, W. A. Benjamin. Menlo 
Part<. Calif, 1966, pp. 302-304. 

24 Within the ground-state multiplet the energy of the ion in a field H is then given by the operator 
- 11 · H. This is a very simple example of a -spin Hamiltonian~ (sec pages 679-681). 
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Because the zero-field g round state is degenerate, it is never permissible to calculate 
t he susceptibility by equat ing the free energy to t he ground-state energy (as we d id 
in the case o f the nondegenerate shells with J = 0). for as the field goes to zero, the 
splitting o f the (2J + l) lowest-lying states will be small compared with k 8 T . To 
obta in the susceptibility we must therefore do an additional sta tistical mechanjcal 
calculation. 

Magnetization of a Set of Identical Ions of Angular 
Momentum J: Curie's Law 

If only the lowest 2J + 1 states arc thermally excited with appreciable probability, 
then the free energy (31.5) is given by: 

}' = g(J LS)Jt8 , (31.42) 

This geometric series is easiJy summed to give: 

eJIYH(J + 1/2) _ e-IJ~H(J+ 1/21 
- ~F - -~~----~ 

e - t}JYII/2 _ e IJYH/2 (31.43) 

The expression (31.4) fo r the m agnetization o f N such ions in a volume V the n gives 

N iJF N 
M = - V iJH = VyJB_,(JJyJH ), (31.44) 

where the Brillouin function BAx) is defined by 

2J + 1 2J + 1 l I 
BJ(x) = 

21 
coth 

21 
x -

21 
coth 

21 
x. (31.45) 

This is p lotted in Figure 31.1 for severa l values of J. 
Note that as T ~ 0 for fixed H, M ~ (NfV)yJ; i.e., each ion is completely aligned 

by the field, IJzl having its maximum (or ' 'saturation") value .J. Howe ver, this case 

Figurc31.1 
Plot of the Brillouin function BJ<x> 
BAx) for various values o f 
the spin J . 
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a rises only when k8 T « yH; since yH /kn ~ hrojk8 ::::: 1 K in a field of 104 gauss, 
one nonna lly encounters the opposite limit except at the lowest tempera tures and 
highest fields. 

When yH « k 8 T Lhe small-x expansion, 

. g1ves 

or 

1 
colh x ~ - + tx + O(x3

), 
X 

N (UPs)2 J(j + 1) 
X= -y 3 - k

8
T ' 

molar _ N (UJtnfl J(J + 1) 
X - A 3 knT . 

(31.46) 

(31.47) 

(31.48) 

This variation of the susceptibility inversely with the temperature is known as Curie's 
law. It characterizes paramagnetic systems with "permanent moments" whose atign
ment is favo red by the field, and opposed by thermal disorder. Although the condition 
knT » OJJ.nH for the vaJidity of Curie's law is satisfied for an enormous range of 
fields and temperatures, it is important to remember that the "law" is subject to 
this restriction. 2 s 

The paramagnetic susceptibility (3 1 .47) is larger than the temperature-independent 
Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility (31.25) by a factor of order 500 at room tempera
ture (Problem 7) and, therefnre, when an ion is present that has a partially filled sheU 
with nonzero J , the contribution of the shell to the total susceptibility of the solid 
completely dominates the diamagnetic contribution from the other (filled) shells. 
From our estimate that diamagnetic susceptibilities arc of order 10- 5 (sec page 649) 
we conclude that room temperature paramagnetic susceptibilities should be of order 
10- 2 to 10- 3• 

Curie's Law in Solids 

We now examine the extent to which the above theory of the paramagnetism of free 
ions continues to describe the behavior of the ions when t hey are part of the structure 
of a solid. 

Insulating crystals containing rare earth ions (which have partiaJly filled e lectronic 
f-shclls) arc found to obey Curie's Jaw quite well. One frequently writes the law in 
the form : 

where p, the "effective Bohr magneton number," is given by 

p = g(JLS)(J(J + J)]l/2. 

(31.49) 

(31.50) 

25 On the other hand the law docs bold at vcr) high temperatures c•·en when there are appreciable 
magnetic imeractions among the 10 ns. See Eq. {33.50). 
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In Table 31.3 the value o f p determined by the coefficient of l f T in the measured 
susceptibility, is compared with that given by (31.50) and the Lande g-factor (31.38). 

Table 3L3 
CALCULATED AI\'D MEASURED EFFECTIVE MAGNETON NlJ!VffiERS p FOR 
RARE EARTH IONS 0 

ELEMENT 

(TJUP.LY BASIC ELECTRON GROUND-ST ATE 

IONIZFD) CONFIGURATION TERM CALCULATEDbp MEASURED<p 

La 4r •s 0.00 diamagnetic 
Ce 4P 2F51l 2.54 2.4 
Pr 4jl 3

H4 3.58 3.5 
Nd 4j3 419p. 3.62 3.5 
Pm 4!4 'I4 2.68 
Sm 4jS 6 Hstz 0.84 1.5 
Eu 4r 7Fo 0.00 3.4 
Gd 4r 8

S 7/2 7.94 8.0 
Tb 4r 1F 6 9.72 9.5 
Dy 4j9 6 H tsr1. 10.63 t0.6 
Ho 4j10 'I a 10.60 10.4 
Er 4f" 4

/15/ 2 9.59 9.5 
Tm 4f 12 3H6 7.57 7.3 
Yb 4j13 2

F 112 4.54 4.5 
Lu 4/14 ts 0.00 diamagnetic 

• Note the discrepancy in Sm and Eu having its origin in low-lying J -multiplets assumed absent 
in the theory. 
h Equation (31.50). 
' Equation (31.49}. 
Source: J. R. Van Vleck. The Theory of £/ecrric ami Magneeic Susceptibilities, Oxford, 1952, p. 243: 
se~ also R. Kubo and T. Nagamiya, eds., So litl Swte Physics, McGraw-Hi!~ New York, 1969, p. 451. 

The agreement is excellent, except for samarium and europium. In the latter case we 
have J = 0, and our analysis is clearly not applicable. In both casc.s, however, the 
discrepancy has been accounted fo r by recognizing that the J -multiplet lying just 
above the ground state is so close in energy that (a) Lhe energy denominators in the 
second term in the energy (31.20) (neglected in the derivation of Curie's law) a re small 
enough for it to be important, and (b) the. probability of some ions being thermally 
excited out of the state(s) of lowest J (also neglected in deriving Curie's law) can be 
appreciable. 

Thus in aU cases the magnetism of rare earth ions in an insulating solid is well 
described by treating them as isolated ions. This is not the case, however, for tmnsition 
m£tal ions in an insulating solid. Indeed, for transition met al ions from the iron group 
one finds that although Curie's law is obeyed, the value of p determined from it is 
given by (31.50) only if one assumes that although S is still given by Hund's rules, 
Lis zero and hence J is equal to S. (See Table 31.4.) This phenomenon is known as 
the quenching of the orbital angular momentum, and is a particular example of a 
general phenomenon known as crystal field splitting. 

J 
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Table 31.4 
CALC{ lLATF.D Al'ID MEASURED EFFECTIVE MAGNETON 1\'LMBERS p FOR 
THE lRON (3d) GROUP IONS" 

ELl:MF.Nf DASIC GROU~D-

(AKD ELECTRON STATE CALCUI.ATEOb p 
lONlZATION) CONFIGURATION TERM (J = S) (J = IL ± Sj) MEASL"RED' p 

Ti3 + 3tl1 zoJ/7. 1.73 1.55 
y4+ 3d1 

2 0 3 / Z 1.73 1.55 l.8 
v3+ 3d2 3 Fz 2.83 1.63 2.8 
y H 3d3 "F l r7. 3.87 0.77 3.8 
Cr3 + ]t/3 4

f 3 / 2 3.87 0.77 3.7 
Mn4 + Jd3 4f3/2 3.87 0.77 4.0 
CrH 3tl4 so (I 4.90 0 4.8 
Mn3 + 3tfl soo 4.90 0 5.0 
M H n 3t75 6ss,z 5.92 5.92 5.9 
Fe3 + 3d5 6

Ss12 5.92 5.92 5.9 
Fe2 + 3J6 5

04 4.90 6.70 5.4 
Co2 + 3d7 4

f 9/ 2 3.87 6 .54 4.8 
NiH Jt/8 3

f4 2.83 5.59 3.2 
Cu2 + 3J9 2DS/ 2 1.73 3.55 1.9 

u Because of quenching, much better theoretical values are obtained by taking J equal to S, the 
total spin, than by taking the value J = IL + Sl appropriate to the free ion. 
h Equation (3l.50). In the ca~e J = S, one takes L = 0. 
• Equation (31.49).. 
Source: J . H. Van Vleck, 7'/ie Tlu>ory of £/eclric attd Maguetlc Su.~ceptibilities. Oxford, 1952, p. 285; 
R Kubo and T. Nagamiya, cds4 Solut Stare Pl1ysics, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1969, p. 453. 

Crystal field splitting is unimportant for rare earth ions, because their partially 
filled 4/ shells lie deep inside the ion (beneath filled 5s and 5p shells). In contrast 
to this, the partially filled d-sbells of transition metal ions arc the outermost electronic 
shells, and are therefore far more strongly influenced by tbeir crystalline environment. 
The electrons in the partially filled d-shells are subject to nonncgligible electric fields 
that do not have spherical symmetry, but only the symmetry of the crystalline site at 
which the ion is located. As a result, the basis for Hund's rules is partially invalidated. 

As it turns out, the first two of Hund's rules can be retained, even in the crystalline 
environment. The crystal field must, however. be introduced as a perturbation on 
the (2S + I )(2L + 1 )-fold set of states determined by the first two rules. This per
turbation acts in addition to the spin-orbit coupling. Therefore Hund's third rule 
(which resulted from the action of the spin-orbit coupling alone) must be modified. 

In the case of the transition metal ions from the iron group (partially filled 3d 
shells) the crystal field is very much larger than the spin-orbit coupling, so that to 
a first approximation a new version of Hund's third rule can be constructed in which 
the perturbation of spin-orbit coupling is ignored altogether, in favor of the crystal 
field perturbation. This latter perturbation will not split the spin degeneracy, since 
it depends only on spatial variables and therefore commutes with S, but it can com-
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plctcly lift Lhe degeneracy of the orbita l L-multiplet, if it is sufficiently asymmetric.26 

The result will t.hcn be a ground-state multiplet in whicb the mean value of every 
component of L vanishes (even though L 2 s till has the mean value L(L + 1) ). One 
can interpret this classically as arising from a precession o f the orbital angular 
momentum in the crystal field, so that although its magnitude is unchanged, a ll its 
components average to zero. 

The situation for the higber transition meta l series (partially filled 4d or Sd sheUs) 
is more complex, since in tbe heavier elements the spin-orbit coupling is stronger. 
The multiplet splitting due to spin-orbit coupling may be comparable to (or greater 
than) the crystal field spliuin& In general cases like these, considerations of bow the 
crystal fields can rearrange t.he levels in to structures different from those implied by 
Hund's third rule, are based on fairly subtle applications of group theory. We shall 
not explore them here, but ment ion two important principles that come into play: 

1. The less symmetric t he crystal field, the lower the degeneracy one expects the 
exact ionic g round state to have. There is, however, an important theorem (due 
to Kramers) asscning that no matter how unsymmetric the crystal field, an ion 
possessing an odd number of electrons must have a ground state that is at least 
doubly degenerate, even in the presence of crystal fields and spin-orbit inter
actions. 

2. One might expect that the crystal field would often have such high symmetry (as 
at sites of cubic symmetry) that it would produce less than the maximum lifting 
of degeneracy allowed by the theorem of Kramers. However, another theorem, 
due to Jahn and Teller, asserts that if a magnetic ion is at a crystal site of such 
high symmetry that its ground-state degeneracy is not the Kramers minimum, 
then it will be energetically favorable for the crystal to d istort (e.g., for the equi
librium position o f the ion to be displaced) in such a way as to lower the symmetry 
enough to remove the degeneracy. Whether this lifting of degeneracy is large 
enough to be important (i.e., comparable to k 8 T o r to the splitting in applied 
magnetic fields) is not guaranteed by the theorem. If it is not large enough, the 
Jahn-Teller effect will not be observable. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF PARAMAGNETIC INSULATORS: 
ADIABATIC DEMAGNETIZATION 

Since the Helmholtz free energy is F = U - TS, where U is the internal energy, the 
magnetic entropy S(H, T) is given by 

_ ·f32 cF s- ks ap, (31.51) 

26 If one adds the spin-orbit coupling to the Hamiltonian, as an additional perturbation on the 
cry•talfield, even the remaining (2S + l)-fold degeneracy of the gTOUnd state will be split. However this 
addiuonal splitting may well be s-mall compared with both k 11 T and tbe splitting in an applied magnetic 
field, in which case it can be ignored. Evident!> this is the ca:;c for the transition metal ions from the 
tron group. 
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(since U = (Cfc{J){JF). The expression (31.42) for the free energy o f a set o f no n
interacting paramagnetic ions reveals that {JF depends on f3 and H only through 
their product; i.e., F has the form 

J 
F = {3 c'l>({JH ). (31.52) 

ConscquentJy the entropy has the form 

S = k8 [ -cJ>(f3H) + {3HcJ>'({3H)], (31.53) 

wruch depends only on the product {JH = H/ks T . As a result, by adiabatically (i.e., 
at fixed S) lowering the field acting on a spin system (slowly enough so that thermal 
equilibrium is always maintained) we wiU lower the temperature o f the spin system 
by a proportionate amount, for if S is unchanged then H f T t:annot change, and 
therefore 

T fuW = T uuual (:: ~ ) • 
• rruuaJ 

(31.54) 

This can be used as a practical method for achieving low temperatures only in a 
temperature range where the specific heat of the spin system is the dominant con
tribution to the specific heat o f the entire solid. In practice this restricts one to tem
peratures far below the Dcbyc temperature (see Problem 10), and the technique has 
proved useful for cooling from a few degrees Kelvin down to a few hundredths (or, if 
one is skillful, thousandths) o f a degree. 

The limit on the temperatures one can reach by adiabatic demagnetization is set 
by the limits on the va)jdity of the conclusion that the entropy depends only on H f T . 
If this were rigorously correct one could cool all the way to zero temperature by 
completely removing the field. But this assumption must fail a t small fields, for 
otherwise the zero-field entropy would not depend on temperature. In reality the 
entropy in zero field must depend on temperature, so that the entropy density can 
drop to zero with decreasing temperature, as required by the third law of thermo
dynamics. The temperature dependence of the zero-field entropy is brought about 
by the existence of magnetic interactions between the paramagnetic ions, the increased 
importance of crystal field splitting at low temperatures, and other such effects that 
are left out of the analysis leading to (31.53). When these arc taken into account, 
the result (31.54) for the final temperature must be replac:ed by the general result 
StHin"'"' , T,, .. .;oJ) = S(O, Trn,.1) and one must have a detailed knowledge o f the tempera
ture dependence of the zero-field entropy, to compute the final temperature (see 
Figure 31.2). 

Evidently the most effective materials are those where the inevitable decline with 
temperature of the zero-field entropy sets in at the lowest possible temperature. 
One therefore uses paramagnetic salts with well-sheltered (to minimize crystal field 
splitting), well-separated (to minimize magnetic interactions) magnetic ions. Coun
tering this, of course, is the lower magnetic specific heat resulting from a lower 
density of magnetic ions. The most popular substances used at present are ofthe type 
Ce:zMg3(N03 ) 12 • (H 20h4· 
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Figure 31.2 
P lot$ of the entropy or a 
system of interacting spins 
for various values or external 
magnetic field, H. (The 
dashed line represents the 
constant Nkn In (2J + I) for 
independent sprns in zero 
field.) The cooling cycle is 
this: Starting at A (Tu H = 0), 
we proceed isothermally to 
B, raising the field m the 
process from zero to H 4 • The 
next step is to remove the 
field adiabatically (constant 
S), thereby moving to C and 
achieving a temperature 7f. 

s S(H a 0) accotding10 
fht simple tlieozy 
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A 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF METALS: PAULI PARAMAGNETISM 

None of tbe above discussions bear on the problem of the contribution of conduction 
electrons to the magnetic moment of a metal The conduction electrons are not 
spatiaUy localized like electrons in partially filled ionic shells, nor, because of the 
stringent constraints of the exclusion principle, do they respond independently like 
electrons localized on different ions. 

However, within the independent electron approximation the problem of con
duction electron magnetism can be solved. The solution is quite complicated, owing 
to the intricate way in which the electron orbital motion responds to the field. 
If we neglect the orbital response (i.e., consider the electron to have only a spin 
magnetic moment, but no charge), then we may proceed as follows: 

Each electron will contribute - J.LrJV (taking g0 = 2) to the magnetization density 
if its spin is parallel to the field H, and ttBfV, if anti parallel. Hence if n., is the number 
of electrons per unit volume with spin parallel ( +) or anti parallel (-) to H, the 
magnetization density will be 

(31.55) 

If the electrons interact with the field only through their magnetic moments, then 
the only effect of the field is to shift the energy of each electronic level by ±tt8 H , 
according to whether .the spin is parallel ( + )or antiparallel (- )to H. We can express 
this simply in terms oft he density oflevels for a given spin. Let g ± (8) dS be the number 
of electrons of the specified spin per unit volume in the energy range 8 to 8 + d8.27 

In the absence of the field we would have 

(H = 0), (31.56) 

'' To avoid confusing the density of levels with theg-factor. we shall always make the energy argument 
or lhe level density explicit. A subscript distinguishes the Bohr magneton f.ln from the chemical potential p. 

) 
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where g(&) is the ordinary density of levels. Since the energy of each electronic level 
with spin parallel to the field is shifted up from its zero field value by ~8H, the number 
of levels with energy e in the presence of H is the same as the number with energy 
& - J~sll in Lhe absence or Ii : 

Similarly, 
g (f.) = ·~g(e + ~sfl ). 

The number of e lectrons per unit volume of each spin species is given by 

11 :1. = J df. g ±(E) f(E), 

where f is the Fermi function 
1 

f(E) = efJIG 1•! + 1 · 

(31.57) 

(31.58) 

(31.59) 

(31.60) 

The chemical potential ~ is dctem1ined by noting that Lhe total electronic density is 
given by 

(31.61) 

Eliminating~ through this relation we can use (31.59) and (31.55) to find the mag
netization density as a function of the electronic density n. In the nondcgener ate case 
(f ~ e- Pit- "1) this leads back to our earlier theory of paramagnetism, giving precisely 
(31.44) with J = l/2 (See P roblem 8.) 

However, in metals one is very much in the degenerate case. The important 
variation in the density of levels g(f.) is on the scale of EF, and since tt8 H is only of 
order 10- 4 4- even at 104 gauss, we can, with negligible error, expand Lhe density 
of levels: 

g , (r.) = !g(e ± ~sH) = ~g(e) ± t~aHo'(e). 
In conjunction with (31.59) this gives 

n± = ! J g(&) f(e) dE + t ~BH J df, g'(6)f(&), 

so that, from (31.61), 

II = J g(&) f(B) d&. 

(31.62) 

(31.63) 

{31.64) 

This is precisely the formula for the electmnic density in the absence of the field. and 
thus the chemical potential ~ can be taken to have its zero field value, Eq. (2.77): 

~ = eF[1 + o e::YJ. 
In conjunction with Eq. (31 .55), Eq. (31.63) gives a magnetization density 

M = Jt/ If J g'(&) /(E) d&, 

(31.65) 

(31.66) 



I 

or, integrating by parts, 

M = J.I1/H J g(S) ( - ~) clS. 

At zero temperature, - of feB = li(S - Sp), so that 

M = J.lB
2Hg(f.p). 
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(31.67) 

(31.68) 

Since (see Chapter 2) the T ¥= 0 corrections to - of/oS are of order (kBTf Sp)2
, Eq. 

(31.68) is also valid at all but the very highest temperatures (T ~ 104 K). 
It follows from (31.68) that the susceptibility is 

I X = J.lB2g(Bp)- l (31.69) 

This is known as the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility. In contrast to the susceptibility 
of paramagnetic ions given by Curie's law, the Pauli susceptibility of conduction 
electrons is essentially independent of temperature. In the free electron case the density 
of levels has the form g(Sp) = mkFfh2n 2

, and the Pauli susceptibili ty takes on the 
simple form 

YJ>nuh = c:y (aokp), (31.70) 

where a r?jnc = 1/ 137. An altemative form is 

(2.59) -6 
XJ>ouli = rJao X 10 • (31.71) 

These expressions reveal that XPauh has the minute size characteri stic of diamagnetic 
susceptibilities, in contrast to the stTikingly larger paramagnetic susceptibilities of 

• 
magnetic ions. This is because the exclusion principle is far more effective than thermal 
disorder in suppressing the tendency of the spin magnetic moments to align with the 
field. Another way of comparing Pauli paramagnetism with the paramagnetism of 
magnetic ions is to note that the Pauli susceptibility can be cast into the Curie's law 
form (Eq. (31.47), but with a fixed temperature of order TF playing the role ofT. Thus 
the Pauli susceptibility is hundreds of times smaller. even at room temperatures.28 

Values of the PauJi susceptibility, both measured and theoretical (from Eq. (31 . 71)) 
are given in Table 31.5 for the alkali metals. The rather significant discrepancy between 
the two sets o f figures is mainly a result of the neglected electron-electron interactions 
(see Problem 12).29 

28 Until Pauli's th~ry. the absence o f a strong Curie's law paramagoetism in metals was another 
of the outstanding anomalies in the free electron theory of metals; as in the case of the spcci.flc heat. the 
anomaly was removed by observing that electrons obey Fermi-Dirac, rather than classical, statistics. 

zg "The reader who recalls the large correction to the e lectronic density o f levels appearing in the 
electronic specific heat, which arises from the electrnn-phonon interaction, may be surprised to Jearn 
that a similarly large correction does not arise in the Pauli susceptibility. There is an important difference 
between the two cases. When the specific heat is computed, one calculates a fixed temperature-independent 
correction to the electronic dens ity of levels. and then inserts that fixed density of levels into formulas 
(such as (2 79)) telling how the energy changes as the temperature varies. When a magnetic field is 
varied, however, the density of levels itself changes. We have alre-ady noted, for example (igno ring phonon 
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Table 31.5 
COMPARISON Ot' FREE ELECTRON A.t"'O M£ASUREO PAULl 
SUSCEPTIBILfTl E .. <; 

1 0 6 XPau!i 106
XPauli 

METAL r,ja0 (from Eq . (3 I. 71)) (measuredt 

Li 3.25 0.80 2.0 
Na 3.93 0.66 1.1 
K 4.86 0.53 0.8) 
Rb 5.20 0.50 0.8 
Cs 5.62 0.% 0.8 

"The measured values are taken from the following sources : Li: R. T . Schumll
cher und C. P. Slichter, Pltys. Rev. 101, 58 (1956); Na: R. T. Schumacher und 
W. b . Vehsc, J. Ph}'S. Chem. Solids 24, 297 ( 1965); K : S. Schultz and G . Ounifer, 
Ph) .<. Rev. Len. 18, 283 ( 1967): Rb. Cs: J . A. Kaeck , PhJ--s. Rn·. 175, 897 (1968). 

CONDUCI ION ELECTRON DIAMAGNETISM 

In the foregoing djscussion o f conduction electr on magnetism we considered only 
the paramagnetic effects arising from the coupling of the intrinsic spin of the electrons 
with the applied field H . There are also diamagnetic effe.cts arising from the coupling 
of the field to the o rbital motion of the electrons. We discussed this a t some length in 
Chapter 14, where we found that at very low temperatures, high fields, and high 
purities (co~'t = eH'tjmc » 1) there was a complicated oscillatory structure to the 
dependence of M on H . In o rdinary specimens the c.ondition of high Wc't is not met, 
and the oscillato ry structure is not perceptible. H owever, the dependence of M on 
If does not average out to zero: There is a net nonvanishiog magnet ization anti
parallel to H, known as the Landau diamagnetism, that is due to the orbital electronic 
motion induced by the field. For free electrons it can be shown30 that 

Xt.aoc!Au = -!XPauli· (31.72) 

If the electrons move in a periodic potential but are otherwise independent, the 
analysis becomes quite complicated, but again results in a diamagnetic susceptibility 
of the same order of magnitude as the paramagnetic susceptibility. Jn p ractice, of 

corrections), that the density oflevels for each spin po pulatio n is shifted up or down in energy with changing 
field. The pho no n correction to this result occurs in a neighborhood (of width 1WJ0 , which is large compared 
with the shift hw, due to the field) of the F ermi leveL But the Fermi le~el does not shifi with field, in 
contrast to the uncorrected density of levels. Consequently, one cannot simply ~ubstitut~: a phonon
corrected den~ity of levels into (31.68) as one can in (279) becau,l,e the corrected density of levels varies 
with field in an imrinsically difTerem way from the uncorrected one. A careful analysis reveals that because 
the phonon cortection is tied to the Fermi level, it has very little effect on the mngnetizn tion as the field 
varies, leading to a correction factor in tbe susceptibility that is only or order (m/M) 111 (in cont rast to 
the correct iOn of order unity in the specific heat). 

30 See. for example, R. E. PeieriJo. Quomum 77u•or-y of S olids, Oxford, 1955, pp. 144 149. An 3nalysis 
that takes ba nd >tructure into account can be found in P. K . Misra and L . M . R o th, Phys. Rro. 177, 
1089 ( 1969) and references therem. 
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course, it is the total susceptibili ty that is revealed by a measurement of the bulk 
moment induced by a field, and this is a combination of the Pauli paramagnetic 
susceptibility, the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility, and the Larmor diamagnetic 
susceptibility (of the closed-shell ion cores). As a result, it is not at all a straightforward 
matter to isolate experimentally a particular term in the susceptibility. Thus the Pauli 
susceptibilities quoted in Table 31.5 were obtained by quite indirect methods, one of 
which we now describe. 

MEASUREMENT OF PAULI PARAMAGNETISM BY 
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

To distinguish the electron spin paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility of a 
metal from the other sources of magnetization, one requires a probe that couples 
much more strongly to the spin magnetic moments of the conduction electrons than 
it does to fields arising from electronic translational motion. The magnetic moments 
of the ionic nuclei provide such a probe. 

A nucleus of angular momentum 1 possesses a magnetic moment mN = y,l (which 
is typically smaller in order of magnitude than the electronic magnetic moment by 
the electron to nuclear mass ratio). In an applied magnetic field the (21 + J) de
generate nuclear spin levels are split by an amount YNH. This splitting can be detected 
by observing the resonant absorption of energy at the angular frequency 1'NH/ h. 3 1•3 2 

The field determining the frequency of the nuclear magnetic resonance is, of course, 
the field acting directly on the nucleus. In nonparamagnetic substances the field at 
the nucleus differs by small diamagnetic corrections (known as the chemical shift) 
from the externally applied field. In metals, however, there is a more importane3 

source offield at the nucleus : 
The conduction electrons (whose wave functions are generally derived, at least in 

part, from atomic s-shells) have nonvanishlng wave functions at the ionic nuclei. 
When an electron actually overlaps the nucleus, however, there is a direct magnetic 
coupling of their moments proportional to m. · mN. 34 If the conduction electron gas 
had no net paramagnetic moment, this coupling would yield no net shift in the nuclear . 
resonance since electrons of all spin orientations would be found, with equal prob
ability, at the nuclear position 3 s However, the same field in which the nuclei precess 
also produces the Pauli paramagnetic imbalance in the electronic spin populations. 

31 In practical nuclear magnetic reso nance experiments the resonance is observed by fixing the 
frequency of the perturbing rad io-frequency (RF) field, and varying the applied magnetic field. 

32 An excellent intcodut.tion to nuclear magnetic resonance is given by C. Stichter, P rinciples of 
Magne1ic ResQnm•<·e, Harper Row, New York, 1963. 

J3 Since isolated nuclei are bard to work with, one generally d~>als only with relative shirts. One 
knows th..'tt the shift in metals is more important because it differs from the shin in salts of the same metal 
by far mo re than the shift from one salt to another. 

34 Known, variously. as the hyperfinc interaction, the Fermi interaction, or the contact intCTaction. 
3s This picture assumes, o f course. that the nucleus e-'periences the average electron lield-i.e .. that 

eac.h nucleus interacts with many elect roo spins in t be 1 ime it takes to complete a single period of prec<.'Ssion. 
Since this time is typically I o- 6 second in a strong field, the condition is Yel)' well sa tis lied, for a conduction 
electron moves with velocity r,.. (of order 108 cmjso~c) and therefore takes about 10- ll second to cross 
an atomic nucleus (whose radius is of o rder 10- ' 3 em). 
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There is therefore a net electronic moment leading to an effective field at the nucleus 
that is proportional to the conduction electron spin susceptibility. 

The shift produced by this field, known as the Knight shift, is measured by noting 
the difference in resonant frequency between the metallic element in (for example) a 
nonparamagnetic salt, and in the metallic state. Unfortunately the Knight shift is 
proportional not only to the Paulj susceptibility, but also to the magrutude squared of 
the conduction electron wave function at the ionic nucleus. It is therefore necessary to 
have some estimate of this (usually from a calculation) to extract the Pauli suscep
tibility from the measured Knight shift. 

ELECTRON DL\MAGNETISM IN DOPED SEMICONDUCTORS 

Doped semiconductors provide an exan1ple of a conducting material in which the 
conduction electron diamagnetism can be substantially larger than the paramag
netism. One first measures the susceptibility of the intrinsic material at very low 
temperatures, where it is almost entirely due to the diamagnetism of the ion cores. 
Trus contribution will also be present in the doped material. and by subtracting it 
from the total susceptibility one can extract the contribution to the susceptibility of 
the doped material due to the carriers introduced by the doping. 36 

Consider the case in which the can-iers go into bands with spherical symmetry, 
so that E(k) = li2k2 fm*. (For concreteness we consjder donor impurities, and measure 
k with r espect to the conduction band minimum.) According to (3 l.69), the para
magnetic susceptibility is proportional to the density of levels.3 7 Since this is propor
tional to m for free electrons, the Pauli susceptibility oft he carriers will be rt:duced38 

by a factor m*/m. On the other hand, the Landau susceptibility is enhanced by a 
factor m/m*, since the coupling of the electron orbital motion to the fields is pro
portional to e(vjc) x H. which is inversely proportional to m*. As a result, 

x .... ,., •• - ( ~ )2 
Xr.uh m* 

(31.73) 

Thus there are semiconductors in which the electron Landau diamagnetism com
pletely dominat.:s the Pauli spin paramagnetism, and can therefore be directly 
extracted, by measuring the amount by which the susceptibility exceeds that of the 
undoped materiaJ.39 

This completes our survey of those magnetic properties of solids that can be 
understood without taking into explicit account the interactions between the sources 
of magnetic moment. ln Chapter 32 we shall turn to the theory underlying such 
interactions. and in Chapter 33 we shall return 10 the examination offurtber magnetic 
properties of solids, which depend on them crucially. 

l<i The change in the diamagnetic susceptibility due to the diO'crcnt closed-shell S1ructure oft he dooor 
ions gi~es a very small correction. 

l' These considerations can be shown to remain va)jd even if the conduction band elearons are not 
dcgenera te.. 

•a The ratio m-tm is l)'Pically 0.1 o r smaller. 
39 For a review, seeR. Bowers, J. PIJ)S. Chcm. Solids 8, 206 (1959). 

• 
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PROBLEMS 

1. The classical definit ion of the magnetic moment m of a panicle of charge - e, due to its orbital 
motion, was given by Ampere as the average over the orbit of 

e 
-

2
c (r x v). (31.74) 

Show that oux- definition. m = -('E/i'H , reduces to this fox-m by showing from (31.15) that 

m = - e L r l X (PI -~ r, X u) 
2mc 1 2c 

(31.75) 

and 

V1 = :H = -
1-(PI 

rp, m 

e 
- - r · 

2c ' X H). (31.76) 

2. The Pauli spin matrices satisfy the simple identity 

(a • c)(b • c) = a · b + i(a x b) • c (31.77) 

provid~"<< a U the com pone11t!; of a and b commute with those o f a . Tfthe components of a commute 
among themselves, a x a = 0. Since the components ofpsocommute, in the absenceofa magnetic 
field we could equally well write the kinetic energy of a spin-± panicle in the form (a · p)2/2m. 
llowever when a field is present, the components of p + eA/c no longer commute among them
selves. Show, as a result, that (31 .77) implies: 

1 [ ( eA)]2 1 ( eA_)l - c- p + - =- p +- + 
2m c 2m c 

ell 1 
- - c·H 

me 2 ' 
(31.78) 

which thus gives both the spin and orbital contributions to the magnetic part oftbe Hamilto.nian 
in one compact formu la (provided that g0 = 2). 

3. (a) Show that Hund's n• les for a shell of angular momentum I containit1g 11 electrons can 
be summarized in the formulas : 

S = t [(21 + 1) -~21 + l - nj], 
L = Sl21 + 1 - n , 
J = 121 - n!S. (31.79) 

(b) Verify that that the two ways of counting the degenex-acy of a given LS·multiplet give the 
same an!twex-: i.e.., verify that 

L +S 

(2L + 1)(2S + 1) .L (2J + t). (31.80) 
II.. - St 

(c) Show that the total splitting of an LS·multiplet due to the spin orbit interac:tion )..(L • S) is 

EJ - EJ. . = ).S(2L + J). max man 
= ).L(2S + 1), 

L > S, 
s > L, (31.81) 
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and that the splitting$ b etween successive J-multiph;:ts within the LS-mulliplet is 

(31.82) 

4. (a) The angular momentum commutation relations are summarized in the vector operator 
identities 

L X L = iL, s X s = iS. (31.83) 

Deduce from these identities and the fact that all com ponents o l L commute with a ll components 
ofS thnt 

[L + OoS, ii . J) = jfi X (L + ooS), (31 .84) 

for any (c·number) unit vector 6 . 
(b) A state IO) witb zero total angular momentum satisfies 

(31.85) 

Deduce from (31.84) that 

<OI< L + g0 S)!O> = 0, (31.86) 

even though L 2 and 5 2 need not vanish in the stare IO), and (L + goS)IO> need not be 7ero. 

(c) Deduce the Wigner-Eckart theorem (.Cq. (31.34) in the special case J = l /2, fmm the 
commutation relations (31.84). 

5. Suppose tbat within the set o f (2L + 1)(2S + l) lowcst-l}ing ionic states the crys ta l field 
can be represented in the form aL ./ + bL/ + cL, 2 , with a, b, and c all dilferem. Sho w in the 
special case L = I t hat if t he crysta l field is the dominant perturbation (compared with spin-orbit 
coupling), then it will yield a (2S I· 1)-fold degenerate set of ground states in which every matrix 
clement of every component of L vanishes. 

6. The s usceptibility of a simple metal has a co ntribut ion x._. from the co11duction e lectrons a11d 
a contribution x ..... from the diamagnetic response of the clQsed-shell core electrons. Taking the 
conduction electron suscept ibi lit y to be given by 1 he r ree elect ron values oft he Pauli paramagnetic 
and Landau diamagnetic s w;ceptibilities, show that 

Xion I Zc ((k )2) - = - - Fr , x, . ..._ 3 Z., 
(31.87) 

where Z ., is the valen<:t:, Z.- is the number of core e lectrons, and ( r 2
) is the mean square ionic 

radius defined in (31.26). 

7. Consider an ion with a partially fllled sh ell ofungular momentum J. and Z additional e lt:etrons 
in filled shells. Show tha t the ratio o f the Curie's law paramagnetic susceptibility to the Larmo r 
diamagnetic susceptibility is 

Xetr = 

X d•• 
2J(J + I) 112 

and deduce from this the n umerical estimate on page 656. 

(31.88) 
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8. Show that the magnetization of a noudegenerme electron ga~ is precisely gi~en by the result 
(31.44) for independent moments (with J set equal to I /2). by inserting the low-density expansion 
of the Fermi function,/::::: e- lll{; - pJ in to (31.59). 

9. lf one writes the free euerg>' (31.5) in the fonn 

(31.89) 
II n 

then it is easy to deduct: Curie's law directly at high temperaw re without going through the algebra 
of Brillouin functions, for when 3C « k8 T , we can expand e· p..:.,.. 1 - {JX + (fJ'JC)2f2 - · · · 
Evaluate the free energy to second order in the field, using the fact that 

Tr(J,,J .) = !b"v Tr J 1
, 

<md extract the high-tcmpcramre susceptibility (31.47). 

10. Show that for an ideal paramagnet whose free energ) has the fonn (31.52), the specific heat 
a t constant field is simply related to the susceptibility by 

CH = T -(cs ) 
ar 11 

(31.90) 

or, in the regime where Curie's Law is valid, 

(31 .91) 

Estimating the Lattice vibrational contribution to the specific heat by Eq. (23.27), show that the 
latt ice contribution drops below that of the spins at a temp.:raturc T0 of order 

~ (N)''s (gp.8 H)2
' 5 _ 

To ~ N , ks0v Gn. (31.92) 

(Here N 1 is the total number of ions. and N ts the number of paramagnetic ions.) What is a typical 
size for gp8lijk,/:)0 in a field of 104 gauss'? 

11. Show that if Tis small compared with the Fermi temperature, the tempera ture-dependent 
correction to the Pauli susceptibility (31.69) is given by 

(31.93) 

where g, g', and g" are the density oflevels and its dcrivati\·es at t he r enni energy. Show that for 
free electrons this reduces to 

( n2 (k T)2) x<n = r.(O) 1 -- 12 ;,F . (3l.94) 

12. Because of electron-electron interactions. the shift in an electron's energy due to the inter
action of its spin magnetic mo ment with a field fi will have an additional term expressing the 
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change in the distribution of electrons'' ith which a given electron interacts. In the Hartree-Fock 
approximation (see, for example, Eq. (17.19)) this will be of the fonn 

f 
dk' 

E"'(k) = &o(k) + p 11H - • (2n)J v(lk - k'l) /(E:(k) ). (31.95) 

Show that when ksT << eF this leads to an integral equation fore+ - e_ thai bas the solution: 

2plJfl 
[eAk) - E- !k)]t~k£ = 1 (E )' 

- Vog F 
(31.96) 

where v0 is an average of v over all solid angles, 

(31.97) 

By what factor is the Pauli susceptibility now modified? 
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The simple theory of paramagnetism in solids, described in Chapter 31, assumes that 
the discrete sources of magnetic moment (e .. g., the ionic shells o f nonzero angu1a r 
momentum in insulators, or the conduction electrons in simple metals) do not interact 
with one another. We have seen that this assumption must be dropped in order, for 
example, to predict the lowest temperatures attainable by adiabatic demagnetization, 
or to estimate accurately the Pauli spin paramagnetism of metallic conduction 
electrons. 

There are, however, more spectacular consequences of magnetic interactions. 1 

Some solids. known as ferromagnets, have a nonvanishing magnetic moment, o.r 
"spontaneous magnetization," even in the absence of a magnetic field. 2 Uthere were 
no magnetic interactions, in the absence of a field the individual magnetic moments 
would be thermally disordered, wou1d point in random directions, and could not sum 
to a 11et moment for the solid as a whole (Figure 32.la). The net parallel orientation 
of the moments in a ferromagnetic (Figure 32.lb) must be due to interactions between 
them. In other solids, known as antiferromagnets, a lthough there is no net total 
moment in the absence of a field, there is a far from random spatial pattern of the 
individual magnetic moments, due to magnetic interactions favoring antiparallel 
orientations of neighboring moments (Figure 32.1c). 

The theory of tl1e origin of magnetic interactions is one of the less well developed 
of the fundamen tal areas of solid state physics. The problem is best understood m 

t - I , "' \ ' t t t ' l I J t 
I \ "'- \ t t t t t l l t I t l 
- "- \ .....___ '\. I t I t , \ J t l t 

' \ / \ ......- t t I ' t l t l ' \ 
/ '\ \ / ' I ' ' r t t J t l f 

(a) (b) (c ) 

Ngurc 32.1 
Typical distribution of directions for the local magnetic moments when no magnetic field is 
present (a) in a solid wiUl inconsequentiaJ magnetic interactions, (b) in a ferromagnetic solid 
below its critical temperature, and (c) io an antiferromagnetic solid below its crirical temperature. 
Cases (b) and (c) illustrate magnetiwlly orderen states. 

We use rhc term ~magnetic interaction·· to describe any dependence of the energy of two or more 
magnetic moments on their relative dirc..-tions. 'We shall see that the most important contribu tion to this 
energy dependence is usually electrostatic rather than magnetic in origin. TI1e n omenclature can be mis
leading if one forgets that ~magnetic~ refers only to the effects of the interactions. and not necessarily their 
source~. 

• "lne spontaneous magnetization decreases with increasing tempecature, and vanishes above a 
certain critical temperature (see Chapter 33). When we use the term ~ferromagnet" we shall mean a ferro
magnetic material below irs critical temperature. We use the ter m -ant.iferromagnet"' with the same 
understanding. 
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insulators. where the magnetic ions are well separated, though even here the theory 
is quite complex. To keep things as simple as possible we shall illustrate some of 
the basic physics applicable to insulators (and, with considerable modifications and 
embellishmen ts, to metals as well) only in the simple case of a single hydrogen mole
cule, which the charitable reader will be asked to regard as a solid with N = 2, 
rather than 0(1023) . We shall then indicate how the ideas suggested by the hydrogen 
molecule are genera lized to real solids containing large numbers of atoms. Finally, 
we shall illustrate some of the further complexities one encounters in the theory of 
magnetic moments and their interactions, in metals. 

Readers who wish to be spared the rather uncomfortably compromised exposition 
forced on us by the difficu lty and incompleteness of the subject might merely want 
to note the following two major points, which the remainder of the chapter will 
serve to illustrate in rather more detail: 

l. One's first expectation might be that the magnetic interactions between discrete 
moments arise from their magnetic fields, either direct ly through magnetic dipole
dipole interactions, or, less directly, through spin-orbit coupling. These, however, 
are not often the dominant magnetic interaction. By far the most important 
source of magnetic interaction is the o rdinary electroswtic electron-electron 
interaction. 1ndccd, to a first approxima6on many theories of magnetism ig
nore dipole-dipole and spin-orbit coupling altogether, retaining only Coulomb 
interactions. 

2. To explain magnetic ordering in solids, in the great majori ty of cases it is necessary 
to go well beyond the independent electron approximation, upon which band 
theory, with its impressive successes in accounting for nonmagnetic properties, 
is based. It is rarely enough merely to introduce electron-electron interactions 
into band theory in tbe form of self-consistent fields. Indeed, the development 
of a tractable model of a magnetic metal, capable of describing both the charac
teristic electron spin correlations as weU as the electronic transport properties 
predicted by simple band theory, remains one of the major unsolved problems 
of modem solid sta te theory. 

ESTIMATE OF MAGNETIC DIPOLAR INTERACTION ENERGIES 

Before explaining bow magnetic interactions can a rise from purely electrostatic cou
plings, we estimate the direct d ipolar interaction energy of two magnetic d ipoles m 1 

and m 2 , separated by r : 

(32.1) 

Atomic magnetic dipole moments have a magnitude m 1 ~ m2 :::::: OJia ~ elt/mc (pages 
646 and 654). Hence the size of U (ignoring its angular dependence) will be 

(32.2) 
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ln a magnetic solid, moments are typically about 2 A apart, and hence U is no more 
than 10- 4 eY. This is minute compared with electrostatic energy differences between 
atomic states, which are typically a fraction of an electron volt. Therefore, if we can 
find a reason why the electrostatic energy of a pair of magnetic ions (or electrons) 
depends on the direction of their moments (and such a reason is supplied by the 
Pauli exclusion principle, as we shall see below), then we should expect thar source 
of magnetic interaction to be far more important than the dipolar interaction.3 

One can a lso generally rule out spin-orbit coupling as a major source of magnetic 
interacti.on. To be sure, it is quite important in determining the total magnetic moment 
of individua1 atoms, and is therefore a significant iJ1traatomic source of magnetic 
interaction. Eve11 in this case, however, the first two Hund rules (page 650) are deter
mined purely by electrostatic energy considerations. Only the third rule, giving the 
final splitting within the LS-multiplet is based on spin-orbit coupling. (n those para
magnetic insulators in which crystal field splitting quenches the orbital angular 
momentum (page 657) even this consequence of spin-orbit coupling is superseded 
by purely electrostatic effects. 

MAGNETIC PROPERTlES OF A TIVO-ELECIRON SYSTEM: 
SINGLET AND TRIPLET STATES 

To illustrate how the Pauli prmciple can lead to magnetic effects even when there 
are no spin-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian, we consider a two-electron system 
wit], a spin-independent Hamiltonian. Because H does not depend on spin, the general 
stationary state 'I' will be the product of a purely orbital stationary state whose wave 
fu nction l/J(r 1 , r 2 ) satisfies the orbital Schrodinger equation, 

Jfl 2 2 Hl/1 = - -
2 

(V, + \12 )l/1 + V(r1 ,r2)l/l = El/1, (32.3) 
m 

with any linear combination of the four spin states4 

IJI>, ~L), IU>. !W>· (32.4) 

We can choose these linear combinations to have definjre values of the total spinS, 
and its component Sz along an axis. The appropriate linear combinations can be 
tabulated as follows: 5 

3 A strong biot tbat the dipolar interaction is far too weak is provided by lhe ferromagnetic critical 
temperatures in rron. cobalt, and nickel, which arc many hundreds of degrees K. If the spins were aligned 
by magnetic dipolar interactions, one would ~pect ferromagnetic alignment to be thermally obliterated 
above a few degrees K (I K - 10- 4 eV). On the other hand. in solids with widely separa ted magnetic 
moments the dipolar interactions may domina te those of electrostatic origin. Dtpolar interactions nre also 
of crucial importance in accounting for the phenomenon of fcm~magnetic domains (page 718). 

4 These sym bols den ore spin stales with both electrons in levels of definite liz· In the Slate I'll>· for 
example, electron l has 5: = 1/2, and electron 2, Ss = - 1/2. 

5 See, for example, 0. Park, l11t:roducrio" to tlte Quantum Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1964, 
pp. 154- 156. 
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STATE s s_ 
• 

J .fi. (j1l) - IJ.1>) 0 0 

ltr> J 1 

1 .fi. <lt.r> + Itt» 1 0 

Ill> I - I 

Note that the one sta te with S = 0 (known as the singlet sta te) cha nges sign when 
the spins of the two electrons are interchanged, while the three states with S = 1 
(known as the triplet sta tes) do not. The Pauli exclusion principle requires that the 
total wave function '1' change sign under the simultaneous interchange o f both space 
and spin coordinates. Since the to ta l wave function is the product of its spin and 
orbital parts, it follows that solutions to the orbital Schrodinger equation (32.3) that 
do not change sign under interchange ofr 1 and r 2 (symmetric solutions) must describe 
sta tes with S = 0, while solutions that do change sign (antisymmetric solutions) must 
go with S = 1.6 There is thus a strict correlation between the spatial symmetry of 
the sol ution to the (spin-independent) orbital Schrodinger equation and the total 
s pin: Symmetric solutions require s inglet spin states; and antisymmetric, triplets. 

If £,. and £, a re the lowest eigenvalues of (32.3) associated with the singlet (sym
metric) and t riplet (antisymmetric) solutions, then the ground state will have spin 
zero o r one, depending only on whether£,. is less than o r greater thanE, a question, 
we stress again, that is settled completely by an examination of the spin-independem 
Schrodinger equation (32.3). 

As it happens, for two-electron systems there is an elementary theorem that the 
ground-state wave function for (32.3) must be symmetric. 7 Thus Es must be less than 
E, and the ground state must have zero total spin. However, the theorem holds only 
for two-electron syst ems,6 and it is therefore im pOrtant to find a way to estimate 
Es - E, that can be generalized to the analogous problem for an N-atom solid. We 
continue to use the two-electron system to illustrate this met hod (in spite o f the 
theorem assuring us tha t the singlet state has the lowest energy) because it reveals 
most simply the inadequacy of the independent electron approximation in magnetic 
problems. 

6 All sol uri on~ to (32.3) can be taken to be symmetric or antisymmetric, because o f the symmetry of 
J1 (wb1ch contains all electrostatic intcrat:tioos among the two electrons and rn·o protons fixed at R 1 and 
R, }. See Problem I . 

7 See Problem 2. 
8 In one spatial dimension it has been proved that the ground state o f em} ' number of electrons with 

arbitrary spin-independent tnteractjons must have 1:ero total spin (E. Lieb 1U1d D. Maws. Ph)•s. Rev. 125. 
164 (1962)). The theorem cannot be genenslj1:ed to three dimeo.Mons (where, for example, H und'" rules 
(see C h aptCT 31) provide many counterexamples). 
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CALCULATION OF THE SINGLET-TRIPLET SPLITTING: 
FAILURE OF THE INDEPENDENT ELECTRON APPROXlMATION 

The singlet-triplet energy splitting measures the extent to which the antiparallel 
(S = 0) spin alignment of two electrons is more favorable than the parallel (S = 1). 
Since Es - E, is the djfference between eigenvalues of a H amiltonian containing only 
electrostatic interactions. this energy should be of the order of electrostatic energy 
differences, and therefore quite capable of being the dominant source of magnetic 
interaction, even when explicitly spin-dependent interactions are added to the Hamil
tonian. We shall describe some approxima te methods for calculating Es - E,. Our 
aim is not to extract numerical results (though the methods a re used for that purpose), 
but to illustrate in the ve.ry simple two-electron case the very subtle (especially 
when N is large) inadequacies of the independent electron approximation, in dealing 
with electron spin correla tions. 

Suppose, then, we begin by trying to solve the two-electron problem (32.3) in the 
independent electron approximation; i.e., we ignore the electron-electron Coulomb 
interaction in V(r, , r 2 ) , ret aining only the interaction of each electron with the two 
ions (which we take to be fixed at R 1 and R 2 ). lpe two-electron Schrodinger equation 
(32.3) t hen assumes the form 

(h1 + h2 )f/!(rl> rz) = £f/!(r,, r 2 ) , (32.5) 

I = 1, 2. (32.6) 

Because the Hamiltonian in (32.5) is a sum of one-electron H amiltonians, the solution 
can be const ructed from solutions of the one-electron Schrodinger equation: 

hf/!(r) = St/l(r). (32.7) 

If t/J 0(r) and t/J 1(r) are the two solutions to (32. 7) of lowest energy, with energies So < 
sl> then the symmetric solution of lowest energy to the approximate two-electron 
Schrodinger equation (32.5) is 

f/!,{r 1, r 2 ) = t/Jo(r.)t/10(rl), Es = 280 , (32 .. 8) 

and the lo west antisymmetric solution is 

t/J,(rl>r2 ) = t/10 (rJ)f/!1 (rl) - t/10 (r 2 )t/11(r 1 ) , £, = 6 0 +OJ· 

The singlet-triplet energy splitting is then 

Es - E, = f'O - oJ , 

(32.9) 

(32.10) 

which is consistent witl1 the general theorem Es < E, for two-electron systems. 
rn arriving at the ground-state energy 280 , we have merely followed the steps of 

• The foll o wing di:;cussion would apply unchanged if one were to appcoxrmate the electron-electron 
interaction by a self-co nsistent field which modified t he bare electron-ion Coulomb intcnaclion. (See 
p age 192.) 
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band theory, specialized to the case of an N = 2 "solid." first solving the one-electron 
problem (32 7), and then filling the lowest N /2 one-electron levels with two electrons 
(of opposite spin) per level. Tn spite of this pleasing familiarity, the wave function (32.8) 
is manifestly a very bad appro~Cimation to the ground state of the exact Schrodinger 
equation (32.3) when the protons are very far apart, for in that case it fails quite 
disastrously to deal with the electron-electron Coulomb interaction. This becomes 
evident when one examines the structure of the one-electron wave funct~ons ¢ 0(r) 
and 1/1 1(r). For well-separated protons these solutions to (32.7) are given to an excellent 
approximation by the tigbt-bmding method (Chapter I 0) specialized to the case in 
which N = 2. The tight-binding method takes the one-electron stationary-state wave 
functions of the solid to be linear combinations of atomic stationary-state wave 
functions centered at the lattice points R. When N = 2 the correct linear combinations 
are10 

l/10(r) = ¢ 1(r) + ¢z(r), 
l/1 1(r) = ¢,(r)- </> 2(r), (32.11) 

where </>,{r) is the ground-state electronic wave function for a single hydrogen atom 
whose proton is fixed at R,. Jf the one-electron levels have this form (which is essen
tia lly exact for well-separated protons), then the two-electron wave functions (32.8) 
and (32.9) (given by the independent electron approximatiOJ1) become 

I/J)r 1 , r 2) = ¢ 1(r ,)</>2(r 2) + </> 2(r t)¢1(r 2) 
+ </>,(r ,)</>1(r 2) + ¢2(r 1 )~2(r2 ). (32.12) 

and 
(32.13) 

Equation (32.12) gives an excellent approximation to the ground state of the 
Schrodinger equation (32.5), in which electron-electron interactions a rc ignored. How
ever, it gives a very bad approximation to the original Schrodinger equation (32.3), 
iJ1 which electron-electron interactions are retained. To see this, note that the first 
and second terms in (32.12) a re quite different from the third and fourth. In the first 
two terms each electron is locali7.ed in a hydrogenic orbit in the neighborhood of a 
different nucleus. When the two pro tons are far apart the interaction energy of the 
two electrons is smaU, and the description of the molecule as two slightly perturbed 
atoms (implied by the fi rst two terms in (32.12)) is quite good. However, in each of 
the last two terms in (32.12) both electrons are localized in hydrogenic orbits about 
the same proton. Their interaction energy is therefore considerable no matter how 
far apart the protons are. Thus the last two terms in (32.12) describe the hydrogen 
molecule as a H - ion and a bare proton- a highly inaccurate picl ure when electron
electron interactions are aJJowed for. 1 1 

•u Sec Problem 3. 1f \VC choose pllru;es so that the t/J; are real and posittve (which can be done for 
the hydrogen atom ground state), then the linear combination with the positive sign wi ll have the lower 
energy since it has no nodes. 

" This failure of the independent electron approximation to describe accurately the hydrogen mole
cule i~ analogous to the failure or the independent electron approximation rreoted in our discussion of 
tloc tight-binding method in Chapter 10. The problem docs not arise in the CII~C or a filled band (or, in 
the molecular analogue. two nearby helium atoms) bcc-o~use a more accurate wave funcai on also must place 
two dectrons an each localized orbilal 
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The ground state (32.12) of the independent electron approximation therefore gives 
a 50 percent probability of both electrons being together on the same ion. The in
dependent electron triplet state (32.13) does not suffer from this defect. Consequently, 
when we introduce electron-electron interactions into the Hamiltonian, the triplet 
(32.13) will surely give a lower mean energy than the singlet (32.12), when the protons 
are far enough apart. 

This does not mean, however, that the true ground state is a triplet. A symmetric 
state which never places two electrons on the same proton, and is therefore of much 
lower energy than the independent electron ground state, is given by taking only the 
first two terms in (32.12): 

(32.14) 

The ti1eory that takes its approximations to the singlet and triplet ground stales of 
the full Hamiltonian (32.3) to be proportional to (32.14) and (32.13) is known as the 
Heitler-London approximation.12 Evidently the Heitler-London singlet state (32. t4) 
is far more accurate for widely separated protons than the independem electron 
singlet state (32.12). When appropriately generalized, it should be more suitable 
for discussing magnetic ions in an insulating crystaL 

On the other hand. when the protons are very close together the independent 
electron approximation (32.8) is closer to the true ground state tilan the Hcitler
London approximation (32. 14), as is easily seen in the extreme case in which the two 
protons actually coincide. The independent electron approximation starts with two 
one-electron wave fu nctions appropriate to a single doubly charged nucleus, whereas 
the Heitler-London approximation works with one-electron wave functions for a 
singly charged nucleus. These are faT too extended in space to form a good starting 
point for the description of what is now not a hydrogen molecule, but a helium atom. 

The foregoing analysis was intended primarily Lo emphasize, through the simple 
example of a two-electron system, that one caru1ot apply tlle concepts of band theory, 
based as it is on the independent electron approximation, to account for magnetic 
interactions in insulating crystals. As for the Heitler-London method itself, it too has 
shortcomings, for altllough it gives very accurate singlet and triplet energies for large 
spatial separations, 13 its prediction for the very srnaJJ singlet-tdplet energy splitting 
is considerably Jess certain when the ions are far apart. The method is therefore 
quite treacherous to use uncritically. 14 We nevertheless give below the form of the 

12 ln the conteltt of molecular physics, the dcsc::.ription based on the independent electron ground 
statc(32. 12) is known as the Hund-Mullikcn approximHtion, or the method of molecular orbitals, Other 
tenninology is associated with the fact that the Hcitler-London approximation to tJ1e ground state can be 
written as a linear combination of two independent clecrron approximation two-electron states: 

a simple example of a state of affairs referred to as "configuration mixing.- The Heitler-London states 
i/i. and 1/J, are known as the "bonding" and "anti-bonding~ states. 

13 Unlike the independent electron a pproximation. 
•• 1\ t:horough critique oft he Heitler- Londoo mctl•od has be"" given by C. Herring, .. Direct Exclumge 

lJ<•tweeJJ Well Separalt•tf Atoms," in Magm·tiJm. vol. 28, G. T. Rado and H . Suht, eds .. Academic Press, 
New York. 1965. 

• 
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Heitler-London result for £ 5 - £,.because it is both a starting point fo r more refined 
treatments and the source of a nomencla ture that pervades much of the subject o f 
m agnetism : 

The Heitler-London approximation uses the singlet and triplet wave functions 
(32.14) and (32 13) to estimate the singlet-triplet splitting as 

E _ E = (lfi ... HlfiJ _ (t/1., HI/I,) 
$ • (1/i.,. iii.> (t/t,, t/1,) , (32.15) 

where H is the full Hamiltonian (32.3). In the limit o f large spatial separations this 
splitting can be shown (Problem 4) to reduce simply to 

(32.16) 

Because this is a matrix e lement between two states that differ solely through the 
exchange of the coordinates o f the two electrons, the sing let-triplet energy difference 
is referred to as an excha11ge splitti11g or, when viewed as a source of magnetic inte r
action, an exchange interaction.15 

Since the a tomic orbital 4>1(r) is s trongly localized in the neighborhood ofr = R, 
the factors q, , (r1)4> 2(r 1) and 4> 1(r2 )4>2(r2 ) in the integrand of (32.16) insure that the 
singlet-triplet energy splitting will fa ll off rapidly with the di~tance I R 1 - R 2 j between 
protons. 

THE SPIN HAMILTONIAN AND THE HEISENBERG MODEL 

1l1ere is a way to express the dependence of the spin o f a two-electro n system on the 
singlet-triplet energy splitting, which, though unnecessarily complicated in this simple 
case, is of fundamental importance in analyzing the ene rgetics of the spin configura
tions of real insulating solids. One first notes that when the two protons are far apart, 
the ground state describes two independent hydrogen atoms and is therefore fourfold 
degenerate (since each electron can have two spin o rientations). One next considers 
the protons to be b rought a bit closer together, so that there is a splitting (Es ~ E,) 
o f the fourfold degeneracy due to interactions between the atoms, which is, howeve r, 
small compared with all other excitation energies of the two-electron system. Under 
such conditions these four stales will play the dominant role in dete rmining many 
important properties o f the molecule, 16 and one ofte n s implifies the a na lysis by 
ignoring the higher states altogether, representing the molecule as a s imple four-sta te 
system. If we do represent a genecal s tate o f the molecule as a linear combination o f the 
four lowest states, it is convenient to have an operator, known as the spin Hamiltonian, 

" One should not. however. be lulled by U1is nomenclature into rorgethng that underlying the 
exchange interact ion are nothing but clcctrostal ic tntcraetion energrcs, and the P a uli exclusion principle. 

16 Fo r example, the thcnnal equilibrium properties when k•T IS comparable to E. - E, but small 
enough that n o s ta tes other than the four ace thermally c:otcited. 
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whose eigenvalues are the same as those o f the original Ha miltonian within the four
sta te manifold, and whose eigenfunctions give the spin of the corresponding states. 

T o construct the spin Hamilton ian fo r a two-electron system, note that each 
individual electron sp in o perato r satisfies 5 ? = ·Ht + I) = ·!.so that the total spin 
5 satisfies 

5 2 = (5 1 + 5 2 )
2 = ~ + 251 • 5 2 • (32.17) 

Since 5 2 bas the eigenvalue S(S + 1) in states of sp in S, it follows from (32.l1) that 
the opera tor 5 1 ·52 has eigenvalue -~in the singlet (S = 0) state and +~ in the 
triplet (S = 1) sta tes. Consequently the operato r 

x•ptr. = !(E., + 3£,) - (E. - £ ,)5t · 52 (32.18) 

has eigenvalue £,.in the singlet state, and E, in each of the three triplet states, and is 
the desired spin H amiltonian. 

By redefining the zero o f energy we may omit the constant (£, + 3£.)/4 common 
to all four sta tes, and write the spin Hamiltonian as 

X',m = - J5, · 52• J = E, - E,. (32.19) 

Since :JC'1'1" is the scalar product of the vector spin operato rs 5 1 and 5 2 , it will favor 
parallel spins if J is positive and antiparallel if J is negativc. 1 7 N o te tl1at in contrast 
to the magnetic dipolar interaction (32. l), the coupling in the spin Hamiltonian 
depends onJy on the rela tive orientation of the two spins, but no t on their directions 
with respect to R 1 - R2• This is a general consequence of the spin independence o f 
the original Ham iltonian and (one sho uld note) holds without any assumption about 
its spatial symmetry. One must include terms that break ro ta tional symmetry in spin 
space (such as dipolar interactions or spin-orbit coupling) in the origina l Hamiltonian, 
in order to produce a spin Hamiltonian with anisotropic coupling_ 18 

When N is la rge. ra tl1er than merely reexpressing some known res ults (as when 
N = 2), the spin Hamiltonian contains in highly compact form some exceedingly 
complex information about the low-lying levels. 19 When N ions of spin S a re widely 
separated. 2 0 the ground state wiU be (2S + 1 yv -fold dc!!t!nera te. The spin H amiltonian 
describes the splitting o f this vastly degenerate ground state when the ions are some
wha t closer together, but still fa r enough a part tha t the splittings are smaJI compared 
with any other excitation energies. One can (in a variety of ways) construct an operator 
function o f the 5 1 whose eigenvalues give the split levels. Wha t is remarkable, bow
ever, is that for many cases of interest tbe form of the spin Hamiltonia n is simply tha t 

11 Since J is posllive or negative depending on whether£, or E, is lower. this simply restates the fact 
tha t the !.-pins are parnllcl in the triplet stare and anuparallel in the singlet. 

•• Such anisotropy·~ of critical importance m understanding the existence of easy and h :lrd directions 
of m agnetization and play~ a role in !he theory o f domain formation. (Sec page 720.) 

' 0 In genera l. thi~ tnformation is not easily extr-acted. even fro m a spin Hamiltonian. In contrast to 
the case N = 2 o ne d oes not know the low-lying levels from the start, and finding a s ptn Hami ltonian is 
only half the problem There remains !:he highly no ntrivial pro blem of finding the eigenvalues of that spin 
Hamiltonian. (See. for example. pages 701- 709). 

1° For simphclly we assume tltat for each ion J ~ S (i.e., L = 0). This restriction is not essential to 
the development o f a spm Hamiltonian. 
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for the two-spin case, summed over al l pairs of ions: 

H<P<" = - "J.S - · S · L. 'J ' r 

Exchange 681 

(32.20) 

We shall not go into the question of when (3220) can be justified, which is quite a 
complex matter. 2 1 However one should note: 

1. For only products of pairs of spin operators to appear in (33.20) it is necessary 
that all magnetic ions be far enough apart that the overlap of their electronic 
wave functions is very small. 

2. When the angular momentum of each ion contains an orbital as well as a spin 
part, the coupling in the spin Hamiltonian may depend on the absolute as well as 
the relative spin orientations. 

The spin Hamiltonian (32.20) is known as the Heisenberg22 Hamiltonian, and the 
J1i are kno·wn as the exchange coupling constants (or parameters or coefficients). 
Extracting information even from the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is, in general, so 
difficult a task, that it by itself is taken as the starting point for many quite profound 
investigations of magnetism in solids. One must remember, however, that much subtle 
physics and quite complex approximations must be delved into before one can even 
arrive at a Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 

DIRECT EXCHANGE, SUPEREXCHANGE, 
lNDIRECf EXCHANGE, AND ITll\'"ERANT EXCHANGE 

The magnetic interaction we have just described is known as direct exchange, because 
it arises from the direct Coulomb interaction among electrons from the two ions. It 
often happens that two magnetic ions are separated by a nonmagnetic ion [Le., one 
with all electronic shells closed). lL is then possible for the magnetic ions to have a 
magnetic interaction mediated by the electrons in their common nonmagnetic neigh
bors, which is more important than their direct exchange Interaction. This type of 
magnetic interaction is called st~perexclwnge. (See Figure 32.2.) 

Yet another source of magnetic interaction can occur between electrons in the 
partially filled !-shells in the rare earth metals. In addition to their direct exchange 
coupling, the !-electrons are coupled through their interactions with the conduction 
electrons. This mechanism (in a sense the metallic analogue of superexchange in 
insulators) is known as indirect exchange. It can be stronger than the direct exchange 
coupling, since the f-shells generally overlap very little. 

There are also important exchange interactions in metals among the conduction 
electrons themselves. o ften referred to as itinerant exchange. 23 To emphasize the great 
generality of exchange interactions, we give below a brief discussion of itinerant 
exchange in the case farthest away from the well-localized electrons for which the 
Heitler-London theory of direct exchange was devised : the free electron gas. 

1o A very thorough disl-ussoon is gi\Cn by C. Herring (sec footnote 14). 
21 In the older literature it 15 known us the llcisenberg-Dirac Hamjhonian. 
2l A discussion or itinerant exchange is given by C. Herring in Magncdsm. vo l. 4, G. T. Rado and 

H. Suhl cds .• Academic Press. New York, 1966. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 32.2 
Schematic irtustrations of (a) direct exchange, 
in which the magnetic ions interact because 
their charge distnoutions overlap; (b) super
exchang~. in which magn,~tic ions with non
overlapping charge distributions interact 
because both have overlap with the same non
magnetic ion; and (c) indirect exchange, in 
which in the absence of overlap a magnetic 
interaction is mediated by interactions with 
the conduction electrons. 

MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS IN THE FREE ELECTRON GAS 

The theory of magnetism in a free electron gas is hopelessly inadequate as an approach 
to the problem of magnetism in real metals. However, the subject is not without 
interest because (a) it provides another simple model in whlch magnetic structure is 
implied in the absence of explicitly spin-dependent interactions, (b) its complexity 
indicates the magnitude of the problem one faces in real metals, and (c) a corrccl 
(currently nonexistent) general theory of magnetism in metals will undoubtedly have 
to find a way of dealing simultaneously with both the localized (as described above) 
and itinerant (as described below) aspects of exchange. 

F. Blocb24 fi.rst pointed out that the Hartree-Fock approltimation can predict 
ferromagnetism in a gas of electrons interacting only through their mutual Coulomb 
interactions. Within this approximation we showed in C hapter 17 that if every one
electron level with wave vector less tl1an kF is occupied by two electrons of opposite 
spin, then the ground-state energy of N free electrons is (Eq. (17.23)): 

E = N G (k~o<~0)2 - ~ (k,a0 ) J Ry ( l Ry = 
2
ea:} (32.21) 

The first term in (32.21) is the total kinetic energy, and the second, known as tbe 
exchange energy, is the Hartrcc-Fock approximation to the elTcct of electron-electron 
Coulomb interactions. 

In deriving (32.21), however, we assumed that every occupied one-electron orbital 
level would be occupied by two electrons of opposite spin. A more general possibility, 
leading to a net spin imbalance, would be to fill each one-electron level with k less 
than some k, with spin-up electrons, and each with k < kv with spin-down electrons. 

14 Z. Plt}'Sik 57, 545 (1929). 
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Since(seeEq. (17.15)) the exchange interaction in Hartrec-Fock theory is only between 
electrons of the same sp in, we will have an equatio n of the form (32.21) for each spin 
po pulation : 

where the totaJ energy and to tal number of electro ns arc 

E = E, + E" 
N N , N! k1

3 k1
3 

V = V + V = 61t2 + 6rr2 

(32.22) 

(32.23) 

Equa tion (32.21) is the for m E takes if N 1 = N 1 = N /2, but we may no w ask whether 
one cann ot get a lower energy by dropping this assumption. If so, then the ground 
s tate will have a nonvanishing magnetization d ensity, 

lvl = 
N1 - N 1 

-B!to V ' (32.24) 

a nd the e lectron gas will be ferromagnetic. 
For simplicity, we consider only the opposite extreme, 2 5 taking N 1 = Nand N1 = 

0. Then E will be E., and k1 will be 2113kF (according to (32.23), and therefore 

E = N [~ 22/l(k..,ao)l - 23Tt 21f3(kpao)J. (32.25) 

Compared with the nonmagnetic case (32.21), t be positive kinetic energy in (32.25) 
is larger by 2 213

, and the magnitude of the negative exchange energy is larger by 2 1' 3 • 

Hence tbe energy of the fully magnetized state is lower than that oftbe unmagnetizcd 
s tate w hen exchange energy d omina tes kinetic energy. This happens for small kr-i.e., 
a t low densit ies. As the density decreases, tbe transition from no nmagnetic to fully 
magnetic ground states occurs when the energies (32.21) and (32.25) become equal
i.e., when 

5 1 
k..,ao = ln 2lf3 + 1, (32.26) 

o r (see Eq. (2.22)) when 

(
9Tt)' ' 3 + I) "4 = 5.45. (32.21) 

C4l!sium is the only metallic element with so low a cond uction electron density that 
rs exceed s this val ue, but there arc metallic compounds26 with r.fa0 > 5.45. To none 

25 It can bt: s ho wn tha t values of N, nnd N1 between the CJCtr emcs N1 - /\!. a nd N1 (o r N,) = N , 
N , (or N T) = 0, gtve a highe r energy than one or the o ther limiting cuse. 

26 Fo r example. the metal a mincs. SeeJ. J . u gowski and M. J . Si~-nko, cds., }.-//!tal Ammonia Solutions, 
Butterworth, L o ndon, 1970 . 
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of these cases, however, are the materials ferromagnetic, even though their band 
structures are reasonably well described by the free electron model. 

The simple criterion (32.26) for low-density ferromagnetism is invalidated by fur
ther theoretical considerations as well: 

1. Even within the Hartree-Fock approximation there are still more complicated 
choices of one-electrmJ levels that lead to a lower energy than either the fully 
magnetized onJOnmagneticsolutions. These solutions, called spin density waves, 
were discovered by Overllauser27 and give an antiferromagnetic ground state, 
at densities in the neighborhood of lbat given by (3227). 

2. The Hartree-Fock approximation is improved if one lets the electrons screen 
the exchange interaction (page 344), and thereby reduce its spatial range. This 
improvement a lte£S the Hartree-Fock prediction quite drastically. For example, 
in the extreme short-range case of a delta function potential, it predicts ferro
magnetism at high densities and a nonmagnetic state at low densities. 

3. A t very low densities the true ground state of the free electron gas bears no 
resemblance to any of the forms described above. In the low density limit the 
free electron gas can be shown to crystallize, taking on a configw·ation {the 
W igner crystal) whose description is quite outside the reach of the independent 
electron approximation.28 

Thus the best Hartree-Fock ground state is by no means obvious and, worse still, 
simple attempts to improve Hartree-Fock theory can drastically a lter its predictions. 
It is currently thought that the free electron gas is probably not ferromagnetic at any 
density. but a rigorous proof of this is lacking. Certainly ferromagnetism has only 
been observed experimentally in metals whose free ions contain partially filled d- or 
/-shells, a state of affairs hopelessly beyond the range of competence of the free 
electron model. To account for magnetic ordering in metals, itinerant exchange 
interactio11S must be combined with specific features of the band structureZ!l and/or 
the kinds of atomic considerations leading to Hund's rules. 

21 A. W. Overhauser , Phys. Rev. LRu. 4, 462 ( 1960); Phys. Rev. 128. 1437 (1962): see also C. Herr ing 
(footno te 23). lntroducing screening eliminates the spin d<!nsity wave. How-ever, certain special features of 
the band structure of chro mium make i1: possible to resurrect the spin density wave by introducing band 
structure into the theory in a fa irly simple way, and it i!< currently believed that s uch a theory accounts for 
the anti ferromagnetism of chromium. See, for example, T . M . Ri(;e. Php<. R et:. 82, 3619 ( 1970) and references 
cited therein 

2 6 E. Wigner. Trans. Farad. S oc. 34, 678 (.1938). 
20 A widely held view of the ferro magnetism or nickel. fo r example, simply combines the free electrc n 

picture ofitincrant J"crromagnetism w1t b the ba ud theory. Thus the energy bands uf nickel ace calculated 
in the usual way excertthat o ne allows fora self-consistent exchange field (frequcnlly taken robe simply a 
constant) that ca.o differ for electrons of oppos ite spins when the two spin pop ula t.ioos diffe r. By suitably 
choosing the exchange field one can ·con$t ruct a ground s ta te for nickel (which has a total of ten electrons 
in 3d aod 4s levels in the atomic state) in which one cl-band is filled (five electrons per ato m) w ith spin-up 
electrons. The second d-band contains spio-dowo el•:ct.rons, but is displaced (relat ive to the first) upward 
in energy a cross the Fermi level. so that it is somewha t shon of beiog filled (containing only 4.4 electrons 
per atom). The missing 0.6 electro n per ato m resides in a free electro n band. with randomly oriented spins.. 
Since the populatio n of the spin-up band exceeds that o f the spin-down band by 0.6 electron per ato m, the 
solid has a net magnetization. See E. C. Stoner, R ep1. Prog. Pllys. 11. 43 ( 1947) for a review of eady work 
alo ng these lines, and C. Hercing (footnote 23) for a more up- to-da te survey. 
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THE HUBBARD MODEL 

J. Hubbard30 has proposed a highly oversimplified model that attempts to come to 
grips with these problems, containing the bare minimum of features necessary to 
yield both bandlike and locali2cd behavior in suitable limits. In the Hubbard model 
the vast set of bound and conti11uum electron levels of each ion is reduced to a single 
localized orbital level. The states oft he model are given by specifying the four possible 
configurations of each ion (its level can either be empty, contain one electron with 
either of two spins, or two electrons of opposite spin). The Hamiltonian for the 
Hubbard model contain s two types of terms: (a) a term diagonal in these states, that 
is just a positive energy U times the number of doubly occupied ionic levels (plus an 
(unimportant) energy & times the number of electrons); and (b) a term oiJ-diagonal in 
these states that has oonvanishing matrix elements t between just those pairs of states 
that differ only by a single electron having been moved (without change in spin) from 
a given ion to one of its neighbors. TI1e first set of terms, in the absence of the second, 
would favor local magnetic moments, since it would suppress the poss ibility of a 
second electron (with oppositely directed spin) at singly occupied sites. The second 
set of terms in the absence of the first, can be shown to lead to a conventional band 
spectrum and one-electron Bloch levels in which each electron is distributed tbrougll
out the entire crystal. When bolh sets of terms are present, even this simple model has 
proved too difficult for exact analysis, although much interesting information bas 
been extracted in special cases. H, for example, the total number of electrons is equal 
to the total number of sites, then in the limit or negligible intrasite repulsion (t » U) 
one has an ordinary half-filled metallic band. In the opposite limit (U » t), bow-ever, 
one can derive an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian (having an ex
change constant IJI = 4t1fU ) to describe the low-lying excitations. No one, however, 
has given a rigorous solution to how the model changes from a nonmagnetic metal to 
an antiferromagnetic insulator as t/U is varied. 

LOCALIZED MOMENTS IN ALLOYS 

We have pointed out the perils in treating magnetism in COJ1ductor" from a purely 
itinerant point of view. On the other hand, in metals for which the magnetic ions have 
a partially filled d-shell in the free a tom, one's natural inclination might be to go to 
the other extreme, treating the d-clectrons wit11 the same techniques used in magnetic 
insulators-i.e., with the concept of direct exchange (supplemented by the indirect 
exchange that can also arise in metals).31 This approach is also perilous. An ion that 
in isolation has a magnetic electronic shell may retain only a fraction of its magnetic 
moment, or none at all, when placed in a metallic environment This is very well 
illustrated by the properties of dilute magnetic alloys. 

Wheo small amounts of transition metal elements are dissolved in a nonmagnetic 
(often free electroolike) metal, the resulting alloy may or may not d1splay a localized 

•• J. Hubbard, Proc. Roy. Soc. Al76. 238 (1963); A277, 237 (1964), A:Z.Sl . 401 (1964). The model is 
applied 10 the hydrogen molecule in Problem 5. 

31 Wilh rbe /-shells in rare earlh metals this is probably a reasonable procedure. 

• 
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moment (Table 32.1).32 The moment of the free ion is detem1ined by Hund's rules 
(pages 650- 652), which in turn are based on considerations of the intraionic Coulomb 
(and, to a lesser degree, spin-orbit) interaction~ A theory of localized moments in 
dilute magnetic alloys must determine how tl1ese considerations are modified when 
the ion is not free, but embedded in a metal. 33 

Table 32.1 
PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF LOCALIZED MOMENTS WHEN 
TRAt'IISITION METAL IMPURITIES ARE DISSOLVED IN 
NO!\MAGNETIC HOsrs• 

IMPURITY Au 

Ti No 
v ? 
Cr Yes 
Mn Yes 
Fe Yes 
Co ? 
Ni No 

Cu 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

? 
No 

HOST 

Ag 

Yes 
Yes 

Al 

No 
No 
No 

? 
No 
No 
No 

• Presence is indicated by a ''Yes'' entry, absence, by "No." A question 
mark indicates that the situation is uncertain. For some combinations 
of host and impurity there are metallurgical difficulties in achieving 
reproducible dilute alloys, due chiefly to problems of insolubility. These 
account for the majority of blank entries. 
Source: A. I . Heeger, Solid Stote Physics 23, F. Seit7. a nd D. Turnbull, eds. , 
Academic Press, New York, 1969. 

Even if we were to ignore all interactions between the electrons on the magnetic 
ion, and the electrons and ions oftbe host metal, there would still be a simple mecha
nism by which the net moment oftl:;le ion could be altered. Depending on the position 
of the levels of the ion relative to the metallic Fermi level, electrons might leave the 
ion for the conduction band of the host, or drop from the conduction band into 
lower-lying ionic levels, thereby altering or, in some cases, even eliminating the 
moment of the ion. In addition to this, because levels of the ion are degenerate with 
the continuum of conduction band levels in the host, there will be a mixing of levels, 
in which the ionic ones become spatially less localized, while nearby conduction ba nd 
levels have their charge distributions altered in the neighborhood of the magnetic 

32 The criterion for a locaJized moment is a term in the magneticsusceptibiHt:y inversely proportional 
to the temperature, with a coefficient proportional to the density of magnetic ions as predicted by Curie's 
law, Eq. (31.47~ 

u In Chapter 3l we considered the analogous problem arising when the ion was embedded in an 
ins ulator, and found that effects of the crystal field could easily be more important than the Hund's rules 
couplings, with a corresponding alteration in the net magnetic momenL 

: 
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io n. This, in turn, will radically a lter the intra-ionic energetics that dctexminc the net 
spin configuration of those e lectrons that are locali/.cd nea r the ion. F or example, 
a s the ionic levels becom e less and less localized. the intra-ionic Coulomb repulsion 
will become of progressively less importance. 

In short, the problem is one o f considerable complexity. Some insight has been 
provided by a model due toP. W . Anderson,34 in which all the levels o f the magnetic 
ion arc replaced by a single loc<~Iized level (as the ions are treated in the Hubbard 
model), and the coupling be tween localized and b<1nd levels is reduced to a bare 
minimum. It is a measure o f the complexity of pro blems in which both Localized a nd 
band features play a n important role that even the highly o versimplified Anderson 
model has failed to yield an exact solution. in spi te o f its having been subject lo an 
onslaught o f theoretical ana lysis. 

TilE KONDO THEORY OF THE RESISTANCE MINIMUM 

The existence of localized moments in dilute alloys that couple to the conductjon 
electrons has important consequences fo r the electrical conductivity. The magnetic 
impurities act as scattering centers, and if they arc the predominant type o f impurity 
or lattice imperfection. the n a t low e nough temperatures the scattering they cause 
will be the primary source o f electrical resistance. 35 ln Chapte r L6 we found that 
nonmagnetic scatterers lead to a temperature independent term toward which the 
resistivity monotonically drops with decreasing tempera ture (the so-called residual 
resistivity). In magnetic alloys. however, it has been known since 193036 that instead 
o f dropping mono tonically the resis tivity has a rather sha llow m inimum occurring 
at a low (0(1 0 K)) tcmpc rat urc that depends weakly on t he concentrat ion of magnetic 
impurities (Figure 32.3). 

It was no t until 1963 that th is minimum was shown by J. Kondo3 7 to arise from 
some unexpected features of the scattering of conduction electrons that arise only 
when the scattering center has a magnetic moment. In such a case the exchange 
interact ion between the conduction electrons and the local moment leads to scattering 
events in which the electronic spin is tlipped (with a compensating change of spin on 
the local moment). Prior to Kondo's analysis, th is scattering was treated only to 
leading order in perturbation theory and was found not to dirTer qualitatively from 
nonmagnetic scattering. such as we described in Chapter 16. Kondo discovered, 
however, that in a ll higher o rders o f perturbation theory t he magnetic scattering 
cross section is divergent, yielding an infinite resistivity. 

The divergence depends critically on there being a sha rp cutorT in the conduction 
electro n wave vector distribution, as there is a t T = 0. Subsequent analysis by Kondo 
and others has shown t hat the t hermal rounding o f the e lectron d istribution removes 

34 P. W. Anderson, Pfrys. Rev. 124, 41 (1961). See also A. J. H ecgcr, SoUtl Stale Pl1y:>ics., vol. 23, F . Sei tz 
and D. Turnbull, eels., Acade mic Prc~s. N e w York, 1969, p. 293. 

u Recall that the contributio n due to phonon scat tering dec renM:s ns T '. 
J 6 W . Meissner and D. Vo ig t, Ann. Pity~·. 7. 76l. 892 (1930). 
~' J. K ondo , Pr og. T heoret . Pl r}•s. 32. 37 (1964): Solid Stare Ph)•Mcs, vol. 23, F. Scitt a nd D. T um b ull, 

cds., AcadcmJc Press. N ew Yo rk , 1969. p . 183. 
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Figure 32.3 
The resistance minimum for various dilute alloys of iron in copper. (R0 is the resistivity at 0°C .) 
The position of lhe minimum depends on the concentration or iron. (From J . P. Franck et al ., 
Proc. Roy, Soc. A263, 494 (1961).) 

the divergence, yielding instead a term in the impurity contribution to the resistivity 
that increases with decreasing temperature. It is the ba lancing of this term against the 
phonon contribution, which decreases as the temperature falls, that results in the 
r esistance minhnum. 

T he foregoing has offered little more than a glimpse into the difficult, subtle, often 
fascinating questions that one encounters in almost any attempt to account for 
magnetic interactions. It is, however, o nly half the problem. Even if one is git,en a 
suitably simplified model of the important magnetic interactions (for example, the 
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Heisenberg Hamiltonian (32.20) ), one must still face the task of extracting infonnation 
of physical interest from the model. In general this turns out to be as difficul t, subtle, 
and fascinating as the problem of deriving the model in the first place. A view of 
this aspect of magnetism is given in C hapter 33. 

PROBLEMS 

1. SymmeiJJ' of Two-Electron 01·bital Wave Ftmctious 
Prove that the stationary states or the orbital SchrOdinger equation for a two-electron Syl<tcm 
with a S}'llli!letric potent ial-i.e~ Eq. (32.3) with V(r ., r:J = V(r 2, r 1)- can be chosen robe either 
symmetric or antisymmetric. (The proof is quite analogous to the first proof of Bloch's theorem 
in Chapter 8.) 

2. Proof Tltat the Two-Electron Ground State of a Spin-Independent Hamiltonian 
Is a Singkt 

(a) The mean energy of a two-electron ~ystem with Hamiltonian (32.3) in the state 1/1 can 
be wri tten (after an integration by part.'> in the kinetic energy term) in the form: 

(32.28) 

Show that the lowest value (32.28) assumes over all normalized antisymmetric differentiable wave 
functions l/t that vanish at infinity is the triplet ground-state energy E,. and that when symmetric 
functions are used the lowest value is the singlet ground-state energy E •. 

(b) Using (i) the result of (a). (ii) the fa<-1 that the triplet ground state l/t, can be taken to be 
real when Vis real, and (iii) the fact that lw,l is symmetric, deduce that E, ~ E,. 

3. Symmetry of One-Electron Orbital Wm·e Functions for the Hydrogen Molecule 
P rove (in much the same way as in Problem I) that if a one-electron potential has a plane of 
mirror symmetry. then the stationary one-electron levels can be chOiiCn so that they are either 
invariant or change sign under reflection in that plane. (This establishes that Eq. (32. 11) gives 
the correct linear combinations of atomic orbi tal!\ for tbe two-proton potential) 

4. f/eitler-London Singlet-Triplet Splitting 
Derive the Hcit ler-London estimate (32.16) for the difference in singlet and triplet ground-state 
energies for the hydrogen molecule. (ln showing that (32.15) reduce!< to (32. 16) for well-separated 
protons, it is essc:mial 10 take into account the following points: (a) The one-electron wave func
tions 1/11 and c/>2 out of which (32:13) and (32.14) are constructed a re exact ground-sta te wave 
functions for a single electron in a hydrogen atom at R 1 and R1 , respectively. (b) The criterion 
for well-separated protons is that they be far apart compared with the range of a one-electron 
hydrogenicwave function. (c) The electrostat ic field outside of a spherically symmetric distribution 
of charge is precisely the field one would have if all the charge were concentrated in a smgle 
point charge at the center of the sphere. It is also convenient LO include in the Hamiltonian the 
(constant) interaction energy e2 /IR1 - Rll of the two protons.) 

5. Hubbard Model of tlze Hydrogen Molecule 
The Hubbard model represents an atom at R by a single orbital electronic levei !R). If the le·..-eJ 
is empty (no electron on the atOm) the energy is zero, if one electron (of either spin) is in the le..-el 
the energy is e, and if two electrons (of ~arily opposite spins) a re in U1e level the energy 
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is 2t: + U, the additional pos1tive energy U representing the irura-atomic Coulomb repulsion 
between the two localized eloctrons. nne exclusion principle prevents more than two electrons 
from occupying the level.) 

The Hubbard model for a two-atom molecule consists of two such orbital levels, jR) and 
JR'), representing electrons locali?cd at R and R'. respectively. For simplicity, one takes tbe two 
levels to he orthogonal: 

<RIR') = o. (32.29) 

We first consider tbe problem of two "protons" and one electron (i.e .. H 1 • ). (f the one-electron 
Hamiltonian h were di<~gonal in jR) and JR'), the stationary levels would describe a hydrogen 
atom and a proton. We know, however, that if the protons are not too far apart, there \vii! be 

a probability for the electron tunneling from one to the other, which leads to an ioni1ed hydrogen 
molecule. We represent this amplitude for tunneling by an off-diagonal term in the one-electron 
Hamiltonian: 

<RIIriR') = (R'IIJIU> = - L, (32.30) 

where we may choose the phases of jR) and JR') to make the number t real and positive. This, 
in conjunction with the diagonal terms 

(32.31) 

defines the one-electron problem. 
(a) Show that the one~lectron stationary levels are 

]2 <IR> + IR')} (32.32) 

with corresponding eigenvalues 
(32.33) 

As a first approach to the two-electron problem (the hydrogen molecule) we make the inde
pendent electron approximation for the singlet (spatially symmetric) ground state, putting both 
electrons into the one-electron level of lowest energy. to get a total energy of 2(~ - t). This 
ignores entirely the interaction l!llergy U arising whCD two electrons are found on the same proton. 
T he crudest way to improve upon the estimate 2(~- I) is lo add the energy (.1, multiplied by 
the probability of actuaUy finding two dectrons on the same proton, when the molecule is in 
the ground state of the independent electron approximation. 

(b) Show that this probability is{. so that the improved independent electron estimate of 
the ground~stale energy is 

£,. = 2(e - t) + ~ u. (32.34) 

(This result is just the Hanree (or self-consistent field) approximation, applied to the Hubbard 
mOdel. See Chapters II and 17.) 

The full set of singlet (spatially symmetric) states of the two-eleetron problem a re: 

Cl>0 = ~(IH>IR') + JR')IH)), 

<1>1 = IR>JR), c.l>2 = IR ')IH'), 

where jR)[R') bas electron I on the ion at R, and electron 2 on the ion at R', etc. 

(32.35) 

• 
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(c) Show that the approximate ground sta te wave function tn tht: independent electron 
approximation can be written in te rms of the states (3235) as 

I 1 
tl)"" = ._;

2 
<llo + 2 (<llt + <ll2) (32.36) 

The mat rix elemenL<; of the full two-t: lectron H amil tonian. 

H = 11 1 + h 2 + V,z, (32.37) 

in the space of singlet states art: 1111 = VI>, H<l> i ), where 

H oo Hot H oz 2C -fi e - fi e 
H, o H,, H 12 - -fi e 2C + u 0 
Hzo Hz, 1122 -fie 0 2C+U (32.38) 

Note tha t t he diagonal elements in the states <1> 1 and <1>1 that place two electrons on the same 
pro ton contain the extra Coulomb repulsion U; the Coulomb repulsion is not present in tht: 
diagonal element in the state <1>0 , srncc in <Jl0 the t:lectrons are on differeut protons. This appearance 
of U is the only effect of the electron-elt:etron interaction llu. Note also that the one-electron 
tunneling amplitude t connects o nly s tates in which a single electron has been moved from one 
proton to the other (it would take a furthel" two-body interact ion to give a nonvanishing matrix 
element between states in which the positions of two electrons are c hanged). Convince yourself 
that the facto r o f .j'i in (32.38) is correct. 

The I lt:itler-London approximation to the singlet ground state is just <1>0 , and therefore the 
H eitler-London estimate o f the ground-state energy is just H 00 , so 

EHL = 2C. 

(d) Show tha t the exact ground-state energy of the Hamilto nian (32.38) is 

E = 2c + tu- ._,/4t2 + ~U2• 

(32.39) 

(32.40) 

Plot this energy, the independent electron approximation (32.34) to the ground-state energy, and 
the H eitler-London approximation to t he ground-state energy as functions of U (fo r fixed e and 
t). Comment on the behavior for large and small U/t and why it is phys ically reasonable. How 
d o these three energies compare when U ~ 2r? 

(e) Show tha t the exact ground state of the Hamiltonian (32.38) is (to within a normalizat ion 
constant) 

(32 .41) 

What is t he probability in this state o f finding two electrons on the same ion? Plot your answer 
as a function of U (for fixed E and t) and comment on its behavior for small and large Uj r. 
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In the preceding two chapters we \\ere primarily concerned with how magnetic 
moments can be established in solids, and how electron-electron Coulomb interac
tions, together with the Pauli exclusion principle, can give rise to effective interactions 
among moments. In this chapter we shall start from the existence of such interacting 
moments, without further inquiry into the theory of their origin. We shall survey the 
types of magnetic structure such moments are observed to yield, and shall examine 
some typical problems encountered in trying to deduce the behavior of these struc
tures, even when one's starting point is not the fundamental Hamiltonian of the 
solid, but a "simple" phenomenological model of interacting moments. 

In describing observed properties of magnetic structures we shall avoid committing 
ourselves to a particular model of the underlying magnetic interactions. In most of our 
theoretical analysis, however, we shall use the spin Hamiltonian (32.20) of Heisenberg. 
As it turns out, even starting from the Heisenberg model, it is an exceedingly difficult 
task to deduce the magnetic properties ofthesolid as the temperature and applied field 
vary. No systematic solution has been found even to this simplified model p roblem, 
although much partial info rma tion has been extracted in a variety of important cases. 

We shaH discuss the following representative subjects: 

L. The types of magnetic ordering that have been observed. 
2. The theory of the very low-lying states of magnetically ordered systems. 
3. The theory of high-temperature magnetic properties. 
4. The critical region of temperatures in which mag11etic ordering disappears. 
5. A very crude phenomenological theory of magnetic ordering (mean field theory). 
6. Some important consequences of magnetic dipolar interactions in ferromagnet

ically ordered solids. 

TYPES OF lVIAGNETIC STRUCTURE 

We shall use the language appropriate to solids in which the magnetic tons are 
localized at lattice sites, indicating below how the discussion may be generalized to 
itinerant electron magnetism. 

1f there were no magnetic imeractions, individual magnetic moments would, in 
the absence of a field, be thermally disordered at any temperature, and the vector 
moment of each magnetic ion would average to zero.1 In some solids, however, 
individual magnetic ions have non vanishing average vector moments below a critical 
temperature Tc. Such solids are called magnetically ordered. 

The individual localized moments in a magnetically ordered solid may or may 
not add up to a net magnetization density for the solid as a whole. If they do, the 
microscopic magnetic ordering is revealed by the existence of a macroscopic bulk 
magnetization density (even in the absence of an applied field) known as the spon
taneous magnetization, and the ordered state is described a') ferromagnetic. 

More common is the case in which the individual local moments sum to zero total 
moment. and no spontaJ1eOtJS magnetization is present to reveal the microscopic 
ordering. Such magnetically o rdered states are called antiferromagnetic. 

' T his was demonstrated in Chapter 31. Equation (3L44) gives M - 0 when H = 0 at any T. 
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In the simplest ferromagnets all the local moments have the same magnitude and 
average direction. The simplest anti ferromagnetic state arises when tbe local moments 
fall on rwo interpenetrating sublactices o f identical structure. 2 Within each sub lattice 
the moments have the same magnitude and average direction, but the net moments 
o f the two sublattices are oppositely directed, summing to zero total moment (see 
Figure 33.1). 

Figure 33.1 
Some simple a m iferro magnetic spin 
a rrangements. (a) Antiferromagnetic 
ordering on a body-centered cubic 
latlicc. Spins of the same kind form 
two interpenetrating simple cubic Lat
tices. (b) Antiferromagnetic ordering 
on a simple cubic lattice. Spins of the 
same kind form two interpenetrating 
face-centered cubic lattjces. (a) (b) 

The term "ferromagnetic" is also used in a more restncuve sense, when one 
distinguishes among the varieties o f ferromagnetic states that can occur when there 
are many (not necessari ly identical) magnetic ions per primitive cell. In such contexts 
the term "ferromagnetic" is often reserved for those magnetic structures in which all 
tbe local momeJlts have a positive component a long tl1e direction of spontaneous 
m agnetization. Solids possessing a spontaneous magnetization that fail to satisfy this 
criterion are called f errimagnets. 3 In a simple ferrimagnet the exchange coupling 
between nea rest neighbors may favor antiparallel alignment, but because neighborin g 
magnetic ions are not identical their moments will not cancel, leaving a net moment 
for the solid as a whole. 

Some of the many types of magnetic ordering are illustrated schematically in 
Figure 33.2. Many magnetic st ructures are so complex that it is bette.r to describe 
them explicitly cather than using one of the above three categories. 

Similar distinctions can be made for magnetically ordered metals, even though the 
concept of a localized magnetic ion may be inapplicable. One specifies the ordering 
in terms of the spin density, which is defined so that at any point r and along any 
direction z, s.(r) = ~(n,(r) - n,{r)], wllere n,(r) and n1(r) are Ule contributions of the 
two spin populations to the electronic density when the spins are resolved into 
components alon g the z-axis. In a magnetically o rdered metal the local spin density 
fail s to vru1ish. In a ferromagnetic metal J drs%(r) is also uonvanishing for some 
direction Z. while it is zero for any choice of z in an anrife rromagnetic metal. even 
though s,(r) itself does no t vru1ish. 

The magnetic structures observed in metals can also be complex. Anriferromagnetic 
chromit.1~ for example, has a nonvanishing periodic s pin density, wh ose period is 

~ For example. a simple cubic lattice can be viewed as two interpenetrating face-centered cubic 
lattices; a body-centered cubic lattice can be v;ewed as twO' interpenetrating simple cubic lattices. A faco
ccntet:ed cubic I au ice, however, cannot be so represented. 

3 After the fea:rites. See W. P. Wolf, Repcs. Prog. Phys. 24, 212 (1961) for a review. 
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Figure 33.2 
Linear arrays of spins illus
trating possible (a) ferromag
netic., (b) antiferromagne1ic., 
and (c) ferri magnetic order ings. 

unrelated to the periodicity of the lattice under normal conditions, being determined 
instead by the Fermi surface geometry. 

Some exampl~s of magnetically ordered solids are listed in Tables 33.1 to 33.3. 

OBSERVATIOr" OF MAGNETIC STRUCTURES 

The magnetic orderin g of a solid with a spontaneous magnetization is clearly revealed 
by the resulting macroscopic magnetic field.4 However the magnetic ordering in 
antiferromagnetic solids yields no macroscopic field, and must be diagnosed by 
more subtle means. Low-energy neutrons are an excellent probe of the local moments, 
for the neutron has a magnetic moment that couples to the electronic spin in the 
solid. This leads to peaks in the elastic neutron scattering cross section in addition to 
those due to the nonmagnetic Bragg reflection of tl1e neutrons by the ionic nuclei (see 
page 473). The magnetic reflections can be distinguished from the nonmagnetic ones 
because they weaken and disappear as the temperature rises through the critical 

• A caveat: This is often masked by a domain structure, See pages 718- 722. 
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Table 33.1 
SELECfED FERROMAGNETS, WITII CRITICAL 
TEMPERATURES TcAND SATURATION 
MAGI"ETIZA TIOI" M 0 

llilATl.:R tAL 1~ (K) M 0 (gauss)" 

Fe 1043 1751 
Co 1388 1446 
Ni 617 510 
Gd 293 1980 
Dy 85 3000 
CrBr3 37 270 
Au2 MnAJ 200 323 
Cu2 MnAl 630 726 
Cu2 Mnln 500 613 
EuO 77 1910 
EuS 16.5 11 84 
MnAs 318 870 
MnBi 670 675 
GdCI3 2.2 550 

nAt T = O(K). 
Source: f . Keffer, f/andbrl(_lr der Pll.l•sik. vol. 18, pl. 2. Springer, 
New York, 1966: P. Heller, Rl.'p. Progr. Phy .r., 30, {pt. II). 731 (1967). 

Table33.2 
SEJ, ECTED Al'\TIFERROJ\tlA{;NETS, WITH CRITICAL 
TEMPERA TURt::S 1;. 

bllA TERIA I . T~(K) MATERIAL 7; (K) 

MnO 122 KCoF1 125 
1-eo 198 MnF2 67.34 
CoO 291 FeF2 78.4 
NiO 600 CoF2 37.7 
Rbl'vtnF3 54.5 MnCI2 2 
KFeF3 I I 5 VS 1040 
KMnF3 88.3 Cr 311 

Source: F . KelTer. l lmulhurlr drr Plrysik. vol. 18. pl. 2, Springer, Nc11 York, 1966. 

temperature at which the ordering vanishes, and also by the way they vary with 
applied magnetic fields. s (See Figure 33.3.) 

Nuclear magnetic resonance6 offers another way to probe the microscopic spin 
structure. The ionic nuclei feel the dipolar magnetic fields of nearby electrons. Nuclear 
magnetic resonance in magnetically ordered solids can therefore be observed even 

5 A comprehensive survey of both 1heoretical and cxpcrimenlal aspects of neutron scattering from 
magneticnlly o rdered so lids can be found in Y. A. Jzyumov and R. P. Ozerov. Magnt!!ir Nt!11tron Diflractiou. 
Plenum Press. Nc:" York, 1970. 

6 See pago: 665. 
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?: ·;;; 
c .. -c ·-

Table 33.3 
SELECTED FERRIJ\.lAG!';E'IS, WITH CRITICAL 
TEI\IP£RATURl::S X AND SATURATIOJ\ 
l\IAGJ'\'ETIZA TION M 0 

MATERJAL 7; (K) M 0 (gauss)" 

Fe30 4 (magnetite) 858 510 
CoFe,04 793 475 
NiFeJ.O• 858 300 
CuFc.1.0• 728 160 
MnFe20 4 573 560 
Y 3Fe~0,2 (YIG) 560 195 

• At T == O(K). 
Source: F. Keffer. 1/nntlbttr lt tier Ph1osik, vol. 18, pt. 2, Spnngcr. f'cw York. 
1966. 
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Figure 33.3 
(a) Neutron Bragg peaks in manganese vanadite lMnV20 4 ), an antiferromagnel With T, = 56 K. 
The intensity of the peaks decreases as T rises to 7;,. (b) Intensity of the (220) and (Il l) peaks vs. 
temperature. Above T. Lbe temperature dependence is very slight . (From R Plumier, Proceedi11gs 
of tile lnternaiiona/ Conference 0 11 M aynt•lism. Nottingham, 1964.) 
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in t he absence of applied fields, the field at the nucleus (and hence the reson ance 
frequency) being entirely due to the ordered moments. Thus nuclear magnetic reso
nance can be used, for example, to measure the ml'l.croscopically inaccessible net 
magnetization of each antiferromagnetic sublattice (see, for example, Figure 33.4). 

THERMODYNAMlC PROPERTIES AT THE ONSET OF 
MAGNETIC ORDERING 

The critical temperature Tc above which magnetic o rdering vanishes is known as 
the Curie temperature in ferromagne ts (or ferrimagncts) and the Nee! temperature 
(often written TN) in a ntiferro magnets. As the critical temperature is approached 
from below, the spontaneous magnetization (or, in antiferromagnets. the sublattice 
magnetitil.tion) d rop s continuously to zero. The observed magnetization just below 
Tc is well described by a powet· law. 

M(n -- (Tc- Jf. (33.1) 

where {3 is typicl'l.lly between 0.33 and 0.37 (see Figure 33.4). 
T he onset of o rdering is a lso signaled as the temperature d rops to T< from above, 

most notably by the zero-field susceptibility. In the absence of magnetic interactions 
the susceptibility varies inversely with Tat all temperatures (Curie's law, page 656). 
In a fe rromagnet, however, the susceptibil ity is observed to diverge as T drops to 
Tc, following the power law: 

(33.2) 

where y i s typically between 1.3 and 1.4 (see Figure 33.5). In an anti ferromagnet the 
susceptibility r ises to a maximum a little above 7~, and then drops toward Teo with 
a large maximum in its slope a t the critical point (see Figure 33.6). 

There is a lso a characteristic s ingularity in the zero-field specific heat a t a magnetic 
critical point: 

(33.3) 

The singularity is n ot nearly so strong as in the susceptibility, the exponent a being 
of order 0.1 or less. 7 

The critical r egion of tempera tures is probably the most difficult to handle theoret
ically. We shall comment further on the theo ry of the c ritical region below, but shall 
first tum our attention to tl1e regimes o flow (T « T~) and high (T » Tc) tempera tur es, 
which are more amenable to analysis. 

7 A variety of ot bcr critics I eJO.poncnts can a lso be defined a.od measured. Excellent reviews o f magnetic 
a nd other c ritical p oints have been giVen by M . E . Fisher. Rep. Progr. Phys. 30 (pt . II). 615 ( 1967); P. 
Heller. Rep. Progr . Ph}s. 30 (pt. If), 731 (1967) : and L . P . Kadano!T cl al, Rev. M od. Pltyl . 39, 395 (1967). 
A theory of the critical point that pecmi ts tbe n u mcdcal calculation o f critical exponents has been devel· 
oped by K . 0 . Wilson. lt is based on the method s o f Lbc renonnalization group and has been given an 
eleml'ntary review by S. Ma. Rev. Mod. Phys. 45, 589 (1973). Sec aJso M. E. Fisher, Rer: . .110<1. Ph)s. 46, 
597 ( 1974}. 
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(a) The temperature dependence of the zero field 19F nuclear magnetic resonance frequency in 
the antifcrromagnct Mnt- 2 • Tiu: resonance frequency vanishes at the antiferro magnetic critical 
temperature T, = 67.336 K. (From P. Heller and G. B. Benedek. Pltys. Rec. Len . 8. 428 (1962).) 
(b) Temperature dependence o f the cube of the zero-field 1 9 1;:- nuclear magnetic resonance frc
quenC} in Mnl· 2 in the immediate vicinity ofT. (note that the temperature scale is much expanded 
compared~ uh that in (al ). If the frequency is proponional to t he sublanice magnetization, this 
demonstrates that th~ magnetization vanishes as (1. - T)' ' to very high accuraC)•. 
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F'igure 33.5 5 

The susceptibility of iron • 
(with a small amount of dis-
solved tungsten) above the 4 1-

critical temperature T -c -

1043 K. A power law is very 
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ZERO-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES: GROUND STATE OF THE 
H EISENBERG FERROMAGNET 

We consider a sel of magnetic ions at Bravais lattice sites R, whose low lying excita
tions can be described by a ferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian (Eq. (32.20)).8 

:JC = - -2
1 L S(R). S{R')J(R - R') - gp])H L S~(R), 

RR R 

J(R - R') = J (R' - R) ;;::: 0. (33.4) 

We describe this Hamiltonian as ferromagnetic beca use a positive exchange inter
action J favors parallel spin alignment. Effects due to magnetic dipolar coupling 
between the moments are not included in the interaction J, but can be taken into 
account by suitable definition of the field H (whose direction we take to define the 
z-axis) thal acts on the local spins. We shall elaborate on this below (p. 722), but 

e l t is the widespread practice to refer to the operators in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian as spin 
operators, even lho ugh lhe spin operator for each ion here represents its tctlll angular momentum whicb. 
in general, has both a spin and an orbital part.. It is also the usual pra ctice to take these fictitious spins to 
be paraUe! to the magnetic moment of the ion. rather than to its total angular momentum: Le_ the term 
in fl in (33.4) i.~ preceded by a minus sign (for posillvc gJ.Is). when HIS along the positive z-axis. 
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Figure33.6 
Characteristic temperature 
dependence of the suscepti
bility of an antiferromagnet 
near the critical temperature. 
Below T. the susceptibility 
depends very much on 
whether the field is applied 
parallel or perpendicular to 
the direction of sublattice 
magnetization. Note that if 
the antifcrromagnet were 
perfectly isotropic this would 
not be the ·case: Whatever 
the direction of the applied 
field, the su blartice magneti
zation would rotate into the 
energetically most favorab1e 
orientation with respect to 
the field tpresumably per
pendicular) and there would 
be only one susceptibility 
(x l.). The orientation depen
dence below 7~ is due to 

crystalline anisotropy. The 
anisotropy is also responsible 
for the slight differe.nce in x1 
and 'I.J. above 7;, where 
parallel and perpendicular 
now refer to the axis along 
which (because of anisotropy) 
the sublattice magnetization 
below 7; prefers to lie. (Sec 
M. E. Fisher, Phil. Mag. 7. 
1731(1962).) 

merely note for now that H is the local field (in the sense of Chapter 27) acting on 
each magnetic ion, which is not necessarily equal to the externally applied field 

If we were to regard the spins appearing in the Hamiltonian (33.4) as classical 
vectors, we should expect the state of lowest energy to be the one with all spins 
aligned along the z-axis, parallel to the magnetic field and to each other. This suggests, 
as a candidate for the quantum-mechanical gr.ound state jO), one that is an eigenstate 
of S,(R) for every R with the maximum eigenvalue, S: 

10> = n ISh!. (33.5) 
R 

where 
(33.6) 

: 
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To verify that IO) is indeed an eigenstate of X, we rewrite the Hamiltonian (33.4) 
i.n terms of the operators 

S:t (R) = SJR) + iS,.(R), (33.7) 

which have the property9 

(33.8) 

Separating the terms in s" from those containing S+ or s_, we may write 

X= - .!_ L J(R - R ' )Sz(R)Sz(R' ) - BPsH L Sz(R) 
2 R.Jl' R 

- ~ L J(R - R ')S_(R')S+(R). 
R,R' 

(33.9) 

Since s ... (R)ISx)R = 0 when S" = S, it follows that when X acts on IO), only the 
terms in S" contribute w the result. But IO> is constructed to be an eigenstate of each 
S"(R) with eigenvalue S, and therefore 

(33.10) 
where 

Eo = - .!. S 2 L J{R - R') - NgJ.J.8 HS. 
2 R.R· 

(33.11) 

Thus IO> is indeed an eigensta te of X. To prove that E0 is the energy of the ground 
sta te, we consider any other eigenstate 10'> of X with eigenvalue E0 '. Since 

Eo' = (O'IXIO'). 

it follows that when all the J(R - R') are positive, E0 ' has the lower bound 

l 
-

2 
~. J(R - R') max (S(R) • S(R')) - BJ.lslf ~max (S"(R)) 

(33.12) 

(33.13) 

where max (X) is the largest diagonal matrix element that the operator X can assume 
{in any state whatsoever). In Problem 1 it is shov.n that 10 

(S(R) • S{R')) ~ S 2
, 

(S"(R)) ~ S. 
R =F R', 

(33.14) 

Combining these inequalities with the bound (33.13) for E0 ' and comparing the 
resulting inequality with t he form (33.11) of E 0 , we conclude that E 0 ' cannot be less 
than E 0 , and therefore E 0 must be the energy of the ground state. 

P Sec, for example, A Messiah, Q11amum Mecha11ics, Wiley, New York, p. 5 12, 1962. 
•o These results may seem "obvious'' to on~:'s cla.~sical intuition, but o ne should reHcct on the 

fact that min (S(R) · S(R')) is not -S2, but - S(S + l) (Problem l ). And, of course, if R = R '. then 
max ( S(R) • S(R' )) is not S 2 , but S(S + 1). 
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ZERO-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES: 
GROUND STATE OF THE HEISENBERG ANTIFERROMAGI'.'ET 

Finding the ground state of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet is an unsolved problem 
except in the special case o f a one-dimensional array of spin 1/2 ions with coupling 
only bet ween nearest neighbors.n The difficulty is illustrated by the case in wJ1icll 
the spins reside on two sublattices, each spin interacting only with those on the 
other sublattice. ln the absence of an applied field the Harmltonian is 

3<! = ~ ~ jJ(R - R')IS(R) • S{R'). (33.15) 

An obvious guess for the ground state is to put each sublattice into a ferromagnetic 
ground state o f the form (33.5), with oppositely directed sublattice magnetizations. 
If the spins were classical vectors this would take maximum advantage o f the anti
ferromagnetic coupling between sublattices, and would yield a ground-state energy 

Eo = - _21 L IJ(R - R')ISz. 
R.R' 

(33.16) 

I n contrast to the ferromagnetic case, however, the terms S- (R)S. (R') in the Hamilto 
nian (33.9), when acting on such a stale do not always give zero, but also yield 
a state in which a spin in t he "up" sublattice has had its z-component reduced by 
1.10ity and a spin in the "down" sublattice is correspondingly raised. Thus the state 
is not. an e igenstate. 

AU that can easily be established is that (33.16) is an upper bound to the true 
ground-sta te energy (Problem 2). A lower bound can also be found (Problem 2) 
leading to the inequality : 

-
1
2 

S(S + 1} L IJ(R - R ')l ~ E0 ~ - -
2
1 

S2 L IJCR - R'}l. 
~R ~R 

(33.17) 

I n the limit of la rge spin (when the spins become, in effect, classical vectors) the 
ratio of these bounds approaches unity. However. t hey are far from restrictive when 
S is small. In the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor spin 1/2 chain, for example, 
the bounds give - 0.25NJ ;;., E 0 ;;., - 0.75NJ, while Bethe's exact result is E0 = 
- NJ(In 2 - (1 / 4)] = - 0.443NJ . Thus more elaborate analysis is needed to estimate 
accurately the anti ferromagnetic ground-state energy. 

LOW-TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF THE HEISENBERG 
FERROMAGNET: SPIN WAVES 

We can not only exhibit the exact ground state o f the Heisenberg ferromagnet. but 
can a lso find some of its low-lying excited states. The knowledge o f these states 
underlies the theory o f t he low-temperature properties of the Heisenberg ferromagnet. 

11 H . A . Belhc. z. Pliysrk, 7 1,205 (l'J31 ). 
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At zero temperature the ferromagnet is in its ground state (33.5}, the mean "spin, 
of each ion isS, and the magnetization density (known as the saturation magnetization) 
1S 

N 
M = gJJ.BV S. (33.18) 

When T # 0, we must weight the mean magnetization of all states with the Boltzmann 
factor e - E ikaT. Very near T = 0, only low-lying states will have appreciable weight. 
To construct some of these low-lying states we examine a state 12 jR) differing from the 
ground state JO) only in that the spin at site R has had its z-componenl reduced from 
StoS - 1: 

1 
JR> = ...(is s _(R)IO>. (33.19) 

The state IR> remains an eigenstate of the terms containing s. in the Hamiltonian 
(33.9). Because, however, the spin at R does not assume its maximum z-component, 
S+(R)IR> will not vanish, and S_(R')S+{R) simply shifts the site at which the spin 
is reduced from R to R'. Thus 13 

If in addition we note that 

S.{R') jR) = S jR), 
= (S - l)jR), 

then it follows that 

R' # R 
R ' = R, 

XjR) = E0 jR) + gJJ.8 H JR> + S L J(R - R')[IR) - JR ') ] , 
R ' 

where E0 is the ground-state energy (33.!1). 

(33.20) 

(33.21) 

(33.22) 

Although IR> is therefore not an eigenstate of 3C, JC!R) is a linear combination 
of jR) and other states with only a single lowered sp in. Because J depends on R and 
R ' only in the translationaliy invariant combination R - R', i t is straightforward to 
find linear combinations of these states that are eigenstates. 14 Let 

Equation (33.22) implies that 

3Cik) = Ekjk), 
Ek = Eo + gJJ.sH + S L J(R)(I - e•k· R). 

R 

" Exercise: Verify that IR) is normalized to unity. 
u Exercise: Verify that the numerical factor 2S is correct. 

(33.23) 

(33.24) 

14 The analysis that fo llows closely parallels the di$..:ussion in Chapter 22 of normal modes ijJ a 
harmonic cryst:tL [n particula r. the s tate II<> can ~ formed for ju~t .V dist inct w~vc: ve.:tors lyi ng in the 
first Brillo ui n zone. if we invoke the Born-vo n Karman boundar) co ndttton. Since ,·aJucs ofk tha t differ 
by a reciprocal lattice vecmr lead to identical states. it suffices to consider only these N values. The reader 
should ·al.so ''erify. using the appropriate identities from Appendix f , tha t the sta t~ lk> a re orthonormal : 
( klk') = o ••. 

J 
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Taking advantage of the symmetry, J(- R) = J(R), we can write the excitation energy 
C(k) o f the state ik> (i.e., the amount by which its energy exceeds that of the ground 
state) as 

e(k} = Ek - Eo = 2S L J(R} sin2 H-k. R) + gJisH. (33.25) 
R 

To give a physical interpretation of the state ik) we note the following: 

1. Since !k) is a superposition of states in each of which the total spin is diminished 
from its saturation value NS by one unit, the total spin in the state ik> itself has 
the value N S - 1. 

2. The probability of the lowered spin being found at a particular site R in the state 
ik> is l<kiR>I2 = l f N; i.e., the lowered spin is distributed with equal probability 
among all the magnetic ions. 

3. We define the transverse spin correlation function in the state ik) to be the 
expectation value of 

S.l(R) • Sl.(R' ) = S_.(R)S.-(R') + Sr(R)S"(R'). (33.26) 

A straighlforward evaluation (Problem 4) gives 

<kiS.L(R) · Sl.(R')ik> =~cos [k · (R - R')], R =F R'. (33.27) 

T hus on the average each spin has a small transverse component, perpendicular to 
the direction of magnetization, of size (2Sj N}112

; the orientations of the transverse 
components of two spins separated by R - R' differ by an angle k · (R - R'). 

The microscopic magnetization in the state lk) suggested by these facts is pictured 
in Figure 33.7. One describes the state lk> as a state containing a spin wave (or 
"magnon"') of wave vector k and energy B(k) (Eq. (33.25) ). 

(a) 

CD 

(b) 

Figure 33.7 
Schematic representations of the orientations in a row of spins in (a) the ferromagnetic 
ground state and (b) a spin wave ~tate. 

These one-spin-wave states are exact eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 
To calculate the low-temperature properties, one often makes the assumption that 
additional many-spin-wave eigcnstates with excitation energies B(k1) + e(k2 ) + · · · + 
S(kN

0
) can be constructed by superposirtg N 0 spin waves vvith wave vectors kt, ... , kN

0
. 

On the basis oft he analogy with phonons in a harmonic crystal (where many-phonon 
states are exact stationary states, just as one-phonon states are) this appears to be a 
reasonable assumption. However, in the case of spin waves it is only an approximation. 
Spin waves do nol rigorously obey the superposition principle. Nevertheless, it has 
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been shown that this approximation correctly reproduces the dominant term in the 
low-temperature spontaneous magnetization. We therefo re pursue the approximation 
further, using it to calculate M(T), with the waming that if one wishes to go beyond 
the leading correction to the T = 0 result, one must resort to a far more sophisticated 
analysis. 

If the low-lying excited st ates o f the ferromagnet have excitation energies o f the 
form 

nk = 0, 1, 2, . .. , (33.28) 

then the mean number of spin waves with wave vector k at temperature Twill be 
given by1 5 

1 
n(k) = (n11 ) = (etll<l/ks T _ l)" (33.29) 

Since the total spin is reduced from its saturation value NS by one unit per spin 
wave, the magnetization at temperature T satisfies 

M(T) = M(O) [I - ~S ~ n(k)l 

or 

M(T) = M (O)[I - :S s(:~3 (eqkl/k:r _ l)J 

The spontaneous magnetization is evaluated from (33.31} using 
assumed by the e(k), in the limit of vanishing magnetic field: 

&(k) = 2S L J(R} sin2 (-!k • R). 
R 

(33.30) 

(33.31) 

tl1e form (33.25) 

(33.32) 

At very low temperatures we can evaltJate (3331} in tl1e same way as we extracted 
the low-temperature lattice specific heat in Chapter 23. As T-+ 0, only spin waves 
with vanishingly small excitation energ ies will contribute appreciably to the integral. 
Since we have taken all the exchange constants J(R} to be positive, the energy of a 
spin wave is vanishingly small only in the limit as k -+ 0, when it becomes: 

t;(k) ~ ~ ~ J(R)(k • R)2. (33.33) 

We may insert this form into (33.3J) for all k , for when the approximation (33.33) 
ceases to be valid, both the exact and approximate C(k) will be so large that they 
will give a negligibly small contribution to the integral as T - • 0. For the same r eason 
we may extend the integration over the first Brillouin zone to a ll of k-space with 
negligible error a t low temperatures. If, final ly, we make the change of variables 
k = (k8 T)1t 2q, we arrive at t he restllt: 

M(T) = M(O) [l- :s(k8 T)3 1 2 s(:~;3 {exp [S~J(R)(q·2R)
2

] - t}-1

]. (33.34) 

15 See the analogous discussion for phonons o n pagt'S 453-454. 
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This asserts that as the temperature rises from T = 0, the spontaneous magneti
zation should deviate from its saturation value by an amount proportional to T 3

'
2

, 

a result known as the llloch 73~'2 law. The T 312 law is well confirmed by ex perimem 16 

(Figure 33.8). The result (33.34) has also been shown 1 7 to be t11e exact leading term 
in the low-temperature expansion ofthe deviation of the spontaneous magnetization 
from saturation. 
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Figure 33.8 
The ratio of the spontaneous magnetizatio n at 
temperature T to its saturation (T = 0) value as a 
function of (T/ T.)312 for ferromagnetic gadolinium 
(T, = 293 K). The linearity o f the curve accords 
with the Bloch T 3' 2 law. (After F . Hollzberg cl al., 
J. Appl. Phys. 35. 1033 (1964).) 

Another implication of (33.34) has also been rigorously verified. In one and two 
spatial dimensions the integral in (33.34) diverges at small q. One generally interprets 
this to mean t11at a t any nonzero temperature so many spin waves are excited that 
the magnetization is completely eliminated. This conclusion, that tllere can be no 
spontaneous magnetization in the one- and t wo-dimensional isotropic Heisenberg 
models, has been proved directly without making the spin wave approximation. 18 

Spin waves are not peculiar to the isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet. There is a 
spin wave theory of the low-lying excitations o f the anti ferromagnet which is rather 
more complex, as one might guess from the fact that even the a ntiferromagnetic 
ground state is unknown. The theory predicts a spin wave excitation energy that, in 
contrast to the ferromagnetic case, is linear in. k at long wavelengths.19 

Spin wave theories have also been constructed for itinerant models of magnetism. 
Quite generally, one expects spin waves to exist whenever there is a direction asso
ciated with the local order that can vary spatially in a continuous manner at a cost 
in energy that becomes small as the wavelength o r the variation becomes ver-y long. 

We noted above that elastic magnetic neutron scattering can reveal magnetic 

•• In isotropic fcrromagno:-ts ; if there is significant anisotropy in the exchange coupling, the spin 
wave e xcitation energy will not va nish for small k, and the T 3

'
2 la w fails. Sec Problem 5. 

17 F. Dyson, Ploys. Ret·. 102. 1230 (t 956). Dyson also calcula ted several of the hi~er-order corrections. 
That hi~ calculation wa~ something of a ttlur de force is indicated by the fact that.prior to his work there 
were a lmost as many disagreeing ~corrections" to the T 31'- JCTm as there were published papers on the 
subjecL 

•• The proof(N. D . Meo:nin and H. Wagner. Ph)'-s. R ev. !..etc. 17, 1133 (1966) ) is based on ru1 argument 
of P. C. Ho hcnberg. S~ N. D. Mennin, J. Pltys. Soc. Japa1t 26 Supplemcnl, 203 (1969) for a review and 
for other applications or the method in solids. 

19 An elemental) phenomenological analysis is given by F. Keffer et al., Am. J . Phys. ll, 250 (1953). 
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struct ure,just as elastic nonmagnetic neutron scattering can reveal the spatial arrange
ment of the ions. The analogy extends to inelastic scattering: Inelastic magnetic 
neutron scattering reveals the spin wave spectrum in the same way as inelastic 
nonmagnetic neutron scattering reveals the phonon spectrum. Thus there are "one
spin-wave" peaks in the magnetic part of the inelastic scattering cross section, in 
which the change in neutron energy and wave vector are given by the excitation 
energy and wave vector of a spin wave. Observation of these peaks confirms the k 2 

dependence of the spin wave excitation energy in ferromagnets (and also the linear 
dependence on k in antiferromagnets). (See Figure 33.9.) 
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(b) 

Charac-teristic spin wa\c spectra as measured by inelastic neutron scattering in (a) a 
ferromagnet and (b) an anti ferromagnet. (a) Spin wave spectrum for three crystallographic 
directions in an alloy of cobalt with 8 percent iron. (R. N. Sinclair and B. N. Brockhouse, 
Phys. Rur:. 120. 1638 (1960).) The curve is parabolic, as ex.pected for a ferromagnet, with 
a gap at q = 0 due to anisotropy (sec Problem 5). (b) Spin wave spectrum for two 
crystallographic di rections in MnF 1 • (G. G. Low et al, J. Appl. Phys. 35. 998 ( 1964~) 
The cune exhibits the linear small-q behav1or characteristic of an amiferromagncL The 
gap at q = 0 is again due to anisotropy. 

HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUSCEPTIBILITY 

Except in artificially simplified models, no one has succeeded in calculating the zero
field susceptibility x(T) of the Heisenberg model in closed form, when magnetic 
interactions are present. It has, however, been possible to compute many terms in 
the expansion of the susceptibility in inverse powers of the temperature. The leading 
term is inversely proportional to T, independent of the exchange constants, and by 
itself gives the Curie's 1aw susceptibility (page 656) characteristic of noointeracting 
moments. Subsequent terms give corrections to Curie's law. 
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The high-temperature expansion starts from the exact identity20 

(33.35) 

Here the angular brackets denote an equilibrium average in the absence of an applied 
field: 

L (a!X!a)e-PE:r Tr X p-IJ:J<o 

<X),r -- o = -="'---~~~- = • L e-PEa. Tr e- ~~o • 
(33.36) 

" where 

3C0 = -
2
1 L J(R - R')S(R) · S{R'). 

R " R' 

(33.37) 

1t is convenient to express the mean square z-component or spin in the form: 

(33.38) 

where r is the spin correlation function, 

(33.39) 

The leading term in the susceptibility at high temperatures is found by evaluating 
r in the limit as T - 00 (i.e., e -Xo/kgT - 1). In the limit of infinite temperature, 
interactions are inconsequential (formally, e- J:«sT --. I is both the high-temperature 
and the zero-interaction limit) and therefore spins at different sites are completely 
uncorrelated. T h us 2 1 

but 
(S.(R)S.(R'))o = (S.(R))o(Sz(R'))o = 0, 

(Sz{R)S,(R))0 = t((S(R))2
) 0 = jS(S + 1). 

Combining these, we ba ve 

(S..{R)S.(R'))0 = jS(S + 1) bu, 

R -:F R', (33.40) 

(33.41) 

(33.42) 

The leading correction to the behavior of r for T--. oo is given by retaining the 
first term in the expansion of the statistical weight: 

e- "·"o = I - P3Co + O(P'JC0 ) 2• (33.43) 

'
0 If the spins in the I lamiltoniao (33.4) were classical vectors, thts would follow directly from 

the definition (31.6). The fact that they arc operators does not iiJ validatc the dertvallon. provtded that 
the component of the to tal spin along the field commutes with tltc Hamiltonian. 

ll We introduce the notation <X>o ~ limr-, <X}. Note that <X>o -. T r ..\ ;l n . 

• 
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Inserting Lhis into (33.39) we find that 

r(R, R') ~ jS( S + 1) bK_R· - fJ(Sz(R}Sx(R'):JCo)o. 
1 - /1(3Co)o 

At infinite T {i.e., in the absence of interactions) we have 

(S(R) · S(R'))0 = 0, 
(3Co)o = 0, 

R ~ R', 

(33.44) 

(33.45) 

so the denominator in (33.44) remains unity. The cor rection to the leading term in 
the numerator, however, is 

P ~ L J(R1 - R 2 )(S,.(R)S:(R') S(Rt) · S(R2 ))0 • 
A,~R.,. 

(33.46) 

Because the spins at difrerent sites are independent in the T ..... oo limit, (33.46) fails 
to vanish only when R 1 = R, R 2 = R', or vice versa. Jt therefore reduces to 

fJJ(R - R') L (S~(R)S,.(R))o(Sz(R')S,..(R'))o. (33.47) 

Since different components of a given spin are uncorrelated, this further simplifies to 

fJJ(R - R')(S/(R))0 (S/(R'))0 = fJJ(R - R') (S(S 
3
+ l)y. (33.48) 

Collecting these results, we find that the high-temperature expansion (33.44) yields 

l(R, R') = S(S 3+ 1) [bu + S(S 3+ 1) fJJ(R - R') + 0(/1J)2]· (33.49) 

Thus a t high temperatures the oorrela tion function for two distinct spins is simply 
proportional to the exchange interaction itself. This is reasonable, since one expects 
a positive (i.e., ferromagnetic) exchange ooupling between two spins to favor their 
parallel alignment (and hence lead to a positive value of their inner product), while 
a negative (i.e., antiferromagnetic) coupling should favor antiparallel aJignmcnL The 
result neglects, however, the possibility that two distinct spins may be more st rongly 
correlated by their common coupling to other spins than by their direct coupling. 
Terms that can be so interpreted do appear when one carries the high-temperature 
expansion to still higher orders in Jfk8 T . 

Inserting the correlation function (33.49) into the susceptib ility (33.35), using Eq. 
(33.38), we find the high-temperature susceptibility: 

wher e 

x(T) = N (gJ.Ls )z S{S + 1) [1 + ~ + 0 (·£}_)2

] (33.50) 
V 3k8 T T T ' 

O = S(S +I)~ 
3 k 8 ' 

Jo = l.:J(R). 
R 

(33.51) 

The susceptibility (33.50) has the form of Curie's law (Eq. (31.47)) multiplied by the 
correction factor (1 + 0/T), which is greater than o r less t han unity, according to 
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whether the coupling is predomu1antly ferromagnetic or a ntiferrornagnetic. 22 Thus 
even well above the critical temperature one can obtain a clue as to the nature of the 
o rdering that sets in below Yc from the temperature dependence o f the s usceptibility. 23 

ANALYSIS OF THE CRITICAL POI~T 

Quantita tive theories of magnetic ordering have proved most difficult to construct 
near the critical temperature 7'c at which the ordering disappears. The difficulty is not 
pecuJiar to the p roblem of magnetism. The critical points of liquid-vapor transitions, 
superconducting transitions (Chapter 34). the superfluid transition in liq u id He4 , and 
order-disorder transitions in alloys, to name j ust a few, present quite strong analogies 
a nd give rise to quite similar theoretical difficulties. 

One computational approach2 4 has been to calcula te as many terms as possible 
in the high-temperature expansion ofCfo r example) the susceptibility, and extrapolate 
down in T to the singula rity, thereby obtaining the critical temperature as well as 
the exponent y (Eq. (33.2} ). Highly sophisticated extrapolation techniques have been 
developed25 a nd the value ofy thereby obtained is quite compatible with the observed 
divergence. Unfortunately, a simila r approach cannot easily be used for the spont a
neous magnetiz.ation of the Heisenberg model. Jf the series expansion for M(T) were 
known about T = 0, one could extrapolate upward to the singularity, obtaining 
both a check on the 7'c evaluated by extrapolating the susceptibility downward, as 
well as the critical exponent fJ (Eq. (33.1) ). Unfortunately, however, low-temperature 
expansions of M(T) require c-alculating corrections to the spin wave approximation. 
Although this is possible to a limited extent it cannot be carried to anywhere near 
the level of the systematic procedure available for calculating high-temperature ex-. 
pans10ns. 

Another approach is to simplify the Hamiltonian still further. The p rice tha t one 
pays is a model that bears only a generic resemblance to the original physical problem, 
except occasionally in peculiar cases that ha ppen (generally ex post f acto) to resemble 
the new models. What o ne gains is a model that is considerably more tractable 
a nalytically. The detailed theoretical analyses of such models are of value both for 
what they suggest about the more realistic Heisenberg model, and also as a prelimi
nary testing ground for various approximation techniques. 

By far the most important simplification of t he Heisenberg mode l is tbe Ising 

~· When this analysis is generalized to m ore complex crystal structure$ (which is straightforward). 
the result (33.51) provides a way to distiogui~h simple ferromagnetic solids from simple femmagnctic 
ones: if a spontaneous magnetization (below Tc) is due to a positive exchange interaction (ferromagnetism), 
the.n the term in I/ T 2 in the high-temperature susceptibility should be posi tive : if it is due to a negative 
(antifcrromagnetic) <."'upling between unlike spins, t hen the term in l / T 2 in the high-temperature suscep
tibility should be negative. 

23 This is the most importan t content of a phenomenological modification of Curie's law. known 
as the Curie-Weiss law. Sec the discussion of mean field theo ry below. 

24 This is reviewed by M. E. Fisher, Rep. Progr. Pllys. 30 (pL U ), 6t5 (l967). 
" The mo~t important is the method of Pade approxima.nts. This is reviewed by G . A. Baker. Adt·ances 

in Tlu:oretiwl Plr)·sics I , K. A. Brueckner. ed., Academic Press, New Yo rk, 1965. 
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model, in which the terms in S .,. and s_ are simply dropped from the Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian (33.9}, leaving 

1 
3C~smg = -

2 
~- J(R - R')S,(R)SJR') - g118 H ~ s .(Rl. (33.52) 

Since all the S,(R) commute, 3C15'"1 is explicitly diagonal in the representation in which 
each individual Sz(R) is diagonal; i.e., all the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian are known. In spite of this, calculating the partition function is still a 
task of form idable difficulty. However, the high-temperature expansion is more easily 
evah1ated and can be cartied out to more terms than in the Heisenberg model, and 
the profound d ifficulties in the low-temperature expansion disappear (together, un~ 
fortunately, with the Bloch T 312 law). 

Near the critical point, however, one can still do tittle more than extrapolate the 
high-temperature (and low-temperature) expansions. except in the case of the two
dimensional Ising model with only nearest-neighbor interactions.26 1n that one case, 
for several simple lattices (e.g., square, triangular, honeycomb) the exact free energy 
is known2 7 in zero magnetic field, together with the spontaneous magnetization. It is 
sobering to note that the calculation of these results is among the most impressive 
tnurs de force achieved by theoretical physicists, in spite of the extensive oversimpli
fications tha t have had to be made to construct a model even this t ractable. 

According to the exact Onsager solution, the specific heat of the two-dimensional 
Ising model has a logarithmic singularity in zero magnetic field, as the critical tem
perature "rc is a pproached from either above or below. The spontaneous magnetiza
tion vanishes as ('rc - T)tl8, and the susceptibility diverges as (T - 'rc)- 7

'
4

• r-iote 
that these exponents are quite different from the observed values described on page 
699, except, perhaps, for the specific heat singularity (a very small power law diver
gence being hard to distinguish from a logarithmic singularity). This is a consequence 
of the two-dimensional structure of the model. Series expansions in three dimensions 
indicate singularities much closer to those observed. 

Finally, we note another approach to the critical reg1on arising from the hypothe
sis28 that in the neighborhood ofT = Tc and H = 0 the magnetic equation of state 
should have the form 

IT.~ TjP+Y = f .s: Cr. ~1 Tjll). (33.53) 

which is known as a scaling equation of state. Given such a form, one can deduce 
certain relations between the exponents describing the critical point singularities
for example (see Eqs. (33.1), (33.2). and (33.3) ), a + 2P + y = 2 that can only be 

•• See, however, the remark on renormo~lization group methods m footnote 7. The model can also 
be analy:tcd completely in one dimension, but for any finite range of interact ron there is no magnetic 
ordering at any temperature. 

21 The solulton was found by l. Onsager, Pltys. Rtw. 65. 117 ( 1944). The first published calculation 
of the spontaneous magnetization (Onsagcr reported the rt>sult but never published hrs calculation) is by 
C. N. Ynng. Php. R'"'· 85, 808( 1951~ A relatj vely accc,..-;ible version of the Onsager calculation of the free 
cnerg} has been g1vcn by T. Schultz et al~ Rl't". Mod Ph,·•· 36. 856 ( 1964). 

•• B. Widom. J. Clrt!lll. Phys. 43. 3898 ( 1965): L. P. Kadanolf. Plrp k• 2, 2t\3 (1966). 
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proved29 as inequalities, but a ppear to be satisfied in real systems as strict equalities. 
The scaling concept has been applied to the static correlation function 30 and even 
to the time-dependent correlation function.31 It has set the direction to many ex
periments on the critical point, which have, in turn, confirmed the original conjec
ture (see, for example, Figure 33.l0). It is only with the recent theoretical work of 
K. G. Wilson, however, that a finn basis has been given to the scaling hypothesis. 32 
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Figtl.rc 33.10 
TI1e magnetic equation of state 
of nickel near T. = 627.4 K. 
H the scaling hypothesis is 
correct, there should be two 
temperature-independent ex
ponents fJ and }' such thut 
H/IT - 'F.IP •7 depends on M 
and T only in the co mbination 
Mf! T - "~l· (The functional 
relations will not be 1he same, 
however, above and below "1;.) 
By plotting (M/ IJ - rrJ7;)!PJ 2 

vs. [H/ jt - (T/T.}!P"'l/[M/ 
I• - (T/T.)!i'l. one can demon
strate the extent to which the 
hypothesis is satisfied. For five 
different tempera tures above 
T. the points so plotted all 
lie on oue universal curve; 
the same behavi o r is found 
for five different temperatures 
below T,. The exponents us(.'(! 
are {1 = 0.378 and l' = 1.34. 
(The s<.-ales are based on II 
in gauss and M in e.mujgm) 
(From J. S. Kouvel and J. B. 
Comly, PIJys. Rev. Lert. 20. 
1237 ( 1968).) 

:u> It B. Griffiths (J. Cltem. l'hys.43, 1958 (1965)) gives a large number of thermodynamic inequalities 
that can be prov~ about singular quanlit ies ncar the ciitical point. 

30 Jo its simplest form. scaling asserts (M. E. Fisher, J_ Mtdlr. Plrys. 5. 944 (1964)) that the correlation 
function has tbc fonn 

when: ~(T), known as the correlation length, diverges nttbc critica l temperature. rt is clear, from the fttct 
that the susceptibil ity diverges at the critical point, that tlte correlation function should acquire a very 
long spat inl range at 7~ (see cqs. (33.35) and (33.38) ). The seating hypothesis makes the additional assump
tions that the correlation function faUs off as a simple power of Rat T., and that it depends on temperature 
only through the variable R/~(71. 

3 1 B. I. Halperin and P. C. Hollenberg, Phys. Rev. Letc. 19.700 ( 1967). 
32 Sec footnote 7. and also F. J. Wegner, Pltys. Rev. 65, 4529 (1972). 
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MEAN FIELD THEORY 

The earliest attempt at a quantitative analysis oft he ferromagnetic transition was put 
forward by P . Weiss and is known as mean (or molecular) field theory.33 Mean field 
theory gives a grossly inadequate picture of the critical region, fails to predict spin 
waves at low temperatures, and even at high temperatures reproduces without error 
onJy the leading correction to Curie's law. We nevertheless mention it here because 
(a) the theory has been so widely used and quoted that one must learn to recognize 
it and be aware of its inadequacies; (b) when one is confronted with a new situation 
(e.g., a par ticular complicated arrangement of spins on a crystal structure with several 
types o f coupling), mean field theory probably offers the simplest rough way of sorting 
out the types of s tructures one might expect to arise; a nd (c) mean field theory is 
sometimes taken as a starting point for more sophisticated calculations. 

Suppose that in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (33.4) we focus our a ttention on a 
particular site R and isolate from 3C those terms containing S(R): 

6X = - S(R). ( L J(R - R ')S(R') + O~HH). 
R .. R. 

(33.54) 

This has the form of the energy of a spin in an effective ex.temal field : 

H dl = H + 1 L J(R - R ')S(R'), 
YJ1B R" 

(33.55) 

but the "field" H en is an operator, depending in a complicated way on the detailed 
configuration of a ll the other spins a t sites different from R. The mean field approxi
mation evades this complexity by replacing H <fl' with its thermal equilibrium mean 
value. In the case of a ferromagnet 34 every spin has the same mean value, which can 
be represented in terms of the total magnetization density as 

v ]\-1 
(S(R)) = N !JJ1H. (33.56) 

If we replace each spin in Eq. (33.55) by its mean value (33.56) we arrive at the effective 
field, 

H err = H + /.i\1. (33.57) 
where 

1 0 = L J(R). (33.58) 
R 

The mean field theory of a ferromagnet assumes that the only effect of interactions 
is to replace the field each spin feels by H..rr· This is rarely justified in cases of practical 

n T he theory is readily generalized to describe all varieties or magnet ic o rdering, is closely analogous 
to the van der Waals theory of the liquid-vapor t ransition. and is a p urticular example of a very genera l 
theory of phase transitions due to Landau. 

34 For olhcr cases s<:e Problem 7. l.n general, one makes an initial tmsatz (or the equilibrium average 
o f each S(R), uses that to construct the average mean field, and then requires (self-consistency) that the 
equilibrium avemge of each spin S(R). compuu:d as if it were a free spin in the average mean 6eld, agree 
with the initial ansmz. 
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interest, since it requires either that individual spin directions do not devia te dras
tically from their average values, or that the exchange interaction is of such lo ng range 
that many spins contribute to (33.55), with individual spin fluctuations about the 
average canceling among themselves. 

If we nevertheless make the mean fi eld approximation, then the magneti7.ation 
density is given by the solution to 

M = Mo(H; ), (33..59) 

where M 0 is the magnetization density in the field Hat temperature T, calculated in 
the absence of magnetic interactions. We computed Jv1 0 in Chapter 31, where we 
found (Eq. 31.44) that it depended on H and T only through their ratio, as Eq. (33.59) 
ta kes explicitly into account. If there is a spontaneous magnetization M(T) at a 
temperature T, then it will be given by a nonzero solutio n to (33.59) when the applied 
field va nishes. Since H df = ).1\f! when II = 0, we must h ave 

(A.M) MCr) = Mo T. (33.60) 

The possibility of solutions to Eq. (33.60) is most easily investigated graphically. 
If we write it as the pair of equations 

M(T) = M 0 (x), 

T 
M(T) = Tx, (33.61) 

then solutions will occur whenever the graph of .tv£ 0(x) intersects the straight line 
(T /}.)x (see Figure 33 .l J ). This wi II happen at a nonzero value of x if and only if the 

Tz -· )( 
X 

Figure 33.11 
Graphical solution to the 
mean field equations (33.61). 
When T has a value exceed
ing 7~ (for example, T ~ 70) 
there is no solution except 
M = 0. When T is less than 
7;, (for example, 7' = T, , . . . 
7",. ) there a re solutions with 
nonzero M . The critical value 
o f T. 1;, is detennined by the 
~c.."'metricaJ co ndition that 
the slope of Mo(x) a t the 
origin be TJ)_ 

slope of the straight line. T/}., is less than the slope of M 0 (x) at the origin, M 0 '(0). The 
latter slope, however, can be expressed in terms of the zero-field susceptibilit y Xo 
calculated in the absence of interactions. for 

(
ilM 0 ) 

Xo = iJI/ H o 
Mo'(O) 

T 
(33.62) 
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Comparing this with the explicit form (31.47) of Curie's law, we can read off the value 
of M 0'(0), and conclude that the critical temperature "fc below which a nonzero 
spontaneous magnetization can be found is given by 

T = N (9Jln)2 S(S 1).:! = S(S + J) J 
" V 3k

11 
+ ' 3k 

8 
o• (33.63) 

In Table 33.4 this prediction is compared with the exact critical temperatures for 
several two- and three-dimensional Ising models.35 The actual critical temperatures 
are lower than the mean field prediction by as much as a factor of2. However, agree
ment does improve with inereasing lattice dimensionality and coordination number, 
as one might expect. 

Table 33.4 
RATIO OF THE ~Cf CRfflCAL TEMPERATURES TO THOSE PREOICTEI) 
BY MEAN FIELD THEORY (MIT) FOR SEVERAL NEAREST t-;EIGHBOR ISING 
MODELS a 

LATI1CE DJME\SJON.AUTY COORDINATION NUM13ER TJ T.rrll 
Honeycomb 2 3 0.5062173 
Square 2 4 0.5672963 
Triangular 2 6 0.6068256 
Diamond 3 4 0.67601 
Simple cubic 3 6 0.75172 
Body-centered cubic 3 8 0.79385 
Face-centered cubic 3 12 0.8162 

• The two-dimensional values of 7; are known in closed form; the v-dlues in th ree <.limen· 
sions have been computed by extrapolation techniques to the accuracy quoted. 
Source: M. E. Fi~her, l{epts. Prog. Phys. 30 (pt. U), 615 (1967). 

Just below 7., Eq. (33.60) gives a spontaneous magnetization that varies as 
(7. - T)1

'
2

, regardless of the dimensionali ty of the lattice (see Problem 6). This is in 
striking contrast to the known results M - (T.: - T'/, with fJ = A- for the two
dimensional 'Ising model, and fJ ~ i for most three-dimensional physical and model 
systems. Note, though, that the agreement with mean field theory again improves as 
the dimensionality increases.36 

Near zero temperature mean field theory predicts that the spontaneous magne
tization deviates from its saturation value by a term of order e-JoSJkoT (Problem 9). 
This is in striking contrast to the T 3

'
2 dependence that a more accurate analysis of 

the isotropic3 7 Heisenberg model predicts and experiments have confirmed. 

~> When applying (33.63) to the Ising model. tS(S + 1) must be rcpla~x:d by the term from which 
it arose: the mean value of 5,2 for a randomly oriented spin. 

>fi It is believed thut in more than four dimensions the mean field cr itical indices arc correct. 
" The spont:mcous magnetization of the anisotropic Heisenberg model docs de--;atc only expo

nentially from saturotion. Howo.:vtt, J ofk8 Tis replaced by l;Jfk8 T. where t;J is a measure of I he anisotro py 
in the exchange coupling. which is very much smnller than J 0 when the anisotropy is weak.. See Problem 5 . 

• 
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The susceptibility in the mean field approximation is given by differentiating 
(33.59): 

oM oM0 aHdJ 
X = off = oH oH = Xo(l + AX). 

elf 

(33.64) 

Hence 

X_ Xo 
- 1 - AXo' 

(33.65) 

where Xo is evaluated in the field H.rr· Above T, in the limit of zero applied field, H.rr 
vanishes and the susceptibility Xo assumes the Curie's law form (31.47). Equation 
(33.65) then gives a zero-field susceptibility 

Xo 
X= 1- (TJT) 

(33.66) 

This result is identical in form to Curie's law for an ideal paramagnet (Eq. (3 1.47) ), 
except that the T in the denominator has been replaced by T - T.., a modification 
known as the Curie-Weiss law. l11e term "law" is an unfortunate one, since near 
T. the measured and calculated susceptibilities of three-dimensional ferromagnets 
diverge as an inverse power ofT - 7; somewhere between i and 1, rather than as 
the simple pole that (33.66) predicts.38 However, the dominant (order l/T2

) correc
tion to the high-temperature Curie's law susceptibility given by (33.66) does agree 
with the exact result (33.50), and this is the only real content of the Curie-Weiss law: 
the hjgh-temperature correction to the susceptibility of a ferromagnet makes it 
larger than the value predicted by Curie's law.3 9 Corrections beyond the dominant 
one at high temperatures disagree with the prediction of (33.66). and therefore once 
one leaves the high-temperature regime the Curie-Weiss law is little more than a 
particularly simple and not very reliable way of extrapolating the high-temperature 
susceptibility series down to lower T. 

CONSEQUENCES OF DIPOLAR INTERACl'IONS TN 
FERROMAGNEIS: DOMAINS 

Although the critical temperature of iron is over 1000 K, a piece of iron picked from 
the shelf normally appears to be "unmagnetized." The same piece of iron, however, 
is attracted by magnetic fields far more strongly than a paramagnetic substance, and 
can be "magnetized" by stroking it with a "permanent magnet." 

To explain these phenomena it is necessary to consider the hitherto neglected 
magnetic dipolar interactions between the spins. We stressed in Chapter 32 that this 
inLeraction is very weak, the dipolar coupling between nearest neighbors being typi
cally a thousand times smaller than the exchange coupling. However, the exchange 

31 In the two-dimensional Ising model the susceptibility diverges as (T- T,)-11•, an even wider 
dcpartme from the Curie-Weiss prediction. Note once again, however. that the mean field prediction 
improves with increasing dimensionality. 

30 In antiferromagnets mean field theory leads above Tc to :1 susceptibility of the form (33.66). but 
with a pole at negati'-e T (see Problem 7). Here, again. this result is not reliable e,;cept for its prediction 
about the sign of the high-temperature correction to OJric"s law. 
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interaction is quite short-ranged (falling off exponentially with spin separa6o n in a 
ferromagnetic insulator) whereas the dipolar interaction is not (falling off only as the 
inverse cube of the separation). As a resu ll, the magnetic configuration of a macro
scopic sample can be quite complex. for the dipolar energies become significant when 
enormous n umbers o f spins arc involved, and can then considerably alter the spin 
configuration favored by the short-range exchange interactions. 

In particu lar, a uniformly magneti2.ed configuration such as we have used to 
characterize the ferromagnetic state is exceedingly uneconomical in d ipolar energy. 
The dipolar energy can be substantially reduced (Figure 33.12) by dividing the speci
men into uniformly magnetized domains of macroscopic size, whose magnetization 
vectors point in widely different directions. Such a subdivision is paid for in exchange 
energy. for the spins near the boundary of a domain will experience u nfavorable 
exchange interactions with the nearby spins in the neighboring misaligned domain. 
Because, however, t he exchange interaction is short-ranged. it is only the spins near 
the domain boundaries that will have their exchange energies raised. In contrast, the 
gain in magnetic d ipolar energy is a buJk effect: because of the lo ng range o f the 
interaction, the dipolar energy of every spin drops when domains are formed. There
fo re. provided that the domains are not too small, domain formation will be favored 
in spite of the vastly greater st rength of the exchange interaction. Every spin can 
lower its (small) dipolar energy, but only a few (those near domain boundaries) have 
their (large) exchange energy raised. 

---
t l ' 

-t t t t ' t t ' ' t t t t t t ' ' -
t t ' ' t t t t t t ' ' t t ' ' t t t t t t ' ' ----• 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 33.12 
A ferro magnetically ordered solid can reduce its magnetic dipolar 
energy by hreaking up into a complex ~tructure of domains. Thus 
the single-domain structure (a) has a much higher dipolar energy 
than the structure (b) consisting of two domains. (To sec this 
th ink o f the two haJves of(b) as being two bar magnets. T o form 
the single domain (a), one of the magnets in (b) must be re1.ersed, 
tl1ereby changing a configuration iu which o pJX>site poles are 
near one another to one in which like poles ar e ncar one another.) 
The two-domain structure (b) can lower its dipolar energy still 
further by producing t he additional domains shown in {c). 

T he ease with which a ferromagnet below 7;, retains or loses (by breaking up into 
domains) its spontaneous magnetization, as well as the process by which application 
of a field forces the spontaneous magnetization to reappear, is intimately tied to the 
physics of how domains alter their size and orientation. The structure of the boundary 
between two domains (known as the domain wall, or Bloch wall) plays an important 
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role in these processes. An abrupt boundary (Figure 33.13a) between two domains is 
un necessarily costly in exchange energy. One can lower the surface energy o f a domain 
wa ll by spreadjng out the reversal of spin d irection over many spins.'~° For if the spin 
reversal is spread over n spins, then as o ne passes through the wall each spin will be 
seen to differ in orientation from its neighbor by an angle nfn (Figure 33. 13b). In a 
crude classical picture the exchange energy of successive pairs will therefore be not 
the minimum value - JS 2 , b ut rather -JS2 cos (n/n) ~ - J S 2 [1 - l{Tt/n)2

] Since 
it takes n steps to reverse the spin, the cost o f achieving a 180° spin reversaJ down a 
line of n spins will be 

tlE = n [ - JS2 cos ( ; )- (-JS2
)] = ;s JS 2

, (33.67) 

which is lower than the cost of an abrupt (one-step) reversal by the factor n 2 /2n. 
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(a) ( b) 

Figure 33.13 
Detailed view of a portion of domain wal l showing (a) an abrupt 
bound11ry and (b) a gradual boundary. Tbc latter type is less costly 
in exchange energy. 

If this were the only consideration, the domrun wall would broaden out to a 
thickness limited only by dipolar interactions. However, the above analysis assumed 
that the exchange coupling between neighboring spins was pet:fectly isotropic, de
pending only on the angle between them. Although interactions in the Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian (33.4) have this isotropy, this is only because spin-orbit coup ling was 
neglected in its derivation. l n a real solid the spins will be coupled to the electronic 
charge density via spin-orbit coupling, and their energy will therefore depend to some 
extent o n their absolute o rientation with respect to the crystal axes, as weiJ as on their 
relative o rien tation with respect to one ano ther. Although this dependence oft he spin 
energy on absolute orientatio n (known as anisotropy energy) may be q uite weak, it 
will. on the average, contribute a fixed energy per spin to the energy or a line of 
deviant spins, and will therefore eventually outweigh the increasingly sma ll reduc
tions in exchange energy made possible by successive e xtensions of the domain wall 

4 0 We consider the c:asr where the wall is not so very thick that the dipolar energy of the boundary 
itself is consrquentinl 
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thickness. Thus in practice the thickness of a domain wall is determined by a balance 
between exchange and anisotropy energies.4 1 

The "magnetization" o f a piece of "unmagnetized" iron by application of a field 
(weU below Yc) is a process in which domains are rearranged and reoriented. When a 
weak :field is applied, domains oriented along the field can grow at the expense of 
adversely oriented domains by smooth motion of the domain walls (Figure 33.14).42 

The magnetization process in weak fields is reversible : As the aligning field ret urns 
to zero, the domains revert to their original forms (with zero bulk magnetization for 
the entire specimen). If, however, the al igning field is not weak, favorably aligned 
domains may also extend themselves by irreversible p rocesses. For example, the 

Figure 33.14 
The magnetization process. f 
(a) An unmagnetized speci-
men. (b) The specimen in a 
weak field that favor.; spin up. 
The domain of up spins has 
growu a t the expense of the (a) 
domain of down spins by 
motion oft he domain wall to 
the righL In (c) tbc applied 
field is stronger, ;md domain 
rotation i.~ starting to take 
place. The magneti7.ation 
curve(conventionally plotted 
as B = H + 4nM vs. fl) 
from zero magnetization 
(configuration (a) in zero 
field) up to saturation is 
shown in the inset. If one sub
sequently reduces the field, 
the magnetization docs not 
return to zero with the field, 
anti a hysteresis curve (d) 
results. At tbe field - H.., B 
vanishes. Sometimes this is 
taken as an alternative defi-
nition of the coercive force. 

(d) 

1 t 

- .. 
(b) 

lJ=H+41fM 

-
l 

-
(c) 

H 

l 

/ 

• 

Domain 
rot.'!tlQn 

H 

•1 Anisotropy energy is also responsible for the observed phenomenon of weasy~ and "hard" a:n:s 
of magnetization. 

42 The gradual reversal of spins in the wall i~ important for the smoothness of the wall's motion. 
To move an abrupt wall by a series of ISO" flips o f10dividual spins would require moving each spin through 
a large (e.xchange) energy barrier. 
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reversible low-field motion of domain walls may be hindered by crystalline imper
fections through which the wall will pass only if the gil in in external field energy is 
sufficiently large. When the aligning ·field is removed, these defects may prevent the 
domain walls from rctuming to their original unmagnetized configuration. It then 
becomes necessary to apply a rather strong field in the opposite direction to restore 
the unmagnetized configuration. This phenomenon is known as hJISleresis, and the 
field necessary to restore zero magnetization (usually from saturation) is known as 
the coercire force. Evidently the value of the coercive force depends on tl1e state of 
preparation of the specimen. 

At very large fields it may become energetically favorable for entire domains to 
rotate as a whole, in spite of the eosl in anisotropy energy. Once magnetized in this 
way, it may be quite difficult for a substance to reform into domains unless some 
remnant of domain structure is left to provide nucleation centers for the less cata
strophic sort of domain growth tluough motion of the walls. 

CONSEQUENCES OF DIPOLAR INTERACflONS: 
DEMAGNETIZATION FACTORS 

Finally we note that the dipolar magnetic interactions can result in strong internal 
fields acting on each spin site, causing the local field H a spin actually experiences to 
differ substantially from the applied external field. The analogous electrical phenom
enon in insulators was discussed in some detail in Chapter 27. Here we merely ~ote, 
in addition, tllat the effect in ferromagnetic materials can be quite large: The internal 
local field in a ferromagnet can be thousands of gauss in zero external field. As in the 
case of dielectrics, the value of the internal field depends in a complicated way on the 
shape of the specimen. One often introduces a "demagnetizat ion factor" to convert 
the applied field to the true local field. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Bormds for ProtbtcJs of Spin Operators 
(a) From the fact thai the eigenstatcs of a Hermitian matrix form a complete orthonormal 

set, deduce that tho largest (smallest) diagonal matrix element a Hermitian operator can have is 
equal to its large:;! (smallest) eigenvalue. 

(b) Prove that the largest diagonal matrix element S(R) · S(R1 can have wben R ¢ R' is S1. 

(Hint: Write the operator in terms of the square ofS(R) + S(Rl) 
(c) Prove that the smallest diagonal matrix clenumt S(R) • S(R1 can have is -S(S + I). 

2. Bounds for tire Ground-State Energy of UJI Antiferromagnet 
Derive the lower bound in (33.1 7) for the ground state energy o f a Heisenberg antiferromagnet 
from one of the results in Problem I. l.)erive the upper bound in (33.17) from a variational argu
ment, using as a trial ground state the one described on page 704. 

3. Exact Ground-State Energy of a Simple "Antiferromagnet" 
Show that the ground-state energy of the four spin anti ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor Heisenberg 
linear chain, 

(33.68) 

# 
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is 

£ 0 = - 4J S
2 

[ 1 + is J 
(H int : Write the Hamiltonian in the form 

I [ 2 2 2] JC = ·2J (S1 + 5 2+ S3 + S4) - (5t + 53) - (52 + 54) .) 

4. Prope,.ties of Spin 1¥a ,·e States 
(a) Confirm the normali7.ation in Eqs. (33.19) and (33.20). 
(b) Derive Eq. (33.27). 

(33.69) 

(33.70) 

(c) Show tha t (kiS.~. (R)Ik> = 0, i.e., that the phase of the spin wave is unspecified in the 
state lk ). 

S. Anisotropic H eisenbe1'g Model 
Consider the anisotropic H eisen berg spin Hamiltonian 

3C = - t L(J=(R- R ')5 .(R)5:(R') + J(R - R')5 J.(R) · 5.~.(R')] (33.71) 
RR" 

with J . (R - R '} > J(R - R '} > 0. 
(a) Show Ll1at the ground state (33.5) and o ne-spin- wave states (33.23) remain eigcnstates of 

3C, b ut that the spin wave excitation energies are raised by 

s L [J :(R) - J (R )]. (33.72) 
R 

(b) Show that the low-temperature spontaneous magnetization now deviates from saturation 
only exponentially in - 1/ 1 . 

(c) Show that the a rgument o n page 708, that there can be no spontaneous magnetization 
in two dimen..<Jons, no lo nger works. 

6. Mean Field Tlteory Near the C t·itical Point 
F o r small x, the Bdllouin functio n BJ(x) h as the form Ax - B:x3 , where A and B are positive. 

(a) Deduce that as T approaches T, from below, the spontaneous magnetization of a ferro
magnet vanishes as ('T;, - n~/l according to mean field theo ry. 

(b) Deduce that a t 7;, the magnetization density M(J/, TJ vamshes as H tfJ in mean field 
theory. (Observations a nd calculations indicate a n exponent closer to 1/5 for three- dimensional 
systems. The exponent for the two-dimensional Ising m odel is 1/ 15.) 

7. Mean Field Tlteory of Fet·rimag11etism and Alltiferromagnetism 
Consider a magnetic structure made up of two types of spins that OCC\IPY two interpenetrating 
sublattices. Let spins wi thrn sublauicc 1 be coupled by exchange constants J 1, within sublattice 2., 
by 1 2 , a nd between sublattices 1 and 2, by J 3 • 

(a) Generalize the mean field theory of a simple ferromagnet to this l'Lructure, sh owing that 
Eq. (33.59) for tbe spontaneous magnetizallon generalizes to two coupled equations fo r the two 
sublauice magnetizations of the fo rm: 

M1 = M 0 [(H + J,1M1 + A.3M2)/T], 
M2 = Mo[(H + J . 2M2 + A.3Mt)ff]. (33.73) 

(b) Deduce from this that above T, the zero -field su~ptibility is the ratio of a polynomial 
linear in T to one quadratic in T. 
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(c) Verify that the susceptibility reduces back to the Curie-Weiss fonn when the ions in the 
two sublattices are identical and ferromagneticaUy coupled (.A1 = .A2 > 0, 13 > 0). 

(d) Verify that when the ions in the two suhlattices are identical (A1 = ll? > 0) and anti
ferromagnetically coupled (A3 < 0) with IA31 > IAal, the temperature in the Curie--Weiss "law" 
becomes negative. 

8. High-Tempemture Susceptibility of Fenimagnets and Antifen·omagnets 
Generalize the high-temperature susceptibility expansion to tbe case of the structure described 
in Problem 7, and compare the exact leading (0(1/T2

)) correction to Curie's law to the mean 
field result. 

9. Low-Temperatw·e Spo11taneous Magnetization in Mean Field The01y 
Show that when T is far below T<> the mean field theory of a ferromagnet predicts a spontaneous 
magnetization that diffen; from its saturation value exponentially in - 1/T . 

• 

• 
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ln C hapter 32 we found t11at the independent electron approximation cannot ade
quately describe most magnetica lly ordered solids. In many metals without any 
magnetic ordering a still more spectacular failure o f the independent electron approxi
mation sets in abruptly at very low temperatures, where another kind of electronically 
ordered state is established, known as the supcrcomlucting state. Superconductivity 
is not peculiar to a few metals. More than 20 metallic clements can become super
conductors (Table 34.1). Even certain semiconductors can be m11de supcrconducting 
under suitable conditions, 1 and the list of alloys whose superconducting properties 
have been measured stretches into the thousands. 2 

Table 34.1 
SUPERCONOUCONG ELF.J\1ENTS 0 

H He 

• 
Ll Be 8 c N 0 F Ne 

• 
Na Mg AI Si p s C1 Ar 

• • 
K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 

• • 
Rb s. y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I X e 

• • • 
Cs Sa Lu Hf Ta \V Re Os lr Pt Au Hg n Pb Bi Po At Rn 

Fr Ra 

• . 
La Ce PI' • Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Oy Ho E.- Tm Yb 

. 

Ax; Th Pa u Np Pu 

"Element$ that are •uperconducting only under special <ondocooru are indicntcd sepon>tcly. Note the 
oncompatibihty o f su perconductong and magnettc order. After G . G ladstone. ct al. Parh op. dt. note 6. 

Legend: 

0 Supercontlucting 

0 Superconducting under high prt.sst1re or in th.in films 

G Metallic but not yet founcl to be supen:onduct in!( 

0 Nonmcratlic elements 

G FJenoents with llUignetic order 

The characteristic properties of metals in the superconducting state appear highly 
anomalous when regarded from the point of view of the independent electron approxi
mation. T he most striking fea tures of a superconductor are: 

Such 11s npplication of high pressure, o r prcpat1ition of the specimen in -.:ry thin films. A striking 
example of the unexpcct<:d wa} S in which superconducttvity can be enhancL-d is pro\i ded by bismuth: 
Amorphous bismmh is a superconductor at lriplr1r tcmper-.uurcs than crystalltnc bismuth, which makes 
no sense at all in the indcpendL'fll clcctTOn approx imation. 

> See tl. W. Robens, Proyr. Cryog. 4, l(>J ( 1964). 
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I A superconductor can beha,·e as if it had no measurable DC electrical resistivity. 
Currents have been established in superconductors which, in the absence of any 
driving field, have nevertheless shown no discernible decay for as long as people 
have had the patience to watch.3 

2. A superconducto r can behave as a perfect diamagnet. A sample in thermal 
equilibrium in an applied magnetic field, provided the field is not too strong, 
carries electrical surface currents. These currents give rise to an additional mag
netic field that p recisely cancels the applied magnetic field in the interior o f the 
superconductor. 

3. A superconductor usually behaves as if there were a gap in energy of width 2.6 
centered about the Fermi energy, in the set of allowed one-electron levcls.4 Thus 
an electron of energy & can be accommodated by (or extracted from) a super
conductors on ly if & - e F (or t,F - f.) exceeds t.. The energy gap t. increases in 
size as the temperature drops, leveling off to a maximum value .6(0) at very low 
temperatures. 

The theory of superconductivity is quite extensive and highly specialized Like the 
theories we;: have described elsewhere in this book, it is based on the nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics of electrons and ions, but beyond that its similarity to the o ther 
models and theories we have examined diminishes rapidly. The microscopic theory 
o f superconductivity cannot be described in the language of the independent electron 
approximation. Even comparatively elementary microscopic calculations for super
conductors rely on formal techniques (field theoretic methods) which, while concep
tually no more sophisticated than the o rdinary methods of quantum mechanics, 
require considerable experience and practice before they can be used with confidence 
and understanding. 

Consequently, to a g reater degree than in other chapters we shall limit our survey 
of the theory of superconductivity to qualitative descriptions of some of the major 
concepts, together with statements of a few of the simpler predictions. The reader 
who wishes to acquire even an elementary working knowledge of the subject must 
consult one of the many available books.6 

1 The record appears 10 be 2i years; S.C. Collins, quoted in E. /\. Lynton, Superconducliuit)', Wiley, 
New York. 1969. 

" Under a variety of !!pccial conditions superconductivity can also occur without an energy gap. 
Gapless superconductivity can be produced, for example, by introducing a suitable concentnllion of 
magnelic impurities. A review is given by K . Maki in Supercorulucri~lty, R. D. Parks, eel., Dekker, New 
York.. l%9. ln lhe con1ext of superconductivity, 1he term. wenecgy gap" always refers to lhe quantily 6. 

• This is most directly observed in electron tunneling experiments, which arc described below along 
with other manifel<tations of the energy gap. 

6 Two fundamenUII references on the phenomenological theory are F . London, Superftuids, vol. I , 
Wiley, New York, 1954. and Dover, New York, 1954, and D. Shoenberg, Superconductivity, Cambridge, 
t962. A very brief survey is given by E. A. Lynton, Superconduct iclry, Methuen, London, t969. TI1e micro
scopic Lheory is expounded in J. R. Schrielfer, Superconductivity, W. 1\ . Benjamin, New York, 1964, and 
in the fioal chapter of A. /\. Abrikosov, L. P . Gorkov, and l E. DL)•aloshinski, Methods of Quautum 
Field Theory in Statistical Physics, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs. NJ., 1963. A detailed survey of the 
theoretical aspects o ft hesubjcct bas been given by G . Rickayzen, 17JeoryofSupercorzductir;ity, lntersciertce, 
New York. 1965, and in somewhat less de!ail by P. de Gennes, Superconductivity of M eUJ/s ami Alloys, 
W. A. Benjamin, Menlo Parle, Calif., 1966. 1\ survey of an aspects of the subject, theoretical and experi
mentaL by many o£ the leading o;pens in the field is Superconducricity, R . D . Parks, eel., Dekker, New 
York.. 1969. 
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This chapter is organized as follows: 

1. A survey of the basic empirical facts about superconductivity. 
2. A description of the phenomenological London equation and its relation to 

perfect diamagnetism. 
3. A qualit ative descrip tion of the microscopic theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and 

Schrieffer. 
4. A summary o f some o f the. fundamental equilibrium predictions ofthe microscopic 

theory and how they compare with experiment. 
5. A qualitative discussion of the relationship between the microscopic theory, the 

concept of an "order parameter," and the transport properties o f superconductors. 
6. A description of the remarkable tunneling phenomena between superconductors 

predicted by B. D. Josephson. 

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE 

The transition to the superconducting state is a sharp one in bulk specimens. Above 
a critical temperature 7 Tc the properties of the metal are completely normal ; below 
~ superconducting properties are displayed, the most dramatic of which is the absence 
of any measurable DC electrical resistance. Measured critical temperatures range 
from a few millidegrees Kelvjn8 up to a little over 20 K. The corresponding thermal 
energy ks~ varies from about 10-7 eV up to a few thousandths of an electron volt. 
TI1is is quite minute compared with the energies we have become accustomed to 
regarding as significant in solids.9 T ransition temperatures of the superconducling 
elements a re listed in Table 34.2. 

PERSISTENT CURRENTS 

Figure 34.1 displays the resistivity of a supercond ucting metal vs. temperature as the 
critical temperature T.: is crossed. Above T.: the resistivi ty has the form characteristic 
of a normal metal, p(T) = p0 + BT5, the constant term arising from impurity10 and 
defect scattering, and the term in T 5 arising fro m phonon scattering. Below r;, these 
mecha nisms lose tl1e power to degrade an electric current and the resistivity drops 
abr uptly to zero. Currents can flow in a superconductor with no discernible dissipa
tion of energy.11 There are, however, some limitations: 

I. Superconductivity is destroyed by application of a sufficiently large magnetic 
.field (see below). 

7 The critical temperature is tha t at which the lrnnsition occurs in the absence of an applied magnetic 
field. When a magnelic field is present (see below) the transition occurs at a lower temperature, and the 
nature of the transi tion changes from second order to first order; i.e~ there is a latent heat in non7.ero field . 

" The 10west temperatures at which superconductivity has been sought, to da te.. 
9 Thus e,, ~ 10 eV, hoJn - 0.1 eV. 
' 0 We assume lhere are no magnetic impurities present; .see p a.!!e 687. 
•t When Ampere first proposed t·hat magnetism could be understood in terms of electric currents 

flowing in individual molecules, it was objectL-d that no currents were known to How without d issipation. 
Ampere persisted in h is view and was vindicated by the qttantum theory. which permits stationary molec
ular states in which a net t:urrent flows (see Chaprer 31). A solid in the superconducting stale is behaving 
like one enormou.~ molecu le. The presenc:e of an electric current without dissipation in a superconductor 
is a dr.unatic macroscopic manifestation of quantum mechanics. 
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Table 34.2 
VAUJES OF T., AND ll~ FOR THE 
SUPERCONDUCTIJSC ELEMENTs• 

T. < Hr 
ELbMENT (K) (GAUSS)b 

Al 1.196 99 
Cd 0.56 30 
Ga 1.091 51 
Hf 0.09 
Hg ex (rhomb) 4.15 411 

p 3.95 339 
In 3.40 293 
lr 0.14 19 
La ex (l1cp) 4.9 798 

{3 (fcc) 6.06 1096 
Mo 0.92 98 
Nb 9.26 1980 
Os 0.655 65 
Pa 1.4 -
Pb 7.19 803 
Re 1.698 198 
Ru 0.49 66 
Sn 3.72 305 
Ta 4.48 830 

• Tc 7.77 1410 
Th 1.368 162 
Ti 0.39 100 
Tl 2.39 171 
u ex 0.68 

}' 1.80 
v 5.30 1020 
w 0.012 I 
Zn 0.875 53 
Zr 0.65 47 

• For type ll superconductors, the zero-u:mperature 
critical field quoted is o btained from an equal-area 
construction: The low-field (H < H, .) magnetiza-
tion is extrapolated linearly to a field II, chosen to 
give an enclosed area equal to the area under the 
actual magnetization curve. 
bAtT = O{K). 
Sources: B. W. Roberb. Pro(IT. Cryog. 4, 161 (1964): 
G . Glndstone. M. A Jensen, and J. R. Schrieffer, 
Superco/Uiuctirity, R. D . Purk$, t-'<1., Dekker. New York. 
1969: Haw/book of Cht<misrry and PIJysics. 551h cd., 
Ch.:mical Rubber Publishing Co., Cleveland. 1974 1975. 
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Figure 34.1 
(a) Low-temperature resistivity of a normaJ 
metal (p(n = p0 + 87 5) containing nonmag
netic impurities (b) Low-temperature resistivity 
of a superconductor (in zero magnetic field) 
containing nonmagnetic impurities. At 7;, p 
drops abruptly to .tcro. 

2. If the current exceeds a "critical current," the superconducting state wiU be 
destroyed (Silsbee effect). The size of the critical current (whicb can be as large 
as I 00 amp in a I -mrn wire) depends on the nature and geometry of the specimen, 
and is related to whether the magnetic field produced by the current exceeds the 
critical field at the surface of the superconductor.12 

3. A superconductor well below its transition temperature will also respond without 
clissipation to an AC electric field provided that the frequency is not too large. 
T11e change from clissipationlcss to normal response occurs at a frequency m of 
order 6 /11, where l1 is the energy gap. 

THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES 

In the independent electron approximation good electrical conductors are also good 
conductors of heat, since the conduction electrons transport entropy as well as 
electric charge. 1 3 Superconductors, contrary to this, are poor thermal conductors 
(Figure 34.2). 14 They also exhibit no Peltier effect; i.e., an electric current at uniform 
temperature in a superconductor is not accompanied by a thermal current, as it 
would be in a normal metal. The absence of a Peltier eiTect indicates that those 
electrons that participate in Lhe persistent current carry no entropy. The poor thermal 

u See Problem 3. 
' 3 See page 253. 
'"' This property is exploited 1.0 make therrlllll swilchc5. 
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Figure 34.2 
The thermal conductivity of lead . Below T. the 
lower curve gives the thermal conductivity in 
the supercondu(;ting state, and tl1e upper curve, 
in the normal state. The normal sample is pro
d uced below T. by application of a ma gnetic 
field. which is assumed otherwise to have no 
appreciable affect on the thermal conductivity. 
(Reproduced by permission of the National 
Research Council of Canada from J. H. P. 
\Vatson and G . M. Graham. Clln. J. Phys. 41, 
1738 (I 963).) 
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conductivity indicates tha t even when a superconductor is not carrying an e lectric 
current, only a fraction of its conduction electro ns are capable of transporting 
entropy.15 

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES: PERFECT DIAMAGNETISM 

A magnetic field (provided that it is not too strong) cannot pt-'Tletra te into the interior 
of a superconductor. This is most dramaticaJly illustrated by the Meissner-Ochsenfeld 
effect: If a normal metal in a magnetic field 16 is cooled below its superconducting 
transition temperature, the magnetic flux is a bruptly expelled. Thus the transition, 
when it occurs in a magnetic field, is accompanied by the appearance o f whatever 
surface curren ts are required to cancel the magnetic field in the interior of the . 
spectmcn. 

Note that this is not implied by perfect conductivity (i.e., u = co) alone, even 
though perfect co nductivity does imply a somewhat related property: If a perfect 
conductor, initially in zero magnetic field, is moved into a region of nonzero field (or 
if a field is turned on), then Faraday's law of induction gives rise to eddy currents that 
cancel the magnetic field in the interior. If, however, a magnetic field were established 
in a perfect conductor, its expulsion would be equally resisted. Eddy currents would 
be induced to maintain the field if the sample were moved into a field-free region (or 
if the applied field were turned off). Tims perfect conductivity implies a time-inde
pendent magnetic field in the interior, but is noncommittal as to the value that field 
must bave. ln a superconductor, the field is not only independent of time, but also 
zero. 

" Presumably the efficacy of the phonons in conducting h eat remains undiminished, but this is 
gene rally a less important contribution to tbe cl1ermal condu.ctivity than that of the conduction electrons. 

16 A normal metal is only weakly paramagnetic or diamagnetic (no magnet ically ordered metals are 
superconductors) and an applied magnetic field can penetrate it. 
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We shall examine the relation between perfect conductivity and the Meissner effect 
somewhat more quantitatively in our discussion o f the London equation below. 

MAGNET IC PROPERTIES: THE CRITICAL FIELD 

Consider a superconductor at a temperature T below its critical tempera ture 7;,. As 
a magnetic field H is turned on, a certain amount of energy is expended to establish 
the magnetic field o f the screening currents that cancels the fi eld in the interior of the 
superconductor. If the applied field is large enough it will become energetically 
advantageous for the specimen to revert back to the normal state, allowing the field 
to penetrate. For although the normaJ state has a higher free energy than the super
conducting state below 7;, in zero field, at bigb enough fields this increase in free 
energy will be more than offset by the lowering of magnetic field energy that occurs 
when the screening currents d isappear and t he field is allowed to enter the specimen. 

The manner in which penetration occurs with increasing field strength depends 
in general on the geometry o f the specimen. However, for the simplest geometry
long. thin, cylindrically shaped samples with their axes parallel to the applied magnetic 
field- there are two clearly distinguishable kinds of behavior : 

TJ'pe I Below a cricica/ field lf,(T) that increases as T falls below T., there is no 
penetration of flux; when the applied field exceeds H .,(T) the entire specimen rever ts 
to the nonnal state and the field penetrates perfectly.l7 The resulting phase diagram 
in the II- T plane is pictured in Figure 34.3!8 One often describes this type of field 
penetration by plott ing the macroscopic diamagnetic magneti7.ation density !vf vs. 
the applied field H (Figure 34.4a). 

If~---~ Normal 

Superc:onducting 

L-------------------~~-T r.. 

Figur~34.3 

The phase boundary between the supercon
ducting and normal states of a type I super
conductor in the II-T p lane. The boundary is 
given by the curve l1 .rl'). 

Type II Below a lower criticalficid H<I(T) there is no penetration offtux; when the 
applied field exceeds an upper critical field H c2(T) > 11,1(T), the entire specimen 
reverts to the normal state and the field penetrates perfectly. When the applied field 
strength is between Hc~(T) and H c2(T), there is partial penetration of flux, and the 

,. E..:cept for the ~-mall dinmagnel ic and paramagnetic effect" characterisuc o f normal metals. 
" Some quanmative thermodynamic consequences of lhis behavior ::Ire explored in Problem 1. 
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Figure 34.4 
(a) Magnetization curve of a 
type l superconduCior. Below 
H< no field penettates: B = 0 
(or M = - 11/4rr). (See foot
note 30 for the distinction 
between B and H in a super
conducto r.) (b) Magnetiza
tion curve of a type ll super
conductor. Below He~ be
havior is as in the type l case. 
Between Hc1 and Ha. M 
falls smoothly to zero, and 
B rises smoothly ro H . 

- 4w/lf 
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(a) Type I 

_ J _____ H 
H, 

L------L---------- H 

"· 
(b) 1)>-pe u 

sample develops a rather complicated microscopic structure o f both normal and 
superconducting regjous, known as the mixed state.19 The magnetization cur ve corre
sponding to type II behavior is shown in Figure 34.4b . 

ft was proposed by A A Abrikosov, and subsequently conftrmed by experiment 
(Figure 34.5), that in the mixed state the field partially penetrates the sample in the 
form of thin fila ments of flux. Within each filament the field is high, and the material 
is not supcrco nducting. Outside of the core of the filaments, the material remains 

Figure 34.5 
Triangular a rray of vortex lines 
emerging through the surfa<;e of a 
Pb.961n 02 supe rconducting foi l in 
a tield of 80 gauss normal to the 
surface. (Courtesy of J. Silcox and 
G . Dolan.) The vortices are re
vealed by the coagulation of fine 
ferromagnetic particles. Neigh
boring vortices are about half a 
micron apart . 

10 Not to be confused with the inrernwtli<lfe srare, a confiJ!Uration a type I ~uperconductor may assume 
when its shape is more complex than a cybnder parallel to the field. in wbjch macroscopic Strperconducting 
and normal regions are interleaved in such a way as to lower the magnetic field energy by more than the 
cost in free ener@y of the normal regions. 

' 
' 
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superconducting, and the field decays in a manner determined by the London equa· 
tion (see below). Circulating around each filament is a vortex of screening current. 20 

Typical critical fields in type I superconductors are about lOZ gauss well below 
the transition temperature. However, in so-called " hard" type II superconductors the 
upper critical field can be as high as 105 gauss, which makes type II materials of 
considerable practical importance in the design of high-field magnets. 

Low temperature cri tical fields for the elemental superconductors are given in 
Table 34.2. 

SPECIFIC REA T 

At low temperatures the specific heat of a normal metal has the form AT + BT3 , 

where the linear term is due to electronic excitations and the cubic term is due to 
lattice vibrations. Below the superconducting critical temperature this behavior is 
substantially altered. As the temperature drops below Yc (in zero magnetic field) the 
specific heat jumps to a higher value and then s lowly decreases, eventually faJiing 
well below the value one would expect for a normal metal (Figure 34.6). By applying 
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Figure 34.6 
Low-temperature specific 
beat of normal and super
conducting aluminum. The 
normal phase is produced 
below 7; by application of a 
weak (300-g.auss) magnetic 
field, which destroys the 
superconducting ordering 
but has otherwise negligible 
effect on the specific heat. The 
Debye temperature is quite 
high in aluminum, so the 
specific heat is dominated by 
the electronic contribution 
throughout this temperature 
range {as can be seen from 
the fact that the normal-state 
curve is quite close to being 
linear). The discontinuity at 
I; agrees well with the theo
retical prediction (34.22) 
[c. - c.]Jc. = 1.43. Well be
low T" c. drops far below 
c., suggesting the existence 
of an energy gap. (N. E. 
Phillips, Phys. Rev. 114, 676 
(1959).) 

' 0 The term ··vortex- i~ often used 10 refer to the filaments themselves, as well as to the structure of 
tbe current in the vicinity of each filament. It can be shown that the magnetic flux enclosed by each vortex 
is j ust equal to the magnetic flux q uantum, lu:t2c (see footnote 60). 
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a magnetic field to drive the metal into the normal state. one can compare the specific 
heats of the superconducting and normal states below the critical temperature.21 

Such an analysis reveals that in the superconducting state the linear electronic con
tribution to the specific heat is replaced by a term that vanishes much more rapidl y 
at very low temperatures, having a dominant low-temperature behavior of the form 
exp ( - ll.f k 8 T). This is the characteristic therma l behavior of a system whose excited 
levels are separated from the ground state by an energy 2ll..22 Both theory (see 
Eq. (34.19)) and experiment (see Table 34.3) indicate that the energy gap ll. is of 
order k 8 T c-

OTI-lER MANIFESTATIONS OF THE ENERGY GAP 

Normal Tunneling 

The conduction electrons in a superconductor and a normal metal can be brought 
into thermal equilibrium with one a no ther by placing the metals into such close 
contact that they are separated only by a thin insulating 1ayer,2 3 which the electrons 
can cross by quantum-mechanical tunneling. ln therma l equilibrium enough electrons 
have passed from one metal to the other to make the chemical potentials of electrons 
in both metals equal.24 When both m etals are nor mal, application of a potential 
difference then raises the chemical potentia l o f o ne metal with respect to the o ther, 
and further electrons tunnel through the insulating layer . Such .. tunneling currents" 
at normal metal junctions have been observed to o bey Ohm's law. However, when 
one of the metals is a superconductor well below its cri tical temperature, then no 
current is observed to flow until the potential V reaches a threshold value, eV = 6 
(see F igure 34.7). The size of fl. is in good agreement with the value inferred from 
low-temper:atut"e specific heat measurements, confirming the picture o f a gap in the 
density o f one-electron levels in the superconducto L As the temperature is raised 
toward TN the threshold voltage declines,25 indicating tha t the enei"gy gap itself is 
declining with increasing temperature. 

Frequency Dependent Electromagnetic Beha-vior 

The response of a metal to electromagnetic r adiation (for example the transmission 
through thin films O l" the re flection from bulk samples) is determined by the freq uency 
d ependent conductivity. This in tum depends on the available mechanisms for energy 
a bsorption by the conduction electrons at the given frequency. Because the electronic 
excitation spectrum in the sup ereonduc ting sta te is characterized b y an energy gap ll., 
one would expect t he AC conductivity to differ su bstantia lly from its normal sta te 
form a t frequencies small compared with 6.j l r, and to be essentially the same in the 
superconducting and n ormal s tates at frequencies large compared with ll.f lr. Except 

21 The normal specific heat is no t apprec iably affected by the presence of a magnetic field. 
n Sc:.-e poin t 3, page 727. 
23 For eJO:ample, the thin layer of oxide on the surfaces of the two specimens. 
2• See page 360. 
25 The th resho ld also becomes blurred. clue to the presence of thermally excited electrons. which 

require less energy to tunnel 
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(a) Current-voltage relation for electron tunneling through a thin msulating bar rier 
between two normal metals. ror small currents and vollages the relation is linear. 
(b) Current-voltage relation for elect ron tunneling through a thin insulating barrier 
beh\een a superconductor and a no rmal metal. The relation is strongly temperature· 
depcncknt. At T = 0 there is a sharp threshold, which is blurred a t higher tempera
lUre!> due to the t hermal excitation of e lectrons across the energy gap within the 
supercontluctor. 

quite near the critical temperature (see p. 744). 1:1/ 11 is typically in the range between 
microwave and infrared frequencies. Ln the superconducting state an AC behavior 
is obserVed which is indistinguishable from that in the norma l state at optical fre
quencies. Deviations from normal state behavior first appear in the infrared, and only 
at microwave frequencies docs AC behavior fully displaying the lack of electronic 
absorption characteristic of an energy gap become completely developed. 

Acoustic Attenuation 

When a sound wave propagates through a metal the microscopic electric fields due 
to the displacement of the ions can impart energy to electrons near the Fermi level. 
thereby removing energy from the wave.26 Well below T. the rate o f attenuation is 
markedly l<lwer in a superconductor than a normal metal, as one would expect for 
sound waves, where IJ(t) < 21:1. 

:o S<:e page"' 275-277. 

• 
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THE LONDON EQUATION 

F. London and H. London first examined in a quantitative way the fundamental fact 
that a metal in the superconducting state permits no magnetic field in its interior. 21 

Their analysis starts with the two-fluid model of Gorter and Casimir.28 The only cru
cial assumption of this model that we shall use is that in a superconductor at tempera
ture T < 1~, only a fraction nJT)/n of the total number of conduction electrons are 
capable of participating in a supercurrent. 111e quantity niT) is known as the density 
of superconducting electrons. rt approaches the full electronic density n as T falls 
well below Tc, but it drops to zero as T rises to T.:. The remaining fraction of electrons 
are assumed to constitute a "normal fluid" of density n - ns that cannot carry an 
electric current without normal dissipation. The normal current and the supercurrent 
are assumed to How in parallel; since the latter flows with no resistance whatever, it 
will carry the entire current induced by any small transitory electric field, and the 
normal electrons will remain quite inert. Normal electrons are therefore ignored in 
the discussion that follows. 

Suppose that an electric field momentarily arises within a superconductor. The 
superconducting electrons will be freely accelerated without dissipation so that their 
mean velocity v., will satisfy29 

dv
8 

m dt = -eE. (34.1) 

• Since the current density carried by these electrons is j = - ev.n,, Eq. (34.1) ca11 be 
written as 

!!_ j = n.,e2 E. 
dt rn 

(34.2) 

Note that the Fomier transform of (34.2) gives the ordina.ry AC conductivity for an 
electron gas of density n ... in the Drude model, Eq. ( 1.29), whe11 the relaxation time -r 
becomes ii1finitely large: 

j(w) = o-(w)E(w), 

"e2 
<i((t)) = i ~ . 

mCt> 

Substituting (34.2) into Faraday's law of induction, 

VxE= 
1 aa 
c ct ' 

(34.3) 

(34.4) 

21 F. London and H. London, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A149. 71 (1935), Ph,-sico 2 . 341 (1935); 
F. London. Sup,•rfluitls vol. I. Wiley. New York. 1954. and Dover, New York. 1954. 

28 The two-fluid model is also used to describe superfluid heli um-4. and 1s described in b oth or the 
volumes by F. London, Superjluids. vols. I and 2, Ibid. 

•• We ignore band stn•cture effects throughout this chapter and describe the electrons with free 
electron dynamics. 
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gives the following relation between current density and magnetic field : 

c ( . n.e
2 

) -=.- v X J + B = 0. 
ct me 

This relation, together with the Maxwell equation30 

Vx 
47t 

B = - j, 
c 

• 

(34.5) 

(34.6) 

determines the magnetic fields and current densities that can exist within a perfect 
conductor. 

Note in particular that :my static field B determines a stat1c current density j 
through Eq. (34.6). Since any time-independent B and j are trivia lly solutions to 
(34.5), the two equations are consistent with an arbitrary static magnetic field . This 
is incompatible with the observed behavior of superconductors, which permit no 
fields in their interior. F. London and H . Londo n discovered that this characteristic 
behavior of superconductors could be obtained by restricting the fuU set of solutions 
of (34.5) to those that obey31 

V X j = 
me 

(34.7) 

which is known as the London equation. Equation (34.5), which characterizes any me
dium that conducts electricity witho ut dissipation, requires that V x j + (n_,e2fmc)B 
be independent of time; the more restrictive London equation, which specifically 
characterizes superconductors and distinguishes them (rom mere «perfect conduc
tors," requires in add ition that the time-independent value be zero. 

>o We assume that the rate of time variation is so slow that th" displacement current can be neglected. 
We also take the field in (34.6) to be B rather than H ; this is because j represents the mean microscopic 
current flowing m the superconductor. The field I I would a ppear only if we represented j by an cJTccti ve 
magnetiuHion density satisfyrng V x l\1 = j /c, a11d defined H sn the usual way as H = B - 4nM. In 
that case Eq. (34.6) would be replaced by the equation V x H = 0. Given the definitions of H and l\1. 
tlus would be a completely equivalent formula tion. 

3 > Tlus is a local relauon ; i.e., the current at the point r is related to the field at the same pqint . 
A B. Pippard pointed out t hat. more gcncratly, the current at r should be determined by the field within 
a neighborhood of the point r according to a relation of tlu: fonn 

V x j(r) = - f dr' K (r - r ')B(r'), 

where the kernel K(r) is appreciable only for r less than a length ~0• The distance ~0 is one of several 
fundamental lengths characterizing a superconductor, all of which.. unfortunately, are indiscriminately 
referred to as ""the coherence length.~ Jn pure materials well below the critical temperature all such co
herence lengtlss iue the same, but near 7;, or in materials with short impurity mean free paths, the ··coherence 
length- may ~-ary from one contelCt to another. We shan avoid this tangle of coherence lengths by restrictin g 
our comment~ on its significance to the low-temperature pure case, where all coherence lengths agree. 
It rums out d 1a1 in such ca<;es the criterion for whether a $Uperconductor is type I o r t)•pe II is that the 
coherence length be large (type I) or small (type fl) compared with the London penetration depth A 
(Eq. (34.9) ). 
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The reason for replacing (34.5) by the more restrictive London equation is that the 
latter leads d irectly to the Meissner effecL 32 Equations (34.6) and (34.7) imply that 

V2B = 4nn .. e2 B 
1nc 2 • 

4nn e 2 
v2· - " . J - mc 2 J. (34.8) 

These equations, in turn, predict that currents and magnetic fields in superconductors 
can exist only within a laye r o f thickness A o f the surface, where A, known as the 
Lo ndon penetra tion depth, is given by33 

A = - ~ = 4 t.9 - A. ( mel )112 (r_.)3/2 (n )''z 
4rru~ a0 n,. 

(34.9) 

Thus the London equation implies the Meissner effect, along with a specific 
picture of the surface currents that screen out the applied field . These currents occur 
within a surface layer o f thickness 102 - 103 A (well below Tc- the thickness can be 
considerably g reate r ncar the critical temperature, where 11., approaches zero). Within 
this same surface layer the field drops continuo us ly to zoro. These predictions are 
confirmed by t he fact that the field penetration is not complete in superconducting 
films as thin as o r thinner tha n the penetration depth A. 

MICROSCOPIC THEORY: QUALITATIVE FEATURES 

The microscopic theory of superconductivity was put forth by Bardcen. Cooper, and 
Schricffer in 1957.34 In a b road survey such as this we cannot develop the fo rmalism 
necessary for an adequate description o f their theory, and can only describe in a 
qualitative way the underlying physical principles and the majo r theo retical predic
tions. 

The theory o f superconductivity requires, to begin with, a net attractive interaction 
between electrons in the neighborhood o f the Fermi surface. Although the direct 
electrosta tic interaction is repulsive, it is possible for the ionic motion to "ovcrscrecn" 
the Coulomb interaction, leadi ng to a net attraction. 3 5 W e described this possibility 

" We shall see below tha 1 the Lo n don eq ua 1 ion is also suggested by certain feat urcs o flhe microscopic 
elect ronic o rd.,ring.. 

u Consider, for example., the case o f a scmiinfimte superconductor occupying the hatf space x > 0. 
Then Eq. (34.8) implies that the physical solutions decay exponent ially : 

Other geometnes are examined in Problem 2. 
~· J . Bardccn, LN. C'oopcr, and J. R . Schrieffer, Pltys. Rer•. 108. 11 75 (1957). The theory is generally 

refened tO as the BCS theory. 
l> Direct ev;dence tha t the ionrc mot ion plays a r ole in e:-.tabl•s hing -"Uperconductivit y is provided 

by the isutc>pe effeci : The critical temperat ure of different isoto p es o f a g•ven metallic e lement varies from 
one iso tope 10 ano ther, frequently (but not a lways) as the inverse s quare root o r the ionic mass. The fact 
that there IS any dependence on iC>nic mass demonstrates lhat the ions •:ann a t play a merely static role 
10 the tra nsition. b ur must be dynamrcally •nvolved. 
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in Chapter 26, where we found, in a simplified model, that a llowing the ions to 
move in response to motions of the electrons led to a net interactio n between electrons 
with wave vectors k and k' of the form36 

(34.10) 

where f1co is the difference in electronic energie~ k0 is the Thomas-Fermi wave vector 
( 17.50), q is the difference in electron wave vectors. and Wq is the frequency of a phonon 
of wave vector q. 

Thus screening by the ionic motion can yield a net attractive interaction between 
electrons with energies sufficiently close together (roughly, separated by less than 
llwo. a measure of the typical phonon energy). This attraction37 underlies the theory 
of superconductivity. 

Given that electrons whose energies differ by O(hw0 ) can experience a net attrac
tion, the possibility arises that such electrons might form bound pairs.38 This would 
appear to be doubtful, since in three dimensions two particles must interact with a 
certain minimum strength to form a bound state, a condition that the rather limited 
el1'cctive attraction would be unlikely to meet. However, Cooper39 argued that this 
a ppa rently implausible possibility was made quite likely by the influence of the 
remaining N - 2 electrons on the interacting pair, through the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 

Cooper considered the problem of two electrons with an attractive interaction that 
would be far too weak to bind them if they were in isolation. He demonstrated, 
however, that in the presence of a Fermi sphere of additional elcctrons40 the exclusion 
principle radically altered the two-electron problem so that a bound state existed no 
matter how weak the att raction. Aside from indicating that the net attraction need 
not have a minimum strength to bind a pair, Cooper's calculation also indicated how 
the superconducting transition temperature could be so low compared with aU other 
characteristic temperatures of the solid. This followed from the form of his solutio~ 
which gave a binding energy that was very small compared with the potential energy 
of a ttraction when the attraction was weak. 

Cooper's argument applies to a single pair of electrons in the presence of a normal 
Fermi distribution of additional electrons. The theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and 

" · See pages 518- 5 19 . That such an auraction was p~ible and m1ght be the source of supercon· 
ducti'-tt) \\ &.!. first empha.o;i?.<:d b) H . Frohlich . 

" Any other mechanism leadtng to a net at t.racti.-e interaction between electrons ncar the Fermi 
surfaue would also lead to a supcrconductmg state at low enough temperature. H owever, no cases of 
superconductivity due to other mechanisms have been convinangly established in metals. 

J• More generally, one might inqusre sm o the possibility o f n electrons binding together, but the weak 
intcrnction and the Pauli exciU$tOn principle make the case n = 2 the most pH>tnising. 

>• L. N. Cooper. Phys. R(!l". 104. II R9 (1956). 
•n The degenerate Fermt dtst rtbution of .tdditional electrons was taken to play no role other than 

prohibiting the two electrons from t:x:cupymg any levels with wave vectors less than kr. Thus tl1e Coo P"r 
calculation was basically a two-electron calculauon except that ana lysis was rest ricted to states built out 
of one-clc:<.uon levels rrom whtch all plane waves with wa,·e vectors less than kF had been excluded Sec 
Problem 4. 
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Schrieffer took an essential further step, constructing a ground state in which all 
electrons form bound pairs. This is a conside.rable extension of the Cooper model, 
for each electron now plays two roJes: It provides the necessary restriction on allowed 
wave vectors (via the exclusion principle) that makes possible the binding of other 
pairs in spite of the weakness of the attraction; at the same time, the electron itself is 
participating in one of the bound pairs. 

The BCS approximation to the electronic ground state wave function can be 
described as follows : Group theN cond uction electrons into N/2 pairs41 and let each 
pair be described by a bound-state wave fu nction <J;(rs, r 's'), where r is the electronic 
position and s is the spin quantum number. Then consider the N -electron wave 
function that is just the product of N/2 identical such two-electron wave functions : 

(34.11) 

This describes a state in which all electrons are bound, in pairs, into identical two
electron states. However, it lacks the symmetry required by the Pauli principle. To 
construct a state that changes sign whenever the space and spin coordinates of any 
two electrons are interchanged, we must antisymmetrize the state (34.11). This leads 
to the BCS ground state:42 

'l'acs = a'l'. (34.12) 

1 t may seem surprising that the state (34.12) satisfies the Pauli principle even though 
all the pair wave functions <J; appearing in it are identical. Indeed .. if we had constructed 
a product state analogous to (34.11) out o f N identical one-electron levels, subsequent 
antisymmetrization would cause it to vanish. The fundamental requirement of anti
symmetry implies that no one-electron level can be doubly occupied when the states 
are antisymmetrized products of one-electron levels. However, the requirement of 
antisymmetry does not imply a corresponding restriction on the occupancy of two
electron levels in states that are antisymmetrized products of t wo-electron 1evels.43 

It can be demonstrated that if the state (34.12) is taken as a trial state in a variational 
estimate of the ground-state energy, then the optimum choice of <J; must lead to a 
lower energy than the best choice of Slater determinants (i.e., the best independent 
electron trial function) for any attractive interaction. no matter how weak. 

In the BCS theory the pair wave functions <J; are taken to be singlet states ;44 i.e., 

~• Th~ odd electron (if N is odd) is of no sign ificance in the limit of a large system. 
• : The antisymm etrizera simply adds to the function it acts upon each of theN ! - I other functions 

obtained by all possible permutations of the arguments. weigh ted with + I or -I according to whethe r 
the permutation is constructed out of an even or odd number of pair interchanges. 

43 This is why it is possible for a pair of fennions to beha,·e Statistically like a boson. Indeed, if the 
binding energy of each pair were so strong that the size of the pair were small compared with the inter
particle spacing r,. then lhe ground state would consist of N /2 bosons, alt condensed into the sa me two
electro n level. As we sha ll see. how~ver. the siz~ of a Cooper pair is large compared with r,. and it can be 
highly misleading to view the Cooper pairs as independent bosons. 

+< If the pa ir states were triplets (spin I) this would imply characteristic magnet ic properties that 
are not observed. T riplet pairing has. however. !Jet,n observed in liquid helium-3, a degenerate Fenni 
liquid that bears many resemblances to the electron gas in metals. See, for example. Nobel Symposium 24, 
Col/ecm·e ProJH!rtie.< of Physical S_nrems. B. Lundqvist and S. Lund qvist. eds .. Aa~demic Press. New Yo rk, 
1973. pages 84- 120. 
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the two electrons in the pair have opposite spin and the orbital part of the wave 
function, </>(r , r') is symmetric. If the pair state is chosen to be translationally invariant 
(ignoring possible complications due to the periodic potential of the lattice) so that 
¢(r, r ') has the form x(r - r '), then one can v.Tite : 

I 
x(r - r') = v L. .r. ... elk . •e- i""''. (34.13) 

I< 

Thus x can be viewed as a superpositio n of products of one-electron levels in each 
term of which electrons with equal and opposite wave vectors are paired.45 

One result of the variational calculation of\1'8cs is that the spatial range eo of the 
pair wave function46 is very large compared with the spacing between electrons r r 

A crude estimate of t;0 can be constructed as follows: The pair wave function <J>(r) is 
presumably a superposition of one-electron levels with energies within 0(6} o f 8p, 
since outside of that energy range tunneling experiments indicate that the one-electron 
level density is little altered from the form it has in a normal metal The spread in 
momenta ofthe one-electron levels making up the pair state is therefore fixed by the 
condition 

6 = c5e = o (~:) = (~7) op ~ vp op. (34.14) 

The spatial range of ¢(r) is Lhus of order 

Ft lwF J &F 
eo- - --~ --op 6 kr 6. 

(34.15) 

Since e.f' is typically 103 - J 04 times 6, and k F is of order I OS em - I. eo is typically 103 A. 
Thus within the region occupied by any given pair will be found the centers of 

many (millions, or more) pairs. This is a very crucial feature of the supercooducting 
sta te: The pairs cannot be thought of as independent particles, but are spatially 
interlocked in a very intricate manner, which is essential to the stability of the state. 

The above description summarizes the essential features of the electronic ground 
state in a superconductor. To describe the excited sta tes, or the thermal or transport 
properties of a superconductor, one must resort to more sophisticated formalisms. 
We shall not go into these here, except to emphasize that the underlying physical 
picture remains that of a system of pajred electrons. In nonequilibrium processes the 
pair state can be more complex. At nonzero temperatures a fraction of the pairs are 
thermally dissociated, and the density of superconducting electrons r~,; is determined 
by the fraction that remain paired. Furthermore, because of the intricate self-con
sistent nature of the pairi11g, the thermal dissociation of some of the pairs a t nonzero 

•• nus aspect of the ground state is ofien emphasized, and 1be assertion is made that electrons with 
opposite spins and wave vectors arc bound in pa.irs. This is no more (or less) accurate than the assertion 
that any translationnlly invariant bound state of two identical particles pairs them with equal and opposite 
momenta; i.e., the assertion correctly focuses attention on tbe fact that the total momentum of the bound 
pair is zero, but it misleadingly d istrncts attention from the fact that the state is a superposition of such 
pairs, and therefore localized in the relative position cooc-dinate (unlike a single product of plane waves). 

46 Tn pure superconductors well bclow T, this turns out to be the same as the coherence length, 
described in footnote 31. It is therefore denot<.>d by the same symbol. 
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temperatures results in a temperature dependence in the characteristic properties 
(for example, the range of the pair function) of those pairs that remain bound. As T 
rises through Tc a ll pairs become dissociated, and the ground state reverts con
tinuously back to the normal ground state o f the independen t e lectron approximation. 

QUANTITATIVE PREDICHOI'\S OF THE ELEMEJ"o~fARY 
MICROSCOPIC THEORY 

In its simplest form the BCS theory makes two gross oversimplifications in the basic 
Hamiltonian that describes the conduction electrons: 

1. The conduction e lectrons are treated in the free electron approximation~ band 
structure effects are ignored. 

2. The rather complicated net attractive interaction47 (34.10) between electrons near 
the Feuni energy is further simplified to an effective interaction V. The matrix 
clement of V between a two-electron state with e.lectronic wave vectors k 1 and 
k 2, and another with wave vectors k 3 and k4 , is taken in a volume n to be 

(k.kzjV[k3k4) = - V 0/0. when k 1 + k 2 = k3 + k4, 
js(k1) - Spj < hw. ; = I, ... , 4, 

= 0, otherwise. (34.16) 

The restriction on wave vectors is required for any translationally invariant potential; 
the significant aspect of the in ter action (34.16) is the attraction experienced when
ever all four free electron energies arc within an amount hw (usually taken to be of 
o rder hwD) of the Fermi energy. 

Equation (34.16) is a gross oversimplification of the actual net interaction, and any 
resul ts depending on its detailed features are to be viewed with suspicion. Fortuna tely, 
the theory predicts a number o f relations from which the two phenomenological 
parameters V0 and hw are absent. These relations are rather well obeyed by a large 
class of superconductors, with certain notable exceptions (such as lead and mercury). 
E ven these exceptions, known as "strong coupling superconductors" have been con
vincingly brought into the more general framework of the BCS theory, provided 
that the simplifications inherent in the approximate interaction (34.16) arc abandoned, 
along with certain other overly simple representations of the effects o f phonons.48 

From the model H amiltonian (34.16), the BCS theory deduces the following major 
equilibrium predictions: 

4 T One must not forget that evco Eq. (34.10) is a comparatively crude representation of the detailed 
dynamic interaction mduced among the electrons by the phonons. In so-called strong coupling super
conductors (see below) even Eq. (34.1 0) is inadequate. 

48 In the theory of strong-coupling superconductors one treats the full electron-phonon sy~-tem. 
without at the start trying to elin:rinate the phonons in favor of an effective interaction of the form (34.16), 
or even (34.10). As a resul!, the net interaction between electrons is more complicated and no longer instan
taneous but retarded. Furthermore, the lifetimes due to electron-phonon scattering of the electronic levels 
within hw0 from the Fermi level may be so short that the picture of well-defined one-electron levels ow of 
which pairs arc fonncd also requires modification. 
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Critical Temperature 

In zero magnetic field, superconducting ordering sets in a t a critical temperature 
given by 

kJJ T, = 1.13ftroe- 11Novo, (34.17) 

where N 0 is the density o f electronic levels for a single spi11 population in the normal 
metal49 and ro and V0 are the parameters o fthemodeiHamiltonian (34.16). "Because of 
the exponential dependence, the effective coupling V0 cannot be determined precisely 
enough to permit very accur ate computations of the critical temperature from (34.17). 
H o wever, this same exponential dependence accounts for the very low critical tem
peratures (typically one to three orders o f magnitude below the Ocbye temperature), 
for although liro is of order k8 0 0 , the strong dependence on N 0 V0 can lead to the 
observed range of critical temperatures with N 0 V0 in the range from 0.1 to 0.5, i.e., 
with V0 n in the range50 O. te,. to O.SeF. Note also that no matter how weak the 
coupling V0 , the theory predicts a transition, though the transition temperature 
(34.17) may be unobservably low. 

Energy Gap 

A formula similar to (34.17) is predicted fo r the zero-temperature energy gap: 

6(0) = 2/lroe- JtNovo. (34.18) 

The ratio of (34.18) to (34.17) gtVes a fundamental formula independent of the 
phenomenological parameters: 

6 (0) = L 76. (34.19) 
kBTc 

This result appears to hold for a large number of superconductors to within about 
10 percent (Table 34.3). Those for which it fails (for example, lead and mercury, 
where tl1e discrepancy is closer to 30 perceut) tend systematically to deviate from 
other predictions of the simple theory as well, and can be brought closer into line with 
theoretical predictions by using the more ela borate analysis of the strong-coupling 
theory. 

The e lementary theory also predicts that near the critical temperature (in zero 
field) the energy gap vanishes according to the universal law51 

.6(T) ( T)lf2 
.6(0) = 1.74 1 - ~ ' (34.20) 

•• ·r he quan tity N 0 is simply g(f:,p)(l. This notation for the d ensity of levels is widely used in the 
IJtcraturc of s uperconductivity. 

' 0 The qu:tntily N 0 is of order 11{f..,. See Eq. (2.65). 
" Equ~Hion (34.20) is a character istic result of mean field tbeory(c:J. tht: prediction of mean field theory 

that the spontaneous m agnetization vanishes as("/~ - T)1P , Chapter 33. Prob lem 6). Mean field theory is 
known to be wro ng in ferromagncts suflicienrly near the critical temperature. Presumably it fail~ suffi
Ciently near T. in a superconductor as well. but ar~ument.; have been advanced that the region inside of 
which mean field theory fails is exceedingly 8mall (typically (T. - n i T. =>< w- •). Superconductors provide 
a rare example of a phase traru.ition that b well described by a mean field theory qu ite near the critical 
poinL 
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Table 34.3 
MEASURED VALUES" OF 2t.(O)/k8 T, 

EU.MENT 2!:l(O)f kB 'Fe 

AI 3.4 
Cd 3.2 
H g (c:) 4.6 
In 3.6 
Nb 3.8 
Pb 4.3 
Sn 3.5 
Ta 3.6 
Tl 3.6 
v 3.4 
Zn 3.2 

• 6(0) is taken from tunneling experiments. 
Note that the BCS value for this ratio is 3.53. 
Most of the values listed have an uncertajnty 
of ± 0.1. 
Source: R. Mcn;evey and B. R Schwartz, Supt!r
conduC'tit'ity, R. D. Parks. cd .• Dekker, New York, 
1969 . 

The elementary BCS prediction for ffc(T) is often expressed in terms of the deviation 
from the empirical law:5 2 

Hc(T) (T)
2 

H c(O} ::::: l - Tc . (34.21) 

The quantity [Hc(T)/HJO}] - [I - (T/Tc)2] is shown for several superconductors 
in Figure 34.8, along with the BCS prediction. The departure is small in all cases, 
but note that the strong-coupling superconductors lead and mercury arc more out 
o f line than the others. 

Specific Heat 

At the critical temperature (in zero magnetic field) the elementary BCS theory predicts 
a discontinuity in the specific heat that can also be put in a form independent of the 
parameters in the model Hamiltonian (34.16):53 

= 1.43. (34.22) 
c n T, 

S1 The B~ prediction can again be cast in a parameter independent form. At low temperatures it is 
HjT)/l:/,(0) :::: I - 1.06(T/ 1c)2

, while near T. it is ff.(r)fllc(O) = 1.74( 1 - {T/ T.)]. 
'' A specific heat discontinuity at T, is also a characteristic mean field theory re~ult. Prcsumabl)', 

t 'er)' close to T, the specific l,cnt may diverge. 
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figure 34.8 
TI1e de\'iation from the crude empirical relation 
H,(T)tH ,(O) ~ I - [T/ 7;]2, as mea.surco in 
several metals and as predicted by the simple 
BCS theory. Deviations from the simple BCS 
prediction are more pronounced in the -strong
coupling- superconductors, lead and mercury. 
(J. C Swihart et al~ Phrs. Ret . Ll!lt. 14, 106 
( 1965).) 

The agreement of this prediction with experiment is again good to about 10 percent 
except for the strong-coupling superconductors (Table 34.4). 

The low-temperature electronic specific heat can also be cast in a parameter 
independent form, 

5 _ = 1.34 (6(0))3/2 e -A(O)/T, 

yTC T 
(34.23) 

where I' is the coefficient of the linear term in the specific heat of the metal in the 
normal state (Eq. (2.80) ). Note the exponcutial drop, on a scale determined by the 
energy gap 6(0). 

MICROSCOPIC THEORY AI"D THE l\IIEISSNER EFFECf 

In the preswce of a magiJetic field, diamagnetic currents will flow in the equilibrium 
state of a metal, whether it is normal or superconducting, although the currents are 
vastly greater in a superconductor. [n a free electron model tl1e current will be 
determined to first order in the field by an equatioll of the fom154 

V x j(r) = - J dr' K(r - r')B(r'). (34.24) 

If it happens that the kernel K(r) satisfies 

J dr K{r) = K 0 '1: 0, (34.25) 

then in the limit of magnetic fields that vary slowly over I he range of K(r), Eq. (34.24) 
reduces to 

V x j (r) = - K0 B(r), (34.26) 

, . This is the same kernel K mentioned 10 foomote 31. 
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Table 34.4 
MEASURED VALUES OF THE RATIO" 
[(c. - c,.)/c,.]r, 

ELEMENT 

[c, - c,l 
c,.t . r, 

--
A1 1.4 

Cd 1.4 
Ga t.4 
Hg 2.4 
ln 1.7 
La(HCP) 1.5 
Nb 1.9 
Pb 2.7 
Sn 1.6 
Ta 1.6 
T1 1.5 
v 1.5 
Zn 1.3 

"The simple BCS prediction is [(c$- c.)jc,.]r, = 
1.43. 
SauTee: R. Mcrsevey and B. B. Schwanz. SupL·r<•ou 
ducticity. R . D. Parks, ed. , Dekker, New York, 1969. 

which is nothing but the London equation (34.7), with n. given by 

(34.27) 

Since the London equation implies the Meissner effect, it follows that in nonnaJ 
metals the constant K 0 must vauish. To demonstrate tha t BCS theory implies the 
Meissner effect, one calculates the kernel K(r) by perturba tion theory in the applied 
field, a.nd verifies explicitly tha t K 0 :/= 0. 

The actual demonstration that K 0 ?': 0 is a fairly complex application of BCS 
theory. However, a more intujtive explanation for the London equation was offered 
a t the time the equation was first put forth, by the Londons. This explanation can 
be made somewhat more compelling through a phenomenological theory of V. L. 
Ginzburg and L. D . Landau, ss which, though proposed seven years prior t o the BCS 
theory, can be quite naturally described in tetms of some of the fundamental notions 
of the microscopic theory. 

THE GINZBURG-LANDAU THEORY . 
Ginzburg and Landau asserled that the supcrconducting sta te could be charac

terized by a complex "order parameter"' if/(r). which vanishes above Tc and whose 

" V. 1 .. Ginzburg and L. 0 . l-andau. Zla. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 20, 1064 (1950). 
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magnitude measures the degree of superconducting order at position r below T,.56 

From the perspective of the BCS t heory the order parameter can be viewed as a 
o ne-particle wave functiou describing the position of the center o f mass o f a Cooper 
pair. Since all Coo per pairs are in the same two-electron state, a single function 
suffices. Because the order parameter does not refer to the relative coordinate of the 
two electrons in the pair, the description of a superconductor in terms of tJ;(r) is 
valid only for phenomena that vary slowly on the scale 5 7 of the dimensions of the 
paLr. 

In the ground state of the superconductor each pair is in a translation ally in variant 
state that does not depend on the center of mass coordinate; i.e .• the order parameter 
is a constanL The order parameter develops interesting structure when currents flow, 
or when an applied field appears. A fundamental assumption oft he Ginzburg-Landau 
theory is that the current "flowing in a superconductor characterized by order para
meter tJ;(r) in the presence of a magnetic field given by the vector potential A(r) is 
given by the ordinary quaotum-mecbanjcal formula for the curren t due to a particle 
of charge - 2e and mass 2m (Le., the Cooper pair itself) described by a wave function 
tJ;(r), namely 

(34.28) 

The London equation (34.7) follows from (34.28), provided one also assumes that 
the significant spatial variation of the order parameter tJ; = jtJ;je1

4> is through the 
phase ¢ , and not the magnitude jtJ;j . Since the magnitude of the order parameter 
measures the degree of superconducting ordering, this assumptio n restricts consider
ation to disturbances in which the density of Cooper pa irs is not appreciably altered 
from its uniform thermal equilibrium value. This should be the case in phenomena 
in which the pairs can flow, but not accumulate or be destroyed. 58 

Given this assumption, the relation (34.28) for the current simplifies to 

j = - [2ez A + eh v¢] ll/tlz. (34.29) 
me m 

' 6 It is somet imes helpful to bear in mind an analogy to a Heisenberg ferro magnet . \Vhere the order 
parameter may be viewed as the m ean value of the local spin s{r ). Above T .. s(r) vanishes; below, it gives 
the local val ue of the spontaneo us magnetizalton. In the ground state ~(r) is independent o f r (and, corre
spondingly. in a uniform superconductor tha t carries no current, t,V(r) is constant). H owever, one can 
consider m ore compl icated configurations of the ferromagnet. in which, for example. the magnetization 
is constrained by applied fields to point in different directions a t two end~ of a bar. A position-dependent 
s(r) is also useful in investigating aspects of domain structure. In a similar way, a position-dependent ~(r) 
is used to investigate current-carrying configurations of a superco nductor. 

51 Well below 7;, this is just the length ~o- described on page 742 
' " More generally, when the degree ofsuperconducting order does have signi ficant spatial variation, 

one must usc a second G inzburg-Landuu equation in conjunction with (34.28) to d etermine both 1/t and 
the current. The second equation relates the spatial rate of change o f rbe order parameter to the vector 
poten tial and bears a (to some extent deceptive) resemblance to a one-part icle Scbdidinger equation. The 
use of the full set of G inzburg-Landau eq ua tions is essential, for example, in the descriptio n of vo rtices in 
type IT superconductors. for in the co~ of the vortex the magnitude of the o rder parameter drops ra pidly 
to zero. yielding a region in w hich the magnetic flux is appreciable. 
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Since the curl of any gradient vanishes, and since 11/112 is essentially constaut, we 
immediately deduce the London equation (34.7) provided that we identify the super
fluid density n$ with 211/1 r·, which is reasouable in view of the interpretation of"' as 
a wave function characterizing particles of charge 2e. 

FLUX QUANTIZATION 

Equation (34.29) has an even more striking implication than the London equation. 
Consider a superconductor in the shape of a ring (Figure 34.9).lf we integrate (34.29) 

Figur<' 34.9 
A ring of superconducting material, shewing a path encircling the 
aperture and lying well within lhe interior of the superconductor. 

< ..... 

over a path deep inside the superconducting material enclosing the hole in the ring, 
then, since appreciable currents can flow only near the surface of the superconductor, 
we find that 

0 = ,{; j · dt = ,{; (2e2 

A + eli V ¢) · dt. J J me m 
(34.30) 

Stokes theorem gives 

fA . dt = f v X A • dS = I B . dS = <l>, (34.31) 

where <l> is the flux enclosed by the ring. 59 Furthermore, since the order parameter 
is single-valued, its phase must change by 2n times an integer n when the ring is 
encircled: 

fv¢ · at = Ll¢ = 27tn. (34.32) 

Combining these results, we conclude that the magnetic flux enclosed by the ring 
must be quantized: 

nhc 
l<l>l = - = n<D0 • 

2e 
(34.33) 

The quantity <l>o = hcj2e = 2.0679 X w- 7 gauss-cm2 is known as the fluxoid, or 
flux quantum. Flux quantization has been observed and is one of the most compelling 
pieces of evidence for the validity of the description of a superconductor by means 
of a complex order parameter.60 

' 9 Since the magnetic field cannot penetrate the supcrconducting material, the enclosed flux will not 
depend on the choice of patl1. as long as the path is deep inside the material. 

60 B. S_ Deaver and W. M. Fairbank, Ph}'S. Rev. Lecc. 7, 43 (1961); R. Doll and M. Nabauer, Pl1ys. 
Rev. Leu. 7, 51 (1961). The Ginzburg-Landau theory also predicts, and experiments have confirmed, that 
each vortex in a type II superconductor contains a single quantum of magnetic flux. 
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MICROSCOPIC THEORY AND PERSISTENT CURRENTS 

The property for which superconductors are named is unfortunately one of the most 
difficult to extract from the microscopic theory. In a sense perfect conductivity is 
implied by the Meissner effect, for macroscopic currents must flow without dissipation 
in order to screen macroscopic magnetic fields in equilibrium. Jndeed, the direct 
microscopic derivation of persistent currents is not dissimilar to that of the Meissner 
effect. One calculates to linear order the current induced by an electric field, and 
demonstrates that there is a piece in the AC conductivity that has the form (34.3) 
appropriate to an electron gas without dissipation. For this it suflices to prove that61 

lim ro Im a(ro) =F 0. .,_0 (34.34) 

The value of the nonzero constant determines, by comparison with (34.3), the value 
of the density of supcrconducting electrons "~· 

Demonstrating that (34.34) holds is more complicated than demonstrating the 
condition (34.25) for the Meissner effect. because it is essential to include the effects 
of scattering: If there were no scattering any metal would obey (34.34), but even in 
the absence of scattering a calculation of diamagnetism in a normal metal reveals 
no Meissner effect. However, the calcuJation has been done62 and the value of ns 
deduced from the low-frequency conductivity is found to agree with that deduced 
from the calculation of the Meissner effect The calculation is unfortunately quite 
formal, and does not provide any intuitive explanation for the remarkable fact that 
none of the familiar scattering mechanisms are effective in degrading a current, once 
it has been established in a superconducting metal. Such an intuitive explanation is 
at least suggested by the following line of reasoning:63 

Suppose that we use an electric field to establish a current in a metal, and then 
turn off the field and ask how the current can decay. In a normal metal the current 
can be degraded one electron at a time; i.e., scattering processes can reduce the total 
momentum of the electronic system by a series of collisi011S of individual electrons 
with impurities, phonons, imperfections, etc., each of which, on the average, drives 
the momentum distribution back to its equilibrium form, in which the total current 
vanishes. When a current is established in a superconductor, aU the Cooper pairs 
move together: The single two-electron state describing each of the pairs is one with 

61 Equation (34.34) is cot dissimilar in structure to the condition (34.25) for a Meissner effecL The 
integral over all space of the kernel K is equal to the k = 0 limit of it.s spatial F ourier transform. In both 
cases one must establish the failure of a certain electromagnetic response function to vanish, in an appro
priate long-wavelength or low-frequency limit. 

62 See, for example, A. A. Abrikosov. L. P. Gorkov, and I. E. Dzyalosbinski, Metlwds of Quantum 
Field Theory in Srotistical Physics, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Oiffs, NJ~ 1963, pp. 334-341. 

63 A variety of-imuitive~ arguments have been offered on this point. many of them quite spurious. 
There is, for example, an argument {based on an old argument of Landau·s to explain snperfluidity in 4 Hc) 
purporting to deduce persistent currents from the existence of a gap in the one-electron excitation spectrum. 
But this merely tltplains why currents cannot be degraded by one-electron excitations, leaving open the 
possibility of degrading the current pair by pair. T he argument we indicate bere can be found under many 
guises, associated with the notions of MrigJdity of the wave function,a ··otr-diagonallong-rnnge order," or 
" long· range phase coherence." 
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a nonzero center of mass momentum 64 One might expect that such a current could 
be degraded by single-pair collisions, analogous to the one-electron collisions in a 
normal metal, in which individual pairs have their center of mass momenta reduced 
back to zero by collisions. Such a s uggestion, however, fails to take into account the 
delicate interdependence of the pairs. 65 Essential to the stability o f the paired state 
is the fact that a ll the other pairs exist and are described by identical pair wave 
functions. Thus one cannot change the pair wave functions individually without 
destroying the paired state altogether, at an enormous cost in free energy. 

The supercurrent-degrading transition that is least costly in free energy depends, 
in generaJ, on the geometry of the specimen, but it usually requires destruction of 
the pairing in some macroscopic portion of the sample. Such processes are possible, 
but t he cost in free energy will in general be so large that the lifetime of the super
current is infinite on any practical time scale.66 

SUPERCURRENT TUNI'\TELING; THE JOSEPHSON EFFECTS 

We have described (page 735) the tunneling of single electrons from a superconducting 
metal through a thin insulating barrier into a normal metal, and indicated how 
measurements of the tunneling current give information about the density of one
electron levels in the superconductor. Measurements can also be made of the tunneling 
currents when both metals are superconductors. and the results are fitted well by 
assuming that both metals have one-electron-level densities o f the form predicted by 
the BCS theory (Figure 34.10). In 1962 Josephson6 7 predicted that in addition to llus 
"normal tunneling" o f single electrons there should be another component to the 
tunneling current carried by paired electrons: Provided that the barrier is not 
too thick, electron pairs can traverse the junction from one superconductor to the 
other without dissociating, 

One immediate consequence of this observation is that a supercunent o f pairs 
should flow across the junction in the absence of any applied electric field (the DC 
Josephson effect). Because the two superconductors a re only weakly coupled (i.e .• 
because the paired electrons must cross a gap of nonsuperconducting material), the 
typical tunneling current across the junction will be far smaller than typical critical 
cun·ents for single specimens. 

64 That a super-cu rrent is very well described by regarding all paired electrons as occupyin g a single 
quantum state is confirmed by lhe absem:e of thermoelectric effects in a superconductor (see page 7 30). 
Tf a supercurTent resembled the disorderly flow of electrons tbat constitutes a current in a normal metal, 
then there would be an act.-ompanying thermal current {Peltier effect). 

65 Recall (page 742) that within the radius of a given pair will be found tJJe centers o f millions of 
other pairs. 

66 Thus. in principle. supcrcurrent-carrying states arc only metastable. For suitable geometries (i.e~ 
specimens tbat are very small In one spatial dimension or more) the fluctuations ne<::ess:uy to destroy a 
supercunent need .not be overwhelmingly improbable, and one can observe the decay o f the "persistent 
current.» A very app ealing microscopic picture of such processes has been given by V_ Ambegaokar and 
J. S. Langer, Pltys. Rev. 164.498 (1967). 

6~ B. D. Josephson, Phy!l. Lea. I , 251 (1962). See also the articles by Josephson and Merccreau in 
Superconducrir-iry, R. D. Parks, cd., Dekker, New York, l969. 
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Figure 34.10 
Normal tunneling current between two super
conductors (tin and lead). The solid curve is the 
prediction of BCS theory. (S. Shapiro et al., 
IBM J . Res. Develop. 6, 34 (1962).) 

Josephson predicted a variety of further effects by assuming that the supercon
ducting ordering on both sides of the junction could be described by a single order 
parameter 1/t(r). He showed that the tunneling current would be determined by the 
change in phase of the order parameter across the junction. Furthermore, by using 
gauge invariance to relate the phase of the o rder parameter to the value of an applied 
vector potential, he was able to show that the tunneling current would depend in 
a sensitive way upon any magnetic field present in the junction. Specifically, the 
tunneling current in the presence of a magnetic ·field should have the form 

_ I sin n<!>/<1>0 

I - o n{])f<!>o ' (34.35) 

where <Pis the total magnetic flux in the junction, <1>0 is the flux quantum hcj2e, and 
10 depends on the temperature and the structure of the jw1ction, but not upon mag
netic fieJd. Such effects were subsequently observed (Figure 34.11), thereby providing 
impressive further confirmation of the fundamental validity of the order parameter 
description of the superconducting state, as well as vindicating Josephson's highly 
imaginative application of the theory.68 

Similar considerations led Josephson to predict further that if a DC electric 
potential were applied across such a junction the induced supercurrent would be 
oscillatory (the AC Josephson effect) with angular frequency 

2eV 
(J) J = li . (34.36) 

This remarkable result- that a DC electric field should indttce an alternating cur
rent-was not only observed, but has been made the basis for highly accurate 
techniques for measuring voltages as well as the precise value of the fundamental 
constant ejh.69 

6 • The value of the flux quantum is exceectingly small, makiog the cftect of practical importance as 
an highly sensitive way to measure magnetic field s trengths. 

~9 W. H. Parker et al., Phys. Rev. 177, 639 (1969). 
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Josephson tunneling current as a function of magnetic field in an Sn-SnO-Sn junction. 
(R. C. J akJt:vic, quoted in James E. Mcrcereau., Superconductivity , vol. I, R D. Parks, eeL, 
Dekker, New York, L969, p. 393.) 

I 

It is fitting that this volume should conclude with this sketchy and tantalizingly 
incomplete survey of superconductivity. The rich and highly original theories, both 
microscopic and phenomenologjcal, that have successfully evolved over the past two 
decades to cope with super:conducting phenomena are indicative of the fundamental 
health and future promise of the contemporary theory of solids. In spite of the 
novelty and. at times, the forbidding complexity of the concepts upon which the 
theory of superconductivity is based. one must not forget that it rests on a broad 
foundation extending over almost all the important areas of the theory of solids we 
have examined in earlier chapters. In no other subject are the two fundamental 
branches of solid state physics- the dynamics of electrons and the vibrations of the 
lattice of ions- so intimately fused, \Vith such spectacular consequences. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Thermodynamics of the Supe1·corulucting State 
The equilibrium state of a superconductor in a u.n.iform magnetic field is determined by the 
temperature T and the magnitude of the field H. (Assume that the pressure P is fixed, and that 
the superconductor is a long cyfulder parallel to the field so that demagnetization clTects are 
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unimportant.) The thermodynamic identity is conveniently written in terms of the Gibbs free 
energy G: 

dG = - S dT - mt dll (34.37) 

where Sis the entropy and mt, the total magnetization (:Jir = MV, where M lS the magnetization 
density). The phase boundary between the superconducting and normal states in t11e H-T plane 
is given by the critical field curve, 11 ,( T) (Figure 34.3).. 

(a) Deduce, from the fact that G is continuous across the phase boundary, that 

(34.38) 

{where the subscripts s aml 11 indicate values in the superconducting and normal phase, 
respectively). 

(b) Using the fact that the supercooducting state displays perfect diamagnetism (B = 0), 
while the normal state has negligible diamagnetism (M ~ 0). show from (34.38) that the entropy 
discontinuity across the phase boundary is 

. v dll, 
S,. - S. = - 47t He dT, (34.39) 

and thus the latent heat, when the transition occurs in a field, is 

Q = _ TV !!.E_ dHc 
4n dT. (34.40) 

(c) Show that when the transition occurs at zero field (i.e .. at the critical point) there is a 
specific heat discontinuity given by 

(34.41) 

2. Tlze London Equation fol' a SupercOJtducting Slab 
Consider an infinite supcrconducting slab bounded by two paraiJel planes perpendicular to t11e 
y-axis at y = +d. Let a uniform magnetic field or strength H 0 be applied along t11e z-axis. 

(a) Taking as a boundary condition that the parallel component of B be continuous at the 
surface, deduce from the London equation (34.7) and the Maxwell equation (34.6) that within 
lhc superconductor 

B = B(y)Z, B( 1) = H cosh (y//1.) 
} 0 cosh (d//1.) · 

(34.42) 

(b) Show that the diamagnetic current density flowing in equilibrium is 

. . . c sinh ( yf/1.) 
1 = ;(y)x, ;(y) = 4:rrJ\ 110 cosh (df/1..)' 

(c) The magnetization density at a point within the slab is M(y) = (B{y) - U0 )/4n . . Show 
that the average magnetization density (averaged over the thickness of the slab) is 

M = -- l - -lanh -- H 0 ( /1. d) 
4n d /1. ' 

{34.43) 

and give the funjtiog form for the susceptibility when the slab is tllick (d » A) and thin (d « A). 
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3. C ,.itit.·al Current in a Cylind,.ical If/ire 
A current of I amperes flows in a cylindrical superconducting wire of radius,. em. Show that when 
the field produced by the current immediately outside the wire is H , (in gauss), then 

(34.44) 

4 . Tlte Cooper Problem 
Consider a pair of electrons in a singlet state. described by lhe symmet ric spatial wave function 

f/J(r - r') = x(k)e'" . (r - r') f dk 
(2n)3 • · 

(34.45) 

ln the momentum representation the SchrOdinger equation has the form 

(34.46) 

\Ve assume that the two electrons interact in the presence of a degenera te free electron gas, whose 
existence is felt only via the exclusion p rinciple : E lectron levels with k < k1• are forbidden to each 
o f the t wo electrons, which gives t he consrra in t: 

(34.47) 

We take t he interaction o f the pair to have the simple attract ive fonn (cf. Eq. (34.16)): 

112 k/ 
f.,.. ~ ~ Br + 11w, 

2m 
- V , i = 1 2 · , , 

0, otherwise, (34.48) 

and look for a bound-state solution to the SchrOdinger equation (34.46) consistent with the 
constraint (34.47). Since we are considering only one-electro n levels which in lhe absence of the 
attraction h ave en ergies in excess o f 2~,.. a bound state will be one with energy E less than 2CF, 
and the binding energy will be 

~ = 281-- E. (34.49) 

(a) Show that a bound state o f energy E exists provided that 

_ l .-.FH"' N(f.) de 
I - V U- E ' 

&£ 
(34.50) 

where N(&) is the density of one-electron levels of a given spi n. 
(b) Show that Eq. (34 .50) has a solution with £ < u;F for a rbitrarily weak V, provided that 

N(E.·) ;1: 0 . (Note the crucial role played by the exclusion principle: rf the lower cutoff \.\<-ere not 
f,F• but 0, then since N(O) = 0, there would nor be a solution fo r a r bitrarily weak coupling). 

(c) Assuming that N(t,) differs n egligibly from N (&F) in the range &,.. < t; < &,. + hw, show 
that t he binding energy is given by . 

e-2/N(eF>Y 

~ = 2/iw 1 - e - 2/N(&.f· )Y , {34.51) 

o r, in the weak-<:oupling limit: 

(34.52) 
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Appendix A 
Summary of Important Numerical 
Relations in The Free Electron 
Theory of Metals 

We collect here those results of free electron theory from Chapters I and 2 that 
are useful in making ro ugh n umerical estimates of metallic properties. We use the 
following values of Lhe fundamentalconstants:1 

Electronic charge: 

Speed of light: 
Planck's constant: 

Electronic mass: 
Boltzmann's constant: 

Bohr radius: 
Rydberg: 
Electron volt : 

IDEAL FERMI GAS: 

e = 1.60219 X 10- 19 COUlOmb 
= 4.80324 x 10- •o esu 

c = 2.997925 x 1010 cmjsec 
h = 6.6262 X J0- 27 erg-seC 

hf2n = li = 1.05459 x 10-2 7 erg-sec 
m = 9J095 X l0- 28 gm 
k8 = 1.3807 x 10- 16 erg/K 

= 0.8617 x w-4 eV/K 
h2fme2 = a.0 = 0.529177 A 

e2f2a() = 13.6058 eY 
1 eY = 1.60219 X ro- 12 erg 

= 1.1604 X 104 K 

kF = ( 3.63 A - 1] x [r./a0] -
1 

v1-· = [ 4.20 x 108 cmjsec] x [r Jaor 1 

E;F = ( 50.1 eY] X [rsfao] - 2 

TF = (58.2 x l04 K] x [rsfa0 ] - 2 

(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.26) 
(2.33) 

The quantity r.(Eq. (12)) is listed for selected metals in Table l.l, and is numerically 
g iven by 

!:.!:. = 5.44[n22] - 1;3, 

ao 
where the electronic dens.ity is n = n22 x 1022/cm3

. 

RElAXATION TIME AND MEAN FREE PATH: 

(1.8) 
(2.91) 

Here p,. is the resistivity in microhm centimeters, listed for selected metals in Table 1.2. 

1 B. N. Taylor, W. H. Parker, and D. N. Langenberg, Ree. !Jiod. P/rys. 41.375 (T969). We q uote the 
values to far greater precision than it is meaningful to use io free electron calculations. Other constants 
are given on the back i· 

1
c,-over. 
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CYO.OTRO~ FREQUEJ\CY: 

v, = w,/2n = 2.80H x 106 Hz 
fwJ, = 1.16H x l0- 8 eV 

= 1.34H X 10- 4 K 

1 

Here we = eH fmc (Eq. ( 1.18)) and H (above) is the magnetic field in gauss. 

PLASMA FREQUENCY: 

,.,. = w,.f2n = [11.4 x 1015 l-Iz] x (r.fa0r 3
'
2 I 

fzw,. = [47.1 eV] x (r,/a0) - 312 [ 

Here w,. = [41t1ze2jm]'·2 (Eq. (1.38)). 

(1.22) 

(1.40} 

: 



r1'ppendix B 
The Chemical Potential 

One believes 1 that in the limit of a large system the Helmholtz free energy per unit 
volume approaches a smooth function of density and temperature: 

lim _VI F(N, V, T) = j(n, T), 
/\!. v - (',() 
NfY- n 

or, to an excellent approximation for large Nand V, 

F(N, V, T) = Vf(n, T). 

Since (Eq. (2.45)) the chemical potential is defined by 

/1 = F{N + 1, V, T) - F(N, V, T), 

we have, for a large system, 

/1 = V [1 (N: I, T)- f (~ . T )] = V [1 (n + ~· T) - f(n, T)J. 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

v-::a> (fn)T· (B.4) 

The pressure is given by P = - (iJFj iJV)r, which (B.2) and (B.4) reduce to P = 
-f + pn. Since F = U - TS, where Vis the internal energy and Sis the entropy, 
it follows that the chemical potential is just the Gibbs free energy per particle: 

G 
11 = N' G = U - TS +PV. (B.S) 

Since T = (iJujiJ.s)n (where the energy density u = UjV and entropy density 
s = SJV are defined in the same way as the free energy density fwas defined in (B.l) ), 
it follows from (B.4) that 11 can also be written in the forms 

(B.6) 

or 

11 = -T (as) . 
an " (B.7) 

1 In many cases it can be proved. See, for example, J. L. Lebowitz and E. H. Lieb, Phys. Rev. Leu. 
22, 631 ( 1969). 
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Appendix C 
The Sommerfeld Expansion 

The Sommerfeld expansion is applied to integrals of the form 

foo 1 
_"' de H(e)f(e), f(e) = e<e- ,.11ks1' + 1, (C.l) 

where H(f.) vanishes as S --+ -co and diverges no more rapidly than some power of 
& as 6 --+ + co. If one defines 

so that 

K(f.) = f., H(f;') de', 

H{&) = ~!S)' 

then one can integrate by parts' in (Cl) to get 

f """" H(e)j(f.) de = f ".., K(S) ( - ~)de. 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

Since f is indistinguishable from zero when S is more than a few k8 T greater 
than p, and indistinguishable from unity when 6 is more than a few k 8 T less than 
J.l, its f.-derivative will be appreciable only within a few kBT of J.l. Provided that H 
is nonsingular and not too rapidly varying in the neighborhood of e = 1-4 it is very 
reasonable to evaluate (C.4) by expanding K(S) in a Taylor series about s = 1-4 with 
the expectation that only the first few terms will be of importance: 

K<e> = K{J.l) + ~ [<e- J.lr] [d"K~e>] . 
n~ l n! de 1: .. ,. 

When we substitute (C.S) in (C.4), the leading term gives just K(J..t), since 

J CX>IXI ( - 8f /8e)df. = 1. 

(C.5) 

Furthermore, since ajjoe is an even function of e - 1-4 only ter ms with even n in 
(C.S) contribute to (C.4), and if we reexpress K in terms of tbe original function H 
through (C2), we find that : 

f~CX) df.. H(&)f(t.) = r"" H(S) de 
CX) 

+L: (C.6) 
n .. l 

' The integrated term vanishes 111 ro because the Fermi function vanishes more rapidly than K 
diverges, and at -a;, bec-duse the Fermi furJcuoo approaches unity while K approaches zero. 
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Finally, making the substitution (S - l-l)fk8 T = x, we find that 

I"' f" oo d2n - I 
JJ(r.)/{&) dE = H(&) d f, + L a"(koT)2

" d 2, _ 1 H(t )k=,, 
-~ -~ ~ ~ 1 e 

where the an are dimellSionless numbers given by 

a"= f~oo (~:;! (- f r ~ 1) dx. 

By elementary manipulations one can show that 

a,. = 2 (l - 2~" + 3~" - 4~" + 5~" - ... ). 

This is usually written in terms of the Riemann zeta function. ( (n), as 

a" = (2 - 22<!-,,) ((2n), 

where 
l 1 1 

Y(n) = l+ - +- + -+ .. · . 
.. 2" 3" 4" 

For the first few n. ((2n) has the values2 

1[2n 

((211) = 2211
-

1 B 
(2n)! " 

where the B,. are known as Bernoulli numbers, and 

5 
Bs = 66" 

(C.7) 

(C.S) 

(C.9) 

(C.IO) 

(C.ll) 

(C.12) 

(C.l3) 

In most practical calculations in metals physics. one rarely needs to know more 
than ((2) = n2 j 6, and never goes beyond ((4) = n 4 /90. Nevertheless, if one should 
wish to carry the Sommerfeld expansion (2.70) beyond n = 5 (and hence past the 
values of the B, listed in {C.I3) ), by the time 211 is as large as 12 the a,. can be eval
uated to five--place accuracy by retaining only the first two terms in the alternating 
series (C9). 

2 Sec. for e>:ample. E. Jnhnke a nd F . E.mde. Table> of Fmu·twns, 4th ed .• J..)over. New York. 1945. 
p. 271. 



Appendix D 
Plane- Wave Expansio11s of Periodic 
Functions in More Than One Dilnension 

We start from the general observation that the plane waves ei~< · • form a complete set 
of functions in which any function (subject to suitable conditions of regularity) can be 
expanded. 1 lf a functionf(r) bas the periodicity of a Bravais lattice, i.e., if.f(r + R) = 
.f(r) for all rand all R in the Bravais lattice, then only plane waves with t11e periodicity 
of the Bravais lattice can occur in the expansion. Since the set of wave vectors for 
plane waves with tJ1e periodicity of the lattice is just the reciprocal lattice, a function 
periodic in tl1e direct lattice will have a plane wave expansion of the form 

f(r) = l.J.:.eo>. · •, (D.l) 
1\ 

where the sum is over all reciprocaJ lattice vectors K. 
The Fourier coefficients fK are given by 

(D.2) 

where the integral is over any direct lattice primitive cell C, and v is tl1e volume of 
t11e primitive cell.2 This follows from multiplying (D.l) by e tK·• ;v and integrating 
over the primitive cell C, provided that3 we can show 

I dr e•K·r = 0 (D.3) 

for any nonvanishing re.ciprocal lattice ve~..'tor K. 
To establish (0.3) we merely note tJ1at since eiK ·' has the periodicity of the lattice 

(K beh1g a recipr.xallattice vector) its integral over a primitive cell is independent of 
the choice of cell. 2 In particular, it wm not be changed if we translate the primitive 
cell C through a vector d (not necessarily a Bravais lattice vector). However, the 
integral over the translated cell C ' can be written as the integral of e1K • <•+d) over the 

' No attempt at mathematical rigor is made here. The mathematical subtleties in three dimensions 
are no more difficult than they are· in one, ~ince the function can be considered one variable at a time. 
Our concern is more one of bookkeeping and notation: how most compactly to ex press the basic formulas 
of three-dimensional Fo urier ~eries, quite aside from how they can be rigorously derived. 

2 The choice of cell is immaterial, since the integrand is periodic.. That the integral of a periodic 
function over ·a primitive cell does not depend on the cho ice of cells is most easily seen by recalling that 
any primitive cell can be cut up and reassembled into any ot·ber, by translating it~ pieces thro ugh BravaiS 
lattice vectQrs. But translating a periodic func.tion through a Bravais Janke vector leaves it unchanged. 

3 In our mathematically lax manner, we ignore possibledifficuh.ies in interchanging orders of integra
tio n and summation. 
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original cell Thus 

r dr e l l( . (r + dJ = r dr e'". r = r dr elK . r 
Jc Jc Jc (0.4) 

or 

(eft' ·d-1) Ldr~· · =o. (D.S) 

Since eiK · d - l can va nish for a rbitrary d only if K itself vanishes. this establishes 
(0.3) for nonzero K 

These formulas have several lcinds of application. They <.-an be applied directly to 
functions with the real-space periodicity of a crystal Bravais la ttice. They can also 
be applied to functions that are periodic ink-space with the periodicity of the recip
rocal lattice. In that case, noting that the reciprocal o f the reciprocal is the direct 
I at tice and that the volume of a reciprocal lattice primitive cell is (27t)3 fv, we can 
transcribe (D.l) and (D.2) to read : 

I ¢(1<) = ~e+IR · k¢R I (0.6) 

for any ¢(k) with the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice (¢(k + K) = ¢(1<) for a ll k 
and a ll reciprocal lattice vectors K), where the sum is over all direct la ttice vectors 
R and 

f dk - <R·k 
¢R = v (27t)3 e ¢(k), (D.7) 

where vis the volume of the direct la'llice primitive cell, and the integral is over any 
reciprocal lattice primitive cell (such as the first Brillouin zone). 

Another important application is to functions in r eal space whose only periodicity 
is that imposed by the Born-von Karman boundary condition (Eq. (8.22) ): 

f(r + N ;81) = f(r), i = 1, 2, 3. (0.8) 

Such functions arc periodic in a very large (and unphysical) Bravais lattice generated 
by the three primitive vectors N;a;, i = I , 2, 3. The recipro<.'al to this la ttice has 
primitive vectors bt/Nit where the b1 are related to the a1 by Eq. (5.3). A vector of this 
reciprocal lattice has tl1e form 

3 

k = "~b
L... N " i = 1 i 

m, integral. (0.9) 

Since the volume of lhe primitive cell associated with the Born-von Karman peri
odicity Is the volume V of the entire crystal, (D.l) and (D.2) now become 

(D.10) 

for any f satisfying Lhe Born-von Karman boundary condition (0.8), where the 
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sum is over a ll k of the form (0.9) and 

where the integral is over the entire c.:rystal Note also the analogue o f (0.3): 

fv dr e•k·r = 0 

for any k or the form (0.9) different from 0. 

(D. I I) 

(D.l2) 
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Appendix E 
The Velocity and Effective Mass of 
Bloch Electrons 

One may evaluate the derivatives as,/ok1 and iP.s,jak,ck1 by noting that 
the coefficients of the linea r and qu'adratic terms in q, in the expansion 

( q) _ " ae, 1 " o2o" 3 e" k + - e"(k) + L:- ak. q; + 2 .f..J ak. ok. q;qi + O(q ). 
I I t & J 

they are 

(E.l) 

Since, however, Sn(k + q) is the eigenvalue of HI<+" (Eq. (8.48) ), we can calculate the 
required terms. [rom the fact that 

Hk+q = Hk + ~q . G v + k) + ~; q2 
> (E.2) 

as an exercise iu perturbation theory. 
Perturbation theory asserts that if H = H 0 + V and the no rmaU7.ed eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues of H 0 are 
EJ ot/J n = E~l/J ,, (E.3) 

then to second order in V, the corresponding eigenvalues of Hare 

- .o I * "iJdrlji;:'Vl/1,·12 .. . 
E, - £, + dr t/1, Vt/J, + /;, (E~ _ £~.) + . (E.4) 

To calculate to linear o rder iu q we need only keep the term linear in q in (E.2) 
and insert i t in to the first-order term in (E.4). In this way, we find that 

" ae" " I * h
2 (I k) L. at. qj = L. dr u,k- -. v + q ;llnb 

l"i I 1111 i 
(E.5) 

(where the integrations are either over a primitive cell or over the entire crystal, 
depending on whether tbe normalization integral f dr ju,kl2 has been taken equal to 
unity over a primi6ve cell or over the entire crystal). Therefore 

cs. h2 Idr . (' v k) -a = - u;:'k -:- + 1/r.k· k 111 I. 
(E.6) 

Lf we express this in terms of the Bloch functions 1/J,Jt. via (8.3), it can be written as 

( E.7) 

Since (1/m)(l!fi)V is tbe velocity operator, l this establishes that (I / h)(c38,(k)/Clk) is the 
mean velocity of an electron in the Bloch level given by 11, k. 

' The velocity operator is v = dr/<lt = (1/ ll!J[r, H ] = pj m = ' 1V jmi. 
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To calculate iJ2e,.fck1 ck1 we need E,(k + q) to second order in q. Equations (E.2) 
and (E.4) give2 

I f dr u! ~ q • G V + k) Un~ 
2 

E,.._ - er.t 
(E.8) 

Again using (8.3), we can express (£.8) in terms of Bloch functions: 

1 02 ~ 2 I (nki
112

• q · V ln'k) 1
2 

"' e.. ,, 2 "' ml L- q,qi = - q + L !...---- --.,---------""--, 
11 2 ok; ok1 2m ... ".. e .... - e."' 

(E.9) 

where we have used t]JC notation : 

f dr 1/l,i..Xl/J.·.., = (tzkJXI,t'k). (E.IO) 

Consequently, 

(E .. II) 

The quantity on the right side of (E. Il) (times a factor l / h2
) is the inverse "effective 

mass tensor" (page 228) and the formula (E. I 1) is often called "the effective mass 
theorem." 

2 The first term on the right of (E.8) comes from placing the second-order term in Ht+11(Eq. (E.2)) 
into the first-order term in the perturbation theory formula (Eq. (E.4) ). The second term on the right comes 
from placing the first-order term in Rlt. • qinto the second-order term in the perturbation theory formula 



Appendix F 
So111e Identities Related to 
Fourier Analysis of Periodic Systems 

To derive Fourier inversion formulas it suffices to establish t11c identity 

(F.l) 

where R runs through the N sites of lhc Bravais lattice 

3 

R = L n;ar. (F.2) 
i= I 

and k is any vector in the first Brillouin zone consistent with the Born-von Karman 
boundary condition appropriate to tbe N points specified by (F.2). 

The identity is most simply proved by noting that because k is consistent with 
the Born-von Karman periodic boundary condition, the value of the swn in (F. l) 
is unchanged if every R is djsplaced by the same R 0 , where R 0 is itself any vector 
of the form (F.2): 

:[elk· R = :[eik· CR+RoJ= eik · Ro:[eii<·R. (F.3) 
R J! R 

Consequently the sum must vanish unless e•k · Ro = 1, for all R 0 of the form (F.2), 
i.e .• for a ll vectors R0 of the Bravais lattice. This is possible only if k is a reciprocal 
lattice vector. But k = 0 is the only reciprocal lattice vector in the first Brillouin 
zone. 1 Hence the left side of (F.l) does indeed vanish if k :f:. 0. and is trivially equal 
toN. when k = 0. 

A closely related identity o f similar impor tance is 

(F.4) 

where R is any vector of the form (F.2), and t11e sum on k runs through all sites in 
the first Brillouin zone consistent with the Born-von Karman boundary condition 
The sum in (F.4) is now unchanged if every k is translated by the same vector k 0 

lying in the first zone and consistent with the Born-von Karman boundary condition, 
for the primitive cell constructed by shifting the entire first zone by k0 , can be re
assembled into the first zone by shifting appropriate piece-S of it through reciprocal 
lattice vectors. Since no term of the form ea. ·II is changed when k is shifted by a 

1 If k is oot restricted to the first zone.. the s um in (F.l) will therefore vanish unless k is a reciprocal 
lattice vector K, in wltich case it w!ll be equal to N . 
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redprocal lattice vector, the sum over the shifted zone is identical to the sum over 
the original zone. Thus: 

Iea.·R = Iel(k +kul · R = eik. · RIEf< · R, (F.S) 
k l k 

and therefore the sum on the left side of (F.4) must vanish unless eiJco· R is unity for 
a ll k0 consistent with the Born-von Karman boundary condition. The only R of 
the form (F.2) for which this is possible is R = 0. And when R = 0, the sum in (F.4) 
is trivially equal to N. 
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Appendix G 
The V ariationa/ Prillciple for 
S chrodinger' s Eq uatio1t 

We wish to show that the functional £[ ift J (Eq. (11.17}) is made stationary over all 
differentiable functions ift satisfying the Bloch couclilion with wave vector k, by the 
1/tk that satisfy the Schr6dinger equation : 

h2 
- 2111 V2iftL + U(r)iftk = S..iflk· (G.l) 

By this we mean the following: Let ift be close to one of the 1/tk, so that 
• 

(G.2) 

where lil/t is small. Let 1/t satisfy the Bloch condition with wave vector k. so that liift 
does as well. Then 

To keep notation simple in the proof it helps to define 

and to use the standard notation 

Note that E[ift] is then given by 

( </>, x> = f dr <l>*x. 

E[ift] = F[l/t, 1/t] 
(1/t, 1/t) . 

The variational principle follows directly from the fact that 

(G.3) 

(G.4) 

(G.S) 

(G.6) 

(G.7) 

for arbitrary </> that satisfy the Bloch condition "ith wave vector k. This is because 
the Bloch condition requires the integrands in (G.7) to have the periodicity of the 
lattice. Consequently, one can usc lhe iotegrat ion-by-parto:; formulas of Appendix I 
to transfer both gradients onto ifiL ; (G.7) then follows at once from the fact that 1/tk 
satisfies the Schrodinger equation (G.l). 

V\1e can now write 
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• 
Furthermore, 

(1/1, V1) = (1/Jk, 1/Jk) + (1/J., bl/l) + (bi/J, !/Jk) + O(bl/1)2
• 

Dividing (G.8) by (G.9), we have 

£[·1·] = F[ 1/1, if! J = 8 + O(b·1·)2 
'I' (1/1, 1/1) 'k 'I' • 

(G.9) 

(G.lO) 

which establisl1es the variational principle. (The fact that E[tj;k] = Sk follows at once 
from (G.l 0) by setting blf; equal to zero.) 

Note that nothing in the derivation requires 1/J to ba ve a cant inuous first derivative. 



Appendix H 
H a1niltonian Formulation of the 
Senticlassical Equatiolls of Motion, 
and Liouville's TheoJ·e1n 

The semiclassical equations of motion (12.6a) and (12.6b) can be written in the 
canonical Hamiltonian form 

cH 
i = -- . cp 

p= cH 
i'r' 

where the Hamiltonian for e lectrons in the nth band is 

H(r. p) = e., G [p + ~ A(r. r)]) - e<f>(r, t}, 

the fields are given in terms of the vector and scalar potentials by 

H = v X A, 
1 i"A 

E= - V"'---v c Ct. 

and the variable k appearing in (126a) and (1 2.6b) is defined to be 

e 
flk = p + - A(r. t). 

c 

(H. I) 

(H.2) 

(H.J) 

(H.4) 

To verify tha t (12.6a) and (12.6b) follow from (Rl) through (H.4) is a somewhat 
complicated, but conceptuaUy straightforward. exercise in differentiation Uust as it 
is in the free electron case). 

Note that the canonical crystal momentum (the variable that plays the role of the 
canonical momentum in the Hamiltonian formulation) is not nk, but (from Eq. (H.4) ), 

e 
p = f1k - - A(r, r). 

c 
(H.5) 

Because the semiclassical equations for each band have the canonical Hamiltonian 
form, Liouville's theorem 1 implies that regions of six-dimensional rp-space evolve in 
time in sucl1 a way as to preserve their volume. Because, however, k differs from p 
only by an additive vector that does not depend on p, any region in rp-space has the 
same volume as the corresponding region in rk-space. 2 This establishes Liouville's 
theorem in the form used in Cha pters 12 and 13. 

1 The proof depends only on the equations of motion ha\"ing the form (H.l). See. for example, Keith 
R. Symon, Mech(JJ1ics., 3rd cd~ Addison-Wesle.)", Readirlg, Mass, 1971, p. 395. 

2 F ormally, the Jacobian c.(r , p)/O{r:, .k) is \lflity. 
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Appendix I 
Green's Theorem for Periodic Functions 

If u(r) and L{r) both have the periodicity of a Bravais lattice. 1 then the following 
identities hold for integrals taken over a primitive cell C: 

• 

fc dr u Vv = - Jc dr v Vu, 

Jc dr u V
2v = Jc dr v V 2

u. 

These are proved as follows: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

Letf(r) be any function with the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. Since C is a 
primitive celt, the integral 

I(r') = fcdr J(r + r') 

is independent o f r'. Therefore. in particular, 

V' I(r') = Jc dr V'f(r + r') = Jc dr V.f(r + r') = 0, 

V'2 !(r1 = Sc dr V'2f(r + r') = Sc dr V2 f(r + r ') = 0. 

Evaluating these at r' = 0 we find that any periodic f satisfies 

Sc dr VJ(r) = 0, 

Jc dr V2J(r) = 0. 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

Equation (l. l) follows directly from (1.6) applied to the case f = llll. To derive (1.2) 
set f = uv in (1.7) to find 

Jc dr (V
2
u)v + I dr u(V

2
v) + 2 1 dr Vu · Vv = 0 . (1.8) 

We can apply (1.1) to the last tenn in (1.8), taking the two periodic functions in (I. I) 
to be r: and the various components of the gradient of 11. This gives 

2 t dr Vu · Vv = - 2 L dr uV2 r·. (1.9) 

which reduces (1.8) to (1.2). 

1 \Ve use a real-space notation, although the theorem, of course. also holds for periodic functions in 
.k-space. 
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Appendix J 
Conditions for the Absence of 
Intel~'hand Transitions in 
Uniform Electric or Magnetic Fields 

The theories of electric breakdown and magnetic breakthrough that underly the 
conditions (12.8) and (12.9) are quite intricate. In this appendix we present some 
very crude ways of understanding the conditions. 

In the limit of vanishingly small periodic potential, electric breakdown occurs 
whenever the wave vector of an electron crosses a Bragg plane (page 2t9). When 
the periodic potential is weak, but not zero, we can ask why breakdown might st iU 
be expected to occur ncar a Bragg plane, and how strong the potential must be for 
this possibility to be excluded 

In a weak periodic potential, points ncar Bragg planes arc characterized by e(k) 
having a large curvature (sec, for example, Figure 9.3). As a result, near a Bragg 
plane a small spread in wave vector can cause a large spread in velocity, since 

(J.l) 

For the semiclassical picture to remain valid, the uncertainty in velocity must remain 
small compared with a typical electronic velocity vF. This sets an upper limit on Ilk: 

hvF 
Ilk « i)2f,jiJk2 (J.2) 

Since the periodic potential is weak, we can estimate the maximum value of 
fP&jiJk 2 by differentiating the nearly free electron result (9.26} in a direction normal 
to the Bragg plane, and evaluating the resull on the plane: 

iJle (h2K/ m)2 

iJkl ~ I Ugl 

Since f1Kjm ~ vF, and f,i•P ~ I Vt<l (see Eq. (9.27)). Eq. (J.2) becomes 

Ak t";j(ap 
0 « -;;:--. 

r1VF 

which sets a lower Limit on the uncertainty in the electron's position, 

A • • I livF 
ox- - >>-. 

llk f,gap 

(J.3) 

(J.4) 

(J.S) 

As a result of this uncertainty in position the potential energy of the electron in 
the applied field is uncertain by 

eEhvF 
ell¢ = eE !:J.x » . (J.6) 

el!•p 
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lf this uncertainty in potential energy becomes comparable to the band gap, an 
interband transition can occur without violating energy conservation. To prohibit 
this we must have 

eEftVr 
Egap » 

Egap 
(J.7) 

Since nv,./a ~ ef., when a is the lattice constant. (J.7) can also be written in the form 

e2 
ll"P » eEa. 

f,F 
(J.8) 

A similarly rough argument gives the condition for magnetic breakthrough. Since 
energy cannot be gained from a magnetic field, breakthrough requires a lack of 
definition in an electron's wave vector comparable to the distance between points 
of equal energy on two different branches of the Fermi surface. The k-space distance 
to be bridged is of order e8JIP/I8f/ckj (Fig. J 1 ), which is of order ei9'P/I'tv,. A condition 

I 

L-----------~L---~-----k 
Ak 

'1 Figure J .J 
When two bands come close together, the 
separation in k-space of points with the same 
energy is roughly t.k =S:•PIIcf,fi'kl- Here e.,.P is 
the minimum vertical separation bet ween the 
two bands. 

· prohibiting breakthrough is therefore 

D.k « s,.". 
l'tvF 

(J.9) 

On page 230 we found tha t in a magnetic field the semiclassical orbit in real 
space is given by rotating the k-space orbit through 90° about the field direction 
and scaling it with the factor ftc/eH. Consequently the uncertainty relation 

My D.y > 1 (J.IO) 

implies a k-space uncertainty relation: 

eH 
M y D.k,. > fzc • (J.ll) 

Thus in a magnetic field an electron cannot be localized in k-space to better than a 
region of dimensions 

(
eH)l/2 

D. l< ~ -, 
lC 

(.J.ll) 
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In conjunction with (J.9) this means that to avoid breakthrough it is necessary that 

- « -(
eH)I /2 ~P 
lie tw, .. · 

Taking EF = ~muFl, we can rewrite this condition as 

sz 
lzwc « ~. 

SF 

(.J.l3) 

(.J.14) 
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Appendix K 
Optical Properties of Solids 

Consider a plane electromagnetic wave with angular frequency w propagating a long 
the z-axis through a medium with conductivity u(w) and dielectric constant 1 /l(w). 
(We ignore in this discussion the case of magnetic media, assuming that the magnetic 
permeability J.l is unity; i.e., we take B equal to H in Maxwell's equations.) If we define 
D(z, w), E(z, w), and j(z, w) in the usual way: 

j(z, t) = Re [j(z, w)e- 1
"''] , etc., (K.I) 

then the electric displacement and current density arc related to the electric field by : 

j(z, cv) = u(ru)E(z, w) ; D(z, w ) = c:0 (w) E(z, ru). (K.2) 

ASSUMPTION OF LOCALITY 

Equation (K.2) is a local re lation; i.e., the current or displacement at a point is entirely 
determined by the value of the electric field at the same point. This assumption is 
valid (see pages 16- 17) provided that the spatial variation of the fields is small 
compared with the electronic mean free path in the medium. Once the fields have 
been calculated assuming locality, the assumption is easily checked and found to be 
valid at optical frequencies. 

ASSUMPTION OF ISOTROPY 

For simplicity we assume the medium is sufficiently simple that u;i(ru} == u(w)I51J• 

c:;'}Cw) = c:0 (cu)C51i: i.e., D and j are parallel to E. This will be true, for example, in any 
crystal with cubic symmetry or in any polycrystalline specimen. To study birefringent 
crystals the assumption must be d ropped. 

CONVENTIONAL NATl.;RE OF THE 
DISTINCTION BETWEEN E0 (ro) AND cr(ro) 

The dielectric constant and conductivity enter into a determination of the optical 
properties of a solid only in the combination: 

0 4niu(w) 
c:(w) = E (w ) + . 

(l) 
(K.3) 

As a result, one is free to redefine c:0 by adding to it an arbitrary function of frequency, 
provided one makes a corresponding redefinition of u so that the combination 
(K.3) is preserved :' 

c:0{w) -> c:0 (w) + C5E(w}, u{w) -+ u(w) - ~ (jc;(ru). (1<.4) 

1 We use Gaussian units. in which the dielectr ic constant of empty space 1s unity. We use ~o for the 
dielectric con stant or the mediUm. 
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This freedom of choice reflects a genuine ambiguity in the physical definitions of 
E0 and a, which describe distinguishable physical processes only in the DC case, 
where a describes the "free charges" (those that c-an move freely over arbitrary 
distances in response to the DC field) and E0 describes the "bound charges" (those 
that are bound to equilibrium positions and only stretched to new equilibrium 
positions by the DC field; see Figure K. l). 

• • v=eEr/m 
{Drude) 

Free charge 

Figure I<. I 

[ 

Bdorc 
field ,, .... 

In prescna 
officld ... 

Bound 
ctwge 

The response of"free- and "bound" charges to a DC electric field. The 
free charge moves for as long as the field acls, but the bound charge is 
constrained by restoring forces, and can be displaced ("polarized! 
only to a new equilibrium positio n. 

In the case of an AC field the distinction blurs. The free charges do not move 
arbitrarily far, but osciJiate back and forth with the frequency of the field, whereas 
the bound charges no longer come to rest at new equilibrium positions, but also 
osci!Jate at the field frequency. 

lf the frequency of the field is sufficiently low (w « 1/t") the distinction can still 
be preserved, but on rather different grounds: The free charge velocities will respond 
in phase with the field (i.e., u(w) will be predominantly real) while the bound charge 
velocities will respond out of phase with the field (i.e.. E0(w) will be predomina ntly 
real). At higher frequencies even this distinction disappears: The Free charges can 
have a substantial out-of-phase response (indeed in metals, at optical frequencies., 
a(w) is predominantly imaginary) and the bound charges can have a considerable 
in-phase response (whkh may or may not be present at optica l frequencies, depending 
on the material). 

Thus at high frequencies the distinction between free and bound charges (and 
hence between u{w) and E0(w)) is entirely a conventional one. In discussing metals, 
at least two different conventions are widely used: 

1. a is reserved for the response of electrons in partia lly filled bands (i.e., the con
duction electrons) and E0 describes the response of the electrons in completely 
filled bands (e.g., the core electrons).2 

2. The response of all electrons (core and conduction) is lumped into the single 
dielectric constant, 

4nia(w) 
€(W) = eC(w) + , 

w 
(K.S) 

where E(w) now includes the contributions of both partially filled and filled 
bands to the current. This convention enables the optical theories of metals to 

1 From ~he point or view oft be semiclassical theory of Chapters 12 and 13, the filled band~ are inert, 
and do not respond to the fields. Howe\ cr. correc1ioos to the semiclassical theory d o predict some core 
polanzation. 
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use the same notation as is used for insulators, where, by universal convention, 
all charge is considered bound. 

THE REFLECTIVITY 

When a plane wave is normally incident fro m vacuum on a medium with dielectric 
constant € (in the sense ofEq. (K.S)) the fraction r of power reflected (the reflectivity) 
is given by3 

1£'12 ~2 (1- 1!)2 + k2 
r = IE'I2 - - (I + 11)2 + k 2 

whe.re 
K = ..fo, n = Re K, k = lm K. 

DETERMINATION OF E(ro) FROM THE 
MEASURED REFLECTIVITY 

(K.6) 

(K.7) 

To determine n and k (and hence E = (n + ik)2) from the reflectivity (K.6), more 
infom1ation is required. Two approaches are fo llowed: 

1. One can exploit the fact that ll and k are related by the Kramers-Kronig relations :4 

n(w) = l + p f ro dw' ~(w') ' k(m) = - pf'"',., dw' n(;') - 1 (K.8) 
- .:o 7t {)) - w 1l w - (J) 

Either of l bese equations, plus a knowledge of 1{w ) a t all frequencies, permits one, 
in principle, to disentangle the separate va lues of n(w) and k(w). In practice the 
numerical analysis c-an be quite complicated, and the method has the disadvantage 
of requiring measurements to be made at enough frequencies to give reliable 
extrapolations to the entire frequency range, as required in (K.8). 

2. One can use the generalization of (K.6) to nonnormal angles of incidence. 5 One 
then obtains a second expression for the reflectivity at angle of incidence 0, 
involving e, II(ro), k(w), and the polarization of the incident radiation. By com
paring this with the measured reflectivity at angle e, one obtains a second cq uation 
involving 11(w) and k(w), and the two can then be extracted. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN E AND THE INTERBANO 
ABSORPTION IN A METAL 

-
T.n a metal the core polarization generally leads to a real contribution to 
Eq. (K.S) gives, for the imaginary part. 

4n 
Im €= -Reu. 

(J) 
(IC8) 

3 This result is proved in most texts on elect romagnetism. Sec, for c:xample. L D. Landau and E. M. 
Lifsh itz. Elecut>dynamic.~ of Conrl11uous Media, Addison-We.~ley, Reading, M ass.. 1960, p . 274 The quan
tities£' and £' are tne amplitude.~ of tne incident and reflected electric fields. TI1e square root in (K.7) is 
I he one yielding no n-negative n. 

4 l.:lndau and Lifshitz, op. cic., p. 259. (The •· P"' indic.~tcs a prinCipal value integral ) 
• Ibid., pp. 272-217. 
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In the semiclassical theory the AC conductivity (13.34) has a real part only by virtue 
of collisions. I n the absence o f collisions the semiclassical conductivity is purely 
imaginary and ~ entirely real, signifying no dissipation of electromagnetic energy 
within the metal. If, however, we use the correction to the semiclassical result (1 3.37), 
then the conductivity has a real part even in t he absence o f collisions, and we find 
that6 

l m c = 4n2e2 f dk 3 L D..,.(k)b (&,.(k) - &,..(k) - w). 
(J) (2:rr) lflt' 11 

(K.9) 

where 

D .(k) = f(&,..(k)) - f (&.,(k) ) !. ~ I< k l I 'k)l2 
no~ &,(k) - &,.(k) 3 7' n vl n . (K.IO) 

The quantity D .. ,..(k) is nonnegative, and negligibly small (when k 8 T « CF) unless 
one o f the pair of levels nk, n'k is occupied and the other is unoccupied. Therefore 
the additional contribution to the real (absorptive) part o f the conductivity arises 
whenever ltw is equal to the energy d ifference between two levels with the same k, 
one occupied and the other empty. This is pr ecisely the condition for interband 
absorption suggested by intuitive arguments about photons (see page 293). 

~ We specialize to the case of a metal WJ th cubic symmetry. The frequency appearing in the denomi
nator of (13.37) is to be evaluated in the limit of a vanishingly small positive 1maginary part ,, and we 
use the identity: 

lim Im 
1 

. = - :rrb(x) . .,- o x + 117 



Appendix L 
Quantum Theoty o.f the 
Harmonic Crystal 

We first summ arize the quantwn theory of a single (one-dimensional) harmonic 
oscillator with Hamiltonian 

The structure of this Hamiltonian is simplified by defining the "lowering" operator 

a = ~ q + i J 211~11W p, 

and its adjoint, the "raising" operator 

t ~11W ·[,;S a = q - l p. 2Ft · 2lmtw 

The canonical commutation relations [q, p] = ih imply that 

[a. a•] = l. 

( L.2) 

(L.3) 

(L.4) 

If the Hamiltonian is expressed in tem1s of a a nd at rather than q and p, it takes on 
the simple form : 

(L.S) 

It is not difficult to show1 that the commutation relations (L.4) imply that the 
eigenvalues o f (L.5) are of the fo rm (n + !)Fzw, where n = 0, l, 2, .... If the ground 
state of h is denoted by !O), then the nth excited state In) is 

(L6) 

and satisfies 
hln> = (n + i)hwju ) . (L.7) 

The matrix e lements o f a and a t in this complete set of s tates are given by: 

(n'laln> = 0, n' :fo 11 - l , 
(n- llaln> = Jn, 
(n'latln> = (njajn'). (L.8) 

All these results follow in a straightforward way from Eqs. (L.4) and (L.5). 
The procedure in the case of a harmonic crystal is similar. The Hamiltonian is now 

given by Eq. (23.2). 2 Let w .. (l<) and Eik) be the frequency and po larization vector for 

' Sec. fo r example. 0 . Park, lmrodll(·l/ou to lire Q11a111um Theory, M cGraw-! 1111, New York, 1964, 
p. 110. 

• We s ummarize the derhrallo n only ror monatomic 8ravais laltices, stating below how the condusioru 
a re to be genera lized when there is a polyatomic basis. 
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the classical normal mode with polarization s and wave vector k, as described on 
page 439. l n analogy to (L.2) we now dcfine3 the "phonon annihilation operator" 

ab = J N ~ e ·- tk· RE.(k) • [ M~h(k) u(R) + 1 211~w.(k) P(R)J (L.9) 

and its adjoint, the "phonon creation operator .. 

at.= -- '[ e"-·RE..(k) • - u(R) - 1 1 [JMw.(kJ . 
.Jiii R 2/1 

(L.lO) 

The canonical commutation relations 

(L.ll) 
the idcntity4 

" ~~< · R = { 0, k not a reciprocal lattice vector,} 
~ e N, k a reciprocal lattice vector, (L.l

2
) 

and the orthonorma lily of the polarization vectors (Eq. (22.61)) yield the commutation 
relations 

[ ab> a!:-.] = c5tk' c5..,. ' 
[a"" ak·s~ = (at, 4 .] = 0, (L.13) 

which are analogous to (L.4). 
One can invert (L.9) to express the original coordinates and momenta in terms of 

the a~u and al.: 
1 

u(R) =fit 
. 

-I 
P(R) = .JN L 

N~u 
(L.J4) 

Equation (L.l4) can be verified by direct substitution of (L.9) and (L.lO), and by use 
of the "completeness relation" that holds for any complete set of real orthogonal 
vectors, 

together with the idcntity4•5 

3 z: E E,(k>J" r E~<k>J .. = bjJ., 
s=l 

L eil< · R = 0, 
k 

R :1: 0. 

(L.lS) 

(L.I6) 

.I H <O,(l;) = 0. this definition !"ails. The problem occurs for only three of the normal modes out o f N 
(the k = 0 acoustic modes) and can usuaUy be ignored. It is a reflc<:tion of the fact Lhat the three degrees 
of freedom describing translations of the entire crystal as a whole cannot be described as oscillator degrees 
of freedom. Only in problems in which one wishes to consider translations of the crystal as a whole, or 
the total momentum of the crystal does it become import:Hlt to treat these degrees of freedom correctly 
as wcll The problem IS discussed further in Appendix M. 

• See Appendix F. 
s Use has also been made of the fact that in a monatomic Bravais lattice w.{k) = w.(- k), and £ ,(1..) ,., 

«,( - I.J. 
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We can express the harmonic Hamiltonian in terms of the new oscillator variables 
by substituting (L. 14) into (23.2). If the identity (L.l6) and the orthonormality of tl1e 
polarization vectors of a given k. are used, it can be shown that the kinetic energy 
is given by : 

(L.I7) 

The potential energy t.akes on a similar structure when one exploits the fact that the 
polarization vectors are eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix O(k) (see (22.57): 

V = -
4

1 L ltw8{k)(a~.s + a~"-,)(a_k, + a~J (L 18) 
l<s 

Adding these together, we find that 

I ~ ( t ' H = 
2 

'-' l1cv,..(k) ak..ak, + a ... ,as.J, (L. l9) 

or, using the commutation relations (L. 13). 

H = L t'w.,(k)(a~ak> + t). (L20) 

This is nothing more than the sum of 3N independent oscillator Hamiltonians, 
one for each wave vector and polarization. When a Hamil tonian separates into a 
sum of commuting sub-Hamiltonians. its eigenstates are simply aU products of the 
eigenstates of each of the separate sub-Hamiltonians, and the corresponding eigen
values are the sum of the individual eigenvalues of the sub-Hamiltonians. We can 
therefore specify an eigenstate of H by giving a set of 3N quantum numbers nk>, one 
for each of the 3N independent oscillator Hamiltonians hcv.(k)(ata," + t). The energy 
of such a state is just 

E = L: (11.._. + i)llw.(k). (L.21) 

[n many applications (such as those in C hapter 23) it is necessary to know only 
the form (L.21) of the eigenvalues of H . However, in problems involving the inter
action oflattice vibrations with external radiation or with each other (i.e., in problems 
where anharmonic terms arc important) it is essential to use the relations (L.14), for 
it is the u's and P's in terms of which physical interactions are simply expressed, but 
the ds and at>s that have simple matrix elements in the harmonic stationary states. 

A sim ilar procedure is used to transform the Hamiltonian for a latt ice with a 
polyatomic bask We quote here only the final result : 

The definitions (L.9) and (L.IO) (which now define the a"" and uL for s = 1, . .. 3p, 
where p is the number of ions in the basis) remain valid provided one makes tbe 
replacements 

u(R) - u;(R), 
P(R) _... P'(R), 

M -.. 11-1;, 
E.(k) .... JM't:/ (k) in (L9), 
E,(k) ..... J!Vft:/(k)* in (L.lO), (L.l2) 

and sums over the index i (which specifies the type of basis ion). The t:/(k) are now 
the polarization vectors of the classical normal modes as defined in Eq. (22.67), 
obeying the ortbonormality relation (22.68), the completeness rela t1on 
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3p 

L [ E~1(kl•] .. [ E/(k)]. (L.23) 
s I 

and the condition6 

(L2-4) 

The im•crsion formulas (L.14) remain valid provided the replacements 7 specified in 
(L.22) are made, a nd the commutation rela tions (L13) and the form (L.20) of thl! 
harmonic Hamiltonian are unch<~nged. 

6 Togelher '"'h I he condoloon w,( k) - w,( - kl1his holds quote g""crally. Ho\l.c\ec in I he polyalomic 
<:n1oe 1he po lnrizalion vcc1ors nrc no1, in general. real. 

1 The: first of 1hc 1\\'o p rescriplions fo r lbe polari2.a1ion vectors is 10 be used in gener"lizmg both of 
equa11ons ( L . l4). 



Appendix M 
Conservation of Crystal Momentum 

Associated with every symmetry of a Hamiltonian is a conservation law. The Hamil
tonian of a crystal possesses a symme try, closely related to the tra nslational symmetry 
of the Bravais lattice, that leads to a very general conservation law known as the 
conservation of crystal momentum. Consider the H amiltonian : 

P(R)2 1 
H = L + 

2 
L <J>[R + u(R) - R' - u(R')] 

R 2/.;f R.R· 

II P· 2 1 
+ I ' + - L V;;(r1 - ri) 

1 ~ 1 2m1 2 1 ,.i 

+ I w;(r 1 - R - u(R) ). (M.l) 
RJ 

The first two terms are the Hamiltonian of the ion cores. Note that we have not 
made the harmonic approximation, 1 but have represented the ion-ion interaction by 
a general sum of pair pote ntials.2 The next two terms a re the Hamiltonian of n 
additional particles, and the last term gives the interaction o f these particles with 
the ions. T o keep the discussio n general, we do not specify the na ture of then particles, 
though the following possibilities are o f interest : 

J. If n = 0, we are discussing an isolated insulating crystaL 
2. 1f n = 1, we can apply the discussion to the scattering of a single pa rticle, say 

a neutro n, by an insula ting crystal. 
3. If we wish to discuss an isolated metal, we can let then particles be the conduction 

electrons (n :::::: 1023). in which case all them; \\ Ould be the electron m ass m and 
the t:li(r) would all be the same function o f r . 

4. We can let the n particles be the conduction electrons a nd an incident external 
particle, if we wish to discuss neutron scattering by a metal. 

Note that the Hamiltonian (M. l) is invariant under the uniform translation : 

r, -7 r; + r0 , 

u(R)-+ u(R) + r 0 , 

i = 1, ... , n, 
for all R. (M.2) 

This familiar symmetry leads to conserva tion of the total momentum of the ions and 
particles, and is not the symmetry we a re interested in_ Crystal momentum conservation 
a rises from the fact that when the tra nslation vector r 0 is a Bravais lattice vector R 0 , 

then it is possible to s imulate the translatio n oft he ions by a simple permutatio n ofthe 

1 We shall, h owever. be introducing operators defined in terms of the p honon operators a and ot 
!Appendix L). These will not be "ell defined. if the system is so unlike a ilarmonic crystal with Bravais 
lallice {R } as to lie in a completely different Hilb<!rt space. Thus although the procedure we shall follow 
makes formal sense for any system (e.g.. a liQuid, or a crystal with a Bravais lattice d ifferent from that 
specified by the (R}). the conclu~ions can be meaningfu lly applied only to th£ case of a crystal with the 
Bravais lattice { R }. 

:t Even the assumption of pair intenlCtions is unnccc..~nry II is made only to give II a concrete form 
that is not too complex to obscure the argumem. 
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ionic variables; i.e., the Hamiltonian (M.I) is a lso invariant under the transformation : 

rr ~ r1 + R o. 
u(R) ~ u(R - R0 ) , 

i = l , . .. , n, 
P(R) -. P(R - R 0 ) , for all R, 

as can be verified explicitly by direct substitution into (M. l ). 

(1\1.3) 

To emphasize the difference between symmetry (M.2) (with r0 = R0 ) and symmetry 
(M.3), consider the fo llowing two symmetry-breaking terms one might add to the 
Hamiltonian (M. l ) : 

1. We might add a term : 

(M.4) 

which ties each ion to its equilibrium site with a harmonic spring. This term destroys 
the translational symmetry (M.2) of the Hamiltonian, and momentum will not be 
conserved in its presence. However, the term (M.4) is invariant under the permuta
tion symmetry (M.3), so its addition will not destroy the conservation of crystal 
momentum. 
2. Suppose, on the other hand, we alter the Hamiltonian (M .I) so as to maintain 
the translational symmetry but destroy the permutation symmetry. We might, for 
example, give each ion a different mass, replacing tbe ionic kinetic-energy term by: 

P(R)2 

~ 2M(R) . 
(1\1.5) 

The resulting Hamiltonian will continue to be invariant under the spatial translation 
(M.2) so total momentum will continue to be conserved. However, it will no longer be 
invariant under the permutation (M.3), and crystal momentum will no t be conserved. 

Of the two conservation laws, crystal momentum conservation is by far the more 
important. In practice. crystals are not free to recoil as a whole, and even if they were. 
the minute cha nges in the total momentum of the entire crystal produced by the 
scattering of a single neutron would be impossible to measure directly. 

DERIVATION OF THE CONSERVATION LAW 

To derive the conservation law implied by the symmetry (M.3) we must describe the 
quantum-mechanical operators that produce this transformation. That part of the 
transformation affecting the particle coordinates, r 1 --. r; + R0 , is effected by the 
part ide trans Ia tiona! operator T Ro lsee Chapter 8). It is a fundamental r~ult of 
quantum mechanics that this transformation can be written as a umtary transforma
tion involving the tota l momentum operator for the particles:3 

r r + R T r T - I __ ..llf ldP · H. •• f ; ,>- '"h1P · If .• • 
i ~ i 0 = Mu i N 11 e '" 

" 
p = L P;. (M.6) 

i = 1 

J Sec. ror c >.oun plc:. K. G uurrio:.:l. Qua11111m .\1<-c·/"mw:.. vol. 1. W. A. Benj amin. Menlo P11ri- . Calif .. 
1966. p. 245 
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In addition, we need the operator that produces the transformation (M.3) on the ionic 
variables. Crystal momentum conservation takes on a simple form primarily because 
this transformation has a structure very much like Eq. (M.6): 

u(R)-+ u(R - Ro) = J R" u(R) JR• - I = tf1C · R., u(R) e-tx · R, , 

P(R) -+ P(R - R0) = JR. P(R) JR.- 1 = e'"' · R. P(R) C" · R.. (1\1.7) 

The operator :JC is not related in any way to the total momentum operator P = l:P(R) 
for the ions, but is specified4 by taking the eigenstates of :JC to be the eigenstates of 
the harmonic part of the ion-ion Hamiltonian, and its eigenvalue in a state with 
phonon occupation numbers Ilks to be given by 

xl{nks}) = ("t knks) l{n"'}). (M.8) 

To verify that the operator X defined by (M.8) docs produce the transformation 
(M.7), we must use the representation (L.l4) that gives u(R) and P(R) in terms of the 
oscillator raising a nd lowering operators for each normal mode : 

1 
u(R) = .JN t (M.9) 

(We consider explicitly only the u(R). The argument for the P(R) is virtually the 
same.) Since the only operators in (M.9) are at.:., and a~ ~o:. .. we have 

e~x - w. u(R) e- •x · R, 

t 2: 
.JN k.' 

We will therefore have established (M.7) when we prove that 

(M.IO) 

(M.ll) 

for substitution of(M.ll) into (M.lO) reduces it back to the form (M .9) with R replaced 
by R - R0 • 

Both results in (M.ll) will follow if we can establish the single identity: 

(M.l2) 

for the first of(M.ll) is just the adjoint or(MJ2) and the second follows from letting 
k -+ - k. Equation (M.12) will be established if we can demonstrate that the operators 
on both sides of the equation have the same effect on a complete set of states, for 
they will then have the same effect on any linear combination of states from the 
complete set, and thus on any state whatsoever. We again choose the complete set to 
be the eigenstates of the harmonic Hamiltonian. The operator a~. being an oscillator-

4 An operator is defined by giving a complete set of cigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues, 
since any state can be wrinen as a linear combinallon ofeigwstates. Note that here the subtle assumption 
that the solid is actually cry-stalline with Bravais lanice {R} uppcars: if it were not , its sta te!> could not be 
written as linear combinations of cigenstates of a l:umnonic crystal '' ith Bravais lattice {R J. 
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raising operator for the ks normal mode, simply acts on a state with a particular set 
of phonon occupation numbers to produce (to within a normalization constant) a 
state in which the occupation numher for the ks normal mode is increased by one, 
and all other occupation numbers rentain the same. We may, to begin with, write 

e1X · Ro at. e-JX · R.j{ n.J) = exp ( - i £; k 'nk., · R0) e"" · R•at,l{ nk,} ) , (M.l3) 

which s imply exploits (M.8). Since U1e stale aLI{n'k.,}) differs from l{n~u}) only in that 
the occupation number of mode ks is increased by one, it will also be an eigenstate of 
x with eigenvalue :Lk' nk's + k. Tl1erefore every term in the eigenvalue of eik·Ro can
cels ilie corresponding term in the eigenvalue of e - ik·Ro except for tbe single extra 
term eik·R,, and we have: 

exp (- i I k'nk"• • Ro) ~ · RoaLJ{nkJ ) = eik · R"a~{n._,} ) . 
l<"s 

(M.l4) 

Equations (M.l4) and (M.13) t:SLablish (M. l2), and therefore X gives the desired 
transformation. The operator liX is called the crystal momentum operator. 

APPLTCATIONS 

We illustrate the workings of crystal momentum conser vation in several cases: 

1. Jsolatetllllsulator If only the ions are present, then the in variance (M .3) 
implies that the Hamiltonian commutes with the operator e•a: -Ro, since 

rfX· R•H({u(R), P(R)})e-•X· Rn = H({u(R - R 0 ), P(R - R 0 )}) = H, 
or et:IC · RoJJ = B e;x . R4. (M.JS) 

This means that the operator JR
4 

= e.:~e • Ro is a constant of the motion; i.e., if the 
crystal is in an eigenstate of JR. at time t = 0, it will remain in an eigenstate at all 
subsequem times. In particular, suppose that the crystal is in an eigenstate of the 
harmonic Hamiltonian at t = 0 with phonon occupation numbers n",. Because the 
full Hamiltonian is not harmonic this will not be a stationary state. However, crystal 
momentum conser-vation requires that it remain an eigenstate of .:rR. for all Bravais 
lattice vectors R0 • This means that the state at future times can only be a linear 
combination of eigenstates of the harmonic Hamiltonian with phonon occupation 
numbers nJ.. leading to the same eigenvalue of :JR. as the original state: 

exp (i L kn'"• · Ro) = exp (i I kn._, • Ro)- (M.l6) 

Since this must hold for arbitrary Bravais lattice vectors R0 (the :JRo commute with 
one another for different R 0 ) we have 

exp {i(L (knk$ - knl., ) • R 0 ]} = 1 

which requires that 

for all R0 , 

L kn.,, = L kni.s + reciprocal lattice vector. 

(M.l7) 

(M.18) 
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Thus the total phoncn wave vector in an anharmonic crystal is conserved to within 
an additit:e reciprocal lattice r•ector. 
2. Scattering of a Neut1·on by an Insulator Suppose that at the start of the ex
periment the cryst al is in an eigenstate of t he harmonic Hamiltonian with phonon 
occupation numbers nk>and the neutron is in a state with rea l momentum p, satisfying : 

TR. I/J(r) = e!VhJr· ~"~•if;( r) (i.e.,if;(r) = e fflh)p · R•), (M.l9) 

where TR. is the neutron translation operator. The in variance of the tota 1 neutron-ion 
Hamiltonian under (M3) implies that the product of the neutron translation and ion 
permutation operators commutes with H for any R 0 : 

(M.20) 

In the initial state tl> we have: 

TR.:JR.¢> = exp (i(pf '' + .Ek nt.J · R0]¢>, (M.21) 

and therefore subsequent states must continue to be eigenstates with the same eigen
value. They can therefore be represented as linear combinations of states in which 
the neutron has momentum p' and the cr ystal has occupa tion numbers nl.:. with the 
restriction that 

p' + 11 L kn~ = p + 11 L kn~u + 11 x reciprocaJ lattice vector . (M.22) 

Thus the change in the momentum of the neutron must be balanced by a change in 
the cryscal momenwm5 of the phonons, co within an odditil;e reciprocal lattice vector 
times 11. 
3. Isolated ft,/etal If the particles are conduction electrons t hen we can consider 
a t t = 0 a state in which the electrons are in a specified set of Bloch levels. Now each 
Bloch level (see Eq. (8.21)) is an eigenstate o f the electron transla tion operator : 

T Rul/lnk(r) = e'l< · R"l/ln~o:(r). (M .23) 

lf, in addition, the crystal is in an eigenstate o f the harmonic Hamiltonian at t = 0, 
t hen the combined electron tra nslation a nd ion permutation opera to r T R. :JR" will have 
the eigenvalue 

exp [i(k .. + !:kn.._.) . n o] , (M.24) 

where k, is the sum of the electronic wave vecto rs o f aH the occupied Bloch levels 
(i.e., hk., is the total electronic crystal momentum). Since this opera to r commutes 
·with the electron-ion H amiltonian, the metaJ must remain in an eigensta te at all 
subsequent t imes. Therefore rhe change in the total electronic crystal momentwn must 
be compensated for by a change i11 the total ionic crystal momentum to within an additive 
l'eciprocal lattice L"ector. 
4. Scattering of a Neutron by a J\.1etal In the same way. we can deduce that 
when newrons are scattered by a mecal, the change in the neutron momentum must be 

' 1 he eigem alue /JEknto of the crystal momentum OJX.-rator ft:tC, is called the crystal momentum. 
(cf. page 472). 
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balanced by a change in the rotal crystal momentum of the electrons and ions, to within 
an additive redprocal lattice vector times h.. Neutrons, however , interact only weakly 
with electrons, and in practice it is only the lattice crystal momentum that changes. 
This case is therefore essentially the same as case 2. Note, however, that X rays do 
interact strongly with electrons, so crystal momentum can be lost to the electronic 
system in X-ray scattering . 



Appendix N 
Theory of tire Scattering of 
Neutrons by a Crystal 

Let a neutron with momentum p be scattered by a crystal and emerge with momentum 
p'. We assume that the only degrees of freedom of the crystal are those associated ·.vith 
ionic motion, that before the scattering the ions are in an eigenstate of the crystal 
Hamiltonian with energy E1, and that after the scattering the ions are in an eigenstate 
of the crystal Hamiltonian with energy Er· We describe the initial and final states 
and energies of the composite neutron-ion system as follows: 

Before scattering: 

After scattering : 

(N. l) 

It is convenient to define variables w and q in terms of the neutron energy gain and 
momentum transfer: 

p•'l 
fJCJJ = _:__ 

2Mn 
ftq = p'- p. 

We describe the neutron-ion interaction by 

V(r) = L v(r - r(R)) = _.!_ L 11.elk ·l• - •tRll. 
R V ~.R 

(N.2) 

(N.J) 

Because the range of 11 is of order 10 - rJ em (a typical nuclear dimension), its Fourier 
components will vary on the scale of k ~ 1013 cm- 1, and therefore be essentially 
independent of k for wave vectors of order 108 cm- 1, the relevant range for experi
ments that measure phonon spectra. The constant v0 is conventionally written in 
terms of a kngth a, known as the scattering length, defined so that the total cross 
section for scattering of a neutron by a single isolated ion is given in Born approxi
mation by 4na2

• 1 Eq. (N.3) is thus written 

V(r) = 2nh: L e&·l•-rtRil. (N.4) 
Mn lo:.R 

1 We assume that the nuclei have spin zero and are of a single isotope. In general, one must consider 
Lhe possibility of a dcpencling a n t11e nuclear state. This leads to two types of terms in the cross section : 
a colri?Tem term, which has the rorrn of the cross section we derive below, but with o replaced by its 
mean value, and an additional piece, k.nown as the incol!er~n! terro, which bas no striking energy dependence 
and contributes. along with the mulLiphonon pro~sscs, to the diffuse background. 

790 
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The pro bability per unit time fo r a neutron to sca tter from p to p' by virtue o f its 
interaction with the ions is almost a lways calculated with the .. go lden rule" of lo west
o rder time-d ependent perturbation theo ry :2 

p = L ;"! c5(~. - r., )j('l', V'f' I w 
f 11 

= ~ ~"!..D(£1 - E1 + f1w ) ~ Jdr e1q· '(Cl>1, V(r)cJ>,f 

= (~:~~z az ~c5(Ef - E, + ftw),~(<I>i> e'q · o(R icJ>/) 2. (N.S) 

The transition rate P is rela ted t o the meas ured cross section, <lafdn dE, by the fact 
that the c ross section, tra nsition rate, and incident neutron ftux1 j = (p/Mn)ltJt.,l 2 = 
(1/ V)(p/ M,) satisfy 3 

da p du PV dp' 
j dQ dE dQ dE = M nV dQ dE dQ dE = (2n 11) 3-

PVp' 2 dp' dQ PVMnp' dE dQ 
(2rrh)3 (2nh)3 (N.6) 

For a given jnitial state i (and all final statesf compatible with the energy-conserving 
a-function), Eqs. (N.5) and (N.6) give 

du p' Na 2 

dQ dE = p h S;(q, w ), (N.7) 

where 

(N.8) 

(N.9) 

and note that any o pera to r I\ obeys the relatio n e'1Ef - E' 1' 11' (<t>1 , AcJ>1) = (cJ>1 , A{r)<I>1), 

where A(r) = fi U•thA e - w•,h. Furthermo re for any pair o f operators A a nd B, 

L (<I>,, A<I>,)(<I>,, BcDi) = (cJ>, ABel>,). (N.IO) 
f 

Therefo re 

S;(q, w) = Nl f
2
d t t!"" L e - "' ·tR- R"l(cJ>lt exp [iq · u(R')] exp [ - iq · u(R, c)]ci>;). (N.Il) 

1t RR" 

>- See, fo r exam ple, D. Park Inrroducrion ro tile Quam'um Tlr~tory McGraw-Hill, New York, 1964, 
p. 244. T he a nalysis of neutron scattering d a ta relies hea vily on this use of lo west-order perturbation 
theory-i.e., on the Born a p proximation. H igher order perturbat ion theory prod uces so-called mult iple 
scan ering corrections. 

J We usc t he fact that a volume element dp' contains V dp'j\2nl•)' neutron sta tes of a given spin. (The 
argument •s identical to tha t given in Chapter 2 ror electrons .. ) 

• 
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GeneraJJy the crystal will be in thet:maJ equilibrium, and we most therefore average 
the cross section for the given i over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of equi
librium states. This requires us to replace S; by its thermal average 

S(q, w) = ~ L e - •q · (R- R1 f dt e;'"' (exp [ iq · u(R' )] exp [- iq · u(R, r)]), 
N RR. 2rr 

(N.l2) 

where 

(N.J3) 

Finally, 
• 

du p' Na?-
dO. dE = p 11 S(q, w). (1'\.14) 

S(q, w) is known as the dynamical structure factor of the crystal, and is e ntirely 
determined by the crystal itself without reference to any properties of the neutrons.4 

Furthermore, our result (N.14) has not even exploited the harmonic approximation, 
and is therefot:e quite general, applying (with the appropriate changes in notation) 
even to the scattering of neutrons by liquids. To extract the peculiar characteristics 
o f neutron scattering by a Jattke of ions, we now make the harmonic approximation. 

In a harmonic crystal the position of any ion at time tis a linear function of the 
positions and momenta of all the ions at time zero. It can be proved,5 however, that 
if A and B are operators linear in the u(R) and P(R) of a harmonic crystal, then 

This result is directly applicable to (N.l2): 

( exp [ iq · u(R')] exp [- iq · u(R, t)]) = 

(N.lS) 

exp ( -t([q · u(R'}]2
) - -}([q · u(R, t)Jl> + ([q · u(R')][q · u(R, r)] )). (N.t6) 

This can be further simplified from the observation that the operator products depend 
only on the relative positions and times 

([q · u(R ' )]2
) = ( [q · u(R, t)] 2

) = ([q · u(0)]2
) = 2W, 

([q • u(R')][q · u(R, t)]) = ([q · u(O)][q · u(R-R', t)]), (N.17) 

and therefore: 

S(q,w) = e - 2 "' fdt eimr:Le-lq · Rexp([q·u(O)][q·u(R, t)]). (N.l8) 
2rr R 

Equation (N.18) is an exact evaluation of S(q, ro), Eq. (N. l2), provided that the 
crystal is harmonic. 

.. H is simply the Fourie.r transfo rm of the d ensily autocorrclalion functioo. 
• N.D. Mermin. J . JV!ath. Phys. 1. 1038 (1966) gives a particularly compact proof. 

I 
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In Chapter 24 we classified neutron scatterings according to the number, m, of 
phonons emitted andjor absorbed by the neutron. U one expands the exponential 
occurring in the integrand of S, 

"' 1( )m exp ([q · u(O)][q · u(R. t)]) = Jo m! ([q · u(O)][q · u(R, L)]) , (N.19) 

then it can be shown that the mtl1 term in this expansion gives precisely the contri
bution of the m-phonon processes to the total cross section. We limit ourselves here 
to showing that the m = 0 and m = 1 terms give the structure we deduced on less 
predse grounds for the zero- and one-phonon processes of Chapter 24. 

1. Zero-Pilotzon Co11tributio11 (m = 0) If the exponential on the extreme right of 
(N.l8) is replaced by unjty, then the sum over R can be evaluated with Eq. (L.l2}, 
the time integral reduces to a .5-function as in (N.9), and the no-phonon contribution 
to S(q, w) is just 

(N.20) 

The .5-function requires the scattering t o be elastic. Integrating over final energies, 
we find that: 

dcr f dcr - l w 2 " ~ an= dE dQ dE= e (Na) -i' Uq,K• (N.21) 

This is precisely what one expects for Bragg-reflected neutrons: The scattering is 
·elastic and occurs only for momentum transfers equal to n times a reciprocal lattice 

vector. The fact that Bragg scattering is a coherent process is reflected in the cross 
section being proportional to N2 times the cross section a2 for a single scatterer, 
rather than merely toN times the single ion cross section. Thus the ampliwdes combine 
additively (rather than the cross sections). The effect of the thermal vibrations of the 
ions about their equilibrium positions is entirely contained in the factor e- zw, which 
is known as the Debye-Waller factor. Since the mean square ionic displacement from 
equilibrium ([u(O)j2) will increase with temperature, we find that the thermal vibra
tions of the ions diminish the intensity of the Bragg peaks but do not (as was feared 
in the early days of X-ray scattering) eJjminate the peaks altogether.6 

2. One-Pitono11 Contributiotz (m = 1) To evaluate the contribution to dajdQ dE 
from them= 1 term in (N.l9) one requires the form of 

([q • u(O)][q · u(R, t)]), 

This is readily evaluated from Eq. (L.l4) and the fact that 7 

a...,(t) = a...,e-i~k~, aUt) = ate"''slkl•, 
(aLa...,) = n.(k)bu.b.,., (a:pt,.) = 0, 
(a~:sah) = [1 + n,(k)] bk"·b,, ., (alfl~;·,.) = 0. 

4 TIUs is a mark of the long-range order that always persists in a true crystal. 

(N.22) 

(N.23) 

1 Here, as in (23. 10). n,(q) is the Bose-Einstein oc-cupation factor for pho nons in mode s with wave 
vector q and energy lln>.(q). 
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We then find t11at 

S111(q, co)= e- 2
"" ~ 2M:JJ .. q) [q · E,(q)]l (ct + n,(q)] <>Leo+ m.Cq)] 

+ n,(q) <'i[ w - w,(q)]). (N.24) 

Substituung this into (N. 14) we find that the one-phonon cross section 1s : 

( •• (c. p • Ul_,(q l 
~~GIL' = Ne- zw p' a2 L 2M~ [q. E,(q)]l (cj + n.(q)] o[w + (l),(q}] 

+ n,(q) <'i[cv - w,(q))). (N.25) 

Note u,at this docs indeed vanish unless the one-phonon conservation laws (24.9) or 
(24.10) are satisfied; thus, as a function of energy, dujdQ dE is a series of sharp delta
function peaks at the allowed final neutron energies. 

This s tructure! makes it possible to distinguish the one-phonon processes from all 
the remaining terms in the multiphonon expansion of S or the cross section, all of 
which can be shown to be smooth functions of the final neutron energy. Note that 
the intensity in 1 he one-phonon peaks is also modulated by the same De bye-Waller 
factor that diminishes the intensity oft he Bragg peaks. Note also the factor [ q · E.(q)]2

, 

which enables one to extract inform atio.n about the phonon polarization vectors. 
Finally, the thermal factors "•(q ) and I + n.(q ) are for processes in which phonons 
are absorbed or emitted, respccth·ely. These factors are typical for processes involving 
the creation and absorption of Bose-Einstein particles, and indicate (a!' is reasonable) 
that at very low temperatures processes in which phonons are emitted will be the 
dominant ones (when they are allowed by the conservation !awe;). 

APPLICATION TO X-RAY SCATrERING 

Aside from the factor (p'ip)a2 , peculiar to the dynamics of neutrons, the inelastic 
scattering cross c;ection for X rays should have precisely the same form as (N.l4). 
H owever, one can generally not resolve tbe small (compared with X-ray energies) 
energy losses or gains occurring in one-phonon processes, and must therefore, in 
effect, in tegrate the cross section over all final energies: 

~~ oc fdwS(q, w) oc e-2w~e- iq ·K exp([q ·u(O)][q·u(R)]). (N .. 26) 

This result is simply rela ted to our discussion of X-ray scattering in Chapter 6, in 
which we relied on the s tat iclatticc model. rn that chapter wefound that the scattering 
for a monatomic Bravais lattice was proportional to a factor: 

IL e"'-Ril· (N.27) 
R 

Equation (N.26) generalizes this result by allowing for the ions to be displaced from 
their equilibrium positions, R -+ R + u(R), and taking a thermal equilibrium average 
over ionic configurations. 
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Making the multiphonon expansion in (N.26) will yield the frequency integrals of 
the individual terms in the multiphonon expansion we made in the neutron case. The 
no-phonon terms continue to give the Bragg peaks, diminished by the Debye-Waller 
factor- an aspect of the intensity of the Bragg peaks that was not taken into account 
in our <.Hscussion of Chapter 6. The one-phonon term yields a scattering cross section 
proportional to 

f li 
dco S01(q, w) = e- 2w ~ iNiw.(q) (q · c:.(q) )2 coth -'l,fJhws(q), (N.28) 

where q is the change in X-ray wave vector. Since the change in photon energy is 
minute, q is entirely detennined by the incident X-ray energy and the di rection of 
observation. The contribution to (N.28) of the terms arising from the various branches 
of the phonon spectrum may be disentangled. by doing the experiment at several 
values of q d iffering by reciprocal lattice vectors. However the major problem is 
distinguishing the contribution (N.28) of the one-phonon processes to the total scat
tering cross section, from the contribution of the multiphonon tenns, since the 
characteristic structure of the one-phonon terms lies entirely in their singular energy 
dependence, which is lost once the integral over <0 has been perfom1ed. In practice, 
one can do little better than to try to estimate the multiphonon contribution from 
the general result (N.26). Alternatively, one can work at temperatures so low, and 
momentum transfers q sufficiently small, as to make the expansion (N.l9) rapidly 
convergent. If crystals were strictly classical this would always be possible. since the 
deviations from equi.librimn of the ions would vanish as T-+ 0. Unfortunately, how
ever, the zero-point ionic vibrations are present even at T = 0, and there is therefore 
an intrinsic limit to the rate at which the multiphonon expansion can converge. 



Appendix 0 
Anharmonic Terms and 
n-P honon Pt·ocesses 

An anharmonic ter m of nth degree in tl1e ionic displacements u can be written in 
terms of the normal mode lowering and raising operators a and at, through Eq. 
(L.l4). Such a term will consist of linear combinations of products containing m 
1 . . d . . t t owenng operators, ak , 1, ••. a .. ,.,, an n - m rrusmg operators, a~m+l'm+l' .. . ak.rn 

(0 ~ m ~ n). Each such product, when acting on a state characterized by a definite 
set of phonon occupation numbers, produceS a state in which the n.., are all un
changed except for being reduced by one when ks = k 1s 1 , ••• k,sm, and increased 
by one when ks = k,+ 1s,+1 , • •• l<,.s,.. Thus an anharmonic term of the nth degree 
has nonvanishing matrix elements only between states in which just n phonon 
occupation numbers differ. 1 

1 T he overwhelming majoriry of terms in the expansio n of any anharmonic tean will have all tbe 
k;s1 different. unless the crystal is micruscopically small. Terms in which the occupation numlx:r of a 
given nonnal mode cha.riges by two or more make u negligible contribution in tl1c limit of u large crystal. 
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Appendix P 
Evaluation of the Lande g-Factor 

We take the vector product of both sides of(3L34) with (JLSJ; jJjJLSJ.) and sum 
over J~. for fixed J . Since the matrix elements of Jvanjsh between states with differing 
values of J , we may as well sum over all states in the (2L + L)(2S + 1) dimensional 
manifold with given LandS. Having noted this, however, we can use the completeness 
relation 

I jJLSJ;) < JLSJ; I = 1, 
u · z 

(P.l) 

to replace the sums of products of matrix elements by matrix elements of the operator 
products: 

(JLSJ.J(L + g0S) · J jJLSJ.) = g(Jl..S)(JLS1:JJ 2 jJLSJ,). (P.2) 

Now we simply observe that the operator identities: 

S2 = (J - L)2 = J 2 + L 2 
- 2L • J, 

L 2 = (J - S)z = J2 + S2 - 2S . J, 

J2 J{J + 1) 

(JLSJ. I L2 IJLSJ:) = L(L + 1) ' (P.3) 
s2 S(S + 1) 

permjt one to evallJate (P.2) as 

g(JLS)J(J + 1) = (JLSJ.j(L · J)jJLSJ.) + g0 (JLS1zJ(S · J)JJLSJ.) 

1 
= Z [J(J + 1) + L(L + 1) - S(S + 1)] 

+ g; [J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) - L (L + 1)], (P.4) 

which is eqwvalent to the result (31.37) quoted in the text. 
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analytic justification of, 529n 
in metals, 513 
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charge distribution. 381 
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Bonding states, 678n 
Born-Mayer potential, 407 
8()rn-Oppenheimer method, see Adiabatic ap

proximation 
Born-von Karman boundary condition. see 

Boundary conditions 
Bose-Einstein condensation. 37n 
Bose-Einstein distribution, 454n 
B~ gas, ideal, 454 
Bound charge vs. free charge. 534n, 717 
Boundary cond.itions, 32 

Born-von Karman (periodic) for Bloch elec-
trons, 135 

fnr fn:c:: electrons, 33 
for linear chain, 431 
for spin waves, 705n 
for light-binding method, 178n 

for free electron gas, 32 
at surfaces. 368 

Bragg condition, 97 
Bragg formulation of X-ray diffraction, 96- 97 

equivalence lo formulation o f von Laue, 99- 100 
Bragg peaks. 96 

and Dcbye-Waller factor, 795 
and magnetic reflections, 696-697 
as zero-phonon scattering, 473 

Bragg planes, 99 
and nearly free electrons, 156- 159 

Bragg reflection, I 00 
order of, 97 

Bravais lattice, 64- 75 
of average positions in dynamic system, 422 
definitions of, 64 65, 70n 
and finite crystals, 66 
inversion symmetry of, 128 
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Bravais lattice (cominrtcd ) 
nontranslational symmetries of, 112- 129 
number of, 120 
origin or name, liS 
symmetry group of, 112, 114, 116 
symmetry operations, 113, 120- 123 

allowed rotation angles, 121, 129 
types enumerated, IIS- Il9 

base-centered orthorhombic, 117 
body-centered cub ic, 67- 68 
body-centered orthorhombic, 118 
centered monoclin ic, ll8 
centered tcuagonal, 115 
face-centered cubic, 68- 69 
face-centered orthorhombic, 118 
rhombohc.:dra l (trigonal), 119 
simple cubic, 65 
simple heKllgonal, 77, 119 
simple monoclinic, 118 
simple orthorhombic, 117 
simple tetragonal, II S 
triclinic, 118 

use or term, 70 
Su also Crystal Systems; Reciproculluu ice 

Breakdown, electric, 220 
conditions for absence in semiclassical model, 

219- 220,773 - 775 _. 
in inhomogeneous semiconductors, 592 
and Wannier functions, 188 

Breakthrough, magnetic, 220 
conditions for ubscnce in semiclassical model, 

219 220, 773- 775 
in hexagonal div11lcnt metals, 299 
and spin-orbit coupling, 220 
and Wanni~r functions, 188 

Brillouin function, 655 
Brillouin scattering. 419,481-486 

classical picture of, 482-486 
Stokes and ant i-Stokcs components, 481 

Brillouin zone, first, 89 
for race<entercd and body-centered cubic 

lattices, 89 
and reduced zone scheme_ 141 143 

Brillouin :;cones, higher, 162-166, 171- 173 
for race-centered and body-centered cubic 

lattices, 164 
as primitive cells, 163 
for square lattice. 163, 171 

Bulk modulus, 39 
of alkali halid~. 407- 408 

table, 408 
free electron, 39- 40 
of noble gas solids, 401 -402 

table, 401 
of selected metals, 39 

Burgers vector, 634- 635 
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r:/u ratio. hexagonal dose-packed e lements. table 
for, 77 

in hexagonal r"-ciproc:allullke. 88- 89 
ideal value, 78 

calories/mole to eV / molecule conversion. 396n 
Carrier densities in semiconductors. 572- m, 

581 - 584, 586 587 
in equilibrium p-11 junction, graph. 597 
extrinsic, 575- 577 
im rinsic, 575 
minority, 595n, 598. 60611 

position dependence, 609 
in noncquilibnum p-Hjunction,graph. 597 
thermal generation, 603 

Carrier types, 218- 219 
Cart, before horse, 92 
Casimir limit, 504 
Cation. 380 
c-al\is, he•agonal systems., 77 

tetragonal systems, 115 
Cell, Sff Conv·c:ntiOnill unit cell; Primitive cell 
Ce llular method, 195-200 

difficulties with , 199 
Cellular wave function vs. atomic, 197- 198 
Centered monoclinic Br<~vais Ia II ice, 118 
Centered tetr.tgOJ1111 Drdvais lattic:c, I 15 

relation to face-<.-entcred and body-centered 
cubic, I 17 

Cesium ~,;hloride structure, 80 
in a lka li bali des, 380 
compounds with, table of, 8 I 

Chambers' path integral, 247n 
Charge density in alkali halides, 381 

ncar surface of crystal, 358 
Chemical potential. 41 

electrochemical potenual, 257n, 593- 594 
of electron gas at zero temper<lture, 43 
vs. fermi energy, 43. 46. 142n. 573n 
of intrinsic semiconductor, 575- 576 
local, 245 

in AC electric field, 260 
quasichemical potential, 613 
temperature dependence in metals, 46--47 
thermodynamic treatment of, 759 

Chemical shift, 665n 
Oassicallimit, 50- 51 
ClaJ.•Sius-Mossoui relation, 542 

spelling, 542n 
Close packing or spheres, 77- 79 

and face-centered cubic structure, 79 
and hexagonal close-packed strucwre, 78 
and other structures, 79 
packing fraction. 82- 83 

Coercive force, 721, 722 
Coherence length in superconductors. 738n 

and size of Couper pair, 742 

Cohesion in covalent crystals, 409-410 
in free e lectron metals, 410 - 412. 413 
in noble gas solids, 398, 402 

Cohesive energy, 396-4 1 ~ 
of ionic Cr)'StiliS, 402- -107 

table, 406 
or noble gas solids, 40 J 

table, 401 
Collisions, of Bloch electron5, 215 

in Drude model. 6 
effect on nonequilibrium distribution function, 

317- 319 
electron-phonon. 523- 528 
with magnetic impUJities, 687- 689 
with nonmagnetic impurities !ci"Sticl. 320- 322 
between phonons. 499 

Sec ulso Anharmonic terms; Second sound 
probability or, 316-317 
sources of, 216, 315- 316 
and thermal eq\•ilibrium, 6. 245 
See ulso ){~laxation time: Relaxation-time 

approximation; S<.:alleri ng 
Collision term. 320 
Collision time, -~"" Relaxation time 
Color centers, 622- 626 

F-center, 624 
F ..,-center , 626 
H -center, 625 
M<entcr, 624 
R-eenter, 624 
V .:-center, 625 
width of optical absorption line. 625 

Compensated materials, 236 
Hall coefficicm. 237, 240 
magnetoresis1ance, 236. 240 

Compressibility, isothermal vs.. adiabatic, 492 
See also Bulk modu Ius 

Compton scattering. 480 
Conduction band in metals. 223 

in semiconductors, 562 
Conduction electrons, 3 

See aL"<O Bloch elect rons; Electron gas; Free 
elect ron approxlmat ion; I ndcpendctll elec
tron approximation 

Conductivity, AC electric<JI, vs. dielectric con-
stant, 776- 778 

in Drudc model. 16. 59 
al fmite wavelengths, 260- 261 
and intcrband transitions. 253n 
nonlocal. 17 
quuniuro m(!chanical, 252 
and reflectivity, 778 
in semiclassical model, 252- 253 

ConducLivity, DC electrical, anisotropy, 59, 250 
Bloch T 5 law. 526 
conversion of units, 9 

• 



Conductivity, DC electric. I (rmllirwedl 
Of di~ordere<:l AllOyS, 3\0 
Drude formula for. 7 
and energy g~1p of intrinsic semiconductc:>rS, 56!! 
and Fermi surf:ltC tuea. 259- 260 
and boles. 25 I 
and impuril ie!' in senliconductors, 564 565 
o f ionic crystals. 62 1 622 
a nd lauic:e ,;bra uons, 418. 523- 528 
in perfect crysltll~ 2 16 
perfect, distingut~h«< from superconducti' I I ), 

731, 738 
resistance minimum, 687- 689 
tn ~emicla""i<.:~tl model. 25 1 
of semiconductors. 563 
temperature dependence. 59, 418. 526. 563 
in uniform magnetic field. 259. 261 - 262 

C o nductivity tensor, 240 
in cubic systems, 250 
in ht!Xagon:.~l sy~u:tns, 259 

Conduclivily, therm<~l, of in.,ulators, 495 50S 
Casimir limit, 504 
high temper:ctl ure, SO I 
infinite in harmonic upproximation, 497 
infinite without umklapp processes, 503 
and la ttice vibration!', 419 
low tempemture. 501 505 
vs. metals, 20, 497n 
and umklapp processes. 503 

Conductivity, 1 hermal. of metals, 2Q-24 
Drudc forn.uln for, 22 
vs. insu lators, 20. 497n 
in semiclassical model, 253- 256 
in Sommerfeld model, 52 
in superconductors, 730 73J 
table, 2J 
See also Wiedemann-r ranz law 

Conserv<~tion la"''S and rela>.ation-t ime appro>.i· 
m:ttion. 327 

Cont<tct (Fermi. h~·pc rtinc) intcr .. ction, 665n 
Contact potent iHis, 3(!0, 369 

Kel-.in's method for measuring, 361 362 
See also Work functi on 

Continuity, literary, 626n 
Com-entional unit cell, 73 

for face-centered and body-centered cubic 
Bravais I all ices, 1 S 

Cooper pairs, 740 743 
vs. bosons. 741 
crude caJcul:3t ton , 755 
si:l'.e of, 74 1 n . 742 

Coordination number, 1 I 
Core-core repulsion, 379. 397 

Born-Mayer p otential, 407 
in ionic cr)-st .tls, 4()5 
in Lennard-Janes potential. 398 

Core-core rcpul>io n (com inned) 
and phonons m metals. 529 

Index 803 

and polari7.ability o f ionic CT)'Sf::lb, 545 
Core el<;ctrons, 3, 374 

wave function. 194 
comp:ucd with valence. 195 

Correlation cneri!.Y· 336 
See also Electron-electron tntcracti<>ns 

Correlation length. 7l4 
Correspondence princip le, 271 
Coulomb potential. and cohesi•e energy of tonic 

crystals. 403- 407 
a nd constraint m defect concen t rat ion~. 6 19 
Fourier transform of. 334, 35 I 352 
1 he -glue~ o f solids. 378 
and ionic p lasma, 513 
and lattice sums. 403- 405 
Madelung constants. 405 
and optical modes tn tOnic Cf)Stals. 541 
screened, 342 
and surfnce effects, 354 
S<'e al so Long range interactions; Screening 

Covalent bond, 379. 389, 552 
bond polarizability, 552 
in metal~. 391 

co .. alent cryst:tls, 376. 387- 389 
compared with ionic, 388 
dielectric con<tam. 553 
electronic ch•trgc distributio n, 377 
polariz;;bihty or. 552- 553 
semiconducting. 564- 566 

Covalent radii. 387n 
Creation operator (phonon), 71\1 
Critical current, 730 

in cylindrical wire. 755 
Silsbee effect. 730 

Crit ical field (fl, ), 728- 729, 732- 734 
lower (fl.,), 712- 734 
relation to latent heat, 754 
relation to spcx:ific heal discontinuity, 754 
in type I superconductors. 732 
in type ({ •uperconduct ors, 732- 734 
upper (/1,1 ), 732-734 
See olso Metssner effect ~ Supe.·cooductivity 

Critical point, 699n, 712- 714 
exponent~. 699- 701 

mean field I heory, 723 
two~imcnsional lsing model, 713 

me.-.n field theory, 715-718, 723 
scaling equation of state, 713- 714 
scaling form of correlation function, 7 14n 
See ulso Menn field theory 

Critical rcmpcruture, ferroelect ric, 556- 557 
table, 557 
See also Ferroclcctricity 

Critical tempera ture, magnetic, 694. 699 
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Critical temperature, magnetic (comim•ed) 
anti ferromagnets, ia b le fo r, 697 
ferrimagnets. table for, 698 
ferromag.nelic and strength of dipolar inter-

action. 674n 
ferromagnets. table for, 697 
mean field vs. exact, 717 
See also Antiferromagnetism; F errimagnetism; 

Ferromagnetism; M agnetic ordering 
Critica l temperature, supcrconducting. 728 

ncs prediction , 744 
in magnetic field, 728, 732 
table, 729 
See also Supercond uctivity 

Crossed fields, electron motion in, 233- 2 39 
Crystal field splitti ng. 657- 658 
Crystallinity, criterion for, 64 
Crystallographic point groups, 114, 119- 125 

cubic, 121 
international nomenclature, 12 1- 124 
noncubic, I ll 
number. of, 119-120 
operations. 120- 123 
relation to crystal systems, 119 - 120 
Schoenflies nomenclature, 121- 123 
See also Crystal systems 

Crystal momentum, classical view of conserva
t ion, 482-486 

conservat io n of, in elc."Ctron-phonon scallering, 
524. 788 

in neutron scauering. 471-473,788- 789 
in phonon-phonon scattering, 499, 787 

o f e lectrons, 139 
general theo ry of, 784- 789 
and interband transitions. 294 
vs. momentum. 139, 2 19, 472, 784 - 785 
operator, 787 
and oplical properties of semiconductors, 567 
and umklapp p rocesses, 502 
and vecto r po tentials, 771 
See aLm Umklap p proces.~es 

Crysta l structure, 75 
cesiu m chloride structure, 80- 81 

table, 8 1 
d etermination by neutron scattering, 473 
determinat ion by X-ray scattering, 96- 110 
diamond structure, 76 

table, 76 
hexagonal close-packed structure, 76-79 

table, 77 
perovskitc structure, 557 
sodium chloride structure, SO 

table, 80 
wbite tin structure. 127 
wurzite s tructure, 387n 

Crysrol suuctur e (continued) 
7jt1cblende structure, 76 .• 81 

table, 8 .1 
Crystal systems, 114- 120 

as Bravais lattice poin t groups, 114, U 6, 120 
cubic, 115 
hexagonal, 119 
hierarchy of, 120 
monoclinic, U 8 
number of. 119-120 
orthorhombic, I L 7 
tctragomtl, 1 15 
tricJinic, 1.18 
trigonal, 119 

Crystals, growth o f, 636-637 
strength of, 630, 635-636 

Cubic Bravais Ja uices, See Body-centered cubic ; 
Face-centered cubic; Simple cubic Bravais 
lattices 

Cubic crystal system, U 5 
point group, nomeoc'la tu rc , 124- 125 

table, 121 
relation to trigonal system, 119 
Sec also Body-centered c ubic; Face-centered 

cubic ; Simple cub ic Bravais lattices 
Curie's law, 65 5- 656 

corrections to, 709-7 12 
and effective Bohr magnet on n umber, 656- 657 

rare e arth ions, ta b le o f, 657 
transition m etal ions, table of, 658 

free ions vs. solids . 656-659 
from high temperature expansion, 669, 7 ll 
Sec also Susceptibility 

Cur·ie temperature, see C rit ical temperature, 
ferroelectric; Critical temperature, magnetic 

Curie-Weiss law, 7l2n, 718 
C urrent density, e lectrica l, 7 

thermal, 254 
C yclotron frequency, 14 

numerica l formulas for. 15, 758 
in semiconductors, 571 

Cyc lotron m ass, 233, 2 39 
in metals. 278 
in semiconductors, 571 
See also Effective mass 

Cyclotron resonanc.-e in metals, 278- 279 
in semiconductors. 278n, 570- 571 

d-bands, 181 
in n o ble meta ls, 288- 289 
in transit ion meta ls, 306- 307 

de Boer para meter. 412 - 4 13 
table, 412 

de Broglie wavelength, 34 
nu merical rela tion to energy o f electrons:, 365 
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L>cbyc frequency (w 0 ) , 458 
compared "ith Fermi energy, 529 

Ocbye-Hiickel tboory, 342n 
of depletion l~:~yer, 61 1 

Debye model of phonon spectrum, 457-461, 
465 466 
density of levels, 465-41111 
vs. Einstein model, 462-463 
Griineisen pat'amelcr , 493 
specific beat inlerpolation formula, 459-461 

graph, 460 
table, 461 
See also Specific heal (lattice) 

Dcbye-Scherrer method, 102- 104 
Ewald construclioo for, 104 

Debye T 3 law, 457 
See alsv Specific heal (Ia nice) 

Debye temperature (00 ) 

or alkali halides, 459 
dependence on tempcr:llure, 459-460 
ofsclt>cted clements, 461 

Dcbye unit, 559 
Debyc-Waller factor, 48(•, 793 
Debye wave vector (/<0 ), 458 

relation to Fermi wave vector, 458n 
Defects m crystals, 616- 641 

annealing, 621 
und charge neutmtity, 619 
and color centers, 622- 626 
and conducti~ity of ionic cryslals. 621 -622 
dislocations, 628- 638 
F renkel 1ype, 620 
grain boundat"ies, 638 
magnel ic impurilic~. 687- 1\89 
and magneti7.ation process, 77:2 
mixed Fn :nkcl and Sebonky type, 639 
point, line, and surface, 616 
Schottky 1ypc. 6 16 
as source of scanc:ring, 216, 315 
stacking faults, 637 
surface dc:Cects, 637- 638 
1hcrmod ynamics o f line and surface defects, 

610-621 
1hennodynamic~ or point defects (Frenkel, 

Scbouky, or mixed), 616--620, 638 
S"" also Color centers ; Uislocations 

Ueformation IVIin, 637 
Degenera1e semiconduclors, 573 

St•e also Semiconductors 
de Haas-van Alphen eiTect, 264- 175 

in alkali metals. 2R5 287 
and density of levels, 272 -274 
and eleclron spin, 274- 275 
and field unifonni1y. 281 
measurement of, 265- 266 
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de: Haas-van Alphen c1Tec1 (eonrirzut'd) 
minimum specimen size, 271 n 
in noble metals, 289 291 
quami.zation of orbit area, 271-272 
and scauering, 274 
therm al broadening, 274 
in transition metals, 307 

Delta, Kronecker, 87 
Dau .. ~::UL:!!ion factor, 17:2 
Density of le\'CIS (electron), Bloch elc:c:uons. 

143- 145, 149 
and electron spin, l43n 
free electron, 44-45 
and Pauli panmtagnct ism, 661 - 662, 663n 
phonon correction 10, 520 
in rare ear1h me~als, )a!-309 
in semiconductors, 574, 586 

graph for impure case, 579 
graph for pure case, 576 

singularities in Strong magnetic field_ 272 274 
and specific beat. 47 
in transition metals, 307 
in 1wo b;.nd nearly free electron model. 170 
in two dimensions, 53 
van HO\e singularities, 145. 150 

Dcn~ity of levels (k.spacc), 35, 136 
Density or le\"eiS (phonon), 464-466 

in Dcbye model, 4l.S 
in EillSiein model, 466 

Density of norm;ll modes, see Dcnsit y of levels 
(phonon) 

Dcnsily of states, ·'~~~' Density of levels 
Depletion layer (sptl~'e charge region), 591 

See also p-n junction 
Depolarization fac10r, 540n 
Detailed balancing, 322 
Diamagnetism, atomic (Larmer). 648-652 

compared "ith conduction electron magne
tism in metals, 668 

compared with Curie law paramagnetism, 
668 

in ionic crystals, 649 
in noble gas solids, 649 

in doped semiconductors, 666 
Landau. 664 665 
perfect (Meissner effect), 727, 731. 739 
See also de HaaS· \'3ll Alphen effect; SuSCCi>' 

tibility 
Diamond strucl ure. 76 

bond angle, 82 
elemenls, I able of. 76 
and imersions, 128 
packing fraction. 83 
structure: fac1or. 106 

Dielectric constant, alkali halides, 141ble for. 553 
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Dielectric constllnt. (cominued) 
Oausius-Mossotti relation. 542 
and conductivity, 776- 778 
of covalent crystals, 553 
of electron gas, 338-344 

Drudc, 17 
Lindhard, 343- 344, 352 
Thomas-Fermi, 341- 342 

of ferroelectrics, 556 
"high frequency,~ 546n 
and index of refn:tction. 534 
in ionic crystals, 548- 550 
lyddane-Sacbs-Teller relation, 548- 549 
of a metal. 17,515- 5 18 
and optical modes, 548 
quantum mechanical form, 779 
and reflecthity, ns 
of semiconductors, 578-579 
See also Polarizability 

Diffraction, st:e Electron diffraction; Neutron 
scattering; X-ray diffraction 

Diffusion constant, 602 
Diffusion currcm, 601 
Diffusion lengths, (;04- 605 
Diffusion region (p-n junction), 606-610 
Dipolar interaction, see Magnetic dipolar inter

action 
Dipole moment (electric), see Ferroelcctricity; 

Polarizability; Pyroelectricity 
Dipole moment (m;1gnetic) , sl'e Magnetic mo

ment 
Direct exchange, 681- 682 
Direct lattice, 86 

, Direct optical tra osition, 567 
( Directtenn in Hartree-Fock equation. 333 
" Directions, convent ions for specifying, 92- 93 

Dislocations, 616, 628- 638 
Burgers v<.-ctor, 634- 635 
densities of, 632 
edge, 632 
clastic energy, 640 
general dislocation, 633- 635 
and grain boundaries. 638 
and growth of crystals, 636-637 
observation of, 637 
screw, 632 
and slip, 632- 633 
and stadcing fauhs, 637 
and strength of crystals. 635- 636 
and twinning. 637 
and wor-k hardening, 636 
See also Defects in crystals 

Disordered alloy!;, 309- 310, 584n 
Dispersion curve, 432 

for linear chain with basis, 434- 435 

) 

Dispersion curve (continued) 
for monatomic linear chain with nearest-neigh

bor interactions, 432- 433 
with mth nearest-neighbor interactions, 448 

for three-dimensional lattice with basis, 443 

for three-dimensional monatomic 8ravais lat
tice, 441 

See aL~ lattice vibrations: Phonons 
Dispcl'Sion relation (K.ramers-Kro nig), 778 
Displace~nl, electric, 534- 535, 541 
Displace~nl (trnnslation) of Bravais l;ttticc. 70 
Distribution function, Bose-Einstein, 454 

equilibrium electronic, 40-43 
Fermi-Dirac, 30- 3 1, 40-42 
Maxwell•Boltzmann, 30- 31 
nonequilibrium, electronic, 244 

calculation of in relation-time approxima
tion, 246- 250 

linearization of, 249 
phonon,454 
rate of change due to collisions, 317- 319 

in relaxation-time approximation, 318- 319 
See also, Boltzmann equa tion; Fermi-Dirac 

distributioo; Relaxation-time approxima
tion 

Divalent metals, 298- 299 
Domains, 718- 722 

and anisotropy energy, 72D-721 
Bloch wall, 719- 720 
and dipolar energy, 718- 720 

Donor impurjties. 577 
See also Impurities in Semiconductors; p-n 

junction; Semiconductvrs 
Doping of semiconductors, 590- 59 I 

doping profile, 591 
Doppler shift of scattered waves, 484 
Double layer, 358 
Dressed ions, 513 

and dielectric constant of metals. 515-518 
Drift current, 60 I 
Drift term, 320 
Drift velocity in crossed fields, 233 
Drude model, 2-27 

basic assumptions, 4 - 6 
shortcomings arising from classical statistics, 

23, 25, 30, 58 
Dulong and Petit law, 426- 429 

failure of; 429 
quantum corrections at high temperature, 455, 

467-468 
and Rayleigh-Jeans cawslrophe.. 466 
See also Speci6c beat (lattice) 

Dynamical matrix. 439 
for face-centered cubic crystal, 449 
symmetries of, 438 



Dynamical structure factor, 792 
in harmonic a pproximation, 792- 794 

Edge dtslocation, 632 
Set> also Dislocauons 

EITectlvc Bohr magncton number, 656- 658 
EITcctive mass, cyclotron (metals), 233- 239 

measurement of, 278- 279 
cyclotron (semiconductors). 239, 568 
•u1d DC conducti"ity, 251 
in Hartree-Fock approxim:uion, 337. 352 
of holes. 227 
phonon contribution to, 520, 530 
with screened exchange, 344 
o f semimetals, 305n 
specific heat. 239 

table, 48 
tensor, 228-229, 568n, 766 
theorem, 765- 766 

Einstein model of phonon spectrum, 462- 463 
v~. Oebye model. 462-463 
densi ty of levels, 466 
formula for specific heat, 463 

graph, 463 
Einstein relation, 602 

derived from kinetic theory, 612 
in n ondegenerate case. 612 

Einstein temperature (0~,:). 463 
Elast icity, theory of; 443-447 

elastic constants, 444- 447 
and anharmonk tcnns, 489 
compliance constant. 446 
number of independent, for seven crysta l 

systems, 445 
stiffness constant (modulus), 446 
tabulated for cubic crystals, 447 

related to theory of l11ttice vibrations, 443- 447 
See also Bulk modulus 

Elastic scauering and Wiedemann-Franz law, 
322- 323 

Electric bn:akdown, Si!'t' Breakdown, elect.ric 
Electric djsplacement, 534-535, 541 
Electric field, local, 539- 542 
Electrochemical potential, 257n 

in semicooductofl:, 593- 594 
Electron affinity, 380n 
Elect ron, Bloch, sc?e Bloch electToos 
Electron charge, sign convention, )n 
Electron, core, .<ee Co.rc electrons 
Electron deosit y, 4 

and classification of sotids, 374- 379 
in covalent crystals, 377 
in ionic crystals, 38 1 
table (conduction) for selected metals, 5 

Electron diffraction, 364- 366 
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Electron-electron interaction, 330- 352 
in Drude model, 4 - 5 
and exclusion principle, 346-34R 
and Ferm• liqu•d theory, 345- 351 
and ground state energy of free electron gas, 336 
Hartree approximation, 743 
Hanrcc-Fock approximation, 334 337 
and Hubbard model, 685 
lifetime. 347- 348 
and magnetic structure, 672- 691 
and Pauli paromagnetism. 669- 670 
and periodic potentinl, 132, 192, 330 -331 
vi:l phonons, 518- 519 
scattering, 5. 316, 346- 348 
and superconductivity, 739- 740 
and tight-binding method, I !16 
See also Fecmi liquid theory; Hartree-Fock 

equation; Independent electron approxi
mation; Screening 

Electron, free. see Free electron approximation 
Electron gas. 2 6. 316n 

Set• ul.~o Free elect ron approximation 
Electro n o-factor, 646 
Electron, independent, .~ee Independent electron 

approx~mation 
Electron-ion interaction (static), in Drude model, 

4 
::1nd negative Fcnni energies, 357n 
See also Periodic potential 

Electron, nearly free, see Near ly fr c..-e electron 
approximation 

Electron-neutron interaction (magnetic). 470 
Electron-phonon interactton, 519- 528 

coupling constant, 523 
and electron effective mass. 520 
and magnetic susceptibility, 663n 
and one electron energy, 519- 521 
and resistivity, 523- 528 
and superconductivity, 739- 740 

Electron spin, see Spin 
Electron, tight-binding. see Tight-binding ap

proximation 
Electron. ~a1eoce. see Valence e lectrons 
Electron volt (eV}, 37n 

accurate conversion factors, 757 
cVjmolecule to calories/mole conversion, 396n 

Electrostatic approximation, 547n, 548n, 551 n 
Electrostatic field of array of dipoles, 558 

of uniformly polarized sphere, 557 
Energy band, 141 

See also Band gap; Band structure: 8:~nd width; 
Density of levels 

Energy, binding, !<ee Cohesive energy 
Energy gap (normal materials). see Band gap 
Energy gap (superconducting materials). 727 
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Energy gap (superconductivity) (Nmtinued) 
and acoustic attenuation, 7 36 
BCS, relation to T., 744 
and electromagnetic energy absorption, 735 
and magnetic impurities, 727n 
measured values, 745 
and tunneling, 735 

Entropy, current o~ 253 
of free electron gas, 54 
generation of, 253n 
ofice, 392 
lack of in persistent currents, 730 
of spin system, 659- 661 

Equation of state of insolators, 490-494 
and volume dependence of normal mode 

frequencies, 490- 492 
Equipartition o f energy, 9 
Estheticism, 403n 
Ettingshauscn effect, 258n 
Ewald construction, 101 

for Laue method, 102 
for powder method, 103 
for rota ting crystal method, 102 

Ewald sphere, lO 1 
Exchange energy, 334- 337 

and cohesion in metals, 4U 
Exchange interaction, 6 79 

coupling constants, 681 
direct, indirect. itinerant, and super. 681 - 682 

Exchunge term in Hartree-Fock equation. 333 
approximated by one electron po tenti<t l, 337 
screening of. 344, 51 8 

and conduction elect•·on magnetism, 684 
Excitons, 626- 628 

F renkel, 626 
Mott-Wannier, 628 

Exclamation marks, 6 1, 185,219,224 (twice!), 
291,305,403, 631,808 

Exclusion principle, see Pauli exclusion principle 
Expansion, thermal, see T hermal expans.ion 
Extended zone scheme, 159 - 160 
Extremal orbits, in cyclotron resonance, 279 

and de Haas-van Alphen eU't:c.-t, 268- 269, 213 
and density of levels. 273 
and Gantmakher effec~ 280 
and magnetoacoustic effect, 277 

Extrinsic semiconductors, 564 
carrier densities, 57 5-577 
See also Semiconductors 

Face-centered cubic Bravais lauice. 68- 69 
and close-packed spheres, 79 
conventional cell. 75 
coordination number, 71 

Face-ccnterct.l cubic Bravais lat tice (continued) 
elements with, 70 
first Brillouin <eone, 89 

nomenclature for symmetry points, 183 
free electron Fermi surface, 165- 166 
free electt"on levels in, 161 
vs. hexagonal close-packed structure, 78 
higher Britlouin zones, 164 
lattice sums of inverse powers, 400 
packing fraction, 83 
primitive reciprocal lattice vectors, 88 
primitive vectors, 69 
reciprocal of, 88 
relation to centered tetragonal, 117 
tigbt·binding p-bands, 189- 190 
tight-binding s-bands, 181 - 184 
W igner-Seitz cell, 74 

F aec-c.entered orthorhombic Bravais lattice, 118 
F ,.-center, 626 
/-bands, 308- 309 
fcc, see Face-Cc.'lltercd cubic Bravais lat tice 
F-center (Farbzenrmm). 624 

simple model, 639- 640 
Fermi-Dirac distr ibution, 30- 31,40- 42 

classica l limit, 54 
compared with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-

tion, 30-31 
de.rived, 40-42 
gra ph, 31 
in thermionic emission, 363 
in velocity spa ce, 30, 50 

Fermi energy, Bloch electrons, 142 
vs. chemical p otential, 43, 46, 571n 
compared with Debye frequency, 529 
free electron, 36 

table, 38 
negative values, 357n 
of semiconductor, 142n, 573n 
See also Chemical potential 

Fermi function, 43 
See also Fermi-Dirac dist ribution 

Fermi gas, S<.>e Free electron appcoximation 
fermi (contact, hypcrfine) interaction. 665n 
Fermi level of semiconductor, 573n 

See also Chemical potential 
Fermi liquid theory, 345- 351 

electron-electron scattering, 346- 348 
/-function. 350 
quasiparticles, 348- 350 
summa ry, 351 

Fermi momentum, 36 
Fermi sphere, 36 

and alkali metals, 285-288 
in bee monovalent metal, 285 
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Fermi sphere (rontinut·d) 
in fcc monovalent metal, 289, 3!0 
in fcc tetravalent m~tal, 165 
in fcc trivalent metal, JVl, .HI 

F enni surface, I 41- I 4 3 
of alkali metals, 286 
of aluminum, 301 
of beryllium, 300 
at Sragg planes, 162 
exte~ zone scheme. 159- 160 
extremal, cross-sectional areas, 268 
free electron, see Fermi sphere 
importance of. 264 
of lead, 303- 304 
measurement of, 264- 21l l 
nearly free electron construction, 162-166, 169, 

172-113 
of noble metals, 290-292 
reduced zone scheme, 142 
repeated zone scheme, 142 

Fermi temperature, 38- 39 
table, 38 

Fermi velocity, 36 
table of free electron values, 38 

Fermi wave vector, 36 
and free electron density, 36 
relation to Dcbye wave vector, 458n 
table, 38 
in terms of r., 36 

Ferrimagnetism, 695-696 
critical (Curie) temperature.. 699 

table, 698 
distinguished from ferromagnetism, 69 5 696, 

712n 
mean field theory, 723- 724 
susceptJbilit y, 712n 
table, 698 
See aLw Magnetic ordering 

Ferroclectricity, 556- 557 
table, 557 

Ferromagneti~m. 672, 694- 696 
anisotropy energy, 721 
in band theories, 684n 
conventions on usc of term, 672n, 695 
coerche for~ 721-722 
critical ex:pofletlts, 699 
critical temperature. 672n, 699 

table, {/)7 

I 

and dipolar interactions, 674, 718- 722 
distinguished from ferrimagnetism, 695- 696, 

7l2n 
domains, 718-722 
easy nod hard axes, 721 
in free electron gas, 682-684 

• 

Ferromagnctil.m (contitwo>d) 
Heisenberg model. 701-709 
hysterisis, 722 

Index 809 

low temperature spontaneous magnetization, 
707- 709 

magnetization process, 721- 722 
mean field theory, 715-718 
spin waves, 704 700 
susceptibility, 699, 711-712, 718 
table, 697 
See also Magnetic interactions; Magnetic 

ordering; Spontaneous magnetization 
/-function, 350 
Fick's law, 602 
Field ion microscope, 366- 367 
Field theoretic methods, 332, 349, 727 
First Brillouin zone, see firillouin zone 
Floquet's theor.:m. 133n 
Fluauating dipole (van der Waals) force, 389- 390 

in ionic crystals, 402 
and Leonard-Jones potential, 398 ) 
origin or, 392- 393 

l·luxoid, 749 
Flux quantization, 734n, 749 
Force constants, 426 
Form factor, atomic, 107- 108 
Fourier's law, 20 
Fourier transform, of Coulomb interaction, 334, 

35l- 352 
inversion formulas. 762-764 
notation:• I convention, 339o 
of screen<.'{.) Coulomb interaction, 342, 351- 352 

Frankcnheim, M. L.. and enumeration of 
Bntvais lauices, LIS. 119 

Free charge vs. bound charge, 534n. 777 
Free electron approximation, 4, 60- 61 

aod alkali metals, 285-288 
rosie formulas (noninteracting) summari7ed, 

757-758 
bulk modulus, 39- 40 
c hemical potential, 47 
and cohesion in metals, 41Q-412, 413 
correlation energy. 336 
density of conductton electrons, 4, 59 

table, 5 
in terms of kr, 3(, 

diamagnetism, (.64--665 
dielectric conMant, 17, 338- 344 
Drude model, 2- 27 
energy density, ground state, interacting, 336 

noninteracting. 38 
thermal 47 • 

equation of state, 39, 54 
exchange energy, 336 
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Frc.: elect ron aprro~ ll'!'lllion (corufnuvll) 
failure or, 58- 60 . 
Fermi liqwd theor) . 345-351 
ground st:lle properties. 32-40 
llunree- Fock appro>.imation. 334 337 
high density limit. 33(• 
w. independent c:lcc1ron approJtimation, 4, 

(.0- 61 
and intcractiom among electron,_, 330 352 
le\'CI~ in fcc laujcc, I ()I 
level q uantization in magnetic field, 270- 27 I. 

281 
paramagnetjsrn. 661 664 

nondegenerate C'.IS.:. 669 
and FCrrening. 337 344 
Sommerfeld model. 30- 55 
specific heat, 47- -19 

table. 48 
spin den.~ity wave, 6~ 
thermal properties. -10 -19 
in t'WO dimension:;, 53 
Wigner crystal, 684 

rrce energy. Gibbs. 754 
Free energy. 1-lelmholt£. -10, 490 

magnetic, 6-15 
Fren~cldcfect,610 

SC'e aim Defects in crystals 
Frenkel exciton, 626 
Friedel oscillations, 343 

Gantmakh~ effects, 2/10 181 
G ap.·'"" Band gap : Energy gap {supcrconducling 

materials) 
G aplc:ss sup.:rconduct i\'ity. 727n 
G as. clussical, compared" il h electrons in nonde

gc:ncrate semiconductors, 585 
compared \\ith phonon gas, SOOn. :503n. 

506-507 
sountl propago;tion in, 50{>-507 

G as, clccu·on, see Elee~ron gas; Free electron 
approximat ion 

Gal~anomagnetic effects, Me Hall effect ; Magne
torcsistance 

Generation currenl, 598 
formula for, 605, 611 
S ee also p-n junction 

Gcner<Hion o f carriers. 603 
S et• aLfO Semiconductors 

G eomet rical $tructure factor. see Structure fuctor 
g-fac1or, electron, 274, 646 

Lande. 654, 797 
Gibb~ free energy (superconductor), 754 
G in7burg-Landau theol'). 747-749 

current, 748 
ant! nux quanti7Attion. 749 

Ginzburg-l.undau lheory (ca111inued) 
a nd London equation. 748- 749 
and 'oruoes, 748n 

G lasses, specific beats and 1hcrmal conduct i~ity, 
504n 

Glide plane, 114n, 126 
Graded junction, 591 
Gr~in ooundal')'. 638 
Graphile Slruct ure, 30-1 
Green's function method (KK R), 102- 206 

compared wilh augm~nt(.-d plane-wave (APW} 
mcthod,205 

Green's function (field theoretic! techniques, 332 
and Ferm1 liquid theory, 349 
and phonons in metals. 518n 
and screcncd exchange, 344n 
and ~'\lpcrconduclivity, 727 

G reen's theorem (for periodic functions}. 772 
Ground slate energy of free electron gas, 336 
Group, .<et> Point group; Srac:e group 
G row1h of crystals. 636- 637 
Griinci!>tn law. set Bloch T' l:1w 
Griineiscn parnme1er, 492 494, 50&- 509 

alkali halides, lable for, 494 
in Debyc model. 493 
S!!e also Therma l expans1on 

Hall angle, 14 
in ma1erials with open orbits, 238 

HaU coefHcient, 13 
Drude for m for, 14 
h1gb tiel~ from semiclassical model, 235 
quantum oscillations in high field, 265 
sign of, 13- 14 
table, IS 
in two band model. 240 

Ha ll effCCl, 11- 13 
in aluminum, 15, 300- 302 
in comrcnsated matcri:~ls, 240 
and density of carriers. 14, 235-236 
in Orudc mode I, 11- I 5 
high field, from semiclassical modd, 234-236 
problems with free elcc1ron 1 heory of, 58 
in semiconductors, 563 
and sign of carriers, ll- 14, 235- 236 
in two band model, 240 

Hall fJCI~ 12 
11all voltage_ 12 
Hru:monic approximation, 424- 425, 488 

app lied to lattice vibn11ions, 422- 450 
distinguished from sma ll oscillations as~ump-

tion, 488 
dynamical structure racror in, 792-794 
energyle\'els of N-ion crystal, 452 
failure of, 488-489 
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Harrnonjc approximation (•·ontinuNI) 
form in general. 425 
form for pair poten tials. 424 
and infinite thermal conductivity, 497 
quantum theory of, 780- 783 
and theory of specific beats, 452- 468 
<md volume dependence of normal mode fre

quencies, 491- 492 
See also Anharmonic terms : La llice vibrations: 

Phonons 
Ha rmonic oscillator (quantum), 780 
Hartree equations, 331 

frotn variational principle, 332, 35 1 
See af.,o Periodic potentia l 

Hartree-F ock equations, 344- 519 
approximation hy one electron potent ial. 337 
and effective mass, 337, 352 
for free electmns, 334 - 337 
and free electron -band width,- 335 
and free electTC>n ferromagncti~m. 682~84 
one electron levels, 334- 335 
und Land a u f-funeuon, 350 
a nd Pauli susceptibility o f free electrons, 

669- 6.70 
a nd specific hem, 337 
and spin density waves, 684 

H-center, 625 
hcp, see Hexagonal clos<.'-packed structure 
Heat c<~pacity, see Specific heat 
HeLo;enberg model. 679- 681 

anisotropic, 7i3 
a nt iferromagnetic gro und state, 704, 722 
anti ferromagnetic spin waves, 708 
ferromagnetic ground state, 701 - 703 
ferromagnetic spin waves, 704-709 
Hamiltonian, 681 
high temperature susceptibility, 709-7l2 
lack of ord ering in isotropic o ne and two 

dimensiona I, 708 
See also M agnetic interactiOns; Spin Hamil

tonian 
Heitler-London approxima1ion, 678-679, 689 

formula for exchange splitting in hydrogen 
molecule, 679 

in Hubbard model o f hyd rogen molecule, 
689-691 

limitations of, 678 
Helicons, 26-27 
H elium, solid, and h armontc a pproximation, 425 

and neutron scattering (3 He), 470 
pathological. 376n 
a nd small oscillations assumption, 488, 490 
solidification pressure (T = 0), 398n 
and theory o f quantum solids. 422 

1-lelm.hol.z free energy, Sl!e Free energy, Helmho ltz 

lndex 81 J 

Hexagonal close-packed structure, 76- 79 
cfa ratio, ideal, 78 

t:lble. 77 
and closto-p~cked spheres, 78 
e lements wit.h. 77 
vs. face-centered cubic Brava is lattice, 78 
and near ly free elecl'rons, 167- 168, :!99- 300 
spin-orbit coupling in. 169, 199 
stnJCture factor, 109 
See also Simple hexagonal Bravais lanice 

Hexagonal crystal system, I 19 
Holes, 2 25-229 

and conduction in semiconductors. 562 
a nd DC conductivity, 25 I 
e ffective mass, 227 
and Hall effect, 235- 236 
and thermopower, 258 
S~W al.~n Semiclassical model ; Semiconductors 

H ole orbit.s, 229 
in noble metals, 292 

Hole surface, 165 
in a luminum, 301 
in lead, 303 - 304 

Honeycomb netwo rk, 66 
and hexagonal dose-packed structure. 79 
as lattice wit b basis, 7 5 

H orse, after can, 92 
H ubbard model, 6 85 

of hydrogen molecule, 689- 691 
Hund- Mulliken approximation, 678n 
Hun d's niles, 650 651 

applied to rare eanh ions, 657 
applied to transit ion metal ions. 658 
rormula for, 667 
table, 652 

Hybridization, 181 
Hydrogen bond 376n, 379, 391- 392 

and ice, 392 
Hydrogen molecule, 674- 681 

in Hubbard model, 689- 691 
Hyperfine (contact, Fermi) interaction, 665n 
H ysteresis (magnetic), 722 

Ice, 392 
ldeal hexagonal close packed structure. 78 
lmage charge and work function, 360n 
lmproper operations, 124 
lmpurities, elastic scattering by, 320-322 

and electrical conductivity, 216, 315 
and gapless superconductivity, 727n 
and Kondo effect., 687- 689 
magnetic, 685- 689 
See also Defects in crystals 

Impurities in semiconductors., Bohr radius, 579 
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Impurities in semicond uctors (co11tinued) 
<tnd carrier densities, 573, 575- 577, 582- 584, 

586- 587 
donors and acceptors, 577 
doping, 590 - 591 
importance o f, 564 
impurity band conduction, 584 
levels, 586- 587 

table o f b ind ing energies, 580 
population o f levels in thermal equilibrium, 

581-582 
and resistiv1ty (graph}, 565 
See al~o Semiconductors 

Independent e lectron approximation, 4, 60, 132, 
192 

failure of, in low density electron gas, 684 
in magnetic problems, 673, 676-679 
in partially filled tight-binding bands, 186 

187 
in rare earth metals. 308 
in superconductors, 726 

vs, free electron approximation, 4, 60- 61 
jus tification for, 345- 348 
representa tio n o f electron-electron interactions 

in , 330- 337 
Set> also Electron-el« tron interaction ; Fermi 

liquid theory ; Hartree-Fock equations 
I ndcx of refraction, 534 

K ra mers-Kron ig relations, 778 
See o/so Dielectric cons tant 

Indirect exc hange, 681- 682 
and rare ea rth metals, 685n 

Indi rect o ptical transitions, 567 
Inelastic scaw:nng and Wiedemann-Franz law, 

322- 323 
lnt:rt gas, see Noble gas 
Infrared absorption and reststrah l resonance, 551 

in s uperconductors , 735 - 736 
Inhomogeneous semiconductors, see Semico n

d ucto rs 
Insulator-meta l (Mou) transition. 187, 685 
Insulato rs, distinguished rrom me tals, 60, 223, 

562 
dis tinguis hed fro m semiconductors, 562 

Integer, convention o n use o f u;rm, 34 
Interactions. M!e J:::lec tron-electron interaction; 

Elc<:tron-ion interaction ; electron-phonon 
interaction; Magnetic dipolar interaction; 
Magnetic interactions; Phonon-phonon in
teraction 

lnterband tra nsitions, 218 
condition fo r absence in sem iclassical mot ion. 

2 19 -220, 773-775 
and conducti' it)', 253n 
and dielectric constant, 778- 779 

lnterhand transit iolll> (cominued) 
direct, 294n 
ind irect, 294n 
and recombination in semiconductors, 603 604 
threshold, 294 

Intermediate state in superconducto rs, 733n 
International nomenclature Jor crystallographic 

point groups, 123-125 
tables, 121 , 122 

lnterstitials, 6 16, 6 18 
See also Defects in crystals 

Intrinsic semiconductors, 564 
See also Semit:ooductors 

Inversion in a point, 112, J 23 
Inversion symmetry and F ourier coefficients o f 

periodic potential, 137 
I on, convention on usc of lerm, 4l6n 
Ion cores, 374n 

See also Core-core repulsion; Core electrons( -...._,_ 
Ionic bond, 379, 388 ) 
Ionic conduction. 621-622 
Ionic crystal<;, 377- 379 

I-VII (alkali halides), 380- 385 
U -Yl, 385- 387 
IU-V (mixed ionic-covalent), 387- 389 
cohesive energy, 402-407 
color centers in, 622- 626 
conductiv1ty of, 621 
compared with covalent, 388 
Madelung energy, 403-405 
optical modes in, 547- 552 
optical p.-opcrtics, 549- 552 
reflectiv1ty. 55 I 
reststrahl, SSl 
s heU model of, 425n, 546, 549 
stability of crystal structure, 413 
See also Alkali halides; Color centers; Ionic 

radii 
Ionic disp lacement variables, 423 
Ionic plasm a frequency in metals. 512 
Ionic radii, 382- 387 

in a lkali halides, 382- 385 
table , 385 

in 11-VI compounds, 385 - 387 
table, 386 

compared with half nearest-neighbor distance.s 
in metals, 391 

Jon-ion interactions, ~bareu and wdressed.~ 513 
Ionization energies of alkali metal and hydrogen 

atoms, 391 
of copper compared with potassium, 289n 

Ising model, 712- 7 13 
and order-di.~order transition. 309n 

Iso to pe effect, 739 
ltinerant exchange, 681- 682 
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Jabn-Teller theorenl, 659 
Jones :zone. 167 
Josephson effects, 751- 753 
Joule heating, 26, 25Jn 
Junction, 590- 591 

abrupt, 590 
biased, 592 

sign convention, 597 
graded, 591 
p-tl, 590 
Set.' also p->ljunction 

k 8 (llol!Zmann's constant), :23 
accurate numerical value, 757 

KKR, see Korringa, Kohn, Rostoker method 
kp,35 

See also Fermi wave vector 
Kelvin's method, 361-)6.2 
KilocalorieS per mole to eV /molecule con version, 

396n 
Kinetic theory of gases, applied to tnetals, 2- 27 

applied to phonons, 499·-501, 506-508 
Knight shift, 666 
Kohler's rule, 262 
Kohn anomalies, 515 
Kondo theory, 687- 689 
Korringa, Kohn. and Rostol:cer method (KKR), 

202-206 
compared with augmented plane-wave (APW) 

method, 205 
Kramers degeneracy, 659 
Kramers-Krooig relations. 778 
Kroneclcer delta, 87 
Kronig-Penney model, 149 
lv-spa(.-e, 34 

density of levels. 35, 136 

Landau diamagnetism, 664-665 
Landau-Ginzburg theory, see Ginzburg-Landau 

theory 
Landau levels for free electrons, 270-271 
Landau t heory of a Fermi liquid, see Fermi liquid 

theory 
Landau tube, 273 
Lande g-factor, 654 

evaluat ion of, 797 
Langevin function, 559 
Langevin susceptibility, 649n 

See also Diamagnetism 
LA (longitudinal acoustic) phonons, see Acoustic 

modes 
Large zone. 16 7 
Larmor diamagnetism, 648- 652 

See also Diamagnetism 

Index 813 

Lasers and measurement of phonon s pectrum, 
481 

Lattice, 61-62, 76n 
Lattice, Bravais, see Bravais lattice 
Lattice conductivity, see Thermal conductivity 
Lattice constant, 73 

table, cesium chloride s tructure, 81 
d1arnond structure, 76 
fcc monatomic Bravais lattice, 70 
hexagonal close-packed structure, 77 
orthorhombic crystals, 128 
rhombohedral (trigonal) crystals, 127 
sodium chloride structure, 80 
tetragonal crystals, 127 

Lattice, direct. 86 
Lattice dynamics, see Latiice vibrations 
Lattice planes, 89- 93 

convention for specifying, 92- 93 
correspondence with reciprocal lattice vectors, 

90- 91 
families of, 90 
Miller indices, 91- 92 

Lattice potential, see Periodic potential 
Lattice, reciprocal see Reciprocal lattice 
Lattice sums of inverse powers, table, 400 

for Coulomb potentials, 403-405 
table. 405 

Lattice specific beat, see SNciflc beat {lattice) 
Lattice vibrations, acoustic branch, 435,437,442 

adiabatic approximation, 425- 426 
and anharmonic e.ffects, 422, 487- 509 
classical theory of, 422- 450 
crystal momentum. 482-486. 784- 789 
Debye model of spectrum, 457-461, 465- 4{;6 
density of normal modes, 464-466 
determination of spectrum by light scattering, 

481- 486 
by neutron scattering, 470-480,793- 794 
by X-ray scattering. 794-795 

and dielectric constant of metals, 515- 518 
dynamical matrix, 439 
Einstein model of spectrum, 4ti2- 463, 466 
and elasticity theory, 443~447 
and electrical resistivity, 315, 418, 523-528 
harmonic approximation, 422- 425 
interaction of radiation with, 470- 486 
in ionic crystals, 534. 547- 549 
ionic displacemems and momenta and normal 

mode rnising and lowering operators, 
781-783 

Kohn anomali~-s. 515 
and long range interactions. 443n. 440n, 448 
tn metals, 512- 531 

Bohm-Staver relation, 514 
detailed dispersion relation, 5Z9 
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Lau il.le vibrallons (ccmrinurd) 
of one-dimensional lattice with basis, 433-437, 

448 
of one-dimenstonal monatomic Brava is Janice. 

430-433, 448 
opttcal branch, 435, 437, 442 
polarization, 440 442, 449, 781, 783 
quantum theory of, 452- 453, 780 783 
and scattering of elc<:tron.s, 216, 315, 524-526 
and specific beat, 426- 429, 453- 464 
summary of major physical consequent:es, 

417-420 
and superconductivity, 739- 740 
and thermal conductivity, 495- 505 
therm:\1 energy density, 454 
and thermal exp3nsion, 490-492, 495 
and thermopower, 258 
ofthree-dimensionallauice with basis, 442-443 
of three-dimensional monatomic Bra•·ais lat-

tice., 437- 442,449- 450 
van Ho\'e singularities. 465-468 
volume dependence of frequencies. 490- 492 
wave packets of, 496 
and X-ray diffraction, 96n, 794-795 
Set also Anharmonic terms: Crystal momen

tum; Deb~e model; Harmontc appro:u
mation; Phonon&; Polarizataon 

Lattice wuh a basis. 75 
reciprocal lattice for, 86n 

Laue condition, 99 
Laue formulation of X-ray diffraction, 97-99 

equivalence to formulation of Bragg, 99- 100 
and reciprocal lattice, 97- 99 

Laue method, I 01 - I 02 
Ewald const.ruction for, 102 

Law of mass action, 574 
LCAO (linear combanataon of atomac orbitals), 

su Tight-binding method 
LEED, s~e Low energy electron djffmctaon 
Leonard-Jones 6-12 potential, 398 

graph, 399 
param~:ters for noble gases, 398 

Level vs. state, 32n 
Light, scattering of, see Brillouin ~cauering; 

Raman scattering 
Lindhard dielectric constant, 343- 344, 352 

compared with Thomas Fermi, 340- 343 
See also Dielectnc constant; Screening 

Line defects, 616 
See al~o Defects in crystals; Oisloanions 

linear ch~in, 431 433 
with basis. 433- 437 
diatomic, 448 
and Griineisen parameter, 508 
wath mth nearest-ncaghbor interactions. 448 

) 

Liouville'~ theorem, ~22. 771 
and derivatton of Boltzmann equation. 319n 

Liquids. theory o( \'S thenry of solids, 62 
Liquid 'He and tripl~t pairing, 741 
Local field theory, 539 542 
Locality assumption, 16- 17, 277, 776 
Localized moments. 685- 689 

critenon for, 686 
and resastance minimum, 687 689 

l ondon equation, 737 739 
applied to slab. 754 
and Ginzburg-landau cqunuon, 748- 749 

London penetration depth, 739 
Longitudinal, see PolariU~tion 
Long range ameractions. and lattice sums, 403-

405 
and lauicc •·ibrations, 433n, 440n. 448 

in ionac crystals. 547 548 
in metals, 513 

and work fun1.'tion, 354 
See also Coulomb potenual 

lO (longitudinal optical) phonollS, see Optical 
mod~ 

Lorentz force. 12 
Lorentz-Lor~nz relatio n, 542n 
Lorentz relation, 541 
Lorentz theory of metals. 63. 58Sn 
Lorenz number, 20 

table. 21 
theoretical value, 52 
See also Wiedemann-l .. ranz law 

Low angle gram boundary, 638 
Low energy electron diffraction. 364- 366 
l ower critical field, 732- 733 
Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation. 548- 549 

in fcrroelectrics, 556 
gent!ralization of, 559 
and soft modes, 556 

Macroscopic electric field; 535- 536 
of uniformly polarized sphere, 541, 557 558 

Macroscopic electrostatic MaxweU equations, 
534- 539 

Madelung constant, -lOS 
table, 405 

ll1adelung energy, 403 405 
Magnetic a lloys (dilute), 685- 687 
Magnetic amsotrop) and domain formation 

720 721 
and easy and hard ;ues, 721 n 
energy, 720 
and spin Uamiltonian, 680 
and spin waves. 708n, 723 

Magnetic breakthrough. see Brcal..througb, 
ma1111etic 
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Magnetic cooling. 659- 661, 669 
Magnetic dipolar interactions, 673- 674 

and demagnetiz;uioo factors, 722 
and domain fom1ation. 718- 722 
vs. exchange (Coulomb) interactions, 673- 674. 

680 
Magnetic flux quantum (hc/1.e}. 734n, 749 
Magnetic impurities in normal metals, 685- 689 

in superconductors, 727o 
Magnetac interaction~. 672- 691 

and adiabalic demagnetizat ion, 660 
and band theory, 684n 
con vention on use o f tt!l"m, 672n 
electrostatic origan o f, 672-673, 674- 675 
in free electron gas, 682-684 
and Hubbard model. 685 
and Hund's rules. 650 
and loeaJ moments, 685- 689 
and Pauli principle, 674 
and resistance minimum, 687-689 
and spin-orbit couphng, 674 
in two electron system. 674- 681,689- 691 
See o/sa Heisenberg model; Maguetic.: dipolar 

interactions; Magnetic ordering; Spin 
Hamiltonian 

M agnetic moment, cla.~ical definition, 667 
eiTecti ve, 654 
effective Bohr mafUJeton number, 656 
electronic, 646 
of iron group ions, 658 
localized, 685- 687 
nuclear, 665 
of ra re earth ions, 657 
Sec• o/.~ Susceptibility 

Magnetic ordering. 672. 694- 724 
critic.'ll point, 712- 714 
critical temperature, 694 
Heisenberg model, 701 711 
Ising model, 712 713 
lack o f in one- and two-dimensional isotropic 

Heisenberg model, 708 
and mean field theory, 715 - 718, 723- 724 
a nd ocut.ron scauering. 696- 699 
and nuclear magnetac resonance, 697- 699 
types o( 672.694- 696 
See also AJltiferrom:agnetism: Critical point; 

Ferrimagnetism; Ferromagnetism; Hei
senberg model; Magnetic antexactions; 
Mean field tht:ory; Suscept ibility 

Magncllc properties of superconductor.;, see Cri-
tical field; Meissner effect; Supc:rconductivit y 

Magnetic reflections o f n~utrons. 696 
Magnetic susceptibility, see Susceptibility 
MagnetiC\iltion density, 644- 645 
Magnetrtation process. 121 - 122 

Magnetoacoustic effect, 275- 277 
Magnetoresistance, I 2 
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in compensated materaaJs. 236, 2~0 
Drude theory o~ I I IS 
longitudina l, I 2n 
of noble metals. 58.291- 293 
and opell orbits, 236 - 237 
pro blems with free electron theory o f, 58 
saturation, 236 
semiclassical theory o( 234- 239 
transverse, 12n 
in two band model, 240 

Magnet ostricllo n, 265 
Magneton, Bohr, 646 
Magnons, see Spin wa \I~S 
Majority carriers. 598 
Many body problem, 332 
Martensitic transformation of Lithium, 284 

sodium, 82, 284 
Ma-.s act ion, taw of, 574 
M ass, effective, see Effecti ve mass 
Matthiessen's rule, 323- 324, 328 

failure of, 323 
Maxwell-8oltzm:lun distribution, 30- 32 

compared watb Fermt-Dirac diStribution, 30-
31 

gtaph. 31 
and nondegenerate semiconductors, 585 

Maxwell's equations in free s pace, 17 
macroscopic clec:trostauc. 534- 539 

M-<:enter, 624 
M ean field theory, 7 I 5 7 18 

comparison of cri tica l temperature with exact, 
717 

nea r critical point. 123- 724 
critique of, 715 
Curic-WCJSs taw, 718 
graphical solution fo r spontaneous magnCliu

tion, 716 
low temperature spontaneous magnetization, 

717 
susceptibility, 718, 724 
validity of for superconducting transatioo, 744n, 

745n 
Mean free path in me tals, 9 

expressed in term~ of resistivity, 52 
See ulso Relax<Jtion t ime 

Mean free time, see Relaxation time 
M echanical equiva.lent o f heat, 428n 
M eissner (Meissner-Och sc.nfcld) effect, 731 

and acs theory, 746- 747 
and Lo ndon equation, 739 
See al.>o Critical field: Superconducll~ity 

Melting. 418 
Metallic bond, 379, 388 
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Metal-ins ulator (Mott) transition, 187, 685 
Metals, distinguished from insulators, 60, 223, 562 
Miller indices, 91- 92 

in cubic crystals, 91 
Minority carriers, 595n, 598 

currents, 609 
position dependence of densities, 609 
See alsc p-n junction; Semiconductors 

Mirror plane, 121 
Mixed state in supercond uctors, 733 

• 
compared with intermediate state, 733n 

Mobility, 563n, 601 - 602 
Molecular crystals, 376-378 

bonding. 398-402 
convention on use of term, 376n 
intermolecular interaction, 389- 390, 398- 399 
See also Noble gas solids 

Molecular field theory, see Mean field theory 
Mollwo relation, 640 
Momentum conservation, contrasted to <.Tysta l 

momentum conserva tion, 784- 785 
See also Crystal momentum 

Monatomic B ravais lattice, 75 
Monoclinic crystal sys tem, 118 
"Mottl ransition, 187 

in Hubbard model, 685 
Mott-Wannier exciton, 628 
Muffin tin potential, 199 
Mult.iphonon background, 476 
Multiphonon processes, and anharmonic terms, 

796 
M ujtiplet, 652 
Mult iplici ty, .652 
Multipole expansion, 355 

ND, 581 
n., 572 
N ., 573 
n •• 581 
Nd, 581 
II,. 575 
N earest neighbor, 71 
Nearly free electron app roximation, 152 - 173 

analogy in theory of la ttice vibrations, 449n 
band index, 153 
contra sted with conventional perturbat ion 

theory, 153n 
eigenvalue problem near Bragg planes, 156 
energies far from Bragg planes, 155 
energies near one Bragg plane, 156- 159, 

169 - 172 
geometrical s tructure factor, 166- 168 
illustrated with selected metals, 284- 305 
and interband optical lhrcshold in alkali 

metal~. 294-295 
in aluminum, 302- 303 

Nearly free electron a pproximation (contin11ed) 
levels in face-centered cubic Janice. 161 
levels in extended; reduced. and repeated zone 

schemes. 160 
in one dimension, 159- 161 
relation to o rthogonalized plane-wave method, 

208 
relalion to pseudopotent•al method, 208- 210 
similarity to theory of latt ice vibra tions, 449n 
s-like and p-like bands, 159 
and spin-orbit coupling, 169 
theory of surface levels, 369- 371 

N early free electron (si.mple) metals. 152, 306 
Nee! temperature, 699 

table, 697 
Nernsl etTect, 258n 
Net 65n 
Neutron, cold (thermal), 478 

energy momentum relation, 470- 471 
compared with pho to"' 471 

groups, 477 
interaction with electrons, 470n. 696 
mass, 470 

Neutron scattering, 420, 470·-480. 790 - 795 
coherent, 470n, 790n 
conservation laws in one-phonon processes. 

478- 480 
and crystal momentum, 471- 472. 788-789 
and Debye-Waller factor, 486,793 
and detennina t ion of crystal structure, 473, 793 
general theory, 790- 795 
a nd magnetic ordering. 470n, 696-697 
magnetic reflections, 696 
one-phonon scattering, 473-474. 793- 794 
and p honon lifetimes. 476-478 
and phonon polari7.a Lions, 4 78, 794 
scattering length, 790 
and spin waves, 709 
two-phonon scattering. 474- 476 
viewed as a wave phenomenon, 482-486 
zeco-phonon scuttering, 473, 793 

Noble g-as solids, 389-390, 498- 402 
bulk modul i, coh esive energies. and nearest-

neighbor distances, table of, 401 
de Boer parameter, 412- 413 
diamagneLic susceptibilities, tahle of, 649 
ionic zero poin t motion, 401, 402 
Leonard-Jones parameters, 398 
polarizabilities, table of, 544 
specific heats, 428 
See also Hel ium, soHd; Molecular crystals 

Noble metals, band structure a nd Fermi surface. 
288-293 

bulk moduli, table of, 39 
conduction electron dcmsitie:>. table o f, 5 
Hall coefficient$, 15 
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Noble metals (C'onlill&tedl 
hole orbits in, 292 
lattice constants, table of. 70 
magnetoresistance, 58, 291 - 293 
optical properties, 297 
specific beats, table of, 48 

Nondegen~rate semiconductors, 573 
See also Semiconductors 

Nonlocal effects, see Locality assumption 
Nonsymmorphic space groups, 126 
Normal Fermi system, 349 
Normal modes of harmonic CC}'stal, 429 

See also Harmonic approximation ; Lattice 
vibrations; Phonons 

Normal process (N-process), 501 
and thermal equilibrium, 503 
vs. umklapp process, 502 
See also Umklapp process 

Nuclear magnetic resonance, 66~--666 
and anriferromagnetism. 697, 699 
and .Pauli pa ramagnetism, 666 

Nudear size, 470n 
11-type semiconductor, 577 

See also Semiconducto rs 

Ohm to electrostatic units conversion, 9n 
Ohm's law, 6-7 
One electron potential. 132, 192, 330- 331 

effect of surface on, 354- 357 
representation of exchange as, 337 
See also Hartree equations; Ha rtree-Fock 

equations; Periodic potential 
Onsager relations., 262 
Open orbits. see Orbits 
Optical measurement of phonon spectra, 481 - 486 
Optical modes, 435, 442 

vs. acoustic mod.cs, 437 
Debye and Einstein models of, 462 
in ionic crystals 547-552 
and Raman scattering. 481 
See also Lattice vibrations; Phonons 

Optical properties, 293- 294, 776-779 
Brillouin sea Hering, 481- 482 
and distinction between dielectric constant 

and conductivity, 776- 778 
of ionic crystals, 549-552 
of metals, 16- 19, 293- 294 

alkali metals. 294- 296 
aluminum, 302- 303 
and independent electron approximation, 

345n 
noble metals, 295- 297 

Raman scattering. 481 - 482 
of semiconductors, 566-· 568 

OPW, see Orthogonalized plane-wave m~thod 
Orbital angular momentum. quenching of, 657 

lnde..x 817 

Orbital~. Linear combination of atomic, see 
Tight-binding method 

Orbits of Bloch cledrons in a ma~;,>nctic field, 
229- 233 

hole. 229 
open, 231 

and ruagnetoresistance, 236- 239 
in noble metals, 291-293 

period, 231- 233 
quantization, 271 - 272 
relation between k-spaceand r-space o(bits, 230 
See also Extremal orbits ; Semiclassical model 

Order of Bragg refledion, 97 
relation to Laue condition, 100 

.Order-disorder transition, 309n 
Order parameter (superconductivity), 747 

analogy to ferromagnetism. 748n 
See also Ginzburg-Landau theory 

Orthogonalized plane-wave method, 206- 208 
applied to selected metals, 284- 305 
and nearly fre.e electron approximation, 208 
and pseudopotential, 208 

Orthorhombic crystal system. 117 
examples among the elements, 128 

Oscillator ra ising and lowering opera tors. 780, 
781 

Overlap integrals, 180n 
and bandwidth, 184- 185 

Ov<.'1'Screening, 519 

p •• 581 
p, .. 572 
P., 573 
Packing fraction, 83 
Pade a pproximantS. 712n 
Pairing. see Bardeen, Cooper. Schricllcr theory ; 

Cooper pairs 
Paramagnetism, 653- 659 

compared with diamagnetism in metals, 668 
compared with Larmor diamagnetism, 668 
Curie's law. 655- 659 
in doped semiconducto rs, 666 
Pauli, 661- 664 

elfect of electron-ele<·tron interactions on. 
669~70 

effect or electron-phonon interactions on. 
663n 

susceptibilities, table of, 664 
thermal corrections to, 669 

van Vleck. 653 
See also Curie's law; Hund's rules ; Suscepti

bility 
Pauli exclusion principle, 32. 332n 

and classical electron dynamics, 51 
and Cooper pairs, 755 
and electron-electron scattering. J46- 348 
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Pauli exclusion principle (cominued ) 
and electron ~cattering ra te. 314 
and free electron ground state, 35 
and impenetrability of ion~ 379 
and inertne~s of filled bands. 222n 
irrelevance of for impurity scanering. 322 
and magnetic interactions, 674-675 

Pauli paramagnetism, see Pun; magnetism 
Pauli spin matrices, algeb ra ic p ropertic;., 667 
p- hand, 181 

light-binding in simple und face-centered cubic 
lattices, 189- 190 

Peltier coeffidcm, 258 
Peluer elfcct, 258 

lack o f in superconductors. 256, 730. 75 1n 
Penetration depth. 739 

See also London equation; Superconductivity 
Periodic boundary condition. set' boundary 

conditions 
Penodic fum.:tions, G reen's theo rem for, 772 

plane-wave expansions of, 762- 764 
Peraodic potential, 132- 133. 192-193, 330- 331 

See ol.o;o J-lar trce equations; H nrtree-Fock 
equations: Bloch'~ theorem 

Perovskite structure, 557 
Persistent currents, 727. 728 730 

decay of, 751 n 
theory of, 750- 751 
See also Superco nductivity 

Perturbation theory. and electron levels in mag
neric field, 647 

"k . PM. 765- 766 
and nea rly free electron approximation, 153n. 

156n 
Phase shift, 148 
Phase space. 221 
Phase transitions, order o ( 556 

See aL~o Critical point: Cri tical tempera ture 
Phonon drag. 527- 528 
Phonons, acoustic, 435, 437, 442 

annihilation and creation operators (Bravais 
lattice), 781 

lattice with a basis, 782- 783 
and band gap in semic.:onductors, 566 
collisions among. 499 
compared with classk·al gas. SOOn, 503n, 

506-507 
compared with photons, 453,466- 467 
CI eation, destruction, and scattering or. 497-499 
crystal momentum, 472, 784-789 
Oebye model of spectrum, 457- 461. 465- 466 
dens ity of levels, 464-466 
and density of vacancies, 6 18, 638 
and dielectnc constant of metals, 5t5- 518 
Einstein model of spectrum. 462-463, 466 

l 

PhonOM (<ontillll('d ) 
and clcarical resi~tivicy. 523-528 
and ctecrron elfecU\ e mass, 519 521, 530 
energies t:ompan:d wtth X-ray, 480 
interactions with electrons. 519- 528 
and mterband trans11ions, 294 
in ionic crystals. 534. 547- 549 
ionic displacements and momenta 10 terms of 

a nnihilation and cteattOil opcr·:nors (Bra
vais lattice), 781 

lawce with a b:s"s. 781 71n 
Kohn a nomalies, 5 I 5 
lifet imes, 477 
and linewidth& of color centers, 625 
mean number in thermal equilibrium. 454 
measurement of spectrum by light ocattenng, 

481 - 486 
by neutron scattering. 470- 480, 793- 794 
by X-ray scattering, 794-795 

in metals.. 512-531 
normal processes, 501 - 502 
occupation numbers, 471n 
optical. 435. 437, 442 
and opucal properties of semiconductors.. 

567- 568 
and Pauli s usceptibility, 663n 
polari7.ation. 440- 442, 449, 781, 783 

and neutron scattering. 478n 
processes, ().phonon. 473. 793 

1- phonon, 473- 474, 793- 794 
2-phonon. 474-476 
11-phonon, 796 

as quantized normal modes, 453 
quantum mechanics of, 780 783 
second sound. 506 508 
and specific healo;, 453-464 
summary of major physical effects. 417- 420 
and superconductivity, 739-740 
and thermal conductivity, 495 505 
thermal energy density, 454 
and thermal expansion, 490-492, 495 
and thermopower, 258 
umkl app processes, 501-505 
van Hove singularities, 465- 468 
wave packets, 496 
Sec 11lso Anharmonic terms: Crystal momen

tum; Oebye model; Electron-phonon 
<interaction; Harmonic approximation; 
Lattice vibrations: PolarizaLion; Umklapp 
process 

Photoconductivity, 563 
Photoelectric effect, and independent electron 

approximation, 345n 

• 

and measurement of work function, 362 
and surfaces of solid:;, 354 
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Photons, compared with phonom. 453. 466- 467 
energy-mom~:ntum relation, 470- 471 

compared \\ tth neutrons, 471 
Piezoelectricity, 555n 
P lanck radilltion Ia\\~ 467 
Plane wave.. 34 

Janice sum of, 767-768 
sum O\ler first Brillouin ?.one, 767 

Plasma freq<tem:y. J 8 
ionic, 512 
numerical formulas for, 758 
and optic11l properties of metals. 18-19, 293 

Plasma oscillation (plasmon), I 9 
observation or. 20 
surface. 27 

Plastic deforms uon, 630 
p-Like nearly free electron Bloch function, I 59 
p-n junction, 590 613 

"bending o f bands" in. 594 
biased, sign l'Onvemion for, 597 
carrier densities .. equilibrium. 592 - 597 

graph, 597 
nonequilibrium, 606- 61 I 

charge density, equilibrium. 597 
nonequilihrium, 608 

depletion layer (space charge region}, 590- 597, 
606 610, 611-612 

currents in. 606-608, 613 
in equilibrium 592- 597 
size o f, equilibrium, 596 

nonequilibrium, 59R 
difTusion current, 601 
diffusion region. 606- 6 I 0 

fields in, 613 
drift <.'Urrent, 601 
fabrication of, 590- 591 
generation current, 598, 605, 61 I 
homogeneous region. 606- 610 
1- V curve. 600 
minorit) carrier currents, 609 

densities, 609 
potential drop across, equilibrium, 593-596 

gmph, 597 
nonequilihrium. 598 

graph, 599 
recombinat ion current, 599 

related to generatinn cum:nc, 600 
rectification by, 597- 600, 605- 611 
reverse bius, 605 
saturation current, 600. 605 
See also Semiconductors 

Pockets of eJ.,ctrons andfor holes, I 66 
Point defects. 616 

&e also De fens in crystals 
Poinr groups, sre Crystallographic point groups 

Poisso n distr ibution, 25 26 
P ola r cry~tuls, 55.Sn 
Polariton, 551 
Polarizability, 542- 552 

of alkali metal ions, 544 
atomic; 542- 544 
bond. 552 
of covalent cry~tals, 552- 553 
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and dielectric constant (Ciausius-Mos.~lli 

relation), 542 
displacement, 543. 544- 545 
of halogen ions, 544 
of hydrogen atom, 558 
of noble gas atoms, 544 
shell model of, 546, 549 
See al~o Dielectric constant 

Polari:r.ation density, 535 
Polarization of lattice ,·ibra tions. 439 

completeness relations. 781- 783 
in lattice with a basis, 442 
and JaNice symmettics, 449 
longitudim•l vs. transverse, 441-442 

•·strictly," 442 
and neutron scattering, 478n, 794 

Polarons, 626 
Polar semiconductors,. 565 
Polycry61alline stare, 64n 

in X- ray diffraction. I 03 
Polyvalent mt::t .. ls, 298- 309 

band st ructure, of rare ear th metals, 308- 309 
of simple metals, 298- 305 
of transition metals, 305- 308 

Potential, penodi<; see Penodtc potential 
Powder method, 102- 104 

Ewald construction for, I 04 
Primitive (unit) cell, 71-72 

volume of, 7 I 
in reciprocal lattice, 89. 93 

Primitive vectors, 65 
algorithm for construction of, 83 

P rose, page o f unrelieved, 627 
p-type semiconductor, 577 

See al.~o Semiconducters 
Pseudopotcntial methods, 208- 210 

relation to near ly ftee electron method, 208- 210 
relation to orthogonalizc:d plane-wave method. 

208 
Pyroe.Jectric crystals. 538n. 554- 555 

symmetries of. 555 

Quadropole in teractions iu crystals of low sym
meo}', 355n 

Quantum effects in noble gas solids, see Zero 
point l'n.,rgy 

Quantum of fllll(, 734n. 749 
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Quasichemical potential, 613 
Quasi particles Cquasielectrons). 348- 350 
Quantization of or bits., 271 - 272 
Quantum solids, 417n, 4:!2n 
Quenching of o rbttal angular mornenturn. 657 

ru4 
numerical formula for, 757 
table, 5 

Radius, covalent, 387n 
Radius. ionic, see Ionic radii 
Raman scattering, 419.481 - 486 

anti-Stokes and Stokes components. 481 
classical view of, 482-486 

Range of atomiC wave fu11ctions, 177 
Rare earth ions, effective magneton numbers. 657 

metals, band structure, 308- 309 
and indirect exchantte. 685n 

Rare gas, see Noble gas 
Rayleigh-Jeans catastrophe, 466 
R-eenter, 624 
Reciprocal la ttioe, 86-94 

of body-centered c ubic Bravais lattice, 88 
construction Of basis \'CCtors, 86 
of face-centered cubic Bravais lattice. 88 
and lattices w1th bases, 86n 
and M iller indtces. 9 1- 92 
p roof that it is a Bravais lattice, 86 
reciprocal ol; 87 
rods (surface), 365 
of simple cubic Bravais lattice, 88 
of simple hexagonal Bra mis lattice. 88, 94 
o f rhomhohedral (trigonal ) Bravais lattice:, 94 
volume of primitive cell, 89, 93 
See also Bravais lattice; Brillouin zones; lattice 

planes 
Recombination current., 599 

rela tion to generation current, 600 
See also p-n junction 

Recombina t ion t ime, 603 
Rectification by p-11 junction, 597- 600, 605- 611 
Reduced zone scheme, 142, 159- 160 
Reflection, Bragg. I 00 

order of, 97 
Reflection coefficient (barr ier penetration). 147 
Reflection in a plane. l lln. 121 
Reflection, specular, 96n 
Reflectivity and complex dielectric ~-onstant. 77fl 

and real dielect ric constant, 551 
Relaxation time, 6 

a nd collision probability. 3 17 
for electron-electron scauering, 347 - 348 
for electron-phonon scauering, 525 
energy dependent. 53. :!49 
expressed in terms of re~istivity, 9 

table, 10 

Relaxation lime (cominued) 
for isotropic, elast ic, eledron- irnpurity scat

tering. 326 
fo r phonon,., 499- 501 

normal and umklapp, 507 
and Poi$~on distnbution, 25- 26, 

generalized, 247 248 
position dependent, 249n 

m serruconductors, collision, 602 
recombination, 603 

Relaxation- time a pproximation, 6, 244- 246 
compared with more general fo rmulation, 318 
and conservation laws, 327 
cr itique of, 3 14- 328 
to general nonequilibrium electronic di.~tribu-

tion function, 246- 250 
and local charge conservation, 260 
and Mallhiessen's rult; 323-324 
validity of for isotropic, elastic impurity scat

terin{!.. 324 326 
and Wiedemann-Franz law, 322- 323 
See aL\o Boltzmann equation; Collisions; 

Scattering 
Renormali?a tion group, 699n 
Repeated 7one scheme, 142, 160 
Residual ray ( R<•ststm/zf), 551 
Residual rcsisti\; ty, 687 
Ro;st:mcc:, electrical, 6 - 7 

See also Conductivity 
Resistan~·e minimum, 687- 689 
Resisti ,'ity, DC elcctracal, 7-8 

table, 8 
tensor. 7n 

in magnetic field, 240 
See also Conductivity 

Resonance, nuclear magnetic, .wze Nuclear mag
netic re:.ona noe 

Resrsrrahl (residual ray), 551 
Rhombohedra l (trigonal) Bravais lattice, 11 9 

cum pies among the elements, 127 
reciprocal ol; 94 
rd11tion to cubic Bravais l<tllices, l 19n, 128 

Richardson-Dusbman equation, 363- 364 
Rigid ion approxim«tion, 545 

failure o f, 546. 549 
Righi-Leduc effect, 258n 
RO<i.;. 365 
Rotating crystal method. 102 

Ewald construction for, 103 
Rota tio n axis. 120- 121 

allowed angles in Br11vais lattice, 121, 129 
Rotations and elastic energy. 44-' 

Rotation- inversiOn ruus, 121 
Rotation-reflection axis. 121 
R ud ... nnao- Kittcl oscillations. 343 
Ru>:.ei-Saundcrs coupling, 650 



Rydherg (Ry), 37 
accurate numerical value, 757 

Saturation currem, inp-n junction, 600,605 
in thermionic emission, 363 

Saturation magnetization, in ferromagnet , 705 
in paramagnet, 655 

s-band, 181 
tight-binding in face-centered cubic !attire, 

181 - 184 
sc, see Simple cubic Bravais lattice 
Scattering. ela~r:ic isotropic imnurity, 320- 322 

electron-electron, 5- 6. 346- 348 
electron-phonon, 523- 528 
forward (small angle) and temperarure depen

dence of resistivity. 526 
inelastic and failure of Wiedemann-Franz law, 

322- 323 
by magnetic impurities, 687- 688 
and persistent currents, 750- 751 
phonon-phonon. 497- 499 
sou.rces of electronic, 315- 3 16 
See o/.10 Anharmonic terms: Brillouin scauer

ing; CoUisions: 1\eutronscattering: Raman 
scattering; Rela~ation time; Rcl<l xation
time appro~mation. X-ray dilfruction 

Scattering length, 790 
Schoenflics nomenclature for crystallographic 

point groups, 12) - 123 
tables, 121 - 122 

Schottky defect, 616 
See 11/so Defects in crystals 

Sneening, 337- 345, 515- 519 
and electron gas ferromagnetism, 684 
of Hartree-Fod approximation, 344,519- 521 
of ion-ion interaction, 513 
Lindhard, 343-344 
overscrecning, 519 

and superconductivity, 739- 740 
in p-n j unction, 611 
screened Coulomb potential, 342 

oscillations in, 343 
Thomas-fermi, 340- 342 

Screening current, 734 
Screw axis, 114n, 126 
Screw dislocation, 632 

See also Dislocations 
s-d mixing. 181 
Second sound, 506- 508 
Seebeck effect, 24, 256 

lack of in superconductors, 256, 730, '/51 n 
Self-consistent field (Hartree) approximation, se~ 

Periodic potential 
Semiclassical modd, 214- 241 

AC electrical conductivity, 252- 253 
and carrier types, 218-219 

Index 821 

Semicla~sical model (cominued) 
DC electrical conductivity, 250-251 

in uniform magnetic field 259, 261 - 262 
eq uarions of motion, 216 
and excitons, 628 
and f11led bands, 221- 223 
vs. free electron model. 2 14 
and Hall effect, 234- 236 
Hamiltonian formulation, 771 
and holes. 225- 229 
and impurity levels in semiconductors, 577- 580 
and inhomogeneous semiconductors. 591 - 592 

possibility of failure, 592 
limits of validity, 219- 221, 252, 773- 775. 779 
LiouviUe's theorem, 222. 771 
and magnetoresistance, 234 - 239, 240, 241 
and motion in crossed fields, 233 
and orbit qunntization, 269. 271 - 272 
phase space, 221 
in static: electric field, 224, 241 
and thermal conductivit} , 253-256 
and thermoelectric effects, 2Si-258 
transport theory, 244-262 
in uniform magnetic field, 229- 233 
See also Bloch electrons; Orbits 

Semiconductors, 562-613 
band structure, examples of. 568- 572 

germanium, 569- 570 
indium antimonide, 570 
silicon, 569 

carrier densities, 572- 577, 58 1 -~84, 586- 587 
See al~o Carrier densities in semiconductors 

chemical potential. 573, 575- 577 
vs. Fermi energy, 142n, 573n 

conduction bands, 562 
cenducti•·ity, 563- 565 
cyclotron resonance, 570- 572 
degenerate, 573 
density of levels. 562, 574, 586 

with impurities, 579 
diamagnetism (dop-.!d~ 666 
diffusion constant, 602 
diffusion length, 604-605 
·doping of, 590- 591 
electrochemical potemial, 593- 594 
energy gap (band gap), 562- 564 

measurement of, 566- 568 
table, 566 
temperature dependence of, 566- 567 

examples, 564- 566 
extrinsic, 564 

carrie~ densities. 575- 577 
Fermi level 573n 
generation of carriers. 603 
impuritil:l., :;ec Impurities in semiconductors 
vs. insulators. 562 



822 Index 

Semiconductors lconrinueJl 
intrinsic, 564 

carrier densities. 572-575 
law of ma.~ action, 574 
majority a~ rriers, 598 
mmomy C3rriers, 595n, 598 
mobility, 563n, 601 602 
nondegencrate, 573 

transport in. 585 
n-type, 577 
optical properties o( 566- 568 
pnrnmagnetism (doped), 666 
photoconductivity, 563 
p-11 j unction. 590 

SC"e ouo p-n junction 
polar, 565 
p-lypc:. 577 
recombination or carriers. 603 
recombination time. 603 
resistance., 562- 564 

graph, 565 
><emiclassical model. 591 592 
vs. scmimctal-., 304n 
1 hermopower, 563 
vnknce bands, 562 

Semimetals, 304- 305 
clfectivc mass. 30Sn 
v~ semiconductors, 304n 
•pecific heat, 307n 

Shear suain. 630 
Shear stre~-s, 631 
Shell model (ionic crystals). 425n, 546, 549 
Shown. it C3n be, 167,277, 280. 320, 322, 324. 333, 

343, 442, 503, 664, 683, 685, 707, 708, 734n, 
741,782,792.793,794 

Shubnikov-de Haas effect, 265 
Silsbee elfect, 730 
Simple cubic Bravais lauice, 65 

coordination number. 71 
example among elements, 69 
lauice sum of inverse powers, 400 
pncking fract ion. 83 
reciprocal of, 88 

Simple hexagonal Bravais lattice, 77 
reciprocal of, 88- 89 
relation to orthorhombic, J l9n 
relauon to rhombohedral (tngonal). 12Sn 
S.:e ulso Hexagonal elose-pRcked structure 

Simple metals (nearly free electron metals), 152, 
306 

Simple monoclinic Bravais lattice, 118 
Simple o rthorhombic Bravais lallice. 117 
Simple tetragonal Bravais lattice, II 5 
Singlet states, 675 
Singlet-triplet ~-pliuing. 676-679 

Size effects, 280- 281 
Skin depth, 277. 281 

) 

Slater approximation to e~change tenn, 337 
Slater determinant, 333 
s-Iike nearly free elecu un Oloch function, 159 
Slip, 631 
Small oscillations appro~imatlon, 422, 488 
Sodium chloride structure, 80 

in alkali halides, 390 
compeunds with, wblc of, 80 
structure factor, 109 110 

Soft modes. 456n 
in ferroelectri~'S, 556 

Soft X ray o:mhsion, .•cc X ray 
Sommerfeld expansion. 45 46, 53 

derivation, 760- 761 
Sommerfeld theory of metals, 30- SS 

See aho Free electron 11pproximarion 
Sound, Bohm-Stavc:r relation for veloctty m 

metals, 514 
in cl;tssicalltas. 506- 507 
and continuum mechanics, 514n 
as long wavelength limit of h1Uice vibrations. 

440 
in metals, 513- 515 

attenua tion of, and Fermi surface, 275- 277 
and superconductivity, 736 

second, 506- 508 
See also Elasticity, theory o f 

Space charge elfects in thermionic emission, 363 
Space charge region (depl.:tion layer), 591 

See also p-n junction 
Space groups. 112 

equivalence of, l 15n 
number of, ll9- 120 
related to point groups and Bravais lattices. 

125- 126 
symmorphic vs. nonsymmorphic, 126 

Specific heat (electroni.:), compared with lattice, 
463-464, 530 

constant volume vs. constant pressure, 49n 
cubic term. 54, 59, 530 
and density of levels, 47 
failure o f classical theory, 22- 23 
free electron theory, 43, 46-49 

table. 48 
linear term, 47, 48, 59 

phonon correction to, 520n 
in superconductors, 734- 735 

tow temperature, 746 
relation to critical field, 754 
at transition. 745 

measured values of discontinuity, 747 
Specific heat (lattice), 417, 453- 464 

compared \\;th electronic, 463- 464, 530 
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Specific heat (Iau ice) (rolllirJul'd) 
compared with magnetic, 669 
constant volume vs. cons tant pressure. 427n . 

492 
in d-dirnensions, 468 
Debye model, 457-461 

interpolation formula, 459 
graph, 460 
table, 461 

Eins tein model, 462-463 
compared with Debye model. 462- 463 
graph, 463 

failure of classical theory, 426-429 
high temperature form. 454-455, 467- 468 
general form in harmonic approximation, 454 
low temperature form, 452, 455- 457 
for nonlinear (sman k) dispersion, 468 
See also Dulong and Petit Jaw 

Specilk h eat. magnetic, compared with lauice, 669 
singularity at critical point, 699 

Spectroscopic code, 652 
Specular reflection, 96n 
Spheres, close packing of, sec Close packing of 

spheres 
Spin correlation fu nction, 706 

high temperature form, 710- 711 
scaling form near critical temperature, 714n 

Spin density wave, 684 
Spin of electron, 35 

and density of levels, 143n 
Spin entropy, 659- 661 
Spin Hamiltonian, 679- 681 

vs. dipola r interaction energy, 680 
isotropy of, 680 
See also Heisenberg model; Magnetic inter

actions 
Spin-orbit coupling. in divalent hexagonal metals, 

299 
in hexagonal close-packed metals, 169, 299 
and magnetic anisotropy, 680, 720 
and magnetic breakthrough, 220 
and magnetic interactions. 674 
in nearly free electron calculations, 169 
in tight-binding method. 186 

Spin waves, in anisotropic Heisenberg model. 
708n, 723 

in amiferromagnets, 708 
in ferromagnets. 704- 709 

and low temperature spontaneous magne-
tization, 707-709 

observation of, 709 
superposition of, 706- 707 
SL>e also Heisenberg model 

Spontaneous magnetization, 672, 694 
general mean field form, 716 

lndcx 823 

Spontaneous magnetization fcorJrimwtl) 
low temperature form. Heisenberg model, 

707- 709 
mean field theory, 716 

singularity at critical point. 699 
See also F errirnagnetism ; Ferromagnetism 

Stacking faults, 637-638 
State vs. level, 32n 
Static laltice model, 61, 416-420 
Statist icaJ mechanics. fundamental rule of, 426n 
Stefan-Bol tzmann Jaw, 467 
Stoichiometric alloys, 309 
Stokes component. 481 
Strain components, 445 
~train tensor, 444 
Strengl11 of OTystals. pe.rfect. 630 

real, 635 - 636 
See also Dislocations 

Striclly longitudinal or transverse modes, 442 
See also Polarization of lattice vibrations 

Structure factor. 104-107 
for bee Bravais latlicc. considered as simple 

cubic with a basis, !OS 
for diamond structure, 106 
in divalent hexagonal metals, 299 
dynamical. 792 
for hexagonal close-packed s tructure, 109 
in nearly free electron approximation, 166- 168 
for sodium chloride structure, 109- 110 
for zincblende structure, I 09 

Sublattices, magnetic, 695 
Se£ also Antiferromagnetism; Ferrimagnetism 

Superconductivity, 726-755 
and acoustic attenuation, 736 
coherence length, 738n, 742 
critical current. 730 

in cylindrical wire, 755 
critical temperature, 728 

table, 729 
density of superconducting electrons, 737 
destruction of by applied field, 728 

See also Critical field 
elements, table of, 726 
flux quantization, 734n, 749 
and infrared absorption, 735-736 
gapless, 727n 
ground state, 741 
bard superconductors, 734 
intermediate state, 733n 
isotope effect. 739 
Josephson effects, 751- 753 
latent heat in magnetic field. 754 
magnetization curves, 733 
Meissner (Mcissner-Ocbsenfeld)elfect. 731, 739, 

746- 747 



824 Index 

Superconducli\'ity (conzmued) 
and microwave absorption, 735 
mixed s tate, 733 

vs. intermediate state. 733n 
order parameter, 747 
vs. perfe''t conductivity, 731 ,738 
perfect diamagnetism, 727 
phase diagram, 732 
specific heat, discontinuity, 745, 747 

low temperature elect ronic. 746 
relation to critical field, 754 

strong couplin& 743, 744, 745 
thermal conductivity, 730- 731 
thermodynamics of, 753 7S4 
thermoelectric properties, 256, 730. 751 n 
and triplet pairing, 741 
type 1 vs. type JI, 732- 733 
vortex lines. 733-734 
See a/.'>Q Bardcen. Cooper. Schricffer thcor) : 

Cooper pairs; Critical field; Energy gap; 
Ginzburg-Landau tht."'ry; London equa
tion; Persistent currents; Tunneling 

Superexchange. 681 - 682 
Su• face corrections to bulk une-clect ron potential. 

354- 357 
Surface defects, 617, 637 638 

See also Defects in crystals 
Surface dipole layer. 358 
Surface levels, 367- 371 

and Bloch's theorem, 368 
nt:3rly free electron theory, 369- 371 

Surface plasmons. 27 
Susceptibility, magnetic. 645 

alkali halide ions. table for. 649 
of antiferromagnet, ffl9, 702 
atomic, 645-650. 6H-6S6 
high temperature (Heisenberg model). 709- 7L2 

and calculation of critical temperature, 712 
of ions \\ith partially tilled shells, 653-659 
Landau diamagnetic. 664- 665 
u•rmor diamagnetic, 648- 650 
m ean field (Curie-Weiss law). 718 
molar, 649 
noble gns atoms. tablc for, 649 
Pauli param:~gnetic. see Paramagnetism 
singularity at T., 699 
Sec also C ritical point; Curie's law 

S)mmetry operations or Brawl~ lattice, 1l3- l14 
Symmorphic space groups, 126 
S.Gigcti charge, 549 

TA (tran~"crsc: acoust ic) phonon. ·"'" Acoustic 
modes 

Tetrngonal crystal system, liS 
examples among the elements, 127 

Tetravalent metal!', 302-304 
Thermal conductivi ty, see Conductivity, thermal 
Th.:rmal equilibrium, and collision.s, 6, 245 

local. 6. 244- 245 
Thermal expansion, 490-495 

and band gaps o f semiconductors, 566 
coefficient of, 492 

alkali halides, table o( 494 
metals, table of, 496 

and Griineisen parameter, 493 
of metals, 495 
temperature dependence, 493 
and volwne dependence of normal mode 

frequencies, 490- 492 
See a{:w Gruneisen pMameter 

Thermionic emission, 362- 364 
ThermoeJcctric effects, 24-25, 26. 52, 253 259. 

261 
measurement of, 256- 257 
in superconductors, 256,730-731. 7Sln 

Thermoelectric field, 24- 25 
Thermomagnetic effects, 258n, 260 
11termopowcr (thermoelectric power), 24, 257 

failure of classia~l theory, 25 
free elect ron theory o f, 52 
and la ttice vibrations. 258 
and Pellier effect, 258 
in semiclassical model, 256-258 
in semiconductors. 563, 585 
and sign of charge carriers, 258 
of superconductors, 256, 730- 731, 7Stn 
and Thomson effect, 261 

l11ird Jaw of thermo dynamics, 490n 
and adiabatic demagnetization, 660 

Thomas-Fenni method, 340-342 
dielectric conshlnl, 341 
vs. Lindhard method, 340, 343 
nonlinear, 341 
wave vector, 342 
Sl'e also Dielectr ic constant; Screening 

Thomson effect, 26, 258, 261 
Tight-binding method, 176- 190 

" failureh of, 187, 308, 677n 
in lattices with bases, 185-186 
and Moutranloition, 187 
vs. nearly free electron method, 179n 
~bands, 189- 190 
s-ba nds, 181 - 1 84 
similarity to theory of lattice vibrations, 437n 
spin-orbit coupling in, 186 
and transition metal~. 306 

Tilt boundary, 638 
Tin, white vs. g rey, 302n, 564 
TO (transverse optical) phonons, see Optical 

modes 
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Transition metals, 305- 308 
ion~. magnetic moment of, 658 
specific heats. 59 

Translations of Bravais lauicc; 70 
Translation operator, 134 

in terms of momentum operator, 785 
Transmission coefficient (barrier penetration), 147 
Tronsver.re, see Polurilration 
Triclinic Bravaislanice. 118 
Triclinic crystal system, 118 
Trigonal Bravais Ja nice, see Rhombohedral 

Bravais lattice 
Trillonal crystal system, ll9 

examples among the elements, 127 
relation to cubic, I 19 
rc:lation to hexagonal, 125n 

Triplet pairing in lictuid 3 He, 741n 
Triplet-singlet splittinl!, 676-679 
Triplet states, 675 
Trivalent metals, 299 - 302 
Tube, Landau, 273 
Tunneling interpretation of Bloch electron mo

tion, 185 
T unneling. between superconductors. Josephson 

t:ffecrs, 751- 753 
normal, 751 

from normal metal to superconductor, 735 
and energy gap, 735 

Twinnin~ 632n, 637 
TWist boundary, 638 
Two fluid model, 737 

Ultrasonic attenuation, and Fermi surface. 277 
in superconductors, 736 

Umklapp process (U-process). 501 - 502 
and choice of primitive cell, 502 
and crystal momentum conservation, 502 
and electrical resistivity, 526- 528 
" rreczing out" o( 502 
vs. normal process, 502 
and phonon drag, 527- 528 
and thermal conductivity, 503- 505 

Unit cell. see Conventional unit cdl; Primitive 
cell 

Upper critical field, 732-733 

Vacancies, 616 
See also Defects in crystals 

Valence bands, in metals. 193 
wave function, 194 

compared With core, 195 
in semiconductors, 562 

Valence crystals. see Covalent crystals 
Valence elect rons, 3 

mystery, 59-60 

Valence electrons ktmlinul!d) 
solution or mystery, 223 

Index 825 

\ an de.r Waals force, see fluctuating dipole force 
Van Hm1e singularities, in electronic density of 

levels, 145, 150 
in nearly free cleCiron model, 171 

in phonon density or levels. 465, 468 
Van Leeuwen theorem, 269. 646 
Van Vleck paramagnetism, 653 
Variational principle, for Boll2rrlann equation_ 

327- 328 
for- Schrooinger equation in periodic potential, 

769 770 
Vector potential. and electron magnetism, 646 

io semiclassical equations or mot.ion, 771 
Velocity or Bloch electrons, 141, 765 

in tight-binding model, 185 
V ,.center, 625 
Voltmeter, what it Jlle3Sunos, 256-257 
Von Laue condition, 99 
Von Laue formulation of X-ray diffraction, 97 99 

equivalence to formulation of Bragl!, 99- 100 
and reciprocal lattice. 97- 99 

Von laue method, 101- 102 
Ewald construction for, 102 

Voroooy polyhedcon, 73n · 
Vorte.' line:. in superconducto~ 733- 734 

and Ginzburg-Landau theory, 748o 
and magnetic flux quantum. 734n 

Wannier functions, 187- 189 
orthonormality relations, 190 
uses of, 188 

Wave packet$, electron, 215 2 17 
phonon, 496 

Wa\-e vectors, density of, 35, 136 
Whiskers, 637 
White tin structure, 127 
Wiedemann-Franzlaw, 20 - 21 

classical t beory, 23 
accidental sucoess of. 23, 52 

failure for inelastic scattering, 323 
in free elecLron theory, 52 
in semiclussical model, 255- 256 
See ol.~o Conductivity, !hcr ma l, of metals; 

Lorcn:t number 
Wigner crystal, 684 
Wigner-Eckart theorem, 654. 668 
Wigner-Scillr cell , 73- 75 

algorithm for con$truction o~ 74 
for body-centered cubic Bravais lattice, 74, 82 
for (are-centered cubic Bravais lattice, 74, 82 
proof or primilive rutture, 74 
in reciprocal space, see Brillouin wne. tim 
in t\1.0 dimensions, 82 
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8.26 Index 

Work function. 354- 360 
and contact p<Hentials, 360 
for inequlvalc.nt surfaces, 359 
l:lblc. 364 
and thermionic l!lllission. 362- 364 

Work h<trdening. 636 
Wronskian. I~& 
Wurlzitc s tructure, 387n 

X rays, chnracteristic energies, 96 
comp;•red with phonon energies. 480 

X-ray ditTruction. 96- 1 !0, 794-795 
at<:lmic form factor. l07 l 08 
Brugg condition, 97 
Bragg formulat ion, 96- 97 
Bragg peaks, 96 
Bragg refiecti1>n, 100 
Co mpton backgro und, 480 
coovent ion for angle n f incidence, 96n 
Deb}-e-Waller factor, 486, 792 
diffuse background. 96n 
effect nf l:ulice vibrations on, 4:!0, 794- 795 
equiva lence of Bragg and Laue formulations, 

99 tOO 
Ewald construction. 101 
L.Buc formulatio n, 97- 99 
Laue method, 101 
nearly elastic nature of scaHering, 98n 

X-n<y di!Traction !cam imre<ll 
from particle point o f view. 473 
and phonon spectrum, 480,794- 795 
powder method, 102 
rotating crystal method, 102 
structure factor, l 0.1- l 07 

X ray, soft emission, and independent clcctron 
approximation. 345n 

and m.-asuremcnt of bandwidth. 335 

Yukawa potential. 3>12 

Zener brcakclo.-n. set• Break<\own, electric 
Zero point motion of ions. 416 

contribution to thcnnal energy density. 454 
and de Boer parameter. 412 -413 
and inadequacy of cla~ical theory of lattice 

vibrations. 422n 
manifc-,;tutlon.~ of in lighter noble gas soliili. 

401-402 
Zmcblcnde s tructune. 76, 81 

compounds with. tables o f, 81 
3fld II- VI ionic cr)•stals. 386 
and Ill-Y mi,ed ionic CO\'alent crystals. 387,.189 
rck!tion to wur?ite stntcl ut·e. 387n 
structure faa or. I 09 

Zone.·"''' flrillouio zone: Extrndcd ~one sch~mc: 
• JnnC"s l<Hlc: ' Lurgc zone; Rt.·dul~d tone 

..chchlc; Repeated zone scheme 

• 
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